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1893 GLEANINGS IN BEE CULTURE.

Root's Goods for the West.
Bee= Keepers of the West

Should remember that we have established at Des Moines, Iowa, a
WESTERN BRANCH where a full Hne of Bee-keepers' Supplies are

kept for sale. You can save time and freight by ordering from our
Western Branch. We have engaged Jos. Nysewander to take charge
of this business, who will give all orderi^ good, careful, and prompt at-

tention. Send for his price list for "93. Address

Joseph Nysewander, Des floines, Iowa.

^^p^Aw^S 0^ :^CKeepers Supplies

111 writing iulverciseis please iiieniiuii ttii.~ papei-

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS. EXTRACTORS. ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-FAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
C^Iii respondintr to tliis atlveiti^eiiieiit nieiition RLKAXiNiis.

ROOT'S GOODS FOR THE EAST.
Bee-Keepers of the East should

D8dT In Jvlind ^^^^ ^^"^ ^^^^^ established at Syracuse an E3St8rn BrBnCh
'.\ l.cii' (>;ir I!ee-keepers" Supplies are kept for sale, and prompt shipment. You can save time

and freight by ordering from our Eastern Branch. We have engaged Mr. F. A. Sal-

isbury to take charge of this business, and he will treat you well. He will

be pleased to send you a list of goods kept in stock.

Address all orders,

EASTERN BRANCH, F. A. SALISBURY, Agent, Syracuse, N. V.

Bee-l^ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free (-atalogue.
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.
9*In responding to this advertisement mention OLEANiNOft

FOR SALE. Nineteen colonies brown bees, in
movable-frame hives. Most of them liung- on im-
proved Hoffman frames. Contain now honey enougli
to pay for some. Will sell for $3.00 per colony, as
they stand, if taken at once.

John Davis, Gai-den City, Ark.

JENNIE ATCHLEY'S HOME
will be at Greenville, Hunt County, Tex., in 1893,
iready with queens again. 19tfdb

Interesting Monthly for

The Family and Fireside
Welcome in every Home.

o
I.<arge Premiums for Clubs.

Sample Copy sent Free.

Thomas G. Newman,
147 South Western Ave.,

CHICAGO, - - ii:>i.s.

Please mention this paper.

PA I I Ejrgs and Plants, Fowls, Poultry-books and1"^^ Papers; finely ill. ciivular free. Address
' GEEK BROS., St. Marys, Mo.,
14tfdb Or, H. B. GEEK, Nashville, Tenn.

Please mention this paper.
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Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half oui usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this depaitment
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona fide ex
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these 'swaps '

WANTED.—To exchange one Spencer repeating
rifle, value $8; also a good small printing-office

complete, worth $14. What liave you to offer? 24-ld
W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.

WANTED —A young man of good habits, willing
to make himself useful on a farm and help in

the apiary. To the riglit man a comfortable home
and a chance for advancement is offered. Id
Charles Stewart, Sammonsville, Fulton Co.,N.Y.

WANTED.—To sell one six-lioise boiler, upright,
26.\60, 37 3-in. flues; one flve-lioisi' engine, cyl-

inder .5x6 in., combined base; wair;nit(>(l all in good
working order. Price $130.00 f . o. b. cars. 5d.

V. W. Keeney, Shirland, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange for offers, a complete
outflt for milking bee-hives. Root's 3 H. P. ex-

pansive engipe, all in good order. Must sell. Write
quick for particulars. A. B. Hermen,

Lock Box J, Burnett's Creek, White Co., Ind,

WANTED.—To exchange berry-plants, or grape-
vines, for bees, queens, honey, or offers.

l-2d Ezra G. Smith, Manchester, Ont. Co., N. Y.

ANTED.—A small second-hand threshing -ma-
cliine and cleaner. Must be in good order.

John B. Lindle, Muscatine, Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange two new Vandervort
foundation-mills, one 12 and one 6 inch, for 100

lbs. of pure beeswax. A great bargain for some
one. F. M. Taintor, Greenfield, Mass.

WANTED.

—

To rent an apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond witli

Chas. Brown, Nicolavis, Sutter Co., Cal.

W

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address
SAMUEL. JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa.

Oiiaonc From Best of Stock. 1QQ3WUeeilb By Doolittle's Method. ^O^O
Itfd J. B. €ASE, Port Orange, Fla.

Cftr Coin One Given foundation-press, good
Pnr ^HIR. as new; very cheap. Address
I Ul uuiui j.3.3 H. D. Edwards, Delhi, 111.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23d Ottumwa, la. South side.

Please mention this paper.

Chaff Hives.

I offer special inducements to those who will

sell my chaff hive. Send for terms.

J. A. ROE, Union City, Ind.
Please mention this paper.

HEDDON'S

SUCCESS
IN

BEE CULTURE.
PRICE 50 CTS.

EXTRACTED

HONEY
PRICES LOW.

Send address for circular to

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWACIAC, MICH.

Please mention this paper.

pop Sale.
A mixed lot of

hives with bees,
seventeen in all.

Address
IVIiss Ann Cai«i», fletupoPtville, Pa.

Berries.
Friends, I can furnisli you
witli all kinds of berry-plants
at about one-half the usual
price. Plants warranted.

Bank references. Satisfaction guaranteed. 6tfdb
Address EZRA Q. SMITH, Manchester, N. Y.

4 H. P. Engine 6 H. P. Boiler
For sale cheap if wanted at once.

D. S. HALL, South Cabot. Vt.

cHaff hives.
I offer special inducements to those who will sell

my hives. Send for terms. J. A. EOE, Union City, Ind.

Giiicago Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
Will furnish ever.v thing used in the apiary, at bot-
tom prices. Write for circular price list to

J. B. KLINE, Secy., Topeka, Kan.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
St. Louis.—/7o/!r.i/.—Clu)i<'e white-clover hoiiRy is

rather scarce in this market. In singrle-tiei' 1-lb.

sections will sell readily at 18c; good fair stock at
ir)@,lfi; Spanish needle at U@1.5; buckwlieat at
V-yQH; dark and lirokeii at 7@13, as to quality. Ex-
tracted, choice wliite-elover, in cans, 8@9; fair, 7;
in barrels, 6H; Southern, in barrels, 5'/4@6.

Jircswit.v, flrui; prime, 24|@2.5; burnt, or mixed
with tallow, half price. W. B. Westcott,
Dec. 12. St. Louis, Mo.

Minneapolis.—i?«(iei/.—Our market has consumed
a large quantity of lionej' dui'ing the past week. We
have paid from 17@liS for strictly fancy wliite;
14@16 for clioice white; 13 for choice dark; 10 for
common dark. Strained honey 8@9, in small quan-
tities. Large Ijarrels unsalable. We look to see
trade considerably duller, and prices lower after
tl)e holidays. .1. A. Shea & Co.,
Dec. 19. 14 &16 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Albany.—Ho/iey.—There was quite a demand for
comb honey during tlie holidays; Imt the market is

now very quiet with prices unchanged. We quote:
White clover, 14@15; mixed, 1U@13; buckwheat,

10; two-pound sections, a cent less. Extracted,
white, 8@9; dark, 6M@7.
Dec. 34. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City. — HoHei/.— Demand good, supply
large. White 1-lb., 17c. Extracted, 6@S.-~Beeswax.
—None on market. Hamblin & Bearss.
Dec. 19. .514 Walnut St.. Kansas City. Mo.

Cleveland.—Ho;(ei/.—Honey -market lower; de-
mand lighter. A No. 1, 14@14'/4.

Beeswax. 22@34. Demand good.
Reynolds & Williams,

Dec. 19. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Peavine and goldenrod extracted, in 75-lb. cans at
7c. per lb. Address J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

For Sale.—Three bbls. and twelve 60-lb. cans fine
Spanish-needle honey. Emil J. Baxter,

Nauvoo, Hancock Co., 111.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Indiana State Bee-keepers' Association ^vill meet at In-

dianapolis, Jan 18 and 19. R. S. KussELL, Pves.
ZionsvlUe, Ind.

The annual inoi'tinpf of the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association
will be held in the town of Walkerton, Ont., Jan, 10, 11, 12, 1893.
All interested ure eordially invited. W. COUSE, Sec.
Streetsville, Ont.

The second annual meeting of the California State Bee-
keepers' Association will be held in the Chamber of Commerce,
Los Angeles, Feb. 7 and 8. Programs will soon be Issued, for
which address the secretary, J. H. Martin, Redlands, Cal.

Boston.—//oiicy.—Honey is selling slowly, and
prices are lower; wequote: Best 1-lb. comb at 16@17.
Extracted, 8@.9. Bccsw'fl.c—None on hand.

Blake & Ripley,
Dec. 9. Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.—Ho/(riy.—There is no material change
since our last. Extracted honey is quite scarce.
Dec. 19. D. G. Titt Gro. Co.,

St. Louis, Mo,

Kansas City.— Wojirj/.—There is no change to
liote in the honej'-market since our last.

Comb, 1-lb., No. 1 white, 16®17; No. 2 white. 14@15;
No. 1 amber, 14@15; No. 3 amber, ]t:@13; extracted
white, 7@7>^; amber, egieyj.

Clkmun.s-Mason Com. Co.,
Dec. 19. Kan-iHs City, Mo.

Chicago.— Hojicjy.- Comb honey selling slowly at
I7@.18c for best gi-ides. The dark grades sell at
ll@l3c; good but not white, 15@16c. Extracted,
without material change; sales chietiy at 7 and 8c;
some poor at 6c and fancy, 9c. Now is a good time
to send exl racted to market.

R. A. Burnett,
Dec. 20. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, III

The Minnesota State Bee-keepers' Convention is to be held on
Thursday, Friday, and Saturday, Jan. 12, 13, U. The by-laws
have been amended so as to admit members from Western
Wisconsin. W. H. Putnam, River Falls, Wis.

CiNCiNNATi.—H(()ie{/.—Demand ix fair for extract-
I'd iioney at 6@8c on arrival. Supply fair. There is

a fair demand for comb honey, witli no choice honey
on the market. Best white brinps 14@16c in the
jobbing way. Ucetuvn.r, demand is good at 33@2,5c
for good to choice ^ ellow on arrival.

(HAS. F. MuTH & Son,
Dec. 23. Cincinnati, O.

Buffalo.— //'ificj/.—Choice white-clover honey,
light receipts in our m;irket. Selling mostly at 16c,

occasionally, 17c; No. 2 grade of wliite honey, from
13@14c; buckwheat honey, liberal supplies, selling
mostly at9@10c. Batterson .& Co..
Dec 21. 167, 169 Scott St., Buttalo, N. Y.

DETROIT.— Honey.—Comb honey selling slowly at

13gH4c; extra white, 15c. Extracted. 8@8'/i. Bcck-

wax, 2r)@26. M. H. Hunt,
Dec. 32. Bell Branch, Mich.

The Southwestern Wiseonsin Bee-keepei's' Association will
hold its next annual meeting in Boscobel, Grant Co., Wis., on
the 13th and lith of Janu.ary, 1893, commencing at 10 a.m. All
members of the association are requested to be present, as the
following ofticers are to be elected: President, vice-president,
secretary, assistant secretary, and treasurer. Blank reports
will be sent to each member of the association for 1892, with
instructions. A cordial invitation is e.xtended to all bee-keep-
ers, and especially to those who would like to .ioln us. Each
member will be notified at least one month before said meet-
ing. Benj. E. Rice, Sec.
Boscobel, Wis.

AUGITE STOVE-MATS.
How much of domestic happi-

ness is marred because tlie dishes
prepared for dinner are scorched
or burned! How annoying to
have something boil OTcr on the
stove, as it is likely to do some-
times with the most vigilant
watchfulness. All these troubles
can be avoided by using the stove-
mat shown herewith. We were
somewhat skeptical about it till

we tried it in our home, and now
we are convinced that there is nothing that can lay
a better claim to the term " a household necessity."
The mat is made of asbestos, bound with sheet steel,

crumpled around the edge, 9.^ inches in diameter,
and is Indestructible. Though it is almost as soft

as felt, it will not burn. You can place it directly

on the blaze of a gasoline-stove, ove^ the gas-jet,

in the fireplace, or on the stove, and it will prevent
burning of all kinds of food thiit ordinarily require
stirring. No stirring is required for oatmeal, milk,
rice, custards, blanc mange, jellies, butters, catsups,
apple sauce, etc. In fact, nothing will burn on it.

Coffee will not boil over if the pot is on the mat;
bread toasts nicely on it. Try it and be convinced.
For the nursery there is nothing equal to heat the
milk and food for the baby. If a grate Are, lay the
mat on the open fire. If the mat becomes soiled, do
not wash or scrape, but turn the soiled part next to
fire, andliurii until clean. The mat regularly retails

for 3.5 cts. We will furnish them at 20 cts. each;
§2.00 per doz. By mail, 6 cts. each extra, or 6.5 cts.

per dozen. We will furnish 6 doz. for $11 00. or one
gross for ^20.00. We have already .sold ovei' 10 gross
in less than three months. We will give one free,

postpaid, for a newsul)sciiption toGi>EANiNGS, with
your own renewal and $3.00.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

B7 W. I. CHAMBEBLAm, A. M., LL. D.,

Formerly Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture,
and late President of the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer. •

This is a valuable companion to our other rural
books. It embraces the experience of forty years
of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, Ohio.
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Best Articles from Best Men.
With tlie Dec. Is.sue tlie Bee-Keepers' Review is five years old. This last number of the fifth year;is

unique. Its editor asked each of .several of the best bee-keepers to write wliat he itlie bee-keeper) consid-

ered the hest article he ever loote. Each was to g-o over, in his mind, tlie bee-keeping of tlie past, see how it

had progressed first in this direction, then in that; met this obstacle, then that; tlien consider the bee-
keeping' of the present, its needs and necessities; and then try and give the best advice possible to give in

a single article as to the course that bee-keepers ought to pursue in the future to make their pursuit more
pleasant and profitable. If you wish to know in which direction the leaders in apiculture believe that
bee-keepeis ought to work to better their condition, send 10 cents for the Dec. Review. Witli it will be
sent the Oct. and Nov. issues. By the way, the Nov. number gives the views of such men as Doolittle.

Taylor, and Miller upon that vexed questitm of " Sugar-Hoiioy Production." There will also be sent a sheet
upon which are printed nearly a dozen portraits of the Review's leading correspondents (among them the
editor), together wii li a list of all the special topics that have been discussed, the numbers in which they
may be found, and the prices at which they will be sent. A proposition is ;ilso made whereby these back
numbers may be secured at half price. The price of the Review is UXO a year. The Review one year and
" Advanced Bee Cultuhe," for $1.25. New subscribers for 1S93 get t he last three issues of this year free.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Best on Earth.

, More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-

knives and Bee-smok-

ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & IHetherington,

Abronia, JVIich. Ttfdb

DON'T
pui'chase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
in our 18-page circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced
prices. Hives, Shipping-
cases, etc., at Bed -Rock
Prices. Write for free 111.

Catalogue and Price List.

G. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

fow, I've Got You
Just read our won-

derful offer—nothing
like it heard of before
in bee-publishing. We
Give FREE to every new sab-

scriber to the Weekly

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL
who sends SI.00 for a
year's subscription, a
copy of " Newman's "

Bees and Honey
—a $1.00 book KREB.
Has 22.5 pages, 200 il-

lustrations, bound in
heavy, tinted paper.
Just the book for the
beginner or expert,
you ought to have it

Send us 2 new names
at $1.00 each for the
Bue .loarnal one year &
get the book as a pre-
mium ;we also send it

To each of the 2 subs.
Sample Journal free.

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
!!»» R. Randolph St..

CHICAGO, - ILL.

OATMAN'S
SOLDEUma AND EEPAIE EIT
tlonsists of fire-pot. solder-
ing-irons, solder, and solder-
ing-tluid. with tools compl'te
as shown in cut, with direc-
tions for soldering different
metals, and how to keep your
soldering - irons in shape.
Whole kit, boxed, 12 lbs.

Shipped on receipt of $2.00.

Agents wante<l.

O. & L- OATMAN,
87db Medina, Ohio.

SUPPLIES
RETAIL
—AND—

WHOLESALE.
Everytliiiig used in the Apiary.
Greatest variety and largest stock

in the West. New catalog, 54 illustrated pages,
free to bee-keepers. E. KEETOHMEE, EED OAK, IOWA.

Please mention this paper. 2tfdb

-i»- »- -^ <»> .^ <»?- -g»> -»- ^s^ <g- <y> <g- <«- -^^ <!/!' <//> ^s^ -;»- <y^ <g- -^^ -^ -»• -?g- -^ -^ -w- ji^

Porter Spring Bee-Escape, a Great success.

We guarantee it to be far superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a dozen, you do
not And them so, or if they do not prove satisfactory in every way, return them by mail with-
in 98 days after receipt, and we will refund your money. PRICES: Each, by mail, postpaid,
with full directions, 20c; per dozen, $3.25. Send for circular and testimonials. Supply-
dealers, send for wholesale prices. lOtfdb R. &, E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.

tg-^-S{S--<Ji-<^ri^-sjs--iJi-^-4Jl--iJ^-!Jl- Mention Gleanings. -i{:-^rij^^-iJS^-<Js-rsji?^rjjSrrij!--iji-
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Stra/ Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Now IS THE TUiK to mplt Up your old combs,
when they are brittle and you can break them
up tine. But be sure to soak them full of water
before melting.
" BucKELBKUT '

is the name given by the
Germans to drone brood in worker-cells. Be-
ing of an economical turn they use one word
instead of our Hve.

Do YOU LIKE MILK that tastes rich? I'll tell

you what to try. Put a pan of milk on an
augite stove-mat on the stove, and let it boil for

an hour. There's richness for you.

That bee- escape of friend Hewes may
prove to be a ''dark horse.'" How would it do
to punch the holes with a fluted punch, abrupt-
ly tapering instead of gradually tapering?

The sugar-honev discussion has at least

shown one thing, and that is. that bee-keepers
can discuss matters about which they feel deep-
ly and differ widely, without losing temper.

Buckwheat is a very uncertain crop for

honey, according to replies in A. B. J. Doolittle
says he had a good yield this year, being the
first pound of buckwheat honey in 15 years.

While standard sections are being some-
what discussed in this country, British bee-
keepers are quite stirred up over the matter of
a standard honey-bottle (honey-jar we would
call it).

Please. Mr. Editor, don't let York's old
man monkey with that gun so near my stray
straws. He looks kind o" careless: and if the
gun should go off he might burn irp my whole
strawstack.

Thirty-six States, if I a rightly informed.
now have laws against selling tobacco to those
under 16, and in some States 18, years of age.
Wouldn't it be an improvement to raise the age
from 16 to()0?

Crimson clover, or scarlet clover, has been
highly praised as a forage and honey plant. J.

Fremont Hickman, of Ohio Experiment Station,
says in Stockinrin that it does not succeed as
far north as Ohio.

Some people are opposed to alcoholic drinks.
but think lager beer all right because it isn't an
alcoholic drink. The other night I saw a half-
ounce of fourth-proof alcohol distilled from an
average glass of lager beer! And people drink
it for the hops in it!

"A larva 5 DAYS old." Does that mean
that the egg was laid .5 days ago, or does it

mean that the larva hatched from the egg 5
days ago? Some use it one way and some the
other, hence confusion arises. Suppose you tell

us which is the better way. Mr. Editor, and
then we'll all try to use it the same way.
R. C. AiKiN at the Colorado State convention

figured out that, wiih 100 colonies, a bee-keeper
might average 12.53.50 for his year's labor, and
$462.50 with 200 colonies. " But," he says. •' the
average apiarist does not. will not. and' can not
doit. . . . None but the expert apiarist will
make money out of bees."

The Apiciilturist says, "Honey and sugar
mixed, say two pounds of sugar to one of honey,
is superior in flavor and quality to clear, pure
honey." For those who like sugar better than
honey, wouldn't it be a still further improve-
ment to replace that one pound of honey with
another of sugar?
In blanketing horses, a writer in the Stock-

man thinks, it is a bad plan to throw a blanket
on a horse immediately on stopping, while he is

wet with perspii'ation, for then the blanket
becomes wet. and he has an icy covering; but
he says, let him dry off a little before blanket-
ing. Worth thinking about.

The MANAGE>rENT of the North American
showed their good sense in having less than the
usual number of topics on the Washington pro-
gram. If you get the bee-keepers together
there will be no trouble about topics to discuss.
When two bee-keepers meet it doesn't take
them two minutes to strike a '" live topic."

M. Bertrand. a prominent French authori-
ty, and the able editor of the Revue Inter-
natlojKile. thinks that there is a kind of heredi-
ty from the nurse-bees, owing to the food given
to the larVcB, and on this account he thinks the
raising of royal larv;c ought to be entrusted
only to those colonies whose workers possess
desirable traits.

The French horticultural monthly, "ie
Cklre ct Ic Poire." has an article from Paul
Noel, in which he says, "The place where bees
become useful in the highest degree is in the
orchard. Experiments which have been made
in this regard are so conclusive, that hives of
bees have become the indispensable adjunct of
a well-kept orchard."

Here's a postal from Hasty: "Brother
Milhn', you didn't stick that straw through me
in the right direction. I didn't say, 'their
stores bciow them," but 'their stores behind
them.' You are awan^ that, with long and
shallow frames, bees incline to store the honey
at the rear of the hive, and form the first win-
ter cluster at the front of the hive. "" Glad to
correct. I was thinking of their climbing up,
and whatever they left behind was below.
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The bicycle may provfi a great blessing,

even to us clumsy chaps that never risk our
necks on them. Never was there any such
interest in having good roads as now exists,

and I suspect it's mainly owing to the wheel.
If th*e roads are put in .proper order for bike-
riders, it will make wagons and carriages last a
tbird longer. Success to the movement.
Bai.ky colonies that will not start work in

sections are thus treated in extreme cases by
Doolittle, as given in StoChmayi. Drum or
shake from the combs the larger part of the
bees and the queen, and put them in a box or
hive; and when they commence to build comb
nicely put them back where they came from,
using the white combs they have just built as
starters in the sections.

LANGSTKOTH'S REMINISCENCES.

MOKE ABOUT SLAVERY.

For reasons which will soon appear, I have al-

ways taken a deep interest in the colored race.

My maternal gran imother was a large slave-
holder on the Eastern Shore of Maryland.
When she was a rich and fashionable widow,
the converting grace of God came to her through
the ministrations of the Methodists, and she
joined their church, although to connect herself
with them was almost to lose caste with many
of her associates. She had always been a kind
mistress to her servants; but under new and
better influences she became increasingly so-

licitous for their welfare. I have often heard
my mother say that she never thought of strik-

ing one of her mother's slaves, any more than
our children would presume to strike one of our
white domestics. But this, I believe, was rath-
er exceptional, and children were often accus-
tomed to strike and abuse the colored servants,
almost at will. What a training for those soon
to become citizens of a professedly republican
country!
At that time a constant terror to the slave

population was the dread of being sold and
carried off to the Georgia plantations. Parties
from the South traveled from plantation to
plantation, until they had bought enough slaves
to suit their purposes. One day some of the
colored servants came running to my grand-
mother, to tell her that a woman who had es-

caped from her new owner had just come to her
premises to hide herself from pursuit. In a
storm of seeming anger, my grandmother drove
the informants from her presence, commanding
them under pain of severe punishment not to
speak to her another word. The owner of the
fugitive woman soon appeared, to make known
his mission. In very few words my grand-
mothf^r told him that she knew nothing at all

of where his woman was hiding, and that, if

she could have her own choice, she would have
him driven at once from her place: but as the
law allowed him to search for her, she could
not prevent it. His search was in vain; and
a week or more after his departure, the woman
made her appearance. She lived as a free
woman, and was always called Georgia Jane,
and no one ever disturbed her. It must be
remembered that, in those days, there were no
telegraphs, railroads, steamboats, or even stage-
coaches; and the persons who made up those
gangs could seldom afford to come back to hunt
for a fugitive.

My mother's grandmother had been a very
worldly woman. One day word came that she
had been converted. A pious old negro woman.
When told of it, dropped down on her knees to
thank God, and vowed that she would not rise

from them again that day. Mother says she saw
her walking on her knees with vessels of milk,
to and from the milk-house, and doing all her
work in the same way, for the rest of the day.
If there was something of superstition in this,

surely there was much more of the outflow of a
simple heart, full of love to Jesus, and thank-
fulness that her old mistress had found her
Savior.
Long before she died, my grandmother liber-

ated all her slaves. She had done all that she
could for their welfare; but the doctrine taught
by John Wesley, that slavery was the sum of
ail villainies, had sunk deep into her heart, and
her conscience was never at rest until she had
set them free. To the men and women who
were able to take care of themselves, their lib-

erty was given without any restrictions. The
younger girls were bound out until they were
IS years of age, and the younger boys until they
were 21 years old. For the sick and aged a
suitable provision was made for life: and my
grandmother, from being a wealthy widow, had
only enough for a moderate competency.
An uncle told me, that, on a visit to the old

homestead, one of grandmother's former slaves
said to him, " Massa Jim, you know that they
always used to say, that, if a nigger was set
free, he was of no account any more, but would
only laze about and steal. Now, Massa Jim, do
you know of any of old missis' servants, that,
after they got free, went to the jail or the poor-
house ? ". My uncle could only say. that, to the
best of his recollection, none had ever done so.

"Now, Massa Jim," continued the old negro,
"kin you say as much for the same number of
white people, that had as good or even better
chances than we had?" "and I could only re-
ply," said my uncle. " ' No, Jim, I can not.'

"

As my mother had a sister still living there,
she occasionally visited her old Chestertown
home. This house was near the steamboat
landing, and her heart was often deeply pained,
as she listened to the wailings of poor slaves
sold away from home and friends. It was often
said, by the apologists of slavery, that such
separations of families were rare; but this was
far from being so. As in all the border States
little or no profit could be made from slave
labor, the breeding of slaves for a southern
market was quite common; and we all know,
even if we have never read tJncle Tom's Cabin,
what this implies; and, further, in the settle-
ment of estates it often happened that families
were cruelly divided. It has been said, that
the colored people felt such separation for only
a short time, as the cow and the calf that the
butcher parts. If this were so, and slavery had
trained God's creatures to be no better than the
brute creation, what a terrible indictment must
lie against it! It need hardly be said in how
many cases this charge against such an affec-
tionate race was the basest of calumnies.
G Although the law strictly forbade the teach-
ing of slaves to read, my dear mother, when
visiting among her old friends, could never
bring lierself to respect it. A slave who had
passed the middle age was trying to learn from
her how to read. His progress was painfully
slow, and he was kept in the little words of the
spelling-book so long that he begged that she
would teach him from the big words, further
on. He could be reconciled to more lessons
with little words, only when he learned that
the great General George Washington had to
learn the little words before he came to the big
ones.
The following incident was once witnessed

by my mother: A colored boy was dragging his
little master in a small go-cart, when one of the
wheels came off and the little boy tumbled to
the ground. As soon as he could recover the
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use of his feet he flew at the servant, kicking
and biting him. and pulling his hair, paying no
attention to his pitiful outcries, saying that he
could not help the wheel from coming off.

The hated institution! If possibUs its curses
rested more heavily upon the whites than the
blacks; and it is often difficult for me to realize

that I have lived to see it overthrown.
On one of her visits to her sister, my mother

was told that an old woman who had been her
nurse had walked a long distance, and was
waiting to see her. As soon as she caught sight
of my mother, crying out, "OMiss Rebekah!
O Miss Rebekah!" she folded her in her arms,
and wept over her as though she had been her
own child. When this scene was over, she
learned that an old colored waiter, who had
also walked a long distance, was waiting in the
kitchen to see her. After an exchange of af-

fectionate greetin5;s, he said, "Miss Rebekah.
don't you remember how Jim used to open
oysters for you, when you were a little girl ?

"

"Oh! yes, Jim," replied my mother; "I re-

member it very well." Going to a table, over
which a neat napkin was spread, he lifted it

off, and there stood the oysters in their shells,

all ready to be opened, and the plate on which
they were to be eaten. "Now, Miss Rebekah,
you must please sit down at this table, just as
you did when you were a liotle girl, and let old

Jim open some oysters for you, before he dies."

My mother complied with his request, but her
tears fell so fast that she was able to choke
only a few down.
Yes, there were masters and mistresses who

did all they knew how to do for their slaves,

and who, no doubt, would have set them at
liberty, at any sacrifice, if they could have been
made to see that this would better their con-
dition. L. L. Langstboth.
Dayton. Ohio.

Continued.

WINTERING BEES UNDER SNOW.

DOOLITTI.ES EXPERIENCE.

A correspondent writes, saying: " By setting

my bees next to a fence which I have on the
west side of my bee-yard I can usually have
them covered with snow from one to five feet

deep. Will this be a good way to winter them,
and would you advise me to do this ?"
This is a question which has been frequently

asked in the past, and, as a rule, the answer
has been, " Yes, let the snow drift over the bees
if it will; for, the more snow over the hives the
better." My experience has not been in accord
with this, however; but I have found that, if

the hives are covered two-thirds the way up
the brood-chamber, it is a great advantage;
but if the hives are covered two-thirds the way
up the cap or cover, or completely over, it is a
positive damage to the bees, and worse than no
snow at all. For several winters, when I first

began to keep bees I uniformly wintered them
in the cellar; and, not being as successful one
winter as I desired, I concluded to winter on
the summer stands the next winter, and, as the
snow fell, sweep it up around them. I did so;

and by December 10 the hives were covered
from sight, while the pyramids of snow all over
the yard made a very picturesque view which
was quite enchanting. At the end of a month
we had a thaw, when I looked at them and
found that the warmth from the bees had so

thawed the snow that a small dog or a cat could
easily go around between the hives and snow.
I was highly elated over the apparent success,

and concluded that was just the way to winter
bees. I found, however, that the bees were

quite restless, and, upon raising the quilt, were
ready to fly out and perish on the snow, instead
of being quiet, as all good bees should be. As
the next day was fine they had a cleansing
flight, and all appeared well. We had little

snow the rest of the winter; and when the sea-
son fairly opened I found I had 29 colonies left
out of 52. This loss was attributed to the severe
cold during April and the fore part of May;
and I believed that, if I could have had snow to
cover them all winter, no loss would have oc-
curred. One thing I noticed, however: All the
hives I opened at the time of the thaw had
brood in from two to three combs, while in
April scarcely a bit of brood was to be found in
any hive. Of course, I reasoned that, had the
snow continued, brood-rearing would have been
kept up, and in the spring the hives would
have been teeming with thousands of young
bees instead of depopulated colonies, as I then
had. The next winter put an end to these vis-
ions, however, for this time we had snow to
keep them covered from December to April 10.

During the fore part of February there came a
warm day. so the bees flew finely, and upon
examination I found several hives that had
brood in four or five frames; while others, that
were not buried so deeply, had only a very little

brood in two frames. I noticed that the bees in
those hives which had the most brood were so
heavily loaded with feces that they were scarce-
ly able to fly, while those with but little brood
spotted the snow but very little compared with
the others. However, I figured that those hav-
ing brood in about 250 square inches of comb,
as some of the best had. would give fifty young
bees to the inch; and it was with a look of
wisdom that I told my neighbors that such a
colony would hatch out 12.500 bees in twenty-one
days, and that I expected a rousing colony by
spring. Cold weather, with more snow, came,
and held so until about the middle of March,
when we again had a day that the bees could fly.

The bees were all shoveled out, and I expected
to see plenty of these 12,500 young bees on the
wing: but upon going to these hives I was dis-
appointed beyond measure to find all the old
bees dead on the bottom-board, and those
young downy bees clustered closely together
where they had hatched, in the embrace of
death. Not only this, but the old bees had con-
sumed nearly all the honey in rearing these
bees, so I had nearly a total loss except the
combs.
When the working season arrived I found I

was again reduced to 29 to start the season
with. The difficulty with me seems to be that,
as soon as the hives are covered with snow, the
warmth of the ground, combined with the
warmth of the bees, makes it so warm that the
bees become uneasy, go to breeding, consume
large quantities of honey, thus distending their
bodies and using up their vitality, causing them
to die of old age during February. March, and
April, while the young bees have not the usual
strength and vitality of bees hatched in Sep-
tember and October to withstand the rigors of
winter, so spring dwindling and death are the
result. I find that what is true of myself is also

true with nearly or quite every bee-keeper in

Central New York.
I have given the particulars in the above, as

it best describes all the cases which I have
known where bees were drifted under snow for

any length of time. One winter I had snow ten
feet deep over a part of the bees, caused by a
deep snow and a peculiar wind drifting it over
a knoll. I tried as far as possible to keep the
front sides shoveled clear of all I could: but I

completely lost track of ten colonies: and of

those ten, not one was living the first of May.
From the above experience, during fifteen
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years or more of the past. I advise all to go
slow who are not sure that the plan of winter-
ing bees und<!r snow is a success with them.
Try only a few at first, till you know of a cer-

tainty that you arc right: and then, if your
experience proves diflVrcnt from mine, do as

you like with the wholi^ a|)iary.

Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 15. (t. M. Dooi.itti-k.

SUGAR-SYRUP HONEY.

I'HOF. COOK KKI'I.IKS TO Mil. DADANT AND
on IK Its.

Digestion is the process wlnsreby th(^ food is

so changed that it may pass through an animal
membrane, or fiom the alimentai'y canal—the
stomach and .intestines— to the blood. As this
process is by osmosis, we may say that digestion
is rendering the food osiiioiic. Usually this is

simply liquefying llu; foo<l, though in some
cases, as in blood albumen, the food is already
liquid, but not osmotic, and so must tie digested.

I would not say that digestion is the litting of

the food lor assimilalion. for this is not true.

Some of the digest^ed food, a^ soon as it g(^ts

into the l)lood. is cliaugi'd agiiin to lit it for

assimilation. Tliis is tiue of all ilui peptone, or
digested all)uminoids. I l)eli(!V(! no scientist

will take issue wiili my delinitioii of digestion.
The •'Century Dictionary"' givtis just this

dehnition. as does Flint in ilu^ last edition of
his Physiology, lie says it is tin? change pr(^-

paratory to absorption.
We eat three kinds of food that need diges-

tion: the others aie already osmotic. These
are starch and cane sugar; albuminous foods,

such as cheese, white of eggs, muscle, etc.; and
fats.

The starch is slightly digested, or changed
into glucose, by the saliva. But as this is stop-
ped by the acid gastric juice of the stomach, it

is unimportant. Yet the sugar so formed needs
no furtlier digestion, but is absorbed at once
into the blood. The most of the starch, the
cane sugar, and all of th(^ fats, are digested, not
in tlie stomach, but in the small intestines, by
the pancreatic juice—a juice secreted by the
pancreas, a large gland lying just back of and
below the stomach— th(! most important organ,
indeed, of digestion. Here the remaining starch
and cane sugar are changed into glucose, and
the fat changed into an emulsion, called cliyle,

which can be taken u]) by the lacteal vessels

and carried into the blood. The albuminoids
are digested, usually, by the gastric juice, which
is peculiar among tlie digestive juices in being
acid. This is all the digestion that is accom-
plished in the stomach. Indeed, this does not
n(H^d to be done in the stomach, for. if not done
iiere. an element of the pancrc^atic juice will do
it. This is why a stomacii is not essential to

life, and why, in case of cancers and tumors,
the whole stomach has been removed, and yet
the person so treated recovc^rs and is entirely
sound and able-bodied. VV(> speak of the value
of a good stomach, and it is very desirable; but
W(> see from tlie above tluit a good pancreas is

much more necessary- Tlie cane sugar is

changed to glucose (physiologists say, and cor-
n^ctly, too, digested), in the intestines, by the
pancreatic juice. Flint says, last edition of
Physiology,' page 171, "All th(^ sugar of the food
is converted into glucose t)eforeit is taken into
the blood." He says, page 348, that the i)an-

creatic juice digests or transforms cane sugar
into glucose. This is just what the bees do for

us in case we eat honey instead of cane sugar.
Yet I do not think this glucose is identical with
that made in the staich-factories. The chem-
ist detects no difference, but the physiologist

does. In such matters the. physiologist is much
better authority than the clnsmist. His reagents
are more sensitive. Every intelligent bee-
keeper is uhysiologist enough to refute the
ablest chemist in this matter. So long as our
bees refuse conunercial glucose until forced to

take it, and so long as it is fed with fatal effects
for winter use, so long is the argument with the
be(!- keeper- physiologist.
A word as to chym<! and chyle. The lirst

word refers to the mat(!iial in tlu; stomach,
which, as we see. is of a varied nature. It con-
sists of the aJbuminoids move, oi' less digested,
and the starch, except the very small amount
digested in the mouth by saliva, the fat, and
cane sugar. Of course, the word is no longer of
any use in hutnail physiology,.and we do not
find it at all in many physiologies. It is a goo(l
term for the food of be(!-larv;e. Chyle is used
to dc^signate the digest(!d fats, which are taken
up by the lacteals.

I have always enjoyed reading Mr. Dadant's
articles, even though controversial, as they are
candid and caut-iou>. I was suriiri-^ed. however,
at his representation of iiiy r(t'»\s in Gi.kan-
INGS. Nov. 1.5. p. 833. 1 should not have recog-
nized them at all. H^ says. " Prof. Cook can
boast of being tli(^ first who wrote that the
more o> less complete change of food by its

mixture with gastric juice is digestion." I

must (litTer. as I nev(U' said or wrote any such
thing. From what I have* said above, it will be
seen tliat any such assertion would bf absurd.
I am Vf^y SOI ry that my friend has any such
impiession. anu I can not se(^ how lu'gotit. If

I have written so carelessly as to give any such
impression. I l)eg pardon, and will be grateful
to be referred to the article. Mr. Dadant says.
"Of cotirse, no savant will say that starch is

digested before going into the stomach." I beg
pardon; but I think that every physiologist
will say that some starch is digestisd in the
month. Mr. Dadant is surely alone in this
view. Every word that Mr. Dadant quotes in
his article from scientists can not hit me very
hard, for it is all true, and I accept all of it.

I do say that honey is digested nectar, and I

certainly believe that every physiologist —

I

should not go to a chemist, as this is not in his
line—will sustain me, whether he be Ameri-
can or Euroi)ean. They say that cane sugar
eaten by us is digested or transformed by the
pancreatic juice. They say the bees do the
same thing, and Mr. Dadant knows it. I feed
33 lbs. of cane sugar at night, and extract it the
next morning, and there is eight per cent of
cane sugar and (u per cent of glucose. Now,
friend Dadant, you know that the secretion of
the bees transformed this. If you prefer, say
transformed. All physiologists call it digestion,
whether in America or France. It is digestion,
and why not say so? And, friend Root, Cowan
does agree with me exactly. On page 7 of his
excellent book he says: "The nectar which
was gathered from the; flowers has been
converted into honey by a secretion derived
from the salivary glands." Page 119. he says:
"The production of a secretion to assist diges-
tion to convi'vt the cane sugar of nectar into
the grape sugar of honey." And ho quotes
Planta. who is surely a savant, to the same pur-
port. Cheshire, vol. I., pp. 100 and 2(53, gives
exactly the same explanation. So you see,
friend Root, both Cowan and Cheshire—yes,
and Planta—yes, ctal., I am sure, of scientists,
teach this, for it is the truth in the matter.
Two things I like very much: First, to be right;
and, second, to have the support and sympathy
of my friends. In this matter of sugar-syrup
honey I candidly believe I am right. I wish I

had the support of my friends, for I like all of
my friends to be on ihe side of the truth.
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These are facts: Honey is tlie stored li(iuid

product of bees; and, as shown above, this is

usually digested cane sugar. In case bees feed

on glucose or iioney-d(>\v, which is. very likely,

glucose, and so needs no digestion, tlien it would
be stored without translornuilion or digestion.

The nectar, which honey coni(>s from, is very
varied. It is usually lu'ctar from plants, mostly
from Howers: it may be from sap of stubble or

maple-trees: then it is cane sugar, jusi what
we feed in feeding cane sugar syrup: it may be

from fungi, as ergot: it (piite often is from
lioney dew. and may be in such cases excellent,

or raiiU and bitter. Thus no man can ever cer-

tify that his honey is pure floral honey. In
very many cases this would b(> false.

Honey from cane-sugar syrup, then, is honey.
No other position, it seems to me. is possible,

else we never know that we have any pure
honey. Floral honey is digested nectar plus a
trace of formic acid. ;itid possibly other ele-

ments from the digested liquid, (tins a slight
trace of organic eleuK'nt from the flower which
gives the peculiar flavor of each kind of honey.
This is very slight and mild in clover honey:
pronounced in bassvvood. and sharp and pun-
gent in buckwheat. It is not always desiiaiile.

We should be glad to miss it in buckwheat
honey. Honey from cane sugar syrup is the
same as the above, except that the last element
is wanting. I have shown that this is honey.
I had three excellent chemists aiuilyze it, and
they could not distinguish it frctm the best
clover and basswood honey. Forty of my stu-

dents tested it and pronounced it honev of ex-
cellent quality. Two of our ablest Michigan
bee-keepers, Messrs. .James Heddon and T. F.
Bingham, pronounced it hon(>y, at our associa-
tion last week, and honey that is reputed first-

class. Read my article, friend Root, and you will

see that I did not say that they could not dis-

tinguish it from linden houi'y. though Mr. Hed-
don pronounced it just that. Tlie chemist
could not do that, for tlVe aromatic flower ele-

ment, even in basswood. is very slight in quan-
tity. We see, then, that it is good; it pleases
the palate; it will sell. Peo[)h^ will not object
to it. for they will have no reason to object.
Again, it is wholesome. We feed it to bees, and
they like it, and often thrive better on it for

winter food than on other honey. Some honey
from flowers is not wholesome for people or
bees. So we may safely say that this is better

—

more wholesome—than some floral honey.
Yoit say. friend Root, that we add honey to

(xnie-siKjitr sijmp to prevent granulation. Cer-
tainly we add it to cane-sugar syrup, not cane-
syrup honey. Cane syrup does crystallize very
readily; but cane-syrup honey does not. There
is some before me, side by side with basswood
honey. They have been together all winter.
The basswood is wholly candied, but the other
would run out of the bottle. Your experience
is not mine. Cane-sugar syrup is changed to

honey, and does not readily granulate, while
the syrup does crystallize quickly, and so we
add acid or honey to prevent it, else our feeders
are crusted over with the crysl:ils, and our bees
often suffer seriously by being stuck up or
coated with the sugar crystals.

IJut why produce sugar-syrup honey V and
why say any thing about it? First, we have
found that we can not always produce any
other. Such has been practically the case in

Michigan for the last thrive years. Now, if the
bee-keeper can secure honciy—good honey

—

despite the season, is it not good to know it?

Surely it is, if it can b(* done at a profit. The
experiments here and in Mr. Hutchinson's
apiary th<' past year se(>m to prove that it can
be. by the expert apiarist. I believe I can i)ro-

duce fine comb honey in this way at a good

profit. To my mind, the objections are not
valid ones. The arguments for—bread and but-
ter for our loved ones—are blessed ones.
"But," says one, "it wil' simply make honey

cheaper, and so be really no advantage." Ch(>ap
honey means honey for everybody. Isn't that
a pleasant thought? Again, cheap articles sell

w liere (expensive ones hang to the owner.
Cheap articles are far more ready to become
staples. Thes(> two aids appeal with th<> fact
of certainty to my ideas of right and l)lessing.

(Jranting that hom-y (.s cheapened, it will not
come at once; and in the mean time all who
can produce this honey profitably will reap a
double benefit.

Again, to feed at a prolit reipiires skill, and
will make better bee keepers, and will reward
hard study and effort. Now. friend Root, let

us throw aside \isionary troubh^s. our " doubts
and fears." and all work for what tlu^ tfuth
and fact urges as our right and privilege.

I have no doubt that sugar syrup honey will

be produced largely next year. If it is genuine-
ly good, as I fully believe, and feel sure it will

prove, then I have no fear of a market. If it

can be produced at a profit, then it will be pro-
duced. No om^ will be wronged, but I believe

our whole fraternity will be helped. I know of

no class whom I should like to see prosper, with
more sincere satisfaction. A. .1. Cook.

.Agricultural College, Mich., Dec. 10.

[The following is the article that appeared in

the Bee-keepers' Reiiiew. and which, at the

request of Prof. Cook, we publish:]

WHAT IS HONEV V SOMETHING IN DEFENSK OK SU(!AK
HONEY.

It is not always that our dictionaries are to be
iclied upon to it'll us the truth. This is illustriited

l)y our latest, and, so far as 1 know, our best, the
Century. In it honey is deti nod as " tlie sweet sub-
stance of tiowers, ti'iithered l>y the liees." It takes
but very little iiivestifjution to actually prove that
this is iui error. It seems to tiie tliat tlie hest defl-

nitiou we can possibly give is tliis: Honey is digest-

ed nectar. Ex'ery one understands that honey is

the liquid product of bees which they store in the
cells of their comb. This substance has been known
from time immemorial as honey. Tlie merest <-hild

and the unlettered rustic, as well as the scholar,
agree to this last statement. It is a truism too evi-

dent for ctxitradiction, too generally recognized to
require any argument.
The other dettiiititm, that honey is digested nec-

tar, is just as true, though not as evident to the
unleai'iied. The detliiition offends the tastes and
sensitive notions of many good people, and espe-
cially bee-keepers, who dread to see any—even an
imaginary- stigma cast upon tlieir v>ets or the prod-
uct of the apiary, bet me urge that any such state-

ment, if truth, need distpiiet no one. We all should
desire the truth should willingly dig for it, scatter
it when found, and defend it at all hazards, espe-
t-ially so if we have to ilo with nature's secrets, for

these are God's own truths. But why should any
one be ofl't nded at this detinition '/ We all know that
honey iscariied in t he lioriey-stomacli and i>inptied

from" it into the cells of the comb. I think it must
come from a wrong notion of dfgestion. Digestion
is simply changing our food so that it ean be ab-
sorbed. '

It nia\ he simply liquefaction, though
many sul)staiices. like lilood - albumen, the albu-
minous material of milk, and cane sugar, may be in

solution or in a licpiid stale, and yet must t)e chang-
ed digested bc^fore absorption can take place.

These sulistances can not pass rapidly—possibly not
at all, from the stomach tlirougli to the blood, ex-
cept that they are digested. Digestion makes them
no less clean," no less wholesome, no less nutritious.

It simply makes them available, practically useful.

Meld in" the stomach, t hey would be heavy indeed,
(.'hanged hy t he digest ive feiments, they pass rap-
idly and eiisily into tite lilood, and hasten on to
nourish the tissues. If we eat cane sugar, we have
to digest it : if we eat honey, it has already been di-

gested. Therefore it may be true, as some i)hysi-

cians have argued, that honey is a safer food for
those with weak and delicate stomachs than is our
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common cane sugar. We know that certain dis-

eases, like diabetes and Bright's disease, are now
more common than of old, and we also know that

no revolution in food regimen lias been so marked
and startling as that from honey to cane sugar.

We eat the latter in exfe/t.so, and have to do what
tlie bees did for our away-back ancestors, wiio ate

few sweets otlier than honey. Thus no one need or
should ol).iecttothe assertion that honey is digested
nectar. First, because it is truth; and, secondly,
because this very digestion is in every way whole-
some and desiral)le.

The nectar from whi(;h honey comes is very vari-

ous in its origin, and doubtless quite varied in its

nature. Bees get the nectar from flowers, from
sap, from fungi, from fruit, and from various
insects. While l)ees get the most of tlieir nectar
from flowers, they often get not a little from extra
floral glands, as in the case of tlie cotton, the cow
and partridge peas. Maple and other saps furnish
not a little nectar, and so are far more culpable
than our good friend Hasty, for they gave tlie bees
pure cane sugar years ago, while Hasty only sug-
gested it in tliis year of our Lord 1891. The sap
from stubble often yields very abundant nectar, as

do such fungi as ergot, and the bees have no scru-

ples against it, for they gather, digest, and store it,

and it is honey. The secretions from insects are
treated in the same way. In some cases the result-

ant honey is dark, rank,.and unlit for table use; but
in other cases it is delicious, and could not be told

by the chemist, nor even by the connoisseur, from
even tlie best of honey from nectar of our best
reputed blossoms. Now, if only that is honey which
is derived from the nectar of flowers, what shall we
call all the other ? Indeed, the most of our honey
is composite in make-up and in origin. Very much
of that which is transformed flower-nectar is largely
mixed with that of many different sources. Not
infrequently the bees visit groceries, cane-syrup
factories, and the maple-bush, and thus appropriate
cane sugar unmixed. It is impossible, even if desir-

able, to secure any honey that we can insure entirely
from flowers.

It follows from the above, that any artificial ad-

mixture of glucose or other syrup witli lioney
makes it a compound that is not honey. It is a
mixture of honey and syrup, and is in part a sub-
stance tliat has not been digested Ijy the bees. It is

an adulteration.
From the above, it would follow that honey se-

cured by feeding any nectar is still honey. Is tliere

any avoiding this conclusion ? If we feed honey,
no one would question the fact that tlie resultant
product is honey. But the bees may have secured
the nectar of this same honey from maple sap, from
fruit, from the sorghum-factory, or elsewhere. It

is nectar digested, or transformed, by the bees, and
so it is honey. It may be very undesirable honey,
but still it is honey. ^

Suppose, then, that glucose or cane syrup is fed:

I think we must pronounce the resultant pr. duct
honey. It is digested nectar. But this does not say
that it is good' or even marketable honey. I am
very certain that lioney from commercial glucose
would not be good. The bees do nut like it, will

refuse it if any other nectar is at command; will

die if fed it exclusively and continuously. If mixed
with honey it is easily detected by the chemist, and
so any such adulteration can be detected, punished,
and so prevented. If fed to bees, I doubt if it could
be made a success; and as all such production
would be confined to bee-keepers, it would cease, as
it would not be to the honey-producer's interest to

create an unworthy product and injure his own
business. Such honey would be palpably unwhole-
some; and as 1 bi'lieve it could be detected, it would
be possible to prevent its production, should this be
necessary. Honey, then, from feeding glucose
would still be honey, but it would be inferior, un-
wholesome, and so its production could be and
should be prevented. As it could probably be de-

tected, it could be prevented, should such a course
be necpssHry, which, from the nature of the case, is

not probable.
Honey from feeding cane suaar is quite another

thing, "it is honey, and, so far as we yet know,—
indeed, there is no reason to think otherwise,—it is

entirely wholesome. It is exactly like the honey
from flowers, except it lacks some of the aromatic
flavoring substances, which exist in very minute
quantities. If fed slowly it would be well reduced
by the bees, and I believe few would prom unce it

even an inferior honey. Mr. Larrabee fed our bees

twenty-three pounds of honey in one night last

June. This was extracted the next day, and my
students—a large class—all pronounced it undoubt-
edly honey, aiid of excellent quality. A lady of my
household—the best Coufc I ever had—upon being
told what it was, said it had the real honey flavor
unniistakalily, but was mild and pleasant. It is in-

teiestiiig that the chemists analyzed this and class-

ed it with samples of clover and basswood honey of
most superior quality.
Yet the honey was rapidly stored, and would cer-

tainly have oeen more like most honey from flower
nectar had it been stored in five days instead of one.

If, then, honey from this source is entirely whole-
some, of which there can be no doubt; if it is so
excellent 1 hat forty persons engaged in the study of
honev pronounce it honey, and excellent in quality,
and if our best chemists class it with the best of
honey from the choicest honey-plants, does it not
stand to reason that it can be, may be, and, shall we
say, ought to be, a product with no tarnished fame
or reputation? If, upon furtiier investigation, it

proves to be insipid and inferior, then it will be for
the interest of bee-keepers, the only ones who can
produce it, to see to it that no such article is pro-
duced and put into the market. If, as some of our
best bee-keepers believe, it is superior as a food for
bees, may we not, from parity of reason, conclude
that it ranks high as a table commodity ?

Mr. Larrabee finds that he can dilute extracted
honey with 12 per cent of water, and feed it with a
slight profit with foundation in the sections, and at
a greater profit if he uses partially filled sections.

He estimates the extracted honey at eight cents per
pound, and the comb at fourteen cents per pound.
If the points made above are well taken, then the
profit from feeding cane syrup, with granulated
sugar at five cents per pound, would be consider-
ably increased. I do not wonder that, in these try-

ing seasons, Mr. Hasty's mind turned in this direc-
tion. Surely this is a matter that may well be dis-

cussed. Let us not cry knavery or fraud, from
imagined dangers, but candidly investigate the
matter; and if this course does offer a right and
justifiable means toincrease our profits, let us adopt
it. If, by experience or argument, we can find any
valid objection to it, then let it, with all adultera-
tion and with glucose honey, be condemned, for-

bidden, and the practice of producing it prevented.

[I have little to say by w^ay of reply to the
above. If anybody besides Prof. Cook himself
had told me that he (Prof. C.) wrote the last

paragraph (on p. 11), 1 shouldn't have believed it.

As it is. I am afraid our old friend will have to

stand alone in his new departure; at least, I

sincerely hope there is not another bee-keeper
in the United States who will stand by him
when he countenances or indorses the idea of

putting on the market, in a wholesale way, as

honey, an article that has been produced by
feeding bees sugar. No one at the convention
at Washington indorsed it in the least; and
both Prof. Wiley and Prof. Riley expressed
themselves emphatically, that cane sugar fed

to bees would not make honey. Providing all

Prof. Cook says is true, bee-keepers would have
to buy sugar to feed their bees while they were
getting a honey-crop ; whereas, by the usual
way the material of which honey is made costs

us nothing; and my experience is, that bees will

gather more pounds in the natural way than
they will take from a feeder— at least, I have
never been able to make a colony take as many
pounds from a feeder as the same colony would
gather from natural stoies during the height of

the honey season. Now, does Professor Cook
really mean to say that 100 lbs. of sugar syrup
fed to the bees at night will be found 67 per
cent glucose next morning ?

Prof. Wiley denied emphatically, before the
whole convention (in answer to a question put
by myself), that the bees could convert cane su-

gar into glucose, by taking il from a feeder and
depositing it in the combs. He did say. how-
ever, that some recent experiments seemed to

show that a large per cent of the cane sugar
might be changed to hwert sugar; and when I

asked him whether invert sugar was the same
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as glucose, he said, "Oh, no! they are quite dif-

ferent;" and, furthermore, that the change to

invert sugar did not make honey. All bee-naen
are familiar with the fact that cane sugar forms
crystals, while honey only caiulies, and this

alone would distinguish the two.
Look here, old friend. Do you remember

when you and others went for me so vehement-
ly just because I recommended using grape
sugar to start brood -rearing? And you even
got good father Langstroth to assist in laboring
with me. because the (fppcora/icc of the thing
might endanger our whole industry; and out of
respect to my many good kind friends I dropped
the matter, on the principle that, " If meat
maketh my brother to offend, I will eat no
meat," etc" Which will damage the reputa-
tion of our industry more—what I proposed
then, or sentiments in the lines of your last par-
agraph on page 11 ?] A. I. R.

RAMBLE 75.

written to the Rambler about coming to Cali-
fornia must come, let them give Ontario a trial.

They will find a friendly and enterprising peo-
ple; and though they do not believe in annex-
ing Canada to Uncle Sam's ranch, Canadians

BEET - KOOT SUC4AR - FAf'TORY ; SOWING THE
WIND AND REAPING THE WHIRLWIND.

Not many months ago the Rambler found
himself with a roistering crowd of eleven car-
loads of adult people on the way to Ontario and
Chino iChccno). This was a local political
demonstration; and Ontario, where most of the
crowd stopped, was suiprised at the size of the
turnout. Of all the countiies for a good-
natured, happy feeling and peaceable crowd.
South California takes the lead; and one reason
for it is the absence of the shillalah element.

HORSE-CARS IX ONTARIO.

Ontario is a thriving fruit-growing town,
almost in the shadow of the Sierra Madre
Mountains; and. as the name signi-
fies, it is named from the province
Ontario. Canada, and a good share of

the people are from that wintry
country. The traveler can see but -./

few residences; but by a little look- _^.y
ing for them they are found embow- .'

ered in luxurious growths of orange,
pepper, ornamental trees and roses,

while now and then a well-kept
hedge adds variety to the surround-
ings. As Magnolia Avenue is the
boast of Riverside, so Euclid Avenue
is the pride of Ontaiio. and continues
seven miles directly up against the
base of the San Antonio Mountain.
From Ontario the avenue follows a
stiff incline, and the two mules that
propel the car have a steady hard
pull up; but from the way they wag
their long ears it is fun they enjoy
going down. They are mounted on
a si)ecial low truck at the rear of the
car, and ride down with the rest of
the donkeys that are in the car
ahead, while gravity is the propelling force.
Altogether, Ontario is a quiet, delightful

town; and if some of those Canadians who have

are anne.xing themselves by the thousand every
year.
A great impetus to the prosperity of this lo-

cality was the building of one of the (if not the)
largest beet-sugar factories in the country.
The Chino ranch, of about .50,000 acres in the
immediate vicinity of Ontario, is admirably
adapted to the cultivation of the sugar

beet. Much of the land is termed
moist, for water can be obtained by
digging a few feet, and the expense of
irrigation is dispensed with. In the
season just past, 4000 acres were plant-
ed to beets, and the average yield is 25
tons to the acre, and the value is ac-
cording to the percentage of sugar the
beets will yield per ton, which is about
1.5 per cent, making the beets worth
$4.27 per ton. The amount of sugar
made during the season just closed is

8,000,000 lbs. The greatest product in
one single day during the height of the season
was S8 tons of sugar, which gives some idea of
the capacity of the factory; and. though made
on a grand scale, and able to chew up and di-

gest an immense amount of vegetables, still

this factory would be inadequate to work up
all the beets that can be raised here, and no
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doubt others will be built soon. The steam-
plow is now turning over the soil of 5000 acres
for planting during the coming year, besides
another 2000 for barley. The factory gives em-
ployment to 300 men; and during the season of
work, all is activity; but ;il other times there
is but little to attract the visitor.

The only honey-plant I noticed was a vigorous
growth of wild sunflower which crowded almost
into the streets of Chino. Bees are, however,
not wanted here, and would probably interfere
with the opprations of the factory, for I noticed
much sweetness in the form of syrup exposed,
and the honey-bee would be an unmixed evil.

But with Messrs. Hutchinson's and Cook's
ideas in mind I have been liguring how to turn
the product of this factory into comb honey. I

think 10.000 colonies of bees could do it by work-
ing night and day for eight months. Different
grades of honey could be made by taking the

of the question with our present knowledge of
bee culture. It is the same with this experi-
ment of Mr. Hutchinson. It is on too small a
scale to have practical results. When we com-
pare the sugar product of the whole country
with the honey product, into what insiguiflcant
proportions the latter dwindles I And even the
product of this one sugar-factory is nearly
equal to the entire product of California honey
in a good season, and beyond it in the season
just past. The many uses to which sugar can
be put and sold; its cheapness, and the very
limited use of honey, and its higher price, will
always make the one a staple and the other
largely a fancy article: and ideas to the con-
trary, and for making honey a great staple, are
only the theories of an idle dreamer.
Another obstacle to honey becoming a great

staple is the uncertainty of the yield and the
impossibility of estimating the amount of prod-

VJKere
T^^APING.

syrup in different stages and running it directly

to the hives. W^'could thus produce pure Cuba
honey, or honey from the hills of Palestine, or

any other grade. If sugar-mills make pure
honey, as stated by Prof. Cook, of course it will

make pure orange-blossom honey, or any thing
desired. I. however, have but little faith in

the experiments so far; and before planting
10,000 colonies of bees around th<' factory I wish
to have further experiments tried. No, 1

wouldn't give a straw for Mr. Hutchinson's ex-

periments; and now that the agitalion is on,

why can not this matter be tested and settled,

so that it will stay settled? Let an apiary of

25 or .50 colonies be set aside for the sole purpose
of feeding; let the feeding last for several
months, and the amount fed be several tons of

sugar. We can take one colony of bees during
a good season, and make it do wonders; but to

make the whole apiary do the same is all out

uct for the coming season, while the sugar-
factory is so certain of its pi'oduct as to be
able to make contracts a year or two ahead.
Now, to resort to feeding sugar to splice out
our poor seasons with a makesliift honey is a
grand step toward the degradation of our prod-
uct.
The public demand that their butter shall be

made from pure cows' milk; and oleomargarine,
which has all the marks of pure butter, but
which degrades and unsettles the pure product,
is restricted by law. In like manner the public
demand that their beautiful comb honey shall
be gathered from the flowers of the field; bee-
keepers themselves, witnessing the degradation
of their extracted product by the introduction
of glucose, also demand laws for the restriction

of this fraud. Can we not also say that the
feeding of sugar for making comb honey de-
grades the natural product, and is just as much
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of a fraud as glucose in extracted honey? and
if we ever have a law enacted, should not the
restriction include both g'lucose and sugar?
The Rambler is not disposed to be a " calam-

ity howler,'' and will not predict dire results in

the future; but he believes that our energies

should be bent toward securing the law first,

then apply the screws, even if they squeeze
some of our best friends: and let oar motto be,
•' Pure honey from nature's laboratory, the vir-

gin flowers";"' and let adulterations, under
whatever specious form, suffer.

In relation to the part our friend Hutchinson
has tal<en in the sugar question, T think things
were very quiet in Michigan; and, after sur-

veying the horizon, he proposes to Prof. Cook
that they go forth and sow that they may reap.

Prof. Cook seemed to agree with the proposi-

tion, and forth they proudly inarched, sowing
sugar, or, shall we say, wind? But there
speedily arose a whirlwind for their reaping.
I trust our friends will come out safe, but it

now looks very doubtful to the Rambler.

[When those sugar- hurricane drawings came
to hand, we were a little uncertain what to do,

because they seemed to so utterly vanquish (in

imagination) our two good fi'iends, Prof. Cook
and W. Z. Hutchinson. But the more we re-

flected upon it, the more we thought there was
a little fun that might be indulged in; and as
we bee-keepers have a soi't of family feeling.

we can tolerate little joki^s at the others" ex-
pense. Rambler has cartooned nearly the
whole of us; and as nobody has as yet taken
very seriously to hmii't any of the caricatures,
we concluded to let the diawings go. Allow us
to say, in all seriousness, wiiat we have said,

and repeat again, that neither Prof. Cook nor
Mr. Hutchinson would for a luoment recom-
mend any course of procedure which they had
the remotest idea would bring disaster to the
bee-keeping industry. No disaster has so far

come, except in imagination, and we hope never
will. We believe the advocacy of the sugar-
honey matter in the first place was unwise, and
therefore opposed it with all our might; and
while we did so, we do not now wish to ridicule
the course of two of our personal friends, which
we still think is ill advised.]

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

POOR seasons; MANUM S NEW METHOD (iF PRE-
VENTING increase; a smoker fuel

THAT WILL CONQUER.

' Good-niorning, Charles."'
"Good-morning. Manum. I thought that,

inasmuch as the weather is somewhat threat-
ening this morning, I would not hurry about
going to my bees; so I have called to have a
chat with you. Why is it. do you think, that
basswood has failed to secrete honey this year?
It blossomed quite full, and the blossoms looked
fresh and nice; but my bees have not gathered
a pound of basswood iioney."'

" Well, Charles, my experience is the same as
yours regarding basswood, and I can not ex-
plain why it did not secrete honey this year
unless Prof. Hick's theory of .Saturn's influence
on our earth is correct, and that its present
equinox is having its effect by so affecting our
atmosphere that 'the secretion of honey is

greatly retarded or wholly checked. If his theory
is correct, and Saturn does have the influcmce
over our globe that he claims it does, I think
we can safely attribute our failure to secure
good crops of lioney the past few years to that
encirch.'d phi net. IJut let us take courage.

Charles, for the crisis of Saturn's equinox is

past; and the great rings by which he is encir-
cled are slowly and surely turning from us;

and the electric current that has been thrown
at us for a few years is now growing less forci-

ble, and our atmosphere is becoming less posi-

tive; and, as a passive condition is more con-
ducive to the secretion of honey, we may take
courage; and, moreover, as it will be 14 years
before old Saturn's rings will again look us
.squarely in the face, and baptize us anew by
showering us with his overabundance of elec-

tricity, we may, during that interval, be able to

secure some good crops of honey, as of old. Let
us watch and see."
"Hal ha! hal Well, well. Manum I I am

afraid you are getting cranky. But do you
reallv believe that theory ?"
" Well. Charles, I know so little that I have

to depend upon others to inform me of what
there is in nature. If the theory is correct as to

the influence; Saturn's equinox has upon the
earth, and knowing, as we do. that, during said
equinox, we have had vei y poor honey seasons,

I think the theory is worthy of some considera-
tion. VVho can prove the theory incorrect?
As regards basswood. it is a very uncertain
honey- plant. Some seasons it secretes abun-
dantly, while at other times it secretes but little,

or none at all. Usually it blooms every other
year; that is, we expect one- half or two -thirds

of the trees to bloom each alternate year, and
once in four years we expect all to bloom, and
those seaso:is ar(> when we usually get our
large crop< of honi'y. if the weather is favorable
for its secretion, and for the bees to gather it.

But it sometimes happens that either the
weather is unfavorable or the blossoms blast,

from some cause or other, and no honey comes
from that source. In 1885 basswood blossomed
profusely and secreted well; and the weather
being favorable during its time of blooming, we
secured a large crop of honey, as you doubtless
remember. My crop that season was 32 tons

from 460 colonies. But I have not had a good
crop since. In 1887. basswood blossomed again,

but only about half did so; and, again, in 1889

all bloomed; but the weather being so unfavor-
able at the time, we got no honey from it of any
account. In 1891 about two-thirds blossomed,
and a partial crop was gathered; and next sea-

son (1893) is the year that all the trees are to

blossom. But as one- half or more blossomed
this year (1892), though no honey came from it,

I am afraid the profuse blooming season may
be passed over to 1894. However, I have known
it to blossom three years in succession, and two
of these seasons gave good crops of honey from
that source; consequently I am in hopes bass-

wood will do its level best for us next year."
" I believe. Manum. you told me a few days

ago, that, when I called again, you would tell

me something about your new method of pre-

venting increase. I should like to have you
explain it. if yo u can spare the time."

" Certainly, Charles; I will try to do so. But,
really, I do not know whether the method is

new or old. But it is certainly new to me; and
right here I have 12 colonies that I have treated

by the new tnethod tliis season. These were
run on the non-swarming plan. I will first ex-

plain how I managed these, and then I will tell

you how the same method is applied where
bees are allowed to swarm, and where increase

is not desired. First, about the middle of May
I removed the queens from these 12 colonies, to

fill orders for breeding queens. These were
among my best colonies that had been fed for

some time, to induce brood-rearing. These col-

onies were allowed to rf^ar young queens. By
the time these young queens commenced laying,

tlieri; was indication of swarming in many of
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my other colonies; and as the brood had all

hatched in those colonies where the queens
had been removed. I exchanged their empty
combs for combs filled with brood, from those
colonies that were preparing to swarm. I was
careful to take only such combs as contained
uncapped or very young capped brood, and in
its place I put in the empty combs taken from
the hives where the queen was removed, and to
these I gave the brood. The old (or hatching)
brood was left with the old queen, inasmuch as
the hatching of the brood gave her more room
in which to deposit eggs, and as this exchange
was made at the commencement of the honey-
flow (the old queen having plenty of room),
swarming was prevented—at least, they showed
no further disposition to swarm. Now. as
young queens very rarely swarm the first sea-
son, it is quite safe to rely upon their not,

swarming; at least, none of these twelve of-
fered to swarm."

" Manum, do you like this plan better than to
remove all the queens, as you have heretofore
done?"

" In one respect I do', Charles, because, when
I have gone through the operation, the work is

done for the season, while by removing all the
queens we have, first, to hunt out the queen,
then cut out all the queen-cells twice; then the
virgin must be introduced, queens reared for
the purpose, etc. I have practiced this plan on
a small scale three or four years; so far it has
worked well. Now. where bees are allowed to
swarm, the queens from half the colonies may
be removed, as in the ca<e of my twelve colo-
nies I have just told you about, except that
they are not allowed to rear queens. They are
kept queenless for the reception of any swarm
we may wish to hive with them, as those that
were permitted to retain their queens will, in
due time, swarm out when about two-thirds of
the swarm is hived in with one of those colo-
nies whose queen has been removed, and the
othei- third returned to where they came from
and there allowed to rear a queen;' or the hives
may be changed from one stand to the other
while the swarm is in the air. This method,
however, is not new, as it has been practiced
by others."
"I should not like the last-mentioned plan,

on account of our large hives—they are too
heavy to handle. What is it you are burning
in your smoker, tliat smells so strong?"

" It is particles of propolis sprinkled over the
fuel in the smoker-barrel. Mr. J. E. Crane
told me of this when he was here a few days
ago; and I tell you, Charles, it is worth know-
ing. I never tried Tany thing that would just
drive the bees out of the way as nicely as this
will. I think it would be a good plan"tomelt
up a lot of propolis and dip pieces of wood into
it, and keep them handy by, to be used when-
ever the bees are troublesome, for it will quiet
them in a moment."

" Have you seen his new smoker ?"

"No. I have not; but, judging from his de-
scription of it. I think he is ahead on smokers.
I hope it is all he claims it to be."

Bristol, Vt., Dec, 1892. A. E. Manum.

[We do not take much stock in Saturn's in-
fluence through the agency of electricity affect-
ing our honey seasons for good or ill; but we do
take some stock in Manum's latest method for
preventing increase. Whether it is new or not
matters little, and we hope bee-keepers will try
it another season. The Crane smoker is an ex-
cellent one—the best, in our opinion, ever con-
structed. Whether it can be made as cheaply
as other smokers, remains to be proven. We
think it can.]

BIOGRAPHY OF LITTLE MISS LEAH ATCHLEY.

A six-yp;ar-oi>d hee-keeper.

ILThe subject of this sketch was born at Lam-
pasas, Texas, Dec. 10. 1886. The first thing she
learned to say was " Bees," and point to the hive
—this at the age of ten months. She has been
trained in the apiary from two years old up to
the present time, and this season she has been a
great help in the bee-yard. She can graft
queens, and rear them herself, after the Doo-
little plan, and has had eight out of ten cells
accepted, of her own dipping and grafting.
She weighs 31 lbs., and is keen, active, and
very quick to learn, and has managed her own

MISS LEAH ATCHLEY.

little apiary of six nucleus colonies this year;
and when her brother Willie would take a
queen from her hives without her knowledge
she soon found it out and raised a row about it.

Being asked by a visitor one day how she could
tell when Willie had taken one of her queens
she quickly replied, " I know by looking in my
hive and not finding her, and by my bees start-
ing queen-cells," and she never was satisfied,
either, till she was [)aid a nickel.
When doubling-up time came this fall, Willie

had doubled her colonies before she knew it.

She soon found it out, however, and asked what
had become of her bees. Willie told her that
he had doubled them up for winter. She walk-
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ed up to him very much irritated about it, and
said, " Youngster, you let my bees alone or I

will double you up. When my bees need atten-

tion I will attend to them." She can find and
cage queens as quick as any one in the yard,
and takes great delight in working with her
bees. When no one else is in the apiary she is

often seen examining hei' bees, with smoker (a
" Little Wonder " Bingham) in hand; and she
has not yet run across a colony of bees that she
can not master, for she goes at them exactly
right.
This very young bee-keeper will be given her

bees in the spring (about 10 colonies) to run her
own way, unaided by any one to see what she
will do, and her work will be reported next fall.

Floyd. Tex. Mks. Jennie Atchley.

HOW MANY BEE LOADS TO THE POUND OF
HONEY ?

COKHESPONDENTS OF THE BRITISH BEE-JOUK-
NAL STIR UP AN INTERESTING DISCUSSION.

It seems that the following paragraph—

a

newspaper cutting—quite inadvertently found

its way into the columns of our esteemed co-

temporary, the British Bee Journal for Nov.

34th. As it started an interesting and valuable

discussion, we reproduce it here for the benefit

of what follows later.

WONDERFUL WORK OF BEES.

Bees must. In order to collect a pound of clover
honey, deprive 62,000 clover-blossoms of their nec-
tar. To do this, 63.000 (lowers must be visited by
an agg-regate of 3,750,000 liees. Or, in other words,
to collect his pound of hoiioy one bee must make
3,750,€0J trips from and to the hive. Tlie enormous
amount of work here involved precludes the idea of
any one bee ever living long enough to gather more
than a fraction of a pound of nectarine sweets. As
bees are known to fly for miles in quest of suitable
fields of opei-ation, It is- clear that a single ounce of
honey represents millions of miles of travel. It is

no wonder that these industrious little insects have
earned tlie reputation of bejng " busy " bees.

In the British Bee Journal for Dec. 8 a couple

of correspondents, thinking that the statements

above were too big to be swallowed whole, take

occasion to analyze them. The first one, under

the appropriate nom de pliwie of An Indignant

Bee, replies in this facetious style:

AN INDIGNANT BEE'S FORCIBLE REMONSTRANCE.

Will you allow me. as a humble member of that
highly respectable but little understood body, to
wit, the bee community of these islands, to draw
your attention to some dreadluUy misleading state-
ments contained in a paragraph entitled "Wonder-
ful Work of Bees," in your issue of the 34th ult.?
Now, sirs, I h;ive been applying my mathematicid

knowledge (I presume you will admit we bees know
something of mathematics) to an examination of
your figures; and, assuming that twenty-five cubic
inches (say at the most) make a pound of honey,
from your data—"3, 7.o0,000 trips for each pound"

—

I arrive at tlie conclusion tluit yttur precious " busy "

bee carries each trip a load of nectar containing the
isi^iMin of a cubic inch, an atom imperceptible, I
suppose, without the use of a microscope. What
bee among us would have tlie impudence to venture
home with such beggarly pillage? All the sensible
"workers" in this 'ere hive were higlily indignant
at being thus misrepresented, and by oiu" own espe-
cial organ, too; indeed, one "good old worker,"
carried away, doubtless, by passion, was heard to
•ejaculate " Rot 1

"

Then we are told that a "single ounce of honey
represents millions of miles of travel." Now, I my-
self, as a rule, like to get my load as near home as
possible; but when I have information of a trea-
sure trove, I sometimes scurry aroimd a couple of

miles or so. Well, now, say I tiy oft two miles and
back again, four miles in all; my total journeys (ac-
cording to your showing) are four times 3,750,000, or
15,0(X),000 miles to collect my pound of honey; in
other words, not much less than one million of
miles for an ounce ! Is there no discrepancy here, I
wonder ? To my mind, your statements are errone-
ous and incompatible—or, to put it vulgarly, they
are " all over the shop." I beg to enter my protest
against your allowing such loose statements to find
their way into our journal, which has hitherto won
golden opinions among us for its champlon.shlp of
our cause.—An Indignant Bee.

[We are quite concerned as to the manner in
which we may safely venture to offer our humble
apologies for having ruffled the susceptil)ilities of
the "indignant one," whose wrath is poured down
on our head as above. If we begin with " My dear
aiadam," the indignant one will probably retort,
"I'm not your dear madam; in fact, I'm not a
'madam' at all; so don't address me in that way."
Then what could we say, for, as "science" teaches,
.s/ic would be right? And so, having much faith in
the siiaviter in modo when dealing with .Ipi'.s mcl-
/(^ca, we make our best bow and observe: "Look
here, old girl"—the "old," l)ear in mind, always
means yoiuigf)—we thought it just possible that some
of our young fellows, who call themselves bee-keep-
ers, might have been led to take in the figures quot-
ed; but a thorough-going, hard-working, sensible
bee, like yourself, with mathematics at your finger-
ends as "pat" as some females have knitting-nee-
dles—never ! Give our compliments to the other
Indignant ones in "this 'ere hive"—not forgetting
the "good old worker,"—tell them all, but tell her
especially, it i.s all " rot," as she beautifully puts it,

and that we, from the first, believed it to be nothing
else. Tell them also (we must get the blame on to
some ones head, you know), that "it was all along
of the printer, and that we will. If they decree it so,

send you his name and address; and if you want to
keep that printer from sleeping for a month, just
drop him a line to say that the very first time he
comes within sound or sight of a bee-hive, a swarm
of indignant ones will drop on his bald head (if It

isn't bald it ought to be, and he's nwfuUu frigiitened
of a bee). In the meantime, believe us to be still

your humble admirers (for even yuu can not charge
us with want of admiration for a "good old worker "

bee), and we faithfully promise not to print any»
thing likely to make you get" waxy " again; in fact,

we are I'eady to promise whatever you like rather
than forfeit the "golden opinion" held regarding
us by bees in general, and so we still venture to
subscribe ourselves your rery own—Eds. B. B. J.]

[The next correspondent replies thus:]

THE "SCIENCE" OF BEE-KEEPING; "WONDEBFUIi
WORK OF BEES(?)."

I am a novice In the )<cifnee of bee-keeping, but a
great many years ago I very successfully misman-
aged some bees. I built a bee-house, had some
boxes made of fearful and wonderful shapes, got
them stocked with bees, and then, from my proud
gosition as an "advanced" bee-keeper, looked
own upon my neighbors, who were nothing better

than skeppists. In two years I had raised about a
dozen colonies, but up to this time all the entries

were on the debit side of the account. However,
the time had now arrived when the Immense profits

of my "system" were to begin to pour in. lean
not now remember what constituted my special

system of mismanagement, but I know it was so suc-
cessful that, at the end of another two years, I

found myself in possession of a bee-house (the worse
for wear), a dozen or so empty boxes (much deteri-

orated), and a large lump of very dirty-looking
beeswax.
My skeppist neighbors appeared to see a comic

side to this matter; I' never could. I thought I had
finally hidden adieu to "our little friend, the bee,"

but a bi'other in Ontario sent me. as a i>i'esent,

Root's A B G of Bee CidtKir and a year's numbers of
GlreDiiims. Needless to say, I enjoyed the reading
immensely, and, as I read, I began to feel dimly
that possibly I might have made some slight mis-
takes in mv former attempt at bee-keeping; so I

determined'to "try again." and last autumn ob-

tained two skeps. containing an old stock and a
very late swarm; from these I have this autumn
gone into winter quarters with four good colonies in

bar-frame hives of my own make, and during the
summer have taken 43 pounds of honey, about one-
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third of which was in the comb. This magnificent
triumph did not make me proud. I still nod wiien I

meet my skeppist neighbors, and (when no one else
is near) I sometimes even stop and speak to them.
No, I am not at all conceited, and to you, Messrs.
Editors, I come in all humility as a novice, anxious
to learn.
Of course, I take the B. B. J., and in >,o. 544, page

462, 1 read a short article on which I should like to
say a few words. Under tlie heading, " Wonderful
Work of Bees," we are told that it requires 3.750,1 00
bee-loads to make a single pound of honey! Fig-
ures like tliese take away (he l)reath of a novice,
and set'him to "figure it out." I suppose tliere are
cases on record of English bee-keepers, during
heavy flows of honey, obtaining .S, 4, or 5 pounds of
honey in a day from one liive. Mr. Koot, under
"Basswood," says that his Isiggest yield was 43
pounds in three days—or over 14 pounds a day ; and
Mr. Doollttle, in note 13, says that he got 66 ponnds
in 3 days—or 32 pounds per d;'y 1 will deal with
this last extreme ease—probnbly the largest yield
on record. Supposing the fljiures to be correct in
"Wonderful Work of Bees," tlie number of jour-
neys to and from the hives to store these 22 pounds
would be 83,.500,000. Griinting that on tliese days
the bees would work full i>ower for 15 hours, that
would require 91,666 bees per minute, or 1572 per
second, to go into the hive, and tlic same iiumltei' to
pass out. Again, assuming that eacli bee lakes
only 15 minutes to gather and deliver its load, and
(never resting) makes 60 journeys in tlie day, then
the actual number of bees required to gather the 23
pounds of honey would be 1,375,000, weighing about
275 pounds, or nearly 20 stone, exclusive of the
young bees not leaving the hive, and the drones !

Truly, it makes a novice's mouth to water to think
of a swarm of bees heavier than a sack of wheat
and bigger than a feather-bed !

As I do not think for a moment that friends Root
and Doolittle would make their statements unless
they were absolutely true, and as I am quite sure
that there never was a colony so large as the one
figured above, I fear we must look for the error in
"Wonderful Work of Bees," especially as there is a
manifest mistake in the statement that 62,000 clover-
flowers yield a pound of honey, which is carried
away by 3,760,000 bees, so that to clear one clover-
flower of its nectar 60 bees must each carry away a
#full load.

Maj- I suggest, that perhaps it would be nearer
the mark to say that "to gather a pound of honey
3,750,000 clover - flowers must be visited by 62,000
bees " ?—in this case, the latter part of " Wonderful
Work of Bees" would require to be much modified.
—J. W. Wilson, Revf><lnj, Bostoii, Nin\ ,?<S', JS!f>.

[Although we have, by a sliglit inadvertence, laid
ourseh'es open to the poking of a little legitimate
"fun" at our expense by printing tlie newspaper
cutting referred to as it appears on p. 462, we do not
quite regret the "slip" made, bec.iuse it has shown
us that some readers, at least, are sufficiently alive
to the absurdity of the statements regarding l)ees,

which usually go tlie rounds of the newspaper
press, to decline swallowing tlieni witlujut thougnt
or consideration of any kind, as so many do. Asa
matter of fact, the paragraph in question was in-
tended to appear "quoted "—as is usual witli news
and cuttings—and also with an expressive (?) follow-
ing the title. The omission of these marks, of
course, entirely conceals our dislielief in the story,
which we had set down as an unusually strong
" penny-a-liner." If we could venture to think that
the same wide publicity would be given to what ap-
pears in our pages this week on the subject as was
accorded to the oft'eiiding paragraph in question,
we might say, "All's well that ends well;" but that
can scarcely be hoped for. truth being so frequently
less acceptable than fiction. In any case, the fact
of our being "pulled up"—as we have been in the
above two amusing communications—may serve as
an' explanation why so many of the press cuttings
(kindly sent by correspondents who "think they
may be of some interest to bee-keepers") find their
way into the waste-paper basket.— /i.'d.s. B. B. J".]

[On page 61 of our August J uvknile Glkan-
INGS. for 1883. E. E. Hasty, of Richards. O.,
gave some interesting experiments on weighing
bee-loads. The results of many tests sliowed
that a light bee-load weighed about 1 grain; a
full bee-load (that is, from a bee that drops
down at the entrance) was from l^.j to 2 grains.
There are 7000 grains to the pound avoirdupois;

therefore, according to Mr. Hasty 's calcula-
tions, it would take from 3.5(1) to 7000 bees tO'

carry a pound of nectar. We believe this at-
tempt of Mr. Hasty was the first and only one
at v/eighing bee-loads; and in the light of sub-
sequent experiences we believe it to be tolerably
accurate. It shows how wide of the facts was
the newspaper clipping. It is somewhat re-
freshing to us Americans to know that reporters
sometimes tell big yarns in England, as on this
side of the pond.]

THAT SKUNK.

K. FRANCE TEI.I.S US HOW TO CATCH AND KILL
THEM WITHOTT GETTING INTO TROUBLE.

Oh that skunk 1 What about it'? Why, it

has been aft<>r my bees. The 36th of November,
my son, N. France, and myself went out to fix

in the straw to our last yard of bees. When
we got there we found skunk-tracks in the
snow. It had been to every hive in the yard.
From two hives he had worked the bees out at
a great rate, and. to all appearance, it had been
coming there every night for a long time; in
fact.it understood how to get the bees out of
the hive and eat them. Of course, it must be
killed. Newell tracked it home to its hole,
a quarter of a mile. We had no traps with us,
so we had to go home and let it work until
we could come back again; and as the next day
was Sunday we did not go back again until
Monday. Then Newell took eight good steel

traps and went and set them all for the skunk.
As 1 was an old trapper, I gave him instructions
how to set them. To save trouble after it was in

the trap, he was to cut a sapling large enough
so the skunk could not move the trap toward
its hole; then, after setting it in the mouth of
the hole, he was to fasten the trap to the sap-
ling and drag it back the whole length of the
chain, so the skunk could not get down into the
hole with the trap.
The next morning I went with Newell to dis-

pose of the game, We found it in the trap all

right, caught by the fore foot, and it was down
in the hole the length of its body. We pulled
on the sapling slowly for a couple of minutes,
when the skunk came out of the hole and took
a look at us. We gave it time to make up its

mind that we were not going to fight with it;

then we pulled the pole, top end first, toward a
creek, about 30 rods away. We went slowly at
first until the game got used to it. We got it to
the creek, and dragged it into a deep hole of
water. When it was in the water, all it thought
of was to get out; but the trap held it there,
and it was soon drowned without raising any
smudge.
As I am an old trapp(>r. and have had to handle a

great many skunks, and I see that quite a large
number of our bee-men are troubled with them,
you will excuse me if I make a few remarks
about handling the animal. In the first place,
I don't think that one skunk in fifty ever mo-
lests the bees; in fact, this one that we have
just killed is the only one that has ever disturb-
ed our bees, to our knowledge; and I believe
that I could detect him as quickly as any other
man. and I am just as ready to kill it as any
man when I prove him guilty of mischief,
either with the bees or poultry, or in other
ways doing damage. But I won't condemn
the whole tribe because I have found one in

mischief. The average skunk' is a friend to the
farmer. It gathers bugs and grubs all summer,
and makes nearly all of its living from those
pests of the farmer, and so I won't hurt the
much despised skunk unless I know it is in
mischief. When we find one is doing damage.
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it is very easily got rid of. It is a very easy
animal to catch in a steel trap. It won't make
any smudge when it is caught, if there is noth-
ing there to scare it. It never uses that dread-
ful weapon but in self-defense. When you
have got it in a trap, don't scare or fight it:

come uptoit carefully and slowly; make friends
with it; talk to it; work up slowly; watch its

tail. As long as it keeps its tail down there is no
danger; but if it raises its tail, step back—there
is danger. Don't make any quick motions.
Work slowly and carefully. It may take half
an hour to get up to it, near enough to move it

away or work close by it. You can easily make
friends with it. if you don't work or approach
it too fast. The trap-chain may be tangled, or
wound around something, so that it must be
free before you start to move the animal: but
by taking a'little time, and being sure not to

scare it, the trap-chain can be easily got free;

then fasten the trap to a pole of some kind— 10

to 15 feet long. Now take hold of the othei- end
of the pole and slowly pull it along toward
some water deep enough to drown it. If the
work is done carefully you won't smell the
skunk at all. Bdt perhaps you have not any
water-hole near enough to go to. Then, per-
haps, the best way is to shoot it. In that case,
take a shotgun; put in a good heavy charge;
stand about ten feet away; get a side shot;
shoot it through the small of the back, as that
will paralyze the whole hind parts, and there
will be no smell. But that will spoil the skin
for fur. A friend of mine has trapped them for
the furs, and he carried a knife about four inch-
es long and half an inch wide, stuck in the end
of a broom-handle. After making friends with
the skunk he would stand before it and stick it

as you would a pig, when it would bleed to
death. Mind, he did not catch the skunk a,nd

hold it to stick it, but stuck it standing without
being held, except that it was in the trap.

HOW TO PRESERVE COMBS.

To preserve combs from the ravages of worms
and mice (see Gleanings, Dec. 1, Stray Straws),
I have a room in one of my buildings 10x10 feet^

7 feet high, lathed and plastered: one window
and door; cellar under the room. Combs put
in there in the fall, and frozen during the win-
ter, are safe for any length of time. I hang
them half an inch apart. In the spring and
early summer, if I have combs in our out-
apiaries that are beginning to show worms, I

bring them home and put them in this same
room and smoke them heavy with sulphur.
One smoking with me is enough to make a sure
job. I have a little sheet-iron stove down cel-

lar, in which to burn the sulphur. A four-inch
pipe takes the smoke up through the floor into
the room. When I have only a few combs, and
don't want to make a dense smoke in the whole
room, I hang the combs in extra supers, and
pile them up over the stovepipe hole in the
room; cover them up tight; then smoke them
as hard as I please. I never fail to kill every
thing in that pile of combs, big worm^ and lit-

tle, and eggs—all are killed the first smoke.

WHERE THE fLfSTEK OF BEES SHOULD BE FOR
WINTERING.

Ill Stray Straws. Dec. 1, Dr. Miller quotes
Hasty as saying. " A cluster formed touching
the top. and stores below them, is very much
safer than a cluster formed away down, and
stores above them." I think Hasty is mistaken
for outdoor wintering. We winter outdoors
several hundred colonies every winter; and at
the approach of frosty weather they cluster
below the honey. The most of our bees are on
frames 21 in. deep. If we raise the honey-board
now in December, there will not be a bee to be
seen. They are away down below their stores.

and that is right. Bees clustered above their
stores will starve if there is a long cold spell.

The heat from the bees rises. The bees can
work up but not down in very cold weather. I

have over 100 colonies in L. frames. I always
winter them on two sets of frames—one set
above the other. I want the upper set to be
solid full of feed. The lower set must have
empty combs enough for the bees to cluster in,

for tiie reason that they can not live among
full combs of honey in cold weather. They
can not keep the honey warm. When bees
cluster for a cold snap they crawl into the
combs, a bee in every cell; then bees in the
spaces between the combs, making a solid ball

of bees. In that way they keep warm. They
cluster close to the feed, but not among it. Bees
will work off sidewise to get feed; but if there
is feed above them they will work up, where it

is warmer.
THAT BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

Now a few words about the Bee - keepers'
Union undertaking the job of putting down
adulteration in honey. It Is a big fight. The
Union is not strong enough. The Union has
done splendid work; but unless we can get a
great many more members I don't believe we
had better undertake too much. I had rather
see another society formed to fight the adulter-
ators; then, if we can get enough members in

the new society to make any thing of a suc-
cessful fight, by a vote of the two societies the
two could join in one. But don't spoil the old
Union by loading it down with more than it

can carry. E. France & Son.
Platteville, Wis., Dec. U.

[Your experience with regard to the proper
location of a cluster of bees for outdoor winter-
ing is exactly ours. We don't remember that
we ever lost a colony when the cluster was be-
low the honey—so far down as to make the hive
appear almost empty when the packing materi-
al was removed from the top; but we have lost

them when the bees were on top of the honey.
—With regatd to skunks, we have never had
experience either to corroborate or disprove
that of Mr. France. The most of us will have
to accept his instructions, without argument.

—

With regard to the Bee-keepers' Union, we feel

that an association that is protective ought also

to prosecute adulterators, as well as defend
bee-keepi'rs from unjust accusations of ignorant
neighbors. One that has both functions will

secure a larger membership than a union hav-
ing either one of the powers alone. It is a large
membership we want and must have.]

A BACHELOR'S PROTEST.

ONE OF rambler's Vlf'TIMS; A MATRIMONIAL
BUREAU FOR CALIFORNIA "•BACHES."'

Mr. Editor:— Lei this thing stop right here.

Do put a muzzle on the Rambler. He is not
only •• unraveling ' himself, but he is undoing,
or. rather, "doing up." the rest of us bachelors
in a manner truly scandalous. When he came
among us. something liki-ayear ago.no one
suspected his true character or thought to look
and see whether he had cloven hoofs. We saw
in him only a nondescript individual of roving
tendencies—a traveling bee-monger, a wander-
ing Kodak fiend, in station rather above the
ordinary tramp or "blanket man." yet consid-
erably lower than the angels. He was a

stranger, and. after t\u> manner of the country,
we thought to "take him in.'" But he proved
to be foxy, this planet (or sliall we say comet?)
in the apiarian system, and. instead of paying
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an exorbitant price for an inferior or foul-

broody apiary, he inveigled one of our leading
apiarists into leasing him a choice ranch on
terms exceedingly favorable to " ye traveling
man.'" Then, instead of staying at homeland
herding his bugs like a respectable bee-man,
this Rambler developed a decided mania for

spying out the country and making remarks
more or less vile about the inhabitants thereof,
through the pages of Gleanings.
But, " the worm will turn;" '* the galled jade

winces," and I kick. The cinch pinches, and I

buck. Rambler knows from sad experience
what that means.
Neighbor Fergtison and I took Rambler's

account of the Grayback trip good-naturedly;
but when that shameful " California Flap-jack
Act " appeared, there was a " blood on the face
of the moon.'" Then good Dr. Miller suggested
the propriety of pulling down my vest and
hunting a wife, or words to that effect, and this

last " straw "' had the proverbial effect of dis-

locating the spinal column of the patient
camelus. Then came a letter of inquiry from a
chap " 'way down in Tennessee." who chuckled
over my discomfiture, and I realized the neces-
sity of using some ink—of "shooting my dye-
stuff,'" so to speak. However, the Rambler
poured oil on the troubled waters by sending
me a letter in which he inclosed some "croco-
dile tears," expressed regret at the mischief he
had done, and explained that Gleanings' artist

was responsible for the unholy display of tongue
on page 768, to which Dr. Miller alludes in

words " writ sarcastic.'" Is it possible that, in

their laudable efforts to produce a race of long-
tongued bees, the Gleanings outfit have got
" side-tracked." and are trying to produce a
longer-tongued hee-heeper f And would the
new feature be extended to the bee-keeper's
wife? Heaven forbid!
Now, Gleanings for Dec. 1st lies before me;

and after reading Bro. Root"s advice on page
898 I am constrained to make some remarks.
Uncle Amos' suggestion of suicide as a possi-
ble means of escape for such unhappy mortals
as myself is doubtless a good scheme; but I

could never do it during the watermelon season
—never!
Bro. Root speaks of " lonely ranches where

bee-men stay year in and year out." Those
men are doubtless the ones who trouble the
conscience of the senior editor. Personally I

have had little experience of that sort, and
have usually spent more than half the year in

a very different line of business, and my apia-
rian life is a source of rest and change, as well
as pleasure and profit. One grows weary of the
restless struggle for existence in town and city,

where "man's inhumanity to man" is seen
oftener than the kindly "touch of nature"
that " makes the whole world kin," and wel-
comes the coming of the season when he can
" go off, 'way off,'" and for a few months revel
in the sunshine with " the blessed bees," beau-
tiful birds, and beloved books. Until reading
Bro. Root's advice I had fancied my simple
happy life in the companionship of kind old
Nature, who "ever faithful is to such as trust
her faithfulness," and " communes in various
ways " with them, rather harmless; and never
has the peal of church organ or chime from
cathedral spires inspired within my soul " so
calm, so deep, so holy a feeling " as came over
me when first I climbed the " tall cliff that lifts

its awful form " above the canyon where my
cabin now stands. I was hunting a " location,"
and, leaving my pony at the foot of the moun-
tain, I reached the summit just as the sun
burst into view over old Grayback, and the
morning breeze tossed and rolled the sea of fog
that filled the valley below into great billows.

till it looked as I have seen the ocean in a
storm. As the grandeur of the scene came over
me, lifting all that is best within me toward
the infinite, a sense of " the peace that passeth
understanding " came with it, and I exclaimed,
"Here we rest!" Yet Bro. Root thinks me a
miserable sinner, and "quotes Scripture'" to
sustain his position. What the sage of Medina
thinks is doubtless this: If in that wild canyon
a lonely bachelor can fUid health that makes
very existence a joy, sermons in its stones, old
friends in every llock of feathered visitors, a
constantly recurring benediction in its glorious
sunsets, and, above all, is raised to a sense of
oneness with the Unseen by the matchless
beauty of its summer nights, to what heights of
ecstasy might he not soar with a congenial
mate to share his joys and sorrows ? I believe
Uncle Amos is right, and must make haste to
" secure the substance ere the shadow pass-
eth,"" for surely the balmy winds would waft
to us a " breath from Eden's bowers,"' and " two
souls with but a single thought " would walk
in the garden, as did that first pair of which we
read in the front part of the Book. Often have
I wondered what purpose in the great economy
of nature that fig-tree has, that grows wild
below my cabin. Now I sabe! But right here
the Rambler gets in his wicked work, and ren-
ders vain my hopes of earthly paradise; for
what fair one would set foot in Wilder Canyon
after seeing the "California Flapjack Act'?"'

My chances would be better were said canyon
the regions described by Dante, with the legend
inscribed upon its rocky walls. " Leave hope
behind who enters here."' Verily I am out and
injured, and the Rambler is to blame. Mr.
Editor, please muzzle the " critter," or at least
keep him on a cliain, and don't permit him to
scatter all over the country in future.

In closing, permit me to suggest that, if Mr.
Root would establish a matrimonial bureau at
Medina he would become a national benefactor,
and, it may be, ease his troubled conscience.
Children would rise up all over the country and
call him blessed! We need the gentler sex
in California, and could arrange to have them
sent to us in carload lots, F. O. B. (which means
For Old Bachelors like) H. E. Wilder.

Riverside, Cal., Dec. 14.

P. S.—I should be pleased to hear from any
lady bee-keeper who thinks that wilder sur-
roundings would be congenial. My canyon is

wild, and I am Wilder.

THE DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVE.

WHY AV. C. FRAZIER PREFERS IT AS A GENERAL-
' PURPOSE HIVE.

The best hive that has been put upon the
market up to the present time is the Dovetailed
chaff hive. This hive, as the name implies, is

dovetailed. It is made of three-eighths lumber,
double- walled, with a space of about 23.. inches
between the walls. This space can be filled

with sawdust, chaff, or, best of all, with ground
cork. The hive itself weighs only 4 lbs. more
than the single-walled hive. The cork packing
weighs only 4 lbs. extra, this making the hive
weigh only about 8 lbs. more when packed than
the single hive, and gives a hive that will pro-
tect bees on the summer stand in almost any
climate. But the greatest thing, and most ad-
vantage, is in having a hive that will protect
the bees in the spring. It is intended to use
this hive with a super on through the winter,
in which there is a chaff cushion. Some of us
don't find it convenient to use chaff cushions,
on account of the trouble to make them, the
time used in putting them on, and in removing
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them and taking care of them until needed
again. The need of a cushion can be obviated
by cutting the lower inside corner of the regu-
lar cover a very little with a plane, thus making
it fit the same as on the regular Dovetailed
hive. This, all who use them will find to give
a hive that is very much better than to have to

keep a super on them all the time.
This hive takes the regular r^angstroth frame,

17i?sx9i4, and is intended to hold 8 frames, and
room for a follower and wedge. The design is

to use the self-spacing Hoffman frame. Those
frames have been on trial now for two years.
If you intend to remove your bees from place to
place, or haul them in any way, this frame is

what you want. When they are keyed up prop-
erly they will stand a great deal of rough usage,
without breaking down, especially if in wired
frames. This frame was intended to be one on
which there would be no brace or burr combs
built: but in this respect it is a failure. It was
also intended that the bees should not propolize
the frames together, but somehow the bees
could not see it that way. They propolized the
frames together so well that three or foui' can
be taken out together without coming apart.
They build burr-combs fi'om the frames to the
cover-board in nearly every hive: and they so
effectually build brace-combs between the
frames that a hive might be turned over and
handled in the style the baggagemen handle
trunks, without the least danger of the frames
becoming loose.

I have over 200 of these frames in use at pres-
ent, and speak from experience. I think the
trouble is in grooving the comb-guide out of the
frame. The thick-top frame lx<< gives the
finest combs in the apiary, perfectly straight,
and not a brace or a burr comb in a hive full of
them. If frames could be gotten with IxK top-
bar, and otherwise the Hoffman frame, I think
they would be about the thing. The tendency
to propolize the frames together can be over-
come by rubbing the parts where they come
together with cosmoline. This is inexpensive
and effectual. Any super used on an eight-
frame hive will do for this; but the regular
dovetailed super, with pattern slats, will be
found the most convenient; and the matter of
sections is worthy of some attention.

It will be found that bees fill and cap sections
quicker if they are not too thick; and narrow
sections will be built as straight, if foundation
is used, without separators as wider ones with
separators. I mean to try eight to the foot next
season, if pattern slats can also be secured.
This hive costs one-third more than the reg-

ular single-walled Dovetailed hive. It is better
to use them, and keep one-third less bees. The
honey the colonies in them make will more
than pay for the difference in cost. Colonies
that were even in the spring, if on<^ is in a
single-walled hive and the other in a packed
chaff' hive, the one in the chaff hive will build
up and be in much better shape for the harvest
than the other, all else being equal.
To make assurance doubly sure, I shall leave

my Dovetailed chaff hives out until settled cold
weather comes, and then set them in the cellar.
Atlantic, la., Dec. 7. W. C. P"'raziek.

[It was not claimed—at least that impression
was not intended to be conveyed — that the
Hoffman framps would not be stuck together
with propolis: in fact, it was explained by us
that two or three could be lifted out at a time
hec<i}ise propolis would hold them together.
See May 1st, 1891, p. ?.()9. We have never tried
vaseline; but from the number of favorable
reports we have received we have no doubt of
its success for the purpose.
We can not understand why you should have

had burr-combs when all the rest, with one oth-
er possible exception, report no burr-combs
with these new top-bars. Let's have reports.
If bee-keepers generally prefer the%-inch top-
bar without being molded out so as to leave the
comb-guide in relief, we can give it to them at
the same price.]

CALIFOKNIA FLORA.

EFFECT OF CLIMATE ON THE SECRETION OF
NECTAR.

All countries or sections of countries where
dry warm climates predominate, pos.sess the
most superior honey- flora. In proof of this as-
sertion, make a note of Southern California,
parts of Nevada, Arizona, and Colorado. The
indigenous honey-plants in the above-mention-
ed sections are rich in nectar of the choicest
kind. Aside fiom the wild bloom (where water
can be obtained), alfalfa, the great desert hon-
ey-plant, will revel in its glory and furnish an
abundance of nectar. The honey gathered
from alfalfa in the desert regions is very superi-
or to that gathered from alfalfa along the moist
river-bottoms of the San Joaquin and iSacra-
mento Rivers; in fact, alfalfa yields a great
deal more honey per acre in these desert lands.
Not speaking of the irrigated districts of al-

falfa in Southern California. Nevada, Arizona,
and Colorado, there are no better honey- pro-
ducing lands on earth. California, with its

white, black, blue, and yellow sages; sumac,
California lilac, alfalfa, alfilaree, button-bush,
holly, incense cedar, and folocio(California lilac,

holly, incense cedar, and folocio are Eastern
and Northern California honey plants); Ne-
vada, with its yellow sage, tj,lfalfa, willows, and
hundreds of lesser conspicuous honey-plants;
Arizona, with its numerous species of cacti,
which produce honey in enormous quantities;
its mesquite and other wild honey-plants, and
its immense tracts of alfalfa; and Colorado,
with its Rocky Mountain bee-plant, vast tracts
of alfalfa, and thousands of other bee-flowers
which bloom in lavish abundance, gives but a
faint outline of some of the sources of honey in
these favored bee-lands.

It is strange, but nevertheless true, that the
best honey is produced in a country having a
dry warm atmosphere; the more moisture there
is in the air, the less nectar there is secreted,
and it is also more inferior in quality.
And. again, there is something strange how a

plant will yield honey one day, and the next it

will not. it must certainly be an atmospheric
influence of some kind that starts and stops the
plant from secreting nectar. Possibly electrici-

ty has much to do with it; may be a certain
quantity of this element is required to start
nectar, and a certain other amount to stop
nectar secretion. Just before a thunderstorm
there is more nectar in the flowers than at any
other time; on these occasions the flowers seem
to yield all their nectar at once: for in a day or
two afterward they are destitute of it, and it

requires several days for them to recover their
original prolificness of nectar again. Some
persons may think that the rain washed all the
nectar from the flowers: but I will state that,
in thunderstorms with but a few drops of rain,
it is the same.
In view of the above facts, it is quite certain

that the amount of nectar secreted in the flow-
ers is due to certain atmospheric conditions or
influences with which we are unacquainted.
There are seasons when every vale and hillside

is a perfect hot-house of bloom and blossom;
still there is no nectar in the flowers. Again,
there may be a profusion of bloom and an im-
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niense crop of honey may be gathered. Scarcity
of bloom is no indication that there will be no
honey crop.
Some seasons are a great deal better than

others. In California we depend to a great ex-
tent on the amount of rainfall for the abundant
secretion of nectar. In irrigated alfalfa dis-

tricts the secretion of nectar is about the same
one year with another.
Some plants yield honey every season, some

every other season; and, again, some once
every three or four yeais. Among this latter
we may mention the locust: the apple- blossom
yields nectar only about once every third sea-
son; holly, every other season: manzanita and
the sages, every other season, although the
manzanita yields a little honey every season,
enough to start them to building comb pretty
lively. The wild cofl'ee. so far as my experience
goes, yields about as much nectar one season as
another.
There are some seasons when every plant,

tree, and shrub seems to yield an abundance of
honey. We frequently hear the following:
"Mr. A. never had a better honey crop: every
thing is filled to completion; hives running over
with bees." Mr. B., but a few miles away,
reports bees on the verge of starvation; will

have to feed them all unless prospects change.
Now, why this wonderful difference? Some

seasons bee-flowers in certain localities yield
nectar profusely, and the next season very
sparingly. The chances are that the next
season Mr. B. will have the big honey ci'op and
Mr. A. will not do half as well with his bees.
In regard to the proliticness of nectar secre-

tion in bee flowers on the Great American
Desert, it is certain that the more fiery portions
of it tend to dry all the moisture from the air;

and this moisture produces that favorable at-
mospheric influence necessary to the secretion
of nectar.

Still, perchance the soil plays a prominent
part in nectar secretion. Most of the desert
soil lacks a certain per cent of humus, or vege-
table mold, and is best supplied to this soil by
turning in a crop of alfalfa or sweet clover.
Sweet clover is beginning to be considered an

excellent forage and honey plant, and is also
very valuable for enriching alkali soils. In
Utah and Nevada it flourishes without the
least care and attention, and year by year it

is steadily increasing the fertility of the land.
It is stated by good authority, that a good deal
of lioney that is accredited with being gathered
from alfalfa is in reality gathered from sweet
clover. In Calfornia, white and red clover do
not amount to any thing as honey-plants. The
climatic influences here are not favorable for
honey secretion, as in the Eastern States.

I once sent to A. I. Root and obtained a few
small packages of the seeds of honey-producing
plants. The seven-top turnip, Simpson honey-
plant, and spider flower, all came up and grew
well, and in time bore a profusion of bloom.
The seven-top turnip blossomed at a time when
a multitude of superior honey-bloom predomi-
nated, and, of course, was neglected by the
bees. The Simpson honey-plant blossomed at
a favorable season of the year, but attracted no
bees. The cleome, or spider-flower, was a de-
cided success. Every morning, from the interi-
or of each flower depended a small crystal ball
of nectar, and it was music to the bee-keeper's
ears to hear and watch thfe bees as they hum-
med and quivered around these scented blos-
oms with their crystal sweets.
A Southern California bee-keeper sent to

Cuba and obtained the seeds of the great Cuba
honey-plant, the bellflower. The plants flour-
ished well in this climate, but were a failure as
regarded nectar secretion.

In California, honey-plants yield best when
the temperature i^egisters about between 80 to
90°. Cold winds are very unfavorable for honey
secretion; but the warm winds bring the right
temperature and atmospheric conditions.
When the unfavorable winds are blowing,

bees are very vindictive and cross, and difficult

to manage; but let the winds change, and in a
marvelously short time bees are remarkably
gentle and quiet.
Taken all in all, the laws governing the

secretion of nectar are somewhat shrouded in
mystery; but in due time they will all be clear-
ed up. S. L. Watkins.
Grizzly Flats. Cal.

BEE-ESCAPES.

THE I'RINCIl'LES OF THE PORTER AND OF OTH-
ERS COMPARED: THE TIME REQUIRED

TO RID BEES OF A SUPER. ETC.

In Stray Straws for Nov. 1, Dr. Miller asks:
• Will an escape make quicker work in daytime
or at night?"
With your permission. Mr. Editor, I will try

to answer Dr. Miller's inquiry: and. for the
benefit of all parties concerned, give some of
the details of the experiments with bee-escapes,
and the facts gleaned thereby.
Many of the readers of Gleanings remember

that the writer had the pleasure of testing
what has proven to be the only practical and
convenient bee-escape now before the public
(the Porter spring bee-escape), before it was
placed upon the market. All the forms of es-

capes known at that time were tried, and all,

except the one so widely known now. from the
defects of the little machines or the peculiar
habits of the bees, proved to be unsatisfactory.
The spring escape was tried in all conceivable
forms—perforated tin tops: perforated tin tops
and bottoms: two or more exits: with springs
closing up to side walls or partition in the es-

cape, similar to the so-called Hastings escape.
Several escapes were placed in one board to
ascertain whether or not the bees would leave
the supers quicker through several exits than
through a single one. These tests were made
both night and day. through good and bad
weather, both cold and hot. and when there
was an abundance of nectar in the flowers, and
when there was neither nectar nor flowers: and
the facts gleaned from these experiments, we
believe, will ever remain unchanged.
The present form of the Porter spring escape

is the best that can be devised for thorough,
practical work. Escapes with single springs
pressing against the side walls or partitions in
the escape clog up with dead bees, where double
springs do not. simply because the double
springs give a larger opening with less pressure
than can be had with single springs. To an
observing mind it would naturally appear that
escapes with several openings, or perforated
tops and bottoms, would give better satisfac-
tion in the matter of ventilation; but many
practical tests in this direction show that a
single exit, together with the cracks at the
joints of the hives, made by adjusting the
escape-boards, give all the ventilation that is

necessary or desii-ed.

As to the rapidity of the working of escapes,
when they work best, etc.. I give the following
from a small circular published by the Messrs.
Porter:
"Owing to the varied dispositions of the bees

of different colonies under the same conditions,
there is a great difference in the length of time
occupied by them in passing from the super;
and with the bees of the same colony, the size
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of the super, the time of the day, the state of

the weather, the presence or absence of a honey-
flow all have their influence to vary this time.
As a rule they pass out most rapidly when all

conditions are such that they are naturally the
most active."
As bees are more active during daytime than

at night, they leave the supers more readily
during the daytime. Bees, too, that, under the
influence of a good honey-flow, would leave the
supers in a few hours, may. in a time when
there is no nectar, and the weather is cool and
cloudy, be as many days in deserting the supers.
Thus it will be seen that those who wish to

accomplish the most that is possible with the
best escapes must work when all things com-
bine to their interest.

As to the diffei-ence of time occupied by the
bees of any colony passing from a super through
a single escape, as compared with several es-

capes, it is not discernible. A whole colony
could pass through a single escape in less than
one hour, if their anxiety to move out could be
awakened to such a degree as to cause them
all to want to get out in that time. But as
there is no way by which such an anxiety
can be awakened, the only thing to be done is

to allow them their own good pleasure: and in

this direction a single escape is better than a
dozen, as there is less heat from below through
one opening than through several.

Liverpool. 111.. Dec. 13. 8. A. Shuck.

A NOVEL IDEA.

A CHEAP HOME - MADE BEE - ESCAPE THAT
doesn't cost a CENT.

To those wanting super - cleaners for next
season, but who did not realize enough from
this year's honey crop to pay for them. I will

try to explain my plan, which will not cost
them a cent for material, and but very little

labor to try it. All that is necessary in order to
clean a super of bees is to shut them off' from
communication with and the heat of the brood-
chamber, and then leave a door for their es-

cape. But in warm weather this door must
prevent them (or others) from going back.
This I accomplished with seventy-Hve colonies,

without a failure, last season, by simply fasten-
ing a sheet of newspaper over the pattern slats

of an empty super, or section - holder. This
cuts oft' most of the heat, and leaves a 4ii-inch
space between the surplus and the brood, when
in position. Then for a door (connecting the
two) or escape, take a stick M inch square,
sharpened from the four sides, and with it

punch several holes down through the paper.
Do this over the center of the bee- space be-
tween the slats, and you will have a combina-
tion of the spring and cone bee-escape, and I

doubt its infringing on either of them. Put it

on the hive in the evening: and if all of the
bees have not passed through it from the supers
above by next morning, then something is

wrong with the escape or else brood above.
The same plan may work over a super filled

with empty sections, with only a bee-space
between the paper and the surplus to be cleaned

;

but I have never tried it. J no. Haxdei,.
Savanna, 111., Dec. 10.

[It is very possible that you have given us a
valuable discovery. The bee-escape is so sim-
ple and so cheap that it does not -s-etm as if it

would be worth any thing; but if. as you say.
you have tried it on 7'> colonies, without a fail-

ure, there must be something in it, and should
merit at least a trial from every bee-keeper.
After mentioning the use of the newspaper, you

say punch holes in it with a .stick }.2 inch
square. " sharpened from the four sides." This
makes the point, as we understand you, pyra-
mid-shaped, and holes punched with this in-
strument will be self-closing; whereas those
made with the point of a pencil, or any kind of
stick with a conical point, would not be. To
illustrate, suppose you prepare, as soon as you
read this, a stick '^^ inch square, pointed as de-
scribed, and another one of the same diameter
pointed like a lead pencil. Push both through
a newspaper, and note the difference. The
square stick, with its pyramid point, makes a
hole tluit will tear something in the shape of a
letter X. Bees can go through it easily one
way: but the other way, the four points coming
together close against the bee. The conical
point tears out some of the paper. We shall
certainly give the plan a trial next summer;
but while such an escape would not be a very
permanent affair, it would answer admirably
in lieu of .something more expensive and possi-
bly no better. The number of holes can be in-
creased to facilitate the passage of bees down-
ward; and this is one great point in favor of
this novel escape. Oh, say I if you forget to
take this escape off afterward, the bees will do
it for you, bit by bit.l

RENDERING "WAX.

SOAK THE COMBS BKFOKE MELTING: GOOD
SUGGESTIONS.

In the recent discussion regarding the render-
ing of wax in the most economical manner, the
chief reason for soaking the combs seems to

have been overlooked. It is recommended to

soak the slumgum. but it is the combs that
should get the soaking. Soak them in acidulat-
ed water (3 lbs. sulphuric acid to a barrel of
water) until the pollen and such parts of the
cocoons as are not impervious to water by rea-
son of propolis are thoroughly saturated. This
not only decomposes these substances, but pre-
vents their absorbing the wax. provided the
melting process does not cause the evaporation
of the water. But even if these substances, by
reason of drying out. as in a solar extractor, do
absorb some wax. it is far easier to get it from
this slumgum than from that in wich the
combs were not first soaked.

I use my solar extractor only for cappings,
bits of new combs, etc. The old combs are
broken up and " put in soak " until I am ready
to render them, when they are dipped out and
melted in a large kettle. This hot mixture of

wax. water, etc., is poured through a double
strainer into a settling-can. The upper strain-

er is ot wire cloth, and the lower of cheese-cloth.
The matter that is caught in the upper strainer
is. while still hot, returned to the kettle, and
boiled in strongly acidulated water. It is then
poured into a cloth bag. and all fluids are
squeezed out by twisting the bag up tight. The
wax is afterward clarified by the usual process.
Where combs containing granulated honey

are to be rendered they are uncapped and sub-
jected to slow heat until the honey is melted.
A solar extractor, if carefully watched, will do
this work nicely, and scarcely start the wax.
After the honey is out. the combs are treated
the same as other old combs.
The refuse k^ft by the foregoing process is

hardly worth burning. I wish to emphasize the
fact that great care must be used in handling
sulphuric acid. Never pour water into tlie acid,

hut pour the acid slowly into the water.
Arthur C. Milt.ku.

Providence, R. I., Dec. 13.
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[The idea of soaking the combs before render-
ing the wax is no doubt good. We have never
tried it. but will do so at the earliest opportuni-
ty. We set the last sentence as above in italics,

because it is very important. We have given
the same caution once or twice before, but it

will bear repeating again. Our readers will

remember the writer as the one who first suc-
cessfully used a heated plate for fastening
foundation to sections.]

o. R. coe's method of rendering wax with
AN OLD EXTKACTOR-CAN.

Friend Boot:—My method of rendering wax
from old combs is so much easier, simpler, and
better (in my estimation) than any other I have
seen described in any of the bee-journals that I

can not forbear giving it, for the benefit of

others.
I take an old honey-extractor can that had a

home-made reel in it, and, taking out the reel,

I fill the can % full of water and heat to the
boiling-point. I now throw in a lot of old comb
and stir it up well. I now take the perforated
tin pail or basket that I had mode to use in a

Swiss steam wax-extractor, and susp.^nd it from
a screw-hook in the ceiling overhead, so as to

hang just over the surface of the hot water. I

now dip the refuse from the hot watei into the

suspended basket; and as the water and melted
wax run back into the can I draw hot water
from the faucet of the large can and pour it in-

to the refuse in the suspended basket, and thus
rinse out the wax from the mass of slumgum.
I now take the basket by the two handles and
give it a shaking motion, causing the mass to

roll over and over in the basket until it is quite

dry. It will drain when treated in that way,
when it would not if stirred with a stick. If

there is yet wax remaining in the mass of slum-
gum I pour on more hot water, and repeat the
process until I get every particle of the wax out.

When the refuse is thrown out I till up the bas-
ket with a new lot, treat as before, and continue
to add more comb from time to time, until the
can gets pretty well filled up with wax. I now
lower the basket, empty it into the mass of

melted wax on top of the water in the can, and,
as fast as the wax strains into the basket
through its perforated sides, I dip it off into the
pails or buckets I wish to cake it in, and thus
get it in nice condition. If one wishes to keep a
brisk fire and rush business, keep a bucket of

cold water, with a dipper in it, handy by, else it

may get so hot as to boil over and make trouble.

If one has a large kettle he wishes to use in

rendering wax, it can be used in the same man-
ner, if he has water kept hot in a tea-kettle, to

use in rinsing the mass of slumgum in the bas-

ket; but some large can, like an extractor-can,
with a faucet, is much better. O. R. Coe.
Windham, N. Y., Dec. 8.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

THE COLD PROCESS OP MAKING SYRUP FOR
FEEDING; HOW TO MAKE A PER-

COLATOR.
I notice in Gleanings you speaH of the ex-

pense that would be incurred in making syrup
by the cold process. Surely you do not under-
stand the process, else you would know it is

really cheaper than the boiling process, as it is

no trouble, and requires no fuel. Take a half-
gallon or a gallon bottle, and break out the
bottom; then in the neck of the bottle insert a
moist sponge—not too tight. Fill the bottle

with granulated sugar, then keep the sugar
covered with water. You will find a first-class

syrup, dripping from the sponge—one that will

not sour nor granulate; is ho trouble, and not
expensive; one unusually heavy. This can be
made on a larger scale, and kept for months.
When once started you can continually fill up
with sugar and water, and keep up a continual
percolation. Chas. F. Haas.
Canal Dover, O., Dec. 18.

~

[We are very glad of the information, friend
H., and at the first opportunity will give the
matter a careful test. The plan is so simple, if

syrup will not granulate, that it will commend
itself to bee-keepers, because it would save
soiling the " gude wife's " stove, getting up a
hot fire, running the risk of scorching, etc. But
bee-keepers want to make syrup on a more ex-
tensive scale than could be made in a gallon
bottle. A tub or half-barrel could be made to

answer, providing there was a hole cut in the
bottom, say three inches in diameter, with a
wooden tube inserted, two or three inches long,
having an inside diameter of two inches. This
tube would answer for the neck of the bottle,

and a sponge could be inserted therein in the
same way. Such a device would make the syr-

up on a larger scale, and would probably meet
the requirements of most bee-keepers. The
only question that remains is, whether the feed
would granulate without something in the way
of an acid or honey to prevent it. There may
be a chemical reason why syrup percolating
through a sponge would not granulate; and if

so, perhaps our correspondent can enlighten us
a little further.]

world's fair ; important for Wisconsin
bee-keepers.

I desire, through your paper, to ask your Wis-
consin readers who contemplate making a hon-
ey exhibit at the World's Fair to write to the
corresponding secretary, notifying him of the
fact, and to do it at once, as it is important to

the managers to know the probable amount of

hotjey that will be offered for exhibit. The
State Society, which meets in February next,
will have control of the matter. By notifying
the secretary they will receive full instructions.

J. W. Vance, Cor. Sec.
Madison, Wis., Dec. 8.

PERFORATED ZINC WITH ROUND HOLES IM-
PRACTICABLE.

I see in the price list that the zinc honey-
board is being used for a burr-comb excluder
as well as a queen-excluder. Now, I want it to

be a pollen-excluder, and I think it can be
made that also. Just make the perforations
round instead of oblong, and just the distance
across they now are. Of course, there will be
more of them. C.Stephenson.
Conyers, Ga., Dec. 0.

[The ordinary zinc honey-boards do excluae
pollen to some extent. If the perforations were
round, it would no doubt scrape off the pollen,

but would make it very difficult for the bees to

get through. It would practically exclude not
only the queen and drones, but the bees also.]

PRIORITY OF location; BEES THAT WILI-
LOOK OVER THE FENCE.

I am " monarch of all I (need to) survey." I

believe Dr. Miller owns every thing that is pro-
duced on the piece of land- he mentions on page
888, including the nectar produced by the
flowers, just as much as he owns any other crop
raised on it, and it is his privilege to harvest it

if he can; and if he keeps bees he can get at
least a portion of it; but while his bees are go-
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ing for it they look over the fence and see a
fine chance to gather some of Bangs' nectar,

and then they trespass on his crop. Now, Dr.

Miller is a very conscientious man, and does not
bring up his bees to do so, but somehow they
will do it: and the only way Bangs can protect
himself is to keep bees on his side of the fence
to take some of Dr. M.'s nectar. It is said,
" Doctors never take their own medicine:" but
Dr. M. will have to do so in this case.

Lawrence. 111. J. L. Anderson.

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

STOKING UP HEAT, AS WE STOKE UP ELEC-
TRICITY IN A STORAGE BATTERY, ETC.

In our last issue, toward the close of my re-

marks about heating the greenhouse by hot
water, I used this expression: "I presume like-

ly the same hot water might be used over and
over again after heating the plants or dwellings
by hot water: and this would be quite a saving
over taking cold water from the hydrant and
letting it go to waste while still hot." Well,
friends, the thing I suggested has been done,
and the exhaust steam is now simply heating
the same body of water over and over again.
The apparatus is so cheap compared with most
heating arrangements, that I have decided not
only to give you a picture on the opposite page,
but also a diagram of the manner in which it is

done. The cut we give you is a view taken
from one of the windows of the factory. While
Ernest took the first picture. I stood inside the
greenhouse and had just operated the appara-
tus that lifts all together the eight sashes
fronting the street. This is done by simply
turning a crank. The apparatus comes from
Hitchings & Co., of New York city. At the low-
er right-hand corner is another view of the
structure, with the sash all down. On top of
the hill is the windmill and tank I have fre-

quently spoken of. At the lower left-hand
corner you get a little glimpse of the street that
runs between the factory and my hot-beds.
Besides using the exhaust steam from that lit-

tle engine for warming the greenhouse, it was
originally used (as it is now,) for warming quite
a string of hot-beds. When the factory was
first built, a 10-inch sewer- pipe was laid under
the street, perhaps three or four feet deep: and
this goes down under the basement of our first

main building. The engine that works our
electric lights happened to be located right over
this sewer-pipe; therefore, in order to conduct
the steam across the street to my hot-beds, it

was only necessary to push a 2-inch iron pipe
down through this 10-inch sewer-pipe to the
engine. In the diagram, the end of this 2-inch
pipe is marked " Exhaust pipe." The steam is

liberated as it emerges from under the street
into the (5-inch tile. This is common drain
tile, such as is worth 4 cts. a foot. The drain
tile that goes under the hot-heds is only 4 inches
in diameter; but as two branches of this could
not take care of nearly all the exhaust steam,
I afterward laid the large 6-inch tile that you
notice in the diagram. This originally went
direct from the hot-beds to a point about 200
feet oiH in the lot, up toward the windmill.
You will notice it sticking up out of the ground,
a little at the right of the windmill, in the large
picture. Before the greenhouse was built, the
exhaust steam used to go away up in the lot,

and come out of this little chimney, as it might
be called. Well, when I decided to build the
greenhouse I took up a portion of that 6-inch

tile and changed its course, making it run back
and forth under the beds in the greenhouse. It

goes into the house just under the window you
see in that three-cornered panel. You will no-
tice a light streak in the ground, running from
that window off toward the east. Since the
picture was taken I have had another hot-bed
made right over this line of tile. Let us now
refer to the diagram.
Shortly after the steam leaves the exhaust

pipe from the engine, it comes to a point where
an inch iron pipe comes from the hydrant into
the 6-inch tile. At this point it turns at a sharp
angle and goes inside the 6-inch tile, up to the
greenhouse. Inside of the greenhouse it leaves
the tile, in the center of one of the beds, and
goes up under the glass. Then it runs back
and forth, and clear around the house, under
the sashes, until there are about 190 feet all

together, inside of the structure. Then it goes
down into the beds again, and back under
ground nearly to the hydrant. This last is

marked "Return pipe." The water comes into
the greenhouse so hot that you can not bear
your hand on the pipes. By the time it has
made a circuit, however, if the weather is cold
the water is comparatively cool. Of course,
this depends a good deal on the weather. Some-
times it goes out scalding hot. The operation
is as follows:

The exhaust steam, when liberated inside of
that 6-inch tile, commences at once to condense
into water. In doing this it parts with a great
amount of latent heat. A part of this is com-
municated to the water constantly moving in-

side of the iron pipe. The larger part, however,
goes into the tiling, and from that into the
ground : so that, in the course of time, not only
the tile, but the ground for several feet each
way, becomes so warm that snow rarely stays
over it in the winter. To economize heat, how-
ever, we usually have this 6-inch drain tile

covered with beds and sashes : or, where the
bed is not used, we cover it with boards. Y'ou
see, the whole thing is automatic. If the en-
gine runs every day, the tiling and the dirt

around it accumulate sufficient heat to run the
hot-water pipes through the night. Last night,

the evening of Dec. 23, the thermometer was
very near zero ; but the pipes were quite warm
this morning, and plants as tender as some
Hubbard squashes were unharmed. Of course,
I did not plant squashes at this season of the
year. I presume the seeds were in the manure
used for the hot- beds.
Loter.—This morning, Dec. 26, the pipes in the

greenhouse are still warm, although it was 4

degrees below zero Jast night, with quite a se-

vere north wind. Please notice, the engine
stopped running at 9 o'clock Saturday night;
and before it was started this Monday morning,
the pipes were warm enough, as I have said, to

protect the contents of the greenhouse. Not-
withstanding the cold on Christmas day, this^

morning a lot of radishes were found above
ground that were not up Saturday. It seems to

me almost like some of the stories of enchant-
ment, as I go In and sit down in the darkness
during a cold winter night, where I can put one
hand on the inlet and the other on the outlet

pipe. There is no sound to break the stillness

—no boiler nor tire, nor any thing. In this per-

fect quiet, with only the stars to be seen
through the glass overhead (twinkling for

company), the hidden foicesof nature are doing
their duty. The water keeps cotirsing all night
long, bringing up the heat from that under-
ground passage, and distributing it where it is

needed. Of course, this has not been accom-
plished withoutsome hard work and faithful ex-

perimenting; and I think it will do no harm to

add, even here, some prdyhuj for divine wisdom
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and guidaiieo; and when each step in the exper-
iment has succeeded, there have been many
thanks to God uttered while I was alone with
the work I loved. When I adopted the plan of

j-eturning the same water, so as to use It over
and over again, of course I had to have a stand-
pipe to allow the water to expand and contract
with the changes in temperature. But after
putting this in, I found I could not draw from
these pipes to water my plants, and a third pipe,
running to the hydrant, seemed to be a neces-
sity. After some experimenting, and waiting
and watching, I succeeded, however, in dis-

pensing with the expansion tank entirely. This
was done by leaving the valve, which you see
near the hydrant, partly open, so that the pres-
sure from the windmill tank on the hill con-
stantly remains on the whole apparatus; so
that, as it is now, you can draw hot or warm
water from any part of the house for any pur-
pose whatever. By the way. what a line thing
this would be for a dwelling-house I You could
get hot water or warm watei' from any pait of

I'aised so little above the surface of the ground
that there is not much danger of freezing, even
if used for a cold greenhouse. Then the opera-
tor can at any time go inside of it and around
among the plants, regulate the temperature,
gather his product, sow seeds, do transplanting,
or any thing of the sort. Such a greenhouse
costs but little compared with the structures
used by florists, and the glass can be quickly
taken off and stored away when the season
arrives when glass is no longer needed.
As it may be of interest to know just how we

lay out the beds and paths, we submit an addi-
tional diagram. The paths are cut down just
deep enough so the workmen can stand upright
under the sashes and timbers that hold the
sashes. In the highest part, this brings the
paths about a foot below the surface of the
ground, while down at the south side, where
your humble servant stood while he operated
the elevating machinery, the path is about two
feet deep. The dirt is held in place by means
of pine boards nailed to oak stakes driven into

DI.'\GRAM OF THE STEAM-PIPES. WATER PIPES. ETC . SHOWING OUR NEW PLAN
GKEEXHOITSES.

IF HEATING
If

,

En^rine.

the house where hot-water radiators were
placed, or wherever needed, and the supply
could come from the regular waterworks. With
this system of heating buildings by exhaust
steam, the building to be warmed should be
some little distance from the engine—say from
100 to 300 or 4(X) feet; and if the dwelling were
on high ground, all the better.
The thing that has astonished me so much is

the amount of heat furnished by the exhaust
steam from so small an engine, with so cheap
and simple an apparatus. We are just now
considering a similar arrangement to utilize the
heat that maybe given off from the exhaust
steam from our large 90-horse-power engine.
A consid<'rable part of it is already used for
warming our factories; but there is a great
surplus, Hven at this moment, spouting out into
the fi'osty air.

On the left of the greenhouse you will notice
a string of sashes banked all around with coarse
strawy manure. This is the new celery culture
I have been telling you about. It grew nicely
all through the fore part of December. Since
our zero temperature, however, I have not dar-
ed to take off the sashes. I feel pretty sure,
nevertheless, that the celery is all right. It

has no steam heat under it, for celery is very
apt to rot with much bottom heat. It is a diffi-

cult matter to regulate the heat, any way, in
hot-beds, during zero weather. On this ac-
count I greatly prefer a low greenhouse, some-
thing like the one given in the picture. It is

the ground. The beds are almost half manure
for a depth of 12 or IS inches.

SOWING TURNIPS FOR A LATE CROP.

I mentioned, a while ago, that we usually
put in a sowing of turnips quite late. Well, this
season our late turnips grew all through No-
vember, and made quite a growth, even during
the fore part of December. We some time ago
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very low temperature, and it also keeps much
better than the common flat or round turnips;
and for a table turnip, my opinion is there is

nothing in our seed catalogues to compare with
it. At present we get 25 cents a peck for the
Breadstone, but only 10 cents a peck for the
Purple-top Globe. You might ask why we do
not raise all Breadstone. vVell, it requires a
longer season, like the rutabagas; but the
Purple-top Globe grows so quickly we can put
them in the ground after other crops that are
gathered quite late.

NEW PLANTS AND NOVELTIES FOR 1893.

Although we are constantly experimenting
with the novelties, we do not find many things
each season enough better than our old varie-
ties to warrant giving them a place in our cat-

alogue. When we do get something valuable,
however, it often repays us for all our experi-
menting. I have several times taken some
special vegetable, and planted every variety I

could find in our most voluminous seed cata-
logues. The verdict has so often been, " No
improvement in any of them," that it is getting
to be rather monotonous. During the past sea-

son, we have given a careful test to Henderson's
Country Gentleman corn. It is certainly a
stronger grower, and has larger ears, than the
Shoepeg, while the quality is just as good.
Very likely it has been developed from the
Shoepeg; but when planted side by side with it

in the same ground, it shows a very distinct

superiority. Onions, melons, and a great many
other things, during the past season, seemed to

sport more than usual. In other words, the
seed did not seem to be true to name. After I

noticed that our Experiment Station had the
same trouble with onions, I began to think it

was something in the season. I can not quite
understand, however, how the season should
make Prizetaker onion seed show a greater
number of red onions, as well as the usual
straw color. I can, however, understand how
so much wetness might make them badly shap-
ed, and perhaps it did.

The trade in onion -pi ants raised in hot- beds
and greenhouses will probably be a remarkable
feature during the coming season. The green-
house I have shown you is admirably adapted
to this business. For raising onion-plants to

put out in the field, no heat is really needed,
for they need not be started till February or

March. If started in February you will per-

haps need some bottom heat, such as you get
from fermenting manure. I shall commence
sowing onion seeds in our hot-beds and green-
houses in January. The little plants must
have lots of sunshine. They get contrary, and
refuse to grow unless you have your beds where
the sun can strike them full and square. Cel-

ery-plants, however, will do nicely, even if they
do not get a bit of sunshine at all; therefore

you can give your celery-plants the shaded
beds. Pieplant does just as well without a bit

of light; in fact, we get the handsomest stalks

in a dark cellar. L. L. Langstroth, while here,

told me that pie-plant can be forced in an or-

dinary cellar, without heat from fermenting
manure, or any thing else. My impression is,

the cellar should be rather warm, or you should
use a warm place in the cellar. Asparagus,
also, grows very well in the daiT\; but I think
it makes larger and stronger shoots where
it can have some sunshine. I have never tried

raising peas under glass; but we have some
just now coming up in that new greenhouse.
While I think of it, who has raised the Free-
man potatoes during the past season ? and has
anybody got any for sale ? It does not seem as

if we should let friends Terry and Maule mo-
nopolize so good a thing much longer.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

How amiable are thy tabernacles, OLord of hosts!
My soul loug-eth, yea, even fainteth for the courts of
the Lord; my heart and my flesh crieth out for the
living God.—Psalm 84: 1, 2.

It is a bad plan for Christian people to travel
on Sunday. I know it is bad, in the same way
that Mark Twain knew it was bad to tell lies.

Somebody asked him what made him so posi-
tive in regard to the matter, and he said he
knew by experience. In the same way, I know
by experience that it is bad and demoralizing,
for one who professes to be a Christian, to en-
courage Sunday travel. I am not going to lay
down rules that will apply to all people and to
all circumstances; and, in fact, I am not going
to lay down any rules at all. I am simply going
to give you a little experience that Mrs. Root
and myself had when we thought we were
obliged to travel and do business on Sunday.
When we got ready to leave El Paso we found
that, by taking the first train, we could only
reach New Orleans some time Saturday night
or Sunday morning; but when we got on board
I supposed we could stop over, but found after-
ward we could do so only by buying new tickets;
and as the sleeper was paid for through to New
Orleans, we should also lose our sleeper tickets.
Under the circumstances tiiere was really noth-
ing to do but to decide that, as soon as we
reached New Orleans, to get a boarding-place
somewhere near the depot, and then get to
church as soon as we could. We reached New
Orleans about two hours before church time,
and I left Mrs. Root at the depot waiting-room
while I sallied forth to find some sort of home
during our week or ten days' stay in the city.

I did not leave her in the waiting-room, after
all, for the beautiful June morning called her
outdoors, as it did almost everybody else. Even
though it was the last of E^ebruary, peach-trees
were in bloom, things were coming up in the
gardens, trees were leaving out, etc. When I

started out to find a lodging-place on Sunday I

felt guilty. It is true, we might have gone to a
hotel; but we did not want to pay hotel bills,

and we thought it would be better to find
a quiet lodging-place, even though it was
Sunday. I had been in New Orleans before, but
some way that Sunday morning I didn't re-
member the lay of the city very well. I thought
I would keep a little out of the business part,
and therefore I strayed back into the oldest
part of the city, as I was afterward told. The
houses w ere all old, and exceedingly dirty. The
paving-stones in the street looked as if they
had been worn by the tramp of centuries: and
although I walked a mile or two, I could not
find a single spot but that looked as if it also
held the accumulation of ihefiWioi centuries.
The people where I applied for rooms were
dirty and disgusting. At first I did not stop at
all where the surroundings looked so forbid-
ding: but I got tired and sweaty, and it was get-
ting near church time, and then I became nerv-
ous, because Mrs. Root would wonder where in
the world I could be so long, and I thought we
should have to put up at some sort of place, at
least until Sunday was over. So I became des-
perate. Not only were the prices higher than
any thing I ever heard of before, but when I

looked into the rooms I felt sure that Sue would
never consent to even step over the threshold.
Why, dirt and filth and disorder were no name
for it. I finally found a public square where
there was a garden, flowers, monuments, etc.

but even the garden and flowers looked dirty
and sorrowful; and overlooking this square I

found a room considerably better—that is, there
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was moH' tawdry finery about it: but the woman
who had it in charge wanted fc'.OO a day just
foi' the room alone, to say notliing of board.
Sicl< at heart, guilty in conscience, and home-
sick withal. I decided we should have to take
this—at least for one day. Then somebody
told me I could get a nice room at a low price,

but the man who owned it was clerking in a
saloon, and 1 must go into the saloon to see him;
and on the principle that drowning men catch
at straws—no. no I it was not (iiiite so bad as
that. I know, but I felt a good deal that way—
I ventured for the first time in my life to enter
a saloon on Sutiday, and it was a New Orleans
saloon besides. Oh dearl to think that anybody
can want to stay in such a place, amid such
talk and such surroundings, and especially on
God's holy day!

So far I had abstained from riding on the
street-cars: but I was so sweaty and used up that
I felt that I must have relief. Besides, if 1

should attempt to go back all the way on foot
we should never get to church at all. Oh how
I did long to be with Christian people as they
gathered into a Christian church about that
time every Sunday morning I I thought of the
words of my text at the head of this talk, and I

felt them as I never did before. Was it po-sible
that David felt as I did when he said, " My soul
longeth. yea. even fainteth for the courts of tlie

Lord'"? At any rate, those words seemed better
fitted to express my feelings then than any
language I could ever have framed myself. It

seemed as if I had traveled almost all over the
whole great city of New Orleans : but I was
honest when I told Sue that I had not found
even one decent home for human beings. To-
ward the close of my walk I met people on the
way to churches, with their Bibles and hymn-
books; but somehow even these people did not
look like the Christians I had been wont to

meet with on Sunday. I suppose my guilty
conscience was at the bottom of the whole of
my bad feelings that morning. When I told
Sue the situation, she said at once that we
should go to the nearest hotel and then get to
church. But. lo and behold! there were no ho-
tels near the depot. There were some low
whisky-shops that did a little hotel -keeping as
a kind of side issue, but we felt as if we could
not go there. Everybody recommended us to
the St. Charles: and. even though it would cost
$4.00 'a day for each of us. we decided it was
the shortest cut toward "remembering the
Sabbath day, to keep it holy."' Of course, we
had to ride on a street-car, for the St. Charles
was two or three miles away. It was the same
car I came up on: and I knew that my compan-
ion must be more shocked than she ever was
before in all her life, by the sights that met my
eye as I came up. It was where the car passed
the French Market. She soon began to make
protests as we came near people in the rush
and whirl of busy traffic on God's day. I told
her to wait a little and she would be astonished
still more. A little further, and a great crowd
of people—thousands, in fact—were "' hollering''
and yelling, and jostling each other, while auc-
tioneers, street-fakirs, venders of all sorts of
games and tawdry finery, made such a hubbub
and roar in their efforts to shout the merits of
their wares, that it was like a little Babel on
T^arth.

I iiave forgotten just what Sue said,
but it was something like this: " Why. hus-
band, is it ])OSsible that here in the United
Stati's. and on God's holy day, there can be
found such a disgraceful scene as this?" When
I was talking to a friend about it afterward he
replied. " Oh! the thing is not near as bad now
as it used to be years ago. They have stopped
the drinking, and quieted down the disorderly

element, so it is quite respectable now to what
it was once."*
We finally came on to a street that did con-

tain some nice stores and buildings: but it was
full of people, and there was little to indicate to
anybody that it was other than a week day.
We approached the great St. Charles Hotel.
When I thought of mixing in with that busy
crowd there, it seemed to me as if I could not
stand it. I had been praying to mvself for quite
a little while—yes. my heart had been full of
prayer and promises to God. that, if he would
deliver us this time, as he had so many times
before, I would try hard to avoid being obliged
to travel on Sunday hereafter. Then somebody
touched my arm, and a pleasant-looking man
said, '• Excuse me, friends, but I take it you are
strangers here, and may be you would like quiet
and respectable accommodations right in this
neighborhood, where it will cost you only half
as much as at the St. Charles." I said at once
that he was just the friend we were looking for;
but Mrs. Root suggested that we look at the
room first. I felt as if I would take any thing
with my eyes shut just then, providing I could
get it of somebody who talked and acted in such
a frendly way as did that man. We were ush-
ered into the room, that cost two dollars a day
each, including board. As soon as the door
was closed, I said, " Thank God, we are finally
where we can get ready for church." I had
taken it for granted that our room was quite
respectable : but v/hen I expressed as much.
Sue took hold of one of the pillow-slips and
stripped it back. There it was—grease, dirt,
and filth, simply covered up by a thin bit of
starched white cloth. Then she lifted a por-
tion of the carpeting with her foot. Now, in
our home, if you lift a carpet or pillow-slip you
will not find any thing out of sight that does
not correspond with what is in sight. The car-
pets and rugs, and every thing that will hold
dirt, get out on to the clothes-line, and get such
a spanking that they ought to remember it ever
afterward. We were alone. I put out my
hand to my wife, and we knelt down and asked
God to take us poor helpless sinners into his
care and keeping. Then we hastily slicked up.
and joined the crowd of people that were on
their way to one of the large fine churches in
New Orleans. The simple fact of joining in
with a lot of people who looked and acted
like Christians, was like balm to our rroubled
souls. There was an immense audience, and
the sermon was a grand one—just such a
one as you might expect for such a nice,
clean, intelligent- looking congregation of peo-
ple. Toward the close of his remarks the
preacher spoke of the beautiful monuments to
be found here and there all through New Or-
leans. He spoke of the beautiful statue of
Margaret, that I have described to you before.
Then he used words something like these:

•' My friends, why have the people of New
Orleans seen fit to thus preserve the memory of
our departed great? Did the man whose mar-
ble statue we see in the park in front of this
church win his right to be thus remembered by

*In all my travels, north, south, east, and west, I
had never before come across any such state of af-
fairs as met my eyes and ears that Sunday morning
in New Orleans. San Francisco has been called a
wicked city; but 1 have been in almost every part
of it, and on Sunday too, and yet no such din and
clatter and disorder and uproar ever before came to
my ears. Still, tlie people in and around that French
market seemed to take it as a matter of fact and an
everyday occurrence. The neare.st approacli to the
scene I have ever seen is the crowd around a low-
lived circus just before the door Is open. Before
beer-selling and gambling were banished from oui'
State fairs, we u.sed to see, years ago, something a
little Uke it, only on a smaller scale.
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saying in iiis life. 'Great am I, and I will pre-

vail?" No, no! We have men in our land who
imagine themselves to be great—those who
think that by their money they can command
the respect and the esteem of their fellow-men:
but we never build monuments to perpetuate

the memory of such. The one whose statue

stands so near this church never thought ot self.

He was forgetful of self. He did not even try to

make money and get rich. He said, 'Great is

truth, and it will prevail,' and he magnified the

name of Jesus Christ implead of paradiuff hi mself.

That is whv he became great, and that is why
we feel proud to think that such a man ever

lived, and thank God for his memory as we pass

by the beautiful piece of work with its sur-

roundings dedicated to his memory."
I am sorry that I have given the above so

poorly and imperfectly. The thought was pre-

sented by one of our finest scholais and greatest

orators. As soon as church was out, we hasten-

ed to see whose name was carved on the monu-
ment that was chosen to grace the center of the

beautiful park. Sure enough, it was the name
of Benjamin Franklin. This park, in front of

of the church, was clean, refreshing, compared
to the locality I traversed in the morning.

After we got home from church I remembered
that I had in my pocket a letter from J. W.
Winder, whom I used to be a little acquainted
with when he was a bee-keeper in Cincinnati,

some twenty years ago. I left Mrs. Root in our
room, while I hunted up friend Winder; and,
sure enough, he was " friend Winder" that Sun-
day afternoon, in every sense of the word. Al-

most his first words were, "' Why, brother Root,

why did you not come right to me? I had a

room engaged for you. I expected that you
would, of course, come right there and bring

your wife." Then I hurried back as fast as I

could to Mrs. Root. We paid a dollar for the

use of the room while we were gone to church,
and then came the answer to our prayers of the
morning. Sue had been raying that she felt as

if she must have a little rest where she could
look out upon green grass and flowers and trees;

and Mr. Winder had chosen a real gem of a

place for us. When I looked at it and contrast-

ed it with my adventures of the morning, it

seemed almost like stepping from earth to

heaven. The lady who owned the rooms was a

devoted Christian, and we soon became fast

friends. She took us to their .services and
prayer-meetings, and they wanted me to speak
to the Endeavor Society; and then friend Win-
der wanted to introduce me to a young man
who had given up tobacco because of the talks

in Gleanings; and after he had given up to-

bacco he felt as if he would like to go still fur-

ther and become a Christian; and I heard him
give his tes-timony at the Endeavor Society.

Then friend Winder took us to hear a Method-
ist preacher who is devoting his life to looking

up the children who are employed in the facto-

ries in New Orleans. But I shall have to tell

you about this in my next paper. In this pres-

ent one I have given the dark side of New Or-
leans. Now just wait a little and I will show
you some of the bright side, for there are

Christian people and beautiful churches and
devoted pastors doing God's service valiantly

there as elsewhere ; and there ai'e beautiful

clean homes and fine gardens and residences

that will compare with any thing we have any-
where. Folks who travel on Sunday do not, as

a rule, get a glimpse of the best people and the

best things in this world, and they need not ex-

pect to.

I afterward discovered that the difficulty!

found in getting rooms, especially in that
part of the city, and the high prices that were
asked for very indififerent ones, was owing to

the fact that our arrival in the city was just a
little before the advent of the Mardi Gras car-
nival, and almost every thing in the shape of a
lodging-place is usually engaged, oftentimes at
enormous prices, weeks beforehand. I make
this explanation lest I should leave the impres-
sion that our Southern friends are, as a general
thing, exorbitant in their prices for accomoda-
dations. In my next I will tell you how many
of the necessaries of life can be pi'ocured in New
Orleans for less money than in almost any
other city in our land.

THE OLD MISSION CHURCHES OF THE PACIFIC
COAST.

When I spoke of these, and mentioned going
inside of the old church at Paso del Norte, I

had never beiMi told that the Old Mission people
were Roman Catholics. You may think me
stupid, but it is nevertheless true. Somebody
told me they were a sort of Jesuits: but that
did not convey any particular meaning to me.
I certainly had lio intention of hurting the
feelings of any one of my readers, and I humbly
beg their pardon for my carelessness. Quite a
number of long letters have been received, ex-
plaining quite fully the faith of the Old Mis-
sion people who pushed their churches and
their teachings far into the wilderness of the
Pacific coast years ago. Now, dear brothers
and sisters of that Old Mission church I spoke
of, and wherever else you may be found, will

you not join with the rest of us in waging war
against wickedness and sin wherever found?
And may we not hope that the bull-fights, de-
scribed below, that are held so near to that very
old church, may soon be either stopped alto-

gether, or made to go a little further away
from its sacred precincts?

BULL-FIGHTING, AND THE OLD MISSION CHURCH
AT PASO DEL NORTE.

We take the following clipping from the
Penny Press, of Cleveland:

FIVE BULLS TORTURED AND TWO HORSES KILLED.

El Paso, Tex., Dec. 7.—Bull-flg-hting- was a fea-
ture of the annual festa at Juarez, Mexico, just
across tlie Rio Grande from this city.

The ring- jidjoiiis tlie old church, for the Mexicans
believe in bull-flg-hting' as firmly as they believe in
llieir creed, and make it a leading feature of the
church festivals.
Tlu-ee thousand people saw five bulls tortured, two

horses killed, and anotlier wounded. The first bull
turned in refused to fight. The second was not as
big- as the first, but had plenty of fig-lit. He sent
tlie toreadors behind the blinds in a hurr3', and
brought first blood by liooking one of the men in
the liand. The three other bulls brought in made
good fights.

Tlit're were several narrow escapes, and two fight-
ers were caught, but not seriously hurt. These in-
cidents set the Mexicans to yelling frantically.
Two horses were killed under one picador, and a

third was severely hooked. The horses were blind-
folded, and wliollj' dependent upon the science of
their rider for protection from the mad rushes of
the bulls. But the fellow liandled the pike clumsi-
ly, and utterly failed to keep off the bull, whose
sharp horns would penetrate a horse's side, and
horse and rider would be tlu'own to the ground. The
picador was rescued while the infuriated bull was
goring- the horse.
The'last bull was killed by the picador at the first

thrust of his sword, which entered between the
shoulder-blades and cut the beast's heart in two.

And this, dear friends, occurred only a few
days ago. If not exactly in the United States,
it was just over the line, an easy walk from
Uncle Sam's domain. Truly there is a field for
missionary work right close to our boundaries.
I have thought best to give it. as it corroborates
what I said in my description in regard to lo-

cating the arena for bull-fights so near the old
church.
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Butter :ui(i honev sliall he eat. that he may know to refuse
the evil, and choose the good.—Isaiah 7: 15.

We are enjoying a "cold snap"' just now.
How are those bees?

By the time this number is in the press we
(Mr. and Mrs. A. I. R. and E. R.) expect to be
in attendance at the North American conven-
tion in Washington.

We wish to call particular attention to a
novel paper bee-escape, described in another
column, that can be made for less than a cent
each by anybody, and by the hundreds, with no
other invtriiment than a pine stick.

One of the drawbacks to the business of iieep-

ing bees is the U7icert(mifj/ of the honey crop.

Rambler, in this issue, in his comparison of the
honey industry to that of the making of beet
sugar, brings this out in strong contrast.

On page S88, Dec. 1. friend Golden uses the
expression. " in all stages down to eggs, and not
a queen." He meant to say, " not a queen miss-
ing.''' In correcting his manuscript he accident-
ally scratched out the "missing " word. The
word seems to have been " missing " all round.

Although Bro. Hutchinson was severely
criticised on account of his course in the sugar-
honey matter, the last number of his journal
shows that he stands Hre well. Instead of " get-
ting mad."" nothing daunted he accepts the
criticisms in good part, and goes ahead and gets
up an unusually good number of that already
excellent paper, the Beekeeoers' Review.

We had hoped to close the discussion on
sugar honey in this issue as previously an-
nounced: but as it is such a ''red-hot subject,"
and as two more of our able correspondents beg
to be heard, the matter will have to run over
into our Jan. 1,5th issue, after which time we
must positively refuse to entertain further dis-

cussion, at least for the present. Perhaps some
of us "didn't know it was loaded.""

That picture of the Rambler at the World's
Fair, and the general remarks on matrimony,
by the senior editor and Dr. Miller elsewhere in
the same issue (Dec. 1). raised a perfect storm
from the bachelors in California. We give, in
another column, a good sample of how one
bachelor feels. His article is not exactly a
storm of abuse nor a howl of protest, but a
bright, witty rejoinder, and a facetious disser-
tation on the character of the Rambl(>r. We
have come to the conclusion that it is risky
business dealing in futures, especially in the
line of matrimony, and. and—perhaps some of
our bachelor friends have felt/u.sf, so i^efore.

FOOD AND FUEL—HOW THEY AHE WASTED.
Some good authority on heating dwellings

says that, with many of the open grates and
fireplaces, nine-tenths of the heat goes up the
chimney, and only one-tenth is utilized for
warming the room. Another good authority
states that, when we swallow our food as the
majority of people do when they eat their
meals, three-fourths of it goes off as waste, and
only one-fourth nourishes the body. So you
see you will really save money by eating slowly

and chewing your food until the machinery of
the digestive apparatus can get hold of and
utilize every bit of it. A. I. R.

CHESHIRE AND COWAN ON DIGESTION OF NEC-
TAK, AND DIGESTION IN GENERAL.

On page 10, I'rof. Cook makes a couple of
quotations from Thos. W. Cowan's excellent
work, "The Honey-bee," in which he, Cowan,
seems to corrolwrate Prof. Cook. Some time
ago when this matter of digested nectar came
up. Mr. Cowan sent us a letter in which he
differed quite materially from the position of
Prof. Cook on the matter of digestion. This
letter was forwarded at the time to the pro-
fessor, but was by him inadvertently mislaid,
and hence wa'* never published. Now. if two
such gi-eat lights hold different views on the
subject of digestion, will it not largely modify
the force of the quotations so far as they may
support Prof. Cook's position? In all of this
discus.sion a great deal hinges on what we
mean by digestion, or what detinitions we may
accept. Now. with regard to Cheshire, if we
understand the matter correctly he does not
support Prof. Cook's position at all. The quo-
tations which we herewith present from Che-
shire's Bees and Bee-keeping. Vol. I., were first

pointed out by W. F. Clarke, in the J3ce-?ccepe?'s'

Review; and as they answer our purpose, we
reproduce them here. The first one appears on
page 60. Vol. I., and reads as follows:

Let us now investigate in detail tlie stcimaeh-
luouth and chyle-stomaeli. We have already learned
that the lirst of tiiese enables the bee to store lioney,
which, althougli carried witliin her body, does not
enter her dig'estive system.

The second one, on .page 65, reads thus:

The honey -sac of tlie bee corresponds to the crop
of most insects. When nectar Is g-athered by
the forag'ingr bees, it is simply held in store in this
cavity, the processes of digestion in no true sense
beg'inning until tlie next cliamber, the chyle-
stomach, Is reached.

To make sure we were right, we verified the
quotations as above, and find them, as furnished
by Mr. Clarke, to be correct, by the volumes of
Cheshire we have.

CUT NAILS VERSUS WIRE NAILS FOR BEE-
HIVES ; WHAT NAILS TO USE FOR DIF-

FERENT KINDS OF AVORK.

We notice by the New York Tribune, that
" cut nails have been determined, after a gov-
ernment test, to be superior to wire nails in

holding power." This verifies our personal
experience exactly. It is a great mistake to
use wire nails to fasten sidewalk boards to the
runners (or stringers). If you will take notice,

you will see that all such boards secured by
wire nails will show the heads of the nails
sticking up in a few months, anywhere from a
thirty-second to an eighth of an inch above the
surface of the wood; but not so with cut nails.

They never stick up unless the wood is worn
or rotted away around them.
A couple of years ago we owned, as some of

our readers remember, a kicking horse. He
took particular delight in battering the side of
his stall, or a sort of liarricade that we had
constructed and fastened with wire nails, to

keep the horse in the next stall from being
kicked; but every two or three days we had to

drive those wire nails in again, because the
continual battering would result in leaving the
heads of those nails sticking up from a sixteenth
to an eighth of an inch. Unless they were
" driven home " occasionally, the whole struc-
ture would have tumbled down. But, drive on
those nails as much as we would, we could not
get the boards to " hug "" together tight. We
had almost decided to use screws, when the
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thought occurred to us that cut nails, from their

wedge shape, would hold the boards together
all right. The experiment was so simple that
we tried it at once; and the result was, that
that barricade stayed up without any more
fussing with it.

The wire-nail catalogues will give you very
nice engravings, showing you how the cut nail

breaks the wood, and how the wire nail simply
passes through the grain, making a nice smooth
round hole. All this is true to a certain extent;
but as a cut nail is wedge-shaped, the further
t is driven into the wood, the more it cZ?'a'M;.s;

and when it is driven clear up to the head, the
broken parts of the wood are wedged up tightly

against the surface of the nail; and as soon as

a hammer is applied to draw the nail out, the
particles of wood lying against the nail begin
to assume their former position, but can not, as

they now have the nail to press against; and
the harder the nail is pulled, the tighter these
bits of wood bind, until the hammer forces

them from their position; and this pressure is

made much harder, it should be remembered,
by the greater roughness of the cut nail as com-
pared with the wire.

If, for any reason, a couple of boards are
sprung apart, wire nails will fail to draiv them
together; but a cut nail will make them " hug."
Now, the point is right here: That for bee-
hives of Ji lumber (it doesn't matter so much
with Dovetailed hives; we want a cut nail that
will make a tight, close joint—one that will

make the edges of the board hug together. On
account of the danger from splitting, a wire
nail is better for ^g hive lumber. Wire nails

are also better for use in crating; they are
nicer for finished and all small work; and those
not accustomed to nail-driving can generally
use them with better success; they are also

cheaper; but in the hands of a person more or
less expert, th^ cut nails for bee-hives of >< inch
boards will bi; found to be better. The wire
nail, although it pulls all the way, starts easily.

A cut nail starts very hard; but when once
started it comes easily—easier than the wire
nail, as it pulls or binds on only tivo sides.

Practical carpenters will not allow wire nails

to be used in sheeting houses, for that very
reason. They want a nail that starts hard. If

it starts hard, it probably will never start.

TBY IT, AND SEE WHETHER IT IS ALL RIGHT.

There is a certain kind of lack of faith, or,

to call things by their proper name, there is a
certain kind of stupidity about humanity that
vexes me more than almost any thing else.

When I sat down behind the bench, and used
to repair watches, years ago, every little while
a watch would be sent to be repaired, when it

simply needed winding up. Sometimes the
owner had come quite a distance, or had sent
his watch by his neighbor, with the statement
that it would not go. I got so used to this that
I always applied the key the very first thing,

to see whether the owner had not forgotten to

wind his watch. Year after year this same
state of affairs kept going on. Sometimes the
owner would almost get mad. he was so sure
he had wound it at the regular time. Fre-
quently I would hand it back to him, with a
remark something like this: " Here, my good
friend, just take your key and wind it yourself.

Perhaps you will then be convinced." I sup-
pose watch-repairers are having the same
thing to contend with, even now. But it is not
alone the case with watches. Last week the
cook informed me that she had no place to pour
her slops and dishwater. Then she explained
that she had been carrying them quite a dis-

tance through an adjoining room to a sink in

the wax-room. Some repairs in the latter cut

this off. Right by her cooking-stove is a sink
with a proper trap, that was put in years ago,
at considerable expense. I asked her why she
did not use it, and she said it had been stopped
up for the past two years. '" Why. my good
friend, you don't mean yon have been lugging
all your slops into the wax-room for two years
past?" She admitted that she had done so.

This morning I got the plumber, with wrenches
and tongs, and instructed him to take up the
whole structure, and make it work, no matter
what it cost. Now, he, like the jeweler, had
probably learned to try things, and see, before
he decided they wouldn't work. He called for
a pail of boiling water, and, lo and behold! it

went'out in a twinkling. Another and another
followed, and the cook was obliged to admit
that there was no obstruction whatever. Long
ago it did stop up. and she had to dip her slops
out again. I can not lind out why I was not
informed of the matter promptly. Perhaps
they thought I had too much care and worry.
Some time ago an adjoining sewer-pipe was
flushed very thoroughly with steam and hot
water, and this likely cleansed out also tne
pipes of the kitchen-drain; but she had got it

into her heud that it would not work, and so
she never tried it any more.
A few minutes ago the vegetable-wagon was

standing before the door, in a zero wind, while
the driver lugged from somewhere a pail of
water for the horse. The horse stood close to
the hydrant. " Why, what in the world are you
stopping to carry water for, boys? Isn't that
hydrant all right? Have you tried it?" Why,
no, they hadn't tried it, but they supposed it

was frozen up. I had been wondering why
folks were not using our watering-trougk late-

ly; and I then remembered that, last week,
while we were putting in the pipes to the
greenhouse, the water was shut off from that
hydrant an hour or two. Somebody started the
report that it was frozen up, and no one had
tried it since. In the same way, a slanderous
report starts about a neighbor. It is passed
around from mouth to mouth, and everybody
believes it. If you should say to one of them,
•'Why, my friend, the idea is preposterous;
have you asked Mr. A about it?" the reply
would probably be, "' Why, no; I have not said
any thing to him about it. But everybody says
it is so, and I guess it is."

Go straight to the man himself, and he will

explain to you in a minute that it was simply a
great blunder, started, probably, because some-
body jumped at conclusions. Now, then, before
you say the sink won't work, or the hydrant
won't work, or that your watch or clock will

not go, or that your neighbor has turned ras-
cal, do, for Heaven's sake, take the trouble to

see whether it is true, or only a notion that you
and other people have got into your heads.

A. L R.

THE WASHINGTON CONVENTION.
We have just returned from the Washington

convention. While the attendance was not very
large, the quality and high character of the
discussions was of the very best. We were hon-
ored with the attendance of four government
officials — Hon. Edwin Willitts, the Assistant
Secretary of Agriculture; Prof. Wiley, Chief
Chemist; Dr. Riley, Entomologist; and Frank
Benton, an assistant. The addresses from all

four were listened to with marked attention,
and we hope to give a report of them in our
next. We had the pleasure of a personal inter-

view with Prof. Wiley, the chemist whom the
bee-journals have so severely criticised. We
find that he is not only an able chemist, but a
pleasant gentleman. We surely have misun-
derstood him in the past.
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THE GREEHOUSE, UP TO THE TIME OF OOING TO
PRESS. DEC. 3L

That automatic greenhouse ran itself all the
while we were gone to Washington—Monday
night till Friday night — even though the tem-
perature was down near zero the greater part
of the time. Not a valve was moved nor a ven-
tilator opened. The accumulated heat in the
ground and hot-water pipes did the business.

Special Notices.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNTS.

Duriug this month the discounts for early orders
is 3%, applying- to pages 10 to 3U of our catalogue.

WIRE NETTING AND FENCING.

We have secured 98 rolls assorted widths of 3-iuch
No. 19 and No. 30 netting-, whicli we can furnish, as
long- as it lasts, at the prices given in the table, page
829 of the Nov. 15th No. of Gleanings. Shipments
will be made from here. We will also extend till

March 1st the special prices on 2-inch No. 19 netting
we made for shipment from here, which for ~Mnch
No. 19, 4 ft. wide, were $3.50 per roll; 5 rolls, $17.00;
10 rolls, $33.00; 25 rolls or more, $3.20 pei- roll.

ANOTHER CARLOAD ORDER.
We have shipped to W. O. Victor, of Wharton,

Texas, a carload of bee-keepers' supplies, compris-
ing 10-frame two-story Dov. hives for comb and ex-
tracted honey, shipping-cases, extractors, smokers,
honej'-knives, bee-brushes, sections, cartons, etc.

Any bee-keeper in that vicinity will do well to get
his prices. We are planning to send a carload, com-
prising a general line of supplies, to St. Paul, Minn.,
where they will be sold at our prices. Any of our
readers in" that section who are interested would do
well to correspond with H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississip-
pi St., St. Paul, with a list of what you need.

SPECIAL PRICES ON SECTIONS EXTENDED.
We extend the special prices on secti(jns mention-

ed in the Nov. 15th number, through this month
and next, unless previously recalled. The prices
are for sections ^H square, and either 1}J, \\l, 1%, 7
to foot wide, open top and bottom, and No. 1 white
in quality. The special prices are $2.50 for 1000;

$7.00 for 3000; $11.00 for .5000; or, $20.00 for 10.000.

These prices do not applj' to the regular size Us
wide, nor to the other widths after our surplus is

gone. We have besides. No. 1 cream, 1}| and 1%
wide and 4^ square, at $2.00 per 1000; $9.00 for .5000;

$17.00 for 10,000, while they last.

A NEW BOOK—THE ICE CROP.
The O. Judd Co. have just given us a nice little

volume, full of pictures, tmswering almost every
question that could possibly be asked in regard to
fixing ice-ponds, cutting and putting- away the ice,

and saving it through summer time. First they
talk about the ice industry, then in regard to the
legal ownership of ice-fields; also sanitary matters.
They tell liow to scrape off the snow most expedi-
tiously; give cuts of all the tools used in the great
ice-fields, and others, such as farmers might want
on their farm. Then they tell about ice-houses,
from a little box in the barn, up to the great big
ones; what is ice good for '? how to make ice-cream,
lemon ice, and lots of other tilings that take the
nickels unless we make them at home with our own
cream and our own ice. The book contains 122
pages, 16mo, cloth, $1.00. We can furnish it at the
above price.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Our advertisement in Gleanings the past season
has paid us very well. The ones for the mismated

• queens brought orders thick and fast from far and
near. We had to return .some orders. It was im-
possible to fill them all. The one for tested queens
did as well as we expected.
Decatur, Miss. Cleveland Bros.

The Cowan extractor is a gem. Frail ' no one
would think of such a thing after seeing it; and
the gearing and frame run very true. The work-
manship is thorougli. Albert C. Bull.
Chester, N. Y.

The f>K lbs. of Gleanings paper arrived O. K.,
and just fits m^- type-writer. I am well pleased
with it. I had forgotten that I had a credit on your
books until the bill for tlie paper came. I tell you,
it is nice now to write copy on this long smooth
Gleanings paper. A merry Christmas and a happy
New Year to A. I. Root, tiie Home of the Honey-
bees, and all its helpers. Jennie Atchley.
Greenville, Texas, Dec. 24.

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

Before i)lacing- your order for
supplies send for our illustrat-
ed catalog. We are making the
liest goods at lowest prices.

E. H. TRUMPHK, Bankers, JVIicli.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FRAIUES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Fisib-bone in Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

im J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
_j^| Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd
SS'J' Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Please mention this paper.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

Barnes' Foot-Power Machinery.
Read what .J. 1. Pahent, of

Chaklton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of j-our Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-

fieet to do it all with this saw.
t will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 646 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

He Sup^Qi! Sup-BusI
BY

author of the
BEE-KEEPER'S GUIDE, INJURIOUS IN-

SECTS OF MICHIGAN, ETC.
The name of the author is enough of itself to rec-

ommend any book to almost any people; but this
one on Maple Sugar is written in Prof. Cook's hap-
piest style. It is

DFUSELY * ILLUSTRATED,6^
And all tne difficult points in regard to making the
very best quality of Maple Syrup and Maple Su-
gar are very fully explained. All recent inven-
tions in apparatus, and methods of making
this delicious product of the farm, are fully

[described.
PX«.XCE:i 3S C:;«s.| 1c»y SCall. 3SD CXm.
"^

A. I. ROOT, a^ediaa., O-
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lome
Made
Net-
ting.

^, , SAFE, DURABLt FENCE; ONLY 980 PER MILE.
55' ^^ TjA NTI nTXnVrP, KS S""* one-hat/ the coai

rol. 1^ #^rv»%*g> "'"^e $200.00 per ^\^^t^
p\fi^^ft\^month and expenses ^^OOll
The best local and traveling agents wanted every-
where. Write at ODce for circulars and choice ter-
ritory; address A. G. Hulbert, Patentee, care of

Factory Catalogue with 200 engraved designs and
prices, 8«nt free to any who want fancy Iron and
wlTSWork or city, cemetery and farm fences, eto-

u^ei> please iiieiitioii tlui- (lapti- 21 20ilb

300-FLORIDA
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By juy spfcial nu'iliod of luirvesting- :i en))), in the

" //ii(;r((((iry" system, I sliall have 3u0 Uxtcd queens
for delivery about Mai-i -11:^1)^1. $10 per dozen. None
arc over 6' monUix olil. My crop the past season from
one yard of 4;J colonics, sprjiigcount, was 10,800 lbs.,

andincrease to 1.50 A.F.BROWN,
HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.

-^^3EE5' QUEENS,
|^5M0KERS. SECTIONS,
5I Comb FOUNDATION and^

. J NALLAPIARIAN SUPPLIES.rgn

<-^ r^ S ETISi D TS"0 FTCATA tOGUE "^

Cheap Sections!
over at $^.lO per thousand. yUldrcss

J. B. IV)URRAY. Ada, Ohio.

As we want to
close out Sec-
tions carried

SPRAY.

"W rmy Frnit ^C

-

auu Leaf Blic'it n,^

ot Apples. Pi .

Cbt rries, and Fli ins ,

pi evented ; also (ji ape
and Potato Rot—by
spnyingwith "»tn Ill's

Double Acting I'.^ceNior
.s,ir lying Outnt-> Best .

in 1 be m,'rket. Thousands <

in use. Catalogue, describ-l
ing all insects injurious to
fruit, mailed Free. Address

WM.STAHL,Quinr' f.r

t^^ln respuiiuiritf to this advertiseiiieiii, nieiiliuii >i].i,.,.siMi '.

Qfin FERRETS, a fine lot of
liMiiK "^*^ ScoU'li i'ollle Pnpxand

tea, a trained bird-dog' for sale. Price
alistfree. IN. A. KNAPP,

_ _ - Roclieister, Lorain <;o.
' - ^-^^^ 18tfdb Ohio.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

ftir prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14ttdb New London, Wis

Plea.se mention this paper.

l^OOT'S
DOVETfllLiHD
HIVES

W. K.

BEE
and SUPPIilES

FOH SAIiE
Bfllili,

Box 483, t^eno, flevada.

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per ]TI. Bee-Hiveet and Fix-

Cures clieap. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
t^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleauinos.

Eastern Supply Hoiise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I, J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St„ N. Y,
21-20db Please mention this paper.

-— IWuth's—
Squapc Glass fioney-dat's.

Tin Buckets, Bee«iiives.
Jloney^Seetions, &e., &e.

Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.
APPLY TO

-^^^.^^^^^-^./-v^^^-v^

CJIAS. p. JVIOTH & SOfl, Cineinnati, O.

. S.—Send lO-ct. starap for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, ^^wh and Prompt.

SAVE MONEY.—Send to J. P. H. Brown, Augus-
ta, Georgia, for his price list of supplies. Hives

and foundation at wholesale rates. 4tfdb

iATGH CHICKENS BY STEAI^
WGTH THE IMPROVED

EXCELS90R INCUBATOR.
TlioiiNaiidi^ iki 8uc-
cesMf'iil Operntion.

SIMPLE. PERFECT, and
SELF-REGULA TING.

Guarantee*! tohatcha
lareer percentage of
fertile eggs, at lesscost,
than any other Incubator.
Send fic.for nins Catalog.

Circulars Free,
GEO. H. STAHL, Pat. A Sole Mfr..Qiiincy,Ill,

I3'~Please mention (iL.iCANlNas.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat

four-color label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand ; 50 cts. per 500, or ao cts. for 250, postpaid. The
size of the label is 3Xxl inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs In label work.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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THE bee-keepers' UNION; A FEASIBLE METH-
OD PRESENTED FOR THROTTLING THE EVILS

RESU1,TING FROM THE ADULTERATION
OF HONEY.

The following, from the General Manager of
the Bee-Keepers' Union, will explain it^eIf:

For several iiidiitlis tlicrc lias been imu'li disciissioM
in tlie lii'i'-iit'iiiKlicaLs, about the Union assiiininji'

new functions. As no one is al)le to say wbetlu-r it

shall ()!• sliali not do so, it is now pioposed to submit
it to a vote.

In order to act in a legitimate manner, here comes
a motion from one of the Vice-Presidents. It explains
itself:

•' Mk. Thos. G. Newman,
General Manafii-r of the Bee-keev)ei's' Union:

" I mo^e j'oii that the scojietif tiie National Bei'-

keepers' Union be eidarjivd, so as to include prose-
cutions, lot)king- to tlie prevention of tlie adultera-
tion of honey.

" Yours truly. A. J. Cook."
This lias been seconded by Mr. Ernest K. Koot,

and supported by a numtier of other membeis.
In order to submit it to the members, I have pre-

pared an amended Constitution, sulticiently bn)ad
lo allow of the proposed new functions and any
others which may Ik reafter come up. lt\estsin
the Advisory Board tlie power to act on any matter
in the interest of tlie pursuit of bee cultuie, pre-
sented to the Union for its action. In this way im-
mediate work can be done without waiting' lor a.

full vt)te of the membership. Of course, care must
be taken to put into ufiictt its best and most reliable
niembeis la good selection can be made from the
list of names attached \o this Report, and such only
aie eligible to oflice).

I desire that this matter should receive due con-
sideration and would ask every member to vote.
Let there be no spaces unfilled when you return
the " Voting-Blank," to be exchanged for aMember-
ship Certiticate.
The only changes in the Constitution submitted

are in Articles IV. and VI Pleaire road these care-
fully, and then vote FOR or AGAINST, as you deem
for the best interests of the Union,

If the amended Constitution is adopted (it t ikes a
majority vole to do so), then the duties if liie

General Manager will l)e greatlj- enlaigod, and it is

nothing but j((.st that he should have a salary. 1

%NOuld suggest thatit be decidedto make that salary
:iu per cent of the gioss income of the Union for
each year — whatever that may be.
Some have stated that it was a mi-stake not to

liave done this at the start, and perhaps it was.
This matter can, however, be adjusted now, audit
is therefore submitted to :i vote (r/icyi such salaiy
should commence.
A little further on, the General .Manager

very modestly writes this:

Now comes the most difficult part of my reiiort. T

have repeatedly stated that I ought to reiire, and
give place to a younger man, but the appeal comes
to me from .so many members not to think of such
a thing, at least for the present, that I ha\e called
a halt,— to let "feelings " consult with "judgment"
as to my duty in the matter.

In order that the reader may act intelligent-
ly, we will review the situation:
On page (UO of our issue for Aug. 1.5, Mr. J. F.

Mclntyre, having in view the extent to which
honey is now adulterated, expressed a wish that
bee-keepers, when they met in Washington,
would organize another union, for the express
purpose of lighting the evil. He believed that
sucn a union would have ten times the strength
of the ol'l one, becau.se they would all be inter-
ested in a matter that seemed to threaten the
very foundations of the honey industry. At the
time, it seemed to us it would be more feasible
and economical to modify the constitution of the
eristhif) Hee-keepers' Union, and this view was

later shared by Prof. Cook, in the American
Bee Journal. The old Union has been a mag-
nificent success, and, under the old leadership
of Mr. Newman, we felt sure that, by enlarging
its scope a little, it would be able to do a ten-
fold greater and more important work. Bee-
keepers are vastly more interested in the anni-
hilation of the evils resulting from the adulter-
ation of honey, on account of which the price
of the honest product has gone down, so that
ten times the number would come foi'ward with
their dollars and sustain such a union.
The old (or existing) LTnion. with its present

constitution protects its members only against
neighbors who force them into court by claim-
ing that their bees are a nuisance; and while it

has done a grand work in establishing valuable
precedents in law, its scope is so narrow that
very few bee-keepers, comparatively, think
they can aRoid to become members; for most
of them have such good neighbors of whom
they have no fears. VVhile there are a hundred
bee keepers who feel the need of protection
under the old constitution, there will be a
thousand who will come to the support of the
Union with its new constitution.

WHY THE UNION WITH NEW FUNCTIONS IS

NECESSARY.
.V few years ago adulteration was not prac-

ticed enough to make any special action on the
pait of bee-keepers necessary; but now that we
have had a series of four or five bad seasons,
the pure article has become very scarce, and
dishonest dealers have begun to piece it out, by
adding a certain per cent of glucose. In the
light of some facts that have come to our
knowledge, and which we are not at present in
position to set before the bee-keeping world, we
must admit that the evil is growing under our
inaction and silence, and will continue to grow,
unless bee-keepers wake up and take some defi-
nite and decisive action at once. The fact that
the price of honey fails to go up, in obedience
to the law of supply and demand, is significant;
and it seems to us that it is the duty of every
hce-keepcr, who depends largely upon the sale
or honey for his bread and butter, to enroll him-
self at once by the payment of a dollar, voting
"yes," and filling out the blank on the otlier
side; fold this sheet up and inclose it in an en-
velope and send it to Thos. (L Newman, 147
South Western Avenue. Chicago, HI.
We have done in the past what we could to

warn those, whom we suspected of adulterating,
to be a little careful; but it was impossible to
do the effective work that a bee-keepers' union,
armed wiih a good salaried officer, and two or
three thousand dollars in its treasury, could do.
The mere fact that such a union was existing,
and that bee keepei'S would everywhere report
suspected cases to this union, would make the
business of adulterating exceedingly risky.
With regard to the General Manager, we

would say that Thomas G. Newman is emphat-
ically the right man, and in view of the bril-
liant succe.ss of the old Union—and Mr. New-
man was its backbone and sinew—no one, we
feel sure, would think of voting for any one
eL>ie.

Without wishing to disparage the capacity of
Mr. James Heddon, the President, we would
suggest that, as he is not of the legal fraternity,
the Hon. R. L. Taylor, a good lawyer and bee-
keeper, be elected in his place. While Mr.
Newman is possessed of good legal knowledge,
it will be of great advantage to him to be in
direct consultation with the next chief officer
of the Union.
As to a salary of 20 per cent of the gross in-

come to the General Manager, it seems to us
there is nothing unreasonable in that. Good
men. to do good work, must be remunerated.
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Ilational Bee-Keepers' llDion. ^
ag[E^iyiBEjR's voxirio m^MMWR.

Officers for 1893.— President. James Heddon. Vicel'residents. G. M. Doolittle, A. J. Cook. A. I. Root,
(i. W. Demaree. C. C. Miller. Manager, Secretary and Treasurer, Thomas G. Newman.

Tlie C'oiistitiitioii, a§ it !!« |>ropo!><e<l to AmciKl it.

Article I.—This organization shall be known as
the " National Bee-Keepers' Union. " and shall meet
annually, or as oi^en as necessity may require.
AKTiCLE 11.— Its object shall be to protect the

interests of the Bee-keepers, and to defend their
rights.
AUTici.E III.—The Officers of this Union shall

consist of a President, five Vice-Presidents, and a
General Manager (who shall also be the Secretary
and Treasurer), whose duties shull be those usv.;.U>'

performed by such otticeis. Tliey shall be elucL^u
by ballot, and hold their several offices for one
year, or until tlieir successors aie elected; blank
billions for this purpose to be mailed to every
member by the General Alanager.

AiiTici.E IV.—Tlie Ollic'.Ms shall constitute an
Advisory Board. which shall determine what course
shall be taken by this Union, upon any matter
presented to it for action; and cause such extra
assessments to l)e made upon the members as may
become necessary; provided that only one assess-
ment shall bo made in any one fiscal year, without

a majority vote of all the members (upon blanks
furnisliea for that i)ur|)ose). together with a
statement showing why any other assessment may
be required.
AHTK'i.E v.—Any person may become a member

by paying to the General Manager an Entrance Fee
of ONE ]>OLLAR. for which he shall receive a
printed receipt, making liim a member of the
Union, entitled to all its rifl;ts and benefits. The
Annual Kee of $1 .(Ml si i; 11 be due on the first day
of .Tanutiry in each year, and MUl-T be paid
within .-iiv nonlhs in order to retain membership
in this Union
ARTICLE VI.—The Funds of this Union shall be

used for any purposes in the interests of the
puisuit of bee culture, when such are appioved by
the Advisory Board; and to pay the legitimate
expenses of this Union, such as printing, postage,
salary of the Manager, cilerk-hire. etc.
ARTICLE VII. — This Constitution may be

amended by a majority vote of all the members
at any time. .

How to Beooine Members.
The entrance fee is Sl.OO, and that pays for the dues of any portion of the unexpired

calender year, ending Dec. 31. Then it costs .*1.00 for annual dues, which are payable
every New Year's day, and must be paid within 6 months, in order to retain membership.

If membership ceases, then all claims against former members also cease; and all claims
to the protection of the Union are dissolved.

To Tlionias G. Xe'tvinan, General Manager.

l-iT Sonth We-storn Avenno. Cliiea^'O, Iliiii.

I enclo.'^e $1.00 for Animal Dues to Dpccmber 31, lo93. and my Ballot for

Officers for the ensuing year, which you are requested to record, as follows:

For President

For Five Vice-Presidents I

^

For Geiiernl Mantiijcr, Secretarji avd Trcnsnrer

Amcndincnt>^ to Constitution— Yes—No fcross off one word.i

Snloi'n of M<in(i(jcr—2n per cent of <iross Income of current yeur, to begin

ouJoilHOr]!!, IS Here write any year after 1SS5. wlien the L'nion was organised.

Sign here

P.O County State.

Be sure to fill all the blank spaces. „^?

c

3-

(9

Si
(0

tS'" This Blank must be filled un and returned (with $1.00) before January 31
'.> !, or tlic Vote will be lost.
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Root's Goods for the West.
Bee=Keepers of the West

Should remember that we have established at Des Moines, Iowa, a

WESTERN BRANCH where a full line of Bee-keepers' Supplies are

kept for sale. You can save time and freight by ordering from our

Western Branch. We have engaged Jos. Nysewander to take charge

of this business, who will give all orders good, careful, and prompt at-

tention. Send for his price list for '93. Address

Joseph Nysewander, Des floines, Iowa.

j'-IP^Aa^S °^ -^C Keepers Supplies
iwafj;«aiaf^tiiw;i

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS. EXTRACTORS. ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL/ES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
CS'ln respondiiiir to tlils artveiti.-enieMi mention Gi.kanings.

ROOT'S GOODS FOR THE EAST.

Bee-Keepers of the East should

B83r In JVIind that wo have established at Syracuse an EdStCm BrBflCh

•\\ 1..IV i.iir i'.ee-keepers' Supplies are kept for sale, and prompt shlpraeni. You can siive time

'a;id froitxht by ordering from our Eastern Branch. We have engaged Mr. F. A. Sal-

isbury to lake charge of this business, and he will treat you well. He will

be pleased to send you a list of goods kept in stock.

Address all ord(>i>s.

EASTERN BRANCH, F. A. SALISBURY, Agent. Syracuse, N. Y.

Bee-plives.
Doretailed'or otlierwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

VV^rlte for free catalogue.
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

^trin responding to this advertisement mention Gleamiiiq&

FOR SALE. Nineteen colonies brown bees, in

movable-frame hives. Most of them hung- on im-
proved Hoflfman frames. Contain now honey enough
to pay for some. Will sell for $3.00 per colony, as
they stand, if taken at once.

John Davis, Garland City, Ark.

Cnr 'Coin ^"^^ Given foundation-press, good
rUl ^dlK. as new; very cheap. Address
I ui vuiUi

j.2.3 H. D. Edwards, Dellii, m.

InteresWng Monthly for

The Family and Fireside

Welcome in every Home.
o

I^arge Premiums forCInbs.
Sample Copy sent Free.

Thomas G. Newman.
147 Southwestern Ave.,

CHICAGO, - - II^LS.

Please mention this paper.

pALL

14tfdb

Eggs and Plants, Fowls, Poultry-books and
Papers; finely ill. circular free. Address
GEER BROS., St. Marys. Mo.,
Or, H. B. GEER, Nashville, Tenn.
Please mention this paper.
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PENNSYLVANIA EXHIBIT
At the World's Fair in Chicago.

All Bee-keepers of Pennsylvania interested in the success of the Honey Exhibit of the State

at Chicago, will please communicate with the undersigned for particulars.

F. MAHMAN, 5ec. Philadelphia Bee=keepers' Association,
Harrowgate Lane, 33d Ward, Philadelphia, Pa.

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

Before ijlacing- your order for
supplies send for our illustrat-

ed catalog. We are making the
best goods at lowest prices.

//. TKUMPKR, Banlcers, JVIiah.

£JIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIMIIIIIIIIIIIIII|

I DEAR I
= BEE=KEEPINQ =

I FRIENDS:
|

= T shall be glad to book your orders, for E
= what queens you may wish, for early spring =
E or summer delivery. Prices for untested, =
=: February, March, April, and May, ^1.00 each ; =
— six, $5.00, or $9.00 per dozen: June and after, —
= 75c each; $4.35 for 6; or $8.00 per dozen; 100 =
E tested three-banded queens, $1..50 each, for zz

E early shipment. Prices for breeding-queens E
E on application. =
= Remember, I breed both the three and —
E live banded Italians at above prices. My =
E queens give satisfaction, judging from the E
E many testimonials, from nearly three thou- =
E sand sold in 1892. Safe arrival and satisfac- —
E tion guaranteed. Also Hives and Supplies =
E low. =
E JENNIE ATCHLEY, |
= Greenville, Hunt Co., Texas. =

^iiiiiiillliiiiiiliiiiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiliiiliiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiir;

HEDDON'S

SUCCESS
-IN-

BEE CULTURE.
PRICE 50 CTS.

EXTRACTED

HONEY
PRICES LOW.

Send addiess for circular to

JAMES HEDDON,
DOWACIAC. MICH.

Please mention this paper.

Basswood Trees.
I can furnish a few basswood-trees from 3 ft. up.

3 ft.
.'

8c each ; 4 ft 10c each.
4»^ft 12c " 5ft 15c "

NELSON HANER,
CEDAR CREEK, WASH. CO., WIS.

WANTED.—To exchange for cash or offers, a com-
plete outfit for making bee-hives. Root's 3 H. P.

expansion engine, all in good order. Must sell.

Write quick for particulars. A. B. Herman,
Lock Box J, Burnett's Creek, White Co., Ind.

FOR SALE. About 1700 lbs. of pecan nuts.
Samples sent to any one making an offer. 24d
2-7db R. A. Jansen, Wharton, Tex.

Berries.
Fiicnds. I can furnish you
witli all kinds of berry-plants
at about one-half the usual
price. Plants warranted.

Bank references. Satisfaction guaranteed, (itfdh
Address EZRA G. SMITH, Manchester, N. Y.

Don't Forget
to send forour 1893 circular. Dove-
tailed hives, Sections, Bee Supplies,
etc. J. NEBEL & SON,
Stfdb HIGH HILL, MO.

CriAFF HIVES-
I offer special inducements to those who will sell

my hives. Send tor terms. J. A. EOE, Union City, Ind.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address
SAMUEL JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

^''''250 COLONIES
SALE d^ \J K^ FINE ITALIAN

IN DOVETAILED HIVES, $4.00 EACH.
Lots of 20 or more, special prices on application.

2tfdb MRS. PAUL B. LEEDS, AVERY P. O., UA.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Sainpleat of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price Liiwt of every thing-
needed in the ai)iary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Uicli.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

14 Railroads
to carry the goods we manufacture to all parts of
the country. Can cut any hive ordered. Lang-
stroth improved Simplicity a specialty. All kinds-
of Bee Supiilies, Queens and Bees. Light and dark
colored Ferrets. Send for price list.

2tfdb •Jr,th .t Ciav Sf.s., S*. .7o.se/>/j, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

"Quigley's Golden Queens"
are bred for business; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supi^lies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address

2tfdb
F. F. QC;iOIiKY,

ITniouville, ITIo.

TO CANADIAN BEE-KEEPERS.

C. A. OUELLETTE,
MANUFACTURER OF ALL. KINDS

APIARIAN ^ SUPPLIES.
DOVETAILED HIVES, SECTIONS, AND

FRAMES A SPECIALTY.
Write for my new catalogue, which names-

references.

C. A. OUELLETTE,
TILBURY CENTER, ONT., CAN.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.
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HoNEr Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati. — HoHci/.— Demand fioiii luaiiufai--

turers for e.x'tractod honey was slow for the htst few
Weeks; while there was and Is still a good demand
from consumers for family use. There is no choice
comli honey in our market. Best white brings
14@16 in the jobbing- way. Extracted honey sell-s at
6@8 on arrival. Bceswaj-, demand fair at 2;5@25 on
arrival for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Jan. 9. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland.—Ho/fciy.—Honey offered by N. Y.
parties, No. 1, F. O. B. Cleveland, O., 14; No. 2,10.
Demand not as good as before holidays. Bccmcax.
as reported before. Williams Bros.,
Jan. 7. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

San Francisco. — Honey. — Extracted is getting
very scarce, and there is not enough left to supply
the local demand. We quote: 6X@7^, according to
quality. Comb honey is also scarce, and it is selling
at 12V4@13'/4. Beeswax, in light stock, quotable at
23@24. SCHACHT, Lemcke & Steiner,

Dec.:34. San Francisco, Cal.

New York.—Ho«ej/.—The market is rather quiet,
being right after the holidays; it may revive some
after Feb. 1, '93. We quote prices as follows: Fancy,
1-lb. clover, 15@16; 2-lb.. 12@13; Fair, Mb. clover.
12@13; 2-lb., 10@12; buckwiieat, 1-lb., 10@11; 2-lb.,!t;
extracted, clover, 8V4@9; mixed, 7@7K; buckwheat,
ohimVt. Beeswax, 26@27. Chas. Israel & Bro.,
Jan. 9. New York.

Chicago.—Hojiey.—The demand for fine grades of
comb honey is satisfactory, and brings 17@,18; any
thing falling below that is slow of sale, and prices
uncertain. Banging from 13@16. Extracted re-
mains steady with fair supply. Beeswax, 20@25.

R. A. Burnett,
Jan. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111

Detroit.— Honey.—Comb honey continues to be
quoted at 13@14; No. 1 white would bring 15. Ex-
tracted, S@»i. Bec.'iwax, 36@37.
Jan. 9. M. H. Hunt,

Bell Branch, Mich.

TKansas City.—Hojiey.—The demand for extracted
is good, supply liglit, especially white. We quott>:
LComb, 1-lb., No. 1 white, 16@17; No. 2 white, 14@15;
No. 1 amber, 15(S'16; No. 3 amber, 10@13.
BeesicaJ-.—22@25 cents.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
Jan. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.— Ho/icy.— Comb slow; white - clover,
17@18; dark, 7@10. Extracted, scarce and in de-
mand, at 6X®6?4' in barrels; 7Vi@7M in cans. Bees-
wax, prime, 24'/2.

Jan. 9. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo,

New York.—Honey.-Tlie demand for comb hon-
ey is very limited; and, while fancy stock is well
cleaned up, the market is well stocked with off
grades—white and l)uckwheat—and prices are irreg-
ular. Extracted is in good demand, and stocks are
light. We quote: Basswood and white clover, 8@
•8X ; buckwheat, 6@6^ ; Southern, 70@7.5 per gallon.
Beeswax dull at 25@37.

Hildreth Bros. & Seoelken,
Jan. 11. 28 & 30 West Broadway, New York.

BUFPALO.—Honey.—Fancy In-ight honey is in
light supply, lilieral demand for mostly 16c for 1-lb.
sections; second K'ades more plentiful, ranging
from 12@14; buckwheat is dull at 9@10.

Batterson & Co.,
Jan. 9. 167, 169 Scott St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City.— H(j?ic.y.—There is no change in the
honey-market; stocks are fairly large with a good
demand. White Mb., 16@17; No. 2, lo; dark. No. 1,
13@14; No. 2. 12; extiacted, 7@8. Beeswax, none on
hand. Hamblin & Bearss,
Jan. 9. 514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale —Well-ripened extracted honey in fiO-lb.
cans. Sample free. J. G. Lehde,

Gardenville, Erie Co.. N. Y.

For Sale.—Three bbls. and twelve 60-lb. cans flue
Spanish-needle honey. Emil J. Baxter,

Nanvoo, Hancock Co., 111.

Wants or Exchange Department.

YY' ANTED.—To exchange benyplanfs, or grape-
V» vines, for bees, queens, honey, or offers.
l-2d EzraG. Smith, Mancliesier, Out. Co., N. Y.

YY^ANTED.—To exchange two new Vandervort
Vt foundation-mills, one 12 and one 6 inch, for 100
lbs. of pure beeswax. A great bargain for some
one. P. M. Taintor, Greenfield, Mass.

WANTED.—A man to handle my bees. 2d
FiLMORE Cole, Box 419, Lima, O.

WANTED.—A good young man to do general farm-
work. I will pay $300 per year. Reference,

the Larimer Co. Bank of Loveland, Colo.
J. B. Swan, Loveland, Larimer Co., Colo.

WANTED.—A first-class blacksmith to work on
commission; tools, shop, and material furnish-

ed; must be temperate and honest. Write. 3d
F. P. HiSH, Tower Hill, Shelby Co., III.

WANTED.—At once, a lady to assist with house-
work, and apiary in summer. Address

3cl Elias Pox, Hillsborough, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange for any thing useful to a
bee-keeper, one honey-extractor, good as new;

100 T crates in the flat; 40 queen-excluding honey-
boards; 10 second-hand bee-hives, all-wood brood-
frames, L. Simplicity size; 800 metal separators; 3
mandrels of different size: one 10-in. rip, one 10-in.
cut-off saw; one 6-in. rip, one 6-in. cut-off; one 6-in.
dovetailing saw. Address 514 St. George's St.,
3-5db Ottawa, LaSalle Co., III.

Headquarters in the South for

PEE-[(EEPER8' gUPPLIES.

DOVETAILED HIVES. SECTIONS,
COMB FDN., EXTRACTORS, dlC.

ITALIAN QUEENS, NUCLEI, <£C.
SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

r*. L. TJAt/vOA" Ml^a. CO..
Hayou Ciaiilii. T^n.

For Sale.
Cheap and easy terras, the bee-hive factory

and apiary of P. L. Viallon Mfg. Co. Address

P- L. Viallon. l^fg- Co.,
SsLyo-u. Gio'u.la, X<a,.
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Best Articles from Best Men.
With the Dec. issue the Bee-Keepers' Review is five years old. This last number of the fifth year is

unique. Its editor asked eacli of several of the best bee-keepers to write what he (the bee-keeper) consid-
ered the best ariicle hr rrrr wrote. Eacli was to go over, in his mind, the bee-keeping of the past, see how it

had progressed first in tliis direction, tlien in that; met this oljstacle, then that; tlieu consider the bee-
keeping of the present, its needs and necessities; and then try and give the best advice possible to give in
a single article as to the course that bee-keepers ought to pursue in the future to ni;ike their pursuit more
pleasant and profitable. If you wish to know in which direction the leaders in apiculture believe that
bee-keepers ought to work to better their condition, send 10 cents for the Dec. Review. With it will be
sent the Oct. and Nov. issues. By the way, the Nov. number gives the views of such men as Doolittle,
Taylor, and Miller upon tliat vexed question of " Sugar-Honey Production." Tliere will also be sent a sheet
upon which are printed nearly a dozen portraits of the Review's leading correspondents (among them the
editor), together with a list of ;i 11 tlie special topics that have been discussed, the niniil)ers in which they
may be found, and the prices at wliich they will be sent. A proposition is also made whereby these back
numbers may be secui-ed at half price. The price of the Review is $1.( a year. The Review one year and
" Advanced* Bee Cultuke," for $1.2.5. New subscriljers for 1893 get the last three issues of this year free.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Mich.

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-

knives and Bee-smok-
ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & IHetherington,

Abronia, Mich. Ttfdb

DON'T
purcliase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
in our 18-page circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM. MASS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Have you
Seen our Big Blue Cat=
alogue for 1893 ! Seventy illustrated pages.

Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIED
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock
in the West.

E. Kretchmer, Red Oal<, Iowa.
In writinfT advertisers please mention this paper

low, I've Got You
Just read our won-

derful offer—nothing
like it heard of before
in bee-publishing. We
Give FREE to every new sub-

scriber to the Weeklt

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL
who sends $1.00 tor a
year's subscription, a
copy of " Newman's "

Bees and Honey
—aSl.OO book b^RKB.
Has 225 pages, 200 il-

lustrations, bound in
heavy, tinted paper.
Just the book for the
hesinner or expert.
Y( )U ought to have it

Send us 2 new names
at $1.00 each for the
Bee .loDfiial one year &
get the book as a pre-
mium ;we also send it

to each of the 2 subs.
Simple .lournnl free

GEO. W. YORK & CO.
1»!) R. R,nn(lnlt)h St.. fy^

CHICAGO, - ILL. *^-

l^OOT'S
DOVHTfllliED
HIVES

W. K.

BEE
and SUPPIilES

FOH SflliE
BflliLi,

Box 483, Heno, J^eVada.

^ 4f- •«^<g--w--»-<g-<^^^^<«^<g-<^^-»-

Porter Spring Bee-Escape, a Great success.

We guarantee it to be far superior to all others. If, on trial of from one to a dozen, you do
not find them so, or if they do not prove satisfactory in every way, return them by mail with-
in 90 days after receipt, and we will refund your money. PRICES: Bach, by mail, postpaid,
with full directions, 20c; per dozen, $3.35. Send for circular and testimonials. Supply-
dealers, send for wholesale prices. lOtfdb R. &, E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.

^^^ <» -«- -^S- -«*i- -«S- -«*S- -S*- -ite- -4tt- -ift- Mention Gleanings
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STRAr Strains

FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Dadant first gave the idea of soaking combs
before melting.

I STAND UP to be counted with W. C. PYa/.ier
as strong for the top-bar K thick.

And now the question in England is, whether
a pound bottle shall hold 14 or l(i ounces.

The last Revieiv is unusually good, having
a short but delightful autobiography of the
editor.

That plan of sulphuring through a pipe in

the cellar, as given by friend France, on p. 19,

is capital.

" I FIRMLY BELIEVE that the house-apiary is

to be the Mecca in the new dispensation in bee-
keeping," says B. Taylor, in Review.

Did you hear the screaming at our house
two weeks ago? It wasn't any one being kill-

ed: it was only the folks laughing at Wikler's
plaint.

Conduite du Rucher, the excellent French
book of M. Bertrand. has been published in
German, and a Flemish edition is now in press,
as also one in Russian.

Ill health is given as the reason for giving
up bees in two separate instances in A. B. J.

Why. friends, bee-keeping is just the thing
" for invalids and women."
Hutchinson says the last few years have

been trying ones to bee-keeping, and that he
has been surprised to learn of so many who
have gone out of the business.

An historical album is what the American
Bee Journal proposes to be the present year, by
publishing each week -'a biographical sketch,
with portrait, of some prominent bee-keeper."

It looks strange to see in the British Bee
Journal instructions given for making the old-
fashioned straw skf^ps. I doubt whether one in
twenty of the readers of Gleanings ever saw
one.

Dooijttle's a philosopher. In Review he
says, " Would you deprive your children of the
keen enjoyment you have experienced in build-
ing up a home of your own, by giving them one
already built?" His philosophy is good too.

A second swarm is mentioned in a foreign
journal, in which, upon hiving, the queen
showed the usual signs of fecundation, and the
assurance is given that no mistake could be
made, as though such a thing was very unu-
sual. I had supposed it of frequent occurrence.
How is it?

The French have heretofore imported their
sections from this country: and they now an-
nounce, as a great step forward, that they have
sections made in P>ance, of French wood, equal
to the American product. M. Daujat, Mon-
tagna, is the manufacturer.

"Owning up when I see that lam wrong,"
Hutchinson counts among his sweetest pleas-
ures; and I believe Hutch is that sort of man.
" Owning up " is a rather bitter pill for most of
us. but it leaves a sweet taste in the mouth
afterward.

Heddon thinks adulteration has done bee-
keepers no harm, but the talk about it has done
harm, and Hutchinson agrees in the latter part.
Possibly some day it may be said that sugar
honey never did any harm, but the talk about
it did.

"Bees store far more rapidly when not di-
vided off into small clusters as they are in sec-
tions," says B. B. J. I think that is the general
belief, but some think differently, and some
definite experiments to settle the matter posi-
tively would be a good thing.

Doolittle has just let it leak out in Review,
that he has been running an out-apiary for
three years. Bad Doolittle to keep us so long in
the dark. He favors comb honey in the home
apiary, and extracted in out-apiaries, leaving
the honey all on at the out-apiaries till the
season is over.

When piping is heard in a hive, it is the free
queen that pipes, and the queen or queens in
the cells quahk. Lately I have seen it stated
tiiat the queen in the cell calls first, and the
free queen pipes in reply. I had supposed, from
the few cases I have heard, that the piping
comes first, and then the queens in the cells
quahk in reply. Which way is correct?

A GOOD DEAL depends on the manner of put-
ting things. When Editor York says the A. B.
J. is Sl.OO a year, it doesn't seem any thing so
very remarkable; but when he says that each
number of "the old reliable" costs less than
two cents, it looks like a pretty good bargain.
Come to think of it, isn't there a good bit of
reading in this number of Gleanings, for only
four cents ?

A writer in the British Horticultural Times
goes a little further than our friend across the
line, and says that not only is the sting used as
a trowel, but, through the sting, formic acid
gives to honey its peculiar flavor." Presumably
a different amount of formic acid is used when
bees work on different flowers. Oh, yes! we're
getting on in our knowledge of how bees do
business.

Rev. W. F. Clarke, in Review, tells me that
Herr K. Mullenhoff teaches that formic acid is
added to honey from the bees' stings, and says,
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" 1 am, therefore, in the good company of an
eminent German scientist." It will be next in

order for Rev. Mr. Clarke to quote the name of

the eminent scientist in whose company he is

when he says that the sting is a " trowel with
which the bee finishes off and seals the cells."

Le Eucher, a French bee-journal, with com-
mendable enterprise, is publishing a series of

articles giving the most complete history of the
section that I have ever seen. Commencing
with the crude beginnings of a quarter of a
century ago, the various improvements are

given, ending with a detailed account of the
manufacture as carried on at Medina. The
series has now reached that part where the
management of sections by the bee-keeper is

fully discussed.

LANGSTKOTH'S REMINISCENCES.

SLAVERY ; A REMINISCENCE OF I>R. I.YMAN
BEECHER.

A brother of my grandmother lived in Peters-

burg Va., and, like his sister, cherished in his

heart a deep hatred of the institution of slave-

ry One night the city was alarmed by a man
riding on horseback, almost naked, and crying

out that the slaves had risen, and were burning

and killing all before them. Rising up hastily

from his bed. my uncle was preparing himself

for resistance when he sank powerless upon the

floor "O my God!" he cried out, "how can I

raise my hands to kill those whom I have seen

treated worse than the brutes? " As soon as he

recovered himself he resolved to kill no one un-

less in defense of his family. It proved to be

only a false alarm, given by a man crazed by

drink.
, ^, ,. .,

A neighbor of my grandmother, an old maid,

slept in a bed on rockers, and had a slave wo-

man to rock her while she slept. The woman
became so accustomed to this that she could

usually rock quite well, even when asleep; but

if the rocking ceased for a moment, her mis-

tress would wake up and lash her with a whip
which she kept lying by her side. This woman
put her stamp upon the sugar in the bowl, as it

went from the table, so that her servants might

not help themselves without being detected. A
servant waiting on the table, almost always

dodged when approaching her, expecting a

blow just a horse cruelly treated starts when
any motion suggests that a blow may be coming.

A neighbor was annoyed by a slave who had
several times run away. At last he swore a

fearful oath, that, if he ran away again, and

was caught, he would chop off his hands. He
did run away again, and was caught; and if his

master had actually intended to carry out his

awful threats, he was deterred from doing so by

the agonized apprehensions of his wife. A
daughter was afterward born to them, entirely

destitute of hands.
'

For many years I have been painfully sensi-

ble that there was too much law and too little

gospel in many of the sermons of my Andover
ministry. One day a college classmate who
was then in the Theological Seminary came to

talk with me on this feature of so many of my
discourses. He had been talking with one of

my oldest deacons, who had sorrowfully recog-

nized this great defect in the sermons of his be-

loved pastor. I was not offended by the plain

talk, but I could not then be made to feel that it

was just.
_, ^ .u i. i

It has always seemed to me, that to no man
so much as to Henry Ward Beecher was owing

the great change which has taken place in our

preaching When the greatJonathan Edwards
was preaching from the text, "Sinners in the

hands of an angry God,'' we are told that one
of the preachers who was in the pulpit with
him pulled his garment, and said, in a low voice
of remonstrance, "O Mr. Edwards! remember
that (lod is a merciful God."

It is written, "Like as a father piti?th his
children, so the Lord pitieth them that fear
him. For he knoweth our frame; he remem-
bereth that we are dust." These words seem to
me to open a window into the very heart of
God, so that every father and mother may know
from experience how God feels toward his err-
ing children. Is there one child more easily
tempted than the others, more ready to fall?
Does the parent's heart go out against that
child? Does he know it, in all its weaknesses,
only to lay more aggravating burdens upon it?
Xo! a thousand times no I Let us never forget
how beautifully the Savior illustrates God's
love and pity in" the parable of the prodigal son.

I once preached from the text, " Not knowing
that the goodness of God leadeth thee to repentr
ance." I have no doubt that the tenor of this
discourse was molded largely by my recollection
of a discourse preached so often in revivals of
religion by Dr. Nathaniel Taylor. The good
old deacon, in speaking of this sermon, could
hardly find words strong enough to express his
delight as he opened his whole heart to me and
tried to make me see how much more I could
do to lead sinners to Christ by preaching often-
(>r on the love and goodness of the heavenly
Father.
In the summer of 1836, shortly after my settle-

ment as pastor in the old South Church of An-
dover, Mass., Dr. Lyman Beecher, in company
with the late Thomas Brainard. D. D., so well
known as pastor of the old Pine Street Church,
Philadelphia, made a visit to Andover to inter-
est the theological students in the religious
needs of the great West. As Dr. Brainard was
a relative of mine by marriage, they stopped
with me at the house of Deacon Amos Blan-
chard. where I was boarding.

It was soon extensively made known that Dr.
Beecher would preach in the old South Churcli,
at an evening service. Some time in the after-
noon he called for pen and paper, and desired
to be left alone in my study. Teatime arrived,
and he was hardly willing to be disturbed long
enough to take his supper. The time for the
service arrived and he was not ready for it, but
told Dr. Brainard and myself to go to the
church, which was only a short distance off,

and he would join us before the preliminary
services were over. Only a verse or two of the
hymn before the service remained unsung; the
large building was crowded, and I began to be
quite nervous, and was just about sending a
messenger after the good old father when he
made his appearance. Mounting the steps of
the pulpit With rapid strides, he was all ready
for the sermon. His manuscript was so small
as to suggest the times when paper in this coun-
try was so costly that economy in its use was
practiced, even at the price of precious eyesight.
His text was, " Seek ye first the kingdom of

God, and his righteousness." It was a grand
sermon, crowded with thought, severe in logic,

and fairly blazing with his wonderful illustra-

tions. He swayed his hearers at his will, and
it seemed to me I never heard a discourse which
appeared to stir more deeply the hearts and
consciences of an audience.
When we returned home the doctor said to

me, " Now, young man, you know the circum-
stances under which I wrote the outline of that
sermon. Don't for a moment—trusting to what
you can do offhand — neglect the time for study
and thorough preparation. In that discourse I
hailed down the studies of years.''

I expressed a great desire to keep the manu-
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script as a memorial of iiis visit, and of his kind
and fatherly advice.

" No," he said, "' I want that sermon for my
own use."
After he left his room the next morning I saw

lying upon the floor a sheet of common writing-
paper, foldfd so as to be hardly larger than the
palm of my hand, the leaves being fastened to-

gether with a crooked pin. Showing it to Dr.
Braiiiard I said, " I feel strongly tempted to se-

crete this paper, but I suppose it must be re-
turned to Mr. Beecher."
"Not at all.'' he replied. " Dr. Beecher will

never think of it again. Of course, if he asks
you for it you must give it up."
He never inquired for it ; and, with its old

pin undisturbed, it was in my possession over 4:.*

years, until, at the earnest request of one of the
professors, I presented it to the library of Wa-
bash College, Indiana. Few indeed are the
persons who could make much, that would re-

semble the original, out of the scrawled manu-
script of that wonderful discourse.

I can not resist the temptation to give a short
description of a laughable interlude which took
place the next morning, in the lecture-room of
the Theological Seminary. An appointment
had been made for Dr. Beecher, who was then
Professor of Theology in Lane Seminary, Ohio,
to address the students on the religions wants
of the West. After a stirring appeal to the
young men to "* go West." the doctor asked Mr.
Brainard to make some further remarks, and
resumed his chair upon the platform. For a
while he listened with fixed attention*; and
then, apparently forgetting every thing else, he
tcjok from one of his pockets a penknife. He
first tried its edge on one of his fingers, and
then, propping one of his legs upon the other,
he began very vigorously to give his knife the
desired edge by using the sole of his boot as a
whetstone. Several times he tried the edge
again upon his finger, until at last he seemed
satisfied with his job, and returned the knife to
his pocket. His attitude, after this perform-
ance, was just the same as before, and no doubt
he himself was unconscious of this curious dis-
play. L. L. Langstkoth.
Dayton. Ohio.

Continued.

THE NEVER-FAILING Ci) BASSWOOD.

HOAV A WISCONSIN BEE-KEEPEK SI'LIC'ED OUT
A POOR season; notes on rambler.

Editor Gleanings:—Having been taught a
never-to-be-forgotten lesson on the instability
of worldly things (this year), and having per-
sonally visited a large number of the apiaries
of Grant, Crawford, and Vernon Counties, dur-
ing the past autumn. I think I may be able to
place a few ideas in readable shape before your
readers.
You see. aftor Ifi years of experience in these

basswood foi-ests. and only one partial failure
in the honey-flow from that source. I naturally
became conceited that my locality, at least,
was infallible. So last spring when we set out
our 3(X) colonies in good condition, I said, " Now
I will put out two acres of raspberries and
blackberries, and begin the construction of a
large and commodious house there. After the
honey season I will complete it through the aid
of my little workers." I accomplished my
part all right; but the bees failed to connect-
not only failed to finish my house, but failed to
give surplus enough to eat on one mess of bis-
cuit; but, instead, drew on us for .5 bbls. of
McKinley sugar to complete their winter
stores. The season left me in possession of one

fact; namely, that it is possible for the honey
crop to fail, even in Southwes'ern Wisconsin.
When speculating as to the cause of the

deai'th of honey I should like to borrow Dr.
Miller's term, " I don't know." The basswood
bloom was fresh and luxuriant in the valleys,
and all the conditions seemed normal during
basswood bloom, for the

Rain had ceased to pour
About a week before;
And the days and nights were hot.
But the nectar, it was naught.
The electric feeling, it was there.
But honey here is very rare.

There, I never knew till this minute that I
was a poet.

I suppose the excessive rains had something
to do with it. I heard one discomfited farmer
say that it rained 40 days in May and 45 in
June; but I have since thought he must have
meant times instead of days. After meeting
with this complete failure in my honey crop I

was confronted with the fact that the house
would have to be finished next season, and that
five healthy and vigorous children would need
considerable to eat and we^r, besides a lot of
schoolbooks, before another season. So, guided
by the axiom that "a man is not always licked
when he is down," I took an agency from the
old reliable Richland Co. Nursery and com-
menced work two months ago. I have not only
earned $100 per Tnonth for myself, but have
greatly enlarged my circle of acquaintance;
seen the ruins of scores of small apiaries, but
found out that my own locations were among
the poorest for this season. Out of some 1500
colonies that I visited, only four had taken any
surplus. ^ly friend (and neighbor) Mr. A. G.
Wilson, had taken a small surplus from .50 colo-
nies he had moved down the Kickapoo River to
Wooster, in Crawford Co. Mr. J. W. Van Allen,
of Haney. had also taken a little; also friend
Dexter, of Boscobel, had a small quantity. But
Mr. A. A. Armes, of Hurlbut, Crawford Co.,
had done the best of any one I have heard from
in this part of the State. He secured some 45
lbs. per colony.

I found the conditions much the same in all

the apiaries I visited. The stores showed that
the bees had worked diligently all summer, for
their stores were made up of a small mixture
each of every thing, from apple bloom to aster;
although the best yield being in the fall, it

makes the honey average dark. It is a novel
sight for me to look into the brood-nest and
see nearly all of the winter stores dark honey.
I never saw it before in this section of the
country.
.Vdjacent to the above-named apiaries I saw

considerable of the so-called fireweed growing
where fire had run over the ground last spring.
This. too. is something new for this country,
and I suppose partly accounts for their small
surplus. Many more bees will die this winter,
which will nearly rid the country of imitators,
who declare they intend to keep bees enough
for their own use only, but still keep from 20 to
30 colonies in the field, and all they accomplish
is to use up the pasture and produce, and get a
few small dauby lots of honey, which they
use to spoil prices with instead of using it up
in their families, and giving it away to their
neighbors, which is all it is fit for. The pains-
taking bee-keepers have their bees equalized,
fed (if necessary), and snugged away for win-
ter, and we have again pinned our faith to
them, hoping they will do better next season
than the last.

I wish to say here, that my experience with
the score or more of men who keep bees that I

have visited in the last two months is verv
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flattering to our craft. I find them men with
broad and liberal views on all questions of in-

terest, nearly all men of temperate habits, and
a large per cent truly Christian gentlemen.

ANOTHER GENTLE HINT FOR RAMBLER.
I hope the Rambler will visit the World's

Fair. You know that Cupid is quite a tactician,

and has been known to be successful in some
cases by blazing away at the stomach instead
of the heart; and as the Rambler has been eat-

ing his own cooking for the past year, he may
be more tender—well, you see the possibilities.

I was thinking of Rambler the other night.

You see, the young people here insist on having
my wife for superintendent of the Y. P. S. C. E.

I do not belong myself, but I want my children
to, so I sometimes take care of the baby, and
my wife takes the older children and goes,

while I spend my time entertaining the baby
and meditating what I should do were I de-
prived of these blessings. I guess it does me
good, too, for I hnow I more fully appreciate
ray family after one of these evening's lonesome
meditation. I think the whole fraternity will

join me in saying that it were better for the
Rambler to be seen up nights hunting over his

cupboard for paragoric or some other soothing-
syrup to quiet the little Rambler, while the
mother gracefully looked on and criticised, than
to see him as he is, dressed with a look of rage
mingled with fright, hunting for a stick of

greasewood to throw at those pesky polecats.

I think if your artist would picture a little

Rambler sitting up in his little trundlebed in

that lonely cabin, and crying with his father's

persistence, he would see all those pests that
live under the floor leaving for more comforta-
ble quarters. iz: M. A. Gill.

Viola, Wis., Dec. 13. »

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

FEEDING back; EXPERIMENTS IN SUGAR HONEY.

' Have you commenced feeding your bees so
soon?"' asks Charles, as he enters the honey-
house, just as Manum is going out with a pail

of extracted honey.
" Yes, Charles. I am feeding back some of my

honey that I have extracted from the unfinish-
ed sections, to have some of my best unfinished
ones completed."

" Do you find that it pays to feed back
? "'

"Yes, it does in my case, for the reason that
I have but very little call for extracted honey;
and this year I have got so many unfinished
sections that, if I did not extract from a portion
of them to get the remainder finished, I should
have more extracted honey than I can dispose
of in my home market; and, furthermore, when
I get this honey into the sections again, and
nicely sealed over, it is worth more than it is

now."
"Don't you find there is a shrinkage in this

honey by feeding it back?"
"Yes, there is some shrinkage, but not in

proportion to the difl'erence in the price between
comb and extracted honey, inasmuch as the
combs are already drawn out."

" What makes your extracted honey .so thin?
Mine is thick and heavy."

" Well, Charles, in order to get the bees to
take it from the feeders rapidly I find it neces-
sary to add one-third warm water; by so doing
I find that they do much better in finishing up
their work than where it is fed to them too
thick. Just step out here and I will show you.
There, you see this hive has on 80 sections that
were given them day before yesterday; and. as

you see, they are nearly finished. I think by
to-morrow night they will do to take off and
more put on."
" My ! they are working in the boxes as busily

as I ever saw bees work during a good bass-
wood flow. TIow many colonies are you feeding
in this way?'"
"Only 15. These 15 colonies will do all my

finishing up."
"How much do you feed at a time, to each

colony?''
"About 15 lbs. These new feeders, you know,

hold 16 lbs. of thick syrup, such as we feed in
the fall for winter stores; but this diluted honey
is not as heavy as our syrup is, and I calculate
that a feeder full will weigh only about 15 lbs.,

though I have never weighed any to ascertain."
" Have you ever tried feeding sugar syrup for

the same purpose that you are feeding this
honey? "

"Yes; and right here are two colonies that I

am experimenting with in feeding sugar syrup.
Now, I want to show you the difference be-
tween the two kinds of honey. This sugar
honey, you will see, looks diff'erently where it is

capped over: the cappings look watery, or icy,

as though the honey were frozen in the comb.
1 don't know why it should be so; but there it

is; it shows for itself. I thought, when I ex-
amined the honey on the first hive I opened,
that it was the nature of the bees of this colony;
but when 1 found that both colonies capped
their honey in the same way, I thought that it

might be owing to the sugar syrup fed them;
however, that may not be the case. Two colo-
nies are hardly enough to prove the matter for
a certainty."

" Well, now, Manum, to be honest, do you
think that feeding sugar syrup for the purpose
of having it stored in sections to sell as honey
will pay us in dollars and cents, laying aside all

conscientious scruples as to the dishonesty of
the practice? Have you tried it thoroughly
enough so that you are satisfied regarding the
matter?''
" Well, Charles, you have asked a difficult

question for me to answer. I wish you would
try to confine yourself to easy questions. In
the first place, you ask whether feeding sugar
for the purpose of making honey will pay. I

will answer that by showing you what these
two colonies did last week. Here are the fig-

ures. The two finished up 330 sections, two
sets each, of 80 to the set; 330 sections (partly
filled), weighing 1.50 lbs., at 15 cts. per lb., would
be I33..50 for the honey given them in the sec-
tions; 300 lbs. of sugar fed them, at 5 cts., $15.00,

making $37.50 worth of sugar and honey given
them. The 330 sections, when removed from
the hives, weighed 303 lbs.; and, at 15 cts. per
lb., would be $45.30. Now we will deduct the
$37.50 worth given them, and we have $7.80 for
the trouble of mixing sugar, feeding, etc., which
is fairly good wages. Therefore, if sugar can
be bought at 5 cts. per lb., and we can sell our
honey at 15 cts., as it comes from the hive, there
is profit in feeding sugar."
"Well, Manum, but what has become of all

the sugar you gave the bees? You fed nearly
as much dry sugar as you have taken off in the
sections, including the 1.50 lbs. of honey that
was already in the sections. Surely it could
not have evaporated that much."
"No, Charles; not all this waste went up in

vapor, but a good portion of it went to support
the bees and in comb-building, and some of it

was stored in the hive; perhaps 15 lbs. of it is

still in the hive; and as I am following up the
experiment with these same two colonies, I am
of the opinion that the gain will be more in

favor of the sugar this time, because the combs
in the brood-chamber are so well filled that a
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greater per cent of the syrup fed will go into

the sections. But you see, Charles, that, If I

had figured the sugar at 7 or 8 cts. per lb., and
the sugar-honey, as it comes from the hive, at

only 11 cts. per lb., the margin in favor of feed-

ing sugar would be very small. Hence, taking
the labor of feeding, preparing the syrup, and
the liability of the 'stuff' selling at a lower
price than real honey brings, it is quite strong
proof—enough, I think, to prevent a majority
of bee-keepers from trying to get rich by feed-

ing sugar to be stored in sections. Of course,

my experiment has been with only two colonies.

It may be, that, with a more extensive trial,

and with more experience, the result might be
more favorable to the sugar feeding; but I

hardly think it would pay us to keep bees for

the purpose of producing an article of honey
made wholly of sugar and water."

•• Manum, judging from present indications,

do you think there will be much sugar honey
put on the market very soon '?"

'•Dear me, Charles! this is another of your
difficult questions, and one which I wish I

might answer with a decisive no! but I fear

some, if not many bee-keepers will try their
skill at feeding sugar, especially in poor sea-
sons. I judge not only by what I read in our
bee- papers, but also by the numerous letters I

have received from bee-keepers, who ask many
questions regarding the matter, such as to the
amount of water required for 100 lbs. of sugar;
'When is the best time to feed '?' 'How much
shall we feed at one time?' 'How often'?'

'How many sections shall we put on at one
time?' 'Would sugar honey, so called, be (ac-

cording to Prof. Cook's idea, that it is really

honey) a violation of our State law regarding
the adulteration of honey and maple sugar?'
'Can I pi'actice it and recommend it?' 'Is my
new feeder rightly adapted to the purpose?'
etc."

" Well, well I Did you answer all these ques-
tions?"

" No, I did not, for I was disgusted with some
of them. There was so much selfishness exhib-
ited in some of these letters that I would not
gratify such selfish motives as I thought I saw
in them; and, there not being even a postage-
stamp inclosed to pay the postage on an answer,
they therefore found a lodging-place in the
waste-basket. As regards the reference to

postage-stamps, I am accustomed to such neg-
lect on the part of the writer, for not one letter

of iiKiuiv]! in 50 contains a stamp. However,
if the tone of the letter indicates an honest pur-
pose on the part of the writer, I never hesitate
to answer. I am always ready and willing to
impart to others the tittle that I know about
bees; but, at the same time, I like to feel that
the inquirers are sincere, and will appreciate
what is given them, inasmuch as it is of their
own seeking." A. E. Manum.

Bristol, Vt., Dec. '26.

EXCEPTIONS TO ALL RULES IN BEE-KEEPING.

DK. MILLER RECONSIDEKS SOME OF THE STATE-
MENTS IN grahame"s article.

On page 916 Mr. Wilder Grahame very justly
says that more light is needed as to the matter
of reproduction in the bee; and in his attempt
to throw light upon it, as it seems to me, he il-

lustrates the fact that we are likely to follow
traditions and jump at conclusions without
sufficient knowledge. I hope he will take it

kindly if I try to show some ofj the things of
that kind in his article.

He says, " Everybody, perhaps, knows the
queen-cell . . . opens downward." If you

cut out a queen-cell and put it in a horizontal
position it will hatch all right. More than
that, I have seen queen-cells placed horizon-
tally by the bees between the lower edge of the
comb and the bottom -bar. So there are excep-
tions to that rule.

Again, "If all things are favorable, the larva
becomes a queen in 16 days." That's according
to the books, but I am somewhat of the opinion
that careful observation under the usual condi-
tions in which bees raise queens, when left to
their own sweet wills, will establish the fact
that often, if not generally, queens hatch more
nearly 1.5 than 16 days from the laying of the
egg. Thirty years ago, sixteen days was not
the orthodox time. It was 17 or 18. The Baron
of Berlepsch says {A. B. J., Vol. I., p. 199) his
"experiments show that the opinion generally
entertained, that the queens emerge between
the seventeenth and eighteenth day after the
eggs are laid, is correct."
In the same volume, p. 14,3. father Langstroth

reports a case in which the queen was 21 days
in coming to maturity; and it will be noted
that it was started in a nucleus, presumably
without a laying queen. So I do not dispute
that it may take, and perhaps generally does
take, 26 full days for a queen to mature in the
cases that have been generally observed: yet in

a number of cases my plans have come to grief
by trusting to 16 days: and I think it quite
likely that if, instead of taking nuclei, or col-

onies in any way out of their normal conditions,
a series of careful observations were made upon
full colonies when preparing at the usual time
for swarming, some deduction would be made
from the 16 days.

Again, it is stated that "after the old queen
leads a portion of the swarm"—by the way. it

would be better not to say the queen leads, but
accompanies the whole rather than a portion
of the swarm—that '' if the young queen hatches
before the colony is ready for her, the workers
confine her in her cell, and care for her there
until the conditions are more favorable." Prob-
ably ' matures " is meant instead of " hatches,'"
for the bees would hardly confine a queen to a
cell after she had hatched out of it. But even
with that correction, is the statement true?
Do the bees ever confine a queen in her cell be-
cause of the presence of a laying queen in the
hive? Is it not rather the case that, when a
prime swarm is delayed until the young queen
is fully mature, the young queen is allowed to

emerge and to kill the old queen, or else that
the workers themselves kill the old queen ?

Next, the statement is made, that, if all the
other young queens are not destroyed when the
first one hatches out. a second swarm will re-

sult. Isn't that putting the "cart before the
horse"? Isn't the preserving of the young
queens a result, rather than a cause, of the de-
termination to swarm ?

When a queen is lost, Mr. Grahame says, " If

the colony is healthy, and there is brood in the
hive not over three days old, worker larva? are
removed to queen-cells," etc. That is certainly
something new, but is it true? In the hundreds
of cases that have come under my observation,
where queen-cells were started after the re-

moval of the queen, I do not remember to have
seen a case which lent any color to such a
belief. In every case the bottom of the queen-
cell had the hexagonal foi'm, showing that the
bees had left the larva in the original worker-
cell. Has Mr. Grahame any proof for his state-
ment?
The bridal trip of the queen, according to Mr.

Grahame's statement, is made, "if the weather
is favorable, the third day after hatching." I

think the books of the present day will not sup-
port this. Dadant, in the revised Langstroth,
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p. 51, says, " The shortest time we have ever
noticed between the birth of a queen and her
bridal flight was five days, and in this we are
in accord with Mr. Alley, one of the most ex-
tensive queen -breeders in the world. The
average time is six or seven days."' I think
those who believe fertilization sometimes occurs
at three days consider this very exceptional.
Mr. Grahame says fertilization "must be

within 21 days or she will be barren." Huber
taught this a hundred years ago; but it was
shown to be an error many years since. On
page 104 of American Bee Journal for 1861

appears the statement that the Baron of Ber-
lepsch had several queens fecundated when
thirty days old, and one at thirty-three, that
were yet fully fertile. Also that Mr. Hemman,
In 18(50. had a queen that was not fertilized

until 4() days old, and yet produced worker
brood. If riiy memory serves me, I saw. not
long ago, in a French bee-journal, a report
from no less authority than Chas. Dadantof a
case of successful impregnation at 40 days old.

So the statement is too sweeping, that fertiliza-

tion must take place within 21 days of birth or
barrenness will result.

But an interesting question is still left open:
At what age. as a general rule, does a queen
become incapable of impregnation? It is just
possible that 21 days may be the answer to this,

and on some Recounts it may be an important
question. There is room for experiment here;
and if there are many cases in which the limit
runs to 30 or 40 days, then I would hardly ex-
pect the average to "fall as low as 21.

Marengo, 111., Dec. 20. C. C. Miixek.

RAMBLE NO 76.

THE CABRILLO CRLEBKATION.

"Well," says I all to myself, " this fine fel

low may be a bunco man, but I don't care
ducats. I'm loaded for him." Then says I out
loud, " Isn't this just fine ! Why, it reminds
me of the words of the immortal Shakespeare,
where he says, ' What's the hods as long as yer
'appy?' "

He looked sort of solemn, and didn't say a
word about Shakespeare, and I knew he was
not a bunco man, for that class of people can
quote the Bible, Shakespeare, or Bill Nye, cor-
rect at the word go. We viewed the exterior
beauties of the hotel, and patronized the in-
terior by each taking a toothpick as we saun-
tered through to the seaside veranda; and
while reclining in easy-chairs, with our feet on
the railing, with the foaming breakers dashing
below us, my friend remarked, " Well, I don't
know but 1 feel as well as though I owned a
million."

•' Yes," says I, " or five. Ain't we having a
ripe time?" I slapped him on the knee, and
beamingly remarked, " What's the hods as long
as yer 'appy ? " But such a state of enjoyment

My travels now lead me due south from Los
Angeles, my objective point being San Diego.
The train runs inland about half the distance,
then it comes in view of the ocsan at San Juan.
Now, please don't pronounce that Jewan; sim-
ply say San Wahn. and you have it. Here our
train runs near the San Juan Capistrano Mis-
sion, an old adobe structure partly in ruins, and
a hundred and twenty years old. It is one of

the old landmarks of a former civilization, and
a movement is in progress to repair many of
these historic re) is. From this town we follow
ihe seashore and catch many grand views of
the ocean. A ride of 127 miles'lands us in San
Diego, noted chiefly for a glorious climate and
a beautiful bay, which, with the addition of a
cloudless sky. reminds the foreign traveler of
the bay of Naples, in Italy. The narrow en-
trance to the bay, away out at Point Loma, is

fittingly named the Silver Gate.
The city has passed through its boom period,

and the evidences of it are still visible in vacant
houses. Still, San Diego is a lively town, and
is looking forward to a more permanent period
of growth and prosperity. From the animate
appearance of the streets upon our arrival, one
would suppose that there was now a mighty
boom on: but the happy-appejuing crowd were
liere to take part in the 3.")0th anniversary of
the discovery of San Diego harbor, and of Cali-
fornia, by that bold Portuguese explnrcr Juan
Rodriguez Cabrilio. It was. therefoic called
the Cabrilio celebration, and brought within
the gates of San Diego 20.000 [jcople. and of such
a variety as can seldom b'' sern. .Soon after
arrival I fell in with a tall gintlemanly appear-
ing fellow, and he proposed a trip across the
bay and a visit to the famous Coronado Hotel.
I agreed immediately, anil off we started on a
double-decked electric street-car for the ferry.

"what's the H0I»S as long as YER'AI'I'V?"

couldn't last long, and we returned to the city,

and were lost to each other in our respective
lodgings.
As the celebration was in honor of an ancient

Portuguese navigator, but sailing under the
flag of Spain, the Mexican government was
invited to participate, and Governor-General
Torres, with a brilliant staff, and the Mexican
military band of thirty musicians, were among
the honored guests, The celebration covered
a period of three days, and was divided into

a grand parade, Indian fiesta, and vaquero
(vah-ka-ro) tournament.
The grand parade started upon its line of

march after receiving from two ancient-looking
ships several Portuguese dressed in the style of

the 16th century, representing Cabrilio and his

followers. The Mexican Band was given the
post of honor, and led the procession. The
Governor of the State, his staff, invited guests,

officers of the army and navy; two tribes of

Indians in primitive costume, armed with bows
and arrows: 150 vaqueros. many from Mexico,
with tall decorated hats and richly etnbroidered
scrapes over their shoulders,. Their high-pom-
meled saddles glistened with silver ornaments,
hearing the ever present lariat and revolver.

Various civic and military organizations took
part, and, lastly, several floats of an historic and
local nature. The one causing the most com-
ment and mirth was a covered wagon, of emi-
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grant days, and upon the canvas appeared the
words " Pike's Peak or Bust."
In the evening the Mexican Band discoursed

sweet music to thousands of people in the Plaza,
and. unlike the blare and noise of our bands,
suggestive of war and turmoil, the Mexican
music was of a softer nature, and calculated to
lead you into the realms of dreamland.

rattle of gourds. The scene was of a weird and
wild nature, and the spectators were very quiet
and attentive during the performance. In some
of the tule lodges in the encampment were very
aged Indians. One squaw was said to be 138
years old. Her hands and feet had a scaly,
unwashed appearance, and her ensemble was as
uncanny as a very witch.

SUISANIO INDIAN PROCESSION IN NATIVE COSTUMES.

"With half-shut eyes, ever to seem
Falling- to sleep in a half-dream."

This band was a prominent feature through
all of the exercises, and won many an encore
and unstinted praise from thousands.
The second day of the celebration, the Indian

fiesta drew an enormous crowd. The Indians
were dressed as they were the day previous, in

In another tepe was an aged chief. 108 years
old. The great age of these worthies shows
the healthful effect of simple diet and open-air
living. The beef that was issued to them dur-
ing the encampment was considered not fit to
cook until it had hung in the sun half a day,
and had been well covered with innumerable
flies. This was also, probably, conducive to

jw»
««iyj* ^i

4. ^r. /Vi'.v- '

tms^tHto i<^t/Aw . Aged i2S V£ARS. CHeiF. " Agcd 108 YbaRS:

short skirts and breech-clouts, and their naked
bodies were decorated with many-colored paints.
In these grotesque costumes they performed
their war-dances and the witch-dance. Fierce
yells and whoops came from the men. while the
squaws sat in a semicircle at one side and kept
up a monotonous chant, accompanied by the

good digestion and long life. The Indians, and
especially these rare specimens of old people,
were targets at which were leveled dozens
of cameras, both professional and amateur.
They were superstitiously averse to facing
the instrument: but there were so many
cameras that poor Lo finally had to surrender
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his scruples, for it was a hopeless idea to get
away from the Kodak.
The last day of the celebration was given to

a tournament by a band of 150 vaqueros. This
also drew an immense crowd; and when a score

of wild steers, with long sharp horns and
wicked eyes, came dashing into the arena, fol-

lowed by fifty mounted vaqueros, all on a dead
run, the scene was exciting enough. The steers

were skillfully run into a corral, from which
they were let out one at a time: and as the lone

rounds of deafening cheers, during which the
steer was thrown and tied.

As I had experienced the delights secured
only on the back of a bucking broncho, I was
deeply interested in the skill displayed by
vaqueros in their endeavors to mount and ride
the wildest specimens of kicking and bucking
bronchos that could be found, and a few won
my hearty applause by sticking to the saddle.
During the celebration, two of the U. S. war-

ships, the celebrated Baltimore and the Charles-
ton, were in the harbor, and were visited by
thousands of people who had never before been
on board a man-of-war. The big guns, the
Gatling guns, and death-dealing instruments of
all kinds; the electric search-lights that can
focus the rays of light on an object at night
ten miles away; the scrupulous neatness of
siiip and implements, and the neat appearance
of the crew in their spotless white uniforms, all

gave the visitor new ideas and lasting impres-
sions of the power of the White Squadron.

All together, the three days of festivities

were filled with pleasant, unique, and exciting
scenes; and from it we obtained a good idea of
far Western life in its various phases, and long
to be remembered by thousands, including the

Rambler.

"lo! the poor INDIAN " conquered at last.

steer entered the arena on a mad rush for lib-
erty, a vaquero on his well-trained pony gave
chase. The slender-looking rawhide lariat,
after a whirl or two around the head, was
thrown out in a large loop, which settled over
the horns of the steer. The pony settled back,
and, just as soon as he felt the rope tighten,
and the steer halt, he then rapidly made a cir-
cuit around the dismayed bovine. The lariat
began to tighten around the steer's feet, and
the pony braced himself for the shock, which
came when the steer tumbled in the dust. The
vaquero then leaped from the saddle, and, with
a hair rope, securely tied the hind legs of the
steer, and the capture is complete. A cash,
prize was offered to the vaquero who would
rope and tie a steer in the shortest time. This
was accomplished in one instance in 58 seconds,
which, I was informed, broke the Pacific Coast
record.
During the competition, many exciting in-

cidents occurred. A lariat broke after it had
enciicled the horns of a steer; many of the
crowd, and especially camerists and notably
the Rambler, had scaled the fence and entered
the arena to get a better view and a favorable
Eosition for a snap shot. The steer, finding
imself at liberty, recklessly made a dash for

the crowd; and such a scrarnbling to get out of
the arena, man never saw. While many shin-
ned up the fence, others, notably the Rambler,
went under on all fours. A professional, with
his big camei'a and tripod, got the latter mixed
up with his legs, and he went under the fence
also, with a two-forty lunge. The steer, how-
ever, changed his mind and ran off in another
direction. The crowd laughed and. shouted,
and evidently thought it didn't "make any
hods as long as yer 'appy."
The youngest-appearing vaquero of all, roped

a vicious-looking steer; and, as he tightened
up suddenly on the rope, it was jerked from the
saddle, and the steer ran like a deer up the
track. The little pony bounded rapidly in
pursuit, and, as he drew alongside the rope
rapidly trailing in the dust, the young vaquero
swung down head first from the saddle, grasped
the, ropo, and resumed his position in the saddle
\yithout slackening the speed of his horse.
This feat brought down the crowd, with several

WIRING FRAMES.

PBIOKITY OF LOCATION, ETC.

As I have sat at my bench on rainy days,
wiring frames. I have sometimes wondered how
many of my fellow bee-keepers practice that
method of strengthening their foundation
comb, and Dec. 1st Gleanings answers the
thought by telling me that enough of them do
so to use up. even in a poor season like the last,

two tons of wire. This wiring of frames is a
little tedious, but I wish that all the work I do
paid me as well for the trouble as it does. Some
years, owing to laziness, or a like inexcusable
cause, I put a good deal of foundation in frames
that are not wired, and always regret it after-
ward, when, on initiating them to the extractor,
I see many combs fall from the frames, and
pile up in a sticky mass on the bottom of the
can. Besides giving strength to the combs,
wiring makes them more shapely and better,

yet prevents sagging and the consequent two-
inch strip of drone comb along the top of the
frame. The limitation of drone comb in my
hives is a hobby with me, and I would wire my
frames were its restriction the only thing gain-
ed. I can not see what objection some have
to wiring frames. The satisfaction of knowing
that good combs will result, when hiving a
swarm on wired foundation, is of itself worth
more than the cost of the wire, while the work
entailed by wiring is not so great as that which
is required to look after unwired foundation to

see that it has not fallen down, nor is being
drawn out wavy with kinks and curls.

Comb foundation is used very extensively in

California, but I believe only a comparatively
small proportion is fastened to wi'-ed frames.
The practice most in vogue here is to use
strips of foundation only about half the depth
of the frame. This is not so apt to break down
or to sag; but of that last it matters not, for,

though the upper half of the comb may have
cells of worker size, the addition put on by the
bees is most apt to be of drone size, especially if

honey is coming in fast when the comb is built.

In every apiary. I suppose, there is some nat-
ural comb built, and much of this will be drone.
I make it a point to watch for all such combs;
and where the drone-cells are only in patches I

cut them out and fit worker comb in the place;
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or, if honey is coming in, and comb-building
going on, put the pruned frames in some hive
which will patch them up with worker comb.
Hives having young queens but recently com-
menced laying will always do this if tho comb
to be worked upon is placed in the center of the
brood-nest; so, too, will any weak stock having
a vigorous queen. But hives with old played-
out queens, or colonies on the point of swarm-
ing, will generally build drone comb.

I want to call Dr. Miller's attention to the top
of page 837, where he says I am talking rather
at random when I say (page 802), " An inexperi-
enced person generally manages so badly that
what little honey he gets makes no difference
in the other's crop;" and where he certainly
talks at random when he suggests that Mr.
Lazicuss. who managed so badly as to get but
two tons of honey in a twenty-ton locality,
will continue to get that amount, even when he
has Mr. Upandatit in competition. Now, you
know. Dr. M., and every practical bee-keeper
knows, that, when there are bees enough on a
range to lick up, all the honey, each hive will
not get as much as when there is ten times
more honey on a range than the bees can gath-
er. The practical result of this competition to
Mr. Lazicuss would be his extinguishment. As
for his moral right to possess the location, it is

on a par with that of the Indian to this conti-
nent. The one needs a twenty-ton range that
he may get two tons of honey; the other, a con-
tinent capable of supporting toiling millions,
that he may live by hunting deer and buffalo.
I can think of but one consideration which
would make me respect Mr. Lazicuss' claim to
the range; and that is, when his apiary is rot-
ten with foul brood.
There are a few more of the doctor's views on

this subject which I sliould like to discuss, but
I have to pay my respects to the proof-reader,
who criticises me for wishing to anglicize Span-
ish names, and then straightway proceeds to
use anglicized words himself. To be consistent,
instead of the anglicized word "Spanish" he
should say "Espanol;" and for "Mexican."
" Mejicano." I did not suggest that the names
be translated, but spelt so as to conform to the
sounds of our English letters; therefore the
Indian names referred to are not a parallel case,
as the Indians had no alphabet, and no partic-
ular way of spelling their names; so when the
Americans undertook to write them they nat-
urally used that combination of English letters
which would come nearest to making tlie

sound intended. Among our Indian names yon
will be told to spell the word "Chi-hua-hu'a."'
and to pronounce ii "Che-wah-wah." The
Spanish accent is so alien to the English tongue
that not one American in ten thousand ever
uses it in pronouncing those names. On page
890 A. I. R. uses the word "dobe," and tells us
it is pronounced "do-by." So it is, Mr. Root,
when anglicized; but the Spaniard spells it

"a-do-be," and makes three syllables out of it.

This shortening of these names is right in line
with A. I. R.'s talk in a recent paper where he
calls attention to how the bicycle is usually
called a "wheel," and " telegraphic dispatch"
has gravitated down to "wire." The Mexican
has plenty of time on his hands, and believes
the principal object of life is to dance, and
smoke cigarittos. Such a people can afford to
use long words, and do sometimes give even
whole sentences to a town for a name. Los An-
geles, for instance, was originally known as
"Nuestra Sehora. la Reina de los Angeles.'"
As for our "villes," " centers." and "burroughs,"
they are three, while the Spanish have only
their eternal (I had almost said infernal)
" Saint ' to stick on to every thing. If Spanish
names are.pretty, the best way to retain that

beauty is by using that combination of English
letters which will spell them as they should be
pronounced. Don't stick an H in tlie middle of
a word, as in Cah-uen-ga. and tell Americans
to pronounce it as W. for they won't do it, as
the people who live here know.
Newhall, Cal., Dec. 15. Wm. G. Hewes.

THOMAS WILLIAM COWAN.

HIS EXTENSIVE I,IBRARY ON BEES; HIS MICKO-
SCOPK-SLIDES, ETC.

Friend JRoo/;.-—Thinking perhaps you would
like to have the inclosed letter to publish in
Gleanings. I send it. H. Toavnsend.

Philadelphia, Pa.

[It is with pleasure that we give place to the
letter.]

Deal- Dr. Towuseiid:—How I wish I could be at the
meeting: of the Philadelphia Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion at your house Monday evening- next I I should
like to tell the members something' of my experi-
ences and observations iu my long- journey through
Russia, Germany, France, Switzerland, and Great
Britain last sununer, and of my visits tn tlie beauti-
ful home of Mr. Thos. William Cowan, editor of the
British Bee Journal, in London. It is the home of a
typical man of letters, a lover of books, a seeker

THOS. WILLIAM COWAN.

after the truths of science. He has a library of
about 10,000 volumes, containing- many rare and
valuable books. Tliat part of it relating to the
honey-bee is especially interesting to the student in
apiculture. It is prol)ably the largest collection of
the kind in the world. In it are full and complete
sets of most of the bee-journals of the world pub-
lished in Europe and America, in various languages.
Some of these sets are tlie only ones known to be in
existence. Many of the sejjarate volumes are of
extreme antiquity; they are grouped according to
age, many of tliem showing the advance in the sci-

ence in tlie different editions issued at intervals of
many yeiirs. They are also classified according to
tlieir respective language—German, French, Eng-
lish, Latin, etc. Many of Mr. Cowan's own books
have been publisned in neai-Iy all these languages.
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It is really vei-y impressive, and seems to dignify
the subject we are striving to advance, to see how
much has heen written ahout it hy many of the
soundest thinliers and clearest writers of the world.
Next in interest to the books was a collection of

microscope drawings and plates, and papier-mache
medals of tlie bee and kirdred objects. I was made
very happy by a gift of a jiliotograiiliic representa-
tion of foul brood, which I will try to have reacli
you in time for the meeting. As a study of the
true disease and its dire results, it is most valuable.
There was also a collection of sample bottles of

honey—tiny bottles they were for the most part,
from a quarter-pound to a pound each, carefully
labeled to show the place of production—some from
Africa, from Palestine, Italy, and from different
parts of Great Britain.
We spent an hour or so in tasting and discussing

the relative merits of each, and the development of
the industry in the v;irious countries of the world.
Mr. Cowan spent a number of .\ear8 in Africa, and

in Asia and Russia, and is wonderfully well versed
in the subject in all its bearings.

[Perhaps we should explain that the writer
of the letter above. Mrs. M. Louisa Thomas, is
ex-treasurer of the National Council of Women.
She is a member of the Russian Famine Relief
Committee of the United States, and her name
appears alongside of that of senators of the
United States, and the governors of the various
States. We infer that she has been on an in-
spection-tour in Russia, and if so she can speak
from actual observation. We hope we may be
favored with her letter on Russian bees and
bee-keeping.
We have long known that Mr. Cowan had a

most extensive library; and it is a gratilication
to us that we are able to give our readers an
inside glimpse into it as it were. It will be re-
meniheicd he honored us with a visit in 1887, at
which time he exhibited one of the linest mi-
croscopes in the woi'ld. togeiher with a valuable
collection of microscope-slides relating to api-

NOKTH AFRICAN BEE-KEEPERS MANIPULATING A HIVE OF PUNIC BEES. PHOTOGRAPHED BY
MR. COWAN DURING HIS VISIT TO TUNIS IN 189:.'.

While in every room of his charming house I saw
evidences of his earnestness in his life pursuit. I

found one large room specially set apart, tilled with
tools of every description, all so orderly and so
carefully arranged as to seem like a poem in ma-
chinery.

I was sorry not to be able to accept his kind invi-
tation to visit some of the large apiaries in Great
Britain, bxit was obliged to defer the pleasure to
some future visit.

Mr. Cowan hopes that the bee-keepers of America
will not fall to imi)rove the great opytortunity of
making an exhibit at the Columbian Exposition in
Chicago next year. I also join in tliis hope. The
science as an industrial pursuit never .seemed to me
so important as it does to-day, and no part of the
world presents so many favorable conditions as does
the United States of America. We must not let the
opportunity pass.

1 will reserve my report of the Russian bee and
bee-keepers for another time.

M. Louisa Thomas.
New York, 4.53 W. 144th St., Dec. 10.

culture. These latter were of Mr. Cowan's own
preparation, many of the specimens being rare
and valuable; and the instrument, while made
entirely by its owner (presumably in that
unique workshop), would fully rival in beauty
of finish and workmanship that turned out by
any maker of optical goods. While he was here,
we were Impressed with the fact that the edit-

or of the BritisJi Bee Journal was not only a
scholar and a scientist, but an extraordinarily
fine mechanic.
Some days ago we received a photograph,

illustrating the temper of Tunisians (Funics)
taken by Mr. Cowan himself while in Tunis.
As it was taken by the instantaneous process,
the shadows were a little too deep to be illus-

trated by the half-tone process. Nearly all

photographs, unless they are extraordinarily
clear in detail, lose something by Wils process
of reproduction. We accordingly Instructed
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our engravers to make an etching representing
all the details as accurately and faithfully as
possible. They have succeeded perfectly, as a
comparison with the original shows.
Comment by us on the picture is unnecessary,

further than to note how the natives "prepare
for war "when handling Tunisians. It seems
they have to handle the frames with frame-
tongs. It speaks volumes, representing as it

does an actual occurrence in an apiary where
Punic bees are kept in their native clime, and
will lend additional interest to friend Kalden-
sperger's letter just below.)

FROM PH. J. BALDENSPERGER.

A KKVIEW OF HACK NUMBERS OF GI.EAN-INGS.

Mr. Langstroth's article on the "so-called
Panics," as well as the editor's footnote, p. 49:.',

July 1, 189r2, clearly shows that the bees were
not pure North Africans. Of the latter I have
seen and handled many colonies, both at my
brothers' apiaries, near .Algiers, as well as some
others. The people there have never attempt-
ed to introduce a foreign race, so their bees are
all pure North Africans. The bees show a very
slight yellowish coloring on the undei' side of
the abdomen. When young, like all bees they
are covered with gray fuzz, which with age and
long-continued robbing disappears, leaving the
bcf.'S shiny black. They are smaller than the
ordinary French bees down here on the coast.
The queens are very difficult to find. They
manage to get out of the way as soon as the
bees are disturbed by smoke or by jarring the
frames. The hind legs of the queen are less

yellow-colored; the drones are black, and des-
titute of the large brush of hair so peculiar to
Palestines. The bees adhere to the comb when
taken out, but are easily jarred from it. Ex-
cept their being easily irritated, I think the one
great drawback might be considered their rob-
bing propensity. My brothers, \\ho had several
poor seasons in North Africa, say the bees did
not stop robbing, even during a small honey

-

flow, at which time they tried to get into the
extracting-tent so much that, weeks afterward,
they still remembered the place where they had
been robbing. In Palestine they do not act so
badly, for during a honey-How we can extract
in the open air. The North Africans did not
act differently from their Palestine "fellow-
insects." Here they seem to do well up to date.
Occasionally I open the hives in the morning
with the temperature at .5 Celsius (Centigrade*)
outside (41° Fahrenheit), to try the central heat
of a colony, which I found to be between 2(1 and
33° Celsius, or about 91° Fahrenheit. The fol-

lowing are the different degrees marked in and
out of three hives, Fahrenheit scale.

NORTH AFRICANS.
Gal. tetnpeiiiture at 9:30 A.M., - - - - 47°

Near hive, --------- 50
In hive, out of reach of bees, - - - - 61

Midst of cluster, 16 frames of brood, - - - 91

CYPRIANS.
Gal. temperature at 8 A.M., ----- 39°

Near hive. - - - - 41
In hive, off l)ees, ------- 45
Above t lie cluster, ------- .")7

}i top of frames, not quite in center, 1 fr. brood, 7.5

* To reduce the Centigrade (Celsius) scale to Fah-
renheit, the one in common use in this con ntry. mul-
tiply the number of dejriees by

;.; and add 3:i. Tlius,
if you have a temperature of .5 Celsius, multiply tliis

by il, which will frive 9, and add 32, niakinti- 41. Wliere
gi'eat accuracy is not necessary, it is better to use .5,

or a multiple of it, In order tliat it may the more
readily be divided by n and multiplied by 9.— Ed.

I'ALESTINES.
Gal. temperature at 7:30 A.M., - - - - 43°

Near liive, in a cave, - - 47
In hive, out of tjees, - 50
Below the cluster, -------64
Middle of cluster, 88

In -making these experiments I found the bees
forming a globe; but they become lively as
soon as the thermometer is plunged in between
them; and all of them—Africans, Cyprians, and
Palestines—would even attack me and fly back
to their hives, with the mercury at .TO° Fahren-
heit; but it does not follow that they really fly

out with snow on the ground, if left to them-
selves. I have seen them flying herewith the
mercury at 45° in the shade. Such colonies as
are exposed to the sun fly out and gather pollen;
but they have then at least 50° Falarenheit.
RECORDS OF WEDDING-FLIGHTS OF QUEENS.
It amused us to read, on page 503. that our re-

gretted friend P. Benson was Dr. Miller, still

giving us his good and humorous suggestions in

Stray Straws. Discussing wedding-flights of
young queens, the same writer says it occurs
about the third or sixth day after leaving the
cell. I have a close record of 103 queens fertil-

ized in 1891. and I And the wedding-flights have
been between one and thirty duys. I divided
them into four lists; namely, middling, well,

pretty well, and very well, as to prolilicness. I

And ten middling, fertilized the 8th. i:uh. 14th,

]5th, IGth. 17th. and 33d days.
Eight did well fertilized the 3d. 4th, 13th. and

31.>-t days.
Fifty six did pretty well fertilized 1st, 4th,

r)th, ()th, 7th, 8th, 9th, 10th, 13th, 14th. 15th. Kith,

17th, 18th, 19th, 31st, 33d, 26th, 27th, and 30th
days.
Twenty-eight did very well fertilizr-d the 3d,

3d, .5th. ah. 7th, 9th, 10th, llth, 13th, 13th, 14th,

17th, 18th, 31st. 33d, 3(5th, and 27th days.
From the above we can see that dates did

them no harm, for they changed, being mated
prontiscuously ; and, what is still better, we
have 93 that did satisfactorily. I do not know
what makes the queens go out for mating, nor
what keeps them at home so long, when, appar-
ently, every thing is right, drones plentiful, and
weather warm ; but very often I found many
queens fertilized on one particular day. while,
the day following, no movement was made. It

is often very vexing to And day after day and
week after week passing, and the right day not
coming. Our Palestines. which have been de-
scribed as fearful " fertile worker" producers,
would have been destroyed. Think of the num-
ber of queens fertilized after two weeks of vir-

gin-queen making!—at least one month laying
queenless. Of course, I very often help them,
giving them eggs; but very often I do not.

FUNICS FOR HONEY.
On p. 559, July 15. you seem to doubt whether

your Funics will do as well as the average Ital-

ians. I have given those last-named bees no
fair trial, but I expect them to do wonders. If

they work even as well as the Funics, for I have
obtained 130 lbs. of extracted honey in a honey-
flow of about 38 days, from the North Africans;
but, of course, we had to fly from their stings.

These bees, as well as Easterns, need a good
deal of smoke; and let them be well filled before
you work with them. They show the regular
characteristics of other bees, and why should
they not?

FECUNDITY OF (QUEENS — DURATION OF.

Mr. Ch. Dadant thinks, page (143. Sept. 1, that
the fecundity of a queen generally diminishes
only at the end of the third year; but we do not
know which queens he means. Certainly it is

none of our Easterns. In a big colony, as a
rule. 18 months will do for them, and certainly
our Palestines supersede their queens when be-
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tween a year and a half and two years of age. I

know of only a single queen that I tried to keep
that arrived at the age of three years. She was
a great drone-layer, and in a very short time
the colony was reduced to a mere nucleus. Since
that time (1886) I have never left the queens
more than two years, but have followed the
bees' example and changed them at the end of

three seasons; that is, 18 months, if I do not find

the bees have done so already.
T. F. Bingham may be right about inven-

tions; but where will the matter (^id ? Every
one changes a feature of a hive, smoker, ex-

tractor, etc., and calls it his own. When in Al-
geria, some months ago. the inventor of a grape-
squeezer was attacked by a similar but previous
inventor. The Algerine. in self defense, said

we should have to go back to Archimedes to

settle the screw question. Unfoi'tunately, that
gentleman died 2000 years ago.

Ph. J. Bai.densi'krgek.
Nice, France, Dec, 1893.

Continued.

THE NORTH AMERICAN" BEE-KEEPERS' AS-
SOCIATION.

A BRIEF REPORT OF THE PROCEEDINGS, BY
ERNEST.

The train being behind time, we were not
able to attend the evening session of the first

day. As it was. we arrived in time to see the
convention adjourn, and to have a friendly ex-
change of hand-shaking with the bee-keepers.
The attendance was not large; but, as we
stated in our last issue, it was made up of some
of the very best representatives of the various
departments of the industry. The evening had
been profitably spent in discussing the question
of grading honey. Dr. Miller having laeen put
on for a paper on giading. oflered the one he
wrote for Gleanings on page 454. The sub-
ject was then fresh to him. and he had care-
fully considered all the points. This article

was read: and the result was. that the system
of grading which he proposed was simplified
somewhat. We failed to get a copy of the
grading that was adopted at the Washington
convention, but will endeavor to give it in our
next.
morning session, second day.—self-hivers.
The first thing on the program was a paper

by your humble servant, on self-hivers. As we
have already covered pretty much the same
ground, at the time we were experimenting, on
pp. 318, 5:.M. .%8, .593.we will not reproduce the pa-
per here. It will be sufficient to state that our
preference was for the Pratt automatic hiver.
It had been a perfect success. The only thing
we feared was that it might be too expensive.
Mr. Frank Benton, who, it will be remembered,
has traveled over Europe, Africa, and the East,
felt that we should not consider the expense.
providing it accomplished the result sought.
For instance, if the hiver costs .50 cents, and it

saved a swarm worth f5.00, it paid for itself

several times over. Considerable discussion fol-

lowed, showing that, if the hiver should prove
to be a success, its universal adoption would
follow in spite of the expense. We held the
ground, however, that it rniglit be cheaper to

hire a man to take care of the swarms, and do
other work in an out-apiary, than to depend
solely on self-hivers at .50 cents per colony.
We next listened to an exceedingly interest-

ing and valuable address from Frank Benton,
on the subject of

varieties of bees and their character-
istics.

Although long, it was the most entertaining

talk that we believe we ever listened to at any
convention. Mr. Benton began his address by
giving a description of the general characteris-
tics of black bees: but as these bees are so well
known, we will not reproduce his remarks here.
Next he took up the Italians. These were

introduced into the United States in 1860 by Mr.
S. P. Parsons, acting for the Department of Ag-
riculture, as the government records showed.
It was generally stated in the text-books, that
Italian beeswere firsiintroduced into the United
States by Wagner and Mahan; but this was a
mistake. They did import the bees, but not
until after Mr. Parsons had done so. Then
turning to the general characteristics and
markings of the Italians. Mr. Benton gave a
very fair description, which I also omit. Ital-

ians were, he said, to be found in their greatest
purity in the regions round about the cities of
Modena, Parma, and Venice. Perhaps it may
be interesting to note right here, that the Ital-

ians which we have been importing to this

country for many years have been coming
from the vicinity of Bologna, which is right in

the midst of the region above mentioned by Mr.
Benton.

CARNIOI.AN BEESi.

Of these Mr. Benton had the most to say.
They were black in color, somewhat of a steel

gray, but quite different from the black bees.

As to size, they were a little larger than the
Italians: were excellent honey - gatherers,
sealed their honey white, good wax- producers,
and collect little or no propolis. They were
very prolific, but not so much so as the Eastern
races, and the gentlest bees in the world; in

fact, no other bees could be compared with
them. During the whole four years that he
worked with them in their native country, he
wore no veil, and yet handled hundreds of colo-

nies. Carniolans could be readily shaken from
the combs, and this feature made it possible to

find the queens very readily by shaking all the
bees out of the shallow brood-chambers such as
were used and had been used for a century or
more in Carniola.* In fact, it is the way the
natives us-ually find the queens. Carniolans
could be shaken from their combs, and not fly

up and resent it as Italians would sometimes do.

They were not lacking in courage, but the loss

of a queen affected them greatly. At first Mr.
Benton thought they were rather given to rob-
bing: but later he found they were no worse
than other bees. On account of their capping
honey so white, and their gentleness, Mr. Ben-
ton felt that the Carniolans were the best bees
for comb honey.
Referring to their demerits, he acknowledged

that they were rather inclined to swarm: but
this trait had been encouraged in them for cen-
turies. The native bee-keepers in Carniola
practice a method where excessive swarming
seems desirable. The swarming mania is sim-
ply a trait that has been bred into them; and
Mr. Benton thought that the same trait could
be bred out, or at least held in subjection, here
in America. It would be foolish for Americans
to reject them solely on this grou-?d: and while
the Carniolans have many valuable traits, he
did not think that they would replace the Ital-

ians.
DALMATIAN BEES.

These bees were found on the east coast of the
Adriatic Sea. Their bodies are rather slender,

and are shiny biue-black in color, with lightish

*This is interesting in that it proves the possibility

of finding- queens in this way in connection with
shallow broocl-chambers. We do not know whether
Mr. Heddon claims the priority in this point or not;
at all events, it is rather old—older than any of our
bee-keepers of the present generation.—Ed.
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fuzz. In qualities they are similar to Carnio-
lans, though not quite so gentle as the latter.

THE ATTIC, OR BEES OF HYMETTtJS,

were found in the plains of Attica—probably
the same race of bees that gathered honey for

the gods. They no doubt now gathered the
same honey, of the same quality that they were
reputed to have done in ancient times: but as

the native bee-keepers put the honey in goat-
skins. Mr. Benton did not think he would
like to be one of the " gods." The Hymettus
bees look very much like ("arniolans. and their
movements are the same: but they are very
cross, notwithsanding they are good honey-
gatherers. They used more propolis, and were
great breeders. Mr. Benton here related an in-

cident of a case where he had the Attic, or bees
of Hymettus, in an apiary alongside of Carnio-
lans. He had been handling Carniolans, and by
mistake opened a hive of the Hymettus bees.

The result was, that they poured out in such
numbers that he was driven precipitately from
the apiary. These and many other bad quali-

ties would make them rather undesirable for

Importation to this country.

CYPRIAN BEES
were raised on the island of Cyprus, and weic
peculiar on account of their isolation. They
were kept in mud-cylinder hives ; movements
were very quick—so quick, indeed, that they
might flit on the nose. As to their honey-gath-
ering qualities, they exceed all other known
races; will often gather honey when others are
doing nothing. The cappings of their comb
honey have a rather water- soaked appearance,
and therefore were not suited for comb honey.
They were prolific—more so than the Carnio-
lans. Right at this point Mr. Benton wished to

emphasize the fact that it was not a bad thing
to have bees extra prolific, because an intelli-

gent bee-keeper—one who knows how—could
turn it to good account. As to the temper of
Cyprians, they feared nothing. Much smoke
would not subdue them: in fact, the more they
were smoked, the worse they became. They
were very sensitive toliglit; and hence on open-
ing a hive it must be done gradually. By
working cautiously, of course using a veil,

and a slight amount of smoke, he could get
along witli them very well. They winter bet-
ter than Syrians and Palestines. For extracted
honey, he believed they were the best bees in

the world. If honey were to be extracted it

would make no difference whether the cappings
were water-soaked or otherwise. As the swarm-
ing mania has been bred into the Carniolans, so

vindictiveness has been bred into the Cyprians
on account of their natural environments.
Wasps were their natural enemies on the island
of Cyprus, and Mr. Benton had known them to

pounce upon the weakest of the colonies, and
so decimate their number as to finally cause
their utter annihilation. Mr. Benton regretted
that the Cyprians were not now to be had in

this country, and thought they had been dis-

carded prematurely. He believed that they
should be kept in their purity, as their crosses
were undesirable.

TUNISIANS, OR, AS SOME HAVE CALLED THEM,
FUNICS.

These, Mr. Benton said, were found from
Tripoli, Africa, westward. He had reason for
thinking they were the same bees that were to
be found on the island of Minorca. They had
been originally imported to France and all that
region: and on the island of Minorca they had
been isolated. The Tunisians resembled most
our black bees. They were much darker, how-
ever, and smaller, than the Italians. They fly

quick, are excellent honey-gatherers, active.

good comb-builders, and cap their honey fairly
well: but they were the worst gatherers of
propolis of any bees known, and would some-
times close up their entrances to narrow pass-
ageways with propolis. leaTving little pillars

between the holes. Indeed, the amount of
propolis they will gather is so much that they
are unsuited for comb honey, because they daub
the cappings with it so much.* They were vin-
dictive, and probably for the same reason that
Cyprians are so: namely, on account of their
inveterate enemies the wasps. The Tunisians,
when aroused, are ten times worse than Cypri-
ans—far worse than the Orientals, and Mr.
Benton thought the introduction of them into
this country was detrimental to the best inter-
ests of bee-keeping. As Mr. Benton has thor-
oughly and carefully studied their habits in

their native clime, and sent some of the queens
to friends in Europe, these statements may be
taken with some degree of authority.

APISCFLOREA.l

These bees build in the open air, their comb
being attached to the limbs of trees. There can
be nothing expected from them, as they are
quite disposed to migrate.

APIS INDICA.

These were very small and pretty five-banded
bees; and as they could be kept in hives, he
thought they might be worthy of a trial. They
were so small they might be well adapted to

the small flora of our country, without detri-

ment to our other bees, since they would gather
honey from some blossoms which the ordinary-
sized bees might net.

3APIS DORSATA.
This was a very large bee; lower part of the

body smoky; wings blue-black, and shone in

the sunlight; workers were about the size of

our queen -bees. Their movements were very
different from that of the ordinary bees, and,
if disturbed, would whizz from the combs like

hornets. They were excellent gatherers of
honey, and of good quality, and their wax was
produced in such quantities as to make an im-
portant article of merchandise. The combs,
usually only one, were about 5 feet long, and
hang from the limbs of trees. If they have
more than one comb it is attached to the cen-
tral or main comb, one on either side, and not
as commonly illustrated in one of the bee-
journals, showing several combs attached to

one limb. The worker-cells of the Apis dorsata
were about the size of the drone-cells of our
bees, and the di'ones of Apis dorsata were
raised in the same cells as the workers. They
looked like drones, having a blunt appearance,
but differ after all from our drones. The
vindictive propensity of the bees had been much
exaggerated. They were not particularly cross,

and could be handled and kept in hives. Mr.
Benton secured some of the bees and found
they could be successfully kept in hives. Cir-

cumstances were such that he could not make
the observation of their general characteristics
that he desired, but he found that they were
slo'v to repair combs that were broken. So
awkward were they in stinging, that, by a quick
brushing movement, the sting could easily be
averted; and. even when they were successful in

accomplishing their object, the wound was not
as painful as from other bees.

Some little discussion followed Mr. Benton's
paper. The fact was brought out, that, in Cali-

fornia, the crosses of the Cypria"ns with black
bees were so terribly cross that those having

* Tills, our readers will remember. Is exactly our
experience. The liltle comb honey we received
from them was almost red witli pi'opolis.
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such bees were getting rid of them as fast as
possible. It was also urged, that it was very
difficult to get Cyprian blood out of other races,
as very little of that blood would show quite
decidedly the bad characteristics of the Cyp-
rians, with few or" none of the good ones, for
generations. Mr. Benton explained that his
remarks had reference to the pure races only.
With regard to the Apis dorsata, discussion
arose as to whether they might not be crossed
with other races. Dr. Riley, the entomologist,
thought that it would be impossible.

AFTERNOON SESSION, SECOND DAY.
We had the pleasure of listening to a short

address from Assistant Secretary of Agriculture,
the Hon. Edwin S. Willits. He came to present
the compliments of the .Secretary of Agricul-
ture, and was authorized to say that the Secre-
tary bid the convention Godspeed, and that it

had his full sympathy. As for himself, he was
very desirous of doing something for apiculture;
but just what to do, he could not fully decide.
So far as the Department which he represented
was concerned in helping on the cause of api-
culture, it met with many difficulties. The
appropriations had been cut off during the past
season, and they were obliged to suspend the
special work at Lansing Apicultural Station.
It was difficult to get the money, and also diffi-

cult to get the ear of Congress; and Congress-
men themselves were ignorant of the thing
they desired to foster. The Department had no
thought of abandoning the effort of doing some-
thing for apiculture. The most it could do
the past season was in the way of a compromise.
The Department desired to contribute, in a
small measure, to the support of apiculture,
and it was for the convention to say what
should be done.

DETECTING THE ADULTERATION OF HONEY.
We next listened to a paper by Prof. A. J.

Cook, that set forth fully the difficulties, as well
as what had been accomplished so far, regard-
ing the methods for detecting adulteration. As
the substance of this paper appeared in Glean-
ings, page 688. 1892, and again in Prof. Cook's
article in our issue for Jan. 1, it will hardly be
necessary to reproduce it here. Following
Prof. Cook's paper was an address, or, rather, a
sort of lecture, by Prof. H. W. Wiley, Chief
Chemist. The professor explained very fully,
with apparatus, just how lioney was analyzed.
As a brief digest would give no adequate com-
prehension of the subject, we asked the profess-
or to let us have a written copy, which he has
kindly done. The address is as follows:

address before THE NATIONAL BEE-KEEP-
ERS" ASSOCIATION HELD AT WASHINGTON,

I). C, DEC. 28, 1892, BY H. W. WILEY,
CHEMIST U. S. DEPT. OF AGRI-

CULTURE.
Mr. Preside7it, Ladies, and Oentlemen:—

I have been much interested in Prof. Cook's
paper on the subject of adulteration of honey,
and am glad to have this privilege of comply-
ing with your request to add something more
in the same direction.
After the publication of the results on the

analysis of honey, contained in Part Six of
Bulletin No. 13, the question was raised in some
quarters, whether or not chemists were able to
distinguish between a pure and an adulterated
honey. Some of the samples which we exam-
ined, and which were purchased in open mar-
ket in different cities of the country, were found
to be adulterated with glucose: and it was
claimed that such an adulteration was unlikely,
and that the chemists had been mistaken.
Prof. Cook took a great deal of interest in this
matter, and asked permission to send a number

of samples of honey and honey substitutes, des-
ignated only by number, to the laboratory of
the Department of Agriculture, for examina-
tion. He also sent similar samples to the lab-
oratory of Prof. Kedzie, of the Michigan Agri-
cultural Experiment Station, and to Prof.
Scovill. of Kentucky Agricultural Experiment
Station. In all, 53 samples of honey were re-
ceived at our laboratory from Prof. Cook, and
these have been analyzed and the data trans-
mitted to him. We have not yet been informed
by Prof. Cook of the nature and origin of the
samples, and therefore can not tell, as far as
that is concerned, what success we have met
with in distinguishing between the good and
the bad: yet Prof. Cook has already published
the fact that all three of the chemists engaged
in this work have detected every spurious or
adulterated honey which was contained in the
lot. On the other hand, a few samples which
were of known purity have been classed as sus-
picious, but not condemned as adulterated.
The general result is, that the chemist, working
with ordinary care, and with well-known pro-
cessess, is able to detect all ordinary a/lilltera-
tions of honey, but at the same time he may
include among the suspicious articles some
samples which are genuine.
The special form of adulteration which we

were expected to deternune were glucose and
cane sugar. Both of these adulterations are
very easily determin(>d.
Some samples of the honey received were ob-

tianed by feeding directly to "the bees cane-sugar
syrup, which was stored rapidly, and at once
extracted. Other samples were obtained from
bees which were storing honey very rapidly
from a known soui'ce, and this honey was taken
as soon as deposited. These general items of in-
formation I have gleaned from the article I'rof.

Cook has already published in regard to that
examination.

I am sorry not to be able to entirely agree
with Prof. Cook in his definition of honey. A
few years ago I defined honey as the saccharine
exudation of flowers, gathered and stored by
bees. This definition may properly be applied
to any saccharine exudation of flowers or plants
gathered and stored by bees, pi-ovided they are
not aided in this matter by any artificial means.
In other words, cane sugar which a bee would
of itself extract from a plant would very prop-
erly be classed as pure honey when stored by
the bees in the hive; but cane sugar /ecZ to the
bees in the form of syrup, and simply stored by
the bees in the hive, could hardly be deemed a
pure honey. This is a matter, however, which
it is not within my power to determine, and I

shall be much Interested in knowing the result
of the discussion now going on among your own
members on what constitutes pure honey.
The problem of the adulteration of honey has

been somewhat complicated within a few years
liy the discovery that certain honeys or sac-
charine exudations gathered by bees show at
ordinary temperatures a right-handed rotation.
Such honey was formerly supposed to be of
coniferous origin, that is. gatliered exclusively
from pine-trees. Later it has been shown that
such honeys are probably derived from exuda-
tions produced by the aphis, or plant-louse,
either directly from the trees, through the in-
fluence of the louse, or through the organism of
the louse itself. This exudation is commonly
known as " honey-dew," and entomologists are
undecided whether or not the honey-dew passes
through the organism of the louse, or is the
result of the attack of the louse upon the plant.
At any rate, such exudations show peculiar
properties: and it is doubtful whether, under
the definition given above, they could be classed
as genuine honeys. It is said by Prof. Cook.
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that a number of the samples of honey sent by
him were of plant-louse origin; but the num-
bers representing these samples are not yet
known to me. I have, however, found in the
number sent by him. six which are peculiar in

their optical properties, showing a slight right-
handed rotation not due to cane sugar, and
which I would class as suspicious honeys. It is

more than probable that it will be found that
these honeys are of plant-louse origin.

Prof. Cook doubts whether or not a honey
made from pure cane sugar, which has been
stored for some time in the hives, can be de-
tected from a genuine floral honey gathered
and stored by bees. In the present state of our
chemical knowledge, the doubt of Prof. Cook is

well founded. lam confident that it will not
be long before we shall be able to discriminate
dehnittly between such articles of artificial

honey and genuine honeys as those above men-
tioned. Investigations in this line have not
gone far enough to enable any definite state

ment to be made now; but I can only say that
the results are very hopeful, and lead to the
just expectation of soon formulating a.method
of discriminating between the honeys men-
tioned.
One property of pure invert sugar will be

found very valuable in such an investigation;
viz., the fact that pure invert sugar, made from
cane sug.ir. when examined in a polariscope
at a temperature of about SS° C, is optically

neuter—that is. neither deflecting the plane of

polarized light tp the right nor to the left. In
every case of a pure floral honey which has
come under my observation so far, it was found
that, at the temperatui'e mentioned, it showed
a right-handed polarization. In two of the
samples sent by Prof. Cook it was found that
the honey examined at 88° showed a left-handed
polarization. Now, this is due probably to the
fact that the honey was partially crystallized,

and the samples sent were the liquid portion,

consisting almost exclusively of levulose, while
the solid portion not sent would consist almost
exclusively of dextrose. This is only a supposi-
tion on my part, as I have not yet learned from
Prof. Cook the nature and origin of the samples
mentioned. But every one will agree that a
honey obtained by drawing off the liquid por-

tion from a partially granulated honey would
not in any sense of the word be a pure normal
honey, any more than the residue would be. It

is possible, however, and that must be mention-
ed here, that the nectar of some flowers con-
tains naturally an excess of levulose. in which
case the honey gathered therefrom, although
left-handed at 88°. must be considered pure.
These are matters which subsequent investiga-
tions will make clear. : Z :

—~-^ czTIj

Another important factor in "the examination
of honey is in the amount of reducing sugar,
so-called, which it contains; that is, the quan-
tity of sugar in it which is capable of reducing
a copper salt to the condition of a sub-oxid. In
all pure floral honeys it has been observed that
the percentage of reducing sugar in the dry
substance does not fall in any case below 85,

while in general it reaches nearly to 90 or

above. When, therefore, a honey is examined
in which the reducing sugar is decidedly less in

quantity than 85 percent of the dry substance,
it must at once be regarded as suspicious.

The percentage of ash is also a matter of

some importance. It has been found so far,

that, in the suspicious honeys in the samples
sent by Prof. Cook, the percentage of ash is

greater than in the honey which seems to be
pure. Further investigations, however, will be
necessary to determine whether this is a general
rule or not.
Strange as it may seem, one of the most difti-

cult things in the analysis of honey is to de-
termine the amount of water which it contains.
One of the simplest methods consists in drying
a small portion of the honey in a flat-bottom
platinum dish for about fifteen hours at the
temperature of boiling water. Determined in

this way, the average percentage of water in
the samples of honey examined was found to be
about 18. The lowest percentage found was
13.76 in a clearly adulterated sample, and the
highest percentage found was ;i3.75 per cent in

one of the samples which was abnormal in hav-
ing still at 88° a left-handed polarization.
In general it maybe said that it is possible

for any one, who is disposed, to make a mixture
of pure honey with a small .quantity of certain
adulterants in such a way that the chemist
would be unable to detect the fraud; but such
a method of adulteration v/ouid never be prac-
ticed commercially, because it would not be
profitable. On the other hand, we may boldly
say that, in all comm(>rcial adulteration, the
chemist will be able to find the fraud, and that
the skill of the chemist will doubtless keep
pace with or excel the skill of the adulterator.
In the general examination made by the De-

partment which has been referred to above,
two particular samples of honey deserve a
special word. In almost every market of the
United States were found samples of honey
labeled " Pure Old Virginia Honey," manufac-
tured by Geo. K. McMechen i^- Son. In no in-

stance was a sample of this honey found to be
pure. All samples purchased in the open mar-
ket were adulterated. Another peculiar sam-
ple of noney was labeled " Hoge's Horehound
Honey," good for coughs and colds, and said to

be gathered from a certain region in California.
This sample was accompanied with the most
enthusiastic testimonials, and also had a cer-

tificate of a justice of the peace in regard to

the nature of the locality where it was sup-
posed to be gathered. Several samples of this

honey were obtained, and they were found to be
pure fabrications, consisting of cane-sugar
syrup with about 3 per cent of alcohol. They
contained no honey whatever.
I have thought the members of the associatiorr

might be interested in seeing some of the ap-
paratus and reagents which are employed in

the analysis of honey, and in looking at some of
the operations of a chemical nature. I have on
the table here the principal apparatus and
reagents employed in such examinations, and
which I shall take pleasure in showing the
members.
(The polariscopes and chemical apparatus

used in honey anlyses were exhibited and ex-
plained to the audience).
In conclusion, permit me to say that the work

of the Department has shown that, of the liquid

honeys on sale, bought in open market, nearly
45 per cent are adulterated. Every bee-keeper
can see at once how greatly enhanced in price

the product of his industry would be should
such adulteration be prohibited and prevented.
It is necessary that all should work together in

harmony and in earnest to secure this result.

The bee-keepers will find the Department of
Agriculture hereafter as heretofore doing every
thing in its power to detect and prevent the
adulteration of honey.

Tu be concluded Feb. 1.

MOVING HIVES TO STRENGTHEN WEAK
COLONIES, ETC.

Dli. MILLER AND MANUM CRITICISED.

In "Stray Straws,'" found in the December
15th issue of Gleaninc4S for 180'3, I find this:
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"A common error is to suppose that, in setting
a weak colony in place of a strong one in order
to strengthen it, it is important that the change
be made when the largest number of bees are
out. There will be just as much gain if the
change is made at midnight."' Usually we find
Dr. Miller saying " I guess so," or " I shouldn't
wonder," or '"I don't know;" but here is a pos-
itive statement, made under his name, and.
strange to say, that, in dropping his usual dis-
creetness, he has fallen into an error which he
would not have fallen into had he been so
discreet as to say, "I don't know." But I im-
agine I hear him saying, " That is aM right; let

Doolittle prove wherein I am wrong." Well,
that is just what I am going to try to do, doctor.

When a colony is in a normal condition, the
young bees go out to take their first airing at
the age of six days, if the weather is favorable;
and in doing this they mark their location to a
certain extent, but not to an extent great
enough so but that subsequent flights have a
greater impression on their memory, for we
find them taking these markings anew at every
flight till they are sixteen days old, when they
leave the hive for gathering supplies for the
first time, after which they take no more mark-
ings during the working season, unless it be in
the case of a swarm, or some rude disturbance
of their home. If the hive is moved at mid-
night, as Dr. Miller suggests, then, on the com-
ing morning, all the bees over sixteen days old,
upon going to the field, leave in a straight line,

and, having the old location established in
their memory, and not taking anv markings
that morning, come back to the spot where the
old entrance used to be; consequently they go
into the hive having the weak colony, if such
has been placed on the old stand, or are lost, if

no such provision has been made. But let us
wait till about 2 o'clock p. m., at which time
all of the bees under sixteen days old, and over
six days old, will fly, if the weather is fine, and
we shall find that these young fellows head
toward the hive the same as they did the last
time they were out before, hence notice the
change which has been made, and. instead of
going to strengthen the weak colony which has
been placed on the old stand, they return to the
spot last marked, hence do nothing toward the
desired strengthening. Now, had Dr. M. wait-
ed about his changing till these young bees
were in full flight, and moved the hives when
the most of these young bees were in the air,

he would have caught these also, in addition to
all those which were over sixteen days old.
Then, 100 of these young bees are worth fully
300 of the older ones, for strengthening weak
colonies, inasmuch as they are just commenc-
ing life, instead of being near its close, as many
of the field-bees are. While I had known that
bees less than sixteen days old would not return
to the old stand, if a colony in normal condition
were removed at any time other than when
they were flying, yet it was not fully forced
upon me till I tried preventing after-swarms by
the Heddon plan. In trying this I found that,
if I moved the parent colony at any time I was
ready, it would more often than otherwise
swarm again; but if I moved it when the young
bees were out to play I had a sure thing of it,

for the colony was then so depopulated that it

never undertook to swarm again that season.

LOADED FIELD-BEES IN THE SECTIONS.

On page 915 of the same issue of Gleanings
I find an error in Bro. Manum's article, which
error is also sanctioned by the one who wrote
the footnote to the same. Near the close of the
article, Bro. M. tells of introducing queens by
letting them run down into the sections, and
says that, in this way, "she is first introduced

to loaded bees just from the field, or quite
young bees, both of which," etc.; while the
editor says, "Mr. Manum's idea of having a
queen pass down through the sections among
young bees and loaded field-bees is excellent."
If loaded field-bees ever visit the sections to
any great extent, all of my hours and days of
watching to discover the inside workings of a
bee-hive, when a colony was in it, have been in
vain. I claim that not one bee in one thousand
that returns from the field with a load of honey
ever enters the sections till after it has disgorg-
ed that load. I have watched hundreds of bees
come into an observatory hive whose colony
was at work in sections, and never saw a single
loaded bee offer to go up to those sections. On
the contrary, the bee generally gave its load of
honey to a young bee that was anywhere from
one inch to six inches from the entrance
through which it came in, and that young bee
carried the load to the cell in which it was de-
posited, or held it for a while till it was evap-
orated, as the case might be, being governed by
the number of loads coming in. Again, I have
many times changed black or hybrid colonies to
Italian, by changing the queen during the
working season; and on the sixteenth day after
the last black bee hatched, I have seen only
black bees going in at the entrance with their
loads of honey, while a look at the sections
revealed scarcely any but Italians there at
work, all of which were apparently as full of
honey as they could hold. No, gentlemen, the
field -bee gives her load to a young bee, and
this young bee carries it to the sections. While
this does not affect the plan of introduction in
the least, yet a knowledge of these things can
be of much help to us in many of the manipu-
lations of the apiary. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Dec. 26.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

In a casual reading, or. rather, hurried scan-
ning, of Cowan's " The Honey-bee " last spring,
I thought it contained nothing but what was in
my book, and said so in Gleanings. I find, up-
on closer study, that I did the work and its

most able author injustice, which I hasten to
correct. It is very full and accurate, and con-
tains much that is new to English readers. It
should be in every bee-keeper's library. Mr.
Cowan gives the fullest credit, and has given
us a work that is an honor to him and to bee-
keeping. A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Dec. 19.

the hewes bee-escape.

Friend Ernest:—After reading your descrip-
tion of Mr. Hewes' bee-escape, I thought, "An-
other step in the right direction, for I have
been looking for some genius to invent a bee-
escape that would be less complicated than the
Porter, and answer every purpose." As you
were stumbling over those irregular awl-holes,
did it not occur to you that machinery made
for the purpose would punch the cone-shaped
perforations just as accurately for a bee-escape
as any designed to make the queen-excluders?
I hope you are not guilty of making fun of in-
ventions simply because the name of some lead-
ing light does not accompany the model.
Belfe Vernon, Pa., Dec. 20. A. B. Baird.

[We are not sure that certain fixed machinery
in the shape of punches and dies would make
the nujqed holes that the common bradawl
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•does. However, we will try and test the matter
next summer, when our machine-shop is not so
rushed with orders for Cowan extractors, foun-
•dation-mills, etc. No. nol We do not make
fun of models when not fathered by some lead-
ing bee-keeper; but when an insignificant de-
vice comes from such a one we have respect for
it at once. See what Dr. Miller says of the
Hewes escape on p. 7.]

FIRE INSURANCE ON BEES.

Tell Dr. Miller I have my bees insured in the
" London Mutual Fire Insurance Co.. of Cana-
da." $.5.00 on each hive, A. I. Root's chaff hives.
and it costs me only 4,^.2 cents per hive for a
three-year risk. I have them insured along
with my other property. Ii.A Michenek.
Low Banks, Ont., Dec. 26.

Dr. Miller asks in one of his last Straws what
insurance company insures bees against fire.

The last clause of our Farm Property form reads
as follows: '" ?600on bees, bee-hives, and honey,
on or in same premises." We are insured in the
New York Bowery Co. Number of colonies
covered by this clause is 100. H. P. Langdon.
East Constable, N. Y., Dec. 24.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

HOW TO BE WEI.I.: WHAT DID GOD INTEND WE
SHOULD DO TO PREVENT AND CURE

DISEASE?
Bless the Lord, O my soul, and fnig:L't not all liis

benefits ; who forg-ivetli all thine ini<iuities ; wlio
healeth all thy diseases.—Psai.m 1(«:2, 3.

You know already this is a subject that has
been much on my mind. Is it according to the
will of God. and did he intend in the beginning,
that we should dose ourselves and physic our-
selves with powerful drugs, both vegetable
and mineral? Now, please do not think that I

am going to commence a tirade against doctors
and druggists. 1 certainly am not, for they are
my personal friends, and I know that at least
many of them are seeking for light, just as I am
seeking for it; therefore my prayer in the out-
set of this article is, that God may not only give
me ivisdum, but charity for my fellow-men
while I write. Perhaps one thing more I should
say in the outset. I propose to use some very
plain language this morning, and some of the
friends may possibly feel that I am outstepping
the limits of good breeding and decency. There-
fore, dear friend, if you do not like my very
plain health-talks, may be you had better com-
mence right here to skip this article. I have
decided to talk plainly, that I may be plainly
understood, and that I may help a world of
people in avoiding and getting rid entirely of
some of these things that are almost disgusting
to Utlh about in a home periodical. " Forwarn-
ed is forearmed:" and so if you read any fur-
ther you must not find any fault. Perhaps I

should add, no one has found fault yet, that I

know of, because of my plain speaking ; but
some of the good friends in our home have felt
greatly troubled for fear somebody would take
exceptions to my plain language.

I nave told you how I have been recently
praying for light in this matter. I have told
you, too. of that wonderful answer to prayer
that still animates and inspires me when I

think of it; namely, that, by the use of the
wheel, I could perform muscular feats that
might astonish even the athletes of a few years
ago; and that, in so doing, I have found vigof-
ous. robust health and physical enjoyment.

such as I had never known before. It was to
me almost a miraculous transformation, from a
feeble, sulTering invalid, to an individual who
could travel by his own strength, unaided, forty
or fifty miles a day, and rejoice in his strength
like the horse that " paweth in the valley " and
"rejoiceth in his strength." Of course, I am
not riding the wheel now as I did in the sum-
mer time The state of the roads will not per-
mit it. Besides, such a course of exercise is

hardly possible for everybody even in the sum-
mer, and possibly to only a few in the winter.
Let me say, however, that I am still riding my
wheel two or three miles every day. Yesterday
the thermometer was down to only 15 above
zero, but I rode several miles in perfect comfort,
and kept warm without any trouble. Now,
while I felt perfectly well during this excessive
riding, there was a good deal of the time when
there was manifestly more or less derangement
of my digestive organs; and if I omitted my
rides for two or three days, the old troubles
were sure to come back. I wanted more light
on the subject. I prayed that God would show
me more: that he would enable me to discover
what laws we were transgressing, and where
we were blundering. During months back, dif-

ferent friends have been sending me, or sug-
gesting, remedies, and I have been strongly
urged to try various patent medicines. I have
not tried any of them, however. I do not be-
lieve this is the way to do when we are sick

—

that is, generally speaking; and I never intend
nor wish to come out in these Home talks, and
tell you that "Dr. Blank's wonderful medical
discovery " is the thing for sick people to take,
especially if I am going to end my exhortations
by saying, " Thus saith the Lord." Does that
latter expression startle you? I hope it does.
He who stands up in the pulpit, or he who
stands anywhere else, and says to his listeners,
"Thus saith the Lord." had better be very
careful what he says. Yes. indeed should he be
careful.
Now, if we shall not cure our ills by " taking

something," what shall we do? What does the
Lord tell us to do? Let me frankly confess,
that, although I have studied the Scriptures
considerably with this matter in view, I can
not find that they tell us very much about it.

The closing sentence of our text tells us very
plainly that it is the Lord who does the healing.
The Bible was not given us to teach astronomy
nor any other science, nor even physiology, ex-
cept that bodily health is so very closely con-
nected with spiritual health that one, to a cer-
tain extent, follows the other. The Bible
teaches, however, very plainly and clearly that
we should avoid gluttony, and beware how we
give loose rein to sensual appetites and feelings.
No other book in the wide world has ever pre-
sumed to prescribe such a course of purity, self-

control, and abstemiousness, as God's holy
word. And I think I may say right here, that
the "thus saith the Lord" is very plain and
clear in this whole matter. We should eat to
be strong and well, and not because it gratifies

our appetites and taste. Enjoyment in eating
is very well to a certain extent, providing we
eat to live and not live to eat. A few days ago
I had occasion to ask a man what his business
was. His reply has been in my mind a good
deal. It was something like this:

"All the business I have is to eat, and there-
fore I am out this morning hunting upsomething
good to eat. What have you in your garden
that will probably fill the bill ?"

He did not say any thing more, but simply
made his purchases and went away. I like the
business of market-gardening and fruit-raising,
because it furnishes the world with good and
wholesome articles of diet—that i.s, generally
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speaking; but if all my customers were like

this man, I should lose my energy and enthusi-
asm pretty quickly.
Let us now consider why it is that dur food so

often seems to do so little good. Years ago,
while in the city of Boston, a vender on the
street was selling some sort of refreshing drink
to crowds of thirsty people. lie had a lot of
glass jars placed right in the sunlight on a hot
summer day. These jars were filled with pure
water, to all appearance. In the water was some-
thing that looked like miniature white fleecy

clouds. These little tlocky clouds were alter-

nately rising to tiie surface and dropping to the
bottom, in a queer sort of way that attracted
the attention of passersby. In answer to their
inquiries he said, "It is the South American
beer-plant. Won't you have a glass of beer?
only three cents." Some pounded ice was stir-

red into the liquid, which was already foaming
with particles of carbonic acid. The gas came
up out of the liquid, much as it does from sweet
cider, when it is just working briskly, and the
beer tasted much like sweet cider. It was
sweetened, and flavored with sarsaparilla, oi'

something of that sort. The white particles

that rose and fell resembled the mother plant
in vinegar; and the opei'ation would keep on
indefinitely, provided the liquid was kept warm,
and sugar or sweetened water was added as fast

as the plant used it, up. We afterward had
some of the beer-plant in our house, and I stud-
ied the habits of it. I think what is called the
vinegar-plant is closely allied to it—may be it

is the same thing, for the product in every case
becomes vinegar, if it is not used up as beer.

Some may ask whether this is a temperance
drink. It is just as much a temperance drink
as all home-made root-beers. Hires' root-beer,
that is advertised so extensively in our agricul-
tural and religious papers, is a fair type of them
all. There are two things about these home-
made root-beers that make them called for.

One is the carbonic acid, the same as we get
from soda Water. This. I believe, is whole-
some—at least, a moderate use of it seems to
assist digestion and refresh one who is thirsty.
The other element is alcohol. All beers made
by fermentation, whether we use yeast or
whether it is fermented, like sweet cider, con-
tains a small percentage of alcohol. The more
the cider has worked, the more alcohol it con-
tains, and the same with the root-beer. I have
seen home-made root-beer that was at least
slightly intoxicating. As for lager beer, see what
Dr. Miller says in Stray Straws in the previous
number. Perhaps the good housewife who
made it did not intend it should be so. but nev-
ertheless it was. I need not stop here to tell

you what the effect of alcohol is—at least, its

ultimate effect. I do not believe we need it, in
large doses or small doses, or in any sort of
doses. That is my own private opinion. I am
not yet ready to give it as a "thus saith the
Lord." It rriay be useful as a medicine, but I

very much doubt it. I have spoken of this
beer-plant because it puts before our eyes this
matter of fermentation. The beer-plant wants
sugar, water, and warmth. It wants warm,,
sweetened ivater. The warmer the water, the
better it suits the plant until you get to the
point where it might be scalded. If you scald
it, it is killed like any other plant. If it does
not have sugar or starch in some form, to work
on or feed on. it dies of starvation, like any
other plant or animal.
When I was a small boy. part of my duties

was to feed the pigs. I used to dip their feed
out of a barrel—the old-time swill-barrel of our
childhood days. In order to make it better we
stirred in bran every day. Then the barrel was
placed in the sun; and the bran, slops, and dish-

water soon produced fermentation. I remem-
ber on coming near it on a hot day, that I could
hear a peculiar snapping and foaming sound in
the barrel, and bubbles were rising rapidly to
the surface. You have all seen such things, I

presume, in very hot weather. In the process
of fermentation, carbonic acid was liberated in
considerable quantities, and this made the
snapping noise. The operation went on most
rapidly during very hot weather. Well, since
my poor health, when 1 felt distressed after
eating then* has seemed to be a sort of foaming
and snapping sound in my bowels. It reminded
me of the swill-barrel, and I felt sure the very
same operation was going on in my intestines
or bowels, or somewhere in that region, as used
to be going on in that swill-barrel. Pretty soon
there would be colicky pains—a general uneasi-
ness, and a peculiar sort of headache. I craved
something, I did not know what. Sometimes I

wanted beer, as I have told you about; then I

wanted fruit ; but every thing I ate seemed to
feed the trouble. Even a drink of water would
very often give me more distress. Perhaps,
many of you are familiar with all this.

Toward 2.5 years ago my health failed, and I

consulted Dr. Salisbury, of Cleveland, O. I re-

member of asking hiniif he did not think beer
would be good for me, or Kennett ale. or some-
thing of that sort. He replied. " Why, bless your
heart, my dear Mr. Root, you have got a beer-
brewery inside of you already, and yet you
would suggest iiiore beer. Although you are
not a beer-drinker, it is the beer-business that
is killing you, and will kill you unless you stop
it." Dr. Salisbury did stop the beer-business.
I think I have told you about his remedy. In
the first place, he turned me out of doors. He
told me to buy a colt and break him myself,
and learn to ride him. This I did. You see,
the treatment was very much in line with the
wheel of a few days past. I did not mind the
colt very much — in fact, I rather liked, the
medicine. I would rather take a colt and
break it than to take physic any time; so that
part of the prescription did very well. It gave
me a love for horses that I had never had before,
and it will last me as long as I live. But the
celebrated doctor said, furthermore, that I must
stop swallowing any thitHj that would make
beer or fermentation: nothing sweet or sour;
but. above all things, not a particle of sugar;
no fruit. As I did not get on to suit him, he
finally cut off all the grains, and. as a last
extremity, I was forbidden even graham bread.
It was a scientific experiment with me, however,
and I entered into it with my characteristic en-
ergy and zeal. For eighteen weeks I lived entire-
ly on lean meat: and together with the colt and
other outdoor exercise, I came out well and
strong. That was the time I planted the bass-
wood orchard. The doctor said my ranch must
be at least a mile or two from the office, so I

should not be worried too much with the cares
of business. I got entirely rid of the "beer-
brewery " in my bowels and intestines.

You may inquire why. then, I am not a fol-

lower of Dr. Salisbury at present, with his
beefsteak diet. Well, it did not work with
many other people as it did with me. A good
friend of mine went down to his grave right be-
fore my eyes, in spite of beef diet. He had con-
sumption, however, and could not stand horse-
back riding as I could. The lean meat was, no-

doubt, one factor in my recovery; but I think
the colt was a greater factor. Again, I can not
believe that God intended we should be re-
stricted to animal food. I believe the fruits,

grains, and vegetables have their places. Well,
so did Dr. Salisbury. He believed that well
people, who worked outdoors especially, should
use all these things as a diet: but, of course, we
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must beware of using them to excess. During
the eighteen weeks that I lived almost entirely
on lean beef, I became so tired of it that I ate
just enough to give me strength to do my out-
door work and no more. It has many times
occurred to me that moderate eating, even of
other kinds of food, might answer almost as
well. There is a trouble, however. The juices
of fruits and most vegetables ferment quite
rapidly. Vou can not get up a fermentation
with just lean meat and water. There has got
to be some sugar, or something containing
sugar. While with Dr. Salisbury I was per-
mitted to drink coffee without a particle of
sugar or milk in it. Either one would start
fermentation, or keep that beer-plant growing,
to express it in another way. He said I might
drink new milk, right from the cow; but I tried
it and did not like it. I thought it would do
well enough for babies, but I did not propose to
be a baby. Does it begin to occur to you that
hot tea and coffee, with plenty of milk and
sugar, are just about the best things in this
world to feed a beer-plant?* I use the word
" plant " in two senses. A boy heard some men
talking about an "electric plant" recently.
He asked his father what kind of fruit grew on
electric plants. The reply was, "'currents'"
(currants). Now. many of us have—not an
electric plant, but a beer-plant inside of our
bodies. It is sometimes a pretty big plant, too,

I am inclined to think, for it has been years in

getting under way. It was probably started by
eating too much: and I think I may say right
here, without making a mistake, " Thus saith
the Lord. " Eat less.'

"

I have been getting some good points from a
dentist lately. He dropped a remark, some-
thing to the effect that many people are dys-
peptic because their teeth are too poor to chew
their food properly. Is it not better to pay a
dentist's bill and be well, than be sick and pay
a doctor's bill too? In making nice maple
syrup, it has been recently discovered the one
ijreat secret of success consi-ts in boiling the
sap just as soon as possible after it runs out of
the tree. Fermentation commences more or
less, even in cool weather, within an hour or two
after the tree yields its saccharine treasure. All
agree to this. Well, after we take the food
into the stomach, if we are inclined to dyspep-
sia, it is of the utmost importance that the
gastric juice proceed to digest it befonMt can
ferment in ihe least. If the machinery is all in
trim, nature does the work. Hut. my dear
friend, the food should be tliorouulily masticate
ed. It should be chewed up and mixed with
the saliva of the mouth until it is a sorr, of
creamy paste. If you want to see how quickly
the digestion of even a dyspeptic can work, if it

has the right material, just have some graham
gems for breakfast, then eat slowly and chew
every mouthful until it is like cream, before
you swallow it. The gastric jnice will then
take hold and make food and sti'ength for your
disordered nerves, in no time. It is just like
taking the maple syrup and boiling it before it

can spoil. Just try it and see. Many kinds of

*The following- fact was g-iven me by a former
president of tlie Cleveland & Pittsburg: Kailrond.
He drank his coffee without either sugar or milk,
and g-ave tliis as an explanation: " When I was a
youiis mail I liad a queer sort t)f lit'ad.iclie tliat at
times disabled nie from woi'k. The doctors tried
different reniedie--, witliout avail. PMnally some
one said. ' Stop using- sugar and milk in your coffee."
I told liim that it w;is the suf^ar and milk mostly
that I di'aiik it fof. and that I would almost as soon
g-ive up the cott'ce eiiiirely. I ti-ied it, however, and
ray headaclies disappeared, and even to this daj'

I

can not drink coffee well sug-ared and creamed, as I

used to have it, witliout a reciu-rencc of tiiose same
headaches."

food vvill answer just as well as the gems; but
I think they show the truth of what I am try-
ing to teach, the plainest of any thing. While
in Portland, Oregon, last winter, in such a
fearfully disoi"dered state, with nervous fever
and indigestion, that high-priced doctor, you
remembei", cut off grapes, oi"anges, lemonade,
and every thing of that sort, with a sharp veto.
He said. " Not even a bit of meat nor any solid
food." When I looked up at him appealingly
he said, '"My friend, you just drink for the

Fresent—straight milk: not another thing until
see you."' I did not crave it, and I did not

drink very much of it; but it began at once to
fetch me out of my troubles. Dr. Salisbury
recommended new milk quite vehemently, years
ago. but I thought I could not drink it. Well,
within the last few days I tind I can drink it.

Now listen: The milk right from the cowls
like the maple sap when it first comes from the
tree. There is no fermentation about it: and
the quicker you get the milk from the cow. and
into your stomach, the quicker can the gastric
juice take hold of it; and. better still, if you
are dyspeptic. Why. just now I love new milk,
just as it comes from the cowl I suspect cows
will be my next Held of investigation. Every
family should have a row. Please notice how
long I have been in learning this thing. Why.
it took me 20 years to learn that I must have
sleep more than once in 24 hours. Then it took
me almost ?5 years to be taught that I could
drink new milk, and would like it. if I only got
in the habit of drinking it. Whyl one so stupid
and slow, and dull of understanding, does not
deserve good health.

I am now going to say someihing that may
not be in the Pible, and yet it in(ty be there, in

a little different wording, after all. It is this:

Thus saith the Lord. '" When you feel sick or
run down, or out of sorts, do not try beer or
alcoholic tonics or health invigorators: but at
least make a good thorough trial of new milk,
just as it comes from the cow." Like spring
water from the hills, it is a beverage of (iod's
own furnishing; and it contains just exactly
the elements that are needed for the nutrition
of a weak stomach, better than any thing that
man has been able to fabricate, for it is (rod's
own gift, provided by his merciful love and
providence, for a sick and suffering world.
When you eat your graham gems, chew them
up to a creamy mixtiu'e, and then take; a sup of
new milk. If two teacupfuls distress you. take
one cupful, a little at a time, while you fire

chewing your food. I think you can take two
cupfuls or more after a while. Vou won't be
likely to take too much. A word more about
chewing your food tine. For some time back I

have noticed that I can not eat apples without
their giving me much distress. I said some-
thing of the kind to the dentist. He told me
that, if I would take a knife and scrape the
apple up very fin(\ as we sometimes do for

babies, it would not distress me, and I found it

triH'. On the same principle, one can eat a
baked apple when' he can not eat raw apples.
But bakid apples an- u. little more troubh^ than
nice appl(5 sauce. Select some apples that will

cook up very tine: leave out the sugar, and you
can eat quite a dishful with your gems and
new milk, and not fet-l disti"essed.

It is of the utmost importance that a dyspep-
tic have plenty of sleep. This ""beer-plant"'
will l)e very apt to keep you awake nishts. It

is very di'sirable to have the w ork of digesting
your food done before you go to bed : therefore
you should have an early supper. If five o'clock
does not answer, have your supper at four: or.

better still, do not have any supper at all. If

you can have your dinner at two or one. it will

be very much bcttei-. He jiatient. and wait
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until nature gets accustomed to the new fash-
ion, and it will work all right. If you feel weak
and taint, with a gnawing and craving for
something, which you think is caused by not hav-
ing had your accustomed supper, in place of
eating, take a nap. After you wake up you will

be surprised to find that you are not hungry at
all. It was habit only: it was nervous exhaus-
tion; and although food might have given
temporary relief, sleep is ever so much better.
Make yourself comfortable before you try to go
to sleep. If your feet are cold, warm them up
well. When I am in a hurry I wrap up a hot
soapstone. and lay my feet on top of it. Keep
your body warm with a blanket, or in some
other way. But the room yon sleep in, even in

day time, should be moderately cool. There
should be plenty of fresh air; and, if you sleep
on your side you had better double up your
pillow, or support your head so there will be
plenty of space all around your nostrils.

Breathe through the nostrils when you can.
How about the new water cure? My friend.

I am almost ready to say, that, if you eat and
sleep and live as you should, you do not need
the water cure at all. Nature will take care of
that part of the business, and do it right. If,

however, you are and have been running a
beer-plant for years, the new water cure will
prove a Godsend to you. A peculiar kind of
headache that I have mentioned may be remov-
ed in a few minutes by getting this fermenting
matter entirely out of the system, out of the
way. even if digestion is not completed, and
you lose the benefit of a great deal of your food.
It is better wasted and thrown away than to
have it distressing you and poisoning your
system.
Now a word about your urinary and kidney

troubles. Come to think of it. however, if you
attend to the things mentioned above, these
troubles will. I firmly believe, also take care of
themselves. Let me tell you some of my ex-
perience. Ever since I have been using my
brains to the extent I have been obliged to use
them while attending to our business, and es-
pecially the office work, I have had what I

have called urinary trouble. When called upon
to do hard mental work there is a pain in the
organs; and unless I urinate quite often—some-
times as often as once an hour—I suffer great
pain and distress. Oftentimes it has seemed to
me as though the refuse matter that should go
off in the urine was getting into the circulation
and poisoning me. Since we have had the
Smead closet system in our factory I have got
along very well in the daytime; but the trouble
has been in the night. When I woke up, of
course I got up and relieved myself. A great
many times, however, especially of late, instead
of waking up I would have distressing dreams
and nightmare: and when I did get up, it was
with the feeling that my whole system was
poisoned. If I slept that troubled sort of sleep
until almost morning, the difficulty did not pass
away immediately. You can now readily im-
agine how I am thanking God this morning,
when I tell you that, for almost a week past, I
have not been up in the night at all, nor have I

suffered any inconvenience. The relief was
brought about in less than a week's time.
First. I began chewing my food very thorough-
ly, as I have told you.* Then I substituted

* From a new book just laid on my table, " Eating
for Strength," I copy the following-:

The conditions' of perfect dig-estiou are several,
and may be mentioned liere. The first is perfect
mastication. If this is not accomplislied, much of
the food is not broug-lit under the influfnee of the
digestive juices and so is lost. Count Rumford cal-
culated that one-fourth less food is required if it be
perfectly masticated. Tlie object of mastication is

milk in place of my coffee. Finally I came
down to just new milk. Last Sunday I had my
dinner at two o'clock; and for an experiment I

omitted my supper. I did not get up that
night, and yet I suffered no inconvenience. On
Monday I omitted supper again, and abstained
from eating any thing, or drinking any liquid
after twelve o'clock at noon. The result was
just the same. Then I tried drinking just new
milk at supper. It was so quickly digested and
out of the way that it answered just as well as
omitting the last meal entirely. Then I tried
the new milk and gems: and I am at present
satisfied that deliverance has come. I would
have paid a doctor quite a sum of money who
could have given such perfect immunity from
all these troubles: and yet here it is. without
money and without price. Perhaps I am stupid
and dull. My friend, I fear there is a world of
people who are stupid and dull. And then I
am afraid, again, there are others who would
rather he sick than to go without their supper
and their tea, and their liot sweetened coffee.
May be, however, when it is too late they may
change their minds.
The above was dictated for our issue of Jan.

1, but was crowded out. Since then I have
made some more discoveries. By the way, the
matter of investigation in regard to the subject
of food for nourishing our bodies reminds me
strongly of my investigations with the hot-
water pipes over in the greenhouse.! Some of
our readers may, perhaps, think I am not con-
versant with our various health-books and
health-journals. Almost every one published
—at least in this country—is laid on my table:
but 1 regret that so many of them—in fact, the
most of them—seem to be in the line of vegeta-
rian diet. Yes, our new books, even the one I

have recently quoted from, strongly urges veg-
etarian diet. A good many go so far as to
object to butter, milk, and eggs. My opinion
is, they are all making a sad blunder. When
Fowler & Wells came out so strongly with veg-
etarian teaching, years ago, I was a boy in my
teens. I followed their teachings, and became
an ardent disciple. For four years I ate no
animal food of any sort, unless it was butter,
milk, and eggs, and those I ate sparingly.
When I went visiting, or even stopped at hotels,
I annoyed and pained the good people in a way
that I shall always regret, by my stupid and
stubborn way of insisting that I was right and
everybody else was wrong. The experience I
had, however, in learning self-control, was
worth much to me in after-life. Had I not
learned to govern my appetite in early youth,
it would have been very much harder for me
when I lived eighteen weeks on lean beef; and
it would have been much harder, too, when it

became necessary for me to say, with the help
of Christ Jesus. " Get thee behind me, Satan,"
in later life. Very likely there are people who
are benefited by pure, strict vegetarian diet,
and I would not say a word against it to such;
but I would urge them to lay their notions aside
sufficiently so as to do as others do when
they go visiting. In the first place, the Bible

to break up tlie particles into a condition in which
the digestive juices can be brought into immediate
contact witli them.

It lias been stated that Mr. Gladstone is so im-
pressed with the importance of perfect mastication
that he makes a practice himself, and has taught
his family to do the same, of giving each mouthful
thirty-two bites—one for each tooth in a perfect
mouth. It is no wonder that he is able to perform
such an amount of intellectual labor.

+They have been running now since before Christ-
mas, through the coldest winter weather, and not
a valve has been turned, nor any thing touched, but
the contents of the house are unharmed

—

Jmi. 9th.
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teaches most plainly that it was God's intention
that we should get our food from both the ani-
mal and vegetable kingdom. Let any one of
good sense and fairness examine the Bible with
this thought in view.
Si- Again, after having discovered what articles
of food, if properly chewed, could be eaten
without starting the beer-plant, I began to
make some experiments. If you stir the mud
in the bottom of a stagnant pool, a peculiar gas
will arise. By inverting a fruit-jar, filled with
water, right over the gas, where it is coming
up, you can easily get the jar full and examine
it. It is inflammable, and, if burned in the
night time, it makes a very pretty experiment.
Set your jar right side up; and while you hold
a lighted match over its mouth, as soon as it is

uncovered make the gas come out, and strike
the flame by Klling the jar with water from a
pitclier. This gas is carburetted hydrogen, and
is similar to common illuminating gas. There
is another gas, a little different, but much more
poisonous, called s»7p/iuretted hydrogen. Phis
comes from decaying vegetable and animal
substances. It has so much the smell of rotten
eggs that it is usually recognized by its odor.
This latter gas is often produced inconsiderable
quantities in the human body when the diges-
tion is disordered. It is the product of fermen-
tation. It is usually the gas that gives us
distress and th^ colicky pains. I believe it is

generally in consequence of overloading the
stomach and bowels. The disagreeable smell
that usually attends it will indicate the source
whence it comes. Pumpkin pie has always
been a favorite dish with me. In fact, it is a
sort of traditional dish with our friends in the
Eastern States. I presume it is healthful
enough for most people ; but I have noticed
that it disturbs my digestion more than almost
any thing else. I feel sure that I am not mis-
taken, because, when the gas comes up into my
moutli, the odor of rotten pumpkins is most
plainly and sometimes painfully apparent. I

told you that I was going to talk plainly, so you
must bear with me a little.

Another " Down East'" article of diet is baked
beans. I think this upsets me perhap-i even
worse than the pumpkin pie. Turnips, squasli-
es, and quite a variety of garden vegetables,
seem to be, at least for the present, forbidden to
me—that is, if I want to be well and strong. I

have consulted physicians in regard to the
matter. They simply tell me that I had l^etter

avoid articles of diet that I find do not agi'ee
with me, or suggest that [ miglit try soda, am-
monia, pepsin, etc.: but I believe that all agree
that it is just as well, or better, to be careful of
•one's diet. Another thing, I can not with safety
eat any thing between meals—not even a little

fruit. I mean, of course, when I am confined to
the office, as I am for the greater part of the time
now in mid-winter. When I was taking those
vigorous rides I ate any thing that other people
did, and at any time of day when I felt like it.

Well, the testimony I have just given is cer-
tainly not much in favor of a vegetable diet,
•especially for invalids and dyspetics. No kind
of animal food ever distresses me as do the veg-
etables 1 have mentioned
nionce heard a very wise man say tnat, when
he wanted light in regard to God's commands
or wishes on any subject, we should consult
Jirxt the word of God thoroughly. If that does
not give us light, we may rest assured that help
will come by making the matter a subject of
prayer. Now, then, what does the Bible' say in
regard to lohdt we should eat? In the fore part
of the Old Testament there is considerable said
about keeping flocks and using animal food.
Pretty soon milk begins to assume a very prom-
anent place; and by and by there are many

passages referring to the use of honey. When
God made promises to the faithful ones, of a
land of their own, where they could be free
from oppression, milk and honey are mentioned
together; and one can hardly resist the convic-
tion, when he reads there of a land floiving with
milk and honey, that the expression was used
as a sort of summing-up of the best things that
could be desired. While I was praying over the
matter, it came to me all at once with consider-
able force, that the next thing to go with milk,
right from the cow, was honey. I told you be-
fore, that new milk is pure concentrated food
from God's own hand. Let us look at honey.
The nectar is secreted by the tlowers just as the
maple sap is by the trees : but instead of wait-
ing for a pailful, or even half a pailful, tiie bees
gather the nectar from some plants as often as
every few minutes. Note what I have said in
regard to the figwort. Then the bees seem to
be God's trained workmen. They gather the
nectar and boil it down, give it one step in the
way of digestion, perhaps (as our good friend
Prof. Cook insists); then they seal it up with
more care and nicety and cleanliness than any
good housewife or any canning-factory ever put
up choice articles of food since the world began.
Milk soon spoils; but bees have been doing a
line of work in preserving one of the purest
products of the plant, since the world began.
And they do it with a skill that is absolutely
perfect. I selected some nice comb honey, and
ate it with my gems and new milk. No sort of
disturbance resulted at all. Although sugar,
and especially yellow sugar, and cheap syrups,
are about the worst thing a dyspeptic can eat, I
discovered that I could eat good honey with my
new milk, for supper, breakfast, or dinner, and
in almost any quantity, with perfect impunity.
The result to me was astonishing; and this
corroborates what good father Langstroth has
told us about taking lots of milk with honey
whenever we eat it. The Bible has coupled them
together, and they seem to belong together. If
you eat sugar or candies, and then drink milk,
the milk has a sort of sour taste in the mouth
afterward: but after eating honey, most people
can take milk with a peculiar relish. No matter
how much honey you eat, it does not make the
milk lose its richness nor sweetness. In fact.
it is just the other way * Now, I have many
times decided that honey was not good for me.
as you may remember: and it would not be
good now if I ate largely of other things with
it. perhaps only half chewing any of them, and
then washing it down with strong coffee and
milk. No doubt there is a long list of pure
foods which will be as safe as milk and honey-
strawberries and other fresh fruits, for instance.
Out of deference to Dr. Salisbury. I must not
omit to say that home-made beef tea, and the
juices of good meat, seem to answer almost or
quite as well as new milk: but I think it is bet-
ter for me to have my solid meat for breakfast or
dinner, or just before I take vigorous exercise,
making a supper of gems, honey, and new milk,

*Sug-nr is not honey, and lioney is not sug-ar. The
test I have given above would uf itself decide which
was a syrup made of granulated sugar and which
was honey. Of course, refined sugar is very much
better for weak stomachs than clieap sugar orclieap
molasses; and on this account they use the best
retliied loaf sugar for feeding babies that cm n not
have tile inotlier's milk; but I am much inclined to
believe that real nice well-ripened honey would be
much better for baliies than the liest refined loaf
sugar In the world. Before adding honey to my
gems iuid new milk I used to get faint before the
next meal. After the honey was added, however,
my strength held out full and strong. Vou see, I
have got on to what our agricultural writers call a
"well-balanced ration," and one tliat does not feed
fermentation in the least.
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and making it a light meal at that. And I

would earnestly advise omitting supper entirely
where it interferes with perfect rest at night.
The modern fashion of having dinner, as they
call it, after dark, is a fearful innovation.
Why! it makes me almost furious when I think
of the wholesale way in which the senseless
tyrant Fashion presumes to undermine and
break down the health of the coming genera-
tion. If the old sinners and devotees of fashion
want to kill themselves off in that way, let

them do it, and be out of the way of setting
such a bad example for peoph; of sense. But I

for one feel like thanking (Jod that it is in the
bounds of reason to expect to live SO or 100

years—yes, and keep strength, enjoyment, and
happiness.* When I come around to see you,
my friend, riding one of the modern wheels,
even at 75 years old, then you will believe what
I say, and may be you will believe me also,

when I tell you the rules of health, and the
food God has provided for us to eat. are plainly
described and pointed out in his Holy Book.

Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

WASHINGTON. D. C.

Very reluctantly we decided to omit the pro-
ceedings of the first day of the national conven-
tion, as we could not well arrange it without at
least a little Sunday travel. Another thing, I

was very anxious to see Pennsylvania by day-
light. By taking a sleeper at Cleveland on Mon-
day night, we should be ready for the morning
train that leaves Pittsburg a little after day-
light; and. at the same time, if the train reach-
ed Washington on time we should be able to
take in at least a part of the evening session.
It so happened, however, that the train was
late, so we missed the first day entirely. Tues-
day morning, as soon as it was light enough to
see, my face was close to the window, watching
for a glimpse of the beautiful Ohio River; and
I was rewarded by getting quite a view just
before we came into Pittsburg. As there was
but a short time between the arrival of our
train and the departure of the next, we break-
fasted at the lunch counter in the Union Depot;
and it is not a very bad i)lace to breakfast,
after all. Excellent appetizing dishes in great
variety, and at a moderate price, were smoking
hot for the throngs of hungry travelers. In
Pittsburg they have a waiting-room for ladies,
where no men are admitted under any circum-
stances; at least, the notice says "' positively;"
and I believe it is rather the nicest waiting-
room for ladies that I have seen anywhere.
This fact seems to reflect a little on the lords of
creation. A glass of excellent milk cost only a
nickel, and the dimensions of the glass were so
great that it held pretty nearly a small pitcher-
ful. Good for Pittsburg! By the way. I found
excellent milk everywhere, at a nickel a glass.
Why in the world should anybody want beer,
or even tea and coffee, when they can get both
food and drink at such an insignificant price '?

I for one am very sorry that the natural gas
has failed in Pittsburg to such an extent that
they have been obliged to go back to coal and
its attendant soot. In fact, the morning sun
had a tough job of lighting up the city, even

* Yes, andto "smt41 ^'ood" too. A baby, when it

Isn't overfed, is as sweet as a violet; some of them
keep that way until old enough to hear their hus-
bands tell them so, and I verily believe it is piissiMc
for biitli husbiiiid and wife to keep that wiiy all the
time.

in broad daylight. Why didn't somebody ever
tell me of the wonderful number of manufac-
tures of diff'erent kinds lining the railroads for
miles out of Pittsburg? We used to think that
" Down East" was the place for machinery, and
for manufacturing establishments by the acre;
but I very much doubt whether there is another
spot on earth where immense factories are
scattered over the landscape so thickly as they
are for forty or fifty miles out of Pittsburg. I

suppose one reason is. that Pittsburg has un-
limited material, such as coal, gas, iron, stone,
slate, oil. and ever so many other things, with-
out end; and the way the towns are growing
up, it looks to me as if Pennsylvania were soon
to have 7>oys «?(f7. (jirls without number, to take
care of these beautiful factories and railroad
enterprises. It is true. Pennsylvania has not
many prairies and level plains—at least. I did
not see them; but she has grand hills and
beautiful rivers. I was very much interested
when I found our route lay along the Cone-
maugh Valley, and right through the little

city of Johnstown, that has become so celebrat-
ed all over the world. God grant that she may
never have cause for. such notoriety again in

thatVme. But enterprise and industry have so
built up the i)lace that there are now very few
traces of the flood. Great buildings, bright and
beautiful in their newness, have taken the
place of those destroyed by the flood; and were
it not for the fearful loss of life, one might be
tempted to think that the flood was not such a
very bad thing after all.

Even though every thing was covered with
snow, the landscape was full of interest to me.
Although we did not go through the oil part of
the State, strictly speaking, yet the derricks at
some points were pretty thickly scattered over
the landscape. The mountains are not as lofty

as those in California, as a matter of course;
but some of them are very pretty ; and as only
a few of them are too high to admit of agricul-
ture, it looked pleasant to me to see good fences,
cultivated fields, etc.. for the most part, even
through the mining districts.

Toward eleven o'clock I felt a strong tendency
to take my accustomed nap before dinner; but
there was so much to see that I feared I might
lose much of importance. Ernest and Mrs.
Root, however, promised to awaken me if we
should pass any thing of very great interest. I

had been watching for the Horseshoe Curve,
and making a great many inquiries in regard
to it. When I did wake up and take a look
across the great valley it reminded me very
strongly of the California views, and I began to
scold because they came so near letting me go
through it asleep. Just then Ernest declared
he could see a locomotive and accompanying
train away off' in the distance, at the further
end of the valley. Sure enough, there was an-
other railroad, away off there on the mountain-
side. The train was coming right toward us
too. Then we came to a jumping-off place, as
it seemed; but the locomotive decided not to
jump off— at least, not that day: so it began,
circling around the mountain. Pretty soon I

ejaculated. "Why. that other railroad comes
right up and crosses this one. See! over there
it is. close by us." In just a few minutes more I

went on: "Why, what a stupid lot we are!
TJiis is the Horseshoe, and that is our own road
over there. We are just going back into the
mountains around a curve, and then we are
coming out right across the valley." My com-
panions thought it could not be; but so it was.
sure enough. Even had the company decided
to put in an immense bridge across this valley,

it would have been going down hill too fast.

and so they made that circle out on the moun-
tains in order that they might get down a little
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more leisurely. Taking it all together, this

Horseshoe device, with the wonderful scenery
across and down the valley, is one of the finest

pieces of scenery I ever met on any railroad:

and I am determined. Providence permitting,
to have a view of it some time in summer.
There are many beautiful rivers along this

route—the Susquehanna, for instance. As we
reach Baltimore it widens out into beautiful
little lakes in many places. I can not tell you
about the scenery as we got into Delaware, as

it was after dark. As they were behind time,

they hustled us into Washington at a pretty
lively rate, and for the first time in years I had
a little touch of car-sickness. Ernest thought
it was owing to the rapid running; but I insist-

ed that it was because I drank a cup of coflfee

along in the afternoon. I did not particularly
want the coffee, but they called out only so

many minutes for lunch, and I didn't see any
milk handy, so I took the coffee. Unless 1

change my mind, I do not believe I shall drink
any more coflfee, at least hot coffee—come to

think of it, I am not going to say " as long as I

live,"' after all. for I believe it will be much
better to take coffee, and say nothing, than to

annoy the very kind friends I always meet
when traveling, and make them think I am
full of whims and notions. No, I do not mean
that I will take a glass of beer, just because the
crowd does: but beer and coflfee are very diflfer-

ent things. When I can have my choice I am
going to take milk; and when I can not have
my choice I am beginning to think I won't take
any drink at all when I am eating.

In all my travels I do not think I ever stopped
at a hotel more comfortable, and more com-
plete in its arrangements, than the Randall
House, in Washington. I have put up at hotels

where they charged more money, but there was
something lacking. At the Grand Hotel, in

San Francisco, we paid large prices, and things
generally were fine; yet we were kept awake
at night—at least Mrs. Root was—by the rats

frolicking all over the premises. Just think of

it, friends! rats in one of the fioest hotels in

San Francisco. Other great hotels do not have
rats, but they almost always have something.
The Randall House did not have any thing but
comfort and peace. Very f'^w waiters were
needed, for every thing weni by imchinery.
The house was warmed by steam, and i l was a
very easy matter for the occupant of the room
to have exactly the temperature desired.
When they get our railway coaches up to that
notch of civilization, they will be far ahead of
what they are now. The water-closets at the
Randall house were especially to my liking.

Every facility for keeping yourself clean and
sweet, even including a nice new modern bath-
tub, was close by the door of every sleeping-
iroom.
Just about as soon as I could get my head on

the pillow, the car-sickness and every thing
else, so far as I was concerned, vanished. As
soon as it was daylight next morning, the first

thiiig that met my eye as I looked from the
window of our room was a sign. ''Columbia
Bicycles to Let.'' Mrs. Root and I went out
for a walk first: but she knew how I was long-
ing for a wheel to try those beautiful paved
streets, and so she soon excused herself. I had
pictured to myself the enjoyment of having a
wheel with a pneumatic tire like my own; but
when the man in the store said there was not a
pneumatic tire in the whole city of Washing-
ton, for rent, my hopes took a fall. He added,
however, that the cushion tires were just as
good. I did not tell him so to his face, but I

will tell you. dear reader, that he is a naughty,
wicked man. He gave rae a wheel that he
-called a Columbia; but it was so shabby-look-

ing I at first refused it, and accepted it only
when he said it was the best they had. It was
stiflf-necked, and hard on the bit; and I had
had been so accustomed to twisting and turning
everywhere with my own wheel that this thing
came pretty near getting me into several
scrapes. It ran before the street-cars, and
would not turn until I '" yanked it " with all my
strength. Never mind; I enjoyed it notwith-
standing. As soon as I got it tolerably under
my thumb, I hied me away to the Washington
Monument. It looked very tame at a distance.
Whyl when a mile away you might almost
call it a whitewashed smokehouse. It is much
like the mountains in California. When you
have traveled right toward it for half a mile, it

is further off than when you started; but it

keeps looming up, and increasing in size. When
I reached its base I got oflf my wheel and tried

to look up; and then I began to realize that it

was in truth the tallest piece of masonry on the
face of the globe. More of this anon.

It was getting to be almost time to open the
convention, and I wanted to see the Capitol. It

was about a mile away; but I had got the hang
of my wheel well enough so that I made the
mile pretty quickly. First I circled around it

on the beautiful walks, admiring the statuary,
etc. Then I brought up before the entrance. I

do not know that I have ever felt much im-
pressed by statuary; at least, I have not of late

years been much attracted by the nude figures

we see in art-galleries; but as I stood before
the entrance of the Capitol of our nation, a
group of figures in white marble took hold of

my whole being as no work of art has ever done
before. I forgot my wheel; I forgot the frosty

air, and every thing else. The figure I am go-
ing to describe stands at the right of the
entranc(\ A sturdy wood-chopper In his shirt-

sleeves, with his hat thrown off and his shirt-

collar turned back, holds in his muscular and
sinewy grasp a savage of the forest. The
scene probably refers to earlier days. The sav-
age has in one hand a tomahawk, and in the
other a scalping - knife. The wood - chopper
stands a little at his back. He has grasped the
savage by the wrists, and holds him with such
an iron grasp that his captive can scarcely
move. The face of the latter shows a fury of

hate and rage. He looks like a baflfled demon.
Then as the eye rises to the manly face above
him. beaming with kindness, intelligence, and
love—yes. there is even love for his enemy de-
picted in that face—the expression that shines
forth from the still cold marble speaks more
eloquently than words. As I gazed on it I was
so much overcome with emotion that I could
not speak. I almost panted for breath. The
marble seemed to say to me, in words more
eloquent than those of the most finished orator,

something like this: "My friend, I am more
than a match for your savage strength and
fury: but please believe me when I try to assure
you that I would not willingly be your enemy.
We come here to these new shores, not to fight

you and plunder you of your possessions.

We come to teach you better things than skill

in using warlike weapons such as you hold in

your hands. We come to bring you the glad
message of peace on earth and good will toward
men." Dear friends, what can be moj-e appro-
priate than this wonderful piece of statuary for

such a place as this, the emblem and motto of

the work the United States hopes to do with
the rest of the world ? It is our mission and
our work to conquer and control sin and wick-
edness. Our laws are good and wise, and it

behooves us to enforce them. But may God
help us to enforce them with kindness and love.

While we take the revolvers and bowie-
knives out of the hands and pockets of the out-
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law—while we fetter him hand and foot, so long
as his purpose is evil, may God help us to do it

as does the man in that marble picture. He is

using the bones and muscles that God gavelhim.
to conquer the brute nature of the savage; and
then he looks into the face of the poor ignorant,

untutored child of the forest, and teaches him
that wonderful truth, with all its grandeur and
beauty, "Love ye your enemies; do good to

them that hate you."

Butter and honey shaH he eat, tliat lie may know to refuse
the evil, and choose the good.—Isaiah 7: 15.

On account of our trip to Washington, the
promised additional notes from New Orleans
will have to be omitted for the present.

We would call especial attention to the val-

uable article by Mr. P. J. Baldensperger, on
page 53. It will be followed by several others
equally good.

GOOD FOK FARMEKS.
Yor know that I am always giad to see the

prices of any thing that farmers produce go up.
Just now I am glad because pork has gone up
to 7H cts. Some may urge that it may come
hard on many poor people because they have to

pay more. Yes. that is true; but when farm
products get so high that poor people find it

hard to pay for these things, then they can go
out into the country, and occupy some of these
deserted farms and raise their own pork. See?

THE WEATHER XJP TO .JAN. 13.

For the past few days we have had the cold-
est weather we have had in several years; and
should it continue many more days, we fear the
little pets outdoors will not have a cliance to

turn over and get to a fresh supply of honey;
for we have observed that, sometimes dur-
ing a long stretch of cold weather, a few clus-
ters will eat away the honey all around them,
and finally starve because they do not or can
not move to where the honey is. But there
is one encouraging feature: The hives are near-
ly buried under the snow.

DR. MILLER PRESIDENT OF THE NORTH AMERI-
CAN FOR 1893.

At the last two conventions of the North
American, we have heard expressions on every
side from members, to the effect that Ur. Miller
should be the presiding officer when the meet-
ing assembles in Chicago at the World's Fair.
Almost every one acknowledges that he makes
the best presiding officer of any of the bee-
keepers; and there has been a feeling for three
or four years back, that the meeting at Chicago
would be the greatest and most important of
any convention in the history of the association;
and, of course, it was nothing more than nat-
ural that those present at the Washington meet-
ing should elect Dr. Miller as president for 1893.

Mr. Frank Benton was put in as secretary; Mr.
J. E. Crane as vice-president, and Mr. G. W.
York as ti'easurer. With such a quartette we
may hope for great things at the convention
which is to be held some time near the middle of
October, this year, at Chicago. Some may think
that we should divide the honors, and that, as
Dr. Miller has been president for two or three

terms, some one else should have a chance. It

is not a question of conferring lionors, but it is

a question of getting the best man in order that
the best kind of convention may be assured, es-

pecially this year.

A SCHEME FOR IMPORTING APIS DORSATA AND
APIS INDICA.

It will be noticed in another column, that Mr.
Benton says that the Apis Indica are very
small bees—so small, indeed, that they might
be adapted to the small flora of our country,
without detriment to other bees. We saw
some dried specimens that were very beautiful;
and those who have a liking for five-banded
bees will take a great fancy to them. But we
were not interested particularly in their mark-
ings, but in their adaptability to small flora.;

and we have been wondering whether we did
not have some subscriber in India who could
procure for us these bees. We could furnish
mailing-cages that we feel sure would deliver
the bees to us alive and in good order; and is it

not barely possible that there are some among
our subscribers, especially among the mission-
aries, who could in a similar way, deliver to us
the Apis dorsatn f We feel quite sanguine
that, if bees can be secured by some subscriber
in their native land, we could send such cages
as would bring them safely to us. We are will-
ing to pay quite liberally for the bees, and
therefore solicit correspondence: and while we
do not anticipate that either the Apis Indica or
Ajjis dorsatn would be any great acquisition
from a practical standpoint, yet there are many
in this country who would like to study them
on account of their physiological differences.dg

AMOUNT OF ADULTERATION, ACCORDING TO
THE CHEMISTS.

Elsewhere in this issue. Prof. Wiley says
that nearly 45 per cent of the liquid honey on
the market was found to be adulterated; and
while we will admit that, under our silence,
adulteration has grown, yet it is very hard for
us to believe that so large a per cent of the
liquid hon&y found on the market has been
mixed with inferior ingredients. Mr. Muth's
honey was classed as adulterated. If, indeed,
it was, Mr. Muth was an innocent party. In
fact, he has been one of the most aggressive, in
the matter of fighting adulteration, of any bee-
keeper in our ranks. Being a honey-buyer and
a honey-seller, he has felt the evils of it, per-
haps, more than any one else; and while we
now give the chemists credit for competency
and honesty of purpo-e, yet it is very possible
that their methods will cause them to call a
few honeys impure that are really pure. For
instance, we know that, of the 53 samples sub-
mitted by Prof. Cook for analysis, at least three
pure honeys of extra fine quality were classed
with honey mixed with cane sugar. See Prof.
Cook's article, page 688, Sept. 15, 1893. We also
know (see Prof. Wiley's address, this issue) that
plant-louse nectar offers certain complications:
and we think, therefore, that a little of this
louse secretion in pure honey might throw them
off the track. But it should be observed, that
the chemists picked out all the glucose mix-
tures that Prof. Cook sent them, without a
single mistake. This is encouraging.

THE WASHINGTON CONVENTION ON INCOR-
PORATION.

Our readers will remember that a few of our
Canadian friends took umbrage becau,se the
bee-keepers on this side of the line thought it

good to have the N. A. B. K. A. incorporated
under the laws of the State of Illinois. One of
the prime movers in this protest was Mr. W. F.
Clarke, and in accordance with his former pub-
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lished determination he sent in a paper pro-
testing, and asking the association to rescind
the articles. On the principle that, "if meat
maketh my brother to offend."' etc., we moved
(a motion that was carried) that the matter be
laid on the table, with a recommendation that
it be favorably considered at the meeting at
Chicago. As we were the only member present
of the original committee who proposed the
feature of incorporation, and as the attendance
at Washington was small, it did not seem to us
that it would be fair to the other members of
the committee, as well as to the greater number
of those who usually attend, and who were not
present, to go ahead and rescind. Hut it may
be asked. " Why should we consider the matter
at all?'" Simply this: As a few of the Cana-
dians seem determined not to understand prop-
erly our motives, it is possible that we may set
aside incorporation without detriment to the
association; and particularly so as the Bee-
keepers' Union now promises to do just exactly
what the North American was expected to do
under incorporation. If another year will
prove this, then we could drop the articles of
incorporation, and thus establish friendly feel-
ings all around. We should not be surprised if

the Chicago convention would vote to retain
incorporation, because, as it is. it does no harm,
and may do good.

THE COLD PROCESS OF MAKING SYKUP. PKOF.
cook's EXPERIENCE WITH SUGAR

HONEY THEN AND NOW.

Just after our general department of con-
tributed articles had been closed up, the follow-
ing article came in. As we propose to have
no further discussion on the sugar-honey mat-
ter after this issue, we give place to the article
here. It will be found to contain some excellent
suggestions.

To what Mr. Cli. S. Haas lias said on page 24 about
the cold process of making- sugar syrup. I would add
that, according to Ure. one pound of cold water
will dissolve two pounds ol sugar, making a syrup
the specifle gravity of which is 1.326. Tliis is a little

over 13^4 lbs. to the imperial gallon, or a little over
11 lbs. to the wine gallon, used in the United States.
If this syrup is fed to bees cold, they will take it

slowly; but slow feeding has an advantage in the
fact that the bees have time to secrete and add to
the syrup the ferment which prevents It from
crystallizing in the comlis, and whicli. Prof. Cook
says, changes it into honey; but to secrete this fer-
ment in sutBcient quantity the bees must have
access to pollen. A few years ago, when the pollen
theory was uji for discussion, Mr. Heddon fed his
bees hot syrup in his rapid feeders, at a season
wlien there was little or no pollen to be gathered.
The sjTup was stored in the combs as free as possi-
ble from pollen; but in the winter the bees died,
from the effects of cold, as was said by Mr. Heddon,
and no doubt he was correct, because it is known
to physiologists that, in order to assimilate the car-
bohydrates and get their full heat-producing' effects,
nitrogenous food is necessary to start and keep the
a.sslmllative changes in motion. Mr. Heddon sent
some of those dead bees to Prof. Cook, who, assisted
by Prof. Kedzie, examined the contents of their
stomachs and viscera. They found no pollen, but
the bees were loaded with syrup. The furnace
charged with fuel, so to speak, was ready, but it

lacked the nitrogenous element to start the Are and
keep it burning. On tasting the contents of the
honey-stomach. Prof. Kedzie said, " Why, that's
sugar." This was a case in wliich the same sugar
syrup fed to bees in the fall, and sealed over, and
taken by the bees again as food in winter, remained
sugar syrup still. I place this case in evidence in
opposition to the verdict of Prof. Cook's forty stu-
dents. The account of the matter was given in
Gleanings, by Prof. Cook himself.
To liquefy sugar by the cold process, on a large

scale, I would suggest the use of the extractor-can,
or a large honey-tank, in which several barrels
could be treated at a time. Simply put the sponge
in the honey-gate, and, after flUing up with sugar.

pour in not more than half ;i,s many pounds of
water as there are pounds of sugar; let it stand till
the watei- becomes saturated, then open the tap and
let it diip. At my out-apiary I intend to try this
plan next fall. S. Corneil.
Lindsay, Canada, Jan. S, 1893.

It is strange we did not think of inserting
the sponge into the gate of the honev-extractor.
We believe it will work just as weil as the ar-
rangement we described in the last Gleanings,
and be far less trouble to put into application.

THE GLUCOSING OF DARK HONEYS; THE PO-
SITION TAKEN BY' MR. JAMES HEDDON.

By the report of the proceedings of the Mich-
igan State Bee-keepers' Association, Mr. Hed-
don ofl'ers quite a lengthy argument in defense
of adulterating, saying that it helps the sale of
the poor dark honeys, because they will stand a
large quantity of glucose. He says truthfully,
that, " there is no trouble about enforcing the
law against murder, because people dislike to
be murdered;" but when he says that enforcing
laws against adulteration is impracticable be-
cause the public care very little about the
matter, he is surely mistaken. The public does
care. Again, he says broadly, " I think the
adulteration of honey has never injured bee-
keeping: that it has. rather, been a benefit."
And, again, quoting, " If we are going to fight
adulteration, let us decide w/)i/ we tight it. If
it does not injure us, then why tight if.'" And,
once more, " All this talk about adulteration is

the height of folly." We regret exceedingly
that any one in our ranks should take such
grounds as these; and we are sorry that even
Prof. Cook should go so far as to say that, if the
addition of glucose "to some grades of honey
really improves them, and aids in their sale, I

have said my last word against adulteration."
Replying to Mr. Heddon, we will say that we
know positively that the adulteration of honey
by glucose has injured the bee-keeping interests,
else why is it, in this year of great scarcity of
honey, the extracted article fails to go up in
price"? In fact, it rules just about the same as
it does in years of plenty. There was a time,
and not more than three or four years ago,
when very little honey was adulterated; but
now things have changed; and if the continual
harping on the subject is bad, that silence
which lets the evil go on unrestrained and un-
checked is tenfold worse. If circumstances
were only such that we dared reveal some
things that we know—well, we won't make any
threats. Referring to the quotation from Prof.
Cook, does he not see what a fearful flood of
fraud and adulteration the admission of his
argument would bring upon the country? Does
he suppose for a moment that adulterators are
going to stop at dark grades of honey and glu-
cose in order to give the dear people something
better than real floral honey? A little stream
of water over the edge of Conemaugh dam
"improved." perhaps, the water below; but it

did tuore than that; it let loose death and de-
struction in its wake. Now, it is possible that
neither of the gentlemen above named have
been correctly reported; but as Mr. Hutchinson
acted as reporter, and is unusually careful and
accurate, we presume the quotations are not
far from correct. To have such " heresies " ad-
vanced by the president of the Union, now on the
very eve of starting a well-organized effort to
suppress adulteration of honey, is too bad. If
bee-keepers should not be unanimous in this
fight, if some of them should propose sugar
comb honey, and others countenance adding
glucose to dark honeys, where would we be
coming to? Verily, the foundations of the bee-
keeping industry would be threatened. Such a
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statH of affairs must not come, and will not, be-
cause we believe that neither Mr. Heddon nor
Prof. Cook would be willing lo liazard the in-

dustry or even run th<' risk of doing so. Surely
Prof. Cook and Mr. Heddon will reconsider.

THE SUGAK-HONEV DISCUS.SION; THE FINAT.
STATEMENT OF THE CASE ,SO FAK A.S

GLEANINGS IS CONCERNED.
We have received hiindred.s of letters pro-

testing against the proposed practice of feeding
bees sugar to produce comb iioney. and they
are still coming in. The Illinois State Bee-
keepers" Association condemned it: the Mich-
igan State Bee-keepers' Association, as we infer

from the report, did not favor it: the Washing-
ton convention said as little about the subject
as possible: and when it did, it put it in such a
form that the reporters could not get hold of it.

Nearly all the bee-papers have entered a de-
cided protest, and now the mattef is getting
into the agricultural periodicals, and is being
roundly condemned there—particularly in the
Ohio Farmer. We are glad that there is a uni-
versal sentiment against it. and we are sure
that our friend W. Z. Hutchinson has no in-

clination to bring it up again: and that neither
he nor Prof. Cook, knowing the facts, would
care to run counter to the great mass of bee-
keepers, the bee- journals, and the agricultural
press—not because they would be afraid to ex-
press their honest opinions and convictions, but
because they would not willingly further coun-
tenance something that manifestly would work
injury to the industry. And now, as a closing
sentiment, we wish to make a brief quotation
from an editorial in the American Bee Journal,
which we most heartily iudorse:

Nearly all agree, that, even if it mig-ht prove
profitable to thus feed sug'ar, it would almost cer-
tainly be too dangerous and risky !i, thing to do for
the good of the pursuit of bee-keeping. Tliere is

no need of try in tr to walk safely over quicksands,
when we know ilicre is a pathway where safety is

unquesti(5ned.

Later.—Since the above was in type, the fol-

lowing editorial, which will appear in the next
Bee-keepers' Review, entirely justifies the good
opinion we have all along held of Bro. Hutch-
inson, and that he would drop the matter if he
wereshown that the discussion was unwise. Itis

indeed true, that "an editor has an opportunity
that is accorded to no other, to place his finger
upon the public pulse; '" and Mr. Hutchinson,
with his usual editorial sagacity, is not slow
to interpret it.

THE SUGAB-HONEY DISCUSSION HAS GONE FAR
ENOUGH AT PRESEST.

I said I had more articles on sugar honey that
would be piiblislied in due time. Perhaps their
authors are wondering why they are not. The rea-
son Is, that the bee-keeping public is opposed to tiie

discussion. An editor lias an oppoi'tunity that is

accorded to no other, to place his finger upon the
public pulse. In the hundreds and Imndreds of
letters that have come to me in tlie past month, and
from the bee-keepers that I have met at three con-
ventions of a national character, I have learned
tliat there is a strong opposition against even the
discussion of the raising of honey by feeding sugar
to bees. In some instances this opposition amounts
to a hitter rage. Some of you may remember the
pains that I have taken in the past to learn what
course in the getting-up of the Review would be
the most acceptable. Well, wlien it has been shown
to me so clearly that this discussion is distasteful to
the majority, what folly to force it upon these un-
willing readers! 1 liave several most excellent
articles upon this subject. One is from Mr. Daggitt,
in which he calls attention to the fact that it is the
floral jinuor of honey that gives it its chief value.
Illustrations and evidence are given at length.
Again, this very morning, I have received from
Frank S. Aby, Director of the Histological Labora-
tory of the Iowa State University, a most able paper
discussing the question most thoroughly from scl-

entitic, ethical, and economic standpoints. He
supports Prof. Cook, and says that the opposition
comes from the ignorance of bee-keepers on cliemi-
cal and pliy.siological points. It seems a pity tliat
this subject can not be thorougiily and calmly dis-
cussed in all of its bearings; but witli the present
feeling, its continuance would only stir up bitter-
ness, and I flunk the best thing that can be done is

to drop it I'ight where it is, at least for ihe present.

We hope no one will berate or feel unkindly
toward Jiio. Hutchinson. His course all along
(as was also Prof. Cook's) on the sugar- honey
matter was actuated by the best of motives.
Prof. Cook, by a letter just at hand, shows that
he is in entire harmony with the sentiments
expressed by Mr. Hutchinson above.

Still Zatcr.—After Jiaving received the proof
of the editorial that will appear in the Bee-heep-
ers' Review, another letter comes from Professor
Cook. It reads as follows:

RIGHT ABOUT, FACE 1,

Dear Mr. Editor:—In studying the development of
nature we find that there are retracings as well as
advancement; retrograde as well as progressive
development; such retrograde movements being,
for the time at least, for the best. Hence if I call to
myself for a halt, or even a wheel-about, I shall not
be a single exception.

SOME HISTORY.
Until the past summer I have never regai'ded

sugar syrup, transformed and stored by the bees,
as honey. I knew it was transformed, but I did not
think it honey. Tlie serious nectar-dearth for the
past three years, which I saw drive many bee-
keepers from the ranks, so that, where we used to
have large and enthusiastic associations, we now
have a mere baker's dozen interested, or often none
at all, made me very solicitous to find a cure for
this terrible evil. I hoped, though faintly, for some
i-elief by special planting of most promising honey-
plants. I entered energetically into the experiment
of such planting on a large scale, only to prove
conclusively, as I think, that there is no solution of
the trouble in that direction.
Last year, when Messrs. Hasty and Hutchinson

discussed sugar-syrup honey, I had no sympathy
with tlie move. I thought of it in the light of adul-
teration, and felt tliat all such discussion was- a
mistake. This summer I tasted of sugar-syrup
honey, and, to my surprise, it was not sugar syrup.
It seemed not only honey, but first-class honey. I
have been engaged in testing honey for years, and
think I am somewhat keen in that direction. This
syrup was from pure granulated sugar; was stored
at night very rapidly, and extracted the next day.
The bees were not gathering at all, so there was no
admixture—could be no admixture of honey from
flowers. Some of this honey was capped over in a
few days, and was still most delicious honey, or so
it seemed to my experienced taste. I got a large
number to taste of this, and all pronounced it A
No. 1 iioney. Some experts, whom I told what it

was, said, "Why! I am surprised; that is as nice
honey as I ever ate." Do you wonder, Mr. Editor,
that I was led to wonder if here were not a .solution
to the impediment of years with no Iioney ? I said
not a word, but awaited tlie decision of the chem-
ists, three of the best in the country; and when I

found they placed this in company with some of
the best floral honey—basswood, clover, etc., that I

ever tasted of, and which was of undoubted charac-
ter, I thought I saw still more hope in this direction.
I then commenced studying tlie objections. If its

character is such that 1 can not distinguish it from
flrst-class honey from flowers; if the chemists can
not do so, where is the objection to its production >

I decided at once that it would be, in the public
view, as Mr. Bingham says: "There is a mystery
in the honey from the flowers that pleases people,
and this sentiment Is too valuable to lose." I asked
myself and family; and we all said that, if it is as
wholesome, looks as nice, and tastes as well, we
make no objection. I then asked the honey-lovers
immediately about me, if, with these conditions
true, they would object. Every one said no. Thus
it seemed to me that I had a case, and so wrote the
articles for the Review.
But, Mr. Editor, may be I was hasty, and that the

article was unwise. Prof. Wiley writes me that he
thinks he can distinguish between sugar syrup
transformed and stored by the bees, and floral
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lionej-. Di-. Miller writes me that lie thinks that

his bees have stored syrup witli st) little chanj'e
that it was still syrup, and would be so pronounced.
If these statements are true, then 1 have certainly
spoken too soon and unwisely. I can only plead a

perhaps too g'reat eagerness to remove a serious ob-
stat'le to suecessful Ijee-keeping.

Agrain, it tiiis course would hurt the honey-niai'ket,
or be looked upon as adulteration, then surely I

shall wish I had never written a woid I believe
the many are usually right; and if the g-eneral
opinion is ag'ainst mine, when it is as cimversant
with all the facts, then I at once conclude that 1

may be tlie one at fault.
Several have written me that they would try it on

a hirga scale next season. I shall at once urge all

not to do so—at least, to do no more than to try one
or two colonies to test the matter— first, as to profit;

second, as to character of product ; third, as to chem-
ical characteristics; and fourth, that we may learn
how the i)ubl1c will regard such actions.
I need not say that I have no other motive than

the good of the bee-keeper. 1 think that for the
present, at least, it may be for their good to let the
entire matter rest.

Let me say that I have never thoug-ht for a mo-
ment that we should practice any deception. We
should say frankly, "This Is suiiar-sipvp honrij."

and so no one would buy it under a misaijprehen-
sion. We can never afford in any case ft) be untrue,
or to deceive in the least. A. J. Cook.

Ag-'l College, Mich., Jan. 10.

This is handsomely done, and certainly we
could not require more; for no one would ask
either Prof. Cook or Mr. Hutchinson to reverse
their honest convictions. That V)ees may change
synip to invert sugar, while in their organisms,
is probably true; but as to whether this would
make it lioney, in the true sense, or a legitimate
article of sale, is not a proposition that the
great majority cafe to entertain for a moment.
Granted that sugar syrup fed to bees, and stored

in combs, has a honey taste'(and some very good
judges think it does have), the general sale of

that article would demoralize and break down
the price of all Horal honeys. It is the fear of

this, more than all things else combined, that
has sent up such a mighty protest, for we only
voice the sentiments in hundreds of letters.

Special Notices.

Our older I'eadcrs will remember that I usuall.v
get talkative toward the month of February, espe-
cially when 1 am feeling' real well. Well, it is not
February yet, but—" coming events cast theii'

shadows before." A. I. K.

STir.L LATEH ON PORK—FARMING DON'T PAVlV)

I am told the.v are to-day, Jan. 13, paying- 10c for
liork in Cleveland. We sold ours for SVf . Now, it

would be something- like having- the cow in the par-
lor, to raise pigs in the g-reenhouse; but just now
there is money in It. Who can tell us how? A. I. R.

AUGITE STOVE-MATS.

These give such satisfacti<5n, and the demand is

such, that we require five gross of them every two
weeks to supply our orders. Several agents are at
work and selling- them very fast. Our prices are:
30c each: $2.00 per doz. Postage, 6c each. We fur-
nish 6 doz. for $11.00, or a gross for $20.00.

SPECIAL PRICES ON SECTIONS.

After this month we will withdraw the special
prices we have made on se%'eral widths of sections,
so that if tliere are any of you who are planning to
take advantage of these prices you must get your
orders In without delay while they last. After Feb.
1st, prices of all widths will be same as the regular
sizes, as quoted in our catalogue.

every day; and the sunshine has waded through the
clouds a little almost every clay too The wheel
finally got swamped, and thai new pneumatic
storage-l)attery greenhouse is now blanketed with
snow so that you would not know there is a green-
hwUse tliere. The hot-water pi|)es did theii- duty all
ri;jlit until the night of the loth. A strong north-
west wind, with a temperature about 6° below zero,
finally cooled off the pipes just over the door, so .-is

to stop the circulation for two or three hours. A
lighted lamp, howevei-, .set it going again, and now
we keep that door protected with a hoi-se-blanket.

A. 1. R.

GKAHAM GEMS—"THE TASTE OF IT WAS LIKE
WAFERS .MADE WITH HONEY."—EX. 16:31.

The genus I have mentioned are simpl.v the best
quality of graham Hour (Schumacher's,Of Akron,
we find is very nice), water, and a little salt—that is
all. Have your cast-iron gem-pan very hot, and
have the oven very hot. If they are hot enough
you will imt need ;iny baking-powder at all; and if

you want them light, you must eat them as soon as
they come from tlie oven. After they are cold, they
are likely to flatten down; but I like them just as
well after they are flattened down, although most
people do not. I recommend these to our bachelor
irieuds away off' on the California ranches. Vou
can make them quickly, and it does not take a great
assortment of materials; and with new milk and
honey they give more health and strength than any
thing else I know of in the whole wide world.
But 1 liave said unto you. Ye shall inherit the land, ami I

will give It unto you to possess it; a land tliat tlowctli with
milk and honey.—Lev. -20 ;24.

OUR NEW SEED CATAIiOGUE.

It is just out, this 13th of January. I wanted the
boss printer to get it condensed on two of the pages
of this issue; but he says we are behindhand, and
tlie space is crowded besides. Never mind. Ju.st
drop us a postal card, and see how quick we will
place the catidogue in your hands. Notwithstand-
ing the disasters of last season in rai.sing seeds, a
great many staples are cheaper than they ever were
before—that is, if you buy right awaj^ before the
stock is exhausted. For instance, I got ten bushels
of American Wonder jieas, extra nice seed too,
grown by a bee-man up in Michigan (where "'bug-
gy " peas are unknown;, that we oft'er at only $4.00 a
bushel; whereas some of the seeclsmen's wholesale
catalogues put them at $5.00. If you want any of
that ten bushels, you will have to buy them before
they are gone and the price goes up, which is true
of a great many other things. Let us send you a
seed catalogue, and then you will see. A. 1. R.

MAPLE-SUGAR SUPPLIES.

The time is at hand when those who produce the
delicious sweets from the sugar maple must be get-
ting- ready. For the best results you must h-ave
good clean apparatus of the most approved type,
and you really can not afford not to read Prof.
Cook's book, "Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush,"
which we furnish at 3.oc, or we will give a copy free
to all those who buy sugar-makers' supi)lies of us to
the amount of $10.00 or more. We do not sell evap-
orators, but 1 think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We liave ordered a
carload of these for delivery Feb. 1st, and they are
made of American tin-plate. The plates are tinned
and made up into cans by the same firm; and by
taking a carload we get them at bottom prices. See
table below. The pails and cans are machine-made,
far superior to hand-made, and guaranteed not to
leak.

PRICE LIST OF PAILS, COVERS, SPILES, ETC.

Price per 100.

10-quart bright tin buckets, per 100.

12 " "
.

15 " "

$17 00
18 00
31 00

OUR BEAUTIFUL WINTER.
Since the loth of December we have had winter

every day for sure. It has snowed almost every
day, and blown almost every day, and " friz " almost

Patent hinged tin covers, per 100 $6 00
Wood reversible covers, per 100 $4 50
Record sap-spouts, per 100 ... .$1 00; 1000 for $8 00

1-gal. sq. cans, " .. 1100
1 6 in a box, per box,$ 90; 10 boxes. $ 8 ,50

1 " " "10 ..1 50; " " .. 14 00
5 " " " .not boxed, each .. . 30; 100.. 26 00
5 ' 3 in a box, per box. 75; 10 for 7 00
5 1 45; " " .... 4 20
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lome
Made
Net-
ting.

^^^^^_^ avoid dangeroua barba
make 9200.00 Pe''^^^ol*

\month and expenses \^09ri

„ , SAFt, DUflABLt FENCE; OHLY 980 PER MILE.

ggg *?,LAND - OWNERS rjr.e."£f.l'.f?fl

"^ Airents.
The best local and traveling agents wanted every-
where. Write at once for circulars and choice ter-
ritory, address A. O. Hulbert. Patentee, care ot

^^^^m^^^sx\ Lou'li:Wi;
Factory Catalogue with 200 engraved designs and

prices, s«nt free to any who want fancy iron and
wire work or city, cemetery and farm fences, etc*

icaoe lueiiliuu mis ptipci 2

OATMAN'S
SOLDESING AND EEPAIE EIT
(Jonsists of fiie-pot, solder-
ing irons, solder, and sokler-
iny;-Huid, witli tools compl'te
as shown in cut, with direc-
tions for soldering: different
metals. an<l how to keep your
soldering - irons in shape.
Whole kit. boxed, 12 lbs.
Shipped on receipt of $2.00.

Agents wanted.
O. & L. OATMAN,

8-7db Medina, Ohio.

„6M0KERS. SECTIONS,

ftTiirlffjy/iyirMrJ-ily

-^^-'SEND rOR CATALOGUE'

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping--Crates, Franjes. Foundation, Smo-
ers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
4tfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, isttdb and Prompt.

OAVE OTOMSY—Send to J. P. H. Brown, Aug-us-
*^ ta, Georgia, for liis prire list of supplies. Hives
and foundation at wholesale rates. 4tfdt

Spray
your

Fruit

Trees
and

Vines
Wormv rimt ind Leaf Blight of Apples, Pears,
t ht rries and Plums prevented ; also Grape and
Potato Rot—by spraying with >talil's Double
Acting Excelsior Spraying Outfits. Best in the
market. Thousands in use. Catalogue, describing
aU insects injurious to fruit, mailed Free. Address

WM. STAHL. QUINCY, ILL.

SECTIONS.
$3.50 to $3.50 per :7I. Bee-Hivei« and Fix-

tures cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
etfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.
t^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

300-FLORIDA
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By my special metliod of harvesting a crop, in the

"mtgrat^jry" system, I sliall liave 3UU tesfcrj queens
for delivery about March aoth. SlOperdozen. None-
are over 6 months old. My crop tlie past season from
one yard of 42 colonies, spring count, was 10,800 lbs.,

and increase to 150 A. F. BROWN,
HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO.. FLA.

Sastem Siipply ZZovise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y.
21-20db Please mention this paper.

HOW FOOLISH Ig^
to use those sticky Hoffman Frames. See my
improved L. Hive and frame. You will laugh
with delight. Time is money. Send a postal.
Eighteen years' experience. 2-4-6d

F. BOONIHOWER, Callupville, N. Y.
'l^"ln responding lo this advertisement mention Gleanings.

fioney - E^^tractot^.

Square Glass Jloney-JaJ»s,
Tin Buckets, Beewhives.

Honey^Seetions, &e., &e.
Peffeetion Cold-Blast Stnokefs.

APPLY TO
^..^^^^^^^^^^x^^v^

CH^S. p. IWUTH & SOfl, Cincitinati, O.

B.—Send 10-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

^ATCH CHICKENS BY STEAlVi
WETH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Tlionsn.mls in Siic-
oefssful Operation.

SIMPLE. PERFECT, and
SELFREGULA TING.

tJuaraiiteed to hatch a
larger percentage of
fertile eggs, at lensroiiit,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for Dins Catalog,

Circulars Free.
GEO. H. STAHL,, Pat, ft Sole Mfr.,Quincy,Ill.

kdO i"i. lllOiJ ULJliAMAUS.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat

four-color label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having- either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per ,500, or 30 cts. for 250, postpaid. The
size of the label is 3>^xl inch—just right to go round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs iu label work.

A. I.nROOT,oMedIna,rO.
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REVIEW FOR 1893.

Special

Topics

One

Journal,

Speeialistj

fipticles

:Hasty's

l^evieui.

flt the

Front.

pop Ten

Cents.

If tliew is anyone thing more than anotlier that has made the Review what it is,

it is its discussion of "Special Topics;" the g-atheiing- tog-ether in one number of the
best tliat is known, of the hitest views of tlie best men upon some special topic. Like
a lens, the Review brings together the lines of thought, and so illumines the subject
tliatitcanbe clearly seen and understood. While many of the most important sub-
jects have been thus discussed, new ones are continually coming up, and some new
discovery often puts an old idea in a new light, hence the Review will always find a
fruitful field in the discussions of special topics.

In the main, the contents of our bee-journals are made up of original matter. From
the very nature of the case, the value of this matter greatly varies. Many bee-keepers
can not afford to take more than one journal, neither have they the time to read all of
tlie journals, and to be able to find all of the most valuable matter of all the journals
brought together, condensed, reviewed and criticised, is a blessing to the busy man,
and to the one who "(;an afford only one journal." To thus furnish the cream of the
other journals is the province of the Review.

The West is a great and growing country, and its bee-keeping industry is keeping
pace with its other magnificent industries; but its bee-keeping is different fi'om that
(if the East, and it is witli a view to makingothe Review ofumore interest to the bee-
keepers of this section that the services of Jno. H. Martin (better known as Rambler)
have been engaged to write a series of articles upon "Tlie Bee-keeping of the West,
its Needs and Necessities." He will not only describe Western bee-keeping, Itut will

endeavor to point out its mistakes, and make his articles peculiarly helpful to West-
ern bee-keepei's.

R. L. Taylor, of Lapeer, Mich., is a specialist of large experience, who seems to have
the ability to secure large crops of honey with very little labor—this, too, in the face
of the faci that he has had foul bro(Kl to contend with. His decisions upon apicultural
matters have been almost phenomenally eorrectr During the leisure of this winter he
will prepare a series of articles for the Review, giviiig its readers the benefit of his

experience, each article being written with a view to giving advice that will be appli-

cable to the months in which it is to be printed.

B. E. Hasty needs no introduction. No other apicultural writer approaches him in

bright, (juaint, original expressions. Coupled with this is a tlioi'ough knowledge of

practical bpe culture, and he is to use these two accomplishments the coming year in

helping to make tlie "Extracted Department" of the Review. He is to read all of the
journals, and then criticise their contents in that inimitable way of his. The Review
is also to come in for its share of criticism. Probably no feature of the Review for

1898 will be more interesting or profitable than " Hasty's Review."

The Review strives most earnestly to stand in the front'rank; to publish advanced
ideas before they have become a matter of history; to be interesting, enterprising,

wide awake, up with the times, and brimful of ideas that are esiiecially helpful to the

honey-producer.

The Review is fl.t'O a year; but if any one wishes, before sul)s<'ril)ing. to see with

his own eyes what kind of a journal it is, let him send 10 cents in staipps, and three

late but different issues will be sent, and with them will be sent a sheet showing the

portraits of neai'ly a dozen of its contributors (among them that of the editor), together

with a list of the special topics that have been discussed, the numbers in which they

may be found, and the prices at which they may be obtained; a pi'oposition will also be
made whereby these back numbers may be secured at half-pri<i\

Address W. Z. HUTCHINSON,
Flint, Mich.
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CONVENTION NOTICES.
The ninth annnal meeting of the Wisconsin State Bee keep-

ers' Association will be held in the Cap'tol, at Madison, Wis.,

on Wednesday and Thursday, Feb. 8 and 9. 1893.

H. L.\THKi>f, Hcc, See.. Brownto»n, Wii.

CIKCULARS RECEIVED.
The following parties have sent us catalogues of hives, ai

rian supplies in general, bees, queens, etc. Free copies will

sent to applicants.
Miller Bros., Blutfton, Mo.
N. A. Knapp, Rochester. O.
E. T. Flanafi-an, Belleville, Ul.
W. A. Chrysler, Chatham. Ont.
.John Nebel & Son. Hiuh Hill. Mo.
O. B Lewis Co.. Watertown. Wis.

SEND i
and receive my price list of Queens,

YOUR
;

Nuclei, and Colonies. Address

NAME S. D. McLean, Columbia, Tenn.

^iimTiniiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiMiiiiiiiiiii|

I DEAR I

I BEE=KEEPINQ I

I FRIENDS: |
S 1 shall be glad to book your orders, for =
=: what queens you may wisli, for early spring- =
E or summer delivery. Prices for untested, =
= Febniiiry, Marcli, April, and May.Jl.dl) each; —
= six, $5.00, or $9.0(1 per dozen; June.and after, =
= 75c each; $4.25 for 6; or $8.00 per dozen; 100 =
— tested three-banded queeii.s, Sl.iJO eacli, for =
= early shipment. Prices for breeding-queens =
S on ;ipplication. =
= Remember, I breed both the three and S
5 five banded Italians at ;ibove prices. My =
5 queens give satisfaction, judging from the —
= many testimonials, from nearly tliree thou-

=

E sand" sold in 1893. Safe arrival and satisfac- E
E tion guaranteed. Also Hives and Supplies E— low. =:

E JENNIE ATCHLEY, |
= Greenville, Hunt Co., Texas. =
qillllilllllllllllllllllllllllHllll^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli?

n
large mimbciof tine (nieciis on hand; yel-
low and piolitlc; leiidy April 1.5th; war-
ranted queens, $1; fif(>r$4.50; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
eticli, $'i. Reference, A. I. Root.

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Eastern Siipply HovLse.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I; J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y.
21-20db Please mention this paper.

FOR SaleT
Cheap and easy terms, the bee-hive factory

and apiary of P. L. Viallon Mfg. Co. Address

P. L. Viallon. I»<Ifg- Co.,
Sa^ro-u. Qovila, Z^a.

Don't Forget
loserid for oin- 1893 circular. Dove-
tailed hives. Sections, licv Suiiplies,
etc. J. NEBEL & SON,
2tfdb HIGH HILL, MO.

Berries.
Friends. I can furiusli you
witli all kinds of berry-plants
at aljoiit one-half the usual
price Plants warranted.

Bank refer-em-cs. S;\lisl;icti<>n guaranteed, fitfdb
Address EZRA G. SMITH, Manchester, N. Y.

Apiapy and Home fop Sale,
Of 3X acres, ;i-rooni house with good cellar, inex-
haustible well of water, cistern, stable, lien-house,
corn-crib. etc. Fruits: Apples, pears, apricots,

Slums, clierries, grapes, gooselierries, and currants,
ne-lialf mile from college. Fairfield. Nebr., in a

.section famous for its feitilily, healthfulness, and
abundant crops of lioiiey, with 7<i colonies f)f bees
(mostlj' pui'e Italian) in friime hives, witii necessary
fixtures and abundant stores. Price $900.00; partly
on time if desired. Writ(( (juick; must sell. This
will not appear again. Address

P. B. GAYLORD, Fairfield, Nebr.

14 Railroads
to carry the goods we manufacture to all parts of
the country. Can cut any hive ordered. Lang-
stroth improved Simplicity a specialty. All kinds
of Bee Supplies, Queens and Bees. Light and dark
colored Ferrets. Send for price list.

2tfdb 'Ji-ttli Sr Clay Sf.s., St. ./o.«!ep/j. Mo.
Please mention this paper

TO CANADIAN BEE-KEERERS:

C. A. OUELLETTE,
MANUFACTURER OF ALL. KINDS

APIARIAN ^ SUPPLIES.
DOVETAILED HIVES, SECTIONS, AND

FRAMES A SPECIALTY.
Write for my new catalogue, which names

references.

C. A. OUELLETTE,
TILBURY CENTER, ONT., CAN.J

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.

Lowest pnoed
First class
atcher made.

GEO.H.STAHl

Thousands iu SuC'
cessfiil OperntiOD.

SIMPLE, PERFECT, am
SELF- REGULATING.

Gunrantee«l to hatch*
larger percentage of
fertile eggs, at )es8CO!^t,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for Dlus Catalog

Circulars Free.
.Pat.ASoleMfr.,Quincy,lll,

ISTIease I Gl.KANlNf;

Honey - E:>^tPaGtot^.

Scjuafe Class J-Ioney-Japs,
Tin Buckets, Bee-hives.

Jloney^Seetlons, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO
-...^^-^-^^^.^-..^-.y^^-^^

CHRS. p. IVIUTH & SOfl, Cincinnati, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Piaetical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Boston.— //n(ifj/.-H()iie.\ i<; selling- very slow, ow-

ing: to continued eoM wt'Mllier. We ([uote: IJest one-
pound combs sellinji' :it 16(5/17; extinct ed, 8(§il0.

Beeswax.—None on hand.
BijAke & Ripley,

Jan. 19. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.—Hoxej/.—There is no change in tlie

honey-market; .stoclvs are fairly large with a frood
demand. White lib., 16@17; No. 3, lo; darli. No. 1,

13@U; No. 3, 13; extracted, 7@8. Beeswax, none on
hand. Hamblin & Bearss,
Jan. 20. .514 Waliint St., Kansas City, Mo.

Cleveland.—Honey.—Honey offered by N. Y.
parties. No. 1, F. O. B. Cleveland. O., 14; No. 3,10.
Demand not as good as before holidays. Sales slow.
Beeswax, 30. Williams Bkos.,
Jan. 18. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Cincinnati.—HiHiey.—There is no chang-e in the
market since our last. Extracted is in fair demand
at 6@8, with a limited supply. Tliere is a fair di>-

maiid for comb honey at i4@l(i for best white, with
no choice honey on the market. Bef,su'rt.r.—Demand
g-ood, at 33@35 for g'ood to choice yellow, with a
fair supply. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Jan. 31. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand for extracted
is larger than the supply, and finds ready sale at 8c
for white; 6@7 for amber. Comb, 1-lb., 17c for white;
13® 14 for amber. Beeswax. 33@2.5.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
Jan. 30. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Honej/.- -We have received a couple of
consignments of comb honey since our last report,
and it is selling off nicely. From present indii'ations
we shall be out of stock in a very short time. No
material change in prices. Extracted moving off
freely, and light is very scarce. We quote: Lig-ht,
•9@10; dark, 7@8. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Jan. 31. 393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Detroit.—Honey.—Best white comb honey, 14:@1.5;

sales slow, supply not large. Extracted, H@8^.
Beeswax, 26@27. M. H. Hunt,
Jan. 18. Bell Branch, Mich.

Buffalo.— Honej/.—Trade is very quiet, excepting-
•on small lots of fancy clover selling mostly at 17@18;
No. 1, 15@16; poorer g-rades, liberal supplies, rangring
from 10@12; buckwheat mostly 10. Beeswax, 35(2'30.

Batterson & Co..
Jan. 18. 167, 169 Scott St., Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis.— Hiuief/.- Comb slow; white - clover,
17@18; dark, 7@10. Extracted, very scarce and in de-
mand, at 6)^®6M in barrels; 7;4@73^ in cans. Bees-
wax, prime, 2")'/^.

Jan. 19. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo,

Minneapolis. -Ho/ieiy.—There is a fair supply of
honey on the market; but it runs to dark honey.
There is very little fancy white-clover on the mar-
ket. Fine white-clover, 17(rt),18; 3-lb. combs, 16@17;
buckwheat, J3@14; extracted.7@,8.
Jan. 20. J. A. Shea & Co.,

14&16 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Chicago.— Hofiej/.—The demand for honey is fair
considei'ing- tlie extreme cold weather. Fancy white
brings 17®18; other grades of white, 16; dai'k, 13;
extracted, steady at 6@9. The offering's are moder-
ate in volume, but will likely increase when the
weather moderates. Tiecsiiio.c, 35.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Jan. 18. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111

Albany.— Hoiit'/y.—Oui' honey market is slow on
account of cold weather; but our stock was never
so light as now. We have less than .50 cases on hand,
and only 1 bbl. extracted, when usually we have
1000 cases in stock. For honey not granulated in
comb, we quote: Small, white comb. 15'5^18; mixed,
13@14; dark, 10@11. Lar;;e comb ;uid double glass
sell for l@2c less. Extricted, white, 8i@9; aniber,
7ir@8; buckwheat. Wiilk- H. l{.WRionT,
Jan. 13. 326, ;328, .'») Broadway. Albany, N. Y.

5=BANDED
3=BANDED BEES.

Nucleus colonies. (Circular free.
3-8db .1. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co., O.

Headquarters in the South for

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
DOVETAILED HIVES. SECTIONS,

COMB FDN., EXTRACTORS, <£C.
ITALIAN QUEENS, NUCLEI, SC.

SEND FOR PRICE LIST.

Uiiyaii (iuiilii, J^it.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list,

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

Chicago Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
Will furnish every thing used in the apiary, at bot-
tom prices. Write for circular price list to

J. B. KLINE, Secy., Topeka, Kan.

Job Lot of Sections, $1.50 per M.
White V-groove, 454. Samples by mail, 10c. All

supplies very cheap. Addrt ss
3tfdb Oliver Foster, Mt. \'ernon, Linn Co., la.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—A first-class blacksmith to work on
commission; tools, shop, and material furnish-

ed; must be temperate and honest. Write. 2d
P. P. HiSH, Tower Hill, Shelby Co., III.

WANTED.—A good young- man to do general farm-
work. I will pay $300 per year. Reference,

the Larimer Co. Bank of Loveland. Colo.
J. B. Swan, Loveland, Larimer Co., Colo.

WANTED.—To exchange for any thing useful to a
bee-keeper, one honej'-extractor, good as new;

100 T crates in the flat; 40 queen-excluding honey-
boards; 10 second-hand bee-hives, all-wood brood-
frames. L. Simplicity .size; 800 metal separators; 2
mandrels of different size: one 10-in. rip, one 10-in.
cut-off saw; one 6-in. rip. one 6-in. cut-off; one 6-in.
dovetailing' saw. Address 514 St. George's St.,
2-5db Ottawa, LaSalle Co., 111.

ANTED.—To rent an apiary, or a position as an
ipiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Brown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co., Cal.
W
WANTED.—To exchange Snyder lilackberry and

Gregg raspberry plants, foi' Barnes saw, 6-in.
fdn. mill, or wax; saw wanted at once.

L. B. Bell, Brecksville, Ohio.

WANTED.—Positicm in an apiary by a young man.
Five years' experience; good reconimendations.

Lloyd SEtHKisT,
3-4-5d Pleasant Home, Wayne Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—A situation by a practical apiarist in
an apiary or Hive manufactory; 13 years' ex-

perience. Address (J. C. R., Box 707,

. Custiii, Minn.

WANTED.—To exchange (me pen S. S. Hamburg
chickens, for breech-loading slu)t-gun, incuba-

tor, or honey-extractor.
J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

WANTED,
wortli $

at $30.

To exchange photographic outfit,
ti, for bee-hives, etc. Will value outfit

D. B. Thomas. Odin, Mo.
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HUTCHINSON wanted this wliole page for his ad. this month, hut
as part of it was promised to otlier advertisers, we
had to put his ad. on page T.'i.

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-
knives and Bee-smok-

ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & Hetherington,
Abronia, IVlich. vtfdb

DON'T
purchase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
in our 18-page circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

G/ B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper

HONEY %Wm AND Bee Books,
OF ALL KINDS,

A LARGE Stock.
MY NEW II^LIISTKATJED

Catalogue and Price List of Supplies
fgr the Apiary will be sent free to all

who may apply Send a i)ostal card
for it, writing your name and address
UJlainly. For every Order oi $10.00
and over, I will make yuu a present.
The Catalogue tells you all about it.

T. G-. Metvinaii, 147 So.Western Ave., Chlcafyo-

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

Before iilacing your order tor
supplies send for our illustrat-
ed catalog. We are making the
best goods at lowest prices.

TRUJilPER, Jianliers, Alich.

Big Blue Cat=
Have you
Seen our

alogue for 1893 ] Seventy illustrated pages.
Sent Free to any beokeeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock
in the West.

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writinsr adverti.«ers please mention this paper

M\, I've Got You
Just read our won-

derful offer—nothing
like it heard of before
in hee- publishing. We
Give FREE to every new sob-

scriber to the Weekltt

AMERICAN
BEEJOURNAL
who sends SI. 00 for a
year's subscription, a
copy of '• Newman's "

BsES AND Honey
—a $1.00 book KRKB.
Has •2'25 pages, •-'00 il

lustratifins, bound in
heavy, tinted paper.
Just the book for the
l)eoinner or expert.
YOU ought to have it

Send ufe 2 new names
at $1.00 each for the
Bee .lournal one year &
get the book as a pre-
mium ;we also send it

to each of the 3 subs.
S:implp .IoutimI free

GEO, W, YORK & CO.
199 !•;. Rarirtnlnh ,St..

CHICAGO, - ILL.

BEE
SUPPLiIES
FOH SflLiE

t^OOT'S
DOVETAILtED and
JIIVES

W. K. BflliLx,

Box 483, t^eno, fjevada.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

BEE SUPPLIES
and all kinds of
B e r r y - p a c k-
ages, boxes,
a n d baskets.
We make a spe-
cialty of one-
piece sections
and wood sepa-
rators. Address

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO,,
Berlin Heights

Erie Co,,
Ohio,

^VtSc^^ to his own interests who does not use PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and give them a trial, at least ? Then, if not satis-

fied, return them and (jet your money back. They are used and pi'aised
b.v prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

ProI"', Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them,"
Chas, Dadant & Son say : " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter,"
JAS, A. Gkeen says: " Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
Gilbert Bros,, East Avon, N. Y,, write: " We would not be without them for $6.00 each,"

Prices: Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 20c; per doz., $3.25, Send for descriptive circular.

R. & E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Whew! what a winter!

What's the best date for the next N. A. B.
K. A. convention?

Fai-conek has gotten up a calendar in beau-
tiful style, with a/> wreath of wild roses in colors
around it.

A printer's life was saved by the distance
of Medina from Marengo, when I read on page
47 that it takes 26 full days for a queen to ma-
ture. It should have been 16.

Bees are insured against fire or lightning
while in cellar or within 200 ft. of dwelling, in
the PhoMiix. of Brooklyn, N. Y., says x\. C.

Waldron.
Prof. Wiley's address, on page 57, with'its

right and left handed polarization, invert sugar,
levulose, etc.. mixed me all up so that I wished
there had never been any adulteration.

Hens eat bees, says C. B. J., and should not
be allowed near an apiary. I have never seen
hens eat workers, but negative proof is not very
satisfactory. Have others found them guilty?

When was Heddon converted to the belief
that adulteration is a benefit? Not long ago
he was one of the strongest advocates for some,
kind of a stamp to protect us from adulteration.

I don't know any thing for sure very often,
and when I do happen to think I know some-
thing. Doolittle kicks it all over. Doolittle, 1

don't want you ever to speak to me agaiji—till

next October.

"Do Southern queens stand the winter as
well as queens reared in the North? " is asked.
I think it is generally agreed that there is no
difference, but it seems there ought to be at
least a little difference.

The editor of B. B. J. is having a very sweet
time. Packages of honey for the World's Pair
are sent in to him, and he says, "Honey for
Chicago has carried all before it, and it is hon-
ey all over the place as we write."

The Progressive Bee-keeper was burned out,
and suspended. Nothing strange about its sus-
pending — lots of new bee-journals suspend.
The strange part of the story is that it has come
to life again, bright and smiling as ever.

The Scottish Bee-keepers' Association had
on exhibition a collection of articles showing
the utility of honey and wax, including con-
fectionery, foods, beverages, ointments, plasters,
toilet preparations, furniture creams, and med-
icines. Better bring 'em to Chicago, Sandy.

Canadians have been enjoying a little dis-
cussion as to the effect of a duty on Ihe price of
honey. I don't know much about such things,
but it seems to me it would look a little more
neighborly if there were no duty on either side.

An arrangement to prevent swarming is
reported in the ^?nerica?i i^rrrmer as patented
by H. P. Langdon. The intimation is given
that it prevents the desire to swarm, and that's
what so many are looking for. '• The proof of
the pudding," etc.

Two DIFFERENT MEN have lately written of my
living in Nebraska, and of my hive and honey-
board. That's all right, except that I never
got up a hive or honey-board, and never lived
farther west than Marengo, 111. It must be
some other Dutchman.
Foul brood in wax requires at least 194° F.

for at least three hours, Prof. Mackenzie thinks,
and that "the simple process of mixing the in-
fected material with the melted wax is not suf-
ficient to prevent germination.'" He seems to
have little fear of t'oul brood in foundation.

British bee-keepeks, some of them, are
severely condemned by their brethren for ad-
vertising extracted honey as low as 14 to 16
cents per pound, one man saying he fed honey
to his bees rather than to sell it for less than 25
cents per pound. I wonder how it would feel to
get 2.") cents, even for comb honey.

Prof. Mackenzie, the Canadian bacteriolo-
gist, does not believe that chilled brood will
produce foul bi'ood, after making an experi-
ment that he thinks "conclusively shows that
there is a distinct difference between foul brood
and ordinary putrefaction." That a bacillus
has been found in an egg, he thinks requires
confirmation.

The editor says (p. 66) that I have been
president of the North American two or three
terms. 1 know of but once. Did I make it
so dull that the one term seemed long enough
for two or three, or did Ernest write that with
a pair of spectacles that made him see double,
or was it A. I. with too much of that beer-plant
inside of him?
A bright idea comes from W. \j. Coggshall.

You know a smoker sometimes slips out of your
hand and falls, especially when your hand is

tired. Well, take a piece of section, cut into
strips I4 inch wide or more, and with small
tacks fasten them on the outer edge of each
side of the bellows, and "see how much easier
you can work it and not drop it."

Very unkind is the British Bee Journal to
class Rev. W. F. Clarke's discovery as a second
"scientific pleasantry." It says, "The trowel
theory was started a few years ago by the Rev.
W. F. Clarke, in Canada, as a pleasantry, no
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doubt, seeing that the structure of the sting

makes it quite unsuitable for such a purpose."

Ero. Clarke better instruct those British editors.

Some think that an occasional fire in the cel-

lar is as good as or better than one kept contin-

ually burning. While I doubt that (providing

the fire is needed at all), it is possible that the

continuous fire is not worth enough more to

pay for the extra trouble. If an occasional fire

is used, I believe I would as soon have it in the
milder spells, rather than the severer spells of

weather.

What is honey? I'd like an answer to that,

which would do to go into a dictionary. I find

:

A sweet juice collected by bees from the flowers

of plants, and deposited in cells of the comb in

hives.— Webster. The nectar of flowers when
collected by bees and deposited in honey-combs
in the hive.

—

Secor. The saccharine exudation
of flowers, gathered and stored by the bees.—
Wiley. Digested nectar.—Coofe. Is either of

these right, or what is right?

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

HOW HE BECAME INTERESTED IN BEES.

The end of my Andover ministry was just

what might have been expected. My health
broke down entirely, and, after the exhausting
demands made by a revival of religion, I lost

my voice for a time, and came near losing my
life. It now became evident that I must resign

my pastorate. After this step I accepted an in-

vitation to become principal of the Abbott Fe-
male Academy, in Andover. At the request of

my people the connection between us was not
formally dissolved until nearly a year after my
resignation. I supplied the pulpit by exchang-
ing with the neighboring pastors, and by giving
place occasionally to candidates whom the peo-
ple wished to hear. Little pastoral work was
done by me, and yet my salary was paid in full

unto the day I moved away. I shall never
cease to remember with gratitude the Andover
people for their considerate and loving treat-

ment of their young minister.

At the time of my marriage, my mother and
one sister became entirely dependent on me, and
made their home with us as hoarders in the fam-
ily of one of our deacons. WhcMi T began house-
keeping, in the spring of 1S37, the inflation of

prices in the time of President VanBuren had
culminated. I paid *1.").00 for my first barrel of

flour; and although my salary was considered a
good one, and was paid promptly every quarter,
it soon became quite apparent that my expenses
would exceed my income. My dear wife, in-

stead of even intimating that it was hard for us

to begin the world with ex])enses much greater
than would suffice for a considerable family, al-

ways encouraged me in doing my duty for the
relief of the dear ones whom God had made de-
pendent on us, saying that we might thus safe-

ly trust events to our heavenly Father.
There came, one day, a gentleman from Bos-

ton, with a letter from my old friend Prof. 01m-
stead. of Yale College. This man's son had
fallen behind his classes, and needed private in-

struction, and his father wished to place him
under my care. He seemed unwilling to take
any denial, and oftered me for my services a
very liberal sum. saying that he would pay
more if that was not enough. This providence
of (iod supplied our wants.
Having accepted an invitation to become the

principal of the Greenfield, Mass., High School
for Young Ladies, I left Andover in the spring
of 1840. While acting as principal of that school
I supplied for nearly two years the pulpit of the

Second Congregational Church, and then be-
came its pastor. With an increasing family I

again began to find my income too small, when
a gentleman visited me, bringing a letter from
his sister, who was well acquainted with my
wife. Having a daughter quite hard of hear-
ing, he wished to have her educatidn completed
in our family; and for a considerable time we
received from this source such ample remunera-
tion as our necessities required.

My first child, a son, was born July 13th, 1837.

My second, a daughter, was born July Kith, 1840.

When about a year and a half old she became
afflicted with a spinal complaint, and we feared
that she would grow up a deformed cripple.
For many months she lay in her little crib, on
my side of the bed. that I might lift her and
change her position, as she would pitifully

moan out during the night, '" It hurtsi oh it

hurts! ' My wife says I often fell asleep while
trying to amuse her with childish stories. As
is frequently the case in spinal complaint, her
mind developed abnormally fast; and in look-
ing over remarks which she made, and which
my wife set down at the time, it hardly seems
possible that such things could have been said
by a child of her years. One day she asked her
mother whether God would let her hem his
pocket handkerchiefs when she got to heaven;
and when told that God did not need any pock-
et handkerchiefs she replied, " Oh! yes, mother,
he does ; for I heard you read the other day
from the Bible that he would wipe away all

tears from their eyes." It was many years be-
fore she recovered so as to lay aside the appli-
ances which she was obliged to wear by night
as well as by day.
The apostle says, '" We have not a high- priest

that can not be touched with the feeling of our
infirmities." Jesus was human as well as di-
vine; and we feel sui'e that, under all circum-
stances, he is able to sympathize with our suf-
fering humanity.
More than fifty years have passed away since

we grieved over our suffering child, and yet I

can never see a mother with a child afflicted
with spinal disease but that my heart goes out
to her in deep sympathy, and I want to know
all about her troubles, even if I can suggest no-
thing that will help her. When, later in life, I

was confined to a bed of suffering by a railroad
accident, the words, " He was wounded for our
transgressions, he was bruised for our iniqui-
ties," seemed to touch my heart more than they
had ever done before; and my sympathy for the
poor wounded soldiers was greatly increased.

I have already said, that, notwithstanding
my early passion for studying insect-life, I can
not remember, with a single trifling exception,
that I took any special interest in such matters
during my college life. In the summer of 1838
the sight of a large glass globe, on th<^ parlor-
table of a friend, filled with beautiful honey in
the comb, led me to visit his bees, kept in an at-
tic chamber; and in a moment the enthusiasm
of my boyish days seemed, like a pent-up fire,

to burst out into full flame. Before I went
home I bought two stocks of bees in common
box hives, and thus my apiarian career began.
With th(^ exception of a small book, thn author
of which seemed to doubt the existence of such
a thing as a queen-bee, and my schoolboy's
Virgil Delphini, I knew absolutely nothing of
the vast literature of bee-keeping, and of course
my progress was very slow. In the end I was
undoubtedly a great gainer by this ignorance of
books, as what came under my own observation
was so carefully studied as to become much
more my own. Almost the very first thing that
I bought, when I removed from Andover to
Greenfield, was a stock of bees in a hollow log.
Increasing gradually the number of my colo-
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nies, I learned, by dili^oiit inquiries of the best
bee-keepers in my vicinity, all that they could
teach. But this was not much, as none of them
knew enough to drive bees out of their hives,
nor used smoke to facilitate their operations, so
that I was indeed groping almost in the dark.
About this time I was fortunate enough to get
two valuable works—the " Letters "' of the im-
mortal Huber, and the second edition of Be-
van's Treatise on the Honey-bee, London, 1838.

These works made known to me the facts accu-
mulated foi thousands of years by the great
masters who had so profoundly studied the
habits of bees. I soon became the happy owner
of an improved Huber hive, and several bar-
hives, all made according to Bevan's direc-
tions. Ignorant of the futile attempts of Mor-
lot and other German and French bee-keepers
to make a practical hive for the common bee-
keeper, out of the Huber hive, I experimented
on that line with no better results until at last
I was content to use the Huber hive merely for
purposes of observation. The only improve-
ment which thus far I was able to make upon
the hives of others was in giving them greater
protection against the extremes of heat and
cold, and the sudden changes of temperature so
eminently characteristic of our climate.
During my pastorate In Greenfield I suffered

much from frequent attacks of my old head
trouble, which at last compelled me to resign
my charge. Removing to Philadelphia, I es-
tablished therein the fall of 1848, a school for
the education of young ladies. Having a sec-
ond-story piazza, and a number of spare attic
rooms, I built up quite a city apiary, and began
to experiment upon a much larger scale. In
the Bevan hive, which I mainly used, the
combs were attached to bars or slats which
rested upon rabbets just deep enough to receive
them. The cover fitting closely upon the top
sul-face of these bars, was, of course, very firmly
propolized to them. To remove it and get at the
bars, Key's metallic plates were used: but even
with them it was often difficult to perform the
manipulation needed. As the cover rested on
the bars, the bees could get into the supers
placed upon it, only by passing between crowd-
ed ranges of combs; and the opening admitting
them into these supers had to be made with
special reference to this fact. My chief im-
provement upon this hive was to deepen the
grooves upon which the bars rested, so as to
allow about three-eighths of an inch between
the cover and the bars. This not only facili-

tated very much the removing and replacing of
the cover on which the surplus honey-recepta-
cles rested, but gave a shallow chamber from
which the heat and odor of the hive could
ascend freely into the supers, besides admitting
the bees to them in the easiest possible manner.
This improved hive had also a bottom-board of
my own invention, which could be opened or
shut, even in the most crowded stocks, without
crushing a single bee, and which, as the hive
stood upon legs, permitted the attachments of
the combs to the front and rear walls of the
hives to be severed from below as well as from
above. Some of these hives were about 18
inches long by 18 inches wide and 6 deep, thus
giving an unusual storage room for surplus-
honey receptacles placed above the main hive.
There was then very little demand for honey in
the best markets in this country, except in the
comb, and no hive which did not furnish its

surplus in this form could hope to gain any
favorable recognition. From these flat hives I

obtained the beautiful specimens of honey in
glass tumblers and globes, etc., for which, in
1851. I obtained the first premium from the
Philadelphia Horticultural Society.

Continued.

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

MANUM S WAY OF STOPPING ROBBING; SEALED
COVERS VS. AB.SORBENTS; SMALL

FRUITS, ETC.

•' Now. Mr. Alexander, if Mrs. M. will excuse
us from any further dinner-table talk we will
walk over to the farm where my home apiary
is now located. My wife has learned that, dur-
ing the bee-season, I am very unceremonious,
and at times she makes big eyes at me. But
the truth is, Mr. A., since I have got to running
my bees alone I have formed the habit of eat-
ing very hurriedly—so much so that I often de-
prive myself of a full dinner when it so happens
that I can take dinner at home. More often,
however, I have to take up with cold lunch at
an out-apiary, and it is mere chance that you
found me at home to-day. Here we are at the
farm, only about ten minutes' walk from the
house."
" What are you going to do with those stones

in that great pile?"
" I intend to use them in building a cellar-

wall for my new house which I propose to build
next summer, if—if—the bees do well for me.
There, the house will stand right here on this
elevation."

" Why! what a beautiful location for a home,
with such a fine view of Lake Champlain Val-
ley, with the Adirondack Mountains in the
background, and with this grand old green
mountain in the rear! But, Manum, I should
almost be afraid this great mountain would roll
over on me. My! how I should like to climb
to the top of it! How long would it take me?"

" Well, Mr. A., that would depend upon your
taking the right path. I have walked to the
top in one hour. There, here we are among the
bees; and there seems to be trouble up there at
No. 28—robbing, as sure as you live, and a bad
case of robbing too. My! see the dead bees in
front of the hive."
"Sure enough! and what can you do to stop

it?"
" Well, as this is a bad case I must be

thorough with them. Here is a pepper-box
sprinkler filled with peppermint water. You
may hold it for me while I remove the cover
(honey-board) to let out all the robbers I can.
There, now, I will give the bees, combs and all,
a good sprinkling. This changes the scent of
the hive, and seems to give the home bees new
courage to defend themselves; and. besides, it
causes the robbers to hesitate somewhat at the
entrance. Now I will stuff the portico full of
this green grass and weeds. Let's put in a lot
of it, so the robbers will have to crawl some dis-
tance to get to the entrance. Their progress,
you see, will be so slow that the home bees will
have fewer robbers at a time to contend with,
and, furthermore, the robbers will soon tire of
crawling through the grass. And now I guess
that, in order to make a sure job of it, I will
get my garden sprinkler and give this pile of
grass a thorough wetting. There, do you see
the robbers are getting discouraged already ?''

• How long will you leave that grass over the
entrance?"

' That doesn't matter very much—three or
four days, and perhaps a week. This stuffing
the entrance with grass is nothing new; but
the difficulty with most bee-keepers is that
they do not use grass, straw, nor nay enough.
They will just throw up a few spears of hay or
grass, and then take it away at night or the
next morning. I have often left it as a barrier
a whole week. Of course, after a time it settles
enough so the home bees can pass cnit and in at
the ends, or at top of the grass; but the materi-
al being still there, the robbers seem to think
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there is no chance for them to enter; at least, I

usually succeed in stopping severe cases of rob-
bing in this way."
" Manum, do you use the Hill device over the

frames in preparing your bees for winter?"
"No, Mr. Alexander. I do not. I did years

ago use something similar; but of late years I

just lay the quilts right on the top-bars. There
is no harm, however, in the use of the Hill de-

vice; but it is something of a bother for me to

use them; and, thinkins them of but little

benefit with my small frames, I have discarded
them. I received a letter only yesterday from a
party who inquires about these top passages;
also regarding the spacing of combs for winter.

My answer to the last question was, to space
the combs 1% to I'^i from center to center. This
seems to admit of a greater number of bees be-

tween the combs, and I imagine they winter
better when the combs are so spaced. How-
ever, we all have our whims and notions about
many things in the apiary, some of which, I

dare say, are mere whims, and of no real bene-
fit to the bees."

"Manum. what do you think of sealed
covers? Do you think it'advisable to allow the
covers to remain as the bees fix them for winter,
sealed tight?"

" Having had but little experience in winter-
ing indoors, I can not answer for those who
winter their bees in that way; but for outdoor
wintering I prefer to remove the covers, and, in

their place, spread over the frames some kind
of quilts; and over these, six or eight inches of

some kind of absorbent. 1 use dry planer shav-
ings. The theory advanced by those who ad-
vocate sealed covers is, that the bees, governed
by instinct, seal their hive air-tight except the

entrance. True enough: but it is far more
than the one object of retaining the warmth
which they generate; and while it may prevent
the escape of a small amount of heat, it also

prevents the escape of foul, damp air, which, in

my judgment, is more injurious to the bees

than the loss of the little warmth which may
escape through a well - prepared cushion,
through which the foul air will escape to give
place to pure air entering in through a very
small entrance. The case may be very difl^er-

ent, however, with indoor wintering, because it

is possible that, in a warm collar, the bees will

set the air in motion in such a way as to cause
the foul air to pass out of the entrance, an''

pure air to enter in, providing the air in the
cellar is kept pure by proper ventilation. In

this way the bees may be able to overcome the
difificulty; or, in other words, purify the air in

the hive in a moderately warm cellar, while it

would be impossible out of doors: therefore,

while sealed covers may be advisable indoors,

it may be bad practice out of doors. I have
become convinced by experience, that sealed

covers are detrimental to the welfare of the
bees when wintei-ed on summer stands.

" A few vears ago I bought two colonies of

black bees in old box hives, of a farmer. I was
to have my choice of ten or twelve colonies. I

got them in March; and upon examining them I

found one hive that had an inch auger-hole in

the top. This hole was open, and had been all

winter. A few days before, there had fallen

some six inches of snow (these bees were on
their summer stands), and I found on each hive
eight or ten inches of snow—new and old snow.
The warmth from the bees in this one hive had
melted the snow directly over the hole, and
there was a funnel-shaped hole through the
snow, so that the bees could be seen from the
top. upon raising the hive from the bottom-
board to examine the condition of the bees. I

found this colony was the strongest of the lot,

and I took it. Again, three years ago this fall,

when I packed my bees in my home apiary I

found I was short five cushions; hence five

colonies were left unmolested, and remained all

winter, with sealed honey-boards. They were
well packed on the sides, and had a good cap
(roof) over them; in fact, they were double
hives, or a hive within a hive. In the spring,
on the first examination of my bees I found
these five colonies dead, and a dauby mess they
were, while my loss among the others was only
3 per cent, and all were dry and healthy. The
result might have been different, however, if

wintered indoors."
" I notice, Manum, that you have pieces of

tin tacked to your winter-entrance slides (en-
trance-reducers) ; what are they for?"
"They are to prevent mice from gnawing

holes through the slides. I do dislike very
much in the spring to find that mice have taken
up their abode in the same apartment with the
bees, as that always means mutilated combs.

" Now, Mr. Alexander, inasmuch as your
principal business is raising fruit and propa-
gating new varieties of fruits and seeds, I

should like to ask you a few questions; and at
the same time I should like to have you see my
berry-fields. Let us go to the strawberry-bed
first. There, you will see I have three-fourths
of an acre in this bed. Here are two rows of
Jessies. The next two are Haverlands. and the
next one Jessies, and then I have here Bubachs,
Cumberlands, Downings. Crescents, and Gau-
dies. These varieties cover about half the bed,
then the rest are all Wilsons; and as this is

my first experience in the berry business except
for home use. I want to ask you if I have set
them out properly."

" Well, Manum, in the first place I want to
say that you have a very fine bed, and you have
kept it free from weeds; but I would have set
only one row of Jessies to three or four rows of
Haverlands, and then one row of Jessies and
four more of Haverlands, and so on; and I

would have followed the same rule with the
other kinds—one row of perfect blossoms to
three or four imperfect ones; and of all the
berries you have. I think that, for your soil and
trade, you will like the Wilsons better than
any of the others."
" Would you advise covering my berries with

straw ?"

"Yes, alight covering will protect the vines
from sudden changes of weather; but at the
same time, if you are not careful about the
amount of straw you put on them, the mice
may do more damage than the weather would
to the unprotected vines: therefore, as the dan-
ger from thawing and freezing is only in early
spring, I would defer the covering until then;
and in that way you will avoid any danger of
harm by mice."

• Here we are in the blackberries and rasp-
berries. Here I have 300 blackberry-bushes,
Snyders and Taylors, and here are three rows
(fifty in the row) of the Shaffer red raspberries:
and the rest of the piece {1}4 acres) are the
Cuthberts."

" What have you got this wire strung along
these rows of Shaffers for ?"

"That is to keep them off the ground. They
grew so very rank and sprawling that I feared
the winds would whip them all away."
" You will find, when you come to tie all these

to the wire, that the twine will cost you quite a
sum of money. I should rather "have kept
them pinched back, and had them grow up
more stocky. You will learn that after more
experience."
"Yes, I suppose that would have been the

proper way. I think you are quite right in
recommending summer pruning; but, you see,

I neglected to do so; hence I must now do the
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next best thing; and so far as the cost of twine
is concerned, I shall not pay out a cent, as I

shall use corn-husks for strings by slitting the
husks up into half-inch strips when wet. By
twisting a little they are much nicer for that
purpose than any twine I can find. I have used
husks for tying up grapevines, and like them
very much."" A. E. Manu>[.

Bristol, Vt., Jan., 1893.

[Mr. Manum's accidental experiment was
rather disastrous to the sealed-cover idea. It

didn't work that way for us. We are trying
the matter on a more extensive scale this win-
ter, and this spring we shall be able to come to

a more definite conclusion of the actual value
of the sealed covers, as the winter has been very
cold so far.]

BALDENSPERGERS LETTER.

thp: flack wheke eli.jah called down fike:
bee-moths of the east; moving bees
ON camels' backs; DKONES, how FAR

WILL THEY FLY? ETC.

On p. G47. Sept. 1. you ask in a footnote wheth-
er they are able to identify the spot where Eli-

jah called down fire from heaven. I do not
know. You are aware that almost every mira-
cle and every great deed spoken of in the Bible
was utilized, at a remote period, may be for pie-

ty, but more likely to extort money, to identify

a spot in every locality which might serve to

draw the attention of pilgrims to the Holy
Land. Of course, every one lays down a small
sum of money, an offering, and churches, chap-
els, mosques, and convents have sprung up at
such points, still held partly by the Franciscan
friars, partly by the Greek church, and many
have fallen into the hands of the Mohamme-
dans since the retreat of the Crusaders. At the
spot you call our attention to, no art has been
used. A rough altar of stones is built ud, and
pointed out as the very place on which Elijah
called down the fire. It is called " Muhraka."
" the burning place,"' and is still visited yearly
by the natives. Christians, and Mohammedans,
and probably this custom has been kept up ever
since the great event. Four hundred and fifty

prophets were beheaded on the banks of the
river; the Israelites kept up their yearly visits;

the Christians followed their example when
they were masters there, and the prophet Eli-
jah is held in great esteem by the Mohamme-
dans also, by the name of " Chadder." the liv-

ing, on account of his translation to heaven; so

the custom was probably kept up, and is so to
this day. Sheep and goats are taken there and
offered in remembrance, or to fulfill vows made
in illness, or for any kind of relief. The ani-
mals are killed, and eaten by all partakei's of

the feast. The big Carmelite convent whicli is

located here gives one a very good idea of the
buildings scattered about here and there in

Palestine, mostly built with pilgrims' money.
This is also a place where like festivals are
held in remembrance of Elijah's being fed by
ravens. The sanctuary of the convent is built
over a cave, which is still pointed out as the
identical cave of Elijah. The newly establish-
ed apiary is about two miles back of the convent.

In warm climates, honey-bees eat a good deal
more honey, when they can get it, than in the
North. I think a colony needs fully 40 lbs. from
the end of September to the end of February or
middle of March. The warm days in winter
are not scarce, and bees fly out in search of pol-
len and water, and take their stores in passing.
Thus the mild winters are a nuisance, inasmuch
as they cost us Southerners a good deal more
honey than you Northern people. The most in-

telligent and progressive bee-keepers live in the
North; but it is just this that made them start
up there, while Southern bee-keepers depend a
good deal on the let-'em-alone system. The
few there are invent nothing, or next to noth-
ing, leaving that honor to the busy Northern
heads. We then buy your articles ready made,
and use them gladly and profitably.

Mr. E. France, on page (549, talks about bee-
moths. Although our Eastern bees keep the
moths at a distance, yet old combs and want of
bees greatly favor the breeding of the moths. If

we do not take away, during the autumn, the
surplus combs, the moths do away with them in
the shortest time imaginable. We therefore
take a hive with 13 combs at the bottom, and
tier up in supers five or six stories high, and
sulphur them once a week to begin with, and
once a month later on. Camphor put in be-
tween the frames will also preserve them.
The '•full-blooded" Cuban apiary, Sept. 1, p.

6.51, is just as much a genuine North-African
apiary. Laying the hives down horizontally,
and a few square hives, with one or two of cork
oak, round, is just the thing you meet with in
Algiers. Tho Spaniards probably got the idea
here, and carried it to Cuba centuries ago. I

think it would be very interesting, especially
for Southern bee-keepers, to hear more about
migratory bee-keeping, and the way of doing it

at the least expense. Of course, in this country
a different system will have to be used. In the
old country I used camels to carry the bees
where I wished. J wish I could have such ani-
mals here for carrying hives some little distance
up the mountain-paths into the Alps; although
I think with horror of the time of our greatest
trials in getting the hives loose from the cam-
els' backs, the cordage being very much in the
way (see p. (527, 1890). But we used to pay only
20 to 50 cts.. according lo distance, sometimes a
dollar, to carry eight hives.

I have never seen bees fly back to their place
when removed V^ miles from their original
stand, in the height of the season; and do the
big queen-breeders really mean to say that
drones will fly 7 miles away from their homes,
or, say, only 2i.j miles, the queens meeting them
half way, thus also flying 2'.j miles'? I shall try
this next season here in the Alps, where I can
easily tell black from yellow bees. I always
thought, from the way bees acted and drones
congregated in Palestine, that it was next to
impossible to have queens mated at such dis-

tances. I left ten nuclei with virgin queens in

the home apiary in Jaffa, one apiary being two
miles away, some very considerable apiaries
about four miles, and an apiary of about ten
hives about one mile away. Well, not one of

my virgins was mated. This was in June, 1889.

I then concluded that, unless hives with drones
were in the immediate neighborhood, they
would not be mated, and consequently that
queens can be mated pure, provided no other
apiaries are within a radius of one mile. Again,
as I am writing I remember that, in 1883, I was
raising queens in Beirut, at the Lebanon Apia-
ry, for Mr. Frank Benton; and having young
queens continually, by June I had no more
drones in the apiary, and 1 could not get my
queens fertilized. In my trouble I wrote to Mr.
Benton, then at Athens, Greece, to ask him
how I could induce my queens to lay diones.
They were all given up entirely to queen-rear-
ing. He wi'ote some directions; but I had al-

ready bought native bees, with plenty of drones,

a few miles away, and brought and iransferred
them into bar-frame hives. That helped me
out of my trouble.
Your description of the "big Injun," p. 741,

reminds us of our Arabs, in their haughty and
indolent way; and the further you go among
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the tent-living Arabs, the more you will find

that the description of the red Indian agrees
with the Arab or Bedouin, except that a real

Bedouin will never work in towns or villages.
If he does any thing at all, it is only in his
tribe. The Bedouins, as a nonaadic race, never
keep bees, though they are very fond of honey
and sweets.
What were the results of your slumgum ex-

periments, p. 771. Oct. l.V? I came here with 58

lbs. of cappings from extracted honey. These
cappings were dripping with honey. I had no
time to wait till all the honey had dripped out,
so I proceeded to put them at once into two
small solar wax-extractors. We had none of
the huge California description. Our results
were as follows: 14}.^ lbs. of pure yellow wax;
24 lbs. of brown honey (by the sun); 11 lbs. of
residue; S}4 lbs. had evaporated. Total, .58 lbs.

We use the residue for the fire. It gives con-
siderable heat, and goes a long way. I tried a
smaller lot of cappings, which were put on a
sieve; and after several days, when all honey
that could possibly get out had run off, I had 1

kilogram (38H' ounces) of cappings, and the re-
sults were: 9% oz. of pure yellow wax; 4J oz. of
brown honey; 12)o oz. of residue; the rest had
evaporated.
A North-African drone was enjoying sun-

shine at about 11 o'clock, marking 64K° Fah-
renheit in the sun, Dec. 12. in my Nice apiary.

Ph. J. Baldenspekger.
Nice, France, Dec, 1892.

[We were not aware that any one claimed
that drones would fly 7 miles to meet queens.
If there is such a one. let him speak up. We
have recorded instances of where worker- bees
have flown 7 miles to an island in search of
honey. We have had reports also of how bees
were crossed with other bees 7 miles away. Or
perhaps it was this way: That it was not safe
to count always on pure races of bees when
another and a distinct race was within six or
seven miles. Perhaps Doolittle can help us.
The results of our slumgum experiments were
given on page 884 of our Dec. 1 number.]

HEREDITY.

IS IT THROUGH THE QUESIN OR THE WORKERS?

The question of heredity is an important one;
and of late, in more than one quarter has there
been some discussion as to traits inherited by
bees. The matter is practical and important,
else I would not touch it, for I am not capable
of dealing with it as a scientist; but if I go
astray I have little fear but some one competent
will pick me up and set me back In the right
path.
Probably all are agreed that it is important

to have bees with certain characteristics, and
that, by careful breeding, something can be
done in the way of weeding out, fixing, or in-
creasing qualities possessed by colonies under
treatment. For years almost entirely the queen
(the mother) has been considered in breeding.
All agreed that the drone (the father) had per-
haps an equal influence upon the offspring;
but the difficulty of controlling fertilization
made the queen practically the main one to
consider. If at times some one ventured to ask,
*' Is an Italian queen raised by black nurse-bees
as good as one raised by Italian workers?" he
was promptly answered that the nurses had no
influence on the character of the young queens
fed by them.
Now, however, there are those who advance

the opinion, that from the workers, rather than
from the queen, come inherited traits; and

these opinions come from such respectable
sources—notably among those who advance
them stands the able editor of the Revue Inter-
nationale—that they are not to be lightly set
aside.
Mr. Bertrand, the editor mentioned, argues

somewhat after this fashion: The young bee
begins to feed the brood without taking lessons
in feeding: later she produces wax, and builds
combs without any apprenticeship therein;
finally, some fine day she starts out; and, hav-
ing marked the location of her home, goes to
seek water, honey, or pollen. These instincts
are possessed by neither father nor mother;
the queen has the single function of laying
eggs, and the role of the male is still more
restricted in spite of its importance. How can
the worker transmit these marvelous instincts,
since she never has any descendants?
Then he asks if the worker does not transmit

traits of character through the food given to
the larva?. This food is the product of her
organs, secreted by certain glands, somewhat
as the milk of the nursing mother is produced
among the mammalia.
Mr. B^i'trand fortifies his position by saying

that he and others have observed colonies
which, through a long course of years, have
preserved the same good or bad characteristics,
in spite of the introduction from time to time
of queens raised in other colonies. In tliis case
these characteristics must have been trans-
mitted by the nurse-bees. As to the practical
bearing, he says that, if this influence of the
nurse-bees upon the progeny really exists, then,
1, the introduction of a new queen will not of
itself succeed in changing the good or bad char-
acteristics of a colony; 2, the nursing of royal
larvtB should be entrusted to those colonies
whose workers show desirable traits.

Careful practical observation ought to help
us to reach the truth in this matter. I think
most of us have been in the habit of thinking
that an imoregnated egg would produce the
same queen, no matter in what colony reared.
At the same time, we know very well that
external influences have much to do with the
quality of the queen raised. Hardly any one
would expect as good a queen from a very weak
nucleus late in the fall or very early in the
spring as from a powerful colony in a heavy
honey-flow. Moreover, we know that the food
is the main factor that makes all the difference
whether an egg produces a queen or a worker.
We know, too, that in the human race the child
is affected by the milk of the nursing mother.
Besides, how can a queen transmit qualities

that she never possessed, and that none of her
ancestors ever possessed ? Here is a colony
remarkable for the great amount of nectar
gathered. Do they get that trait from the
mother? She never visited a flower in her life.

Here's a hardy race of bees from a cold, moun-
tainous region, made hardy, you say, by the
endurance of hardships and the survival of the
fittest through many generations. The hardi-
ness is an inherited trait, and it will take gen-
erations to breed it out. Let us see how that
hardiness could be gained, on the ground that
all transmission of traits must be solely through
the queen. On this inclement spot first settled

a swarm froth a milder region. Hardships,
such as they had not previously known, are
met by the workers, but the queen is kept in

the same comfortable warmth in the hive that
she enjoyed in the milder region. How can
she become any hardier? And if she is no
hardier, how can she transmit increased hardi-
ness? Or, suppose a colony becomes unusually
vicious, can the queen transmit that vicious-
ness, when she never uses her sting? But. as I

said before, practical observation ought to help
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settle the question. Let me suggest an experi-
ment that is easily tried, and can be completed
in two or three months. Suppose A is a colony
remarkable for its vicious disposition, and B a
colony equally remarkable for its mildness of

temper. Remove the queen of each; let A raise

a queen from an egg taken from B, and let B
raise a queen from an egg taken from A. If

inheritance is thi'ough the queen, then we may
expect, at the end of three months, that the
two colonies have exactly changed characters;
but if through the nurse-ijees, then each colony
should remain its former self.

In spile of the difficulty of anssvering some of
the questions asked, especially the one raised
by myself as to the hardy bees in the mountain
region. I confess that I am loth to make an un-
conditional surrender.
Thei'e are everyday facts on the other side

that are hard to get over. Take the very case
that I last supposed. Does not the experience
of all practical bee-keepers teach them to ex-
pect a change in the disposition of the two col-

onies wher. the queens are changed, provided,
of course, the young queens meet the same kind
of drones? In that case it seems pretty clear
that the principal factor in the case is the
queen herself.
But it does not prove that the nurse-bees

may not have some influence, however slight
that influence maybe; and if we are to raise
the very best queens, it may be worth while to
institute careful experiments to try to decide.
It seems to me that here is an important field

of inquiry for our experiment stations.
Marengo. 111.. Jan. 2. C. C. Mim.ek.

HIGH-PRICED QUEENS.

DOOLITTLE DISCUSSES WHO SHOULD AND WHO
SHOULD NOT INVEST IN THEM; VAL-

UABLE HINTS.

If fathers Langstroth and Quinby had been
told, in the fifties, that a trade in queen-bees
would have sprung up within forty years to
such an extent that, during the year ]892. fully
30.000 queens would have been reared and sent
by mail to nearly all parts of the world, it

would have been hard for them to believe it;

yet such are the facts, as we find them in the
history made last year. This wonderful traffic
in queens has sprung up for two reasons, the
first of which is a desire for the improvement of
stock; and the second, the call for queens by
those who do not wish to raise their own, but
wish queens to keep as a reserve force, ready to
use in case of queenless colonies, or in giving to
the queenless part of a divided colony, whether
divided by the apiarist or by natural swarming.
This latter class have in view only one object,
that of procuring fairly good queens at a mini-
mum cost, expecting no more of them than that
they will produce plenty of good worker-bees to
secure a bountiful harvest of honey, and pre-
side over their colonies as all good queens
should. The first, or other class, buy queens,
or should do so, with a different object in view;
that is. they want queens which have a vajue
beyond being " fairly good queens." as they
wish them for "breeding purposes," with a
view to the improvement of the stock they now
possess. The greater the improvement which
can be obtained by rearing young queens from
the one purchased, and crossing them with
drones from the bees we already have in our
apiaries, the greater the value of the individual
queen; for therein lies nearly all of the extra
value there is in such a one above those of the
other class. Mr. Alley told us, a year or two ago,
of having a queen worth ^=100; and A. I. Root has

told us in the past of his red-clover queen,
while others have spoken of queens of extra
value as giving bees which were hardy for win-
ter, giving bees capping their combs so as to
present a snowy whiteness, etc.; but had you
asked any of these if they considered there was
$100 worth in such queens to place in a box
hive, or in a frame hive which was worked
only for the honey which could be obtained,
they would have told you at once that their
worth did not consist in the amount of honey
the bees from this individual queen would
produce, but in the good qualities she pos-
sessed as a breeder, which good qualities
were expected to be perpetuated in her prog-
eny, and in this way multiplied by 10, 35,

100, 1000, 10,000 or 100,000 times, just in accord
with the number of queens reared from her.
No one queen can be worth even five dollars for
what extra honey her bees will produce over
the ordinary run of queens; hence it comes
about that a costly queen should be procured
for only one purpose; which is, the Improxie-
inoit of stock.

I have been led to write this article because
many, apparently, do not seem to understand
this, especially those just entering the enchant-
ed field of bee keeping. Why I say "enchanted
field ' is because many go wild over the pur-
suit when they first begin, paying out money
earned in other lines, that is needed in the
family, for high-priced queens, when such
queens are of little if any more value to them
than would be a queen costing not over one-
fifth to one-twentieth as much. Nor is this
thing confined wholly to beginners. To illus-

trate: Two parlies in California ordered queens
of my $6.00 class, one ordering a single queen,
and the other three. Not knowing any thing
of either par'ly I filled their orders without a
word of advice to either. About a year after, I

got a letter from each, one writing that he had
kept the queen I sent him from laying all he
possibly could, keeping her in a nucleus hive
similar to what friend Alley does his choice
queens, so that her life might be lengthened to
its utmost limit, having reared about four or
five hundred queens from her. These queens
were giving him much pleasure, and they were
not only the best queens for business he ever
had in his apiary, but he was satisfied that the
amount paid for the mother of them was the
best investment he ever made. The other par-
ty wrote me that he thought I was unreasona-
ble in charging ^(i.OOeach for such queens as I

sent him; that he had tested them side of the
queens which he already had, and that he
could not see that they produced enough honey
above what his own queens gave to compensate
for the large price he paid for them. Further
correspondence brought out the fact that he
had not reared a single queen from eilherof the
three; and as one of them was not very prolific,

he would not breed from any of them, for he
believed they came from an unprolific race.

I might give many other instances somewhat
similar; but as all would only illustrate the
same thing, I will not. further than to state
that a party in Australia took all the risk on
queens of this class, getting only one there alive,

and allowed her to die some months after-
ward, without rearing a fiingle (picen from her.
If parties are not going to rear queens from
those which they purchase, the lower-priced
queens are just as good for them as any; and
the purchasing of those of the costly grade is

simply throwing away their money; and I ain
sure that friend Root and all other queen-
breeders desire that all should understand about
this.

One other point I wish to notic(! is the fact
that some (jueens, after being shipped to dis-
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tant places, are not as prolific as they were in

the apiary of their birth. Sonie doubt that

shipment ever injures the prolificness of any
queen; but scores of us are convinced to the

contrary. I have shipped queens to parties, re-

questing their return, had them returned as

not being mailable to foreign countries, etc.;

and while some were not injured as to their

prolificness. others never came up to the stan-

dard of egg-laying after\\ ard which they did be-

fore; yet, so far as I could see, their daughters
were fully equal, reared after shipment, to those

reared before, when they gave a maximum num-
ber of eggs. Therefore I would say to all, don't

buy high-priced queens unless you expect to

breed from them, and do not hesitate to breed
from a purchased queen because she is not as

prolific as you wish. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Jan. 10.

[Nearly all practical bee-keepers and queen-
breeders will admit the truth of your state-

ments. We have often been pained to see

beginners order high-priced queens when we
felt pretty certain that they did not know really

what ihey were doing, or what they wanted
them for. But as it is our rule to fill orders

promptly, and send what a customer orders, so

far as we can, we have no right to ask questions.

Once we ventured to suggest to the intending
purchaser of a $7.50 imported queen, that he had
better get a few cheap queens first, as the letter

plainly showed that he was a beginner. We
received quite a sharp response, to the effect

that, if we would mind our business, he would
mind his. We have a number of times had
complaints because the honey-queens which we
sold a couple of years ago did not produce bees
that would bring in from :.*5 to 50 per cent more
honey than the other bees in the apiary, and
that, therefore, the queens were a fraud. The
only thing that we have ever expected of the
honey-queens was. that they would produce a
little mbre honey than the average. What we
sold them for was for breeding purposes, in the
hope that the daughters bred from them would
be crossed with a new stiain of drones, and
thus make an unusually active lot of bees. We
have had a good many letters showing that, in

the hands of a careful and intelligent bee-keep-
er, such results have been obtained; and on the
other hand we have been scored pretty severely

by well-meaning but ignorant bee-keepers be-

cause no marked results were secured. We
always advise beginners to purchase cheap
queens first.

With regard to the egg-laying of queens be-
ing impaired on account of long joui'ueys, we
have always held that such long shipments had
little or no effect one way or the other; and we
do not believe that it does iu a majority of cases.

On the other hand, we have had many excellent
testimonials of strong egg laying on the part of

queens after forty days' journey eii route to

Australia. As some of our good friends differ

with us.it maybe well to admit that a few
queens may be so injured.]

THE CANADA (ONTARIO) BEE-KEEPERS'
CONVENTION.

A CONDENSKI) AND INTEKKSTING liEPOKT FROM
W. Z. HUTCHINSON.

Friend Root:—I have been over to the On-
tario Bee-keepers' Convention. I went by the
way of Stratford, and stopped and took tea with
our friend Gemmill. His bees are all in packed
hives out of doors. They are not chaff hives,
but there are outer cases filled wilh sawdust, I

believe. The cases are used in the summer to

give shade, the packing being removed. I find

that quite a number in Canada prefer this style

to the permanently packed chaff hive. The
chaff hive is too heavy and clumsy for manipu-
lation. Mr. J. B. Aches was also the guest of

Mr. Gemmill. In the evening we started for

Walkerton, where the convention was to be
held. Mrs. Gemmill went with us. I wish
that more bee-keepers' wives could go with
them to these annual gatherings. All along
the way we kept picking up bee-keepers. I

soon had for my companion that jolly, thor-
ough-going bee-keeper. Mr. J. B. Hall. He is

a splendid talker. I wish he would write, but
he won't. At the Brantford meeting of the
N. A. B. K. A. he said very little "in meeting."
I wondered why, when what he said was so
good. At Walkerton he was the life, or one of

the " lifes ' of the convention. Perhaps he felt

a little more free to talk at the Ontario conven-
tion—that it was a little more " his own folks."

By the time that we reached Walkerton, one
car was pretty well loaded with bee-keepers.
The convention was not to begin until the next
day. in the afternoon; yet these Canadians
have a way of getting there on time—they don't
come straggling in one or two at a time after

the convention is half over.

Walkerton is in a valley surrounded by hills

and terraces. There were two or three feet of

snow. The thermometer was below zero. As
the sharp jingle of the sleigh-bells greeted my
ear, and I looked upon the quaint snow-covered
buildings, and felt the crispncss of the air

creeping through my overcoat, the words, "a
stern Canadian winter," kept running through
my mind. Never before did 1 see so many men
clad in big fur overcoats and caps.
Before saying any thing about the convention

itself it might be interesting to say a few words
about the Ontario Association.
In the first place, it is incorporated. It is

incorporated that it may receive aid from the
government. It receives 1.500 per annum, and
there are no hard and fast restrictions as to

how this money shall be used. The Associa-
tion has to report to the government how the
money is used, but it can be used for the good
of apiculture, as the Association sees fit. The
Illinois State Association receives a similar

grant from the State, but it can use ihe money
only in getting out a report and mailing it.

This is more than is needed for this purpose, and
it could be used—that is, some of it—to a great
deal better advantage. The society has a
board of thirteen diiectors. The expenses of

these directors are paid when they attend the
conventions. In choosing these men there is

an attempt to secure the best men. It will be
seen that the attendance of this many repre-

sentative men is assured. Then there are affili-

ated societies that receive an annual grant out
of the government grant: but before a society

can be affiliated with the parent society, said

society must have five members that belong to

, the parent, or Ontario Association. It will be
seen that each affiliated society means five

more members added to the parent society.

Each year the Ontario Association makes a

present, or gives a piemium, to each of its mem-
bers. One year it is a smoker, another a book,
another a bee- journal, etc. All these things
help to keep up the membership and atten-

dance. I may also say that the Ontario Society
pays its secretary $50 a year, and the treasurer

f'35. So far as organization is concerned, the
Canadians are away ahead of us.

I might also add, that they have, iu the per-

son of Wm. McEvoy, a most efficient foul-brood
inspector. While lie is not exactly orthodox in

his views of how foul biood may originate (that

is, if I understand him correctly), he knows
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how to cure it, and Is doing a great work for

Ontario. The government allows S.500 a year
for this work.
Another thing: They seem to be able to

secure almost any legislation that they ask for.

I suppose that one difficulty is that our whole
United States is so large, and so many interests

are clamoring for recognition, that bo^e-keeping
is lost sight of. Another thing, we have been
lacking in united effort and organization.
The first session was partly used in transact-

ing routine and official business. After this

the subject of making an exhibit of honey at
the World's Fair was discussed; or. rather, the
manner in which the honey should be sent and
exhibited. Mr. S. T. Pettit stood up stoutly
for having honey shown in the candied state.

He said that that was the shape in which it

would reach foreign markets, and that was the
shape in wliich foreign visitors should see it.

They ought to see it in the shape in which it

would reach them when they bought it. Mr.
McKnight contended that the first thing that
the majority of purchasers of extracted honey
do, is to liquefy it, and that is the shape in

which honey ought to be sold. J. B. Hall said
that most people would not know what candied
honey was. There was nothing attractive
about, the appearance of candied honey. It

resembles lard. The way in which to show
honey is in the liquid state. It was linally de-
cided that each exhibitor should be asked to

send at least a sample of candied honey, so that
the attendant in charge can show visitors the
state in which honey may often be found. The
government will pay all the expense of getting
the honey to Chicago, putting it up in glass
vessels, a man to take care of it, and will pay
the expense of returning it if the exhibitor does
not wish it sold. When it was asked how many
intended to send honey, almost every hand
went up. Uiiles-^ some of the States Ijc^stir

themselves. Canada will get the persimmons at
the World's Fair, so far as th" honey exhibit is

concerned.
In the evening Mr. Mciiivoy read a paper on

"How I Prepare Bees for Outdoor Wintering,
and Care for them in Spring.'" The bees were
crowded upon six combs of solid honey, and
then the hive packed with dry leaves. He
placed great stress upon what he termed the
"constitution" of the colony. By this he
meant the condition of the colony itself instead
of its surroundings. He considered this of

greater importance than the manner in which
it was packed or the manner in which it was
wintered. A colony in excellent condition in

the fall as regards queen, populousness, stores,

etc., he felt was almost certain to be in similar
condition the next spring. Mr. Cornell called
attention to the fact that a board was a very
])oor covering for a colony. It is a good con-
ductor of heat. Wool and cork dust are excel-
lent packing material. Where the hive is out
of doors, and the entrance left open, but little is

to be gained by packing beneath the bottom-
board. Those who wintered their bees in the
cellar testified as to the superior results obtain-
ed when the colonies were near the top of the
cellar. Losses nearly always were heavier in

the lower hives. McKnight and others put no
hives nearer the bottom than about fifteen

inches.
Mr. Cornell read a paper on "The Density of

Honey." He showed how greatly honey may
vary in density. That which is very dense is

not sold at a higher prii'e, but it is worth much
mon-. There ought to be some standard of

density. To test honey by inverting a bottle of
honey and seeing how rapidly the bubble of air

will rise, is not at all i-eliable. The variation of

the temperature alone is sufficient to destroy

the value of this plan. An instrument (hydrom-
eter, I believe it is called) is needed to make a
test; or, rather, this is one reliable and simple
method. It is like a long slim little bottle. In
the bottom is some lead. When put into liquid,

the depth to which it settles into liquid snows
the density, or specific gravity. There is a
graduated scale on one side of the tube which
shows the degree of density.
In the course of his remarks, Mr. Cornell said

that, when thick* and thin honey were mixed
thoroughly, as when part of a comb contained
thin honey and the other part thick, and the
honey should be extracted, the honey would
remain mixed. That is, the thick would not
settle to the bottom and the thin rise to the
top. He gave examples of allowing honey to
stand a long time in tanks, and then taking
some from the top and bottom; and a test

showed both samples of the same density. Al-
most the whole convention took issue with him.
S. T. Pettit had found the honey so thin on top
that he had used a long-handled dipper to stir

up the contents of the can and make the honey
all alike. J. K. Darling had found a thin
stratum of water on top of his candied honey,
and the remainder of his honey seemed to be
thicker after this. Mr. Cornell said that this

water might have been absorbed from the at-

mosphere. Mr. McKnight had found a stratum
of water two inches deep on the top of his cans
of honey. The thick but liquid honey could be
felt below it as easily as a board could be felt

with the finger. Mr. Cornell thought that this

might be a sort of separation of the honey, or

of its component parts: that the thin substance
was levulose. Mr. McKnight thought it too

thin for levulosi;. It was simply sweetened
water. Some other member had kept one can
in which he dipped off the top of the honey
from th(^ other cans, and tlie honey thus dipped
off wa-* " pretty poor stuff.'"

Here the discussion drifted off into crystalli-

zation, or, rather, the cause of crystallization.

\Vhile it is admitted, even by scientists, that
all about crystallization is not yet understood,
there seemed little doubt that the crystalliza-

tion of honey is caused, or at least aided, by
light, air. change of temperature, the presence
of water, and by agitation. The honey from
which nearly all of the water has been driven
off by evaporation is slow to crystallize—may
never do so. Honey that would remain liquid,

if left in the comb, crystallizes upon being
extracted, even if immediately sealed up in a

bottle. The same honey, if left undisturbed in

the combs, might be uncapped and yet remain
liquid. The agitation of the extracting, and
the more thorough exposure to the air, may be
what starts crystallization. Some even went
so far as to suggest that the " germs " of crys-

tallization came from the air, the same as in

the case of fermentation; but Mr. Cornell

promptly "called them down." Instances were
given where honey left at home in the fall re-

mained liquid, while that taken away oyer
railroads, and exhibited at fairs, soon candied
as the result of agitation. W. Z. Hutchinson
had some that candied in three days at the

Detroit Exposition, where placed over the dy-
namos that generated the electricity. There
was a constant jarring. The Dadants turn

their honey from one barrel to another to start

granulation.
Referring again to the matter of heavy honey

settling to the ijottom of the can, Mr. Frith
suggested that honey might be ripened, possi-

bly, by running it through a "separator,'" the

same as butter is separated from ,
milk. Mr.

*Iii making' this test the honey must always be of

a certain temperature—60°, I believe.
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Corneil's plan for ripening thin honey was to

expose it in shallow tanks, covered with gauze
or wire cloth, and very appropriately he advised
that this be fastened on in such a manner that
the bees cati't get in.

While on the subject of crystallization, I

might say that, while on the train going home,
Mr. Pettit exhibited some crystals of honey
that had been washed free from all stickiness.

That is. some honey that had crystallized in

large crystals had been washed in water until

the small amount of uncrystallized honey had
been washed away, leaving a handful of clean
crystals that looked like a very light brown
sugar. I could not resist asking, in a joking
way, if it was quite right to be making sugar
from honey. And right here I may say that
the matter of sugar honey was thoroughly dis-

cussed, both in convention and out, and, as a
result, a committee was appointed to secure
legislation prohibiting the raising, importation,
and sale of sugar honey. Some thoug^ht this

action hasty, uncalled for, and ill advised; but
as Gleanings is closed to any further discus-
sion of the subject. I will not repeat the argu-
ments of either side; but I should like to say a
word in regard to the kindness and' considera-
tion with which I was treated in regard to this

matter. After the session was over, quite a
number came to me, some of them even laying
their arm over my shoulder as they spoke, and
said they hoped I was not offended by the
action taken. It was a matter of principle, and
not personality, and they were very glad that I

came over; that to see on a bit of paper what a
man had said sometimes gave a diflFerent im-
pression than to meet him face to face. Of
course. I explained that, so far as the Review
was concerned, the discussion was at an end:
that I had only the good of bee-keepers at
heart; and if the majority said that I was
taking the wrong course. I was more than will-

ing to abandon it. This was all they asked;
and to show their sincerity, quite a number
subscribed for the Review right then and there.

I came home feeling that 1 had been treated
right royally, and wondering if we tried as
hard to make it pleasant for the Canadians
when they come over here. And right here, if

the editor will allow, I should like to thank not
only my Canadian friends, but all my friends
for their kindness in this " latter-day " discus-
sion. While they did not agree with my views,
and even believed that their promulgation was
working an injury to them, yet they stood by
me as a mem. and even upheld the Review as a
model journal. This has given me a greater
charity than ever for others. I even have a
kindly feeling for the few who in moments of
strong feeling have said harsh things.

I carried over a Crane smoker and a Bingham
smoker. Mr. Cornell requested that I do so.

He had a smoker in which the barrel was per-
haps three inches from the bellows, and this

allowed the introduction of tubes through
which outside air could be induced to enter and
join the original blast. With a lighted taper it

was clearly shown that air was thus drawn in

with the original blast. It was also shown
that, even with only the nozzle put on the
smoker, there would be some reaction—some
air that would '"bound back." so to speak, from
the opening in the tire-barrel. With the closed
tube of the Crane, it seemid to me that this

reaction would be avoided: but Mr. Cornell
agreed with Mr. Bingham, that the friction of

the air in the tube and in the turns would rob the
air of its force, so that the blast would be weak-
er than ill the cut-off. He is going to take all

three of the smokers home, and he thinks that
he will be able to secure the use of a machine
for testing the blast of air, and thus give all a

test. I told him that 1 thought they ought to be
tested when filled with planer shavings: but he
said that that would bring in an element of
uncertainty, as they could not be filled exactly
alike. I admit this; but it seems as though
the force apolied to the bellows might also be
an uncertain element, although I do not know
how he intends to compress the bellows. Filled,
is the way in which a smoker is used; and. even
though it would be impossible to fill them
exactly alike, it seems to me that the results,
so far as actual practice is concerned, would be
sufficiently exact if tbey were tested when fill-

ed. I think the verdict would be more satis-
factory. Mr. Cornell believes that the arrange-
ment that forces the most air into the base of
the fire-barrel will also discharge the most from
the nozzle, regardless of the obstruction caused
by the fuel; but he admits that he may be mis-
taken.
The subject of incorporation of the North

American and the non-affiliation of the Ontaria
Association was about to be brought up for dis-
cussion, when I told them of the action taken
at the Washington meeting, and the probability
being that incorporation would be dropped an-
other year; hence it was not thought worth
while to take up any time discussing the mat-
ter. In conversation with the members it was
plain to be seen that the great mass of bee-
keepers in Canada have no other than friendly
feelings for the bee-keepers "this side the-

creek." As one man said to me, " When we
meet we find that we are all human, and have
the finer feelings that belong to humanity; and
it is a pity that any outside official ripple can
not be smoothed out.'" So far. I can not see
that incorporation has done one cent's worth
of good. If it will eventiially do good, there-

may be some sense in retaining it. If it is to be
of no more use in the future than in the past,
and it causes useless friction between us and
our neighbors, why not drop it? In addition to
this, it seems to me that it would be a very
graceful thing to do to hold the meeting of the
North Ameiican. next year, in Canada, with a.

Canadian in the chair. W. Z. Hutchinson.
Flint. Mich.. Jan. 31.

RAMBLE NO 77.

IN SAN DIEGO AND NATIONAL CITY.

While attending the bee-keepers' convention
in Los Angeles I madp the acquaintance of Mr.
Arthur Hansen, of National City. From his
appearance and language I supposed he was a
New Englander, and was quite surprised to-

learn that he came from under the flag of Ger-
many, and was born on the little sea-girt island'

of Fehmen, in the Baltic sea. Eleven years in

this country, and several years on this coast,

had transformed him into a thorough Ameri-
can, and an enterprising bee-keeper. While
enjoying the many stirring scenes of the Ca-
brillb celebration I met Mr. Hansen again. The
sweetness and harmony of our occupations led

us to the renewal of our acquaintance. Our
conversation naturally fell upon bee-keeping
and bee-keepers in San Diego Co. San Diego
is the shipping-jioint for a great share of the
honey of this region, and the headquarters for

bee- men is found in the supply and honey
house of Mr. J. T. Lovett. Of course, we nat-
urally gravitated to this great center of the
honey business, and found that Mr. LoveDt had
been largely engaged in bee culture, owning
and operating several large apiaries ; but at
present he devotes his attention to buying and
selling honey, and dealing in supplies. His
dealings in honey run up into the millions of
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pounds. Large sliiijmoiits of this honey are
sent to foreign lands, and he has made many
journeys to the old country in the interests of

his honey t)usiness.

Mr. L. has a wide acquaintance with the
bee-lceepers of this country, and is doing good
work in introducing a good line of supijiies to

his customers. I not iced that he sold only new
tiO-lb. tin cans and cases. The latter are
made extra strong by the insertion of an extra
board partition in the center of the case. The
cans and cases were thus adapted to rougli
handling and long shipments; and, above all,

the honey is never tainted with the suspicious
odor of kerosene. In the long run, I think bee-
keepers would be benelited by using such excel-
lent packages: for, as a prominent bee-keeper
remarked, it goes from bad to worse in the
following ratio: If gasoline-cans will do, then
kerosene-cans can be used: if good kerosene-
cans are used, then poor ones will be used; and

HANSEN'S PETS.

in the latter, the contents of the can become as

degraded as the can itself. It reciuires much
patience and cai'e to clean a kerosene-can; and
even after a thorough cleansing there is more or

less trace of a kerosene odor.
In Mr. Lovett's bee-keeping days, the results

tsecured in good seasons were truly marvelous.
Twenty colonies could be easily increased to

one hundred, and some surplus honey secured.
His colonies had often brought in 1.5 lbs. per
day, whilesingle colonies had gathered as much
as 785 lbs. in a season.
There are always more or less bee-keepers at

this headquarters, and loads of honey arriving
in those large wagons, \\ ith four or six horses
attached, and which had come fi-om the moun-
tains, sixty miles away, and perhaps even fur-

ther.
Among other bee-men at Mr. Lovetfsl found

Mr. I. A. King, of Viuf.yard. vSan Diego Co.
Mr. King is a relative of A. J. King, of Arizona.
and. like his Uinsman. is interested in bees, and
is the owner of several hundred colonies.

When two such bee-keepers as Mr. I lansen and
the Rambler get together it may be surmised
that some magnificent scheme is brewing. To
further the scheme, it became necessary for me
to go to National City, five miles from San Di-
ego. Mr. Hansen here happily keeps bachelor's
hall, without a hitch in his household affairs.

From his cottage we have a view of San Diego
harbor and its surroundings; and at night the
electric lights of the two cities enliven the
darkness; while from the light-house, away
out at Point Loma, the red and white lights

give alternate flashes, warning the mariner of

the danger- points.
I found that, like all great bee-keepers, Mr.

Hansen possessed a hobby in the shape of some
fine, pure- bred water-spaniel dogs. When
properly trained, the pups were sold for a good
price: and one was under special training that
would be sold for WOO. This feature of the
hobby appeared very profitable; and that our

friend is an adept at dog-
training I will demon-
strate further along.

I made the intimate
acquaintance once of an-
other class of pe(s)ts, very
plentiful in all coast
towns, and especially
plentiful and very neigh-
borly in National City—
the festive flea. I can
not describe him; for

when I wanted to get a
good look at him he had
just stepped out. Like
the voracious Chicago
bedbug, their fine work
is performed in the
night: and in the morn-
ing, judging from the
tliousand crimson spots
on the under- garments,
they had been very in-

dustrious. In relation to

the muscular develop-
ment of the flea, good
authorities say that, if a
man had the same de-
velopment and power, he
could jump 35 miles and
eat several tons of pro-
visions. As to the eating
capacity of fleas, 1 can
corroborate all that has
been said about them,
with the additional fact

that, when a person be-
comes a pasture for fleas,

dreams of the most horrid nature are induced.
The most terrible dream I experienced on that
first night with a flea was the sudden and sta^rt-

ling appearance of that old Stray Strawing
Matrimonial Bureau of Dr. Miller, with seven
old maids and eleven widows. Dr. M. appeared
in the dress of a Mexican desperado, on a grand
hunt for California bachelors. The vision was
so realistic, and the idea of being lassoed and
brought face to face with such an array of

curls and shaip noses gave me such a despair-
ing sensation, and a desire to escape, that I

suddenly awok'': and while I mopped the per-

spiration and llcas from my brow I rejoiced tha,t

it was all a dream. Thinking, in my half-

awakend condition, that Bro. Wilder was in

bed with me. 1 thrust my hand over to see if he
was safe, and punched Mr. Hansen in the ribs.

It seemed that he was also in the last stages of

a flea dream, for he sprang bolt upright in bed,

and shouted. -'Well, who's a kicking?'" This
dispelled the last stages of our dreams, and we
compai'ed not(!S. rejoiced, and happily arose
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while the dew was on the pumpkin-vines.
With all the fervent, ecstatic hopefulness I

possess, I do enthusiastically hope that Dr. M.
will stay at home and attend to that straw-
patch.

SCRATCHING.

Mr. Hansen's apiary is at present near his
cabin, and consists of about sixty colonies. A
great portion of them were obtained from
houses and out-buildings in the vicinity. There
is probably no portion of the country where
there are so many
wild swarms as on the
coast of Southern Cal-
ifornia. The houses
in every city and town
are more or less in-

fested. In a charming
location. l"itting;iy

named Paradise Val-
ley, Mr. Hansen show-
ed me a dwelling,
from the rear Z por-
tion of which he had
taken eleven swarms.
The house was well
stocked, for there was
a swarm of bees under
the shaded ! portions.
Mr. H. writes me later

that he has cleared
the Bonnie Brae
ranch of about as
many more, therefore
increasing his apiary.
Mr. H. is an expert at
this removal business,
and can cut into a
house and get the
bees, and then replace
the siding so that you
would scarcely know
where the swarm was taken from.
There is ample room in many buildings for

the storage of large amounis of honey. The
style of architecture, with many dormer win-
dows and heavy cornices, favors the bees. One
of these buildings, with many gables and
towers, was erected for a sanitarium; but now
the fine building is vacant, except for the ac-
commodation of bees; and we saw very strong
colonies busily working through crevices in the
cornice.

Mr. Rowlson has charge of the building, and
has a small and growing apiary, which he ha*
started from bees he has taken from the build-
ing. In his first efforts at removal, a colony
was taken from above a closet. In removing
the boards from under the colony, the combs
became loosened, and down came a sweet and
stinging mass over the head and shoulders of
Mr. R. From his vigorous remarks in relation
to his flight. I think he prefers an inside rather
than an outside application of honey. As Mr.
H. is a veteran of the G. A. R., he now operates
against such colonies by the more safe method
of a flank movement.
When with Mr. Hansen in October, there was

an average of four swarms per week coming to
his apiary, and were found on vines or bushes
around the house. These were evidently starv-
ation swaims coming from the surrounding
dwellings. That stray swarms are numerous
may be inferred from the fact that a boy hived
sixty swarms in one season, in various nonde-
script lioxes, and made quite a profitable ven-
ture of it by selling them to bee-keepers.
Mr. Hansen's apiary is established in the city

only temporarily, or for building-up purposes;
but if here for only a short time, his apiary has
attracted the attention of certain fruit- men,
and the harrowing commenced. His plan of
dealing with the harrower was first to join the
Union and send for a numberof court decisions.

One was posted in a prominent position in the
postoffice; another in the city-council rooms,
and copies were given to the city attoiney and
others. Since this judicious distribution of
documents he has heard nothing from the fruit-

men.
While some are anxious to get rid of the bees,

others nre indiff'erent aboutit. Messrs. Kimball,
next neighbor to Mr. H., have a large raisin

vineyard, and conduct their business without
injury from the bees, and, of course, without
harrowing anybody. It is more and more evi-

dent that it is only ignorant and prejudiced
persons who make this war upon the interests

of bee-keepers. If the so-called depredations
of bees were such an unmixed evil, the fruit-

growing associations would have much to say
aboutit; but in meetings of pomological socie-

ties in every county, not a voice is raised
against the bees or their owners; but many
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times their value as fertilizers of fruit-bearing:
blossoms is referred to. Tliat all might be-
come thus enlightened is the wish of every bee-
keeper, including the Ramiu.er.

CHEAP BEE-ESCAPES.

GOOD ONES THAT ANY ONE CAN MAKE.

I was considerably interested in that cheap
bee-escape that "' doesn't cost a cent," described
on page 33. I have tried almost every form of
bee-escape that has been suggested in recent
years, as well as many devices of my own that
have never seen the light; but I will admit that
this idea is new to me. I have but little doubt
that it will work, just as the writer says; but
the material (common newspaper) is of such a
flimsy nature that it is not likely it could be
used more than once. Even then it is probable
the super would have to be removed as soon as
the bees were fairly out of it, or they would
soon eat holes through it. That empty super
under it is also a serious drawback. Still, the
idea is a valuable one. and may often serve us
in an emergency.
During the past season I have experimented

a good deal with delicate springs made of mica,
such a^ is used in stoves. Some of the designs
which I made and tested worked nicely, includ-
ing two patterns illustrated in the December
Review. My aim has been to make a more rap-
id-working escape than any now known, and in

that I was not fully convinced that I^ had en-
tirely succeeded. I have about a dozen pat-
terns, all of which work about equally well; but
as we want better rather than more escapes, I

have refrained from publisliing them,
I have now got an idea from this paper afifair,

that may lead to valuable results; at any rate,
I shall give it a fair trial another year. Now,
suppose that, instead of using paper and punch-
ing X holes through it. we make a substantial
escape-board, and cut from two to four square
holes through it. Bevel off the uppei- edge, and
to this tack or glue little V-shaped pieces of
very thin mica, making a sort of hopper, with a
hole not quite large enough for a bee to get
through in the center. If this is rightly made,
the springs will readily allow the bees to pass
down, but will not.allow any to return. Anoth-
er plan is, to make the holes in the board ob-
long, say 1 X 2^4 in., using two pieces of mica,
slitted to make four separate springs, each
about large enough for a bee. This will allow
several bees to pass through at the same time;
and springs can be made of any length desired
to make them work easily. These springs
should be about half a bee-space apart at the
ends. Of course, it can be made removable
from the boards by making the escapes in small
pieces, and fitting in the larger board. To pre-
vent any danger of propolizing or gnawing by
the bees, a little kerosene can be applied to the
mica springs. It will be necessary to have a
full bee-space under the escapes when the board
is in position, so as to allow the bees to get
out. I mal<e no claim to originality, and. of
course, have not tried it; but I am quite certain
(from numerous tests with other devices) that
it will work all right, and it will be quite per-
manent too.

When I started out it was with the intention
of describing quite another escape, that I know,
from thorough trial, is not excelled by any es-
cape ever made, and can be made by almost any
one. at a cost of about two cents each. The cut
will fairly illustrate the device. To make the
escape, take two sticks, U inch square and 8
inches long, and on one side tack six little strips
of perforated tin, pointing to the middle, at an

angle of about 45 degrees. Accurate work is

required, that they may be equally far apart, so
they will be just opposite when in place. Tack
a piece of perforated tin on one side, with a
half- inch hole in lh<^ center for a bottom, and
turn up i.i incli at either end. This piece should
1)6 2 X 8'.2 inches. Tack another piece of the
same material, or green wire cloth will do. with
a ?4-inch hole at both ends for a top piece, and
the escape is done. To place it in the escape-
board, cut a hole in it 2x8 inches, and tack
pieces of tin on the under side, allowing it to
project '4 inch. The board cut out can be re-
placed when the board is wanted as a " sealed
cover."'

It is best to make one escape first; and when
one gets the hang of it, any number can be

Section N? 2. Section. N? 1

DIBBERN S NEW BEE-ESCAPE.

made up. The material can be had at almost
any tinsliop, and ought not to cost more than
two cents for each escape. That price certain-
ly ought to bring them within the reach of all,

even in a poor season.
All wire-cloth escapes, such as suggested by

Mr. Lairabee, have proven to be unsatisfactory
with me. Somehow the wire cloth, being so
open, the bees do not seem to realize that they
are cut off from the main hive, and usually
make but little effort to leave. I have used
from two to four escapes in a board at once, and
something is gained in time; though, as bees
act .so differently, it is not easy to decide just
how much. These escapes are not patented.
All can make them; the cost is trifling; and if

all are not supplied soon with good escapes it

will be no fault of mine. C. H. Dibbern.
Milan, 111.

MOLDED COMB-GUIDES VERSUS THICK TOP
WITH NO COMB-GUIDES.

TESTIiMONY PRO AND CON.

Some time ago we asked for reports as to how
the new molded thick top-bars were keeping off

burr-combs as compared with the old-style

thick tops. Our own experience has shown no
difference, although we have had one of the

heaviest honey-flows in years. But some of our

friends seem to have had a different experience.

Here is what a few write:

Friend Root.—Some men are born bee-keep-
ers; some achieve bee-keeping, and some have
bee-keeping thrust upon them. In the season
of 1891, three swarms of bees alighted upon my
premises, and I was forced to take care of them
as best I could, having never had any work or
experience with bees. I hived them all in box
hives, and then I got a severe attack of bee-
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fever. I read every tiling I could get hold of

on the subject of bee-keeping, especially the
ABC, perusing it over half a dozen times. In

the fall I put two of the colonies into a large

box and packed them with chaff (the third I

had lost by robbers). The b(;es wintered well,

and were in excellent condition in the spring.

They had several cleansing flights during the

winter. Thei'- stores consisted of white-clover
honey. During all this time I looked about for

a good hive, and determined upon the Dovetail-
ed hive as the simplest and most easily han-
dled. In the spring I transferred the bees to

these hives with success. The first honey they
gathered was dandelion. Next camd white
clover; and last, but not least, buckwheat.
These two colonies I increased to U by natural
swarming, and they gave me 400 lbs. of good
comb honey, besides fliling their brood-chamber
with enough honey to winter them. I packed
them in the same manner as last winter, except
two colonies which are in Dovetailed chaff

hives. All my bees are good at this date.

In regard to the Dovetailed hive, I wish to

say that it answers its purpose perfectly. It is

the hive for general use, being easy to manipu-
late, and perfect in all its parts. The only dis-

crepancy I have found is the slotted bars of the
section-holders. These should be a trifle thicker.

When the super is full of honey they have bent
down for me, and thus take away the bee-space
underneath. I had plenty of burr and brace
combs in my hives, all my bees being on Hoff-

man frames. I like them very well ; the V
edge is good. I. W. HoFF>rAN.

Roselle, Iowa. Jan. 19.

[The next one reads as follows:]

In Gleanings of Jan. 1, page ;iL I see you
ask for reports of burr-combs on different

frames. I had 100 frames. K inch thick by Ih
wide, that did not have any burr-combs on;

but the 100 frames of the same dimensions, only
a molding off' for comb-guide, were badly burred
together, top and sides. T. C. de Clercq.
De Soto, Iowa, Jan. 13.

[These two. taken together with the testi-

mony of Dr. C. C. Miller in favor of the old-

style thick-top bar, might seem conclusive.

Here is a letter just at hand, which confirms
our own experience:]

Friend Root:—1 see in last Gleanings you
ask for reports concerning the improved thick-

top-bar frames, in regard to burr-combs being
built above them. I have both kinds, and can
see no difference in them. Both kinds are free

from burr-combs so far, and some of them
have been in use two seasons. Doti't think
of going back to the old thick-top frames—no,
never. Bees are gathering pollen from cedar
and mistletoe. Prospects are good for a big
honey crop. L. B. Smith.
Lometa, Tex., Jan. 14.

HOFFMAN FliAMES.

We have given the new improved Hoffman
frames a fair trial this season in our apiary,
and I think they are a great improvement over
the old style. We have had no burr-combs
built on thfjn. and my combs are not all braced
together as they were with the old L. frames

—

so much so that, when I was manipulating
them, the honey was continually running down
from where the brace-combs were fastened
together. I shall discard all other old-style
frames, and have all my combs built on the
new Hoffman frames.

—

M. H. DeWitt in Amer-
ican Bee Keeper.

[The comb-guide is almost a necessity with a
good many bee-keepers because they think

they can not afford foundation. To add an en-
tra comb-guide to the bottom of the % bar is

carrying things a little bit too far the other
way. We seriously question whether, if the
bee-spaces are correctly maintained, there
would be any trouble with burr-combs on new
molded top-bars. By way of a compromise
we are preparing to make a slight change, so

that the side of the bars will be nearly if not
fully % inch wide, and yet leave a sufficient

comb-guide for the fastening of foundation in

the regular way. or for a guide to comb-build-
ing in the old-fashioned way. This is a change
which will not interfere in the least with any
thing already in use. So far as our own experi-

ence is concerned, we would just as soon, and
perhaps rather, have the molded lop-bars the
same as we have sold for the, last year and a
half.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

HOW TO MAKE A SUN WAX-EXTRACTOR W'ORK
WITHOUT ANY SUN.

" Necessity is the mother of invention." In
the winter of 1889 we made a business of laking
Ijees out of buildings, churches, schoolhouses,
dwellinghouses, etc. Dr. Plnegar's house turn-
ed out 18 colonies and 1300 lbs. of extracted
honey. The weather was cold and wet, and
the large sun extractor was of no use, and some
larva} in the honey had commenced to sour.
" What shall we do ? " Lewis George said. We
went to the tinshop and had a hot-air furnace
made that cost 13.00. This was connected by a
hot-air pipe. 33j inches in diameter, to the sun
extractor, the i)ipe being attached to the lower
end, under the screen. We made a hole for
draft and ventilation on top of the screen, in

the other end. Into the extractor we put a
thermometer, built a fire, and stopped looking
for the sun. We could heat that mass into a
pudding, stir it up, breaking all the cells, and
take it out as dry as chips: most of the pollen
went through the screen; most of the honey
was candied; but the heat was so intense that
the bottom dropped right out of it. The honey
and wax came out together, and wax caked on
top. Emerson Bros.
Santa Ana, Cal., Jan. 3.

threatened conflict betaveen fruit-
ralsers and bee-men.

The relation between the fruit and bee men
is becoming critical; threats of poisoning are
resorted to by the former, and no doubt, to my
mind, have been carried out to some extent. I

thought I would try to educate some of the
progressive fruit-men in regard to the great
value of bees as fertilizers, and help matters
from this quarter; so I sent Gleanings, No. 18,

1891, with Prof. Cook's article on " Bees as Fer-
tilizers." to Prof. Hilgard. State University, for

his indorsement, which would have great
weight with the fruit- men here. It was refer-

red to a Prof. C. W. Woodworth, who replied as

follows: ' Prof. Cook is an authority on bee-
keeping, and I think what he says can be relied

upon: but we must not forget that there is

in California a very different problem in the
case. It is the injury to ripe and drying fruits

that the fight against bees is based upon."
I replied that we must not forget nor under-

estimate the great value of bees as fertilizers;

how nnich fruit would set if it were not for the
busy little bee? and is it not ripe fruit opened
by birds and yellow-jackets, and in a fermented
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Slate, that the bees are found to mostly work
upon ? Has the experiment station experiment-
ed any to determine the relation of bees to fruit?

I am afraid we shall not £?et much aid from
this source; but I am going to use Prof. Cook's
article to the best advantage, if you have any
of the leaflets left. Ahthuk Hanskx.
National City, Cal.. Nov. 30.

[Yes. that is the thiiip to do: give each a
copy of Prof. Cook's article on bee-fertilization,
and in addition tell them that, in that progress-
ive State of Michigan, the bee and fruit men
have met together in convention, and each side
acknowledged their dependence on the other.
The fact is, the fruit-men of California should
be willing to put up with a little annoyance
from the bees during the ripe- fruit season, for

the sake of the good the bees do earlier in the
year while the trees are in blossom. If the bees
were taken all away for a year or so, the fruit-

men would be very glad to get them back again,
iust as they did years ago in Massachusetts.
History repeats itself.]

INTRODUCING QUEENS— KONIG'S METHOD: DI-
RECTIONS FROM A CORRESPONDENT IN

NORWAY.
Among the many methods of introducing, the

following affords some advantages: No hive is

to be made queenless; no waiting 48 hours, nor
even 24 is needed, for the new queen can be im-
mediately introduced to a strong colony, etc.

All this IS of interest with a valuable queen.
The method here described I call the " Konig."
as I have it from Mr. Konig. of Lodz, in Poland,
to whom I sent some Norwegian queens this
summer.
When a queen arrives, prepare a hive for her

with one honey-comb without brood, and two
empty combs and a drone-trap before the en-
trance. Put the queen into a wire cage on the
honey-comb; take one comb with bees from a
hive (look sharp for the queen; if she is there,
take another comb instead of it); brush the
bees off before the entrance of the new queen's
hive. In like manner goto another and a third
hive, etc., and take a comb as befoie, and brush
the bees off. The drone trap will catch a queen
if such a one by mistake should follow the
brushed bees. The new hive will then contain
bees from three or more hives mixed together;
the queen is set free after 24 hours, and is

always cordially accepted.
Engvai.d Hanson.

Aamli, Norway, Oct., 1892.

goi-den's salt cure for bee-paralysis
challenged.

I read the discussion and experiments of T. S.

Ford and J. A. Golden on the subject of bee-
paralysis. Please allow me to ask some ques-
tions in regard to the subject. First, might not
the bees have been poisoned by visiting fruit-

trees that had been sprayed too soon ? If not,
might they not have got the poison from later
spraying, where honey-dew was abundant?
Might not the cure of Mr. Golden have been a
success on account of less poison in vicinity.

in the solution used in iiis case? Is salt an
antidote for mild poisons? Do not bees go out
of the hive to die? Allen I^artow.
Milan, O., Dec. 5^

another and shorter way to kill skunks.
Mr. France's method of killing skunks is

amusing. To kill a skunk, take a stout stick,
of convenient length, not over two feet. Walk
slowly to within reach of the skunk, and kill

him by a blow on the head. You can then car-
ry him several hundred yards before the slight
involuntary discharge of "smudge." which al-

ways takes place about five minutes after

death. Young skunks can be taken alive by
hand, without danger. I give all of the above
from experience. Geo. M. Wertz.
Johnstown, Pa., Jan. 7.

[Y^our plan will surely work if you can get
within hitting distance. Still, if you have
"been there" you know.]

HOW PAPA ships extracted HONEY.
I will try to explain how papa ships extracted

honey. We usually ship in tin buckets holding
12 or'2.5 lbs. We punch a hole through the lid,

to give the air free passage. Then we stretch
a thin wire tightly across the lid. to keep it

from getting off, and to strengthen the bucket.
We have shipped honey In this way for years,
and it always arrives in good order. Our honey
crop is very poor this season.

Fred H. Gkaeper.
Westphalia, Ind.. Dec. .5.

[Good I let's hear from more of the little folks.

If your papa doesn't like to write, and he has
something good and useful, tell us about it.]

A NOTE FROM OUR SPECIAL ARTIST; THAT
WILDER man: whirlwinds, ETC.

A. I. Root:—Say! Is Hutchinson or Hasty, or
any of the other bee-men. inquiring after my
address? Don"t give it them. After reading
that Wilder letter, and seeing the way Ram-
bler wiggles out from under the tub by a dis-

tant whack at his poor artist confederate, I am
beginning to feel alarmed: and as my means of
defense are extremely limited, I confess I don't
know what to do. Perhaps the whirlwind is

coming this way. May be some of the others
will be after me now that Rambler has sicked
'em on. I didn't think that of him. If he
' pours oil on the troubled waters " in the way
that Wilder man says he does, well, what's to

become of me? I am stationai'y, while he is

skipping all over this beloved country. I can
hardly bear my own load: yet he wants to

lighten his so he can skip out still faster. But
really as to that tongue, I expect soon to write
a book on tongues, and with, perhaps, the as-

sistance of the (tleanings people, we will

explain something in regard toWilder's tongue.
In haste,

GOLDENROD from FLORIDA.

Mr. J. Pierpont Murdock. Oxford, Fla., sends
me specimens of goldenrod — Solidngo tenni-

foUa. with a small bottle of the honey from it.

He says that in October or November, some
colonies gathered (i.5 lbs. from it; and that it

grows two feet high, and bears a profusion of

yellow flowers. The prairies are covered with
it. He thinks the honey the finest he ever saw.
The leaves of this goldenrod are very narro.w,

as the specific name indicates. The honey is

uery lo/iifc; indeed, it has no more color than
water, and is of excellent flavor. We are used
to seeing golden honey from these flowers, and
so this Is very interesting. Is all goldenrod
honey from the South so light? A. J. Cook.
Agricultural College, Mich., Dec. 19.

VERBA SANTA.

Mr: Root:—In your issue for Dec. 1.") our friend

Rambler spells " yerba santa "' " herba santa "

—a change in the first letter of the name only,

and one which does not affect the pronuncia-
tion to any extent. This herb, or bush, grows
all over the State, so far as I know, and is

plentiful hereabout. I have not undertaken to

write at this time to correct Rambler's spelling

of the word, but I have taken this occasion to

connect this plant with San Francisco's original

name. The city spoken of was called by the
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first white settlers—thf Spaniards, or Mexicans
—Yerba Buena. wliicli. when translated into
English, means "good herb." Yerba Buena
was also given to the island now called Goat
Island, which lies between Oakland and San
Francisco, and almost in the track of ferry-
steamers plying between the two principal
cities of the State. Unlike "yerba Santa," or
'"holy herb," yerba buena is a trailing vine
of the mint species. It is much used by the
early settlers (the Spaniards) as a medicinal
plant—principally, I believe, for curing head-
aches. I would also remark that they use, for

the same purpose, the skin shed by snakes,
placing it inside their hat-band; but with what
efficacy I am in doubt. Yerba santa, according
to the Spaniards, is also a wonderful healing
herb. Yerba buena is also used as a condiment
in cooking, by old and new settlers. It grows
everywhere in the hills and mountains, and is

quite a honey-secreting plant.
Temescal, Cal., Jan. 4. W. A. Pryal.

THE OHIO bee-keepers' EXHIBIT.

A few days ago. noticinff that other States
were preparing for the World's Fair honey ex-
hibits, we were wondering what Ohio was going
to do, if, indeed, she would do any thing.
Shortly after, a card came from Dr. Mason,
asking whether we would be at home during
the next few days, as he wished to talk over
World's Fair matters with us. We pi'omptly
notified him that we would, and that it would
give us great pleasure to see him. He came
and thoroughly canvassed the whole situation,
and the result is. that he has prepared a state-
ment for print, that will fully explain itself:

OHIO'S worivD's fair.

Friend Root:—The Ohio Board of Commissioners
for the Coluinbian Exposition at Cliicati'o luis re-

quested me to collect, hikI i)ut in place for exhibi-
tion at Chicago. Ohit)'s wax and honey exiiibit; and
I should like, tlu'ough Gleanings, to ask sucli Ohio
bee-keepei-s as liave eitiier oomborextracled honey,
or nice heeswiix, to spare, and are willing- to iielp

make the exiiibit, write me ((f oitre tor particulars
If any of those who read this know of others wlio
have honey to spare will kindly f>ive metheir names
and postotHce addi'css they will confer a favor ou
our industry. It does not matter what kind of
honey it is, for we want all kinds that may be pro-
duced, such as white, alsike, red, and sweet clover;
basswood, buckwheat, sti-awberi-y, raspberry, aster,
goldenrod. etc. ; but if we wish to show sugar honey
we sliall probaI)ly have to gnout of Ohio to get it.

Parties furnishing- honey need be at no expense
in the matter, except to send me a postal for further
information. Please don't put this matter off for a
moment,- for we have no time to spare; and don't
think that others will attend to the matter and fur-
nish the honey, etc. I have personally made some
etlort to secure honej'" from bee-keepers, and find
but little to be luid.

Space for our exjiihit has been secured, and our
State Commissioneis are not only willing but anx-
ious to do all they can to aid us; and it ncnv rests
with us as bee-keepers to tn;ike our exhibit an hon-
or to the State. We don't want to " take a back
seat," but be at, or verij ncor, the head of the col-
umn, in just the place to whicli we are lustly enti-
tled. We need not be afiaid nor jealous of
California bee-keepers, with their splendid and
diversified honey product; nor of Canada, with her
splendid honey-producing area, nor <if any other
State or country, but aim to do the best we'can for
Ohio, and do honor to ourselves and oui- industry
by honestly placing on exhibition a cori'cct repre-
sentation uf our products.
Now, please let me hear from you at once, and

tell me what you liave to spare, and ask all the
questions you may desire. Address me at Autiurn-
dale, Ohio. A. B. Mason.

It gives us great pleasure to know that the
doctor has charge of the Ohio exhibit, and we
are very sure that, if bee-keepers will only do
their part, Ohio will stand pretty near the
front, if not actually in the lead. We availed

ourselves of his knowledge and experience in
the preparation of our own special exhibit of
bee-keepers' supplies. We set it up in our es-
tablishment, and this afternoon, after all had
been arranged satisfactorily to him and our-
selves, pl'otogi-aphed it. Now any one can
arrange it by simi)ly following the photograph.

GOOt) TIMES.

I suppose you are always pleased to hear of
good times. The past season in Hastings Co. has
been a good one. I increased from 23 to 43, and
got 3600 lbs. of extracted honey; 1300 lbs. of
clover, inoo lbs. of basswood, and the rest buck-
wheat and goldenrod. Season closed Septem-
ber 15. Extracted clover and basswood sells at
9 cts. ; buckwheat, 7. I put my bees in the cel-
lar Nov. 30. Jeremiah W. Wii>son.
Roslin, Out., Can., Dec. 31.

PECOS valley good for a hoosier.
I am going to move to Pecos Valley. I spent

nearly ten months of last year there, and do
not agree with Mr. Craig, of Abilena, Texas,
about its not being any place for a poor man, as
I belong to that unfortunate class. I think I

was there long enough to know something
about the country. It may not do for a Texan,
but it will do for a Hoosier.

Hillsdale, Ind. C. F. Bassett.

scarlet clover.
- One of our implement-dealers in this place is

offering for sale scarlet clover (Trlfoliumm-
carnatiiin). They say it is an excellent honey-
plant. Please tell us what you know about it,

as many farmers and bee-keepers will be
anxious to know. W. G. Fillsworth.
Avoca, la., Nov. .5.

the two kinds op granulation.
Mr. Hutchinson says that honey will granu-

late the same as sugar fed to bees. I say it will

not, as the sugar granulates hard ami flinty,

the 'same as it did before it was fed. while all

the honey I ever saw was soft when candied.
Clinton, III., Dec. 3(5. Henry Wilson.

" Lovely Gleanings " is what we said after
reading the number for Dec. 1.5, which was
something of a holiday number. It well de-
serves to be called the illustrated bee-paper of
America, as almost every issue contains such
beautiful pictures. May its subscription-list
become longer and longer, and its "shadow
ne'er grow less," is the New Year's wish of the
old Aniericdn Dee Juurmil for our Brothers
Root.

—

A. B. J., J(in. 5.

[Many thanks, Bro. York,]

a celkkkated actress-farmer.
A few days ago we ran across the following

paragraph, which appeared in the Agrlrultural
Epltornist of tln^ current year. We do not know
how much truth there is in it, but we repi'oduce
it here in the hope that some of our subscribers
may enlighten us further.

Madame Modjeska, the famous actress, lives on a
ranch which lies at the foot of Santiago Peak, in
California, 15 miles from a town or railway. She is

an enthusiastic farmer, and takes gieat iiride in her
live stock, of which she has a large number. Her
herd of shorthorns numbers over ioo, and she lias a
.singularly prr)portioned Hock of Angora goats.
These animals slie has found to be very i)rofltable.
Having invested in the ranch a large pari of her

savings from her theatrical earnings, she naturally
looks closely after it to see that it pays a proper
dividend on the capital.
Another branch of her undertaking is bee-raising.

She has 6nu hives of Itiiban bees, and sells a great
deal of honey every autumn, the mountain meadows
around her homestead being- carpeted with the flow-
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«rs of tlie white sage, which are credited with
producing the finest-flavored honey in the world.
Madame Modjeska rises at six o'clock in the morn-
ing and is out all the forenoon superiiitending the
management of her cattle and bees.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Blessed is the man whose streng-th is in thee.—
Ps. 84:5.

It was about seven o'clock Saturday night.
Ernest and I were alone in the office. All the
rest of the busy workers had gone to their

homes. The office was still and quiet, and even
the machinery was still. Ernest and John are
much in the habit of choosing these still hours
for their correspondence. The former sat at
the phonograph, with a handful of letters,

while he dictated in loud clear tones the vari-

ous answers to many correspondents. In order
to have the phonograph come out clear and
distinct, one needs to speak slowly and plainly,

pronouncing the words very distinctly. I had
tinished looliing over a seed catalogue, and lis-

tened a little while to the replies made by
Ernest. It almost made one think of the farm-
ers' institute, where the speaker answers the
inquiries one after another, but makes his

answers so distinct and clear that all can hear
them, even when he speaks to a crowded audi-
€nce. Saturday night I always take a bath
before retiring, and I started down leisurely to

the engiue-room to open a valve, that steam
might go over to the house. There are some
little Roots to be bathed besides myself, so we
genei'ally commence rather early. As I went
throughthf different rooms, so warm and com-
fortalilc. I reflected that, although it was below
zero outside, no pipes had yet been frozen enough
to do any damage, and we were well fortified in

every direction for even more cold. An immense
heap of coal lay in front of the boilers; steam
pressure was up to 60 or 70 degrees: the wind-
mill tank was full of water; the great cistern

was full, and an iron pipe ran down to Cham-
pion Brook, where we find we get the best
water for running our boilers. The huge
steam-pump, with its massive pipes and cylin-

ders, stood all ready to spring into action if an
alarm of fire should be given. I was thinking
about all our appliances, how nicely they work;
and the thought came into mind, tliat perhaps
some time I should look back to this period of

my life, and possibly feel sorry that I did not
thank God oftener svhen I had so much reason
to be grateful. Yes, besides all these other
things. I ain enjoying a degree of health that I

think r never knew before; for my diet is still

by preference new milk, graham gems, and
honey. By the way, I am gradually losing the
desire for and the need of sleep just before din-
ner. I have tried to take my accustomed nap
for several days; but I feel so bright that it

seems to be no longer needed. "What is the
reason you can not sleep?'' a^kcd my wife; and
I replied, • Why. the trouble is, I am getting
ioo healtlnj." What a simple.' insignificant
medicine—new milk right from the cow! But
let us get back to that Saturday night.

I had just opened my valve; and as I passed
out of tlie door leading into the engine-room
my eye glanced almost involuntarily to the
three pressure-gauges attached to our sprink-
ling system and waterworks. Two of them are
simply air-gauges. The pipes in our main
buildings are tilled with air instead of water,
and no water ever gets into these pipes until

some sort of fire-opens th(! air-valves; then the
water follows instantly. The air-valves indi-

cated the right pressure of between 30 and 40;

but the middle dial—the one that registers the
water pressure from the great tank on the hill

—to my surprise and consternation showed only
about 15 lbs. of pressure, instead of 22. its nor-
mal state. What in the world did it mean,
that this pressure should be so much reduced
on this icy-cold night? I hastened to the stair-

way, where I could call Ernest. He dropped
his" phonograph pretty suddenly, and hastened
downstairs to examine the gauge. It seemed
that it had fallen a little more by the time we
got there. We got a lantern, and with nervous
haste began making examinations. Every
thing seemed to be all in perfect ti'im, and we
could discover no trace of escaping water any-
where. After looking all over inside, we visited

the hvdrants by wading through the drifted
snow to the points where they were located
outside. The clean white snow covered every
thing, and no sight or sound betrayed running
water. Then I made a visit down to the new
railroad. This is below all our grounds, and
escaping water must sooner or later come over
the bank down into the ditch beside the track.

Nothing of the kind was seen. I went back
and reported. Ernest suggested that it came
from the tank on the hill, and that the water
was so cold it froze up before it could get an
eighth of a mile from the top of the hill to

Champion Brook. I felt sure that this was
impossible, but finally made a pilgi'image
through the snowdrifts up to the tank (expect-
ing every minute to find a flood of water and
ice), and walked clear around it. That, like

the rest of our apparatus,.seemed to be in per-

fect trim. Then we went back to the boiler-

room. The pressure-gauge showed that at

least 500 barrels of water had got away while
we were making our investigations, and it

seemed to be going faster and faster. We had
been liard at work for an hour. We were both
sweaty, and I was tired out and beginning to

feel symptoms of my old nervous troubles. The
anxiety had much to do with it. But how
could one avoid feeling anxious when the last

drop of water must soon be gone from our
tanks, and our water-pipes, on which we de-

pended, would soon be empty and useless? Er-
nest directed me to watch things while he took
a lantern and went for the engineer. He came,
but was as much puzzled as ourselves. Once
before, the pipe leading down to Champion
Brook was, by some misunderstanding, left

open, and the big tank on the hill drained off

into the brook during one night. It seemed as

if there was no other place in the w.orld where
the water could get away; but the valve was
closed securely. I insisted it was broken; and,
as a further proof, I was sure I heard water
gurgling through the pipe. The engineer and
Ernest said it could not he broken; and to dem-
onstrate their belief they unscrewed a union
that separated the pipe, and let me look inside.

I was becoming more and, more nervous, and
incapable of using what little sense God has
seen fit to give me. Just then it came into my
mind with such vividness that it sounded as if

somebody were speaking:
"Look here, old fellow. Does it not look a

little inconsistent, after all your preaching and
teaching, to see you in this fluster and worry?
yet during the whole past two hours you have
not even thought to ask for God's \visdom and
for his guidance in a matter where you all seem
to be inadequate to the occasion."

I felt ashamed of myself, and began to pray.

Tht? fact is, our system of water and steam pii)es

has so accumulated from year to year that it

takes a man with considerable brains to keep
in mind the uses and piwposes of this vast com-
plication of pipes and valves, little and big.

Why. right around the steam-pump, where W(i
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were standing, the pipes were so numerous
that the whole engine-room from" floor to ceil-

ing, almost, is filled with a literal network of

them. There are pipes innumerable, from the
size of your finger to the great water-pipes con-
nected with the steam-pump, as large as your
body. Then there are valves, from thr> size of a
silver dollar alt the way up to those as big as the
wheel of a Daisy wheelbarrow. Some of 'the

latter it takes the full strength of a strong man
to move. There are the live-steam pipes and
the exhaust-steam pipes; then there are the
water-pipes connected with the sprinkler sys-

tem, and another distinct system of water-pipes
to convey water all over the pi-emises. No
wonder we became demoralized. There seemed
to be a sound of rushing water, but no one could
find where it was. I remember of fearing that
if Ernest, the engineer, and myself could not
tell where the trouble was, it was not likely

that there was a living being in the whole ivide

world who could help us any. Some of the
pipes had been put in before Ernest and the
engineer knew any thing about it; therefore it

depended ou my memory alone. There we
stood, helpless. But the faithful, unfeeling
pressure-gauge kept steadily falling, and in a
little time more it would reach zero. My prayer
was something like this:

"O Lord, we are weak but thou art mighty.
We are helpless, but thy strength and wisdom
are infinite. We come to thee acknowledging
our need. Give us wisdom that we have not of
ourselves, and help us to care for our property."
Of course, the prayer was only in my mind.

No word was spoken. As soon as it was finished,
the thought came into my mind, " Now. if help
should come right off it would be only (mother
instance of similar answers to prayer during
the years that this business has been building
and growing up." Then my faith began to rise.

I had not found the text at the head of this talk
just then: but the feeling came into my heart,
very strong and vivid, '" Blessed is the man
whose strength is in thee."
Just at this crisis the engineer declared,

"There is no leak at all."

Then Ernest added. " Why. look here ! Put
on the big steam-pump and see if you can get
the accustomed pressure and hold it there."
The necessary valves were opened and closed,

and in a moment we were ready to move the
great pistons just as we would do in case of fire.

All eyes were fixed, and we stood with breath-
less suspense as we watched the pressure-gauge
attached tp the pump. My heart began to sink,
when the engineer said:
"Look out, boys I there is a tremendous pile

of water getting away somewhere." But he
added almost immediately afterward. "No!
hold on a momenti All right! There she is!"

He let the pump work nniil the gauge show-
ed a pressure of nearly V.H) lbs. to the square
inch, then stopped, and there it stood. The
whole entire sprinkler system of all our build-
ings, and the hydrants over the whole of our
grounds, were tight and sound. This located
the difficulty somewhere between the tank on
the hill and the factory. Said the engineer,
" Your pipes are frozen up."

" Well, I declare!" suggested I. " If the pipes
are frozen solid, the effect n'lll be almost exact-
ly the same as if the water were getting away."
And then we all drew a breath of relief. But

where could they be frozen ? They were deep
under the ground, and th(> ground was deep
under the snow. Then Ernest suggested. ".It is

the pipe under the big tank on the hill. We
must get in there and build a fire at once."
Now, I shall have to explain, that, as the

overflow-pipe was not sufficiently protected
during the excessively cold weather, it had

frozen up about two weeks before. The conse-
quence was, the tank had become full, and had
run over. Icicles as large as an ox hung over
the sides of the tank, and the water had run
down befoi-e the doors, and frozen them fast. It

was a critical time, however, so I hastily decid-
ed what to do. One of us got a big sledge to

open the door. Of course, the door had to be
opened so it could be closed again quickly. The
engineer took the hand-sled, with a couple of
baskets of kindling, and. neighbor H. was sum-
moned to lend a hand also. I started on ahead
with a sledge, for I preferred to smash the door
in myself. I looked back and saw the engineer
in a huge snowdrift, with his sled and kindling
turned over, and neighbor H. just coming to
his relief. As I expected, the bottom of the
door could not be moved—not even with a
sledge. Somebody suggested that the door
would have to be broken: but I declared not so.

The zero air must not get in there many min-
utes at most. The top was loosened. Neigh-
bor H., the engineer, and the rest, with strong
arms sprung the door in until I thought I could
squeeze through. I got half way through and
stuck fast. I imagined to myself how it must
feel to be a rat in a trap, and I wai< in a trap,
sure; but after a little more exhortation to my
comrades to bend every nerve and muscle. I

wiggled through. Of course, the zero weather
was getting in to freeze the pipes up harder,
and they might burst.
" Pile in your kindling, boys." I sang out:

and by the time they got it through the crevice
I had lighted a piece of waste saturated with
coal oil. I threw it against the big iron pipe,
piled on the kindlings, and then we had blaze
enough to see that every thing was frozen up
solid, sure enough. After I had got a big fire

to going (as it was on the bare ground it was
perfectly safe) I chopped away the ice from
around the door, so as to let in the rest of the
crowd. They were about as anxious to get out,
however, as they were to get in, because of the
smoke. The ice soon began to give way. Er-
nest thought it would take nearly all night to
thaw out the ice; but I had faith to believe
that the pressure-gauge in the factory was
taking a back track already. I thanked my
helpers, and told them they could all go home,
except the night watchman who sleeps in the
factory. He volunteered to see the pipe was
thawed out. I was a little behind when they
reached the innocent piece of mechanism which
had caused such a hubbub: but the joyful news
was soon proclaimed. "Hooray! hooray! the
pressure is right already!"

We sat down and rested a little, and then
went home. I was wet with perspiration, not-
withstanding the low temperature. In our
search we had been obliged to be first outdoors
and then inside, in such rapid succession that
we did not dare to take off our overcoats, over-
shoes, and fur caps. I had my bath after all,

and went to bed a little before midnight, re-

joicing in another sharp and clear evidence of
the truthfulness of the many Bible promises,
to the effect that the great Father above is " a
very present help in trouble." The next morn-
ing, at our responsive readings at church, my
eye and ear caught oiu' opening text, " Blessed
is the man whose strength is in thee," and you
may be sure my heart echoed an emphatic amen.

Let us now look at another picture. Some
time ago an old acquaintance got into trouble
with a neighbor in regard to a division-line
fence. It ended in a quarrel, and in a fit of
anger my friend transgressed the laws of our
land. Although a man of many excellent
qualities, he has, like the rest of us, peculiar
individual traits. One of these is, that he has
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always been exceedingly ind'ependent. From
•childhood up. he has seemed to have a special
fancy to take care of himself, and he has lived
to be nearly sixty years old, without "' asking
any odds of anybody."' I have often ta'ked to
him about this trait of character, and have
told him that it would get him into trouble;
but he seemed to think he was sufficient for
any occasion that might come up. After the
quarrel with the neighbor, he told me what he
had done. I felt pretty sure that he would
have to go to prison for it: but he flatly declar-
ed that he wouldn't go. I labored with him
long and earnestly, and finally was rejoiced to
hear him say that, if his lawyers were disap-
pointed, he would be a law-abiding citizen as
he had always been. I think his lawyers did
very wrong in telling him that there was not
any danger at all, and that they would get
him clear, without any question, provided he
could furnish the requisite means.

I now want to make some extracts from a
letter he wrote to me while in prison. He does
not know that I am going to do this; but I am
«ure he will pardon me when I tell him that his
honest confession may be the means of helping
many others who have got into trouble just as
he did; and it may be the means oi helping
many others out of trouble in just the way /ie

has come out or is coming out. You will readi-
ly gather from his letter that he has heretofore
been an unbeliever. In fact, were it not for

the fact that I know his handwriting so well,
and his way of speaking, I might think it al-

most impossible such a letter should ever come
from him at all. Of course. I have exhorted
him again and again to say. "Thy will, not
mine, be done," and bow in submission to Him
who holds our very lives, and each breath we
draw, in the holtow of his hand. Here is the
letter that brought tears to my eyes as I read it:

Dec. 10th I lay in my cell, sick and discourag-ed. I

said to myself, " I liave always been Independent,
and relied on myself, and now I do not know wliat
to do." I knelt down and offered to follow God
hereafter, and leave every thing to liim, if he would
tell me what to do. Immediately he said, "Get
back into bed and stay there." Pretty soon the cell-
tender came Mlong and said he would have to take
my name and number to the doctor. After a while
the doctor's assistant came and gave me some med-
icine for my cold and cough ; and during' the day
they sent me some crackers and tea. Next morning
I was told by the Lord to stay in bed; and the cell-

tender reported me to the doctor again. He sent
Tvord to me to dress myself and come over to tlie

hospital. I got upstairs into a warm room, with a
^ood big coal Are, rocking-chairs, and good beds. I

undressed and went to bed. I had not been by a
fire for montlis, and needed good noui'ishing food.
I lay there for several days, but finally got able to
be up Christmas. The doctor and some others got
up a fine dinner for us; and after dinner I felt so
grateful that I could not keep still, so I got up and
expressed my gratitude, and ended by giving the
donors a vote of thanks. My breath was short, and
it was witli great exertion; but I was listened to
with respect.

You may think it a little strange, the expres-
sion he uses, where hespeaksof the guidance of
the Holy Spirit; but knowing him as I do. and
having had many similar experiences of my
own, I think I can help our readers to look at
it as rational and reasonable. Perhaps for al-
most the first time in his life he has decided to
put his own will and judgment aside; it is not
to be himself any more, but thp, great God nbotie,
who directs what to do. dod, is to be the teach-
er and /ic the pupil; and all alone by himself
he makes that, perhaps, almost his first prayer.
He promises to follow the teachings of "the
Holy Spirit. Now, what would the Holy Spirit
be most likely to direct under such circum-
stances? Some of you may perhaps think it

hard to believe that he would get any direction
at all; but we have plain IJible teachings for it.

" Him that cometh to me, I will in nowise cast
out." This poor penitent soul had got back,
like the prodigal son; he is ionitmy for orders.
Our friend tells it as though verbal orders were
given him. Perhaps I may add. the quotation-
marks are my own. The first command of his
new teacher was very simple—" Get back into
bed and stay there." That was all God wanted
him to do for the present. My experience has
been with many like cases, that the first thing
anew-born soul is called upon to do is always
very simple and easy. He obeyed as well as he
knew how, and then commenced the workings
of the vast machinery of the universe to bring
out the full answer to that brief, simple prayer,
and lead that new-born soul from the dark-
ness of unbelief, into the light of a Father's
love. First a humble servant of the govern-
ment comes and looks after this particular
patient. He decides, and it happens the deci-
sion comes for a wonder on this particular
morning. No, it did not happen, either; nei-
ther did it /lappcii that the doctor's assistant
came soon after with some medicine, and then
with some simple refreshment. The next morn-
ing, you will notice, he again asks for orders
foi- the duties of the day: yes, even if you are
on a sick-bed, God is pleased to have you come
to him with the opening of a new day, saying,
" Lord, what wilt thou have me to doV The
directions are plain and clear, as they were the
day before: "' I was told by the Lord to stay in

bed." He obeyed again, and in a little time he
was rewarded by a summons from the doctor to
come upstairs into a warm and cheerful room.
Oh how many times I have seen a new-born
soul invited to step up and out of the miry clay,
and put his feet upon the rock, as David speaks
of in the second verse of the fortieth Psalm

!

After this there followed almost three weeks of
confinement to a sick-bed. By Christmas time,
however, the doctor and others concluded it

would be safe to give him, with some others,
doubtless, a good dinner. His gratitude for
this kindness is just what we might expect.
One of the best evidences that a soul has come
from darkness into light, is a feeling of grati-
tude and thankfulness to the world about him,
as well as thanks to God. No doubt, all pres-
ent at that little dinner were touched by his
few words spoken in weakness. Perhaps this
incident indicated that it would not be too
much of a test and tash for his Christianity to
invite him to ask a blessing at the table. See
the following:

New Year's day we had another nice supper, and
I was requested to ask the blessing. I sliall never
forget it, and I guess the otlier prisoners will never
forget It either. With tlie tears running down my
cheeks, and in a trembling voice, I said, "May the
blessings of Almighty God rest on this bountiful
repast, and tlie getter-up of the same; and may the
workings of Providence so shape things that each
of us. before the close of another year, may be free,
and become good and law-abiding citizens of the
United States, and be with our friends and fam-
ilies."

I wonder if all the prisons in the land are so
fortunate as to have such wise and godly offi-

cers as the ones mentioned here. Like a true
soldier he did not flinch, nor think of evading
duty. It must have been a great trial for him
to ask this blessing; for. if 1 mistake not, he
would hardly have consented, a few months
ago. to permit a blessing to bo asked at his
table; but we may be sure he felt hai)pier and
better for a good while afterward. God honors
those who are not afraid to acknowledge him
before men. "Whosoever shall confess me be-
fore men, him will I confess also before my
Father which is in heaven."
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Now, here comes in another peculiarity of

this friend of mine. He has always been ready
to take care of himself as I have told you, and,

as a natural consequence, it is very hard for

him to own up that he has been wrong. From
what I know of him. I should expect it to be

hard for him to let go of till his unbelief at once.

He has read so many books and papers publish-

ed by unbelievers that his sympathy still hangs
with them, and probably will. Never mind.
It is not so very strange if he is prepared to give

a good many of us a just and right reproof.

Read the following:

It hurts me to hear a iiKiii abused because lie is

annifldel. It hurts me to bear a Christian quote
men as infidels because they are bad men. There
are very few infidels in this prison.

The next is exceedingly characteristic of
him:
I do not feel Uke a man yet, but bke an infant

feeling- its way. But one ihing is sure; and that is,

1 have made a promise to God to give one-tenth to
him, as he shall direct, as soon as I get out of here,
if I ever do.

He has always been liberal, even to a fault:
anditvvas just like him to pledge a tenth of
his inco?ne: but, true to his nature, he insists

that God, and God only, shall direct how that
tenth shall be used. No human wisdom is

to say to what church or to what Sunday-
school, or whether, in fact, it is to go to (lUy
church or Sunday-school: but the Holy Spirit
is to guide and direct. The very best part of
his letter, to me, is that point where he says he
feels like an infant feeling its way. He is a
child yet. and must be led and directed as a
kind parent leads and diiccts a little child. I

wonder whether he has found it in his Bible
whei'e it says, "Except ye become as little

children, ye can not enter the kingdom of hea-
ven.'" I am sure I need his kind reproof, where
bespeaks about harshness and lack of charity
toward infidels. I have sometimes thought I

would try not to use the word '• infidel " any
more. Now, then, let us go back to this brief
little sermon that comes from one of the prisons
in our land.

And now, dear friends, let us not abuse otliers be-
cause they can not see as we do. Remember kind-
ness and charity. May the blessbig: of God rest
upon you all is the prayer of your old friend.

Truly, " Blessed is the man whose strength
is in the Lord."

Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

WASHINGTOX, CONTINUED.
There was so much to see in the city, and the

bee-keepers, like myself, were so anxious to see
the sights, they crowded the business along on
the evening of the second day, and, by univer-
sal consent, devoted the next day to sight-
seeing. Our good friends Benton and Danzen-
baker volunteered to go as guides. Our first

point of interest was the Capitol building. I

was somewhat disappointed that none of the
crowd seemed to find as much to hold their at-
tention in that one piece of statuary as I did.
It is not to be wondered at, because statuary
and wonderful paintings abound everywhere in
and about the Capitol btiilding. There is no
use in trying to desci'ibe the Capitol of our
United States. There have been many criti-
cisms, no doubt, in regard to the amount of
money expended on the edifice. But we may
philosophize a little. I think, as the boy did
when he said the Fourth of July comes only

once a year. There is only one Capitol build-
ing in the United States, and surely no child of
Uncle Samuel would want to see it a shabby
affair, or very much behind the State buildings
at the capitals of many of our States. The
dome is visible for many miles in every direc-

tion; and no wonder: for it is 180 feet in height.
The rotunda is 9() feet in diameter. As you go
inside and look up it seems almost like the
starry heavens above; but here, in place of
the stars, is a magnificent painting, or collec-

tion of paintings. I have been told how many
thousands of dollars this single painting cost,

but I can not remember now. Artists are still

at work, and nobody knows when it will be fin-

ished. All about this great central room are also
wonderful pictures commemorating different

events in our nation's history. Our guides kept
admonishing us that, if we stopped to look so

long at some single piece of work or f>tatuary,

we should never get through it all; and as we
passed from room to room, whenever we hap-
pened to come back into the room we had visit-

ed before, we found just as much of interest

and wonder as we did the first time. We were
a good deal like a pack of innocent juveniles.

We kept looking and staring everywhere; and
our comrades kept admonishing us. " Oh! you
need not stop there, tor you have been there
already. Come over this way." And so it was.
I am not politician enough to give the names of
the different rooms. 1 remember something^
about the Senate Chamber and the Hall of Rep-
resentatives; marble stairways without num-
ber; wonderful pieces of architecture, besides

the paintings. The part of the building devot-
ed to the library was of interest to me. The
books and periodicals have now accumulated
in such vast quantities that a new library build-

ing of gigantic dimensions, as it seemed to me,
is being rapidly pushed forward to accommodate
the volumes. We did not go into the White
House, because somebody was sick there, and a
card was turned so it showed, '" No Admittance
to Visitors." This White House was partially

burned by the British troops in 1814; and to
restore its blackened walls, they were painted
white—hence the name. White House.

I was greatly interested in the greenhouses
and the botanical gardens, as a matter of

course; and the sight of pine-apples growing
and ripening, even though we had an intense
freezing temperature outdoors, was a novelty
indeed. This particular greenhouse was built,

it seems, to test new varieties of pine-apples.
Now, I had always supposed that a pine-apple
was a pine-apple, and that that was all there
was to it. But how many kinds do you sup-
pose the government is testing? Why, there
must be forty or fifty—may be a hundred.
What is to become of us if every thing is to con-
tinue to develop and amplify itself, and
spread out after this fashion? We have been
condemning seedsmen's catalogues because
they had thirty or forty varieties of peas, as
many of tomatoes, and so on with every thing
else; and other fruits have got to be put
through a similar course of training. Pine-
apples, oranges, and even lemons, are to have
new varieties until their names are legion; and
just now there is not only talk about having
oranges and lemons, without any seeds, but
apples and pears, and even persimmons. It is

too much trouble, you see. for Young America
to get the seeds out and throw them away.
But, "Here! come on!" I imagine I hear the
guide saying, because we speculate too long on
some one art or industry.

Somebody asked if I wanted to see the fish.

To be sure. T did. I always want to see fish.

Fishes come next to flowers. But even when I

expressed my willingness. I did not dream that
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we were going to be treated to a glimpse from
the depths of the sea. A room full of the aqua-
riums, and the usual accessories of fish-hatch-
eries, first enlisted my sympathies and interest.

Then somebody suggested that we should go
down into a sort of cave or grotto. This cave
is under ground, and all the light that comes in

comes through the aquariums arranged around
the sides of the room, up near the ceiling. The
sunlight strikes the surface of the water, and
then comes through the water to light up the
low darkened room. This seems to be some-
thing new in the line of aquariums. It was
new to me, any way. The fishes and the marine
plants came out in that subdued and refracted
light through the water, with startling distinct-

ness. I thought I had seen beautiful collections

of ferns before; but I never saw any vegetation
in the open air that could compare in beauty of

form and coloring with this vegetation of the
mighty deep. Most of us have admired the
colorings and markings of various gold and
silver fishes; but the fishes collected here are
wonderful beyond description. In some of the
museums we saw birds of paradise; but here
were /is/ies of paradise, promenading and sail-

ing about among the gorgeous fernlike mosses
and shrubbery. To add enchantment to a scene
that seemed almost a dream already, soft fleecy

clouds were floating through the briny deep—

I

mean the salt water in these glass cages. When
I asked for an explanation of those clouds that
rolled so leisurely through the water and
among the fishes, I was told that it was simply
small globules of air in fine subdivision. On a
foggy morning, microscopic particles of water
float through the air we breathe. Well, in the
ocean—at least so it seems—similar microscopic
particles of air float in clouds through the water;
and the effect I admired so much was produced
very simply by letting a fine stream of water,
under pressure, shoot down into the aquarium.
The slender stream, in shooting down to the
bottom of the glass tank, carried minute parti-
cles of air along with it. and these floated away
in cloudlike bodies as they slowly came to the
surface. I made up my mind that such an
arrangement must be very soon a sort of- annex
to that wonderful new greenhouse that works
for nothing and boards itself across the street
from where I write. Well. I have not got at it

yet.
Most of the crowd kept expressing a desire to

visit the Treasury of the United States. Some-
body said that I'ncle Sam was kind enough to

let his children handle a million of dollars just
a little while, to see whether it would make
them feel happy, you know. Well, 1 was not
very anxious, for I knew beforehaiid that the
million of dollars would not make me feel hap-
py a bit. The trick I had learned, of how to

make an underground aquarium, was worth
more to me than holding the million of dollars.
Nevertheless, we hustled off to the Treasury.
We saw smart, nice-looking girls counting out
sums of money so rapidly that it looked like a
sleight-of-hand performance. Then we saw
them printing bank notes, with great numbers
of beautiful clean printing-presses. And. by
the way, the biggest partof the work of making
money, and handling it, in the Treasury de-
partment, is in the hands of the women-folks. I

almost had a mind to feel hurt about it, for it

looked to me as if Uncle Samuel was just a
little partial to nice-looking girls, or else he
was afraid to trust his boys with so much
money.
By the way, I want to say right here that I

was exceedingly gratified to see how much
pains is taken in Washington to let every
American, or anybody else, so far as I know, go
•everywhere and see how every thing is man-

aged. It reminded me of the words of our Sav-
ior, who said to his enemies, when they tried to
make up some charge against him, " in secret
have I done nothing." And it looks to me as if

it were just that way in Washington. Placards
were put up in various places, to the effect that
visitors must not offer fees of any kind to any
of the guides or employes of the government,*
for they would not receive them, even if offered.
Those who talk loudly of the extravagance and
trickery of our government should go and see
how every thing is open to the eye of Colum-
bia's children.
In the Treasury department it was very much

as it was in the Capitol—there was so much
that was curious and wonderful, the guide
could not get us to " move on." Finally I

began to think I would rather see less, and un-
derstand it, than to see so much and not know
what I had seen. I felt as did Josh Billings
when he remarked, " What is the use of know-
ing so mucii, when so much you know isn^t
so ?

"'

Just at this time Mrs. Root began to admon-
ish me that we were getting behind. " Oh, no!"
said I,

' we are not. There they are." But
she insisted that that was not our crowd. You
see there were a great many other crowds of
" innocents abroad," like ourselves, but I saw
friend Hutchinson, of the i?ei;iew, following in
that crowd, and I concluded he was wise
enough and big enough to know what he was
about; so we just rested our faith on him: but
it transpired that he was following a lot of
strangers instead of our own people. Then
there was a quandary. We looked here and
there, up and down aisles almost a quarter of a
mile long: ran upstairs and downstairs, and
then W. Z. H. very kindly volunteered to find
the crowd and bring tiiem back if I would
just "stand right there by that post." Then
he dived down into a dark-looking stairway,
and that was the last of him. When we got
pretty nearly ready to feel as if we had been
cruelly wronged, they burst upon us. laughing
at our discomfiture, and making fun of us be-
cause they had had the privilege of walking
around the 25 millions of silver dollars, and we
didn't. It turned out afterward, however,
that they did not see the dollars at all—they
saw only the boxes that somebody said conUiin-
ed silver dollars. After that I saw a lot of folks
holding a bundle of papers that a white-haired
kindly-faced old gentleman was passing from
one to another. .\nd then friend Danzenbaker
said, " Why, look here: Mrs. Root wants to
hold a million of dollars. I know by her looks."
One of the bee-men passed the bundle over to
her, remarking, " There I that is just ray luck.
Money has been slipping through'my fingers all

my life, and this time I have actually let slip a
whole million before it did me a particle of
good.'" Mrs. Root seemed to enjoy handling a
million about as much as the rest of us. Oh
nol it was not silver dollars, nor gold either,
for that matter. Somebody said a million of
dollars in silver would weigh about Sl.^js tons
avoirdupois. You know silver is getting to be
cheap nowadays, because Uncle Sam"s children
are finding so much of it scattered around
through the Rocky Mountains and elsewhere.
After our visit to the Treasury building we

went down to see that Washington Monument,
that I told you about, in the morning. It is

.55.5 feet ii^-s inches high. I do not know why
they are so particular as to put on that ^-^ inch,
unless it was that some crank on accuracy
might want to know just exactly. It is .55 feet
square at the base; inside, 25 feet square. The
foundation in 38 feet deep. The bottom of the
foundation is 126'.< feet square. The monument
tapers V inch to the foot. The elevator will
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carry up only 30 or 40 people at once. Ernest
could not wait their slow motions, and so he
with several others went up on foot. The cost

of the monument was $1,300,000. It takes 9

minutes for the elevator to go up. and 8 minutes
to come down. I went up with the women-
folks, but they packed us in so tight I decided

• to go down oh foot with the boys: and it did

not tire me a bit, either. You see, they have
lots of nice new milk there in Washington, as

well as here in Ohio. That is why I was not
tired. The weather was very cold; and after

we had got pretty well chilled, up at the top of

the monument, among the crowds of people
that are there all the while, somebody found a

corner where there was a stove. I can not tell

you how one feels when looking straight down
more than a tenth of a mile. One of the first

things to surprise me was to see a lot of fish-

ponds belonging to the hatchery, right close up
by the base, while I felt perfectly certain there
was no such thing there when we started up:
and then friend Danzenbaker explained that,

as you go up in the air, things seem to swing up
close to the point from where you started. I

happened then to look at a little lake that I

had not noticed before.
" Why." said I, " friend Danzenbaker, why in

the world do they let such little bits of children
go out on the ice?" And then he told me
they were not children at all—they were big
people. Why, as they moved to and fro they
reminded on6 of swarms of bees; and they
scarcely looked any bigger than bees.

I am now going to find fault with just one
thing I saw in Washington, and I am going to

talk plainly too. It is not Washington I am
going to find fault with, however, but it is

Uncle Samuel's children. A great lot of them
ought to be treated as children, no matter how
old they are; and if Uncle Samuel would take
them across his knee and give them a right
smart spanking—every mother's son of them

—

I think it would be a blessing to our nation. I

told you I went down from the top of the mon-
ument on foot. I am very glad indeed I did.

There are 8'.»8 steps and 50 landings. At each
landing you walk on a level floor about 25 feet.

This rests you for the next stairway. Com-
mencing at the 30-foot landing there are 199
memorial stones. These stones are beautiful
pieces of marble, furnished by the different
States in the Union. Many of them are fur-

nished by different organizations and different
industries. They are not only the finest con-
tributions in the way of beautiful stones, but
the carving and statuary are specimens of the
finest workmanship from each of the different
States. These stones, with their various in-
scriptions, are a museum of themselves; they
also ought to be a source of pride and admira-
tion to each of the different States. Well, now,
what do you think we saw? Why, simply be-
cause those who planned and built this monu-
ment, that cost over a million and a quarter of
dollars—because these good people did not see
fit to put water-closets at convenient points on
these long stairs, our American people have
been making a water-closet of almost every
corner on those fifty landings; and this disgust-
ing liquid is running from top to bottom of this
whole great monument, staining, defacing, and
making disgusting these beautiful marble me-
mentoes of the contributions from all over our
Union. Perhaps one reason why it passes un-
noticed is because people of wealth and influ-

ence, as a rule, go up and down on the elevator;
but if nobody else has yet lifted up his voice in
protest against this piece of vandalism, I for
one feel like taking upon myself the responsi-
bility of saying that, if the rest of the States in
our republic can stand it. the State of Ohio can

not— at least, there is one individual who is not
going to stand it any longer and keep still. I

do not know that I ever undertook to speak
for my native State before; but I do it now.
Just one thing more:

In the Treasury department there is a beau-
tiful park, with trees, shrubs, statuary, etc. All
of the trees are named in both plain English
and Latin. It seems to be a collection of the
forestry found in the United States. I have not
time to describe it any further now; but in this
beautiful park there is a fine water-closet, for
the use of gentlemen. Running water, that
even in zero weather pours into marble basins,
in order that every thing may be kept clean
and sweet, is provided for visitors. How do
you suppose they are used? Why, Instead of
appropriating the marble basins, made at so
much expense for the very pui'pose of teaching
us cleanliness and decency, the great, public
have been making the floors of this little build-
ing so nasty that one can not find a place to set
his foot, should he attempt to reach these nice-
ly arranged conveniences. I walked on the
heels of my overshoes as I went in, and then I

afterward cleaned them off' on the grass as I
went out. Shame on you, ye men and boys of
America! I have taken up this subject once
before, and there has within a few years been a
great reform on the gi-ounds of our State fairs
as well as our county fairs; and our exposition
buildings and other places are now generally
well managed.
In the Smithsonian Institute, which I can

not stop to mention here, there were beautiful
rooms for the accommodation of both men and
women. The guideboard read something like
this: "Gentlemen's apartment for public com-
fort." In the inner rooms were plain directions
and requests, so that it hardly seems possible
that anybody who presumes to be half way
civilized should be guilty of such things as I

have mentioned. I believe it is true at the
present time, that no hotel can make any pre-
tentions to being first-class unless this thing is

kept in bounds: but I have been told that, in
many places, they find it necessary to hire a
man to watch people constantly, and insist that
they behave themselves like educated and in-

telligent beings, instead of like dumb brutes,
that can not be expected to know any better.
Dear reader, you may think that I am more

vehement in this matter than I need to be. But
please remember that the cholera is now at
our doors, and diphtheria has already left its

blighting tracks in many a home. Another
thing: Filth and indecency are one of the first

steps toward immorality and crime. Cleanliness
is next to godliness. Let us be more careful than
we have been, and let us carefully watch our
children, and train them in the ways of decency
and order, while they may yet be trained.

High-pressure Gardening.

The outlook for high-pressure gardening at
the present time is very favorable. Potatoes
are high, and. in fact, almost all sorts of root
crops are bringing good prices. Every thing in

garden culture is promising a wider iield than
ever before; and the Spanish King onions are
now readily bringing from three to four dollars
a barrel. Yesterday a man came in to inquire
about the price of seed, etc. He attended a
farmers' institute two years ago, where I gave
them a little talk on raising onions. He went
home and drained a cat-swamp near his home,
that had been an eyesore to himself and neigh-
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bors ever since the country was settled. Then
he made a rude cold-frame, according to my
directions, and raised his own onion-plants.
From halt' an acre of ground he raised S-W bush-
els of Prizetaker onions. The most of these
have been sold at prices ranging from si.io to

$1.2,T per bushel. I purchased some of them
myself yesterday, Jan. 24, paying him ?1.10 at
wholesale. I mention this to show that they
are not so bad a keeper after all, when properly
handled. He has kept them just below the
freezing-point, or as near that as he could with-
out injury. About i^SOO cash as the proceeds
from half an acre of ground that had never
been a particle of use to him heretofore! Who
shall say that it does not pay to go to farmers'
institutes? Of course, the neighbors laughed
at him when he went to draining that swamp;
and they made sly suggestions to each other.
in his hearing, that onions would not be worth
any thing after he had harvested his crop.
When, however, these same neighbors paid
him M.2.5 a bushel for his great big nice solid

onions, then it was his tuin to laugh. There
are a great many things about the different
varieties that none of us know any thing about
as yet. Here is a letter that strikes several of

the points:

SOME QUERIESOABOUT EARLY ONIONS.

\jMr. Root:—I see by Gleanings, "Tomato
Culture," and Greiner's work on onion culture,
you are interested in growing onions from seed
first planted in hot-beds. As I have a large
trade in green bunch onions, I am led to believe
the new method would be a valuable addition
to my onion harvest. I have about seven acres
of the Egyptian, or tree onion, from which I

will sell this spring about thirty thousand dozen
between April 1st and May 1.5th. Believing
that I could commence pulling the seed onions
soon after the last-named date, and thus con-
tinue to supply customers, I write to ask what
variety you would use for green bunch onions.
I shall Wu,nt to plant IK acres to bunch while
green, and one acre to remain until ripe.

I should also like to know whether I should
have to use any onion sets (planting them in

open ground as early as will do), to till up any
gap that might occur between the last of win-
ter onions and first of plants friMii seed onions;
or will the latter make a merchantable bunch
onipn as soon as the sets? I have found none
of the above questions answered in Gleanings
or other works. If sets are to be used, what
variety would be best—those grown from seed
the year previous, or White Multiplier, or other
variety?
The information given on high-pressure gar-

dening alone is worth more than the price of
your journal. C. W. Pottenoek.
Kankakee, 111., Jan. 12.

[Friend P., I would use the White Victoria
onion for your purpose, and I would start them
in the greenhouse right now. Get them as
large around as a U-adpencil, or still larger,
before you put them in the open ground. If

you have sash enough, a few of them could be
hurried along by putting them, say, two inches
apart under sash. Onion-sets will, of course,
give you onions earlier than seeds sown in the
open air, but not as early, according to my ex-
perience, as large strong plants raised in hot-
beds or in greenhouses; besides, onion-sets are
so expensive that I am quite certain that onion-
plants started in the gn-enhouse are going to
take their place very largely. I suppose the
White Victoria sets would be about the best
for your purpose. I have had no experience
with tht^ White Multiplier or White Potato
onions. Can some of our subscribers give

friend P. and the rest of us some more points in
regard to this question ?]

RAISING LIMA BEANS UNDER GLASS.

Friend Root:--As you have a clayey soil, you
no doubt, have had the same trouble with lima
beans that I used to have; so I will give you
the benefit of my experience. After trying all

the methods advanced by others to secure a
perfect stand, I concluded trying planting in
cold-frames and transplanting to patch. The
first experiment was with sods cut into cubes
4x4x4 inches, with two beans placed on each
sod, and covered with one and a half inches of
pure sand. The experiment was so successful
that the next season some "' new features" were
added. The frame is a permanent fixture for
the bean-patch now. About the last week in
April the seed is placed in four-inch pots; old
fruit-cans that have been melted apart; oyster-
pails, or almost any portable device by which
they can be transferred to the patch.
Trouble? Think how your heart has sunk,

as you have looked over your patch after a cold
rain, and found, on breaking the crust, that
half of the be'ans had rotted, and half of the
other half had broken off getting through the
ground. In the cold-frames you can get from
one to two weeks' start in the spring; can laugh
at a cold rain, or even quite a frost; prepare
ground, plant field, stake, and commence culti-
vating, all the same day if you wish. Fussy?
Try a few next season.
Many persons lose a great deal of the'"de-

liciousness " of the lima bean by waiting too
long before picking. The proper time to pick
for cooking is when the pods are a nice yellow,
just before they begin to shrivel. Gathered in
this stage for winter they must be allowed to
dry in the pod. J. K. McClurg.
Lima. O., Jan. 22.

TILE-DRAINAGE. ETC.

Friend Root:—In your high-pressure garden-
ing notes in Gleanings of Nov. 1.5. you tell of
Mr. Kraver's tile-di'ainage, all paid for with a
second crop, in a single season. I should be
glad to know more of that " highest hill in the
county." How many acres? How many rods,
and how deep are the tiles laid? How far apart
are the drains? Did he employ an engineer?

I wish to tell you a bit of mv own experience
in tile-draining. In the fall of 1879, while my
father was away on a visit. I bought MO.OO
worth of three-inch tile, and spent time to the
value of ?10.(X) in laying them in a small piece
of ground containing '^^ acres. There were
two ponds on this ground, making it so wet as
to be almost valueless. When my father came
home I told him I thought he ought to give me
the entire first ci'op on this land in payment for
the drainage. (He owned the land, and I was
renting it of him at that time.) He agreed to

my proposition. Well. I got 170 bushels of ex-
cellent corn from the 2;^k acres, for which I re-
ceived (50 cts. per bushel, making ^102, from
which take the *20.00 expense of tile and laying,
and this left me .-?82.00 to pay for working the
ground. I was somewhat of an enthusiast on the
subject of tile-drainage before this; but after-
wai'd my enthusiasm knew no bounds, and still

continues on the increase. About seven years
ago I bought a good telescope level, and. besides
doing my own leveling for drainagi^ (I own a
farm now). I have been assisting my neighbors
in laying out systems of drains on their farms,
having laid out over 88.000 feet this fall.

I have read with great interest W. I. Cham-
berlain's book, " Tile Drainage.'' aiid will read it

again as soon as I get my corn husked.
LaSalle. III., Nov. 25. E. II. Whitaker.
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[The above was submitted to our neighbor
Kraver. who replies as follows:]

Mr. Root:—I think I laid about 1000 2 and
3 inch tile on about one acre of ground, about 20

inches deep, and from one to two rods apart—
no engineer employed. T planted i)art in early

potatoes; and after digging them I cultivated

the ground and sowed iu purple-top White
Globe turnips, and a pait in cabbage and also

turnips. I am satisfied that the second crop

paid for the lile and work of laving them.
Windfall. O., Jan. 9. 8. K. Kraver.

6 Pages? /.lO

9 o PEH YEA^--

He brought me up also out of ;> hori'ible pit, out of the mil

y

clay, anil set my feet upon a roek, and established my goings.

—Psalm 40: 2.

Don't fail to read what Dr. Mason says, p. 94,

about Ohio's honey exhibit at Chicago.

Dr. Miller says he has been president of

the N. A. B. K. A. only one term, and not two
or three as we stated. We must have been
thinking of the Northwestern, for that is al-

most national in character.

Here is another definition of "slumgum."
As it is a pretty good one. we give it here:

•"Tell Dr. Miller tliat the definition of "skimgum"
is a kind of stubble tliat some people g-ather to

make brick when they have no "straws,"
Santa Barbara, CaL Delos Wood.

On account of our temporary indisposition, as

noticed elsewhere, we have been obliged to de-

fer until our next the continued report of the

North American at Washinton. In its place

we are happy to give a very excellent condensed
report, by W. Z. Hutchinson, of the meeting of

the Ontario Bee-keepers' Association that as-

sembled in Walkerton, Ont.. Jan. 10—12.

Our cold weather has been holding out re-

markably. The mercury has been playing
around zero, a good deal of the time below it,

som'e of the time accompanied with high winds.

Our bees are nicely packed all outdoors this

year, for Mrs, Root said she must have our
front cellar—the place where our indoor bees

have been wintered of late. When winters are

as cold as this one has been we don't mind hav-
ing them in the cellar. Still, we do not fear

losses from those outdoors.

The following is a fair sample of the letters

we are now receiving, and will explain the
apparent apathy bee-keepers hBive with regard
tojoining the Union:
' Dear Sir:—I fully expected to send a dollar and
become a member of tlie Union ; but when I read such
astounding statements in last Gleanings, and from
such men as they came from, I hesitated. How are
part of the members going toflght the other part?
" A house divided against itself can not stand." I

am out until things look different, _

Conroy, la., Jan. 11.

As this was a private letter, we omit the
name. We do not wond(^r that bee-keepers
should hesitate to join the Union when the
President, James Heddon, practically sanctions

the adulteration of honey with glucose.

ARE glucose mixtures WHOLESOME?
Shortly after tasting freely the glucose

mixtures mentioned in another column, a pe-

culiar kind of sickness came over us. We went
home and stayed there two or three days, and
haven't gotten over it yet. The doctor called

it rheumatism as a result of a disordered
stomach. While this temporary indisposition
may not have been and probably was not the
direct result of tasting the glucose, yet it had
something to do with it. This morning, as we
came before our office desk, thei'e were the
glucose honeys, just as we had left them.
Whether it was imagination or not, the old
feeling of nausea came back, and we turned our
eyes to more agreeable subjects. And yet Mr,
Heddon says that glucosing actually improves
inferior honey! The vilest dark honey we
ever saw was, in our estimation, better than
glucose. We hope there is no one in our ranks
who will be foolish enough to follow out Mr.
Heddon's teachings — teachings, did we say?
That is exactly what we mean. He tries to
teach, so we interpret it, that adulteration is

harmless to the consumer and beneficial to bee-
keepers, because it helps to move ofT dark hon-
eys, and that, therefore, instead of making any
fuss when we hear of adulteration, we must
wink at it and keep still. This is, in fact, his

position boiled down in a nutshell. Does Mr.
Heddon not see that this argument, if believed
in by dishonest persons, would cause them to
practice adulteration largely? In the first

place, he is wrong in all his points. In the
second place, we are not going to keep still and
let this sort of glucose logic be rammed down
the throats of any one if we can help it.

Later.—While Dr. Mason was here we gave
him several of the glucosed samples to test.

After tasting No. 2 (half glucose and half hon-
ey) he turned to us and said " I don't wonder
ihat you were sick." The glucose, the pure ar-
ticle itself, he pronounced as good as any he
had before lasted^

ANOTHER MICHIGAN BEE-KEEPER AS A LEGIS-
LATOR.

Our readers will remember that George E.
Hilton was recently elected as a member of the
State Legislature of Michigan. A letter which
we have just received shows that he is not idle.

It reads as follows:

F/)V)(d Rdof;—Yesterday we suspended tlie rules
and passed a l)ill. to take immediate effect, appro-
priating an additional fifty thousand dollars 1o as-

sist in making tlie exhibit at the World's Columbian
Exposition. Tlie agricultural departments are to
have seventeen thousand of this, and bee-keepers
expect one thousand in the subdivision, wliich will
enable us to make a very creditable display. You
will be glad to know that I have been assigned the
chairmanship of the important committee, I'oads

and bridges. Geo. E. Hilton.
Lansing, Mich., Jan. 13.

The following, also, from the House Records,
shows that Mr. Hilton is determined to do
something in the line of good roads:

Mr. Hilton gave notice that, at some future day,
he would ask leave to introduce a bill to amend,
revise, and con.solidate the several laws of this State
relative to the laying out, construction and main-
tenance, and imi)rovements of highways, and to
repeal all acts or parts of acts inconsistent there-
with.

We have always known that Mr. Hilton was
one of the bright and progressive men of that
State; and when he champions the cause of
good roads, we have additional assurance of it.

One of the most crying needs all through our
country is better roads; and in the majority of
places the same money intelligently expended
in accordance with the latest ideas would se-

cure something far better than we now have.
In the State of New York it has been shown
that the money now spent is practically wasted;
possibly this is true of Michigan. Referring to
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the appropriation for the World's Fair we pre-

sume that Michigan bee-keepers are indebted
to Mr. Hilton for a small slice of that amount.
The State will he sure to make a creditable dis-

play-

ADUMERATEI) HONEY; A SIMI'LE WAY OF DE-
TECTING GI.UCOSK IN HONEY.

In our last issue we grave a short clipping
from the Amerlcnn Bee Jonrnal. when>in Prof.

Cook, following Mr. Heddon in convention,
made the statement, that if glucose improved
the sale of dark honeys, he had said his last

word against adulteration; but we underscored
the word "if," because there seemed to be a
lingering doubt in his mind as to whether glu-
cos(^ would improve honey. Prof. Cook at one
of the later sessions of the Michigan convention
brought out some samples of honey into which
had been put various amounts of glucose, and
the same was then placed before a testing com-
mittee for their opinion. The following is the
I'eport, as we find it in the Amerlcnn Bee
Journal, page .50:

Prof. Cook now brought fortli tlie samples of g-lu-

cose and honey mixed. A ti^stiiig' committee, con-
sisting of Messrs. Bingham, Pearce, and Hunt pro-
ceeded to taste tlie samples. They reported as
follows:
No. 1, very little honey flavor.

No. 2, some h(mey Havor.
Nos. 3 and 4, nearly all honey.
Prof. Cook then said that No. 1 wasone part glucose

and one of lioney. No. 'i, one part glucose and two
of honey. No. 3, one part of glucose and three
of honey. No. 4, pure honey.

This verifies what we said editorially ou page
859, 1892, to the effect that we were morally
certain that we could detect any addition of
glucose to honey by the tnste.

After we had written this much we concluded
to put our.selves to the test. We accordingly
instructed our apiarist to practice a little adul-
teration on a small scale. lie prepared six sam-
ples. Four of the six contained various degrees
of glucose. One was strictly pure honey, and
another strictly pure glucose. Each sample
was numl)ered, and a memorandum preserved,
known only to the apiarist himself. Now for
the results: While we could not determine the
exact percentage of glucose in each sample, we
did determine the relative amounts. For in-

stance. No. 2 contained the most; No. 1 not
so much; No. 3 a less amount still; No. 4 was
pure honey, while No. ?> contained the least
amount of the four. The jar of pure glucose
could be told at sight. A comparison of our
memorandum tallied exactly with that of our
apiarist. These results were very nearly veri-
fied by A. I. R. and our proof-reader. When it

is understood that the glucose above mentioned
was the very clearest and best article that could
be bought, of commerce, it will be seen that a
slightly educated taste will be able to recognize
almost unerringly samples of honey containing
glucose. If these results be again verified by
chemical analysis, the detection of adulterated
samples would be certain. For the benefit of a
few who would like to try the experiment, we
may state that it is necessary to get a sample of
the first quality of glucose. Taste it enough so
that you can again thoroughly recognize its

flavor, even when greatly reduced with good
honey. Ask some friend to "doctor up " some
samples, and then see bow closely you can
recognize them. As you taste the samples, hold
a slight quantity of the suspected article on the
tongue as long as possible. In thirty or forty
seconds, if there is any glucose in the honey a
sort of metallic, raw-potato, or starchy taste
will make itself manifest. Before testing an-
other sample, allow -the mouth to become

thoroughly cleanse4 of the remnant taste of
glucose; then try another. If you do not suc-
ceed in locating t-ach one pretty nearly right
we shall gi'eatly miss our surmise.
Now. what is the point to all this? Simply

this: A glucose flavor is so marked and pro-
nounced that an educated taste will easily
recognize it, ev(;n in small quantities, in honey.
If it can be so easily detected, it is going to
make would-be glucose-mixers a little careful;
and we hojje it will prove a warning, not only
to tho<e who hav(^ been engaged in the busi-
ness, but to those \yho contemplate doing so.

DEATH OF OKANGE .lUDD,

Just about forty j'ears ago, when I was a
schoolboy. I got hold of a copy of the Arnericcin
Agriculturist, shortly after Orange Judd took
hold of it. I remember that, even to my boyish
ideas, I was somewhat prejudiced against it

because it seemed extravagant. The offer of
seeds, strawberry- plants, etc.. however, with
its plain, easy directions foi' cultivation, and its

abundance of illustrations in regard to matters
pertaining to outdoor farmlife. took a strong
hold upon me: and later when it commenced
its work of exposing humbugs and swindles. I

became an enthusiastic admirer of O. Judd.
In fact, I had already saved up some money to
buy a wonderful recipe for silver-plating, when
the Americaii AgricuUurlst published the
whole thing, and explained that it was simply
to "wash ' the articles over with the thinnest
possible coat of silver, and that it was not
s\\\&Y-plating in any sense of the word; for
Orange Judd had, among his other acquire-
ments, considerable knowledge of chemistry,
and knew what he was talking about. For
many years I had nothinrr to do with farming,
nor with any sort of outdoor life: but I still

held on to the American Agriculturist; and
winter and summer I laid my plans on what I

would do when I was able to have a home of
my own. This journal, so wisely advertised at
just that time, did a work that no other publi-
cation in the world has ever done so well—that
of giving everybody, tradesmen, mechanics,
etc., a love for gardening as a recreation. In
fact, there were few people 2.5 or 30 years ago
who did not know more or less about the Amer-
icitn Agriculturist and its editor. Orange Judd.
As we go to press, the papers are full of ac-
counts of the many benefits he has conferred
upon our nation during his 40 or .50 years of an
energetic and active business life that is almost
without a parallel. It is said that he was one
of the prime movers in introducing the Inter-
national system of Sunday-school lessons. He
also started the matter of State experiment
stations, and by his energy pushed forward tne
work of establishing agricultural colleges for
the different Stales. The A7ri erica n Agricul-
turist took the lead, or was almost the pioneer,
in refusing to accept advertisements of a ques-
tionable nature, and positively declined to take
any advertisement of any patent medicine. At
one time—perhaps for the first time in our his-

tory as a nation—this government decided to

give a private journal aid and encouragement
in the matter of exposing swindlers, by cutting
them off from the privilege of doing business
through the mails. An account of his life, in-

cluding his trials and disappointments, as well
as his triumphs, by his surviving son, in the
columns of the Orange Judd Farmer, of a
recent date, is really touching. Ho was in very
truth a friend to our nation, and a friend to

humanity. May God grant that a recital of
the stirring events of his useful life may have
the effect of stimulating more of our American
youth to go and do likewise. He was born in

1822, and died Dec. 27, 1892.
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Special Notices.

MAPLE-SUGAR SUPPLIES.

The time is at liand wlaeii those wIjo v>roduce the
delicious sweets from tlie sugar maple must be get-
ting ready. For the best results you must have
good clean apparatus of the most approved type,
and you really can not afford not to read Prof.
Cook's book, "Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush,"
which we furnish at S.'ic, or we will give a copy free
to all those who buy sugar-makers' supplies of us to
the amount of $10.00 or more. We do not sell evap-
orators, but I think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We have ordered a
carload of the.se for delivery Feb. 1st, and they are
made of American tin-plate. The plates are tinned
and made up into cans by the same firm; and by
taking a carload we get tliem at bottom prices. See
table below. The pails and cans are machine-made,
far superior to hand-made, and guaranteed not to
leak.

PRICE LIST OF PAILS, COVERS, SPILES, ETC.

Price per 100 jIC tin. IX tin.

10-quart bright tin buckets, per 100. . $15 00
12 " " " " '• .., 16 00
15 " " "

I
18 00

Patent hinged tin covers, per 100 $6 00
Wood reversible covei's, per 100 $4 .50

Record sap-spouts, per 100 ... .$1 00; 1000 for $8 00
1-gal. sq. cans, "

. . 11 00
1 " " " 6 in a box, per box.$ 90; 10 boxes. $ 8 60
1 " " "10 " " " .. 1 50; " " .. 14 00
5 " " " not boxed, each... .30; 100 26 00
5 " " " Sin a box, per box. 75;10for 7 00
5 " " "1 " " "... 45; "".... 4 20

Milltrack. Price per lb.. 15 cts. ; if wanted by mail,
25 cts. By express, with freight or otlier goods, 12>^
cts. per lb. Directions for cultivation go with each
package.

FOR
SALE AN APIARY OF 100 STANDS
of bees in Simplicity and Dovetailed liives, on mov-
able frames; all fixtures for both Comb and Ex-
tracted honey; drawn Combs ; Honey-e.xtractor;
Wax-extractor; everything complete, and the .fin-
est of Alfalfa ranges in Colorado. Also

l.">0 ACRES OF LAJSID,
to be sold as one or in small tracts of 10 to 30 or 40
acre tracts for fruit-raising. A small fruit-farm is

a paying investment here; the finest of fruit-land
and alfalfa land, and beautiful climate on the west-
ern slope of Colorado.
Apply to MRS. A. A. HODGDON,

DELTA, DELTA CO., COLORADO.

NEW VEGETABLES WORTHY OF TRIAL FOR 1893;

LIVINGSTON'S NEW STONE TOMATO.
This was tested on our grounds last season; but
owing to the extreme wetness of the weather at the
time of setting them out, they were delayed later
than usual; and, as a consequence, only a few of
them were ripened; but tiiere was tl^ greatest
number of large, smooth, hand.some, green tomatoes
on the vines, 1 tliink. 1 ever saw in my life. They
seemed to stand the frost remarkably, also. Those
under the foliage, many of them, ripened up nicely
after some considerable freezes. There is another
thing we have discovered : Tomatoes growing in an
orchard, under trees containing considerable foli-

age, will stand frost a long while after others are
gone. In thinking the matter over, we decided not
to increase the number of tomatoes in our catalogue

;

but so many others have reported favorably, and
expressed a desire to have seed of tlie Stone, that
we have decided to put them in our list. Price—
5c per packet; 2.'')C per oz. ; $3 per lb.

BUSH LIMA BEANS.

May be you had thought I had forgotten all about
the Kumerle and my former enthusiasm. No, I
liave not. Last year, in spite of the wetness, some
Kumerles on high ground, thoroughly underdrain-
ed, did so well that my courage has revived. Other
seedsmen are coming to the same conclusion, and
there is now a limited supply in the market, both of
the Kumerles and Burpee's bush lima. Price of
either, $8 per peck; $1.35 per quart; 7.5c per pint;
40c per ^ pint, to which must be added the usual
amount of 8c per pint, or 15c per quart, for postage,
if wanted by mail. My impression is, that the
ground for these bush lima beans should be ridged
up something as we do for sw(!et potatoes. If they
are in a low spot, tliey are very apt to rot on the
ground during wet weather; and. by the way, I

think I shall always have a preference for lima
beans hanging on poles. They ripen earlier, and
mature more perfectly, (^f course, the drawback
is the expense and trouble of the poles. With bush
limas you can plant ten a<'res if you like, providing
you can get the .seed; and if the season is a dry one,
so that the pods mature, >i)u ouglit to make a big
thing of your investment, for they should be raised
almost as easily as common white beans. All the
bush limas have quite a fashion of lying tlat on the
ground—that is, they do in our rich market-garden
soil.

MUSHROOM SPAWN.
Last, but not least, we for the first time ofter

mushroom spawn for sale. Ours is the best English

FOR OCT/^ COLONIES
SALE ^^KJ FINE ITALIAN

IN DOVETAILED HIVES, $A.OO EACH.
Lots of 30 or more, special prices on application.

3tfdb MRS. PAUL B. LEEDS, AVERY P. O.. LA.
Please mention this paper.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—Four colonies of
Golden Italians, Foundation, Honey-racks, etc.

3-4-5d L. L. BSENHOWER, Reading, Pa.

AUTOMATIC
COMB FOUNDATION

MILLS.

Made by

W. C. PELHAM,
Maysville, - Ky.

Please mention Glranings. 37db

WANTED.—To sell or exchange, 160-acre farm in
Colorado, and country store building and % acre

in Bary Co., Mich. Let mc hear from i/ou. Will take
bees or any thing I can use. Address
J. li. COLE, Boyne, Charlevoix Co., Micb.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23o Ottumwa, la. South side.

Please mention tnis paper.

4 H. P. Engine 6 H. P. Boiler
For sale cheap if wanted at once.

P. S. HALL, South Cabot. Vt.

OiiPPTiQ Prom Best of Stock. IRQJ?\4Ut;t;n£> gy poolittles Method. *^OVO
Itfd J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Fla.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Samples of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price IilMt of every thing-

needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branoli, Uleh.

atfclb Please mention this paper.
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! TELLjouwliat. Jones, l^evering^ ' Bros, sell the best g'oods and at
\ the lowest price of any one I've

% struck yet. The largest and best
^equipped

Bee«Hivc Factory
in the West. Tlie Dovetailed Hive
and New Hottman self -spacing'
frame asjiecialty. Every thing- used
by practical bee-keepei's at whole-
sale and retail. Send for theii' free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

3-l4db Wiota, Cass Co., owa.
please mention this paper.

Bee and Chicken Ranch for Sale,

In Newhall, Southern California. 13 acres; 4-room
house, barn, bee-house, 3 hen-houses, ti3 stands bees.
Extensive range; vines and fruit-trees, beautiful
live oaks, etc. One-halt mile to depot, stores,
church, schools, etc. If you want a bargain, write
at once for full particulars and reasons tor selling.

A. M. Ward, NewhaM, CaL

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAlflUEL JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

FOR SALE. About 1700 lbs. of pecan nuts.
Samples sent to any one making an offer. 34d
2-7db R. A. Jansen, Wharton, Tex.

Read what J. I. Pakent, of
Charlton. N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we

|v have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

Bee-flives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue.
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

FOR SALE. Nineteen colonies brown bees, in
movable-frame hives. Most of them hung on im-
proved Hoffman frames. Contain now honey enough
to pay for some. Will sell for $3.00 per colony, as
they stand, if taken at once.

John Davis, Garland City, Ark. ^

THE HIGGINSVILLE DOVETAILED HIVE.

NO
MORE leaky covers. The above cover

will shed water, and will not warp lilve

the old-style flat cover. Send for our
24- page Catalogue of all kinds of liee Sup-

plies. Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,
3-4-5d Higginsville, Mo.

Mention this paper.

CHEAPEST HIVES
OFFERED.

I offer special low prices
on my CHAFF HIVE

HIVE - PROTECTOR and
DOVETAILED Hive, dur-

ing February. Write for
prices.

GEO. H. KIRKPATRICK,
Dnion City, Ind.

CHAFF HIVES.
I offer special inducements to those who will sell!

my hives. Send for terms. J. A. EOE, Union City, Ind.

One Given foundation-press, good
as new; very cheap. Address
'-2-3 H. D. Edwards, Delhi, 111.

For Sale,
f

Rnnt'Q {lr\r\Aft AT ROOT'S PRICES can be
lAUUI O UUUao had at Des Moines, Iowa.
dress Jos. Nysewander.

Ad-

SECTIONS.
$2.50 to $3.50 per m. Bee-Hlvei« and Fix-

tures cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
fitfdb Rock Falls, Illinois.

Please mention this paper.

Eggs and Plants, Fowls, Poultry-books and
Papers; finely ill. circular free. Address '

GEEK BKOS., St. Marys, Mo.,

pALL
14tfdb Or, H. B. GEER, Nashville, Tenn.

Keepers Swplies.

In writmt; ".ilvertisers please mention thia paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SU PPL/ ES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumrka, Alabama.
twin respomliiiK to this adveiti.-eineni mention Gleanings.
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lome
Made
Net-
ting.

sun, DURABLt I fNCE; ONLY 980 PER MfLE.
BBS to T A "|»T\ nHXTiW.KS «<"" one-half th« eeH

ML M«d^»«*«!k make 9200.00 P»rg^0^^%^
MSrOnXSmontli and expense*OaSII
The best local and traveling acenta wanted every-
where. Write at once for circulars and choice ter-

ritory - address A. G. Hulbert, Patentee, care of

Factory Catalogue with 200 engravea designs and
prices, sent free to any who want fancy Iron and
wire work or city, cemetery and farm fences, etc

please mention tins paper. 21 20db

OATMAN'S
SOLDEEII^a AND BEFAIB SIT
Consists of flie-pot, solder-
ing-irons, solder, and solder-
ing-tluid. with tools compl'te
as shown in cut, with direc-
tions for soldering different
metals, and how to keep your
soldering-irons in shape.
Whole kit, boxed, 12 lbs.

Shipped on reeeipt of 82.00.

Agents wanted.
O. & L- OATMAN,

87db Medina, Ohio.

"Quigley's Golden Queens"
are bred for business; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies readj^ Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER. '

Address E. F. QUIGI^EY,
Stfdb Unlonvllle, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FKAITIES.

yii^Tr f^y{^^i::n«,. THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATIONLEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By my special metliod of harvesting a crop, in the

"mtycatory" system, I si lall have 300 tested queens
lor delivery about Marcli :iOth. $10 per dozen. None
are over 6 months old. My crop tlie past season from
one yard of 43 colonies, spring- count, was 10,800 lbs.,

and increase to 150. A. F. BROWN,
l-6db HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.

I ^5M0KERS. SECTIONS,
;t^4 Comb FOUNDATION and
/ ^ ^SALLAPIARIAN SUPPLlES-i^Q

'-"--' SEND rOH CATALOGUE--

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, istfdb and Prompt.

SAVE OTONEY.—Send to J. P. H. Brown, Augus-
ta, Georgia, for his price list of supplies. Hives

and foundation at wholesale rates. 4tfdb

Has No Flsli-boiie in Surplu»« Honey.
Being the cleanest is usually worked

the quickest of any Foundation made.
J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,

Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd
Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co.. N. Y.
Please mention this paper.

NEW BOOKS,
AND OTHER BOOKS NOT FOUND IN CATA-

LOGUE ON NEXT PAGE.
15

I

How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By T. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses oi- glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

5
I

The New Onion Culture* 30
This book is by T. Greiner, and it gives full particulars of

the plan of plantinir onion seed in a greenhouse, hot^bed, or
cold-frame, and planting the onions out in the field at the
time we usually sow the seed. The author thinks that 2(K)0

bushels of the large tropical onion can by this method be
raised on nn acre.

2
I

The New Celery Culture 16
This summing-up of this new industry amounts to this:

You fix 3'our ground just as rich as you can possibly get it,
with stable manure, chemical fertilizers, or any thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way, and give theni water enough to make them boom
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeede<l in 189! to demonstrate that, like the new-
onion culture, it promises great possibilities.

3
I

Kats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one whohaseverbeen troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein
that ever.v member of the family \vjll read it clear through,
just abovit as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

5
I

Tile drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain a5
Just out. Fully illustrated, containing every thing of im-

portance dear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof Cliamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has occasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost anything else; and by following the plan
directed in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this knowledge. The book embraces everj- thing
connected with the subject, and was written b.y the author
while he was ensa ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson, O.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10

3
I

Practical Turkey-raising IQ
By Fanny Field. This is a 2.^-cent book whiirh we offer for 10

cts. ;
postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

1 1 Silk and the Silkworm lo

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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•CLOVER SEEDS -C^NS AND B E tP ^,^ BUCKWHEAT
^Sample OF.ouR beejournalThe WESTERN
BEEKEEPER ALsoOur CATALOGUE F-'REl E. -

JOS.NYSEWANDER. DesMoines.Iqwa.

FOR
SALE AN APIARY OF 100 STANDS
of bees in Simplicity and Dovetailed hives, on mov-
able frames; all fixtures for botl) Comb and Ex-
tracted honey; drawn Combs ; Honey-extractor;
Wax-extractor; everything- complete, and the ^fin-

est of Alfalfa ranges in Colorado. Also
ir,0 A.CUES OF T^AXD,

to be sold as one or in small tracts of 10 to 20 or 40
acre tracts for fruit-raising-. A small fruit-farm is

a paying investment here; the finest of fruit-land
and alfalfa land, and beautiful climate on the west-
ern slope of Colorado.
Apply to MRS. A. A. HODGDON,

DELTA, DELTA CO., COLORADO.

BEES
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
A>t<J fill A i>i<iri(iii S)i)>i>lies
cheap. Soul far Vataloyue.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, 111.

FOR SALE. About 1700 lbs. of pecan nuts.
Samples sent lo any one making an offer. 34d
l2-7db R. A. Janse.n, Wliarton, Tex.

^^kJ FINE ITALIANBEESCOLONIES
SALB

IN DOVETAILED HIVES, $4.00 EACH.
Lots of 20 <)! more, spci'ial prices on application.

^tfdb MRS. PAUL B. LEEOS, AVERY R. O., LA.

mH^mMHI^ BERR T

^^^^M^-m^leadlne berry
^^^V^S ^V growers as The

MfW ^k BEST. Alsol.ift

ana otner Usskets. Prices low. Illus. Catalogue Free.

DISBROW MFC.CO.,ROCHESTER.N.Y
Please iiitntion this pai)ei-. 4-9db

AUTOMATIC
COMB FOUNDATION

MILLS.

Made by

W. C. PELHAM,
Maysville, - Ky.

Please mention Glkanhngs. 3 7db

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free SsiiiipleM of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price l.i»it of every thing
needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

Ztfdb Please mention this paper.

Interesfang Monthly for

The Family and Fireside

Welcome in every Home.

Xiarge Premiums for Clubs.
Sample Copy sent Free.

Thomas G. Newman.
147 South Western Ave.,

CHICAGO, - - II^I^S.

Maple-Sugar Supplies.
Thi' time is at hand when those who produce the

delicious sweets from the sugar maple must be get-
ting- ready. For the best results you must have
good clean apparatus of the most approved type,
and you really can not afford not to read Prof.
Cook's book, "Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush,"
which we furnish at 35c, or we will give a copy free
to all tliose wlio liuy sugar-makers' supplies of us to
the amount of $10.00 or more. We do not sell evap-
orators, but I think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We have ordered a
carload of these for delivery Feb. 1st, and they are
made of American tin-plate. The plates are tinned
and made up into cans by the same firm; and by
taking a carload we get them at bottom prices. See
table below. The i)ails and cans are machine-made,
far superior to liaiid-made, and guaranteed not to
leak.

BUCKET WITH HINGED TIN COVER.

This cut shows the manner of hanging the bucket
on above the spout, and also the manner of empty-
ing with the hinged tin cover. Most progressive
sugar-makers nowadays use covers of some kind.

RECORD SAP-SPOUT.
This spout is cheaper than any other made, and

we believe it is as good as any. if not better. It is

used almr)st exclusively in this section.

PRICE LIST OF PAILS, COVERS, SPILES, ETC.

Price per 100.

10-quart bright tin buckets, per 100. . $1

12 '• .. 1

1.5 " • " .. 1

ICtin. IX tin.

o on
16 no
« 00

$17 00
18 00
21 00

Patent liiiiged tin covers, per liiO $6 00
Wood reversilile covers, per 100 $4 .50

Record sap-si)outs, per 100 .. .$1 00; 1000 for $8 00
1-gal. sq. cans, " .. 1100
1 " " " 6 in a box, per bo.x.S Oil; 10 boxes. $ 8 50
1 " " "10 1 ,50; " •' .. 14 00
5 ' not boxed, each... 30; 100.. .26 00
5 " " " 2 in a box, per box. 75; 10 for 7 00
5 1 45; " •-.... 4 20

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

FOK SALE OR EXCHANGE.— Four colonies of
Golden Ilalian.s, Foundation. Honey-racks, etc.

3-4-.5d L. L. EsENHOWER, Reading, Pa.
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CIRCUIiARS RECEIVED
The following- parties have sent us catalogues of hives, apia-

rian supplies in general, bees, queens, etc. Free copies will be
sent to applicants.
0. Mnsel.-y, Peru, Ind.
.J. P. Miioi'e. Jlorgan, Ky.
J. N. Colwick, Norse, Tex.
J. F. Michael, (iernian, O.
F. H. Dunn. Yorkville, 111.

E. Shiniel, McCuneville, O.
Levering Bros.. Wiota, la.

C. H.Thies, Steeleville. 111.

A. L. Lindley, Jordan, Ind.
T, G. Newman, Chicago, 111.

J. C. Sayles, Hartfoni, Wis.
A. Z. Giick, Carbondale, 111.

J. W. Clark, Clarksburg, Mo.
W. H. Norton. Skowegan. Me.
Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts. Pa.
P. Shepardson. Frceport, Wash.
W. S. Pouiler, Indianapolis. Ind.
W. L Maloon. West Bowdoin. Me.
J. F. Rosenfleld, West Point, Neb.
Engh & McPherson. Lochiel. Wis.
Leininger Bros., Fort Jennings. O.
St. Joseph Apiary Co., St. Josejih, Mo.
1. J. Stringham. 92 Barclay St., New York.
Leahy Manufacturing Co., Higginsville. Mo.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Texas State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its lith
annual session at Greenville, on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 5 and 6, one mile north of the court-house, at the apiary
or Mrs. Jennie Atchley. All are invited. No hotel bills to pav.

A. H. JoSES. Sec. Golden, Texas.'

WANTED —Every one to send for our approval
slieets of line stamps at 50% commission.

Ag-eiits wanted in every town, S. H. Bhainard,
Box 361, Medina, Oliio.

WANTED,—To sell 3.5 hives with Italian bees; will
sell very cheap. M. A. Wilkins,

Seneca, Nemaha Co., Kansas,

Don't Forget
to .sftid foronr 1K93 cireulai'. Dove-
tailed liives. Sections, Bee Supplies,
etc, J. NEBEL. £ SON,
2tfdb HIGH HILL. MO.

SUPPLIES.
Larg-e illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c In stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book tellinsr liow to manage them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-12db 175 E. Walnut Street.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

dJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIlIi

I DEAR I
= BEE=KEEPINQ i

I FRIENDS: |
S 1 shall lie glad to book your orders, for ^S what queens you may wish, for early spring =
^ or summer delivery. Prices for untested, S= February, March, April, and May, $1.00 etich; =
S six, $5.00, or $9.00 per dozen: June and after, == 75c each; $4.35 for 6; or $8.00 per dozen; 100 =
= tested three-banded queens, $1.50 each, for E
S early shipment. Prices for breeding-queens ^= on application. S
— Remember, I breed both the three and —
= five banded Italians at above prices. My =
S queens give satisfaction, judging from the S
= many testimonials, from nearly three thou- =
— sand sold In 1893. Safe arrival and .satisfac- —
= tion guarjinteed. Also Hives and Supplies =
= low.' 2tfdb =

I JENNIE ATCHLEY,^ .

I
= Greenville, Hunt Co., Texas. =
^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli?

^P°ln responding to this advertisement mention Glbaninob.

Friends, I can furnish you
with all kinds of berry-plants
at about one-half the usual
price. Plants warranted.

Bank references. Satisfaction guaranteed. 6tfdb
Address EZRA G. SMITH, Manchester, N. Y.

Berries.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested, $1, .50; 6 for $7.50.

Sent after Mar, 1st, Un-
tested, «1.00; 6, $6.00; or

$9.(,() per 13. Sent after A])ril 1st. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Send for circular of Bees, Queens, Drones,
Root's Dovetailed Hives, Foundation. Extractors,
etc, J.IN.COIiWICK, Norse, Bo!<ique Co., Tex.

Job Lot of Sections, $1.50 per IVI.

White V-groove, 4J4. Samples by mail, 10c. All
supplies very cheap. Addrt ss
Stfdb Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

."^iPfTAc^s^nS °^ -^^^ Keepers Supplies.

In writing advertisers please mention thl.-> paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
S£"Cr/0/VS. EXTRACTORS, ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL/ES.

6O-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
tS*In respondintr to tills adveitiseniiMt nienllun Gi.ka.vim.s.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Ho/fej/.—No chang-e since our last.

Demand slow from manufacturers; but there is a
good demand for extracted honey for family use.
It bring's 6@8 on arrival. There is no good comb
honey in our market. Prices are nominal at 14@16
in the jobbing way. 7?cesi(v(,r.—Demand is good, at
23@25 on ari'ival for good to best yellow.

C'HAS.F. MuTH & Son,
Feb. 8. Cincinnati, O.

Albany.—Honey.- -We never Icnew the honey-
market to clean up as nicely as it has this season.
We have been about out of stock a number of times
when other small lots would arrive, just sufHcient
to supply the demand; at present we are entirely
out of 1-lb. buckwheat. Prices remain unchanged
on both comb and extracted.

Chas. McCullooh & Co.,
Feb. 11. M S393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Portland.— Wo/iciy.—The supply of both comb
and extracted honey is only moderate, and demand
for fancy 1-Ib. comb is in excess of the supply. Dark
grades are in fair supply. We quote

:

Extra white, 1-lb., 16; white, 1-11>., 1.5; light amber,
1-lb., 13; dark, Mb., 11. Extracted, 6'/2@9, as to
color. Lew. Spiecl & Co.,
Jan. 27. Portland, Oregon.

Kansas City.—Honej/.—The demand for comb and
extracted has been light, supply fair. We quote:
Comb, 1-lb., No. 1 white, 16@17; No. 2 white, 14@15;
No. 1 amber, 15@16; No. •£ amber, 10@,13. Extracted,
white, 7>^@8; amber, 6@7. Bce.sM'(r.r, 22@.25.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
Feb. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.—Hooey.—Sales to-daj- are very moder-
ate, little fancy moving at 16c; stray sales, 17; 2d
grades of clover, mostly 12@14: buckwheat, dull,
8@9. Betsimx, 38@30 for first class; second, 23@25.

Batterson & Co..
Feb. 8. 167, 169 Scott St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Cleveland.—/7o/(ey.—No. 1. Uc; No. 2, 12.

Beenwa.r, 30; market on wax firmer.
Willi \.ms Bros.,

Feb. 8. 80 & 82 BT'oadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston. — HiDieii. — Honey is selling '^low, and
prices are lower. Best 1-1!). comb, I6@17. Extracted,
8@l(l. Becsiw.r.—None on hand.

Blake & Ripley.
Feb. 1(1. Boston, Mass.

Kansas City.— ffooe;/.—There is no cluinge in the
honey-market; stocks are fairlv large with a good
demand. White 1 lb., 16@17; N(). 2. 15; dark. No. 1,

13@>I4; No. 2, 12; extracted, 7@8. Firnovu.r, none on
hand. Ha-MBLIN & Hb vrss.
Feb. 11. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City. Mo.

Chicago.— Ho»ey.—The demand for honey is fair
considering the extn>me cold weather. Fancy white
brings 17^18; other grades of white, 16; dark, 13;
extracted, steady at ti@9. Tlie offerings are moder-
ate in volume, but will likely increa.se when tlie

weather moderates. Beeswax, 25.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Feb. 8. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.— Honey. — Extracted, scarce, but de-
mand light. Beeawax, prime, 26.

Feb. 9. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
St. Louis, Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.—Best white comb honey, 14@15;
dark, 12@13; not much in stock. Extracted, 8@8'/^
for white; buckwheat and dark grades, 7@7'/2.

Be«,swax, 26@27

.

M.H.Hunt,
Feb 9. Bell Brancli, Mich.

5=BANDED
3=BANDED BEE5.

Notices will be inseited under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
'inust not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv-'t in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over tive lines will cost you according to our regiilar
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
chiinges. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

w

WANTED.—To exchange for any thing useful to a
bee-keeper, one honey-extractor, good as new;

100 T crates in the flat; 40 queen-excluding honey-
boards; 10 second-hand bee-hives, all-wood brood-
frames, L. Simplicity size; 800 metal separators; 2
mandrels of different size: one 10-in. rip, one lO^in.
cut-oft' saw; one 6-in. rip. one6-in. cut-off; one 6-in.
dovetailing saw. Address 514 St. George's St.,
2-5db Ottawa, LaSalle Co., 111.

ANTED.—To rent an apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Brown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co., Cal.

WANTED.—Position in an apiary by a young man.
Five years' experience; good recommendations.

Lloyd Sechrist,
3-4-5d Pleasant Home, Wayne Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange for offers, bees, queens,
supplies; pure-bred poultry; eggs for hatch-

ing, etc. Chas. H. Thies, Steeleville, 111. 4tfdb

yij ANTED.—To exchange one well-trained setter
TT dog for Italian bees, or offers; for particulars',
address Stewart Bros, Sparta. White Co., Tenn.

4-5d

WANTED.—A second-hand Barnes foot-power saw
in good reiiair. .Iake Everman,

North Middletown, Ky.

Ilf ANTF.D.—Fii'earmsof modern style, in exchange
V» for English mastiff" and Beagle hound pups. See
ad. in present number. D. S. Hall. So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—A young man with some experience
in bee culture to work in apiary and fruit

orchards. J. W. Day, Crystal Springs. Miss. 4-5d

117ANTED.—To exchange one Ithaca double-barrel
VV shotgun, value $35.0(1, in Victor solid leather
case, value $5.00; complete with loading-tools and
brass sliells, new, value $3.00; also one thorough-
bred pointer pup, 3 months old, value $10.00, for
.30-inch Safety bicycle in good order. Reference,
Bank of Crab Orchard. W. L. Marshall,
4d CrabOnthard. Nt-b.

Nucleus colonies. Circular free.
3-8db .1. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co., O.

\I7ANTED -To exchange a full blooded English
Vt female greyhound, color, dark seal brown, a
perfect model, li yrs. old; will exchange on a good
cutter, brood .sow, or offers. Who will speak first?
4d C. F. Uhl, Millersburg. Holmes Co., Ohio.

VV' E have a good opening for a lady or gentleman
VV toiakei^art interest in greenhouse in a boom-
ing town in the natural gas belt of Indiana; 4000
pop. no opposition, good opportunity, free gas.
Add. Am. Horticui-turist, Lawrence, Kansas.

WTANTED.—To buy second-hand sawmill ma-
chinery. W. S. Ammon, Reading, Pa. 4-6-8d

ANOTHER 80 or 1£0 acres of swamp land in ex-
change for H cash and }i bees in tiew Heddon

or Dovetailed hives. A bargain. Addi'ess
O. H. Townsend. Alamo. Mich.

A
4 H. P. engine in exchange for a dowel machine
or offers. O. H. Townsend, Alamo, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange for clover comb honey,
Zuccato's I'ajiyrograph; 3(H) to KKK) impressions

can be taken on dry unprepared paper from the
original writing. .1. B. Enos, Connellsville, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange a 4x5 photographic out
fit, cost f30. for beeswax, L. worker combs

honey, or supplies. A. Hillmann.
4d 290 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.
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to advertise. A successful manufacturer
and advertiser of toilet .soap once said
that it cost, in advertising, six times the
price of a calse of soap, for each new cus-
tomer secured; but it was a profitable
I have sometimes thouglit that tlie pub-

It Costs Money
transaction, as a person once a customer remained a customer. ^- , , ^ ,

Usher of a g-ood paper could almost aflord to send it free one year to new subscribers for the salfe of mat
ins- people acquainted with his journal. 1 am not going 1o go as far as tliat, but I'll tell you how lar I

am going Of some issues of tlie liEViEW I have as many as 300 copies; of otiiers, 2011; of otliers, 100; and
so on down to less than a d<>z(>n. Now. if you will allow me to plclj them out, I will sell these back num-
bers at two cents a copy. Send me any amount up to fifty cents, and I will send you half as many copies

as you send me cents, and no two copies alike. Remember that back numbers of the Review are some-

what different from the b:ick luimbeis of some journHls—that eacli number is, to a certain extent, a little

book or pamphlet containing tlie views of leading bee-keepers upon some special topic. Stamps taken,

either U. S. or Canadian. _ „ ."^ ^^.. . ,«^ . . .

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hichigan.

By Thos. G. Newman, ex-editor of the American Bee Journal,

Is a book of over 200 pages, that we send FKEK to ever> new
Subscriber who mails us $1.00 for ayear's subscription tothe old

AMEBICAN BEE JOURNAL,
The Largest, Best, Cheapest, and only weekly bee-paper in all

AmeriCM. 32 pages; established 1861. Send for a free sample
copy with description of book offer GEO. W. YORK & CO.,
56 Fiftii Avenue, - - €HICA<iO, II.I.S.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Please mention this paper
'

BEE 3UFFLIES
and all kinds of
Berry-pack-
ages, boxes,
and baskets.
We make a spe-
cialty of one-
piece sections
and wood sepa-
rators. Address

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO.,
Berlin Heights

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

purchase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about tlie Perfection
in our 18-pag-e circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb

HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-

knives and Bee-smok-

ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & Hetherington,

Abronia, IVIich. 7tfdb

I^OOT'S BEE
DOVETAIIaED and SUPPLIES
HIVES FOK SRIiE

W. K- Bfllili,

Box 483, l^eno, Nevada.

Have you
Seen our Big Blue Cat=
alogue for 1893 T Seventy illustrated pages.

Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock

in the "West.

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing: advertisers please mention this paper.

^.^ISusJK to his own interests who docs not nso PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not walse up and fii\c t hrtn a, trial, at least ? Then, if not satis-

fied, return them and get ii<iiir imini'u hark. They are used and praised

by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Pkof. Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
Chas. Dadant & Son say : " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter.

Jas. A. GiiEENsays: "Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
,,

Gilbert Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: " We would not be without them for $5,01) each.

Prices- Each, Ijy mail, postpaid, with directions, 30c; per doz.. S3.2.5. Send for descriptive circular

R. & E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Thanks to many friends, for dictionary liclp.

' Slumgum,'" it seoms. is not a new word. R.
Wilkin writos that J. G. Corey used it 16 years
ago.
If wk ake to have cholera and hoop-skirts

both at a time the coining year, we shall indeed
be an afflicted people.

' Orx-APiAKY. An apiary kept out of doors.'"

That's a definition I have seen given in all

good faith, as a corn-ct dictionary definition.

"Souche'" is what the French call the hive
or colony that has sent out a swarm. We
haven't any name for it, unless it be "mother-
colony."' Do we need any other?

It would cost a German bee-journal some-
thing in the way of revenue to join brother
Root in his crusade against tobaccco, for tobacco
"ads" are common in German bee-journals.

Six bax.\nas made Hutchinson's dinner on
his way to Washington. That's just double
the rations other slaves get. At least, I've read
that three was the number in the West Indies.

Prof. Cook has been translated into German.
His picture and biography are in lUustrierte
Bienenzeitung. The editor considers him a
favorite among American bee-keepers. Ganz
wahr.

In Germany, in some parts, bee-keepers are
much int<'rested in the planting of fruit-trees
along the highways: and, if I am not mistaken,
some public appropriations have been made for
the purpose.

I've been wondering who it was that han-
dled the king's English so well in C. B. J.
Hutchinson lets the cat out of the bag. It's G.
T. Somers. I thought there was a summery
air in the ediiorials.

The cor-D has be(>n no greater—indeed, not
so great—here as some other winters: but its

staying qualities have been unusual. The
thermometer has been steadily humble for an
unusually long time.

Hutchinson thinks that, so far as organiza-
tion is concerned, "the Canadians are away
ahead of us." Yes, and I don't know of any
nation under the sun that isn't. We've mighty
little " git up and git "' in that direction.

R. Wilkin thinks we need a word indicating
the contents of the hive, as distinguished from
the hive or box containing them. He thinks
Langstroth suggested th(^ word ruche. If I am
not mistaken, ruche is simply the French word

for hive. Do we need such a word'? and if so,
what's the word ? Will some German tell us if

hnu is used in that sense?
" Drv F.ECKs " was a bone of contention in

this country some years ago. Now they're
having it in Germany, Weygandt asserting that
any other than minute dry pellets of excrement
is just so far evidence of disease, Dzierzon op-
posing.

Hutchinson, you just attend to Michigan
and let Illinois alone. All the same, if the Illi-

nois State Society would let the bee-journals
publish its report free, and could spend that
f.500 in useful experiments, a lot more good
might be done.

Hasty is to get up the review for the Review,
taking all the journals, including the Review.
The bee-journals will have to make unusual
exertions to be dull if Hasty doesn't get some-
thing spicy out of them. The Review will be a
review as is a review.

Five essentials in the condition of a colony,
to make the best of a harvest, are thus given
by C. J. H. Gravenhorst: A queen without
fault; proper combs: swarming at the proper
time or not at all: not overcrowded with bees:
and not having too much brood.

That short way to kill skunks, on page 93,
reminds me—-I tried that way once within 15
miles of where Mr. Wertz lives. The only dif-
ference was, that I struck the tail instead of
the head. "Smudgel"' lean smell ityetl It
was dark, and I thought it was a duck I

JiTST AS I THOUGHT. Prof. Cook says, "I
feel sure, not from guess but from careful in-
vestigation, that honey is always injured by
adulteration with glucose. Such practice is

ruinous to bee-keeping and. should be denounc-
ed and prevented, no matter what it costs."

Gravenhorst thinks FranK Benton was in-
correctly reported at Chicago in saying that
European bee-keepers were behind the times,
or else that he hadn't seen or learned much
about it, during his sojourn in the Old World.
They can surely give us points in some respects.

That genial (terman, C. F. Muth, with his
usual persistence, has succeeded, as reported in

A. B. J., in getting freight rates on extracted
honey the same as on syrup, instead of -10 to 50
per cent higher, as heretofore. I don't know
,]ust how much territory is covered by this rul-
ing.

Rambler, if you want one of those sweet
creatures under my care, on page 90. why don't
you walk up like a man, instead of sneaking
round the corner? But one of the "sweet
surups" has her eye on you through that hole
in the wall: and if she once spears you with
that nose you'll never complain of fleas again.
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(^UEEN-EXCLUOEKS, says Ramblpr, in Review,
let queens through not only once in a while,

bnt twice in a while. That's rather discourag-
ing. I thought the last lot I got worked every
time: but I'd give something to be certain.

Suppose Gleanings gives reports of successes

and failures with virgin queens, telling, if pos-

sible, the kind of perforations used.

The severe cold of this winter is being
commented on by the editor of B. B. J., it hav-
ing actually gone as low as 5° above zero in one
place! Eless your heart. Mr. Editor, come and
spend a few days at Marengo, and you'll call .5

above mild. Why, it's been playing around
zero for weeks, sometimes 20° below, and yet it

has gone a good bit lower other winters.

The nameless disease is reported so differ-

ently in different cases that L. B. Smith, in A.
B. J., thinks there must be two separate dis-

eases. I've had more or less of it for years, and
don't think it of importance enough to make a
fuss about; but it seems quite a different thing
with others. Mr. Smith saying. "They just die

by the wholesale—a strong colony dying out in

a few days."

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT OF THE CIRCU.N[-

STANCES THAT LEI) TO THE INVENTION
OF THE LANGSTROTH HIVE .\ND

FRAME.

The principle of having the bees suspend each
comb from a separate bar, by which Dzierzon
accomplished such great practical results, had,
indeed, been known before his time. In 16T5

(see "A Journey into Greece," by Geo. Wheel-
er, page 411) the bee-keepers of Mount Ilymet-
tus used it in a rude form, in making artificial

swarms: and in 1790 the Abbe Delia Rocca
shows in plate No. 3 of the third volume of his

work on bees, that he used bars with •' wings "

similar to those used by the Baron von Ber-
lepsch. to keep the combs at suitable distances
apart. In the sixth volume of Hamet's bee-

journal, UApiculture, p. 146. may also be found
Delia Rocca's description of his hives, made, as

he said, " after the method of the ancient
Greeks." On p. 147 of the same journal there is

a cut and description of a hive with two tiers of

movable slats, and with i-ide-opening doors, in-

vented by Buzairies. A description of this hive

may be found in " Memoires de TAcademie de
I'Industrie Fran(;aise. de 18P.2:" but the invent-
or says that he made it known to the Society of

Natural History in 1828 — some seven years be-

fore Dzierzon began to keep bees. These pi'oofs

that hives with slats, and even with side-opening
doors, were used and described prior to Dzier-

zon's writings, are not given with any intention

to detract from his merits, for there is not only
no proof or even probability that he knew of

them, but it is very certain that, until by his

great skill he had made such hives a success,

they had contributed scarcely any thing of value
, to practical apiculture.

Having by the use of my improved bar-hive
secured a more perfect contiol of the combs than
I could find in any other hive, I began to see

that artificial'swarming might be made much
more successful than by Iluber's method; for

about this time I discovered that bees without
a queen, if they build comb at all, make it of

drone size; a fact unknown to Huber, and fatal

to any practical success in artificial increase by
his methods.
The publication of my discovery, made in the

summer of 18.51, that bees could be trained to

work in large observing hives, even when ex-
posed to the full light of day, without obscuring

the glass with propolis, brought me a visit from
the late Rev. J. H. Berg, D.D., of Philadelphia.
From him I first learned of the existence of such
a person as Dzierzon. and of the great attention
he had attracted by his successful management
of bees. Before Dr. Berg communicated any
particulars of Dzierzon's methods I showed him
my hives, and explained ray system of manage-
ment. He found our hives to differ in some
very important respects; but he was gn-atly as-
tonished at the remarkable similarity in our
methods of management, as my investigations
had evidently been conducted without even the
slightest knowledge of Dzierzon's labors. He
informed me that Mr. Samuel Wagner, cashier
of a bank at York, Pa., had made a translation
of Dzierzon's work on bees, the loan of which he
procured for me.
No words can express the absorbing interest

with which I devoured this work. I recognized
at once its author as the Oreat Master of mod-
ern apiculture. His discovery of parthenogene-
sis threw a flood of light upon the profound
mysteries in the physiology of the honey-bee,
which had so perplexed observers from the
time of Aristotle, and which even Swammer-
dam. Reaumur, and Huber had failed to solve.

I spon perceived that I had been anticipated in
more than one important discovery, and that he
was well acquainted with the fact, with all its

practical results, that bees without a queen
build only drone-combs. Artificial processes,
which I had supposed to be all my own, and
which I had practiced on a comparatively small
scale, had been conducted by him so largely and
so successfully as to secure special recognition
by the king of Prussia, at whose request his
book was written.
In the fall of 18,51 1 had nearly completed my

application for a patent upon my improved bar
hive. It will, no doubt, appear very strange to
persons not familiar with the ordinary progress
of inventions, that the shallow space between
the tops of the bars and the board on which the
receptacles for surplus honey rested, and which
I proposed to make one of the leading features
in my patent, did not at once suggest itself to
me that uprights might be fastened to the bars,
so as to give the same bee-space between the
front and rear walls of the hive, and so change
the slats into movable frames. But I used the
shallow space above the bars, foi" a whole sea-
son, without ever connecting the two ideas:
and tlien. only when it was too late to make any
use of it in the apiaiT for that year, did tlie sim-
ple idea of the movable frames present itself to
my mind. Returning late in the afternoon from
the apiary, which I had established some two
miles from my city home, and pondering, as I

had so often done before, how I could get rid of
the disagreeable necessity of cutting the attach-
ments of the combs from the walls of the hives,
and rejecting, for obvious reasons, the plan of
uprights, close fitting (or nearly so) to these
walls, the almost self-evident idea of using the
same bee-space as in the shallow chamber came
into my mind, and in a moment the suspended
movable frames, kept at suitable distances from
each other and the case containing them, came
into being. Seeing by intuition, as it were, the
end from the beginning. I could scarcely refrain
from shouting out my " Eureka! " in the open
streets.
At that time there was visiting me my college

classmate and dear friend, the late Rev. E. D.
Sanders, who afterward founded the Presbyteri-
an Hospital in Philadelphia, and who had ta-
ken that season a lively interest in my apicul-
tural experiments. Full of enthusiasm, we dis-
cus.sed, until a late hour, the results which both
of us thought must come from using movable
frames instead of bars. Before I sought my
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bed, under date of October 30, 1851, I made this

record in a private journal still in my posses-

sion:
" If tlie slats are made so that a

—,—^
I

and h are about % inch from the
1

2 I sides of the hive, the whole comb
P'maybe taken out without at all

disturbing it by cutting."

Before the above, but without date, occurs

the following entry:
Bars, or Slats. " In the use of barred hives, eve-

i ry thing will depend upon having
1 the combs accurately fastened,

each to its proper slat. When the slats are

long, a small cross-piece extending half way
down will answer quite a good purpose."
Then follows, under date of Oct. 30, 18.51, after

the words " disturbing it by cutting "

:

a . b "If the apiarian has some
2 I Is clean worker comb, he should

fasten it at (1, 3); if not, he—' '^ should draw a thin line of wax
across the center of the bar. If every other bar

can be furnished with a comb-guide it will ans-

wer every practical purpose, a h should be an
Inch wide, I4 in. thick; 1. 3. 3, c d, % in. wide.

If a b is not over 13 in. long, 3 may be dispensed
with; c d, about M of an inch from the bottom-
board. By the use of such a compound bar, the

removal of bars with comb, brood, or honey can
easily be effected. With the ordinary bar, the

work of removal is always difficult and often

impossible ; and this is the reason why hives

with bars, notwithstanding all their theoretical

advantages, have been so little used. It is very
obvious, that the box or boxes for the storage of

surplus honey may be furnished with these

bars." ..." The use of this bar will, I am
persuaded, give a new impetus to the easy and
profitable management of bees, and render the

making of artificial colonies an easy operation.

By the very great ease with which the bars

with their combs may be removed, a command
over the whole proceedings of the bees is ob-

tained which is truly wonderful. If a hive is

infested with the larviu of the bee-moth, all the

combs may be examined and cleansed in a short

time. To one unaccustomed to the scientific

management of bees, it would appear to be a

very formidable undertaking to remove a bar
with its comb full of bees. The timid or inex-

perienced may use a bee-dress, or resort to a lit-

tle smoke." "' The removing of the

queen by means of these bars is very easily ac-

complished, and this and all other operations

may be performed without injuring a single

bee, thus preserving the apiary from constant
irritation, and keeping the bees always peace-

able. It is obvious, that the movable frames (I

now call them by the better name) may be

adapted to almost any hive, and that they will

be of the greatest practical benefit."

It must be remembered, that, when I set down
these remarks, I had never seen nor even heard
of movable-comb frames for a bee-hive. How-
ever crudely expressed, they show at least- that

I was well prepared for the results which fol-

lowed their invention. It is very obvious, that

the idea of using movable frames could never
have occurred to any one unless he had become
fearless in the management of bees, by knowing
to what a wonderful degree they can be made
subject to human control.

Up to the time of my reading Mr. Wagner's
manuscript translation of Dzierzon. I knew
nothing of European bee culture save what I

found in the works of Iluber, Bevan, and
Huish. I was satisfied that my hive and meth-
ods of management were far in advance of

any thing given by these writers, and, even
after learning how far they had been out-

stripped by Dzierzon. I still thought that my

movable frame made a foundation for much
greater results than he had reached. Making,
therefore, the claims to embrace my newly in-
vented movable frames, my application for a
patent was filed in the Patent Office at Wash-
ington, on the Gth of January, 18.52. The orig-
inal specifications and claims of this patent,
which, from some modifications of my claims,
and the great press of business then before the
office, was not issued until Oct. 5, 1853, are so
exhaustive as to leave no room to question what
I claimed to have invented.
Dayton, O. L. L. Langstkoth.

Continued.

SPRING MANAGEMENT OF BEES, ETC.

PLAIN DIRECTIONS FltOM l)(WIvITTI>E; SPREAD-
ING UliOOD, ETC.

Several have written me, asking me to tell just
how I manage bees in the spring ; and as most
of them speak of taking Gleaning«, I will re-
reply through its columns, with the permission
of the editor. As 1 now feel in the matter, there
is only one thing which is really essential to
look after, as soon as the bees ai'e set from the
cellar, or in early spring, no matter which way
the bees have been wintered; and that is. to
see that they have plenty of honey to last them
till pollen becomes plentiful. This can best be
done on any cool morning by raising the cover
to the hive and turning back the quilt, or
whatever covers the combs, doing this careful-
ly, so as not to arouse the bees. If plenty of
sealed honey is seen along the top-bars of the
frames, the bees are all safe; and if otherwise,
they are not safe, and should be fed enough to
last four or five weeks, always remembering
that bees consume more honey at this time
than they do during the fall and winter months.
Having made sure that all have honey enough,
there is no further need of molesting the bees
till the weather becomes warm enough for
them to work in the fields or trees, gathering
pollen; in fact, I now believe that further dis-
turbance is positively deti'imental, inasmuch
as it often causes the loss of bees and brood, as
well as a greater consumption of honey, without
any proportionate gain to the colony. Six
weeks is a sufficient time to build up a fair col-

ony, to one sufficiently strong to store honey to
the best advantage; and as the clover does not
usually begin to yield honey here till about the
twentieth of June, from May first to the tenth
is soon enough to begin working for brood: and
it is better not to touch them, even now, unless
the weather is warm enough so that the mer-
cury reaches from 60 to 75° during the middle
of the day. With a temperature of less than
60°, brood is liable to be chilled in handling,
from which a positive loss is made, rather than
the intended gain. If the weather is fine about
this time, the internal condition of each colony
is inspected by taking the frames out of the
hives, cleaning the dead bees off the bottom-
board, should any remain in the coi'uers of the
hives ; seeing that each colony has a good
queen, and that there is honey enough in each
hive to last at least two weeks. A good queen
is of no more importance at this time than is

this two or three weeks of honey, which means
from six to ten pounds; for if the bees do not
have enough stores so they need not feel it

necessary to economize, a good queen and all

else will not make up the lack, for bees will not
rear much brood if they are obliged to econo-
mize for fear of starvation in the immediate
future. After seeing that all have a good
queen and sufficient stores, they are now left

till willow and hard maple bloom, when, if the
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weather is favorable, the combs in the brood-
nest are reversed by putting those frames hav-
ing the least brood in them in the center of the
cluster, and those having the most at the out-
side, thus causing the queen to fill these center
combs with eggs as fully as were those which
were in the center before, or more so, while the
brood in those now on the outside is not allow-
ed to decrease at all. In this way a great gain
is made, as I have proven by leaving rows of
hives in the apiary untouched, and by treating
others as here given. Understand, I am talk-
ing of the frames which have brood in them, or
what is termed the ''hrood-nest,'' and not the
brood -chamber. Only the frames having brood
in them are reversed; the rest are left untouch-
ed. In about two weeks the brood-nest is re-
versed again, at which time all but the very
weakest colonies will have brood in all. or all

but one or two combs, after which there is no
gain made in handling the frames, unless you
have some special object in view, such as tak-
ing away the queen, changing brood from a
stronger to a weaker colony, or something of
that sort. In two or three days after the last
reversing was done, the colonies are ready for
the sections, if there is any honey coming !n.
If not. it is better to wait till the hive becomes
a little more populous; yet if we wait too long
the colony is apt to contract the swarming fe-
ver before they go to work in the sections, in
which case our prospect of a large yield of hon-
ey is lessened. As a rule, the fewer swarms
that issue, the greater the yield of honey; yet
where bees get the swarming fever, as they
often will in spite of all our precautions, better
results ivill then be obtained to let them have
their own way, using the Heddon plan of pre-
venting after-swarms, or some other equally
good plan, than to try to keep these *' fractious

*'

bees all in the old hive.

NON-SWARMING BY TIERING UF FOR EXTRACT-
ED HONEY.

In a late number of the Review I spoke of
working my out-apiary on the tiering-up plan
for exM'acted honey, so as to prevent swarming,
or reduce swarming to such an extent that it

would not pay to keep a man there to look after
swaims. A correspondent, reading the same,
wishes me to tell in Gleanings how it is done,
as he has friends who take Gleanings, but
not the Review. Before doing this I wish to
ask you. Mr. Editor, not to let Dr. Miller call
me had Doolittle again, as he did in a late
Stray Straw, because I had not told him that I

had an out-apiary for the last three years. I

have no time to hunt it up; but I am sure that
I have twice mentioned the fact in print, before
so stating in the Revieiv, for I had no desire to
keep the thing a seciet. But, to return: The
out-apiary is managed in the same way as giv-
en above until the time arrives for putting on
sections, when, instead of putting on sections, a
second story, filled with (ill ivorker comb, is put
on in place of 'Sections. If more room is needed
(which there generally will be where the honey
is all left on to the end of the season, as I
recommended in the Reviev^). as soon as sigrns
of this are recognized, put a queen-excluder on
top of the second story and a third story on top
of this. Drone comb, or any thing along the
line of comb, can be used in this, as the queen
does not have access to it. If the honey season
continues, and it is needed, put on the fourth,
fifth, or sixth story, not extracting till the
season is over, when all is to be extracted which
the bees do not need for winter. The point is,

to give so much room to the queen in the two
lower stories that the bees will not want to
swarm. If the excluder is placed on top of the
first story, the bees are kept from swarming

but little more than when working for section
honey. G. M. Doolittle.
Bordino, N. Y., Jan. 3G.

[This plan of tiering up for extracted honey
is practiced by others; and. if we remember cor-
rectly, by the Dadants. Where there are plenty
of combs and upper stories or supers.it is the
most economical of labor, and what is of equal
importance the honey is the richest and finest,
because a large part of it has been kept over
the hive for a prolonged time, thus being thor-
oughly ripened.]

FROM PH. J. BALDENSPERGER.

a review of hack numbers of gi-eanings.
how baldensperger makes use of

CAMELS.

In your issue for Jan. 1, 1892, you speak of the
Stanley extractor. I may say that I too tried it

one season. In addition to iis being very expen-
sive, it is too large to go through ordinary doors.
In Palestine, as we used migratory bee-keeping
we used them almost all the year round, out of
doors ; but when crated, so as to avoid the
many knocks the can would have to go through
in loading and unloading daily on and off the
camels, they work nicely. 1 fixed the chains and
reversible parts, and extracted some 10,000 lbs.

in the coui'se of the year with one extractor.
The Arabs are not good hands at th^ crank, so
I dispensed with that, and they work it by the
simple handle. I should prefer, judging from
the looks on p. 51, 1892, the Cowan rapid revers-
ible, and I'll use one of that kind. We took 13.50

lbs. of orange-blossom honey in one day with a
Stanley extractor. One man turned the ex-
tractor and frames, while another man did the
uncapping, another carried the full and empty
combs to and from the apiary, and your humble
servant look out the comb from the hives, some-
times taking 2<) combs out of one hive. We never
spare the brood comb, and lose very few bees;
for if the whole frame contains uncapped brood
the frames are left in the hive, all others pass-
ing through our hands. The above amount
was taken from 40 hives, Apr. 9, 1892, averaging
nearly 34 lbs. per hive. The same hives had
been extracted Apr. 2. and averaged 29 lbs.

FUNICS.

Punic bees did not act with me as described
on page 1(52 by " Hallamshire Bee-keeper.'" In
Palestine they were less dangerous than Pales-
tines; but having only a few, I handled them
with the utmost care. At all events, they are
not so ready to sting as Palestines, though just
as irritable. The pure North Africans, for that
is the right name, such as I saw in their North-
African homes, acted differently. Perhaps their
general management, which is quite different
from mine, infiuences their disposition, for they
used to attack us as soon as we approached the
apiary which my brothers had there several
years. Palestines, and Syrians or Cyprians,
never do so. and I hope the North Africans may
prove the same with kind handling. The sting
is, in my flesh, just as painful as that of the
Syrians or Easterns; and this lot I handled was
just as cross- tempered as bees can be. I .could
work with Palestines, when not venturing to
look through more than two hives in September
or October, without a veil. With no honey com-
ing in. robbers make necessary greater precau-
tion; but these North Africans began stinging
us the very first moment we set to work; and
unless smoko^d continually they would simply
be unendurable. Now, one thing may excite
their anger; viz.: While in treeless Palestine
we have hardly any traces of propolis to stick
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the frames fast, and thus render the removal of

frames irritating to the bees, the North Africans
fill up every crevice with propolis, which is

gathered by them profusely on the cork-oaks
and pistachio trees or shrubs, with which North
Africa is covered from one end to the other—
from Marocco to Tunis. The Syrians, also,

propollze a good deal. They have pine-trees all

over Lebanon. I brought thirty colonies of
those North Africans with me; but, nailing the
doors alone, I could not do without protection.
Then, again, they are the greatest robbers, in

consequence of their better development of the
sense of smell, than other bees. I suppose; but
they are never molested by other races — at
least, I had some sad experience with their rob-
bing qualities. My Palestines and Cyprians
(nuclei, of course), too weak to defend them-
selves, were robbed of their honey, their bees
killed, and the hives left empty; and although
they did attempt to attack some stronger colo-
nies, they were repulsed; but never did I find a
Palestine or Cyprian loitering about the North
Africans. I came away with the Africans, some
having not a single frame of brood, and arrived
here in Nice Oct. 18th. They were fed up with
honey in the evening. Continuing this for a
few weeks they hatched some drones, and some
colonies had as many as six frames of brood.
They found a hive with four frames yesterday.
The Palestines and Cyprians gave up brood-
rearing, being placed on the same footing. I

was very angry with the Africans for causing
the death of several Palestines; but I hope they
will pay for their impudence by yielding sur-
plus honey, though in Palestine they gave about
the same quantity, being placed in the most fa-

vorable condition.

AMOUNT OF HONEY CONSUMED IN APKII- AND IN
DECEMBER.

On page 183 Dr. Miller says bees consume six

times as much honey in April as in December.
The following will show exactly what a hive of
bees did during the year. It brought in 200 lbs.

of honey; of this, 1-14 lbs. was extracted, and 56,

consequently, was eaten and used up for breed-
ing. March 21st it weighed (56 lbs.—bees, hive,
and 2() combs; gathered, during orange-fiow, up
to April 7. 72 lbs., but evaporated 24 lbs.; thus,
April 7th. 31 lbs. was extracted. It continued
from Ai)ril 8th till April 21st on orange-bloom,
and gathered 79,Vo lbs., but evaporated iilH lbs.

Apr. 21st; 41}-^ lbs. was extracted from Apr. 21st
to May 27th. The bees ate 14}^ lbs., besides
what little honey they gathered. From May
27th to June 18th the weight increased 29 lbs. of
hemp honey, which was extracted June 18th.
July 5th. weight increased 3.5>^ lbs. of hemp
honey, and again extracted July 5th. July 30th
thp weight increased 40 lbs. of thyme honey.
The hive now stood at 115 lbs. The following
table will illustrate the matter further:

July 30 to August 9, decreased 13 lbs. in 10 days.
August 10, decreased 3 lbs. in 1 day.
Aug-ust II, decreased 3 lbs. in 1 day.
August 13 to 13, decreased 3 ll)s. in 2 days.
August 13 to 30, stationary—lost nothing in 7 days.
August SO to 35, decreased 1 lb. in 5 days.
August 2.5 to 39, stationary again—lost nothing.
August 29 to September 2, lost 1 lb. in 4 days.
September 3 to 6, decreased 3 lbs. in 4 days.
September 6 to 13, decreased 1 lb. in 7 days.
September 1'^ to 34, decreased 3 lbs. in 11 days.
September 24 to 36, stationary again.
September 26 to 30. lost 1 lb. in 4 days.
September 30 to October 6, stationary again.
October 6 to 16. decreased 3 lbs. in 10 days.
October 16 to February 9, lost 10'/4 lbs. in. 116 days.
February 9 to March 16, lost 3 lbs. in 35 da.\s.
March 16, decreased ^ lb.

March 16th, orange-blossom began again.
I was absent from Oct. 16, 1890. to Feb. 9. 1891,

so I made no daily observations.

THE COST OF HONEY.
The cost of honey is discussed; but on p. 230

Mr. E. Franc(! talks about extracted honey, and
he vei'y justly remaiks that it depends on loca-
tion, bees, and the apiarist. In Palestine I

worked the bees very differently from what
any bee-keeper in the United States, perhaps,
would do. As I owned no land I had to hire a
place to put the bees during the winter; and
during the different flows in summer the bees
were hauled on camelback from one place to an-
other. The usual pay for a camel carrying 8

hives is from 50 cts. to lil.CX). The apiary of 100
hives is located in only one ijlace during the or-
ange-blossom flow. One keeper is sufficient;

but during the dry summer months not more
than 24 hives are placed in one apiary, thus re-
quiring a keeper each. Again, the apiaries be-
ing located near honey-plants, water is gener-
ally lacking, and has tobe hauled. A keeper
is paid from S!6.00 to $8.00 a month; the work-
men, for extracting, carrying honey, etc., are
paid from 25 to 40 cts. a day, according to their
ability. Thus I find for 100 hives:

Food for bees $ 48.00
Location 35.60
Tinkering 10.00
Bee-papers 6.00

Postage 3.B0
Keepers and workers.. 75.60

Carriage for bees and implements 26.75
formyself 30.30

Water for bees 6.00

Repairing 4.70
Duty on bees 30.00
100 days' work 150.00

$414.45

I got 12,000 lbs. of honey, which was sold at 8

cts., on an average. But even this does not ex-
actly give us the cost per pound for the capital
invested yearly. Mortification, and such items,
may be viewed vei-y differently, thus leaving
the calculation open to everybody to choose ac-
cording to his own views.

SHOULD BEES BE ALLOWED TO MAKE WAX?
June 1, p. 415, G. de Layens' exi)eriments are

given, and Mr. de Layens gives his experience,
following which we might suppose it to be a
fact that bees really give us more, or at least as
much honey, if they have only starters to begin
upon, as when they have old di'awn-out combs.
Now, the results of my experiments with hun-
dreds of hives are as follows:

1. That a hive having 26 combs built, and
ready to be filled when the honey-flow begins,
has always proved the best, the honey being at
once stored away, and which, as soon as full,

those young bees having a surplus secretion of
wax to use up can busy themselves in filling up
the corners and uneven places which are always
found on all extracted- honey combs; for the
uncapping-knife occasionally slips too low, thus
breaking out a bit of comb, and so leaving plen-
ty of chances for the bees to mend.

2. That a colony given a super full of founda-
tion will go to work slowly; and, even if it has
stored honey in most of the frames, these new
combs are so fragile when handled that it is

very dangerous to extract the honey out of
them, thus giving a good deal less honey; for
the same colony would almost fill the combs
again in the same time that the foundation,
newly built, is left in the hive.

3. A colony will surely build its own comb
foundation out quicker, provided '.here are not
too many frames given at a time, and provided
they are always put in between two fully built
old combs.

4. Again, a colony will build too much drone
comb if only starters are given; and the drone
comb will be filled out with eggs as fast as bees
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advance in cell-building. From all I know, if

the experiments were taken strictly, as Mr. de
Layens says, it would be unwise not to let our
bees build all their comb afresh every year. If
all our colonies would I'emain quiet, or even if

the swarms that issue as early as April would
not greatly lower the average, the general av-
erage would always be a good deal higher from
colonies on old-built combs than those colonies
which are generally helped with several brood-
combs, some empty, built out combs, and some
foundation; for, while the old hive l)ees can
work right away, the bees of the first swarm, it

is true, have the advantage of having the lay-
ing mother, while the i)arent swarm loses some
time wailing for the new queen to mate. IJut
suppose the bees swarm out again : then, of
course, the parent colony, having lost a great
deal during the first p 'riod of its queen's virgin-
ity, how much more during the second!

KEMOVING PROPOHS.
I jotted down in my note book the way in

which Miss Emma Wilson gets propolis off her
hives, separators, etc.. on page 419. to test it as
soon as I needed it. On p. 438 the junior editor,
in addition to the above, tells us to rub gi'ease
over thecontact part of brood-frames to pr(^vent
the depositing of propolis. Now, Mr. Editor,
do you really advise greasing all contact parts
of frames'? and why brood-frames only? Do
you intend to say by that, that the brood- frames
are more pi'opolized than others'? or is it be-
cause they are (with Northei'uers perhaps) left

untouched most of the time'? With us, in Pal-
estine, we made no distinction, but extracted
honey from every frame, no matter whether it

had brood in it or not. excepting open (unsealed)
brood, and there are never more than two or
three such combs in a brood-nest. Advanced
brood is not very much injured by passing
through the extractor. If the larv:e are moved
a little outward by reversing, they are put right
again; but what ai)out the others on the second
side? Well, I think the damage Is not sufficient
to warrant us in leaving the honey; then while
we are taking out the full honey-combs, occa-
sionally one brood frame slips along with the
others.

DRONES CONGKEGATING.
On p. 452, Mr. E. France, talking about drones

congregating, agrees with Mr. Doolittle that
drones do congregate ; but although I have
watched them occasionally as they congregated
in Palestine, I always found them only half a
mile from the apiary, making a great noise. It
is generally in thi^ afternoon, from one to four
o'clock, that they fly out. the forenoon being too
hot for them. May 14. 1890, and several days
following ; May 17. 1891. and following days;
and Apr. 1.5. 1892, and following days. I saw the
drones congregating, none out of sight, the
young queens rushing up and down, followed
by about two dozen drones, forming serpentine
and whirling figures as swift as possible, pass-
ing out of sight, and this not more than thirty
paces from the apiary. June 1, 1892. a queen
and two or three drones dropped down not ten
paces from an Arab apiary; but as there were a
good many weeds in the place I could not find
them. From all these observations, I think
that drones congi-egate also immediately in or
around the apiary, provided a good place, com-
fortably warm and without any wind, is found
near by, behind a mountain or above some low
lands. Ph. J. Baldenspergek.
Nice. France, Dec. 9, 1892.

[This is another of Mr. Baldensperger's care-
fully written articles, and we are sure it will be
read with interest. These articles are particu-
larly valuable because the data are not taken

from memory, but from th(^ ever reliable note-
book. The same painstaking care in collecting
and preserving data always gives the exact
page when referring to previous communica-
tions. We wish our correspondents would kind-
ly remember this, as it saves much trouble. A
quotation from memory of something said a few
months back by some correspondent is apt to be
unreliable, and is sometimes exasperating.
Referring to Mr. Baldensperger's inquiry in

regard to gn^asing the contact parts of brood-
frames, we would say that, by ,'n'ood- frames, we
meant all frames that ?/W(i/ be used for brood-
ing purposes, whether used for extracting or
not. It is our custom in this country to call all
frames not used for holding sections (such as
" wide frames," "section-holders," etc.), brood-
frames. So far as the propolis is concerned,
there should be no difference whatever between
the amount deposited on frames used in the
brood-chamber or those in the extracting-su-
pers. We do not recommend — or, at least, we
did not intend to—that all who use self-spacing
frames should rub the contact edges over with
grease. We simply desired to suggest the trial
of the plan. Reports .since, however, regarding
the value of the grease for the purpose are con-
flicting. We still urge further experiment in
various localities on a few hives.]

RAMBLE 78.

ON THE ROAD TO CAMPO; THE CONFLICT BE-
TWEEN HEE AND FRUIT MEN IN CALI-

FORNIA; A CHANCE FOR THE
BEE-KEEPERS' UNION.

The scheme Mr. Hansen had in view when I

met him in San Diego, and which elicited my
hearty co-operation, was an extended camping-
trip into the mountains toward the Colorado
Desert. The preparations for the journey con-
sisted in getting a few necessities of life in the
line of sugar, salt, etc.; a double-barreled gun,
and a stove upon which to cook our game.
Our stove was not very cumbersome. It was
made from a square five-gallon oil-can. We
cut out one end and a portion of the other, and
then cut a round griddle hole in the top. nud it

is done. It makes a fine camping-stove, and
many of them are used in California. A com-
fortable tent was also supplied; some bedding,
a bale of hay, and a bag of barley.
Mr. H. has one bay horse—large, fat, and

lazy, and bearing the name of Kimball. Give
him a cut \vith the whip and he will look
around to see if it is meant; and it requires
two or three more cuts to make him realize that
he must move. Kimball was a power, though,
when he got into motion. Our load, however,
was too much for one horse, and a companion
was hunted up. There are many horses in
National City, but Mr. H. hunted a long time
to find one just a little slower than his own, and
succeeded in finding a white horse bearing the
short but expressive title of Bob.
Having the two horses, we next secured the

loan of a two-horse wagon; and here I found
that my friend possessed another peculiar hob-
by. It seemed to be his delight to borrow some
old ramshackle vehicle of his neighbors, and to
nicely repair it for the use of it. People were
therefore all anxious to lend to him, and he has
a great reputation of being a handy man in the
neighborhood.
Of course, our wagon had to be repaired, and

the Rambler was requested to fix the brake.
When this vexatious job was finished, then the
box needed repairs; tnen astrap nailed on, and
nuts replaced. My patience became nearly ex-
hausted, and I remarked that we'd better go
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out into the woods with an ax and make a new
wagon. I used considerable more sarcasm, and
was just getting warmed up to the theme when
he suddenly straightened up from another re-

pairing joti he had on the harness, and shouted,
"Well, who's a-l<icl^ing'?"

I felt extremely ugly, and was about to retort
sharply when I happened to thinli of my grand-
sire's oft-repeated admonition to count a hun-
dred before giving a quarrelsome answer. In-
stead of counting I relieved my pocket of my
Waterbury watch and commenced to wind.
The effect was magical. The angry opponent
at first looked interested. As the interesting

that I must wind it. I slyly put my fingers
into my watch-pocket and commenced the
process. I thought no one would notice it; but
that tell-tale click, long drawn out, excited the
curiosity of the occupants of three seats fore
and aft. and, at the completion of the job, I

looked around and was "consternated " to find

a dozen people staring, and plainly saying with
their eyes, "Jehoshaphat! what kind of an in-

ternal rigging has that fellow got, any way ?"
Moral.—Never wind a Waterbury in church.
It may not be sinful, but it is highly distracting.
Begging pardon for the above digression, I

would resume by stating that we finally came

ItAMBLEU S CAMPING OUTFIT.

process proceeded he looked anxious, and finally

a broad grin spread o'er the face of both oppo-
nents, and peace reigned. The Waterbury is,

therefore, not only a good timekeeper but a
great peacemaker.
There are times, however, when this winding

can be overdone; and the Rambler once made
the fatal mistake of winding the Waterbury in

church. The minister, I believe, had just en-
tered his fifthly on the equatorial regions, and
was craving another minute to elucidate a
point. I happened to think that my watch had
not been wound since the day previous, and

to the starting-point, and found that Kimball
would start under the lash, but Bob had to be
helped along with tiie lever. The lever was
not used as a cudgel, by any means, but as a
gentle persuader, and both horses caught on to

it immediately. Queen, the spaniel, had a place

of honor on the seat with us, and our first day's

drive was ten miles, to Cockatoo Grove. Here
we found water, and camped. How sweetly we
slumbered under our canvas roof! When I left

San Liego, a severe cold had taken possession

of me, and I thought myself in a bad condition

to make a camping-trip: but tent life and an
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abundance of pure air completely banished the
cold.
Under a little more persuasion, and abundant

rations of barley, our team began to increase
the speed, and early the next forenoon we ar-
rived at Cedar Canyon. Wishing to establish
an apiary out here. Mr. IL explored and found
the honey pasturage excellent and unoccupied.
An apiary that had bi^en established a little too
far up the canyon had been entirely consumed
during a brush fire which sometimes sweeps
over these mountains. Later visitors will un-
doubtedly find a booming apiary in the canyon,
with my friend as manager.
In this region is one of those large Mexican

grants, which, in neai'ly ail cases, are a block
under the wheels of progress. This " Jamul "'

(pronounced hah-mool) grant comprises several
thousand acres, and for many miles there are
no signs of settlement or improvements, though
the land is fertile, and accessible to

water. For many years it has been in

litigation. The old adobe residence
is in ruins, and about all that remains
is an ancient palm-tree drooping over
the few sun-baked bricks. After
many years, when the lawyers have
exhausted the resources of the parties
interested, it will again produce fruits

and honey.
We made good progress, and at

noon joyfully entered the sub.urbs of
Del Zui-a. This little hamlet was
environed by big hills, and it ap-
peared to us to have all the marks of

an excellent bee- pasturage. While
our horses were grimling a few quarts
of barley we stretched ourselves un-
der the "oak-trees and disposed of a
few sardines and other luxuries.
While thus busily employed we were
joined by one of the residents, and
our inquiries were in relation to cer-
tain bee-ranches further along. After
giving us the desired information he
said he owned a small apiary near
town. Wh<'n he began to talk of his

apiary a cloud seemed to hover over
his features, and he said he supposed
he would have to move his bees: for

one of his neighbors, who owned a
small fig-orchard, was making the
air blue with his threats against all

of the apiaries within ten miles of
him. It seems that this man had a
little money to lend, and was getting
an interest of from 12 to 1.5 per cent.
He became very much of a big man,
and began to imagine that he owned
the whole country. He was, further-
more, encouraged to make his threats
from the fact that a Major Chase,
another fruit-man living in an ad-
joining town, had brought suit
against a bee-keeper, and obtained a judgment
against him, and he was ordered to move his
bees; but before a new location could be found
and the bees moved, some persons, presumably
a few hirelings from the major, stole out under
the cover of night and burned the entire apiary,
and that ended that case. It was also gener-
ally believed that the verdict of the jury was
obtained through bribery.
Now in relation to figs: Bees never injure

good sound fruit. Certain varieties of figs are,
however, subject to fermentation upon the
large end. A small portion will swell up and
burst, and the fig is ruined; but as soon as it

bursts, the bees step in and clean up the re-
mainder.
At a recent meeting of the Southern Califor-

nia Pomological Society a paper was read upon

this subject, and the cause of fermentation
was traced to a small insect that deposits a
small amount of sour !yeast-like substance in
the end of the fig; and this society, in their
treatment of the subject, said not a word in
condemnation of the bee. So this man's troti-

ble about his figs is all through ignorance and
prejudice. Now, Mr. Small, the bee-keeper
giving us his grievances, and all of the bee-
keepers we met on this trip, had never so much
as heard of the Bee-keepers' Union; and when
we depicted the beauties of the Union, and
what it had done for bee-keepers, the cloud vis-
ibly lifted from his face, and we have no doubt
that ere this he is a member.
Another case that harrowed our feelings to a

great extent, was in relation to a Mr. Steele, in
another town not many miles away. Mr. Steele
and his wife were well along in years, and be-
tween them managed 1.50 colonies of bees.

FKUIT BRIGAND.

Their income from the bees was not only
enough to support them, but also to enable
them to lay aside a little money every year.

Some fruit-men moved in, and then there com-
menced a nagging of the old people. The nag-
ging, and threats of a lawsuit, caused them to

keep the bees in the hives during a portion of

the day; but the confinement resulted in the
death of several colonies, and from this they
came to the conclusion that they might as well

kill all of them, and. with burdened hearts, the
whole 1.50 were consigned to the sulphur-pit.
After the deed had been accomplished, and the
contents rendered into wax, the hives were
replaced upon their stands; and it is supposable
that the fruit-men continued to fire their

threats against the desolate apiary. It was our
intention to see this bee-keeper upon our return,
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but we feared our hor:?e Bob would fai'e hard
over the rough roads we should have to travel,
and we kept a more merciful and direct route.
The rank injustice in nearly all of these

cases is apparent from tlie fact that the bee-
keepers were the first to occupy the country.
Then in the case of the Del Zura fig-grower,
his profits from figs were probably less than $50,
while he wanted to destroy an industry that
brought thousands of dollars into the "town,
and, in fact,^has been and is now the leading
industry.
We continued our journey again, and, soon

after leaving Del Zura, deflected our loate a
little and climbed up into the mountains to the
stock and bee ranch of Mr. S. H. Donahue.
Here we pitched our tent and gave our steeds
a rest, having made about 25 miles that day,
much of the way up hill. Mr. Donahue is the
possessor of .500 colonies, and two sons who aid
in the management. Two or three apiaries are
located back in the mountains, and are worked
for extracted honey in a modified Harbison
hive. In these cases a "modification "' means
a sawing-off'of the hive on a level with the
bi'ood-frames, and an extracting-super worked
above. Messrs. Donahue have a fine range,
and have obtained some large yields of honey.
They were inclined to withhold "information in

relation to amounts: but we learned indirectly
that over 17 tons was the product during the
past season. Though these apiaries weie three
or four miles from Del Zura and the fig-man,
still his threats \\ere high enough to reach
these mountain apiaries, and cause some little

uneasiness. We again rehearsed all of the
good qualities of the Union, and trust that we
grafted in another branch to the Union tree.

Our tent life among the grand mountains
that surrounded us. and our elevation of nearly
2000 feet here, gave us not only an elevation of
body, hut our spirits began to enliven ; and Bro.
Hansen made the welkin ring with his shouts
and songs, while Bob and Kimball actually be-
came frisky. In following up this route from
National City we travel aboutl5 miles and cross
a pass, and enter what we might term a little

different or later climate. When we pass Del
Zura we cross another of these passes, and the
climate is still latei'. The highest point now in
sight is Tecarte Peak, about on the Mexican
line. This looked down upon us for several
days. Our shotgun had given us an abundance
of quail and rabbits, and here was where the
training of oni' dog Queen came in. Just as
soon HS the gun was discharged, away she
would hound and bring in the game. Another
kind of game was this: One day. while rattling
along, the Ramblei's hat sailed off in the rear
of the wagon. Queen was directed to get it,

and dutifully brought the hat to the wagon.
That the dog was rightly named Queen, and a
jewel besides, was a thought not only enter-
ained by his owner but also by the

Ramulek.^ I ^
JOHNNYCAKE FEEDERS.

PRATT SELF-HIVER A FAILURE.

On page 421 of Gleanings for 1892. mention
is made of feeding syrup to bees on "johnny-
cake" as an expeiiment. An old bee-keeper
from Allegany Co., N. Y., says that it was a
common practice in 1840, and prior to that time,
there to feed their bees, when they required it,

by this method in the spring. They would
remove the syrup and bread down to the crust.

8ELF-HIVERS.
Personally I have had bad luck with Pratt's

self-hiver. Securing one hiver from you, two

from Mr. Pi-att, and also royalty stamps. I

manufactured and placed on trial, selling some
direct to others; some were used on the Dove-
tailed hives; others on box hives; the result
was a loss of several swarms caused by the
drones filling up the front zinc. I have refund-
ed for those paid for, and hold the hivers for
fui'ther experiment. I think tnat explicit di-
rections should be given, so that they may not
be applied to the hive until the egg is laid in
the queen-cell; and. again, the farmer with
only a few swarms wants a hiver that can be
attached to a box or Dovetailed hive while he
goes to his daily task or to church on Sunday,
and also one that will not require lifting off to
see if he has a swarm or not.
Of course, these criticisms do not apply to

the bee-keeper who devotes his whole time to
his bees during swarming time. He would
probably be successful with almost any of the
devices on the market: but the small bee-
keeper or farmer who would be benefited the
greatest, and who is eager to accept and try a
self-hiver. must have something simple and
effective; and the inventor of such a hiver will
reap a rich reward.
Colonies have gone into winter in good shape.

Ample stores were secured; strong colonies
that failed to swarm filled two or three supers
of surplus honey. The drouth in September
cut short the yield from ladyfinger and buck-
wheat. I find it profitable to sow buckwheat
about the 20th' of April; then sow aeain the
first week in August, sowing both .Japanese
and common varieties. The Japanese made a
yield of 23}.2 bushels per acre, which finds a
ready market, either as seed or .is flour. We
plow early for wheat: sow to buckwheat, cut
at first heavy frost: remove, and seed to wheat.
The buckwheat leaves the ground in splendid
shape for wheat. Jacob Nixon.
Kellogg. Kan., Jan. 4.

[That is right: we want the facts. Possibly,
however, the following might suit your purpose
better, although we can not fully understand
why your experience should be so different from
ours.

I

THE PRATT 1893 HIVER.

HOW SOME OP THE OB.IECTIONS TO THE FORMER
DEVICE HAVE BEEN OVERCOME;

GOOD IMPROVEMENTS.

I am sending you by mail one of the 1893 pat-
terns of the Pratt automatic hiver. You will
see that I have greatly cheapened the construc-
tion, and attached it to a honey-board, all in
complete condition to put directly on a hive
when received. Many of the purchasers last
season did not understand how to attach the
hiver to their hives, and there were some who
could not understand, although it was explain-
ed to them very carefully. I therefore deem it

necessary to supply the escape board and ex-
cluder all complete, with directions to place on
the hives in the simplest possible form.
With these facts in view I have endeavored

to construct the device complete in itself, and
you will readily understand the advantage this
hiver I am sending you has over all the others.

First, you will notice that it is in two parts
(divisible at H), making it convenient to pack
and mail at a very moderate cost. These two
parts intersect and form the honey (or escape)
board to cover an eight-frame Dovetailed hive,
and can be fastened together by the receiver
with three or four nails or not, as he sees fit.

As you notice, it is a cheap and light board.
I have reduced the escape triangle (H. C) to
two simple pieces of ^^x^; also the zinc surface
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that covers the triangle is less than half that of
the original. The entrance through the board,
connecting the triangle with the colony, can be
as I have it, or three or four l}-2-iuch holes, as
you see fit to make them.
You will also see that I have attached the

excluder D to the front mid of the board, with
entrance there, and discarded the old-style
separate piece. This is much better, as it not
only does away with loose parts but affords
better ventilation. It is impossible for this to

become clogged by drones or rubbish. Drones
will work to the extreme front end, and fuss
them out of the way until they become exhaust-
ed and fall down on the Dottom-board, to be
scooped out occasionally through the lower
entrance G, which is kept blocked up tight. It

matters not how many drones a hive may con-
tain, the excluder will never be found so stop-
ped up that there is not ample passageway for

the full working force, and for complete and
perfect ventilation.

PJJATT'S 1803 SELF-HIVEK.

Another advantage in having the excluder as
it is here is this: A free and open entrance,
with no zinc to pass until the bees are inside
the hive (a great advantage, I find), affording
excellent opportunity for rapid passage to and
from the hive, besides aiding perfect ventila-
tion and a direct and short path to either hive.
The little strips of wood, F, F, shoved into

the entrance, are oh pivots, to open like gates,
as shown. These are to support the zinc and
wood while in the mail, and are to contract the
entrance for any cause when necessary. After
a swarm has been hived, these gates can be
closed entirely, and the lower entrance opened
to them, when the board will act as a bee-
escape to reinforce the swarm as the young bees
hatch out. E. L. Pkatt.
Beverly, Mass., Jan. lu.

[When Mr. Pratt first sent the new device
for 1893 we were not favorably impressed with
it, and wrote him to that effect. However, we
instructed our artist to make a picture of it.

and the result is shown above. Subsequently,
in following the description through more care-
fully, we found that Mr. Pratt had still pre-
served the vital principle of his other hivers
that were so successful with us last summer;
viz., that the bees on returning go back through
an entrance to which they have long been ac-
customed, but into a different hive, preceded by
the enieen. If the reader will understand that
the lower entrance, G, is supposed to be closed,
he will readily see that the bees are obliged to
use the entrance E only. Of course, before they
have swarmed they pass through the entrance E
upward to hive No. 1. After swarming they
return to the same entrance, and thereafter
pass downward to hive No. ~', because the main
attraction—the queen—lias gone down below,
into an empty hive, affording those conditions
that are supposed to satisfy the swarming
mania.
The device above differs from the one of last

year, in that the perforated zinc in front of the
entrance, as at D, was, in the 1892 hiver. placed
before the entrance G. This seemed to be ob-
jectionable to some (although we never so re-
garded it), that the bees should travel through
an empty hive ('Very time in order to get to the
brood-nest in hive No. 1, from which it was ex-
pected they would swarm. Mr. Pratt, contem-
plating this objection, has, in the 1893 hiver,
placed the entrance centrally, so that it affords
•qual access to both hives.
Although Mr. Pratt says nothing about it,

we assume that the apiarist, at his convenience,
after the swarm has issued, say within two
or three days, or a week or even two or three
weeks, removes the parent or upper hive, opens
the entrance G, and for a time at least allows
the bees to have access to both entrances. After
they have become partly accustomed to the
lower entrance, this special swarming-device is

to be removed, and the cover replaced, when of

course the entrance G will be used exclusively.

There will be, of course, a little confusion for a
day or two, but the bees will very readily adapt
themselves to the change.
We see no reason why this latest pattern

should not work as well as the one of last year;

and as it is simpler, and avoids the long bee
travel, it will doubtless be preferred to the
others. The queen also will be more likely to

get into the lower hive because the light from
the entrance E is so close to the apex C of the
zinc cone. This may make all the difference

between success and failure in the case of Ja-
cob Nixon above.]

WE OUGHT TO BE BETTER ACQUAINTED.

DK. C. C. MILLEK TELLS WHY,

I am expecting the World's Fair and the
North American convention next year, among
other things, to do some good in the way of
bringing nearer together the bee-keepers of the
world. I don't mean merely to bring them
together at Chicago, but to get them so inter-

ested in each other that they will have a better
understanding, and a better " appreciation of

each other. This will help to bring about a
community of interests, and thereby the well-
being of all will be advanced.
In a late number of Illustrierte Bienenzeit-

ung, the editor takes Frank Benton to task
for saying, at the Illinois State convention,
that Europeans were behind the times. Possi-

bly there is just a little tendency on each side

to think, "We have it all." Now and then, in

the Britislt Bee Journal, some one speaks in

not the most complimentary terms of Ameri-
cans US coming slowly to some view or practice
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that has been long adopted in England. And
it does seom a little strange to see some topic

come up and be redhot on one side the ocean,
without even being mentioned on the other.
Whatever may be best on the other side. I'm

pretty sure it would be a good thing for Ameri-
can bee-keepers to get out of their self-conceited
exclusiveness. Before you settle down into the
happy belief that you have a monopoly of all

progress, my self-satisfied Yankee, please wipe
out of existence all knowledge of the extractor,
parthenogenesis, and comb foundation, and see
where you will be. And yet the germs of these
things were not hatched this side the water. If

you refer to the movable-comb hive, I think
you will find thousands of German bee-keepers
will stoutly insist that Dzier/.on alone was the
inventor of movable combs, while as many
other thousands on this side will say, " Who is

Dzierzon?"' and insist that, if Langstroth had
not been born, there would have "been no mov-
able combs. Even although the movable comb
of Langstroth may have been more fully devel-
oped than that of Dzierzon, there is ignorance
and prejudice on both sides.

Each side needs the other, and it will do us
good to get together. I feel pretty sure that
each side will have more respect and good will

for the other when the big show is over.

HOW BEES HEAR (?)

The question as to whether bees can hear,
while not settled beyond the possibility of a
doubt, is one which must bee keepers answer in

the affirmative; but investigators heretofore
have not been able to locate definitely any or-
gans of hearing. Some have supposed they
might be situated on the antennae, but such an
opinion lias been given rather as a modest sug-
gestion, without attempting to offer any proof.

In a late number of the American Bee Jour-
nals however, the whole matter is fully settled,

the writer, G. P. Hachenberg, M. Dy,, giving out
the information as to where and what the or-
gans of hearing are. First, he settles that in

bees there is no tympanum: for if a bee had a
tympanum in proportion to the size of its body
it would be so little that it would be no good.
He doesn't state exactly how small a tympanum
must be before it ceases to tymp real good: but
at any rate, such a one as" a bee could carry
around wouldn't tymp at all. But instead of a
tyinpanum the bee has a thousand set®, or
bristles, over its body, sticking up. that serve
as so many tuning-forks. "This fnzz serves
the function of the tympanum."' Just how the
doctor found this out he does not say: but that
is a small matter so long as we have the knowl-
edge: and he diffei-s from all previous investi-
gators, in that he does not deal with a supposi-
tion or a suggested theory, but with an ascer-
tained fact.

The robber, he tells us, is smooth and shining,
" and. without a seta on its body, it is evidently
deaf and dumb. It hears nothing—no angry
warning will keep it out of any hive, for it

hears it not." How it operates before it loses

its sette, or whether it is born without any fuzz,

we are not told.

WE XEED BEE-EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

I wonder if all is being done that ought to be
done toward getting experiments in bee culture
made at public expense. I have some doubt as

to whether any class of men. as a whole, have
spent more time and money in experiments
than bee-keepers. There are always unsolved
problems, the proper solution of which will

help to make the cost of honey less. If one
man experiments for a county, the other bee-
keepers of the county helping to bear the ex-
pense, there would be a saving. If one man,
with every convenience at his command, makes

the experiments for the State, the saving would
be immense.

If you want to know what is the best turnip
to raise, or the best cultivation to give the tur-
nip, you can find out from the experiment sta-
tion of your State. But how much can you
find out from that same station about bees or
their culture? The turnip business is all right:
the State should experiment for all in that di-
rection, and yet the bee-interest exceeds that of
the turnip—at least, I think it does in most
States.
Why is it that there is nothing done with

bees? Possibly one reason is, that the bee
business, as a business, is newer. Until lately,
getting a crop of honey was all a matter of
luck; while, to raise a crop of turnips, one
needed to know how. In public matters,
changes are slowly made; and the fact that
nothing has been done in the way of public
experiments heretofoi'e is sufficient reason why
nothing of the kind should be done this year.
If bee-keepers stir in the matter, and keep
stiiTing, there is little doubt that something
will be done in all the States where the honey
crop rises to any considerable importance. The
Hatch Bill, with $1.5.000 to each State, makes a
more hopeful outlook than ever before. If one
Slate makes a break, it will be easier for all

others to follow. If Ohio has a proper outfit
established, that will help mightily as an argu-
ment with Illinois bee-keepers to get the same
thing done in their State, and vice versa. Isn't
this a topic worth keeping alive?
Marengo, III. C. C. Miller.

SELLING HONEY WITH A WHEEL.

Mr. Root;—I was very much interested in
your article on your wheel, Nov. 1.5. as I bought
a Victor pneumatic early last fall for business,
and find it a source of great pleasure in the bar-
gain. I got it to help me in taking orders for
honey, and delivering the same; and I find that
I can do as much running around in an hour
and a half as I could in half a day without it.

I sell the most of my crop of honey (extracted)
in the quait Mason fruit-jar. I have a box
made of wood (thin boards), covered with black
carriage cloth, which holds two jars, which I

sling under my arm by means of a strap over
my shoulder. With this incumbrance I learned
to ride fairly, although it used to annoy me by
swinging forward when I mounted; but I need
accommodations for two or four more cans, and
I think your suggestion of carrying the load on
the front wheel, and as low as possible, is a
good one. I am thinking of making leather
pouches with wooden bottoms, for protection,
to attach to the front forks if possible. Now,
friend Root, if your ingenuity gets up any thing
for carrying glass cans of honey on a bicycle,

please let us know. I have about 800 quarts to

sell and deliver yet, and I live about four blocks
fui'ther away from the business portion of the
city than when you favored me with a call last.

Manistee, Mich. Walter Harmer.

[Friend H., you can easily carry a dozen Ma-
son jars on your wheel by making a ctmple of

boxes to hang over the front wheel, saddle-bags
fashion. I use such an aiTangement for carry-

ing mail-bags, and I have carried 75 lbs. with-
out any trouble. One dozen Mason quart jars

filled with honey would not weigh over ,50 lbs.

I feel certain that the great business world has
as yet scarcely a glimpse of what the wheel will

be in time, in this direction. The ingenuity of

our best minds has been for so many years de-

voted to this matter of reducing friction, that
no method of transportation can just now com-
pare with it.]
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THE PERSIMMON-TREE AS A HONEY-PLANT.

SO.METHING ABOUT PERSIMMONS AS A FKUIT.

Friend R(x)t:— I send you a small present. It

consists of persimmons, and a photograph of a
persimmon-tree, with people picking the deli-

cious fruit. Some of them "' caught on " when
they saw the Kodalf. The day was very cloudy,
darl<, and wet; consequently the photo is not
what one would desire; but it will give you a
glimpse. This tree had from twelve to fifteen

bushels of fruit on it. The frnit should have
been gathered sooner, to ship; but the weather
prevented. Now, friend Root, please don't
think this fruit rotten, for it is just getting ripe,

and must become quite soft before one can rel-

ish it. The present is for A. I. Root, to dispose
of to suit himself. Of course, I should like

Ernest and all to have a pcrsinimou or two;

A KODAK VIEW FROM MORGAN CO., O.

wouldn't you, friend Root? There is no bloom,
perhaps, in the world that bees are so eager to
work on. I have seen bees fighting for it just
as they would were you to place a comb of
honey -out where they could get at it.

Reinersville, O., Dec. 19. J. A. Golden.

[Friend G., we are all of us exceedingly
obliged to you. I am the more interested in the
whole matter, because the tree is found in our
own State of Ohio. Perhaps I should explain
to our readers that friend Golden was kind
enough to send us a whole pailful of persim-
mons. They are packed in one-pound honey-
sections, a top and bottom being tacked on. I

learned to eat them in California, so I had no
trouble in eating them here; and I was not
afraid of the soft ones. Quite a good many
would have it. however, that they were spoiled,
and could hardly be induced to taste them.
They are so delicious to my taste that I began
eating them as I do strawberries, a quart at a
meal. I would not recommend, however, tak-
ing them in that way unless your digestion is

very good. Now, if persimmons grow in our
State naturally, why can't the great delicious
Japanese persimmon of the Pacific coast also
be grown here? And could they not be grafted
on to the native trees? I think one of the

agricultural papers has said that the large
foreign persimmons are not sutficently hardy.
The fact that these trees are such good honey

-

plants is another inducement for bee-keepers to
lake hold of them. My verdict is, that they
are just as nice as figs and raisins. The seeds
are a little bit more of an annoyance; but I

have lately seen it stated in some of the papers
that there is a seedless persimmon. Judging
from the size of the human figures, and the
fence that runs beside the tree, persimmon-
trees must he quite large.] A. I. R.

NAILS.

how to use them.

Every year I am more surprised at the stupid-
ity of many who drive nails. In this age, with
so great a variety of nails for all purposes, such
lack of knowledge is deplorable. In planking
up a building I employed several machanics to
do it. I perceived that they drove nails indis-
criminately. I suggested that they should be
used scientifically—that is, every nail should be
driven so the strain upon it should bind the
parts closer, While the proper number for each
width of plank should be used; yet not one of
the seven men could master the principle, and
nails were often driven so as to eventually
weaken the parts by drawing asunder. I often
find boxes of heavy material badly racked, that
look as if they had been made by an eight-year-
old girl. I have made boxes of 3v;-inch boards
to pack and ship, with two or more transfers.
600 miles, 2.50 lbs. of solid freight, with few or
no cleats or bands, and I never had such a
package broken open in transit.

I find uses for which no wire nails now manu-
factured can take the place of cut nails; for in-
stance, where great strength is required in
rough work. Where weight is suspended.
heavy cut nails driven flat (a guard against
splitting excepted) is better than edgewise; but
where connection of parts only is desired, light
cut nails are better. The last keg of ten-penny
cut nails I got was a wide finishing nail with a
common large head; and, being slightly curved,
required straightening to drive in J4 lumber, or
they must be set to the proper curve. I won-
der if that manufacturer was not the man who
used to make gun-barrels ciirved to shoot
around the mountain. Its width and taper
limited its use, and I would not take another
such keg at half price.
Correctly driven, four nails will hold as much

as twelve nails driven at the opposite angle.
For boxes and crates, long slim nails driven
near the edge are superior to heavier ones driv-
en near the center ; and where several boards
are used on a side, cleats may often be dis-
pensed with by skill in lapping on the ends and
nailing the edges so the joints are firmer than
the sound timber on either side. Quick light
taps on a nail will often drive it through a
knot or cross-grained spot without splitting.
The best nail for tensile strength I ever found
was years ago—a rough French square wire,
hard and tough, hard to draw, and the blunt
point was easily driven without splitting readi-
ly. A nearly square cut box nail is the best I

can find now. If wire nails were a little rough
I think they would hold better. Sometimes I

rust them. Nails driven into the end of the
grain of wood should be driven slanting to hold
more firmly and prevent splitting. It is said
a ten-penny nail has sustained two tons. To
some extent wire nails take the place of clout
nails, proper length and size considered, driv-
ing at an angle so they will curve as they strike
the iron, and turn back; or they may be driven
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through, and then about >» of the projecting

point is bent nearly K over (always across the

grain), and then drive it in without starting the

head.
CLOSER PACKING.

For years I have looked for manufacturers to

pack their larger sizes of nails in about one-

fifth the space now used, and at less expense,

by using two sheet-iron heads and a sheet-iron

band, either round, for convenience in handling,

or square, to utilize space in packing. Who
would not welcome such an improvement for

handling and storing? Our wooden kegs that
sometimes fall to pieces before reaching the

consumer are a disgrace to Yankee invention.

HEAVY GOODS IN LIGHT PACKAGES.

How much easier it is to roll a heavy barrel

than to handle half the weight in a box! I have
packed books, glass, etc., weighing 300 lbs., in a

sugar barrel weighing 2,5 lbs., which, to have
carried equally safe boxed, would have required

a box and extra packing weighing 1.50 lbs.,

thereby saving in the cost of box and freight on
it, sufificient to pay the freight on the goods
hundreds of miles.

FILLING FOR DOUBLE-WALLED HIVES.

From reading and observation I conclude that
double-walled hives capable of producing an
interior uniform temperature have decided ad-
vantages over thin walls, where cost, bulk, and
weight do not prevent their use. Dead air

has its defects, because it is not dead, as a vary-
ing temperature on either side sends warm air

up and cold air down, causing a current. May
not this be overcome in part by thick paste-

board on each side of the air-chamber? or en-
tirely so by a central partition of pasteboard,
as paper is the best non-conductor of heat or

cold? Cheshire says cork dust, to fill a one-inch
vacuum, is 14 times better than dead air. Fill-

ing for hollow walls must be impervious to

moisture and heat, to secure permanent results.

Allegan, Mich., Jan. 10. W. H. Gardner.

[Our correspondent writes as though he had
had experience in nail-driving. We believe all

he says is true.]

HIVE-COVEKS.

USEFUL TOOLS ABOUT THE BEE-YARD, ETC.

the iron cover to the bottom side of the shade-
board, and it is practically one; and, combining
three very essential qualities, they will not
leak, will not get liot, and will not wear out
soon: and the cost is not more than that of any
other good cover.
My work-block is a piece of solid oak,(J inches

thick, 13 inches wide, 3 feet long, placed on a
hive-body. This makes a very^solid low bench
on which to nail up hives, supers, etc. The
sides and ends being square, it is very little

trouble to nail pieces on it for forms to hold the
piecesof hives while nailing; and when through
with the form, the block can be turned upside
down, the form put out of the way, and smooth
block on top. You would not like to be with-
out it.

One of the most useful small things about my
bee-keeping is a short stout putty-knife. The
regular knife is much too flexible, and should
be ground down in length until it is stiff, and
about one inch wide. This will pry apart cov-
ers, hives, supers, and frames; clean wax and
propolis from any thing, and will always be the
right thing in the right place.
My Barnes foot-power circular saw is not oft-

en used to do much work; but how could I get
along without it? It cost me, second handed,
less than ten dollars. I got the last one here,
and it pays its way nicely.

A pair of cheap scissors— yes, and you can't
do better than to order several pairs from A. I.

Root—are the best for the money I ever saw.
It is with some satisfaction that the writer

has lived to see his idea of the bee-escape march
steadily to the front, and to see that those who
were inclined to laugh or sneer at it fall into line
and bring up the rear. Portf'i""s improvement is

the best I have used, and will clean a super in
short order, if the conditions are right; and if

they are not right, they can be made so very
easily with a little experience.
Can bees smell ? This question was called to

mind the past season by a queensware dealer
sending for me to see my bees in one of his
show-windows. Examination showed that they
were trying to enter a lot of paper boxes con-
taining "aromatic toothpicks" made of bass-
wood and flavored with cinnamon — no sweet
taste about them. J. S. Reese.
Winchester, Ky., Jan. 26.

A friend in Florida recently wrote to know
how I now like the corrugated iron covers rec-

ommended by me in Gleanings several years
ago, and just how I used them. My answer
was, "They are indispensable with me." The
smaller corrugations are best, as the cover lies

closer and smoother. The sheets are cut at the
factory, any size ordered. Mine are about thi-ee

inches wider and five inches longer than the
hives. This gives a small projection all around,
which is quite a protection to the life of the
hive, aside from the shade. The corrugations
should run the long way of the hive. Now, let's

see; First, we have the thin wood cover, which
is framed something like honey-boards. This
thin cover takes the place of all other inside

covers such as cotton cloth, enamel cloth, etc.,

both winter and summer, as it is made to fit the
surplus cases as well as brood-chambers. Next
we have the corrugated iron cover which will

not leak; and, next, a shade-board made of %-
inch common boards, about five or six inches
wide, cleated on to two narrow pieces, which
raises the top cover or shade-boardK of an inch
above the iron cover. This shade-board is of

about the same size as the iron cover, and heavy
enough to hold all down. If three covers seem
too many to handle, a few wire nails will fasten

THE OUTLOOK FOR SOUTHERN ^CALIFORNIA
NOT FLATTERING.

THE WONDERFUL HONEY RESOURCES OF THE
STATE IN A GOOD YEAR.

The outlook for honey here this year is by
no means flattering. The great and abundant
rains that have flooded the northern part of
this State did not reach us, except in a very
moderate form—so very moderate that we came
very near getting no rain at all. We have not
yet had over five inches, and it is now past the
middle of January. But to you folks in the
East this would be nothing to cause any alarm;
but here it means bread without butter—and
very little of that. There you have snow and
ice, sleet and frost in abundance. When the
frost is drawn out of the ground in the spring,
you have slush and mud too numerous to men-
tion. Your ground at that time is just in the
condition that every bee-keeper here wants our
ground to be on the first of April—so wet,
slushy, and swampy that there are but few
places where an animal will not bog down. Ah I

that would make a honey year like 1884 or 1886.

But, no! if every year were like those years,
California would flood the world with honey!
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I saw in Gleanings, tiome time ago, that one
of your honey-reporters stated that the crop of
1893 was not a failure in California, because
they "had already received 13 carloads of hon-
ey." It is very evident that this firm does not
appreciate the honey resources of California.
In a good year, 13 cars could be loaded within a
radius often miles of my apiary! San Diego
Co., in a good year, will produce two and a half
million pounds of honey, and not exert herself
beyond her strength. This is 135 carloads, of
30,000 lbs. each. In ISSH the tirm of Surr &
Winchester bought, of the crop of San Diego
Co., over two million pounds. There were other
buyers too, and many producers shipped direct
to San Francisco. Thus it will be seen that
Surr ilk Winchester alone had, of San Diego Co.
honey, 100 carloads of 30.000 lbs. each. In 1887
they still held it, and they made money by so
doing, for 1887 was a very poor honey year.
You mentioned it in Gle.\nings. but I think
you gave no name of the parties who held the
honey. Yes. we are waiting for a good crop,
and we have been waiting for n*^arly seven long
years. But we are in the hands of an all-wise
Providence, who knows much better what we
ought to have than we do ourselves.
Escondido, Cal., Jan. 18. J. P. Israel.

[Here is something that is more encouraging.
As it was written some ten days later we may
hope that friend Israel's locality has a little

share of that'rain.]

SOUTHEKN CALIFORNIA; PROSPECTS IMPROV-
ING.

I have a number of colonies of bees with from
four to seven frames of brood, a month to six

weeks earlier than usual. We are now having
a splendid rain, and, with favorable spring rains
and weather. Providence permitting, the "sil-
ver lining " will be at hand.
Ventura, Cal., Jan. 37. M. H. Mendleson.

Ud/es' Conversazione.

MRS, AXTELL'S LETTER.

HOW GLEANINGS SPOILS THE BAKING.

Mr. i?oot;—Somehow you make your journal
veiry readable. I thought possibly one reason
was because I had an article in it; for you know
that, when we take a part in meeting, we al-

ways think we have had a good one. But I

have been so busy for six weeks or more, sewing
for the Indian orphan school, mending up old
clothing given by people in Roseville, etc., that
I could not take time for writing. Yet it was
not so much the time as it was my lame right
hand and arm. I could not do more than my
housework and the .sewing; and yet Gleanings
is just a-^ interesting with none of my articles. I

often wish it would not drop in upon me when I

am baking or doing important work, for I can
hardly go on with my work until I have at
least looked it through,, and sometimes my
bread has got scorched, and I have told Mr.
Axtell that Gleanings was to blame.

bees wintering well.
Our 137 colonies seem to be wintering finely,

with fewer dead bees thrown out upon the cel-
lar bottom than usual. Mr. Axtell says the
white clover is all right yet. I think I never
saw brood-combs heavier for winter than they
were last fall. The colonies of bees seemed to
average rather small, however. I think it was
on account of crowding the queen. But after

inserting an empty comb, many of the queens
would not put eggs in it, but would confine the
brood-nest to one side of the comb: yet I think
they have bees enough to winter well, as an av-
erage colony with a good queen winters just as
well as a large one, unless one could have all

the colonies large and the temperature of the
cellar to correspond. If we know of a large
colony we generally put it in the coldest part of
the cellar, and the weak ones in the center. In-
stead of lifting our colonies up on to an inch
block under the frames, as we have done for
several years, we lifted up one side of the hive,
which gives them a large entrance in the cel-
lar this winter, so as to save the time of lifting
up and setting them down on the bottom-board
again in spring, which all know is considerable
work where one has 100 colonies. If dead bees
do not clog up under the frames, I don't see why
they will not winter just as well; and if they
are not kept sulficiently cleaned out to prevent
clogging, we can run in a wire and clean them
out some time when the cellar is cool.

THE AXTELLS' experience WITH BEE-ESCAPES.
We have tried the Porter, Dibbern, and the

Reese bee-escapes, and find them all good; but
when taking off the sections in the fall, many
supers would have but few bees in them. We
took just a little time to smoke the bees and
brush them off, and carry direct to the honey-
house rather than to take the time to slip the
escapes under and return the next day or so for
supers, which hive, if not marked, is apt to be
forgotten when there are from 50 to 100 or more
colonies in the apiary. The supers that had
many bees in we piled six to ten high above
weak colonies, which built them up nicely; but
there must be no escape-board put under the
supers, as the bees escaping one by one from
the supers will, by some colonies, be killed as
fast as they go down; other colonies would re-
ceive them all right. But a safe way is to lay a
cloth over the brood-frames, doubled over at
back and front, or at one side, leaving a pass-
ageway out of each row of sections. The honey
in the sections invites the bees above, and they
seem to pay no attention at all to the bees. In
a day or so the top supers may be taken off, but
the lower one may have to remain several days
unless an escape is put under ; but it is a real
pleasure to see how nicely the bees were all ac-
cepted, and the colony built up. Probably a
few of the bees would, when they flew out, re-
turn to ^their own hives; but the...most,,of the
bees seemed to remain.
In using the cone escapes, if too small they

will clog, and there must be about an inch or a
little more between the„'lower end of the cone
and the brood-combs, or they will clog in re-
turn. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

Roseville, 111., Jan. 6, 1893.

[We make it a point to let the pages of
Gleanings speak for themselves so far as pos-
sible, and we are glad that they do, as many
letters unpublished show. We are,'not glad
that the journal sometimes spoils the baking;
but we are glad to have it welcomed when it

comes into the homes of the bee-keeper.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

HOW TO GET ALL THE WAX OUT OF OLI) COMBS.

Make a sieve the right size to go into the top
of a barrel. Set it over the barrel on a couple
of sticks. Throw in several combs; then, with
a hose connected to a steam-boiler pipe, let on
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the boiling water freely, at the same time stir-

ring the combs on the sieve. There should be
some hot wj,ter in the barrel before the wax
drops through the sieve. After the barrel is

two-thirds full of water it should be kept from
filling fuller by an outlet at or near the bottom.
Anybody can melt up a hundred combs in a
short time. By emptying the sieve occasionally
there will not be a particle of wax remaining in

the refuse. We have a large boiler which fur-
nishes steam for a 25-horse-power engine. Of
course, everybody hasn't the water so handy.
A solar extractor will take a certain per cent of
the wax out; but quite a little remains in the
skins of the cells, etc. G. B.
East Avon, N. Y., Jan. 24.

[We have tried almost the same plan, and we
find it does not get all the wax out. If you will

take the slumgum that is left in the sieve and
run it while steaming hot through a wax-press
you will get much more wax out.]

BEES NECESSABY FOR FRUIT; WHERE THE
CLUSTER OP BEES SHOULD BE FOR

WINTERING.
In Stray Straws. Jan. 1, Dr. JMiller quotes

from a French horticultural monthly as to the
usefulness of bees in orchards. Permit me,
Mr. Editor, to relate the following:
Before my brother and myself engaged in

bee-keeping no bees were kept in this vicinity.

One of our near neighbors has a large orchard,
and in this orchard are several fine large trees

of a certain variety, which, however, never
yielded fruit. In the spring of 1885 we com-
menced bee-keeping, and from that date those
trees have always yielded bountifully. The
owner of the orchard himself gives our bees the
credit, and he related the above incident to us.

Last fall we packed a number of colonies for

winter on two sets of frames—one set of frames
above the other, the upper set solid full of

honey, and the lower set with empty combs for

the bees to cluster in according to the advice of

Mr. E. France. One fine large colony, how-
ever, we packed according to the directions in

an article by E. E. Hasty on the subject, as
given by him in the American Bee-heeper,
Nov., 1892. In Gleanings, Jan. 1, Mr. E.
France pointed out the fallacy of Hasty's meth-
od, and I got uneasy lest I should lose my fine

colony of bees. To-day. however, the tempera-
ture was so that we could make an examina-
tion, and it turned out exactly as Mr. France
said in his article. The colony packed accord-
ing to Hasty starved during this long cold spell,

with 30 lbs. of good honey below them, because,
as Mr. France says, the bees can work up but
not down in very cold weather. All the colo-
nies packed according to the method of Mr.
France are in excellent condition. Hereafter I

will keep in thi^ middle of the road, and winter
my bees as Mr. France winters his. By the
way, I hope Mr. France will write more such
practical articles for Gleanings. The one in

the issue of Jan. 1 is worth to me many times
the subscription price of Gleanings.
Maumee, Ohio, Jan. 23. Lewis C. Jessing.

THE HONEY AND THE LAND OF CANAAN.
A colored minister of some note once invited

a white brother to preach to his people. The
latter took the opportunity to suggest to the
colored folks that they should be a little more
quiet in their demonstrations. Previous to this,

some of the boys and girls had been looking
through the windows of the colored church,
to see the colored people at their devotions.
After the sermon, the colored preacher made a
sort of summing-up, and excused his people
just a little, in the following words:

"Yes, I.see dem stan' las' winter roun' de doors
an' under de windows an laff: an' dey peek in an'
laff. An' I 'member wot I saw las' sximmer 'mong-
de bees. Some ob de 1 lives was nice and clean an'
still like 'spectable nn-etin's, an' the odders was
bustin' wid honey; and the bees kep' goin' an' com-
In' in from de clover; dey jes kep on flllin' up the
hive till tlie honey was a flowin' like de Ian' of Ca-
nan. An' I saw all round de liives was de ants an'
worms, an' de drones, an' tjiack bugs, an' dey kep'
on de outside. Dey was'n bees. Dey conld'n make
de lioney for darselves. Dey could'n fly to de clover
an' de honeysuckle. Dey jes hung roun' de bustin'
hive an' liv' on the drippin's.
"An' de boys and gals come up yar an' hang

roun'. Jess come in an' we'll show you how de gos-
pel bees do! Come in an' we'll lead you to de clo-
ver! Come in—we'll make your wings grow! Come
in ! won't yer ? Well, den, poor things, let 'em stan'
roun' de outside and have the drippin's. We's got
honey in dis liive!

"

THE V-EDGE TO HOFFMAN FRAMES A NUI-
SANCE; VASELINE AND GREASE NOT A

PREVENTIVE OF PROPOLIS.

Last season you requested that bee-keepers
try vaseline as a preventive of propolis. Early
last spring I rubbed a quantity of my frames
with vaseline, especially the end-bars. I used
tallow on a few, and vaseline and tallow melt-
ed together, about equal quantities of each, on
several; and so far as results are concerned, I

can't see any difference. None proved a thor-
ough preventive. By the first of October, all

the frames were '' stuck " fast together with
propolis: but the bees were slower to commence
the operation than they generally are.

The V-edges of end -bars, as on your Hoffman
frames, are particularly objectionable. Just as
Dr. Miller predicted, the bees fill the space with
propolis. I want closed -end frames, but they
must fit together with a square joint, from this

time on.
PUNICS.

In the fall of 1891 I purchased a tested Punic
queen from an eastern breeder, paying $7.00 for

her. So far her bees have not filled the recom-
mendation at all. I had three colonies of Ital-

ians that surpassed them in gathering honey
last year.

FUNICS BAD STINGERS.

The Funics are the worst to sting of any bees
I ever saw, and the worst robbers. The colony
cast one swarm; and when I opened it to cut
out queen-cells I expected to find cells by the
handfuls, as we had been told that they build
cells in large quantities, even using dronec-ells

for this purpose; but I was greatly surprised to

find only 13 cells. The only thing they come
up to recommendation in with me is the vast
amount of propolis they gather. I will try

them in nuclei another season; and if they fail

to come up to recommendation in that, I will

discard them altogether and keep only the
Italians. The honey gathered and capped by
the Funics looks dark and greasy. They cap
their honey darker than the Italians.

T. K. Massie.
Concord Church, W. Va., Jan., 1893.

[Your experience tallies quite closely with
ours regarding the Funics. Our experience
with the V-edge is not yours.]

THE SEALED-COVER IDEA NOT A SUCCESS THIS
WINTER, AND WHY.

The sealed-cover idea has proven a failure

with me this winter. It is not what it appears
to be when tested by a cold winter. I have
lost one-third of my bees that had sealed covers

on their hives, while those with chaff cushions
on are all alive.

In the hives with sealed covers, the moisture
from the bees ran down and froze in the en-
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trance so as to close some of them solid with
ice, and the bees smothered. The hives were
packed in chaff, and well protected: but when
the moisture came in contact with the outside
air. it froze before it could run out of the hive.
If I had banked the front of the hives with
snow. I think the water would iiave run out
"before freezing, and the bees would have been
saved. The bees had a cleansing flight the 3Sth
inst.. the first one since the fore part of Novem-
ber. One colonv has the diarrhea verv badly.
Flat Rock, Mich., Jan. .31. D. I. Wagai:.

[Thai's right; lefs have the facts.]

HOW KAK DO BEES GO IX SEATiCH OF NECTAR'?
WILL 15EES EAT HEKKINGS ?

We take the following from the British Bee
Joxirnnl. of Jan. 26:

Ml'. Heddon, the American apiarist, puts
d6wn an "'area,'' or nectar - gathering field,

for an apiai'j' atsix miles: i. e.. a radius of three
miles, with the apiary as the center. On the
other hand. Mr. S. Simmins assures us that
honey will not be profitably collected if the
bees have to go more than half a mile from the
apiary. Yesterday I received a visit from a
friend residing about l.=>0 miles further inland
from where my apiary is located, and where
the flora is totally different. "There's one
blessing you enjoy."' he remarked, as we stroll-

ed through the apiary, "'and that is, you've
none of that beastly ' Noorse Doom ' in these
parts. I thought to escape it myself, but my
bees store the bitter honey it yields to a great
extent in my hives, and yet the nearest ' Norse
Doom ' is a good twelve hours" ride (seventy-
two miles) from luy farm!" What will Mr.
Simmins say to that?
A Devonshire man out her(> tells me that he

has repeatedly seen his father place a red her-
ring at the flight-hole of his hives, and that the
bees eat it with avidity, leaving only the bones I

He assures me this in all earnest. I at first

concluded it to be some ancient country dodge
to drive off robbers, the smell of the herring
overpowering that of the stores and the odor
emanating from the hive; but he assures me the
bees eat it, and that he has often seen the skele-
ton, or clean-picked bones, of the fish lying
before the flight - hole! What next? Can
any of your readers confirm this ? I know that
they feed horses on fish in Iceland; but can it

be possible that bees too enjoy such diet?
Cape of Good Hope. S. D.

We consider tlie bee-p;isturaee nicldsed within a
radius of two miles from his apiary comprises all
the gatliering--g'round of any practiciil value to the
apiarian. In proof of tins we Icnow of a case wliere
several stoclis were reduced to starvation-point one
season, witli an avenue of liuje-trees situated two
miles away. And from these same limes, the same
season, bees located near at hand gathered plenty
of honey for themselves, and a fair amount of sur-
plus. Our far-away correspondent's " friend " could
surely not be serious, or else he was wofully igno-
rant of the tiying-powers of bees. It is absurd to
talk of their traveling a twentieth part of seventy-
two miles for nectar from any source. As to the
"red-herring" story, we certainly never heard of
bees possessing a taste for flsh of any kind, though
they have no distaste for a certain amount of salt.
It will be an easy matter, however, to either dis-
prove or verify the story at the cost of a red her-
ring.-EV/.s. /}. B. J.l

[Bees in this country have been known to fly

from an island 7 miles to the mainland, in
search of stores. See April number of GLf;AN-
iNGs, 1882. We have had other corroborative
testimony, and Doolittle claims that bees go
from three to six miles, from choice, and that
his bees went from four to five miles to the tea-
sels, without any teasels being nearer than 3,V
miles. Bees do go long distances, but usually

not more than two miles, we think.

—

Ed.
Gleanings.]

THE HEWES escape; AVHAT the I'ORTEIiS
SAY OF IT.

The Hewes burred-hole-tin-escape idea, per-
mit us to say, we experimented very carefully
with in the spring of 1890; and had we been
able to get anything satisfactory out of it, the
Porter escape would never have been known to
the public. We found it impracticable to make
holes through which the bees could not return
readily when they wished, and impossible to
make any provision for the escape of drones.
Lewiston, 111.. Jan. 19. R. & E. C. Porter.

YELLOW .lESSAMINE.

I have in my yard two jessamine vines. I

have watched them closely for several years:
and my bees work on them from May till late
in the fall. It is one of the plants that the
bees work on from early mom until late in the
evening, and all summer. Can you tell some-
thing about them as a honey-plant?
Union, Tenn., Jan. 24. J. P. Ralston.

[Honey from yellow jessamine is poisonous:
bees are said to work on i'o very freely.]

THE ALFALFA FIELDS; INFORMATION WANTED.
Will some bee-keepers who live in the irrigat-

ed alfalfa regions tell us whether their seasons
vary as much there as in other places? One
not acquainted with the facts would suppose
that, with a warm climate, and the moisture
under control, the seasons would be nearly
alike. How is it? W. H. Upton.
Morning Sun, Iowa, Jan. 31.

MAPLE SAP AS A BASE FOR BEVERAGp:S.

Friend Boot:—I believe you are in a maple-
sugar locality, so maple sap may soon be plen-
tiful with you. If it is new to you, let me make
a suggestion to you. The first good, cool, fresh
hard-maple sap you get, please make some lem-
onade of it, and see how you like it. Then use
some sap instead of water to make the Roots
some coffee—if you use coffee.

Kingsville, O. N. T. Phelps.

[Very good, friend P. I never tried lemonade
made of maple sap; but sap coffee has been a
favorite beverage with the Roots ever since I

can remember. Come to think of it, you know
I do not drink coffee now—new milk right from
the cow instead—so I think I will take mine in

lemonade. For all these purposes it must be
remembered that maple sap changes in a very
few hours; and to have it nice it should be tak-
en right from the tree, and that which runs in

comparatively cold weather—the first of the
season, as you suggest.]

PROPER POSITION OF STORES FOR WINTERING.

On reading the article on wintering, by E.
France, page 19, it occurred to me to state our
experience last winter. I had two swarms,
good ones, and my father and mother had five.

We had four in Nonpariel hives, winter cases,

packed on the summer stand, and three in Cary
hives in the cellar. Six swarms wintered. One
of mine died. (Those wintered out of doors
were in much better condition, and gave us
nearly all our surplus.) It was one of the best
swarms outdoors. I examined the combs to see
if I could find the cause of their dying. The
bees were clustered in the upper story, looking
exactly like your picture of a comb of dead
bees; and as Mr. France says, they cluster in

cold weather close in the combs, a bee in a cell.

The combs of the upper story had not a drop of
honey iij them, and weie as white and clean as
the combs in supers. In the lower story was
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plenty of capped sugar stores. The thought
suggested itself to me that they starved: but it

did not look reasonable. Now I believe it.

In our climate thisisa very important matter.
This winter we have 17 colonies, some full of
honey above, some below, and some with plenty
in both stories. We will report results in the
spring, though I should put all the honey I

could in the upper stories now if it were not too
late. We are only just beginners in bee-keep-
ing: but, thanks to our teacher, Mr. A. A.
Byard, and the bee-books we have read, we
have a good start, and have succeeded well so
far. Lena L. Crowninshield.
Chesterfield. N. H., Jan. 7.

WINTERING BEES IN THE SOUTH.
We know nothing, by our experience in the

South, of the experience and trouble they have
in wintering bees in the North—no cellars nor
housing is required in the South. We see it is

more trouble and expense in the North to win-
ter bees than to care for them in the summer.
We have none of that trouble and expense.
Bees winter outdoors here without any danger
or risk; all that is required here is a good tight
hive and 1.5 or 20 pounds of honey: in ordinary
winters 1.5 pounds will do very well. Our bees
gather honey here sometimes in November and
December. They gather it from pine-trees
mostly. We have 90 colonies, all Italians. We
have not lost a colony so far.

Decatur, Miss., Jan. 20. N. E. Cleveland.

A I'ALETTE KNIFE A HANDY UTENSII, FOR
THE HOUSE.

I want to thank C. C. Miller for his article on
page 923, that was not about bees, but how to
make my folks happy with 26 cts. Now I am
going to pay Dr. Miller right back; but it will
cost him .50 cts., and I am sure it will please his
wife more than twice as much as the stove-mat
did. for it can be used in a ^reat many different
ways. It is a palette knife. It is a very thin
knife painters use to mix paint. The most de-
sirable size has a blade 8 inches long. II4 wide,
round at the end. Our people use it for scrap-
ing kettles, as it will curve right around the in-
side of a round bottom kettle; also for turning
eggs, taking out cookies, and turning pan-
cakes, meat, etc. In fact. I have bought them
by the half-dozen, and given them to my rela-
tives and friends. W. L. Coggshall.
West Gi-oton, N. Y., Dec. 24.

MAKING OUR PICTURES PRETTIER.

It is not generally known that all half-tone
engravings, such as are used in Gleanings,
can be made to show up clearly and beautifully.
and without cost. I am sui'prised that the way
to do this was never published in these pages
before—at least. I have never seen it referred
to. By trying this method, all the finer half-
tones will stand out clear and distinct, just as
they would if viewed through a stereoscope.
The way to do it is as follows: Hold the picture
to be viewed, from 14 to 21 inches away from
you; and by folding your fingers so as to form
a kind of tube of them, place your hand thus
folded to your eye and move the picture into
focus. When the right focus is obtained, the
different objects will stand out clear and well
defined. One never tires of looking at good
half-tone engravings after he has once tried
this way. Just try it on a few of the portraits
in the ABC book or in Gleanings. I will
vouch that you will be pleased with the result.
North Temescal, Cal. W. A. Pryal.

fit is a little queer, friend P.. that I made the
discovery just a day or two before your notice

above came to hand. The Ainericnn Florist
gave a picture of a mushroom-cellar by flash-
light, and I happened to look at the pictures
through my fingers, rolled up so as to form a
short tube. All at once it seemed a reality.
The old gentleman who was among the mush-
rooms had evidently been down on his knees,
for you could see the yellow dust on his pants,
and every thing else came out with startling
distinctness. I showed the picture to Ernest,
and told him that it was one of the finest half-
tones I ever saw; but he suggested that any
half-tone would come ouc in relief in almost
the same way. We experimented with quite a
number before we found that it requires some
sort of magnifying-glass to give perspective
fully; for without my nose-glasses the illusion
is not nearly so perfect. Since then I have
been in the habit of distinguishing half-tones
from other kinds of pictures by this very test.

Even a picture that has a half-tone for its base
for the artist to work on comes out sharp and
clear when tried in the way mentioned. Of
course, any short tube will do as well as the
folded hand. One reason for the surprising
effect is, that the tube cuts off the reading-
matter and every thing that might lead the eye
to think it was thp page of a book instead of
the reality. The secret of the astonishing
results produced by the modern cyclorama is

along in the same line. The canvas on which
the paintings are made has no visible frame
nor any means of support on which the eyes
may fix and decide by comparison with other
well-known things. In the same way, when
you see a mountain for the first time in your
life, having had no previous acquaintance with
such objects, the eye fails to give us a correct
idea of distance, proportion, etc.]

BEWARE OF GLASS BUBBLES.

I wish to call your attention to an article in
the New York Tribune, Dec. 28, "Beware of
(ilass Bubbles." I have found the same thing
in honey bottles, and think it very dangerous.
Rahway. N. J. B. C. Whiting.
Since glass cans have come into such g-eneral use

for fruits, less is heard about "danger in the can."
Still there may be danger even in glass cans, as ap-
peared of late when a little child was helped to
freshly opened canned plums. His teeth were
heard to grate on some hard substance, wliich
proved to be a flalie of glass he had broken with his
teeth into Ijits. In a minute more, if unehect<ed,
he would have innocently swallowed the glass,
which would have caused serious injury and per-
haps death. An inspection of the empty can dis-
covered the rough edges of a broken air-bubble on
the inside. Air-butibles are very common in the
cheap grade of glass of which fruit-cans are usually
made, and are less noticealile on the inside than on ^
the outside. When the boiling fruit is poured into
the can these thin shells, if on the inside, are almost
sure to crack ofif. A tablespoonful of small shot
well shaken alMut in the can will break these dan-
gerous bubbles and smooth their edges; bettei still

for this purpose is a light chain dish cloth. Too
much care can not be taken to wash out every par-
ticle of broken glass from the can; their small size,
transparency and weight, which sends them to the
tottom or sides, make them difficult to select.

Mrs. J. MiLLiGAN.

COMB HONEY—IS IT WHOLESOME ? ETC.

Friend Root:—Allow me to ask your sympa-
thy for the kind hands or the cook who pre-
pares the Graham gems for the poor stomach.
Don't sacrifice the cook; apply the 32 Gladstone
rule to every solid eaten, and cease swallowing
liquids. I digress, however, as I am not an
" M. D."' I desire to say that I am surprised to
find a dyspeptic advocating the use of comb
honey, as, in all lessons learned or teachings
taught, the prime principle is that the comb is
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indigestible. I judge, if you eat " Schumacher "'

graham gems for a few months the bran will

be sufficient irritant for the stomach, without
the comb that will not digest nor melt in stom-
ach. There are more dyspeptics in the United
States nowl than Republicans. It would be a
grand scheme to induce them to ]iv(^ properly,

even if they never recover entirely.
Henry M. Hawley.

Terre Haute. Ind., Jan. 31.

[Thanks for your suggestions, friend H.
Mrs. Root makes the gems only in the morning.
I prefer them cold for supper. At noon we dine
over at the factory with the rest of the people,

and then, of course, we eat what other folks do
—or, at least, we gel along nicely by choosing
from among the good things provided. I know
there has been a good deal of teaching in regard
to the indigestibility of honey- comb; but I

have been eating both comb and e.xtracted

hotiey in considerable quantities, and I do not
notice any difference, unless it is that, as a
general thing, I get a more perfectly ripened
article in the comb. You will notice the Bible
has considerable to say about honey and the
honey-comb; and the connection seems to indi-

cate that it was then considered a choice arti-

cle of food, as it is now. I know it makes a
vast difference as to whether our food is thor-
oughly chewed or not. And, by'the way, I am
glad to tell you that I am not a dyspeptic, and
I do not mean to be. The women-folks have
been protesting so stoutly that that ladies' Co-
lumbia was their property that I have just in-

vested in a new Columbia, with all the modern
improvements, including that elliptical sprock-
et-wheel, and I tell you it is just fun to ride it,

even if it is good sleighing.]

THE WHEEL—DOES A KEACTFON FOLLOW, AFT-
ER USING IT SEVEKAI, WEEKS OR MONTHS ?

Friend Root:—After reading your chapter on
cycling one evening, I just wanted ever so bad
to have a wheel of my own; but next morning
the first thing we found was the clipping in-

closed, and—well, I haven't bought a machine
yet. M. Hawksworth.
Medina, Oxford Co., Ont., Can.

[The clipping referred to in the above is to

the effect that, after the exhilaration and great
benefit that come from the first use of the wheel,
a reaction follows, the constitution is broken
down, if the rider does n'ot break his arms or
legs or neck by an accident, and, all together, its

advent is a calamity. Very likely there is such
a thing as using the wheel to excess. There are
extremes in the use of almost every gift from
God. But I am glad to say, that, as yet, I have
seen no ill results whatever. While visiting
our daughter (" Blue Eyes ") at Oberlin, where
she is going to school, I sat at the table next to

a lady who is a most expert and graceful rider.

Said I. " Miss M., can you tell me how long
this enthusiasm and exhilaration last that come
from riding a wheel? " She replied, " I can only
tell you, Mr. Root, that I have had my wheel
three years, and I enjoy riding to-day every
bit as much as I did at anytime since I have
had it." No one can look on while the students,
both boys and girls, run their wheels over the
college campus and throughout the streets of
Oberlin, without feeling that it must be a God-
send to enable them to get such a kind of -out-
door exercise after the confining duties of the
class-room. The newspaper clipping referred
to doubtless had in mind the racing mania that
seems to be more or less connected with at least
a certain class who ride wheels. I have never
tried to beat anybody, and never expect to; and
I certainly shall never be even one of a party

who ride for prizes, even though the prize be
nothing more than a bag of doughnuts.]

a caution to I5ICYCLE- RIDERS.

We copy the following from the Cleveland

Medicdl Gazette for Jan., 189~*:

As we predicted some time ago, our exchanges
are filled with reports of cases of prostatitis as
the result of riding a bicycle in the present
abominable and ungraceful fashion. It is to be
hoped that bicyclers and bicycle-makers will
appreciate the gravity of the threatened and
existing evil, and return to the high handle-
bar and erect position.

' who can FORGIVE SINS, RUT GOD ONLY?"
Your remarks on the church (notes of trav-

in Gleanings of Dec. 1), prompt me to ask a
simple question; if you answer satisfactorily it

will be of great benefit to the Catholic sub-
scribers; and if not. it will mo.-t ,>urely be a
benefit to the Protestant readers. We read in
Scripture, that Christ said to his apostles,
" Thou art Peter, and upon this rock I will
build my church: and the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it.'" '" Receive ye the Holy Ghost.
Whosesoever sins ye remit, they are remitted
unto them ; and whosesoever sins ye retain,
they are retained." " Whatsoever thou shalt
bind on earth it shall be bound in heaven; and
whatsoever thou shalt loose on earth, it shall be
loosed in heaven." " Go ye therefore and teach
all nations, baptizing them in the name of the
Father, and of the Son. and of the Holy Ghost:
teaching them to observe all things whatsoever
I have commanded you: and, lo, I am with you
alway, even unto the end of the world." Has
Christ deceived the apostles? Can the church
be wrong, if Christ kept his promise?
Pinconning, Mich., Dec. 22. E. Brennan.

Friend B., when I undertake to answer your
question you must bear in mind that I am not a
commentator nor even a theological student,
and I am liable to make grave blunders—yes,
perhaps as great as when I made my remarks
about that ancient church. In the first place,
I can say, most emphatically, that Christ did
not deceive his apostles in the words that you
quote. If you go back a few verses in that 16th
chapter of Matthew, you will notice the Master
had been asking his followers, " Whom do men
say that I, the Son of man, am?" Finally,
when the question was put directly to them-
selves, Peter replied in those wonderful words
that are destined to go down through the ages,
••Thou art the t'hrist, the Son of the living
(rod." This answer pleased the Savior, and he
commended him. He said, •" Blessed art thou,
Simon Bar-jona, for flesh and blood hath not re-
vealed it unto thee, but my Father which is in

heaven." Then follows the text you have
quoted. Now, the question may be. Did the
Savior mean that his church should be built on
Peter, or on the wonderful sentiment conveyed
in Peter"s answer — namely, "Thou art the
Christ, the Son of the living God "? I think his
meaning was, that the church should be built
upon the fact that Peter had so strongly declar-
ed. The question is before the world now as it

was then—who is Jesus Christ? The Bible teach-
es us plainly, that, except we believe in him
—that is, in the Son of (Jod— there is no salva-
tion for us. There are many reasons for taking
this view of the matter: in fact, the last of the
sentence says, •' And the gates of hell shall not
prevail against it." The italics in the last word
are my own. My understanding is, that it was
not Peter he was speaking of, but Peter's dec-
laration. In your next quotation he says,
' Receive ye the Holy Ghost;" and then comes
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the promise that they, hi'* disciples, after hav-
ing received the Holy Ghost, should have power
to forgive sins, to bind on earth and to bind in

heaven, etc. Humanity, however, is unstable,

and even Peter himself, only a little time after

his declaration, denied his Master. Notwith-
standing his strong words when he was with
the Master and the rest of the disciples. " Thou
art the Christ, the Son of the living God."' he
shortly afterward said, and that before a crowd
of people, " I do not know the man.'" This he
repeated, finally using oaths and curses, to

make it more emphatic. Surely, the Savior
could not have meant that his church should be
built on any human being so weak and vascillat-

ing and cowardly as Peter. Neither does it

seem to me that he meant to declare that such a
weak follower should have power to forgive

sins. Of course, Peter received the Holy Ghost
after this event: and he may afterward have
been empowered to forgive sins, for we know
he performed wonderful miracles; but no such
power of performing miracles has ever been
granted to any descendants of these apostles,

nor to any son Of humanity since their time.

Now, dear friend B., this is a subject outside

the scope of Gleanings. T did not mean to

take it up here, and I feel sure we had better

drop it where it is. You have asked my opin-

ion, and I have given it as well and honestly as

I know how. 1 thank you for your beautiful

texts. They are dear to my heart, every one of

them, and I feel sure they are also dear to most
of the readers of (Jleanings. Should we not
all be thankful that the great Father has seen
tit to let each one interpret the Scriptures ac-

cording to the dictates of his own conscience?
" Judge not, that ye be not judged."

Tobacco Column.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WK GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have given up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this

department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to

Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-

bacco again, he (the subscriber) will pay forthe smoker The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
tuli name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

Prof. Thomas Shaw, of the Ontario Agricul-
tural College, Ontario, the man who is fighting

weeds on the farm more effectively, perhaos,
than any other man ju-t now in the whole
world, also makes it his business to tight weeds
of another sort. He recently paid a visit to W.
I. Chamberlain, T. B. Terry, and John Gould,
three men with a world-wide reputation in our
immediate neighborhood: and I just want to

make an extract from the OhUi Fanner in re-

gard to his visit with friend Gould. Here is the
clipping:

There were many thing-s that Intererested me
very mucli at Aurora station. I will syieak of but
three. The first was a farmer's library, one of tlie

finest I have ever seen in any farm home, whether
we regard tlie books which iteontaint'd as liistorical,

biographical, literary, or religlDUs. Tliis library was
the outcome of twelve years of wedded life, and rep-
resented what but two cig-ais per day would have
cost during that time. The queen of this home, before
slie became its queen, exacted of her 1< ver the
promise that the two cigars per day which he was
wont to smoke should remain unbought, and books
purchased with the proceeds. To his undying hon-

or he has remained true to that promise. Hear my
story, O ye maidens of Ohio! Do you know that, in

a single generation, the power is yours to banish the
weed from all your borders, and to fill the farm
homes of Ohio with literature of a most helpful
character'/

Please send a smoker to Wm. C. Teagardin.
Frisco, Ark. He has quit tobacco to stay quit:

but if he should ever use it again he will pay
for the smoker. He is a bee-keeper in Wash-
ington Co. Mary A. VVoo.ster.

Frisco, Ark., Nov. 12.

I have been a subscriber to Gleanings for

two years. Since I commenced reading Glean-
ings I have quit the use of tobacco. I will not
resume the habit, smoker or no smoker; but as

you are giving others smokers, I should be
pleased to receive one as a present.

W. C. Gathkight.
Cameron, Texas, Dec. 4.

One of my neinghbors, Mr. O. Goodmondsen,
has subscribed for ( Ileaning.s, and has quit the
use of tobacco. If you will send him a smoker
for his pledge he will pay for it if he ever uses
tobacco again. I will go his security, cl:
Jewell, Fla. A. J. Husky.

Send a smoker to Mr. Wm. L. Albright,
Kinderton. Fla. I think he is entitled to one:
and if he should ever use tobacco again I will

pay for the smoker. J. H. Hill.
Grove City, Oct. 21.

In October I wrote to you for a copy of
Gleanings. Yon sent me a June number in

which I saw the Tobacco Column. I have
smoked and chewed for 28 years, and wanted to
obligate myself to quit in some way for a long
time. I quit on the 1.5th of October. Since
then I have not used it in any form. I claim a
smoker to " keep me quit."' and if I use tobacco
again I will pay for the smoker.

R. H. HUiMPHRIES.
Morganfield, Ky., Nov. 24.

A neighbor of mine, Mr. D. C. Burton, has
quit the use of tobacco, after using it to excess.
If you are still giving the smokers, please send
him one. He keeps bees on a small scale. If

he ever commences using tobacco again I will

see that the smoker is paid for.

DeLand, 111. Joseph A. Campbell.

Your Tobacco Column has done great good.
Your little token of a pledge will often do more
than a large amount. I heard a young man's
mother tell him that, if he would stop smoking,
she would give him fifty dollars at the end of
the year. I told him of your efforts to stop the
use of tobacco, and of the smoker as a remind-
er. Please send him one, and he will stop his
smoking; if he does not he will pay for the
smoker. He is a good young man, and his influ-

ence may lead others. His name is David H.
Marbury, Bozeman, Ala. Mrs. W. M. Gray.
Kincheon, Ala., Jan. 6, 1893.

My father has given me a swarm of bees in

one of your Dovetailed hives. I read in
Gleanings that you give a smoker to those
who have used tobacco and quit using it. I

never did chew or smoke any thing except cig-
arettes: but pa said to me that he ought to have
at least one boy who did not use tobacco. I

have quit for some time, and I know I shall not
have 10 pay for the smoker, for I know I am
entirely rid of the desire to smoke, and have
been for six months or more. Please send me a
smoker, and I will certainly pay for it if I do
use tobacco at all fi-om now on.
Lakeland, Fla., Nov. 8. J. S. Green.
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THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE KEEPERS AS-
SOCIATION.

A CONTINUATION OF THE UEPOKT FOUND IN

OUR ISSUE OF .IAN. 15.

The report in our Jan. 15th isstie ended with
the address of Prof. H. W. Wiley. Considera-
ble discussion followed the deliv(>ry of this ad-
dress—not in a technical way. because no one
there was competent to discuss intelligently

polariscopes. right and left handed rotation,

etc.: but there was some discussion with
regard to the extent of adulteration, and the
proposed scheme of feeding bees to make them
produce comb honey. As the greater part of

this discussion has already appeared in our
editorial columns, we will not repioduce it h<re,

but pass on to the address of Prof. V. V. Riley,

the Government Entomologist. As the paper
is a very long one, we can only make extracts
here and tnere. After giving a bri<'f history of

the Department of Agriculture, he tells how the
Italian bees were introduced by the government.

Considerable has been done by the Depurtmeiit,
and through Its agency, foi' bee - keepers—much
more, probably, than most of you are aware of— ;is

tlie published repoi-ts of the Department show.
These reports, hundreds of tliousands of wliich
have been distributed very generally over the land,
have surely had tlieir influence in the promulgation
of iutelligent and humane methods in the culture
of bees Beginning about the time of the first edi-

tion of Langstroth's celebrated work, or nearly a
decade before any bee-journal had l)een piinledin
the English language, the Department reports have,
from year to year, given some notice of progress in

bee culture, statistics of honey and wa.\ production,
and on several occasions excellent little treatises ou
bees and bee management. Notalile among these is

the article on the nature and habits of the honey-
bee, in the report for 18.57. I can not give the name
of the author, as the initials only of the Chief Clerk
of the Patent Office are attached to it. In 1860, Mr.
William Buckisch, of Texas, gave, in an extended
article, a review of bee culture as practiced by
Dzierzon and his school. The essay by my old
friend, Mrs. Ellen S. Tupper, of Iowa, published in
the report for 1865, and covering her theory of bee-
keeping. vMis widely read and frequently quoted,
creating much Interest in improved methods.
The hitroduction of Italian bees into this country

is certainly one of the advances in American bee-
culture whieh ranks second only to the invention
of the frame hive, the honey-extractor, and the
comb-foundation machine. But how many even
now know that the Department of Agriculture had
any thing to do with the matter? Leading text-
books on apiculture are silent on this head. The
fact is, however, that the first successful importa-
tion of Italian bees from their native land to
America was made liy the Department, and it was
almost wholl}' from this importation that such
skillful apiarists as Langstroth, Cary, and Quinby,
bred and disseminated the race diu-ing the early
sixties. Individual etfort had, for some yeai's pre-
vious, been diiected to securing this race of bees;
and in the autumn of 18.59 ;i few queens were landed
here from Germany by Mr. J. P. Mahan. of Philadel-
phia, on his account, and by Samuel Wagner, of York,
Pa., and Kicliard Colvin, of Baltimore, acting to-
getiier. Those imported by Me.'-srs. Wawner and
Colvin were lost during the winter which succeeded,
and those which Mr. Mahan imported do not seem
to have been multiplied as rapidly as tlie importa-
tion made through the Department of Agriculture
the following spring. Mr. S. B. Parsons, acting for
the Department, was in Italy at this time, making
purchases of cuttings and plants for testing in
this countiy. and an or^ier was transmitted to him
by the Depiirtment to procure some hives of Italian
bees. Ten were purchased by him in IH'iO, and for-
warded lo this country in May, 1861). These were
distributed among sever-al of the best bee-masters,
and they at once set about the rearing and sale of
the queens of the new race. Thus it was thiit the
Department succeeded where private enterprise
had failed in this most important uncleitakinu-.
Those who wish confirmation of this statement will
find it in the Agricultural Keport for 18.59, page 543,

and in that for 186:?, page 530. The former is a letter
written by Mr. Parsons while in Lausanne, Switzer-
land, and the latter is an extended article on the
Italian honey-bee, by Mr. Kichard Colvin. a compe-
tent authority, and who had been one of the private
parties who had tiled, during the j ears 18.58-60, to
import this particular breed from Europe.

The professor then rel'errc d to s-ome length to

the work done at the Government Apicultural
Station at Aurora, 111., under the niaiiagement
of N. W. McLain in 188.5-6. He next spoke
of the appoiiitnu'iit ot Prof. A. J. Cook and Mr.
J. H. Larral)ee. for th(> purpose of again carry-
ing on an apicultural experiment station at
Lansing, with all of which our readers are al-

ready familiar. We will pass on to what he had
to say in regard to the appointment of Mr. Frank
Eeiiton, in "01. for a similar work. As many have
wondered why the proposed expedition to India
after the Apis (hnsata failed to be carried into
effect, the extract below will fully explain:

Early in 1S91 I had considerable correspondence
with Mr. Frank Benton, whose interest and work in
apiculture you all know, and who made a personal
etTort to introduce Apis diirxatn. The failure of
his effort was due to ovei-exei tion and undue ex-
posure, and I have little doubt that, under mt)re
favorable circumstances, and with the aid of the
Department, the etlort would prove successful. I

felt that, of all men, he would be the most desirable
agent to employ in the effort to introduce Apis
dorsata, because of his familiarity with the subject
and his acquaintance with the countiies to be visit-

ed; but. in addition, I had some important Incident-
al work that I wished him to do in that connection;
namely, the introduction also of certain parasitic
forms of injurious insects, ai d particularly the in-

troduction of the capiiflg insei't. Blaatoplnma p.sofes.

to colonize in those parts of California wheie the
Smyrna fig is cultivated. I had made all due ar-

rangements, in consultation with Assistant Secre-
tary Willlts, fully expecting to be able to send Mr.
Benton on this proposed trip, and had so economiz-
ed the appropriation that there was means to do it.

Mr. Benton, also, had been led to give up other
plans in anticipation of this mission. The project
was never carried out, however, for the simple rea-
son that the secretary finally refused to indorse it.

There seems to have been some promise made to the
senator who had charge of the appropriation bill,

that no one should be sent abroad, or at least this
was the chief reason given for the refusal to carry
out my recommendations and wishes. Professor
Cook was made aware of these circumstances, and
it is consequently somewhat surprising that, in a
recent communication tv the Amencan Bcc Jouiual
(Oct. 13, 1892), he should intimate that the Entomol-
ogist felt no hearty concern for the bee-keepers'
interests, and should urge that "all move in solid
phalanx upon the hCHd of the Department " in older
to gain our desires and rights.

WHATa THE NATIONAL DEPARTMENT OF AGRICUL-
TURE CAN DO FOR APICULTURE.

So far, I have indulged In retrospect, and indicated
what the Depaitment has done, or attempted to do.
Lot me now come to tlie sec-ond part of the subject;
viz , What the National Department of Agriculture
can do for apiculture; what it may accomplish. I

sincerely hoiie this may be much.--will depend
greatly on what sums Congress may see fit to ap-
propriate for such, ins'estigations, and this will

depend, ill turn, to some degi-ee, upon what repre-
sentations hs to the needs of the iiidustrj', and the
possible benefits to the material interests of the
country, are made to the head of the Depiirtment,
to the Committees on Agi-iculture. and to other
members of Congress by their consvituents. Cei'-

tain kinds of experimental work ciui be undertaken
b3' individuals without serious interference with
the main work of their apiaries. Indeed, it is de-
sirable that each should exi>eiiment in a limited
way, for localities ditfer in respect to climate, flora,

etc". : in short the condil ions upon which methods of
management deiiend are so variable that each pro-
giessive lieo-keeper must .study to ascertain by
experimentation what methods are best adapted to
his own iniiividual surroundings.
But there are certain larger fields of investigation,

requiring more time and expenditure tlian individ-
uals usually have at their command, and the results
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of wliich are pretty sure to benefit apiculture, if

Mot directly, at least iiidini'tly. For instance, If a
species or race of bees could be bred or introduced,
which, in theearly part of I lie season, when bumVUe-
bees are few in number, would fertilize the red
clover, and later in the season do the same work
more thoroughly than it is now done, there is no
question that we should reap a reward in tlie larger
yield of clover seed, and in this way our pasfcurag-e
would be vei-y generally improved; so that this
would indirectly affect beneficially our stock and
dairy interests, to say notliing- of a more general
employment of red clover as a green manure in the
increase of most of our ciops. In cases like this
the benefit would be not to individuals, but would
be general, and so great that the expense of accom-
plishing iir would be insigniticant in comparison.
Even an experiment which fails, ;ind whicli would
be disastrous to individual i);nticii)ants in it, would
not be felt by the general government, and might
serve to point out the wny to success in subsequent
attempts; for failure often proves very useful in
pointing out the directions in which we sluiuld look
for anything valuable. Thus, if the Dcpurliiieiit,

by ample effort, should prove that nothing can be
gained in any given direction, it will save further
disappointment to individual ('Xi)erimenters, and
prevent a repetition of useless effort. To my mind,
the character of the work to be undertaken by the
department should be of such a nature as to benefit
the industry in all parts of tlie country alike; and
prominent among the subjects whirh it should
undertake is this introduction and testing of foreign
races of bees, of which there is much yet to discover,
and about wliich our actual experimental knowl-
edge is limited. The distribution of queen-bees of
improved vai'ieties, where they would most aid in
building up the industry, might be undertaken by
the Department wherever it would not interfere
with individual effort in this direction. But while
the lines for government action, so far as the
economic side Is concerned, are limited, there is a
large and interesting field for further scientific
investigation of the life-historv of tlie bee, of its

diseases, and of its relations to plant-life. Few of
you, who do not view the economy of the bee from
the purely entomological or scientific standpoint,
are aware of the erroi's that are yet extant in con-
nection with the subject, and are still perjietuated
in many of the popular treatises on the bee, and
tliere is no better evidence of the biologic questions
yet to be decided tlian the discussions at such gath-
erings as these, which, as evidenced this afternoon,
involve the actual influenct; of the bee on the
sweets which it gathei-s. I am satisfied that no
thorough iuvestigalloii under compel ent direction
would fail to elicit most interesting facts, and to
settle many disputed pcjints. In connection witli
the wintering of bees in the cooler portions of our
country, there is much that remains to be investi-
gated. The statistics of the industry have never
been properly collected, and could not be, except
by some national organization.

Following slionly after tliis address was the

KEPOKTOFTHE COMMITTEE ON WHAT THE GOVERN-
MENT OUGHT TO DO FOR APICULURE.

The committee to whom was I'eferred the matter
of government aid to apiculture beg leave to fe|iort
ana advise that the l)ee-lveepersof tlie United States
ask, first, that the Section of Apiculture, in the
Division of Entomology, Deiiartment of Agriculture,
be raised to an independent division; second, thali
in connection therewith tliere be an experiment
apiary, established at Washington, having all the
apptiintments necessary to a flr.st-class apicultural
experiment station;- third, that the appropriation
for this division be sufficiently large .so that the
work may not be embarrassed by a lack of funds.
This is the least tliat we can ask in justice to our-

selves. That most important branch of our busi-
ness, devoted to the production of liquid honey, is
in great danger of being ruined. The chief com-
petitor of liquid or strained honey in the manufac-
tures is cane sugar; and the recent removal of the
duty on it, and the consequent lowering of prices,
has materially lessened the demand for honey; and
we find that we shall have to lower the cost of pro-
duction in order to meet this unequal competition
so suddenly thrust upon vis. Millions of money are
taken from the treasury to reimbur.se the producers
of cane and maple sugar for tlie loss occasioned bj'
the removal of the duty; but our legislators entirely

forgot the producers of honey, whose product is but
sugar with the flavor of the flowers added. We do
not as'i a bounty, but we do ask the government
for all the assistance that scientific research and
well-directed experimental work can give us in
cheapening the cost of production. This is but a
moiety of wliat is granted the sugar-men. Our in-

dustry is still in its infancy; and while many mil-
lion pounds of honey are jilready produced, the
business is capable of an expansion .so great as to
wholly eclipse the present production of sugar from
the sugar-cane. Four contiguous counties have
produced in one season over four million pounds of
honey, and this represents but a fractional part of
what miglit have been gathered. Vast as our busi-
ness may become, the indirect benefits conferred by
the honey-bee on the agriculturists of this country,
in the fertilization of the flowers of fruits, grains,
seeds, etc., will always surpass in value the honey
gathered by it.

The committee have named Washington as the
place for the experimental yard, because of its

convenience to the Department of Agriculture;
also l)et-ause of the longer season in which to exper-
iment. There may be better locations for honey,
but for many purposes a poor locatit)n may be best.
If for any purpose a better one is desired, such maj'
be found not many miles out, and a part of the
bees removed to it.

Should the association see fit to adopt this repoi-t,

it would undoubtedly be best to have a committee
estimate the necessary expense, and immediately
formulate a petition naming the amount of the
appropriation desired, and the changes called for,

with a few of the reasons why we demand tlie as-
sistance asked.

P. H. ElwoOD, ; c,,n-,mittep
J. E. Hetherington,

i

committee.

Considerable discussion followed the reading
of this report, and it was argued by the govern-
ment officials present that It was impracticable
to establish a station at Washington, and that
it was altogether improbable that the govern-
ment would raise apiculture to an independent
division. Prof. Riley said the tendency of the
government was to reduce the number of di-
visions, rather than to separate. After consid-
erable discussion it was finally voted to continue
the committee for another year.
The last session was, for the most part, a bus-

iness meeting. The election of officers, we have
already given; and as there were no more sub-
jects on the progiam. it was voted to adjourn
in order that, the next morning, the whole con-
vention might take in the sights of Washington.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Whosoever committeth sin is the servant of sin.—
John 8::i4.

It seems almost impossible that mankind can
understand or comprehend the extent to which
one's better judgment and good common sense
are impaired, weakened, and blighted, by vol-
untarily doing that which we know we ought
not to do. One who commits deliberate sin is

like the man who goes and deliberately gets
drunk; yes, and after he has done things while
in a drunken state that he would not think of
doing while sober, he is loth to believe that he
has done the.se things. We all admit that the
man who is angry has, to a certain extent, lost
his j udgraent and reason. The greatest trouble
is, however, we are never willing to admit that
we are angry—that is, we are seldom willing to
admit it. Ihave seen people who had the rare
good sense to say, " Look here, my friends, I

am too much stirred up now to say any thing,
and I hope you will excuse me if I refuse to
have any thing more to say or do in the matter
until I have had a little time to get quiet, so
that I may reason fairly and impartially." The
man who can do this has already said, " Get
thee behind me, Satan," and he has already
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taken a big step from earth toward heaven.
Such a man will also be wanted right and left

to till important positions among his fellow-

men. He has commenced to rule himself, rec-

ognizing that be that ruleth his own spirit is

greater than he that taketh a city." Now. tbe
groundwork toward getting this upper hand of

evil is in recognizing and admitting that
humanity, alone and unaided, is entirely inad-
equate to cope with Satan. You will notice
the attitude is very, very different from that of

the one who says. "lean drink or I can let it

alone. No doubt it is well for some people to

let the thing entirely alone, because they are
ivenk. But I can take care of myself." My
friends, the human being does not live, and
never did live, who could take care of himself
under all circumstances without the help of

any higher power. Our penitentiai'ies are full

of men—yes. even young men: and 1 am told

that the majority of them are young men who
boasted that they could go just so far in gam-
bling, drink, licentiousness, or other crimes,
and no further. In other words, they did not
believe the proposition presented in our text.

that, just as soon as one commits sin—even a
little sin—he is the servant of sin. and in the
bondage of sin. An illustration of what I have
been saying was presented vividly to my mind
a few days ago by the confession of a poor pen-
itent sinner in our county jail.

When I first found him lie was very reserved,
j.nd seemed to dislike my questioning. He
smoked his pipe and read the new spaper, and
answered me in the briefest monosyllables. I

made up my mind he was a man who had no
acquaintance with Christianity and Christian
people—one who had probably been much with
a rough, hard set. and. therefore, he had no
relish for the conversation between myself and
his fellow-prisoners. Sunday after Sunday he
maintained this same reserve. I concluded that
he was bearing some burden on his mind that
he was unwilling to confess. I asked him about
his wife, children, and relatives; but he replied
very briefly. I felt pretty sure, from my former
experience, that the time would come, however,
when he would talk. Close confinement, espe-
cially where it comes to be solitary confinement,
is pretty sure to soften, sooner or later, the most
stubborn heart. When the story came out, it

was something like this:

This poor man is a farmer; and he knew well
what it is to try to make farming pay on rented
land. He was fitting ground for a piece of
wheat. It was already in good trim, but he
had no wheat to sow, and no money to buy any
seed. It was just here that Satan found a
chance to whisper to one who had heretofore,
so far as I could learn, been at least fairly hon-
est and upright among his fellows. Near by
there were some bags of wheat stored in an old
log barn. The owner was well-to-do. and did
not look after his property very carefully. But
my friend finally yielded to the temptation, and
took wheat enough from this old barn to get in

his crop. It has always seemed to me as though
sowing whea' were one of the nicest things to
do on a farm. I like to sow seeds of any kind,
but I especially enjoy putting in autumn crops
that will soon look green and thrifty while
every thing else speaks of death and decay. I

like to see the wheat when it first pierces the
surface of the mellow soil; and I like to watch
it day by day as it shoots up the blade and puts
out the root that it may get sufficient hold in
the soil to stand the wintry frosts and the zero
freezes. Very likely our friend enjoyed his
work as much as I do. ordinarily. But there
was no enjoyment in putting in his crop f/ti^

time. No doubt he planned to replace the
wheat, or settle with the owner, or something

of that sort, after he had got his crop in on time.
But after the act was done, Satan kept whis-
pering that the man was a terribly hard and
severe man, and that, if he confessed he had
taken tlu> wheat wilhfiut, any sort of permission,
he would be puniylied to the full extent of the
law: and so he put it off. bearing the burden of
sin and guilt and remorse that was harder to
bear than any thing in all his experience he
had ever been called upon to bear before. He
lay awake nights, and went about in a dazed
sort of way during the day. Of course, he
could not tell his wife—or. ai least, he thoiigJit

he could not. Oh what a foolish blunder! He
had lost his good sense and reason; his judg-
ment was impaired; but had he decided to con-
fess the whole matter to his good wife, she
could have told him what' to do. for s/jc had
committed no such sin or crime. Poor fellow!
he could not do it. Had he only reasoned fairly
he would have seen that, at the present low
price of wheat, the few bushels he had taken
amounted to only a very little sum of luoney,
after all. If the owner of the wheat were ever
so hard and severe, the penalty for his theft,

according to law, would not have been any
thing serious; but Satan persuaded him that it

would never do to confess it and unload the
burden from his heart. On the contrary, he
kept urging his poor victim luitil he got him
into a far more serious trouble. This old log
barn was off by itself, and it could beset on fire,

and burned up—then no one would know that
the wheat had ever been taken at all. After
more sleepless nights and weary days he yield-
ed to the temptation, and bprned the building.
Of course, an investigation followed at once;
and then it transpired that the poor goaded
victim of unrest had forgotten to restore a por-
tion of the wheat that he had taken away but
had not sown. The owner's name was found
on the bags, and one clew followed another,
until his guilt was so clear that he was sent to
jail. Like many another, however, Satan per-
suaded him to keep denying his guilt, even if it

were folly to deny it any further. I met him
shortly after he had. after a long conflict,

decided to plead guilty. The consequences
were, of course, the penitentiary. But even
the thought of the penitentiary, and separation
from his wife and child, was so much easier
than bearing that awful burden of guilt that
his countenance brightened up. and he even
laughed and talked so unlike his former self, I

could hardly believe him to be the same man.
dear friends! does anybody know what a

clear conscience is wort/if No one knows until

he has exchanged it for such a burden of guilt.

1 presume his natural disposition was to be
pleasant, good-natured, aud full of animal
spirits. This guilt that had rested on his soul
had borne him down so long that, when the
reaction came, it was like getting out of prison.
It almost brought tears to my eyes to hear him.
in his poor way, tell how he had suffered, and
to see him contemplate the penitentiary and
separation from his home in the light-hearted
way in which he did. But he was right. The
punishment of the law is as nothing compared
to the remorse of a guilty conscience. He had
been in bondage to Satan: but had shaken off

the chains of the demon, and he was now free.

"If the Son. therefore, shall make yon free, ye
shall be free indeed."
While I had tieen talking and exhorting, and

reading the Bible to him, without, so far as 1

could see, having enlisted his sympathies at all,

the spirit of God's holy word had been doing its

work. Said I,
•' And now, my good friend, are

you not almost ready to choose Christ Jesus,
instead of the evil one, and to become a Chris-
tian ?"
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The vehemence of his reply almost startled
me:
"To be sure, I am ready to become a Chris-

tian. If God will accept such a poor sinner as
I am, I am his already. I am going to the pen-
itentiary to read my Bible, and to keep with
Christian people as much as possible; and
when it is over with, I am going with my wife
to church; and if they will take a man from
State's prison into the church, I shall unite
with them at once."
At my request he went over all the details of

his crime. He did not spare himself at all.

The mental suflfering and anguish he had
passed through seemed to have taught him a
lesson that would last for ever. God grant
that it may. You know how the outside world
speaks of sin and crime. You know how folks
.laugh at a criminal when he is caught, and say
it is just good enough for him, unless, forsooth,
this poor criminal happens to be a relative or a
friend, and then, oh how different!
But now. dear reader, please, for just one

moment, take another view of the case. Look
at this poor friend as I was taught to look at
him. He was hard pressed by the feeling that
many of us know something about already.
His work did not pay. Perhaps he was getting
more and more in debt, and Satan seizes the
opportunity to poison his mind. Instead of
turning to Christ Jesus as the burden-bearer of
the world, he turned to Satan. Should we not
have some pity for such as he? When I saw
how happy and bright he looked after having
decided to tell the truth to some one, and es-

cape from this horrible burden, my heart was
full of pity. I thought of the Savior when he
said, wirh his loving heart full of compassion.
" Go. and sin no more." VV(^ feel pity for the
man who snffi^rs physical pain. All the skill

of our best physicians, and all the arts of sur-
gery, are employed to relieve pain: but who
thinks of the pain of a guiltv conscience? who
thinks of the terrible burdcms of guilt and
shame that many aljout us ar<> called npon to

bear? and at the same time I presume they
look npon the sreat outside world as a world
with no sympathy or pity—as a world that is

always I'eady to say. " Why. that is their own
affair:" "they brought it upon themselves;"
"let them take thr> consequences—teach them
better next time;" "'no more than they de-
serve." etc. Now. fi'iends, if I were a dentist,

and could relieve a fiprce toothache in a few
minutes, how glad I should be to spend my
time thus in doing good 1 But dentists and
doctors do not always cure. Sometimes they
do, and sometimes they don't. Now. these bur-
dens I have been telling you of— this mental
anguish—is a hundred times worse to bear,
many times, than physical pain; but there is a
remedy, that never fails. God has chosen you
and me as messengers of his to carry his reme-
dy. In fact, it can not be done without us. The
responsibility falls upon us. If we do not do it,

it will not be done. Some one is doubtless near
you now who is suffering from the torturing
anguish of sin—may be crime. Are you will-

ing to carry to him God's remedy? Are you
willing to be one of God's messengers who shall
say to the suffering one, " Behold the Lamb of

God, that taketh away the sin of the world"?
When you have once seen the new-born soul as
it steps from darkness into light, you will know
all about it as you never knew before. Our
country needs it. Statistics have indicated
that sin and crime among our young men are
on the increase. Shall it be cured by more
stringent laws, and by putting still more of the
culprits into our jails and penitentiaries ? God
forbid! The jails and penitentiaries serve a
good purpose. We must have them to hold and

restrain crime, and to be a terror to evil-doers.
But there is a more excellent way. The Bible
tells us that way: " Not by might nor by power,
but by my Spirit, saith the Lord:" and you and
T, my friend, are (!od's appointed messengers to
carry the glad news of the Savior, who died
that sinners might live. Are you ready to take
up the work? If so, go at once to the prison
nearest you and inquire if some one is doing
this work I have outlined. Go in the name of
Jesus Christ; go and pi-esent /ilm- as the /riend
of sinners; and explain to these poor suffering
friends and neighbors how it is that he who
commltteth '&\n becomes, oh so quickly I the ser-

vanit of sin.

High-pressure Gardening.

HIGH-l'RESSUKE GARDENING, AND SOMETHING
STILI. BETTER.

I like the department of gardening. I have
out ten bushels of winter onions, some in cold-
frames, and some out. I have several thousand
lettuce- plants out. some under glass, and a big
lot just covered with six-cent muslin, all doing
finely. I can not see much difference between
the glass and muslin. I don't think a plant is

missing in either. I expect to have a green-
house some day that I can work in. I have
quit my trade, and gone to gardening. I

bought five acres two years ago at %l~^0 per
acre. I paid $100 down. I bought eleven more
last summer. I put out 3000 raspberry-plants
this fall. I have aliout \}i acres of strawber-
ries for this summer. I will put out 3 acres
more this spring. I plowed the ground last

fall, and it is covered with manure. I will

stir it well two or three times with the cultiva-
tor before planting. I have half an acre for

onions, plowed in fall, and covered thick with
manure. I will raise my plants in a hot-bed.
I raised .some last summer, and took some to

the fair: 13 made a peck. Judges said that I

had bought them.
I will tell you some day how I come out on

my piece of ground.
Bro. Root, I wish you could stop off here

some time when you are traveling, and see my
garden. Please come this way. as we have two
railroads — the Panhandle and Cleveland &
Marietta.

I must tell you about our meeting. We have
had a revival, and 135 have been forward to

seek the Lord. We have one of the finest min-
isters you ever saw. I thought of you Sunday
morning in church. How you would have en-
joyed the sight, to see so many taken into the
church— all young folks, from 10 to 30 years old.

Our preacher's name is Fisher, and his son
preaches in your county. J. W. Nicodemus.
Newcomerstown, Ohio, Feb. 7.

[May the Lord be praised, dear brother, for
the good news you bring; and I want to thank
you for the great compliment you pay me in

taking it for granted I should have enjoyed the
sight you mention, of 135 young people being
taken into the church. Why. I do not believe
that even yourself, your good pastor, nor any-
body else, fully comprehends what the outcome
of such a work is going to be. Somebody has
said lately, that our Ohio penitentiary would
have to be enlarged to accommodate the young
men of our State. Just give us a few more
revivals like the one you mention, and I will

guarantee that there will be a dropping-off in

the " converts " for the penitentiary.
Now about your garden. I am pleased and
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surprised to know that you have succeeded in
making cotton cloth take the place of glass.
You surely must have the cloth supported so
that our heavy snows would not break it down.
And then you must have fastened the irames
so our heavy winds did not blow them away. 1

have just been purchasing more sash, because
I felt so sure that cotton cloth would not an-
swer until along toward, say, the middle of
March. May I suggest to you not to be in a
hurry to buy more land ? What you already
have will keep you busy, I tell you. Of course,
I do not know hovv much money you have to
hire help, nor how much experience you have
had. But it is better to go slow and sure. You
must have had something to do with that re-
vival, even if you are not one of the new con-
verts: and, dear brother, he who leads souls to
Christ needs to be very careful that he make no
failure nor mishaps in business matters. Bet-
ter make garden on five acres all your life, than
to undertake to manage twenty-five and even
some near bankruptcy. We are to honor
Christ, you know, by being prompt, reliable,
and sure in every step w(> take ]

WANTED—CABBAGE SEED WOKTH 120 PEK LB.

The seed I have bought from you has given
me satisfaction, with the exception of some
Ignotum tomato seed I got in 1891. I was
afraid to plant any of that variety last season
ou account of it. I sell all kinds of plants by
the hundred thousand, and guarantee them
true to name; and you can understand why I

want till' best seed. I have tried cabbage seed
from 10 different seedsmen, and your Wakefield
were ahead last season. I should like to pay
120.00 per lb. for cabbage seed, but I want it

worth it. E. F. Busick.
Church Creek, Md., Jan. 25.

[Friend B., I would also give $20 for a pound of
cabbage-seed, providing every cabbage would
make a good head, and all heal up pretty near-
ly at the same time. I have never found any
thing that would do this, although seedsmen in
their catalogues give us pictures of such cab-
bage-fields. Our strain of Jersey Wakefield,
from H. A. March, I think, comes as near to it

as any thing I ever had.
In regard to that Ignotum seed, I donOt think

we ever had more than a small quantity that
was not true. My mistake vvas, in taking it

for granted that all who received our first trial
packages of Ignotum tomato seed would send
to me only .seed raised from the trial packet.
At that time there was no other Ignotum seed
to be had anywhere in the world; therefore w<^
bong'it the seed back of hundreds of dififerent
individuals. Even now I am inclined to think
some good friend made a mistake, rather than
to think some one was tempted to be dishonest
because I offered so large a price for the seed.
Since chen we have raised our own seed mostly.
When we were obliged to buy I bought only of
A. W. Livingston; and he certainly, with his
life-long experience, would not make any mis-
take.]

THE ENGLISH POTATO ONION; ALL ABOUT
THEIR CULTIVATION, PUEPAKING FOR

THE MARKET, ETC.

Mr. Root:—\"ou call for information in re-
gard to the English potato onion. About a
dozen years ago my father raised them success-
fully and to some extent. It is the peculiarity
of these onions, that the large bulbs planted
yield large clusters of small ones, while the
small ones set out merely increase in size.

The method of culture with us was as follows:
The ground, well -enriched sand, was made
mellow as soon as the frost was out in the

spring; then the onions were set in rows twelve
inches apart and six inches apart in the row.
Small onions were used for the most part, with
a few of the large ones to provide sets for the
next season.
The earlier they were set. the better. A little

cold freezing weather did not hurt them. The
ground was stirred occasionally, and kept clear
of weeds. In from six to seven weeks, pulling
began, by selecting the largest, which could
easily be distinguished, even at some distance,
by the foliage. They weie then from two to
three inches in diameter. To prepare them for
market, the roots and outside skin were taken
otT, leaving the bulbs white; then they were tied
in bunches containing from four to six, with the
tops trimmed a little. At first the wholesale
price was fifty cents, per dozen bunches; but
other gardeners afterward crowded the market
and the price fell to half that sum.
The season lasted from six to eight weeks,

and then the foliage began to droop as the
bulbs ripened. The length of time they re-
mained green depended very much upon the
weather, for we had no control of the water-
supply. These onions were eagerly purchased,
the small ones standing no chance beside
them. Emily E. West.

Flint. Mich., Feb. 6.

[Many thanks, my good
and clear particulars you
who among the readers of
of these onions for sale? I

some of the seed catalogue
of onion-sets. If they ai

pi'ice in the market, what
it must be! It seems to
some that will do for seed
dollars a barref instead of
busJiel.]

friend, for the full

give us. Now, then.
Gleanings has any
find them offered in
s at about the price
e really worth this
a splendid business
me we ought to get
. for about five or six
five or six dollars a

A CHEAP implement FOR SCATTERING GUANO
AND OTHER CONCENTRATED FERTILIZERS.

In regard to fertilizers. I am sure much de-
pends on the way they are used. Even in the
drill or row they should be well mixed with the
soil. Roots do not and will not go into a con-
centrated body of strong chemical manure, as
fertilizers are usually applied. Unless much
rain scatters it. it's about all a loss; but if some
will persist in not mixing it. I'll tell them a
neat, quick, easy way. Punch ^V holes, close to-

gether, all over the bottom of alj-quart pail; nail
a lath, J(5 inches long, on each side (with clinch
nails); nail a handle in at the top ends, and you
can do more and better work in an hour than in

all day the old hard way; no stoop, no back-
ache; no blowing away; and it is spread even,
and as wide as the, bottom of the carrier. Just
a little shake as you walk right along is all

that is needed. I find no danger in dropping
the seed right along without covering; but it

pays to use even a wheel-hoe to mix it. This
simple cheap rig is worth more than two men,
all things., considered. Ashes can be used, but
the holes need to be larger. By tests I find

the seed comes up better, and grows away
ahead of the hand-fertilized seed, because it's

so even, and covers more surface. Don't fail to
try it. A pail 8 inches across is none too large,
and the amount can be regulated by the motion,
giving one or more shakes. E. P. Churchill.

Hallowell, Me.

[Very good, friend C. Peter Henderson has
again and again declared that guano and other
similar fertilizers were worth fully a half more,
if thoroughly mixed with as much more fine

garden soil before applying to the ground.
Your remarks come right in line with his ad-
vice; and from what experience I have had, I

am quite sure you are right. Our plan has
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been to shake tlie guano into the hill with a
sieve; then have anorlier hand follow with a
rake, and rake it thoroughly into the soil; but
even after that, I have seen the ground bake
over the hi 11.1

lOiNOTUW TOMATOKS WITHOUT KAIN OR IRRI-
GATION.

Friend Root:Seeing you are so much inter-
ested in gardening I will tell you just a little
of our experience in that line in this land of
sunshine, little rain.- and less running water.
We have a place in that mo^t favored of spots,
the warm belt of the foot-hills, where we have
never yet seen frost enough to injure tomato-
vines; but, alas! we have not a drop of water,
save what comes from the heavens in rain: but
there is water available for the place, if it is

ever piped on to the giound. Last spring we
concluded to see whether tomato-vines would
survive the long drouth of summer: so we set
out some .500 Ignotum vines, which gave abun-
dance of fruit for our own use, while hundreds
of pounds rotted on the ground. We picked
and sold them as long as there was any market,
then let them go. About a month ago they
were cut back, leaving only the new shoots,
with as much of the old vines as was loaded
with fruit. Now, this twelfth day of January,
these vines are in blossom, with quantities of
green and ripe fruit, and this after having not
one drop of water from May 1 till December 1.

Mattie a. Bonfopjy.
South Riverside. Cal., Jan. 12.

GLAZING GREENHOUSES ; GROWING AND SELL-
ING MUSHROOMS, ETC.

It is only recently that my wife has been in-
terested in your Home talks. While cleaning
house she came across some back numbers
of Gleanings, and, having heard me speak so
often of you, she began reading these Home
papers, and now is as anxious to see Gleanings
as I am. Should you have occasion to come to
Toronto we should be most happy to have you
at our home, and can assure you that no one
would be more welcome. We think we could
show you some things of interest — notably, a
beautiful, clean, "sweet-smelling" baby.
We have about 10.000 feet of glass, devoted

almost entirely to flower culture. Under the
benches we grow mushrooms, and also raise
Ignotum tomatoe«! and Grand Rapids lettuce.

I do not know how you glaze your green-
houses, but we have a system here that is being
adopted by the largest and most extensive
growers. Instead of using putty, and lapping
the glass, a little care is taken in selecting the
panes when glazing, and they are butted instead
of lapped, so that they all lie perfectly flat in the
rabbet of the bars. The cap is screwed on. and
all is secure. We have heard it has been tried,
though unsuccessfully, by some American flo-
rists. It works splendidly here. All that is
necessary is a little care in glazing, to see that
the joints fit well. One would naturally think
that the water would drop through where the
panes abut; but it does not nearly so much as
in the old system of glazing; and. besides, when
it freezes on the inside of the glass it seals the
whole thing over perfectly air-tight; and unless
the joints are badly made one can not find a
crack anywhere.

I should like you to have seen a mushroom-
bed we had bearing a while ago. I think you
would have wanted to go in for mushroom

-

growing. To give you an idea of how people in
Toronto appreciate mushrooms, I will give you
an incident that came under my notice recent-
ly. A farmer brought to the market a basket
of these, in all about 3 pecks, and sold them to

a dealer for 75 cts. I bought them from the
dealer for $3.00, and, after selling some of them
for .fS.^S, disposed of the rest to another dealer
for«;3.00, who. in turn, sold them to> restaurant
for 14.00. The farmer had gone home happv at
having received 75 cts. for a few mushrooms
which he had found growing wild.
Toronto. Can., Feb., 18i»3. E. Grainger.

[Thanks for your kind invitation, friend G.
Should I go to Toronto again, I shall most as-
suredly make you a call. We have tried con-
siderably laying glass as you indicate: but un-
less the slope is considerable, as it would be in
a greenhouse, we have found that the water
drips through the cracks between the glass.
By setting the edge in liquid putty, however,
before pushing the glasses up tight together,
we have made a beautiful tight job. The joint
is sanded before the putty gets dry. At the
same time, we sand the putty along the edge of
the glass.]

SPRAYING apple-trees; REPORT B'ROM THE OHIO
EXPEHIMENT STATION.

So many inquiries have come in regard to the
matter, we have decided to submit the follow-
ing:

The lieiivj' and continued rainfall during- the
spring- and early summer of 1893 is thought by
many to be the direct cause of the failure of the
tipple crop. No doubt tliis was true in many eases,
as, when lieavy rains occur at the time of blooming-,
tlie pollen may be "'ashed away, and pollenization
prevented. The liees, not being able to tiy at such
times, can not visit the blossoms, which fact alone
is sufficient to account for the crop failure, in a
g-reat measure.
The opinion lias been held by a few, that unfavor-

able weather is not, in all cases, the direct cause of
failure; and some experiments, carried on by the
Olno Experiment Station, strengthen this opinion.
An orchard Of Newtown pippins, of nearly two hun-
dred trees, was divided off into plots, none of the
plots containing- less than one row, and some as
many as four. Several compounds were used; but
the fact that some adhere to the foliage better than
othei s renders comparison out of the question, nor
is tins matter of any importance in this connection.
The dilute Bordeaux mixture, which was found

to be best last year, occupied the same place this
season. The ingredients used in this mixture are
sulphate of copper, 4 pounds; lime, 4 pounds; wa-
ter, .50 gallons. Comparing the two plots where this
compound was used, with the two unsprayed plots,
the astonishing- fact was observed that no market-
able fruit could be found on the unsprayed plots,
nor was there much fi-uit of any kind; while on the
sprayed plots, which had been subjected to the
same unfavorable climatic conditions, there was
about half a crop.
There was sufficient bloom in the orchard for a

full crop; and if we accept the old theory of crop
failure in time of wet weather, we are forced to the
conclusion that spraying aids pollenization, which
is absurd. We are, tlierefore, forced to seek some
other hypothesis. Tlie most reasonable explana-
tion that can be offered at present is that spraying-
prevented the apple-scab from attacking- the young
apples and blossoms. It is well known that scab
attacks apples in all stages of growth, and that, if it

appears very early, it may cause the young fruit to
drop prematurely. When it attacks the blossoms,
it of course destroys them. The first .spraying was
done before the trees had bloomed, and the suppo-
sition is that many of the fungus spores were tlius
destroyed and the apples were thus given a chance
to develop. This theory is tenable, and consistent
with well-known facts; but it must be admitted
that a more careful study of the question is needed
before it can be settled beyond controversy. This
experiment also strengthens the theory that early
spraying is essential to the best success in prevent-
insi- the apple-scab.
The spores from which the scab-fungus develops

live over winter on the trees, and begin growth in
the spring at the same time the leaves start to
grow. How rapidly i he fungus develops, depends
upon the weather. It follows, then, tliat the apples
would be attacked earlier some seasons than others,
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and it may not always liappen that early spraying
would sliow such striking- results as above men-
tioned. It is true, however, tliat the fung:us is pre-
vented tiiucli easier than it is killed after once
establislied, and to this end early applications of
fungioides are far more effective than late; and it

may sometimes happen, as in this case, that a crop
is saved whicli would otherwise be lost.

No dates can bt> iiamcd for spiayiiiK; but a good
plan is to make the tlrst aiiplication just before the
leaves open, and the second soon after the l)lossoms
fall, at which time four ounces of Paris green
should be added to each fifty gallons of the mix-
ture, in order to kill the apple-worm. A tliird

spraying with the combined mixture is to be given
about ten days later, and still another after the
same length of time, in case of continued wet
weather.

Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

THE HOKTIC'ULTURAI> INSTITUTE AT JACKSON,
MISS.. ETC.

In our issue for March 1,5, of a year ago, I

told about my visit to the home of J. W. Day,
the author of the tomato book; but I did not
tell you (ill about that visit. When I first ar-
rived at Crystal Springs, Miss., they told me
that friend Day was at Jackson, Miss., attend-
ing a horticultural institute; and it did not
take me long to get on the train again and push
ahead for Jackson, the capital of the State. It

is a town of about (iOOO inhabitants. The capi-
tal cities of the States in the South are not as
yet able to compare very favorably with the
capitals of Ohio. Michigan. Wisconsin, New
York, and some others that I have seen. Of
course, it is not to be expected; for agriculture,
manufactures, etc., are not yet developed in
the South as they will be a few years later.
The people, however, aro getting a good deal
of enthusiasm, especially in the Stale of Missis-
sippi, and a good work is going on rapidly in
adjoining States. The buildings, although
tasty, are snuill compared to ours in the North,
and built mostly of wood. We should remem-
ber that, in these warm climates, it is not worth
while, and it would not be in good taste, to
make such preparations against the severity of
the weather as we are obliged to make here in
the North. The hotels of Jackson are very
fair, although they were not built with the
view of accommodating any such amount of
custotn as we often have here at the North.
The horticultural institute occupied the

greater part of two days. In order to get the
people out. and give the meeting enthusiasm,
some noted speakers were invited from the
North. In fact. Gov. Hoard, of Wisconsin,
acted as chairman, and J. M. Smith, of Green
Bay, Wis., was one of the principal speakers.
The meeting was much like one of our real live
farmers' institutes here at the North. Some
colored stud<'nts from one of the neighboring
colleges gave us beautiful music: and Gov.
Hoard was more than bubbling over with his
many odd incidents, jokes, and funny stories.
Every little while he would get up and say.
"The remarks of the last speaker remind the
chair of a little incident;"' and pretty soon this
preface to his story got to be so well recognized
by the young Mississipians that they cheered
him beforehand. In fact, there would be such
applause before he began his story that it was
hard to get them quiet so that he could tell it.

In the South, everybody raises cotton, very
much as everybody raises wheat here in the
North. They have fallen into a kind of rut.
They know how to raise cotton, and don't know
how to raise any thing else, and so they keep

going through the motions, year after year, in

a sort of automatic way. It does not matter at
all whether the streets of New Orleans, or the
public squares, are so filled up with cotton bales
{as they were when we were there) that in

many places one can hardly get through, or
not. They just keep riglit on raising cotton.
Our Northern friends. Smith and Hoard, and
others, of course protested against this sort of
farming. Friend Day is a bright example of
intelligent Yankee figuring and planning. I

have lold you how he engaged in the great
tomato industry. I did not tell very much,^
however, about the peach industry that he is

so deeply engaged in. If I should tell about the
size and lusciousness of the peaches, the im-
mense crops they get, and the prices the peaches
bring in the North, you might all start on a
stampede for Mississippi to raise peaches.
Well, one of Gov. Hoard's incidents was some-
thing like this. He said that, while in the ser-
vice, a colored boy who was waiter for one of
the generals was so afraid of the booming of
the cannon that he kept his ears stuflfed full of
cotton. As a consequence, he could not hear
very well. One day the general gave him
orders as to what he was to do; but, as usual,
he did not do it. Pretty soon he was called up.
"Look here. Sam; what is the reason you

don't do as I tell you? You certainly heard
me, for you nodded your head when you spoke,
as if you understood."
"Well, the fact is, 1 did hear you tell me

something, but I could not hear very well just
what it was. How can a poor nigger tell exact-
ly what is said to him when boaf eahs am
stuffed full ob cotton?"
Our Mississippi friends saw the point of the

joke, of course, and they almost raised the roof
with yells and cheers. The greater part of the
friends in the South—colored men and all-
have for yeais had their ears so full of cotton
that they could not see nor understand any
thing about peaches, tomatoes, early garden-
stutf. nor any thing else. Most of the incidents
that Gov. Hoard mentioned were from the late
civil war; and some of his stories cut so close
that some of the veterans near me. who once
kept slaves, were inclined to double up their
fists and show tight. Friend Day. however,
exhorted them to be gentlemen, and to take a
joke when it is intended as a joke.
To vary the exercises, some native colored

minstrels, who probably had not had an over-
amount of schooling, were called up to give us
some native melodies, accompanied by the
banjo, violin, guitar, tamborine. etc. They did
it grandly, but somebody thought it was a good
time for " Dixie's Land." Others suggested
that, out of respect to their Northern friends,
they should not have Dixie's Land just then.
But the crowd clamored for Dixie again and
again. Then somebody suggested Yankee Doo-
dle, to kind o' bring things level. At first, some
demurred, as before; but the call for Yankee
Doodle was persistent; and even the Southern-
ers themselves, one after another, fell into line
and demanded that we have Yankee Doodle
also, if for nothing else than to let the Northern
people see that the Southern folks could be
generous. esi)ecially while they were entertain-
ing guests; and finally a great hurrah arose
from hundreds of voices for Yankee Doodle;
and it ended up with a big hand-shaking be-
tween the North and th<; South. When it look-
ed as if there might be jangling over old-time
troubles, I know at least one individual in that
big crowd who did some most earnest nraying.
May be there were a good many earnest prayers
sent up at just this crisis; and the prayer "was
answered.

I do not know that I ever enjoyed any horti-
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cultural meeting much more in my life. Friend
Day. as a matter of course, was backward
about taking part, and telling what he could
tell so much better than anybody else. I say,
"as a matter of course," for it is a lamentable
fact that the real skillful, intelligent, and suc-
cessful cultivators of the soil—the real experts
and old wheel-horses in nearly all rural indus-
tries—are very modest men. A good many of
them think they can not talk. The reason is.

they have all their lives sat in the background,
and so have got an idea that they can not help
in such gatherings. Of course, that is not one
of my troubles—not now, anyhow. In fact, I

am afraid I have sometimes pushed myself for-
ward a little too much. As the program was
already quite full at this gathering, I decided
not to say any thing; but I am sorry now that
I kept still. I came in during the middle of the
exercises, and there was not much time for
introductions; yell am now sorry that I did
not crowd in with at least a few brief remarks.
There was something in my mind that I wanted
to say to the four or five hundred people there
assembled. Well, there is one consolation-

1

can say it yet to perhaps twice as many thou-
sands: but I wanted the South(>rn people es-
pecially to hear it. I wanted the colored boys
of that horticultural meeting to hear what I

had to say. I am now going to give my little

speech here; and my good friends in the South
may scatter it about. Here it is:

Mr. President, Ladies and Oentlemen. of this
Horticultural Society of the State of Missis-
sippi:

In Ohio, where I came from, we have a man
whom we delight to honor. Not only does the
whole State of Ohio delight to honor him. but
the whole United States is beginning to do so;
and before he dies we expect him to be held in
grateful remembrance by the people who till

the soil, fi'om all over the world. His name is

Terry. He is teaching the people of the North
how to raise potatoes; and not only more pota-
toes, but better ones than the world ever saw
before. Now. dear friends, you have a man
here in the South, right in this State, in this
county—yes. here in this room—who is in a like
manner teaching the Southern people to raise
tomatoes—better tomatoes, and more of them,
and earlier in the season—than they have ever
had them before. In fact, he has developed a
great industry where nothing of the kind was
ever known before. You doubtless looked out
of the car windows, as you came here to this
gathering, and saw the white cotton sheeting
that covers the hot-beds. In fact, these cloth-
covered hot- beds are at this very moment dot-
ting the landscape with this very industry
until it calls forth question and I'emark from
the ti-aveler who passes through on your rail-
way trains. The man you are neglecting and
overlooking is my good friend J. W. Bay. I
know we are told in the good book, that "a
prophet is not without honor save in his own
country;" but with all due respect to my good
friends Gov. Hoard and J. M. Smith, and others
who have come from the North to talk to us, I
want to remind you that you have home talent
that needs recognizing and encouraging. Now,
boys, there has been a good deal of cheering
here to-night. I want you to give three rous-
ing cheers for the home talent of the State of
Mississippi. May God bless you all.

After the meeting was over we adjourned to
our lodging-places. The unusual number of
visitors in the little town of Jackson was so
great the hotels and boarding-houses were full,

and extempore beds had to be rigged up all
over the city; and it was my exceeding good

fortune to be permitted to sleep in a bed with
friend Day, and this bed was only one of half a
dozen or more that occupied the same room.
As the weather was a little frosty, a big blazing
fire of pine knots was kindled in the spacious
fireplace, and we all got around the fire and
told stories. Friend Day was inclined to apol-
ogize a little for the way he entertained a
Northern visitor; but I look back to that even-
ing, and the friendly chat we had by the fireside

there, as one of the most enjoyable evenings of
my life. It gave me just the glimpse of the
Southern people and Souihei-n customs that I
wanted. Most of the friends who sat around
that fire had been slave-owners in former days:
and they were just as free to talk it all over^
and teli stories, and answer any questions I

might ask. as if they had been my next-door
neighbors all their lives. Of course, there was-
fun and merriment; but there was a real hun-
gering and thirsting after righteousness. The
matter of the morals of the colored people wa,s-

discussed: their value as farm-hands and me-
chanics; their capacity for education, etc.; and
the report I received was certainly encourag-
ing. 1 know there are drawbacks—terrible
drawbacks; but, my dear friend, there are
drawbacks with the white people too. It took
a good deal of hard, earnest work, and much
patiient forbearance—much kindness and long-
suffering—on the part of earnest Christian
workers before you and I were brought into the
fold of Christ Jesus.
These horticultural meetings and farmers'

institutes are going to be great agencies for
good among the colored peopl'i. A great part
of them take kindly to gardening, fruit-
growing, and kindred pursuits. I have no idea
horv many features of the problem are to be
solved; but I am sure that education, manual
training, etc., are right and proper at the pres-
ent stage.

I did not get a chance to shake hands with
Gov. Hoard; but I wish to say a word of en-
couragement to him. if he will accept it; and I
want to suggest to the good friends of the State
of Wisconsin, that, if they have not already
thanked God for such a bright, happy, and, at
times, almost inspired leadi-r in the cause of
agriculture and every thing else that is pro-
gressive and good and pure, they want to do it

now. Our friend Smith, who had the wisdom
and good sense to take his wife along when he
went down among the Southern people, also
deserves a vote of thanks. And we may thank
God that he, too, has been raised up at a time
so opportune—that is, when there is such a gen-
eral disposition to say that farming does not
pay; we may thank God that J. M. Smith has
come on to the stage to show us that intensive
agriculture does pay, and pays tremendously,
where one gives it brains and energy—the same
kind of brains and energy that are given to
almost all callings to make them successful.
Not only in the North is it possible to make
agriculture pay; but industries are springing
up here and there all over the Southern States
that are enough to startle the whole world.
There are possibilities along this line, and pos-
sibilities, too. that people right in these very
neighborhoods never dreamed of. Let us get
the cotton or wheat, or whatever else it may be,
out of our ears and eyes, that we may see and
hear, and profit by seeing and hearing.

I was very much interested in an address on
growing strawberries in and around Crystal
Springs; and the speaker had in his hand a box
of ripe berries while he spoke. They do occa-
sionally, in favored localities, get a few straw-
berries in February; but it seems to me as if

they must be something a little irregular, about
like the small crops of berries we sometimes get
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here in the North in the month of October. I

was especially interested in an account of an
immense crop of strawberries gathered in only
si.K weeks after setting the plants in the ground.
It was done by selecting the strongest plants
with the largest fruit-crowns, taking some of

them at a time when they were so far along as

to show occasionally a blossom. These were
set in very good ground, and given extra culti-

vation, and made a line crop in the time I have
mentioned. Of course, all runners were kept
off. During the past season I myself succeeded
in getting something of a crop in just about
the same way. Of course, the wet weather was
against it. By moving the plants with the
transplanting-tubes, I think it could be made
quite a success, when we learn by careful ex-
periment just how to manage.

7x10
YEAPj

Blessed are the pure in heart, for they shall see God.

—

Matt.

The pure in heart shall not. only have a clear,

unbiased understanding, but they shall have
wisdom given them from on high: while '• he
that committeth sin is the servant of sin."

Be sure to read Langstroth's Reminiscences
in this issue.

The demands upon our space are so great
that we are obliged to add eight extra pages.

The Progressive Bee-keeper, published at
Unionville, Mo., is again making its regular
monthly visits. It is a good paper, and we
should have been ^^orry to know that the heavy
loss by tire which it sustained was too much
for it.

Our bees are wintering nicely so far. and
only four are dead this exceptionally cold
weather. Two of this number were very weak
in the fall; but summer is not here yet, and we
won't count our chickens till then. So far the
winter cases appear to be doing as well as the
large chaff hives. As to the hives with sealed
•covers, the difference appears to be a little in

favor of the sealed-cover idea.

We hope the Rambler will urge upon the
bee-keepers of California the necessity of join-
ing and supporting the Bee-keepers' Union.
That the bee and fruit men in that great honey
State are and have been coming into conflict is

becoming painfully evident. See Rambler'sar-
ticle in this issue. There never was a greater
need for the Union than now; and unless it has
a large membership it will fail of a great work.

We now put up all our sections by the thou-
>^and. in potato-boxes holding just a bushel and
a half, and worth about :.'.5 cents alone. Instead
of having a useless crate lying around as for-
merly, the purchaser of our sections will have a
useful implement. Even if he does not live on
the farm or raise potatoes, the potato-box crate
will be very handy for storing apples, potatoes
—in fact, any sort of vegetables—in the cellar.
This is in the line of the request of Dr. Miller
and others, that supply-dealers make such
boxes and crates as will be useful for otlter pur-
poses after they have subserved their first mis-
sion as a carriage crate while in the hands of
the railroad companies.

In one of our exchanges a writer thinks
Gleanings has not given enough attention to
that fearful bee-disease, " bee paralysis." It

really seemed to us. if it did not to many of our
readers, that we had allowed the discussion to
proceed to an <td tiauseuvi extent. No new or
peculiar development has occurred, except in

the case of J. A. Golden, and in our next he will
answer some questions in regard to it. It is

evident, as Dr. Miller says, that in some cases
the disease appears to be much more aggravat-
ed and serious than in others. Why this should
be so we can not say, for all the dead specimens
of diseased bees that we have examined from
all parts of the country appear about the same;
viz., swollen, hairless, with a general greasy
appearance.

Where bees have insufficient protection, or
were neglected last fa'l, the indications are,
from the letters, that there will be great losses.

Colonies that were properly cared for will win-
ter well. We are afraid there are too many of
the former class, as so many bee-keepers have
been sort o" neglecting their bees in the fall be-
cause the winters of late have been compara-
tive mild. It; is always safer to prepare for a
cold winter every fall. It is rather poor policy
to send a hundred or so dollars to your supply-
dealer, and then lose all your bees the following
winter through neglect. It is bad enough to
have a series of poor seasons; but there is no
excuse for cutting <lown the small profits by
winter losses through carelessness.

HONEY CARAMELS.
Our veteran friend in introducing honey to

the people in popular packages, C. F. Muth,
has sent us a sample package of honey cara-
mels. We passed them around, and they were
gone so quickly that Ernest, it seems, did not
get even a taste of them. They are pure honey,
without question, and friend Muth has succeed-
ed in giving us a honey confection that is just
as neat and clean to handle as the best and
finest candies to be had. We have been wait-
ing, thinking he would give us prices. They
certainly i^hould be advertised through the bee-
journals, any way. My opinion is. that honey
candy will be found to be more wholesome than
even candies made of pure sugar; and you
know that, sometimes, we do not get the pure
sugar. A. I. R.

OUR BRITISH COUSINS AND THE NORTH AMER-
IC.VN.

The British bee-keepers are making exten-
sive preparations for a grand honey display at
the VVorld's Fair. If we don't look out. Canada
and England will " beat us all to smash." We
are glad that our Canadian and English cousins
are coming over, and the bee-keepers of the
United States mean to give them a hearty wel-
come. We hope a large delegation from both
countries will be present at the next meeting of
the North American, at Chicago. It is expect-
ed this will be the largest and grandest meet-
ing in the history of the association. Let the
date be fixed early, that all may be making
their calculations. It was approximately fixtd

for about the middle of Octobor, at the VVash-
ington meeting.

A FEW HARMI-ESS LIES ON THE BEE.

That old canard that originated somewhisre
over in Canada, that bees use their sting as
trowels to cap honey, etc., is still trying to go
the rounds of the press. It gets a little encour-
agement, hence it is kept alive. There is an-
other yarn of the same ilk, to the effect that
flying bees often carry little tiny stones to pre-
vent the heavy winds from blowing them away;
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then the reporter trie d to moralize on t, and
adds, " Here is a lesson on what we ought to

do." Do what? Can any sane person tell us?

We might add that the probable foundation for

the story is pollen on the bees' legs. Friend
York, in the American Bee Journal, says that

a statement Is made in a religious journal, that
' two larv;t\ the drone and the worker-bee,
placed together in the queen-cell, will so blend
as to develope an impregnated queen-bee."
This is on a par with the stnpid nonsense given
out vi-ars ago as science by Professors Agassiz
and" Tyndail. wherein they tried to show how
the bees made honey-comb by scooping the
cells from chunks of wax. Such lies are harm-
less, but they disgust practical bee-keepers,
and we are heartily tired of trying to refute

them.

A COUPLE of years ago, when we visited at

the home of the Dadants, during the Inter-

national convention, we met one of their faith-

ful employes—one who had been with them for

many years— a colored man by the name of

John Hammond. John's open and honest
countenance showed that he could be trusted

with important duties, and he was. When we
came to bid good- by to the Dadants, we shall

never forget the kindly hand-shake of John. A
few days ago we received a letter from the
elder Dadant, accompanied by a newspaper
clipping, to the effect that this same John had
recently got track of his mother, whom for 36

years he had not seen or heard of; and who, to

his great joy, was still living, and that he was
now to take a trip to the South to see her. The
article winds up with this touching paragraph:

Try ot imagine, if you can, that you have found
your mother after thirty-six years of ceaseless
searcli, and then anticipate the joj^ tliat will come
to John and liis mother on Christmas day.

Union must have a larger membership. There
are many who, expectimj to carry out the line
of these suggestions, will put it off'. Don't do it.

bee-keepers' union, and the result of the
VOTE.

The General Manager has kindly furnished
us the following:

OFFICIAL STATEMENT.
Chicag-o, Ills., Feb. 3, 1893.

To the Memheis of the National Bee-heepers' Union:
Iherel)y submit the following statement of votes

received ill' to the time of closing- the polls, on Feb.
1, 1893. There were :US votes cast.

For Prrsiilnit.—Hou. K. L. Taylor. 141; James Hed-
don, 136; sciilteiiim-, 50; blanif, 21.

For Vicc-Pnsiilodx.—C. C. Miller, 272; G. M. Doo-
little, 270; A. 1. Koot, 26.5; A. J. Cook, 242; G. W.
Demaree, 228; scattering, 248.

For Oeneral Maiiagrr, Secretary, and Treasurer.—
Thos. G. Newman, 321; scattering, 3; l)hink,24.

For Amended Constitution.—2HQ; against, 28; blank,
31.

For Salani of Manauer.—'M per ceiit.:U2: scatter-
ing, 6. Back salary voted, the years being added
together, amount to .%6. This, divided by the lunn-
ber of votes, lacks a little of l>eing twice—carrying
for one year, and leaving votes foi' 218 over. It will,

therefore, commence with Jan. 1, 1H02.

Thomas G. Newman,
Oeneral Manarjer.

All the members of the new Advisory Board
are a unit on the matter of suppressing glucose
adulterations of honey, and they will soon be
ready for business. But for the unfortunate
convention speech of Mr. Heddon. there might
have been a thousand members; and now that
the Utiion is reorganized with an efficient corps
of officers, there is no reason why any one
should hold back. Let the list swell up to a
thousand. Send in your name, with one dol-
lar, and you will be entitled to all the rights
and privileges of the organization, besides help-
ing to suppress honey adulteration. To deal
with this great question of adulteration, the

HONEY -PRODUCING LOCALITIES OF THE UNITED
STATES.

It has been evident for some time, that the
honey-producing localities of the United States
were narrowing down. The great pasture lands,
with tlieir abundance of white clover, either
have been ()) are now being turned in to extensive
fields for the cultivation of agricultural crops.
Basswood is being cut away at such a fearful
rate, by furniture-dealers and others, that in a
few years there will be only a few localities
where much basswood honey may be obtained.
But. happily, there is another side to this. Al-
falfa is just beginning to develop in the West.
If its cultivation continues, as we have reason
to believe it will, it will more than make up for
the loss of honey from white clover, both in
quantity and quality. Besides this, there are
certain mountainous districts in California that
are absolutely unfitted for any form of agricul-
ture. These will probably always be wild; and
in these places the mountain sage and other
honey-producing flora will continue to flourish.
Again, there are many other places in the Unit-
ed States, east as well as west, that would make
valuable locations for bees, that are not yet
discovered. But the time will come when their
golden sweets will no longer go to waste. The
quantity of honey will increase, although the
area from which honey may be gathered may
be lessened.

THE EVOLUTION OF THE LANGSTROTH SYSTEM.

Elsewhere we present a picture showing a
rear view of some of the buildings that com-
prise a part of our manufacturing bee- plant.
In the foreground is a part of the apiary: and
conspicuously in front will be seen the figure of
an old gentleman. It is no other than our old
friend the Rev. L. L. Langstroth. He is stand-
ing in the apiary, and in front of the buildings
from which the Langstroth hive and system
have received such wide publicity and popular-
ity: and as the combination, one that we prob-
ably could never make up again, was not alto-
gether an inappropriate one, we concluded to
preserve it in permanent and tangible form,
and requested our old friend, one pleasant after-
noon, to sit near one of the hives, while we,
with a camera, took the view. He Icindly did
so: and it is with pleasure that we present the
result. If it was a gratification to him to wit-
ness the outgrowth of his invention, we trust it

will be equally so to his admirers.
The first building shown in the view is the

machine-shop, which we erected in the sum-
mer of 1890. It is in this that the comb-foun-
dation machines, extractors, and, in fact, all

the metal work, all after Langstroth sizes, are
made. At the right is a partial view of the
wood-working building, wliere hives, frames,
etc., after the Langstroth dimensions, are
turned out by the carload. Back of the ma-
chine-shop, and shut off from view, is the pack-
ing and storage building; and at the extreme
left a partial view of the offlce, together with
the water-tower, wherein one of the Grinnell
tanks is stationed ready for fire purposes. In
this vicinity are four buildings, two story and
basement, each about 40 x 100, all with metal
roofs, and solid brick from the foundation up.
Of course, the tall chimney stands directly over
the boiler-house and engine-room. This does
not include all of our buildings, but it shows
fairly well the evolution of the Langstroth
system: and while our bee-plant, large as it is.

sends off hundreds of carloads every year, of
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bp*'-supplies, on the Langstroth system, there
;ue otlier establishments that aic doing their
shari'; and as we think of tlie results that have
followed the invention of the Langstroth hive
and frame, it will be interesting to read just
exactly how this invention came about. All

this, and more, Mr. Langstroth tells in his usu-
al charming manner on page Ibj. Be sure to

read it.

A VISIT TO H. R. KOAHDMAN.
We used to call him '"the man who never

loses bees in winter." and I rather think he is

going to come through the pre.sent severe win-
ter as usual. It was my good fortune to spend
a couple of days at his home while attending a
farmers' institute. He winters his bees mostly
in long narrow buildings above ground—see
pag(> :U9, April 15.1889. I do not think lever
saw a more tidy and pleasant apiary; and his
tasty little home is just in keeping with the
apiary. Of course, friend Boardman is some-
what of a gardener, for he could not very well
be a particular friend of mine without at least

having the subject well pres(>nted to him.
Now, he has some cold-frames and glass sashes.
Instead of his sashes being 6 feet long, how-
ever, they are only 4. When I commenced re-

monstrating, he said: "Look here, friend Root;
I have no Iwys of my own; and a good many
times there are not anybody's else boys handy;
therefore I adapt my tools and implements to

the circumstances."' Then he picked up one of
the four-foot sash, took it off' the hot- bed. and
put it back again with ease. There were no
vegetables under the sash, for it was about the
first of February; but what do you think we
did see'.' Why. White Brahmas and Plymouth
Rocks, scratching and having fun right under
the sashes, and laying eggs every day right
straight through the winter. His beds are
pretty nearly as wide as the regular hot-bed—
say about n^'.^ feet inside; and to make his sash
'catch on "' he has a one-foot board along the
north end and another along the south end.
These boards are nailed down permanently, so
when he handles the sashes all alone he has a
one-foot platform to rest on while he is swing-
ing them tip on one corner. The arrangement
is much like the new celery-culture bed you
saw in the picture on page 2<).

Friend Boardman is an enthusiast on sweet
clover, as you may remember. He raises it by
the acre every year, ^ets honey from it for the
bees, and food for his Jei'sey cow and horse.
Said Jersey dow. and horse too, will take sweet-
clover hay in preference to any other kind of
hay or clover you can give them. They are
educated to it; and they will even reach for the
dry seed-stalks, and chew them up with avid-
ity, if you give them a chance. He k^-eps his
ground seeded permanently to sweet clover by
letting the seed drop on the ground and come
up of itself. But he savs it is quite a hard mat-
ter to get a good stand by sowing seed in the
first place. The plant seems to hav(> a que(!r
fashion of growing better on hard roadsides
and hillsides tlian it does on fertilized ground.

I can not begin to tell you of all the things
we went over in regard to bee culture and gar-
dening; but my impression is. that friend
Boardman is one of the most thoroughly post<>d
bee-men we have living at the present day:
and it is not theoretical only, for he practices
as well as talks, and succeeds in his practice.
He has made quite a fair crop of honey during
this past season, when everybody else for miles
around him has made an utter failure; and. by
the way, there are some very nice people around
East Town.send, Huron Co., O.. besides friend
Boardman. A. I. R.

Specml Notices.

IjEe's favorite potatoes.
Have :u)y of our readers any of the above ? If so,

liow many, and wbat do they want for them ? Just
now there seems to be a demand l)cyond the supply.

.JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
It is a little early in the season for this; but we

should like to be getting in a larger supply of seed
than we have ready for the season wben it comes.
If any of our readers not too far distant have a
supply of seed for sale we should be pleased to
receive samples and otters.

POTATO ONIONS.
Since t^ur remarks on anotlier page, in regard to

potato onions, we have found where we can get
some so as to sell them as low as a dollar a peck.
May be some of our friends, liowever, will furnish
tliem so we can do a great deal better than this.
Price 15c per quart; by mail. 35. If tlie suliscribcrs
of Gleanings can not furnish potato onions i-hca))-

er than this by another season, it will be because
there are not any good onion-growers among us.

ONE-POUND CARTONS CHEAP.
We have secured a lot of cartons, or pastel xiard

Ijo.xes, for 4iixl Ja sections, withaut tape liamHcs. at
a low price, so th;it we are ableto otter them at Sl.nO
per 1000 less than the prices given in our catalogue
for cartons iritli handles At this rate the price
would be, without printing, 100 for 50c; 500 for $:i.2.5,

or lOllO for $4.00. Larger quantities at a lower price.
Orders may lie sent here or to F. A. Salislmry,
Sj'racuse, N. V.. if more convenient. These are not
inferior in quality in any way; but the factoiy got
25.000 made up without tapes when we ordered them
with ta.p(\s, and they could not put tapes in after-
ward withtnit great expense; hence we got them
at our own price.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

We are getting now for choice al.^ike seed, $10.00 a
bushel; sl'S 10 for X bushel: $2.60 per peck; 32c per
lb. Ptavine and common red liave been ad-
vancing so that they are now wortli $1.00 a bushel
more than alsike. As it tiikes only half the amount
of the latter to .seed an acre that it does of the large
seed, the liigh price of the latter is bound to stimu-
late the demand for alsike. and we may have to
advance the pi'ice.of this before the season is over.
Now is the time for seeding- in some localities; and
during the next six or eight weeks, as you get

j

further north. If any of our readers have a surplus
of choice seed, we shoidd be pleased to heai- from
you, with sanqiles. and the price at which j'ou hold
it.

H()'J'-B1':D SASH.

As one of oui- iieai- neighbors has a lumtier-yard
and sash-factory, and makes a business of making
hot-bed sash, we ina.\' be able to help you by fuinish-
ingyou with a sample of just the l^ind we jirefei-. if

nothing more. One sanq)le sash, without glass, size
6 feet by :!i,, feet. 1 '„ in. in thickness, 75 cts. lii lots
of si.v. crated togetheT-, TO cts. each. The same i>aint-
ed and glazed, singli' sash. $2.00; 5 crated together.
$1.75 each. Howe\i'i'. we do not leeoniniend thi'm to
be shijipi'd with the glass si't ; and we could in no
ease be responsible for breakagi-. Belter bii.\- .aoui-

glass by the box, and paiiU and glaze tbein where
they are to be used.

COMB FOUNDA'J'ION AND MACHINES.
We have .just supplied the W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.

with an outfit of foui- of our fonndation-rnachiiu's
for malting tin' different grades of what tlie.\- style
the ' Fak'on " brand of foundation. We funnshed
them also a power-frame, wheieby tln'.\ can itui

their mills by steam powei-, as wv do in the niaiiufac-
tuie of foundation. If tlie.\ aie careful in i)iirif.\ing

theii- wax, tlie.\ are in a position to fuinish founda-
tion equal to that we are now sending out. That is

saying a good deal. If.vou don't believe it. send foi-

a sample of our foundation and see foi- yoiu.self.
There are two reasons wh>- our comb foundation is

so siq)ei-ior. One is, that tlie wax is all piu-itied and
made a bright yellow, or coin color, even for brood
foundation, befori- it is made up into foinidation.

' Another is. that the mills we are now turning out
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ait' iiHicli supt'i'ior to those we made even a year ag'o.

They aie simply ])eifect in woi'kniaiishi|>, and we
renew tlieni often in onr wax-iooni, so as to have
perfect foundation. Our trade in this is iiuTeasing
liecause of its decided merit.

Nt)VICE EXTHACTORS CHEAP.
We liave at Noi'thville, .Midi., an old-style N(nife

No. 5 extrartor for L. frame, almost new. and witli
extra spare below tlu' reel, worth new about $<s.OO;

will sell for .$4,511. AVe ha \e also in our store at Syra-
cuse, N. Y., several new I'xtractors, with the old-
style Novice ffear, made one to two years as'(), and
wortli $7 to $8. To close Ihem out to malve room for
hew stock, we will sell them, wliile tliey last. No. 4 or
No. .5, ;i,t $.5..50; No. 7 or No. 10 for ^..50. Our cata-
log'ue M'ives the size of frame that each numl:)er will
take. You can send your order to us or to F. A.
Salisbury, Syracu.se, N. Y.

CARI^OAD SHIPMENTS.
Since we last reported, we have shipped the two

carloads of supplies to California, to Messrs. G. G.
Wickson & Co., of San Francisco and Los Angeles,
to whom we refer our California friends in need of
supplies. We may make up another carload to one
of these points early in March, so that, if there is

any thing needed that we have not already sent out.
communicate your needs eai'ly, either to us or the
above firm, so we may be able to supply you.
We have al.so sent a caiload of hives and supplies

to John Nebel & Son, of Hiyli Hill, Mo., to whom we
refer bee-keepers in that section.
We have shipped a carload containing- a pretty full

a.ssortment of supplies to H. G. Acklin. 1(134 Miss.
St., St. Paul, Minn., to whom we refer bee-keepers
in the Northwest who are in want of our goods.
We have shipped another carload to Jos. Nyse-

wander, Des Moines, Iowa, the hustler in bee-keep-
ers' supplies for the Central West.
While this is going to press we are loading a car

for Rocky Ford, Colo., for Henry F. Hagen, who
represents us in Southeastern Colorado.
We are also loading two carloads for our eastern

branch, at Syracuse, N. Y., where F. A. Salisbury
has charge. Bee-keepers in the vicinity of any of
these depots will do well to write to the address
nearest you for prices, and a list of goods on liand.
When you write, tell what you need.
While we are about it, we might as well add that

W. S. Pouder, of Indianapolis, Ind., wishes us to say
that he will keep on hand our Dovetailed hives,
Cowan extractors, and a general line of bee-keepers'
supplies.
We expect to load soon another car for W. K.

Ball, Reno, Nev., the man who sent us a carload of
such nice white alfalfa comb honey, produced in the
Dovetailed hives.

STILL, ANOTHER BOOK ON ONION CULTURE.
This one is by our good friend Greiner, who gave

us recently "The New Onion Culture." It is more
important, because it includes both the old and the
new. After looking at the pictures, and reading it

through, I began to conclude that Greiner is one of
the best men in the world to tell us about rural in-

dustries. Every page of the book indicates clearly,
also, that he is a practical worker, and loves to see
things grow. I do not know but he lias really fallen
in love with the whole onion family. If so, then
there are at least two of us. The only fault I have
to find is, that there is not enough of it. For
Instance, when he comes to the subject of potato
onions and multipliers, he gives us just six lines;
while the trutli is. that, to give a full description of
the queer kinds of onions that are raised in different
parts of the world, would make a book of itself;
and I am beginning to think there is scarcely any
other known vegetable that seems to be so exceed-
ingly willing to be molded and fashioned to our
wants as the onion. Just think of it! some onions
bear the seed on top of the stalk; .some bear it in
the ground; others, instead of bearing seed on top,
bear simply small onions. One kind is all stalk, or
pretty nearly so—the Bffyptian, for instance—and
another is all bulb; and the little Barletta onion
devotes its whole time and attention to making
little bulbs—just right for pickles. I suppose that,
if somebody really set about it, he could give us a
brand-new and wonderful and valuable variety of
onions every year, right straight along, as friend
Livingston gives us a better variety of tomatoes
every year right straight along. The price of the
new onion book is 50 cents, postpaid. As we have

quite a quantity of tlie " New Onion Culture " yet
unsold, we have reduced the price of the latter to
25c; by mail, 30c.

THE AUGITE OR ASBESTOS) STOVE-iMAT.

During the past four months we
liaA e disposed of over 30 gross of
these mats (over 4000), and there
are few if any things in the way
of rujusehold conveniences that

_ have given such universal satisfac-
II lion and pleasure as these mats
;/ ha\ e done. The article written by

Dr. .Miller, in the Dec. 1.5th number,
'iL'nrm «^''-^ p:ii^e ft;.!:!, was effectual in calling

'^^OEcPi^*'*^
the attention of manytif our read-
ers to the mat. If you have not

read the article, turn back to the page mentioned
and do so before you go any further. Well, the
best part of it is, that we have finally succeeded in
getting the mats at a lower price than we have
been paying, and we propose to give our readers
the benefit of it. Back numbers will give the prices
we have been selling at. Tlie price we will make
from now on will be as follows: By mail, postpaid,
1 tor 2.5c; 3 for 65c; 5 for $1.00; 12 for $3.30. By
freight or express, you paying tlie charges, 1 for
30c; 3 for .50c; 13 for $1.60; 3 doz. for $4.50; 6 doz.,
$8.00; 12 doz., $15.00. Some agents are doing a
thriving business witli the mats. One man wrote
that he took orders for .50 in two days, and at the
same time ordered a gross. We have sold quite a
number of one-gross lots, as well as 6-doz. and 3-doz.
lots. If people knew its merits every house would
take one or more. It is destined to be a household
article, kept in almost every store for sale; but until
it is gent rally kept in stores, agents will do a good
thing foi' themselves, as well as the public, by in-
troducing them where they are not known.

CHEAP WIRE NETTING.
We call your attention to the full-page announce-

ment of wire netting, in this issue. Those interest-
ed may remember that, when we first issued this
announcement in our Nov. 15th issue, we included
3-inch mesh No. 19 and No. 30 wire in the table at
ver.y low prices; and we also stated in tlie same
number that we just learned from the manufactur-
ers, after the full page had gone to press, that we
should not be able to get these light weights. We
have since secured a lot of them, which we have
had shippea here, and wliich we offer, as long
as they last, at the following very low prices.
Most of the rolls are full length, 150 ft., but there is

one occasionally that lacks two or three feet of
this. We give here the quantity of each width that
we have, and it can not be replaced when this is
gone. We advise, therefore, if you wish to secure
any of this, to order promptly.

9 rolls, 3-in., No. 20 netting, 18 in. wide, @$ 90 a roll.

1 " " " " n •• " 1 20 "
2 " " " " 30 " " 1 .50

"

6 '• " " " 36 *' " 1 80 "
5 " " " " 42 " " 2 10 "

30 " " " " 48 " " 3 40 "
3 " " " " 60 " " 3 00 "
2

" " " " 73 " "
3 60 "

6
"

3-in., No. 19
" 13 " "

70 "

1
" " " "

18
" "

I 05 "

13
•' " " "

24
" "

1 40 "

1
'• " " " 30 " " 1 75 "

24
" " •' " 36

" " 3 10 "

3 " " " " 43 " " 2 45 "

11
" " " " 48 " " 2 80 "

9 " " " " 72 " "
4 20 "

We have in stock here also:

3-inch No. 18 netting, 12 inches wide, @ $ 90 a roll.

3 " " 18 " 18 1 35 "
2 " " 20 " 12 " .

" " 90 '•

Besides all widths of 3-inch No. 19 netting. On
some of these widths we have an extra, stock, and
are making special low prices to reduce it. At
these special prices, all shipments are made from
here, and prices hold only as long as we have the
surplus stock.

13 in. wide, $1 00 per roll; 5 rolls, $4 50; 10 rolls, $8 .50.

,36 '• 3 90 " "
13 ,50 " 26 00.

43 " 8 30 " "
15 50 " 30 00.

48 " 3 50 " " 17 00 " 33 00.

On quantity orders for the 3-inch netting above,
we give, on 5 rolls or more, 5% ; 10 rolls or more, 10^
from prices of a single roll.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

Wlien you ;ire considering:
wlu'i'e to send for your sup-
plies the coming season, get
prices and a list of goods on
hand, fiom one of the follow-
ing dealeis. wlio handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thvis seeming them at

__^„„ lowest cost. Most of them,
, . . , . II, I.

,. except those far distant, sell
**V'i<*^t','

usLTs at lactory pr,c^-s. while tliose tai- distant add appnj.ximateiy onlv the carload rate

oneoffhes^dSers"" w^^^ TiiTie and Monev '^^ '^">7"^-
>T'' ^"P'l'-'f

°^'one OT tnese utaiei.s. v» c « ^ jiv^iiwj can not give here a list of
goods kept, as it varies some at the dilterent place.s according to the varying needs of each local-
ity. Write to the pi tee nearest you for list with prices, and when you write give a list of the
goods j'ou want, and mention this pajier.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury. Syracuse. N. Y.
H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St.. St. Paul. Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines. Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co.. San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland. Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm Implement Co.. Baltimore, Md.;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumi3ka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections, smokers, foundation
and extractors is also kept by tlie following:

Henry F. llagen, Kocky Ford. Colo. W. K. Ball. Reno, Nev. W. O. V^ictor, Wharton Tex
John Nebel & Son. High Hill. Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Cliicago, 111. Walter S. Pouder, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn.. Sections. Smokers, Extractors, Perf. Zinc, etc., are furnished by a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at theHome of tlie Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmanship, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we advertise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish ; but find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what price, by
writing for list to address nearest yoii. A. [. Root, Medina, O.

In writing to any of above please mention Gle^ningsj.

I TELLyou what, Jones, lieverin^
Broii. sell the best goods and at

the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best
^equipped

Bee-Hive Factory
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a sjiecialty. Every thing used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and stive
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholes.ile List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

i-Udb Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.
Please mention this paper.

14 Railroads
to carry the goods we manufacture to all parts of
the country. Can cut any hive ordered. Lang-
stroth improved Simplicity a sjiecialty. All kinds
of Bee Supplies, Queens and Bees. Light and dark
colored Ferrets. Send for price list.

R. E. IlAKHAUdH,
2tfdb 2nt1i <fr C7aA' J^f s.. St. i/o.sep/i, Afo.

Please mention this paper.

THE HIGGINSVILLE DOVETAILED HIVE.

NO MORE leaky covers. The above cover
will shed water, and will not warp like
the old style flat cover. Send for our
34-page Catalogue of all kinds of Bee Sup-

plies. Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,
3-4-.5d Higginsville, Mo.

Mention this paper.
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Special Notices.

THAT NEW (JREENHO0SE.
It would do your heart frood to look into that new

g'reeuhouse tills 15th day of February, and see the
Grand Rapids lettuce, White Victoria ouion-plants,
radishes, peas, spinacli, etc. Tlie sashes are all up,
and the g-limpse we g-et of it from across the road
here in the olHce makes it, to myself, a thing- of
beauty, and I hope it will prove to be a joy for a
g'ood while.

IGNOTUM TOMATOES IN CANS.

In saving tin seed of the above-named tomatoes,
we have for yeai's been in the habit of canning- the
tomatoes. The juice is all taken out, so that the
cans contain only the solid fruit; but we find our-
selves witli such a i?tock on hand that we now offer
3 lb. cans of the above for only a dollar a dozen.
We want to get thetn out of the way so that, when
we come to save seed again next season, we can put
up a new lot of fruit.

roll up your netting. If there is a better way of
brushing peas than the above, I have not found
it; and it costs only 70c for a row of peas 150 feet
long. The same roll can be used several times dur-
ing- the season, and you can use it as a support for
other things than peas.

VOCrt EAKLY PEAS.

LYes, how ai-e .vou g-oing ti keep them off from the
gi-oundV The Alaska, we have pronounced the
earliest good pea in the market; but it must have a
little support; and tne very nicest thing in the
world to give it this support is the poultry-netting
the boys have advertised on page 146 of this issue—
12 or 18 inches wide. If the peas do not grow very
rank and sti'ong, 12 inches will do pretty well; but
18 inches is a little hettei- where tlie ground is very
rich. I prefer, also, the 3-inch mesh, because you
can then reach through while getting tlie pods in
picking. The netting- should be held up about 6
inches from the ground; then, you see, the peas
will have a chance to reach up and grab forit. The
nicest way to support them that I know of is to
have some sharpened rods made of iJg-ineh iron.
Have the blacksmith make an eye on top, just g-j

about like the top of this interrogation-point. /Now put j'our pointed rod down through the-"
netting-, in and out every alternate mesh; then,
holdii'g by the top, push it into the ground by
twi-sting it first one way and then the other; then
r aw up the selvage of your netting- and hang it on
he hook in the eye on top. When your peas are all
picked, unhook the sflv.i^e, pull out your r.jds, and

Now is the time for pruning- your fruit-trees, and
this is the best tool you will find for doing it. You
notice there is a knife, or shear, for small limbs, and
a saw for large ones. Tlie handle on which it is
mounted is seven feet long, with a lever for operat-
ing: the shear. They retail generally at $2.00. We
will make an introduction price of $1.50 each, or
$13.20 per dozen. Trees need pruning before spray-
ing, and during: this month and next is the best
time to do it.

Closing" Out.
For the purpose of practicing law, I have gone

out of the bee-business. My supplies must be sold,
and will sell below their cost. Have about 80 New
Heddon hives; 275Tsupers; queen-excluding honey-
boards; sections; found-ation for sections; honey-
extr;ictor; and almost every thing- else found in a
large apiary. Some of these things have been in
use, others, not. No circular. Write me what vou
want and I will tell you condition and price. The
goods ai"e at Newton, Jasper Co., Iowa, and will be
shipped from there by my brother in April. Refer-
ences given upon reciuest. Address 4-5d

Wni. 1.. DRE^«r,
1!42 Oxford St., Nurtli Cambridgt^, Was**.

Thoroughbred English Ma.stiff and
Bf^agle hounds. Pups and trained
dogs foi- sale. Prices reasonable. AskDOGS

about- tlieni. D. S. HALL, So. Cabot, Vt.

Bernard's Parallel-jaw Crucible-steel Pliers.

We have these in three stales—flat and round
nosr, and cutting pliers, as slibwn above. We have
also 3 sizes of each style, Wi. 5H, and Ws iuch(>s long.
The jaws open ,\, Vg, and ^^ respectively. The
smallest cutting pliers cuts wire No. 13 and sninller;
the medium. No. 10; and the large size, No, 7 and
smaller. The advantages of these pliers over the

inch of the wood. You can cut any thing that y(m
can get into them, except hardened steel, such as
steel springs and nnisic wire. They are fully war-
i-anted; and If injured in legitimate use they will be
replaced by the manufacturer, whose name and ad-
dre.ss is stamped on every pair. For a fuller de-
scription, see p. 866 of Gleanings for Nov. 15, 1892.

ordinary kinds are very great. They have a com-
pound leverage of 6 to 1, which, with parallel jaws,
gives a very powerful grip. The tliroat is open, so
that wire or similar articles can be pa.ssed right
through. The cutting attachment is on the side, so
3'ou can cut off the head of a nail driven within ^s

A. I. Root,

PKicE Li.sT. Length VA
Flat-nose Bernard pliers, each 4.5c
Round-nose " " " 45c
Cutting " " " 70c

Postage extra, either style 04c
Special prices on quantities.

Medina, Ohio.

5X
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Queen-Rearing Made Easy.
Any One Can Rear Queens.REAR YOUR OWN QUEENS.

^Vii Iinjun-tinit iJi.KC'<»\'t'/-\- l-tcliil inii' to Qjiee/i-
jii f/ie Setif^fJii <>*" ISO'J iiiid will he o-iien in

It will tell how to rear queeus in a full colony without removing or in any way disturbing the queen;
how to start queen-cells and liave them compleied In the same hive with a fertile queen; in fact, 'tis just
the information that tlionsands of bee-l<eepers liave been seeking- for a l(jng time. Tlie above copy of the
Apiculturist is Worth One Hundred Dollars to any hve boe-lft*per; yet it will be mailed to any one
at 35 cents per copy. For full particulars send for our IK-pasfe ciriiilar. Address

DEXESPO-fC-X- -A.IjIj:E-K-, ATVenham, HVEass.

I NOW FOR A BARGAIN.
^ T will sell complete Dovetailed hives #
*• for 6.') cts. each in lots of 5 and over. Ad- #
t

dress .7. Ci. RIST^OW, #
4d LiiUe Mills, lawn. #

SECTIONS.
Any w^ldth, No. 1, 13.50 per M. No. ;

^l.GO per M. Foundation, Dovetailed
hives, Smokers, etc., cheaper than any
other supply house in the IT. S. Send
for list free.

W. D. SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

We Want 1000
subscriptions to N.
Y. Triljune before
April 1st, and to

get them we offer it one year to new or renewal sub-
scribers at 75c. Send club of 5 and get yo\irs free.

AMERICAN CLUB LIST, SHAMROCK, N. Y.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAJnUEL .lONES, Higliland Paris
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19dl)

Bee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue. 33-32db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

I

Pacific Coast Bee=men ^
will lind it to their advantage to corres-
pond with the

Clipper Gap Bee=Hive Factory

for prices of Dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames. Honey Sections, etc.

S. F. WOODWORTH, Prop'r,
Clipper Gap, Placer Co., Cal.

wmnm^m^amimmmmm^^imm^immm^

Ruth's—
Honey - BjftiPEietott.

Square Glass Jloney-Jafs,

Tin Buckets, Bee^hives.
Jloney-Seetions, &e., &e.

Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
^..rv.^^^^^^^v.^v.^v^

CHftS. F. JWUTH &. SOfl, Cincinnati, O.

SendlO'Ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

SECTIONS.
$:^.50 to$3.50 per m. Bee-HlvcM and Klx

tnre*. cheap. NOVELTY CO.,
6tfcib Rock Falls, lllinoie.

Please mention this paper.

CAI I
J^^g's and Plants, Fowls, Poultry-books and

l"^*- Papers; finely ill. cii-cular free. Address
' GEER BROS., St. Marys, Mo.,
Utfdb Or, H. B. GEER, Nashville, Tenn.

Please mention this paper.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP, ""
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper. 4tfdb

A
large number of tine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; ready April 15th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6 for$4.5U; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for ijreeders,
each, ?3. Reference, A. I. Root. 3tfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca. Seb. Co., Ark.

Eastern Siipply HoMse.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bnttom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y. .

21-20db Ple.ase mention this jiayier.

ALS/KE CLOVER SEED
~~

For sale. Fresh clean seed; per lb.,

:.'0c: per peck. .^S.T.t: per half-bushel,
r).(H3: per hnsliel of do lbs.. 19.00.

J. T. VAN PETTEN, Linn, Kan.

CriAFF HIVES-
I offer special inducements to those wlio will sell

my liives. Send for terms. J. A. EOE, Union City, Ind.

Root's Goods it"^
^^o'^^'® ^^^^^^ '-"'' ^^

dress Jos. Nysewander
ad at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
I'Mnest birds in the land. Cockerels. $.5.00:

trio. *7.()U. El'Rs, .*:i.()() pci- V<,.

E. D. KBENEY, ARCADE, N. Y.

BEE-KEEPERS, NOTICE
Send to E. J. Shav, Independence. Preston Co.,

W. Va., for cat^i lojjuc of Apiarian Supplies.

HATCH CHICKENS 8Y STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.

GEO

TlioiiNntiilN iki Siic-
oeN^t'iil OperntioD.

SIMPLE. PERFECT, and
SELF- ItEO ['LA TING.

<Juaranteed tohatcha
larger percentage of
fertile eggs, at less cost,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for Ulus Catalog.

Circulars Free.
. ASoleMfr.,Quincy,Ill.

larPlease mention ULBANINGS.
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!lome
Made
Net-
ting.

SAFt. DURABLt ' UNCE: OULT 980 PER MILE.

^ SSentsSSS.»?::Cash
The best local and traveling agents wanted every-
irbere. Write at once for droolars and choice ter-

rltorr. address A. O. Halbept, Patentee, care of

Factory Catalogue with 200 engrayea designs and
orlces, sent free to any who want fancy iron and
irira work or otty. cemetery and farm fences , eto*

please mention this papt i 21 20db

OATMAN'S
30LDEI!IKa ANB BEFAIB EIT
Consists of ftre-pot, solder-
tiig-iroiis, soldei', antl solder-
intf-tluid. witli tools compl'te
IS shown in cut, with direc-
ions for soldering different
metals, and how to keep your
soldering: - irons in shape.
Whole kit, boxed, 12 lbs.
^Iiipped on receipt of 82.00.

Agents wanted.
O. & L. OATMAN,

8-7db Medina, Ohio.

300-FLORIDA
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By my speciiil metliod of liarvesting a ci'op, in the

"migratory" system, I aUiiU liave 300 fesfeti .queens
for delivery about Marrli:iUtli. $10 per dozen. None
are over 6 )n<iiitli.'< aid. My crop the past season from
one yard of 42 ooloiiies, spiinp- count, was 10,800 lbs.,

and increase to 1.50 A. F . BROWN,
l-6db HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
litfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

Spray
your

Fruit

Trees
and

Vines
Wormy Fiuitaiid Leaf Blight of Apples, Pears,
L iierries and Plums prevented ; also Grape and
J'llMto Rot—by spraying with Ktahl'8 Double
Ac; ins; Excelsior ^Spraying Outfits. Best in the
market. Thousands in use. Catalogue, describing
nil insects injurious to fruit, mailed Free. Address

WAA. STAHL. QUINCY. ILL.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

SAVE MONEY—Send to J. P. H. Brown, Augus-
ta, Georgia, for his price list of supplies. Hives

and foundation at wholesale rates. 4tfdb

<C

Quigley's Golden Queens"
are bred for busines'*; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address E. F. QUIGLKY,

Stfdb Unionvllle, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

HOW FOOLISH l^^
to use those sticky Hoffman Frames. See my
improved L. Hive and frame. You will laugh
with delight. Time is money. Send a postal.
Eighteen years' e.sperience. •i-4-t)d

F. BOOMHOWER, Callupville, N. Y.
Please mention this paper

NEW BOOKS,
15

I

How to Make the Garden Pay,** 1 35
By T. Greiner. This i.s a new boolf, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and lull dncetion.-i tor gardening under glass of
any bunk in ihr w.irld Tlio.e who are interested in hot-beds,
eoKtfrainr-. cold Ki-eenliuues, hot-liouses or glass structures
of any kiiid for tiie growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

5
I

The New Oi^ion Culture* 30
This book is by T. Greiner, and it gives lull particulars of

the plan of pluuiiiiu onion seed in a greeniiouse. iiot-bed, or
cold-irame. and planting the onions out in the Held at the
time «c usually s>^w lue seed The author thinks that 2000
bu.-hels of the large tropical onion can by this method he
raised on an .acre,

2
I

The New Celery Culture 16
Tills suiniiiing-up of tills new industry aiiiotiiits to this:

You n.x your grounii just as rich as you can possibly get it,
with stable iiianufcehiiiiical fertilizers, or any thing- else that
will do the business. Tlu-n put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way, and give them water enough to make them boom
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 189^ to demoustiate that, like the new
onion culture, it promises great ])ossibilities.

a
I
Hats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
tliem, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book uUght to be wortu dollais instead .,f the few
ccuis it costs to an.v one who has ever been troubled with tUese
lie.-ts, and who hari not? It is written in such a liappv vein
tiiat rvery member ol the tainily will lead it cleai- tui-ougu,
just ab..ut as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete :u. liming up of the beat information the world can
turnisn.

6
I

Tile drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Just out. Fully illustrated, containing evrerv thing of im-

portance cle.ar up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth w hat it costs, to every one who has occasion to lav ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost anything else; and by following the plan
directeu in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this Knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with tlie suhjert, and was written by the 'author
vvhile he was eiiga ed in the work of digging the' ditches and
laying tin- tiles HIMSELF, for he has l.ud literally miles of
tile oil his own farm in Hud.-on, O.

5
I

Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part flrst—by J. W. Day. of Crystal Springs,

Miss.treais of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. 1. Root, adajiting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Coniieaut, O., treats of tomato culture
especially tor canning-tai-toi ies. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plant-growing lor market, and hi«-h-|jrcssui-e garden-
ing in gLiieral This li.tie liook is interesting because it is one
of the lii-,-t 1-111 ai liooks t . come from our fritiius in the South.
It tells of a great industry that lias Deeii steadilv growing for
some years past; namely, lomuto-gro .ving in "the South to
supply tlie Northern marUets The little book, which is fully
Illustrated, gives us some |deasant glimpses or the possibili-
ties and iirobaliililies of the future of Sonthern agriculture.
Even though yon (1(1 not L;-row tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you wnj hit, I the book bi-iniful ot sugn-e'stions ofshoi-t
cuts ill agricniiui e .ind liorticultnre, and especially in the line
of marketgardeuing.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10

3
I

Practical Turke.y-raising 10
By Fanny field. This is a ©-cent book which we offer for 10

cts. ; postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illuEtrations.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm lo

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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We Want 1000
subscriptions to N.
Y. Tribune before
April 1st. and to

g'et tliem we otter it one year to new or renewal sub-
scribers at l')f. Send idul) of .'> and Met yoni's free.

AMERICAN CLUB LIST, SHAMROCK, N. Y.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Kree Siiinples of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantafe'es to dealers in Foundation. Send for mj'
new illustrated Free Price l.i»t of every thing
needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

' 2tfdb Please mention this paper.

c^xjiEJEsnsrs
SMOKSRS, SECTIONS,

COHIB FOUNDATION
AnH all A)>\ar\nn Suiiplies
cftf'ftj}. Scufl for Cafftlofjue.

E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, 111.

FOR SALE. Aljout 1700 lbs. of pecan nuts.
Samples sent to any one makinjj- an otter.

2-7db R. A. J.\NSEN, Wh;irton, Tex.

FOR O^/^ COLONIES g^ CT PTGSALE ^^y^ FINE ITALIAN E^SmLC^
IN DOVETAILED HIVES, $4.00 EACH.

Lots of 30 oi' more, special prices on application.

2-7db MRS. PAUL B. LEEDS, AVERY P. O., LA.

, BERRY
j€liATt;8nnd
% isASKCTS.

Hil^ Indorsed by all

^leadinsr berry
growers as Tl:o ff^^ij

BEST. Also ( -rt
'- '

I'achages l^r^pc

A'eaeii uiiM otiier i>asiiets. Prices Jew, Illus. Catalogue Free*

DiSBROW MFC.CO.jROCHklSTER.U.Y
Please mention thii- pa))er. l-9Jb

imaxi

AUTOMATIC
COMB FOUNDATION

MILLS.

Made by

W. C. PELHAiVI,

Maysville, - Ky.
ir'iease iiieiicioii i>Lh;an1ngs.

SPRAY

»,*Wormy Fruit
, and Leaf Blight
\ of Apples, Pear'^,

jCbprries. and Pliim8
I pre vented ; also G rape
i and Potato Rot—by
r spraying with Malil's
Double Acting Excelsior
Spraying Outfits. Best
in the market. Thousands
in use. Catalogue. describ-

,

ing all insects injurious to
fruit, mailed Free. Address

rWM.STAHL,QuinpJII

Maple-Sugar Supplies.
The time is at hand when tliose who produce the

delicious sweets from tlie sugar maple must be get^-
ting ready. For tlie best results you must have
good clean apparatus of the most approved type,
and you really can not afford not to read Prof.
Cook's book, "Maple Sugar and tlie Sugar-l^ush,"
which we furnish at 3oc, or we will give a copy free
to all tliose wlio buy sugar-makei's' supplies of us to
the amount of $10.00 or more. We do not sell evap-
or;itors, but I think we can do you some good on
spouts, pails, covers, and cans. We have ordered a
carload of these for delivery Feb. 1st, and they are
made of American tin-plate. The plates are tinned
and made up into cans by the same firm; and by
taking a carload we get them at bottom prices. See
table below. The pails and cans are machine-made,
far superior to liand-made, and guaranteed not to
leak.

BUCKET WITH HINGED TIN COVER.

This cut shows the manner of hanging the bucket
on above the spout, and also tlie manner of empty-
ing with tlie hinged tin cover. Most progressive
sugar-makers nowadays use covers of some kind.

RECORD SAP-SPOUT.
This spout is cheaper than anyotlier made, and

we lielleve it is as good as any. if not better. It is

used almost exclusively in this section.

PRICE LIST OF PAILS, COVERS, SPILES, ETC.

Price per 100.. .. [IC tin. IX tin.

10-quart bright tin buckets, per 100. . $15 00
12 " ' ..1 16 00
15 " " " " " ..; 18 00

$17 00
18 00
21 00

$6 00Patent liinged tin covers, per 100.

.

Wood reversible covers, per 100 $4 .50

Record sap-spouts, per 100 ... .$1 00; 1000 for $8 00
Igal. sq. cans, " .. 1100
1 6 in a box, per box.$ 90; 10 boxes. $ 8 60
1 " " "10 " " " .. 1 .50; " " .. 14 00
5 not boxed, each... 30; 100.. 26 00
5 " " " 2 in a box, per box. 75; 10 for 7 00
5 " " "1 45; " '•.... 4 30

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

FOR SALE OR EXCHANGE.—Four colonies of
Golden Italians, Foundation. Honey-racks, etc.

3-4-.5d L. L. EsENHOWER, Reading, Pa.
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CIRCULAKS RECEIVED.

The following parties have sent us catalogues of hives, apia-
rian supplies in general, bees, queens, etc. Free copies will be
sent to a])plicants.

L. Johnson, Masontown, Pa.
C F. Mvith. Cincinnati, Ohio.
Henry Alley. Wenhain, Mass.
H. F. Hagen, Rocky Ford, Col.
G. H. Kirkpatrick, Union City, Ind,

CONVENTION NOTICES

The Texas State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its l">tli

annual session at Greenville, on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 3 and 6. one mile north of the court-house, at the apiary
of Mrs. Jennie .\tchley. All are invited. No hotel bills to pay.

A. H. Jones Sec, Golden, Texas.

Don't Forget
to Hend forour W9'i circulai. Dove-
tailed hives, Sections, Bee Supplies,
etc. J. NEBEL £ SON,
2ttdb HIGH HILL, MO.

SUPPLIES.
Lartre illustrated catalog'ue fiec; or send
lUc in stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book tellins- how to manage them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-12db 175 E. Walnut Street.

fJillllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllUllllllilllllllllllllllllllli

I DEAR I
= BEE=KEEP1NG I

I FRIENDS: |
= 1 shall be glad to book your orders, for =
^ what queens you may wish, for early spring- ^— or summer delivery. Prices for untested, =
= Februiiry, March, April, and May, Sl.ilO each ;

=
= six, $5.0u, or $9.00 p. r dozen: June and after, =
= 75c each; $4.2.") for 6; or $8.00 per dozen; 100 =
= te.sted tliree-banded queens. $1.50 eacli. for =
S earlj' shipment. Prices for breeding--queens S
= on application. =
S Remember, 1 breed both the three and S
= five banded Italiiins at above prices. My —
= queens give satisfaction, judging from the =
= many testimonials from nearly three thou- —
— sand sold in 1892. Safe arrival and satisfac- =
= tion guaranteed. Also Hives and Supplies —
= h)w. 2tfdb =

I JENNIE ATCHLEY, =
= Greenville, Hunt Co., Texas. =
^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll

S°ln responding to this advertisement mention GLKANlNGa.

Smith's Pruner

Now is the time for pruning- your fruit-trees, and
tills is the best tool you will tind for doing it. You
notice tliere is a knife, or sliear, for small limbs, and
ii saw for large ones. Tlie handle on which it is
mounted is seven feet long, with a lever for operat-
ing the shear. They retail generally at $2.00, We
will make an introduction price of $1,.50 each, or
$13.20 per dozen. Trees need pruning before spray-
ing, and during- this month ,and next is the best
time to do it.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky.
Breeder of Italian Queens, ^mnyrtva^^h^mw-hwa moun-vs.

Untested, till July 1, 11.00; after July, 750. Contracts solicited. Dealer in

A. I. Root's Supplies. Grower of plants of every description. Onion
Plants. Celery Plants. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

0R*»-
Keepers Swplies,

111 wriuug^a-Uvtjrusers pi< iiiuii Liii> paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SHCr/OA/S. EXTRACTORS, ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
I^Iu respondintr to tlils advertisement mention GLKANINfis.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Hioie;/.—Tliere is no chaiige in tlie

lioiiey-market; stocks are fairly larjrc, with a g'ood
demand. White 1-lb., 16@17; No. 2, 15; dark, No. 1,

13@I4; No. 3, 12; extracted. 7@8. Bceswa.r, none on
hand. Hamblin & Bearss,
Feb. 20. .514 Walnut St.. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Ho7iej/.—There is a scarcity of extract-
ed honey here. No change in prices. Beeswax,
prime, 265. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
Feb. 20. St. Louis, Mo.

Cleveland.—Honey.—Tiiere is no change since
last report. We are oflered honey about H cent
cheaper than two weeks ag'o—No. 1 fancy white.

WiLLIA.MS BhOS.,
Feb. 20. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Kansas City.—Hoxej/.—Receipts lig'ht; demand
good. We quote: Mb., No. 1 white, I6@17; No. 2,

14@15; No. 1 amber, 15; No. 2 amber, 10@,12. Ex-
tracted, white, 7@7X; amber, .5@6. Beesw(t.r, 21@24.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
Feb. 21. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo. — Honey. — Honey is moving- off very
slowly. Fancy is selling- at 16@n; No. 2, 12@14:
buckwheat, dull at 8@9. Bee^imx, 28@30; second
grade, 22@25. Stock on liand is very light. There
is no doubt that all will clean up satisfactorily.

Batterson & Co.,
Feb. 20. 167, 169 Scott St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston.—Honey.—We have had a better demand
l^or honey the past tliirty days than for tlie previous
ninetj' days. We are selling Ijest 1-lb. comb at 1.5®
16. Extracted, 8@10. No beeswax on hand.

Blake & Ripley,
Feb. 20. Boston, Mass.

New York.—Ho/it'i/.—C'omli lioney dull. Wliite
clover, 1-lb. sections, glrtssed. fancy, li@15; fair, 12

@13; 3-lb. sections, fair, ll@i:i: buckwheat. I lb., 9@
11. Extracted, Southern, per gal.. 65@70; Cuban, 75
@80; California light amber, 9'4@9M. Beemm.r firm
at 30. Thuijhek, Whyland&Co..
Feb. 21. New York.

Minneapolis.—Hofyeiy.—There i< a good supply
on hand, but it is mostly dark. This stock is slow,
but what little white is on the market moves readi-
ly. We quote: Fine white clover, 17^18; 3-lb. combs,
16®17; buckwheat, 13@14. Extracted, I0@ll. Tliese
are selling prices. We are not buying.
Feb. 23. J. A. Shea & Co.,

14 <& 16 Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

Cincinnati.—Hotic.iy.—Demand remains slow from
manufacturers, for extracted lioney, but is good
from the jobbing trade for family use. Siipply
scant. It brings 6@S cts. per lb. on arrival. There
is no choice comb honey on the market. The best
white brings U®16 ots. in a .jobbing way. Beeswax.
—Demand is good, at 23@25 for good to choice yellow
on arrival. ('has. F. Muth & Son,
Feb. 21. Cincinnati, O.

Alb.\ny.— Hottcj/.- -The Lenten season has ca.used
an increiised demand for comb honey. There is,

however, hut very little stock left on the market,
and prices are tirm. Clover. 14(§il6; buckwheat, 10®
10'/2. Extracted, white, 9(c$10; dark, 7@8. Beeawax
dull and prices lower; 23@25.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Feb. 21. 393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

S.\N FRAN('iS('i).—Hr)?(C.(/.—Honey is verj- scarce
iind in demand. We quote: Ext racled, witli light
suiiply, 7'/s®S; comh. l-lb. frame. 12@14: 2-11)., 9'c$ll.

SCHACii r. Lemcke & Steiner,
Feb. 23. San Francisco, Cal.

Albany.— Hoiiei/. — Oui- stock of honey is lighter
than ever before at lliis season, and prices are well
sustained. Comb, white, 14@16; mixed, VXcbV-i; dark,
1()@11. Extracted, white, 9®9i/4

: mixed, 7'4@8; dark,
T@7Vi. Ziecsiw.r, .2.s@:!0. M. K. Wkioht,
Feb. 20. Albany, N.Y.

Detroit. — Htmeij. — Best com!) honey, 13@15;
stocks low. Extracted, 8@8'/2 for light; 7@7V4 for
dark. Beeswax, 26@27. M. H. Hunt,
Feb. 20. Bell Branch, Mich.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of ii",

K, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17e for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

975-97S Centr. Ave.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels,
[^"In re.sponding to this advertisempnt mention (iLEANINGS.

TME
NOTICE

I have in stock a fine lot of Chaff
and Dovetailed hives, also G. B. Lew-
is sections. Send a card and I will
mail you prices.

GEO. H. KIRKPATRICK,
UNION CITY, IND.

READY AGAIN!
with those nice Golden Queens, reai-ed by Doo-

little's method, rntested, M:irch, Ajnil. and May,
$1.00; (i for $4.75; 12 foi- f8.50. .luiie and later, 75c
each; (i for W.OO; 12 for *7..5:); 3-banded te.sted, $1..50.

For select and breedi'is, write for prices. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction uu:iranti'efl. 5tfdb

J K. rA.*»K, fori Or-tiiue- Vol. Co., l^Ia.

lyin responding to this advertisement mention Olkanings.

Closings Out.
For the purpose of practicing law, I have gone

out of the bee-business. My supplies must be sold,
and will sell below their cost. Have about 80 New
Heddon hives; 275Tsupers; queen-excluding honey-
boards; sections; foundation for sections; honey-
extractor; and almost everything else found in a
large apiary. Some of these things have been in
use, others, not. No circular. Write me what you
want and I will tell you condition and price. The
goods are at Newton, Jasper Co., Iowa, and will be
shipped from there by my brother in April. Uefer-
ences given upon request. Address 4-.5d

Win. Ij. drew,
132 Oxford St., North Cambridge, ITIass.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced in-ice list,

itfd JNO. VANDSRVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

Chicago Bee-Keepers' Supply Go.
Will furnish evei'V thing used in the apiary, at bot-
tom prices. Write for circular price list to'

J. B. KLINE, Secy., Topeka, Kan.

Job Lot of Sections. $1.50 per M.
White V-groove, 414. Samples by mail, 10c. All

supplies very cheap. Address
3tfdb Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., la.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address .los. Nysewaiider, Des Moines, la.
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g^ m 1"^ ^ ji t THE BEE-KEEPERS' RE=Swarm ins* Prevented ! ^s^it^^sis::^
<J its Mari'li issue an illustrat-

ed article by B. Taylor, showing- how, by a slijiht modilication of liives and a little mnni|iul;iti()n. tlie bees
from two qiieens can be made to work unitedly in one super, and SWARMING ABSOLUTELY PREVENT-
ED. Send 10 cents, and when this No. is out it will be senl, tog-ether with two other copies of late but dif-

ferent issue.s; or for SI.HO the Review will be sent from Januaiy to the end of the yvvw. The £0-cent book.
"Advanced Bee Culture," and the Review one ve;i)- for $12'!. lOtfdb

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flichigan.

tiy Tbos. G. Newman, ex-editor of the American Bee Journal,

Is a book of over 200 pages, that we send FKEK to every new
subscriber who mails us $1.00 for a year's subscription to the old

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
The Largest, Best, Cheapest, and only \reekly bee-paper in all
AmeriCM. 32 pages; established 1861. Send for a free sample
copy with description of book offer GEO. W. YORK & CO ,

56 Fit'tli Avenue, - - CHIO.VGO, IL.1.S.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
reducedgreatly

Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Itfilb Please mention this paper

BEE SUPPLIES
;i,ud all kinds of
B e r r y - p a c k-
ages, bo.xes,
and baskets.
We make a spe-
cialty of one-
piece sections
and -wood sepa-
rators. Address

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO,,
Berlin Heights

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

3-lOdb Please mention Glkanings.

iimiiiii Mill Mill iiiirmiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiiMiii

I NOW FOR A BARGAIM. |
= I will sell complete Dovetailed hives —
E for 66 cts. each in lots of 5 and over. Ad- =
= dress .J. Ci. KIST.aW, =
E 4d I^itUe MillH, lawfi. =

IIIM Mill Mill llllllllllllllllllll IMIIMIIMIIIIIMII HIM IMIIMIM
Please mention this paper.

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-
knives and Bee-smok-

ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & Hetherington,
Abronia, JVIich, 7tfdb

I^OOT'S BEE
DOVETfllliED and SUPPlilES
HIVES FOH SflliE

W. K. Bfllili,

Bo3^ 483, H^no, fleVada.

Big Blue Cat=
Have you
Seen our

alogiie for 1893 ? Seventy illustrated pages.
Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greaiest variety and Largest stock
in the West. 2-12db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

purchase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
inourlS-page circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.

DON'T

^V^isA to his own interests "who does notuse PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and g-ive them a trial, at least ? Then, if not satis-

fied, return them and get your money back. They are used and praised
by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Prof. Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
Chas. Dadant & Son say : " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter."
Jas. a. Green says: " Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
Gilbert Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: "We would not be without them for $5.00 each."

Prices

:

Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 2Cc; per doz., $2.25. Send for descriptive circular.

R. & E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Oi.D COMBS, if you have any to melt up.
should be broken up fine while it is cold enough
for them to be brittle.

Will foul brooo originate from rotten
brood ? is asked in A. B. J. Of the 34 answerers,
only three seem to have any fear of it.

The severe winter has the hopeful side
that the ground is continuously covered with
snow, and clover ought to be well protected.

When children are cross, we call it "c7-oss."
When you or I are cross, we call it tired or
nervous. I suppose children wonder at the
mystery of language.

Grimshaw. a noted English bee-keeper,
should have had the credit of starting the the-
ory that heredity conies through the workers
rather than the queen.

If over 30 pages of solid reading are to be in

next Glp:an]ngs. please send mine in two in-

stallments. It always makes me feel bad next
day when I sit up so late.

In toasting bread, you can save lots of
time by putting the slices in the oven to heat
before toasting. Indeed, you can complete the
•toasting in the oven if all is right.,'

Brother Root, while you are about it de-
veloping so many kinds of onions, suppose you
develop an odorless onion. Then we can eat a
dinner of onions without hiding in the woods
the rest of the day.

I don't know very many things for certain,
but on one point I felt comfortably confident

—

that "the longest pole knocks the persimmons."
But Golden's picture on page 127 sets me back
in dark ignorance, for it seems the persimmons
are not " knocked," but " dumb and picked."

The prize show of honey intended for the
World's Fair is reported by the Britisli Bee-
fcee7>e7- as remarkably fine, "a unique event in

the annals of bee-keeping—the like of which
will probably never occur again." Liquid and
granulated extracted honey are mentioned, but
no comb.
Red clover. H. S. Babcock (Agriculturist)

thinks may yield honey at first crop, if nectar
rises high enough in the tubes. But he thinks
"the persistence of bee-keepers in the belief
that red clover does afford nectar to the hive-
bee is not proof of the fact." But, bless your
heart, Mr. B., when they see thousands of bees
working on the blossoms, isn't " the persist-
ence " of the bees pretty strong proof ?

The word "stock '
is given in Phin's dic-

tionary as meaning the hive and every thing in
it, thus making it differ from "colony" which
means only the bees. Others, especially in
England, use "stock'" as synonymous with
" colony." Wonder which is right. It would at
least be more convenient to take Phin"s view.
The heredity question was 'submitted by

M. Bertrand, editor Revue Internationale, to
the great naturalist, M. Alph. de Candolle. He
thinks size and strength may be affected by
food, but not qualities of the nervous system.
But M. Bertrand propounds some conundrums
that seem hard to answer, on the other side.

Don't boil syrup for winter feeding, or for
spring either, is the advice of W. B. Webster in
B. B. J. He says the sugar has been already
cooked, and. if merely allowed to stay on the
fire till dissolved, it will need no acid to prevent
granulation. If you prove any thing on either
side of this question by trial, please report.

(Jan YOU clinch a wire nail? You drive it

through, then try to clinch it, only to find that
you have driven it partly back, and the point
refuses to stay down. Try it this way: After
driving through, bend just a little paj-t at the
point with the claw of the hammer, then make
side strokes in clinching and see how it will
hug.
Bee-sting cures have always included sal-

eratus, on the ground that an alkali neutralizes
the formic acid. Now come two writers in
B. B.J.. enthusiastic over an acid as a remedy

—

vinegar. One says it stops pain, but not swell-
ing. The other has seen it used on several
people, in each case entirely preventing swell-
ing.

Why' DO GOOD solid writers go to romancing
when they write for the agricultural papers?
One of them lately gave, as an average profit in
an average year, of a single colony of bees in
the hands of a beginner, besides paying $3.25 for
a smoker and book, a clean profit of $8.7.5. I
don't see any good to come from such state-
ments.

Alfalfa seems to do well in Western New
York, at least in some parrs. The State Exper-
iment Station reports: For seven successive
years at the station, three and four cuttings per
year have been taken from the plats, and on
the sixth year of the succession the plats yield-
ed more than fifteen tons per acre of green for-
age, equal to .5.() tons of alfalfa hay.

Bee-poison has a new function ascribed to
it by a German bee-keeper. He thinks it is a
disinfectant, disinfecting the air that comes
into the hive, even to killing the germs of foul
brood that float in the air, and advises against
upward ventilation, which allows the escape of
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lho> disinfected air. He also approves crowding
bees into a small space, so that the poison may
be more condensed.

A BEE-BKUSH is ihus described by Mrs. Jen-
nie Atchley. in A.B.J.: "A brush made of

corn shucks is good, tearing the shucks into

shreds, and tying on to a handle like a little

broom; this makes the best and cheapest brush
of any thing I have tiled. When it becomes
hard, dip it in water." That's good, Jennie:

but wouldn't you like Coggshall's better?

The genial face of J. A. Green, together
with his biography, appears in A. B. J. He
says he doesn't expect to be married till Fortune
has smiled on him a little more kindly. You're
making a bad mistake. Jiramie. Fortune doesn't
smile on any such foolishness. Never you mind
Fortune. Just get the girl to smile on you all

right, then lix up the hive in good shape as you
can. and Fortune will snicker right out at you.

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

i-angstboth's movable frame ; how near
others came to inventing it.

Early in the spring of 1S.52 I moved all my
bees to my new apiary, adding to them a large

number of stocks in common box hives, which
were afterward transferred to the movable-
frame hives. This apiary was under the charge
of Henry liourquin, a very skillful cabinet-

maker, and an enthusiastic lover of bees. He
made the pieces necessary to change my bars
into movable frames; and on the first day
warm enough for bees to fiy, the side attach-

ments of the combs to the front and rear walls

of the hive were cut, the bees shaken off the
combs, and the uprights and bottom strips

nailed in place; and so the bar hive became at

once a movable-frame hive, in full possession of

a stock of bees.

Imagine me so absorbed in manipulating
these frames, with the bees upon them—remov-
ing from the hive and replacing them—shaking
the bees from them, and changing their relative

positions, etc., as not to notice the presence of

an old bee-keeper, nor even to hear him, until

he fairly shouted out, " Friend Lorenzo, you
are so taken up with your new hive that you
seem unable to hear me, or to see any thing
else. No doubt you think you have made a

great invention: but I say you have made no
invention;" and then, repeating the words,
"you have made no invention," several times

to my great astonishment, he wound up by
saying. " Friend Lorenzo, you have made no
invention at all. but. rather, a per/cct revolu-

tion in biM'-keeping!" You have got what I

have so long wished for—that control of the
combs of a hive, by which you can at any time
know the condition of your bees; and, if any
thing is wrong, be able to apply the proper
remedy."
Thatsame season I had over one hundred mov-

able-frame hives 7iiade, some of which were sold

with the right to use the patent whenever it

should is-ue; but by far the larger number
were publicly used in my own apiary in West
I'hihidelphia.

I am the more particular in recording these

facts and dates, because afterward there was
an unfortunate misunderstanding of them by
the late Baron von Berlepsch, to who<e re-

searches and wiitings modern bee-keeping is so

greatly indebted. In the Feb. No. of the 7th

Vol. (1872) of the Ainericdn Bee Journal, I

have given a full account of this matter, and to

this account I refer those who wish for fuller

information. There can b(i no doubt that my

recorded application for a patent on a movable
frame antedated that account of his hive which
Berlepsch sent to the editor of the Bienen
Zeitung, nor that he afterward strongly con-
demned his own invention, and requested the
editor to relegate it to his lumber-garret. Nor
did he. until some years latei-. refer again in
the columns of the Bienen Zeitung to the sub-
ject of movable frames; and when he did
notice them, my hive was already largely in
l)bhlic us(!, and a demonstrated success.

It was not until aftn- I had applit^d for a
patent that 1 had any knowledge of th(i hive of
the late Major William A. Munn. of England,
which was patented in France in 1843. The
first edition of the pamphlet in which this hive
was described (1844) had been so effectually
suppressed by the author, who offered the
second edition free to any one releasing the first,

that it was with great difficulty and at consid-
erable expense that I obtained a copy of it,

Major Munn himself not having preserved a
single one. The second edition of his pamphlet,
in which he materially changed the plan of his
hive, was published in 18.51 ; but its great cost,
and the absolute impossibility of manipulating
with it to any advantage, made his hive, either
for observation or for practical use, very much
inferior to the Huber hive, which it was de-
signed to supplant. It was never referred to by
Bevan. nor recommended by any other English
authority in apiculture.
After my hive, in a modified form, had been

introduced into England by the lamented
Mr. Woodbury, Mr. Munn again tried to bring
his hive into notice; and he evidently thought
that my invention had been copied from his,

while he had been denied the proper credit to
which he was entitled. I need hardly say how
entirely he was mistaken in this opinion.
Injustice to the Major.it should be stated

that he seems to have been the first person who
attempted to use movable frames inside of a
case or box. His prioritv in this respect was
evidently unknown to Kline when he published,
in German, his history of movable-frame hives.
Mr. Munn had certainly struck out a very im-
portant idea, but he failed so entirely in adapt-
ing it to practical use that his invention pro-
duced scarcely a perceptible ripple upon the
apicultural ocean. In a private letter to me,
he says that his great difficulty was in prevent-
ing the bees, when left to themselves for a sharp
time, from shutting up the shop.'" A mere
glance at his hive, as figured and described in
1851. with the wide spaces left, in some places,
between the frames and the case, shows very
plainly a sufficient cause for his failure, even if

th(>re had not been others almost as obvious.
In 1847, Mr. Debeauvoys. of France, introduc-

ed an invention, also designed to supersede the
Huber hive. In its first form it proved a com-
plete failure. There being no bee-space left

between his frames and the case containing
them, the bees soon propolized them to the roof
and front and rear walls of this case, so as to
make them practically immovable. In 1851, a
memorable year in the history of movable-
frame hives. Debeauvoys published improve-
ments upon his first plan. and. later still, made
other modifications of them. But with all his
efforts, he failed, as Hainet, editor of a French
bee-journal, writes, to secur(> the approval of
those most largely engaged in bee - keeping,
while it was the great good fortune of my hive,
from the very start, to find the most favor with
this very class.

The Debeauvoys hive, in its approved form,
kept the uprights of the frame at proper dis-
tances from the walls of the case, and some of
its worse defects might easily have been reme-
died. To fail, after coming so near to success.
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has been the hard lot of how many inventors!

The failure of this hive in France created such
a prejudice against movable frames as left that
country for a long time d<'cidedly in the rear in

apiarian progress. See an article by Charles
Dadant in the Amermtn Bee Journal, Yo\. 7,

p. 197. Neither the Munn nor Debeauvoys hive
made any provision for securing the surplus
honev outside of the case holding the frames;
and "this defect alone would have proved an
insuperable bar to their general use.

Dayton, Ohio. L. L. Langstroth.
Cantinunt.

IS SUGAR SYRUP CONVERTED INTO HONEY 1

TUGS. WM. COWAN, THE EDITOR OF THE BRIT-
ISH BEE JOURNAL, DEFINES HIS POSITION
IN THE MATTER OF DIGESTION; DIGES-

TION OF NECTAR; ANALYSIS OF
HONEV. ETC.

In Gleanings for Jan. 1, page 31, I am re-

minded of a communication of mine respecting
digestion, about which I had entirely forgotten.
I have now referred to the article in Glean-
ings to which I alluded, and I find that it arose
out of the review you were kind enough to
make of my book, •' The Honey - bee," on
page 333, April 1.5, 1891. The review was a very
good digest of what my book contained, and in

the first column you ask the question. '"What
is digestion '?' and the reply is given in almost
the same words as those found in my book,
which are, "The object of digestion is to sep-
arate the nutrient part of the food from the
non-nutrient, and to convert the former (i. e.,

the nutrient) into a liquid fit to mingle with
the blood, and thus to nourish the body of the
insect." To this our friend Professor Cook took
exception on page 3,59 of Gleanings for May 1,

1891, where he says, '• Mr. Cowan is usually very
accurate: but is digestion separating the food ?
I should say. digestion is rendering the food
capable of being absorbed, and that absorption
did the separating."
To many it may not be apparent that there

is any disagreement between the two state-
ments; and, so far as the practical bee-keeper
is concerned, it would not very much matter if

there were. But from a physiological point of
view, of course it is interesting to know how
digestion is affected. For the definition of the
word I might refer to several dictionaries; but
I suppose that a dictionary compiled by your
best men, and published in your own country,
would be looked upon by your countrymen as
of considerable authority; I therefore refer to
Webster's International Dictionary, revised by
Noah Porter, and in the latest edition I find
that "to digest" is defined, " To separate [the
food] in its passage through the alimentary
canal into the nutritive and non-nutritive ele-
ments: to prepare, by the action of the diges-
tive juices, for conversion into blood; to con-
vert into chyme." Here you have what I think
is the correct definition of digestion, and I

maintain that no absorption could take place
without separation first. The food, coming in

contact with the gastric juices in the chyle-
stomach, is partly dissolved and converted into
a liquid fit for absorption at once; the remain-
der, which is separated from the liquid portion,
is forced, by the muscular wall acting upon it,

into the small intestine, where digestion is

completed. Here the portion of the food that
has escaped the soluble influence of the gastric
juice of the stomach is further digested and
separated. The digested portion of the food is

absorbed, and the residue passes on to the next
part of the alimentary system; and as all the
nutrient portion has been absorbed, what

remains is evacuated in the form of excreta.
It will thus be seen that the process of diges-
tion is both a chemical and a mechanical one.
The very act of making the food capable of
being absorbed necessitates a separation of it.

There is another point I should like to touch
upon briefly, because I find that, in Gleanings
for Jan. 1, 1893, Prof. Cook, in his article on
" Sugar-syrup Honey." apparently quotes pas-
sages from my book which seem to support his
proposition. The question turns upon whether
sugar syrup given to bees, and stored by them
in the combs, is honey. Prof. Cook maintains
that it is; but I am sorry to say that I for one
must differ from our friend; and, for reasons
which I shall endeavor to explain as briefly as
possible, I do not think such a product could be
legitimately called honey. If there were any
doubt in my mind I would gladly give our friend
the benefit of it. He bases his conclusions
upon:

1. His statement that honey is digested nec-
tar.

3. That sugar syrup, after being stored by
bees, was pronounced by competent bee-keepers
as honey.

3. That three chemists analyzed it, and could
not distinguish it from the best clover and bass-
wood honey.
With regard to the first, he quotes me as sup-

porting his hypothesis; but I think I can show
that there is a considerable difference between
us as to the definition of honey.

It is true, I state on page 7 of " The Honey-
bee," that " the nectar which is gathered from
flowers has been converted into honey by a
secretion derived from the salivary glands,"
and I also state that Dr. Planta has shown that
this alteration consists in the conversion of the
cane sugar in the nectar into grape sugar of
honey. But neither Dr. Planta nor myself, nor
even Mr. Cheshire, call this digestion, and I
think from the explanation I have given above
it will be understood why we can not call
honey digested nectar.
By reference to page 106 of my book it will be

seen that I say, " The food taken by the
mouth enters the oesophagus, which continues
through the thorax as a narrow tube, and ex-
pands, after it has reached the abdomen, into
the honey-sac, this acting as a temporary res-
ervoir for the collected nectar. From here the
food passes on, to be digested by the action
upon it of the gastric juices secreted by cells in
the chyle-stomach." It will be seen from this
that I do not even mention digestion as com-
mencing before the food enters the chyle-
stomach. Then on page 110 I say, "By the
action of the juice produced by these gastric
glands upon the food, in the process of diges-
tion in the chyle-stomach, it is changed into
chyme. This first stomachial digestion is called
chyrnlficntifm.'" Please note that I say " this
first" digestion, showing that I consider that
digestion does not commence till the food enters
the chyle-stomach, nor can it be said to do so in
any true sense of the term. That the cane
sugar of nectar is converted into the grape
sugar of honey is true, but this can not be call-
ed digestion.
Now, there is another quotation made by

Prof. Cook to support his theory, taken from
my book, on page 10 of Gleanings, which, as
printed, is not quite correct, and thus does not
convey the meaning intended by me. It is this:
" The production of a secretion to assist diges-
tion to convert the cane sugar of nectar into
the grape sugar of honey." Here the omission
of a comma, found in the original, and printing
digestion in italics, which is not found in the
original, quite alter the meaning, and appear
to convey the idea that digestion and conver-
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sion of the cane sugar are directly connected with
each other; whereas, it is not so. The comma
is placed therein order to prevent the repetition
of what the "functions of the glands" are.

The passage referring to the tunctions of the
glands in my book reads thus: "The produc-
tion of a secretion to assist digestion, to convert
the cane sugar of nectar into the grape sugar of

honey, for the elaboration of wax, etc." The
commas cut up the paragraph into different
sentences: and you see from this that the
meaning is quite different, and I can not see
how it can be adduced in support of Prof.
Cook's theory at all. As the italics do not exist

in the original, they go for nothing in the quo-
tation.
The next point I should like to touch upon is,

whether sugar syrup stored by bees in the
combs is converted into honey. To this I have
no hesitation in saying it is not; and this not-
withstanding what the chemists and the bee-
keepers mentioned by Prof. Cook affirm. Now,
what does the experiment our friend alludes to

prove? Simply this: That the 23 lbs. of syrup
given to the bees was turned into invert sugar,
and not into honey at all; and that even that a
certain quantity of the cane sugar, viz., 8 per
cent, remained unaltered, there being 67 per
cent of glucose. Honey does not contain any
cane sugar at all, but is composed of about
equal parts of dextrose and levulose. Besides
these, honey contains formic acid, essential oils

derived from the plants, and small quantities
of other saccharine substances, which combined
give it the peculiar aroma and flavor. Remove
these and the characteristics of honey are gone.
To go fully into the chemical properties of

honey, glucose, etc., would make this article too
long; but I should like to point out that, not-
withstanding what the chemists quoted by
Prof. Cook say as to the analysis of this .syrup-

fed production, it is possible to determine with
certainty pure honey from any such spurious
imitation. This may be done by means of the
polariscope, combined with previous dialysis,

by the method of Dr. Hjenli.

I stated that honey is composed of dextrose
and levulose. The crystalline portion of honey
twists a ray of polarized light from its ordinary
straight path toward the right, and is on that
account called dextrose; the non -crystalline
portion turns it to the left, and is, therefore,

called levulose. The great hulk of honey con-
sists of about equal quantities of these two
sugars. There are a few exceptions, such as,

for instance, conifer honey. The rotation of
levulose to the left is greater than the rotation
of the same quantity of dextrose is to the right:
therefore when found in about equal quantities,
as in pure honey, the polarized ray is twisted to

the left. All other sugars turn the ray to the
right, so that, whatever saccharine admixture
is made to honey, it is thus readily detected. It

is specially marked in the case of" starch syrup,
or commercial glucose, so that it is very easy to

detect even a small admixtureof this substance,
which, in addition, contains also maltose. Cane
sugar can also be detected in the same way, as
it is strongly dextro-rotary. Conifer honey has
a peculiar composition, in that it contains a
larger proportion of dextrose; consequently the
ray of polarized light is turned to the right.

Until recently is was difficult to distinguish
with certainty conifer honey from adulterated
honey; but Dr. Htenli's researches have given
us an infallible and easy method, not only of
determining this with certainty, but also the
exact proportion of adulteration of pure honey
with glucose or any other sugar. This is done
by dmlysis previous to polarization. It has
been found that, after dialysis of a certain
number of hours, the deviation of the ray of

polarized light to the right or to the left remains
stationary, and that all pure honey will turn
the ray to the left, even if it turned it to the
right previously, as it does in conifer honey;
but that any admixture of glucose or cane
sugar would always turn it to the right, not-
withsianding the dialysis.

Now, as regards caile sugar given to bees and
stored by them in combs, the following was the
result: The solution of cane sugar before it

was given to the bees turned the ray of light to
the right -t- 105°. After being sealed in the
combs for 6 weeks it was + 6.5°; and the same
after 8 months in the combs. But after a
dialysis of 10 hours the deviation to the right
was reduced to -f-

9°; and after 20 hours it was
further reduced to + 7°, and at this it remained
stationary. Normal honey has an average
deviation of — 30° to the left. This experiment
is very interesting, because, during the time the
bees were being fed they were also collecting
small quantities of honey, which, mixed with
the sugar syrup, reduced the deviation of the
ray of light to the right to -|- 65°. But even
this admixture of honey, whatever the quantity
might have been, could not alter the dextro-
rotation of the ray which remained stationary
at + 7°.

It will, therefore, be seen that sugar syrup,
stored by the bees in the combs, is not converted
into honey, although it maybe invert sugar;
also, that the smallest admixture of cane-sugar
syrup to honey can easily be detected.
There is a good deal more I could say on this

subject; but I feel that I have already made
this communication too long; but I think I

have been able to show that it is not so diffi-

cult to detect the difference between such a
spurious product and honey. It may be a com-
fort to bee-keepers to know this, for I can not
imagine any thing more detrimental to the
industry of bee-keeping than that bee-keepers
should themselves for a moment countenance
adulteration in this form. Many years ago an
attempt was made by some unscrupulous
Scotch bee-keepers to show sugar-fed supers;
but by appointing an analyst, the British Bee-
keepers' Association was able to nip in the bud
adulteration in any form; and now at all shows
held under our rules, honey is shown only sub-
ject to analysis if necessary.

Thos. Wm. Cowan.

P. S.—Since writing the above, Gleanings
for Jan. 15 is at hand, and I am pleased to see
Prof. Cook has withdrawn his advocacy of put-
ting sugar-fed combs on the market, and I am
also pleased that there should have been so
general and determined a protest by the bee-
keepers against feeding for such a purpose.
Mr. Heddon seems to think that the public
does not care whether honey is adulterated or
not. But the public does care; and as an in-

stance I can mention that American honey has
not taken the position it should have done on
our markets, and that at times large quantities
have been lyingin Liverpool, and could not find

purchasers, even at times when British honey
has been scarce. What do you suppose is the
reason ? It is because that, so long ago as 1879.

a person named Hoge, and Messrs. Thurbers
introduced adulterated honey, consisting large-
ly of glucose. Later, Hoge started a factory in

London for manufacturing pure California
honey and horehound honey; also other sorts

of honey. Our analyst exposed the frauds, and
the adulteration was stopped: but the injury
was done; and to this day the sale of American
honey is very small in proportion to what comes
from other countries; and there is a deep-rooted
prejudice against it. So you see the injury
done fourteen years ago is still felt, and this, I
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think, shows that the public does care for
adulteration. T. W. C.

[Perhaps our readers may be greatly surprised
to see the heading above, when we, in our issue
of Jan. 15. declared that the discussion had
gone far enough, and would have to be closed,
and that, too, when we had rejected so many
articles from our friends, supporting our own
position. In our issue for Jan. 1.5, we had for-

gotten the fact that Mr. Cowan was referred to

by both Prof. Cook and ourselves as authority.
As he lives on the other side of the " big pond."'
and is, a part of the time, away from home,
many days would elapse before he would see
the discussion, and the matter wherein his
name as authority was involved. It would be
simply impossible for him to have replied in
our Jan. 15th issue: and it seems to us that it is

only a matter of justice and riglit to him that,
inasmuch as his name and book were referred
to in the discussions, he be allowed to explain
his position. The article is a most valuable
one, and we believe there is no higher authority
in all Europe, on the question at issue, than
Mr. Cowan. His statements in regai'd to
analysis, and the elements that make up true
floral honey, agree substantially with those of
Prof. Wiley at the Washington convention.]

CALIFORNIA.

IS IT A GOOD PLACE FOR A NOVICE TO COMJIENCE
BEE CULTURE ? ALSO SOMETHING IN RE-
GARD TO THE STATE OF LOUISIANA.

"i seen a Pece what you had wrote in Bee
Gleanings about californy." etc.

This, Mr. Editor, is a sample from one of the
many letters which I have received from would-
be immigrants from the East. After an intro-
ductory like the above will follow a thousand
and one questions, more or less, relative to bee-
keeping, fruit-growing, house rent, the cost of
furniture, wages, what kind of work is to be
had; and one man. after telling me all about
his children, wanted to know whether the cli-

mate was adapted to '" raising babies."
The young man who wrote the letter inflict-

ing so many wounds upon Uncle Sam's English,
and with a quotation from which I begin this
letter, is, I am happy to state, not a bee-keeper,
but merely a lusty young laborer who happened
to stumble across a copy of Gleanings con-
taining a " Pece what you had wrote." I sent
him a postal card, stating he had better not
come hero, as we think so much of our State
that any man who would dare write California
with a little c would be lynched as soon as we
could get hold of him.

I have answered most of these letters hereto-
fore: but after this one through Gleanings I

shall answer no more.
Regarding the prospects for future prospei'ity

from embarking in the business of honey pro-
duction liere, I would state that, of those al-

ready here and engaged in the business, not
more than one in Hfty makes more than a poor
living at it. It may be our own fault, and I

rather think it is; but I do not believe the new-
comers will succeed any better than the old-
timers do.
Our average crop is perhaps no larger than

the average crop east. All kinds of supplies,
except foundation, are higher in price here,
while the money we get per pound for our hon-
ey and per swarm for our increase is consider-
ably less than bee-keepers east get for the same
items. We can probably keep more colonies
advantageously in one location than can be
done in any of the Eastern States; but judging
from reports, I do not think we have any flow-

ers which secrete honey in such abundance as
your basswood and clover do. On a sage-ranch
there are millions of blossoms, but each one
contains so minute a quantity of honey that it

takes a bee a long time to get a load. Mr.
Manum, of Vermont, reports a gain of his scale
hive of 33 pounds in a day. Mr. Mercer's re-
port of 18 pounds is the most I ever heard of
being gathered in one day here, and that is 7
pounds greater than any other California report
of which I know any thing.

Once in Ave or six years we get a crop, the
bountifulness of which is perhaps greater than
you ever have east; but in such years the honey
is a drug upon the market—the world is flooded
with it, and I have seen our finest honey selling
for thiee cents a pound, only 4=3.60 a case, and
from that must be deducted the dollar which
the case cost. Take it all in all, I doubt wheth-
er bee-keeping is as profitable here as in the
East. For my own part, I have had my apiary
of .55 hives, in Louisiana, average over 200
pounds to the colony, while my best average in
California has been but 130 pounds, and that,
too, from a small apiary—only 80 hives. (I

have never had bees, however, in a good loca-
tion during a good season.)
But as regards this question of profit; I think

it depends more upon the man than upon the
locality. If the bee-keeper is energetic and in-
telligent he will succeed east, or west; and if he
is lacking in these qualifications he will fail in
either place.
One sees but little mention of Louisiana as a

State adapted to bee-keeping; yet it is among
the best. To my positive knowledge, some
twelve or fifteen years ago the Hon. Chas. Par-
lange, now Lieut. Governor of the State, and
then a young law student, made a $4000 crop in

one apiary. It was brains and energy that did
it. and the same qualifications have now raised
him to a high position in the government of the
State, and made him prominent at the bar of
New Orleans.

I would advise all bee-keepers migratorily in-

clined to investigate into the resources of Lou-
isiana before coming here and competing in an
already crowded district.

I was a boy when Mr. Parlange first com-
menced bee-keeping on his place near my old
home, and it was from visiting his apiary that
I was incited to engage in apiculture. I be-
gan with 10 three frame nuclei, which I pur-
chased of Mr. P. L. Viallon: and the third year
after the purchase I had increased to 97 strong
colonies, and sold, that year, over $900 worth
of honey.
Apropos of the discussion on adulterated

honey, the crop produced that year by Mr. Par-
lange, my brother, and myself, was sent in one
shipment to a commission merchant in St. Lou-
is. I do not remember now how many barrels

of honey there were, but nearly enough to load
a steamboat—a very small one perhaps—but at
any rate, the merchant towhom it was sent
concluded so much honey was never gathered
by bees, and so had some of it analysed by a
chemist. The chemist pronounced it as being
adulterated with sugar. Since that time I have
always thought chemists we're frauds.
From just what the bulk of Louisiana honey

is gathered I could never make up my mind. I

wrote to Gleanings in those days, and sug-
gested corn: but A. I. R. laughed at me. Then
I criticised Prof. Cook's Guide, wherein he said

we reaped a rich harvest from cotton; and then
A. I. R.. in his foot-notes, preached me a ser-

mon on charity; something which he would
not have done had he known in what este m I

held Prof. Cook, and the value I pieced upon
his opinion; for it was by closely following the
teachings of Cook's Bee-keeper's Guide that I
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was enabled to increase those 10 nuclei in three
years up to 97 strong stocks, and get honey from
them in proportion. To this day I value the
Guide a little more than any other bee-book,
and I have all the American ones.

I wish some of the bee-keeping fraternity in

Louisiana would write a "pece for Bee Glean-
ings," and tell us all about the honey industry
there at present. I am sure there are many of
" Bee Gleanings' " readers who would be in-

terested.
So, Mr. Root, you made fun of my bee-escape.

Well, L. E. Mercer does the same thing; but
his son Bert, who is the better bee-keeper of
the two, says it's a " dandy."

Wm. G. HeWES.
Newhall, Cal., Feb. 1, 1893.

[Very good, friend Hewes. ' I should say you
are about right in what you say in regard to

California. While in New Orleans a year ago,
friend Winder and myself talked over this mat-
ter of that great crop secured by Charles Par-
lange; and now I want our Louisiana bee-keep-
ers to stand up and tell us what the matter
is. Haven't there been any more such good
seasons, or is it the right sort of man that is

needed to secure the honey ? I really beg your
pardon, friend H.. for what I did so many years
ago. Perhaps we are all a little wiser now than
then.]

^ I ^
RAMBLE 79.

HOW THE RAMBLER SHOOTS SQUIRRELS.

After crossing the pass beyond Mr. Donahue's,
our road led us down grade several miles. We
at length struck bottom in a beautiful valley
that seemed to have no way out of it except
over those immense mountains that arose on
every side. Here we found a ranch known far
and near as Sheckler's. Mr. Sheckler is a
large, well-built man; and if there is any wind
in the valley his whiskers are of the kind
through which it could blow. The house is

embowered in trees and grapevines, and we
were invited to a seat on the veranda, and a
big watermelon was brought in for us to strug-
gle with. Our host has upon his ranch, horses,
mules, and cattle; and it appeared to us that
he owned the whole valley; 300 colonies of bees
were also kept to gather the sweets, and the lo-

cation was an ideal one for the easy gathering
of honey. The bee can fly up lightly to the
mountain-sides, and drop down easily with its

load. Mr. S. was another of those men who
were free to confess that their bees do not get
the attention they deserve, and he was desirous
of adopting better methods of management.
His bees were also condemned by the fruit-

man over in Del Zura, six miles away, and over
a rough and rugged mountain, and threats of
suing and poisoning were burdening the air.

"Why," said Mr. Sheckler, "if any persons
poison my bees, or burn them, and I find out
who it is. I'll plant the red spider and the
scale on his trees, and retaliate until he gets
enough of it. Yes. I would." He did not say
he would girdle or mow down the young trees,

or poison horses and cattle; but even such a
method of retaliation would be no worse than
what fruit-men are doing. It was really re-

freshing to hear Mr. vSheckler defend the honey
industry ; and. though he talked so strongly
about retaliation, I have no doubt he would
b(^ slow to put it into practice. Perhaps bee-
keepers have done such retaliatory deeds, but
we never hear of them, which speaks well for
their patience and forbearance under many
trials.

From the Sheckler ranch we do have to

climb over those mountains, and. after a
very pleasant hour's talk, we set our faces to-
ward the next pass we could see, miles ahead,
ar.d follow the heavy grade up and up. We
wind around into deep gorges, and then upon a
sharp 'lurve we come out on the next spiir of

the mountain; sometimes under frowning rocks
on one side, and a deep gorge on the other; and
often, where we have a magnificent view of the
valley, a sharp lookout ahead Is necessary to
enable us to meet at the propter turning-out
places those big loaJs and many-teamed wag-
ons. When we at lasi cross the pass we enter
the Potrero country, and a little later climate.
In the Potrero settlement we camped again
and pitched our tent on the soft ground in Chris
Nelson's garden. This young man kept bache-
lor's hall in a neat cottage, which he had bu'lt
on a government claim. Here he has settled
down for an indefinite time, having followed
the sea for many years, and wandered all the
way from Svyeden. He is also the happy pos-
sessor of 200 colonies of bees, all in Harbison
hives.

I found here an improved sun wax-extractor,
which rendered the wax very nicely, and also
rendered the honey, and left it in a tank, with
little or no discoloration, nor a taste of being
overheated. A sample was drawn from the
tank, and we all pronounced it first class. The

llSON5M0KfPv

photo shows that the extractor is an ordinary
shallow tank. It is provided with a tight
tin bottom; at one end is a wire-cloth dam, or
strainer. After passing through the strainer,
the wax congeals and the honey runs a little

further and drops into the large cool tank, but
little the worse for its sun bath.
The Harbison smoker is also shown in the

photo. This stove smoker, so much used in
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California, is admirably adapted to use with
the Harbison hive. Open the door in the rear,
and the smol<e, escaping from the bent tube,
rolls out and up against the bees, and quickly
subdues them. The tire-box will hold fuel
enough to last half a day, or even longer.
Our friend was thoroughly wedded to the Har-
bison hive, smoker, and 2-lb. section. The
bellows smoker was no good in that apiary,
just as a Harbison smoker would be no good
with a Langstroth or other hive where we desire
to blow the smoke down. Though nearly all of
the colonies are worked for comb honey. Mr.
N. has an extractor, and uses it to some extent.
While with Mr. Nelson we all happily "bach-

ed" together so far as the cooking was concern-
ed. We had been very lucky that day in
hunting quail, and we had a delicious feast.
The Rambler's way of preparation is to first

get a tine bed of coals (I want Dr. Miller to
take particular notice); then fork a fine slice
of bread and hold it just far enough from the
coals to nicely brown it; then butter to suit.

Delightful experiences, however, are fleeting;
and before the rich aroma had vanished, our
tent was folded, and, with a brotherly wrench
of the hand, we bade Chris Nelson farewell and
climbed to the next divide and crossed the pass
into the Campo region.
Under the high pressure of barley, whip per-

suader, and gravity, Kimball and Bob made
great speed down every grade we came to, and
it was here the Rambler put in some fine shoot-
ing. Gray squirrels were quite plentiful; and
finding that our dog Queen was fond of them
we tried to appease her appetite by shooting a
few every day ; and when in camp they were
roasted for her. Now and then a squirrel
would be seen sitting on a limb, making a fine
target; and my request to Mr. H. to stop the
horses until I could take aim was usually an-
swered with a snap of the whip, and a shout,
" Go. Bob." and the wagon would fairly dance
over the road; and while it danced, the report
of the gun resounded, and Queen, with a yelp,
brought in the game. It is something like

cuKis nelson's apiaky, jm)treko, cal.; tecarte peak in the distance.

The aroma of the bread will begin to sharpen
the appetite ; but meanwhile the quails have
been parboiled, then cut open, propei'ly salted
and spiced, and nicly browned in the skillet;
and when laid carefully on the toast—oh! such
a delicious combination of odors arise and fill

the room, that every one is soon engaged in
passing the savory morsels to the mouth. We
close the eyes, and the senses of smell and taste
held us in a delightful control; and while the
dainty morsel was on mv tongue the imagina-
tion was quickened, and the following ode to
Dr. Miller was composed:

O Dr. Miller! raise you nose
And catch tlie sweet perfume;

It's far above the fragrant rose.
For you smell and then—consume.

Chorus.—Ho women need apply.
Do, doctor, come to my cabin door;
Th' old bach gives a welcome call;

There's always room for just one more.
And toast and quail for all.

Chorus.—No women need apply.

shooting at a mark from a flying trapeze; but
it's nothing after you get the hang of it.

Another way people have of shooting squirrels,
where they are very shy and run up a tree on
the opposite side from them, is to keep a sharp
lookout up the tree; and whenever the tail is
seen sticking out, as it often will, the hunter
shoots the tail. The squirrel, feeling something
out of order, then whirls around to see, so to
speak, who struck Billy Patterson, and indis-
creetly shows his head. The other barrel is in-
stantly discharged, and down comes the squir-
rel. This kind of shooting requires a double-
barreled gun, and quick work every time. The
Rambler, however, is not an expert at that
kind of shooting, and leaves it to the more ex-
perienced marksmen.
At noon we camped by a sparkling stream in a

beautiful dell, canopied with tall sycamore-trees.
Near by was a pretty cottage, and posted on
one of the trees was a sign informing us that
this was the home of the Widow Bedott. Now,
I used to read the Widow Bedott papers several
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years ago with pleasure and was quite desir-
ous to make her acquaintance. Having in
mind Messrs. Miller's. Root's, and Murray's
vile matrimonial intentions toward my present
freedom and happiness, and fearing some kind
of a trap in waiting, I took the shot-gun and
approached the house. After reconnoitering,
making slow advances, and finally a coup de
main I captured the premises and found them
deserted. Now, I know not whether or not
the original Widow Bedott lived here or not.
Be the case as it may, I was glad to find no
widows around, for that infernal Cupid that
the artist stuck to my left pedestal still haunts
me.
The Jameson bee-ranch was our next stop-

ping-place; but that, too, was deserted by the
owner, and he had left for a more congenial
neighborhood. Mr. J. had introduced the
Langstroth hive, and his apiary of about 200
colonies was a portion Langstroth and the rest
Harbison. As in many other apiaries, we found
several colonies that had been destroyed by
moths. The moth is not, however, such a
troublesome factor in this climate as I had sup-
posed; but when an apiary is left alone for
weeks, and weak swarms become the prey of
robbers, the combs become a prey of moths. It
would be a most interesting item in the line of
bee-keeping statistics to know the amount of
wax destroyed or wasted in California apiaries.
I opine it would astonish even California bee-
keepers themselves.
The mountains rise up grandly all around us

now. We have left Tecarte Peak behind us,
but it looks down upon us yet. From the
Jameson ranch we rattle down hill again, and,
upon a sudden turn in the road, we overtake a
man and woman in a big wagon—a team ahead,
and several horses following after. My friend
thought he would play smart, so he pulled out,
and, nourishing whip and persuader, rushed by
the astonished nalive. Our wild career was.
however, brought to a sudden stop ; for. in
oing over a sharp water-break, snap went

Kimball's whiffletree. "There,"' said I, as we
leaped from the wagon, " that's just as I ex-
pected from your reckless driving, and here
we are. ten miles from a house, in a howling
wilderness, with bears, wildcats, coyotes, and a
broken whiffletree—it's all your fault."'

"Yes," shouted Mr. Hansen, with his German
blood up; " yes, and who's a kicking?'

I said not a word, but carefully removed my
Waterbury watch, and began to wind; and be-
fore my task was complnted. the nalive we had
so gaily passed came up. His name, we after-
ward learned, was Joe Beals, an ex-Dutchman
with a Spanish wife and a dozen (more or less)

children and dogs. Joe. seeing our sad plight,
reached down into the bottom of his big wag-
on and fished up an old but serviceable whif-
fletree and generously loaned it to us. and in

due time it was carefully returned. We were
thus delayed but a few minutes, and the
adverse clouds that hung over us for a few
minutes had indeed a silver lining. IJlessed be
the name of Joe Beals and his Spanish wife.
Blessed be his dozen (more or less) half-breeds;
and blessed be his horses and oxen, his dogs,
and his bees.
With these two thoughts we continued our

journey ; and to imitate the example of Joe
Beals in helpfulne ss to strangers is the resolve
of Mr. Hansen and the Ramislek.

Later.—I wish to inform the I'eaders of Glean-
ings that Mr. Nelson, of Potrero. the happy in-

dependent bachelor mentioned above, lias dis-
appointed all of his bachelor friends by recent-
ly introducing into his residence a meddler
with pots, kettles, brooms, etc., and bearing the

name of " wife."' Mr. Nelson was captured
during the late autumn months while laboring
under a cerebral aberration of the mind. He
wandered too near the enthralling glances of a
lonely syren, and was made a life-prisoner. It
is a sad episode, and shows the frailty of a Cali-
fornia bachelor's best intentions. It will, how-
ever, serve as a warning to the rest of us, and it

will be a long time before the capture of anoth-
er bachelor bee-keeper will be recorded. R.

QUEENS BY MAIL TO AUSTRALIA.

A NEW STYLE OF CAGE.

All the readers of Gleanings who have pre-
served their numbers for 1803 will find, by turn-
ing to pages 232 and 233, something regarding the
mailing of queens to Australia, together with
illustrations of the shipping-cages which I had
used for this purpose. During 1891 I succeeded
in getting about 66 per cent of the queens mail-
ed to that country alive, which I considered
quite an achievement, and I still consider it

the same. During the past year I sent nearly
double the queens to that country that I did in
1891; but as the first queens sent were returned
to me on account of the postal laws, some of the
colonies in Australia not allowing queens in the
mail, I had to devise some way of their going
through the postoffice at San Francisco, Cal.,
without detection. For this purpose I used
cage No. 1, as illustrated in the article above
referred to, wrapping the same in perforated
paper, then inclosing both in a perfoiated en-
velope, sealing the envelope, and slipping that
in a larger envelope with very slight perfora-
tions. In this way all went through safely so
far as being stopped was concerned ; but not so
with the queens, for I have to report only about
33 per cent as arriving there alive, against the
66 per cent in 1891.

There were some things the past year which
I can not account for. The success on the July
steamer was very poor, only one out of all sent
arriving alive, while of those sent on the August
steamer about one-half went alive. Of those
sent on the September boat, nearly all went
alive; and of those sent on the October vessel,

not one went alive, unless, perchance, two did
which I have not heard froiu. Now, why the
difference when all were put up alike".^ Again,
all the queens to certain parties went alive, and
other parties received all of theii's dead, from the
samesteamer. I am studying over these matters,
but as yet no reasonable solution of the matter
has been arrived at. There is a possibility that
those on the October steamer were fumigated
in San Francisco on account of the cholera scare:
yet, if I understand friends Root aright, some
from them went through alive on that boat.
Could it be possible that those from me were
fumigated while others were not ? It hardly
seems possible.
There is one thing worthy of note, which is,

that the queen that went alive to New Zealand
in 1884 went in September, and nearly all went
alive which weie started last September: and
during September, 1891. I had by far the best
success. I account for this by the fact that our
weather here during the month of September is

of a medium temperature, while on arrival over
there tiny have a similar state of affairs. Dur-
ing all till' other months they either arrive over
the](^ duting cool or cold weather, or else must
have 3000 to 5000 miles of travel in the cold in

our northern hemisphere, which we generally
have during October.
Fp to th(^ ymir 1893 we had been restricted in

our operations, owing to no law in our favor re-
garding the mailing of queens to Australia;
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but, thanks to our friend and brother, W. S.

Pender, of West Maitland, New South Wales,
Australia, the laws have been revised so we
shall not, in a certain sense, have to smuggle
the queens through. If 1 make no mistake,
we can now use a cage of any dimensions which
shall give the best results in mailing queens,
and are not obliged to be held to the dimensions
formerly given in our Postal Guide. From Mr.
Pender I received a cage 'of bees November 30.

The bees were all dead, and evidently died
within a day or two after mailing, as the candy
was scarcely touched; but notwithstanding this

I think the cage the best of any thing I have
seen, and so send it along with this, asking that
you, Mr. Editor, will have it illustrated, so that
all who wish to make a trial of bees to foreign
countries may know what it looks like.

PENDEI! .MAn,IN(iCAGE.

The fault that caused the bees to die, as I see
it, was in the candy, which is nearly as hard as
a rock. Hut I will let Mr. Pender tell us some-
thing about the matter, and what he expects of
this cage. Oct. 28 he wrote me as follows:

Yesterday evening I mailed you a queen of no
special value, as an experiment. Tlie cage is a sug-
gestion wliicli I should like you to criticise in
Gleanings, if you tliink tliore is any merit in it.

You will see, no matter wliat position tlie cage may
be in, tlie bees c;ui get at the candy. You will also
note a provisioned close chamber in tlie center of
tlie cage, to whicli the bees are expected to retire in
cold weather. Will tliey do it? Tliis is the only
feature in tlie cage I am not sure about. The candy
used contains very little honey, hence very little

nitrogeneous mat.er to accumulate feces. The little

lioney used was l)rouglit to nearly the boiling-point,
and as much powdered sugar stirred into it as pos-
sible, and then kneaded witli the hands. I am going
to try a candy with no lioney, using a small quanti-
ty of a dBli(juescent substance, such as phosjihoric
acid, carbonate of potash, etc., in its pliice, to give
the necessaiy moisture. 1 think this would work
like a b irometer. In a cold climate it would absorb
moisture, and in hot weather it would dr.y out so
much that it would prevent running. By striking
a medium, candy should be made tliat would con-
tain no nitrogen, and hence not cause the hees to
ac-cumulate feces. I hoix' the cage will be the out-
Come of successful mailing of (jueens to Australia.

Yours res|)ectf ull.v,

W. S. Penuer.
I have no special criticism to make. Not a bee

was in the central chamber when it arrived,
nor do I think they would be apt to enter it,

should a cold wave strike them. My idea
would be to fill this central part with candy.

having four openings, or feed-holes, to it; then
by having a large candy-hole in each of the
four corners there would be no danger from
their ever being cut off from their provisions.
Used in this way it gives promise of success
above any other, according to my opinion. Geo.
James, Gordon, N. S. W., Australia, under date
of Sept. 30, suggested something quite similar,
he having suggested the cage used with success
by Bianconcini in shipping to that country. It

would look as if we were making advancement
very rapidly in this matter of shipping queens
long distances, and I look forward with much
interest to the results of another summer. Will
Prof. Cook, S. Cornell, and others, give us a
little light along the line of making candy with
powdered sugar and phosphoric acid, etc., as
suggested by friend P.? G. M. Doot.tttle.

Borodino,' N. Y., Feb., 1S93.

[There may be some good features in the
cage illustrated; but as we view it, we regard it

as too large, too expensive, and, worse than all,

too frail. We greatly prefer the No. 2 cage,
illustrated and described by our correspondent
on page 233 of last year. It is strong; and,
having four candy-holes, one at each corner, it

has practically the feature of the cage above
illustrated ; viz., giving the bees a supply of
food in several compartments, and so arranged
that all are not likely to get clogged up with
dead bees. We should be glad to hear from
Prof. Cook and S. Cornell on the candy ques-
tion. In the mean time, perhaps the following
letter from Miss Wilson may be of value,]

A NEW BEE-CANDY.

something that will keep soft and moist,
for queen -cages, for a year or

moke: how to make, etc.

Some days ago Dr. C. C. Miller sent us by mail

a small tin box containing a soft moist candy,

which had been made more than a year pre-

viously, and inquired what we thought of it.

We were interested at once, because we had not

hitherto been able to make a candy that

would invariably keep soft and moist for more

than six weeks and yet not run and be dauby;

and even then, on account of sudden changes of

the weather, the candy would become so dry

as to let the bees starve, or become so dauby

and me=sy as to kill the bees by suffocation.

We thought that, if the article could be obtain-

ed, and could be made to remain soft, it would

be quite an acquisition. We at once wrote to

Dr. Miller, asking him where he got it, and

whether he knew how it was made. Aft(>r a

reasonable length of time, we received a let-

ter containing this exaspi'rating piece of infor-

mation:

Dear Ernest:—You want to know how that
bee-candy was made. There are some people
who are selfish enough, when they find out a
good thing, to want to keep it to themselves. I

don't want to be egotistical, but I really think
I'm not one of that kind. In fact, I take a cer-

tain pleasure in telling things, and sometimes
tell more than people want to hear. As to how
that candy is made, I have no desire to keep it

a sc^cret, and would just as soon tell you as not;

but the fact is. I don't know. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., Feb. 1.').

[After the doctor had led us to believe, clear
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up to the last line, that he was going to tell us
how to make that candy, we were—well. " mad"
because he didn't. We had about given up all

hopes of ever knowing, when along came a let-

ter from a member of Dr. Miller's family, that
gives us just the information desired.]

Mr. Root:—
Dr. Miller insists that I must give j'ou the his-

tory of the sample of bee-candy he sent you.
He says ifs one of the things he " don't know."
T can tell you all I know, but am not at all sure
that I can give entire satisfaction. Not long
ago he was looking for something, I don't re-

member what, and was rummaging through
the kitchen cupboard. If there is any one thing
for which Dr. Miller has decidedly not a talent,

it is finding things. He will look in the most
unlikely places, and, after becoming discourag-
ed, will appeal to one of the female members of
the household, who, likely as not, will readily
find the article in some place where he has
stoutly insisted there's no use in looking, as
he has searched the same place " most thor-
oughly."
On this particular occasion he reached down

a dish from one of the upper shelves, and said,
" Say, Em. what's this ?

"

I told him it was a dish of frosting that was
spoiled in making, and had stood there about a
year.
Instead of putting it back where he got it,

and attending to his own affairs, as every prop-
erly trained man ought to do. he seemed to be
particularly interested in it, and began poking
his fingers into it, feeling it and tasiing it.

Then he asked me all sortsof questions about it,

and ended up by asking me where he could
find a little tin box in which to send a sample
to Medina. I tiicil to dissuade him from it,

thinking it not worth while, and telling him I

didn't, care to have samples of my failures in
cookery distiibuted bioadcast. Bnt. as is usu-
ally the case when he gets a kink in his head,
he would not listen to reason, so you got the
ample.
It was made in this way: One cup of granu-

lated sngar. a very small pinch of cream of tar-
tar, and enough water to dissolve the sugar:
put on the stove, and boiled until, by trying a
little of the syrup by pinching it, it would
string from one finger to the other, when it is

ready to take fi'om the tire. Turn into a dish
and stir or rub it with a spoon against the side
of the dish uutil it " creams." (You understand
the syrup is clear in the first place, and it may
be said to •' cream " when it assumes an opaque
or milky appearance.) Then add the white of
one egg beaten stiff, a little at a time; beat the
egg in thoroughly, and it is ready for use.

The frosting in question didn't look quite
right. I was afraid I had not boiled it quite
long enough; and as I was particularly anxious
to have luy cake very nice I concluded not to
use it, but set it to one side, intending to feed it

to the bees at the proper time, and at the prop-
er time forgot all about it, and that accounts
for its standing there so long. Had it worked
all right it would have hardened in about an
hour. Now I have told you all I know about
t.

It still stands in the dish into which I turned
it—a soup-plate. There is a thin layerof syrup
at the bottom: above that, the frosting or can-
dy, or whatever you call it, is about three-
fourths of an inch deep, and of a uniform con-
sistency throughout, the same as the sample
sent you.
Whether I could'^ever make any exactly like

it again. I do not know. Whether the exact de-
gree of boiling it had is important, I don't
know. The addition of the egg may be of some

importance. Sugar syrup properly creamed
will stay soft for some time; and when it does
harden it can be readily softened by the addi-
tion of a few drops of water.
Chocolate creams, with the exception of the

outside coating, will remain soft for a long
time. As usually made, they are simply the
white of an egg beaten stiff with enough con-
fectioner's sugar kneaded in to make it handle
well. I make them by boiling confectioner's
sugar and creaming, then adding a tablespoon
of thick sweet cream, without any egg. I think
they are much improved when made in this
way. I feel pretty sure that gliicose is used in
their manufacture in the commercial article.

I don't know, but I imagine bee-candy might
be made by boiling sugar and creaming it, then
adding the egg and a very little honev. I mean
to experiment a little, anyhow.

Emma Wilson.

[If we were " mad " at the doctor we entirely
forgive him now for being able to recognize a
good thing when he saw it. There are just
few people in this world who knoiv when they
have a good thing. How often it happens that
valuable information and discoveries come
about by mere accident! Wliether this " find

"

of the doctor's will prove a valuable one or not.
remains to be seen; at all events, we hope that
now, as the secret is out, many of the friends
will put the matter to test; for if such candy can
be made, and kept, it is going to prove to be a
valnabh' acijuisition. It seems, from the recipe
for making, that the egg is that which keeps
the candy soft. A small quantity of it certainly
would not be hurtftil to the bees, and possibly
it might add much to the value of the food.
Miss Wilson alludes to cream chocolates.

There, now. why didn't .somebody think of that
before? They can be purchased at almost any
grocery, and, so far as we can rem(Mrfber, they
are soft and moist, and would be the thing for
queen-cages. Oneof these will just about till the
candy -hole of a cage; and by slicing off the
end. the bees would have the nici^st kind of
prepaied food—that is, providing glucose is

kept out of it. We shall certainly try it at our
earliest opportunity. How many times it hap-
pens that bee-keepers who are not actual
queen-breeders, but who. for some reason or
other, desire to send a queen to a friend, have
not any suitable bee-candy! but now they can
go right to their grocery and buy a few choco-
late creams. Several good recipes for making
chocolate candy out of pure materials will now
now be in order.]

EXTRACT FROM THE REPORT OF THE LAST
CONVENTION OF THE GERMAN, AUSTRI-
AN, AND HUNGARIAN BEE-KEEPERS.

THE DZIERRON THEORY QUESTIONED.

I inclose you an extract from the report of
the annual convention of the German, Austrian,
and Hungarian bee-keepers, which appeared
in the Bienen Zeltung in full. If you deem it

of interest to your readers you are at liberty to
make use of it or any part of it in Gi>eanings.
I have tried to select the best, and I shortened
and condensed most of it considerably.
Naples, N. Y., Feb. 3. Fr. Greiner.

""The 37th annual convention of the German, Au.s-
tiian. and Hungarian bee-keepers met in Budapest,
from the 12th to the 15th of September, 1893. Buda-
pest is situated on the Danulje, in Hung-ary, andis
centrally located as regards the Austrian empire.
About 250 bee-keepers took part in the proceed-

ings. Among the many was Dr. Dzierzon, now in
his 83d year, the Hungarian bee-keepers honoring
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the hero in apiculture by sending a delegation to
escort him to Budapest.
As had been done formerly, an exhibition was

connected witli tlie convention, and it was indeed
an extensive one; the feaj^ures of the same being: as
follows

:

31. Live bees; 2. Bee-liives; 3. Honey and beeswax;
4. Honey-products; 5. Tools and appliances; ti. Lit-

erature.
The convention was formally opened l)y tlie

Minister of Commerce, Bela Luliacs. As tlie first

thing on the program, Dr. Dzierzon spoke on the
subject of "What is the i-eal value of some of the
latest discoveries?" He touched on but two. It
will be remembered that Rev. Mr. \\ urnstorf, of
Goslar. discovered a way of manufacturing c(jmb
with full-depth cells Dzierzon did not think the
use of such was an advantage, he preferring comb
foundation, considering the fact that the artificial
comb was four times as heavy as foundation; too
costly, and difficult to sliip. He believed founda-
tion answers all purposes as well or better.

3. In regard to Rev. Mr. Weygandt's advanced
theory, that the excrements of the bees, when in a
healthy condition, were drj' and odorless, and dis-
charged inside of the hive, Dzierzon said: "Who-
ever is familiar with the nature of the bee also
knows that bees void an offensive-smelling brown-
ish fluid, and we bee-keepers are glad when our
bees are offered the opportunity to void in the
spring, etc.
Next, Mr. Vogel introduced the subject: "Which

destroys the surplus queen-cells—bees or queens?"
and spoke at length. The gist of the matter was:
Under certain circumstances, the working bees
desti'oy the surplus cells; usually the queen does
this, and the workers help along; he emphasized
the idea tiuit the workers and not the queen were
the reigning element in tlie hive.
Next, W. Guentlier presents his ideas regarding

the matter of: "Is it best to allow tlie queen full
sway inside of the hive, or would it be advisable
not to have the honey-apartment accessible to the
queen ?" Guentlier is in favor of using the exclud-
ingmetal between the brood :ind honey apartments.
A most interesting- topic was given consideration

by Metzger, of Budapest, eoncerning the func-
tion of the spermatheca of the queen. Perhaps it

would be well to give this lecture a little more in
detail. Mr. Metzger said:
" The spermatheca of the queen-bee has been sup-

posed to lie a receptacle for the seminal fiuid only,
performing the act of fertilizing the passing eggs
mechanically. A lifeless iiocket. or sack, might
possibly do this; but I doubted its being so, espe-
cially when considering the size of the receptacle in
proportion to the size and number of spermatozoa
it is expected to contain. After the closest exami-
nation and calculation, I could never make it seem
possible that the spermatheca contained more than
half a million ripe sperm-cells at one time. Still,

we know one queen may lay from one to two mil-
lions of eggs, and sometimes as many as ten sperm-
cells enter one egg in fertilizing it. I could also
not make it seem likely that the sperm transmitted
from the drone-cells should retain life and vigor for
a number of years. Therefore I took it upon me to
make microscopic examinations of the spermathe-
ca of different queens at different times or seasons;
and I found tiiat the spermatheca of a virgin queen
contains a transparent o|)alizing fluid, with floating
cells, the same being seedless. A fertile queen has
in her spermatheca a milky-white fluid with sperm-
atozoa, or finished sperm-cells, and also unfinished
cells with seeds, the same being the spermatozoa in
process of development."
Mr. Metzger makes here a distinction between fin-

ished {or ripe) sperm-cells, and unfinished (or grow-
ing) cells. Such a distinction has not been made
before by any one. to my knowledge. Even Prof.
Cook speaks of the sperm-cells in a general wav
only. Mr. Metzger adds:
"Furthermore, 1 fintl that the contents of a

queen's spermatheca, during tht season of her
greatest activity, is a thin fluid, and, under the
microscope, the ripe sperm-cells immediately sliow
signs of life, wliile during that part of the season
when a queen is not fully employed, the contents of
the spermatheca are a tliick fluid; and the ripe
sperm-cells show life only when the contents are
first somewhat diluted with weak salt wafer. Dur-
ing the winter season, the contents of the fertile
queen's spermatheca are a mass of sperm - cells
resembling felt; and, even after adding salt water.

as before, they could not be made to show any signs
of life. Fertile queens always have unfinislied cells
with seeds present in the spermatheca. After due
consideration of the foregoing, 1 conclude that the
spermatheca is a gland, producing cells, its func-
tions being similar to those of tlie poison-gland,
ovaries, piilvili, or the testicles of the drone. The
latter also produce cells with seeds which lengthen
out at both ends until they appear as the finished
hair-like sperm-cells, or spermatozoa. The increase
of the cells can go on only when sufllciently sur-
rounded by fluid. Since the spermatheca of the
queen, after once having come in contact with the
drone, continues to produce cells with seeds, I be-
lieve it is reasonable to suppose that these cells
develop into ripe sperm-cells, according as they are
needed. T'lie queen takes little nourishment in
winter, and tlierefore the spermatheca is nearly
dry and dead. The more food the queen takes, the
more fluid her spermatheca gathers, and the more
cells are produced, which develop into the ripe
sperm-cells."
Long-continued applause followed these words,

and gave proof that Mr. Metzger's work was valued.
Of other matters, I will only mention G. Lichten-

thaler's interesting talk on " Formic acid as an an-
tiseptic agent in the bee-hive, especially in its
relation to foul brood." He tried to show that
formic acid preserves the general health of a
colony. He found that newly hatched bees had no
traces of acid in the poison-sac; older bees had
more and field bees a full amount. He thus showed
why it was that the sting of a young bee is so much
more harmless than that of an old bee. By robbing
a colonj- of its Hying bees, the best formic-acid
producers, we prepare, so he claimed, a more fer-
tile field for disease and fungus growth. He ob-
served that bees, when working on buckwheat,
produced the greatest amount of formic acid, and
he deemed the buckwheat season the most favora-
ble time for subduing foul brood.
The meeting adjourned to meet again in 1893, in

Heidelberg.

REPORT OF THE BEE KEEPERS' STATE CON-
VENTION, AT LOS ANGELES, CAL.

A KKPOHT BY THE RAMBLER.

The bee-keepers of California came up with
smiling faces lo the convention in Los Angeles
on the 7th and 8th of Feb.; and, although there
were dripping skies a portion of the time, the
smiles held otit. Although rain in February
does not certainly presage a good honey-yield,
it is a straw that points that way, and straws
of that nature are eagerly grasped for by bee-
keepers.

Pres. Mclntyre and wife were among the first

to arrive; and the world and the raging Sespe
seemed to have used them well during the past
year, and their greetings were cordial to all.

The gavel rapped the buzzing crowd to order
at 10 A.M. on Tuesday.
The two hours before noon were nearly all

taken up with reports and routine business.
This out of the way, and lunch attended to, all
were ready for the afternoon meeting at 1:30.
Meanwhile the old Southern California associ-
ation had met at 1 o'clock, and, after a few
resolutions, remarks, etc., the few members of
that organization who were present voted
unanimously to merge themselves into the State
association. The latter, when called to order,
accepted the disbanded organization, and en-
rolled their names all in good standing upon
their books. TIk'Iv may be a few who were not
present who may be dissatisfied with the order
of things: but the State organization has upon
its banner the words, "With m.ilice toward
none, and charity for all," and, by its deeds,
hopes to advance the cause of apiculture on the
whole Pacific coast.
President Mclntyre's annual address review-

ed the past year, dwelt upon adulteration, and
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advised every bee-keeper to join tlie Bee-
keepers' Union, and strengthen it for a good
work. In speaking of tlie exhibits at the
World's Fair, he stated that space had been se-

cured for an exhibit of the honey yield of 1893,

and he hoped bee-keepers would respond liber-

ally, and make a fine display; and he himself
or the secretary would receive all offers of ex-
hibits, and see that they were collected and for-

warded. After the address, several donated .50

and 100 lb. lots. This honey will be delivered
in Chicago free of charge, and in original
packages. It will then be put up in fancy
glass jars, and at the close of the exhibition it

will be sold or delivered to other parties as
may be desired.
The next upon the programme was a paper

upon new plans for marketing honey, by J. H.
Martin, which was followed by an interesting
discussion. It is evident, from the signs of the
times, that a radical change is needed in the
marketing of fruits and honey, and a more
even distribution of them over the country.

Prof. C. W. Woodworth, entomologist from
the State University, made a short address, and
afterward answered many questions. The
tJniver,sity was ready to meet the bee-keepers
more than half way in the endeavor to advance
the cause; and if nothing is done, it will clear-
ly be the fault of the bee-keepers themselves.
At the close of the address a vote of thanks
was extended to Prof. W. He was also elected
an honorary member of the association.

" Chemical Composition of Honey," by Mr.
George W. Brodbeck, closed the afternoon pro-
gram.
In the evening Mr. Arundell's paper, " Econ-

omy in Bee-keeping," brought out a long dis-
cussion. Many found it economy to requeen
their a])iaries after the honey season. Thi-re is

usually a large loss of colonies in the com-
mencement of a honey season, from the loss of
queens, ami sometimes tiiis amounts to a-* much
as the ordinary wintrr lo*<es in the Ea-^t; and
by carefully requeening. the loss, in a great
measure, would be avoided.
The discussion drifted into the hive question,

and a few expressed themselves as favorable to

a shallow hive. The Hoffman frame had not
been tested, but will probably be used more or
less during the coming season.
At the clo-^e of the evening session there was

a general hand-shake, and Mrs. Mclnlyre de-
lighted the members by sitting down to the
piano in the room and giving a few bee-keepers'
songs appropriate to the occasion, which were
heartilv enjoyed and entliusiastically ap-
plauded.

,

SECONT) I>AY.

The bee-keepers began to assemble again at
an early hour. The first business was to mem-
orize Congress, th-rough our representatives, to
push forward the Paddock pure-food bill; also
a resolution was introduced, asking the Legis-
lature to aid the association in the sun; of 1.300,

to be used in the publication of the proceedings,
and for collecting statistics.

Mr. W. A. Pryal was instructed to draw up
such an act and present it to the proper com-
mittee at the State Capitol at Sacramento, soon.
Mr. II. E. Wilder read an interesting essay

upon birds that are injurious to bees and fruit.

Mr. R. Tonchton followed with a paper upon
bees and fruit. This brought out many valu-
able points, where birds are a great damage to

apricots and . peaches, in their propensity to

prey upon the laden bees : but the greatest
damage is in the destruction of the swelling
buds, not only destroying the prospective
nectar-laden blossom, but the fruit as well.

The only remedy is the shot-gun, which is

freely used by many orchardists.

The subject of adulteration came up several
times, and was thoroughly denounced There
was regret expressed that Prof. Cook had lent
his hand favorably to the sugar- honey discus-
sion. California bee-keepers have but cold
comfort for that plan. During the discussion
of these vital points to bee-keepers. Mr. Brod-
beck introduced the following resolution, which
passed unanimously:
"Resolved, That the California State Bee-

keepers' Association, in convention assembled,
express by a vote of thanks their appreciation
of the interest displayed by Gleanings in Bee
Culture and the Amerlcfin Bee Journal in
their determined opposition to the adulteration
of honey in every shape and form that has thus
far been presented."
In a further discussion of the World's Fair

exhibits, it was resolved that we recommend to
the State World's Fair Commission that Mr.
W. A. Pryal be a suitable person to represent
the interests of bee keepers at the Woi'Ws
Fair, and install the exhibit. Several bee-
keepers looked upon this as quite appropriate,
for Mr. Pryal is a native Californian.
At the opening of the afternoon session, the

following officers were elected:

J. F. Mclntyre reelected I'resident.

Geo. W. Brodbeck. V. P. for Los Angeles Co.
J. W. King. " " Orange
M. H. Mendleson, " " Ventura "

H. Trickey, " " Inyo "

C. C. Thomas. " " San Diego "

F. H. Hunt, ' " San Bernardino
W. A. Pryal. " " Alameda "
J. C. McCubbin. '• " Fresno "

G. B. Woodbury. Treasurer.
J. H. Martin, reelected Secretary.
Executive Committee, L. T. Rowley, A. Bar-

net t.

The linal session closed with a paper by L. T.
Rowley, npon the honey-plants of Southei-n
California, and a paper on the San Francisco
honey markets, by Wm. Styan.
Upon various motions the secretary was in-

structed to correspond with manufacturers of
cans, and get their lowest rates for enough cans
foi- till- entire association, and to inform the
association of the same by postal card; also to
correspond with all of the leading dealers in

San Francisco and the East, and get best offers,

and to inform the members by postal card; also

t6 correspond in relation to supplies in carload
lots from leading Eastern dealers, and to in-

form the members by postal card; also to cor-
respond with the lady managers of the World's
Fair exhibits for Southern California in relation
to the exhibition of honey-plants. Upon this

point the secretary kicked, and the meeting
adjourned in confusion. The next meeting
will be held in Los Angeles, upon a call from
the executive committee.
There were but few bee-keepers' supplies

upon exhibition. Mr. C. W. Metcalf, of Santa
Paula, had a very ingeniously constructed auto-
matic reversible extractor upon exhibition.
The Stewart honey-boxes were also on exhibi-
tion. Mr. Brodbeck exhibited a new patented
smoker, which attracted much attention. A
carload of supplies from Medina, O., arrived
while the convention was in session, and was
partly unpacked in the store of G. G. Wickson.
where many embraced the opportunity of look-
ing the goods over. The Cowan honey-extract-
or seemed to be the center of attraction. All
expressed themselves as astonished at the
amount of bee-traps that can be stored into

one car.
When the bee-keepers bade each other fai'e-

well they all felt that a very profitable session

of the State association had been held.
John H. Martin, Sec.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

THE PALLUS BEE-Hr\"E.

A. I. Oleenimjs —
deer Sir: — I herd
from you threw a
in an whitch-cura to

our house. He told
me how you was a
grate bee-man, and
told me to right and

'p^f'-irm^-^^0^a -• » ^®" ^^^^ about our
^j'tl^^/^^^^^pi^^iiV bee-pallus and yude
'^^**^ -^s^sr <

'^""^
print it. Weave" had
the pal las ever sints

last spring. The
way of it was this.

A man cum along
with the pallus onto
his waggon, and
sed how he hear I

was a 4-handed farmer, always up with the
times, and how I kep so menny bees, and he
wanted to show me the latest improvement in

bees.
It was a pallus to keep them in. You jist

put a common scap, with a swarm of bees in.

up on top of the pallus. and then thale bild
down and fill up tlie pallus. Then they is a
door to it, where you can open the door ct jist

cut out a peace of hunny enny time. You see
that's reel handy for the wimmln fokes, espe-
shelly when curapenny cums. & they can take
a plate and a knife and git all they want with
hot biskit for supper.

^\.JAKE SMITH.

he thought one of the animals in his teem was
sum tired out, and mabee he better stop. He
woodent miss having the pallus git to the exa-
bishen for fifty ($r,0) dollars, but if his teem give*
out it mite bender him more than to stop. So
he stopt.
He was reel soshable like, and toald me lots

about bees and about the ])allus. He sed how a
man the name of Bramler bed a pallus, & I
di.sremember rightly now jist how much hunny
he got from it, but tenny rate he got from that
pallus morn I ever git from all the swarms I
ever took up enny year. 1 trubble with bees is,

that the worms eats them up. So the pallus
has a slantin bottom that rolls out the worms.
The price of the pallus with a farm rite was

ri.) dollars. In the mornin he was afeerd the
bad roads was too much for that 1 animal in
his teem, and so he diddent know but hede hev
togivup gitten the pallus to the exabishen.
He hated to, but he bed to: & .seein how it was,
and how he coodent go no furder on ackount of
the animill, hede make me a discount onto the
price; and as he wanted to interjuice the pallus
into the nabei'hood, hede make a nuther re-
ducktion. & I got the pallus for 15$. and he sed
I coodent make ten dollars no easier, and he
was a reel nice man. That's how I cum to git
the pallus. It wuzzent him that toald me to
right to you, but a nuthei' man that was here.
He sed his name was do littel. He diddent
seam to kno a powerful sight about bees, but
he took a celebrated interest into that pallus,
and sed youde like to hear about it.

Eespectably yours. Jake Smith.
P. S.—Pleas send me a paper when you print

it.

RECOLLECTIONS AND EXPERIENCES.

.JAKE AND THE PATKNT-RIOHT MAN.

He was a reel nice man, with a shiny hat &
good close. He was sum kind of a agent for
the pallus cumpenny that made the palluses.
and was a taking it io sum big exabishen. He
was verry polite to the gals, and they was con-
siderable took with him. He knode all about
bees, and diddent seem a bit stuck up, but jist

tocked to me as common as you pleas. So I ast
him to stay all nite. Along at hrst he diddent
ee how h cood; but I irged him, and at last

SOMETHING FKOM AN OLD BEE-EDITOK:
HOW HE BEGAN BEE-KEEPING, ETC.

In an article that appeared Jan. 15,
1893, in Gleanings, we promised to tell
your readers something about our meth-
ods and how we apply the Hoffman
frame. Just after we penned that ar-
ticle, friend Root desired us to write up
Mr. Hoffman's place and methods.
We complied, and the season advanced
until we did not again get an opportu-
nity.

The writer, a boy of sixteen, began
bee-keeping in April, 1866—a veritable
novice, ';;fully enthused by reading N.
H. & H. A. King's " Bee keepers' Text-
book." It is needless to tell you that
all obtainable books on bee culture were
read and re-read, and articles in peri-
odicals on the subject were carefully
searched out. Unfortunately, much that
was, and frequently now is, written for
the papers is worse than useless, and
the inexperienced can not always se-
cure the wheat and reject the chaff.
We soon made the acquaintance of

that grand old man, Moses Quinby,
than whom few men labored more un-
selfishly or gave more freely of their
carefully gathered experience, to ad-

vance the true interests of scientific and
practical bee-keeping. Indeed, his door was
ever open and his table always spread for all

who saw fit to visit him, and the number was
legion.
We purchased a black colony in a box-hive.

We secured H. A. King's American hives, into
one of which the only swarm, which came
rather late, was hived. Then on the seventh
or eighth day we transferred the colony from the
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box hive into frames. Well do we^^remember
the trepidation, anxiety, and real labor con-
nected with that transfer. Indeed, it was a
•great undertaking, for the hive had several
cross-sticks, and the combs were heavy with
honey.
' Friend Root tells us that most bee-keepers
change hives about once in ten years. The
rapid strides in advancement make, or did
make, it necessary, and we were no exception,
for we soon discarded the King hives and
adopted the old Quinby hive and frames, de-
scribed in " Quinby's Mysteries of liee-keeping,"
edition of 18(56, pp. 68 to 70. This hive held
eight frames, and had a honey- board, or board
to cover the brood-chamber, one-fourth inch
above the frames; and how these boards used
to snap loose in cold weather, and start up a
lively row with hybrid bees, made vicious by
the use of tobacco smoke, applied through a tin

fumigator held in the teeth! Quite often the
dampness of the breath extinguished the fire,

and then how we did " catch it"

!

During the second season we purchased a tine

Italian queen of Mr. Quinby, and have never
been without Italians since. Indeed, we doubt
whether on this globe a better bee exists.

From 1866 to 3870, bees seemed to winter very
easily, either in cellars or on summer stands.
Strangely, during that period we had little or
no loss.

Reading an article recently by friend Doolittle,

entitled " Wintering Under Snow," leads us to
narrate an experience we had during the period
named. We had bought a dozen or more colo-

nies in box hives, and our bees were on the
King frames. We packed the caps with hay or
straw, and placed the hives on the east side of

a high stone wall. Moderate weather prevail-
ed, but no snow until January 1. On that day
came a heavy fall, and this soon drifted the
hives out of sight. We then cut great blocks
of snow and placed them upon the wall,
thus increasing the bank, until all the hives
were under eight to ten feet of snow. Many
were sure the bees would smother; but Mr.
Quinby said they would not, and we relied up-
on his statement. Toward the last of March
the weather grew warm, and we had some fear
that water might settle around the hives. We
accordingly shoveled them out. The snow had
thawed away from six to fifteen inches all

around the hives, each standing in a little cavi-
ty. When the first one was uncovered we
listened for signs of life, but could hear none.
The hive being inverted, we saw bees in the
most dormant state we ever beheld; indeed,
they were about torpid, and it took nearly an
hour to get them to flying briskly. This condi-
tion existed with all those bees, and they came
out in splendid condition.
We never again tried this method, for the

time of arrival and amount of snow are too un-
certain to calculate with any surety upon re-

sults.

Time brought changes. We visited Mr. Quin-
by quite often; we saw his new standing frames
in large cases, called non-swarming hives. We
never could learn to like those frames, so plan-
ned as to use the large cases for side and top
boxing with the old-stylo frames. We succeed-
ed tolerably, and for some years we selected
sixteen of our best colonies and placed them in
these cases, and made a yearly average of one
hundred pounds of box honey per colony,
although invariably one or more of the number
would get such a swarming fever that they
produced little or no honey.
About that time the State Agricultural Soci-

ety offered a prize of twenty dollars to the
largest yield of box honey produced oy one col-

ony, and we secured this prize for two seasons;

one year producing 205 pounds in four-pound
boxes.
On one occasion, before the invention of

comb foundation, we placed a strong colony In
a hive four feet long. This family built about
twenty sheets of comb and gave 317 pounds of
extracted honey, besides enough left in to de-
vide and winter two colonies.
In those days white clover gave large yields;

now, with pastures white with blossoms, no
honey is gatliered. Melilot clover was then
unknown; now the Erie Canal, and the rail-
ways and highways are lined with it.

After 1870 the mortality during winter and
spring was enormous, and we had our share of
losses. This deterred us from undertaking the
business on a large scale.

On more than one occasion we inserted an
extra pair of followers and turned the seven or
eight brood-frames a quarter way around, pro-
viding a covered passage from the brood-nest to
the outer air, and packed four sides and the
tops with chaff. This plan seldom worked well,
especially if the snow accumulated around
the hives, and was sure to prove fatal if the
hives were buried with snow and subsequently
thawed out. We then learned that, with such
warm packing, the hives and entrances should
at all times be uncovered. Even in cold days,
if the hives were surrounded with snow to the
roof, and the roof exposed to a strong sun, the
bees would get very uneasy.
Thus for some years we had variations of

success and failure—the former in summer and
the latter in winter. With moderately strong
colonies we never failed to get large crops in
ordinary seasons; but often considerable of the
summer passed before colonies were populous
enough to accomplish much.
Just prior to 1876, the Northeastern Bee-

keepers' Association was organized, and the
writer was sooii and for several years made
secretary. The subject of wintering was year-
ly brought up, and developed animated and
lengthy discussions with deep interest.
Julius Hoffman moved to Fort Plain, only

about four miles from our place, in 1873, and
we visited him toward the latter part of that
season. Never can we forget our surprise and
admiration at the wonderful progress he had
made and the rapidity with which he manipu-
lated his colonies. After that, at frequent in-
tervals we visited his place. VVe soon became
convinced that the frames he used possessed
advantages that we could poorly afford to fore-
go. We accordingly made several hundred
frames, Hoffman style, the size of the old Quin-
by, and transferred our combs. As we already
used a side-opening hive we thus secured the
advantages of rapid handling.
The interest in bee-keeping was now becom-

ing general and animated, and we soon began
to advertise and grow large numbers of Italian
queens for the market. In this latitude this
occupation is attended with much labor and
expense, as the winters are long and severe, and
the queen-rearing season shoi't. A large corres-
pondence led to many inquiries for other goods,
and Anally we built a factory and began to
supply various goods used in the apiary. The
radical and frequent changes in hives and fix-

tures made it hazardous to manufacture stock
ahead; thus, during the busy season we were
often sadly overworked. A couple of rather un-
successful ventures, induced by lack of employ-
ment during the dull months, led to discourage-
ment, and finally a railroad was surveyed
through the buildings and premises, and we
were constrained to sell out the apiary and bee-
keepers' supply business, together with the
monthly Bee-keepers' Exchange, to Houck &
Peet, who assumed control late in 1881. The
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short career and sudden death of Theodore
Houck compelled lis to take back many of the
goods in order to liquidate the estate and se-

cure a final settlement.
For nearly one year we were entirely without

bees; but the transition was radical, and our
love for the pets again asserted itself.

Having now had considerable experience, a
large contact with practical beekeepers, and a
thorough knowledgi^ of the many hives in use,

we concluded that we should be able to choose
a good, practical, simple hive, adapted to the
needs of bees and the requirements of box and
extracted honey. After mature study we made
and adopted the hive that we now have; and
let us assure your readers that, although we
have used it more than ten years, we must see
many and positive improvements in a hive to
induce us to change again. In our next we
hope to describe our hive, and give reasons for
its shape, construction, and management.

J. H. Neli.is.
Continued.

BEE-ESCAPES.

A NEW IDEA OF THEIR MANNER OF WORKING.

I find that no one in Gleanings has yet given
the true principle upon which the bee-escape
is supposed to work. The super from which it is

desired to rid the bees being shut off from the
heat of the hive, it would seem that, when the
vreather got cool, the bees would go down much
faster; but such is not the fact. It may then
take days instead of hours for the sections to
be cleared. The true reason is. that, when the
bees find they are separated from the queen,
they get panicky, and leave forthwith in pur-
suit of the queen. It is a mistake to suppose
that the ragged edge of the tin or paper pre-
vents the bees from going back into the sections;
but the fact is, the cause that induced them to
leave prevents them from going back. Now
for the proof: You will find inclosed a piece of
tin. This was formed over a 20-penny wire
nail. This I tack over a hole on the underside of
a board. This is my bee-escape. It will be
seen that the bees can go one way as well as
the other. My section-cases all have glass. I

put on the escapes in the morning, so I could
watch them, which I did closely. Some will
miss the queen very soon, and the sections will
be cleared in two or three hours. Others wi'l
remain quiet for several hours; but when they
discover their isolated position they will be
seen in a perfect panic, which they keep up
until the last bee leaves the sections. Among
others I put sections, containing about 60 lbs. of
honey, over a board fixed with three of these
tins. The next morning when I took off my
sections I found bees enough to make a fair
swarm, clustered all over under the board.
There were many bees deep over the tins.
They had commenced comb-building; but not'
a bee had gone into the sections. I have used
these tins through the past season with un-
varying results. In no case did the bees go back
into the sections.

I believe that a zinc queen-excluder, if placed
on an empty section-holder, and the zinc all

covered up but a narrow strip, would make a
good bee-escape. William Halley.
Rockton, 111., Jan. 23.

[It is very possible that you may be right,
and we hope those of our readers who have
made observations in regard to the actual
workings of the bee-escape will let us know
what they think about it. Another summer
shall not go by without our fixing up an ob-

servatory hive, to watch the actual operation
of the various bee-escapes. However, even if

your point is true, would it not be better to
have something like the Porter, so the be?s will
actually be prevented from going back, even if

they should desire to do so? The Porters, who
have conducted a long series of experiments
along this line, will doubtless be able to give
us some information.]

SOME BIG HONEY YIELDS. BY AN EXTEN-
SIVE BEE-KEEPER.

FRANK JINAY, OF MAUSTON, WIS., A BEE-
KEEPER WHO PRODUCES TONS AND TONS
OF EXTRACTED HONEY, TELLS US SOME-
THING ABOUT THE AVERAGE YIELD

OF HIS LOCALITY.

Ed. Oleanlngs

:

—One year ago I was enjoving
a long-desired visit at the " Home of the Hon-
ey-b-^es;"' and while I recall the pleasant visit,

I also remember a long-neslected promise to
let you " hear from us." But as I have not
only had the care of seven apiaries, but have
also done seven thousand miles of rambling
during the year 1892, it has left little time to
spare. Although you may think, by the report
I sent you for statistics about August first, that
we have had little to do, we had a very good
fall crop, and I secured about nine tons of ex-
cellent honey, all stored after the first of
August.
We often have a failure of apart of the honey

resources of Wisconsin; but after an experience
of 17 years I can say that I have never yet had
a failure for the entire season: and it is the
never-failing crop that counts up on the grand
total, as can be seen by placing my own record
for the past 16 years with that of the famous
Sespe apiary, of California, which, although it

shows some marvelously large yields, yet the
total average for 16 years is only about 73
pounds, mostly extracted, I suppose (see
Gleanings, page 774, 1891), while my own
average, as shown by inclosed table, is 93
pounds, a large per cent of it comb honey in
pound sections; and lest some may suppose
this average to be only a few hives. I will say
the number has averaged about the same as
the Sespe apiary, and that my crop for the past
ten years has not been less than 10,000 pounds.
My best crop was 23 tons, and best gain of one
colony sr pounds in one day, and 335 pounds in

one season.
These results were from an ordinary colony

that had not been helped in any way from other
colonies.

Average per colony for 16 years.
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THE COWAjX extractor.
I now wish to say a few words in regard to

the Cowan extractor, as ray experience in ex-
tracting 9 tons has brought to notice one
feature that I did not notice on first trial. We
had used it but a few times when one morning,
on starting for an out-apiary, I was surprised
to see my assistant (who turns the machines)
putting the Cowan into his buggy. I asked,
" Why are you taking that, as there is an ex-
tractor there?" He replied that the other
machine always daubed- his clothes, as if they
were sprayed with honey, but that he could
use the Cowan and keep clean; and I soon
noticed that he was right: and I feel sure that
any one who has had trouble by this will ap-
preciate the Cowan. Frank McNay.
Mauston, Wis., Feb. 10.

[Something over a year ago Mr. McNay call-

ed at the Home of the Honey-bees. At the
time, we were " down sick with the earache
over home." The pain was about as much as
we could bear without groaning; but hearing
that friend McNay was over at the shop we
sent over word, asking him to make us a call.

We enjoyed quite a pleasant visit with him, de-
spite the pain. Mr. McNay gave us quite an
interesting account of how he manages bees on
such an extensive scale, and we asked him to
favor us with an article occasionally, and the
above is the first one of the series, and we hope
it will not be the last one.]

BALDENSPERGER'S LETTER.

SAMSON, AND THE HONEY FROM THE LION'S
carcass; that mammoth honey-

extractor, ETC.

In many parts of Africa the smoking of to-
bacco is prohibited by order of the Mohamme-
dan Sultan, II Moolah Hassan, of Marocco; and
there are some tribes that will not even inter-
marry with those who smoke. In Abyssinia
the Christian kings forbid tobacco altogether.
King Menelek cuts off the noses, lips, and hands
of such of his subjects as use tobacco again;
but in the south of Algiers lives a tribe of
Arabs, the Mozabites, or Beni-M'zab, in seven
cities. They differ somewhat from other Mo-
hammedans, particularly in the fact that they
do not adore all saints; and, contrary to Arabic
custom, they drink no coffee and never smoke
tobacco. Some of them do, though, when they
leave their southern republic and come north.
They are a very commercial people, and at Al-
giers they are known as the most straight-
forward business men, in consequence of their
abstinence from strong drink. Honey comes in
as a substitute; and it is for that reason that
they buy thousands of pounds of it. which they
send off to their diy homes. In order to remain
in their community they are obliged to go
home once in a while. They never have any,
luxury whatever about them; and, though very
wealthy, they go about in coarse cloth, and are
called " Muchew " by the natives, which means
'"small one." They are very well versed in
their history; but the Mohammedans proper
hate them and call them the "Fifth ones," as
they do not belong to any of the four recognized
sects of Islam—Malki, flanuafi, Shafi, and Han-
bali.

On page 815, Nov. 1, the proof-reader suggests
that flies, etc., can not develop in arid climates
like Arizona and Palestine, as is shown in the
case of the carcass of the lion. Now, Palestine,
though very hot, is just the place to develop
those very troublesome flies; and the identical
roek of Etham, where Samson was, is full of

caves where the flocks resort in the spring of
the year; and during the daytime the women
churn the milk and dry the cheese in the sun.
Such places are literally tilled with flies. And,
again, the road .Samson took, according to the
14th chapter of Judges, is well known to me.
The new railway, from Jaffa to Jerusalem,
crosses that road. However, last year we often
went that way. Eshtaol, now Eshna' et Zora,
or Sar'a, have large apiaries; and the way to
Tibnah, the Bible Timnath. is full of springs
and damp swamps, where all kinds of mosqui-
toes and other vermin thrive; and bees, also, do
well, in consequence of the luxuriant vegeta-
tion and plenty of water. The carcass of the
lion, which Samson had killed some time be-
fore, must have been thrown beside a colony of
bees already established there in the rock or be-
hind a wall, and Samson went to look at the
carcass in the day time and found the bees fly-

ing in and out, so he took some honey. As a
matter of course, the fact that honey was al-

ready found in the colony of bees proves that
the colony had been longer there than the dead
beast. Then, again, in chapter 13, 7th verse,
Samson's mother seems to have accepted the
oath for Samson not to eat any unclean thing.
Samson, a Nazarite, would have disdained hon-
ey from the carcass itself; and his parents, too,

ate of it. It was probably the case with the
language then as it is now—the honey was near
the carcass, and the writer puts it " the heart of
the carcass," meaning thereby that it was close
by. Perhaps the carcass was even thrown upon
the rock, and the bees had to seek their way
through the next morning. Panthers were still

found ai'ound there till recently; but the noise
of the railway has driven away those felines
from the hitherto abandoned mountain-gorges.
Carcasses never dry up, but decay. The skele-
ton alone remains. Numerous jackals do away
with dead cattle in a short time.
That mammoth extractor, p. 83.5, Nov. 15, is,

of course, unique, but I do not suppose it will
extend very far bfeyond Cuba, unless such im-
mense honey-fields are found elsewhere. An
extractor holding four frames is quite large
enough to throw out hundreds of pounds a day.

I did not think that people of the editor's age
would begin "wheeling." Perhaps it maybe-
come more general: but just now the prices are
a good deal too high.
Mr. S. F. Trego's bees, I suppose, have been

greatly frightened by the six kicks. That is

why, I presume, they did not sting. Why should
they have acted like flies, with such rough
treatment? It can be accounted for only by
their great weakness. A double-story hive full

of bees would not act so. Any race would be
quick at stinging.

Page 882, your proof-reader, I think, is quite
right. Keep the romantic names. They tell

very well the history of bygone days. In the
old Bible lands many old names still exist, such
as Beni-Barak, Jehud, etc., existing before
Joshua took those cities. Then, again, many
cities changed their names under the different
nations successively governing Palestine. Do
not such names tell us of the antiquity of the
places, and, at the same time, to a great extent
help to constitute written history, though in-

complete? The story of Samson, above alluded
to, shows also how useful it is to have kept the
very same names. Some names, too, remind us
of the Roman occupancy ; as, Colonia, Castle,
Csesarea, etc.; while others recall the Crusades,
such as Sinjil, a corruption of St. Gilles; Wall-
age, a corruption of Village: St. Jean d'Acre,
etc. Also the Greek domination has left names
from that language. Thus, the old Sichem was
changed into Neapolis (new city) by the Greek
rulers, and now retains that name under the
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Arabic form of Nablous — a very flourishing
central town.
Mr. W. Grahame. p. 917, says, " A qneen must

be fertilized within 21 days, else she will be bar-
ren." I have 15 per cent fertilized between the
:31st and SOth day. giving, excepting one, the
most excellent results as to proliticness, and, in

coiiS('(iuence, furnishing hives crammed full of
bees with plenty of surplus honey.

Pii. .7. Ualdenspkijgkk.
Nice, France, Jan. 10.

BEE PARALYSIS.

J. A. GOLDEN ANSWERS QUESTIONS RELATING
TO THE ATTACK ON HIS BEES.

In Gleanings of Feb. 1. page 93, I see that
the salt cure for bee paralysis is challenged.
Permit me to say, that, in my article on page
888, I expressed a question in the following
words: "If paralysis it was; who can tell?"
It appears that friend Bartow has been led to
believe that poison was the cause, and proposes
certain questions for consideration, which I

shall try to answer. His first question is:
• Might not the bees have been poisoned by

visiting fruit-trees that had been sprayed?"
My answer is, I think not. because there has

not been, to my personal knowledge, or from
inquiry, a single tree in all this section of
country that has been sprayed with poison of
any kind; but if poisoned, it came from some
other source; and the very first thing I thought
of on that Sunday morning, when I saw the
bees skipping out and dying, was poison; and if

that was the cause, then bees cpoisoned act
just as bees do that have paralysis. How do
bees act when poisoned, anyhow? I can not
think any one would purposely poison the hon-
ey-bee. Then, again, if poisoned, the same
thing has been occurring all around for the past
four or five years, but in a ligljter form. I can
not think the bees were poisoned.
Again, he says. " Might not the cun^ of Mr.

Golden have been a success on account of less

poison ?'
If friend Bartow implies by this that my bees

had poison in a mild form, he surely would
have thought differently could he have seen
those bees march out and expire.
Again, he asks, " Is salt an antidote for mild

poison?"
We answer, Yes, for certain kinds; and we

know that salt allays fever, itchings, reduc(>s
swellings, purifies and preserves, and. in our
observation in the study of be<' paralysis, I feel

satisfied that the bee becomes feverish, produc-
ing an itching sensation, thus causing the hair
to be easily withdrawn; finally the swelling of
the intestines, resulting in d(>ath. I therefore
firmly believe that ninty-nine out of every hun-
dred bees in the first stage of the disease can
be cured by a proper use of salt; and also quite
a good share when in the st^cond stage, or in the
hairless condition ; but when bees enter the
third, or swelling stage, death is certain to fol-

low.
In answer to his last question, I would say

that bees usually go out of the hive to die dur-
ing warm weather, but invariably die in the
hive during the colder season.

symptoms of bee paralysis.

In my experience and study of bee paralysis,
I (ind that the first symptoms of the disea.se an;
first noticeable, so far as we have been able to
judge, by the guard -bees at the entrances
attacking the diseased sisters with a hustling
movement as they go and come; and the diseased
bee, in this stage, seems to enjoy this kind of

treatment; and this indicates, to my mind, that
the bee is'feverish—a Icondition that produces
an itching sensation, also causing the hair to
loosen, and to be easily extracted by the bees in
the hustling movement, as above stated. I

also find that, when bees reach the second
stage, or hairless condition, the guard-bees are
more determined to drag them from the hive
thau at any other lime. Further observations
teach us that, as soon as the bee begins to
bloat, she immediately leaves the hive and soon
expires.

I have never found more than one queen that
showed any symptoms of the disease, and in this

case I spent much time with a large magnify-
ing-glass watching the bees taking the hairs
from her body until she became hairless, and re-

sembled a black wasp. Jan. 36, 1893. she still

reigned over a strong colony of beautiful bees,

and can be seen during the coming season,
should she survive the winter.

how to cure.
In conclusion I want to say to all who have

or may have bee paralysis among their bees,

try one or two colonies thus: As soon as the bees
begin to fly freely, make a strong brine and
thoroughly wet the bottom -boards of these
hives once a week, so that, when they dry, they
will look frosty; also freely spray the combs
and brood with/a solution of salt water that you
can tastequite a little salty (not strong), once a
week, during the season, then report the result;

and if you don't forget to apply the remedy, I

am siu'e your report will be in favor of salt. I

think the time is near at hand, if the disease is

not checked, when apiarists will have cause to

look for other occupations. J. A. (Jolden.
Reinersville, O., Feb. 8.

[Mr. Golden describes exactly the disease
that visits our apiary occasionally; but it is

strange that it has never broken out in our
yards in such virulency as reported by Mr. (Jol-

den on page 888, Dec. 1, last year. We always
(except at oui-yards) keep down the grass at
the entrances with salt. After every rain, the
bees probably gel a little of this salt. At our
out-yard-i it lias been a noticeable fact that we
have had more cases of this bee paralysis. Salt
is a mild antiseptic, and it seems probable that
it may operate as a check if not an actual

cure.l

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

BEE-KEEPING DESCRIBED FOR THE GREAT OUT-
SIDE WORI-D.

One of our correspondents sends us the follow-

ing, which he says was clipped from the Chicago
World:
KBEPS BEES IN HER BEDKOOM; A STATEN ISLAND

GIRL WHO FINDS THE INDUSTRIOUS INSECTS
QUIET COMPANIONS.

There is a g-irl in Staten Island, N. Y., who has
kept a hive of bees in her bediooni duting- the win-
ter. She recently said tliat ttiey were the most
unobjectionable of companions. Tiiey are quiet,

orderly, and attend strictly to their own attairs.

When the warm weather comes tliey will be set

outdoors, where there are beds of mig-noiiette and
other sweet-scented flowers, wliicli the bees fully
uridei'stand are planted for their especial use. Tliis

liive of bees is the nucleus of her contemplated bee-
f:irm. Last summer they supplied her weekly with
36 lbs. of honey'.
For each pound of lioney slie received 3(1 cents.

The profits of bee-keeping- are great, the cost small.
The labor of honey-raising lias been materially
lessened for the bees by modern improvements, and
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they seem proportionsitely grateful. The bees no
longrer make tlieir own cells, which are prodnred by
machinery out of wax. Tliese artificial cells are
placed in tlie hive, and the bees seem to be grlad to
gretridofthe labor of niakins- them. Immediately
they g-et to honey-making-. This b\isiness;they con-
duct alone. When the cells are full tlie hive must
he watched from witliout, lest the bees begin seal-

ing- them up. wliicli they do in oi-der to lay up their
winter's food.
To guard against this, additional cells are put on

top of the hive, called supers. In these the bees de-
posit their extra store, and this is reserved for their
winter outfit. When the bees begin to seal the
cells, the box is removed, a small machine is put
inside, -n'liich is set vibrating, and this empties the
ceils of their honey, which is drawn off. and the
cells, having- been drained, are put back to be re-

filled. Tliis young woman says tliat her bees know
her, and are as tame to her liand as doves. The oc-
cupation of honey-making has pi'oved. pleasurable
and profitable.

[No doubt there will be many a broad smile as
our readers look over the above, which, very
likely, is destined to go the rounds of the news-
papers. If everybody takes down the statement
about 36 lbs. of honey per week, at 30 cts. a
pound, there will probably be a sudden stam-
pede for bee-books, journals, and bee-supplies.
Let me bid these friends go slow, however. In-
stead of 3(3 lbs. of honey per week, and not
much work either, a great many of our veterans
would be glad to get 3(3 lbs. on an average dur-
ing the whole season. In fact, I know of .sev-

eral who have not done even as well as that,
and they have worked hard too. The plan of
putting a " vibrating machine " inside of a box
of honey is a pretty big joke. Well, we can be
thankful that the newspapers have a good
opinion of us and our occupation, any way.]

A. I. R.

BICYCLES FOR LADIES.

The following bit of eloquence and truth we
clip from the Philadelphia Germantown Tele-
graph:
Now, with tlie ladies' bicycle she can go where she

will, when slie will, and how she will. Her exercise
is out of doors, where she may feel of God's sun-
shine and Ijreathe of his unvitiated air; the exercise
maybe as gentle or as hai'd as she hits a mind to
make: she can go four miles or forty miles in this
direction or iti that direction, and as fast or as slow
as suits her own sweet will. The hills ;ind dales and
surrounding country, so prosaic before, take on
new life, new interest, now that she lias learned to
ride. There is no horse to shy, no groom to employ,
no stable to provide. Her wheel is always ready,
always obedient, always her slave—more, it is the
most fascinating and invigorating outdoor gymna-
sium th.it was ever devised. With' its aid a glow
can be l)i-ought to the palest cheek, and a I'ich,

coursing, healthfuTcirculation to the most stagnant
blood.

Well, now, I can not say, from personal ex-
perience, as to the women -folks; but so far as I
am concerned, the above is no exaggeration. It

is true, every word of it.

PROF. LOWE AND HIS BOYHOOD.
I am particularly interested in boys (my chil-

dren are all boys); and when I read in Glean-
ings about Prof. Lowe I wanted to give you a
short ski'tch of his boyhood. When very young
his father deserted his""family of three small
boys; the mother proved incapable of taking
care of them, and thrtuv them on the town.
My husband's aunt (Mrs. Perkins) was elected
to have "Thad " in her family; and as she al-

ready had more boys and girls than a drinking
father could support. i)Oor little Thad had a
hard time. As soon as he became old enough
he ran away and joined a show. After a time
he wrote back, " Great oaks from little acorns
grow," and nothing more. They heard of him

from time to time through the papers, and he
was always working xiy. Surely his words have
come true. He takes his family to the White
Mountains now. and I often wonder whether he
tells them of the misery he endured there.
When a child he was delicate, and different
from other children, and even then never liked
work on the farm. Mrs. G. E. Bai,cii.

Harmon, 111.

[There are several lessons we may learn here.
First, having a hard time during boyhood does
not always sjioil a boy. On the contrary, it

may serve to develop his best powers. I sin-
cerely hope and trust there has been a temper-
ance reform in the locality where poor Thad
was brought up. Being deserted by his father,
and then cruelly treated, probably, by another
drunken father, was enough to make any boy
run away. I presume that, like most boys, he
disliked to write letters; but thinking that his
friends would like to know something about
him, he finally got up energy enough to write
the very short letter you mention. It is almost
equal to some of the schoolboys' compositions
we read about. Very likely his delicate frame
was unfitted for the hard work of the farm. I

know something about that myself; and even
when I was sixteen, my father said I was not
worth 3.5 cents a day in the harvest- field. But
I had a natural love for farming and agricul-
ture, notwithstanding. The matter was not
presented to me in just the right way at that
time, and perhaps due allowance was not made
for a boy so thin and spare, who was growing
rapidly. Prof. Lowe now has a taste for agri-
culture—at least, you would think so if you
were to see his grounds in Pasadena; and I

think, too, he must have a taste for almost all

outdoor industries. His recent achievement of
building an electric railway to the summit of
Wilson's Peak is along in that line; and when
he ri(les up to the summit on his own car, and
looks off over the landscape and the ocean, I

wonder whether he thinks of that short letter

he wrote home to his friends. I do not know
any thing about it, of course; but I hope he re-

members, too, the great God above, who has
given him mental and physical strength and
endurance for all that he has accomplished
during the years that are past.]

a good-natured man, and how he became
so.

I have not used a penny's worth of medicine
in forty years. I don't need any—never expect
to use an*j'—haven't used tea nor coffee for more
than fifty years, but have used milk, warm
from the cow, for about 6.5 years.
When old enough to milk I said to my mother,

•' Our calves and pigs have new milk, and they
look better than the neighbors' calves and pigs.

I don't see why new milk wouldn't be better
for children." " I never heard of such a thing;
it would make you sick," said she. But I began;
and, though the taste at first was very unpleas-
ant, I persevered until I liked it. I still use it

at every meal—good Jersey milk. I will send
you one dollar and fifty cents to apply on
Gleanings. It seems that, by the marking on
the margins, the two numbers brought me day
before yesterday were read in Burke, then sent
to Bellmont Center; and even when they got to

this neighborhood they were read by a consider-
able number of persons, who thought they were
"just splendid." before they reached me. I

have no fault to find, for all the people all over
the county, nearly, know whatever reading-
matter I chance to have is free to everybody
who chooses to read. Whenever I do get a
number I read first the article headed "Our-
selves and Our Neighbors." I should read
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extensively on bee culture, as I have a few
bees—78 swarms—in good shape.

W. H. J. Drew.
Chateaugay Lake, N. V.. Jan. 24.

[Well, friend D., I should think you were a
good-natured man. We are glad to have
Gleanings read, especially when the readers
seem to enioy reading it as do those you men-
tion. Well, if (/ou can stand it. all right: but
whenever any nnmbei's of Gleanings get lost

or worn out. just apply to us and you shall
have more free of charge. Oh! I want to say
to our readers, that the explanation of your
wonderful good nature lies in that opening
paragraph. You learned when a boy that new-
milk, right from the cow, was good to di'ink,

and cheaper than doctors' stuff; but, by the
Way, do not be too sure that you will never
need medicine. I sincerely hope you may not;
but you remember the old injunction, "Let
him that thinketh he standeth, take heed lest

he fall."]

A SAD LETTER FROM A BEE-KEEPER'S WIFE.

Deal' Mr. Rovt:— I have sad. sad news to
write. My dear good husband, John D. Adams.
was drowned Aug. 21, while trying to save our
hired man's life. They were both drowned.
\Ve all know he died trying to do his duty; but,
oh it is so hard to give him up! it was such a
shock on us. If he had been sick, and I could
have stood by his bedside, knowing that he
must go, it surely wouldn't have been so hard.
Mr. Root, no one knows what it is to part with
a dear good companion until the trial comes.
Just a few weeks ago our home was lively and
cheerful, but now it is sad and lonesome. Oh
how we miss him!

A precious one from us has gone;
A voice we loved is still;

A place is vacant in our home.
Which never can be filled.

God, in his wisdom, lias recalled
The boon liis love had given

;

And, though the bodj' slumbers Uvre,
The soul is safe in heaven.

I beg (lU interest in the prayers of the bee-
keepers that I may ever do my duty in raising
my fatherless children. He loved his bees so
dearly we can not bear to part with them, so
we intend to keep them, and do our best with
them. Oh so many responsibilities I have to
shoulder! Pray for me. Annie F. Adams.
Nira. Iowa. ''

[Most certainly will we remember to pray for

you; and while doing so we can rejoice that
yours is a faith that goes beyond tliis world,
ilust at this time, when floods are likely to oc-
cur with the breaking-up of the ice and the
melting of the snow, it behooves us to be care-
ful about taking risks in water. Many a person
has been drowned, when he evidently scarcely
thought of being in danger. Dear friend, you
may rejoice in the thought that our good
brother died in the effort to save the life of a
fellow-man.] A. I. R.

a plan for converting dark honey into
white; not by the glucose method,

bvt substitution.

Many a bee-keeper in this vicinity found last

fall a considerable part of his surplus to be
buckwheat and other dark honey; and, on at-
tempting to sell it. found but a limiti^d market
at a very low price.

If I could set forth a scheme by which such
an unsalable article could be instantly convert-
ed into nice white honey I suppose they and
others similarly situated would be made much
happier. While I know of no magic by which

dark honey may be tr(msmuted to white; yet I

tliink there is a plan by which it niay be ex-
didiKjcd for white at the cost only of time and
a little labor. It is better not to try to market
such honey, nor even to take it from the cases
in which it was made.
My plan is, to place the cases in the spring

»Hdcr the l)rood-chamber of the hives, before
the time for putting on surplus cases arrives,
calculating the matter so that all space in the
body of the hive will be lilled by the honey
which the bees will carry up e.xcept what is

needed for brood-rearing. This will force early
swarming and the storing of all white honey in
sections when surplus cases are added, on the
advent of the white- honey season. At the close
of tlie clover and basswood season, take oft' all
cases, remove merchantable honey, and return
the rest to the cases, putting the best and most
nearly completed by itself; then return to the
hives. selecting energetic swarms having combs
occupied either with honey or ijoiiikj brood.
Place a heavy case on the top, and its comple-
ment under the brood -nest; and in a very short
time the upper one will be filled from the lower,
and completed. This plan gives you white
honey without admixture of dark. VVhen there
is such a mixture the dark sells the light, not
the light the dark.
For the after- crop of honey, second-hand

boxes may be used; but it is false economy to
put on old boxes for clover and basswood. In
the same way. eniptv combs are a detriment to
the fancy part of your crop, but an advantage
to the lower- grade portion.

Flint. Mich. Emily E. West.

[We believe this plan has before been pro-
posed, and has to some extent been put into
practice. At first we thought you were going
to propose to lighten the honey by glucose; but
your plan is far better, and. what is of far
greater importance, is perfectly unobjectionable
from a moral point of view.]

queens from the south vs. those from
the north.

Has any one experimented to see whether
the progeny of queens raised in the South, and
sent north, are as hardy as from queens raised
in a cold climate? If queens raised in the
South are as good for the North as those raised
up here, Southern breeders have a great ad-
vantage over Northern queen-breeders.

HOW MANY COLONIES WILL 2000 BASSWOODS
SUPPORT?

How many colonies of bees could profita-
bly be kept to pasture on 2000 young bassuood-
trees, averaging in. through, and 2000 that
would average 3 inches? The trees are 15 or 30
years old.

I am much interested in the adulteration dis-
cussion, and 1 consider honey sugar or sugar
honey a dangerous' thing. I hope it can be de-
tected readily, ana prosecuted to the finish.

Cherokee, la., Feb. 1.5. L. J. Fairfield.

[So far as we have been able to observe,
queens from the South are just as good as those
raised in the North. With regard to the bass-
wood, your qin^stion is a hard one to answer.
In good seasons, tlu; 2000 trees might yield all

that 500 colonics could gather for ten days.
Indeed, they might do much moi'e. and per-
haps much less. Basswood is a wonderful hon-
ey-plant, but we have no accurate data.]

BEES AND fruit; SOME SENSIBLE W'GRD.S.

The question of bees and fruit-trees again
commands the attention of horticulturists and
apiarists. In some sections where bees are
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numerous the fruit-growers are troubled at

this season while packing fruits, and naturally
condemn the bees without stopping to reflect

upon the advantages to be derived from them
in fertilizing the trees and vines from which
the fruit is taken.

In England a fruit-grower was surprised to

Hnd that, in one corner of his garden, in which
were placed colonies of bees, the trees were
heavily laden with fruit, while those more re-

mo e had set very sparingly. Then he called

to mind the circumstance of its being very dark
and foggy during the blooming of the trees, so

that the' bees flew but a short distance from
their hives.
The proprietor of a cherry orchard in Cali-

fornia found that his trees did not bear remu-
nerative crops after the flat of the raisin-growers
banishing the bees to a distant canyon. Being
convinced of the necessity of bees to fertilize

the bloom, he procured some colonies, located

them in his orchard, and then realized satis-

factory returns. Horticulturists and apiarists

are like the American Union—one and insep-

arable.—Iri'igation Age.

BEE-HUNTING.

I am still climbing bee-trees. I went down
into the sunk lands this fall and climbed two
trees. I got !iO gallons of honey. I had a

picture taken of one tree S feet through and 90

feet high. If you wi-h one to put in your
journal I will send you one. I am going into

the bee business. I have 13 stands. I had only
one stand last summer, and I sold from it .M9..50

worth of honey at 15 cts. per pound.
Green Derrington.

Poplar Bluft', Mo., Jan. 5.

[Send us the picture, friend D., and. if suit-

able for a half-tone, we shall be glad to use it.

If you can get $19.,50 from each stand in a whole
apiary, you will soon be a " big bee-man."]

HOW TO STOP BEES FROM EATING THROUGH
OILCLOTH.

A friend recently showed me a way by which
he prevented propolis l)eing fastened to the
oilcloth cover of his hives. Like many of us he
was troubled by the bees eating through it. He
makes a light frame of wood, about a quarter
of an inch thick and an inch wide, the size of

the hive, and nails it across, keeping it from
sagging by putting a doubled strip of tin across

the center. This cover laid over allows a bee-

space between it and the tops of the frames.
This may not be new. but it is efficacious with
him. He also prevents the combs being joined
together by making the frame 1% inches wide,

allowing a space between when placed in the
hive. R. B. Hugenan.

Boeru", Tex.

HOW TO KEEP BEES AWAY FROM WATERING-
TROUGHS, ETC.

I grease the tops of my watering-troughs
with any kind of old grease with a little kero-
sene mixed with it, and have not a bit of trouble
with bees in them.
There is a colony of bees located in the chim-

ney of an empty liouse right here in Carpenter.
The combs have become very much blackened
from the rains washing the soot down among
them, but the bees are still working away.
They cast one swarm which hung on the
branch of a tree near the house for two days,

right in the sun too. No one In Carpenter had
the courage to hive them, as they were rather
high up. At last some one sent me word, but I

was not told of it until they had gone.
Carpenter, 111. Edw. Smith.

AN EXCELLENT PLAN FOR GETTING RID OF
LAYING WORKERS.

To get rid of laying workers, take the colony
infested and set it on a wheelbarrow; then
put a clean hive on the stand just vacated,
with a frame of good brood, and a queen-cell if

you have it. You are now ready for all the
field-bees that are out. Wheel the hive that
has the laying workers, twenty or more rods
from the apiary, and shake the whole outfit of
bees off on the ground, and let them find their
own way back to their old stand. You can put
the combs back, or you can distribute them
among other colonies, and give the colony on
the old stand frames of empty comb, or founda-
tion, just as you may wish. We never failed to
get rid of laying workers by this plan, and we
have had considerable experience, especially
with laying workers among Cyprian bees, and
we very much doubt whether there are any
worse bees in that respect than the Cyprians;
and if there is a more vindictive bee than the
Cyprian, we really should like to see it.

Rochester. O. M. W. Shepherd.

A CHEAP WAY OF COOKING WHEAT FOR FOOD,
ETC.

God gave us wheat, but we do not use it as he
gave it to us. We first take part away. Take
the runners off your sleigh, and how will it

work?
Milk is the best of food; but the injunction,

not to wash our solid food down with it, can not
be put too strong. Also, it is said w(> should
not drink it fast. A nice way to prepare wheat
for food is to obtain ii perfectly free from foul
seed and other matter. Take the whole wheat,
wash it, soak it five or ten hours, then boil it in
a tin basin over the augite mat. Any dish may
do to boil it in; but you want the mat, as it is a
bad job without one, for the wheat must be
boiled half a day. Eat it hot or cold, in milk,
with cream, or with butter, or alone. I prefer
to hav(> most of the water cooked out when
done. B. D.

. Eagle Point, Wis.

EMPLOYING HELP, ETC.

When I read of your views and trials with
hired help, I am painfully conscious that many
men who have land enough to keep half a
dozen men at work the year round think it the
safest to do what they can with their own
hands, and let the rest go. The important
thing for all of us is, to endeavor to learn what
" temperance in all things " means, in all its

phases and in all its fullness, and then strive
to live up to it. W. H. J. Drew.
Chateaugay Lake, N. Y'.. Oct. 2.5.

coldest WINTER IN YEARS ; SEVERE LOSSES.

We have had the coldest winter here that we
have had for years; and the result as to bees is

fearful. Fully fifty per cent of them have fro-
zen and died. Those who tried to winter on
summer stands without any packing have lost

nearly all. I commenced the winter with 30
colonies on summer stands, byt packed as di-
rected in the ABC, and have lost none.

Sneedville, Tenn., Jan. 38. H. F. Coleman.

FROM ONE COLONY TO 6000 IN 13 YEARS.

If it interests you and the readers of Glean-
ings I will state that, in 1870, a gentleman
brought a few colonies of bees (the first) to
Tahiti, Society Islands, in the Pacific (French
colony), and in 1883, when I left the island, they
had increased to six thousand colonies.

Pully, Switzerland. I. P. Greno.
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A PLAN FOK KEEPING DOWN INCK1;ASE.

Editor Oleanings:—Not desiring further in-

crease, I wish to ask you and ihe readers of
GI/EANINgs what you and they think of the
following plan to keep down or prevent in-

crease: My hives are all two stories. About
the time the beesstartqueen-cells in the spring,
take the upper story (with an extra cheap top and
bottom); place it at the side of the hive, and in

this place the old queen, with about one-third
of bees and brood. Give the two sufficient
combs; then when the iw.w queen commences
to lay, destroy the old queen and unite the two.
You will confer a favor by pointing out any
objection to the above plau, and I should be
pleased to hear from many of your advanced
bee-keepers on the subject. E. P. Ckanston.
Keating. Oregon, Jan. 2r>.

[We think the plan would discourage increase,
if not prevent it, in most cases, altog(^ther; but
when bees once get the swarming mania it

seems as if nothing would stop them. In such
cases, let them swarm; hive them in a hive on
frames of foundation, and put this hive and all

on top of the parent colony, with a bottom

-

board Ijetween. so that there is no connnunica-
tion between. After the honey season, remove
the dividing bottom and let them unite. We
did this one season, and it worked very well.
Of course, in the parent colony we cut out all

the queen-cells but one before the swarm with
its hive was placed on top.]

NO BURK COMBS ON THE NEW HOFFMAN
FRAMES.

I see you wanted to know our experience in
regard to brace and burr combs on the new
Hoffman frames. With me th(>y are complete.
I do not think there is one on the 350 bought of
you last spring. I used full sheets of medium
foundation. The Dovetailed chaff hive is near-
ly perfi'ct. I have had a hard winter, but the
two colonies out of doors are alive yet in them,
and 3.5° below zero. W. E.L. Mii.i.s.

Lac-qui-Parle, Minn., Feb. 15.

SCARLET (OR ITALIAN) CLOVER.

ITS VALUE AS A HONEY-PLANT AND AS A
CLQVEK TO BE PLOWED UNDER.

Mr. Root:—I inclose a circular from the
Western Seed Co. The country is being flooded
with them, and some of our farmers are invest-
ing. Please give your opinion. Our altitude
Is 3300 feet: and I tell those who ask my opin-
ion, to invest on a very small scale, as it will
hardly be a success herr. J. L.'^MrKKXziE.

.

Howesville. W. Va., Jan. 13.

We give below the contents of the circular

referred to:

Scarlet clover is an annual, and shoidd be sown
between July 15 and October 1. It ^eriniiiates
quickly, g-rows very rapidly through tlie fall and
winter (where tiie winter is not too severe', making'
excellent winter pasture. It hlossoms between tlu*
middle of April and the middle of May (according-
to latitude), and matures seed in June. This clover
can be sown after crops have been removed from
the ground, such as wheat, oats, millet, beans, po-
tatoes, or, in fact, on any vacant ground, or can be
sown in corn at last working-, or later by tirst
stirring- tlie ground. In lliis way it will prove of
inestimable worth in holding thi! valuable nitrates
in the soil that are otherwise washed out of bare
ground, while at the same time it furnishes tlie very
best of fall, winter, and siiring i)asture, and enriches
and .stores up plant-food for the next crop.
Scarlet clover grows from IX to 3 feet high, with

magnificent root formation, extending from four to
six feet deep, even in unfavorable soil. It can be

turned under as a fertilizer for any crop early in
the spring, or will produce eight tons of green fod-
der on good ground by the middle of May, or from
two to three tons of supei-ior hay. The yield of seed
is from eight to flfteen bushels per acre, weig-liing
60 pounds to the t)ushel. It flourishes on iioor soils
and furnishes for them more i>lant-food in a short
time than could be secured in any other way.
Scarlet clover can not grow with wheat or rye, as

it grows wiiile they remain dormant, and takes the
ground. It can be sown with timothy. It may be
sown in the spring, but the lesult is a shorter
growth and late liloom, but makes a most desirable
bee-pasture.
Being- a supplementary and extra, or " stolen

crop," no other crop need be omitted to grow it;

also, it grows quicker and adds more fertility to the
soil than does any other known plant in so short a
time. We believe its spread through the country
will add materially to the prosperity of the agricul-
tural classes. The price of seed is as follows: Per
bushel, $10,00. f. o. b.; per half-bushel, $5.30, f. o. b.
For all quantities less than half a bushel, 30 cents
per pound. The Western Seed Co.,

South Bend, Ind.

[The above plant has been for years in our
seed catalogues, among the list of honey-pro-
ducing plants; and we have grown it, to a
small extent, for several seasons. I have no-
ticed of late, through the agricultural papers

—

especially the Country Gentleman—thai a good
deal is said about using it in place of other
clovers. It certainly is a great advantage if it

can be put in in the latter part of July or fore
part of August. I very much doubt whether it

will take root so as to stand the winter, if put
in during the latter part of August. Perhaps
in favored localities it would do to put it out in

September. It certainly is a rank grower. A
little bed of it in our rich marl<et-garden
grounds attracted the attention of farmers as
they passed by; and quite a number asked why
it would not be a splendid clover to turn under.
I have never tested it in this way. All our sow-
ings have been in May and June. I have never
paid enough attention to know whether it win-
ters over with us or not. If it does in South
Bend, Ind., it certainly does here. I do not
think I ever saw any as much as two feet high;
and the statement that it will produce eight
tons of green fodder per acre, it seems to me,
must be an exaggeration. Perhaps on the very
richest ground, during the most favorable sea-
sons, it might come pretty near it. My experi-
ence is, that it will not flourish on poor hard
clay ground, any thing like sweet clover. I

can not tell how much seed should be sown
to the acre. Perhaps some of our readers can
give us a litth; information. It has been ad-
vertised quite extensively in the Country Gen-
tleman, nnd in other papers, at !?C).00 a bushel.
We can furnish any quantity of clean tested
seed at the above hgures; and for large lots we
could make the price, at present Avri ting. $5.50,

or even $5.00. Frieii(l M. is very right in ad-
vising farmers and everybody else to test a
small patch of it lirst, ix'fore going into it

largely. Besides, these people who are tempted
to invest in new things of this sort should look
over their catalogues, or go to their seed mer-
chant to look it up and give them the proper
price. While we can not pronounce the circu-
lar a humbug or a swindle, it certainly is a
schetne to get more than the market value for

a farm product that is comparatively well
known.
With the present interest that has been called

forth within the last year or two, it is destined
to be pretty thoroughly tested. It is such a
great beauty that it ought to be given a place
around our homes as an ornamental plant, if

for nothing more. When in full bloom it looks
more like a wonderful crop of strawberries than
almost any thing else, the color of the clover-
heads being much like that of a beautiful ripe
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strawberry. Here is something further in re-

gard to it:]

CRIMSON CLOVER AS A HONEY-PLANT ;
QUALITY

OF THE HONEY, ETC.

A correspondent in last Gleanings, Feb. 1,

has asked about the crimson clover, Trifolium
incarnatum. as a honey-producing plant. It

has been grown at Biltmore the past few years

as a forage crop, with excellent results. The
seed is generally sown in our locality in early

autumn, in time for the plants to attain a fair

foothold upon the soil. It is one of the earliest

plants to start into growth in the spring, and
in early June the field is a glowing sea of crim-
son flowers. During the time that we have
grown this valuable clover it has never failed

to be a source of nectar: and the bees (both

the honey-bees and their cousins the bumble-
bees) may be seen upon the same plant, and are

kept busy during the entire season of bloom.
In the apiary, which is a small one, we got
from every strong colony one Dovetailed super
filled with the choicest honey from this source.

Crimson clover blossoms before white clover,

when sown in the fall: and, with us, has prov-
ed to be an excellent honey-plant and a good
forage crop. I do not know that crimson clover

could be grown in the North by sowing the
seed in the fall, nor do I know its value as a
honey-producing plantwhen sown in the spring.

I should not hesitate to try it grown on either

plan. The quality of the honey gathered from
crimson clover is of the finest—almost colorless,

and of exquisite flavor and aroma. In my es-

timation it is not surpassed by the famous
honey gathered from the sourwood (Oxyden-
drurh arboreum). which, in the mountains of

the Carolinas. is considered par excellence.
Biltmore, N. C, Feb. 11. C. D. Beadle.

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

MORE ABOUT THp; POTATO ONION.

Mr. J?oot;—Thinking that my experience in

cultivating the English potato onion might be
of interest to you or the readers of Gleanings,
I give it below. These onions increase by small
ones about the plant-bulbs. The bulb must be
one year old before it will produce any bulbs
around it. I separate my bulbs just as soon as
the tops die iu the summer, and place them in

a cool dry place until late in the fall, leaving
the tops on them. While the ground is yet
dry and warm, mostly in the latter part of
October, I prepare my plot of ground by deep
plowing and thorough harrowing and raking,
laying it off in rows 1.5 in. wide and 3 in. deep.
Be certain to make your rows straight, or you
will cut the onions when you use your hoe.
Plant the new bulbs, I. e., the ones grown in

the summer just past, in these rows every three
or four inches, pressing thera well in the bot-
tom of the row. Cover well by making the
row a little full on top, and thoroughly pack
the earth by passing a heavy garden-roller
over them.

Before freezing weather, give them a coating
of either well-rotted manure, and over this a
layer of straw, or else cover with stable ma-
nure which has considerable straw in it. I

prefer the well-rotted manure, and straw over
it. This covering is to protect the onions dur-
ing the winter, and to furnish food for plant-
growth in the spring. In this way you will

have choice onions for the table before other
people have planted theirs in the spring. About
the time most persons make their garden, or a

little later, go along and remove all the straw,
and carefully cultivate between the rows of

onions with a garden-fork or some instrument
of that kind. After this, cultivate as you do
other onions. If you have good loose ground,
well drained, and lying to the sun. you will

see onions at the end of the season that will

make you proud.
If you wish your onions to be very nice, pull

them just as soon as the tops are dry, or well
withered up, and lay them thin on boards in

the shade, and keep cool.

Now for the onions that produce the increase.

Prepare your ground thoroughly by deep culti-

vating just as early in the spring as you possi-

bly can. Lay off in rows 18 in. apart and 2 in.

deep. Plant the year-old bulbs G or 8 inches
apart in the rows: cover lightly, and settle all

with the garden-roller. Cultivate frequently,
but not too close to the bulb, or you will destroy
the young bulbs that are forming. Gather as
before described in case of the onions to be
eaten. I have tried planting old and new bulbs,
both fall and spring, and can say that I can get
the best results when planted as above described.
To give you an idea how productive they are,

I will tell you that, on a plot of less than 30 ft.

square. I raised over 10 bushels last year. I

was raised in a market-garden, and had con-
siderable experience with the potato onion.

O. S. Brown, M. D.
Londonderry, O., Feb. 22.

THE EGYPTIAN, OR WINTER ONIONS.

Friend Root ."—Our sales were more than dou-
ble this year than ever before, consequently we
are out, but have about four acres planted for
next year. We never saw them look so fine at
this season of the year.

I notice in your number for Sept. 1st, that you
recommend planting onions four to six inches
deep. If to be done with a sharp stick, I think
this is a mistake; but on your rich loose land it

may be difi'erent. My idea is to plant them
deep, as you say, but put little covering on; but
after they get well started, work up the dirt to
them. They will grow much faster, and be
more sure of a good stand when they are cov-
ered so deep. It takes them so long to get
through, and they do not seem as strong.
Rio Vista, Va. M. T. Thompson.

POTATO onions; IMPORTANCE OF PUTTING THEM
IN early; new VEGETABLES WORTHY

OF NOTE.

I wish to emphasize one point in their cultiva-
tion, which is of the greatest importance; i. e.,

setting them, out early. They should be set just
as soon as the ground is thawed. Don't wait for

it to di'y. A few years ago I became deeply in-

terested in this variety of onions, and purchased
20 bushels of large ones at harvesting time, to

set the next spring. After looking up every au-
thority on the subject I thought I knew how to

grow them; but they gave me little more than
my seed back, and I have learned since that the
trouble was they were set but too late. For
bunching they are just the thing to follow the
Egyptians, and I have failed to find any onions
as good for the piH'pose at that season. I have
never tried the \Vhit(^ Multipliers, but shall do
so this season. I have bei'ii in th(- habit of test-

ing most of the promising novelties in vegeta-
bles, and I find once in a while one of merit.
Last season I was very much surprised to find

a sweet corn five days earlier than the Cory,
and in every way just as good. The seed came
from Burpee, as "Burpee's First of All." I also

found Burlington Hybrid very late, and, I think,

almost woithless for gardening.
In early beets foi' bunching, I find the " Elec-
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trie." offered by Tillinghast, to be just a little

earlier than Eclipse or Egyptian, and considera-
bly better in sliape. and sui)erior for outdoor
culture. It makes better beets for marketing
in the winter. I have grown this variety in a
small way beside the Eciii)S('. Egyptian, and
Lentz. for three years, and shall grow it exclu-
sively this season. Last year I had one-eighth
of an acre of the Electric.
Oneida, N.Y. Edward B. Beebe.

[Thanks for the point you give us. friend B.

We tested the Electric beet, but unfortunately
did not put any Eclipse or other kind out at the
same time so as to tell which was best. We
shall this season give the corn and the beets a
trial with other varieties.]

A PLACE FOR SIFTED COAL ASHES.

Here is an item which may be of use to your
"high-pressure gardeners" who have a heavy
or sticky soil when wet. Early in the season,
after the ground is made ready for small seeds,

there will frequently be a wet spell, when it

may be possible to open a drill, but almost im-
possible to cover the seeds after they are in; or
after seeds have been put in, heavy rains may
compact the soil so they can hardly get through
it. I have found the following plan will over-
come this dif^culty: Open the drill and cover
the seeds with sifted coal ashes: firm well, and
the seeds will come up nicely: then. too. the
ashes clearly mark the location of the drill,

making cultivation easier. I have tried this for
three years with beets, cabbage, lettuce, radish,
and other small seeds. I think insects dislike
ashes. Joseph F. Barton.
Chicago, 111., Feb. 6.

[Many thanks for your suggestion, friend B.
To tell the truth, I have just been using sifted

coal ashes for covering onion seed in the green-
house. They do not bake or crust over as do our
clay soils, and the onions seem to have a pecu-
liar bright look as they come up through the
ashes. Perhaps I should explain, that the
ashes I am using is a materfal that drops down
at the back end of the flues of our boilers. We
have several wagonloads of it in the course of
the year. It is about as tine as wood ashes, but
considerably heavier. As we burn all our saw-
dust and shavings, there may be some wood
ashes among the coal ashes; but the amount is

so small that, when I put them in my mouth. I

can not detect any potash by the taste. It

.seems like so much sand. And. by the way, we
have for some time been covering the seeds in

our plant-beds with sifted sand, and it makes
the beds look nice, and the seeds have no crust
to break in coming up. I think sifted coal
ashes will be an improvement; and I am pretty
sure, too. that it will improve hard clay soils.

For sowing seeds in the greenhouse and cold-
frames, it is almost as easy to cover them with
sifted ashes as with soil: and then if you pat
down the surface of the bed with a board after
the sowing is done, it gives your work a work-
manlike appearance; and our small boys seem to
get the weeds out easier where they have a level

surface with a white background, so they can*
see the weeds easier. Another thing, the weeds
seem to come up more readily out of either sand
or ashes than out of hard clay soil; and when
you come to water the plants, there is no bak-
ing on the surface. We can not afford to have
a crust forming on the surface of the plant-beds
after the heavy waterings we give the beds
when they get dry.]

BERRY-BOXES AM) SCANT MEASURE.
What is the right size of box to use for ber-

ries—wine or dry measure? The wine measure

is used here entirely, and folks all the time
grumble because they don't get a full quart; so
I went to using the dry measure, and you can't
make them believe they are getting a good
measure. They say. " Your box is a little larger
around, but the bottom is up higher." Now,
what would you do? I am willing to do the
right thing: but I do not like to have peo|jle

say I am cheating tliem. One man said to me,
" You are selling a |)int of berries for a quart."
I said, " No," and Ijet him S.i.OO I was giving
full measure, and had the box measured right
on the street, and it was all right. Then he
tried to crawl out of it. I did not want his

money, and would not have taken it if he had
offered it to me. I have about made up my
mind to buy the wine measure, and let people
have something to grumble about.
Brodhead, Wis. P. H. Fellows.

[Friend B.. I would purchase such boxes as
are most commonly used. Of course, however,
I should ])refer boxes that hold a full ])int or a
full quart, if this can be definitely settled.

Then I would tell my customers that the price
is so much a boxful, and I would give good
rounding measure every time. Sometimes the
boys say we mnst come down on the price of
our berries, to meet competition. But I tell

them, " No, don't come down on the i)rice —
at least, not just now; but give heaping mea-
sure." I su|jpose you know we sell our straw-
berries and raspberries in pint boxes. Some-
times when customers tell how low others sell,

we say, '"Well, others must do as they think
right and proper. What we do is to give you a
box like this, so full, for 8 cts." The above
would be when we were getting 15 cts. a quart
—8 cts. a box, or two boxes for 15 cts. These
remarks refer, of course, to retailing from the
wagon. When it comes to wholesaling, it

would be very desirable indeed that all i)urchas-
ers use one kind of box. If they do not do it,

however. I would try to make up in quality
and good full measure, so that my product
would bring as much, or, better still, more, than
that which is sold by those who are not con-
scientious.]

THAT EVERBEARING RASPBERRY.
After my mention on p. 781. 1892, the following

letter came to hand in due time, but we have
only just now found a place for it:

Bro. Root:—I am the one who sent you the
"Everyday" raspberry—that is, if you have 20

or more bushes. One bush won't ripen berries
every day. I don't know the name of this berry,
but I suppose it is of the Earhart type. It has
been growing here for 30 years. I procured two
plants five years ago. and now have about 4000

plants. I could spare 1000 or moie. as I am un-
able to work, having had rheumatism for a long
time. I could sell them for 15 cts. each, or four
for .50ct'5.; S^l.25 per dozen. I see Dr. Miller
dosen't like this kind of berry. I suppose he did
not know how to handle them. If you pinch
them back you lose your fruit, as thf new wood
is the bearing wood. I have had as high as 500
berries on one cane. M. L. Hobbs.
Middleport, Meigs Co., O., Nov. 12.a

[We do not'usually permit advertisements in

the reading-pages; but I feel so sure that a rasp-
berry-plant like my own will give satisfaction
I have decided to let the above go in. In one of
our seed catalogues we find the following in re-

gard to the Earhart raspberry:

An everbearer. introduced by Hale Bros., of Con-
necticut. It is a g'ood grower, and produces fruit
from June till Octdber; and when a market can be
liad at a liiprh fig-ure, it will pay. It is also valuable
for the liome garden, as it g-ives fruit throughout
the fall.
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Very likely the seed catalogues give the most
favorable side of the question. Perhaps I

should add, that mine are on some of our very
richest and best market-garden ground; and
the result is, that all through the fall we had
more or less great beautiful berries, and it seems
to me they were more luscious than any other
raspberries I ever ate before. Oni' reason for

this is the very rich soil, before mentioned; and
another is. I took them right from the bushes.

BUSH I,IMAS, ETC.
' I have just received $11 8.00 for Henderson bush
lima beans—part of the outcome of one quart
of seeds bought of you in the spring of 181)1. I

have a bushel of seed left for my own planting.
Your Mammoth sweet corn gave tiptop satis-

faction last summer in our market. In this

market almost all kinds of sweet corn are shown
side by side, and I had t he pleasure of the most
praise on the Mammoth, I believe. White
Plume celery is hard to "' butt against." I sold

$43.00 worth in ten minutes the other day.
Sidney, O., Feb. 21. P. O. Thompson.

[Friend T.. this illustrates what may be done
with the novelties when we are so fortunate as

to get hold of one that is really valuable. You
may remember that I felt so well satisfied when
the bush lima bean first came out that I invest-
ed pretty heavily. The lirst season I sold quite
a good many of the dry beans for $30.00 a bush-
el. They liave only just now got down to about
the price of pole limas; and my impression is,

that they can be raised almost as cheaply as
common field beans. One trouble is, they keep
ripening through so long a period, that, if not
gathered, the pods will burst open and let the
dry beans fall on to the ground. To remedy
this, we have small boys go over the patch and
pick all that are ripe enough for seed, at inter-
vals, until just before frost; then we pull them,
dry them in the field, or in a loft, and thrash
them like common beans. While I golmy mon-
ey back, and made a very good thing on the in-

vestment on the Henderson bush lima, t lost

heavily on the Kumerle; but 1 thiuK now. that,
if I had held on to it until we had had a moder-
ately dry season, especially after I knew a little

more about putting them on dry ground, well
ridged up, I think I might have done well on
them also. You see by the seed catalogues that
they are just now coming to the front again.]

[If I could have my choice, I think I would
a little rather have soft water for irrigation;

but well water is used for that purpose all over
thewoi'ld: and it is very rare to find water so

hard, in the alkali desei't regions of the West, as

to make it unfit for irrigation. I have known of

salt water from the ocean Ijeing used successfully

for many kinds of plants. The water from our
windmill is very hard indeed; but I have never
known any objection to it, except that, when it

evaporates, it sometimes leaves a whitish pow-
der or residue. Sometimes this spots the foliage

a little, and may possibly be a slight hindrance
until we have rain to wash it off; but I am not
sure of even this. I have sometimes wondered
if the chemicals contained in hard water might
not, in some cases, be beneficial to plants. We
know that, nowadays, they are using a great
variety of chemicals for fertilizers. I think I

have heard that, in the desert regions, water
very strongly impregnated with alkali, in time,

proves to be an injury to the soil: but the well

water you an^ likely to get in your locality

feel sure, would not be detrimental.]

WEIvL WATER FOR IRRIGATION; POTATO
ONIONS, ETC.

Friend Root:—I never got hold of a paper
I liked so well as I do Gleanings; it seems to

be condensed. There is nothing in it just to fill

up; it is all good, from cover to cover.
Is well water unfit for watering a garden,

strawberries, or plants? Is there any thing
about the water that is injurious to vegetables.
any more than it would be from a creek or river?
I am about digging a well, putting up a wind-
mill and supply tank, mostly for tlie purpose of

watering strawberries. I lost at least $300
worth of strawberries last year on account of

dry weather: butthere was a man here the oth-
er day who told me that water from a well
would kill my plants. He said he learned that
while working in a garden in Chicago. I paid
a man 13.00 per bushel for my start with potato
onions. Your corresi)ondent describes them ex-
actly, but I set them out in the fall, just before
the gi'ound freezes, long enough for them to get
rooted well, and then cover them up well with
coarse manure or straw, or any thing that will

keej) them from freezing and thawing; then
thev are the earliest onion known.
Tekamah. Neb.. Feb. ?. J. S. Robinson.

OUR HOMES.

He that foUoweth me shall not walk in darkness,
but shall have tlie llg-ht of lite.—John »:13.

The above beautiful text I found in a new
book that has been taking a strong hold upon
me of late. The book is en til led, " In Health."'

But instead of considering this matter of sick-

ness and disease from the standpoint I have
been considering it. Dr. Ingersoll considers the
spiritual and mental conditions necessary for

health. He takes the ground that a great part
of the diseases that attlict men and women are
caused by rebellion against God's laws. As an
illustration: The Authorized Version of the
New Testament reads, " Whosoever is angry
with his brother, without a cause, shall be in

danger of the judgment.'" The New Version,
you will notice! leaves out the clause. " without
a cause,'" entirely. As it reads, Jesus made a
simple positive "statement as follows: " Who-
soever is angry with his brother shall be in

danger of the judgment."' Now, it is not our
province to discuss here which is right—the
new or the old. I do not believe it will hurt us

if we accept the New Version; and this book
teaches that a great part of our indigestion,

with paralysis, loss of strength, and a thousand
other resulting evils, comes from giving way to

fits of anger, or. more often, because of cherish-
ing a rebellious spirit when we are not angry.
People rebel against their lot in life. How many
of the readers of Gleanings are secretly rebel-

ling against the place which God has .«een fit to

give them in this world ? Well, my friend, it is

cherishing and allowing this rebellious spirit to

grow, that is the cause of your aches and pains
and general distress of body. If you say, when
this old doctor and your friend A. I. Root tell

you this, that you do not care if it Is injuring
your health, you an^ not going to submit, etc.,

then you are in (jrcdt danger. Of course, I do
not mean that we two are infallible, nor do I

mean that it is one's duty to submit meekly to

every indignity: but I mean this: That, when
we get into a rebellious spirit toward the exist-

ing state of things, Satan is so sure to creep in

and suggest sinful thoughts, that the chances
are very great that we had better submit rath-

er than to get into a frame of mind that unfits

us for fighting i>xisting evils. What shall we
do? Why. you know already what 1 would ad-
vise; and "Dr. IngersoU most emphatically
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advises this very thing: Take your trouble,
your care, and your burdens, whatever they
may be, to Him who said. " Come unto me, all

ye that labor, and are heavy laden, and I will

give you rest.""

This book, "In Health,"" quotes Scripture,
and quotes it with such a direct practical bear-
ing, that it almost startles me. When I found
the text at the head of this talk, quoted in one
of those direct and practical illustrations, it

seemed to me that I had never found it before,
and I love to read it over and over—" He that
followeth me shall not walk in darkness;'" my
friend, how ofter, have yon felt that you were
walking in darkness?—"but shall have the
light of life." What is the light of life'.' The
Savior used the word " life " in a grander and
loftier meaning than it had ever been used be-
fore or has been since. He meant by it. spirit-

ual life—a life that brings us near to (Jod, and
tells us of God and of his plans and purposes.
Perhaps I should say. before going further,

that this book, " In Healtii." is mainly to mar-
ried people. It is a wonderful exhortation to
conform to God"s laws, and to believe that God
made no mistake. It is a book that, very likely,

you would not care to leave on your center-
table: and yet I begin to have a conception of
a good time coming when such books may be
safely given to the children. I would a thou-
sand times rather have my children taught by
a grav-haired patriarch like Dr. IngersoU, than
that they be taught by the poisoned and impure
minds that ev(M'y now and then are found even
in our public schools.
One of the singular things in this book, and

one that will doubtless offend many people,
especially if they do not have patience to read
the book carefully and thoroughly, is, that the
autlior. in teaching social purity, says the.se

natural feelings that come to us as we approach
matuiity should not be stumped out and lillled

out. They should be allowed to grow and
develop, but in a sanctified way. They should
be recognized as a part of our being, sent from
God, to b.i consecrated and used like other gifts.

I think some of the teachings of the book are
possibly a little dangerous, because, perhaps,
they may be misunderstood; but yet I do be-
lieve there is great truth in them. We are in

the habit of calling certain things low and
animal. We do this because we see them
allowed to go unrestrained, in a low and animal
direction. When consecrated to Christ Jesus,
and guided by an earnest, honest, loyal devo-
tion to God. they are Ood-riLven; in fact, they
are one of the things that go to make up a man.
Now, suppose this man, with mistaken notions,
tries to stamp them out; suppose he makes it a
subject of prayer, that God may stifle and kill

this part of his manhood. Many a man has
done this; and in some cases it seems as if God
had granted that prayer. The man is a man
no more, in the sense that God intended him to
be one and wantcd^ him to be. He is crippled
in one of the greatest essentials of manhood.
He has lost, in a sense, one of the strongest,
most endiu'ing sources of energy that courses
through the veins of manhood from one gener-
ation to another. In ofher words, we may
have been ascribing to Sdtan certain things
that came from God. The business of a real
true man is to guide and direct this force with-
in him, tbat sometimes seems like the pent-up
steam, that shrieks as it rushes forth, while it

draws tlie heavy laden train of cars behind it.

Wh(!n I use the term " man '"
I use it in the

broad sense that includes woman also: for she
has a part, to be sure, in every thing that con-
cerns manhood. It is the woman's mission to
fill the sacred office of motherhood to the world;
but while she discharges this office in a way

that is pleasing in the sight of her Maker, she
can also, we are beginning to learn, fill most
gloriously many other offices. The world is

just now beginning to discover that not only
are the mothers to train the children while
they are small, but they are to look after their
training while in the schools. Whenever I

hear of a mother being a member of a school-
board. I inwardly say, " May Clod be praised!'"

Well, I hardly need tell you that women suf-
fer more from a certain class of diseases than
men do. Why is if? This book suggests that,
in a certain sense, they are more rebcXlwus
against God's laws than men are. They rebel
against discharging the duties of this very
same motherhood. There are more women in
this land, perhaps, than you are aware of who
declare they are not going to be mothers; they
are not going to sacrifice their lives, nor wear
themselves out for iinybody. born or unborn.
They are going to have an easy time of it.

Perhaps they do not say outright, " No matter
what the Bible teaches, and no matter what
nature teaches," but they are rebellious,
and they insist on having their own way.
Sometimes they get so determined to have their
own way in tJiis matter that they break not
only one but perhaps half a dozen of the com-
mands of the decalogue.
Please excuse me. dear friends, if the above

seems hard and severe. I know it does not be-
long to all of you. Permit me to make an ex-
tract from the book I have mentioned:

Faith in Christ is the all-sufficient remedy for the
sins of men and nations. If mankind would re-
ceive the pnwci- of Cluist for the regeneration of
sexual lift-, the sacrf(hies8 of mariia.a-e would never
be profaned liy the terriljle sui of interference with
the Almighty in the birtli of iuunortal souls. No
person ruled by God could ever liave such a thought
or purpose. Wliile in the deptlis of the heart it is

acknowledged to be a great sin by those wlio com-
mit it, still they invariably seelc to justify their
murderous designs and deeds by the counsel of
physicians or friends. The darkness in whicli they
live can never be dispelled by tin- wisdom of man,—
only by Christ, through the ledeiniitioii of se.xual
life.

" Marvel not that I said unto thee. Ye must
be born again."
Does this office of motherhood wear women

out. bring them to premature graves, or send
them to the insane-asylum '? Oh, nol nol Sta-
tistics, if they could be had. would show it just
the other way. The mothers of our nation are
healthier than those who rc/fi.S'C to be mothers.
In fact, right among your own circle of friends
and acquaintances you can find plenty of cases
where stubborn diseases that our doctors and
sanitariums could not cure have all disappeared
when the patient became a mother. When she
had a rollicking boy of her own to love and
train and teach, and absorb the best and noblest
instincts of her motherly soul, then she forgot
to be sick: and when this boy grows up and
starts off to school with a mother's love in his
heart, and a mother's kiss on his cheek, just see
that woman growl See not only how her phys-
ical frame, but her intellect, broadens and ex-
pands! Heretofore a selfish, frivolous girl, she
begins to be interested in the affairs of nations;
for this boy

—

\ier very onui hoy—is soon to go
forth, possibly out ainong the nations; and
tliroucjli him. and the possibilities that lie be-
fore hiiu. sh(^ begins to study geography, com-
merce, manufactures, and ijossibly politics and
law. for she is an Interested party. The w(>lfare

—no! no!—not welfare, but the safety and per-
petuity of our nation depend upon the mothers;
and yet how many there are, who. through
narrow and mistaken ideas, refuse to he moth-
ers!

I can imagine right here, that a great con-
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course of mothers are saying to me, " Mr. Root,
you are a man. Yon have an easy time of it

compared to what we are and have been called

upon to endure. Yoit. do not know what you
are talking about. You and Dr. Ingersoll are
not competent judges." I admit this, dear
friends: but may I suggest that it was God
himself who saw fit to make you a woman? It

was the great God himself who saw tit to lay
the sacred responsibility and burden upon you;
and we have God's promise that his grace is

suflficient for us. The testimony of the book I

have been speaking of, and the testimony of

our best physicians, including female physi-
cians, is, that your pains and your cares will be
less if you accept the office God has called you
to fill. One reason why these burdens are so

great is because of this very thing of rebelling
against it. Rebellion against God's laws, or re-

bellion against even the laws of the land, makes
life's duties ten times harder; and it is. perhaps,
truer in this matter before us than in any thins
else. The Bible tells us that "God loveth a
cheerful giver." The woman who says in her
heart, " Lord, here am I, ready to do thy will;

teach me thy ways." shall not have a-vcry hard
time of it. Dear mothers, please remember
that, though I am not one of you. still I am
most intimately acquainted with one who has
borne all your sorrows. The very best friend I

have in all this wide world is a mother, and I

have been very close by her side while she has
passed through all these things of which I have
been speaking; so in one
sense I do know at least
som,ething about whereof
I speak. In the Old Tes-
tament there is a very
beautiful expression which
occurs many times, which
I have often thought of.

It is this: "Thy hand-
maid;" or, "Behold the
handmaid of the Lord."
What a wonderful
thought! and, oh what a
difference it makes in life,

if you take up these God-
given burdens with cheer-
fulness, and with hope and
faith! If both husband
and wife can start out
with the duties of each
day before them with a
cheerful, bright faith and
hopefulness, how easy
these things that God has
laid on us are to bear! Let
the husband, as soon as he
opens his eyes in tht^

morning, say, " P'or her
sake I am going to labor;"
and let the wife also say,
"For his sake I will do
this, that, and the other."
Let each one put the other
before self and next to
Ood, and, oh what a re-
form the world would soon
see! When children come
into such a home — that
is, "When Ood sends them
as precious gifts to such
a father and mother, what bright, joyous,
and devoted children they will be! The little

copartnership that started out with man and
wife soon enlarges into a small community;
and the example of the parents' unselfish devo-
tion to each other will, you may be sure, be
copied by the children. You will hear each
member of the family speaking of oitr home.
They may not say right out in words, '' But

a'n't we proud of it?" but they will say so in
actions; and when you look in upon that home,
what a little paradise here on earth it seems!
It will not be one of your tame, listless home&
—no. not a bit of it. There will be energy and
vim, and boisterous spirits, restrained only by
the gentleness of a mother's love. The boys,
and girls too. from such a home can be sent
safely anywhere. They go off to school, or
travel on the cars, or transact business beyond
their years, if need be. And divorces—why,
the thing is preposterous. Not a single inmate
of that home would think of a divorce any more
than they would to cut off one of their hands
or feet. It is God's presence that makes the
home; and with the text that I have chosen
shining forth from that home as a motto, who
can conjecture what the outcome of such a
home will be. and what its effects shall be on
the nation—or, may be, the nations of the
world, f

Notes of Travel
FROM A. I. ROOT.

AN UNKNOWN LOCALITY.
After I had finished my travels, and looked

over my Kodak views, tliere was one I could
not locate; but inasmuch as almost all my
views were taken when one or more friends

A PICTURE WITHOUT A NAME; SOMETHING WHICH THE KODAK
CAUGHT, BUT MEMORY FAILED TO RETAIN.

were with me, I presume likely some of the far
western friends will recognize the above view
and tell us where it belongs. If so, will they
please stand up and speak? It seems to be a
common roadway leading into a tunnel in the
mountains. Once I thought it might be in Pas-
adena; but they do not have snow in that lo-

cality. It may be possible, however, that it Is a
very light-colored sand in place of snow, that
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seems to cover the rocky mountain-side and
banks beside the stream; but I rather think it

was a glimpse of winter from somewhere.
Then I thought it belonged to the vicinity of

the great irrigating canal in Cache Valley,
Utah, between Salt Lake City and Ogden. If

.so, it must have been a view taken from a mov-
ing train. I know 1 tried several times to get
such views, but they were a failure; but the
above seems to be a pretty good one. If no one
recognizes it, then it will have to pass as a
glimpse of some unknown locality.

ll°2 PER YEARS

So God created man in his oivn image.—Gen. 1 : 27.

Eight extra pages as usual.

The Tunisians, a'ias Funics, alias North Af-
ricans, alias Minorcans, are wintering nicely,

with the exception that they appear to have
lost their old queen.

We take special pride in the amount and high
character of the advertising in our pages of
late. Our patrons are beginning to lind that our
large subscription list brings in the responses.
Estimates on advertisements gladly furnished.

Our bees have never gone so long without a
cleansing flight as this winter. Our apiarist
thinks their last one was during the latter part
of November. In our locality the bees usually
get out two or three times during winter. We
anticipate no serious consequences, however.

One of our subscription clerks reports that
new names are coming in faster than he ever
knew them to do before. By the way, it is re-

markable how our fAcl subscribers stay with us
in spite of the succession of poor bee seasons.
We take just a little pride in the fact that the
subject-matter of our pages speaks for itself.

The "Condensed View of Current Bee-writ-
ings," by E. E. Hasty, in the Review, is quite a
success. But instead of being a review it is a
plt-asant, spicy dissertation on ideas, things,
and persons in other journals. If Hasty can
"hold out" as well as this. Bro. Hutchinson
will have to work hard at his end of the "even-
er" to keep up.

It will be remembered that we didn't get a
taste of those honey caramels sent by the Muths
—they were gone before we could. Another
box was sent for us. We try to be generous,
but somehow that second lot was nearly all

gone before any one else had a chance at them.
This is not a paid editoral (because this space
can not be bought at any price), but an expres-
sion of opinion of the di'Served merits of the
new honey confection -ry. Then, too, we see in
this candy a big outlet for honey, and the
Muths should be encouraged. See their " ad "

elsewhere.

Variety is the spice of life, even in journal-
ism. If all our correspondents wrote in the
same conventional style, even on new and pleas-
ant themes, there would be a sort of tiresome
sameness. We liave in the past varied the

routine somewhat by the introduction of Stray
Straws, Rambler, and other illustrated articles,

and some others of a peculiar nature. In this
issue we let a new writer introduce himself in

his own way, in the personage of Jake Smith.
We have long had him in mind; and, knowing
his quaint, honest ways, asked him to write.
This he has consented to do.

On page 37 of the last Revieiv, E. A. Daggitt
has a valuable article on smokers. He says,
quite truly, that the big end of the bellows
should point toward the nozzle of the smoker,
and that said nozzle should be curved, so as to
send a stream of smoke at right angles to the
plane of the bellows. This arrangement is

handier in that the smoker can be held right
side up, and as the thick end of the bellows
then comes between the thumb and lingers, a
better and more satisfactory hold is maintained.
From numerous trials that we have made of
smokers made on this combination, we are sure
the principle is right. By the way, the Crane
smoker is nearing perfection, and arrangements,
we hope, will be made soon to put them on the
market. Its smoking capacity is simply won-
derful.

Of the colonies under absorbing cushions,
nine are dead so far (Feb. 37) this winter.
Those under sealed covers can not be readily
examined without breaking the sealing, and, of
course, we can not tell how such colonies com-
pare with those under absorbing cushions; but
we shall know in the spring. So far as we can
determine from the appearances at the en-
trances of colonies under sealed covers, all is

going well. Of the nine dead ones mentioned
at the outset, four died from dysentery, and
the rest apparently froze to death, being very
weak late in the fall. It is evident that the
very severe winter so far will go a little harder
on outdoor-wintered colonies. Those in the
cellars or repositories will winter fully as well

as if not better than last year, or, in fact, during
three or four of the preceding open winters.

After reading the proof-page of Mr. Cowan's
article in this issue, regarding Prof. Cook's
quotation from "The Honey-bee," it occurred
to us that possibly our proof-reader was inad-
vertently responsible for the change in the
reading of the passage in question. An exami-
nation of the manuscript shows that the mat-
ter was printed exactly as written. We are
sure Pi'of. Cook did not intend to misrepresent
Mr. Cowan's views; but a hasty reading, proba-
bly, caused him to skip the comma; and, as the
sentence seemed to support his position, he,

without saying they were hisown. unwisely in-

dicated italics on the word "digestion," togive
his understanding of the passage greater force.

Of course, it will be seen that this made quite a
decided difference in meaning—one that its au-
thor does not care to father; hence there is all

the more reason that Mr. Cowan should be al-

lowed to explain himself.

OPIUM AND STARVATION.
Mrs. Axtell sends us tract giving the fol-

lowing statement

:

" Tlie ffross imnual revenue dtrivecl by tlie Indian
jroveniment from opium iias not Ix-en far from $32-

(XJO.OUO."

Then she pencils in the margin:

It is the devotinff of so mucli land to the produc-
tion of the poppy to g-et oi)ium. so thc^ Minsionarn
Herald says, that is one great cause of the farnine
in India—it is Uir grreat cause.

Roseville, 111. Mks. L. C. Axtki.i,.
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It is a mistake to " pull up stakes" too hasti-

ly, leave your own locality, a good one, and go
to one in California that may, perhaps, not be
as good. Frank McNay, that big bee-keeper in

Wisconsin, would make a mistake to go to Cali-

fornia. He can do better where he is. See his

article in another column. It seems, also, that
all bee-keepers in that State of the setting sun
do not make the business pay. See W. G.
Hewes' article elsewhere.

In the letter by Mrs. M. Louisa Thomas, in

our issue for Jan. 1.5. page .51, it seems a couple
of erroi's crept in. Mr. Cowan, in writing in

regard to them, says:

There are one or two errors which are probably
are due to the printers. It is said that I spent many
years In Africa, Asia, and Russia. Quite true as re-

gards Russia; hut I have been only some weeks in
Africa, ami not at all in Asia, althoug-li 1 liave been
within a few miles of il . Then instead of " medals "

It sliould read nuKhln of bi'cs wlucli I sliowed lier.

Of course, it should have been rnndels. and we
acknowledge this as our mistake.

Some of our readers may be surprised, per-
haps, to see so many things in this number
dating several months back. Perhaps some of
you will recognize things that you had long ago
given up as having been consigned to the waste-
basket. Be patient, dear friends; and if God
gives me strength I expect to dig up many
golden grains out of those same heaps that
have been waiting for somebody with brains
enough, and strength of body to cull out the
most valuable from the comparatively unim-
portant that oftentimes prefaces and follows
after. " A. I. R.

BEGINNERS, AND INA^ENTING NEW HIVE.S.

Every once in a while in our correspondence
some bee-keeper—evidently a beginner—tells

us that he has made a new and important in-
vention in hives, and wants to know what we
will give him for an interest in it, before he
has even told us what it is. We generally
write back, ' Why. friend Jones, how do you
suppose we can make you a proposition until
we know what you have to offer?" This
brings a letter giving in detail the principles of
the new hive; but we are cautioned not to
"give it away." With scarcely an exception
we find that our friend has combined together
a lot of old exploded and abandoned ideas on
the construction of hives; and when we at-
tempt to do him a kindness by, telling him
these facts, and that it will be foolish for him
to invest very much money in it, he curtly in-
forms us that our knowledge in regard to hives
must be rather limited and queer, and adds
that he has a hive that will outsell any thing
else: nevertheless, that is the last we ever hear
of it. There is lots of fun in trying to invent
something new — something far superior to
what the fathers of vVmerican bee-keeping
have settled down on as being the best; but as
a general thing it does not pay. We do not
wish to discourage inventions in apiculture;
but we do say that bcyiJidcrs had better wait
until they have had considerable experience.
It seems that our co-workers, the editors of the
British Bee Journal, have had experiences in
this line similar to our own. As it echoes so
perfectly our own feelings, we rei)roduce a foot-
note of theirs, in answer to a correspondent
who has iust invented a " new" hive:

It is always pleasing- to read of the zeal with
which young- bee-hands devote themselves to new
metliods of management, and especially to improve-
ments in hive-making. But for years past we have.
In our capacity of advisers, invariably recommend-

ed those less experienced to "go slow" in tliese
matters; and the soundness of this advice lias never
been questioned by those who have passed througli
tlie "experiment stag-e" of their bee-keeping. We
therefore once more repeat ourselves, and advise
the trial of one or, at most, two hives on the plan
proposed; tlien judge if it fulfills the conditions
claimed for it. For the rest, our columns are open
for any pros and cotis our readers may feel disposed
to express on the new hive.

NEW RULING REGARDING THE MAILING OF
QUEENS TO FOREIGN COUNTRIES.

We have just received copies of the United
States Otficial Postal Guide for 1893. Knowing
that the postal authorities of the Australian
Colonies had made some new and favorable
rulings in regard to receiving into their ports
queen-bees, we turned at once to the paragraph
relating to foreign mails, in the new Guide.
On page 918, paragraph J, we read the follow-
ing:

j. Live liees in wooden boxes closed with a wire
screen protected by a movable wooden lid may be
sent to the Argentine Republic, the Australian
Colonies (Hi-itislo, Austria-Hungary, Belgium, Boz-
nia-nei'/.ef>o\ina, Ihilgaria, ( anada. Chili, Colombia,
Con^d, Cosla Rii-a, Dominican Republic, the Dan-
ish \Vesi Indies, Egypt, France, Germany and the
German Protectoraies, Greece, Guatemala, Hayti,
the Hawaiian Kingdom (Sandwicli Islands), the Re-
public of Honduras, India (British), Italy, Liberia,
Luxemburg, Mexiro, N<>therlauds and the Nether-
Jands Colonies iiu-luding Curacoa), Nicaragua, Nor-
way, Paraguay, Portugal and the Pt)rtug-uese Colo-
nics, Ron mania. Slam, Spain, Sweden, Switzerland,
and Tunis, as "samples of merchanise.

It will be noticed that the new ruling includes
the Australian Colonies. In the old one these
colonies were conspicuous by their absence; it

also made a restriction as to the size of the
cage ; I. c, 5x2x]j><i. For various reasons we
found it was undesirable to conform exactly to
this size; but by the new ruling we are permit-
ted to make whatevcn- size of cage we desire,

providing we do not go beyond the weight of

8f^4 ounces as specified under sample of mer-
chandise ; and the extreme weight of the
queen-cages so far sent to Australia has never
averaged more than 3 ounces. With regard to

postage on samples of merchandise, we observe
that the charge for packages not in excess of 4
oz. in weight is 2 cents per package; therefore
the postage on a cage of queen-bees, such as
we have been in the habit of sending out, will

be just 2 cents instead of 98, that we have been
compelled to pay under the old rulings requir-
ing letter postage. We can now send queens
more cheaply to Australia than we can to a
little town four miles distant from Medina.
This is going to prove to be a great boon to
bee-keepers all over the world, and will render
it possible to introduce valuable strains, not
only in the United States, but all over the
world, at a cost that is simply insignificant.
We are indebted for a large part of this valu-
able ruling to the bee-keepers of Australia

—

particularly to Mr. W. S. Pender, of West
Maitland. Verily, the world does move.

ri.AVING WHILE YOU ARE AT WORK.
I HAVE had a good deal to say about work and

wages in years past. I have tried to tell a great
class of unfortunate people why they do not get
better wages. An incident right in line with
this is just before me. The neighbor who fur-
nishes the hot-bed sash I spoke about in? our
last issue has some quite expensive wood-work-
ing machinery. Well, his men and boys got a
fashion a while ago of throwing blocks and oth-
er things at each other. For instance, a man
would be very busy, leaning over, his work, it

might be a buzz-saw or some other dangerous
piece of machinery, when somebody, for a joke,
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would throw a block and hit him in the back.
Of course, the man would start up and look

around to see who threw at him. but every one
would be sticking to his work, apparently. Now,
it seems to me that I hardly need tell you that
this is a dangerous matter in a room full of

hands and full of machines. A man might
start so as to get his hand caught in a machine
or in a buzz-saw. Almost ever since we began
manufacturing, we have been sorely tried by this

sort of foolishness. We can excuse a boy for

acting boyish—at least, before he has been told

irhy it would not answer: but a grown-up man
who can not be taught to get over this kind of

foolishness ought to work for low wages; and if

that does not help him, he ought to lose his

place. Well, a few days ago somebody who
works for this neighbor picked up a piece of

cast iron that had been chipped off from some
machinerv. He threw it, and it struck a man
on his back. Then it bounded into a machine,
got into the gearing, and a breakdown that
cost. I have been told, something like two hun-
dred dollihs was the result. Who threw the
piece of metal? The proprietor spent a good
deal of time and very much pains, but he has
not found out yet. The one who did it is not
man enough to own up and take the conse-
quences; and if the others know, they won't
tell. I believe it would be a good idea if the
friends who work in shops would cut this out
and paste it up. or give it to the boss and let

him read it to the hands. Now I will tell you
how it affects wages. In the first place, the
hands who work in that shop have got to make
good that ?200, sooner or later, or, at least, a
great part of it. Unless the business pays ex-
penses, including breakdowns, the proprietor
can not pay the same wages and go on with his

work. In the second place, the boss can tell in

a very little time which hand would be likely

to throw blocks and which one would not. In
talking the matter over with the foreman of our
lumber-rooms, I spoke something like this:

"Look here, Mr. W., the boy you see going
along there will never be in any such work as
that."
Mr. W. assented. The reason is, the boy has

been carefully brought up by hard-working
•Christian parents. I spoke again:

•' Now, there are A and li, who have been
begging for work almost all winter. One is a
boy. and the other is a grown-up man. Either
one of them would throw blocks, or play tricks

on the rest of the hands, any time he felt sure
the boss was not likely to be around."
The foreman again nodded his head. You

see, friends, it does not take very many weeks
nor even days to take the full dimensions of any
boy. or man either, in this respect. You may
think you are sly. and that you succeed in

cheating: but not only is God's all-seeing eye
upon you, but those round about you know the
real state of your heart better than you think
they do. " A. I. R.

THE union's early 1893 VICTORY.

The Union, it seems, is not less an exponent-
for the cause of bee-keeping than it was before.
Already it has scored an important victory,
affording another valuable precedent. General
Manager Newman writes:

BiiiUicr Riiiit:—The "first round" for the year
1893, in tilt' battle waged by tlie enemies of the
pursuit of bee-keepina: has ended disastrously for
them. The Ndtiiiiml Bc(:-Hi:iprr><' Uniiin comes out as
usual, triumphantly, and I think the members of
tlie Union who read Gleanings will be pleased to
read the news.
On .Jan. 16th, as soon as the Senate of Missouri got

U) work. Senator Sebree Ititroducert the following,
entitled, '• An Act to regulate the keeping of H(jney-
bees in Cities, Towns, and Villages in this State,

and to provide a penalty for its violation." The full

text is as follows

:

Be it Enacted by tltc General Assembly nf tlie State
of Missintri, as follows:

Section 1.—No person shall own, keep, or have in

his possession or under his control, any honey-bees
in boxes, bee-gums, or other thing of confinement,
in any city, town, or village in this State, whether
organized under geiieial or special charters, nearer
than fifty feet from the line of any adjacent real-

estate owner, or person in possession of such adja-
cent property.
Section 2.—Any person violating the provisions

of the preceding section shall, upon conviction, be
fined for each offense not less tlian ten nor more than
twenty dollars, and each offense shall be deemed a
period of one week after o.ie notice in writing shall
have been given to the owner or person in posses-
sion of the bees to remove the same to a distance
provided by the first section of this act; and if,

after notice, tlie owner, or owners, or party, in

possession of said bees, it shall be the duty of the
sheriff' of the conntj\ or the constable of the town-
ship, in which the offense is fommitted, to remove
the said bees to the said distance of fifty feet; and
for reasonable compensation for his services he
shall have an act of debt against the owner or per-
son in possession of said bees; and the said bees,
nor the boxes or bee-gums, nor any tiling in which
they shall be kept, shall be exempt from execution
to pay the judgment founded upon such claim for
said sefvii" « for removing tlie same as aforesaid.
Section 3.—If the said honey-bees can not be re-

moved and kept in boxes, bee-gums, or other thing
at a greater distance tiian fifty feet from the line of
the adjacent owner or propiletor, as provided by
section 1 of this Act, then in such event the keeping
of them in such city, town, or village is absolutely
prohibited, and, after ten days' notice in writing to
remove the same, the owner or person in possession
or control of them shall be punished upon convic-
tion, as provided by Section a of this Act.

Here is a clear case of prohibition of the pursuit
in all "cities, tiowns, and villages " in Missouri, if

it should become a law, for a tiee-keeper must have
over a 100-foot lot to be able to keep his bees " fifty

feet from the line of any adjacent real-estate own-
er, or person in possession of such adjacent proper-
ty." But few bee-keepers would have more than 50
feet in all.

Mr. W. S. Dorn Blaser, ex-Secretary of the Mis-
souri Bee-keepers' Association, sent the "Bill "to
the Manager of the Union, and instantly the
Decision of the Supreme Court of Arkansas was
brought into play like a Gatlinggun, and copies of
it were sent to the members of the Legislature and
to the Governor. Letters were written to them, advis-
ing them not to allow it to pass, showing that it would
be a dead letter, as it was u nconstitutional, and would
be so construed by the courts, as they had the prec-
edent of the Arkansas Supreme Court to guide them.
The Hon. R. L. Taylor, President of the Union, was

appealed to, and he backed up the General Man-
ager, by giving his "opinion " on the bill—that It

was unconstitional, and should be " fought to the
end " vigorously.
Mr. Joseph G. Banning, President of the Missouri

State Bee-keepers' Association, also appealed to the
Manager of the Union, and was instructed to fight
the bill at every step—that the Union would see
him through, etc. If it had passed both houses,
then the Governor would have been appealed to,

and would in all probability have vetoed it. Presi-
dent Banning writes me thus: "I thank you for
your prompt assistance."
When it came up in the lower House, the legisla-

tors were " posted," and promptly kiUcd it. And
thus ends another chapter in the "Comedy of Er-
rors "of the enemies of apiculturel The Union is

again triumphant, and adds " another feather in its

cap."
A similar "farce" is now being enacted in Ne-

braska, but it will doubtless end in a like fizzle.

Bee-keepers have a right to be proud of the
achievements of their Union for Defense.

Thom.\s G. Newman.
Oencral Manager.

Hurrah for the Union! It should have good
and hearty support. As it will have other im-
portant work, perhaps, in other lines for this

year, the membership should continue to

increase.
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Special Notices.

Cold-frame cabbfig-e-i)lantssolclout for this season.

SHOEPEG SWEET CORN, FOR SOWING BROADCAST
FOU FODDER.

We liave a quantity of this, harvested in 1891. It

germinates from .50 to 7.5 per cent. We oflfer this,

while it lasts, at 50c a peck, or f 1..50 per bushel.

POTATO ONIONS CHEAPER.

Since our last, I have succeeded in making a pur-
chace so that we can furnish either the small
onions to plant at once, for bunching onions, or the
large ones to be put out to make small ones or sets,

at a uniform price of l»Oc per peck; $1.75 per half-

bushel, or *3.00 per bushel, for immediate orders.

NUCLEUS HIVES CHEAP.

That extractor at Northville, Mich., which we of-

fered in last issue, is sold; but we have at the same
place to dispose of, 10 double 3-frame nucleus hives.

Each hive contains six wired Hoffman frames, with
a division in the center, making two 3-frame hives
In one. We will sell them for $1.00 each, five for
$4.00, or $7.50 for the 10 complete, put up and painted
ready for use.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE.

As soon as this issue is printed we begin printing
the spring edition of our catalogue. It is printed
from electrotype plates, cast from new type, and is

a great improvement over former issues. There
are some few important clianges which will be men-
tioned later. We shall hardly have it completed
before April 1st; but as soon as done we expect to

send one to each reader of Gleanings as well as
our la.st year's customers. Vou need not, therefore,
send for one if you arc a subscriber or customer,
for you will get one as soon as finished.

" CELERY FOR PROFIT.

A new book, full of pictures, by our old friend
Greiner, has just Ijeen placed on my table. It is

written in the author's bright, hopeful, and intense-
ly happy and interesting vein ; and the illu.strations

all through are up to the verj' latest date. It covers
the ground of the new celery culture entirely;
discusses the latest method of irrigation, etc. When
I laid it down I felt like saying that there is not
another man in the world who can write books on
gardening, with the life, energy, and enthusiasm of
Greiner. The time has gone by for books full of
dry, dull, and prosy details, especially on rural sub-
jects. Price 30c. We can furnish it, or you can
get it of Burpee, the publisher.

GARDEN SEEDS—ADVANCE IN CERTAIN KINDS.

As usual at this season, certain things that are
much called for begin to be cleaned out of the mar-
ket, and, of cour.se, prices must advance. For in-
stance, we shall probably very soon lie obliged to
make an advance on onion-sets of all kinds—Amer-
ican Wonder peas, Prizetaker and Globe Danvers
onion seed, and there may be some others. We will
fill orders just as long as we possibly can; but when
we have to pay moi-e for the goods than the prices
we advertise, there will have to be an advance with-
out notice. I do not like advances—it makes bad
work, I am well aware; and we have a good many
times sold seeds for exactly what we paid for them,
rather than to annoy our customers by telling them
that certain things had "gone up."

VEGETABLE-PLANTS READY iMARCH 1.

Owing to the very severe weath.er, we have very
few transplapled plants of any kind, unless it is the
Grand Rapids lettuce. We have a splendid stock of
these, well rooted. The regular prices are 40c per
100, or $3.50 per 1000. We liave a fine stock of al-

most every thing direct from the seed-bed, if any
of our friends should want them that way. We
have onion-plants that would do tii put out under
glass, but not quite strong enough to go into the
open field. Asparagus-roots and strawberr.x -plants
we shall be ready .to ship as soon as the frost is out
of the firound; and appear.inces are just now that
it will be out in three or four days. We can ship
horseradish roots at any time.

.MORE CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
As we go to press we are loading the second car

for W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev., and Inyo Co., Cal. We
have received an order for a carload of supplies
from Vickery Bros., Evansville, Ind., which will be
shipped soon. Wi- expect also to make up anotlier
carload for Southern California; and if any of oiir
readers in that section desire to take advantage of
this opportunity they should respond at once if they
would be in time. Write direct to us or to G. G.
Wickson & Co.. Los Angeles or San Francisco, Cal.

ONE-PIECE SECTIONS.

(3ur new machinery for making sections does not
niateiialize as soon as we had lioped, and it is doubts
ful whetlier we get it in readiness for much if any
woi'k this season. The sertionswe are now making
liy the old nietliod lire niiicli improved over former
yeais. and about as near peifection as it is po.s.sil3le

to get tliem. Tlie main thing tliat we hope to ac-
coniiilish by the new machinery is to cheapen the
(•((st of i)roduction. In the meantime we are content
to work on a closer margin of profit, and sell you
sections as cheap as you can get an equally good ar-
ticle elsewhere. Remember, our sections are now
put up in slatted boxes holding 14 bijshels, and
worth about any home 35 cts. each for handling or
storing potatoes, apples, or for a multitude of pur-
jioses that will suggest themselves to an economical
householdei'. Our i>rice on any width of the i\ sec-
tions will be as folk)ws. Of No. 1 cieam. we have
only 1% and l}i, open top and bottom; and of No. 2,

only 1%, open top and bottom. Other widths of these
grades not furnished.

1(K)
I
3.50 500

I

1000 3000 3000 5000

No. 1 Snow-white
No. 1 Cream
No. 3

B5 80
4 90
3 90

$8 50
T 10
5 70

$13 50
11 35
9 00

STILL ANOTHER BOOK ON GARDENING, "MARKET
GARDENING AND FARM NOTES."

For the first time in the world, or, at least, so far
as I am informed, one of the Lanilrelhs has con-
sented to write a book. The Landretlis, you know,
are the old veterans in the seed business of the
United States. This book, too, is well up to the
times, and exceedingly interesting. But although
it treats of greenhouses, gardening under glass, etc.,

tliere is not a single picture in the whole work,
from beginning to end. Aside from this, the book
is full of valuable suggestions. The author agrees
with me fully, in regard to having glass structures
so made that the plants can be "turned outdoors "

whenever the weather will permit. See the follow-
ing extract from the book, p. 88:

CARE OF HOT-BEDS.
" Hot-beds should be covered early in the evening,

to retain their heal, iind in the morning uncovered
when the sun rests upon the glass, as every effort
should be made to give the plants all the sunlight
possible, as its rays are vivifying to a degree beyond
the amount of its heat, it having a chemical and
physiological effect beyond explanation. Even dull
light is better than no light, consequently it is a
bad plan to cover sashes with mats, except for the
direct purpose of keeping out cold."

The book gave hints worth its cost before I had
it in mv hands 15 minutes. Price, bound in cloth,
$1.00. Published by the O. Judd Co. We can mail
it at the above price if desired.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

The season is upon us when the sweet is harvested
from the sugar maples. None of these delicious
sweets has been brought in by the producers yet;
but with the beautiful weather we are now having
it will not be many days before we shall have a
plentiful supply for all demands. We have some
good syrup of last year's production that we will

.sell, to close out. at 9J cts. per gal.; 5 gallons, $4.25,

or 10 gallons for $8.00, all put up in gallon cans, and
guaranteed pure maple. In fact, we do not handle
iiny maple products that we will not guarantee pure
maple, so that our readers need not fear 'to order
lest they get something adulterated. We will stake
our reputation on the purity of goods we handle.
Our prices for the choicest new maple syrup will

be. for a single gallon, $1.10; 10 gallons or more,
$1.00 per gallon Maple sugar we divide into three
grades—No. 1, at 10c per lb. ; No. 3 at 9c, and No. 3
at 8c. In lots of .50 lbs., V%c per lb. less. In barrel
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Idtsuf 3U0to 3201bs.. Icless. We handk-d last year
seven or eig'lit thousand pounds of siig'ar, and over
1000 g-iUons of syrup, and will be prepun'd to supply
all wants this season. It will likely be toward a
month yet Ix'fore we sliall have these products in
<-onsiderable tjuantities.

KOOT HHOS.' HEPAIKING Ol'TKlT.

This is niiide by Rout
Bros., of this place—an
euliri'ly ditt'ei'ent fli'm

from A. 1. Itoot. It is a
siihndidouttit, and is hav-
iufi' ;in iiiunense sale.

This consists of the
tools and materials shown
e cut. It enables one to

dolus own half-soling-, rubber,
boot, shoe, and harness re-

pairing. No pegs needed—
simply wire clinch nails.

Saves time, trouble, wet feet,

^j, ve.\alion, and expense. Any
boy can use it. Every
body that gets one is

delighted with it. The
whole outfit, neatly box-
ed, weighs 30 lbs. Price,
onlv iB3.(l(l, or :{ outfits for
$r>.iiii: (i f(]r p.).m. We will
mail special circular with
furtliei particulars, on
application.

Medina. OHIO

()AT.M.\X"S SOLDERING OUTFIT.

Here is.another outfit
put u)) in Medinn that
deserves special men-
tion. The cut shows
what it includes; and it

occurs to nil' that (his is

<iuite as indispensable
ibout the home ;is the

,_^™„, ,,
|,

, ,^-^ -hoe-i'epairing- outfit, if

'f-=- 1 \W i /"^I^ i'"l '"<>'*' ^"' TlH're are
f_^^^VJi|^-4)v^_^^<>'''"^^ few homes in which
a^3-'reWj -

—

some of Ilu' tinware is

not si)ringing a leak. If you bad 1 he tools at hand
to fix it at once, you would save it ; but, ten chances
to one, it is allowed to giow worse, and is finallj'

thrown away. If you should think of it when you
go to town, and carry it to the tiiuier to fi.\, you are
put to a good deal more trouble than if you did it at

liome yourself, and. very likely, have to pay half
what the aitlcle is worth to have it meniled. I'll

guarantee that this outfit will easily ijay for itself in
a year or less, in almost anj bom", by the mending-
hills and tinware it will save. Price only $3,00; six
for $10.01). The outfit weighs boxed about 13 lbs.

THE AUGITE STOVE MAT, AGAIN.

An article that is causing such a
sensation as this, and that is prov-
ing itself such a blessing in every
home that it enters, deserves fre-
ijuent mention. Like other val-

I
liable articles it already has imita-
m-s. One of these, called the

' Crown mat, we could buy for less
money than the augite: but hav-
ing examined a sample dozen, and
<;ompired them with the augite,
we have decided tliat the latter is

much the cheajjer at the slightly ad anced price
that we have to pay A dozen Crown mats weigh
only two-thirds as much as a dozen aug.te; and,
being more flimsy, they will luit wear as will, nor
do the required work as well, because thinner. The
other imitator is called the Fie cher tire-mat. The
sample of this we examined is fully as heavy as the
augite, but tlie rim w;is not nearly so neat, and the
general appearance of the mat was not as nice as
the augite, and it is no cheaper, so it cut no figure.
The prices we are making on the augite mats are
exc edingly low. We are able to make these i rices
because of the quantity we handle, which reaches
five gross every week or ten daj's. We have had
over forty gross from the factory in the past four
months, and sales are increasing. Our |)resent

prices, as given in last issue, are as follows: By'mail,
postpaid. 1 for 3.5c; 3 for 6.5c; 5 for $1.00; 13 for- $3.31).

By f rt'ight or express, you ])aying the chai-ges, 1 for

30c; 3 for 50c; 12 for Sl.BO; 3d(.z. for $4.50; 6doz.,
$8.00; 12doz., SI15.00.

Here is one of the many testimonials I'eceived in
regard to the mat. This conies from the wife of
A. V. Bishop, of Milwaukee, Wis., wiio quotes for
the Honey Column. With an order lor six dozen,
she says:
Tliey are one of the wonders of this age—one of

the '• secrets " the Father has had in store to be re-
vealed in these last days for our comfort and daily
convenience. No one can afford to be without one
or two in the household.

The anxious ;ind careful cook
Can now wear a pleased and liappy look.
And speak in fullest praise
Of tire mat in tuneful lays.

Yours truly, Mrs. A. V. Bishop.
Milwaukee, Wis.

SECOND-HAND i'OUNDATION-MILLS.
We have the following list of second-hand foun-

datiorr-machines which have accumulated duriirg
the past few months, somi' in exchange for new
machines, ofliers from those who have decided to
buy what foundation they use. We give as fair a
description as we can of these machines, with the
price at which we will sell. We can furnish sam-
ples from any of the machines to intending pur-
chasers.
One 6-inch hex., No. K, thin surplus mill, in good

order. Price $9.00.

One 6-irrch hex., No. S, in fair order for surplus
foundation. Price $9.00.

One 6-in. hex., No. Q. in fair order, old-.style frame;
for fdn. about « to ".) ft. per lb. Will do well for
strips of light t)rood fdn., or rather, heavy surplus.
Will sell for $8.00.

One 6-iirch hex.. No. R, nearly new, late style, for
thin surplus. Will sell for $13.00.

One 10-inch, round cell. No. E, old-style frame;
made some years a.go, but used scarcely any, and in
good order. Price $14.00.

One 13-lnch Dunham mill for heavy brood fdn.;
in fairoi-der; will sell for $13.00.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.
During- the past few months we have bought up

several outfits of machinery for making- bee-keep-
ers' supplies; and if an.v of our readers or their
friends contemplate putting in machinery we are
prepared to fit you out from cellar to garret with
everj'thiirg you need irr engines, boilers, machinery,
shafting, pulleys, hangers, belting, saws. etc. The
following is a partial list of the second-hand ma-
chinery we have to sell. If you desire further par-
ticulars we shall l)e pleased to hear from you.
One 2o-H. P. Fishkill horizontal engine, rebuilt,

and as good as new ; would cost new, $400; will sell
for $300, or with new boiler for $400.
One 34-inch two-roll Faj' sandpaper machine, near-

ly new. Price, new, $450; will sell for il75.
One V-groove section machine, nearly new. This

is our make, old style, with screw-feed; sold some
years ago for $75; will sell now for $40.

One double-head terroning-machine, especially ar-
ranged for making the combined rabbet and miter
joint of the Simplicity hive, but can be used for
making sash and window-screen frames, etc. We
could not build such a machine, and sell it for less
than $1.50; we will sell this for $60.

Two extra large saw-tables for- general use. to cut
off or rip, with counter--shaft attacheil to frame;
worth new. $50 each; will sell for $30 each.
Two four-piece section-machines, as good as new;

they cost rrew, $85 each; we will sell them for $30
each.

5=BANDED
3=BANDED BEES.

Nucleus colonie-i. ('irculai- free.
3-8db .1. F. MICHAEL. Germarr, D;irke Co., O.

Sasterxi Svipply IZoiise.
We furnish every thing used in the apiary, and

at b-^ttom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St.. N. Y.
ai 2<>d)i Hlea.s.' mention ttiis iiaiier.
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»e»e6:<e8:6ee»»:8:8»»:e»53ce:e»:8»»:e:^^

ARE ALL THE GO I

No other Annu
populur. The 'lu

these old-time 1;

iloared them to tl

ilo you know the
NOVELTIES
have created sue

afurcre of late? "While retaining all their sweet simplicity,
the.so ucw t i display rich and exiiuisite <-olorin<jr, with

;
flowers of largx r si;:o and more gracei'ul form. To still nicro
widely popularize this floral favorite, we planted Acres o.v

;
Sweet Peas the past season, and harvested ove?' seven ions

;

(more than ll,OilO pounds) of the rhoiecst seed, enabling ns to
: oiTer a collection ofmost beautiful rare Novelties at a bargain

FOR we will mail one packet each
of ALL the following:

BOREATTON. A grand variety with very large flowers, borne in threes ;
;

color hne, deep maroon throughout ; unique.

LOTTIE ECKFORD. Lovely, lons-stemmpfl flowers, borne profusely in
clusters of three; clear v.lii^o, delicately shaded porcelain blue, distinctly
and broadly margined lavender.

QUEEN OF ENfJIiANO. Magnificent white flowers of large size and good
substance, borne abundantly.

ORAWiGE PliTNOT^, The rarest of all colora; splendid long-stemmed
llowers of bright orango-pinii, hashed with scarlet ; very distinct.

We have a beautiful colored pU:tc, painted from nature, of the four
diitinrt neio tS}('eet I'erts named lUiove, which we will mail enclosed flat

u ilh ourFARMANNUAL for loOJ.

ECKFORD'S GIIiT-EDGE, ov gilTRPASSING SWEET PEAS.
T'jis grand strain of new 8weet Peas in mixture in unequaled. It includes
not only the best of Eckford's novelties, but also many new seedlings not
yet named and of surpassing beauty.

With each collection sold for 25 cents, we present our new book i

"AH About Sweet Peas,''
I
just published. Nothing of the kind ever attempted before. Acharmij
recital of factand fancy, it tells how to have a profusion of SWEET PEAS
every day for months. Fully illnstratcd, handsomely printed, beau
tifuUy bound, it is really an Art. Monnriraph alone worth the price of
the collection but is mailed FREE with every order.

Will you not show this unequaled offer to your friends? "Wo
will mail FIVE COMPLETE COLLECTIONS, with live hooks,
FOR $1.00, and we guarantee that every purchaeer will be delighted. \^

ORDER NOW, and ask for

Burpee's Farm Annual f°'^i893
the most complete Seed Catalogue of the year. With honest descriptions,
truthful illustrations, and colored plates painted fronr nature, it tell:; r.U

about the BE3T SEEDS, including RARE NOVELTIES in Vegetables
and Flowers, which cannot be had elsewhere. WORI^D'S FAIR CASH PRIZES.
____

fl .« Tf^ O jf^ I'/rrrse mention this paper.W . Atlee Burpee or COo, Philadelphia, PaJ

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

CONTROLjYOUR SWARMS.
!^ N. D. West's Spiral Wire

i~3j^ Queen-Cell Protectors will
-'- ^

'
- ~ "Z^t^ *^'^ ^*- ^'"^ y*'^' '^^'^ ^^"

*^_'~ - ^— QUEEIS youiapinrv during-

^; llie swarmiuK- sejison. Pro-
inMinced tlie best by such
men as Cupt. J. E. Heth-
ci'iiigton, Cherry Valley,
N. Y.; P. H.Blwoud,8tcirk-
ville. N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3.00 per

100, or 13 for tiOc. by mail. Cages, 15.00 per 100. or 13
for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaining', 3.5 cts. The cages are used for hatching
queens in any lilve, and are the best Bee-Escape in
use. Address
N. D. WEST. Middleburgh, Schoharie Co., N. Y.

responding to this advertisement mention CIlkanings.

Berries.
Friends, I can furnish you
with all kinds of berry-plants
at about one-half the usual
price. Plants warranted.

Bank references. Satisfaction guaranteed. 6tfdb
Address EZRA Q. SMITH, Manchester, N. V.

Golden Queens
P»*rkm T/i^vcic: My bees can not be sur-
1 ILIIII I CA-do. passed for business, beau-——^^^^^^—"i— ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and sitlisfactlon guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, Apiil, and May—$1 each. 50 tine
Tested Queens for early orders, $1.50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-I6db.

J. O. GIVENS, Box 3, litbhon, Tex.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

OEEE BEOS., St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. OEEE, Nashville, Tenn.

GOOD SECTIONS CHEAP!
We have a few thousand sections that are not all

perfectly smooth, but are GOOD sections. We offer
them, 500 for 80 cts.; 1000 for $1.50; 30U0 for $4.35. All
widths. 5-6

I. J. STRINCHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y.
t^"ln responding to this advei-tisenient mention Gi.eaning.s.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

When you are considering'
where to send for j'oiir sup-
plies the coming season, get
prices luicl ji list of goods on
hand, from one of tlie follow-
ing- dealers, wlio handle
ROOT'S GOOD5 in earload
lots, tlius seiiiiinsr tin m at

_
lowest cost. Most, of them,

, ^ ,. , , ., ,
. ,

except those far distant, sell
goods t'l ns.^rs ;il lactdry pr:e -s. while those tur distant add approximately only the cark-ad rate
of freig^ht.so thatyou ^vill C«yg TilTie Htld Motiev l^y ''I'yi'is- your supplies of
one of these dealers. We*^«-^*-^ I iillC dllU JTlUIICy ,..,„ „„f y.^^.,^. ,,^,j.g j^'jj^^ ^^
groods Ijejit, as it varies some at the different places accoi-ding- to the varyina- needs of each local-
ity. Write to tlie plice nearest you for list with prices, and when you write give a list of the
g-oods you want, and mention this paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory j)rices by
F. A. Salisbury. Syracuse, N. Y.
H. G. AckliQ, i(»24 Mississippi St.. St. Paul. Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland. Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm Implement Co., Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins. Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting- chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections, smoliers, foundation
and extractors is also kept by the following-:

Henry F. Ilag-en. Kocky Ford. Colo. W. K. Ball. Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex
John Nebel &Son. Higli Hill. Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, III. Walter 8. Pouder, Indian-
apolis. Ind. V'ickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Pections. Smokers, Extractors, Pert. Zinc, etc., are furnished by a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can g-et them as cheap As you can anywhere when j'ou consider
(]uality and workmansliip, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we adverti.se. from any of above dealers, and don't e.xpect to get goods thev do not
agree to furnish ; but find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what price, by
writing for list to address nearest you. A. I. Root, Med ina, .

In writing to any of above pUase mention Gt.e.^mng?.

3-14db

I
TELLyou what. Jones, lieveriiiji-
Bro).. sell tlie best goods and at

the lowest price of any one I've
struck yet. The largest and best

% equipped

Bee«Hive paetopy
in tlie West. The Dovetailed Hive
and. New Hoffman self -spacing-
frame aspei'ialty. Every thing used
l>y practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and sav^e
money. Supplj' Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
L-EVERING BROS.,
Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.

Please mention this paper.

14 Railroads
to carry the goods we manufacture to all parts of
the country. Can cut any hive ordered. Lang-
stroth improved Simplicity a specialty. All kinds
Of Bee Supplies, Queens and Bees. Light and dark
colored Ferrets. Send for price list.

JR. E. n^yiiBAuaii,
2tfdb 25th & Clav Sts., St. .7o.sep/i, A/o.

Please mention this paper.

THE HIGGINSVILLE DOVETAILED HIVE.

NO
MORE leaky covers. Tlie above cover

will shed water, and will not warp like
the old-style flat cover. Hend for our
24- page Catalogue of all kinds of Bee Sup-

plies. Address LEAHY MFG. CO.,
3-4-od Higginsville, Mo.

Mention this paper.
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California.

I CALIFORNIA ! ^
^ Bee=keepers' Supplies,
i^ AVHOT.ESALE AND RETAIL. 5^

X Wc ki't'pevciythiiig'tliat isof prtif- ^
\ liciil use ill II1C apiiiry. We makt- ;i S
/ spcciiilly of LnnjJ'sti'otli liives, aiul /
\ (>(l-ll). I'loiify-ciiis and Oases; also S
'/ Coinb Fdiiiulaijoii. ^
\ Ajiiaries fof sale. \
/ We are also inepai'ed to buy all a
\ II le water-while Honey in SoutheJii \
/ California, and pa>' the hifi'liest mar- /
\ l<et price for t he same.
Wo Every one send for calaloyii

^ (free) to

m L. E. MERCER & SONS,
p Ventura, Cal.

»®"In responding to this advertisement mention Glkanikqs.

r: BANDED ^BANMDp^Pf,T^

.2

u
o o

FOR SALE.

T^UFf QKKS.BKAHITIAS,
^^^..m... lii:>iit. ^^ Italian.

Circular. 3-lOni) E. SHIMEL, McOuneville. O.

BEE-KEEPERS, NOTICE.
Send to E. J. Shay, Independence. Preston To.,

W. Va., for catalogue of Apiarian Sujiplies. 4tfdli

TAKE NOTICE.
If you are looking for the Iiees that give the best

profits, and most gentle in handling, try the Albi-
nos. I also have the Golden Italians, and can f ur-
nisli eitlier variety. But if you ask for my prefer-
ence 1 say Albino, and in my circular you" can see
what others say of them. Send for circular and see
liow cheap 1 sell them. I also manufacture and deal
in Hives, Sections, Foundation, Extractors, and
other Apiarian Sui)i)lles. 5-7d

S. VALENTINE, Hagerntowii, Md

A, E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are sui)erior to all others for busiin'ss. is the verdict
of those who have them. PiucES: one untested. $1;
six, r)..".0; twelve, .flO.UO. I'ested, U.'A) each. Select-
ed for bifediiig, ^.50 each. One Yearling, tested,
in June only, ll.dd; six, $;',.,-,(); twelve, SKI.OO.

O QUEENS. OqUEENS.I kinds.
EffiiS tor H« telling from B. Plymouth Rocks

and Brown Leghorns, Disijount on early orders.
Catalogue free. «'HAS. H. THIEK,
5tfdb Steeleville. 111.

Texas Headquarters
For Apiarian Supplies.

Italian Bees and (,)ueens. Root's Ddx. hi\e a special-

ty. Foundation, made on shari's or t'Xclianged for
beeswax. W. O. VKrrOU, \Vii'art«»n, 'IVx.

CONCORD GRAPEVINES.
Sti-ong, tliiifty Concord grapevines, for shading

bee-hives, or for other purposes, h' cts. each; 85 cts.

for 10; S6..50 per Hid. If sent by mail, add 5 cts. each
extra. Those sent by mail are only one year old,
for the lai-ger ones » ould be too heavy. Tiie others
are three ijears old, and haYe extjii si long large roots.
If over .10 vines ai'e wanted, they had better be
shipped by freight. Thei'e is not a bit of risk in
sending grajieYines by fr-eight, for they can be
packed so as to keep safely a month, if need be, if

they are ordered early in the spring.
Send orders to Oift. MARTIN,
Rising Sun %iir«erl»'>', Uleri-ernburg, Pa.

|^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkanu'gs

Italian and H\i)rid Bees, in Dovetailed hives.
Price $3..50 and *4.t)d i)er colony.

H. Bt'iNNKTT, Union Furnace, O.

Y^ C7 1 I !•' Root's Dov. hives, eom-
|-"Of^ ^f\ IG' plete, .5in flat, and 5 nailed
* ^* 4^«.1W.

j,j, ,,„^ painted: 4 Root's
complete Snnplicity hives, nailed anti painted.
Prii-e of above hives, all new, tS;}.!)!!. Also one Victor
safe, new, weight tidO lbs. First cost $:ir).dli. Will
sell foi' $;.'(1.0d. Write

"W. S. STEVENS, 9Ie4-lianlc!«town, Oliio.

BUY your HIVES where lumber is cheiipest.
That's at LeSueur. ISlinn. Catalogue free.

.5tfdb F. C. ERtiEL..

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new '• H;ipid " feedei- with, full

printed directions how to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results, SI.00 by mall, postage
paid. Desci'iptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-]2db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.
arin respondint; to ttiis advertisement mention Gleanings.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My live-banded llaliaiis are l)red from the very

best of stock by Duollttle's imi)roved methods, and
mated to the yellowest of drones from selecti'd colo-
nies, and I guarantee them to give entire satisfac-
tion. Untested (pieens aie all wairanted purely
mated. 1 untested qneen, March. Ainil. and May,
$1.1.5 each; iF]2.dd peT' doz. Tested, $1.50 each. Select
Tested, $2.5(1. Guarantee pi<)mi)t and safe delivery.
Send for circular. W. 1*. «;R<>SJ»MAN.
Money-order office. Ballina.er, Tex.
Reference: 1st Nat. Bank of IJallinger.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all woik guaranteed.

We have ordered our mills, etc.. and exiject to be
able to fill orders in a few weeks. We will arrange
for a larg(! capacity, and devote all our time to the
liusiness, so orders can be filled promptly. Our
prices will be at least from 5 to Id cts. i)er lb. below
the prevailing prices of other years. We expect our
foundation to equal other makes, and to excel them
all In a few respects, to which we call your attention
in ovir price list. 5-lOdb

BEESWAI WANTED. Wnte tor prices.

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
9(1 E. Monroe St., Springfield, III.

lyin retipuiui.jiri tu tliis adviiii^eiiient mention (ii.KAMN(«.-<.

FOR SALE
2H0 acres of timber land: cleared, 3.5; orchard, 10.

Three nevei'-failingsprings; lai'ge barn; cellai- :Wxl6,

house enclosed. Good location foi' bees. Addiess
Miss M.\hv A. Wooster, Van Bui-en, Ark.
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SECTIONS.
Any widlli. No. 1, *:.'..50 per M. No. 2,

$1.(10 p(M- M. B^'oiindation. Dovotailed
hives, Smokers, etc., cheaper than any
other supply honse in the IT. S. Send
for list free. 4tfdb

W. D. SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
Finest birds in the land. Cockerels, $.5.00:

trio. $7.00. Eggs, $2.00 per 1 :i.

4tfdb E. D. KEENEY. ARCADE, N. Y.

Tested, $1.50; 6 for $7. .50.

Sent after Mar. 1st. Un-
tested. «1.00; 6, $6.00; or

$9.00 per 12. Sent after April 1st. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Send for circular of Bees, Queens, Drones,
Root's Dovetailed Hives, Foundation, E.vtractors,
etc. J.N.COI^VVICK, Norse, Bosque Co., Tex.

For PURE ITAUAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
liSt RETS, ADDRESS
of N . A. KN APR,

ROCHESTER, L.ORAIN CO., O.
Please mention this paper. llfdb

iV PPLETON'S AinERICAN «;YCLOPEI>I.4*" 30 volumes. Cost $1.5U.(iO. For siile at a reason-
able price. Of will excliangc for a Idgli-g'rade ladies'

pneumatic bicj'cle. Write for further information.
Address MRS. ADDIE MILLER, Medina, O.

ITALIAN QUEENS.

Pacific Coast Bee=men <
will find it to their advantage to corres-
pond with the

Clipper Gap Bee=Hive Factory

for prices of Dovetailed hives. Hoffman
frames. Honey .Sections, etc.

S. F. WOODWORTH, Prop'r,
Clipper Gap, Placer Co., Cal.

4-9(11)

tW\n rcspondinp: to this eiavertisement mention cleaning?

-— IWuth's

Honey - Extr^aetott.

Squafe Glass Jloney-Japs,
Tin Buekets, Bee«hives.

(loney^Seetlons, &e., &e.
Pepfection Cold-Blast Smokcfs.

APPLY TO
-^•^^^.^^^v.^N.^v.^v^

CH»S. F, IWIUTH & SOfl, CineinnatI, O.

stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Thou<ian(l8 iti Suc-
cei^!4ful Operation.

SIMPLE, PliRFECT. and
SELFREGULA TING.

Ounranteed to hatch s
-_ —-:s;::i;U rjrp larper percentage of

L- B |r\fertileeggH.at leascoKt,
LowpBt priced Jl ^f^ than any other Incubator.
UrM olaas H Send 6c. for IllnB Catalog
atcher made. U^ Circulars Free.

GEO. H. STAHT, Pat. A Sole Alfr..Qulncy,III,

A
large number of fine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; ready April 1.5th; war-
ranted queens, 81; 6foi'$4 5l); select tested,
yellow to (lie tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $a. Reference, A. I. Root. 3tfdb

\V. H. LAWS, Lavaca. Seb. Co., Ark.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be insei ted under this head at one half our usu-
al rates. .Vll advertisements intended for this department
must not e.xceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. Yon can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering artiiles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the legular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for di.ssatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

wANTED.—To rent iin apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Brown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co., Cal.

IV ANTED.— To exchange one well-trained setter
!» dog for Italian bees, or offers; for particulars,
address Stewart Bros, Sparta, White Co., Tenn.

4-5d

W ANTED.--A young- man with .some experience
in bee culture to work in apiary and fruit

orchards. J. W. Day, Crystal Springs, Miss. 4-5d

WANTED.—To exchange a lot of Simplicity bee-
hives, eight and ten frame, complete, for guitar,

Indian game chickens, or offers.
.5-6 J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange for clover comb honey,
Zuccato's Papyrograph ; 300 to 1000 impressions

can be taken on dry unprepared paper from the
original writing. J. B. Enos, Connellsville, Pa.

WANTED.—To excliange a 4x5 photographic out-
fit, cost $30, for beeswax, L. worker combs,

honey, or supplies. A. Hillmann,
4d 290 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

V17ANTED —Every one to send for our approval
Vt sheets of fine stamps at 50% commission.
Agents wanted in every town. S. H. Hhain.'Vrd,

Box 361, Medina, Ohio.

w

TITANTED.—A situation, to take charge of an api-
Vt ary in the spring. Have had several years' ex-
perience with bees. Prefer California, but would
not object to any good locality. P. Marsh,

.5-6d Big Stone Gap, Va.

ANTED.—To exchange aiJiaiian supplies for
bees or empty combs and a Safety bicycle.

Address J. B. Murray, Ada, O.

WANTED.—By young man, a position as assistant
in apiary. Some experience. Willing to do other

work. Offers solicited. W. Manley, Yale, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange for sometliing useful,
some Simp, hives (all painted), Moore's crates,

T supers, slatted honey-boards, and tin separators.
G. Gross, Milford, Jeff. Co., Wis.

W

Bntion Uleanikgs.

ANTED.—A .second hand Barnes foot-power saw.
Improved, in good repair, immediately.

N. A. King, Breckenridge, Mich.

WANTED.—To excliange eggs for hatching, for
thiti foundation, or all-in-one-piece sections.

I

My stock of Ligiit Brahmas, White P. Rocks, and
Golden Wyandottes, are as good as the best. 5tfdb

D. F. Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange lots in Fort Worth, Tex.;
.58 trains [lass daily, for bees in Dovetailed

i
hives or comb loundation, or any thing pertaining
to an apiary. G. B. Routzahn,
r)d Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange a strictly reliable incu-
bator and bi'ooder for Barnes foot-power saw,

or to cori-espond witli parties in need of incubators.
Address Ed. W. Cole, Manufacturer of the
" Triumph " Incubators and Brooders, Kenton, O.
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IPONour250'
acres of Nur-
sery we have every

') class of Trees and Plants that is
hardy in a northern climate;
Fruit, Ornamental, Nut and

Flowering. In our catalogues
„,. which are the most complete and
elaborate published by any Nursery
establishment in the world, all are ac-

curately described and offered at
-r one-half the price of tree agents. _^^^^
Lovett's Guide to Fruit Culture tells all

" "'

about fruits, their merits and defects, how to plant, prune,
' cultivate, describesthe best novelties, etc. Richlyillus-

r . -..- — trated, several colored plates. Price, 10 cts
Lovett's Mnnual of Ornamental Trccfi and Plants is authoritative as well as instruc-

tive. A model of excellence in printing and illustration. Price with colored
plates 15c, We successfully ship to all parts of the earth.

'

J. T. LOVETT CO., £.ltt1e stiver. New Jersey.

EOATMAN'S .;__^

SOLDBKING AND REPAIE KIT

Consists of fire-pot, solder-
ing-irons, solder, and solder-
lng:-fluid, with tools compl'te
as shown in cut, with direc-
tions for soldering different
metals, and how to keep your
solderintf - irons in shape.
Whole kit, boxed, 12 lbs.
Shipped on receipt of 82.00.

Agents wanted.
O. & L. OATMAN,

8-7db Medina, Ohio.

300-FLORIDA
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By my special method of harvesting' a crop, in the

"migrra^)/!/" system, I shall have 300 tested queens
for delivery about March :iOth. SlOperdozen. None
are over 6 months old. My crop tiie past season from
one yard of 43 colonies, sprinji' count, was 10,800 lbs.,

and increase to 1.50 a, p, BROWN,
l-6db HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO., FLA.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing- your orders for SUPPLIES, writt
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, ShippinfT-Crates, Frames, Foundation. Smo
kers. etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London. Wis.

Please mention this paper.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, mfdh and Prompt.

Rnnf'Q ClnnAa AT ROOT'S PRICES can ber\UUI b vaOUUS had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-
dress Jos. Nysewander.

"Quigley's Golden Queens"
are bred for business; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address E. F. QUHiLWIY,

2tfdb Unloiiville, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SA« IN BKOOD-FRAMES.

THIN FLAT BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Ha.H No Fltuh-bone in Surplus Hoiiey.

Being- the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN Ac SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.
Please mention this paper.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side.

Please mention tnis paper.

4 H. P. Engine 6 H. P. Boiler
For sale cheap if wanted at once.

D. S. HALL, South Cabot, Vt.

Before i^lacing- your order for
supplies send for our illustrat-
ed catalog. We are making the
best goods at lowest prices.

H. TRUMPBR, Bankers, Micli.

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.
E.

Read what .J. 1. Pakent, of
Chaki-ton. N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalog-ue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, .545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

2:?tfd

HONEY nWHC
AND Bee books,
OF ALL HINDS,

A LARGE STOCK.
MY STEW It,I>TJSTKATED

Catalogue and Price List of Supplies
for the Apiary will be sent free to all

who may apply Send a postal card
for it, writing your name and address
\plalnly. For every Order c: $10.00
*ancl over, I will make you a present.

The Catalogue tells you aU about it.

T. G. Kewman, 147 So.Western Ave.. Chicago.

SEND and receive my price list of Queens,

YOUR Nuclei, and Colonies. Address

NAME S. D. McLean, Columbia, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Addiess

SAJtlUEL JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

3ee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue. 33-22db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, PierceoCo., Wis.
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DO YOU KNOW
That W. H. Briglit is sellinjr bee-hives and fixtures
at a hargrain ? If not write for price list.

6-llcib W. H. BRIGHT. MAZEPPA, MINN.

DpKEEPEF
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CONVENTION NOTICES
The semi-annual meeting of the Utah Bee-lceepe rs' Associa-

tion will be held in Salt Lake City, Utah, April 10. 11. 1R93. All

interested are invited. R. T. Rhees. Sec.

The members of the old Southern Illinois Bee keepers' Asso-
ciation, and those interested in apiculture, are requested to

correspond or meet in DuQuoin.Ill. on Sat., Apr. 1st. 1893, for
the jmrpose of reorganizing. F. H, Kennedy, Sec.
DuQuoin.Ill.

The Susquehanna Co. Bee-keepers' Association will hold its

next meeting at the Tarbell House. Montrose, on Thurs.. May
4,1893. All are invited. H. M. Seeley, Sec.
Harford, Fa.

The Texas State Bee-keepeis' Association will hold its lith

annual session at Greenville, un Wednesd.iy and Thursday,
April .5 and 6. one mile north of the court-house, at the apiary
of Mrs. Jennie Atchley. Ml are invited. No hotel bills to ijay.

A. H. Jones Sec, Golden, Texas.

WANTED.—To exchange egg's tor hatcliing-, foi-

tliiii foundation, or all-in-one-piece sections.
My stock of Lig-lit Brahmas, Wlilte P. Rocks, and
Golden Wyandottes, are as g-ood as the liest. .5tfdb

D. F. Lashiek, Hooper, Biooine Co., N. Y.

\ I' ANTED.—To e.xchang'e a strictly reliabh^ incu-
VV bator and brooder for Barnes foot-power saw,
or tt) correspond with parties in need of incubators.
Address Ed. W. Cole, Manufacturer of the
"Triumpli " Incubators and Brooders, Kenton, O.

ANTED.—To buy second-liand sawmill ma-
chinery. W. S. Ammon, Reading-, Pa. 4-6-8dw

The following bee-keepevs, viz.. Mr. and Mrs. W. O.Victor.
Messrs. R. A. Jansen, R. A Armstrong. Jr.. and H. J. Moses, of
Wharton; and Messrs. J. H. Mullin & Son, of Oakland and Ea-
gle Lake Texas, met at the apiary of Mr. W. O. Victor, in the
town of Wharton. Feb. 25, 1893, .and, after a temporary meet-
ing, with Mr. R. A. Jansen acting as chairman, and T. H. Mul-
lin secretary, permanently organized the South Texas Bee-
keepers' Association. W O. Victor was elected president, and
T. H. Mullin secretary. The object of this organization is to
further the interests of bee-keepers, and to discuss " beeolo-
gy'' for the advancement and benefit of bee-keepers. Mem-
bers present represented -"lOS colonies of bees, spring count;
3.5,000 lbs. of honey, and 300 lbs. of wax. last crop. Prospects
were discussed as to an average cro)) of honey this year, and
decided good An amount suflicient was furnished the secre-
tary for stationery, with instructions to invite all bee-keepers
of this sccfiiin to join us. Many subjects were discussed per-
taining' to the liee and the many ways of working them to the
best adv.intaiic. A bottle of " pure honev" (so called), pur-
chased.in Houston. Tex., and prepared by Geo. K. McMeacham
& Sons, Wheeling. W. Va.. was presented to the association by
the president, and was examined and passed upon as being mi-
nus any honey taste whatever. It was decided to send a sam-
ple of said honey to A. I. Root, for further investigation. The
secret.ar.v wis instructed to furnish conies of the proceedings
of this meeting to Gleantn(;s in Bee CiLTt re and American
Bee Journal for publication The assocbitioii meets May 18th
and 19th. 1893, at the apiary of W O. Victor, Wharton, Texas.
All bee-keepers are res])ectfullv invited to attend.
T. H. Mullin, Sec. W. O. Victor, Pies.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one halt our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must SAY you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you aceordihg to bur i egiilai
rates. This department is intended only for bona-tide ex
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of
feringartir-les for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For such our regtilar rates of 20 cts. a line will be cliarged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

BICYCLES! Solid and pneumatic tires, new and
secondhand, want any tiling with a v.nlne.

Robert B. Gedye, Lii Salle, 111.

WANTED.—About 20 ll)s. second-hand type.
R. W. Gurley, Hendersonville, N. C.

WANTED.-To e.xchango 14 fonts of type (only in
use six months) for hives (dovetailed preferred),

foundation, sections, or offers.
F. H. Jewhurst, Richmond, Henrico Co., V^a.

WANTED.—To exchange poultry electrotypes or
printing, for bees or sup|)lies.

L. Jaques, Chatham Center, N. Y.

WANTED.—To e.xchange one Hilleron cornet (B-
Hat; I paid *](! cash for it second-hand), for 100

good straight worker combs "that are free from dis-
ease," in thick top Simplicity frames. Write at
once. Satisfaction guaranteed.

W. D. Lahkin, We.st Berlin, Mass.

WANTED.—To exchange comb foundation and
Japanese buckwheat, for beeswax. 6-7d

F. N. Johnson, Knoxville, Knox Co., HI. Box 1^7.

WANTED.—The address of some bee-keeper that
has about 10 or 12 stands to sell. Write me

prices and terms. Should like them as near Good-
hue Co. as possible. Geo. A. Fenton.

Pine Island, Goodhue Co., Minn.

WANTED.—To exchange one Winchester rifle. 32
caliber, pistol grip, set triggers; 90 improved

Hoffman frames; 14.5 section-holders; 100 tin rab-
bets; 100 wood separators; one Parker foundation-
fastener, for a four-frame reversible Stanley ex-
tractor in good order.

John Davis, Garland City, Ark.

WANTED.—To exchange 2 story 8-frame tin-roof
hives, with full sets of combs and queen-ex-

cluding zinc lione.v-boards, for books, Jersey calf,
breech-loading shot-gun, Winchester rifle, revolver,
or offers. .i-7d M. Frank Taber, Salem, O.

WANTED.—An active young man of good morals,
and experience in bee culture, to work in apia-

ry. State experience, and wages wanted.
W. D. Wright, Altamimt, N. Y.

w

TITANTED.—A situation, to take charge of an api-
VV ary in the spring. Have had several years' ex-
perience with bees. Prefer California, but would
not ob,iect to any good locality. P. Marsh,

.5-6d Big Stone Gap, Va.

ANTED.—To rent an apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Brown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co,, Cal,

WANTED.—To exchange a lot of Simplicity bee-
hives, eight and ten frame, complete, for guitar.

Indian game chickens, or offers.
5-6 J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange frames of comb with
some honey in. for bees, frames wired. Want

bees in May' or .lune. Make me offers.
Charles E. Hardesty,

Connotton, Harrison Co., Ohio.

T17ANTED.—To exchange pure -bred Dorking
VV chicks and flue pedigree shepherd pups, for
Italian bees, or off'ers. VVynn Smith,

Lock Box 2^5, Aui'ora, 111.

WANTED.— To exchange a new foot-power saw
to rhonej'. The honey to be delivered next fall.

W. S. Wright, Battle Creek, Mich.

7 ANTED.—By young man a position in an apia-
ry. E.xperienced. Address

E. C. Green, Wuyne, Mich. Box 305.
w

A Four-Color Label for Only 75
Cts. Per Thousand.

Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat
four-cdhir label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having either " comb " or "extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand; 50 cts. per .500, or 30 cts. for 2.50, postpaid. The
size of the label is 2^x1 inch—just right to go round
the neck of a liottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label catalogue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs iu label work.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Cleve[jAnd.—//(Hiej/.—Tlioro is in) cliaiige since

last report. We are ottered lioney about X cent
clieaper than two weeks ago—No. 1 fancy white.

\ViLE.iAMS Bros.,
March 8. 80 & 82 Broadway, Clevehmd, O.

Kansas City.—Hofiej/.—Demand for comh honey
is good. Price of 1-lh. conih, ]f)@17; darli, 12@.14;

extracted, 6@8. Tliere is no beeswax on tlie marliet.
Tlie stoclv of comb and extrat'ted honey on- our mar-
ket is very lltrht. Hamblin & Bearss,
March 9. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Ho;(cy.—There is no change in the
honey marlset, except a very urgent demand for
extracted of higli grade in barrels. We (juote:

Comb, 10®17; extracted, 6>i®6'A- Beeswax, prime,
26i D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
March 11. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.—Ho?iej/.—Tlie demand for extracted
is good; the supply, light. Demand for comb, fair;

supply, fair. We quote wliite 1-lb. comb, 16@17;
amber, 13@ir>; extracted, <i@8. Beeswax, 32@25

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
March 9. K.msas City, Mo.

Bupe'Alo.—Honey.—Our market is mostly cleaned
lip on all grades of honeyi Fancy white stock is in

good demand, and firm at 17@18, second grade rang-
ing from 14 to 1.5. Buckwheat, mostly 9@10. Bees-
wax, 28@30. Batterson & Co..
March 8. 167, 169 Scott St., Buffalo, N. Y.

Boston.—Ho)iejy.—Honey is moving fairly well,
with a prospect of every thing being sold out; but
it was necessary to make lower prices in order to
accomplish this. We are selling best white 1-lb.

combs at 1.5@16. Extracted. 9(^ln. No beeswax on
hand. Bi:ake & Ripley,
March 9. Boston, Mass.

Minneapolis.—Hnnejy.—The arrivals have been
light of late, and good white stock is held firm un-
der pood demand. Dark honey, of which there is

considerable, is slow. We quote: Fine wliite clover,
16@17; 2-lb. combs, ].o@16; buckwlieat, i:i@14; ex-
tracted, 10@11. J. A. Shea & Co.,

14 & 16 Hennepin Ave.. Minneapolis, Minn.
March 11.

Chicago.— Ho7ie,iy.—The demand is in excess of
supply, for best grades of white comb lioney, selling
at 17@18. Good to fair white comb, 15@16; dark,
slow. All kinds of extracted honey sell well at un-
<"hanged prices. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
March 8. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cincinnati.— Ho/iej/.—There is a fair demand for
extracted honey at 6@8c on arrival. Tliere is no
choice comb honey on our market. Prices are nom-
inal at 14@,16 for" best white. Beeswax is in good
demand at 24@27 for good to choice yellow on ar-
rival. ("HAS. F. MuTH & Son,
March 9. Cincinnati, O.

Detroit.- Hone;/.—(^oinb honey continues to be
•quoted at 13(^15; not much in siglit. Extracted, 7i
#8J^. Beeswax, :e@.-i'!. M.H.Hunt.
March 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

B7 W. I. CHAMBEELAIN, A. M., LL. D.,

Foiiiif il.v Secietarv uf the llliio State Board of Agi-iciiltiire,
and late President of the Iowa State Agrioulttiral Col-

lege. At present .\swociate Editor of the
Ohio Fanner.

TIlis is a valuable companion to our other rural

books. It embraces the experience of forty years

of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
lias laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price :t5<'; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, Ohio.

Muth's

Honey

201

In packages of i(,

K, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mall,

add 17c for every lb.

C.F.Muth&Soii,

976-978 Oentr. Ave.,

CmOIHNATI, OHIO.

Caramels

BEE= FEEDER.
Positively the best entrance bee-feeder ever made.

No robbers can get at it, and it can be used where
any other feeder (ran. When once tried no other
will be used. Capacity, one quart. It is made from
the best tin, and with proper care will last a life-

time. Price each, 2(lc; 2, a5c; 6, 80c; by mail, 8c ex-
tra. Large discount to dealers. Manufactured and
sold by W. 1>. SOPHIi, ./hcA-soh. A/ich.,

and .1. /. ROOT, Medina, O.

On Sale at Half Price.
Every thing necessary to run an apiary of one

hundred colonies. Outfit in good condition. Will

be found as represented. Address

MILTON CONE,
1213 VIRGINIA AVE., KANSAS CITY, MO.6-7d

i^:

Sir

A NEW BOOK ON
Tomato Culture,
Plant Growing,

AND
High Pressure
Gardening in

General.
Price 35c; By flail, 40c.

To get your tomatoes started, more or less garden-
ing under gl:iss must be done, as you are probably
well aware. Well, when you can manage the toma-
to under glass, you are ready to manage almost any
other vegetable crop; therefore we regard the to-
mato book as one of the most valuable if not <>)«

most valuable (jf any work on raising plants and
vegetables that require protection from the frost;
and whether the in-otection is to be in the fall of the
year, or the middle of the winter, or in the spring
months, you will find the tomato book full of the
latest and most modern apjiliances for giving pro-
tection at the smallest expense. Of course, a part
of it has already appeared in Gleanings; butprob
ably considerably more than half will be found new
to our readers.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Improved Force and Spray Pumps.

Fig-. 1.

Something superior to those

formerly offered, at Great-

ly Reduced Prices.

It is generully udniitted, that, excepting- lu
very rare rases, it is impossible to have perfect
fruit or foliage in these days, nor any at all worth
meiitioninsr, unless the trees are watched, and the
intect-enemiei that make all the mischief are de-
stroyed at just the rig-ht time. That
time is very near at hand; and the
prudent man, unless he is already pro-
vided with tlie most approved appara-
tus for destroying the insect-pests is on

) the lookout, and preparing- to secure it.

Tiiere are i\ grv.it many spraying-out-
fits of various kinds sold, varying in

cost and efficiency. Some are good,
and others not so good. We have care-
fully examined different outfits, and we
believe the line we offer here is the best
obtainable for the price. These, of
course, are not large enough for fruit
specialists who have many acres to
spray; but for the ordinary grower who
wants something effective, and within
the reach of his pocket-book, nothing-
superior can be found for anywhere
near the price at which we sell these.

JVIyers Bucket Brass Spray-Pump.

lim% v

This is the one we offered first last season, but greatly improved. Fig. 1 shows the general
appearance of the pump, which is made almost entirely of brass, with rubber-ball valves, and

4 feet of X-inch rubl)er hose. Fig. 3 shows the
vermorel spray nozzle, with degorger, which is

/,/. new on the pump this year. This degorger is used
'' to remove an obstruction that may get into the
'^ small hole wliich forms the spray, thus making it

^ unnecessary to unscrew the tip except in rare
5 •a'-es. Two tips are furnished with each pump,
js )iie for very fine spray and the other some coarser,

but very much finer than ;i

spray inside with a perfd
rated nozzle. It is gofiiu

that it fioals' up like ;i,

cloud. By thisfeatuiethe
same nmountof liquid will

go at lesist tour times as
far, and does more effect-

ive work Ihiin with a per-
forated sprny nozzle. The
pump differs in construc-
tion fi-om the old-line
pumps of this class, and is

arranged so that the heavy
work is done on the down
stroke of the plunger and
nothing on the up. The
effect of this operation,
while pumping, is to hold
the pump down, and it is

not necessary to use a
foot-rest. Tlius it is very
easy to operate, and has
extraordinary power. It

is provided with a large
air-chambei-, and has a valve at the bottom between
the c.ylinder and the air-chamber, wheieby the pres-
sure is held uniformly in the air-chamber and on the
hose, so that the nozzle throws a const ant. continuous, - j ^, ^ ,,, j
even spray all the time, and is not affected by the movements of the plunger, and the operator is enabled

to keep a constant pressure on the nozzle of from .50 to 100 lbs. with very ordinary exertion. It is arranged

iiig. 3.

1^ /f BUCKET
YERS SPRAY PHKr

PIPE EXTENSION

Figs. 4 and .5

II

I
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Ml

so it dischiirg-es a flue jet in tlie bottom of the bucket, to keep the solution tliorouiarhly mixed and agitated
—a feature peculiar to this pump. Bj' simply unscrewing' the spray nozzle the pump is ready to tlirow a
stream wliicli is very effective in wasliing- buggies, windows, putting out fires, oi- arresting swarms of bees.

Fig. 3 shows the method of
operating. In tliis way you can
not throw a spray more than
16 feet high, so tliat, on li gii

trees, you can not do effective
work without the pipe e.xtenslon
shown in Figs. 4 and 5. By
means of this you are enabled ::^

to reach all parts of the tree "^

easily. Tiiis pipe extension is -«==5j^^

simply a piece of common ii'-in. ^^~
gas-pipe. S feet long, with coup-
ling, which 3-ou may be able to
get at your hardware store. If
not. we can furnish it for .50 cts.
The pump complete, with hose and vermorel nozzle,
as shown in Figs. 1 and 2, with two tips, weighs 5 lbs.,

and will be furnished for f4.50 net each. Eight-foot
pipe extension included for $5.00. We will sell 3
pumps, without pipe extension, for S10.50; 6 for $~u.(IO.

Pipe extension.'in quantities of 3 or more, at 40c each.
We can mail this pump in two packages for 90c
postage.

Myers Barrel Spray-Pump.

out the bariH
pipe, stiamei
venioiel m /7\

Where you have a larger amount of spraying to do,
you can accomplish it more easily with an outfit of this
kind. It has our patent submerged cylinder, is double-
acting, has patent expansion rubber Ijucket, has a large
air-chamber to cushion the spray, is provided with TWO
DISCHARGE PORTS, one or both of which can be used
for spraying. The base is properly shaped to fasten on
the staves or head of ;i barrel, has "steel pins, brass plung-
er cylinder, and brass-lined lower cylinder, good leverage,
is very powerful, and easy to operate, will tlirow a spray
as fine as mist over any ordinary fruit-tree, and will
throw a solid stream 60 feet from the point of tlie nozzle.

This can be mounted either on the end or side of a
barrel. Tht- barrel may be mounted on wheels; or, if you
have a horse to spare. It can be drawn around under the
trees in a WHgon or on a stoneboat. There are two ports,
to one or both of which a hose may be attached. This
outfit includes vermorel nozzle, the same as the bucket
pump, and the pine extension can also be used, if needed,
for high tiees We can lurnish theoutfit as shown, with-

( onsistmg of pump with 3 feet of suction-
and agitator, 5 feet of rubber hose and Fig b
with two e.xtra tips, for $6 £0; or the same with two 5 foot lengths of hose and tw o nozzles,

for $7. .50; 8-foot extension, ,it 50c < xtia We have extra spray
nozzles without the degorgei , and with attai hments to fit ordi-
nary ^4-inch garden hose it6()ce<ich In mail, 75c

In this connection we would call attention to the Whit-
man and Sniitli pumps listed on page 13 of our catalogue,
either of which we can furnish at prii^es listed there. The
Smith pump especially is well adapted for spraying. It is

strong and serviceable for a tin pump, and we sell a good many
of them. To save you looking it up we quote the prices here.
Each, SBI.OO; 2 for $1.80; 3 for $2.00; Idoz.; $8.00; 2 doz., $15.00;
50 for $39.00, or 100 for $55.00 net cash. While It is strong

and serviceable, we do not like the principles on which it works as well as the

Common Sense Spray-Pump.
The adjoining cut shows its constru'-tion and manner of working. The

piston, or i)lunger, is worked with a lever handle, giving greater force
tor the same power exerted. The plunger-tube is shorter, and larger in
diameter, than the ordinary pump. If the water conies over the top it spills

right into the pail again. It has an air-chamber, with valve, giving a con-
tinuous stream or spray. It has a short rubber hose to give direction to the
streMin or spray, without moving the pump. It has also an adjustable nozzle
for stream or spray. We offered this puni]) for the first time last season, and
they gave general satisf.iction. Their only fault is they are not made
very strong, but if judiciously handled will do good work for a long time.
We are able to offer them this year for only 60c each, or fl.O'l postpaid. In
quantities the price will be $6.00 per doz.; 3 doz. for $16.00. Larger quantities
quoted on applic;ition.

Gould's Handy Knapsack Spray-Pump.
There may be some who will prefer a knapsack 8|)ray-pumi) that maybe

/
I irried on the back. ^^ e are prepared to furnish one of the best of this

isiud—Gould's Handy Knapsack Spray-pump. The pump is made entirely
_ )f brass and co))per, with rubber-ball vaU^es and metal plunger. The reser-

J^ voir is made of lieavy copper, and will hold about 5 gals, of liquid. We fur-

nish each pump with 3i ft. of ?^-inch discharge liose, and "Masson " Lance
nozzle. Price of Handy Kn:i|jsack Spr;iyer comiilete, $13.50.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

_=^ j.^*^ ^
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The Review
for Maroli luis an illustratted article by
R. L. Taylor showing how to put founda-
tion in sections by means of the hot-iron-
melted-edge of -the- foundation plan with
the greatest despatch and most substantial
manner. He also gives some most excel-

lent advice for the care of bees in spring. B. Taylor sliows how by a slight modiflcation of hives and a
little manipulation the bees of two qut'ons can be made to work in one super and swarming be prevented.
"Self-hivers" isthe special topic, and their advantages and shortcomings are well brought out. R. L.

Taylor tells in detail how the queen-trap may be made to take the place of the self-hlver—yes, even
surpass it. Hasty gives his unique review of the bee journals. Besides, there are the usual selections,

editorials, and contributions upon various topics. Send ten cents for this number, and with it will be
sent two other copies of late but different issues; or for $1.( the Keview will be sent from Jan. to the end
of the year. The .50-cent book. " Advanced Bee Culture," and the Review one year, for $1.25.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flichigan.

By Thos. G. Newman, ex-editor of the American Bee Journal,

Is a book of over 200 pages, that we send FREE to every ne-w
Subscriber who mails us $1.00 for ayear's subscription to the old

AMERICAN BEE JOUENAL,
The Largest, Best, Cheapest, and only weekly bee-paper in all
AmeriCM. 32 pages; established 1861. Send for a free sample
copy with description of book offer GEO. W. YORK & CO.,
56 Fifth Avenue, - - CHICAOO, 1L.1.S.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced

prices. Hives, Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper

RRICE $2.
(postpaid).

Ladies' F'ine Shoes, Genuine
Kid, Soft Soles; Style, Fit, and
Wear Equal to $3 Shoes. High
or Low Heel; Broad or Narrow
Toe: Sizes 1 to 7. C D E or E E
Widths. Send your size. Sure

Fit. Patent tips,
same price.

C. L. GriesiDger
Medina, O.
Send P. O. or-

der. Registered
Letter, or Postal
Note.

BEE SUFFLI£S
and all kinds of
Berry-pack-
ages, b o X e s,

and baskets.
We make a spe-
cialty of one-
piece sections
and wood sepa-
rators. Address

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO.,
Berlin Heights

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

Please mentiun Glramkoh.

£GGS, $1.00 PER 13.
Willie P. Rocks, and White Wyandottes. A few

fine Wyandotte cockerels for sale at $l..iu eacli.

«-9(ib W. J. YOUNG, Scotch Ridge, Ohio.

Per Cent Discount.
As I lliid tlie ujanagement of five apiaries, run for

bees, queens, and honey, enough care for one man,
I have decided to close out my Supply business, and
sell tlie surplus stock 1 have on liana at 2.5 per cent
discount. If you want bee supplies of any kind,
here's a chance. See my price list of Italian bees,
queens, and supplies.

6tfdb
OLIVER FOSTER,

Ml. Vernon. Linn Co., Iowa.

Big Blue Cat=
Have you
Seen our

alogue for 1893 1 Seventy illustrated pages.
Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary, tirealesi variety and Largest stock

in the West. :M3db
E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

^^.^^A to his own interests who does not use PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and give them a trial, at least '{ Then, if not satis-

fied, return them and get your money back. They are used and praised
by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Pkop. Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
Chas. Dadant & Son say : " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter."
J AS. A. Green says: *' Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
Gilbert Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: " We would not be without them for $6.00 each.

Prices: Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 20c; per doz.. $3.25. Send for descriptive circular.

R. &. E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C- C. MILLER.

A THIRD CASE lias bi^eii reported in Central-
hlatt, of a queen having been fecundated in the
hive.

A FIRM IN Germany consumes yearly about
40,000 lbs. of ceresin for foundation.

—

Central-
hlatt.

More deaths occur in a day now than in a
week at the beginning of winter. I mean in
the hives.

The Hayck sectional hive is described in A.
B. J. by W. J. Cullinan. with straw walls P._.

inches thick.

" Pauper swarms " is what they call " hun-
ger swarms" in the South,—thos<' which swarm
out for want of stores.

If those caramels made by Muth & Son
get to be well known, there will be a bigger
market for honey in Cincinnati.

Frank McNay's report, p. 17.3. would seem a
little tishyif I knew nothing about the man.
But Frank isn't a fishy sort of man.
My rees do just as W. Halley says on p. 173.

If it"s cold enough they'll stay above the bee-
escape. In that respect the Larrabee escape
has an advantage.

"Winter Lixf^ERs in the lap of Spring"
sometimes. This time Winter seems to have
pushed Spring off on to the fioor, and sat down
in the chair himself.

My. oh: but doesn't Hasty just come down
savage on the Washington system of gradingi
If I had backbone enough I think I'd stand up
in a straight row beside him.

Isn't there danger some one will choke
trying to swallow that story on p. 178 ? I mean
where tlic bees "sot" the fruit in one corner of
a gard mi and failed in t'other.

' In sunny soiithi-and " is the happy title
of Mrs. Jennie Atcliiey's Southern department
in ..4. B. J., in which she is now giving some
sound instruction to an A B C class.

Didn't you make a mistake on page 19:.'. and
get the wrong picture? That looks just like
the original Miller feeder, only it has wire cloth
on it, and Manum's name under it.

The gener.al teaching—and I suppose it's

right—is to see that a good share of young bees
arc in a newly formed colony. Yet the largest
surplus of extracted I ever got was from a col-
ony started with no young Ijees. I merely set a
hive of empty combs, no bees, in place of a re-
moved colony, and put in a queen.

Keep cellars cold enough and you'll not be
troubled with dead bees on the floor. They'll
just die in the hive, queen and all, and stay
there, leaving the cellar bottom clean and nice.

That plan to get rid of laying workers, on
p. 178, is a long way behind the plan I use, if

ray plan works as well with others as with me.
Just drop in the hive a " pulled " queen. That's
all.

O Rambler! you old bach.
With quail on toast galore;

I'd greatly joy to snatch
A few from out your store.

But then. I'm not a hog.
To eat them all alone:

Nor yet a snarling dog,
A gnawing at a bone.

But rather would I live
With some sweet '' surup " neat.

Who dainty touch could give,
And then could help me eat.

When I read some of the stuff that is

printed in papers that are not bee-papers, under
the head of apicultural literature, I feel ex-
ceedingly thankful to the editors of our bee
journals for what they don't print.

Sealed covers get a black eye from Geo. S.
Wheeler, in A. B. J. Colonies under them in
bad condiiion. with several dead, while those
with cushions are all right. Ought there not to
be cushions over the sealed covers?

H. REEPEN.in the German Centra fb/zttt, gives
the fullest rci^iimc that I know about, of the
noticeable items of bee literature in both home
and foreign journals. He mixes in with it

enough Reepen to make it very readable.

A HONEY -KEE CONCERT is recommended by
F. A. Gemmell. in C. B. J., consisting of music,
interspersed with short lectures on bees, honey,
etc. He thinks such a scheme, in connection
with conventions, would help the honey-mar-
ket.

Bees are cheaper than I supposed. Aver-
aging replies of veterans in A. B. J., a colony
in box hive is worth ftJ.Ut in fall, and ^:i.:il in
spi-ing. Highest price given is in Nebraska, 1.5

to S'S in spring; lowest in Massachusetts, $0.00
in fall.

Bee-lice, for "some reason, don't seem to
thrive in this country. El.sewhere they seem
troublesome, if not dangerous, one German bee-
keeper reporting that, on one day, he removed
more than 40 lice from a queen, and the next
day more than .30.

J. E. Pond reports in ^4.. B. J"., that, in his
locality, bees are worth "' nothing in the fall,

and .$3.00 in spring." Wouldn't it be a good
scheme to buy up 1000 colonies at the regular
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price in fall, cellar them, and sell in spring? If

even half die, $1000 wouldn't be such bad pay
for hauling and wintering.

Is THE SMELL in your cellar all right? If it

isn't, make it right. Get the bad air out and
good air in. somehow. Fire is a great sweeten-
er. Even when the cellar's too waim, a fire to

change the air will leave the bees quieter as
soon as it cools off.

I don't like Hasty 's review in Revieiv—nt
least, not entirely. -To begin with, the type in

the headings is too lean and lank—looks as if

if needed to be fed up. In the next place—well,
in the next place every thing else is all right,

A 1, tip-top, just as I expected.

Smokers, heretofore, have either had the cut-
off, or else sucked smoke into the bellows. The
Review illustrates Daggit's smoker with a dou-
ble bellows, like a blacksmith's, that throws a
continuous stream with no suck-back. Why
didn't .some one think of that before?

The thermometer went up to 45° Feb. ;i7,

the highest for many weeks. If bees had been
out I think they would have flown a little, the
first time since the beginning of November,
and there was no really good flight after the
last week of October. But Feb. 38 it was down
again to 11°.

LANGSTKOTH'S REMINISCENCES.

GETTING THE MOVABLE FRAME INTRODUCED;
INVENTION OF THE HONEY-EXTRACTOR, ETC.

In the spring of 1853, having disposed of the
good will of my school for young ladies, I gave
my whole attention to my apiary in West Phil-
adelphia. It was there that I gained the prac-
tical experience in the management of mova-
ble-frame hives which prepared me for writing
my first work on bees. Before the close of that
season I was so completely prostrated by an
unusually severe attack of my old head trouble
that I was not only unable to give any personal
attention to the bees, but could not even give
the necessary instructions to my assistant. This
compelled me to sell my bees, and abandon the
business for a season. As I glance back over
the past years, how often can I recall similar
experiences, when, in the heat of the race, and
sometimes with the goal of success apparently
almost gained. I have sunk down on the course,
unable to take another forward step I I write
these words with no disposition to murmur
against any of God's providential dealings with
me. I know that the Judge of all the earth
can not but do what is right. I look forward to
the time when all his dealings with us shall be
made plain, and desire humbly and lovingly to
use the words of the dear Savior, " Even so.
Father, for so it seemed good in thy sight."
The patent on my hive was issued Oct. 5, J853.

I then decided to leave my wife and our two
daughters in Philadelphia, the daughters to
attend a young ladies' school in which my wife
had accepted the position of assistant teacher,
while I made my residence in the family of my
brother-in-law, Mr. Almon Brainard. of (Jreen-
field, Mass.
When I parted from my beloved wife, in No-

vember, 1853, the future was mercifully hidden
from me. I was to have no settled home for
nearly six years, and for more than three-
fourths of that time I was to be separated from
my dear ones! I had recovered from my head
trouble, and at once began to write mv book on
bees. The larger part of the manuscript was
sent, as fast as written, to my wife, to be copied
into a legible hand' for the printers; for in the

ardor of composition I wrote a scrawl which
only she and I could decipher.
With the pecuniary aid of my kind brother-

in-law, the sheets of a small edition of this
book were jirinted in Greenfield ; and in the
spring of 1853, " Ijangstroth on the Hive and
Honey-bee" was published by Hopkins, Bridg-
man it Co., of Northampton, Mass. What the
wife of Huber was to him in his blindness, my
dear wife was to me. Without her labors, out
of school hours, that winter, it would have been
impossible for me to prepare my work for the
press. Never once did she even intimate that
she was overtasked, and all her letters breathed
such an unselfish spirit as can be attained by
only the loftiest and purest characters. I shall
say no more, at this time, of this beloved com-
panion, than to put on record the fact that, in
our married life of over thirty-six years, I can
not recall a single experience in which I knew
her to seek her own happiness at the expense of
others.
While residing in Philadelphia, although

without a pastoral charge, I preached probably
more than half of my Sabbaths; and when I

returned to New England I supplied the pulpit
of the Congregational Church in Colerain, near
Greenfield, the larger part of the time till the
fall of 1857. My wife and daughters spent their
school vacations in July and August with me
in Colerain, where our son was living very near
to us, working on a farm. Oh those happy re-
unions! Memory still loves todwell upon them.
Each one was a bright oasis in those long sepa-
rations ; for such a struggle was I compelled to
make to support my family, that I was seldom
able to make them more than one short visit a
year.
When I determined to apply for a patent, as I

had neither the money nor the business qualifi-
cations needed for its profitable introduction, I

thought myself fortunate in being able to se-
cure the services of a firm which had been quite
successful in selling patents; but business re-
verses prevented them from carrying out our
agreement. While writing my book. Dr. Joseph
Beals, one of my former (Greenfield parishion-
ers, offered, for an interest in the invention, to
furnish means for the manufacture of the hives,
and for establishing an apiary. Dr. Beals was
a very able dentist, but without any experience
in patent matters or in bee-keeping,'while I was
frequently prostrated by the old head trouble.
Although much was done to introduce the mov-
able-comb hive to the public, we met with no
adequate pecuniary success ; and after some
years we closed up our business, without any
abatement of the old friendship, the doctor hav-
ing lost much time but no money by his venture.
Having given, by a quotation from my private

journal, my belief of the results which would
flow from the invention of movable frames. I

shall now give an extract from the advertise-
ment inserted in my book, published in May,
1853:

"l. l. langstroth's movable -comb hive,
patented oct. 5. 18.53.

" Each comb in this hive is attached to a sep-
arate movable frame, and in less than five min-
utes they may all be taken out without cutting
or injuring, or at all enraging the bees. Weak
stocks may be quickly strengthened by helping
them to honey and maturing brood from strong-
er ones. Queenless colonies may be rescued
from certain ruin by supplying them with the
means of obtaining another queen, and the rav-
ages of the moth effectually prevented, as. at
any time, the hive may be readily examined,
and all the worms, etc., removed from the
combs. New colonies may be formed in less

time than is usually required to hive a natural
swarm ; or the hive may be used as a non-
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swarmer, or managed on the common swarm-
ing plan. The surplus honey may be taken
from the interior of the hive on the frames, or

in upper boxes or glasses, in the most conven-
ient, beautiful, and salable forms. Colonies
may be safely transferred from any other hive
to this, at any season of the year from April to

October, as the brood, combs, honey, and all the
contents of the hive, are transferred with them,
and securely fastened in the frames. That the
combs can always be removed from this hive
with ease and safety, and that the new system,
by giving perfect control over all the combs, ef-

fects a complete revolution in practical bee-
keeping, the subscriber prefers to prove rather
than assert. Practical apiarians, and all who
wish to purchase rights and hives, are invited

to visit his apiary, where combs, honey, and
bees will be take"n from the hives ; colonies
which may be brought to him for that purpose,
transferred from any old hive; queens, and the
whole process of rearing them, constantly ex-
hibited; new colonies formed, and all processes

"^ connected with the practical management of an
apiary fully illustrated and explained. ..."
The gist of the whole matter is found in my

offering to give to all who would visit my apia-
ry a practical demonstration that the perfect
control over all the combs effects a complete
revolution in practical bee-keeping. The more
a man knew about bees, the easier it was to

convince him that there was no exaggeration in

such a claim, and this was the reason why Mo-
ses Quinby, Prof. Jared Kirtland, and men of

that stamp, became such ready converts to the
movable-comb system. L. L. Langstroth.

Cnntiniied.

MANUM IN THE APIARY.

REDUCING STOCK AND JIET.TING UP COMBS; UN-
FINISHED SECTIONS NOT PROFITABI.E, ETC.

"Good- afternoon, Henry. I think you must
be very courageous to traver six miles' this

stormy day.'"
" Well, Manum, you see it did not storm like

this when I started from home. But then, this
storm is nothing to be compared with what you
and I had to endure at times, during tlie war.
Do you remember the time we came in from
picket duty, in February! 18G3, during that
storm of snow and rain, driven by a strong wind?
and how wet we were, and no warm house like
this in which to change our wet clothes fOr dry
ones? I well remember what you said when you
were trying to pull off your wet woolen shirt in

that cold dreary tent. You looked up to me,
shivering and smiling, and said, ' Hen, this is a
little tough on one"s patriotism; but then, it

must be endured for the love of union and free-

dom. But if I ever get out of this scrape, Hen,
and get back lo old Vermont, you can then
mark me down as a home boy. Here! do help
me off with this wet shirt.' Ha. ha, ha!"

'* Yes, Henry, I well remember those dreary
days of our army life; also the circumstance to
which you refer, although it occurred .30 years
ago. I am also reminded that time is passing
very rapidly, and that you and I are not the
sprightly youths that we were then. Thi'rty
years have passed since that terrible storm we
experienced on the picket line. Is it possible?
and yet our gray hair is ample proof that the
milestone to. which you refer is all of 30 years
in the rear of us; and still we are journeying
on to another mile-stone, which will be appro-
priately numbered and added to the many we
nave already passed. Will it be the last? I

sincerely hope, however, that Henry B. Isham
will be spared to pass many more bright and

shining mile-stones ere he is called to the grea
tribunal."
"Thank you, Manum, for your good wishes.

What are you doing, now that the bees are quiet
and nothing to do among them?"
"Well, Henry, I am doing a little of every

thing; and while I am telling you all about it,

let us go over to the honey-house. But, first, I

want to show you a sample of a new variety of
oats I am introducing among our farmers.
There, Hen, is one head: look it it and heft it."

"My! is that just one head?'
" Yes. one head; there were over 300 kernels

on it; but some have fallen o'.Y, as it has been
handled so much."

" Well, that is far ahead O' any thing I ever
saw, in oats. What do you call them?"'
"They are the • White Plume," a new varie-

ty which is being introduced this season for the
first time in this State.'"
" What is claimed for them as being superior

to other varieties?"
" In the first place, they are more prolific than

any other variety, they having yielded 107 bush-
els per acre on a 20-aci'e field. They are ten
days earlier than our common oats, hence es-

cape being damaged by rust; and, again, the
straw is very stocky, so they do not lodge like

other varieties."
" Do they sell well?'"
" Yes, quite so. Not every farmer buys them,

but enough so they will be well introduced by
another season; and those whodo buy them this

year will have some to sell at good prices to
their neighbors next fall, for I sincerely believe
they will eventually supersede all others. Here
we are; let us go into the storehouse first."

" Well said! What are you doing with these
combs that you have here all cut out of the
frames?"

" I am melting them up for the wax. You
see, Henry, I had combs enough for 1000 colo-

nies, and did have ^KX) colonies at one time; but
owing to the past few poor seasons I have re-

duced my number of colonies to 500; and now,
as I have decided to reduce the number still

lower, I am melting my surplus combs.'"
" Why! it seems too bad to melt up such nice

perfect combs."
"Yes; but then, I don't want them, and it is

too much work and care to preserve them
through the summer, although I have succeed-
ed in keeping the moth-worms out of them by
placing the boxes of combs over a sheet of tar-

red paper, with another sheet over, as you di-

rected me to do; and, as yoasee, it has proved
a success." _ '

" But, Manum, why are you going to reduce
the number of your colonies?"

" Well. Henry, the basswoods have been cut
oft' about here to such an extent that I think it

will be as well for me to have fewer bees and a
less number of apiaries. I think two out-apia-
ries, with my home yard, will be all I care to

look after alone, inasmuch as I am going into

the growing of small fruit. I think that few6r
bees and more fruit will pay me as well, one
year with another, as to devote all my time to
bees."

" What are you going to do with this great
pile of old .sections?"

" I am going to cut the comb out of them for

wax, and use the sections for kindling-wood. I

have formerly used my sections over the second
and third time—that is, those that were not
finished by the bees, and from which the honey
was extracted; but such, even if filled with the
very whitest honey, always sell as second qual-
ity, hence I have decided hot to use any sections

the second time, unless they are perfectly free

from stains, and unless the comb in then is per-

fectly clean and white. There is no use, Hen--
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ry; it doesn't pay, these days, to produce sec-

ond-class honey. Sections are now so cheap
that one can not afford to use the stained ones,
and then sell the honey two to three cents per
lb. less than the same honey will bring in new
clean sections. It is too much like spoiling a
50-cent jack-knife to save half a cent. I am
ashamed of myself that I have used old sections
over and over so long before coming to my
senses."

" Have you decided that the bee-business has
seen its best days in Vermont?"
"Oh, no! not by any means. There are lo-

calities where basswood has not been cut off,

and probably will not be, for a good many
years. In those places, and where they have
clover and raspberries in plenty, it will pay to

keep bees; and, in fact, I think it will pay here
in a small way, but not as well as formerly.
But that is not the only reason why I propose
to reduce my number of colonies. You must
remember, Henry, that I am not as young as I

was once; and to look after so many bees, with-
out help, is a little more than I feel able to do;
and inasmuch as good help is so scarce, I think
it as well for j/ie to have fewer bees to look
after. Although I have managed, and can still

manage, 500 colonies alone in five yards, I pre-
fer to have fewer colonies, and devote more of

my time to the queen-business as well as to

the fruit-business. If I were as favorably locat-

ed for the bee-business as are Messrs. J. E.
Crane. J. H. Larrabee, V. V. Blackmer, and
Mr. R. H. Holmes, I would not think of de-
creasing my number of colonies at present."
" But, Manum, what will you do with all

your empty hives and extra clamps, etc?"
" Well, Henry, I shall offer them for sale at a

very low price; and what I can not sell will

make splendid kindling-wood. However, I

shall not knock them to pieces just yet, as I

may wish to again increase my number of colo-

nies, providing the fruit-business does not suit

me. In such case I shall doubtless change my
location, and try to get a safe distance from
wood-working machinery, with the hope that
basswoods will be let alone. There are yet a
few such localities in Vermont that are not oc-
cupied; but Bristol is my home, and I dislike to

move away if I can avoid it.

A. E. Manum.

DOOLITTLE'S REPLIES TO INaUIRIES.

NECESSITY FOR EARLY BROOD-REARING; SIZES
OF BROOD-NESTS, ETO.

Question.—How many standard Langstroth
frames would you use in a hive when working
exclusively for comb honey? Should prime
swarms issue, which will be the best to produce
comb honey, the new swarm or the old colony?

Answer.—I would use just as many standard
Langstroth frames in the brood-chamber,
when working for comb honey, as the queen had
occupied with brood, when the honey-harvest
commenced in earnest from clover or basswood.
according as either one abounded in the locality
I was in. For this reason I would use a ten-
frame Langstroth hive; that is, I would have
a hive that would hold ten Langstroth frames,
and have it so arranged that I could reduce it

to only a four-frame hive should I find a queen
that would not keep more combs tiian that
number occupied with brood, or a fivi% six, sev-
en, eight, or nine frame hive, just in accord
with the prolificness of the queen. There are
a very few queens which will fill ten L. frames
with brood, when they are laying their maxi-
mum number of eggs; hence we wish a ten-
frame hive for these queens: and as we do not

know just which hive will have such a queen,
we will make all of our hives to hold ten frames.
Far more of the queens will keep only nine
frames tilled with brood, and for this reason we
wish some way of reducing this ten-frame hive
to a nine-frame when it is required. Where
the hanging frame is used I know of no better
way of doing this than by using a Ij^g-inch

board, the same being a little smaller than the
inside of the hive below the rabbets, and having
the top-bar of a frame nailed to one side of it

so it will hang in the hive the same as a frame.
Where we find a queen capable of keeping only
nine frames filled with brood, and we have ten
frames in the hive, take out the one the queen
does not occupy, at the beginning of the honey-
fiow, and slip in the prepared board to take
the place of it. But, as a rule, we shall find
that by far the larger part of our queens will
occupy only eight frames with brood, when we
will use one of the boards on each side of the
hive, instead of both on one side, as this brings
the top of the hive in better shape for the bees
to work to the best advantage in the sections, k

A few of our queens may not prove up to the
average as to prolificness, consequently we
wish to reduce the size of the hive still further
in such cases, and for this further reducing I

prefer to use two frames spiked together, hav-
ing ?8 lumber nailed on each side, thus making
what is known as a "dummy." With these
boards and dummies you are to contract each
hive to suit the laying capacity of each queen,
in the very commencement of the honey har-
vest, if you would secure the best results in

comb honey. Why? Because, if you allow the
bees to make a start at storing honey of any
amount in the brood-frames, it will be found
that they will be loth to enter the sections; and
instead of doing so they will keep on storing in

the brood -chamber, crowding the queen more
and more in her brood space, till at the end of
the season you will have very little honey in

the boxes, and very few bees in the hive below
to go into winter quarters.
Of all the most damaging things to a crop of

comb honey, I believe this having lots of empty
combs in the brood-chamber at the beginning
of the honey harvest is the worst, with the
average bee-keeper. Strive to have every
queen do her level best at brood-rearing for one
month to six weeks before the expected harvest,
so that the maximum number of bees may
come with the beginning of the harvest; then
take away all comb unoccupied with brood, and
put on the sections, and you are as near perfec-
tion, according to my views, as you can well
get; and should the season be a good one, you
will be surprised at the good results in honey
obtained, if you have never tried this before.
But why not kill all the unproliflc queens we
happen to have before the honey- harvest, and
thus have queens that will have brood in eight
frames at least? Because we can not tell just
which of the queens we supposed were good
ones last fall will be the failing ones, till near
the honey-harvest; and should we then change
we shall throw the colony into an abnormal
condition which will work against our securing
as good results from that colony as we should
have secured had we left the poor queen till the
end of the harvest and then replaced her. By
"abnormal condition," I mean this: This young
prolific queen, given near the commencement of
the hon<^y- harvest, will not be content with
the number of combs the old queen was occupy-
ing; and if confined to these, swarming during
the middle of the harvest will be the result,

which all know would blight our prospects of
honey of any amount from that colony; and if

we gave this queen all the room she needed, say
nine frames, it would eiiher result in the bees
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crowding her down with honey, as spoken of
above, or in their using the most of the honey
brouglit in from the fields in feeding the large
quantity of brood she would bring about, whicli
brood would hatch so late that the bees from it

would become consumers instead of producers.
All of these little things have a l^earing on the
results obtained from the apiary; and as " many
a little makes a mickle "' when piled up on the
right side of our financial column, so in the
same way they help to make us badly discour-
aged when piled up on the wrong side. It be-
hooves us, therefor^, 'o look well after these
things and know that all we do tends to move
things in the right direction.
But I have dwelt longer on this part than I

expected to, so must be short in regard to which
will produce the most comb honey, the swarm
or old colony. If the swarm comes ten days or
more in advance of the harvest, and the old
colony is not allowed to swarm again, with
proper management this will give the best re-

sults. On the other hand, if the swarm comes
at the commencement of or during the honey-
harvest, then every thing should be turned to
the advantage of the swarm, for this will give
the most. G. M. Dooijttle.
Borodino, N. Y., Feb. 25.

RAMBLE NO. 80.

AT HERRICK'S.

After the whiffletree ei)isode in our last, we
had settled down to our usual cogitations and
observations, when we were again startled up
to tlie qui-vive state. A woman on horseback
came dashing around the curve just ahead of
us at a breakneck speed: and our frantic efforts,

with whip-persuader and voice, to get our
steeds and ourselves out of the narrow road,
resulted in just moving their heads a little side-
wise. The female and her broncho dashed in
beside Bob, and another leap landed them out
in the sage bushes, stones, and boulders, where
the rearings and gyrations were bewildering to
follow; and oi)en-eyed " me" could do nothing
but behold her rawhide come down with a
swish, swish. The broncho bounded over a
boulder into the road in the rear of us, and
with another swish, swish, of the rawhide they
were out of sight around the next curve. We
both heaved a big sigh of relief, turned our
horses" heads back into the highway, and pro-
ceeded. What a narrow escape I Suppose she'd
been unhorsed, and broken two or three limbs,
and fainted! We groaned, as only bachelors can
groan, and grew pale at the very idea. From
Bro. H.'s remarks, he evidently thought he had
met an angel, while the Rambler had a ])rivate
opinion that it was a witch on a broomstick.
After these trying e])isodes we rattled along
down the canyon, and were pleasantly greeted
here and there with a^purling stream of water.
On the bottom lands we saw a great amount of
sweet clover, and growing to enormous size. We
conjectured tViat some bee-keeper had scattered
the seeds.
The next name we had upon our list of bee-

keepers was that of Esq. A. T. Herrick, and
we soon came to a fair-sized adobe residence,
which proved to be the home of this noted bee-
keeper of Campo. We reined our steeds up un-
der a shade-tree, and soon found the proprietor;
and our first duty was to examine his choice
breed of potatoes which he was harvesting.
They were beauties, and were grown on the
richest of alluvial land down on the river-bot-
tom. Every kind of garden vegetable was
growing in truly California style — immense.

Even the weeds in neglected places were like a
young forest in appearance. Large watermel-
ons were lying in profusion on the ground, and
a large one was taken into the house for our
delectation.
Mr. Herrick's apiary was off in the canyon,

as usual, and he. like many others, acknowledg-
ed that he did not care for his bees as he ought,
and perhaps, like others, he felt a little dis-
couraged over the two successive poor seasons
and emi)ty receptacles. He also facetiously
remarked that a good season had discourage-
ments when receptacles enough could not be
obtained to store the honey; therefore, being
discouraged in both good and i)oor seasons,
the bees were neglected.
At this altitude—2.500 feet—the sea.son was

much later than lower down, and there was
usually very little swarming. This feature was
so pronounced that it was hard to keep an api-
ary up to a given number unless bees were
brought up from the swarming-belt. Mr. H.
had |)racticed migratory bee-keeping, and had
moved bees ovr the divide toward the Colora-
do Desert, and secured a yield from mescal;
but this honey has the quality of aloes, and.
when eaten, acts like a cathartic, and. I be-
lieve, the plant is called the American aloe.
A further move of .50 miles would have placed
the bees in the midst of the celebrated mesquite,
of which there is an endless amount on the
desert, and bountiful in the secretion of the
most beautiful nectar; but a move of .50 miles
into the lonely desert was a little too much of a
migrate.
Mr. H. had scattered the seeds of sweet

clover; and. though there was a great amount
of it, he failed to get much of the honey in his
hives, and the only praise he could give it

was its good qualities for cattle and horse pas-
turage.
While eating our melon I noticed in a corner

of the room a pile of the finest beeswax I ever
saw; and when a proper lull came in the con-
versation I proceeded to interview him upon
his method of rendering, feeling sure that it

must be done upon some improved plan. I

found the improvement to consist in an extra
painstaking method. In the first place, the
scraps were thoroughly washed in tepid water.
Several changes of water left the comb free
from dirt and honey. The clean comb is then
put into a clean white cotton-cloth bag. and
boiled in a clean porcelain-lined kettle. When
the wax was boiled out it was dipped oft' with
a clean dipper, and strained through a clean
white cotton cloth into a clean new tin pan.
The water for the entire process was clean new
rain water, just from the skies. The results
were, as above stated, just beautiful virgin
wax. As to whether Mr. H. obtained enough
extra to pay for his extraordinary care I am not
able to state; but the ability to put the nicest
wax on the market was probably highly satis-
factory to the producer. This method demon-
strates that boiling the combs with all of the
attendant dirt and honey, in old dirty utensils,
will not produce wax fit for exhibition pur-
poses.
While we were deeply engaged upon the wax

question, Mrs. H. brought in a bountiful dinner,
and we did ample justice to their open-handed
generosity. Mr. H. is not only a justice of the
peace, but also postmaster. Owing to the dis-
honest tricks of the postmaster at Campo. Mr.
H. was appointed, although he lives three
miles fi'om town. This scores another mark in
favor of the integrity of bee-keepers.
Books and papers showed the scholarly tastes

of the occupants of the adobe; and, though an
earthquake had cracked the walls, and a deluge
had nearly washed them out. still they loved
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their mountain home, and seemed to enjoy life

as well as and probably much better than they
would if living in costly marble halls.

Our journey was resumed again, and the
country was very rough and wild. Our road
was soon crowded into tlie bed of the stream,
which it followed for some distance between
frowning rocks. There was but little water
running; but during the rainy season travel is

sometimes suspended for a time. At the upper
extremity of this canyon we find the little town
of Campo located in a narrow pa^s where stones
vie in size with the liouses.

Campo is within one mile of the Mexican line.

and has been the scene of many bloody encoun-
ters between Mexican desperadoes and the
American residents. In the last attack upon
the town, four of the desperadoes were left

dead on the streets, and only two of the band
escaped. The only store is strongly built of
stone, has iron blinds, and looks as though
adapted to resist quite a siege. I:5eyond Campo
the country is level again, and large herds of
cattle and horses are met.

Our photo shows one of the most neglected
and for'lorn apiaries it is often our fortiinp. to
see. The hives are Harbison, with a clumsy,
ill-titting super mounted on the top, making
them extra tall. They sat at all angles, and the
sage- bushes were so thick before some of the
hives that the bees found their way through
by hopping from one branch oo the other.
There were 300 colonies in tlie apiary; and,

though our visit was in October, the honey had
not been removed. There was scarcely a hive
tiglii, enough in the rear to keep the l^ees from
wurking out that way. Mr. L. had once lost

an apiary of 200 colonies by a brush tire, and
we thought this apiary in a good shape to be
swept away by the next tire. I learned the fact
that bees, during such a destroying tire, scarce-
ly ever leave the hives, but cling to the combs,
and all heroically die together. Beyond this
ranch the divide is reached, and a descent of
50 miles leads us out upon the Colorado Desei't.

There are some apiaries bt^yond Campo, but we
completed our jouiney here and re.-olved to re-
turn Hud it not been so far we would have

LIVINGSTONE'S APIARY, CAMPO, CAL. HARBISON HIVKS IN SAGE BUSHES.

In Campo we met Mr. T. Livingstone, one of
the older bee-men of the country; and, though
an old man. he was gloriously baching it. Hur-
rah for the bach! His 300 colonies of bees were
out three miles on his ranch, and, getting our
directions, we proceeded to the busy scene.
We found a fine camping-place near a residence
occupied by one of his hired men. Tiiis man
was wedded to a large, buxom, red -headed
woman. Two children occupied the most of
her attention; and. from the discordant noises
from the house, the spanking-machine was
kept quite busy. We rejoiced again in the free
and easy life of the bach, and the Rambler had
to use much fatherly advice to keep Mr. Han-
sen from going to the door and shouting to the
woman. ''Well, who's a kicking?" Probably
it would have been one of the tow- headed
youngsters, as my sketch will show.

visited those mesquite-fields so often extolled.
We found men in Campo who were very enthu-
siastic over tiie futui-e of the Colorado Desert.
Water from tlie Colorado Rivei- and from arte-
sian wells will eventually make the desert the
scene of busy agricultural pursuits.

It was our intention to return from Campo
on a road further south, and on Mexican soil;

but our friends all advised us not to do so with-
out a passport. The festive Mexican might
malie us some trouole and expense; so we re-
solved to return to a point well down toward
the coast before we crossed.

In all of the country between Del Zura and
Campo there is but little fruit-raising, and bee-
keepers have a restful time; and, owing to the
mountainous country, there will probably never
be much fruit raised here. In nearly every
apiary we visited we noticed more or less dead
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colonies, and more or less combs destroyed by-

moths; and it became an interesting specula-
tion as to how much beeswax is thus wasted in

California apiaries. The aggregate would as-
tonish even a California bee-keeper. The na-
ture of the country precludes it from ever being
thickly settled, and consequently there are
many lonely homes in places where the sight of

a human being is rare. Homes are seen perch-

THK JOYS OF WKDDED H[.ISS.

ed upon lofty terraces, where there is no visible

means of support, and where all of the water
used by the occupants has to be drawn up on
wagons, or packed up in honey-cans on horse-
back. Many of these places are deserted after

a time, the occupants evidently getting tired of

trying to boom the country on their own hook.
There are many tine honey locations all along

next to the Mexican border; but they are not
occupied, for the proximity to the pilfering
Mexicans would necessitate the owner's constant
vigilance, and a constant residence there.
Wherefore an apiary just on the border would
not accord with the habits of the Rambler.

PARTHENOGENESIS QUESTIONED.

A DEVELOPMENT OF THE DZIERZON THEORY;
INVESTIGATIONS OF THE GERMANS ON

THE SUB.TECT.

Years ago. Dzierzon startled the bee-keei)ing
world by announcing that eggs were laid, and
from them living bees were hatched, without
any fertilization. Bitter was the conflict waged
over it; but at last Dzierzon was left master of
the field, and is to-day honored the world over,
and the Dzierzon theory respected everywhere.
Now. however, there are signs that the ques-

tion is to be reopened, the demand being made
to relinquish the theory, or, at least, to modify
it. At, the great convention of German and
Hungarian bee-keepers at Budapest, Mr. Ed-
ward Metzger announced his belief that the
commonly accepted theory, that the spermathe-
ca was simply a receptacle, was incorrect. In
the first place, it seemed unreasonable that
spermatozoa by the million could exist in a re-
ceptacle scarcely visible to the naked eye, and
that they should in such a receptacle have so
long a life-term as four or five years.
After microscopic investigations during the

year, he was ready to affirm that the sperma-
theca of the queen is a gland, just as much as
the testes of the drone, the ovary of the (|ueen,
or the poison-gland of the worker, each of
which secretes its own peculiar product. In

the spermatheca of an unfecundated queen are
secreted cells without a nucleus or germ. In
mating, the queen receives cells with nuclei and
spermatozoa. The latter increase in the sper-
matheca. Taking a queen in the height of egg-
laying, and crushing the spermatheca, pieces of
the inner secreting membrane will be found,
from which the spermatozoa are developed, and
to which they adhere like leeches. So the sper-
matozoa are developed before the cells are de-
tached from the membrane.
Quite different is it with a queen which has

ceased to lay. The spermatozoa are not so
numerous, and show activity only when moist-
ened with a weak solution of salt. In winter,
even the salt solution fails to excite activity.
This shows that the number of spermatozoa in-
creases and diminishes at different times—

a

thing which could not be, on the sup[)OSition
that the spermatheca is simply a receptacle
to contain a constantly diminishing number of
spermatozoa.
At a later date. Mr. C. Weygandt came to the

support of Mr. Metzger by saying that he had
examined the spermatheca of a laying worker,
and found cells therein. Thus Mr. Metzger as-
serts that there is in every queen the means
within herself of fecundating her eggs, so there
is no such thing as parthenogenesis, or life with-
out fecundation, the queen being a true her-
maphrodite.
To put the matter in a few words, it seems to

be something like this: In the spermatheca,
before fecundation, there is material constantly
engendered that serves to impregnate eggs,
from which only drones hatch. On mating
with the drone, spermatozoa are introduced,
which serve as seed to multiply; and when eggs
are impregnated by these, the female progeny
is produced. But no egg produces a living re-
sult without being impregnated one way or the
other.
The promulgation of this theory was received

with applause at the convention, and the differ-
ent journals have published it in full; but the
editors tight shy of it. The Bienen-Vater
comes out in strong terms against it, saying,
among other things, that it is only a revival of
the same theory advanced in 1881 by E. Pflue-
ger. Gravenhorst makes no comment; and Leh-
zen, of the Ciuitntlhlatt. refers the matter to the
learned Prof. Leuckardt, of Leipzig, who says
Mr. Metzger has given, instead of observations,
conjectures which float in the air," nothing but
false suppositions—false conclusions."'

It seems a little strange, that, after nearly
half a century of investigations, the Dzierzon
theory all the while becoming more firmly es-
tablishc^d. we should be asked to make a new
departure. No doubt investigations will be re-
newed, and the truth estaljlished. The fact
that the new theory is opposed does not prove
it false, any more than it proved the Dzierzon
theory false. Indeed, in a certain sense the new
theory may be said to be a fuller development
of, rather than destructive to, the Dzierzon the-
ory. The venerable Dzierzon was present at the
convention, and, although conservative, and
prompt to oppose what he conceives to be
error, he expressed no disapproDation, but rath-
er gave his ai)proval, by quoting, from his many
years' experience, facts that .seemed to favor
the new theory. He had frequently had Italian
queens mated with black drones that at first

produced mixed workers, and afterward pure
Italians.
At present the new theory seems to stand only

as a possibility: but time proves all things. In
actual practice it can hardly make a great deal
of difference whether it be accepted or rejected.
I can see where it might be of use in just one
little item. I had atone time a ([ueen which
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laid well, but never an egg hatched. I think
such cases have not been so very uncommon,
and no explanation, I think, has ever been at-
tempted, other than simply to say such things
sometimes occur. Now, it will be very conven-
ient, in case we are ready, to admit Metzger's
theory, to say that there was some trouble with
the spermatheca, which prevented the imi)reg-
nation of the eggs, hence none could hatch.
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

[A report similar to this was given on page
168. but as it is put in a new and difTerent form,
perhaps it will help to add interest to and throw
light upon an already important subject.]

LADIES' Conversazione.

MRS. AXTELL'S LETTER.

SO.ME INTERESTING FACTS IN REGARD TO
WINTERING.

March 1st our bees had a fly for the first time
since the middle of November, except two colo-
nies that were in a warmer location than the
rest. I expected some of the colonies would be
dead, but all are alive. Some have lost a con-
siderable number of bees lying dead in the bot-
tom of hives, which necessitates cleaning the
hives out. We bought four old box hives, large
size, last fall, heavy i-. honey—60 lbs. ormore. I

should judge; black hybrid bees. We set them
in one of our outdoor chaff hives and raised
them up from the bottom-board on blocks; set
the hive to the front of our hive and packed in
chaff all around, except in front: put on a top-
story band and tilled in chaff on top. Those
hives have scarcely any dead bees on the bot-
tom-board. I look for them to come out strong.
One of those has not had a tly since the middle
of November. It stood in the shade when the
others were flying. As thei'e were scarcely any
dead bees under the hive, and no bees flying, and
strong last fall. I wondered what had become of
the bees; so I pulled off' the top and dug down
into the top of the old box hives, and there I
found lots of bees clear up in the top of old hive.
warm and quiet and contented. They acted as
if they did not feel the need of flying; after that.
a dozen or so came out.
From the way those box hives packed in our

big chaff hives have wintered, I feel strongly in-
clined to think such an arrangement can't be
beat. The box hive was solid except on top,
where were holes large enough for bees to come
up into boxes, which were covered over with
cloth, the holes being not more than two to four
inches square.
But we can't handle bees in the box hives

—

can't manipulate them satisfactorily during the
summer. We generally find holes through the
combs so that the bees can pass to all parts of

^the hive readily, and the sheets of comb are
taller than broad—about the shape eight of our
Quinby frames, if set Upon end, would make a
hive.

I do not feel satisfied with our record of win-
tering out of doors in the past. It is too much
trouble to build up weakly colonies ready for the
spring harvest; and, if not strong then, bee-
keeping doesn't pay.
We have no trouble to get the honey when

there is honey in the flowers, with strong colo-
nies; but I am sure our wintering outdoors is de-
fective. We can winder in cellar with but little

loss—almost perfectly when they have good
stores; but it is too much trouble to bring bees
home from an out-apiary, and too much dan-
ger attending it; and v/e must winter the out-
apiary out of doors.

Last fall we tried a new arrangement. We
made a box with only top and sides to fit over our
six Quinby frames. The frames were raised up
lli in. from the bottom, and packed with chaff
at sides and top; but a fourth to a half of the
colonies lay dead on the bottom -boards, while
scarcely any were dead on the bottom -boards of
box hives.

Ice was found in entrances of the hives twice
during the winter after very cold spells; en-
trances were entirely sealed up. The ice was easi-
ly melted out by pouringin boiling water from a
tea-kettle, pouring in water long enough to clean
it all out and wash the frozen dead bees out a
little away back into the hive. As the hives are
all leaned forward, being four to six inches
higher in the back, the water would all run out
at the entrance. A little steam, I suppose, would
rise, but I think not enough to injure the bees
if the weather was not too cold. In very freez-
ing weather I think I should not like to risk
even that much steam. The hives being pitched
forward was. I think, one reason of the entrances
being frozen full of ice. Do you know whether
others who did not lean their hives forward
were troubled by the entrances freezing full of
ice, where they used sealed or tight boards on
top, instead of chaff. We had two hives packed
with chaff' on top; and even in one of those the
entrance was full of ice once, with boards leaned
over the fronts of all hives out of doors. I think
more depends on having a good wintering hive
than in the location. If they are warm. dry. and
healthy, they don't seem to care whether they
fly or not.
In regard to sweeping light snow around the

hives to protect from the cold in the first part
of winter and midwinter, I should like to know
whether others think it best to do so, first lean-
ing a board up in front of the hives to keep the
snow out of entrance. It does seem to be a great
protection, but it has its disadvantage by leav-
ing a bank of snow around the hive when the
snow has melted off elsewhere. When bees want
to fly they drop down on to the snow and ice and
cold water, and may perish unlessstraw is freely
strewn around, which litters up the yard.

If sloping ground could always be had for the
apiary, the water would then run off: but we
must place our bees where they will be the
most handy to work with, even upon level land.
Ours is slightly slanting to the south, and yet
the melting snow came near running into two
entrances when melted, although all hives are
sitting upon bricks.

I have seen it stated that bees rise from the
snow after it is crusted over, but they don't fly

when there 's a crust on the snow. When warm
enough for them to fly, the snow or ice is soft on
top.

A GOOD IDEA.

We happened to hit upon that of raising up
one side of our hives for ci'llar wintering. As
our hives are clamped at the sides, instead of be-
ing nailed, they have almost too small entrances
for cellar wintering, but large e^iough at all

other times, unless it be in very hot weather,
and then the front of the hives can, at one cor-
ner, be unclasped. Now, as we go from one hive
to another and peep in, we find the bottom-
board nearly clear of dead bees, although the
frames are not lifted up. For three or four win-
ters past we lifted the frames up \}4 inches; but
we find that it is unnecessary, as it causes a
great deal of work to lift them up in the fall and
let them down again in the spring.
One hive got overlooked in being set up at the

side, and bees had only their entrance to come
out of the hive. I watched it all the fore part
of winter, and the entrance kept open all right;
so I got a little neglectful. Yesterday I looked
after it and found the entrance entirely closed
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and half of the bees dead. As it was at the
furthest corner of the cellar from the door. I

forgot to look after it the last few weeks.
A very bad stench arose from the hive as soon

as opened, and the combs were wet and moldy,
the dead bees wet and soft, probably caused by
the excitement of the poor bees being shut in.

and the vapor from their bodies being shut in

the hive; while from hives that were open, the
dampness passes off.

INVITING CHOLERA.

A few such hives, it seems to me, would in-

vite cholera to our homes in warm winters; and
even in cold winters the fumes must more or

less penetrate our rooms above. I found the
bees in that hive in much worse condition than
are the dead bees upon the floor. I think the
bees upon the floor should be swept up once in

two or i-liree weeks—by all means as soon as

they begin to mold, which in some cellars would
be sooner than in others. There are but very
few dead bees upon the cellar floor this winter
—the least I remember of ever seeing, showing
that healthy stores make healthy bees.

Mrs. L. C. Axtell.
Roseville, 111., March :{, 1SU3.

[There is no doubt that it would be better

for you." as well as for many others in equally
cold climates, to winter bees in the cellar. Our
own experience, as well as that of others, proves
that it pays to give something more than the
ordinary entrance for indoor wintering. For
experiment, we tried a few colonies one winter,
leaving the ordinary entrance, and neglecting
them on purpose. The result was, as in the
case mentioned by you, that nearly all died, and
the inside of the hives was positively filthy, and
the stench was unbearable. No wonder the
poor bees died. By lifting the hive up from the
bottom-board, or, as is more feasible with the
most of us, taking the bottom-boards oft' entire-

ly, and placing the hives four or five inches
apart, one over the space between the two be-
low, ample bottom ventilation is afforded.]

HALF-STORY BROOD-CHAMBERS

AS EXTRACTING -SUPERS.

In looking over your latest catalogue, Mr.
Editor. I find that you now keep in stock half-
story frames which you recommend for ex-
tracting-supers. Of course, they will also an-
swer nicely for brood-frames; and your offering
them for sale will enable any one of your cus-
tomers, at little expense, to fit up a few half-
stories and give them a trial as brood-chambers,
according to my brief recommendation in

Gleanings, No. 1, 1892. I have used them now
for several seasons, as an auxiliary in the pro-
duction of comb honey, and I can say that I

am getting to be more and more pleased with
them. Others also seem to take interest in

them, and wish to know more about them,
judging from a number of communication? 1

received from different parties since I first

wrote about the advantages of the half-story
brood-chamber; and for this reason it might
not be out of the way to enlarge a little on
what I wrote then. But right here I want to
caution every reader of only limited experience
to try them on but a small scale at first.

The most essential feature of these brood-
chambers is, that brood -frames and wide
frames, which hold the sections, are of the
same size; that is, both kinds may be used in

the same chamber, and this feature will enable
us sometimes to secure a few sections of nice
honey when it would be nearly impossible in

any other way. I believe it even possible to

realize a small surplus from the hard-maple
bloom, for the yield from this source is often
wonderful. Sometimes whole combs (usually
drone combs) are built out and filled with brood
and honey, as we have had occasion to notice
in cases where a comb was left out by over-
sight. Of course, not all our colonies can be
expected to be strong so early in the season,
but perhaps a portion of those wintered in chaff'

will be. Then, again, the weather is not al-

ways favorable. But if it should be warm
when the maple is in bloom, and we remove
half of the brood-combs from the upper half-
story, insei'ting at the same time one or two
wide frames having the sections filled out with
foundation, then closing up with a dummy to
fill out space and to crowd the colony, we may
have the pleasure of getting a taste of the fine

maple honey.
During fruit-bloom this operation works ad-

mirably, as we have at this time more strong
colonies; however, to make the thing a perfect
success, metal excluders between brood and
sections had better be used, although more
often I have taken my chances without regret.
If the weather is fair while apple-trees are in
blossom, my other plan will also work well

—

that of taking away all the brood and giving
the colony a half-story brood -chamber, with
foundation-filled frames, upon which a super
is placed, and sections also filled out with foun-
dation. An excluder will be found necessary;
and if a dummy is used at each side of each
super, in place of a removed wide frame, all the
better.
Quite a number of years ago I made up a lot of

double-tier wide frames holding eight sections
each. These I used for several years in my
brood-chambers of full size (had no half-stories
in use then); but it was difficult to get the
lower tier of sections completed. For this and
other reasons I discarded them finally. By the
half-story method we can have brood below as
well as on the side of the sections, and no trou-
ble will be experienced—bees not entering sec-
tions so placed, no matter what strain of bees is

kept.
It must be borne in mind, however, that,

when we contract early in the season, we do it

at the future numerical strength of the colony;
and, as soon as possible, the removed brood-
combs should be returned with a frame of some
inferior honey from the year before, such as we
are often enabled to obtain in the fall from
buckwheat, asters, honey-dew, etc.; for our
aim must be to have our bees ready for the
basswood season about July 15.

My treatment of swarms, etc.. I have given
before, so I need not say any more on that sub-
ject.

In addition to the above I wish to say that
these shallow half-story frames are very nicely
adapted for nucleus hives; for a nucleus colony
is in much better shape when on more but
smaller frames than when on fewer but large
frames.
For rearing and fertilizing queens in upper

stories over excluders. <t la Doolittle. these
half-story chambers will also prove to be just
the thing. I now use no others.
Naples, N. Y., March, 1893. F. Greinek.

[It seems to us, that, if we are going to have
shallow extracting-supers, they should be made
the same depth, and be identically the same as
those used for holding single-tier 4'4 sections.

Accordingly, as there seemed to be a demand
for shallow extracting-frames. we placed in our
catalogue this year, not exactly half-depth
frames, but frames that would go in the half-
depth dovetailed body. or. what is the same
thing, a dovetailed super. As there are thou-
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sands who have these dovetailed supers, these
shallow frames can be easily tried at no expense
for hives.]

CARPENTER'S EXTRACTOR.

DISPENSING WITH CROSS-ARMS, GEARING. ETC.

Mr. Root:—Thinking that you did not see all

of the devices for honey-extractors while you
were in California, I send you a pencil-sketch
of one that I made three years ago, and one
that has done extra good work, for 140 stands
of bees. I took 6M tons of honey the first year,

% of a ton the second year, and ^X tons the
third year, and I do not see but that it might
run a lifetime and do good work.
The first feature is. that the gearing, or belt-

ing, is underneath, doing away with a cross-

bar over the top of the can that is in the way
of taking out and putting in the combs. The
second feature is, that the reel is wired hori-
zontally, as you will see. The baskets are
wired perpendicularly, and swing just as they
do in the Cowan extractor.
The wires make square meshes when the bas-

ket swings against the wire on either side of
the cage, keeping the wire meshes from clog-
ging with thick honey and comb cuttings in

hot weather, such as we usually get here In

California.

SECTIONAL VIEW OF CARPENTERS EXTRACTOR.

You will notice that the can at the top has a
rim turned in to keep the spray of honey from
flying over the top. It also has a lid to close
the top of the extractor to keep out bees. As a
faucet is hardly ever used here, it is well to have
one to keep out bees when not in use for a short
time. The baskets can be lifted out at any
time, as they are just hung on hinges, like a
gate. The reel can be lifted out just the same
by taking out a pin at Fig. 2. The shaft is hol-
low where the pulley is fas'ened, and another
inside shaft socketed in it is fastened to the
reel. When the pin, 2. is taken out, the cage
comes out easily, with the inside shaft to which
the reel is fastened. The bottom of the extract-
or is made of wood, and is covered with iron,
and slants toward the faucet, as you will see.

There is a tin tube all around the box. that goes

through the bottom of the extractor. Next to
the floor is a stout hard wooden piece that the
lower box and shaft rests on.
This machine runs easily, and without any

noise from cog-gearing, and you can hear the
honey striking the can like rain. There is no
shake to the cage, as you might suppose, no
matter if there is only one comb put in at a
time.

I don't want it understood that I am manu-
facturing extractors. I want those who have
their hand in the business to make improve-
ments whenever they are presented. If you
can see any thing in this extractor that you can
make use of, you are welcome to it. For my
part I would use a iwo-frame extractor; but of
late there are a few who would like larger ones.
To such I would say that they don't need them,
not even in California: but if they will have
them, just make them and let them work as
hard as they please.
Los Angeles, Cal. H. F. Cari'entek.

[There are several good features in the ex-
tractor. There have been some others made on
the same plan befon-. we believe. Indeed,
while we were settling upon tlie details of the
Cowan we had thought of constructing a ma-
chine on the same principle; but we found, aft-

er careful consideration, that it would make a
very bulky and heavy machine, to say nothing
of the great cost. The freight on it in many
cases would be much more than the selling
price. After all. to one who is accustomed to it,

the nairow cross-arm is no inconvenience and
very much cheajjer.]

A PROPOSED COmB-GUIDE.

The groove is made I4 in. deep and ,\ wide at
the bottom, and only ^t- wide at the top. The
comb-guide is made about like a triangular-top-
bar Simplicity frame, but the size is tVx% wide,
and just the length of the inside of the top-bar.
The manner of putting in is to push it in from
the end of the top- bar, and it will stay in its

place with no more trouble. The groove is

made with a grooved saw tV wide, and grooved
in 14' deep; then put on an 18-gauge rip-saw.

and by setting your miter-board so as to groove
outi'gatlhe bottom, and just at the edge at
the top, and you have to pass it over the saw
two times, first on one side, then on the end;
turn your top-bar. and then groove the other
side. This is quite a lot of work, but it will

save the top-bar so we can have it % thick,
and will prevent burr-combs and have a comb-
guide just the same. J. G. Risi.ow.
Lake Mills. la.

[It is possible to make a comb-guide, and at-
tach it in the manner shown in the cut. The
guide itself is easy to make, but the operation
of cutting out the V-shapi d groove is some-
what difficult and expensive—rather more, we
imagine, than the bee-keepers of to-day would
be willing to pay for. We have now changed
our top- bars so they are practically % thick,
with a slight molded comb-guide, left, as it

were, in relief on the bottom side of the bar.]
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RECOLLECTIONS AND EXPERIENCES.

BY AN OLD BEE-.TOURNAI. EDITOR.

It is seldom possible for a beginner to decide
upon his future course of action with regard to

a pursuit. With us it was different; for, having
followed bee-keeping for sixteen years, we had
learned many things. First, we were satisfied

that .50 to 75 colonies will stock up our locality,

and probably many others, and that .50 colonies
in one place, well attended, will produce more
profit than three times that number in the same
yard. Secondly, we had no desire to engage
extensively in the business, therefore we did
not have to plan our hives with reference to

ease in moving upon wagons nor to curtail their
size. Third, we realized that the great evil to

contend with is loss in winter; and, from exten-
sive observation, that none were more success-
ful in winter than box hives. Fourth, we real-

ized that the keystone to success is strong
colonies, and that, if possible, a hive should be
adapted to either cellar or outdoor wintering.
Fifth, we remembered a lesson in natural phi-
losophy, taught in our schooldays; to wit, that,
while a long pendulum travels through the
most space, the short one makes the greatest
number of vibrations; hence in a bee-hive, to

secure few pieces and short motions is desira-
ble. In the hive, we assert that rapid manipu-
lation depends upon lateral motion of the
frames, and little occasion to lift them. Sixth,
no care nor expense should be spared to se-

cure good lumber and the most accurate work-
manship that care and good machinery can
produce. The various parts must be exactly of

a size, and fit in any hive. Such hives should
be well and fr^-quently painted, to prevent
warping and decay. For some time we have
soaked the bottom-board, also chicken-coop
material, in crude petroleum, and we are in-

clined to believe it the best as well as thecheap-
e.st wood -preserver that can be found. A few
of our last hives are soaked in this material,
and we shall observe their condition with inter-

est.

A cube is the nearest practical approach to a
sphere, in a bee-hive; and long ago Mr. Quinby
gave, as the result of his observation, that a
cube of 1728 inches meets all requirements, ex-
cept that, in backward springs, the supply of

honey is liable to exhaust. Of course, with
frame hives this evil is not operative.
In line with this reasoning we adopted the

new American size of frame, which is 13 x 13

inches inside, eight of them giving the desired
size and shape to the brood -nest. Of course,
we make them Hoffman style.

To meet our needs, the case to hold the frames
is 24% inches long, LS^^ inches wide, and 13

inches deep, inside measurement. The rabbets
are cut deep enough to allow the tops of the
frames to sink A inch below the top edge of the
hive. Hand-holes are cut in all four sides, and
the corners art; gained together and cross-nail-
ed to give strength. The center of the front is

found, and 4'o inches to each side a l}<^-inch
hole is bored I4 inch fi'om the bottom edge.
Thus the holes are 9 inches apari from center to
center. Facing the hive, in the right-hand end,
near the upper rear corner, we also bore a hole.
The three holes are provided with buttons like
those used by Mr. Hoft'man.
We never admired a fast bottom-board. We

make ours of l^o inch strips, to which half-inch
ceiling, cut in pieces 15 inches long, is nailed.
This bottom is fastened to the hive with Van
Deusen hive-clamps. The board side turned
up leaves a space of j'^ inch under the brood-
frames. When turned the other side up. the
space is Ug inches. As first placed, the follow-
ers at both sides of the frames close all aper-

tures; when reversed, the bees pass out freely
through the l,W-inch spaces, so that, when bees
are moved upon wagons, if the wire-cloth ends
of the buttons cover the holes in the sides they
occupy the entire case, and are not apt to get
overheated nor to smother.
A division-board and two following boards

are required with each hive, and fit loosely, yet
sufficiently close to prevent any bees from get-
ting past them. These are made of several
narrow boards fastened together by strips nail-
ed to their ends with a strip at the top that rests
upon the rabbets, to prevent dropping down.
By making them of several pieces, the size and
shape are more uniform.
We trust your readers will note carefully the

above description of case and bottom-board, for
we have many points still to unfold. This hive
holds from one to seventeen frames, according
to the needs of the colony.
There are hundreds of large bee-keepers to

whom our hive and management may not be
well adapted; but there are also thousands
who keep bees as a side issue, who at present
secure only a tithe of the honey they should
produce, and to whom we hope to impart some
useful hints.

Soon after we began bee-keeping the second
time, we found a good market for all the ex-
tracted honey we could produce; and although
we prepared a box-honey arrangement for our
hive, we have not harvested a pound of box
honey.
For nine years, except this present season,

from 19 to 25 colonies, spring count, we have se-
cured a yearly average of five barrels, or 3500
pounds, of extracted honey. We are satisfied
that the honey season has changed, and that
not as much nectar is secreted now as 25 years
ago; yet, with present average, we know of no
branch on the farm that pays as large a profit
for time and money invested as our bees.
Beginning with spring time, we will try

briefly to outline our methods:
During winter we have from seven to nine

frames in each brood-nest. When a day arrives
warm enough for bees to fly well, they are over-
hauled. If many have died, and the cluster is

small, combs are removed and the nest is con-
tracted. Plenty of stores are assured to all;
the bottom -boards are loosened and cleared,
and several thicknesses of bran -sacks, old
quilts, or carpets, are tucked over, and to the
sides of th(> weakest. One entrance-button is

closed, the other contracted to a single bee.
The weather permitting, about once in ten days
we examine all. At the approach of warm
weather and fruit-blossoms, we often scrape
and break the covers from capped honey, to
induce brood -rearing.
About this time, or a little earlier, and often

later, a tablespoonful of honey or syrup fed
daily is the best investment that we ever made.
This is quite a task, however, when the covers
have to be removed, and daily allows the
warmth of the cluster to be lowered. We shall
try hard, and ask assistance from your readers,
to contrive a feeder arranged with a lube and
cork, so that feeding can be done from the out-
side, directly into the cluster. Duties perform-
ed easily are done cheerfully; otherwises they
are often neglected.

When settled weather is assured, and the col-
onies get strong enough to make sure that no
brood will be chilled and die, we begin our
annual spreading. The entire top of the frames
is exposed, to show clearly the size and strength
of the colony. If six or more combs contain
brood, we open the cluster and insert from one
to three worker combs. This operation is per-
formed occasionally at first, and more frequent-
ly as the season advances.
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About the time we expect a tiow of honey we
remove one follower and select from seven to
nine of the best worker combs, and put them
with the queen in one end of the hive. In the
front bottom corner, near the center, we lay a
strip of tin two by six inches, bent thus—L. A
perforated division-board is now inserted di-
rectly over this tin slip, and the remaining
combs are placed against the pcn-forated divi-
sion. We now slide the hive forward nearly 134
inches, and close the buttons. This provides a
sort of portico, a complete entrance, a cool hive,
and ready access for all bees shaken upon the
ground. We have frequently known several
quarts of bees, clustered upon the outside, to go
back at once after the long entrance is provid-
ed. You conclude that this entrance gives
advantage to robbers; but experience teaches
otherwise. A robber dislikes very much to en-
ter any crevice into which it can not see. The
bees in the hive, in a state of excitement, clus-
ter out of this crevice enough to make it im-
possible for a robber to pass unnoticed. Black
bees are not so alert, but these we do not have.
If a colony is getting robbed, a few sprigs of
asparagus thrown upon the ground close to the
front of the hive generally stops the operation.
At this point we must digress, and draw at-

tention to some advantages of the long case
and genuine Hoffman frame. Dr. Miller's lan-
guage suits our idea so completely that we
quote him as follows: " But, about that frame,
Mr. Editor. First, I don't see why you should
call it a 'Modified' Hoffman. Why, you've
modified the Hoffman all out of it. The soul
and essence of the Hoffman is the closing-to-
gether of the top-bars at the ends along with
the closing of the end-bars at the top, so that no
bee can enter from above to deposit propolis.'"
We add, that it is misleading, a misnomer,

and will lead many to condemn the Hoffman
frame who really never used one. When the
top- bars are closed ai the ends, a sheet of enam-
el cloth with a cushion or quilt over it makes
all tight. A honey-board is now as far behind
the times as a canal-boat is slower than an ex-
press train. Unless metal rabbets are used (and
they are worse than useless) with Hoffman
frames, the bees glue the narrow top-bars be-
low, at the two sides, and at the ends. To loos-
en them is often a severe strain on the frames,
the nerves of the bees, and those of the opera-
tor. With top-bars closed at the ends, the
frames can be glued only where they come to-
gether, and at the point where they touch the
hive, at both of which only a little propolis can
be deposited, and but slight pressure is requir-
ed to effect a separation. The warm or rarefied
air ascends; and when the ends and tops are
closed, no escape is provided; and with a tight
sheet on the frames, we have a box hive with
the further advantage of double walls for a dis-
tance. Burr-combs at top and sides are also
quite dispensed with.
As regards lateral motion of the frames, if

only for fall and spring convenience we could
slide our combs, save time, and avoid much of
the lifting. We would not shorten our case.
Suppose the queen is to be found. Rembve the
enamel sheet; a glance at the cluster, to the
experienced eye. will about reveal her where-
abouts. One follower is drawn back, say four
or six inches. The frames are separated at the
point wheic she is supposed to be, and, six out
of ten times, we see her tail wagging as she
starts to go down. If not in that space, open
the next where she is supposed to be. A little

moving both ways from the center will surely
reveal her before the bees become excited or
even fill their sacs with honey.
Suppose you wish to spread the brood. Pro-

ceed as above, and you see at once the amount

and location of brood. It is just as easy to
ascertain the quantity of stores. When pre-
paring for winter, begin at the near end; glance
at both sides of a comb; lift it an inch or two,
and proceed through the hive; when done,
shove the combs back to the starting-point.
When frames are to be closed together we

generally bring them near each other, then a
slight puff of smoke at each corner starts the
bees, and the combs are closed up. Another
way is to grasp the comb near the middle, or
with both hands on the narrow part; lift it two
or three inches and bring together, and lower
in place. Just how to do these things is hard
to describe. The quick-witted soon " catch on."
Smooth flagging-stones, about three feet

square, bedded level, make very desirable stands
for hives. We use a few, and hope soon to in-
crease the number. With these, to mow the
yard is an easy task. Unless a spirit-level is

employed, few of us realize how many of our
hives are not level; and the loss at all times,
especially when foundation is to be drawn out,
is not realized. When stones are not used, the
Heddon stands, or similar skids, are necessary.
Before you read this, perhaps our hives will

contain enough honey, and we can extract them.
Canajoharie, N. Y. J. H. Nellis.

TO EEV. L. L. LANGSTROTH, FATHER OF
MODERN APICULTURE.

AN OPEN LETTER BY THE PRESIDENT OF THE
ONTARIO bee-keepers' ASSOCIATION.

Dear Sir:—I now take the liberty of present-
ing you. through the kindness of Gleanings, a
picture of my apiary of 73 colonies, as I have
learned, with a great degree of pleasure,
through its columns, of your freedom from the
old head troubles which have for so many years
afflicted you; and I sincerely trust you may be
spared a return of them in future.
The picture speaks for itself, in so far as you

are concerned; and your observatory hive, made
for me in 1863, with the name and position it

occupies in the apiary, shows the respect and
appreciation you are entitled to. By reference
to your books you will also see that I purchased
an Italian queen from you in October, 1864, and
it is with pleasure I occasionally peruse all the
correspondence (which I still retain in my pos-
session) that passed between us, as well as read
your old catalogues containing an illustration
of the old extractors, or, as it is termed, "ma-
chine for emptying honey from the comb," a
sample copy of which I, at your request, return-
ed you on my reaching home from the meeting
of the North American Bee-keepers" conven-
tion, held in Detroit in 188.5, when you showed
me a sample of Apis dorsata, j>reserved in alco-
hol; and, although that was the only occasion
I have had the pleasure of meeting or seeing
you, it nevertheless seems as if I had known
you from my first perusal of your third edition
of the " Hive and Honey-bee," in 1863, which
is also still in the house.
In regard to the hive, I may say it has con-

tained bees continuously ever since (nearly 30

years), and has had no repairing, except one
new roof, and, of course, numerous coats of

paint, during all those years. I still have the
old-fashioned honey-board containing the 9 one-
inch holes, Plate 8, Fig. 21, 3d Ed., and also a
few of the glass honey-boxes used with the
hive at that time. You will observe the hives
are not only all numbered, but each one named
after some' prominent bee-keeper in the United
States or Canada. You will also notice the
outside cases are still on the hives (August),
minus the packing, which is removed about
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Junel; and although the system has advan-
tages in regard to shade, freedom from con-
fusion when the packing is removed, and many
other minor points of importance to me, still I

am not sure but there are other and more im-
portant benefits which would go toward abolish-
ing them during the summer months, espe-
cially if working for comb honey. The bot-
toms of the cases are, of course, loose, there-
by greatly facilitating the removal of them
when necessary. Foj many reasons I do not
desire a permanently chaff-packed hive. The
portable apron, or alighting- board, is a greater
cuuvenience than if a fixture to the front of the
case, for the reason that, in cold weather, it

needs only to be raised a little more perpendic-
ularly, and thus prevent the snow from lodging
and closing the entrance entirely, while at the
same time it also prevents the cold wind from
entering, as well as preventing the sun's rays
from enticing the^bees outside in unfavorable
weather.

If you look closely you cwill
quite easily discern the box con-
taining the queen-cage, in readi-
ness for capturing her^majesty on
the issuing of a swarm; also a
Miller fec^der, escape-board.; lad-
der, swarming-box, hive-cart, and
solar wax-extractor, as well as
other conveniences that ought to
be found in a properly conducted
apiary.
The figures in the foreground

are as follows: First to the right
is Belle, who assists in the house-
hold, and also in the apiary when
necessary; second, my son Rae-
side (16); ihird, his mother:
fourth, my sister; fifth, my moth-
er; sixth, my daughter Mildred
(13); seventh, remaining figures
(lady) in front is Mrs. Gemmell's
mother; eighth, the cowboy sit-

ting in the chair is your humble
servant— F. A.^'Gemmell.

Stratford, Ont.

JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

bisket all reddy to bake, she took a nife &
plate and slipt out to the other side of the barn,
where the pallus was. You see, I sot the pallus
out back of the barn, because bees doant git
along so well if you overstock them. They was
seven scaps of bees up near the house, and 1

was afraid they mile be oveislockt if they was
enny more there.
So she went out as brave as you please, but

the rain had sweld the pallus dore, and it was
sweld so she coodent git the fasnin open. So
she got a stone to pound the fasnin open. Pirty
soon a small army of bees cum at her, lickily
brindle. You know how they will, when they
git mad. And they was mad. and no mistake.
She started on the run. the bees after her, a

yellin and a screechin. One jabbed her in the
chin, and anuther in the iye. In slappin at
them she nocked off' her bun net, and her hair
begun to fill up with bees. The wimmen lieerd
the racket in the house, and out they cum.
But in they went when they seed what was up.

TAKINO HONEY FKO.M THE PALl.ITS HIVE.

A. I. Oeeninf/s—
deer Sir;—You "kno
I told you about my
pallus. My old wo-
man diddentbeleave
in it as much as me.
She

I;
thot mabee I

was took in. But I

^1' • ^-m^s^a^mm -y ' ^'^^^ ^'' '^ wood be
?5«|^^^^^^^^^^^:gv^^^reel handy sumtime
^.MBKfc^. .^s^ess^ .,.-

'^^'^^'^when I was'.'goneg;&
she had cum penny,
for her to take a nife
& a plate and jist

go to the pallus and
help herself [when-
ever she wonted to.

That peacified her considdible.
Court sot in July, and I got a summons onto

the Jewry. I was gone a weak or nearly that.
1 day while I was gone, Misses Porter cum to
spend the day, and Misses Barber cum with
her. Misses Porter brot her nitten, and Misses
Barber her sowin. Misses Porter is proper fond
of bisket and hunny. My wifes a mastei' hand
to make bisket, but they was no hunny to go
with it. Then it jist cum to her that she cood
git sum in the pallus.
So along in the afternoon, when she had her

'THEV Ui/AS A SIGHT"

As quick as she got in the house, the bees staid
out doors, accept what was sizzlin in her hair.

'• Did they git mad?" says Misses Barber. " I

doant know," says she, " but I know I did."
Then they dug out the stings and put on saller-

ratous. " I've heerd how smoke'll tame bees,"
says Mrs. Barber. " But I can't smoke," says
she, "and, besides, I haint nothin to smoke.
Fred Fraser left an old pipe when he wurked
here, but I haint no tabacka." " I tell you
what," says Misses Porter, " I can smoke enuft'

for that, and we can take catnip. It's more
soothin like.'"

So they loaded up the pipe with catnip, and
lit it, and started. But before she got in the 1st

whiff, a bee give it to her rite onto the end of
her nose, and she lit out, a pawin like sin. " Do
they seem soothed?" says Misses Barber. She
jist sed it to tant her, for she was a laffin fit to

split. Jist then a cupple of bees took her in the
face, and she stopt a laffin and began a clawin.
'• Do they seem soothed?" says Misses Porter.
Then they was bound they was a going to

have that hunny enny how, so they bilta fire of
corn cobs all round the pallus, tied themselves
all up soze a bee coodent tuch em, and then
pride the door open. And how much hunny do
you think they got? not a blame bit. The pal-
lus was jist as emty as the day it was sot there.

But it was a poor year for bees ennyhow.
So they had to eat the bisket with butter and

maple molasses. And I've eat worse things
than that. And jist as they was a settin at the
supper tabell, I cum home. I wisht you cood a
seen them wimmen. They was a sight.

Jake Smith.
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RACES, OR STRAINS OF BEES.

HEREDITY.

In connection with the breeding of live stock
we tind there is great stress laid upon the breed
and the individual; and it is only too apparent
that the farmer who pays the greate>t atten-
tion to this subject, and follows out most close-

ly the rules which he knows to be correct, is the
one who is most likely to be successful in his
operations. Too many bee-keepers, alas! pay
but very little attention to either the breed or

the individuals. We pursue a kind of haphaz-
ard system, which can only lead to very inferior
results. Where would our famous dairy and
beefing strains be to-day if their ancestors had
been bred no more intelligently than we do our
bees? They would be where the best strains of

bees are yet—undeveloped. We have not as

yet obtained the best results in bee-keeping.
Why are we so drifting? First, perhaps, be-

cause we have not under control the selection of

sire, as we have in stock such as cattle, horses,
and sheep. Yet even here, when once the im-
portance of the question is thoroughly brought
to the attfMition of bee-keepers, more care will

be observed in not permitting the drones from
undesirable stocks to fly. Of course, we must
all recognize that nature has done much for us
in the selection. First in the royal combat,
which takes place under natural conditions, in

the majority of cases gives us the strongest and
most active mother. Again, in the drones the
same disposition we are apt to get when the
queen is mated upon the wing. Yet the royal
combat is more of an exception than it at one
time was. and strength and activity, although
highly prized, perhaps most important, may be-

come additionally valuable with certain other
characteristics added. We want, perhaps, only
one trait of the black (or German) bee, and the
characteristics which the majority of the Ital-

ians possess. The Carniolan bees, I believe,
possess some valuable traits: yet among these
traits are others which, I believe, render them
unfit for the average bee-keeper. Yet, just as
individual animals in breeds of cattle are the
best in the herd (I have seen among the Dur-
haras a bull sold at $13,000, and another Durham
worth barely $30.00), so we doubtless have
queens and drones whose value is proportion-
ately far apart. It requires a somewhat edu-
cated eye and mind to find the difl'erence in

value in Durhams; and it requires still greater
education to find the difference in bees. It re-

quires careful work that, I feel satisfied, a sta-
tion under the government could assist us great-
ly in. I have known, as many another one has
known, two colonies side by side, of about the
same numerical strength, secure very difl'erent

results during the honey season. In fact, it is

not too much to say that one colony has been
known to give us twice the result of the other,
and we have been unable to assign any reason

—

all has been speculation. But we might as well
say there was no reason for one cow giving twice
as much milk as the other, as to say there was
no reason for one colony securing twice as much
honey as the other.

I do not hesitate to say that the time will
come when we will pay greater attention to the
length of the tongue of the bee and the size of
the load it carries. We shall have instruments
by means of which we can measure the exact
length of the tongue of the bee; and, again, by
means of fine scales we can weigh bees as they
leave the hive in quest of a load ; and, again,
weigh them as they return, thus finding the
bees which have the longest tongue and carry
the heaviest load. The rapidity of work can
also be estimated. Such work will probably

never be undertaken first by private enterprise.
The government must take this in hand first,

and it could do much to help private individuals
in their selection. Just as we in this country
have a traveling dairy to go about to show the
best methods of making butter, to advance the
dairy intei'ests, the time may come when it will

be part of the worlt of an apiarist at an experi-
ment station to select the best parents, the pro-
geny of which shall be the material of the fu-
ture, with which to carry on bee-keeping.

I have studied with interest Dr. Miller's arti-

cle on heredity. It is a subject upon which the
ignorant world about me (pardon me for the ex-
pression) considers me somewhat of a crank. I

think the nurse-bees may have something to do
with the traits of character of the bees they
nurse, and still more the young bees they are
with later in life. In the same way, although
perhaps less, a child imbibes certain character-
istics in its mother's milk. We know that an-
ger, fright, passion, etc., will have such an ef-

fect upon the milk that it becomes poison; and
if, taken at once, it will kill the infant, who
would say that it may not have certain results,
if in a less degree? But I have always looked
upon example as moi'e important in human
training, as well as in the hive. First heredity,
then example and surroundings, leaving out of
the question divine power. The bee inherits
certain traits—strength, activity, vigor—which
lead it to carry out energetically that work for
which it is best fitted; tlien the other bees influ-

ence their temperament to a certain extent.
We know that, if one bee in a hive is angered,
and emits the odor of poison, all the bees are
angered; and, upon the same principle, it ap-
pears reasonable to suppose that, if young bees
are brought forth in a hive, with those inclined
to be angry, constant irritation in the hive will
influence the young bees, and they too become
angry; and, just as in man every time he al-

lows himself to become angry it is still more
easy to become angry the next, so with the bees;
and. to a certain extent, such an influence rests
on the hive for a time, but not permanently. I

have again and again requeened vicious colo-
nies—four last summer—with the result that, in
time, their disposition has entirely changed.

I hope that your government will take hold
of this question of selection in breeding. I had
hoped ours would; but there is no use for ideas
to be rusting. We should like to see our own
country do best, but we are all interested in the
advancement of bee-keeping, and would sooner
see others advance otir calling than not have it

advanced at all. R. F. IIoltkkmann.
Brantford, Ont.. Can., Feb., 1893.

WARMING OUR DWELLINGS BY MEANS OF
HOT WATER.

SOME OF THE POSSIBILITIES IN A LINE WITH
THAT NEW GKEENHOUSE, BY A. I. ROOT.

Since I have seen the workings, month after
month, through the severe part of our winter
weather, I have begun to realize more and
more the importance of my discovery; and I

wish to suggest to those who heat greenhouses
by means of flues, that, by running water-pipes
into the flue near the fire, and having it come
out close to the chimney, they can, without any
expense, except th^t of the piping in the first

place, have overhead heating by the hot water,
as well as bottom heat from thu flues. The
hot-water pipes right under the glass answer a
very important purpose by meriting the snow so

as to let the heat and light of the sun get
through very much oftener than with the glass

structure with no overhead heating. While I
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was pondering on the matter of using a similar

apparatus for warming our dwellings, one of

our subscribers made the following suggestion:

SAVING SOME OF THE HEAT THAT GOES UP THE
CHIMNEY.

Now for invention. If " nine-tenths of the
heat goes up the chimney, and only one-tenth
is utilized for warming the room " (Gleanings.
p. 31), can not this waste be utilized? It may
be necessary that the gas from our stoves rise

to the top of our houses while hot, in order to

obtain a good draft; but then, why can it not
be carried sidewise in a flue in the peak of the
house in order that it may there impart its

heat to water which is to be carried down lo the
lower part of the house, there to impart its

heat to the air of the room? I know that the
hot water running down would not force up
other water from which the heat had been ab-
sorbed. Probably there are ninny other diffi-

culties in the way of the practical working of

this scheme, but a saving of nine-tenths of all

fuel used in heating dwellings is no mean sav-
ing. If the wind or a windmill could be made
to cause a draft, then the gas from the stove
would not have to rise to the top of the house
while hot. but could be drawn off after the heat
had been extracted. B. D.

Eagle Point, Wis.

Friend D.. you have struck upon a very im-
portant matter, without question. This sur-

plus heat that goes up the chimney in almost
every home can be utilized. Run your iron

pipe into the bottom of the chimney, or, still

better, into the stovepipe. Have it put up in

such a way that it will come almost in the
center of the draft. Then lead it out through
the chimney at the point where you wish a
room warmed. Make a coil of pipes, or let the
water pass through any of the various cheap
hot-water radiators now on the mai'ket; then
carry it back to the point where it goes into
the stovepipe or bottom of the chimney. Fix a
standpipe at some convenient place, and the
apparatus will run itself as long as you want it

to run. The heat of the chimney will be suffi-

cient to keep the pipes hot enough all night
long, so there will be no danger of freezing and
bursting, even if the tire does go out in the
stove or stoves connected with said chimney.

j

Staii(li)ipe.

ARRANGEMENT OF THE PIPES FOB HOT-WATER
HEATING.

The diagram above will scarcely need expla-
nation. Of course, the size of the pipe is great-
ly exaggerated in the diagram. The stand-
pipe is simply to allow the water to contract
and expand, as it does at different temperatures,
and to allow the air that accumulates, to get
out. If you live where there are town or city
waterworks, this standpipe can be dispensed
with, and a very small water-pipe may be let

into the heating-pipes at any point. In fact,

my apparatus didn't work well with a stand-
pipe; but when I attached it to the regular
waterworks, letting on a pressure of 30 lbs. or

more to the square inch, it worked perfectly. I

have never had any trouble with air collecting

in the pipes.
When it is attached to waterworks, just open

the valve a little so as to let water enough into

the coil of pipes, and you can then draw hot
water from your heating pipes anywhere you
choose—upstairs or downstairs. My impression
is. that it is a very easy matter to arrange it so

the water will keep circulating. All that is

needed is, that the temperature be a little high-
er along some point of the circuit where the
pipe is ascending; and letting it run up inside

of the chimney will answer admirably. The
water becomes warm when it first goes into the
chimney, and continues to get warmer and warm-
er. This makes it lighter, and therefore the
warm or hot water rises to the highest point in

the piping. Then it parts with its heat and be-
comes cool and heavier, and therefore falls to

be heated over again. You can warm in this

way a single room, or even a small corner of

any room. As long as there is any heat in the
chimney, there will be heat in the corner.

When once started, the thing goes itself for

ever—that is, where there is any tire to furnish
heat for the chimney. There is no need of any
valve anywhere, unless it is to stop the hot-

water circulation when your rooms are too
warm. If the weather turns colder, and you
want a little heat, just open the valve, and off

starts the hot water again, doing its work. My
impiession is, that, by a considerable coil or

series of pipes so arranged that the waste heat
that passes up the chimney shall come through
them we may be able to utilize almost every bit

of this waste product from our fuel; and hot-
water pipes give us the gentlest, cleanest, and
quietest way of heating, of any thing that has
ever been invented. I say '"quietest;" for

where buildings are warmed by steam, pretty
soon there is sure to be bumping, or pounding
and hissing. The hot water is silence itself. I

would suggest that your water-pipes be of gal-
vanized iron. In that case 1 do not believe that
the water inside, and the smoke, soot, and tar
outside—that is, where they pass through the
chimney, would ever have any effect on them
at all. Ordinary black iron pipe is a little

cheaper in the outset: but rust and corrosion
would in time hinder its working, so that the
galvanized would probably be cheaper in the
end.

On Sunday evening, Feb. 19, we had a tre-

mendous gale of wind and snow. I had decid-
ed to turn on steam in case the weather turned
very cold Sunday evening; but some way I did
not get at it; and on Monday morning, when I

found the thermometer '>° below zero. I feared
that my plants were all frozen up and the wa-
ter-pipes burs ted, for there had been no steam at
all through the underground tile since Saturday
night; and during vSunday night the wind blew
a fearful gale from the north, with the low tem-
perature I have mentioned. About 6 o'clock I

started the little engine, but did not 0[jen the
doors of the greenhouse until after breakfast. I

was greatly fearful of the result; but (ivery

thing was all right, as it was Saturday night.
The tomatoes and summer squashes looked as if

it were the month of June. The water-pipes
were doing their duty as usual. By the way, a
friend suggests that my new model greonhou.se
must have been patterned after the ironclad
ram Merrimac, of war-times memory. You will

remember the Merrimac was covered with rail-

road iron, disposed in such a way that shot and
shell would be deflected, and bound off without
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doing any damage. Well, the new model green-
house, it seems, bounded off the zero north
wind in much the same way, and came through
unharmed. If you have forgotten what it looks
like, just turn back to page 2(3, Jan. 1,

DIVIDING VS. NATURAL SWARMING.

WHY MK. HEWES PREFERS TO PRACTICE THE
FORMER IN CALIFORNIA.

In the early days of my bee-keeping expe-
rience, dividing (or artificial swarming) was all

the rage among bee-keepers, and numerous
were the discussions relating thereto in the bee-
journals. To-day the subject is seldom men-
tioned in them, while the frequent allusions to
the how of swarm management evinces that
dividing is but little practiced by the best api-
arists in the Northern States.
At this moment, among the prominent apia-

rists there who advocate dividing, I can recall

but the names of the Dadants. Hutchinson in
his otherwise most instructive book, " Advanc-
ed Bee-keeping," dismisses the subject in one
short paragraph, in which he pronounces
against it. In my experience, artificial swarm-
ing has proven much superior to natural swarm-
ing, and I can account for the divergence of
opinion between myself and those who pro-
nounce against it only by the differences of lo-

cality. As I understand the matter, in the
Northern States the bees are released from
their winter quarters about May 1st, and build
up into populous colonies, and swarm at the be-
ginning of or during the main honey-harvest.
If this is the case, all well and good. The
swarm will store an abundance of honey, while
the hive which swarmed will gather some to-
ward the end of the season, if it is prolonged
for three or four weeks. But with us in Cali-
fornia there is a moderate honey-flow for three
months previous to the main honey-harvest,
and most of the swarming takes place from two
to four weeks before the opening of the season.
The consequence is, when the honey comes the
swarms are so depleted in numbers that they
gather but little more than sufficient for their
own needs, while the hive which swarmed with
its young queen just beginning to lay, seems to
busy itself with raising vast quantities of brood
which will hatch at the close of the season, and
be consumers instead of gatherers of honey.
As a result of this early swarming, we have, at
the opening of the honey-harvest, more hives
with bees in them; but often the force which
goes into the fields is very much smaller than
that which went a month previous, when there
was but little honey to gather.
Now, this three months of moderate honey-

tlow which occurs with us prior to the main
harvest, while nut conducive to our welfare if

we let the bees swarm, is very advantageous if

we divide, as, by making nuclei early in the
season—latter part of 5larch—we can build
them up into strong stocks in time for them to
gather much honey; and the old stocks, if they
have been properly managed, will be ready for
the harvest with a full force.
To sum up, division is best in those localities

where a long season of moderate honey-flow pre-
cedes the main harvest: while natural swarm-
ing may be best in those localities where the
harvest follows close upon the heels of spring.
I emphasize "imry," because I have found so
many objections to natural swarming that I

can not believe it is best anywhere. Principal
among these objections is the serious loss which
does occur from absconding swarms, and in the
frequency with which the bee-keeper has to en-

gage in the unpleasant occupation of disen-
tangling numerous swarms which have united
in one cluster. The difficulty of hiving swarms,
too, when they have alighted high in some tree
is another objection to the natural method;
and the compulsory quitting of more interest-
ing work to do it is another, which sometimes
amounts to a nuisance.
Besides getting more honey by dividing, we

can, by raising our young queens from only our
best stocks, greatly improve the quality of our
bees. I practice pretty much all the methods
of dividing which are laid down in the text-
books, and some which are original. No one
method is best under all circumstances. I find

that the raising of good queens, and making in-

crease, requires more skill, care, and judgment
than any other branches of bee-keeping; at the
same time, there is no other work in which I

take so deep an interest. While under the
manipulations of an expert the advantages of
dividing are certain and positive, an unskilled
hand can do almost as much to make his honey
crop a poor one as will a failure of the flowers
to bloom.

I heard of a Louisiana bee-keeper once who
used flour-barrels for bee- hives, and who tried
making artificial swarms by sawing the barrels
into two parts. Of course, it was not a success,
but some of the methods practiced by movable-
frame bee keepers result no less disastrously.
In poor seasons, with us it is suicidal to at-

tempt division, as some of our bee-men have
found out. For two years I have not divided
a colony, but am in hopes that I shall divide
many of them the coming season.

Wm. G. Hewes.
Newhall, Cal., Feb., 1893.

He/ids of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIEUDS.

HOW WE FIX THE CANDY FOR FEEDING.

In the spring, lay a newspaper on the floor

or table, and form a box l3y putting square
sticks under the edges of the paper. Pour in
the candy; when cool, break it in pieces and
put it into your basket, and go to your apiary
and pull back the quilt from over the cluster;
give a piece according to your colony, with the
paper side up, and you can tell when it is gone
by the bees carrying the paper around the en-
trance—that is, if they can fly.

J. O. Leinart.
Clinton, Anderson Co., Tenn., Feb. 33.

[Bees carrying paper out at the entrance
would certainly indicate when the food was
used up. A rather bright idea.]

A GOOD REPORT.
I have sold nearly $900 worth of honey the

past winter, which I consider pretty good for an
off year. My best returns was in 1889—nearly
12.300 from 2.50 colonies. I have never had an
entire failure since I have been in the business.
My location is only an ordinary one—white
clover, Spanish needle, and heartsease being the
only flowers producing honey in any quantity.
Nauvoo, III., Feb. 27. E. J. Baxter.

NOT a bee-disease, BUT OVERHEATED
• BROOD.

Friend Root:— Do you not think the trouble
you mention in Aug. lath Gleanings, last
year, of dead brood that resembled foul brood,
was overheated brood, as you say it happened
in your hottest weather? Sometimes, I know.
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nuclei standing in the sun, and not shaded, will

have their combs raelt down when there are
but few old bees—not enough to ventilate the
hive, especially if the entrance is small. We
had some very'hot days when it would seem all

the bees that could be spared from feeding the
brood and ventilating the hive were hanging
out on the front, and under the hives.

Roseville. 111. Mrs. L. C. Axtell.

[It is quite possible that you are correct.

The colonies affected were not very strong.

We will investigate more closely next summer,
should the peculiar malady reappear.]

THOSE IMPROVED HOFFMAN FRAMES PRE-
FERRED TO ALL OTHERS.

I have used some of the improved Hoffman
frames (those that have the beveled edge on
one side of end bar, and touch in no other
place) during the past season. At present I

prefer them to all others, and shall put in no
others till I see some reason for a change. They
are no more troubled with burr- combs than my
common thick-top frames.

Clark A. Montague.
Archie. Grand Traverse Co., Mich., Feb. 33.

HONEY ON A STICK, IN INDIA.

In conversation with Rev. D. H. Drake, who
has been nine years a missionary in India, Ma-
dras being his headquarters, I learned some in-

teresting facts in regard to some honey he found
there. The natives brought it in for sale in

considerable quantities. It was of a delicate

straw color, and of fine flavor, but it was stored

on the twigs of trees or bushes about Ig" of an
inch in diameter, and the honey which encir-

cled the twig was about 2 inches in diameter,
and from six to eight inches in length, each
stick being apparently a perfect or finished

comb. Mr. Drake did not learn any thing in

regard to the bees which produced this honey,
but it was stored in such a peculiar manner it

must have been produced by a different kind
of bees from any of ours. This honey was sold

in that shape only in the vicinity of its produc-
tion. It was at Udagerri Hill, Nellore District,

India. It is in Madras Presidency, about 1.50

miles N. W. of Madras, at an elevation of 3700

feet, and the honey was eaten in May and
June. Mr. IJrake thinks that there is no doubt
that further information in regard to those bees
can be obtained l^y writing to a missionary who
is located there, and would be glad to interest

himself in the matter if requested to do so.

His name is W. R. Manley. and address as

above. J- L. Hubuard.
Battle Creek, Mich., Mar. 3.

[Honey on a stick is a new thing to us. It

seems strange that we have never heard of it

before. Is there not some mistake? Will some
of our missionary friends in the vicinity please

enlighten us? We should like particularly to

hear from Mr. Manley.

J

OUK GOVERNMENT DISTILLERIES.

When any man or company wants to build

a distillery, the government furnishes a plan;

and when the distillery is ready to start, a gov-
ernment official unlocks the door; and when it

closes for tlie day. he locks it up; and these
locks on the doors and furnaces, and other parts

of the distillery, bear tlie letters "U. S.:"^ and
without such governmental supervision no dis-

tillery can run in the United States; and on
every gallon of distilled spirits the government's
share is at least four times the cost. Then the
government builds warehouses at the expense
of the tax-payers, to store the product of these

distilleries in, to be kept to enhance their cash
value. VoLNEY White.
Findlay's Lake, N. Y., Dec. 33.

[In our issue for Nov. 1. 1893, page 811. in
speaking of government distilleries. I asked the
readers of Gle.\nings to set me right if any of
the statements 1 had copied in regard to such
distilleries were incorrect. A mass of corres-
pondence came promptly, saying there was no
exaggeration in the matter. Only one letter,

however, was received, so far as I remember,
saying that it was stated unfairly. This one
letter contained the statement, "It is just as
fair and just as truthful to say that the govern-
ment runs your market-garden." Now, may
God help me to avoid getting into any argu-
ment or controversy; but there is this differ-

ence: The government has never yet even vol-
unteered to furnish any plans for the building of
our factory or greenhouses. Perhaps if it had,
we should not have made so many stupid blun-
ders as we have made in years gone by. Nei-
ther has any government official ever looked us
over, to say nothing about a lock on the doors.
We have had liberty the most unlimited, to fix

things after our own fancy. A tax-collector
has, it is true, looked us over once a year; but
he was so very accommodating and easy that
I sometimes joked him about it; but he evident-
ly had a good opinion of our honesty and integ-
rity. Now, the statement in the letter from
friend White troubles my mental and spiritual
digestion. I was just thinking that it seemed
as if I had eaten some green plums, and swal-
lowed them, stones and all. I will tell you
what makes me feel uneasy. When I looked
over that very neat and pretty distillery—that
is, if a distillery can be pretty—in Mogadore,
Summit Co.. O., only thirty miles from where I

sit writing, I was astonished at the beauty of
its buildings and its apparatus. I used to be
something of a chemist, you know, and I think
I can appreciate a handsome chemical labora-
tory. The beauty of the buildings, and the
general tidiness of the whole affair, made me
think at once of the work of some great corpo-
ration, not only with plenty of money, but
with large experience. The apparatus seemed
to have been devised and put up by some com-
pany that was acquainted with all modern im-
provements and progress in the artof distilling:

and it was in a little humble backwoods town
too. I am much more at home with nice chem-
ical and mechanical apparatus than I am in

the realm of politics. I confess that this whole
matter of government management and gov-
ernment tax is out of my line: and. if you will

excuse me. I will say, too, that government dis-
tilleries are out of J7?icte jSamweZ's line of busi-
ness. I am small, and unlearned in the mat-
ter of politics and government; but I am a citi-

zen of the United States, and as such I protest.
If my influence counts for any thing at all in

this great nation of people, I should like to put
my name down to a vehem,ent protest against
this whole thing. I should just like to see how
long a string of names could be got up, to a de-
mand that it be stopped. Once more: If friend
White and myself have made a mistake, and
got the thing wrong: if it is 7i of; true that the
United States is showing our people how to
build nice distilleries, warehouses, etc., and
taking a share of the profits that amounts to

four tim,es the first cost of the liquor, then do,
for Heaven's sake, tell us what is true. I do
know that the beautiful distillery is over there
in that little town in an adjoining county.
How did it come there? As a tax-payer, I vehe-
mently protest against having one copper of the
money I pay in taxes being applied to the build-
ing up of such industries.
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High-pressure Gardening.

THE farmer's LA.MENT.

A frieud sends us the following clipping from
a newspaper:

I m sick and tired of hoeing-, ditchings.

And milking- cows witli tails a switching-
In face and eyes:

There's little pay and lots of labor
In raising- corn ortaters, neighbor,

And flg-hting- Hies.

The farm and necessary fixtures.
To me are not such pleasant pictures

—

Scythe, fork, and rake;
To tell the truth, 1 do not love them,
And, sojiring- far to realms above them,

My leave would take.

Oh for a season of refreshing-!
Oh for a crop that's worth the tlireshing-!

The farmers pray.
Until one's ready for his colBn ;

Their dying- words we hear so often:
" Farming- doesn't pay I"

Well, I do not quite agree with the farmer
who uttered the above lament. I am not tired

of hoeing and ditching, at all; but modern prog-
ress has made the hoe to be almost too slow to

be used very much. Our best cultivators, and
Breed's weeder. have rather thrown it into the
background. Of course, there is lots di labor
with the corn and "taters;" but just now the
pay is pretty good, especially on the " taters;"
and the scythe, fork, and rake are the very
things I do love; but the scythe, like the hoe, is

rather too slow. There is one line in the last

verse that rather redeems the poor old farmer,
after all. If he could have a crop " ivorth the
threshing." he might brighten up. And now,
dear friend, pray do not get "ready" for that
"coffin" just yet. I am sure there is lots of busi-
ness that will pay tiptop, just before you.
Why. just think of it! Our Medina people
wanted some parsnips. We usually dig them
almost any month in winter, here in Ohio; but
we have had a freeze-up ever since just before
Christmas; and those we put into the cellar

were gone long ago; so we sent to Cleveland for

a barrel, and they went off like hot cakes, at
5 cents a pound. The barrel cost us $3.00.

Neighbor H. said that, if any one would guar-
antee him a market, he would raise parsnips
for lOcts. a bushel. I am not sure that I could
do that; but I could, with very little trouble.
raise an awful lot of them on that creek-bottom
ground; and if parsnips, carrots, turnips, and
roots of every kind, are put into the cellar, and
covered with clean sand, they will keep almost
as fresh and nice as they were the day they
were dug, all winter long. Of course, the tem-
perature of the cellar needs to be so near freez-

ing that they will not sprout. Perhaps you
say that raising root crops is not farming; but
I insist that it is. If the towns around you
won't give :.'.'> cts. a bushel for your roots, they
are worth almost if not quite that price, to feed
out to almost any kind of stock. Just try your
horses and cattle with carrots and parsnips in

the spring, and see what they think of them.
Then if you should have a winter like this, and
everybody were ready to buy your crop at a
dollar a bushel, or 5cts. a pound at retail, how
would t/iat suit you, Mr. Farmer'? It seems to

me we have got a "season of refreshing"
right here now, in a good many commodities;
and there will always be a good market for

nice stuff carefully put away, until there comes
a season when somebody wants to buy.

USELESS DOGS AND HOT-BED SASH.

For years I have been paying a pretty heavy
bill of expense in consequence of breakage of
glass in our hot-bed and cold-frame sashes, by
dogs walking over them. Of course, I mean
dogs heavy enough to break a pane of glass.

With the slatted glass sash, which I think prom-
ises to be of great use at certain times of the
year, the dogs pretty nearly break up the busi-
ness. Even a small dog stepping on those two-
inch slats would break them. It is not alone the
hot-beds either, for I have had big dogs walk up
the sides of my greenhouse where the glass
came over near the ground. When I remon-
strated with the owners of the dogs, they tried

to evade the question by asking what in the
world the dogs wanted by walking on my sash.
The explanation is this: Many dogs in winter
time are not properly fed. In fact, a great many
of them show by their looks and actions that
they are half starved. Well, the rich compost
we employ in our hot-beds, and even in our
highly fertilized cold-frames, gives off an odor
thatmust be in some manner savory to the hun-
gry dogs, so they go nosing about the plant-beds
and walking over the glass, especially when
there is a little snow on the surface. If I were
the only sufferer, perhaps the matter would not
he worth bringing up; but I have heard several
complaints from different localities. The letter

below is right to the point:

Mr. Root:
Please send at on^e 1000 very earliest Jersey

Wakefield cabbage-plants, 1000 White Plume
celery. I hav(> had bad luck with my first early
plants owing to dogs breaking glass in my hot-
bed at night and letting them freeze, so 1 order
from you, as I believe you will send me none but
A 1 plants; and I will transplant under glass as

soon as they get here. S. H. Beaver.
Seward, Neb., March 2.

You may say. " Why not get a gun and shoot
the dogs'.'" Here in Ohio, and I presume likely

in other States, any dog prowling around with-
out his master may be shot according to law.

But you know this is not a pleasant thing to do.

The masters are often in the habit of going
along the sidewalk while the dog is gallop-

ing through the adjacent fields. It seems tome
the town council, or some official board, should
take the matter in hand, and, for the general
good of the community, thin off' the useless

dogs. Of course, the owners should be first no-
tified; then if they do not take care of their

dogs, they will have no reason to complain.
There are good and sufficient reasons why a
market-gardener should not go to shooting his

neighbors' dogs. The old adage says, " People
who live in glass houses should not throw
stones." A spiteful neighbor might come in the
night and smash more glass than his dog would
in a lifetime. Besides, that is not the way to do
business with neighbors, anyhow—at least, the

teachings of Our Homes and Neighbors in this

journal are not along in that line. I suppose, to

sum it up. the question presents itself something
like this: Which is of more importance to the
commonwealth—intensive gardening or the dog
business?

ONION-SETS—HOW TO RAISE THEM.

I suppose you have noticed that the prices of

onion-sets seem to be running higher and high-
er; and almost every spring— ar, least for some
years back—the demand has been greater than
the supply, even with the tremendously high
prices. Why. Peter Henderson, in his last

retail catalogue, quotes them at $2.50 a peck,

red, yellow, and white; potato-onions same
price. I have been thinking, season after sea-

son, that somebody would raise so many that
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we should very soon come back to old prices

—

,50 or 75 cts. a peck; but it does not seem to

come. The Landreths raise them by the car-

load, and quote prices by the carload; but they
are now "sold out." I presume I have bought
onion-sets from almost all large dealers who
advertise them; but yet, with the exceedingly
high prices, the quality has not been what it

ought to be. The matter has been discussed in

these pages already. Peter Henderson says
they put theirs through a sieve or screen that
takes out all more than ^ inch in diameter.
Other seedsmen, evidently, do not do this. You
see, if we pay for onion-sets, and get them an
inch in diameter, or more, even though we buy
a bushel of sets we do not get a great number
of onions. Another thing, so many have onion-
sets that send up a seedstalk, I had about be-

come disgusted, and was thinking of using
onion-plants instead. In a recent number of

the American Onrden, they asked a great
many leading gardeners about the new onion
culture; and one or more of them say they can
get earlier onions by planting sets. Well, if he
had just the right kind of sets, perhaps he
could. I think, however, it would depend on
how large and strong his on\on-plants were.
Well, why don't more people raise sets? And,

by the way, there is considerable inquiry as to

how to do it. Landreth says it wants a par-
ticular kind of seed; and they advertise seed

specially grown for raising sets. Now, with all

this preamble I have something pleasant to tell

you.
When spring opened, and we had not any

sets at all, and I didn't know where we could
buy any, one of the boys who works for me said

he had about a bushel.
" Why. Fred, where did you get a bushel of

onion-sets?"
" I growed "em."
" You grew them ? Who told you how?"'
'• Why. nobody told me. I just planted the

seed in the garden, and they grew."
Now, Fred had seen me fry to raise onion-sets

year after year; and during the past wet seasons
he had seen me make more failures than suc-
cesses; therefore, when he brought me a peck
basket full as a sample I was a good deal as-

tonished. They were the nicest onion-sets I

ever saw in my life. They were from the size

of a bean to half an inch in diameter—some,
perhaps, a little more. They were firm, solid,

well -ripened onions. There were not any thick
necks nor any sprouts. They looked as if they
expected to stay just as they were until some-
body planted them in the ground. As we have
had trouble in making onion-sets keep, you can
imagine how pleased I looked when I saw his

product.
" Fred, I will give you $5.00 a bushel for all

the onion-sets you have got just like these, if

you will tell me all about how you raised them."
He laughingly replied that there was not any

thing to tell. You see, .^o.Ou is just exactly
what we advertise them for in our catalogue;
but I wanted some nice sets to send out to our
customers who ordered a single quart by mail,
and I think that all who receive a pint or a
quart of these will feel they have got the worth
of their money. At 30 cts. a quart there was
not much margin left for me; but I got my pay
in having the fun of sending good ones. Freds
plan was simply this:

Some time in May they made up beds in the
garden 3 feet wide. The ground was not rich,

because they had not much manure to make it

rich. The onion seeds were sown broadcast,
and raked in. It was sown so evenly and thickly
that the onions could not grow big, even if they
tried. The bushel was on a bed ^^ x is feet.

" But, Fred, if you sowed them broadcast on

your garden soil, it must have been a tremen-
dous task to do the weeding; for if you waited
till May, the weeds must have been up a little

ahead of the onions."
"Oh! it was something of a job to pull the

weeds out; but then, you see my sister—she did
the weeding."

" Good for you, Fred. Such a sister as that is

worth having. Of course, you gave her a part
of the money?"
He nodded his head.
" Now, Fred, where did you get Yellow Dan-

vers onion seed that produced such nice onion-
sets as these? Was it some of the seed I sold

you ?
"

He hung down his head a little, and replied,
" No, I did not get the seed of you. I bought it

of H. W. Buckbee, Rockford, 111."

" But, Fred, why did you send away off to

Rockford when we were selling onion seed right
here—piles of it every day ?

"

A shade of embarrassment came over his

honest face; but when I encouraged him to go
on he replied, " Why. Mr. Root,jMr. Buckbee
sent it postpaid by m'ail for ftO cts. per lb., when
your price was $L75."

I was astounded—that nice onion seed for

growinu sets, at 90 cts. per lb. ! I asked him to

bring the catalogue, and he did. In it I noticed
that Mr. Buckbee says all his onion seed is

grown by himself. This season he charges $1.75

per lb., because the crop is short; and if he
blames me for putting him in the papers, I re-

ply that it is just what he deserves. If he is

going to raise onion seed that will produce such
sets as that, and then sell it at 'JO cts. per lb.,

not only should he be in the papers, but people
should know all aboutit. Don't you think so?

A CORRECTION—$4.30 INSTEAD OF $43.00.

On page 183, where you quote from my letter,

there is a little mistake. Instead of being $43.00

it should be $4.30. Of course, it is my mistake.
I wrote hastily. P. O. Thompson.
Sidney, O., Mar. 7.

[Friend T., we are very sorry to have the
wind taken out of our astounding story; but
notwithstanding, we want to be right. Henry
Clay once said he would rather be right than
to be president of the United States; and we
hope the readers of Gleanings, especially

those who make garden, are as loyal to the
truth as was " the sage of Ashland."]

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Why taeholdest thou tlie mote that is in thy broth-
er's eye. but considerest not tlie beam that is In
thine own eye V—Matt. 7:3.

k few days ago our daughter Constance
(" Blue Eyes ") sent me a particular invitation
to come out to Oberlin, where she is attending
school, in time to attend a musical rehearsal to

be held in one of the large churches in that col-

lege town, so particularly famed far and wide
for churches, schools, and learning. I believe

the Roots are fond of music. Most of them
play on some instrument, and I believe they all

sing, or try to sing; at least, they sing in [)ray-

er-meeting and Sunday-school, and are suppos-
ed to have at least an average ear for music.
Carrie, our n»>xt younger daughter, accompan-
ied me. The church was tilled to overflowing.
Constance remarked that, as the program was
all classical music, she was afraid it might not
interest me— at least, a good deal of it.

The first piece wa« a solo by a gentleman.
He was German, and sang in the German Ian-
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guage. A lady played an accompaniment on
the piano. I did not enjoy the piece very much.
In fact, I was a little provoked to think that a
celebrated singer should come before an Amer-
ican audience and sing in German. But music,
you know, is the universal language, and so I

expected that I could appreciate the music, if

not the sense expressed in the words. To my
surprise, however, I did not " catch on " to the
music, much if any better than I did the Ger-
man words. In fact, I felt a good deal inclined

to criticise our brother, and to say to myself
there was not any music about it, and to sug-
gest that he was putting on airs. etc. Well.
when that great crowd of men and women,
boys and girls, encored him to such an extent
that they almost insisted on his coming back
and singing again, I began to get vexed with
the audience, and to say to myself, "' This is a
new and fashionable sort of craze, and they all

pretend they are pleased with such a senseless
performance." Then I began to look around on
the audience, and to study their fac<'S. I think
I have learned to distinguish an intelligent per-

son by his looks—at least, to some extent. I

was perplexed. The audience was composed
mostly of young people; and a finer, brighter,
and more intelligent lot of faces I think I never
saw. Quite a number of them were Germans;
and the real honest delight that shone forth
from those German faces as they clapped their
hands (as only Germans can clap), indicated
beyond question that there was downright hon-
est energy and enthusiam, and that it was prob-
ably myself that was lacking, and not the sing-
er and the audience.
Then a German organist came on the stage.

He was said to be one of the finest play(>rs in

America; but I was disappointed again. He
threw his whole soul and all the energy of his
being into the performance. Not only his
hands and face and the motions of his head, but
his feet and his knees also, took part, and his
body seemed full of inspiration; but it was all

an unknown tongue to me, even though it did
come from the organ. Many of the passages
were difficult, without question. Once or twice
I could catch a little glimpse of melody; but
just as soon as I began to hope it would contin-
ue in that strain, or repeat it with some varia-
tion, both time and tune seemed to be absolute-
ly jumbled up; and before I knew it I was
working hard to scrape up charity, as in the
former case, to have faith that he and the au-
dience knew what he was doing. In this case
such a storm of applause burst forth from that
great audience, and that storm was kept up for
quite a long interval (for they seemed deter-
mined to call him back), that I was completely
dumbfounded.
After this, a lady came on the program—

a

distinguished pianist. I believe that, since I

was of a very tender age—say three or four
years old — I could understand women better
than men. The sight of a cultured and intelli-

gent woman is always pleasant to me, even if

she does not sing nor speak; and I leli sure I

should be able to understand at least a little of
the next piece on the program. The woman
was beautiful, and she looked smart and bright;
but I began to be troubled almost at once, for
she simply struck the instrument at long inter-
vals; and the tones that it gave forth were not
pleasant either. They were, to me, meaning-
less. I concluded that it was, perhaps, a sort of
preamble that did not mean any thing particu-
larly to anybody, and hoped she would get
"down to business" after awhile, and play
something. It was all pretty much like the
Krst, however. Once or twice there were a few
chords, or perhaps a bar or two, that, by a
stretch of the imagination. I could think might

have some melody about them, if one understood
the matter, and was familiar with this (to me)
unknown language; but just as soon as I began
to feel hopeful that I was "catching on" just a
little, she just knocked it all over by getting
shockingly out of time and out of tune. I re-

member of asking myself whether it were pos-
sible that anybody could beat time for such
music; and I mentally decided that it must be
a sort of music where time wa» pitched out of
the window; and I was greatly tempted to say
to myself that I more than half believed the
tune was pitched out of the window also. And
what did Carrie say to all this classical music?
Why, she enjoyed it hugely. She admitted,
however, when questioned closely, that some of

the passages were beyond her comprehension
and training; and she rather thought that one
who understood it could beat time to all the
music that evening. Shortly afterward I met a
professional teacher .who has for years drilled

the juveniles in our Medina schools in music.
I have mentioned him before in these pages.
In reply to my inquiry he said, " Why, to be
sure one could beat time to every piece of music
that was played during the evening. It was
all right—every bit of it. The only trouble is,

you were unfamiliar with it."

During the latter part of the performance the
Oberlin Glee Club sang some pieces. The har-
mony and beauty of so many trained voices was
plain enough; but the pieces were all something
I had never heard before, and therefore I could
not enjoy them very much. Oh how I did long
for just one strain of Old Hundred, or some-
thing from the Moody and Sankey Hymns;—
just a little glimpse, if nothing more, to remind
me of something I could recognize. I did not
get it, however, and so the great concert, that
seemed to awaken such enthusiasm among hun-
dreds of educated and intelligent people, was to

me almost a blank. I fell to wondering once or
twice whether it were not my duty as a Chris-
tian to applaud just a little with the rest; but,
even though Paul did say, " I am become all

things to all men," I did not feel that I was call-

ed upon to applaud something that I did not
understand. I could express my satisfaction

at the performance of the glee club; and when
the Oberlin Football Club came on to the stage
with their playing uniforms, and sang some-
thing, the words of which were full of comical
pleasantry, I felt that I could applaud then,
even If the music were still unfamiliar.
Now. friends, why do you suppose I tell all of

this? Why have I needlessly " trotted out" my
ignorance and my lack of musical training, or
ear for music? What is the point, any way ?

Whv, it is this:

I did not enjoy the concert in one sense: but
in another sense I did enjoy it, because it seem-
ed to me as though God in his providence was
teaching me a great lesson. You remember the
time when Peter was taught that great object-

lesson by a vision that came down from heaven.
At first he rejected it, and said, " Not so. Lord."
But the angel replied, •' What God hath cleans-

ed, call not thou common." Suppose that, in

my stupidity. I had said to myself. "These peo-

ple on the stage are all a pack of idiots. They
h7iow there is not any sense nor music in all this

folderol;" and suppose I had.'furthermore. said

that that great faudience of people, mostly
scholars, many of them graduates, probably,
were also a pack of idiots, and that they pre-

tended they were pleased just because it was a
new thing, and fashiomible. I was greatly

tempted to sav something of this sort, but, thank
God, a little streak of common sense was left to

me—enough to overcome my preposterous ego-
tism. Grace enough was given me to say, " If

there is any idiot at all in this whole assembly.
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it is A. I. Root and nobody else."' You see, I

was called out of my regular beat, a little out
of my line of work. I was in a new atmos-
phere, and among a class of people with whom
I had had comparatively little acquaintance;
and, dear friends, with all the great lines of
progress in science and art that now surround
us, we run into this thing quite frequently. Oh
how my heart has been pained to see uneducat-
ed people criticise and sneer at those whom
they might chance to meet, with education and
intelligence: yes, and my heart has been sadly
pained to see hard-working poor people look
upon those who were more fortunate than them-
selves, in just the way I was tempted to look
upon and judge those I saw at that musical
rehearsal. Several of my friends suggested
that I could easily cultivate a taste for classical
music; that, if I were to take time and pains,
I could very soon see a higher order of melody
in what I was tempted to call a senseless per-
formance than I had ever got a glimpse of be-
fore. Perhaps this is true; but even if it were
not, we are not all alike. Individuals in the
same family differ widely. I have told you be-
fore that I am partially color-blind. When a
carriage full of people look out upon a cherry-
tree, as we are riding by, and all utter exclama-
tions of surprise because of the beautiful red
cherries lurking among the green leaves, sup-
pose that, because / can not see any red cher-
ries at all, I should declare there are none.
What sort of person would I be ? And yet I

have sometimes been almost vexed because my
own children, two or three years old, could see
cherries where I saw none.
In this matter of capital and labor, I sus-

pect many of the troubles and want of charity
come along in the line of our text. Somebody,
or some class of people (it is a good deal sadder
to see a tot of people going wrong than simply
one individual), who do not see nor understand
some new developmer.t with merchandise and
factories; etc.. will declare it is a plan to cheat
and defraud the public. They look on it from
their standpoint. They not only lack charity,
but they lack intelligence and education, and
they push ahead, insisting that they are the
only honest people in the world. The ones they
censure so severely, perhaps, are kind enough
to try to explain; but no explanations will be
received; and this way of severely judging
others, often results in mobs, riots, and blood-
shed. May God help us!.
Again, good people lament that their boys

—

aye, and girls too—will not stay on the farm,
when the fault is entirely their own. T. B.
Terry, or somebody else, tells of a young farm-
er whose father was well-to-do, who had deter-
mined to become a telegraph operator. His
father and motlier urged him to stay on the
farm, telling him of his future prospects: but
the boy could not be turned. Finally the father
asked the advice of a mutual friend. The
result of the advice was, that the next morning
the old farmer took out a roll of bills and hand-
ed it to the boy, and said: " Look here, John.
Before we begin our spring's work we want
another good stout horse. Now, I believe you
can buy a horse just as well as I can, and may
be better too. You probably know where the
good horses are. Suppose you try your hand at
it." The boy took the money mechanically,
but stared at his father in open-mouthed won-
der. What in the world had happened, or come
over the old gentleman to make him do such an
unheard-of thing? Off went the boy, feeling
several inches taller to think that he was final-
ly, for the first time in his life, intrusted with
money, and sent off to do business without
even having his father along. They did not
get him for a telegraph operator at all, and in a

little time lie showed the. old gentleman that he
could beat him right along in modern farming.
Of course, he made some blunders, and had to
learn by experience.
The Roots are given to hobbies. Your hum-

ble servant has ridden more hobbies, and pushed
them day and night, up hill and down, summer
and winter, perhaps, than any reader of Glean-
ings; and when he is astride one of these hob-
bies, he can not very well sec any thing else.

Why, just a few months ago I refused to look at
a wheel, and refused to believe I had strength
or time to ride one. I went around grunting
with my aches and pains, and would hai'dly lis-

ten to Ernest, nor even consider the matter.
Yes, I remember, too, when I thought this
wheel craze was a big nuisance—they hadn't
any business on the sidewalks; and I don't
know but I almost thought (without thinking
or considering the matter) that they had no
business anyivhere. What a stupid blunder I

was making I W^ell, the young Roots are given
to hobbies. Just now Huber is bent on making
maple sugar from three trees that are down near
the tool house. He has borrowed a kettle, and
is preparing to hang it on a pole. He has also
collected rubbish from all over tlie neighbor-
hood, and stood it up in the sun where it will
dry. I told him the sugar would cost him a
dollar a pound, and that it would not be good,
even then. But, notwithstanding, that is just
the principal thing he wants to do. Miss Con-
stance, who invited me to come toOberlin, nev-
er showed any particular tendency to get crazy
after any thing until she was almost twenty
years old. I felt sure it would come sooner or
later, and was watching to see what direction
her enthusiasm would take. Well, siie has
found her mission—I believe that is what she
calls it; and she is just as certain as I was,
when I went chasing after hobbies, that she
will follow it "all the days of her life." You
may conjecture that it is music. Well, it is one
kind of music. If it had been vocal music or a
piano, or even a guitar, we might have been at
least tolerably reconciled. But, what do you
think? Why, her whole heart and soul are ab-
sorbed in taking lessons on the violin! We
thought it would last only a few weeks; but it

has lasted almost a year, and she thinks she has
as yet only a glimpse of the wonderful possi-
bilities beyond. First, she took lessons of the
best talent here in Medina; now sh^ has taken
several terms of the leading professor on the
violin in Oberlin. Some of you who are behind
the times, like myself, may inquire, "Why, is

she going to devote all her life toward learning
to fiddle for dances, theaters, parties, etc.?" It

seems we are all wrong. I do not believe that,
in all tlie fiddling she has done, week in and week
out, sometimes practicing several hours a day,
she has ever yet fiddled a dancing tune. If she
has, I have never heard of it. It is all exer-
cises, and the exercises are very much in line
with theclassical music thatis almost Greek and
Latin to your humble servant. She wants a
violin worth a hundred dollars or more; then
she wants to keep on taking lessons as long as
Oberlin can give her assistance. But this is not
all. After that she is to be trained under the
city masters, and may go to Europe to perfect
her studies. Of course, I talked with the pro-
fessor about it, under whom she is taking les-

sons. He said she had shown more progress in

a short time than any other pupil, except one,
who had ever been under his care. He has now-
over forty pupils, and has taught violin-playing
for more than twenty-five years. That is his
business, and nothing else. Said I:

" But, my dear sir, what is to be the outcome
of all this? What is she going to do with this
musical education that takes so much time and
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pracUi-e—in short, what has become of that one
pupil you mentioned, who made more progress
than she did ?

"

I can not remember the exact I'eply he made,
but it was something like this:

"That one pupil, after she left me, availed
herself of the best masters America afforded,
and then she went to Euiope to graduate; and
now she gets a salary so high up in the figures
I would hardly dare mention it."

•' But, my dear sir, does she not get this great
pay by playing for theaters? and is she not
obliged to go among classes whose society we
might at least call questionable?"
"Oh, dearl no. They pay her great sums of

money to play before the finest, most intellec-
tual, and best audiences to be found in the
largest cities in the world."'
" Mr. B., I have been told you are a Christian."
He smiled, and nodded his head.
•'You have over forty pupils now, and have

been engaged in just this kind of work for
years, and yet regard it as worthy of the time
and attention of the best people in the world.
Well. I think I know a little more than I did
yesterday. I thank you for your kind counsel
and advice."

I presume likely runny parents are reading
what I have written here; and perhaps they
are deeply interested. Perhaps some of them
may say, " Well, brother Root, what are you
and your good wife going to do about it?"
We have done this: Constance has already

done some work in the office; she knows how;
and if you want to see a Root work up to his
best, you want to see him have an object in

view, just ahead of him. She is going to help
us in the office, so that she may have that
violin that is so dear to her heart; and then
she is going to work her way through so that
she may be able to go on of herself, or, at least,

without letting her father pay (til of the ex-
pense. wSlie is. as I was saying, through her
own exertions, going to push ahead in this (to

us) singular line of choice. While at her
boarding-place, our host (he used to be a bee-
man), who boards and lodges twenty young
students, told me the following story:
A well-to-do German moved to Oberlin in

order to educate his children. A daughter of
his made remarkable progress: but the de-
mands on the father's purse were much greater
than he had anticipated. But she was smart,
and the father was proud of her; and, altogeth-
er, he expended .?800 in giving her a good sub-
stantial education. So far, so good; but just at
this crisis some presuming young man took a
shine to the smart daughter, and—they got
married. Her father was in the habit of telling
the sad story to his friends, and he would al-
ways wind up with something like this:
"After I had paid out 6800. and given her all

this education, she went and got married. Just
think of it!"

At this crisis, the friends who hear his sad
story usually laugh uproariously; but the poor
father can not see where the laugh comes in.

He evidently seems to think that it is .SSOO

thrown away. Now, dear parents who look on
these pages, be careful that you do not fall into
the error of our good German friend. Let us
have faith in education; let us have faith in
these children who are growing up or have
grown up around our hearthstones. Let us
remember that it is the <jreat. God nhovc who
has given us these singular likes and longings;
and when we perceive that some one of them
has a rare and unusual (and perhaps unlooked-
for) gift from God the Father, let us not lose
faith in them; and let us not lose faith in the
great Giver of all good, who has seen fit to
create us with so much alike and yet so unlike.

Judffe not, Uiat ve be not j lulled; for with what judgment
ye judKe. ye shaU be judged.—Matt. 7: 1.

The Crane smoker is nearly perfected. Dr.
Miller, to whom we submitted a sample, says,
"That double-acting valve, so simple and
effective, is a stroke of genius. * * * * As
nearly as I can tell without using it [the smo-
ker] a whole season in the apiary, I believe you
have the best smoker ever gotten up."

By the way the goods ai'e going off. it is evi-
dent that there is much faith in next season.
We have not had a good cold winter for some
years. Who knows but that a good cold snap-
ping winter, such as we have just had, when
the ground has been covered with snow a large
part of the time, is just what the clover needs
to make it yield honey? Our winters have of
late been peculiar, and so have our honey sea-
sons. Let us hope that an extraordinary win-
ter may bring an extraordinary flow of honey.
But don't let our " hopes "" cause us to invest
unwisely.

Wp: are all " broke up." We have been sit-

ting before the desk trying to scribble off an
editorial, as it was one of the Kind that wouldn't
"dictate." We've got something to say, but
for the life of us we don't know how to say it or
whether, indeed, we ought to say any thing at
all. We refer to some kind, very kind things
said of us in a biographical sketch, accompa-
nied by a good portrait, in the American Bee
Journal, of your humble servant. We serious-
ly fear we do not deserve all of it; at all events
we tender our awkward " thank you,'" and in

the meantime will try to ward off that peculiar
insidious malady that sometimes affects young
men—the " big head."

The Edison phonograph, which we placed in

the office about a year ago, has proved to be a
grand success and a great aid to the office. So
valuable was it that we have recently put in an-
other. Besides enjoying of an evening occsion-
ally the pleasure of hearing choice music from
world-renowned artists, we are enabled to clear
up nearly all our correspondence every day.
Before the days of the phonograph, our letters

—at least some of them—had to lag simply be-
cause we could not get to them. The machines
take the records evenings or at any time of the
day most convenient, or when we can "get to

it." They are always ready, alid never get
sick nor married. The dictated records are
transcribed on a Smith Premier typewriter, the
best business typewriter, in our estimation, of

any writer on the market. These machines
had such decided advantages over our old
standard Remingtons that we replaced the
three in the office for Premiers. As we have
had some inquiries relative to our correspon-
dence, perhaps the above will answer for all,

and it is certainly a pleasure to us to be able to

add our testimony to the value of these labor-
saving devices.
N. b.—Matter for Gleanings, at least the

greater part of it. is given to our old standby
stenographer, " W. P."'

CERESIN FOR FOUNDATION.
Look here. Dr. Miller; did it never occur to

you that your second straw in this issue might
turn out like one of the celebrated straws that
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broke the camel's back? Such a quotation as

you make, it seems to me, savors of heresy; and
haven't we had heresy enough for a month or
two back? I lierehy caution any American, or
German either, against undertaking to make
foundation with the least particle of ceresin
mixed with the wax. I obtained specimens of

the substance from different markets, and I

think I tested the matter thoroughly. Even
the least admixture of ceresin. paraffine, or any
other substitute for beeswax that has ever been
found, will surely cause the combs to break
down during the extreme heat of the summer.
I onae thought the thing was going to work
nicely, and even put it on the market, as you
may remember. It did work nicely until the
hot weather came; and some of us had such a
sad experience we thought we would remember
it for at least fifteen or twenty years. Will
some of our German friends sift this matter?
If that item about 40,000 lbs. is a canard, like

the machine-comb honey, it wants to be uiiiped
in the bud before it goes a step further. Now.
doctor, do you see what you came pretty near
doing? A. i. R.

WINTER LOSSES AT MEDINA.
Wk have had a very severe winter, as you

know; and so far it has been very severe on the
bees: and the worst part of it is yet to come, if

we may .iudge by former seasons. It is only bv
keeping account of our errors that we are able
10 arrive at perfection.
We went into winter quarters with 1.50 colo-

nies. A careful examination at this date,
March 10. shows that HO colonies, or 20 per cent
of them, are dead. Not since the terrible win-
ter of 1880-'81 have we been obliged to record a
greater mortality than 5 per cent, with the
single exception of the winter of 189()-'itl, when
we lost 15 per cent of those outdoors. Hut dur-
ing that winter we lost only 3 per cent in the
cellar. It is pretty evident, that, if a large
proportion had been wintered indoors this year
—they are all outdoors—our percentage of loss

would have been greatly reduced. Last fall,

for experimental purposes (as we have before
announced), we prepared our bees in several
different ways. Nearly half were under sealed
covers; and the rest were under the old absorb-
ing cushions. Now, here are the figures for the
percentage of losses up to date:
Of the 37 put into small chaff' hives with seal-

ed covers, ;2tj per cent have gone up; of the 51

put into winter cases. 17 per cent are dead; of
the 57 in old-fashioned chaff hives, with ab-
sorbing cushions. 10 per cent fail to respond;
of the 5 in the house-apiary, alt are dead.
We want the truth to come out, no matter if

it does demolish some of our pet hobbies in
regard to wintering; and from th.- above report
it would look as if the sealed-cover idea had
received an "awful black eye;" and we pre-
sume that our friend C. P. Dadant, as soon as
he sees this, will throw up his hat, and shout
back toward Medina. "I told you so." Now,
look here, friend C. P., we are not going to give
up just yet on sealed covers: for we f)mj/c we
see where our mistake was made. We have
held, for a few months back, that lots of pack-
ing was not so necessary above and around
covers that were sealed, and accor lingly used
very much less; but we take that all back now.
Bees must have just about as much packing on
one plan as the other. Again, on account of
the late feeding, about lialf the supposed sealed
covers were not sealed, because it was too cold
for the bees to do much of that work.
There is another factor that comes in; and

that is, that our colonies were fed much later
than usual, and the winter, coming on much
earlier, caught us in rather bad shape. This is

a rather bad confession to make, when the ad-
vice given in our catalogue, and through the
columns of Gleanings, has been to prepare for
winter earJij. But you know how it is, where
colonies have been running to their highest
notch in queen-rearing; and uniting a lot of
queenless nuclei never makes a good and satis-

factory colony. Perhaps 50 per cent of our
bees were of this sort. This, together with the
late feeding and severe winter, gives us a rather
bad showing.
Reports show that bees in the cellar or in

special repositories are wintering nicely; and
while reports from those outdoors show nothing
like as bad a state of affairs as in the winter of
]880-'81, the losses for outdoors are heavier
than usual. Up till this winter we have been
having from 33 to 50 per cent of our bees in the
cellar: but last fall we put in a furnace, and
Mrs. Hoot wanted the only available bee-cellar
for the storage of vegetables. We thought,
therefore, we would try them all outdoors. It
is a pretty safe way to winter both ways. Dur-
ing very severe winters the advantage is in
favor of those in the cellar; but in warm win-
ters, or in milder climates, they are better off'

outdoors.

PUNICS—SHOUI,D THEY BE INTRODUCED INTO
THIS COUNTRY?

The editor of the ApicxMurint thinks we are
unfair, because, he says, we publish'only testi-
monials that are against the so-called Punic
bees. Having seen only two favorable reports,
outside of those intei'ested in their sale, l)oth of
which we published, it seemed to us that we
were giving them their fair measure of justice.
Speaking of fairness in giving of both sides, it

is a little singular that Mr. Alley publishes of
late none of the adverse reports regarding those
African bees. Is it quite fair on his part to be
so one-sided ? or is it fair to say that the testi-

monials from good reliable correspondents are
untrue, because they differ from him? And,
again, he says, '"Nearly every issue of this
paper [his own] has contained one or more let-

ters. »7i.s()/(cito? Iry us" (the italics are ours),
" from those who have I'unics, and nearly all

speak in the highest terms of them." We were
astonished at this statement, and proceeded to
go carefully over the last 1;.' months of the Api-
culturist. Now for results: Instead of finding
" one or more unsolicited testimonials in nearly
every issue" we found only five for the whole
year', that could be considered as in any wise fa-

vorable, outside of those who are interested in

their sale. One of these reports was ours, given
early in the season; and, as our readers know,
we have since had reason to reverse our opinion.
Two more of these reports were given very
cautiously, the writers being unable at the
time to give a decided opinion, although they
thought the funics promised well. This would
\ea,ve. really only two favorable reports; and it

is quite probable the writers since, after further
experience, have had good reason to change
their minds. First impressions are by no means
correct, as we all know. If Mr. Alley will give
us the pages where in "nearly every issue . .

. . . one or more unsolicited testimonials'"
will be found, it will give us an opportunity to
correct ourselves, if wrong.
We admit that we have published a good

many unfavorable things regarding Punics.
One of them came from a breeder, H. Fitz Hart,
who advertised Punic queens early in the sea-
son: but after he had given them a careful
test he pronounced them the " biggest frauds,"
and added that he could not advertise them
further, and accordingly withdrew his adver-
tising—see page 817, Nov. 1st. Another one, J.

S. Clock. I'rban, Pa., who advertised the same
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bees on page 55U of our issue for July 15, ex-

pecting to advertise them right along, after one
insertion of his advertisement, requested ns to

take it out, as he would not be willing to stand
the complaints that would be almost sure to

come from such bees, because his own Funics,
as in our own case, were behaving very badly.

When two of the queen-breeders who once
thought favorably of the I'unics cease to ad-
vertise thera; when three competent bee-keep-
ers—Benton,* Baldensperger, and Cowan, hav-
ing handled them in their native land, pro-
nounce against them: when nearly all reports
outside of those interested in their sale, at home
and abroad, are decidedly adverse; and when
careful tests in our own apiary were unfavor-
able to the bees, we can not think that we have
been unfair.
But this Punic controversy is getting to be

tiresome, and we propose to have nothing more
to say on the subject for the present. We re-

gret very much to take as much space for this

as we have, and would ignore it as we have
other "flings" in t\w Apiculturist; but in this

case we felt so sure that the introduction of

Funics into apiaries of other good bees would
do great mischief, that it was a duty we owed
to the fraternity to set forth a few facts. If

Mr. Alley proposes to push the sale of this kind
of bees, in the face of these facts, we have
nothing to say.

P. S.—After reading the foregoing it occurred
to us that some one might think we had an
*'ax to grind:" viz., that, in order to boost the
Italians ahead another notch, we must neces-
sarily kill the Funics. Such was far—very far

—from being the case. Early last season there
was a time when the Funics promised well,

and we actually went so far as to obtain the
names of a couple of resident bee-keepers who
could import the bees direct from North Africa
to us. If the bees had subsequently behaved
themselves we should have imported them di-

rect and sold them.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

1 would not do without Gi.kaninos, even if it cost

two dollars. Lucinda Kittek.
St. Joseph. Mo., Feb. 2.'j.

The augite mat is all right—the hesttliiiifiinveiiti'd

for woman, since the cooklng--stove.
Hendersom-ille, N. C. Mrs. S. A. Guklky.

1 like t lie S-franie Dovetailed hive with thick top-
bar Hoffman frames, exceediiijily well; the frames
;ii"e easy to handle, and tlieiv ai'e no buri'-comhs.
Carpenter, 111. Edw. Smith.

I used your seeds la.st year, and they g-ave the best
satisfaction of any 1 evei- jnu'cliased. The packets
<'()ntained more seed, and it all Ri'ew nicely.
Beaufoid, Minn., Feb. H. .J. N. Waudki.l.

1 received my ji'(>ods, and find every thing- all lig-ht.

I am pleased with the goods, and also thank you for
yonr prompt attention and honest care.
Mohnstore. Pa. Gko. G. Less.

I got 30 hives from a firm in tliat make the
Dovetailed, but they are such poor things 1 will not
use them. The hives I got of you last spring are
perfect, I think, and so do my neighbors.

Brazil, Iowa. Ch.vs. Lawkence.

Mr. R(»()(;—Since writing you this morning, iiurlos-

ing draft, goods have come, and, so fai' as examined,
1 find them siniiily perfect. What sui'pi'ises me l.s.

how you can do so nnn-h work and furnish such ma-
terial as vou do for the prices you charge.
Washington, Tiid., Maicli 13. J. A. Scudder.

I prize (Ji.KANiNOS as much as or more than any
other paper 1 take, even if it Is published away off In
Ohio, where I never expect to be able to go. How
much I should like to shake the hand of the editor,
no one knows but the humble writer. K. C. Rouse.
Hookertoii. N. C. , Feb. 8.

Editor Gleatiings:—You little know the exquisite
pleasui'e I take in reading the many good things that
come to us through our ever welcome visitor.

Gleanings. Especially, Mi-. Root, do wife and I en-
joy " Ourselves and Oiu- Neighbors," as they are so
friendly and confidential. May God in his wisdom
reward you.
Yes, I too am a bee-keeper, and, of course, think a

great deal of my i)ets. I was tin- first one in the
neighborhood to adoj)! a fi-ame hive, and my ven-
ture was looked at askance by man>-. especially by
mj- aged fathei-, who inedicted the direst (-alanuties,
but they haven't t-ome yet. as my bees are doing as
niceh' as possible. Ry the way. I should have lost a.

$1.50"(iueen had it not" been for Gleanings. I pui--

chased a queen from you very early (in April I be-
lieve), for a colony that lost its (jueen during winter;
l)ut when she came, the colony was so redu(-ed it

seemed next to impossilile to save them, and in the
nick of time I remembered " to remove a stronger
swarm, set tlie weaker one in i)lac"e of it." The first

time I did this I chose a moderately sti-ong swarm
and set the weak one in its phice. This was to guard
against killing the queen. This strengtlu'ned them
considei-ably. 1 then moved a very sti-ong swarm
and placed' them in their stead, when, i)resto I my
hive was just booming, and soon after act nail j' cast
a tine swarm and gave a surplus of 20 lbs. of comb

j
honey. I regard this as doing pretty well for a be-
ginner during a season when anybody's else bees
hardly cast a swarm. So much for a good bee-paper.
The thick-top frames are pei-fection with me, as no

burr-combs at all are built on them.
Odin, Mo. D. R. Thomas.

I have tried your Daisy foundation-fastener, and,
sure enough, it's a daisy and no mistake. lam not
an exjtei-t yet as to speed; but when they are once in
they are bound to stay. S. Farrington.
Corunna, Ind.

My supplies were received on the 27th. I am en-
tirely satisfied. The foundation beats any thing I

ever saw. It looks so nice and pretty I hate to use
it. R. U. Jones.
Dyer, Tenn.. Dec.JO^^

Each member of the family at our home was ask

-

ed to give a list of the p:ipers he wished for next
year. When the lists were handed in. Gleanings
was found at the head of each. M. Hawksworth.
Medina, Out., Can.

* Benton, at the Washington convention, stated
that the temper of the Funics was ten times as bad
as that of the Cyprians.

EGGS for Early Hatchlug. To those who wish
to raise Silver Laced Wyandotte hens I can fur-

nish eggs this year at $1 for 13, or W.75 for 26 eggs.
These eggs are from pure-blooded fowls that have
been finely bred. J. S. MASON, Medina. Ohio.
Reference, A. I. Root.

n B c OF

STRAWBERRY •^ CULTURE.
k > BOOK i FOR « BEGINHEES.

BY T. B. TERRY.
This is Terry's latest and best work, and has re-

ceived some very high words of praise. Who that

keeps bees does not also have a little garden-patcli?

If you would learn to raise in it that most luscious

of all fruit, the strawberry, with the best results,

you can not be without this little book. Even if

you don't grow strawberries you will be the better

for reading it. Pages one-half size of this. Fully

illustrated; 144 pages. Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA. O.
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FR/ENDS,
I have a fine strain of Italian bees, and mj- apiary

will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating' of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-

ceive your orders. Prices aie as follows:
1 untested queen, $1.00 I 6 untested queens, $4.7.5

3 • " :-'.75
I

12 •'
"

6.50

Tested qui'cns, eacli, $1.50.

Safe arrival fiuaiantced. Address
FRANK H. HOWARD,

6-8-lOd GARDEN CITY, KANSAS.
Please mention this paper

Jennie Atchley
Is headquiirters in tlie South for queens.

Untested (either 3 or 5 bands), March, April,
and May, $1.00 each; $5.00 for six, or $9.00

per doz. June and after, 75 cts. each, $4.25
for six ; $«.00 per doz. Prices for breeders,
and by the quantity, on application. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Jennie Atchley, Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.
Please mention this paper. 6-7-8cl

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue tree; or send
10c in stamps for THE BUSY BBB, a
book telling how to nianMge them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-12db 175 E. Walnut Street.

BUY your HIVES wliere lumber is cheapest.
That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.

5tfdb F. €. EKHEL.

e, easy ofoperation, self-regu-
'llatirig, reliable, fully guaranteed.
Send 4c. for illus. Oatalogue. Qso.
JSrtel & Co., JUfrs, Quincy. Ill.U.S.A.

S'
OLID COMFORT PLOW. Little used. Take $30.

6-7d J. H. CqlviIjLE. Goshen, Ohio.

A
large numbei' of fiile que(>ns on hand; yel-
low and prolific; I'cady Apijl 15th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6 for $4.50;' select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $3. Reference, A. I. Root. 3tfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

5-BANDED DppC
3-BANDED DCCJ.

Nucleus colonies. Circular free.
3-8db .1. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co., O.

Sasterzi Siipply I^o-vise.
We furnish every thing used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y;
21-20db Please mention this iiaiier.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 23c per lb. cash, or 26c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 29c per lb., or 33c for heA
selected wax.
Unless you put your name oh the hox, and notify

us by mail of amoui.t sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pai' as a gen-
eral thing to send wax bv ex\yrexH.

A. L ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

OUFF
Cocliin

Circular. 5-lOdb

BKAHITIAS,
Lislit.

T^EES.
Italian.

E. SHIMEL. McCuneville, O.

BEE-KEEPERS, NOTICE
Send to E.J. Shay, Independence, Preston Co.,

W. Va., for catalogue of Ajiiarian Supplies. 4tfdb

READY AGAIN'
With those nice Golden Queens, reai-ed by L *o-

little's nietliod. Untested, March, April, and May,
$1.00; (i for $4.75; 12 for $8..50. June and later, 75c
each: (i for $4.00; 12 for $7.50; 3-banded tested, «1.50.
For .seltu't and bleeders, wi-ite foi' prices. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed. .5tfdb

J. K. t^AKE, PortOraiijie. Vol. Co., Fla.
^7*In responding to this advertisement mention GLKANiNca

A. E. MANUWS
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of those who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1.50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $2.50 each. One yearling, tested.
in June only. $1.00; six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
. Models of Manum's new "Rapid" feedei' witli, f ull

printed directions ho,w to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results. $1.00 by mail, postag-e
paid. Descriptive cat;ilogue mailed free on appli-
cation. * • 5-12db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.
|[^"In respohding to this advertisement mention GiiKANiNGS.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My flve-'banded Italians are liied troni the very

best of stock by Doolittle's improved methods, and
mated to the yellowest of drones from selecti'd I'olo-

nies, and 1 giiarantee them to give entire satisfac-
tion. Untested (lueens are all Warranted purely
mated. -1 untested <ineen, -March, Apnl, a«d May,
$1.15 each ; $12.00 per doz. Tested. $1..50 each. Select
Tested. $2..50. Guarantee prompt and safe delivery.
Send for .'ircular. W. P. €KOS^*MAN, ;,a

Monev-order oflRce. BalUjiger, Tex.
Refer'ence: 1st Nat. Bank of Ballinger. .5tfdb':i

£p"ln responding to this adveitisement mention Gleanings.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all work guaranteed.

We have ordered our mills, etc.. and expect to be
able to fill orders in a few weeks. We will arrange
for a large capacity, and devote all our time to the
business, so orders can be filled promptly. Our
prices will be at least from 5 to 10 cts. per lb. below
the prevailing prices of other years. We expect our
foundation to equal other makes, and to excel them
all in a few respects, to which we call your attention
in our price list. 5-lOdb

BEESWAX WANTED, wnte for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
931 E. Monroe St., Springfield, III.

^In iHs ,,, till- iidvcifi-.rii. meiitii.n Gl.KANINGS.

FOR SALE
280 acres of timber land; cleared, 25; orchard, 10.

Three never-failing springs; large barn; cellar ^8x16,
hovise enclosed. ' Good location for bees. Afl(ii"ess

Miss Mary A. Wooster, Van Bviren, Ark.
,
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Opegon and

Washington

Bee-keepers

We have decided to give a

B/G D/SCOUNT
for early orders. Write for special prices,
naming quantity you can use.

POSSON'S SEED STOt^E,
o-ikib Portland, Oregon.

Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky.
Breeder of Italian Queens. i'"p;»-te^/«:jH'me-bred mothers,

Untested, till July 1, |1.00; after July, 75c. Contracts solicited. Dealer in

A. I. Root's Supplies. Grower of plants of every description. Onion
^" Plants. Celery Plants. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

CONCORD GRAPEVINES.
Sti'ong, tlirifty Concord g-rapt'Viiit's, for shading-

bee-hives, or tor other purposes. In cts. e;ich; 8.5 cts.
for 10; $6.50 per lOO. If sent by mail, adil 5cts. each
extra. Those sent bj- mail are only one year old,
for the larger ones would be too heavy. Tne others
are three years old, and have extra strong large roots.
If over .50 vines are wanted, they iiad better be
shipped by freight. There is not a bit of risk in
sending grapevines by freight, for they can be
packed so as to keep safely a month, if need be, if

they are ordered early in the spring.
Send orders to DK. iTIARTIN,
Rising Shii iVur«orl*^(«, ITIeroersbiirg, Pa.

Jj-6-7-8il Please mention this paper.

r BANDED^ BANDED p^Pfh"^^
Oqueens.Oqueens.I k?nds.
EgiiS lor Hntchllig from B. Plymouth Rocks

and Brown Leghorns. Discount on e;irlv orders.
•Catalogue free. THAS. H. THIRK,
5tfdb ^iteelevllle. III.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address .)os. Njsewandei-, Des Monies, la.

.2
c
u
o

O

California.

i CALIFORNIA ! |
^ Bee=keepers' Supplies, pi

«Q WHOLKSALE AND RETAIL. ^
/< We kecpi'ver\thingtliat isof prac- ^
\ tical use in-thc apiar\-. We make a \
X specialtj (tf Langsti-oth hives, and ^\ HO-lb. Uunej-cans and Ca.ses; also ^/'Comb Foundation

o
Pi

Apiaries for sale.
We are also prepared to buy all

the water-wliite Honey in Southern
Califoinia. an<l ]r.iy the highest mar-
ket piicc tor I he same.
Ever\' one send for catalogue

ilret'i to

L. E. MERCER & SONS,
Ventura, Cal. m

IS"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

0R*»-
Keepers Supplies

- piftipse lueuiiuii tills paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECT/ONS, EXTRACTORS. ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
CSrin resiiDiiiMi . tl.ls iKlveltiM' II MleMlliMl (ij.

SUPERIOR COLD-EYED NEEDLES.
Cut shows the contents of the
pnckiige, half size. The bod-
liins. diii'ners, etc.. as shown,
arc. not gold-eyed,, but there
are besides these, four papers
of elliptic gold-eyed needles
such as ai'e usually sold at 10c
a paper. Our price for the
l)kg. is 15c. 10 for $1.25. 100, $1,'.'.

By mail Ic each extra.
A. 1. Root, Medina, O.
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Special Notices.

ALSIKE CLOVER SEED.

Owing- to the high price of medium and hirge clo-

vei's as compared with alsike, we are liaviiig' a brislv

trade in the latter at $10.00 a bushel; $5.10 for V^

busliel; $2 60 per peck ; 2-.'c per lb. We have choice
seed on hand, and are filling- orders promptly.

MAPLE SUGAR AND SYRUP.

We have beg-un to receive new syrup and sugar,
but the roads are so very bad just now that, so far,

the orders are ahead of the supply brouglit in. As
soon as the roads dry up a little we shall no doubt
be able to supply all demands. Choice syrup in gal-

lon cans, $1.10; 10-gallon, $10.00. No. 1 choice sug-ar,

10c; No. 3. g-ood, 9c; No. :i. fair, 8c; 50 lbs.. )^c oil;

300 lbs., Ic off.

CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.

Since oui- last issue we have received orders for
three more carloads of supplies. One comes from
Hebblewhite & Co., our representatives in Sidney,
N. S. W., Australia. Tliis firm is the largest foreign
buyer of our goods, though we have quite a large
trade in different countries. Another order comes
from Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111., who will, no
doubt, be pleased to receive a call from bee-keepers
attending the World's Pair this summer. The third
comes from Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la. This
makes his third car this season.

LAWN-MOWERS.
On the last inside cover page of this issue you will

find our prices on lawn-mowers for this season.
You will find they are lower than ever. The Globe
mowtr we guarantee to be flrst-class in every re-

spect, and as good as tlie high-priced mowers which
sell for from $6 to flO and even more. The Young
America is a good cheap machine, and a bargain at
the very low prices at which we list them.

COMB-FOUNDATION MACHINES.
We received, during one week in February, orders

for over twenty-five of our comb-foundation ma-
chines. Eleven go to the Russian Agricultural
Agency; four to Sidney, Australia; one to Cuba; one
to England; one to Germany; one to France; two
to Canada; besides a, numbei- in the United States.
We furnished tiie W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co. with four
machines a few weeks ago, and they write concern-
ing them as follows:
"The foundation-machines ha\e been set up, and

we have tliis morning just finished giving tliem all

a trial, and we find them very satisfactory indeed.
We think the foundation they turn out the best we
have ever made."
We keep a stock of 40 to 60 machines made up

ahead, so we are prepared, to take care of orders
promptly.

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
We still have on hand l)etween one and two hun-

dred 241b. cases of that extra choi(^ white comb
honey, of which we bought a carload last fall from
W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. We are selling it in single-
case lots at 18c; 4 cases, ITX; 9 cases or over. 17c
per lb. Special prices on large lots. We have like-
wise about 20 cases of the same honey marked No.
2. It is just like the other except that it is not fully
capped ovor. We offer this at 2c per lb. less. We
have secured a lot of choice extracted honey in kegs
of about 160 lbs. each. In order to get it we had to
pay a fanc.y price, and we are unable to sell it in
original kegs for less than lOjC per lb. If put into
60-lb. square cans the price will be lie per lb. Choice
honey, either comb or extracted, seems to be very
scarce in the market, and we are fortunate in hav-
ing it to otter at the above figures. If you can use
any, send us your orders.

COWAN EXTRACTORS. ^

The favor with which these extractors are being-
received by bee-keepers is evidenced in a substan-
tial manner by the inci-easing orders for them, as
well as the kind words of appreciation from those
who see them. We sent one in an order to J no. H.
Howard, of England; and as soon as he received it

he sent us an order for ten more complete e.vcept
the can. In the order for Sidney, Australia, we are
sending ten complete two-frame Cowan machines,

and five more without the can, besides a sample
four and six frame; twenty-flve Novice and two
Stanley machines. J. F. Florey, a large bee-keeper
of California, was in need of six large machines,
and we sent a sample each of four-frame Cowan
and foui-fiame Stanley. As soon as he saw them
he cluise the Cowan, at a higher price than we offer-
ed the Stanley, and ordered five more of them be-
cause of their superior merits. When in want of
an extractor, look into the merits of the Cowan
before you buy.

CHEAP WIRE NETTING.

Of the cheap wire netting with 3-incii mesh, offer-
ed in this department a month ago. we are practi-
cally sold out of every thing under 3(i inches wide.
We have the following in stock at present, and it is

going rapidly

:

5 rolls, 3-in., No. 20 netting,36 in. wide, @ $1 80 aroll.
5 '• •'

•• "4! " " 2 10 "
16 " ••

" " 48 " " 2 40 "
5 • " " '• 60 •' " 3 00 "
2 " " •• " 72 " " 3 60 "
1 " 3-in., No. 19 " 30 " " 1 7-^ "
16 •' " " " 36 " " 2 10 "

12 " " " " 42 " " 2 45 "
8 •' " •' " 48 " " 2 80 "
8 •' " " " 72 '• " 4 20 "

Nothing in the shape of wire netting of equal
quality was ever sold so low as ihe above. We have
secured from the factory another lot of short rolls
and remnants of 2inch No. 19 and 20 of all widths,
12 inch up to 72, of which we will give a list in our
next number. There will be nothing in that list to
duplicate the above or of the same size.

PLANET -JR. GARDEN TOOLS.

If anj' of our readers are interested or in need of
hand or horse cultivators, garden-seed drills, and
improved garden tools, we shall be pleased to send
a catalogue of Planet Jr. implements, with hand-
somely embossed cover, and inclosing- a net-price
sheet giving- the prices at which we can supply
these implements. The above cut shows the hoi-se
cultivator, with wheel, that we furnish for $7.00 net.
Other styles are furnished down to $4.00. All ma-
chines are shipped direct from Philadelphia, Pa.
Send us your request for catalogues and your orders.

GREEN CORN CANNED.

For several years we have been buying canned
corn on the market, testing different brands, lioping
we might find some that was really good; but I had
become almost disgusted, and concluded that, no
matter how many recommends nor how extra choice
nov faiuij choice it was advertised, either the can-
ning-factories had forgotten how or they did not
care. Well, a few days ago, when we were oidering
some pumpkin from friend Cummins (the man who
wrote the part of the tomato-bonk in regard to
raising- tomatoes for canning-factories), we asked
him to put in a sample of his sweet corn. He sent
us three cans. Mrs. Root declared, before break-
fast was ready, that no one could tell that canned
corn from some that had just come from the gar-
den. Why, it was absolutely equal to Shoepeg
gathered and cooked before the husks had time to
wilt. I have just ordered five cases; and when you
are ordering goods of us, if you wish to test It your-
self, you may have it for 15 cts. a can, or a case of
two dozen cans for $2.75. I do not know what friend
Cummins charges people where it is shipped direct-
ly from the factory; and perhaps he does not care
to sell directly to consumers. Yow can write and
ask him about it, if you choose. His address is D.
Cummins, Conneaut, O. I know only this: That his
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canning-factory is as neat and tidy as any flrst-class
kitolieu ; and Mrs. Root says t liis must be tlie rea-
son wliy every tiling- lie puts up is so satisfactory.

SUGAR-BEET AND MANGEL-WURZEI PLANTS, ETC.

Last year we were surprised at the number of
farmers who wanted the above plants; and one of
the boys, ill my absence, said he got $1..")0 for the
thinnings (1U0() plants) of one row of mangel-wurzel.
He guessed that $1.50 would be about right; and it

was really a benefit to the row to have thesi' taken
out. Well, I nave just learned that, by putting out
plants very early, the mangels will grow all through
the season, and get to be as large as Hour-barrels
(sometimes a f;i7!e less); and this year we are going
to be prepared for them. To-day is the 13th of
March. The frost is very nearly if not quite out of
the ground, and the tops of the ridges where we
dug celery last year are dry enough to rake down
into a nice, smooth, tolerably dry bed. In this bed
we put two rows of peas, scattering them so thickly
in each row that they almost touch. The boys are
now preparing the ground for American Wonders.
Alaskas were in several days ago. When the Alas-
kas begin to climb, one strip of poultry netting one
foot wide, securely held up, will support the two
rows of peas. Well, we have put in Eclipse beets,
sugar beets, and mangel-wurzel in the samewaj';
and if you want any plants the price will be 20 cts.

per 100, or ifl.50 per lOtKl. If wanted by mail, add a
half more to the above prices.

THErpLANT BUSINESS AT THE PRESENT liATE, J
MARCH 10.

: We can furnish asparagus-plants in any quantity
—in fact, they are going out every day. Of onion-
plants, \ve have the American Pearl and the Egyp-
tian, mentioned below. Of lettuce-plants, we have
the Grand Rapids. The above, I believe, are all

that are ready. We are sending out strawberry-
plants every day; also bas-wood-trees.

IeGVPTIAN ONION-PLANTS.I
When we gathered our sets last Augu.st we had

something like 30 or 4;) bush -is that were so much
disposed to heat that we spread them out in a dry
room; and before we knew it some got dry more
than we meant to have them. Several of our cus-
tomers were so sure these were good for nothing we
replaced them. Having found by experience, how-
ever, that it is a pretty hard matter to kill the
Egyptian onion in any shape, we sorted over our
sets and took the dried-up ones that seemed little

better than chatf (some of them) and planted them
Quite thicklj' in a bed in the greenhouse. As I

•expected, nearly every one of them grew, and now
we have some splendid plants with strong roots and
nice dark-green tops. We are furnishing these at
the same price as the cabbage-plants— ,5 cts. for 10;
40 cts. per 100. If wanted by mail, add 5 cts. for 10,

•OT' 20 CIS. per 100, for postage.

CABBAGE- PLANTS.
We have onlj' the Jersey Waketield ready, at the

usual price—5 cts. lor 10; 40 cts. per 100; !f3.0(l per
1000; seedling plants, half the above prices.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

Those we planted last fail have wintered thus far
better than ever before: in fact, their bright green
tops show an almost perfect stand. I presume it is

owing to the abundant heavy snow that covered the
ground from the middle of December until into
March. Besides, they made a good growth last fall.

and senttheir roots away down into the rich mellow
-creek-bottom soil. Again, the land was under-
drained and suiface drained.

PRIZETAKER ONIONS WINTERING OVER.
Some time in July, having some seed left, we sow-

ed quite a lot of Prizetaker and White Victoria
<)nion seed, putting the .seed in quite thickly. It
came up and gi-ew, but did not make sets before
frost came. Some of them had bottoms large
•enough for sets; but instead of being a set it was a
stout green onion, owing, probably, to the lack of
warm dry weather at the time when they should
have made bulbs. As we did not know what to do
with them, we just let them stand; and at this date,
March 14, they have commenced to grow, and have
a splendid lot of white roots, although the tops are,
of course, more or less frosted. If we could depend
-on having them do this right along, it would be

cheapei' than starting onion-plants in the green-
house and cold-frames; but my opinion is, that the
long steady winter, with a heavy covering of snow,
has had much to do with it, and we have just .sent
some of them to a friend in the South, to see wheth-
er they will make nice onions when planted out in
the open ground. Probably the trying time will be
during the alternate freezing and thawing for the
next two weeks. I have tried mulching; but after
onions are a little frosted they are so apt to rot,
unless they have plenty of sun and air, I have about
concluded to let them take their chances.

THAT NEW GREENHOUSE.
It would surprise you to see how fast things grow

there since we have plenty of sunshine, with hot
steam under the beds and hot water overhead,
whenever it is needed. One of those twenty-foot
beds has now growing on it perhaps .5J,0ii0 onion-
plants. To see what I could do, when onions were
well up I put a row of tomatoes just half way be-
tween the onions. The rows of onions were only 4
inches apart, remember. When they got so high
they were in danger of choking the tomatoes,
we trimmed the long tops off with a pair of shears.
The tomatoes came up and grew, right from the
word go. 1 do not know how many days it was, but
they had their second leaves out in an incredibly
short space of time, and now we are taking them up^
and transplanting them to another bed. I do not
think this heavy cropping will hui't the onions at
all; but as fast as the tomatoes come out we pro-
pose to stir in some guano to make u'p for this dou-
ble draft on the soil. No one yet knows what may
be done on a single square yard, where we have
heat, light, water, and plant-food ad libitum.

A NEW BOOK ON MANURES.
W. Atlee Burpee & Co. have just sent out "Ma-

nures; how to Make and how to Use them." It is a
book of over 200 pages. Price 50 cts. Of cour.se, a
large part of it is devoted to chemical fertilizers;
and this is a matter that troubles me sorely. I said,
a short time ago, that we did not get any good re-
sults from chemical fertilizers. I then overlooked
the fact that we have had very good success on po-
tatoes with the Majies potato manure. But the
Mapes fertilizers all contain guano. In fact, we
have been puchasing guano of the Mapes people for
a number of years. Is it possible the guano does
the work, while the other ingredients are, for our
soils, of little or no value? This spring they told
me they could not spare any more guano, for they
wanted all of it for their different fertilizers; and I
am pretty well satisfied that nitrate of soda is of no
value on our land, and I do not believe that potash
is of much value either. Prof. Thorne, of our Ohio
Experiment Station, recently said that the soils of
Northern Ohio contain already much potash, and
that it was doubtful whether they needed any more.
Yet farmers are paying out great sums of money
for chemical fertilizers to put on their wheat. Is it

possible that they buy a good deal of something
they don't need, in order to get something they i/o

need? I greatly fear that such is the case; and this
new book most urgently recommends that every
farmer make .soit tests with the fertilizers, and sev-
eral chapters are devoted to instructing how this
should be done. When you have determined, by
actual fair tests, what your ground needs and
what it does ))<)t need, then you are readj' to invest
your money. A good part of the book is also about
farmyard manures. In fact, there is a discussion
in regard to the manurial value of all the by-prod-
ucts and waste-products that are likely to be found
in any town or city in our country. A good deal is

also said in regard to green manures, and i)lowing
under different crops; and I have been surprised to
learn that corn is a good deal used in this manner.
Two crops are plowed under in a season. After this
you are ready to raise something. The book maj'
be ordered of Burpee, or we can send it from here.

CHENANGO VALLEY APIARY.
If you want beautiful Golden Italian Queens, or

from Imported mothers, send in .\ our orders early.
Tested, in June, $1.50; untested, $1.(K). Strawberry-
plants of the latest an 1 best varieties cheap. Send
for circular. MRS. OLIVER COLE,
Otfdb Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.
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No Garden Should Be Without

Burpee'5
Bush Lima
The ONLY BUSH form of the TRUE LARGE

Lima Bean.

Needs no stakes, trellises, or other support.

Undoubtedly the most remarkable novelty in Vege-
tables. It beKius bearing as early as the large Lima
Pole Bean, and its proliflcness is sliown b}- the fact
that a single plant last season gave 358 pods. The
illustrafiou lierewith is not exaggerated, but has been
accurately reproduced from nature—natural size.

It comes Absolutely True from Seed,
and creates a sensation wherever grown.

Priceof THE GENUINE SEED:
Per liberal packet, 15 cents ; 2 packets 25 cts. ; J4pint

tOcts.; pint 75 cts.; quart SI. JO; postpaid by mail.
By express $1.25 per quart; four quarts or more,

$1.00 per quart.
For full description, see

Burpee'sFarmAnnual
For 1893

Better than Ever Before.
A handsome book of 172 pases in the seed buyer's
interest. It tells all about the BEST SEEDS tliat
grow; honest descrii>tions, truthful illustrations-
colored plates painted from nature; includes rare
novelties in Vegetables and Flowers which cannot
be had elsewhere. A five-page illustrated article
*<Wliere aucl How Seeds are Grown," shows the
knowledge, enterprise and skill necessary to breed
up seeds. You should know of this, as there are
tons on tons of seeds of common (juality, honest
but poor, which come from poor plants, and
naturally grow poor plants. If you are a sfeed

buyer, send a postal card to-dav for our FARM
ANNUAL— it is FREE.

W. ATLEE BURPEE & CO.,
Philadelphia.

I 111 writing to atlveitisezs please mention this paper.

^ 1893
BYWAB&Co.

c8:e:e?^:8:6C8:^c8:0:83

Control Your Swarms.
1—- N. D. West's Spiral Wire

j''^ Queen-Cell Protectors will
= do it, and you can RE- '

= QUEEfy your apiary dui"fng
" the swarming season. Pro-
nounced the best by such ,

men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington, Chei'ry Valley, i

N. Y.; P. H.ElWo(id,Stark-
ville, N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3.00 per

100, or 13 lor (50c. by mail. Cages, S5.00 per 100, or 12
]

for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaining, 25 cts. The cages are used for hatching
queens in any hive, and ai'e the best Bee-Escape in I

use. Address .5-8db

N. D. WEST, Middleburgh, Schoharie Co., N. Y. I

I
""111 responding to this advertisement mention Olbanings. I

GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
j

Finest birds in the land. Cocl<erels, $.5.00;
|

trio, $7.00. Eggs, »2.00 per 13. .

4tfdb E. D. KEENEY. ARCADE, N.Y. I

L^Iii responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings. I

Golden Queens
Pf*/~km TTo'vcic My bees can not he sur-mjlll 1 CA-do. passed for business, beau-——i^^—™™ii—"^^^^ ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early orders, $1.50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. ». GIVENS. Box 3, lilbi^on, Tex.

im aim Plants.!

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
'alogue free. Address

SEEE BEOS., St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. (JEER, Nashville, Tenn.

GOOD SECTIONS CHEAP!
We have a few thousand sections that ace not all

perfectly smooth, hut are good sections. We offer
them, 500 for 80 cts. ; 1000 for $1.50; 3000 for S4.25. . All
widths. orQ

l.d.STRINCHAM,92 Barclay St., N. Y.
(rS"In responding to this advertisement mention Glkaning.s.
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Low Freigfht Rates

and No Delays.

When yt)u sire considering-
wliere to scud for your sup-
plies the coming- season, g-et
prices ar.d a list of g-oods on
liiuid, from one of the follow-
ing- dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thus securing- them at

—_^_i^^^_^^ lowest cost. Most of tliem,
, . ^r t , M .. <• ,• ,,

except those far distant, sell
g-oods t() usiTS jit factory i>rici's, while niose far distant add appro-ximattrly only the carload rate
of freight, so tliat you \vill C«Yg Time Rtld MfttlPV '^J" '^"^1"^' y*^"^' supplies of
one of these dealers. We *^*»>'«^ * ""C dllU ^TlUIiey

^,.„i „„t ^i^^ j^^^j.^ ^',4^^ ^^
goods kept, as it varies some at the different places according- to the varying- needs of each local-
ity. Write to the pl-^ce nearest you for list with prices, and when you write g-ive a list of the
g-oods you want, and mention this paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.
H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles,

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm Implement Co. , Baltimore. Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,
and extractors is also kept by the following:

Henry F. Hagen, Kucky Ford, Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton Tex
John Nebel &Son. High Hill, Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111. Walter S. Pouder, Indian-
apolis. Ind. Vickery Bros., Eviinsville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Perf. Zinc, etc., are furnished by a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and -workmansliii), and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all tlie goods we advcitise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods tliev do not
agree to fui-nish; but find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what |n-ice. by
writing for list to address nearest j-oii. A. I. Root, Medina, O.

In writing to any of above please mention Gt.e.amngs.

I
TELLyou what. Jones, liCverinsi:

%.. Bi*o». sell the best goods and at
^ the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best

^J ^equipped

Bee^Hive paetory
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive

i

and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame asiiecialty. Every thing used
by practical beevkeepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price Li.st, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS..

3-i4db Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.
please mention this paper.

14 Railroads
to carry the goods we manufacture to all parts of
the country. Can cut any hive ordered. Lang-
stroth improved Simplicity a specialty. All kinds
of Bee Supplies, Queens and Bees. Light and dark
colored Ferrets. Send for price list.

R. E. HA.RBAUaH,
Stfdb 23th 4& Clay St .s.. St. .7ose/j/i, Alo.

Please mention this paper.

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred
thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-
knives and Bee-smok-
ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & Hetherington,
Abronia, Mich. vtfdb

DON'T
purchase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
in our 18-page circular.

Sent free. Address 34-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.
Please mention this paper.
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Kind Words From Our Customers.

I don't think any person who keeps bees should be
Tvithout Gr.EANiNGS. I know it lias been a great
help to me for the time I liave taken it.

Ortonville, Mich., Jan. 2. N. J. Auten.

OUR HUBBAKD SQUASH SEED.

My squashes this year were about equal to those of
your neighbor from whom you purchased yours.
Mine were planted on less than two square rods of
land, but they ran so I don't know how much they
g-rew on ; and 1 had the best squashes I ever saw-
about 5(J0 lbs. in all. My surplus brought only Ic
per lb., however. I liave tried for several years to
get Hubbard squash seed equal to what we former-
ly had, but failed until I got some of A. I. Root's
stock seed; that tilled the bill. Of course, the land
was rich. B. Hassett.
Bonair, Iowa, Dec. 21.

FROM BOHEMIA.

I was very much pleased with the books you sent
me, especially with"Wiiat to Do," etc. May be I

read it 20 times over, but it has ever its charms. I
can not express enough thankfulness for it.

Ignotum tomatoes did not grow well, on account
of the cold weather here. I have some pear-shaped
tomatoes which do better here. I should be very
glad if 1 could serve you in any way, but my En-
glish is poor, and you will kindly excuse me.
Seltshan, Bohemia, Dec. 5. R. Strimpi..

LLMany thanks for yuur exceedingly kind words,
friend S.; and, by the way, you have struck upon
something I have noticed myself; that is, the pear-
shaped tomatoes, and all (rthers of that class, are
much more hardy than the larger tomatoes. The
plants are more robust in standing frost in the
spring, and they hold out longer in the fall. There-
fore those who live in localities where tomatoes do
not ripen, may raise these smaller ones, probably,
without trouble. A great variety of them can be
found in most seed catalogues—peach, pear, cherry,
plum, etc. The peach is probably the largest and
most desirable of the class. The demand, however,
Is so limited, where large tomatoes can be grown,
that we have dropped them from our list.]

A KIND WORD, WITH A CRITICISM THROWN IN.

Give us lots of high and low pressure gardening
items, notes of travel. Rambler's articles, and illus-

trations, because we do not wish to confine our-
selves alone to bees. I keep only enough for my
own use. But don't give so much silly religious
talks. By what authoiity do you exhort your read-
ers V You are not a very symmetrical, or well-bal-
anced religious teacher, anyhow. You seem to be
rather narrow in your reference to labor questions
and capital. I know you are honest. I've read
your Home Papers for 1.5 years at least, but I should
prefer to be taught by a broader and more liberal-
minded man or teacher. I doubt wliether you ever
accomplish much good by those talks. But it has
•enabled you to gain the confidence of many of .your
patrons. L. A. Dosch.
Miamisburg, Ohio, Jan. 2.

[Many thanks, brother D., for your very candid
and frank expression in regard to the work of .your
humble servant. It reminds one somewhat of ;i

sandwich; only, instead of having the meat in the
middle, you have got it at the beginning and end.
My good i>a,stor. Rev. A. T. Reed, said once, in a
prayer, that he thanked God for his enemies, for
they told him of his faults; but I ought to be more
thankful still for a very good friend who has told
me of mil faults. I htive felt at different times
every word of wiiat you say. 1 liave prayed ear-
nestly, and am praying, that the Holy Spirit may
guide me, and keep me from mistakes. I think,
however, that, should you read the kind words I get
from these very Home Papers, you might change
your opinion somewhat in regard to the result.

May God help me to guard carefully and make a
good use of that confidence which yoii allude to in

your closing sentence.]

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Any of ttese books on which poistage is not given will be

forwardetl by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as evei-y thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment it we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as ne has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the fault.s, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to. try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that 1 approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, **
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines, t ;

foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of the
books very well by the amount required for postage on each.

8 Bible, g(wd print, neatly bound . 20
10 Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
20 Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 76
This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a $2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 60 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

i
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10

1
I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3. and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I

Same, board covers 30
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75

3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
5 New Testament, new version, paper covers

.

10
5 Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
15 Story of the Bible** 100
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

5 I Tlie Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25
8 1 Same in cloth binding 50

I

" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25
1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*. . 05
5 Tobacco Manual** ; 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage]
15

[Price without postage.
A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth 1 10
A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. .

.

45
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50

14 Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I.§ 2 36

21
I

Same, Vol. II.§ r 2 79
or, S6.25 for the two, postpaid.

I
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 1 00

10
I

Cook's New Manual. Cloth

,

5 Doo little on Queen-Rearing
2 Dzierzon Theory
1

I
Foul Brood; Its Management and Cure;
D. A. Jones

1 Honey as Food and Medicine
10 Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee*..
15 Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.

.

10 Quinby's New Bee-Keeping
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H. Alley

4
I

Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon
I
Handling Bees, by Langstrotii. Revised
by Dadant

I

Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker
1
The Apiary; or. Bees, Bee-hives, and Bee
Culture, by Geo. Neighbor & Sons, Eng.§

5
I
The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

I
Britisli Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England §

3 I Merrybaiiks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root
4

I
Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.

3 I A B C Of Potato Culture, Terry** 35
This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work. The book

has had an enoriiious sale, and has been i eprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has *8 pages and 22
illustrations.

90
95
10

09
05

1 26
1 25
1 40
50
46

08
25

1 75
95

40
15
46
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5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 3.5

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture, by T. B. Terry
and A. 1. Root, 144 pages; 33 illustrations 35

.T
I
An Egfr-Fiirm, Stofirlard** 45

I
Amateur Photographer's Hand-book**. ... 70

I

Barn Plans and Out-Buildings* 1 .")li

i

Canary Birds. Paper 5(i

I
Draining- for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 5(i

10
I

Fuller's Grape Culturist ** 140
Farming- For Boys* 7.t

This is one of Joseph Haii-is' happiest |>rodin-tions. and it

seems to me that it ouKht to make farni-lile fa.seinatingtoanj
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90
Tnis is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening that 1 am aware vt that tells how
market gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest their
own seeds. It has 166 pages.

12 Gai-deuing for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
Vl/liik- • liaidemng tor Proiifi.-, written wiiii a view of niak

ing gardening Pay, it touches h good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gaicleniiig for Pleasure " lakes up this matter ot beauti
fyingyoiir hones aud improving your grotiiids without the
special point in view of making money out of it. 1 think most
of you will need this if .you get '- Gardening for Profit." This-
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

12
I

Gardening for Profit, new edition** ... 1 85
This is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work

Notliing that has ever before been put in print has done si>

much toward making market-gardenint; a science and a fasci
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, vsithout
question, although we have many other books on tliese rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it be tlu
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harri.s** 1 25
Tnis is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Althoiigli it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happj
vein. If your children have any sort of fancy foi gardening it

will pay >ou to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages and 46 engravings.

10
I

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 75

I
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany. .

.

1. 80
Gregory on Cabbages; paper* 25
Gregory on Squashes; paper* 25

I

Gregory on Onions; paper* 25
The above three books, b,> our friend Gregory, are all val

uable. The book on squaslies especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether tliey raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind ot
business.

15
I

How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By T. (ireiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most exiilirit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhou.-es, hot-houses or glass sti-uctures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

I
Handbook for Lumbermen 10

10
I
Household Conveniences 1 40

2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
2

I
Injurious Insects, Cook 25

10
I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewart* 1 4('

This book, so far as X am informed, is almost the only work
on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especiallj
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 page?
and 142 cuts.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 36

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
my request. As the author lias, perhaps, one of the flnest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi
astic lover of all farm industries, he is bettertitted, perhaps, t(
handle the subject than any other man. The book is written
in Prof. Cook's happy style, combining wholesome moral les
sons with the latest and best method of managing to get the
finest syrup and maple sugar, witii the least possible e.xpendi
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and .So cuts.

1 I Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 1 35
10

I
Profits in Poultry* 90

2
I
Practical Turke.'T-raising 10

By Fanny Field. This is a 2.'i-cent book which we offer for 10
cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peabody's Webster's Dictioiuiry 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Posts of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not! It is written in such a liapp.Y vein
that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon asthe.y get hold of it. It contains a com-
Flete summing up of the best information the world can
urnish.

1 I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
1
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 140

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening-* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives In Arlington, a suburb of Boston,
Mass. KrieiKl Kawson has been one ot the foremost to make
irrigation a inartiial succes;., and he now irrigates his grounds
by meant- ul a « iiidmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the riops. The book ha.-- •2()8 pages, and ii-

mcel,\ illii.-iiatta with tlO engraving-.
I 'iVn Acies Enough. . . ... 1 no

I
The Silo and Ensihifie, by Prof. Cook, new

edition, fully illustrated 25

I

Talks on Manures* 1 To
This book, Liy Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most comi>ie

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole maltei i.-

consideied t»y an able writer. It contains 36B pages.
2

I

Tlie Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15
10

I

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
Captive 75

2
I
Treatise on (lie Horse and his Diseases lU

5
I

Tile Drainage, by W. I, Chamberlain 35
Just out. h iill.\ illusfiatcd, iMintaining ever}' tiling of im-

portance ell ai u,i 111 till' iJlesellt liate.
Tile single chj,pler on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Pr. f Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has oi casioii to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is iis mucli science in digging as
in doing almost an.v thing else; and by following the plan
directed in thi'< book, one man will often do as much as two
men withoui tliis Knowledge, Tliebook embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the 'author
while he w as eiiga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles H1M.SELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson. O,

5
1
Tomato Culture 35

In three parts. Fart hist—by J. W. Day. of Crj'stal Springs,
Miss . treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
ntal ks by.\. I Root, adapting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
esjiecially for canning-factories. Part third—By .\. I. Root.
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interesting oecause it is one
of the Hist rural books to come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industiy that has been steadily growing for
some years past; iiamelv, tomato-growing in "the Soutn to
supiily the Nortnein markets. The little book, which is fully
illustrated, gives u.s some ideasant glimpses oi the possibili-
ties and piolialiilities of the future of Southern agriculture.
Even though you do not grow tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you will tiiid the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

5
I

The New Onion Culture*. 20
This book is b.y T. Greiner, and it gives full particulars of

the plan of planting onion seed in a greenhouse, hot-bed, or
cold-frame, and planting the onions out in the field at the
time we usually sow tlie seed. The author thinks that 2000
bushels of the large tropical onion can by this method he
raised on an acre.

2
i

The New Celery Culture 16
This summing-up of this new Industry amounts to this:

You Hx your ground just as rich as you can possibly get it,
with stable manure, chemi.ivl fertilizers, or any thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 incnes ajiart
each way, and give them water enough to make them boom
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 189; t.> demonstrate that, like the new-
onion culture, it promises great possibilities.

3 i Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35
This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;

but it is so intimately connected with hit potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only a horse or a
cow, I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has U
pages and 4 cuts.

8
I
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, by A. 1. Root .50

3 1
Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-

scope'** 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.
2

I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25

The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so jilain that a schoolbo.y ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book,

3
I

Onions for Profit 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-

ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any jierson who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read theih through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make aud How to Use
them ; in ptiper covers 45

6
1
The same in cloth covers 65

Covering the whole matter, and discussing everj- thing to be
found on tlie farm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written bv F". W. .Sempers.

7 1
Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by

Burnett Landreth 90
The Laiidreths are the pioneer seedsmen of America; and

the book is worth fully as much as we might expect it to be. I
think I received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingl.y in-actical,
and tells what has been done and what is BEING done, more
than it discourses on theory.

A. I. ROOT, \redinn. O.
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Fruit Trees Plants
IHvery class of Trees and Plants that

is haviJy hi <i Northern climate,

FrnltJmanieiilaljut-' Flowering

nilD PATAinPIICC THE MOST CLABORATE IN THE WORLD
UUn uAlnLUUULO prblished by a nursery house,

AND QUOTING PRICES ^ THOSE ASKED BY SOLICITORS.

- - 250 ACRES OF fSiURSERY - -

LOVETT'S f;UIDE TO FRUIT CULTURE
tells all about fruit.s, their merits and
defects, how to i)lant, prime, cultivate ;

describes the best novelties, etc. Rich-
ly illustrated ; several colored plates.
Price 10 cent.s.

LOVETT'S :\L\NUAL OP ORNAMENTAL
TREES AND PLANTS is authoritative
as well as interesting and instructive.
A model of excellence in priutinc and
illustration. Price, with colored plates,
15 cents.

Hiil^QVeltCp,
We sncessfully ship to all parts of the world.

J. T. LOVETT CO., Little Silver, N. J.

OATMAN'S
SOLDEBIira AlTD BEFAIB KIT

Consists of fire-pot, solder-
ing-irons, solder, and solder-
Ing-tluid, with tools eompl'te
as siiown in cut, with direc-
tions for soldering different
metals, and how to keep your
soldering - irons in shape.
Whole kit, boxed, 12 lbs.
Shipped on receipt of $2.00.

Agents wanted.
O. & L. OATMAN,

8-7db Medina, Ohio.

300-FLORIDA
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.
By my .special metliod o1 harvesting: a iTop, in the

"miyrrt^ory" system, I sliall liave 3J0 tesltd queens
for delivery ;ibi)iit March :iutl). iBUi perdozen. None
are over 6 mon[)is old. My crop the past season from
one yard of 42 colonies, spring count, was 10,800 lbs.,

and increase to 1.50 A. F. BROWN,
l-6db HUNTINGTON, PUTNAM CO.. FLA.
It^"in responding to Ijii.-^ uilv, i ii.-,eniciir mention GLEANJjNaii.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Pi ece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, mfdb and Prompt.

Root's Goods
dress Jos. Nysewaiider.

AT ROOT'S PRICES can be
iiad at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

"Quigley's Golden Queens"
are bred for l)usiness; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address E. F. QLIOLWY,

3tfdb UnioMville. Mo.
Please mention this paper.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAOTUEli .lONKS, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.
Write for free catalogue. 33 22db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested, $1.60; 6 for $7.50.

Sent after Mar. Ist. Un-
tested, «1.00; 6, $.5.00; or

$9.00 per 13. Sent after Ain-il 1st. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Send for cii'cular of Bees, Queens, Drones,
Root's Dovetailed Hives. Foundation, Extractors,
etc. J.N.COL^^ICK, Norse, Bosque Co., Tex.

i-

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS. ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP,
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper

I Pacific Coast Bee=men |M will tiiid it to tlif'ii' advantage to convs- m
p pond with the p
^ Clipper Gap Bee=Hive Factory M
^ for prices of Dovetailed hives, Hoffman ^
|« frames. Honey Sections, etc. p
I S. F. WOODWORTH, Prop'r, §
1^ Clipper Gap, Placer Co., Cal. ^'

Honey - Extraetot^.
Square Glass Honey-Jai<s,

Tin Buckets, Bee>-hivcs.

Jloney-Seetions, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Snookeps.

APPLY TO
^^^.^^^^-^^^^.^v^-^.^

CH^S. p. JWUTH &. SO[4, Cincinnati, O.

SendlO-ct stamp for •'Prai-tir.il Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

SNATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Thousands iti Suc-
cessful Operation.

SJM/'LE. PERFECT, and
SELF-REG ULA TING.

Guarantpeil tohatcha
lartjer percentage of
ifertileeggs.at less cost,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for IllaB Catalog

Circulars Free.
GEO. H. STAHT, Pat. & Sole Mfr.,Quincy,Ill,

tV Please mention Gleanings.
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DO YOU KNOW
That W. H. Brig:lit is .selling bee-liivcs uud Hxtures
at a barg^aiii '? If not write fur price list

.

6 llclb W. H. BRIGHT, MAZEPPA, MINN.

•ITALIAN qu.p,
•CLOVER SEEDS -vl^^ J nr»u i

^Sahpleoeoub beejoornalThe western i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOur CATALOGUE F" R E El .'.

JOS.NYiSEWANDER. DesMoines,Iowa.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Suiuplest of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections m;ide. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price lii«»t of evei'.v thing
needed in the apiary. U. H. HUNT. Bell Branch, Mich.

2tt'clb Please mention this paper.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced iirice list.

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

FOR SALE. Alwvit 1700 lbs. of pecan nuts.
.Samples sent »o any one mjiking an offer.

3-7db " R. A. .I.\NSEN, Wharton, Te.Y.

FOR r^PZr^ COLONIES jQ C^ H^OSALE i^ kJKJ FINE ITALIANa^ C^^^
IN DOVETAILED HIVES. $4.00 EACH.

Lots of 30 ov more, special ptices on application.

2-7db MRS. PAUL. B. LEEDS, AVERY P. O., L.A.

=^'li^iliLicnriiiile liASKETS.
UlW^^^ **iil!^^ Indorsed by all

B^^^fl^m^leadine berry

^^^B^fl ^V growers as The

IIIig JK BEST. AUo(.irt

fcacb and otupr Ua^liets. Prices low. nius. l'ataloi;ue Free.

DISBROW MFC.CO.,ROCHESTER,N.Y
Please mentiim this papei 4-9ilb

AUTOMATIC
COMB FOUNDATION

MILLS.

Made by

W. C. PELHAM,
Maysvllle, - Ky.

Please mention Glranings.

(^^

'}\X't\

.PRAY

yzm
ray Fruit

ana Leat K
\of Apples, fe ir^.

iCherries. and PUims .

Ilprevented ; aNo Orrape

I and Potato Rotr-by
' spra\ ing witti St all I's
Doul)le Acting Excelsior
Spriving Outdts. Best
m I he market. Thousands s

in use. Catalogue, describ-
1,

mg all insects injuriouB to
fruit, mailed Free. Address

?WM.STAHL,QuilK!V f!l

FINE i^ ITALIAN % QUEENS.
Tested. $1.00 each; Untested, 50c. s- * «iJ *
* * * * * Best Imported Mothers Only.
These are .mH young; and f(ir gentleness, industry,

and uniformity of coloi' their bees are unsurpassed.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Money-order office.
Hickory. C/c^'o/ii/i</ /iro.s.,

i^^In responding lo this aflvfiti.^eiiieiit mention Gi.kanings.

Control Your Swarms.
N. D. West's Spiral Wire

Queen-Cell Protectors will
do it, and you can RE-
t^UEEN your apiary during
tlie swarming season. Pro-
nounced tlie best by such
men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
rington, Cherry Valley,

N. Y.; P. H.Elwood,Stark-
ville. N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3.00 per

100, or 13 for 60c. by mail. Cages, $5.00 per 100, or 13
for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaining, 25 cts. The cages are used for hatching
queens in any hive, and are the best Bee-Escape in
use. Address 5-8db
N. D. WEST, Middleburgh, Schoharie Co., N. Y.

GOLDEN WYANDOTTES.
Finest birds in the land. Cockerels. .*;.").00;

trio, $7.00. Eggs. $2.00 per 13.

4tfdb E. D. HEENEY, ARCADE, N. Y.

Golden Queens
From Texas.,?,'/

"'""""'" ""* "" """
passed for business, heau-—^^— ty. and gentleness. Safe

arrival and satisfaction guai-inteed. Untested
queens—Maich, Ainil, and May~?I each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early oi-ders. t\M) each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. D. GIVENS. Box 3, I<Ib«ou, Tex.
IGF"ln responding to this advertisement mention Oleanings.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-

•aloguefree. Address
SEEK BEOS.. St. Marys, Mo , or H. B. (JEEE, Nashville, Tenn.

Please mention this paper. .5ttdb

On Sale at Half Price.
Every tiling necessary to run an apiary of one

hundred colonies. Outfit in good condition. Will
be found as represented. Address

MILTON CONE,
ti-Vd 1213 VIRGINIA AVE., KANSAS CITY, MO.

/)•«*, 1
TELLyou what. Jones, lievering

,.; V^ Bro». sell the best goods and at
\ the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best

Q) '^equipjied

Bee-Hive Faetopy
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive
a,nd New Holfman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Every thing used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

3-i4db Wlota, Cass Co., Iowa.
please mention tliis paper.

THE IVHIXE PKAKL CUCUITIBER is a
great acquisition as well as a novelty. For full

particulars and seed send 35 cents to
etfdb Tho.m.xs Gkdvk. Dayton. La Salle Co., III.
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CONVENTION NOTICES
The semi-annual meeting of the I'tali Bee keei)ers' Associa-

tion will be held in Salt Lake City, Utah, Apiil 10. 11. 1893. All

interested are invited. R. T. Rhees. Sec.

The Susquehanna Co. Bee-keejiers' Association will hold its

next meeting at the Tarbell House. Montrose, on Thurs..May
4,1893. All are invited. H. M. Seeley, Sec.

Harford, Pa.

The Texas State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its 15th

annual session at Greenville, on Wednesday and Thursday,
April 5 and 6. one mile north of the court-house, at the apiary
of Mrs. Jennie Atehlev. All are invited. No hotel bills to pay.

A. H. .Jones Sec. Golden. Texas.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I g-ot aknife from you last fall, and was very much
pleased with it; it Is a very jrood liuife for the money,
and .iust the tiling- for a whittling- boy.
Carpenter. Tils., Feb. 34. Edw, E. Smith.

1 have adopted theS-frame Dovetail hive with the
improved Hoffman frame, which I will use till T can
find something better. It seems to me the Hoffman
frame is far aliead of anything we have had before,
and will come into general use among- most practical
bee-keepers. F. B. Jones.
Howard Lake, Minn., Feb. 24.

You will please find inclosed $1.00 for Gleanings
for 1893. Yon need not put the big " D " opi)Osite my
address, as I expect to subscribe for Gleanings as
long- as I live, or. at least, as long- as it is published;
and when you and I are both dead, I ask that your
.successors continue to send Gleanings to ray family.

Edgetield, S. C, March 13. G. D. Mims.

OUR BOOK ON TII-E DKAINAGE.

Familiarity with hydraulics, its literatuie, ancient
and modern, including- sewerage, land-drainage, etc.,

did in nowise depreciate our interest in your book
on tile drainage. The appreciation of tlie book will

appear from what follows: Inclosed tind$:i.(H), on re-

ceipt of which please mail a cop.v of " Tile Drainage"
to each of the inclosed 5 addresses. R. L. Selden.
LeRoy, (icnesec Co., New Yoi-k, March 4.

HOW OUR GOODS PLEASE.

The goods ordered of you Jan. S?, and shipped Jan.
21, came promptly to destination Feb. 3. I have un-
packed and examined nearly e^ ery thing. Allow me
to say that it is with no small degree of satisfaction
thiit I unpack your goods and find every thing com-
plete, while as to quality and workmanship it is sim-
ply all one could desire. Look out for an order in

the spring for my neighbor bee-keepers. Thej^ all

want your goods. S. Parrington.
LCorunna, Iiid., Feb. 6.

THE NEW SMOKER,
Mr. Root .—The new smoker is a dandy, and is much

better than those I bought a few years ago. It will

burn green chips or any thing- else. I should pre-
fer them made without the holes under the flre-box,

asthefutl burns too fast, and sparks drop on the
bellows and cause it to be burned. I hope Ram-
bler will not think his rambles are not appreciated.
Look here, Mr. Editor; if you start that matrimonial
department in Gleanings for tlie benefit of Califor-

nia bachelors, please include Texas. Next to Califor-
nia we will put Texas against any State for bache-
lors. A Texas Bachelor.
Cameron, Texas, Jan. 23.

A KIND WORD IN REGARD TO "HOW TO BE WELL."
FriV/id B<((i/:— I wish to thank yon for the Home

talk on "How to be Well." It is a very valuable pa-
per, and I wish if could be put into the hands of ev-
ery one. I have been suffering from the same trou-
bles that you describe. We are as much alike as two
peas. I ha\-e always received benefit from dieting,

but never from taking- medicines. There are new
ideas in your paper, which I will follow out; and I

hope I shall be relieved as much as yon have been.
I know it is the only correct solution of our troubles.
Plenty of outdoor exercise and dieting- will surely
cureour troubles if we do not overwork. This is al-

most impossible to prevent on the farm, if one is am-
bitious to succeed in every thing; and you know
" eternal vigilance " is the price of success.

T was at our Soldiers' Home recently, and was sur-
prised at the amount of medicine, mostly pills, that
was taken, and how little attention was paid to diet-

ing and the projier cooking- of food. It is no wonder
that the American people arc noted as being a na-
tion of dyspeptics. A very .small jiercenfage of the
people know how to take care of them.selves so as to
keep well. I get more valuable practical informa-
tion from .voni- writings in Gleanings than from
any other source. N. P. Aspinwall.
Harrison, Minn., Feb. .5.

TAKE NOTICE.
If you are looking for the bees that give the best

profits, and most gentle in handling, try the Albi-
nos. I also have the Golden Italians, and can fur-
nish either variety. But if you ask for my prefer-
ence I say Albino, and in my circular you can see
what others say of them. Send for circular and see
how cheap 1 sell them. I also manufacture and deal
in Hives, Sections, Foundation. Extractors, and
other Apiarian Supplies. .5-7d

S. VALEINTINC:. HagerHtowii, Md

Eggs for Setting.
From B. P. Rocks, A. C. Hawkins' sfrain, and

S. C. B. Leghorns of the very best. $1.25 per 13; $3.25

per 26. F. H. SCATTERGOOD, Winona, Ohio.

FOR SALE CHEAP, FOR CASH,
Italian bees and Queens during 1893.

Address OTTO KLEINOW,
7-8-!id No. 118 Military Ave., Detroit, Mich.

IT DON'T PAY
To depend on the comb to suj^port

the section.

My sections fold up square and firm. 7 to the foot,

basswood, and 8 to the foot, white poplar; iH in.

square are the sizes I make. Will sell very cheap
during April and Maj'.
Sample of section and price list free. Address

O. H. TOWNSEND,
ALAHO, = = KAL. CO., = = MICH.

WANTED.—Agents to show up and sell the Pratt
self-hiver; complete sample postpaid by mail

for 75c; circular free. Address
B. L. Pratt, Beverly, Mass.

"Do it now." A success.

Leininger Brothers sell Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

l^ort ,7eij«i/Jis-.s, Ohio. 7tfdb

I WILL SELL
a few stocks of Italian bees on 7 frames in L. porti-

co hives, at $5.00 per stock.
C. G. FENN, Washington, Conn.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Hojiejy.—Demand t'oi' comb honey

is good. Price of 1-lb. coml), 16@17; dark, Vi@,U\
extracted, 6@8. The stock of comli and extracted
lioney on our market is very ligrlit. Beeswax, none
on tlie market. Hamblin & Beabss,
March 21. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Honey.- -This keeps coming along- slow-
ly, and sells about as fast as received, at following-
prices: Clover, 13@15. Buckwheat, l()(rt)ll. We
have' some complaints about candying-, and have
had a couple of lots returned on that account. De-
mand for extracted now falling- otf; but no change
in prices. Dark, 7@H; light, 9(ailU.

Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
Mar. 23. 393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

St. Louis.—Ho»iej/.—'There Is no change in prices.
Extracted very scarce, and in demand. B('f.si/v(.*-,

prime. 26J. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
Mar. 30. St. Louis, Mo.

San Fkancisco. — Honey. — Honey is scarce at
8@8i for extracted. Comb honey is hardly in the
market, and we quote nominally, 13@14 for lib.
white. The prospects for the coming honey crop
have improved, and we think we shall have a large
crop. Bccswa.r, scarce at 34®25.

SCHACHT, LeiMcke cS: Steiner,
Mar. 15. Stiii Francisco, Cal.

Kansas City.—Hojiej/.—The demand for comb and
extracted istjuite light; supply equaltothe demand.
One-lb. comb, white, 12@17; dark, 10@1.5. Extracted.
6@.8. Becswn.v. 33@35.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
March 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Cincinnati.—Hi(/iey.—No change since our la.st.

There is no choice comb honey on our market, and
no particular demand. Pi-ices are nominal at 14@16
for best white. There is a good demand for extract-
ed honey at 6@Sc on arrival. Supply is fair, but
shipments are solicited. Beeswa.i- is in good demand
at 24@37 for goo<l to choice yellow on arrival.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
March 20. Cincinnati, O.

Boston.—Hodey.—Honey is selling fairly well,
l)ut the stock is ample for the season, as" maple
«ugar and syrup interfere very much with the sale
of honey. e are selling the best 1-11). comb at
15@16. Extracted, 8@10.

Blake & Ripley,
March 20. Boston, Mass.

Cleveland. — Honey. — Honey in fair demand.
Ottered, No. I white, U^c, N. V. State. Bce.s«'rt,r, 30.

WiLLIA.MS BKOS.,
March 20. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—Wonej/.—Best white comb selling at
14(^1.5; dark and uiisightlv lots at buyers' prices.
Extracted, 8fe8i. Bfcxwn.r, 26@27.

M. H. Hunt,
March 23. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.— H<(((('.i/.—Tliere is a steady demand for
line white comb lione.v, which brings ]7@18; and
good grades of white, 1.5@16. Dark is slow sale, and
11@13 is top. Extracted, very steady, and selling at
6@9, according to its flavor, body, and color. Comb
honey should be forwarded at this time. Brn^wd.v,
32®3.i. K. A. BUKNETT& Co.,
March 20. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee.— if(()ie;/.—Thls market is good foi-
honey; and choice white l-lb. sections wanted. The
supply is small. Prospects good, that all grades
will be all cleaned away before another crop. Can
quote choice 1-lb. sections, 20@31; dark, i:i@l.");

conjmon and old, 8@10. Extracted, in barrels,
white, 9@10; in cans, 10@11; dark, nominal, 7@7>^.

Ui'i'!<wax, 23@3."i, and verj^ choice, higher.
Mar. 20. A. V. Bishop,

Milwaukee, Wis.

T l^TKITE for price list of choice Italian Queens
X X and Bees, and S. C. White Leghorn Eggs.
'!->^<i J. J. HARDY, Lavonia, Ga.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igt^b and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of !^,

,'2. 1, and .5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

adil ITc for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

975-978 Oentr. Ave.,

OIHOINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
tyin respondintr to tills advertiseiiK'ni inenticni Gi.kanu'G.s.

Bee-Hives and Supplies
rNonecan sell cheaper than 1, because Minnesota
lumber is cheapest. Catalogue. 7-lOdb

J. T. Stegner, Redwood Falls, Minn.
Please mention thisi paper.

"

For Sale
Cheap.

My liees having wintered in tine condition, as my
old reliable strain of Italians always do, to reduce
my stock I will sell .50 colonies at a low price.
Send for 44page descriptive i)rice list of Bees,

Queens, and Supplies. The very best goods at the
lowest pDhsible i^rice.

"

7-tfdb

WM. W. GARY. Colrain, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

TO
CANADIAN
BEE=KEEPERS.

The most complete and cheapest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in Canada. Prices
low. Satisfaction guaranteed. Send for
Catalogue. References the best in tlie

couiitrv. Address

C. A. OUELLETTE,
Hanufacturer of Bee=keepers' Supplies,

TILBURY CENTER, ONT.
Please mention this papei'.

J. W. K. SHAW & CO.,

Tested Queens, $1.00 each.

Lighi, Large, and Prolific Italian Queens, care-
fully reared. Untested Queens.—Special price by
the dozen. Im|)orted or home-bred mothers. Td

IBERIA PAR. LOREAUVILLE, LA.
Mention this paper.
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Ot^egon and

Washington

Bee-keepers

^i We have decided to give a

I
B/G DISCOUNT

« for early orders. Write for special prices,
« naming quantity you can use.

I
POSSON'S SEED STOF^E,

I 69cib Portland, Oregon.

Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky.
Breeder of Italian Queens. ''^u;...twimM,,.n...i,,v<i mothers,

Untested, till July 1, 11.00; after July, 75c. Contracts solicited. Dealer in

A. I. Root's Supplies. Grower of plants of every description. Onion

^ilf Plants. Celery Plants. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

CONCORD GRAPEVINES.
\ CHENANGO VALLEY APIARY.

Sti'ong, tlirifty Concord grapt'viiit's, for sliadiiig-

bee-liives, or for other purposes, lo cts. each; 8.5 cts.

for 10; $6..50 per 100. If sent by mail, add Sets, each
extra. Those sent by mail are only one year old,

for the larger ones would be too heavy. The othei-s

are three years old, and have exti'a strong large roots.

If over 50 vines are wanted, they had better be
shipped by freight. There is not a bit of risk in

sending grapevines by freight, for they can be
packed so as to keep safely a month, if need be, if

they are ordered early in the spring.
Send orders to 1>R. ItlARTIIV,
Rising Sun Nurserlesi, Mer«'ersbHrg, Pa.

5-6-7-8d Please mention this paper.

SUPPLIES
of all

KINDS.
EggN for Hatcliing from B. Plymouth Rocks

and Brown Leghorns. Discount on early orders.
Catalogue free. CHAS. H. THIES,
5tfdb Steeleville. IH.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Monies, la.

r BANDED ^BANDED
Oqueens.Oqueens.

If you want beautiful Golden Italian Queens, or
' from Imported mothers, send in > our orders early.
Tested, in June, S1.50; untested, $1.00. Strawberry-
plants of the latest an 1 best varieties cheap. Send
for circular. MRS. OLIVER COLE,
etfdb Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

READY AGAIN'
With those nice Golden Queens, reared by L o-

little's method. Untested, March, April, and May,
$1.00; 6 foi' $4.7.5; 12 for $8..50. June and later, 75c
each; 6 foi'.$4.00; 12 for $7.50; 3-banded tested, tl.50.
For select and breeders, write for pi-ices. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction guaranteed. 5tfdb

J. B. <;ASE:, Port Orange. VoL Co., Fla.

large number of fine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; ready April 1.5th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6for$4.50; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $2. Reference, A. I. Root. 3tfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.A
s
OLID COMFORT PLOW. Little used. Take S30..

6-7d J. H. CoLViLLE, Goshen, Ohio.

kffBWfBJfB Keepers Swplies.

ritiinf advertisers please mention mis paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS. ETC.

A FULL LINE Of=

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.
60-RAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
ii:S"In respondinir to this adveitiMiiurit niention Gl.KANINns.

SUPERIOR COLD-EYED NEEDLES.
Cut shows the contents of the-
package, half size. The bod-
kins, darners, etc., as shown,
are, not gold-eyed,, but there
are besides these, four papers
of elliptic gold-eyed needles
such as are usually sold at 10c
a paper. Our price for the
pkg. is 1.5c. 10 for $1.25, 100, $12.

By mail Ic each extra.

A. I. Root, Medina, O.
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EGGS
J. s

FOR HATCHING.
Sf.OO FOR 13.

Mason, Medina, O.

FRIENDS,
I luive ;i fine strain of Ituliaii bees, and my apiary

will be lo("ated six miles from otber bees, so perfect
matiiig- of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-
ceive your orders. Prices are as follows:

1 untested queen, f 1.00
|

6 untested queens, $-1.75

3 • "
:J.7.T

I
12

•• "
6.50

Tested queens, eacli, II. .50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Address
FRANK H. HOWARD.

6-8-lOd GARDEN CITY, KANSAS.
Please mention this paper

Best on Earth.

More than one hundred

thousand Bingham &
Hetherington Honey-

knives and Bee-smok-

ers in daily use. Il-

lustrations sent free.

Bingham & Hetherington,
Abronia, IVIich. Ttfdb

^^In resjKjnding to this advertisement mention Qlkanings,

DON'T
purchase a Self-Hiver
until you have read
about the Perfection
in our 18-pag-e circular.

Sent free. Address 24-tfdb
HENRY ALLEY, WENHAM, MASS.
Please mention this paper.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all work j^uaranteed.

We have ordered our mills, etc.. and expect to be
able to fill orders in a few weeks. We will arrange
for a large capacity, and devote all our time to the
business, so orders can be filled promptly. Our
prices will be at least from 5 to 10 cts. per lb. below
the prevailing- prices of other years. We expect our
foundation to equal other makes, and to excel them
all in a few respects, to which we call your attention
in our price list. MOdb
BEESWAX WANTED, wnte f.r pries

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
931 E. Monroe St., Springfield, III.
I^ln re^M.iiiiiiiiy co this adveitiNeiiient mention Gleanings.

Jennie Atchley
Is headquarters in tlie South for queens.

Untested (either 3 or 5 bands), March, April,
and May, SLOG each; $.5.00 for six, or $9.00
per doz. June and after, 75 cts. each, $4.25
for six; $8.00 per doz. Prices for breeders,
and by the quantity, on application. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Jennie Atchley, Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.
Please mention this paper. J fitfdb

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My five- banded Italians are bred troiii the very

best of stock by Doolitlle's iminoved methods, and
mated to the yt'l lowest of drones from selected colo-
nies, and I guarantee them to give entire satisfac-
tion. Untested (iiieens are all warranted purely
mated. 1 untestefl (ineen, March, Ajiril, and May,
$1.15 eacli ; $1;.'.(MI per doz. Tested, $1..50 each. Select
Tested, $:i. .")(!. (Juarantee prompt and safe delivery.
Send forriicuiar. \V. P. OKOSMWAN,
Moiiev-order ottice. Balliuger, Tex.
Reference: 1st Nat. Bank of Ballinger. iitfdb

CHICKEN-HATCHING BYSTEAM
o>»^°VrCTOR

j aimple.eaByofoperation.aelf-regu-
Iating, reliable, fully guaranteed.
|Send 4c. for illua. Catalogue. Goo.
j£rtel& Co., Ufrs, Quincy . Ill.TI.S.A.

A. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for bu.siness, is the vercUct
of those who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1.50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $3.50 each. One y<?arling, tested,
in June only. $1.00: six, $5..50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Maiiiim's new " Rapid " feeder with, full

printed directions how to mak(>, and what, when, and
how to feed foi- lu'st results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Desciiptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-12db

A. E. IVIANUM, Bristol, Vt.

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue free ; or send
10c in stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book tt^Uing how to manage them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, ind.
4-12db 175 E. Walnut Street.

BUY your HIVES where lumber is cheapest.
That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.

5tfdb F. C. ERKEIi.

Sasterxi Supply Soiise.
We furnish every thing used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 92 Barclay St., N. Y.
21-20db Please mention this paper.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 23c per lb. cash, or 26c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 39c per lb., or 33c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amoutit sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pai'' as a gen-
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

BUFF
Cochin

Circular. 5-lOdb

BRAHJTIAS, ^9EES^

E. SHIMEL,
Italian.

McCuneville, O.
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The Review
for Mai'ch will contain a description of the
"Largest House Apiarj' in the AVorld, and
its Successful Manag-ement," by H. P.
Laiigdon (a most excellent article);' B. Tay-
lor will siiow how tlie cells in unfinislied
sections, left over from last year, can be

shortened, and the combs brought to a level as rapidly as tlie sections can be handled; R. C. Aikin will

point out the weakest point in bee-escapes—the spot where inventors need to use their brains some more;
K. L. Taylor will continue liis "Timely Topics," (and they arc tinielyi; E. B. Hasty will review the
Review this month; Rambler will give one of his characteristic California articles; tliere will be a
" leader " on " Extractors aTid Extracting," in which will be illusti'atcd an extractor in which the comb-
baskets (four) can be reversed while the mac-hine is running at full speed; in short, this number will

not be an exception to the manner in which the Review is usually packed with bright ideas and
valuable inforniatlon. Send ten cents; juul wlien this number is t)ut i1 will be sent together with two
other copies of different issues; or for $1.00 the Review will be sent from .January to the end of the year.
Tlie 50-cent book, "Advanced Bee Culture," and the Review one year, for $1.25.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flichigan.

By Thos. G. Newman, ex-editor of the American Bee Journal,

Is a book of over 200 pages, that we send FREK to every new
Subscriber who mails us $1.00 for a year's subscription to the old

AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL,
The Largest, Best, Cheapest, and only Tveekly bee-paper in all
AmeriCH. .32 pages; established 1861 . Send for a free fiiaiiiple

copy with description of book offer GEO. W. YORK & CO.,
56 Fifth .Vveiiue, - - €HI<;A00, IL.1.S.

TD NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced

prices. Hives, Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Ittdb Please mention this paper

BEE SI7FFLIES
and all kinds of
Berry -pack-
ages, boxes,
a n d baskets.
We make a spe-
cialty of one-
piece sections
and wood sepa-
rators. Address

BERLIN
FRUIT BOX

CO.,
Berlin Heights

Erie Co.,
Ohio.

li-lOUb Please mention Glranings.

£GGS, $1.00 P£R 13.
White P. Rocks, and White Wyandottes. A few

fine Wyandotte cockerels for sale at SL.W each.

6-9db W. J. YOTTNG, Scotch Ridge, Ohio.

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.

I can till orders promptly for any width at $2.50

per M, from factory at Wauzeka, Wis., or at $3.76

shipped from < )wosso. or Evart, Mich. No. 1 planer-

i

sawed, 'S> its. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Otiicr supplies kept.
Ttfdb B. WALKER, EVART, MICH.

03

GOLDEN and 3=Band, CHEAP!
I win sell cheaper than other good

breeders, to enable me to pay debts.
Send for price li.st.

F. C. MORROW, Wallaceburg, Ark.

Of
AT 25 Per Cent Discount.

As I find the management of five apiaries, run for
bees, queens, and honey, enough care for one man,
I have decided to close out my Supply business, and
sell the surplus stock I have on hand at 35 per cent
discount. If you want bee supplies of any kind,
here's a chance. See my price list of Italian bees,
queens, ;ind supi)lies.

OLIVER FOSTER,
etfdb Mt. Vernon. Linn Co., owa.

SlenTr Big BlUC Cat=
alogue for 1893 T Seventy illustrated pages.

Sent Free to any bee-Ueeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. (.Jrealest variety and Largest stock

In the West. i-lSdb

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper

^.V'JStaA to his own interests who does not use PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and give them a trial, at least y Then, if not mtis-

fied, return them and get your moneu back. They are used and praised
by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Pkof. Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
Chas. Dadant & Son say: " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter."
Jas. a. Gkeen says: "Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
Gilbert Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: " We would not be without them for $5.00 each."

Prices: Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 30c;;per doz.. $3.25. Send for descriptive circular.

R. & E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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STR/ir Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

At ROLL-rALi.. March 8, <)4 per cent of my
bees were alive.

H. Reepen. the versatile Itera-gatherer for
the CentralbUttt, Is now Reepen items for A. B.
J. He's a good reaper.

I PROTEST against your calling "W. P.'' an
'• old standby." as you do on page :.'27. He's not
"old," and lie doesn't ''stand by:" he's always
on the jump.
SoRKY you didn't have any bees in cellar

this winter. Ernest. If that cellar was the only
one '"available for vegetables." why wasn't the
other part of the cellar available for bees'.'

Bee-paralysis may be cured in most cases,
according to .Tenuie Atchley. in A. B. J., by
putting the whole colony on new combs or foun-
dation, and giving sugar syrup or new honey.

A PRIME SWARM takes with it the old queen.
Now. suppose, just before the swarm is ready
to issue, the old queen is destroyed, and a swarm
issues with the first maturing virgin, is that a
prime or an after-swarm?

Mei-ii.ot gets a very hearty condemnation
from C. F. Muth, in the Guide. He thinks it

has run out white clover in his locality, and
says. " The English sparrow is a daisy compared
to it." What do others say'?

That man York has a pretty big contract
on his hands to get up a bee-keepers' picture
and biography every week in the year, but I

think he'll make it in good shape, for he's got
through a fourth of the year without a break.

Why wouldn't it be a good plan to have
brood-frames a little shorter at bottom than at
top"? It would make them easier to lift out. and
bees will allow a greater space at lower than
upper part without bulding comb in the space.

Non-swarming plans seem coming to the
front, disputing the field with self-hivers. B.
Taylor gives a plan in Review, keeping two col-
onies side by side, changing bees from one to
the other every six days and cutting out queen-
cells.

In rkplv to your question on p. 227, friend
Root, I have the honor to inform you that the
.straw in question could not possibly be the one
that broke the camel's back, for the one you
mention is the second straw, while it was the
last straw that broke the camel's back.

In Virginia, winter losses are reported at .50

per cent, with bees flying till Christmas, and

occasional fiights in February. Doolittle raises
the conundrum. " Why is a winter so fatal in
Virginia, that would be called mild and favor-
able in New York ?

"

Artificial increase. I suspect, is more gen-
erally practiced than friend Hewes thinks (see
p. 221), although it is little discussed, perhaps,
because few are interested in any new modes of
increase. Not one in fifty of my increase is by
natural swarming.
Honey on a stick is a new thing to you,

says a foot-note on p. 222. Y^ou've forgotten.
Who was it at fairs cut sections diagonally in
four pieces, and then sold it,

" Honey on a stick.
Five cents a lick"'.^

Let us try to encourage correctness in bee-
terms. I'm glad to see that, gradually, it is

getting less common to call a worker "he;"
but it is still common to talk about a queen
leading out a swarm. Even so correct a work
as the ABC perpetuates that error,

a Top-bars, a foot-note on p. 214 says, are prac-
tically % thick, as now made at Medina. Beg
your pardon; for strength they may be, but not
as preventers of burr-combs. That bead comb-
guide doesn't pay for the thickness cut away in
making it—at least, some of us think so.

Will grading come up again in Chicago '.'

Or isn't it any use? The V/ashington system
doesn't seem to be used any more than the pre-
vious ones. It's several months old, but it
doesn't seem to be used to any alarming extent
in quotations, except thdt the Review 'Uses it
"as far as possible."

Sulphur fumes, as urged by C. F. Muth, in
Quide. are heavy, falling to the floor, so he
strongly urges that combs to be brimstoned
should be placed near the floor. Brimstone's
cheap, however, and in some cases it will be
better to use so much that there will be no com-
fortable place for worms even close to the ceil-
ing.

The Nebraska Bee-keeper objects to Kretch-
mer's feeding by tipping back the hive and
pouring feed ou a tight bottom-board, and asks
how he would like to eat soup off the floor.

The cases are hardly parallel, Bro. Stilson. but
I quit that way of feeding because, for some
reason. I found too many dead bees on the
ground after feeding.

The sting of a bee is a modified ovipositor,
says the dictionary. If so, did the queen origi-
nally have two ovipositors, one of which was
modified into a stingi? And can she be bred
back into her original condition so as to lay
double and sting none? Or is there danger that
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her present ovipositor will be modified into an-

other sting, so stfe'll sting double and lay none?
Prof. Cook, is the dictionary rigiit?

As A NEW WAY of introducing queens, even
immediately after removing thi- old one, a Ger-
man journal instructs to dip the new queen in

liquid honey and then, without further ado, to

drop her among the bees. If I am not much
mistaken, that was a common way years ago,

but fell into disrepute for some reason, probably
because too many such queens were killed by
the bees.

Friknd Root, whafs the matter with you
and that White man on p. 222? Why, you talk

almost as if there was something wrong in dis-

tilleries. Don't you know that distilleries are
honorable and according to law? You can "• ve-

hemently protest " till doomsday, and it won't
change the law so long as you are accommo-
dating enough to vote for legislators who will

continue the law.

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

IXTEKESTING INCIDENTS OF SAMUEI. WAGNER,
FOUNDER OF THE AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL.

In the first edition of my book great promi-
nence was given to utilizing every good piece of

comb, and directions were furnished for drain-
ing the honey from tlie combs. This was found
to be such verj; tedious and imperfect work
that T studied much how to devise some way by
which the honey could be more readily extract-

ed. Often, when visiting a brother-in-law who
was steward of the Pennsylvania Hospital, I

was less than a minute's walk from a centrifu-

gal clothes-wringer, a glance at which might
have enabled me to solve the problem; or had
any thing, in this connection, called my atten-

tion to the water flying from a grindstone, or

the mud from a carriage-wheel, the idea of using
centrifugal force would, in all probability, have
suggested itself., Further, to show my blindness
on this point I was actually using centrifugal
force for emptying some of the contents of

combs, before the advent of the honey -extractor.

When I wished to get rid of partly grown iarva^

I used to fill both sides of a comb, containing
drones, with water: and then by a swift motion
of my outstretched arm, first in one direction

and then in another. I flirted out the water and
with it went all the larvte. While thus empty-
ing some of the contents of the combs by cen-
trifugal force I yet failed absolutely to take the
final step by contriving some way to empty the
honey by the same force.

The actual application of this principle for

emptying honey was, however, reserved for a
more fortunate man. An officer in the Austrian
army, by the name of Hruschka, gave a piece of

comb, with honey in uncapped cells, to his little

son, who put it into a tin bucki^t which he was
playfully whirling about his head with a string,

and, thus all unconscious of the great results to

follow, gave birth to the honey-emptier. His
father, noticing that some of the honey had
been thrown out of the open cells, saw at once
the importance of the idea, and made a machine,
a honey-emptying machine, which ought never
to have been called by any oth^r name than a
Hruschka. Shall those of who know so well what
was needed, and to some of whom the slightest

hint might have sufficed for its invention, be
mean enough to try to belittle the merits of the
man who actually did the thing? So long as the
bee gathers its precious sweets, his name will be
held in grateful remembrance; for the practical
movable frame, without this invention, would
have fallen very far short of what it now ac-
complishes.

On page 80 of my first edition may be found
these words:
Ingenious efforts Ji;ive l)een made of late years to

construct luiifiiinl lioiiey- combs of porcelain, to be
used Xov fccdhKj bees. No one, to my knowledge, lias

ever attempted to imitate tlie delicate mecliaiiism of
the liee so closelj' as to construct artificial combs for
the ordinary uses of the hive; altlioug'h fur a long-
time 1 have entertained the idea as very desirable,
and yet as barely possilile. I am at present engaged
in a course of experiments on this subject, the re-
sults of which in due time I shall communicate to
the public.

While I was engaged in the experiments allud-
ed to, Mr. Samuel Wagner, with whom I was
then in constant correspondence, wrote to me
that he had an invention in his mind which he
thought would largely increase the value of my
movable frames. Suspecting that we were on
the same track, and learning, after informing
him of my plans, that he had made some prog-
ress in the matter, and that his experiments
were begun prior to mine, I at once relegated
the whole matter to him. If, like Mr. A. I. Root,
to whose inventive mind modern bee-keeping
owes so much, Mr. Wagner could have associ-
ated himself wiih aman of such rare mechanical
ingenuity as Mr. A. Washburn, he would prob-
ably have perfected his invention of artificial

conib foundation, not only before Mr. Root's
grand success with his rollers, but before any
thing had been attempted in this line by Euro-
pean bee-keepers.
Perhaps no better place can be found to pay a

deserved tribute to the memory of the man who
did so much for the promotion of American api-
culture. I have already mentioned how I ob-
tained from Mr. Wagner my first knowledge of
Dzierzon: and the following extract from his
letter to me (see p. 18 of the 1853 edition) will
show how he first became acquainted with ray
invention.

York, Pa., Dec. 34, 1853.
Dear Sir:—The, Dzierzon theory, and the system of

bee-manag-ement based thereon, were orig-inally
promulg-att'd, liijpntlieticalln, in the "Eivh!<tadt Bie)tcii-

zcifuiig." oi- hee-joui'nal, in 1815, and atonci arrest-
ed my attention. Subsequently wlien, in 1848, at the
instance of the Prussian government, the Rev. Mr.
Dzieizon published his "Theory and Practice of Bee
Culture." 1 imported a copy, which reached me in
1849, and which I translated prior to January, 1S50.

Befoi-e the translation was completed 1 received a
visit from my friend, the Rev. Dr. Berg, of Philadel-
phia, and in the course of con .-ersation on bee-lseep-
ing I mentioned to him the Dzieizon theory and sys-
tem as one which I regarded as new and very supe-
rior, though 1 liad had no ouportunit.^ for testing it

practically. In February following, when in Phila-
delphia, I left with him the translation in manu-
script, up to which period 1 doubt whether any
other person in this country had any knowledge of
Mr. Dzierzon. Except to Dr. Berg I had never men-
tioned it to any one, save in very general terms.
In September, ]§51, Dr. Berg again visited York,

and stated to me your investigations, discoveries,
and inventions. From the account Dr. Berg gave
me, I felt assured that you had devised substantially
the same system as that so successfully pursued by
Mr. Dzierzon; but how far ijav)- hive resembled his I

was unable to judge from description alone. I in-
ferred, liowever, several points oi' difference. The
coincidence as to system, and the principles on which
it was evidently founded, struck me as exeeedingly
singular and mteresting, because 1 felt confident
that you had no more knowledge of Mr. Dzierzon and
his labors, before Dr. Berg mentioned him and his
book to you, than Mr. Dzierzon had of you. These
circumstances made me very anxious to e-xamine
your hives, and induced me to visit your apiary in
West Philadelphia last August. In the absence of
the keeper, as I informed you, I took the liberty to
exploi-e the premises thoroughly, opening and in-
specting a number of the hives, and noticing the in-
ternal arrangements of the parts. The result was, I

came away convinced that, though your system was
based on the same principles as Dzierzou's, yet your
hive was almost totally diffeient from his in con-
struction and arrangement; that, while the same ob-
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jects suhstantiaUy are attained bj- each, your hive is

more simple, more couveiiient, and much better

adapted for jrencral introduction and use, since tlie

mode of using- it can be more easily taught. Of its

ultimate and triumphant success 1 iiave no doubt.
. . . It, in fact, combines all the good tjualities

wiiich a hive ought to possess, while it is free fr<)m

tile complication, clumsiness, vaiu ivliimx, and decid-

edly objectionable features which characterize most
of the inventions which profess to be at all superior
to the simple box or the common chamVier hive. . .

Very truly yours,
Rev. L. L. Langnlrotli. Samuel Waonek.

As soon as IMr. Wagner became acquainted
with niv hive, instead of publishing liis transla-

tion of bzierzon, for which he was tiien in nego-
tiation, be urged me to write a book which he
believed would, with my movable frame, do
more for the promotion of American bee cul-

ture than any thing froiii abioad. BtMug an ex-

cellent German scholar, and very familiar with
both ancient and modern apiculture, more espe-

cially with all that could be learned from Ger-
man sources, he placed all his varied informa-
tion at my command absolutely, without money
and without price, and labored with untiring

zeal to make my book and hive a success. Sel-

dom do we find such an admirable example of

rare magnanimity and disinterestedness.
Visiting him at intervals, and corresponding

with him frequently, he kept me posted up in

every thing occurring in Germany which was of

iuterestin our favorite pursuit. Hi-largelibrary,
so full especially in the German literature of

bee-keeping, was thoroughly at his command,
and he could turn at once to book or- periodical
for information on any point that might come
up for discussion. L. L. Langstkoth.

Cuntlnual.

WHAT SIZE OF FRAME SHALL WE USE IN
QUEEN-REARING]

DOOLITTLE PKEFKKS THE REGULAK ONES.

A correspondent writes: "lam thinking of
going into the queen business, in a limited way,
this year; and, if prosperous, increase the busi-
ness till the most of my time will be employed
in it. What size of frame would you use in the
nucleus hives—small ones or sections, as recom-
mended by Pratt and others, or those of the
same size I am using in my regular hives?"
Af tei' years of trial along the line of which is

the best size of frame to use in queen-rearing, I

have failed to find any special advantage in a
small frame, wliile with ine th(>re are many dis-

advantages: therefore I have come to the con-
clusion that it is the oartof vvjsdom to use the
same size of frame in tlie nucleus hive that we
are using in the hive which we have adopted
for general use in the apiary. As we are used to
hand ling these frames we can handle them more
rapidly, and with less injury to the bees and
combs, than we can those of an odd size, thus
saving time in our work, and avoiding that irri-

tation to the bees which causes them to annoy
their keeper by following him around and try-
ing to sting him and every thing else that hap-
pens near the hives. With me it is much easier
and more expeditious to handle one or two full-

sized frames than it is three or four small oiu'S.

Then the bees work more to our profit where
the regular size of frame is used. If any comb
is built by the nuclei it is in just the frames we
want it, and always of the size of cells we wish,
as these smal colonies build only worker comb,
where the young queen is left with them long
enorgh for them to build comb. Where I have
had coinbs in which the mice have gnawed
holes, or the bees have made holes in them by
cutting out moldy pollen, or in which there hap-

pens to be drone comb of more or less amount
which 1 have removed, I always give them to

these nuclei when forming them, and, as soon
as the young queen commences to lay, the bees
will commence to build comb and repair these

places if honey is coming in from the fields, or if

fed when no honey is to be obtained. By leav-

ing the young queen with them the length of

time required, we have our combs all made as

good as those built out on foundation, save the
cost of foundation and the fuss of putting it in

the frames, while such mutilated combs are
just as good to form nuclei with as whole combs.
By a little looking-over of our combs each year,

sorting out all those not being quite up to the
standard, and using them as above, all the
combs in the apiary can be kept in perfect order
for all time, unless the cells should become so

filled with cocoons as to become too small to

raise bees in, a thing which has -not happened
in my apiary during the past twenty -four years.

Again, if we use the regular size of frames, all

the honey stored in these will be right where it

will be of use to the bees of any colony in the

ai)iary. eitlier for spring, summer, or winter, so

that we do not have to store away a lot of combs
and honey at any time of year because it is not
in shape for use. In connection with the regular-

sized frame 1 would always use the regular-sized

hive for nuclei. Why? Because in this way
we have nothing which will be a loss to us

should we not be prosperous in the business, as

may happen, as is hinted at by our correspond-
ent when he says, " If prosperous." etc.: and by
using the regular hive we are ready to unite for

winter on any stand we desire, without chang-
ing hives or any thing of the kind, or can build

up any nucleus into a full colony at any time.

But, as I consider it, the greatest advantage
in the full or regular-sized hive comes in not hav-
ing our nuclei robbed out occasionally, as is

almost sure to happen with some of the weaker
ones, where small hives are used. Such robbing
causes a general demoralization of the whole
apiary, often to such an extent that the bee-

keeper alihost wishes he had never known such
a thing as a bee. By using the regular- sized

hive, and placing the nucleus on one side of it,

while the entrance is at the other side, no nu-
cleus that is large enough to hold a queen to ad-

vantage will ever be robbed out, and smaller

than these should not be used. To help the read-

er to understand better, we will suppose that the

regular hive is twelve inches wide inside, and
that the entrance used is cut from the bottom of

the front board tbe whole length of it. and that
the hive fronts south. Form your nucleus on
the east side, of the hive, using two combs; and
next these combs draw up the division-board or

dummy, which should allow the bees to run
under the bottom of the same. Now close up all

of the entrance except one inch in length at the

west side of th(\ hive, and you will have it as I

use them, and I have not had a single nucleus
robbed since I found out this plan.

Now, suppose I wish a nucleus in the next
hive, on the same row in the apiary. In this

hive I placi' thi- two frames and dummy next to

the west side of the hive, while the entrance is

on the east side, the conditions being the same
as relating to the prevention of robbing, while
the doorway to each hive is not at all similar.

The next hive is fixed like the first, the next like

the second, and so on. to the end of the row. In

this way the young bees do not mix; and in re-

turning from "their wedding-Might, no queens are

lost by entering the wrong hive, as us.^d to hap-
pen with me when I used an entrance in the
same place with all the hives in the apiary. I

consider this far preferable to painting the

fronts of the hives of difterent colors, laying
sticks of wood about the hives, etc., as has been
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recommended so many times in tiie past. If the
nucleus becomes stronger than is profitable on
the two frames, move out the division-board
and give them an empty frame with astai'ter of
comb foundation, and see how quick they will
fill it with beautiful worker comb; if too weak
for the two combs, take away one and draw up
the division-board, thus always working to the
best advantage, and making every thing done
by all count on the right side of the ledger page.
As this article is already long enough, I will

tell some other time how I keep the nuclei in a
hive, how I double them for winter, etc.

G. M. DOOIJTTI.E.
Borodino, N.Y., March 17.

[We experimented somewhat with small
frames for queen -rearing, and, after taking ev-
ery thing into consideration, we came to the
conclusion that the advantages are by a long
way emphatically in favor of the regulation
frame used in the apiary. Of all the nuisances
in the yard ii, is to have two or moi'e sizes of
frames. Doolittle's points are all well taken,
and if there is any subject upon which he can
speak with assurance it is this one.]

ITEMS AND QUERIES.

H()FFMAN FI'.AMES; SHALLOW HIVES, ETC.

Bees are wintering badly, and suffering from
disease, mainly, I think, on account of the cold
unfavorable autumn, which confined them too
closely to their hives.

I may not understand the new Crane smoker
from the description in Gleanings; but if I do,
it seems to me you might remedy the difficulty
of swelling valves by immersing them, or, if

need be, all tlie woodwork, for a minute or two,
in boiling or nearly boiling linseed oil, thus
making them moisture-proof; or shellac them
well.

I am also informed that one of the greatest
difficulties connected with the regular Hoffman
frame results from the swelling of the close
ends of the frame-tops, and the closed upper
ends of the uprights during damp weather, and
from moisture absorbed in wintering. Now,
could not that difficulty also be remedied by
dipping the frame-tops, or upper corners of the
frames, for a few moments in this hot linseed
oil?
Mr. Uoolittle tells us of losses from wintering

bees under the snow. I once tried that, and
lost every colony of bees I possessed; and if any
one wishes to get rid of an apiary " with neat-
ness and dispatch." I can recommend this plan
for doing it. And I once lost my whole apiary
by wintering them in a cellar which proved too
cold.

I wish to ask a question, to which, in all my
.30 years' apiarian experience, I have never yet
received a satisfactory answer. It is this: In
the spring I find colony No. 1 very weak. No.
10 is very strong, and could spare some bees to
aid No. 1. Now, the question is, how to give
No. 1 a share of the bees (old bec^s and no brood),
from No. 10, without reversing hives and with-
out removing No. 1 from the home.
For two years I have been experimenting

with a few hives, with L. frame but 7 inches
deep and 10 frames to the hive. I am pleased
with the hive, both for summer and winter;
but my experiments are not conclusive, owing
to the fact that both years were very unfavora-
ble honey years.

I am rather surprised to learn to what extent.
and for how long a time, shallow hives have
been in use. I was not ignorant of the fact of
their use to some extent, for 30 years ago I had

in my apiary a specimen hive made of fencing
boards 6 inches wide; and the hives, or sections
of the hive. 12 inches square. It was as truly a
divisible hive as the Heddon; but it had only
top-bars instead of frames. The modus oper-
andi was to raise up the hive and add these
sections from below as required, and in the au-
tumn remove sections full of surplus honey from
the top. The top of this little hive was covered
with a pane of glass 12 inches square, with a
board about 16 in. square laid over the glass, and
through this pane of glass I first saw a queen.
Feeling much intcested in Carniolan bees,

although I have never tried them, I was deeply
interested in Mr. F. Benton's paper read before
the National Association at Washington; and
wishing to know more about them, and about
their natural habitat, Carniola, that I might
the better jndge of their hardiness, I took the
liberty of writing to Mr. Benton for some infor-
mation upon these subjects, endeavoring to
couch my queries in such language as would
admit of brief replies. But instead of taking
advantage of this fact, Mr. Benton very kindly
wrote a reply so generous in length, so interest-
ing and instructive, that I feel sure you will
agree with me that it is much too good to be
limited to an audience of one. Hence I inclose
it herewith; and should you not find room for
both, then please consign this to the waste-
basket and give us Mr. Benton's.
Excelsior, Minn. J. W. Mukkay.

[We have already arranged the automatic
check-valve of the Crane smoker so that it will
give no trouble from dampness. With regard
to the Hoffman frames, there need be no difti-

cultv from wedging up tight, providing the
wedge itself is inserted midway between the
two ends of the division-board or follower. As
the latter forms a sort of spring pressure
against the sides of the Hoffman frames, no
trouble will result from swelling. As to how to
get the bees from a strong colony into the
weaker one and make them stay, we would sug-
gest that, if you place a large portion from the
former into the latter, a large enough share
will stay, although, of course, some of them
will go back. If this is done before the bees
have much of a chance for flight in the spring,
the percentage that will stay in new quarters
will be still larger.
We were particularly interested in the shal-

low brood-chambers, referred to by Mr. Benton
in his address at Washington; and it was our
purpose to get further facts from him. But,
fortunately, you have secured just the informa-
tion desired, and we are sure that it ought not
to be confined to a single individual, when, in
fact, the whole bee-keeping fraternity w ill be
interested. We take pleasure in presenting it

just as it came from Mr. Benton. 1

BEE KEEPING IN CARNIOLA.

FULI- PAKTICULARS IN KEGAKD TO HOW THE
SHALLOW BROOD-CHAMHERS ARE AND HAVE

BEEN USED FOR CENTURIES IN THAT
PROVINCE.

Uiiital States Drpaitniod of Auriculturc,
Diclsiitu of Kutoiilolofiij.

Mr. J. W. Murray:— Youi'S of the 23d has
just been received. 1 take pleasure in furnish-
ing the information asked for, and also in add-
ing some other particulars that may be of use
and interest to you.
The hive which, for several centuries, has

been most commonly used in Carniola is about
6 inches deep (in-ide measurement), 36 inches
from front to rear, and 12 inches wide, no
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frames being used. These hives are placed in

bee-houses, each tier of hives resting on sepa-
rate siringers of its own so as to be removable,
by sliding out at front or rear, without inter-
fering with the others. There are generally
six or eight tiers—often fifty hives in each tier.

The rear end of each hive (occasionally the
front end instead) is removable for the purpose
of feeding, introducing queens, etc.. while, to
get at queen-cells, the bottom is taken off—the
latter being commonly fastened by hand-made,
wedge-shaped nails that are easily pulled.
Frame-hives are not popular, the few bee-keep-
ers who have tried them not having, except in

rare instances, understood their advantages.
But frames, when used, are mostly shallow

—

from () to S inches only in depth, and are placed
crosswise of the hives, being removable from
the rear end.

THE "shake-out"' FUNCTION AS PRACTICED BY
THE NATIVE BEE-Kf;EPERS OF CARNIOI.A.

There is in Carniola, on the whole, very little

manipulation of combs or interference with the
interior of the hives beyond the cleaning of the
bottom-boards, feeding (which is diligently
practiced), and the supplying occasionally of a
queen or a queen-cell to a hive that has through
accident become queenless. The native bee-
keepers do not often have occasion to hunt out
queens: but when they do (most of the hives,
as already stated, being without frames), they
can only remove the bottom-board and shake
out the bees. They do this by main strength,
taking hold of the box in the middle, and giv-
ing it several violent jerks downward. But as
the main cluster of bees (especially in the fall,

or in weak colonies, after-swarms, etc., or in

such as have stored the rear end of the hive
full of honey) is generally in the front end of
the hive, I was able to adopt, and to show the
native bee-keepers in many places, much to
their delight, a far easier way; namely, the
plan of holding the back part of the hive be-
tween my knees, while I grasped the sides about
six inches from the front end and gave two or
three quick downward jerks, each followed by
a quicker upward motion, thus landing about
all—oftentimes ((ff—of the bees on the ground.
In this way I often captured from these box
hives, and caged in mailing-cages, 30 to 40
queens in two or three hours.
Migratory bee keeping is followed extensive-

ly in Carniola. Hives are taken part way up
the mountain-sides to get the spring yield from
heath blossoms (Erica), and to the plains for

the buckwheat harvest. About 75 of the fiat

hives are loaded at one time on a swinging-
platform wagon, and moved at night.

NATIVE HOME OF CAIiNIOI.ANS.

The Duchy of Carniola {Herzixithuin Knilii),
as it is called, is a province about three-fourths
(SS.'iT sq. mi.) as large as Connecticut, situated
in the southwestern part of the Austrian em-
pire, where the Tyrolean Alps bend southward.
The main railway line (Siicdhdlni) from Vien-
na to Trieste passes thiouy:!! the center of Car-
niola, and the RiidolfslKilm. following down
the Save River from the northwest, joins the
first-mentioned line at Luibach, the capital of
the province, a city of about 27,000, situated
near the center of the elevated plain which,
sloping gradually to the southeast, constitutes
the gn^ater part of the surface of Carniola.
This plain is some 3tM) to 4(K) feet above the

sea-level, in the southeast of Carniola, while at
Laibach it is nearly lOOO feet above that level,
and rises as one proceeds northward in the val-
ley of the Save. The latter narrows rapidly,
being bordered on the east and west by moun-
tain-ranges — the Carnic Alps, whose peaks
range from 20fW to nearly 10,0<K) feet in height.

the culmination being near the northwestern
point of the province, whence the two ranges
proceed, and where the Save enters by a narrow
pass. As may be imagined, the winters, especial-
ly in the more elevated portions in the northwest,
are rather long and generally severe. The
snows are very deep in the mountains—a fall of
three or four feet at a time frequently occurring.
I have known the mercury to reach 30° below
zero Fahrenheit. There is much humidity in
the atmosphere, both winter and summer

—

largely, no doubt, because of the nearness of
the region to the Mediterranean Sea, and in
summer to the constantly melting glaciers of
the mountains which feed many streams, and
to frequent and often rather long-continued
rains. The summers are, in fact, cool and moist,
clouds are frequent, and the air is often cooled
off very suddenly by winds laden with fog. or
at least cold, which sweep down from the
mountains. At such times—particularly in the
spring, and again in August during the buck-
wheat harvest (it is always much cooler after
Aug. 1.5T,h than before), the ground in front of
hives of bees is often literally covered with the
chilled workers, overtaken within the space of
a few moments, when attempting to regain their
hives. The race is very prolific, and recovers
with great rapidity from such disasters, though,
of course, when occurring at the opening of a
given harvest the latter is not of much use so
far as securing surplus honey is concerned.

BEE-HOUSES IN CARNIOLA.
The bee- houses are inclosed on three sides,

and the hive-fronts fill out the fourth side. A
space of about five feet is left at the rear of the
hives, and a door opens at one end into this,

while at the ojtposite end there is usually a
window closed by a wooden shutter. The bees
are wintered in these houses by stuffing hay,
forest leaves, moss, or something similar, in

between the tiers, of hives, at the ends of the
tiers, above, below, and against the back ends
of the hives, the material in this latter place
being held iu position by boards or quilts.

During Vury severe weather, and also when
bright sunlight might attract the bees out
upon the snow, a wooden shutter, like a trap-

door, is let down from above so as to close the
whole front. But this does not fit very closely,

being roughly made.
The sides of the hives touch each other. The

tiers sometimes do. but usually each tier rests

on pieces of scantling which run from one end
of the bee-house to the other—one in front and
one at the I'ear. so placed that the hives can be
readily slid in free from each other, and so

the fronts will just fill the space between the

scantlings. Tops of hives are nailed on, except
in the small number of instances in which
frames are used in these long hives, when the

tops are generally hinged. Occasionally sur-

plus honey is obtained in caps such as farmers
place on box-hives in this country, the cap, in

this case, being placed over a hole in the top of

the Carniolan hive the same as with us. The
use of such a cap is exceptional, especially as

the hive with cap occupies the place of two
long flat hives. Most of the honey is obtained
by "taking up" (sulphuring) a certain pro-

portion of the colonies in the fall. Sometimes
the cleaner, newer combs ar(> placed by them-
selves and allowed to drain tolerably dry in a
warm room, the product, of course, being simi-

lar to extracted honey. It is sold as drip honey
(Trt)pfenhimi(j), while the most of the combs,
having been crushed in casks or vats, are per-

mitted to drain off a dark, rank, pollen-laden
iiijuid which they use in baking honey-cakes
in, in preparing various drinks, as well as to

feed bees. In truth, it is fit for nothing but this
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last use. Very little honey is eaten except as It

is combined in different cakes, gingerbread,
etc., and syrups are also unknown, as are buck-
wheat cakes, warm biscuit, etc.

Stimulative feeding is practiced in the spring
quite early, with a view to getting early and
frequent swarms. The honey (Stampfhonig)
used for this pui'pose contains much pollen, and
is, therefore, better than cane sugar as a stimu-
lus to brood-rearing. The number of stocks is

usually trebled or quadrupled by August, and
all are" taken to the buckwheat Kelds of Central
and South Carniola, where strong ones are gen-
erally able to acquire a weight of (iO or 70
pounds—bees, combs, honey, and pollen. But
those sulphured, probably do not yield, on the
average, more than n third of this, as all very
light after-swarms are included in the con-
demned lots, since, of course, such would not
winter. But after-swarms weighing (combs,
bees, and honey) twelve to fifteen pounds, are
frequently wintered. But those heaviest in the
fall are. other things being equal (age and qual-
ity of queens, character of combs, populousness.
etc.). the ones that, hy all odds, winter best.

Naturally, where such a system of bee-keep-
ing is followed, the extractor and sections being
known to very few, and the popular idea being
that honey could be harvested only in the fall
after buckwheat had done blossoming, it was
an astonishing thing for some one to show a
quantity of light-colored honey from locust-
trees, fnun chestnut, or even the amber-colored
honey from horse-chestnut and from pine-trees,
all gathered and harvested before July. And
the absence of the buckwheat flavor was con-
sidered remarkable, as honey without that was
unknown, so to say. Nor was it clear why " my
bees made honey " that was fre^^ from the rank
flavor of pollen and much other material even
less appetizing, which their crushed-comb prod-
uct always hnd. Fkank Benton,

Apiarist U. S. Dept. Agriculture.

HINTS TO BEGINNEKS.

HOW TO start; how to winter; comb honey,
ETC.

Dear Cousin Will:—I am glad to learn that
you are to have some bees. I think five colo-
nies just about the right number to start with,
as it will pay you to buy an extractor and some
other conveniences for that number. Don't be
in a hurry to move them home. Wait till it is

warm enough so they can fly next day after
moving. When it is warm enough so the bees
work on the maple will be a good time. In the
mean time you should get a good hand-book on
bees, and post up. Root's A B C is the best
thing for beginners that I know of. After you
have read it through, don't lay it up and forget
you have it. It should be your daily adviser.
In my first season with five colonies my ABC
book was consulted every day—yes. many times
a day; and, as a result, I got fli^O for my crop,
besides increasing the five to thirteen, all of
which wintered well.
As it is only three or four miles, you can drive

over with your spring wagon, toward night,
when the bees are all in. Tack a strip of wire
cloth over the entrance, and tie on the cover
and bottom securely with taired twine. Now
drive up with your wagon, and, having previ-
ously found out which way the frames run in
the hives, load them so the frames will be cross-
wise of the wagon; then the jerks will be end-
wise instead of sidewise. The jerks sidewise
in a wagon are worse than endwise.
On arriving home you should place them

where they are to stand. Make a separate

stand for each hive. An inverted box six inches
deep and two or three inches longer than the
hive, will do. Don't put them too near the
driveway, nor in the calf-lot nor hen-park; and
don't put them away out of sight behind some
building, or back in the orchard.
A little shade is a good thing, but it should

not be too dense. Have them in plain sight of
the house, especially the kitchen and sitting-
room windows.
To give them cheap protection from the sud-

den changes of temperatui'e this spring. I

would group them close together like the ac-
companying sketch; you can then make an

^
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cutting out cells: a pair of small sharp scissors

lo clip queens" wings, and a pocket mirror, small
enough to carry in your vest-pocket. This last

is to help you find a bee when it is trying to
sting around your neck, where you can't see
without the glass.

I have said nothing about sections, because I

would not advise you to try to raise comb hon-
ey the lirst year. I have mentioned nothing
but what I think you need. Some other things
might be added, but I don't advise you to spend
a bit more on your bees than necessary until

they repay you. Vou might save a little more
by making your own hives. A neat light hive
can be made from shoe-boxes. Get your frames
from the factory first, and make your hives to
fit.

Hut with all your economy, don't scrimp on
foundation, and you will secure stniight ivork-

cr combs oil wired frames; an investment you
never will be sorry for as long as you work with
the bees. Chalon Fowls.
Oberlin, O., Mar. 10.

[These instructions are plain and" right t^- the
point, and we are glad to add our indorsement
to them.]

A BACKWARD SPRING IN CALIFORNIA.

BEE-PARALYSIS CAUSED BY CONDITIONS OF
CLIMATE BATHER THAN QUEENS.

We are having a cold, backward spring.
While the roses are in bloom at Ventni'a. we
can see the mountains back of tlie Matilija
covered with snow, and that. too. only about
fifteen or twenty miles otf—more snow than we
have had for a number or years. Bees are con-
suming great quantities of honey for brood

-

rearing; and if this weather continues ranch
longer, many colonies of bees will perish for
want of stores.

Bee-paralysis (nameless bee-disease) has its

sway during this damp cold weather. Having
considerable of it to contend with every season,
I have noticed that it was wor.se during wetand
foggy weather. Warm dry weather seems to be
beneficial to the disease. Also when we have
a good honey -flow from the sages, or best honey,
it gradually disappears. I have been experi-
menting, by moving queens from afflicted

colonies tb an out-apiary, a few hundred feet
greater elevation, nine miles further away from
the coast: and the few queens moved thus far
have produced good healthy bees. Apiaries lo-

cated far aNxay from the coast are the least
troubled with it. As you advance toward the
coast, the worse it is. This proves to me that
it is not (ill caused by the queens; and I believe
that the forage and weather have a great deal
to do with it, although I have also cured it by
queens raised from afflicted colonies and other-
wise. My neighbor, Mr. Louis Walker, has
lost a number of hundred colonies by this dis-
ease, and it nearly discouraged him from con-
tinuing in the business.

UNPROFITABLE FEEDING.
I have a number of friends who are feeding

colonies in three-story hives, which is a great
mistake for this time of the season in Califor-
nia. It is much better to contract the brood-
chamber to one story, if possible, and save an
expensive waste of honey.
Those having young drones flying should now

commence preparing for young queens, to su-
persede all old queens, and have a surplus on
hand at the proper time for young queenless
swarms. Clean all bottom - boards and the
frames, for easy and rapid manipulation, for
these burr and brace combs are a hindrance to
the greatest success.

HOW TO PREPARE BEES FOR JIOVING.

For those who intend moving bees on lumber
wagons, over rough roads. I would suggest put-
ting from two to three feet of loose straw into
the wagon-box: load all hives firmly together.
Fill gunnie sacks half full of straw: cushion
the outer edge between hives and side-board
and spaces. Bind well, and a considerate driver
is all that is required to make all go well.
Ventura. Cal., Mar. 14. M. H. Mendleson. .

SIMPLE METHODS FOR DETECTING ADUL-
TERATION IN HONEY AND WAX.

The following is a translation which we make
from the Bienenvater, a German bee-journal

published in Vienna, Austria. While it shows
a rather bad state of affairs on the other side of

the pond, we are glad to note that it also offers

a practical antidote for those evils. We would
refer our readers to page 375 for an account of

our own exi)eriments with some honey which
we had reason to think was not pure.

" Naug-lit so line has e'er been spun
But came at last to light of sun."

Honey and wax, those costly natural products
which for thousands of years have played so
important a part in domestic economy, have, in

later times, iieen greatly debased. In place of
honey we have sugar; and in lieu of beeswax
we have mineral wax—ceresin and ozokerite.
Still, honey and wax are used for many purpos-
es; and although the price of honey, as com-
pared with that of other sweets, and the price
of beeswax, as compared with that of mineral
and vegetable wax, is but a trifle higher, yet it

is now the case, as it has been for years past,

that greedy men have adulterated the pure ar-
ticles with an inferior product, and sold them
as genuine. This adulteration of both of these
products is already the regular bvisiness of so

many, that there are in Switzerland several es-

tablishments now engaged in the production of

artificial honey. This so-called Swiss honey
contains but very little real honey, but mostly
potato or starch syrup. These Swiss honeys
are easily detected by very simple means. Last
year, however, there started up in Germany a
factory for the production of a new honey
product called sugar honey, the same compar-
ing perfectly, in its chemical features, with bee
honey; and "a skillful chemist (a sworn official

expert) could not prove it to be mixed. We
hope, however, that chemistry will ultimately
be able to succeed in showing this product to be
what it is. The other principal adulteration of

honey consists in mixing pure honey with glu-

cose (starch syrup, potato syrup, beet sugar,
corn syrup), carrot juice, flour, glue, traga-
canth. and water. Wax is mo^^tly adulterated
by adding tallow, ceresin, stearine, and vegeta-
ble oils.

It is possible for chemistry to prove adul-
terations in wax by employing very simple
methods, as a general thing; but in some mix-
tures, however, the operation is very complicat-
ed, and on that account they are not touched
on here.

HOW TO DETECT ADULTERATION IN HONEY.

/. Adulteration with glucose.—Take a table-
spoonful of the. honey to be tested; pour it into

a small bottle: then add three spoonfuls of pure
spirit, and shake the whole thoroughly together.
In about a quarter of an hour theie will form
in the bottle a cloudy, whitish sediment; and
from this, oni' may be sure the honey is adul-
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terated. Conifer honey, as also that from fir|

and pine, yields a slight precipitate of dextrine.
Dr. Haenle, of Strassburg, can, by means of
the polariscope. very easily detect the adulter-
ation of conifer honey by its right-handed ro-

tation.

2. AdnlteraVxon ivUh flaur. st(trch, cic—Pour
into a tumbler, partly filled with honey, a few
drops of the tincture of iodine, stirring it

thoroughly with a glass rod. In a few moments
it will, if adulterated, be of a bluish color. If

the honey is greatly diluti'd it will form on the
bottom of the glass a sediment of a deep sky-
blue color.

:j. AduUeratkni with flour.—Warm the hon-
ey till it is quite thin; let it cool off and add
very cold water, constantly stirring till the
flour separates from the honey and falls to the
bottom, whereitis easily recognized.
Additions of flour can be easily detected in

such honey by warming it. It melts very slow-
ly and burns easily.

4. AdiUterations with glucose.—Mix honey
with boiling water. If ithas not an aromatic
smell, but smells of starch or fusil, it is adul-
terated with potato or starch syi'up.

.5. Adulteration with glue can he easily de-
tected by an addition of tannin. The latter is

often used by wine-dealers to render red wine
astringent. When used as an adulterant it

forms a yellowish- white sediment.
<). The addition of water can be very easily

demonstrated by the use of Schachinger's hon-
ey-scale. The specific gravity of pure extracted
honey is 1.39 kgs. per liter. Watered honey soon
ferments and easily becomes sour, and this is

always a good meaiis of detecting adulterated
honey.

7. Artificial honey, known as Swiss. Alp, and
grape honey, etc.. are easily recognized—1. By
the presence of sulphuric acid: 2. By a grating
taste: '1 By the fact that it never crystallizes,
but remains permanently liquid.

EXTRACTORS.

CRITinSMS AND SITGGESTION.S FJiO.M A WISCON-
SIX liKE-KEKPEI}.

Friend Root:— I see quite fi'equenlly com-
ments upon different honey - extractors by dif-
ferent writers, showing the difference in what
they accomplish. I will try aithis time to show
something of the u.sc and (ibii.'<e of the extract-
Ol'.

First. I wish to assert that more bees are kill-

ed annually by the ignorant use of the honey-
extractor than by all other causes combined. I

frequently meet bee-keepers who raise from
500 to .5000 lbs. of honey, wanting to change
their little Novice machine for one with a great-
er capacity. Right here I wish to say, don't do
it. If you have a machine, and can not sell it

for what it is worth, fosten it down and wear it

out. Von can extract with it all the honey you
produce, and that is all you would do with a 125
machine. The weak point with the Novice, as
well as nearly all other machines, is the cast-
iron hon<'y-gate: hence we see so many corncob
and rag honey-gates. Why can we not have a
malleable or wrought - iron gate? No one
would object to the difference in cost. The
above is a very disagreeable feature.
Another bad feature is the way a hirge por-

tion of such machines are fastened down before
commencing work. It is a truly comical sight
to see the machine placed upon an old rickety
bench or box, with a heavy comb in one side
and a light one in the other: then see the oper-
ator chase the thing around the room in dis-
gust. But this is the fault of the operator and

not the machine. The bench that I prefer is

made by sawing off' a block from a hard-wood
log 20 inches long. I saw it oft' where a knot or
limb puts out. so as to make a set-off' for the
honey-gate—thus:

This block is very heavy, and. if sawed off

square,' and nailed to the floor, as shown by
A, A, A. and the machine fastened to the block
by screws at b, u: then if the floor is solid I
will insure the machine to ''stay put" and re-
main firm. The illustration also shows my
manner of straining honey. The little strain-
ers you send out with your machines I always
give to the little daughter to make a hoop-skirt
for her doll, for I want one three times as large,
and running to a point. You will see the strain-
er is tied to the faucet at c, with a hole d,
thiough which is passed the honey-gaie so it

can be closed or opened at will: e shows the
pail into which the honey runs, and f shows the
manner of tipping the pail under the stream
when the pail E is full; o is a tunnel holding
1^2 pails of honey, which conducts it to the
barrel after it is strained.
In the sea.son of 1891, my wife, with a hand to

help her and another to empty the honey, ex-
tracted, with one of Novice's little machines,
2080 lbs. in ten hotirs, while myself and son, 14
years old, with a hand to help, traveled 9 miles
and took 16.50 lbs. with the same kind of ma-
chine. I doubt wliether much more would have
been accomplished with larger machines.

I think I shall want one of your new Cowan
extractors, and I want one so the weight of the
machine won't break off the honey-gate. Ma-
chines that are drawn over the country, in a
wagon, should have a better honey-gate.
Viola. Wis.. Feb. 21. M. A. Giix.

[Many of your points are well taken: but.
friend G.. it seems to us that it is a great deal
of trouble and unnecessary labor to have two
little pails to transfer honey into the barrel, to
say nothing of the danger from daubing and
the labor of handling the pails of honey. If
you are going to put honey into the barrel at all.

why not put the bung of the barrel directly un-
der the honey-gate—letting the strainer, of
course, run into the bung. But. as a general
thing, honey should be ripened a little before it

is barreled up: and, if we are correct, most ot
the extracted-honey men run their honey into
shallow vats, keeping the same in a dry. warm,
prot(>cted place for some length of time. In
California the extractor is set on a side-hill, a
pipe connects the honey-gate with a tank a lit-

tle lower down, but high enough to aliow the
honey to run into a wagon loaded -with square
cans.
Speaking of the size of extractors, there is no
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doubt that a little non-reversing machine will

extract all the honey that most bee-keepers can
produce; but the fact should be borne in mind
that labor is an expensive item, and one may
lay out more money in handling a crop of honey,
iu a single season, with a small non-reversing
machine, than a large reversing extractor would
cost. It is not a question whether a small
machine will do the work, but it is a question
which machine will do it the cheapest, consid-

ering the first cost and interest on the money.
Our extractors have of late been greatly im-

proved, and the honey-gate has been made
much more substantial: and we contemplate
making the gate proper of malleable iron.

In regard to the Novice and Cowan, as the
latter costs but a trifle more, it would not |)ay a
bee-keeper who has a thousand pounds or more
to extract, to fuss with a non-reversing ma-
chine: and reports are coming in, showing that
the Cowan reversible does not throw a spray of

honey over the can. The reason for this is, that
there is no center-shaft nor bracework that'
forms a sort of propeller-wheel to make an up-
current on the inside of the can. Reversible
machines, besides being much more rapid, have
this as a distinctive feature, llead w hat Frank
McNay says on page 174 of our March 1st issue.]

COLD-MADE GRANULATED SUGAR SYRUP.

HOW TO MAKE A DESIKAliLK TABLE SYliUr:
AN IMPORTANT (^UERY ABOUT KAMBI.EE.

In reply to the Stray Straw on page 1.5!i of
Gleanings, that those who have had experi-
ence with cold-made granulated sugar syrup
should report results. I will say we use it on the
table all the time. When properly flavored we
find it superior to any thing we can buy. If not
flavored it is tasteless—simply sweet, and we
soon get tired of it. About one-fourth common
brown sugar mixed witli the granulated will
flavor to suit some palates, and it gives a little

color. We like best to place in the oven of the
cook-stove a common tin pie-pan full of granu-
lated sugar: leave it until the sugar is melted,
and the resulting cake is a dark brown. Don't
stir it. This cake is broken into pieces when
cold, and mixed with the sugar as the percola-
tor is filled. The flavor isexcellent, resembling
maple, and the color is good, thus pleasing both
eye and palate.
We u.se a common glass percolator which holds

about a gallon, and cost from ."lO cts. to $1.(K).

Any drugstore should be able to furnish them.
One with a faucet in the bottom is convenient:
but a cork answers very well. (}lass is best, as it

does not corrode, and you can see what you are
doing. Fasten it to the wall where it will be
out of the way, and the syrup-cup can be set un-
der it. A pi<'ce of perforated wood or metal cut
to fit the bottom, and covered with thin cloth, is

as good as or better than a sponge; fill it with
sugar and flavoring; add water until it stands
over the sugar; keep it so, refilling as it runs out;
let it drip in the syrup-cup as needed. From 7

to s lbs. of sugar will make a gallon of fine

heavy syrup costing from 35 to 4() cts., which, be-
ing pure cane sugar, will, after the novelty has
worn off', go further than the best you can buy
at from .")() to so cts., none, or very little of the
latter being pure. Besides being pure, it is clean,
no dirt being able to pass the filter in the bot-
tom.
About this time Dr. Milh^r is saying, " What

has all this to do with my query about the crys-
tallization or non-crystallization of cold-made
granulated syrup?" Nothing, my dear doctor;
nothing at all. So far this is how to make the
b<'St table syrup you ever tasted, almost with-

out trouble, and very economically. Will it crys-
tallize? No, it won't if you let it drip into^your
syrup-cup as needed, and keep the latter closed
when not in use; but it will if you leave it ex-
posed to a warm dry air. Why? Because
the cold water just saturates it as it passes
through the percolator. It should pass through
slowly to do so, and will retain indefinitely all

the sugar it holds in solution, if not allowed to
evaporate. If allowed to evaporate, the excess
of sugar thus left behind will be deposited in
crystals on the bottom and sides of the vessel.
If fed to bees it should be largely diluted with
water, both for the convenience of the bees in
handling, and because, if the excess of water
should be evaporated in the hive, it would crys-
tallize, unless it is changed into honey by the se-
cretions of the bees, as some claim. Hot water
will dissolve much more sugar than cold. When
syrup is made in the usual way by boiling, and
enough sugar is added, or the syrup cooks
down enough, more sugar is dissolved than can
be held in solution when it becomes cold; the
excess is deposited in crystals, which fill up the
vessel holding it. and, with the disagreeable
mess of making it, renders the whole business a
nuisance as usually made.
Rig up a percolator, doctor; it is not often you

can benefit your pocketbook and please your
women-folks at the same time.
Say, what's the matter with Rambler, page

'.10? He's all right," you say. Not a bit of it; he
has something worse than the '•scratches;"he's
got two left feet and nary a right one. I say,
you all let Rambler alone; you ought to be
ashamed. I've heard of worrying a man until he
did not know his head from his heels; but it is

evident you have bothered the poor fellow until

he is all left legs and no right ones. Don't see
how he climbs those mountains in that shape.

Berlin. Mo.. March 8. Geo. R. Wei.ler.

SELF-HIVERS AND THE DRONE AND QUEEN
TRAP.

the uses to which the trap may be put.

I believe some of the self-hivers are used, not
to increase the apiary, but merely to detnin the
queen and bees, and have as little interruption
of work in the supers as possible. Now, if this

is the principal object and use for a self-hiver. I

see no good reason for using a swarmer of any
kind, and I am of the opinion that the drone
and queen trap can be used to much better ad-
vantage than any self-hiving arrangement.
R. L. Taylor has used them in accordance with
this theory, and recommends them as the best
automatic hiver in use.
Those bee-keepers who do not desire swarms or

increase in any way should use the trap. If a
swarm issues while the trap is on the hive, the
queen will surely be found in the trap, and the
bees will return and commence work as though
nothing unusual had happened. Thequeen will

be all right if l(»ft in the trap several days—in

fact, she can be left there until the seventh day
after the swarm issued, and then re-introduced
to the same colony she came from, .lust here I

will give a point that will enable almost any
bee-keeper to prevent more swarms issuing from
the same hive in the same season.
Allow the qui'en to remain in the trap three

days after the swarm comes oft'. Then re- intro-

duce her (any other will do) to the colony. If

the queen is introduced as here advised, it will

not b(( necessary to open the hive and destroy
the ([ueen-cells, as theciueen introduced will at-

tend to that matt(!r as soon as she gets posses-

sion of thecoml)s. There will be nomoreswarms
from that hive that season. If the queen is
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known to be a very old one. it is not advisable to

re-introduce her, as tiie colony would be likely

to throw oif a swarm at any time during the
summer.
Now, here is another way to manage the trap

at swarming time. If the colony that swarms
needs a new queen, and it is not convenient to

purchase one, let the old queen remain in the
trap till the twelfth day, or until there is no
Erobability of more swarms issuing from that
ive. In the meantime, all the queen-cells that

were in the hive when the swarm issued will

have hatched, and perhaps several dead queens
will be found in the trap. Now the trap should
be removed so the young queen can take a mat-
ing-flight. The only objection to this last meth-
od is the loss of brood that would occur while
the colony is rearing a queen. Should this occur
during the last days of the honey-How, the dam-
age to the colony from loss of brood would be
very slight. Some would claim that it is a de-
cided advantage.

If desirable to preserve the queen-cells reared
in a colony that has cast a swarm, the combs
should remain undisturbed until the seventh
day after the swarm issues. I have found, in my
long experience in queen-rearing, that it is a
dangerous thing to handle queen-cells before
the embryo queens are pretty nearly matured.
When capped seven days, the cells will stand
rough handling and a temperature a good many
degrees below that of the hive the cells were
taken from, and not be in the least damaged.
When the cells are removed from a colony

that has swarmed, one of the largest and finest

cells should be selected as the one to remain.
Remove all others. As it is difficult to find all
the cells, the trap should not be taken from the
hive till the twelve days have expired, as a sec-

ond swarm might issue in the meantime. A
queen usually hatches on the eighth day after
the first swarm issues, and it is on that day that
the second swarm will come off'.

Wenham, Mass. Henry Ali,ev.

[We shall endeavor to experiment again along
the line that Mr. Alley has indicated. In the
meantime, see our editorial elsewhei-e.l

Lad/es' Conversazione.

LIFE IN FLORIDA.

MKS. IIARKISON TELLS SOMETHING ABOUT IT.

Mr. Editor:—I have spent several days of this
week out in the country, among the homestead-
ers, and a little of what I saw may be of interest
to your readers. I had been requested to go to a
town eight miles distant, on the banks of this
ovely bay. to talk bees. As an additional at-
traction, several musicians went along, and
sang and played" Dot Happy Bee-man" and oth-
er bee songs familiar to those who attend bee-
onventions.
The musicians went there in a sail-boat; but

as I desired a closer acquaintance with the pine
woods I requested permission to ride with a wo-
man returning to her homestead, in a wagon
drawn by a yoke of oxen. I enjoyed this ride ex-
ceedingly, looking at the tall pines, the bloom-
ng ti-ti, th(3 lupens, sage, and other liowers.
My pleasure was marred only by pity for the
poor oxen. Their mistress guided them with
ropes round their horns. One of them she called
Diamond; the other, Joe. Diamond cheerfully
obeyed her directions, but was mad if she want-
ed him togoaroad not leading toward their
home, and would pull in a different direction
until he was whipped into submission. vShe

would talk to them as if they were children:
"Joe, why do you act so? why don't you be good
like Diamond ? he is a good ox." Joe saw a toad-
stool in the road, which appeared to be a tempt-
ing morsel for him; and in getting it he ran his
horn under a stump, and she said, " Joe, why
don't you behave youi'self ? you came very near
breaking your horn off."

This woman told me that, if I would come out
to her homestead next day she would yoke her
oxen and take me two miles to another home-
stead to see a tea-tree higher than my head. I

did so, and on the way she pointed to a large
magnolia-tree, saying, " There is the best spring
that I ever saw, coming out clear and cool under
that tree.'"

When we arrived at the homestead I was
pleased with what I saw. Here was a poor fam-
ily of eleven—father, mother, eight children,
and a grandmother nearly ninety years old.

They were too poor to buy trees: but by graft-
ing and budding they had thrifty trees of all

kinds belonging to temperate and semi-tropical
climates. Whenever there is danger of frost
killing their fruit they stay up all night and
keep fires burning, and have saved their fruit in

this way. The father of the family, and two
large boys, have a fish-house on the bay, and
catch and sell fish and oysters to teams who
come for them from the back country, while the
mother and smaller children tend the orchard.
She knows every tree, bush, or vine, and loves
and watches them with a mothei'"s care. Ap-
ples, pears, quinces, and every bush oi' vine, will

grow from cuttings in this soil and climate. vShe
pointed to a very large grapevine, saying."That
is a wild vine, and I want some more of them,
for the bees like them so well." In answer to
my inquiry as to how much honey she had last
year, she said. "About half a barrel." Their
bees are kept in box hives, and Til take back all

I ever said against them when I se(> poor fami-
lies enjoying this luscious sweet when a mova-
ble-fi'ame hive is beyond their means.
The tea-trees were very luxuriant, and belong

to the same ordei' as the Cdinellla Japonicd,
which they resemble. These trees were raised
from cuttings, and I purchased a small one,
which had a mass of fibrous roots, which were
tied up in an old cloth. I looked around for
something to carry it in, when I spied a large
gourd which answered the purpose well. All
trees and plants from China and Japan, such as
plums and persimmons, cherries, etc., take kindly
to the climate, and I wonder if there are no bees
thatcould be introduced from thatcountry. Dur-
ing the Centennial at Philadelphia, among the
Japan exhibit I saw a painting of a swarm of
bees in the air. and the Japs after them.

AMONG THE PINES.

On this trip I was at five different lioraes, and
there were bees at all of them—only a few colo-
nies, though, kept in box hives, and they were
the smallest black bees that I ever saw. I bade
good- by to the woman whose hospitality I had
enjoyed, and walked through the pines to the
postolfice, to take passage in the mail-boat. Be-
fore it arrived she cami' in. saying. " All of our
trees, and everything that we had, is burned
up." As she was alone, and worn out with fight-

ing the fire, heat, and smoke, I returned to the
homestead with her, and assisted in putting out
the tii'e. I found that a picket fence surrounding
the house was remaining: the bees. pigs. Joe
and Diamond; and that but few trees in the or-
chard were injured. The fire came through the
pines faster than the fleetest horse, with a ter-

rific roar, and the tops of the burning pines at
night resembled electric lights.

Mrs. L. Harrison.
St. Andrew's Bay. Fla., March 2:?.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

THAT "BRETH."'

Mr. A. I. Glean-
i>i(/s;—Sum poei)le

is very stingy about
tell in what they
know. I aint. I like

to let uthers lurn
what ive lurnt. So I

make bold to use the
coUurabs of your as-

^s^'^^^^T^^^^^^^-"'- teamed gernal to in-
<i^^SM: jiAg^^ -

"^->

'<"- struck the vooth of
our land about bees.
Bees is different

kinds. Hunny bees,
bumbel bees, queen
bees, and I wood here
stop to explane that

there haint no king bees, jist queens, like it is

in England. And the bees thinks as much of
their queen as the subjecks of queen Victoria
think of her. They jist think the world of
her. Why, she doant have to feed
herself or wash her oan face. The
bees do it for her. She jist enjoys
life layin eggs and leadln out
swarms.
But lie tell you more about queens

bineby. As I was a sayin, thay is

hunny bees, bumbel bees, queen bees,
drone bees, worker bees, quiltin
bees, huskin bees, and a bee in the
bonnet. That last is a figger of
speech, and means a man whicj^ has
invented a uoo kink into a hive, and
thinks the world wood stop agoin
round if he didnt tell evry buddy
about his invenshun. And heal git
you up in a corner, or git you by
the collar of your coat, and then heal
tock and tock and tock.
Wunst 1 of that kind got aholt of

mo. He had invented a pain of glass
to put in the back of a hive, so he
cood sec the bi'os to work. I was git-
ting the old mare shod at the black-
smith shop, and he tackled me about
that pain of glass into the back of a
hive. He had a bad breth. I think
his stummich was out of repair.
After he had toald me all they was
to tell, and sum more besides. I be-
gun to back off from him. I .seed

my mistake then. He got aholt of
my coat coller; and thogh I made
sum attemp to back oft', he held on
and follered me up till I struck the
wall of the blacksmith shop. Then
he had me. It was no use to struggle
against fait.

Imepirtywell up in the world, bein
sum 6 feet hie, but he was taller yit.

Tall and slim. Sumwhat consumpted lookin
He jist brung his face close down to mine, and
I had to stand and take it. Oh that breth! It
was offal. How I wisht the Atlantic otion was
betwixt us! Or the Pesiffick! Howl did wish
I had never tried to back off' from him, but
had pashiently endoored the faint aroma of
his breth that I receaved at the 1st respectful
distance! When he got his face cloast up to
mine, and the full idea of the strength of that
breth dawned upon me. I giv up then and there
that I had never experienced sitch a breth be-
fore. It resembled a cross between a skunk, a
billy goat, and a limburger cheese.
Then I began to feel in my pockets to find a

peace of sassyfrast, or sum sitch thing to take

the bad taist of that breth out of my mouth.
But I haddent a blame thing about my clothes.

Then I began to think what a dreadful thing it

wood be to die that way. And I cool see the
wimmen as they marched by the coffin, a lookin
at the corpse and aholdin their hangkarcheese
to their nose. For by this time I was satyourat-
ed. so to speak, with that breth. Not that I

cood reely see enny sitch thing, for as yit I was
a astandin agin the wall of the blacksmith shop.
And I began to think over ray past life, and I

wisht I had been kinder to my old woman. For
altho Betsy Smith had a tung in her head, she
means well, and they haint a man in 10 miles
has had better vittles than me. And in that
tryin our. I diddent feel like layin nothin up
agin Betsy.
Jist then a tremenjous shower of sparks from

the anvil fioo all over us and skairt the old
mare so she jumpt nearly out of her skin. I took
my chants, and embraced my opperchunity to
brake loose and grab the creeter, and never stopt
till I was on her back and on my way home.
That night I brung in more than the yousual

allowance of wood for the old woman, and piled

it more careful. Jake Smith.

OH, THAT BKETHI

P. S.—Much ablidged for the paper you sent
me. Yuve got the pickter of me to a dot. oanly
yuve marked the rong name under me. My
name's not Murray Heiss, it's Jake Smith.

THE WHEEL AND ITS PROBABLE FUTURE.

, GKEEN TELLS US SOMETHING ABOUT
ITS VALUE TO THE HEE-KEEPEK.

Friend Root:—I have been greatly interested
in your experience with your late hobby, the
wheel. 1 am one of the crankiest cranks on
wheels myself, and it does me good to see such
missionary ^\ ork in that line. I am as firm a
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believer lis you in tho, practical usefulness and
possibilities of the bicycle, and I tliink that the
use at present made of it is only a beginning,
and that the nc^xt few years will see a devel-
opment of it that in itself and in its results
will be of the highest importance to the world.
A Harvard professor, in a recent speech, de-
clared that the invention of the bicycle deserv-
ed to rank next in social importance to that of
the railroad and the telegraph: and I think-

that all who will carefully consider the possi-

bilities of the bicycle, what it has already be-
gun to do, and the effect that these things will

have on society as at present constituted, must
agree with him. The way to help the wheel to

take its proper position in the world's regard is

by just such practical uses and recommenda-
tions as you and some of your correspondents
have been giving it. Mr. Walter Harmer may
meet with some ridicule and a great deal of
" chaff " in using the wheel for delivering hon-
ey, but he is on the right track. By the way,
I once carried a crate of comb honey five miles
on a wheel. That was in the days of solid tires,

too, but not a comb was injured. I believe I

was the first to call attention to the value of the
wheel to bee-keepers in visiting out-apiaries.
During the past season I have found it very
valuable for that purpose, enabling me to get
along with two horses instead of three, which
I would otherwise have needed, besides saving
a great deal of time by its greater speed and
convenience.
Riding the bicycle is one of the most enjoya-

ble of sports; but that is not all. It is one of
the most healthful forms of exercise; but that
is not all. It is one of the fastest, cheapest,
and most convenient methods of travel; but
that is not all. Too many people still i)ersist

in regarding the wheel as an expensive play-
thing, a toy which only the rich can afford, and
which will be thrown aside as soon as whatthey
are pleased to call the present " craze " is over.
What we need is to pound it into the heads of
these people that the wheel is one of the most
practically useful inventions ever produced.
In England the wheel is said to be used liter-

ally by "the butcher, the baker, the candle-
stick maker," and for the most practical pur-
l)oses. It must be confessed that England is

ahead of us in most matters relating to the
wheel. They have there one cyclist to every 93
inhabitants. Here we have only one to every
309. If the tremendous rate of increase shown
last year is continued long, with the good roads
that the influence of the wheel is already be-
ginning to give us we shall soon be up to them
in this respect.

It is said that there is already more rubber
used in making bicycle-tires than for any other
one purpose—more than for rubber boots, over-
shoes, and clothing. Perhai)S the reason for

this is, that the rubber used in their manufac-
ture must be really rubber instead of a conglom-
eration of adulterations.
At i)resent the racer and the fast road-rider

are at the front in cycling matters. The man-
ufacturers cater to them, and the development
of the practical uses of the wheel receives but
little attention. This is to be deplored, because,
while these men are doing some good by calling
attention to some of the possibilities of the
wheel, there are many who hold aloof from cy-

cling just because of their follies. The "mon-
key on a stick " position assumed by those who
think it necessary to ride a mile in the least

l)0ssible number of seconds, will undoubtedly
often have grave physical evils as its conse-
quence. Very likely, also, many will be injured
by the overstrain of competition in races and
long exhausting rides; but used with a proper
degree of moderation and common sense, I be-

lieve there is no more healthful form of exer-
cise. I think, too, there is nothing of which
one is less likely to tire. I began to ride the
wheel eleven years ago, and with some inter-

vals have been a rider ever since. I enjoy rid-

ing to-day more than in the beginning, and I

am stronger, healthiei'. and heavier than ever
before. In fact. I am droulf^My healthy, with
an appetite for which three meals a day is

hardly enough.
Many people imagine a wheel can be used

during the summer months only. I have been
using my wheel all winter, and have heard my-
self referred co as the fellow who uses his bi-

cycle as much in the winter as in the summer.
During the very stormy and cold month of Jan-
uary I used my wheel every day except five,

riding from two to ten miles every day. It was
pleasanter than walking or driving, and I saved
time by it. Most of this was on city streets and
pavements, though one day I rode ten miles
over country roads in one of the worst snow-
storms of the season. On well-i)acked snow, a
pneumatic wheel runs almost as easily as on a
good gravel road; and the expert rider finds ice,

even of the slipi)eriest kind, most enjoyable
riding. Nothing but extremely rough roads or
soft, dee|) mud or sand, can stop a good rider on
a modern wheel.
Say a good word for the wheel whenever you

can. Gi,p:anings is " devoted to home inter-
ests," and there are few things that in them-
selves and in their results are more likely to
advance home interests than an increased use
of the wheel. J. A. Green.
Ottawa, LaSalle Co., 111., Feb. 23. 1893.

RECOLLECTIONS AND EXPERIENCES ; BY AN
OLD BEE-JOURNAL EDITOR.

EXTRACTING, QUEEN-RKARING, ETC.

At the time we parted, our colonies were
ready to extract. Before we start, a few prepa-
rations are necessary. The need of a good hon-
ey-extractor is self-evident. Formerly wv
stored new honey in heavy oak barrels; but the
leakage under any and all circumstances made
this unprofitable. Now we own several forty-
gallon heavy tin cans, the kind used to carry
milk to checjse- factories. Small enough to go
inside, we cut a board; to this we nail thin ceil-

ing, to rest on the edge of the can and secure a
tight cover. A l}a-inch hole is bored through
this cover. A smaller hole is made in the bot-
tom of a fourteen or sixteen quart pan. and a
tube about two inches long is soldered on. A
piece of tinned wire cloth is cut to a circle, and
tin-bound. This rests upon a few strips in the
bottom of the pan. Several ordinary ch(>ese-

cloth strainers are provided, one of which rests
on the wire cloth to receive and strain the hon-
ey. This pan is now ready to stand upon the
can-cover.
A smalh'r tin can had a shallow pan. with

wire-cloth bottom, resting upon its open top. A
wooden bar is provided across the pan, upon
which to rest the frames for uncapping. After
cutting oft" the cappings they drop into this

pan. A pail or dish of water is indispensable
now. You consider us eccentric; but we think
that, for dislodging bees from the combs, noth-
ing equals a wing made from two or three gen-
uine turkey-quills — the primaries from the
wings. These are laid over each other in proper
form; a piece of tape is wound closely around,
and several stitches taken to hold all firmly.
We were amused to note that one of the Cali-
fornia bee-keepers recommended these, and he
refers to the great advantage gained by wetting
them frequently. We add, that, to draw this



IS'.l.'t (jhKANiNos IN HKK (;in/niiM<:. :j(u

wliiu iiiill.c ol'(r<'n MiroiiK'i wiiliw, lulds wonder
fully Id lis cn'f'cilvfiMvss. No iiUicr (iiillls Mint,

wi^ ever I.fled hcKlii !•> •'•(iiiU iJii-se prliiiiiiy

I'l'iillici's I'riim l,iii'i<i'y wlnj^s.

^lllllV a liol iliiy liiiA'r w (• swcllcicd liciical li ii.

Vf'sl.. 'I'lils scciiM'd iirci'ssiiiy. for w(^ iriiisl, liavn

a piici<(^l, a.iid soiiirUiliiu l<> <'<iiiliri<i Mm veil.

h'liially iir.ccssli.y was l.lin iiKil.licr of In v(Mi(.loii.

Sotni^ dcnlin was iiia(t(< Inl.o », lilli; a nari'ow
deep pocUnl, was foi'nii'd lo ciiiTy our <iiill UnilV
nscd to pi'y fi'aincs; u. l)iiM,on at Mic lia,cl< of Mic
nrcK. II pair (»f slrhiKS a,l. Mm- w;iIs|,, and a strliiK

(low II flic hack fo connri'l, liolli, <-iinipl('l(^d flu'

riK. Tills Is n, <'ool luid luindy (hwliT In a liof

day.
Now for flic liivcs. Tlic cna-incl shccf Is Uirii

cd hack fo (expose four fraincs. ( )nc hy one
flicHd a.rc rcmovcfl. and flic hccs dislodged, and
fliosc remaining brushed In fronfof l.lin hive.

'I'licse coiiihs a,re fiirned over fo n.n asslsliuil,

and four inorii are iincov<^ri^d and taken oiif.

I'>y fills fline fll*^ ofliei's arc ready fo pnf lia.i'k,

unless iiiiK-li uncappliiK Is ncccssn.ry. We now
pnf fliesi^ lia,<'k and remove fin* fwo si, III reiintin

iiiK. Tills hriiiKs MS fo fhe peiforafed division
l)oar<l. If flic lilve Is tniicli crowded wllli bees,

wit fal<(t oiif one or fwo fr'aiiies of brood, and
replace wifh etnpfy cornlis. 'I'lils proi'css con
finiies l.liroinilioiif Uic yii.rd. When six or el^hf
frames of lirood acciininlale, we place llieiii In

an cinpfy hive which is put, on fln^ sfaiid of a,

inodi^rafely sfi'onic colony. 'I'lie la,l,fer Is faki-n
fo », nin\ loc!i,tlon. and fhe<|iieen, wifli a. frame
of hr'(iod and adhering hees. Is placed in fhe
hive on I, he old sliiiid. In live fo seven da,ys,

remove all i|iiceii cells; roll a. layliiK <|ne,eii in

honey, ii.nd drop her in, or Inserf a, c<ill oi' l/Wo

al)oui< ready fo hafch. If honey Is coming
ahiindanfiy, and fin- colonies a,r'e sfron^'. w<' ex-
tracl. flic honey twice a week. 1 1, Is hc^sf fo have
some <d' fhe honey irii.pped, liiil, never more fliail

a (jiiarfer of the surface, for if makes foo much
woi'k fo uncap If; besides, fhe bees are nof
prolifably enipioyt^d. If the bees fail fo occupy
fhe enflr<! spac<', in each hive, we, n.dd brooil
from fhe colonies foo sfroiiK. Wci consfanfly
aim fo Kcf all colonies sfroiiL;, lor on fliis con
diflon depends the pi'olit.

The (|ue<;ns seldom Ui\\, pa.sf the division
boards. If fhey do. no harm is done, and they
can, at flu* i\f\i, exfritcMtiK^ be friuisferred to
the brood -ends. If the hives ace not snrfi'lled
with honey . a, Kood nuiiiy ((iieeiis w HI produce
more hees fhaji can be kept contented in our
hives. l)ls(M)nfent is a, most unprolitable con
diflon. IJefter I'eniove brood as alreiidy de-
scr'lbed. Seldom lia,s ii, swarm issni-d in our ya,rd.

We consider it a. Kreat hiudship and loss of time
to w iifidi or cinise swa.i'ms. Attention fo the
ya,ril, properly iipplied, bi^nelifs fln^ bees, saves
wast,eof time in catchint^ ji.nd hivInK sw a,rms,
and w (mdiMfuil v iiu'rejises the yield, conseiiuent;-
ly fhe prolif. The Ioiik ''Mtrajices k<> some way
fowaril l<(M'pinK bi'cs cool and contented.

If we undersliind onr location, we shaJI be
particulaj'ly lat<' in tin; season not to take all

fhe honey, nor continue (^xl/ra,ctlnK s<i late as to

cnrfall thir wlnfur store.
SotiHiflrni^s we have, and others may prejer to

hiive, ten empty combs rtiady to take the place
of the ten to be extl'acfed. If t.liese have, been
recently occupied by bees, or hav(^ some brood
in them, no objection exists; ot,lierwlHe, l,lie bees
may be slow to oirc.upy, and ofl,en (^ef dlsc.oii-

fetifed, and preiaii'e t,o swar'm.
'I'oward tim dose of the, honey season, if we

iir<^ a,mbil,ioiis for inirrea,s(^ we dr'aw a, colony
back acoiiple (d' feet. S(d, anempt,yhive in ll,s

place, ojien the buttons a Irllle, and fasl^-n on
llu; bol,tom- board. IMa,ce a wooden division-
board in the (rcMiter. Now open fhe colony;
transfer flie brood lirst, se,ffln« frames of eipial

valine altei'iiately on both sides of fhe ceiifi<r

bo;i,rd. Nol,i' the side l,liat K'^f^ fhe i|||(m<ii. ('on
tiiiue until ea,ch sidi^ contains six or seven
frames; adjust the followers; put on tlieeinimel
slicid, and a thick (piilli, and you have t,wo col-

onies. This ai'raiiKcment miliums two cinslers,
but l/liey lire near l,oKet,li(^r, and warm each oth-
er viwy natuially. Proceed by tlu^ iisinil miit.li-

ods to net, a (luei'ii In tlie (iiietMiless end. Wh(^ll
we f(Wfill/e (|neens In these hives we sciwuv a
ill, tile bracket, up I, lii> front, of each hive, so that
the yoiiiin (lueenswill not K"' I'lf" t,liewroiij<

entrance. With one or two exc(^pt, ions, all onr
coloni(^s are now provided with two (ineens
each. If bees lU'e wintered oiif of door's In se-

ven^ climates, we do not advise this procedure.
The following sprints we lia,ve ipieens e,nou).(li

foi' nil v:ii-a,nci(^s. and a, few t,o sidl. and can then
draw out, tli(Mllvlsion-board a,n(l reiinife; or. If

w<i prel'er, w(M"aii set one half lnl,oa new hive
and procci^d a,s usual.
We llll,ve before t,olil you, fhll,f, at one i,\\\\t\

we Krew and sold hundreds of (|U(iens, commer-
cially. This business Is very conlinliiK. As a,

pastime we still en.|oy It, imniensidy. The
friinies we use aril well a,dapfed to this business,
juid two of fhiun form a substii,iil,lal, self-siis-

l,a,iiiinK nucleus. When nuuiy (piiMuis are fo be
Krown tlii'y inci'ea,se the InvestiiKMif. re(|uli'i'

many hires, and a,d(l a Rood deal of labor t,o the
operation. We have cnrtalled expenses and
(greatly ii,ccelera,t:ed t,lie manipulation as follows;
We bend a, lot of flu strips, / \

l|i
, Imdies loiiK, \\\«- this: / X \

One is l,a,cl<ed fo t,he under side of l,li<r to|)-ba,r (d'

our rcKiihir brood- fram(\ To a, wooden strip I!,!

Inches hiiiK, ', Inch thick, a,nd '„ inch witle, we
l'a,sten anotlnw. This ba,r is nailed exactly in

tiMweiiter of the fra,nie. horizontally. We next,

piepn.iir t,o|(-ba,rs of piopiir ieriKfti, the seiM,lonii,l

end vi(5W beinii lil(e t.liis:

A Is fobbed tin; l{ is the <tn(i

of the top bar; <
' a, cavity or

space between A a,nd I', "^riie

tin sl,rlp A Is Iouk ciioukIi f<>

irxfend pa,st, l,o H, at, both
ends, f!i,r enoiitfh l,o nearly cover t

(d' the end ba,rs. These latter are
I, hick. Of cours(\ fhe end -bars a,r(

ev(ui with the upiier side of K.

A

C

n

thickness
honly ,,

naiieii just,

The bofl,om-
ba,rs a,i'e l,lie sa,me feiJKfh and sl/,e a,s the top-
bars. l<"(Hir of these frames are made l,o lit niod-
era.tely close in the laiRe fi'ames ali'ea,dy de-
scr'lbed. The sfrl|)s X prcvi-nf the srniili frames
fr'om droppiriK nut, and tlie bees soon propoli/e
t,hem enoiiKh fo inak(i ii,ll secllr(^ TImsc combs
ca,n be used In full colonies, (diher' l'oi° br'ood-

leaiiiiK, honey sfoiii,i/(\ or ex t,i'actiiiK. Of coiir'se,

these wooden divisions are not, ri-aliy desirable
In iarxe hives. Nucleus hives to hold tlir-ei- or
four' small fr!i,nie,s ar'e bnllt. When ready to

r'ir,lse (jiiirens we m> t,o the hu'Kc colonies am) kcI,

some of t,hose HUidiHis fi'a,mes contiilnlriK honey.
Pieces of "i Inch hoop iron, about Ci',, inches
loiiK, are slipped lnt,o the cavllies rnarlied (',

and we have pr'o.jecl ions for' siispendlriK our'

small fr'ames. Two frames ol' honey a,rid a nixid

lot, of bttes ai'e put lnt,o r'ti.ch of the boxes, tirrd

wir'e-idofli covers pr'ovlded. TImthc ar'e set, Irr a
cool dark place for IM hour's. SponK<'S lllled

with water' ;i,r'e placed on t,op of ea,i'h box. The
frvenliiK 'd' the second day. K''f o"'' enough
frames of bi'ood. some of If In t,lie early larval
Ht,a,l,e, to supply one or' two fo each box. In the

fwlllKhf, take these boxes to flndr stands and
ojieii tlie enl, ranees. In a, few minutes lerrrove

the scri-ens iind add the br'ood. Of cour'se, tlu^

bees ar'i^ (^rciitiy demorali/.ed, but, they liiive the
rrlKlif f<* cr :i wl in and n.r\, coriifortii.bie. (^iieerrs

or c(dls can soon b<! Intr'oduci'd to tlurse boxes.

Sorrre of us krrow very well, tliat, uril(!SH olaced
in the Hlra<l<% and pr'ovhleij with rriiHeahtd br'ood,
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these bees are liable to swarm and desert their

boxes when the queens fly out to mate. We
provide against this by arranging about thirty

of these small frames in pairs, in a flat hive,

into which we put a good swarm and a prime
queen. At any time we can get unsealed brood
from this, especially if we feed regularly when
necessary. If this colony weakens, add capped
brood from our regular apiary.
Queens get fertilized sooner in these boxes

than in large hives, and the work of examina-
tion and finding queens is much less than with
boxes containing two or three large frames. If

these boxes are kept strong with bees we prefer

three frames, for then we know just where to

lind the queen and her deposit of eggs.

It is best to place these small hives in a mod-
erate shade. If this is not practicable, lay on a
second board, large enough to keep off the in-

tense heat.
Years ago we adopted a little convenience

that we have not seen mentioned, but which
we find indispensable. We bought a soapstone,
the kind used for foot-warmers. The wire bail

was removed. A thin light box was made, six

inches deep, and large enough to receive loosely

this stone. Strips are provided to raise the stone

yi inch off the bottom. A portion of a barrel-

hoop is fastened on securely for a bail. A cov-
er, with cleats underneath, slides under the
bail, and a block is nailed on top, forming a
handle. A quilt covers the stone. In hot
weather this box forms a cool place for cells or

queens. In cool weather we warm the stone to

the required temperature. In the box we lay

a small board bored full of holes of the proper
size to hold spiral queen-cages, which, as we use
them, are as handy as any we have seen, and
which are not subject to a royalty or infringe-
ment.

In our next we will describe them and tell

you how we make them. J. H. Nem.is.

BAMBLE NO. 81.

reckon I'se got dat ar coop full,

boun' fur, Mr. Hansen? done got

ON MEXICAN son..

Our only place for crossing the line into old
Mexico where there was a custom-house was
at Tia Juana—pronounced Te Whah-na. Our
journey was not out of the ordinary until we
were near the border, where Mr. Hansen came
across an old darkey friend of his, and the fol-

lowing conversation ensued.
"Why! hello, Jim! What you doing away

down here? Are you in the chicken business
yet?"
"Well, I

Whar's ye
lost, eh?"
"Oh! we're looking around to see what's the

prospect for bees down here. Do you know of
any stray swarms around?"

" Why! yas, dat ar schoolhouse up on de hill

dar is chock full on 'em. Bar's two in the cup-
erlo, one just over the mirandy, and another
near dat ar dorcas window."

" That so, Jim? Glad you told me. I'll come
down some day and take them out."
"Yah, yah! you will, eh? Why, dem's my

bees. I wants dem myself—dems mine, shoer,
Mr. Hansen. I"s goin' to start in de bee busi-
ness myself; spect to make a right smart thing
out of 'em."

" All right, all right, Jim. Success to you
with poultry and bees. Good-by, Jim."
A little-further along we found Messenger's

Store, where an honest German was having his
ups and downs in the border country. The Tia
Juana River had washed away several thou-

sand dollars for him, but he was up and at work
again. His store was a sort of depot for receiv-
ing honey and wax from the Mexicans; and
what he received was, a good share of it, taken
from wild colonies found in rocks and other cav-
ities, and the trade amounts to several thousand
pounds per season. Mr. Muth—a brother, I be-
lieve, of our Cincinnati Muth—lives not many
miles from this point, and we learned from Mr.
Messenger that the product of his apiary during
the past year was 18.5 cases of honey, or 23,2()0

lbs.; so it seems that the Muths are successful
in the matter of sweets wherever they are lo-

cated.
Our visit to this honey and wax depot led us

to Tia Juana in a roundabout way, and we
entered the town by the back door, or from the
Mexican side. Although we have many Mexi-
cans in California, they are very much Ameri-
canized in manners and dress. Here we found
quite a different appearing crowd, with a more
uniformly swarthy complexion; the tall broad-
brimmed decorated Mexican hat was a distin-

guishing feature, and more people were on
horseback than in wagons. Tia Juana is a
small town, with but few buildings, and the
custom-house is the most pretentious of any.
There was formerly an American portion to the
town: but the river, in one of its periodical
overflows, had wiped it out, and the Americans
now residing there were in scattered locations.
Tia Juana is at the end of railroad travel.

The motor from San Diego runs here mostly to

take visitors out here who wish to see a Mexi-
can town and walk on Mexican soil. We find

plenty of the rising generation, and about an
equal number of dogs. It is proverbial, that,

the poorer a Mexican family, the greater the
number of babies and dogs.
We presented ourselves at the custom-house

in our everyday toilet of slouch hats, brown
duck overalls and blouses, and without boiled
shirt-fronts or starched collars. The officers

evidently took our woi'd for it that we were
quail-hunters, and gave us the permit desired,

and we forthwith jogged happily along into
Mexico, and westward toward the San Antonio
Canyon. The only signs of life we saw for a
long distance was a herd of several hundred
goats brousing on the dry herbage, and attended
by a solitary mounted vaquero.
The San Antonio we found to be something

of a labyrinth of canyons; and, after getting
puzzled over the various trails, Mr. Hansen
climbed a small mountain to get his bearings.
From his elevated position a barley stack was
visible, and, making that our objective, we
hastened down the canyon and found that to be
the ranch we were seeking—Machado's, of San
Antonio. Mr. Hansen had been here before,

and was somewhat acquainted with the owner,
who could talk but very little English. The
Mexicans are something of a silent race, and
our conversation was not very prolix; and what
there was of it, I left for Mr. H. to perform.
The Machados lived in a typical Mexican

adobe, with a broad veranda upon one side,

upon which the family live as much as, if not
more than, they do inside. In the living-room
there was an ample fireplace and no stove. The
family had just eaten their supper; and, after
getting permission to camp near the house, we
prepared to make a fire to cook our evening
meal, when Mr. Machado gave us permission to

use the fireplace, upon which there was already
a rousing fire. So friend H.. who was chief cook
that evening, went in with his little pet steam
cooker loaded with potatoes and quail, and
placed it over the fire, and soon our food was
cooking finely. Before our cooking was finish-

ed it was getting dark outside; and instead of
lighting lamps, and reading books and newspa-
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pers, in a civilized way, ihe family went to bed.
In fact, I don't believe lliey had a lamp or a
newspaper in tlie house. Bro. II. was in a peck
of trouble over his< cooking. The big fire melt-
ed both handles from his choice cooker, and
blackened its fair exterior. In removing it he
burned his lingers, spilled water on the tire, and
came out to the veranda in a hurry, talking
Dutch and English in a subdued tone, and not
at all complimentary to Mexicausand Hreplaces.

DISTUKBEl) BV MEXICANS.

As he could not see the sardonic smile I then
wore. I sort of shouted in a stage whisper.
' Well, who's a kicking?'" I felt a little sar-
donic, from the fact that our friend, while on
our travels, wanted to camp every time in some-
body's front dooryard: and this time he had
overdone th(> thing, and got right in wiih the
family, and Mexicans at that. It did not work
well, especially upon that lovely cooker.
After my remark, we

silently ate our rations
in the dark, and in due
time withdrew to our
camp out beside the bar-
ley stack.
We were just dropping

off to sleep (Mr. H. had
got in several big snores)
when a Mexican rode up
on horseback outside the
corral, and, from his ac-
tions, I knew he wanted
to get through. I went
out and showed him the
gate and the open win-
dow, where he could find

Mr. Machado. He evi-
dently obtained permis-
sion to stay, and. secur-
ing his horse to the cor-
ral, disappeared in the
darkness. At a later
hour another Mexican
rode up. He was also
shown the way, and dis-
appeared like the other
one. About midnight the
same operation was per-
formed again. About
that time the arrival of
Mexicans became mo-
notonous, and so devoid
of novelty that I joined Mr. H. in the land of
dreams. In the morning the corral was neai'ly
encircled with horses; and before sunrise the
Mexicans, singly and silently, departed without
even an " adios."

_
There was but little evidence of cultivated

fields around the residence, and their main
means of subsistence is in the rearing of.cattle.

Near the house was an immense grapevine,
fully i:i inches in diameter near the ground, and
covering an immense trellis, and laden with the
delicious Mission grape. Having permission to
partake, we enjoyed the privilege.
This canyon has many wild bi es in it: but

there are no apiaries. Th^; honey flora ex-
ceeded in abundance and variety any one lield I

have ever seen. While on our trip to Campo we
found an abundance of white sage, and but a

small amount of black sage: but
in this canyon both varieties were
in abundance, with a great vari-
ety of other honey-plants.
The Mexicans clo not get hold

of bee-keeping, and American en-
terprise is kept out by a duty of
;.'0 cts. per gallon on all honey im-
l)orted into the United States.
About the only way to raise
honey heie profitably is to raise it

by the cargo and ship it to for-
eign ports. In years past Mr.
Harbison has had his mind upon
these fields: and the plan he pro-
posed was to form a company for
working them.
Directing our exploring expe-

dition to the south, we arrive at
the Ames ranch. Mr. Ames is an
American, and is joined in bliss-
ful wedlock to a Spanish wife.

Mr. Ames was absent, but we were warmly
greeted by the vociferous barking of six dogs.
This brought an equal number of children
to the door, witli the mother in the rear, and an
old barefooted wrinkled Mexican near the
house. We inquired the way to the sea by
saying. • Donde esta el mar?" She rattled off
Spanish at the rate of a yard a second, and
gesticulated with both hands and her head

RAMHLKI! WASHES HIS FACE IN THE PACIFIC. •

vigorously, and we departed, just as though we
understood every word, when we didn't un-
derstand one.

Cattle, horses, and grain was the chief indus-
try here, and the rolling hills were entirely des-
titute of honey flora. Soon the broad expanse
of the Pacitic was before us; but we had gain-
ed the shore in a very tame place, and, after
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picking up somp, rare and beautiful sliells, we
continued our journey, no houses in sigiit, no
liuman lieings; a herd of cattle and a band of

horses were enjoying the surf along the beach.
That was all the lifcMuanifest. IJefore we had
lost sight of the horses, howi^vcr, a band of
vaquei'os came around a point, and came to-

ward us ui)on a swinging gallop. Our p(;rmit,

however, gave us an easy feciling. and we were
gratified to see them make for thc^ herd of hoi-ses

instead of us. Tiie roads we traveled tiiis day
were liilly and stony, and led tiirough long
winding and guttcsred canyons, apparently little

work(Hi and little used. At nieht we camped
near the seashon;, and dame Nature kept us
company by dashing the spray of the rolling
breakers at our feet; and their incessant thun-
dering lulled us to sle(;p. Ahl wasn't that a
grand place to camp? no Mexicans to bother us,

and just over th(i line on Uncle .Sam's domain.
Near our camp was posu^d a very peculiar

notice—peculiar in being posted where the
ocean spray could often strike it. It read as
follows: '• Hunting wood and honey is strictly

forbidden." It is supposahle and probable
that wood is often thrown up hen; on the shore;
but it seems a queer place to hunt honey in

nothing but sandl)anks, but. nevertheless, it is

a fact that hundreds of wild swarms find a
home in places along the shore, and owners of
the land take this method of warning trespass-
ers away. It would be interesting to know
how many swarms annually get beyond land in

their westward flight, and are swallowed up in
the waves of the ocean. Even at that time of
the year (October) many swarms were migrat-
ing; and l)efore camping we found a larg(!

swarm on a bush by the roadside, presumably a
starvation swarm.
The coast near our camp had a tine gravelly

beach, but it was evidently a dangerous place;

for bathing, from the terrific undertow. Asoui'
canteen of friish water had become somi'what
reduced, I thought it would be just tin(; to take;

my morning wash in the Pacific Ocean. With
washdish in hand I proceeded to dip up some
water; but I found that a breaker spread out so
quickly and so thin that there's nothing to dip.
Not to be cheated out of my wash, I followed
the breaker down almost V.i ft., when it reced-
ed; and, witli the (;dge of my vvashdish. I dug
a hob; in the sand and ran up the b(;ach ahead
of the next foaming breaker. In a minute,
back it went, leaving a fine pool of water in my
excavation. Kinding th(; wat(;r full of sand I

allowed it to setth;, and forgot for an instant
the next returning breaker: and, before I could
get out of Us way, it polittOy helped me to land,
and actually roared a sort of hoarse laugh as it

swirled into the deep again. I looked up from
my wet condition, expecting Hro. Uaiis<Mi to
shout., " Well, who's a kicking?" but liis mind
was intent on cooking, and he had not seen my
encounter witii the Pacific. Thongii somewhat
wet, I tri(;d the trick again, and obtained tlu;

water and washed deliglitfully. Tlie sketch
will give a fair idea of the situation, also show-
ing the warning to trespassers.
We broke camp in the; cool of the morning.

and the diniu;r hour found us back at National
City, in Mr. Hansen's free and easy bachelor's
quarters. Our trip had consumed ten days:
and,thougii we had been living a sort of gipsy
life, we returned with health in every pore of
our bodies. Our intercourse with our bee-keep-
ing friends had been pleasant, and we felt as
though we had done some good missionary work
for the Bee-keepers' Union. Not feeling much
tht; necessity of rest, we went over to San Diego
that afternoon, and in an interview witii Mr.
Harbison will next be found Mr. Han.s<'n and
the Ramui.ki!.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

SKM.ING ISEC'IPES FOR DOINO THINGS.
Some time ago one of our correspondents

.sent us a lot of circulars. The largest circular
told about wonderful recipes wortli immense
sums of money, to be sold at enormous (?) dis-

count (!)—among them the great butter recipe,
worth $1().(K). Most of you hav(^ doubtless
heard of it. The whole of the milk, just as it

comes from the cow, is, by a trick of chemistry,
to be convened into solid gilt-edged butter.
The circular says: " Any one can make butter
at a cost of }i cent a pound, which I guarantee
to be fully as good as pure cream butter, and
much healthier. Price postpaid. .*10.(Ki." Then
thei'e is a way to keep fruit, without sealing it.

It says: "I pay II. (XJ a gallon for all fruit

that does not keep when ))Ut up according to
recipe;" to make cider without apjiles; to
cure rheumatism, toothaciie, neuralgia; to

make buttermilk yeast; to preserve meats, milk,
fish, etc., withoutsalt; to purify lard; a recipe to
make hens lay "continuously the year round;"'
to keep vegetables; to make soap without lye
or grease; washing-fluid; jellies without fruit,
" twice as healtliy. four times as pretty, and
can be made in 40 different flavors.'" And last,

butnotleastof interest to the readers of Glean-
ings, how to make artificial honey—some that
nobody can tell from bees' honey, and some that
costs only f) cents a i)ound. In explaining the
matter, the vender kindly informs us that it is

an awful bother to get lioney by keeping bees;
they sting folks, and you have to work out in
th(;lu)tsun; you must watch them everyday,
ami a good many times they get lazy and do not
make honey even then. Tliese valuable recipes
all together would, if bought singly, cost .SO or
40 dollars; but if you buv the lot you can have
the whole grist for only .flO.OO. Along with
this lil)eral proi)Osal comes a little slip on which
a poor woman tells us that, if we will send to
her for the recipes, she will send the " hull lot'"

for only ,?.> cts.; and there is a postscript at the
bottom where she says she will throw in a song-
book besides, which is alone worth a great deal
more than the :.'.') cts. Another postscript says
she is a poor woman working hard to support
iu-r family; and if you send her ;i.'i cts., it will
be helping the v/idow and the fatherless. Did
anybody ever before hear of such a pile of prop-
erty (?) lumped off at such a fearful sacrifice?
And, after all is said and done, you get a song-
book too. and help the widow and fatherless
"to boot." Why. it is more than human na-
ture can stand; and so I just threw things
around until I got :.'.5 cts. put into an envel-
ope and started oft. Days passed while I was
waiting in breathless suspense; yes, and some
more days passed; and after I had given up all

hope, and almost forgot my disappointment in

doing something else (riding my wheel, for in-

stance), a little bit of better, written on a
scrap of paper printed on the other side, came
to hand, saying that this worthy woman had
been off on a trip to Florida, and, of course. .s7i.e

could not fill my ordei' till she got back. The
enveloue contained tlie recipes; but that won-
derful song-book was to come after a while
from lioston. Our friend who .sells the recipes,
and solicits help for lier family, lives in Kewa-
nee, Mississippi. Now. would you like to know
about these printed recipes worth .'50 or 40 dol-
lars ? We can not afford to take space to give
all in Gleanings, but we will give you just
two, verlxftini et literaiim—the butter recipe
and the honey recipe. Here they are:

ORKAT UlTTTER KECIPE.
3 ounces of Gum Arabic; 1 ounce of Alum; 3.')

grains of Pepsin, Powder uj) fine and mix well.
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DiKKi'TioNs: Put into ;i tin buclcet one cup eiicli

of butter and new milk, a little salt and as niiicli of
the above as will lie on a silver 5-ei'nt piece. Now
set the bucket in some warm (not hot) water, and
begin to stir with a spoon, and as soon as the butter
melts take the bucket out of the water and g-o into
the cool air with it and continue to stir it, until it

gets cold, and it will be buttei-. You may fail a few
times, but keep a trying til you learn just how to
work it.—Price $;10.00.

AKTIFICIAI. HONEY.
Good common sugar, five pounds; water, two

pounds; bring gradually to a boil, skimming wl en
cool; add one pound bees' honey and four drops es-

sence of peppermint. If you desire a better article,

use white sugar and half pound less water, half
pound more honey. fl.OO.

To tell the truth, I have not oven tried the
great butter recipe at all. The last .sentence is

what discouraged me. It suggests that you
may fail a few times; but you are to keep on
trying " til " you learn just how. I am a little

afraid I should never make it work, and then
the disappointment would be more than I could
bear. Come to think of it, I didn't try the arti -

ficial honey either. The thing that discourag-
ed me about that was the clause, "If you desire
a better article," etc.

P. 8.—Oh dear me I after I had got all the
above said and done, I found at the bottom of
one of the i)ai)ers this:

" This Recipe MUST NOT be given away, nor
published in papers."
Just think of it I

" Must not," is put in ital-

ics, and in capitals besides; and then she (that
is, if it is really a woman who writes) says it

m\i»t not he puhlLshcd. What is it we used to
hear in our childhood about coming out of the
little end of the horn? Well, don't you really
think, friends, that this recipe business—the
whole of it—from black pepsin to artificial hon-
ey, is, in this year 1893. coming out of the little

end of th(> horn? Almost every thing that has
ever been published and sold is lumped off for
r-T) cts., and a song- book thrown in. We have
not received the song-book yet, but it may be a
real good thing—who knows ? May be I can
sell it to Dr. Miller for 3.5 cts., and then I shall
have all the recipes /or nothiiKj.

Heads of grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

SOME " FAX."

MUter Root:—I hev kept bees fer upwards of
1.5 yeers. an' hev sort o' stumbled outer sum fax
wich I larnd heer in the Hoosier state. Thinkin'
thay mite be of some good to yorereeders I send
'em to you immcgiately.
The fust one is why bees swarm. Hit am alius

bin puzzlin' to me just why bees ever got to
swarrnin', an' at last I am able to give the only
kerrect explanashun. Git yer bible an' turn to
Genesis s. 17 verse wich sez. sez it: " Bring forth
with thee every livingNthing that is with thee.
of all flesh, both of fowl, and of cattle, and of
every creeping thing that creepeth upon the
earth: that they may breed abundantly in
the earth, and be fkuitfui., and multiply up-
on the earth." I emphersized .some of them
words so you might git the ideer. I am saters-
tied. Mister Root, that bees will swarm when
you an' me are gone frum this aiith amity long
spell. Hit aint no use to try to upset Nature's
plan.
Nuther fax is, bees will raze droncvs in spites of

all kreashun. You can't keep 'em from hit,
cause thaive got to hev 'em. bound to hev em,
an' can't keep house without 'em. Sum folks

claim foundation is a panacea: but I hev seen
'em knock the waddin' out'n of whole sheets of
it when thay wanted a congregashtin of drones.
Xuthern is, thick-top frames, J^ inch will

keep away burrs, but a few braces will git thar
jist the same.
Here's big fax: All spaces in the hive must be

bee spaces: an' all angles in yer appliances must
be right angles. Menny mistakes is made heer.
Take yer V edg*; on Hoilman frames. Hit aint
right angles, ner bee-space, so the bees '11 jist
gaum an' smeer hit full of properlice.

Las' fax, Mistir Root, I hev obsarved that all

jints must be perfectly plum, square, and tite
tittin'. The only improvement you shood make,
on yer frames is ter make 'em so nice and true
when thay kum together that thay aint no space
nowhares; make the end-bars so thay will fit

even 'thout enny joggin; hev the ends of the
top-bars cut as slick as yer sekshun boxes, 'an
the rabits the same way; an' don't make 'em
with much play so thay would jog at one er
tother end of the hive, an' git properliced. I

like the ones you sold yeer before last best,cau.se
the top bars was thick and groved so I could
fasten foundation into the groove better.
Thay is sum more fax I will send you sum day

if yore reeders gives this enny appreciashnn.
Alexandria, Ind. E. E. Edavakds.

[" Fax" are what we want, and must have. A
few more of 'em, even if they do demolish our
pet schemes, will be acceptable.]

A word to INDIANA BEE-KEEPERS.
Indiana bee-keepers who are to make an ex-

hibit at the World's Fair iniist make application
soon, or space can not be reserved for them. Thus
far only a few have responded. Bees have win-
tered fairly well, and the honey season promises
to b(> good. It is to our interest to have a good
showing; and all exp(Mise of collecting, trans-
porting, and aiTanging of exhibits will be paid
from the State appropriation. Make applica-
tion to Hon. B. F. Havens, Executive Commis-
sioner, Indianapolis, Ind. In making applica-
tion, state what you have to exhibit. Beeswax,
comb, and extracted honey are wanted for the
show-cases, while bee-appliances will come un-
der another classification, but will be displayed
near the honey exhibit. Do not delay.

Walter S. Pouder.
Indianapolis. Ind., March 11.

HEAVY WINTER LOSSES IN BOX HIVES; DOVE-
TAILED CHAFF HIVE ALL RIGHT.

Many bee-keepers in this vicinity, especially
box-hive men. have lost very heavily this win-
ter, and I anticipate a much heavier loss before
warm weather comes. One box-hive man, who
had 10 or 1? colonies last fall, has* to-day but
two living, and both of them would not make
one good one. Another bee-keeper started with
:.'5 or .30 colonies, and has now about a dozen.
Several farmers who keep from five to a dozen
hives have shared the same fate. " My bees died
with plenty of honey in the hive'' is what they
say when asked how their bees are wintering.
Their owners lay the blame to the deep snow
smothering their bees. They use hives large
enough to accommodate two or three colonies,
and leave on the sur|)lus-boxes from last sum-
mer, which makes their hives .so open and barn-
like that the air passes through the hive like
a chimney or flue: and, of course, when the
mercury went to 15° and 30° below zero, as it

did here for a week or more, they soon ate the
lioiK^y out from wher<' they were clustered;
and, being so stiff from cold, and not able to
move out for more, they starved, with honey
in the hive.

I started into winter with five colonies, two
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in Root's Dovcrailcd chaff hives, and three in

single-walled hives coviM'ed with chaff cushions
anddivision-boards; and all are in good con-
dition thus far.

Yonr Dovetailed chaff hive combination is

almost perfection, as far as my limited expe-
rience goes, except the flat cover, which warps
under the inflm-nce of the sun so as to require

heavy weights lo keep them down.
The Hoffman frame worked well last summer

with me. They had no brace-combs and but
very littk^ propolis on them.
England, Pa., Mar. 14. J. N. Pattekson.

A (iOOI) TKSTIMONIAL FOK THE FIVE-
BANDED BEES.

I keep half a, dozen colonies of bi'es. I have
Italian, three-banded. Holy Land (genuine,
with the double-pointed ever available sting

and the celebrated hysterical nervous tempera-
ment), and the five-banded (like all others,

nominally so); and although the live-banded
ones are not all true to their name, they are the
only ones that gavi' me any suiplus honey last

season. I do not raise queens lo sell, and am
not partial lo them, but think they are the best

variety that 1 know of. They are gentle, very
pi'olific, and work in colder ( I do not mean cool-

er) days than anv other bees I have ever had or
seen, so 1 speak a kind word in justice to this

much-abused race. Upon the whole, I do not
consider success in bee-keeping is as much due
to the kind kept as how; but I prefer the gold-
en Italians, from my experience, and hope soon
to see th(^ day that will have them bred up to

the standard— i. e.. with five yellow bands.
Saltsburg, Pa., Feb. ;.*;.'. Golden Italian.

ijEEs fjoiNG TO mill; absokbent.s ahead of
sealed covebs.

My bees are located only about six rods from
a grist-mill, and last year they look a notion lo

run the mill to suit themselves. The lirst warm
days they went in lor bran, middlings, or any
thing that made a substitute for pollen. They
made the miller considerable trouble. This year
they commenced on a sawdust pile that was left

over from putting up ice. To prevent them from
going to the mill again, I gave them some bran
and middlings, and they commenced immedi-
ately on it. They have worked three days on it

already, by the thousand. So far they have not
molested the mill this year. Does it injure the
bees to stimulate them so early? I would not
give them any meal yet if it were not for the
mill.

My bees have wintered very well so far. They
are in first-class condition, but considerably in

favor of chaff cushions rather than sealed
covers. Amos Mii.leb.

Trail, O.

[Too much of the artificial pollen is rather
bad in th(! combs. As a usual thing, we recom-
mend not giving meal. It is liable to stimulate
brood-rearing too early. Soft maples furnish nat-
ural pollen .-oon enough for our locality. Glad
to get the •' pointer'" on absorbents and sealed
covers.]

what makes the bees die in WINTER?
Is it the long confinement, or is it because

they can not move from one place to another in

the hive, that causes bees to die so ? I think
about half of every colony is dead, and a part
of all. One colony died and left their honey
badly stained a kind of dark red. Is ii safe to
feed it to other bees? Mii/roN Shii-lev.
Bentonville. Adams Co., Ohio.

[Bees die from both causes. Too long con-
finement, say for three or lour months, is apt to
cause dysentery in the one case; and in the oth-

er, their inability to move to the stores by rea-
son of a protracted cold spell for ten days or two
weeks, causes them to starve.]

HONEY-DEW OF IS'.tl.

The winter of 1891 was a disastrous one for
bees in this vicinity. I had 3.5 stands, and lost

all but .5. It w<is caused by honey-dew. It was
so plentiful here that the leaves on the trees
glistened, and the honey was as dark as molas-
ses. Mr. Dadantsaid bees would winter on it,

but he was mistaken. I sent some of it to Prof.
Cook, as I saw in a paper that he wished to see
some of it. I told him to send the result of his
investigation, and have it published in Glean-
ings, and send me the number containing it.

I have not received it yet. Heney J. Alvis.
Montrose, Lee Co.. Iowa, March 5.

No STOCK IN sealed COA'ERS.

I do not take much stock in sealed covers, as
I have seen bees winter in the old boxes full of
holes on top and no protection. In fact, the
best hives in spring have usually been such
ones.

I wish to say about Gleanings, we appre-
ciate your efforts, and it is eagerly looked for.

No wonder your old subscribers stay with you.
1 hope for a good season, as white clover is in

good condition. By'kon E. Smith.
Newman. III., March 6, 1803.

well fixed and thankful.
I should like to have you see ray place, as I

think I have the best location for gardening that
I ever saw. I am within three blocks of the
public square of Seward, county seat of Seward
County, a town ol over ;.'()()() inhabitants. I am
on the south side of town, and have !}{ acres of
land, with a mill-pona on one side to iiTigate
from. My land is naturally very rich, but I get
all the manure I want for hauling it away. I

also have 36 colonies of bees in chaff' hives, and
engine and saws to make bee-hives for myself
and to sell. S. H. Beaver.
Seward. Neb., March 11.

F<)WI>S NOT BEE-EATEHS BUT DKONE-EATERS.
Dr. Miller asked for information in regard to

fowls eating liees. I keep a good many varie-
ties, and they have run in my bee- yard for the
last 20 years. I have never seen one eat a bee.
They will sometimes stand by the hive and catch
drones when the bees are driving them out.
Bees will always attack a dark-colored chick
rather than a white one. I have often seen a
chick spap and throw a bee from its feathers:
but, instead of eating it, it would hurry away,
with many shakes of the head and much fear,

although probably not stung. M. Hurd.
Marshall, Mich^^

Bees are wintering poorly, especially those
out of doors. Some have lost all, and others
nearly all, with plenty of time left to lose the
rest. D. M. Torrey.
Schiocton. Wis., March 8.

^

BEES IN GOOD CONDITION.

I went into winter with 60 colonies, all living

at date, with burlap and five inches of chaff
over bees for winter protection. Bees had a
good flight;here Feb. 2Ciand27: all colonies are in

good condition. W. B. West.
Keystone, Ind., Feb. 28.

BEST METHODS OF 4UEEN-REARING.
Will you be kind enough in your next issue to

explain your method of queen-rearing; appli-
ances; number of nuclei, etc., necessary for the
rearing of a given number of queens? We
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know how to raise a queen, but many of us do
not know the most economical manner of re-

queening where it requires 100 or 300 (iiu»ens or

more. In this climate, queens lay the year
ronnd.und irear out fast ; but, aside from this,

bee-keepers who restrain swarming see that it is

a subject of the first importance, and should re-

ceive more attention from the bee journals and
writers. It is not to be expected that (pieen-

rearers will voluntarily tell us their methods;
but i/o((, Mr. Root, as a journalist. n\ ill see that
we are supplied w ith the desired information.
Santa Ana, Cal.. Mar. 11. L. S. Emkrson.

[There are so many different methods of

queen-rearing (and each one thinks his own
way is best) that it is a difficult matter to de-
cide betw een them. There are points of merit
in all of them. Much depends on whether you
propose to rear queens to sell as a business, or to

requeen your apiary the most economically and
at the besttimeof theyear. From your letter, we
judge you prefer to'do the latter. There is no
time w hen the apiary can be reciueened more
cheaply tlian during swarming time, when there
will be iiundreds of large choice cells from se-

lect queens, from which to choose. If we were
to requeen. we w ould not make any particular
effort to hunt up such cells; but w hile we were
performing other necessary manipulations we
would be on the lookout for such, say about
nine days old. These could be placed in nuclei,

and allowed to hatch and become mated: or. as

many think, it pays to have the old qurens le-

moved. or practically so. during swarming time.
The old queens, or over Iw o years old. can be
killed, and these nice svvarming-cells can be
placed in the hive. By the time the swarming
fever is over, there will be a nice young queen,
in all probability, reigning supreme, and swarm-
ing will have been controlled in tlie meantime.
By that time, too, the honey season will proba-
bly be over, and you w ill not have excessive
brood-rearing at the wrong time of the year;

but you will have instead brood-rearing just
when you want it—early in September—giving
the colony plenty of young bees to go into win-
ter quarters. And, again, during swarrning
time bees are less apt to tear down cells given
them or kill the young (lueens. The nicest

time in all tlie year to requeen, or, in fact, to raise

queens for aiiy purpose, is during swarming
time. If you desire to rear queens to sell as a
business, we would recommend you to the Doo-
little. Alley, or even to the plan given in A B C
of Bee Culture.]

CORHECTION IN RAMBLER'S CONVENTION RE-
PORT.

After reading the report of the Bee-keepers"
State Convention, at Los Angeles, Cal., as made
by the Rambler, on page 1(39, the spirit moves
me to make some corrections. The idea of his

trying to make out that he " kicked " when re-

qiiested to correspond with the lady managers
of the World's Fair exhibits for South(>rn Cali-
fornia! Why, every one could see that he was
'• filled with rejoicement" as the Irish girl said,

at the mere mention of it; and the only eonfu-
sion visible was that upon the face of the Ram-
bler. I have since learned that there are some
very bright widows among the aforesaid man-
agers; and as he confesses that Cupid still

haunts him, who can tell what the result may
be? Mrs. J. F. McIntyre.

Fillmore, Cal., March 1.5.

taking food nicely at entrances. They are all in

Dovetailed hives, sealed covers. 1 moved a
hive backward, off the bottoin -board, about
one inch, giving ventilation at front and rear:
put into the cellar Nov. 10. taken out Mar. 17.

The temperature was from 34 to 4,5°, usually
standing at 40. Harmon Smith.

Ionia. Mich., March IS.

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

GOOD CELLAR WINTERING.
On removing my bees from cellar yesterday,

of 3t> swarms, fullcount, I report »iot <t suutrm
lost. I do not propose to lose any, as they are

HOW T(J MAKE A VALUABLE FERTILIZER WITH
ONLV THE LABOR OF DRAWING IT.

Friend Root:— I want to tell you how we get
a lot of fertilizer for iust drawing it a mile and
a half. As the snow goesoiT in the spring there
is a heavy ,coating of mostly horse manure on
all the paved streets in our village; this is hoed
into piles in expectation of our team, which wc
start drawing the stuff on to the garden. Then
comes tile annual sireet-cleaning, done by the
village authorities. They hoe it up and we
draw it off. This gives xisliOor 70 loads; then
the streets are all swept every Friday all sum-
mer. Thisgives us about (i or 8 loads every week,
which we draw off promptly, and I think it is

worth nearly as much as stable manure which
we have to pay one dollar a load for. and draw
it too. As it is composed mostly of horse manure
it will heat rapidly if composted.
Of course, we have to hire extra teams to keep

this all going promptly, and sometimes it seems
as if we could not attend to it; hut where there
is a will we can always find a way. r)ur streets

and parks are lined with maples. At leaf-shed-
ding time in the fall we devote a week to gath-
ering these and drawing these maple leaves,

which we pack under a large shed. These are
used to give all our stock a bed a foot thick all

winti'r.
"
It makes me feel happy when I can go

into the stable during a cold night, with the
mercury below zero outside, and see our three
cows and horses nearly covered with leaves. I

know they are as comfortable as they can be;

and what'a big pile of manure we have in the
spring 1 I think there is no bedding better than
leaves. They rot readily, are short, and are a
natural fertilizer, and we use them liberally.

They cost us nothing but raking up and drawing.
Oneida, N. V. Edward B. Beebee.

[Your suggestions are tiptop, friend B.; and
although ours is a town of only ;-'000 inhab-
itants. I have often thought of this very thing,

and I feel sure it will pay. Since I have seen

what a bushel of horse manure, gathered ac-

cording to our friend Eugene Davis, just as the
horses drop it. will do,* 1 have felt sure that it

would pay to have somebody go over the streets

and shovel this up. The authorities would cer-

tainly make no objection, and I really believe

a man would make good wages in a town of

any considerable size. People might laugh at

him for a while, it is true; but the laugh would
soon b(^ on the other side. Your ideas in regard

to gathering leaves are also excellent. A good
many times the wind sweeps them up into a
corner where a good big load can be gathered
very quickly. Somebody may suggest that it

is small business. In one of Vaughn's cata-

logues 1 notici' he advertises leaf-mold for

florists, at i?'J.00 a barrel. Now. these leaves, as

you say. make the best bedding in the world,

and I actually believe they are worth $2.00 a

Better put your money into tliis tiian in nitrate

of soda or an if other cliemical manure. I shall be
glad to own v\p when sonielxxly can sliow me I am
mistaken.
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barrel when rotted down and mixed with the
manure. Leaves and horse manure, forked
over and composted with a third of their bulk
of clean sand, containing no weed seeds, will

make about as nice a material for growing
plants and seeds as can be scraped up. In fact,

I should like to see any mixture of chemical
fertilizers go ahead of it. For some purposes,
some composted sods would probably be a ben-
eficial addition.]

HOT-BED AND fOl.D - FKAME SASPIES; HOAV
SHALL WE AHKANGE THEM SO AS TO PER-
MIT THEIR EASY RPLMOVAL AND RE-
FLAPING? SOME GENERAL REMARKS
IN REGARD TO HANDLING GLASS.

Mr. Roof; — In your visit to H. R. Board

-

man's, described on page 14.''.. I am reminded
of one important ilein we left out in building

our hot-bed frames, shown in tiic tomato book:
that is, the cross bars to si iili- 1 111' .^ash up and

down on. Just give your friend Boardman a
hint of it, and he won't liave to lift tiic sash at
all. They will slide with very little strength.

H CD

short strip, lN:ix70 iiK-lifs; Icnij,' strip, IxlJ^xTl inches.

This cross-bar should be made of 1 x 3-inch
lath, to tit tight crosswise of the frame; then
one lath 1 x P.^, set up edgewise on the slat

above named, and nailed tirmly. The ends of
13^ x 1 should project over r.' inches at each end.
Crystal Springs', Miss.. Feb. •.':5. J. W. Day.

[In order to consider the matter mentioned
by friend Day, I submit one of my Kodak views
from the tomato book, taken while I was in

Crystal Springs, Miss.
You will notice the strips of wood, or rafters,

reaching from one side of the bed to the other,

described by friend Day, on which the sashes
slide. We have one such bed in use on our
grounds. There are several reasons why I do
not like it. First, the sashes, when slid either
down or up. are in the way. But this is princi-
pally because we have only 16-inch paths be-
tween our beds. The ground where our plant-
beds stand cost something like $:.'(XK) per acre,
therefore every inch of it must be made to do
service. Second, when sashes are thus pulled
down or pushed up. they are in a very daiiger-
ous position, with the heavy March winds we
often have here. I very much prefer to have
the sashes piled up at the end of each bed, as
illustrated on page 104 of the tomato book.
Third, those rafters, or strips for the sashes to

slide on, are greatly in the way. As soon as we
have got off a crop we are in the habit of turn-
ing the dirt over thoroughly with a spading-
fork; and every little while we put some fresh
manure under the existing soil. In all this

kind of work the bars
will be a hindrance.
When our sashes are
off, we prefer to have a
clear bed for the whole
50 feet of its length. Of
course, circumstances
alter cases. On friend
Day's tomato - farm
land is cheap, and he
can afford ' plenty of
room to slide his sash
down or up as well as
not; and I hope they
do not have such fear-
ful blows in the spring
of the year as we do
here. If I wake up in

the middle of the
night, and hear the
wind blowing '" great
guns," I am very apt to

get uneasy unless I

know my sash are all

in such compact shape
that they will stand
almost any thing short
of a tornado. Where a
bed is completely cov-
ered with sashes, the
wind seldom picks
them up; but where a
part of them are oft'

and a part on. or where
they are slid back, or
even tilted, the wind is

apt to get hold of them.
Our present method of
handling is to let them
remain in their places

until the air gets so hot that the steain comes
out when a sash is lifted. If the weather is

frosty, and it is freezing in the shade, we give
ventilation by lifting every third sash by one
corner and swinging it so one corner rests on its

neighbor. If. however, the sun shines out clear,

and the weather is warm, so it thaws in the
shade, then we usually lift the sash oft' entirely.

Of course, much depends on whether you are
protecting onions and cabbages, or tomatoes
and cucum))ers. Whenever there is a warm
rain we want all the sashes oft", and we prefer
to leave them oft' all night if there is no danger
of frost. The Weather Bureau is just now
proving a great help to us. It often gives us
notice 48 hours ahead of what we may expect,
and thus enables us to save useless labor in

handling sash, very materially. Many thanks
to Uncle Samuel.
The ouen buildir.g in the distance is one of

friend Day's packing- sheds. In these sheds he
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also mixes his fertilizer; and in here his hands
are also congregated when a shower conies np;
and I believe he usually has some sort of work
for them to do at such timi^s. The building on
the left is a house for the overseer of this spe-
cial part of his farm; and it is the overseer's
bnsint'ss to look after the plants, glass, etc.

CHEMICAI. FKHTILIZEKS.

You may think that I am harping on this
matter a good deal: but it troubles me exceed-
ingly. We have just ordered '.M)0 lbs. of nitrate
of soda to be sent to one of our customers be-
cause he wished us to get it for him. He tried
some last year, and felt sure that it was an ad-
vantage to his onions. I have been carefully
scanning the agricultural papers, to see wheth-
er I can not find out why nitrate of soda pro-
duces no result on our soil. Several prominent
teachers say quite emphatically that it produces
the best results on ground that is already high-
ly manured. If this is true, then an applica-
tion on our rich plant-beds surely ought to
show. But it does not show a bit. Itdoesharm
if you use too much; but if you don't use too
much, it doesn't do any thing at all. I wrote to
the Mapes fertilizer people, stating to them my
troubles, and they have sent me a bagful of fer-

tilizer that they are sure will do some good. It

has been applied to every fifth row of ouronion-
plants in the beds. To be sure that we did not
make a mistake, the boys whittled a notch in
the side of the bed at every row where the ap-
plication was put on. Perhaps you ask why I

do not let well enough alone. Because I wish
to " hustle up" the plants faster than any sort
of stable manure will do it. Do some of you
say, " There is not any thing that would do
this"? Yes. there is. Slacked lime and guano
raked into the surface of the bed, first one and
then the other, will hustle up any thing I have
ever tried it on. Then why not keep on using
slacked lime and guano? Because I am not
working and exerimenting for myself. I am
troubled, because I fear that the millions of
dollars that our people are now putting into
chemical fertilizers is blundering in the dark.
Y'ou may say that almost all our agricultural
papers are against me. You may also suggest
that my soils are so rich, like friend Terry's,
that I do not need chemical fertilizers, and that
I must experiment on pooi'er soil. But our
teachers are by no means agreed on this. Peter
Henderson, in the first edition of his " Garden-
ing for Profit." spoke about using tonx of guano.
I can not learn that anybody is using guano
now. It costs about twice as much as many of
the fertilizers. Why. I have been disappointed
so many times, that, if I can just see some good
result apparent in those onion-rows. I shall be
ready to sail my hat in the air. and hurrah.
Yes, if I can find a fertilizer in the market, in

common use. that will do as much good as lime
and guano. I shall be exceedingly glad. An-
other thing: If you examine carefully the re-
ports of the various experiment stations, you
will see thar they pretty nearly agree with me;
at least, they say that, with present prices of
farm products, they do not see how a farmer
could make it pay to buy phosphates. Now,
how is it with stable manure? Why, it shows
a result sharp and clear. I do not think I ever
made an application of stable manure to any
crop in my lite where it did not show a good re-
sult right from the word yo.

SUOAH-TROUGH GOURDS; SEFIDS SENT FliEE.

Mr. Root:—I have about a peck of good fresh
sugar-trough gourd seed that I dislike to de-
stroy. If any one will send a two-cent stamp for
mailing a package I will send some seeds free.
The gourds are large, convenient, and useful.

They make cheap and excellent troughs for wa-
tering chickens; good nail-boxes; nice hanging
baskets for the ladies' flowers; good tokeepseed
in, etc. If they are used to water bees from, they
should first be thoroughly cleansed and soaked
in water after the inside is taken from them, to
sweeten and purify them. C. H. Murray.
Elkhart, Ind., March l(i.

[Friend M., I am inclined to think you have
got yourself into a muss; however, we will let

your offer go. and see how it turns out. After
the few seeds are all gone, you will have a cent
left to buy a postal card, and another to pay for
your time in writing to your friends that they
are too late—the seeds are all gone.]

Ourselves and our neighbors.

Let not tliy heart envy sinners.—Prov. 2;}:1T.

Before I get down to the thought embodied
in our text I want to talk a little about some-
thing else, This is a day and age when it seems
to be quite the thing to want to get something
for nothing. Farming doesn't pay; and earn-
ing money by day's work is slow and laborious.
Yes. it takes lots of hard work to get even hon-
ey; and we have to sell it at a low price, very
often, even then. The average Young American
is likely to say in his heart, if he does not out
loud, " I should like to get a living some easier
way. I want to have some fun. and see some-
thing of the world; but if I stick to the farm
or apiary it will keep me busy all my life to
make both ends meet."
Now. I am proposing to discuss what has been

called the gambling mania, somewhat, in this
talk; but I do not believe I will begin by telling
how wicked the world is. I think I will start
out by giving you some instances that show
there are lots of good people who do not want
money or property or any thing else withou
paying for it. Yes. there are boys and girls—
quite a lot of them-who say by their actions if

not by their words, ' I do not want any thing
without giving a just and fair price for it.

Whatever I have in this world I wish to earn
honestly, and pay for it a fair equivalent. I do
not want sometliinu for yiothimj. I pi'opose to
pay my way as I ijo.''

Oh how I do love to be in such a crowd of peo-
ple! Don't you. my friend? They are the salt

of the earth, and through them is the redemp-
tion of mankind to be attained. Only yester-
day a good friend of mine, who is well along in

years, dropped in during our noon service. He
has just recovered from a long fit of sickness,
and neither the doctors nor his friends had
much hope tiiat he would ever be up again. We
were glad to see him among us. After he had
by request made the closing prayer. I turned
and said to him, " Now, friend G., you will have
dinner with us, I am sure. Our dinner is all

ready, and it will be handier and easier for you
to take dinner with us than it will anywhere
else ' He replied:

" Mr. Root, I shall be very glad indeed to take
dinner with you, but it must be on condition
that I pay for it, just as the rest of your people
do. I like to come in here often, and I like to

stay for dinner; but I do not feel free to do so
unless I pay my way. You see. this is a public
dining-room. All your helpers have to pay for

their dinners; and if I can pay for mine too,

then I shall feel free to come in real often, as I

love to do."
Again, a little time ago I chanced to take

dinner with W. I. Chamberlain, at a restaurant
in Cleveland. We were discussing the book on
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tile drainage, which was then just ready for
the press. We had a very nice dinner. When
the waiter added up tlie bill of fare he made a
mistake of five cents, and friend C. called his
attention to it. 1 sngg(!Sted that, perhaps, the
waiter meant to lump it in at a little less than
the amount it figured up to. '• No," said friend
C, " that is not the way they do here. Their
articles of food are very nice and very choice,
and their price for such is exceedingly low

—

they figure very close, therefore eveiy one gets
what he ttsks for. and pays exactly the legular
printed price for what he gets."
The waiter apologized for his mistake, and

thanked our friend for correcting him. Then
ray good friend added something like this:
"Mr. Root, I want to be just as careful in

correcting a mistake that takes money out of
my pocket as I would be in correcting one that
puts money into my pocket."
W. I. Chamberlain would never have been

held in such high esteem everywhere he goes
were it not for the fact that he lives up to just
that line of conduct. I do not believe that any
temptation could induce him to even wawt what
belongs to somebody else, without rendering a
fair equivalent. You may say these are all

small things, that I have mentioned. It is

when there are hundreds and thousands at
stake that men get to be rascals. Well, I am
glad to give you some instances where large
amounts do not tempt good men. Friend Terry
is not very far from friend Chamberlain. By
the wuy, i wonder if the)<' is not a good " at-
mosphere" aiound the vicinity and neighbor-
hood of that Western Reserve college at Hud-
son, O. It was started almost as early as the
Oberlin school, and it has furnished the world
with some grand good men. VVell. friend Terry
has got to be such an authority on farming
matters that inventors of farming machinery
are often anxious to make him a present of a
sample implement, in ordei' to have him try it.

I think some firm wanted to niakii hira a pres-
ent of a potato-digger; but he told them that,
if he wa- to give to the wide world his opinion
in regaid to the machine, he didn't want his
judgment biased by a present. Then they pro-
posed to let him have one at lialf price. But
he would not have it at tliat price either. He
said he would try the machine, and if it suited
him he would pay the same price that other
people paid: then, if they wished, he would
give the public an honest opinion of its work,
including the defects as well as its good points.
You may say this was on a small scale too. com-
paratively. Well, a few days ago, by the fail-
ure of some lawyer or banker, tlie (Governor of
the State of Ohio was made not only penniless,
but it would take more money than he had in
the world to make good a note that he had sign-
ed with the banker who became bankrupt.
There was much speculation for a time as to
what Gov. McKinley would do. Without a mo-
ment's hesitation he turned over all his earthly
possessions; but as it look more than one hun-
dred thousand dollars to pay the debt, all his
possessions would not cover it. His wife, how-
ever, had property of her own to the extent of
some $65,000 or $70,000. Without a bit of hesi-
tation the brave woman came forward and made
good her husband's name; but in so doing it

took ^er last copper, almost, and he stood be-
fore the world with a fair untarnished name,
such as he liad always l)orne; but he and his
wife both had to commence the world over
again. There was a good deal of murmuring
among the people. Her money was given her
by her father. They said that she had no busi-
ness to throw it away in that way. As soon as
I heard of it I said, " Such an example as this
will surely not go unrewarded. The iieople of

our land will spring to his rescue, and I should
not be at all surprised if the whole sum were
made up by donations, in a few weeks." While
I was speaking (although I did not know it)

the very thing J had predicted was being done:
but. lo and behold I neither our beloved Gov-
ernor nor his good wife would take a copper of
the money. The great woi'ld of good people re-

monstrated: "Dear friend M., you must take
it; we enjoy giving it to you. Accept it as a
token of our regard and esteem; and may God
help you to continue setting such an example
for the rising generation and the rest of the
world." But our good friend and his heroic
wife would not be moved. Again and again
was the money sent back. I had an inward
conviction, that, in some way, 1 did not know
exactly how, the good will of the people that
was rising constantly would outwit their favor-
ites; and when I was told that money had pour-
ed in from anonymous sources until the whole
hundred thousand dollars was made up and more
too, I opened my mouth in astonishment. No-
body knows—not even the Governor himself,
nor his wife—who gave a copper of it. Misan-
thropes need not say in this case that it was to
make a show, or that it was for the sake of the
publicity that it would give to the donor. No-
body kno\\s ivho gave a cent. ]Now. who shall
say that, in view of the present craze and mania
for gambling, prize-fighting, and the like, there
is not any thing good in the heart of man?
Who shall say there is not a hungering and
thiisling after righteousness, in the hearts of
the masses ? Who shall say that we are all.

even the ?*cst of us. after the almighty dollar,
when we come right dow n to if.' What prompt-
ed these people to pile up their money until the
daily papers told them to stop—that there was
enough and moi'e loo ? Wliy, it was a simple
love of justice and right. We admire from the
bottom of our hearts the man who has got the
backbone and nei've to make his " I—promise—
to—pay" good, even if it takes the last copper
he possesses.
Perhaps I might mention that many good

people have justly criticised this fashion of un-
derwriting for somebody else when the obliga-
tion amounts to more than he (the security) is

worth. Of course, this is wrong. But there
may be palliating circumstances. I have been
told that the man for whom Gov. McKinley
underwrote was the friend of his boyhood; that
he even advanced money for him so that he
might get an education when he never could
have got it otlx^rwise. Under such circum-
stances a generous and large-hearted man
would I'isk almost any thing, especially for one
whom he trusted with a faith that was like

unto the friendship between David and Jona-
than. So you see our story ought to point out
to us more than one great moral.
Now, friends, I ain sure you will not set me

down as a " calamity howler" when I say that
a great proportion of our people—yes, and a
great proportion of our " neighbors." including
some of ourselves—are not so sci'upulous and
conscientious but that we can take something
for nothing. Our childien. wh(ni they grow up,
see so many instancesof where peopleget some-
thing for nothing that ihey become demoraliz-
ed. They think steady hard work is too hum-
drum and slow; and instead of heeding the in-

junction of our text. they, in their hearts, do
envy sinners. Who blames them? When I was
in New Orleans I told you of how desperately
in earnest good i)eople were in regard to the lot-

tery business, and ('specially concerning the
Louisiana State Lotteiy; and when they did
get it put down, the rejoicings came to us
through their letters. Did the great lottery

company give it up ? By no means. If they
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could not ply their trade and secure victims in

the United States, they concluded, like our ven-
erable friend Hail, of the water-cure, that some
foreign country might nfford a Held for their
work; and so they offered a ittllUon of dollars
a year for the privilege of running the lottery
business unmolested in the little republic of
Honduras, in Central America. There is a very
significant fact here. These lottery men are
keen and sharp. They had plied their trade so

long, and knew humanity so well, that they
risked this large sum. They have learned by
experience that ignorance and superstition con-
stitute the best soil in which to plant their
seeds. There is not a nation on the face of the
earth—that is. where the people have any sort

of property—where you can not start the gam-
bling mania and the mania for strong drink.
Just let them get a taste, and, if they have any
property to gamble away, the lottery men will

get it. While in New Orleans I asked the
qui'Stion how this company could make it pay
when everybody seemed so tremendously up in

arms against it. The reply was:
" Why. Mr. Root, they get their money from

ignorant, unlettered people. The colored pop-
ulation are crazy on it. If they have a dream
a little unusual, they jump to the conclusion
that it is an omen of good luck, and that it

has something todo with numbers. In the same
way. the most trivial incident of everyday life

is interpreted to mean that they shall buy a
certain number and get rich:"" and when some
one near them dois get a prize, the whole com-
munity goes wild overit. no matter whether this
affair is a put up job or whether somebody act-

ually drew the lucky number in good faith—if

it is possible to have any "good faith" in the
matter at all.

When these villainous thieves go to Hondu-
ras (if they ever do go,i, all they will need to do
to start the craze is to give away a little money
in the shape of presents, and their million of
dollars will cqme back with tremendous inter-
est.

A little over a year ago I told you something
about the tern peranc<' and morals of Mitchell,
Dakota. Are tney holding the fort? Last sum-
mer, when they had their corn palace, the
crowd was so great, and the excitement ran so
high, they could not stop their revelry Mhen
Sunday came. The proprietor of a merry-go-
round began bartering with the mayor and'
town council for the privilege of running his
machine on Sunday. Mitchell is a godly town,
and there are tnany earnest and devot d Chris-
ians there. I presume this man was told at
first that he could not run his business on Sun-
day for any sum of money: it was demoralizing
and wrong. But finally, when he offered the
lo\\n$2()0 for said privilege, even though they
admitted that it was wicked, and a wrong thing
to do, they decided that, if he could afford such
a sum as that, they could not very well stand
out. If I have been misinformed, and if this
statement is not true. I wish some of the good
friends in Mitchell would set me right. The
point is, where money enough is offered, and
especially where there are people of tolerably
good standing who are in favor of letting up on
time-honored customs, then; is great danger
that Satan will gain the day.

I rejoice to know that there is one paper in
onr land that is not afraid to speak right out
plainly and clearly, no matter who gets offended,
and no mattfr who t.akes exceptions. That pa-
per is the Runil Neir-Yorker. There may be
religious papers, and papers of wide influence,
that are taking the high moral stand the Rural
does in such matters: but if so. I have not
seen them. Will somebody call my attention to
it, if such there be? Here are .some lines that I

clipped froiu the Ritrat I was reading last even-
ing:

For years Louisiana was tlie g"amblers' paradise;
For years they held her lirmly wltli a throat-grip

like a vise.
Till, stung to desperation, from her sin and shame

slie rose,
And tlirust the evil from lier and sht)ok oflf her curs-

ed foes.
Thank God I Louisiana from tlie sinful curse is free.
Hut sliame on yvu. New Jersey, that you weakly

bend the knee.
Burn np your honest eliarterl Turn your lieroes to

tlie wall,
Rebind the e.ves of Justice that she may not see

your fall.

Toll bells in all your steeples; let their mournful
notes proclaim

How Jersey's boasted honor has been turned to
blackest shame.

Now. I do not know how this matter in New
Jersey is coming out. I hope the above may be
held up before th;' eyes of the powers that be. in
New Jersey: and I hope that the Christian
people who are leaving nu stone unturned to
circumvent the schemes of gamblers and poli-

ticians will come out ahead. Let us remember
them in our prayers.
There are some other things connected with

this gambling mania that I wish to mention.
.Some of you may think I am notional, and think
I make a big fuss about nothing. My friend, if

your children were playing with matches close
by a strawstack. in a dry time, you would not
think me meddh'som;'. even tiiongh 1 gotoveron
to your premises and kick;'d ui> a row among
your children: and I assure you the circum-
stances arc much the same. A while ago there
was an unusual demand for pumpkins from our
market-wagon. I asked what it meant, that
pumpkin pies had all at once taken such a hold
on the affections of the [)eople. The man who
drives the wagon replied, " Oh! it is not the
pies, Mr. Root. P^very child in town is busy
counting the seeds in a pumpkin in order that
he may be able to guess with some degiee of

accuracy. Vou see, they are offering prizes to

anybody who comes nearest to the exact num-
ber of seeds in a certain pumpkin or squash."
Some of our agricultural papers are offering

large sums of money in gold to the one who will

guess how many beans or peas or seeds then^
are in a jarftil. The thing is varied in a thou-
sand ways. The proprietors of a certain kind
of soap oU'red a snm of money to th<' person
who would write the best advertisement in the
form of a poem for their particular soap. The
Sunday-Schnol Times tell us that over liS.OOO
•' poems'" were written. Just think of it—3s,ooo

people worked hard: but only one, or a small
number of them, got any i)ay at all. A good
Christian friend of mine suggested there luight

not be any thing particularly wrong about it.

Suppose you set a thousand men at work
sawing wood. Each one saws and piles np a
cord: but instead of paying each one of the
thousaiid a fair price for his work, you give the
money all to one person and the rest get no pay
at all. They went to work by your direction,

with some expectation of gi'tting some pay.
One man got a thousand times more than the
proper price for cutting his cord, and the rest

got nothing. Is there any glimpse of a gam-
bling mania in this direction? Some of you
may urge that writing poetry is different from
sawing" wood. Yes. it is different. But if I

were going to do oiu^ or the other for pay. I

think I should prefer to saw wood. The Youth's
Companion offered a large sum of luoiuiy for

the best story. It s<'ems to me it was about
keeping bees, but it might have been soiuething
<^Jse. One reader of (xLEAXiNfis worked hard
a great number of days and nights, and finally
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neglected her work and her family, and sat up
the whole of one night. She did not get any
thing for lier work bur disappointment, and
there were titoiisands who did likew ise. You
may say that it stimulated their ambition, and
gave them a wholesome e.xercise in mental drill.

So does sawing wood give one wholesome exer-
cise: but what would a man think if you were
to tell him that the muscular exercise he had
had was all the pay you thought he ought to
have. One of our neighbors went to a cloth-
ing store in ihe city of Cleveland, and made a
purchase. They asked him to draw a ticket, or
pull out an envelope, or something of that kind,
and he drew a i)OJi(/. It was a nice little ani-
mal, and the children were crazed with the idea
that he got that pony by just drawing a lucky
card. He did not have to work for it at all. In
traveling through different towns, many such
ponies and carriages were exhibited to my

—

not admiring gaze. I admired the pony and
carriage, perhaps: but the feeling that this
beautiful little animal was used as a medium
for encouraging the gambling craze made me
teel sick at heart; yet professors of religion,
and, I fear, some ministers of tlie gospel, stood
by and looked pleased. Thank God, the pastor
over us here is not one of that sort. He said,
the other evening, that any scheme that could
be devised to get money or property, without
rendering some kind of equivalent, was gam-
bling. Oh how much better it would be for our
nation if there were more peoole who thought
sol How much better it would be if there were
more parents and teachers who maintain that
this gambling craze is even worse than giving
the children matches and a strawstack near our
barns and dwellingsl In San Diego, Cal., when
real-estate speculation got to be a gambling
mania, and nothing else, a bystander told me
that he saw a carpenter who was a good work-
man, and who was receiving large wages for
his work, throw down his tools and say, " I'll be

if I am going to earn my money by slow
day's work when everybody all around me is

making it hand over hand, without lifting a
finger." Very likely he was not a profane man;
but the excitement was such that nothing but
an oath would tit the occasion; and he became
a swearing man, and a gambler too, at the same
instant. His employer could not induce him to
go on and finish his contract. I was on the
ground where this thing happened. I visited
the place again three years afterward. Did the
gambling fever then run rampant through the
town? You probably know already how it

turned out. In three years' time, the pretty
little homes that had been built up in that beau-
tiful land of sunshine and flowers had gone to
ruin and decay. Bankruptcy, suffering, and
desolation were the fruit. Let us guard care-
fully these little ones that are growing up
around our hearthstones. Let us explain to
them the end and result of guessing at the num-
ber of beans in a jar—riding, running, wrest-
ling, or any thing else for a prize of some sort;
and let us teach them to refuse to tOKc}i any of
these good things that God has provided for us,
unless they can feel that they have honestly
earned them, or rendered a just and fair equiv-
alent of some kind.
Since tlie bicycle has been perfected as it is

now. and since it has come into general use, as
a matter of course a certain class have tried to
use it as a means of gambling, like horse-rac-
ing and other contests of skill and endurance:
but all of our readers may not know that the
L. A. W. (League of American Wheelmen), an
organization numbering toward 50,000, has been
from the first most positively and vehemently
pronounced against riding for sums of money,
or betting in any shape or manner connected

with it; and, in fact, any member of the L. A.
W. is at once expelled in disgrace when he is

found guilty of any thing in this line. Of
course, the racing and betting classes are
against it, and they are waging an unceasing
warfare to break down this ruling that is really
the backbone of the organization.

I have hardly space left to mention this mat-
ter of offering prizes for tlie biggest crops.
Some agricultural journals have been doing
this, and also a great part of our prominent
seedsmen. It may be urged that these large
sums of money have a tendency to stimulate
and encourage improved agriculture, and per-
haps it does in one direction; but I believe I

would let agriculture go unstimulated and un-
improved before 1 would run the risk of sowing
seeds of the gambling mania. There may be
differences of opinion in regard to this matter;
but let me remind you, friends, that you have
never seen T. B. Terry's name among the con-
testants for the biggest crop of potatoes, no
matter what prominent journal offers the 1500
in gold. Inventors of chemical fertilizers are
also offering large sums of money to those who
will produce the largest crop by the use of their
special brand. I am sure this is mischievous.
Hundreds ot earnest hard workers in the soil

are, by these reports, encouragf^d to invest un-
duly in these brands of fertilizers, overlooking
the fact that it is as much the man who uses
them, as it is the fertilizer itself, and often
more. The great exposition of 1876, recognizing
the danger and quarrels that would probably
result from offering prizes, you will remember,
offered no competitive prizes of any sort. They
rewarded each exhibitor according to the mferit
of Ills product, without any reference whatever
to what his neighbor had done. I.s not this by
far tlie better way '?

Our stenographer suggests, right here, that
my teachings might do away with premiums at
fairs. I have thought of this; but should not
fairs follow the example of the great exposi-
tion I have mentioned? Let the judges award
each exhibitor (according to merit) something
to pay him for making the exhibit, the amount
to depend on the care and pains he had taken,
and have it managed so as to encourage all and
discourage none. The man who takes some-
thing that he did not produce, fi-om one fair to
another, just to get the money, doesn't need
much encouragement. How often do you hear
some disappointed exhibitor say. " Well, this is

the last time you will catch me bringing any
thing to a fair to compete for a premium "!

Rijiliteousiiess exaltetli a nation, but sui is a re-

l)r<)ach to any people. —Pkov. U: 34.

Order No. 18,061, sliii)i>ed Feb. 21, received, and g-ives

entire satisfaction. J. B. Griffin.
Cat Creek, Ga., March 13.

The display of my "ad " in gleanings is all right,
and I am already getting- answers from it. It always
pays meto advertise in Gleanings. Long- may it live.

Bristol. Vt,, Mar. 13. A. E. Manum.

I received the extactor all right, and was well
pleased with it; and after trying- T tind it works to
perfection. I tried it on honey taken last fall, and
it worked splendidly. John H. Whitmore.
Minard, Mich., March 16.

Your articles as religious matter from time to time
give a little Sunday reading for the family, and. I
am sure, add very much to the value of the .journal,
as it is thereby appreciated by the women or other
members of a family, even if the bee-man does not
see any good in it; and as the money that pays for it

comes init of tht famUji, they each have a right to re-

ceive .some return in the pleasure of its contents.
Assumption, TIL. Feb. 30. Wm. N. Root.
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Can a man take fire in his bosuiii, and liis clothes not be
burned i Can one tro upon hot coals, and his feet not be burn-
ed ?—PR(iv. 6:27,28.

Reports are coming in, showing that cellar-
wintered colonies are doing nicely. We notice
that Dr. Miller reports that 94 percent of his are
alive. He wants to know wliy we did not put
the bees and vegetables together in one cellar.

Bad advice for a doctor; and, besides, Mrs. Root
would not have the two together

We notice that the Progressive Bee-lieeper
has passed into the hands of the Leahy Manu-
facturing Co.. of Higginsville, Mo. There is no
doubt that the journal will be as successfully
conducted as before; and in the meantime we
indulge the hope that Bro. Quigley will still re-
main, to a greater or less extent, at the editorial
helm.

Dh. Miller says, in Stray Straws, in another
column, that our top-bars are not " pi'actically

% thick," as we explained recently in an edito-
rial. Beg pardon, doctor, but you have not
seen our very latest; and the difference between
the latest form and the top-bar Js thick is very
slight, and we are sure the bees will not take
any particular account of it.

Our subscribers will oblige us if they will

overwhelm us with reports showing compara-
tive tests this winter between colonies under
scaled covers and colonies packed with an ab-
sorbing cushion. This winter will give us good
data for comparison; and it is only by compar-
ing scon s of reports that we can get at the
truth. We have not a particle of bias either
way. If th(! sealed cover "'must go,'" letitdoso.

There are very few writers who can criticise,

and yet do it so nicely as not to give offense.
There are many who make an attempt at it, but
their ci'iticisms are bungled up with so many
apologies, and " hems and haws," that the real
force of the criticism is lost. Our friend R. L.
Taylor has the happy faculty of giving straight
clean criticism, without the ai)ologies and with-
out offense to the criticised. We need several
such v/i'iters in our ranks; and we hope that ^Ir.

Taylor will keep his pencil a pushing. If it

pushes us over we will try to get up if we can.

A VERY interesting biographical sketch of a
comparatively new writer on bec-l()r(>. Miss Em-
ma Wilson, appears in the American Bee Jour-
nal. It will be remembered that Miss Wilson
has wiitten considerably for the Ladies' Con-
versazione of Gleanings; and her pithy, brief
articles, have, as a general thing, contained a
good deal of value, not only to the bee-keepers
of hei' own sex. but to those of the sterner sort.

We have been thinking for some little time
back that our readers would like to see a picture
of her, but Bi'o. York has got ahead of us. Well.
we are rather glad of it, because he has done it

so well.

AMt»NG the Queei' things that find their way
into the coin-slot automatic phonographs that
are found in many of our depots throughout the
country is a copper medal, or sort of coin, bear-
ing the following inscription: " R. S. Torrey. in-
ventor of the Maine State bee-hive. 18<)4. Ban-
gor. Me." On the reverse side is a shield with a
motto across the front, with the word " Union."
It is about the size of an ordinary penny, and

was slipped into the coin-slot of a phonograph
in Cleveland by some person who thought he
could cheat the machine and thus save the reg-
ulation nickel. The phonograph will not only
talk and sing, and dish up any kind of music,
but it is smart enough not to be "taken in,"
even by a miin, although it " took in" his bogus
nickel. The phonograph people forwarded the
coin on to us because of its peculiar inscrii)tion.

Who knows any thing about that " Maine State
bee-hive '"?

G. W. York is making the old reliable Anier-
icnn Bee Journal fairly boom. Every page
shows that he is putting a good deal of hard
work on it. and we hope that his subscription-
list may roll up strong: for we have always no-
ticed that, when any of our;rival publications
are booming well, it helps boost along (Clean-
ings; so you see we are interested from a
selfish point of view. Why is it that editors of
publications in other lines fail to see this? They
look upon a successful rival as dangerous to

their own success, and then write more like an
idiot than a responsible being. But perhaps a
pointshould be made here: An editor who takes
no interest in his own publication but to get out
copies of his paper tilled with "stuffing " will al-

most surely suffer if there is an energetic rival

in the field. He who is jealous of a rival, con-
fesses the weakness of his own efforts in the
journalistic line, and he had better step down
and out. Such kind of editors are not wanted,
and sooner or later they are ohluied to step down
and out.

MR. ALLEY AND THE PUNIC BEES, AGAIN.

Regarding our editorial in the last issue,

page :.';.'8 on Punic bees, Mr. Alley desires us to

say that he did not mean that we were unfair.

We are very glad to be corrected, as we do not
wish to do Mr. Alley any injustice; but his lan-

guage by immediate connection conveyed that
impression quite strongly, and was so understood
by some of our correspondents. But it was not
Mr. Alley's intentional or unintentional state-

ment in regard to the attitude of Gleanings
toward Punic bees, to which we took exceptions,

but his disposition to make it appear that the
Punics were very<leslrnble, and that " nearly ev-

ery issue ' of his paper contained favorable un-
solicited testimonials. We do not think for a
moment that Mr. Alley intentionally misrepre-
sented, but we felt very sure that he made the

statements offhand, without properly investi-

gating the truth, and we only desired to show he
was a long way from being correct, and that the
Punics were decidedly undesirable. We are glad
to feel that Mr. Alley is conscientious in the
matter, and that he has no desire to inflict any
undesirable race of bees on American bee-keep-
ers, simply for the " filthy lucre" that there may
be in it. if other queen-breeders have abandon-
ed them he can not afford to sell them.

SHALI-OW BROOD-CHA.MRERS AND THE SHAKE-
OUT FUNCTION CENTURIES OLD.

In another column will be found a very inter-

esting and valuable communication from our
friend Mr. Fiauk Benton, wherein he says that
the shallow brood -chambers about six inches
deep have been used in Carniola for r'e?itu)'le.s-.

Incidentally, fuitlier on, he tells how the
"shake-out function " is practiced by the native
bee-keepei's with these same brood-chambers.
All of this is exceedingly interesting—the more
so as Mr. Heddon has claimed, if we mistake
not. that these ideas were entirely new and orig-

inal with himself. We have seen references to

both of these things before, but were not aware
that tliey were ideas that we)e older than al-

most any thing else used in apiculture. The
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fact that the shake-out function Is and has been
practiced successfully by the Carniolan bee-
keepers, and was also employed by Mr. Benton
in making successful catches of queens, goes a
long way toward establishing its practicability.

By the way, is it not a fact that Carniolans are
better adapted to shaking out of a hive than
Italians are ? The latter don't " shake worth a
cent."

TH15 BICYCLE AS A NECESSARY ADJUNCT FOR
THE OUT-APIARY BUSINESS.

On page 260 of this issue, our old correspond-
ent J. A. Green has a valualile article on the bi-

cycle—its probable future and its value to the
bee-keeper. We Indorse every word of it. and
we wish to emphasizeespecially what he says to

the effect that a wheel is not an expensive lux-

ury, but one of the " most practically useful in-

ventions ever produced." We would no more
think of managingaseriesof out-apiaries, with-
out a bicycle, than we would think of going
without an overcoat during winter. They are
both comforts in their way. and. as we view it.

equally necessary. You doii'l believe it, do you?
May be you will some time. But you say you
can not carry luggage to the extent of .50 or 100

lbs. Our own experience, as expressed in these
columns, has shown emphatically that this is a
mistake. As we said in our essay at the Michi-
gan State Bee-keepers' Association a year ago.

by a little forethought and a little head work one
can arrange matters so that the iieavy carting
can bo done a good deal with a livery team in

the spring and fall: and in the meantime the
apiaries can be visited, and 25, 50, or even 100

lbs. can be carried back and forth quite easily

on the wheel. The bicycle will nearly if not
quite take the place of a light horse and buggy.
It will cost only half as much, and the cost of

maintenance is practically nothing. The bees
maysti-.g like hornets, but the wheel pays no
attention to it. It is uever obstreperous, and
can be run for all the life there is in it. without
being inhumane to it. Our last trip last fall

was a run of 42 miles in three hours and a half.

If you are not a bicycle-rider you'll not believe
this.

[

TAYLOR S METHOD OF FASTENING SHEETS OF
FOUNDATION TO SECTIONS.

R. L. Taylor describes a very simple and
practicable method of putting foundation into
sections, in the last Bee-heepers'' Review. As the
editor has boiled down the description of the
modux operandi, and the tools, we reproduce it

here

:

It works upon the hot-iron-melted-wax plan. At-
tached to the upper sui'face of a Ijoai-d are perhaps
twenty little, nearly square, blocks of wood, each
exactly larg'e enough for a section to slip down over
it and leave a % space at one side. We may be get-
ting a little ahead of our story, but we may as well
say, right here, that, when a set;tion is placed over a
block, it is so placed that the V space cdmes next to
tlie top-bar. The upper surface of tliese blocks is not
level; one side of each block being peiliaps half an
inch higher than the opposite side. Upon tlie upper
surface of each block is a little sliding platform I4

of an incli in thickness, and neaily as la7-ge as the
block. When one of these little platfoinis is slid, it

" slides down hill " upon the slanting surface of the
block underneath. To keep these little platforms in
place, a % square strip of wood is tacked to the bot-
tom of each. Each strip of wood extends nearly the
whole width of a platform, and tits into a corres-
ponding groove cut into the block beneath:
The work of fastening foundation into sections is

performed as follows: Upon each of these platforms
is placed a square piece of foundation that will near-
ly till a section. After putting on a piece of founda-
tion, a section is slipped on over the block; and the
height of the block and platfoi'm combined is such
at the lower edge that, when the fingers are placed
upon the foundation, and the foundation and plat-

form " slide down hill," the lower edge of the foun-
dation c(jmes in contact with the center of the under
side of the top-bar of the section. Before the sliding
operation is performed, however, a piece of hotiiou,
shaiictl something like a broad, thin chisel, or a
square-pointed tiowel, is slipped down between the
top-bar of the section and the edge of the founda-
tion; then the latter Is in-cssed against the ii-on, and,
as the iron is quickly witlidraM^n, the melted edge of
the foundation is lirougbtin contact with the top-
bar of the section. Hy the time the twentieth piece
of foundation is fastened, the operator can begin at
No. 1, ;ind remove the sections in the same order
that the fovi\idation was put in, i)lacingthem in the
supers. The irons for melting the edge of the foun-
dation are two in number, one being heated over a
gasoline-stove while the other is being used. Each
iron is nearly }& of an inch thick, as wide as the in-
side of a section, and furnished with a handle. To
each iron is also added, upon the back side, a stop
that strikes the edge of the top-bar of the section,
thus preventing the iron from being pushed down
too far, which would keep the wax in contact with it

for too great a length of time during its withdrawal.

This plan is a modification of the idea con-
tained in our Daisy foundation-fastener—with
this difference, that the Daisy is a machine and:

his is a tool. It has this advantage, that the
edges of the sheets have an opportunity to cool

and make good contact. We have no difficulty

in this line with the Daisy foundation-fastener,
except in full sheets, and then we work a little

more slowly. Mr. Taylor uses the hand imple-
ment very much as a tinner would u.se a solder-
ing-iron—when one becomes cool, the other one
is used.

R. L. TAYLOR'S CHITICISMS ON THE SELF-HIVER.

In the last Bcc hecpcrs' Review, R. L. Taylor
has an interesting article on self -hivers versus
queen-traps. He has been accustomed, he says,

to look upon the struggles of the half-dozen in-

ventions of self-hivers as a source of amuse-
ment; and he can not see that, so far, they even
promise any thing. The queen-trap, he thinks,
will accomplish all that can be expected of the
self-hiver. be mtich cheaper, and easier of in-

spection of what has been actually accomplish-
ed: and he adds:

If there has l)een swarming where traps are used,
the apiarist, by walking rapidly along the rows of
hives, discovers at a glance where it has been, but
how is it with the hivers? Suppose you have an out-
apiary of 160 colonies, you must raise at best 1.50 cov-
ers to determine where the swarming has occurred;
or if the Pratt hiver, the one that seems to be in the
lead, is used, you must lift 250 old liives with the su-
pers, heavily laden, as they are likely to be, to deter-
mine from which hives swarms have issued, for the
hiver is put under the old colony; and tins every
time tlie apiary is visited, if justice is done. The ed-
itor of Gleanings says of Pratt's tiering-up hiver:
"The lifting of the upper story is no great objec-
tion." Whew! I feel exhausted at the very thought
of it. And then suppose three or four or five swarms
had come out at the same time and had united, as
they would surely do if they were at all like mine,
and had goim into one of the hives together, you
would be sure the hiver was a great success, but
you would be quite oblivious of the three of four
queens hid away in the corners of as many other
hives with a teaspoonful of bees each.

This looKs as if our friend R. L. had rather
"laid us out," and perhaps he has; but when we
spoke of •'lifting'" the upper story, we remem-
ber we did not say just what we meant. What
we have been in the habit of doing is, not to lift

but to slide the story around " cat-a-cornered,'"
and a glance down one of the corners shows
what has been going on. Not desiring increase,
we let 'em alone whether they swarmed or not.

But our expei'ience last summer taught us that
we do not need to do even the sliding act. The
Pratt hivers that we used catight the bees—yes,
the whole colony—and, in a majority of cases,

we just simply left them alone for a week, for

it niade no difference to us whether the bees had
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swarmed or not and wo examined them only as
soon as other work required it. In one or two
instances the coloni(>s did not swarm; but the
bees went below and tilled up a. s'et ofextracting
brood-frames with honey. Hut perhaps our
friend Taylor would prefer comb iioney instead
of extracted. Well, in that cast? the dil'ticulty

conlo not be entirely avoided: but we would sug-
gest tiiat an extra super be placed under the
auto'naiic swarming-board, togetiier with the
brood-chamber, and then the bees could be left

for a week or ten days, or even longer.
It is true, as he says, that several swarms may

come out together and unite: but. if we are cor-
rect in our observations, they are not nearly so
apt to unite when none of them ha\e a queen.
Realizing that sonn^lhing is wrong, they go
back to headquarters to lind out what the mat-
ter is: and having done this, tliey do just what
we want them to do—go into the new hive.
Now as to the expense of the I'ratt hivers being
greater than the traps, we will say they are near-
ly as cheap. All that is required is a honey-board
with the Pratt bee-escapes, the same being used
with hives and supers, that every apiarist is

supposed to have on hand.
Referring to the Alley traps, we would say

than we have used them in just the way Mr.
Taylor speaks of: but unless we were present on
the day that they came oiit. and took care of
the bees clustering around th(» traps, mischief
follovved sooner or later. The bpes, having been
thwarted in their efforts to carry out the in-
stincts of nature, remained in the hive, fritter-
ed away their time doing nothing, and finally
ended up by killing the queen. What we'want
is something that may not ret^uire attention for

a week or ten days. Out-apiaries are frequently
left that length of time.
In conclusion we will add that we think, with

the editor of the Reincw. the automatic self-
hiver promises well. Rut this is really all we
dare say at present, for the experiments that
have so far been made are not of sufficient mag-
nitude to give us entire assurance of their suc-
cess.

anothp:r simple means fok detecting the
presexce of glucose in honey; a test
that everybody can apply with

very' little expense.

In another column will be found a translation
of a valuable article taken from the Bieiien-
vafc?', describing simple tests fordetecting vari-
ous spurious mixtures in honey. The one given
fordetecting the presence of glucose—namely,
the addition of pure spirits of wine, or alcohol,
to the suspected honey—seemed to us so simple
as to be almost absurd. We have for several
days had on hand honey from a certain soui'ce
having the unmistakable flavor of glucose. So
pronounced was it that we had not the least
doubl in our own minds but that the honey
was adulterated. After reading this glucose
test, we immediately procured some alcohol and
introduced a quantity of it to a small sample of
the su-;pected article." A little stirrins soon |)ro-

duced a milky-white appearance: and after a
little there was quite a decided white pncipi-
tate. showing quite conclusively the presence of
glucose that had manifested itself so clearly to
the taste. Other doubtful samples—samples that
we suspected from the taste—showed like re-
sults. Now, to make sure the test was reliable,
we also procured a sample of basswood that we
knew to be |)ure. We thought, if the introduc-
tion of alcohol into this produc(id a milky pre-
cipitate, this glucose test would be of no value.
Upon putting the honey to the test, the alcohol
had no perceptible infhience upon it. and the
honey remained as clear and limjjid as before.
'We next tried a sample of genuine pure glucose.

The strong milky precipitate was more markt'd
than in the mixtures of honey and glucose—just
about what we would expect.
From all this incidental experimenting, we

observed that glucose mixtures of honey, on be-
ing visforously stirred, will show the presence of
beautiful, almost spherical, globules or bubbles
of air. The glucose in honey seems to have a
peculiar faculty for involving a minute quantity
of air, and holding it there for several days at
a time. Indeed, the presence of these large bub-
bles is quite suspicious, and we believe we could
tell honey with glucose mixtures, by the mere
appearance. The strong glucose taste would
then give us a double assurance. If this were
then further corroborated by the alcohol test,
what more should we need ".• True, we could not
tell the exact (pidHtilij of glucose in the honey;
but the offense is just as great, if we under-^tand
the law properly, whether a large or a small
quantity of " the stuff "is used. As it would not
be profitable to put in a small amount.it is pre-
sumable that, when the presence of glucose is

shown by the tests already given, at least nO per
cent of the basei' article would be put into the
honey, -v man who would be mean enough to
adult''rat(' would not stop at 2'> per cent — he
would put in ."»() p(>r cent or more to increase the
profits. '

Now. it seems to us that this alcoholic test is

so simple that it will be exceedingly valuable
to honey-buyers; and when it becomes noised
abroad so that everybody knows about it, it will
make mixers of glucose sutlicienily careful so
that they will either stop adulterating altogeth-
er with that article, or, if not, place them in a
position for easy detection.

In the mean time we solicit samples of honey
that taste bad. Send them by mail, marked with
sender's name. |)ut up in stout wooden boxes.
The vial should be as large as possible, securely
stoppered, and wrapped in paper inside the
wooden package. VVe shall take pains to test
thoroughly all samples submitted to us, and re-
port confidentially to all those desiring informa-
tion. If we have reason to believe they are
adulterated, the facts will be placed in the hands
of the manager of the Ree-keepers" Union. We
would suggest, however, that all honey-buyers
and commission houses acquaint themselves
thoroughly with the tests already given, in or-
der that they may be prepared to investigate
and trace promptly all suspected honeys from
doubtful sources, ^^erhaps we ought to state,
that, in order to get the cloudy appearance from
glucose mixtures and alcohol, the suspected
honey should be thoroughly stirred for several
minutes. If it is adulterated with corn syrup,
the cloudy precipitati' will very soon make it-

self manifest.
Would-be adulterators have tried to cling to

the hope that chemists can not detect glucose
adulterations: hut that hope is now gone, or it

had better ' be gone"' very soon, for the Bee-
keepers" Union, we hope, will very soon lay its

heavy hand upon—well, we are not going to tell.

P. S.— If we understand matters correctly,
chemists have long used the alcoholic test for
showing the presence of glucose. It is only one
of the means they employ, the result being ver-
ified by several other tests well known to them.
if/to'.—After writing the above, the Evening

Star, published at Steubenville, Ohio, came to
hand containing some startling statements to
the effect that one of our old correspondents, J.

A. Ruchanan. of Ifolliday's Cove, W. Va., had
not only been selling, for a year or so back, hon-
ey adulterated with glucose, but that he actu-
ally pleaded guilty when the inspecto.' for the
State Food Commissioner took proceedings
against him in court. The paper goes on to
state that Mi'. Buchanan was fined .«3.5.0() and
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costs, which he paid, and begged, " For God's
sake, keep it out of the papers." We have al-

waj's regarded Mr. Buchanan as not only a re-

liable correspondent, but an honest man. and
we are scarely able to credit the report. We
have written to liim and to the editor of the
Evening Star, foi' fuither facts. We should be
glad also to receive light from other sources.
In our issue for April 1. 1892, we published an
article from Mr. Buchanan, relative to selling
extracted honey. One of the paragraphs is as
follows:
A8 we sell honey in every town and city within

quite a distance of us, we see much of the honey-
markets. Within the iast two years many city
packing-houses have pone into the business of put-
ting honey in tumblers and bottles. Some of this
we find to" be good pure honey ; but tor the most
part it is a glucose mixture surrounding a small
piece of comb honey. Does this honey, or stutf, de-
tract any from our sales of choice honey? \A'e think
not; in fact, we are of the opinion that we sell more
honey because of this adulterated stuff.

We thought nothing of this at the time: but
if Mr. Buchanan has been guilty of adulterat-
ing honey, as alleged, it may explain his rea-
sons for writing that paragraph.
We sincerely hope that the statement in the

Star may prove to be untrue; for if it is com-
ing to such a pass that bee-keepers themselves
are beginning to adulterate, and have been do-
ing so for a year or so back, we are in a bad
plight indeed. We can not believe that more
than one bee-keeper, or at most two. have been
engaged in this sort of business; at all events,
we shall spare no pains to probe to the bottom
the alleged reports in both cases: for it has been
hinted around of late that another bee-keeper
has been up to the same business; and some
facts that have been coming to light rather
lend color to the reports. The fact is. dear
readers, too many have been sailing under the
impression that adulterations with glucose
could not be detected. This is now a most mis-
chievous error, and should be correct<^d at once.
It may be that the knowledge that glucose is

now easily detected will prevent many from be-
ginning the vile practice, and at the same time
cause others to cease altogether who have been
so engaged.

SWEET CORN FOR CANNING.
There has been so much surprise expressed in

regard to the excellent quality of the canned
green corn, mentioned on page:.*3:.' of our lastis-
sue. that we have asked friend Cummins to tell

us what kind it is. and how he grows it. Here
is his reply:

We had the field I drove you through (when in
rye) all in sweet corn last year, planting it the last
days of June, sfter plowing under that crop of rye.
The yield was over 4 tons to the acre, wliicli was
lai-ge, considering the late planting. The crops of
sweet corn the farmers raise for us seldom reach 4
tons—averaging aboutSi. Wc usually average, where
we planted in May or very earln in June, about 5 tons
per acre. Last season was quite favorable for late
planting. We had nice sveet corn, right from our
garden, on our table until into November. Prof.
Green, of tlie experiment farm, was here in Novem-
ber, and expressed liis great surprise at eating sweet
corn, right from the stalk, at that time of the year.
We use Stowel's Evergreen corn; and wlien we do
not grow our own seed we buy of C. S. Clark, Wake-
man, Ohio. We have always found his seed reliable.
Tlie growth of the corn has much to do with the
(lualitj'. On rich land tliatwell grow 4 to .'> tons of
good ears to tlie acre, the corn is much better tlian
that grown on poor land. D. Cummins.
Conneaut, O., March 23.

Friend C, if you had told us how many bush-
els of corn make a ton we should have known
more about it. I will say to our readers,, that
the ground mentioned had been manured with
the refuse from the tomatoes from the canning-

factory—that is, in spots; and I did not consider
the rye any thing remarkable, except where
this tomato pomace had been scattered. I quite
agree with the statement that corn grown on
very rich ground is very much sweeter and nicer
than that raised on poor soil. This is an en-
couragement for high-pressure gardening and
farming. You not only gel a larger crop, but it
is finer- looking, and of decidedly better quality
for the table.

THE TIMBRELL STRAWBERRY.
Most of you have probably noticed how

much this has been boonud by the Riintl Nciv-
Yorkcr. Probably many of you will give it a
trial. We have five plants growing in that
new greenhouse, and will have enough more to
make a dozen. The problem is going to be,
how many good sti'ong plants can I secure be-
fore freezing weather comes again, from one
dozen phmts in the spring? I expect them to
cover a big piece of ground.

Special Notices.

LABEL i^ND .JOB-PRIISTING CAT.\L()GUES.

Our supply of label catalogues was exhausted a
few weeks ago; and, owing to the crowd of work in
our job-printing department, we have not been able
yet to print a new supply. We hope to get at it

soon, and intend to comuiiie the label and rubber-
stamp catalogues in one. It may be a mouth or
six weeks before these price lists are completed, and
we would, therefore, ask your indulgence for a
time. All applications are on file to send the cata-
logues to our friends as soon as ready.

FREEMAN POTATOES.
So far as I am informed, this potato at the present

time stands at tlie head oC the list; that is, it pt)ssess-
es more desiral)le (lualities, all togetliei-. than any
other potato before the world. Through the kind-
ness of some of our subscribers, we have been ena-
bled to get hold of six barrels. While they last, we
will furnish tliem as follows: 1 lb. by mail, 40 cts. ; 3
lbs. by mail, $1.00; 1 11). by express or freight (to be
.shipped with other goods that you mav order), 15 cts.;

1 peck, $1.00; 1 bushel, $3.00; 1 barrel, containing 11
pecks, $6..")0. Potato-eves from the Freeman potato,
postpaid by mail, 20 cts. for 10; S1.25 per lOO. Terry
will plant ki'eeman potatoes, and no other, this pres-
ent sea.s( ) 11

.

PRIZE-TAKER ONION-SETS.

Quite a good many have asked the question,
"Which would give us onions quickest>—sets or
plants? " In order to settle the question, we have
purchased a bushel of Prizetakei- onion-sets; and
any one else who cares to test the matter can do so.

The sets are small-sized, so you get about 175 in a
quart. At this price, the plants at $1.00 per lUOO
would be rather the cheapest. Sets, however, may
be put in the ground a little sooner than -it would do
to take the plantsout of the hot-beds or cold-frames.
Price of sets, per quart, 30 cts.; peck, $2.00. If want-
ed by mail, add 10 cts. additional per quart for post-
age. ^
THOSE CANNED IGNOTUM TOMATOES, CANNED

PUMPKINS, ETt.

The tomatoes are all sold out. In fact, at the veiy
time I offered them to the readers of Gleanings for
*1.00 a dozen they were worth $1.15 at wholesale. So
much for not reading the papers and keeping posted.
As a matter of course, we are all sold out. We can,
liowever, furnish canned pumpkin, put up by friend
Cummins, the man who tells us about that extra
nice corn, in previous column, for 90 cts. per dozen;
and for a case of two dozen, shipped direct from the
factory, we will make the price only $1.50. Of course,
this is subject to cliange, without notice.

PARSNIP seed at a VERY LOW PRICE.

It is a shame that the world is not better supplied
with parsnips, while they can be grown so cheaply,
and while it is also true that it is a crop that does
not have to be harvested. You can take them in
the fall, and sell them if you choose, or you can put
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them into your cellar and market tlieni during- the
winter, or feed tnem to your liorses and cattle; and
if you get beiiind with your work, and tlie {jrouiul

freezes up before they are g:athe,red, it does not hurt
them at all, but does them jiood. In fact, you do not
need to remove them fi'oni the ground until you
want to \ise the ground for something else in the
spring; and you uau raise, on ground suitable for

the purpose—dear me! no one knows how many
bushels per acre—certainly a thousand, and perhaps
two tliousand. All kinds of farm stock are passion-
atel> lund of them, Just give them a bite and see.

The principal point about laisinu them is to get the
seed in early, before the weeds start: so you ought to

get at it right off now. Jn order to help you along,
let me say that we have a tine stock of seed that we
can furnish, until further notice—single pound, 35

fts. ; 111 lbs., $2.00; 2o lbs. at ouly 18 cts. per lb.

St. Paul, Minn., on receipt of his carload of goods,
writes as follows:

VEGETABLE-PLANT.S READY TO SHIP APRIL 1.

"TPefliaps we are hardly~up to the times, but in one
respect we are after all. With us it is too cold to
think of putting any thing outdoors without either
cotton cloth or glass ovei- it. The stedsof peas,
beets, onions, etc . will tlo well enough in tlie

ground; but I am inclined lo think that our heavy
freezes will uot heli> them any. To prevent our
work from crowding all at one point, however, it

may be well to get in these hardy seeds, and per-
haps some early potatoes, whenever the ground will

permit If you want, your potato s real earlj'.

liowcvcr, they had belter be under cloth or glass.
Of vegetable-plants, we have .Tt-rsey Waketield

cabbage and Henderson's Early Summer, ready to
send out. Of onion- plants, we have only the Extra
Early American Pearl. It is a little singular that
we should have these before any of the others; but
they had a chance in that greenhouse, and the
other kinds didn't. The Yelhjw Danvers, White
Victoria, and Prizetaker, will jn-obably do very well
to ship 111 about ten days, Init they will be rather
small, even then. Of tomato-plants we have Liv-
ingston's Beauty, Ignotum. and Dwarf Champion;
but they will be str.<jnger and better in about ten
daj's than they are now. Celery-plants, none ready
to send out yet.

.MAPLE SUGAK AND SYKUP.

So far this spring the demand is in excess of the
suppiy. We have orders booked for (piite a number
of barrels, and one inquiry for a lot of three car-
loads. The weather has been such that there will

be a short ci-op, and most of it is late, endangering
the quality. We havi' always had plenty for orders
in former years, and expect to this year, although
we may uot be able to ship it as early as some would
like it. Prices for No. 1 sugar, 10c; No. 3, 9c; No 3,

8c; .50-11). lots. He off; mUb. lots, ic otf.

Choice syrup, SI. 10 per gallon; 10 gallons, $l.).Oi).

SPR.\Y PU.MPS AND SPRINKLEKS.

Our readers may not all have noticed the two
pages in our last number, devoted to the best out-
tits for spraying fruit-trees. We wish to call
-special attention at this time to a change in the
quantity price of Smith's Daisy force pump, which
reached us just after the last number was printed.
The correct price is given on page 12 of the new
catalogue we have mailed vou, and is as follows:
Each, *1.00; 3 for «2.80; 1 d(jz., $10.(10; 2 doz., *18.00;

3 doz., $2.5.00; 6 doz., $45.00; 12 doz., $85.00. These
prices are made by the manufacturer, and we are
requested to strictjy adhere to them. For cash with
order, for 1 doz. or more, you may deduct 2'V cash
discount.

ROOTS SECTION.S AND FOUNDATION.
We have had a good deal to say in this department

recently in regaru to the excellence of our sections
and comb foundation, as we are now turning them
out. We want to share with you some of the kind
woi-ds we have lately received, bearing us out in
our claims We have arranged to supply M. H.
Hunt, Beech, Mich., with our sections this .season
for the first time in a number of years. On receipt
of the first shipment he writes as follows:
"The goods are here, and everj' thing is all right;

the sections are tine, and certainly a grea timprove-
ment over the planer-sawed ones."
You notice they are so nice that he did not recog-

nize them a-s ulaner sawed at all, while in reality
that is just what they are. Then H. G. Acklin, of

t^Mr. Root:—The cur of our goods arrived in good
order, with the exception of one or two packages
mashed a little during transportatit)n. The hives
are of good lumber; the dovetails are cut clean and
smooth, and they fit exactly when put together.
What a satisfaction to nail up and send out sample
hives—no pickin's—all good! Tliere is no question
but the average bee-keeper would be wise in select-
ing the Cowan extractor for use. It is ahead of any
thing in the extractor line lor bee-keepers having
from .50 to 200 colonies of bees. I fail to see where
you can make any better sections by your new ma-
chinery. Possibly the cost of manufacture may be
reduced. The brood foundation is the best I ever
saw, and the surplus foundation the nicest and
wliitest 1 ever saw. H. G. Acklin.

Henry Bohlman, of Defiance, O., writes: "Your
comb foundation is the finest I ever saw." These
are only a sample of the many words of praise we
are receiving almost daily. The best part of it is,

^^ewere ncAer better prepared to fill orders more
promptly for sections and foundation, as well as
other goods. tl\an we are now. We have over a
million of these fine sections in stock. Of comb
foundation, we have made up since last October
about ten tons, of which over seven has been ship-
ped, and we liave about three tons of stock to draw
on. We shall be pleased to mail free samples of
sections and foundation to any one interested, and
still better pleased to fill your oi'ders liy mail, ex-
press, or freight. We will meet the prices of any
competitor for an euually good article.

WIRE netting, SHf)KT ROLLS, ETC.

As aniuiunced in last issue, we submit below a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have just received fi'om the fiictory. We
still have a good supply of 2-inch No. 19 netting 4
feet high, « liich we still offer at these special prices:
1 roll, $y.60; .5 rolls, $17.50; 10 rolls, 834.00. This you
notice is luc a roll higher than our last offer on this
size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20 from 3(5 to 72
inches wide as given in last number. We have put
the pi ice on the following pieces at the same rate as
full rolls, except on the 72 inch, on which we offer
an extra 10' discount.
Of 2-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.
The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thirds of the result to find the price of 'each
piece.
12

I
31, 35. 10, 52, &), 7."), 103, 109, 117, 123, 130.

18
I 24, 48, .W, .17, .59, 6r., 77,

24
I
8, lU. 21, 44. 48, .')5. 59. 69. 75, 81, SI, 90. 92, 93, 96, 97, 97, 98, 104, 114,

]
120, 124. 128, 131, 143. 147. 147.

:W
I
15, 24. 45, .50, 60, 62. 64, 70. 90. 9l, 101. 107, 123. 137. 140, 144, 146.

:i6
1
9, 16, 18, 18. 19, 26, 26, 30, .38, 40, 40. 411. 46, 49, .50. 50, .50, .50. .53, .54. .55,

I

56, ,5S, 58, 64. 73, 73. 73, 74, 75, 75, 82, 83, 84, 84, 84, 87, 87, 90, 90, 92,

I

91, 96, 96. 96, 99, 100. 100, 100, 100 KKI. 1(H), 100, 100, 10(1. 102, 102, 102,

I
105, 105, 109, 110, 111, 114, 115. 116, 118, 120, 120, 122, 124, 124.125.125,

1 128, 129. 129, 130, Kid, 1,38, 141, 142, 142. 143, 143, 14), 144, 147, 147.

42
I
16,20,79,109, 124,131.

48
1 9, 10, 11, 12, 20, 20, 25. 29. 32 35, 38. 40. 46, 48. 50. .">(). 55. .55. 60, 60, 61,

I

64, 67, 68, 73, 75, 75, 75. 82, 83. 84, 86, 87, 90. 94, 96, 98, 98. KM), 100, 100,
102, 102, 103, 111, 119, 120, 120, 122, 123, 123, 124, 130, i:«. 138, 140,

I

140, 143, 144, 144, 144, 144, U5, 145, 145, 145, 146, 146.

.54 72. 88, 8S, 143.

60
I

45. 53. 62. 71, 73, 73, 75. 78, 87, 96, 101, 101, 101 , 105. 107, 110, 120, 123,

I
124, 138, 140, 144, H4. 146, 146.

72
I
16, 20. 20. 38. 40. 42. 42. 42, 46, 47, 48, 57, 62, 66, 71, 73, 75. 75, 81, 82,

I
85, 85, 88, 88, 93, lOo, 100, 100, 107, 110, 112, 119, 120, 12:!, 124, 125, 134,

I
142.

Of 2 inch Xo. 20 we huve the following pieces at three-flfths
of a cent per squn II- foot. Arrive at the price in i>recisely the
same way as above, takinj; three-fifths of the number of feet
instead of two-thirds, to get the pi ice in cents.
12

I
42, 69. 98 143.

18
I

too.

24
I
33, 120, 138

30
I 32, 39, 73, 105 105, tiO, 140, 140. 140. 146.

36
I

12, 20, 22, 36, 38, 39. .56, 57, 66, 68. 75, 79, 81, 8(1, 88, 1(K), liiO. KIO. 110,

119, 120, 122, 125, 126, 128, 128, 132, 134, 136, i:i8. 140, 141, 144. 14,5.

42
I
142. 143.

48
I

36. 41, 49, 55, 60.

143. 146, 145.

16, 70, 75, 85, 86, 92, 98, 104, 105, 114, 123, 125, 140,

60 27, 44. 46 48. .50, 51, 60, 73, 103, 105, 119, 125. 1.S9. i:i9, 147.

72
I

25, 38, 44, 45, 70, 75, 76, 79, 100, 100, 128, 137, 139.

In lots of 6 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-
duct 5% ; 10 pieces, 10% ; 25 pieces or more, 15', . On
the 72-inch netting you may also deduct 10'. on
single piece orders; or, in additii)u to above, on
(luantity orders. First come, Hi'St served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidly, and it may he
well to name a second oi- third choice in case your
first may be gone.
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HAND-FORGED AMERICAN POCKET-KNIVES.

SOME CHOICE GOODS AT A BARGAIN.

Up to the fall of 1891 the Aniei'ic;ui Knife Co., of Thomastoii. Comi., liad for twenty-five years been
making- pocket cutlery tliat has Ijeen tlie standard of excellence, and not surpassed by any made in
America. By unfortunate circumstances they had to make an assig-nment. We have recently purchased
one hundred'atid forty dozen of four or five styles, at prices from 10 to 30 per cent less tlian ihu same
quality of goods can be bought to-day in any quantity at wholesale jobbers' prices. We are g-iving-

our readers and their friends the benefit of this low purchase. Tiiis list includes our special bargains,
though we Inive many other styles given in our price list.

Ten-cent American Knife, exact size of cut, either sharp or round pointed blades. This has been
one of our leaders for many years, and is still as good as ever. Blades are best steel, and the knives are
well finished Price 10c each; by mail, 12c; or given postpaid for one subscription, either new or renewal.
One dozen by mail, postpaid for $1.2.5, or f1.10 sent at your own expense, with other goods.

Oni* 30 -cent Kig- bargain
Knife, 2 blades. We have no cut
that accuratelj- represents this
knife, but we consider it a big-

bargain. It is the same length as
the cut, but thicker. It is brass
lined, and German-silver tipped;
has best hand-forged razor-steel
blades, which we can furnish

\ either spear
j> point or clip

point. Han-
dies are either ebony or cocoa; 40|
or .50 cents would be the usual
price for such a knife; but by tak-
ing a quantity we are enabled to
make the price 30c; 6 for $1.50.

Postage, 4c each extra. Given free for one ne^v subscription with $1.00, and 4c for po.stage.

Excelsior Knife, No.
46; price 40c; 6 for $3.00.

By mail, 5c each extra. This
is exact size of cut, but the
shield inlaid in the handle is

a little different. It has two
blades, as shown, is brass-
lined with German - silver
tips, cocoa handle. The
same pattern of knife is usu-
ally retailed for 60 or 75

cents, and could not be sold for less than ,50 cents if we had to pay the prices asked by manufacturers at
present. We got 57 dozen of these, so we have enough to treat a good many of our readers with one of the
best bargains it is often your good fortune to meet. Price 40c each; 3 for $1.10; 6 for $3.00. By mail, 5c
each extra. Given free for one new subscription with your own renewal, and $2.00, with 5c to cover
postage.

Diamond Knife, No. 2255. price 50c; 6 for $2.50. This is the same knife we have been selling; for a.

number of years. It is the same .size as No. 46 above, but the handle is diamond shape, large in the mid-
dle, gracefully curving to the end. It has two hand-forged rnzor-steel blades; is brass-lined, with German-
silver tips and ebony handle; a splendid knife for .50c; 3 for $1.35. or 6 for $2. .50. By mail, nt; each extra.
Given for one new subscription, with your own renewal and S2.00, with 5c for postage.

Ijadies' Penknife, or Queen-cell Knife. Price 1.5c. By mail, 17c; 6 ft)r 7.5c, or 85 by mail. This
is 3 inches long, closed; 4% open, with a long slender blade ns wide, hand-forged from razor steel; brass
lined and ebony handle; a wonderful bargain for the price. Given free for a subscription to Gleanings,
either new or renewal.

NICKEL-PLATEO STEEL-LAID

SHEARS.
Less than half

usual prices. We
bought 350 dozen
in one lot to make
it possible to offer
these prices.

The.se shears are sec-
onds, with occasional
blemishes, which do

TABLE OF PRICES.
6 inch Leader Shears
OH

Post. Price each. H doz. 3 doz.

11.10 « 6.00
1.25 7.00

',
"" " ""

- - - 5 .30 1.40 8.00
'M - - - - 5 .36 l.«0 9.00

not hurt them for ser- You will be agreeably surprised with the e.\cellence of these shears
vice, but shut them tor the money. Almost every one who orders is so pleased with them
out of the best grrade. that they order more.

A. I. ROOT, l>^ea.ixa.3L, Oh-io.
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Did VOU Knowjl'lt
m^^ m. ^^M- ( 'atalog'ue is now

ready? I have tlie larg'L'st stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in Now Enffland, at prices
away flown. My braiirtof XX White Tiiin Founda-
tion", 13 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(SO say my customersi. Just send a i>08tal for
samples and prices, Ijefore you foi'g-et it. Address

WNI. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

Don't Monkey
your time away. l)Ut order your sup-
plies early. Send for circular. Bees,
Queens, Hives, Sections, etc., at lowest
prices. 2tfdb

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Ho.

Blow!
Of course we "blow"

about our queens, and
why should we not? It
may not be modest, but it

is business; besides, if

you are not satisfied that
we do as we agree (which
see in our price li.st), we
will return your money,
and A. I. KOOT SAYS SO.

See here :

" My best colony stored 96 lbs. of

clover honey (I got the queen of you)

;

next best. 72 lbs. I got their queen
of . Jas. Pratt,

Corning. la."

Thinkofthat! A ditference of 34 LBS. ! enough
to buy tiiree queens I

!

Try one of oui' 5-bauded Golden Italian Queens.

An Odd
Leap Year

5. F. & I. Trego,
Swedona, 111.

Hlease mention this paper.

Headquarters in the South for

Four won't go in 1893, but Page Fence will. Audit's
a leap year with us too. Sales for February leaped
to three times the amount sold last year in same
month. Nearly every mile went where it has been
used for years. No mushroom growth here. 7d

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
GTVa. responding to this advertisement mention GLEANIN08.

" FLORIDA."—500
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.

500 j'oung queens ready for delivery April 20 to
May 10. Pi'ice $10.00 per dozen. Special prices on
three dozen or more. Purity and safe arrival
guaranteed. The 300 tested queens are all spoken for.

A. F. BROWN,
Huntington, Putnam Co., Florida.

NOTICE TO FORMER PATRONS.
I have sold out my supply business to E. H.

Trumper, of Bankers, Mich., to whom I commend
my former patrons. I shall hereafter keep only a
few supplies for my neighbors.

W. D. SOPER, Jackson, Mich.

REE-KEEPERS' QUPPUES Tested Italian Queens.
I J |\

^^«^^^ <) I Ready April 1, at $1.25 each. Untested, r

DOVETAILED HIVES, SECTIONS,
COMB FDN., EXTRACTORS. <£C.

ITALIAN QUEENS. NUCLEI, £C.
SENO FOR PRICE LiST.

P. L. VIALLON MFG. CO.,
BAYOU GOULA, LA.

dJtIlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllli

I pri>i>] ^"^ untested queen |
= I I ISw* Fr^P ^^ June. Send for == rifSCj circular, and learn ^= terms. Circular gives the best way to intro- =
S duce queens, price of nucleus, etc. 1 untest- S= ed .")-banded queen, in May, $1; 6 for $5. 7-8d =
— Circular free. —
= J. F.MICHAEL, GERMAN, DARKE CO., OHIO. E
^lllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllillilllirT:

Alley's Drone and Queen Trap.

A Reliable Self-Hiver. 100.000 in use.

Adjustable to any style hive without alteration of
either hive or trap. •Guaranteed to hive every
swarm, or money refunded. Mailed at 6.5 cts. each.
Or AM. APICULTURIST (including our queen-rear-
ing numberi one year, and trap, $1.00. JjFuU direc-
tions with ea<'h trap.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

Readj' April 1, at $1.25 each. Untested, ready
April 25; at 65c each; X-doz., $3.50, or 1 doz., $6.50.

Golden Italians from imported mothers; ready,
untested. May 1, at 75c each; M-doz., $4.2.5, or 1

doz., $8.00. Safe arrival guaranteed. 7-8-9-lOd

Stewart Bros., Sparta, Tenn.

Pansy Plants.
I have a large stock of superior plants at a verj-

reasonable price. Can ship safely by mail or ex-
press to all parts of the country.

Send for FREE list of 20 of the clioicest varieties in
cultivation. 7d

J. F. Rosenfield,
Pansy Specialist. West Point, Neb.

Mention this paper.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.25; 6 for
Ib.OO. For full particulars and prices send for cir-

cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD.

Bees
FOR SALE.—Fine stock—Lang-
strotli frames—sti'aight worker
comb. Write for prices. 7-8d

H. LATHRO?, BROWNTOWN, WIS.
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Speciol Notices.

We are sold out of Parker Earle strMwberry-phuits.

CCOVElt SEEDS.

We liave had a very brisk trade in alsike clover
seed, and can still supply it at the same ]irices,

$10.00 per busliel; $5.10 for Vi busliel; !|f:.'.(i(i pci' peck;
•^i cts. per lb. We can also supply alfalfa rlover
seed at $7.50 per bushel; $3.90 per Vi busliel ; $i.00 per
peck; 15 cts. per lb. We have a supply of sweet or
Bokhara clover; also scarlet or German clover, at
18 cts. per lb.; 10 lbs.. $1.50; 25 lbs. or more, 13 cts.

per lb. Common red and peavine clover.s are bring-
ing- abovit $10.10 a bushel as we go to press.

NO. 1 CREAM SECTIONS.

As we have quite a large stock of No. 1 cream sec-
tions, 4^x414x1 's and lis, we will sell them, till fur-
ther notice, at $a.u0 per lOuO. or 5000 for $9.00. These
sections are just as nice as our best, in every i-e-

spect, except color, and many of them are of so
slight a cream tinge that it is hard to distinguish
them from the white. We have in tlie past sent out
much poorer seuiioiis for best when we could get
no better than tliese No. I cream, and they are cer-
tainly a bargain at the above price.

COMB AND EXTRACTED HONEY.
Since our last issue we have sold out of comb

iioney entirely, so that, if any of our readers not
too far away have any desirable lots still on hand
looking for a market we should be pleased to hear
from them, as we may have more orders for which
we have no supply. We have secured about 1500

lbs. of very choice extracted honey in kegs of 100 to
300 lbs. Price 10>^c per lb.; in 60-lb. cans, 11>^ ; 10-

Ib. cans, 13c per lb. This seems high, but it is little

more than it cost us, and choice honey is hard to
obtain just now at any price.

SLICED SLOTTED SEPARATOUS.

We are now making all our slotted separators by
sawing them, l)ec:^l^e we believe them to be strong-
er and better made in that way, even if they do cost
a little more. We have on hand several thousand
slutted sliced separators, some of which became
slightly discolored in drying. These are 4!4xl8
inches, for use with section-holders We have also
a lot not discolored, the same width, 17 inches long,
for use with slotted bottoms for four rows of sec-

tions, without blocks at the ends, or such an ar-

rangement as our combined crate. We will furnish
either, while they last, at 3.c per 100; $:^.00 per 1000,

or half the price of the sawed ones.

OUR NEW CATALOGUE, SPRING EDITION.

We have had so many price lists and so much
printing to do for other people during the past few
months, that, notwithstanding we have had two or
three extra printers, our own work has sutfered
much delay. We have been resetting our cjttalogue

in new type, and making electrotypes to print
from. We expected to have it all done, and a large
edition ready to mail, by March 1st; but here it is

April 1st. and it is not tlni.hed yet. We have sent
to all our readers, ahead of this issue, a new price

list, of which the middle 16 pages are printed from
the old type. If all goes well we shall have the new
plates ready for these pages within two weeks.
There will be no material change in the matter or
prices.
In the new price list we havi' added considerable

7iew matter in the way of brief instructions, telling-

how to Italianize, rear queens, produce comb and
extracted honey; transfer, and many other opera-
tions that beginners especially are interested in.

Note, also, honey and wax extractors, which aie re-

written. Counter-store matter has been condensed,
and now miscellaneous matter of interest added in

tlie last few pages.

AUQITE STOVE-MAT.

We gave you a rest on the stove-mat (juestion in

last issue; but the orders and kind words we receive
do not abate any, but come, seemingly, with re-

newed vigor. The mats are still going out at the
rate of about 5 gro.ss a week, bringing smiles and

contentment to many a home. Here is one of the
testimonials in poetical form, just received:

Yes, the augite mat is a treasure.
We can praise it without measure;
We cooked rice on it to-day,
And we said, "Ah, it does pay."

Mary said rice does not stick,
And that is the trick.

She came at no slow pace,
And with a " smiling face,"
To show me tlie basin.
And surely 'twas amazin'.

I can say this much about it—
We could never do without it.

It is so very flue.
This is true, every line.

North Greenfield, Wis. Miss Ida Sheldon.
We have listed the mats with prices. i)age 49 of

the catalogue, just sent out, so we will omit the
prices here.
Here is another kind word, just received, which is

a sample of many, showing how readily the stove-
mat sells in the hands of agents who carry it from
ho use to house, making known its merits.
My goods (Stove-mats) have come in good order.

I have sold every one already. It is a very good
article. I will send another order in a few days.
If I do, please be prompt and send it without delay.
I am selling different articles, but there is nothing
that sells like this stove-mat. John Bradley.
Hurley, Wis.

safety BICYCLES.
So much has been said in Gleanin(;s during the

past few months in regard to riding the wheel that
we naturally get a great many inquiries in regard
to wheels. The number of different kinds of wheels
upon the market is getting to be legion, and the
number of agents for the various wheels still more
numerous. We have decided that it will not add
much to the throng- if we enter the ranks. We come
with a wheel that is tried and proven. The Lovell

Diamond Safety was one of the tirst to appear, and
the manufacturers have each year kept pace with
tlie march of improvement, and their 1,S93 models
are surpassed in grace of appearance, lightness,
and strength, by but very few if any of the high-
priced wheels made.

The list ])rice of these wheels is $115.00, and we
shall bp pleased to send a catalogue, with full pai'-

ticulars, on application, together with a special
price that we are able to make, delivered at your
nearest station. Yon can have your choice of the
Columbia "hosepipe" tire or the Moi-gan & Wright
"inner tube" pneumatic. We have a sample wheel
here which we ride, and can recommend it unre-
.servedly.
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THICK AND DIVIDED TOl'-FKAMES.

We liave in stock some sevetiteeii boxes, each con-
taining' 3511 L. frames, with ordinary side ami bottom
bars i4x'«, and with divided top-bars '« in. deep, and
1 inch wide, or each piece '4 inch wide. In nailing
up these frames it is the purpose to put a piece of
foundation, either a starter or full slieet, between
the two parts of bar, thus clamping it securely.
We will close out these frames at $2.(i() per box. For
a smaller quantity, which would hnve to be repack-
ed, fl.Oo per lOO.

THE NEW CKANE SMCIKEK.

This new and valuable implement has been per-
fected at last. Its advantages over all other smokers
were .so di-citled that we I'oncluded months ago to
manufacture and sell the same under royalty, and
therefore applied to the inventor at once. Both
ourselves and Mr. Crane have been busy experi-
menting on its construction ever since. We had
hoped to offer it to the public before: liut, desiring
to get the instrument fiilly pcrfecti'd. we have
waited until now. It has been much improved;
and it is the general testimony of experts who have
examined it. that it furnishes the sti'ongest blast
and greatest volume of smoke, with the lea^t effort
of the bellows. It is so constructed that smoke
can not get into the bellows; and so powerful is the
blast, that, as Dr. Miller has recently t-xpressed it,

it would " blow the whole insides (jut" if the inter-
nal arrangements were constructed like other
smokers. The fire-cup is lined on the inside with
asbestos and sheet iron; so also is the nozzle. This,
you will readily see, prevents both in a large mea-
sure from getting too hot to be handled, and also
prevents the deposit of a superabundance of creo-
sote on the inside. The nozzle is i-urved so as to
send a stream at nearly right angles to the plane of
the bellows, and the latter is reversed large end up.
We have aimed to make this the very best smoker
ever put upon the market, and in doing so we find
that we are obliged to put the retail price at ^3.00 by
mail, postpaid, large size. 3i4 inch. By freight or
express with other goods, 11.7,5 Price in lots of 13,

$11.00. Special prices to the trade will be furnished
on application. Cuts and full descrijition will ap-
pear in our next issue.

BUGGIES at ^ Price
CARTS & HARNESS ^-^^-E—raia
f90 Top Buggy.. !?a7 „))>• <l"« "'*:

S95 Phaeton ?54 I'KICF> ^md
4 l-;>v>.l„,, Surrey. S47 "utHfll ALL
J50 Road Wagon S25 fompetitorn.
$16 Head Cart. .S8 25 Uuy offao-
BuBgyHarnes8$3.85 torv au.i sme
$10 Buggy " S4.75 Middleman's
J30Team " S12.50 protit.
Morgan Saddle?1.65 C:it^l..eup Free.

U. S, BUGGY & CART CO.
5" S. Ijawrciife St., ('hicinnati, 0.

IMPORTED QUEENS,
In May and June, each $3.00
In July and August, each 1.80

In September and October, each 1.60

Money must be sent in advance. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Queens that die en route, if returned
in the letter, will be replaced by mail, postpaid. No
order for less than 8 cueens hy express will be accept-
ed. E. BIAI«€0\CINI,
7-»-lld Bologna, Italy.

Please mention this paper.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benetit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
whicb they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices free of
charge, as oelow. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to j)ay for buying them up and Iceep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those will) can not afford higher-iniced ones.

I liave a few mismated, also a few hybrid queens;
mismated, 35c ; hybrids, 3.5c; most of them about 7
months old, and all good layers.

P. J. Thomas, Fredonia, Kansas.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half our usu
al rates. .\11 advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as manj- lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-tide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles fur sale, can not be inserted under tliis head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange comb foundation and
Japanese buckwheat, for beeswax. 6-7d

F. N. Johnson, Knoxville, Knox Co., III. Box 1<7.

ANTED.—To rent an apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Bkown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co., Cal.

w
WANTED.—To exchange 2 story 8-frame tin-roof

hives, with full sets of combs and queen-ex-
cluding zinc honey-boards, for liooks, Jersey calf,
bt-eech-loading shot-gun, Winchester ritle, revolver,
or ottei's. .")-7d M. Frank Taber, Salem, O.

WANTED. -To exchange eggs for hatching, for
thin foundation, or all-in-one-piece sections.

My stock of Light Brahmas, White P. Rocks, and
Golden Wyandottes, are as good as the best. ,5tfdb

D. F. Lashier, Hooper, Broome Co., N. Y.

ri/^ANTED.—To exchange a strictly reliable incu-
V» bator and brooder for Barnes foot^power saw,
or to correspond with parties in need of incubators.
Address Ed. W. Cole, Manufacturer of the
"Triumph " Incuiiators and Brooders, Kenton, O.

TAM the originator of the Single Comb Wy-
andottes. Great winter layers of large brown

eggs. Eggs in exchange for bees in any hive, value
$3.00 per setting. I have other things to exchange.

Alvin a. Vinal, Mt. Blue, Mass.

WANTED.—To exchange a $75.00 fruit-evaporator,
for a cornet in C, B flat, and A, or for a Safety

bicycle, or good photographic lens.
J. B. McCORMiCK. Fredericksburg, Wayne Co. O.

WANTED.—To exchaime B. P. R. eggs for hatch-
ing (Conger strain), for Italian queens.

C. R. WiNTERROWD, Martinsville, 111.

lathe for metal, portable

III

'

WANTED.—Foot-power lathe for metal, por
forge and anvil. AVill exchange bees, qii

honey, or good bicycle. J. A. Green, Ottawa,

WANTED.—A young man to work in apiary, and
do farm work. Wi-ite, statins- wages to

R. P. Bonear, Cherry Ridge, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange five Heddoii hives, com-
plete, for L. frames of comb, wax, or offers.

I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, N. Y. City.

nj ANTED.—To exchange for otters, 49 tin racks or
Vt clamps, each- holding six 3 lb. sections 5J^x6?4.
with fl\e T tin separators for each clamp.

J. H. Chase, West Eaton, N, Y.

l\7 ANTED.—To exchange Columbia Safety bicycle,
VV '91 pattern, in good condition, for beeswax or
offers, W.\LTER S. PouDER, Indianapolis, Ind.

WILL exchange 13-in. Vandervort mill, tank, etc.,
for wax. foundation, or sections. Also have a

'£1 cal. Ballard rifle, new, and carpenter's jig-saw, to
exchange, cheap. H. Dwight, Friendship, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange for something useful, 17
Vol's Gleanings, nice shape, twine bound,

from flr.st No. issued, Jan., 1873, to Jan., 1890. Also
first 3 Vol's of the Reciew. '88, "89, and '90—30 Vol's.

John W. Mtrrav, Excelsior, Minn.

ANTED.—To exchange our steel Wonder fence-
machine, or Black Minorcas or Light Brahma

eggs, for honey-extra<'tor.
Sherman F. Hanson, Scranton, Iowa.

W^
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GlobeBeeVeil
By Hail f«».' Oi.o I^ollar.

1 u ( < 1 o'..'^ b.iis It 10 I u ited in tlie

((iiiK It tli( tup 'I lii'se bend down
ind iiiitt<iii to -liid-i on :i neck-band.
I ho 1j IIS ,nc l)i'st I i^'lit spring steel.

'I lie nt ( k band is liai d sjirint; brass.

. e.isih pill t<)"( tliei and folds .

'W;// ''''''"Sfc^
>iii|>Mtl\ m a i .i^ l\(>i;7 inches.

"im,l'niiw& the whole wciKhiii-' but 5 ounces.
It (an be woin ovei an (>idinai\ hat fits any head;
does not obstruct the vision, and can be worn in bed
without discomfort. It Is a boon to any one whom
tlios bother, mosqnitos bite, or bees sting.

Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of Sup-
plies for the Apiary. I give a present on all

orders of ten dollars and over. The catalogue
tells all about it. r. G. NEWMAN,

14-T SO. WESTERN AV., CHICAGO.

FOR SALE
380 acres" of timber land; cleared, 3.5; orchard, 10.

Three never-failing sjn-ings; large barn; cellar 38x16,
house enclosed. Good location for bees. Address

Miss Makv A. Wooster, Van Buren, Ark.

Before placing your order for
supplies send for our illustrat-
ed ("iialog. We are making the
hesi yodds at lowest prices.

U. II. TKUMl'Iili, Ba/i7cers, :Micli.

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

OnUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list fiee. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
1-230 Ottumwa, la. South side.

OATMAN'S
SOLDERINO AND EEPAIE KIT
Consists of Mie-put. solder-
iiij^ irons, solder, and solder-
inu-Huid. with tools compl'te
as shown in cut. with direc-
tions for s.pldering different
metals, and how to keep your
soldering - irons in sliape.
Whole kit. boxed, 12 lbs.
Shipped on recei|)t of $2,00.

Apreuts wanted.
O. & L OATMAN,

X7ih Medina, Ohio.

Root's Goods

BEFORE pla,ojiifi your orders for SUPPLIES, writt
for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-

Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

AT ROOTS PRICES can be
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

dress Jos. Nysewaiider.

"Quigiey's Golden Queens"
are bred for business; try one. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a
free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address E. F. QUIGI.KV,

3tfdb llnloiiville, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send liif calalogiie flee. Address

SAJWUEU JONES. Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. I-19db

Bee-f4ives-
iDdvetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-svipijlies.

Write for free catalogue. ^3 2'db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAG IN BROOD-FKAmiES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Has No Fish-bone in Surplus Hoiioy.

Being the cleanest is usualh worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. V\N DEUSEN A: SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, ,5tfd

Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.
Please mention this-paper.

BEES
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
A^nd all Apiarian Supplies
cJieaj). Sfufl for Catalogue.
E. T. Flanagan, BelleviUe, lU.

SEND and receive my price list of Queens,

YOUR Nuclei, and Colonies. Address

NAME S. D. McLean, Columbia, Tenn.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Tested, iil.50; 6 for $7.50.

Sent after Mar. 1st. Un-
tested, «1.U0; 6, $.5.U0; or

$9.00 per 13. Sent after April 1st. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Send for. circular of Bees, Queens, Drones,
Root's Foundation, Bxti'actors, etc. Itfdb
J.N.OOLWICK, Norse, Bosque Co., Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
liSt RETS, ADDRESS __ _^ _ „

Of N. A. KNARR, "^-J?" ..^^^
ROCHESTER, l-ORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper. Itfdb

j4oney - Extractor.
Sqoai>e Glass floi^ey-japs,

Tin Buckets, Beehives.
Jloney-Seetions, &e., &e.

Pcpfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.
APPLY TO

^^^^-^^.^--^.^-^^^^

C\iRS. p. JWUTH & SOrl, Cineinnati, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

Read what .1. 1. Pakbnt, of
Charlton, N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chaflf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e

V have doubled the amount of bee-
Inves, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, III.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Madiinerj' may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

33tfd

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WBTH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Thousands in Siic«
cessfiil Oper.ttion.

SIMPLE, PERFECT, and
SELF- REG ULA TING.

Guaranteed to hatch s
larger percentage of
fertile eggB at less cost,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for IllaB Catalog.

_^ Circulars Free.
GEO. H. STAHT, Pat, ft Sole Mfr.,Quincy,Ill.

•^"Please mention Gleanings,
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You are
Shocked

when you unexpectedly come in contact with a
solid body. Multiply the sliock by weight and speed
tind you know bow a running- horse feels when he
strikes a rigid wire fence. Barbs would have killed
him, but Coiled Springs catcii iiini like a bird alig-ht-

ing- on a limber twig.

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

tyin responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleahinos.

Golden Queens
CJt-r^m XfiVdC: My bees can not be sur-nUIll 1 CA.CI0. passed for business, beau-
^^^^i^^^^^^^-""«i""i^ ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, Av)ril, and May—$1 each. 50 tine
Tested Queens for early orders. $l.bO each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-I6db.

J. U. KIVENS, Box 3, JL«b!!)ou, Tex.

•CLOveR SEEDS -C^Ms AND BEc*^,^ buckwheat
^^SampleofburbeejournalThe WESTERN 1

BEEKEEPER Also Our CATALOGUE
JOS.NYSEWANDER. DesMoines.Iowa„

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Pree Samples of the Finest F<»un-

datloii and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price lii»>t of every thing-
needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT. Bell Branch, llich.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

My bees having wintered in fine condition, as my
old reliable strain of Italians alwajs do, to reduce
my stock I will sell 5fi colonies at a low price.
Send for 44page descrijitive price li>t of Bees.

Queens, and Supplies. Tlie very best goods at the
lowest pDssibte ])rice. 7-tfdb

WM. W. GARY. Colrain, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

H^^gl^m^leadine berry^^^1 «V gi'^;^^cra as The

III IHi^k Packages Grape,
ana otuer Baskets. Prices low. nius. Catalogue Free.

DISBROW MFC.CO.,ROCHESTER,N.Y
Plea.se mention this paper. l-9db

CHENANGO VALLEY APIARY.
If you want beautiful (Jolden Italian Queens, or

from Imported mothers, send in v our orders early.
Tested, In June, $1.50; untested, $1.00. Strawberry-
plants of the latest an 1 best varieties cheap. Send
for circular. MRS. OLIVER COLE,
etldb Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

Martin's Prolific

Buckwheat
still continues to outyield Japanese, largely,
under same conditions, here in Michigan.
$1.2.5 per bushel, or 75 cts. per ^ bushel, sacks
included, on board cars here. Address

Wm. Martin, "'''"'^1i,Tu\X!""''
"""'

GOLDEN ITALIANS.
My bees are large and great honey-gatherers. Un

tested queens, 80 cts. ; 3 for $2.00. Warranted queens,
$1.00; 3 for $2.50. Tested queens, $3.00. Select test-
ed, $3. .50. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money re-
funded. C. M. HICKS, Hicksville, Wash Co., Md.
Please mention this paper. 8-l(i-12d

Control Your Swarms.
N. D. West's Spiral Wire

Queen-Cell Protectors will
do it, and you can RE-
QUEE^ yourapiary during
the swarming season. Pro-
nounced tlie best by such
men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington, Cherry Valley,
N. Y.; P. H.Elwood,Stark-
ville, N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectoi's, $3.00 per
Cages. $5.00 per 100, or 12100, or 12 for (JOc. by mail

for$1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
exiilaining, 25 cts. The caiics are used for hatching
queens ill any hive, and <ire the best Bee-Escape in
use. Add)ess 5-8db
N. D. "WEST, Middleburgh, Schoharie Co., N. Y.

3-l4db

J
TELLyou what, Jones, Lievering
IIru». sell the best goods and at

the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best
^ equipped

Bee^Hive paetopy
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Every thing used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale Li.st. Address
LEVERING BROS.,
Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.

Please mention this paper.

Smith's Pruner

Now is the time for pruning your fruit-trees, and
this is the best tool you will And for doing it. You
notice there is a knite, or shear, for small limbs, and
a saw for large ones. The handle on which it is

mounted is seven feet long, witli a lever for operat-
ing the shear. They retail generally at $3.00. We
will make an introduction price of SI. .50 each, or
$13.30 per dozen. Trees need pruning before spray-
ing, and duiing this month and next is the best
time to do it.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. OHIO.
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CIRCULARS RECEIVED.

The following parties have sent tis catalogues of hives, apia-
rian supplies in general, bees, queens, etc. Free copies will be
sent to applicants.

A. E. Manuin. Bristol, Vt.
W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Ark.
J. Tomlinson, Allegan, Mich.
Henry Allev, Wenham, Mass.
W. H. Bright, Mazeppa, Minn.
O. P. Hyde, Lampasas, Texas.
O. H. Townsend, Alamo, Mich.
H. F. Hagen, Rocky Ford, Col.
S. Valentine, Hagerstown, Md.
J. H. Howard. Holme. England.
C. F. Muth & Son. Cincinnati. O.
E. H. Trumpers, Bankers, Mich.
Lowry Johnson, Masontown. Pa.
Page"& Keith, New London, Wis.
W. P. Grossman. Ballinger, Texas.
J. D. Goodrich, East Hardwick, Vt.
Myers Brothers, Stratford, Ont., Can.
Geo. H. Kirki)atiick, Union City, Ind.
Gould, Shaplev & Muir Co., Biantford, Ont., Can.
The foUowingVere printed at this office, and will be ready

for distribution by the time this issue is mailed:
J. J. Hardy. Lavonia. Ga.
F.N Johnson, Knoxville, 111.

S. F. & I. Trego. Swedona, 111.

W. H. Putnam, River Falls, Wis.
Clark A. Montague, Archie. Mich.
Mrs. J. N. Heater. Columbus. Neb.
J. H. & A. L. Boyden. Saline. Mich.
Leininger Brothers, Fort Jennings. O.
J. S. Smith, Chilliwack, British Columbia.

Special Notices.

COMB-FOUNDATION MACHINES.

Our foundation-mills still continue to g-o, both
new and second-liand. We have here the following
second-hand mills which we otter at the prices an-
nexed:
One 6-inch hex., No. S, in fair order for surplus

foundation. Price $9.00.

One 6-in. hex.. No. Q. in fair order, old-style frame;
for fdn. about 8 to 9 ft. per lb. Will do well for
strips of light brood fdn., or rather, heavy surplus.
Will sell for $8.00.

One 6-inoh hex.. No. R, nearly new, late style, for
thin surplus. Will sell for $12.00.

One 10-inch, round cell. No. E, old-style frame;
made some years ago, but used scarcely any, and in
good order. Price $14.00.

One 9-inch Dunham mill for heavy brood fdn.;
In good order; will sell for $9.00.

POTATOES TO PLANT.

We have just received from one of the best po-
tato-growing- districts in York State a carload of
some of the best seed potatoes you ever saw. They
were grown in a sandy soil, and were shipped in a re-

frigerator car, and so were not frozen, chilled, or
bruised a jjartiele. They are also clean, and free
from scab. Our selection, we think, is flv^e of the
best varielirs now before the American public:
Early Ohio, Early Puritan, Beauty of Hebron, Mon-
roe Seedling, and the Rural New-Yorker, the first

mentioned being the earliest, and, in fact, the best
real early potato we know of, and we liave tried
nearly all. The next follow, about in the order of
earUness. For the good qualities of the above, see
our seed catalogue, mailed on application, l These

potatoes are packed in brand-new strong barrels,
each barrel holding 11 pecks. Price per barrel, $4.00;
and if .vou do not want a whole barrel, j'ou had bet-
ter arrange with your neighbors to make up a
barrel. If you take less than a barrel, there will
have to be an extra charge for something to ship
them in; therefore the price per bushel will be 11.75;
per peck, .50 cts. If you want some extra-nice po-
tatoes for table use, the above prices by the barrel
are not very much more than .some of you have to
pay for common stock. In fact, the above are all

excellent eating potatoes now, for we made a test
of them so we could spesik understandingly.

WIHE NETTING, SHORT ROLLS, ETC.

We submit below, corrected from last is.sue, a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have just received from tlie factory. We
still have a good supply of 3-inch No. 19 netting 4
feet high, which we still offer at these special prices:
1 roll, S3.60; 5 rolls, $n..50; 10 rolls. $34.00. This you
notice is 10c a roll liigher than our last offer on this
size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 72
inches wide only, other widths all sold. We have put
the pj ice on the following p eces at the same rate as
full rolls, except on the 73 inch, on which we offer
an extra 10% discount.
Of 3-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %.g per square foot.
The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thirds of the result to find the price of each
piece.

12
I
40, 52, 65. 75, 109, U7, 123, 130.

18
I 48, 50, .59.

8. 10, 21. 44, 48, .55. 69. 69, 75, 92, 93, 96, 97, 97. 114, 120, 128. 131, 143,
147.

15, 45, 50, 60. 62. 64, 70. 90, 91, 101, 107, 123. 1.37, 140, 144, 146.

36 9. 16, 18. 18.19. 26, 26, 38.40. 40, 40. 46, 49,.50.50, 50, 50, .53,54,55. 56,
.58, .58, 64, 73, 73, 73, 74, 75, 82, 83. 84, 84, 87, 87, 90, 90, 93, 91, 96, 96,
96, 99. 100. 100, 100, 100 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 102. 102, 102, 105 106,
109, 110, 111, 114, 115, 116, 118, 120, 120, 122, 124, 124, 125, 125, 128, 129,
129. 130. 130. 138, 142, 142, 143 143, 144, 144, 147. 147.

16,20.79,109,124,131.
9 10.11,12, 20, 20. 25. 29. 32. 35. 38. 40. 46. 48. .55. .55. HO, 60, 61. 64, 67,

I
68, 73. 75, 75, 75. 82, 83, 84. 86. 87, 90. 94. 96. 98. 98. 100, 100. 102. 103,

1 111. 119, 120, 122, 123, 123. 124, 130, 138, 138, 140, 140, 143, 144, 144,

I

144. 144, 145, 145, 145, 145, 146, 146.

54 I 72. 88. 88, 143.

60
I
45. 53, 71, 73, 73, 75. 78. 87, 96, 101, 101, 101, 105, 107, 110, 120, 123, 124,

I
138. 140. 144. 144. 146, 146.

72
I

16, 20, 20. -M. 40. 42 42. 42, 45, 47, 48, 57, 62, 71, 73, 75, 75, 81, 82, 85,

I
85, 88, 88, 83, 100, 100, 100. 107, 110, 112, 119. 120, 123, 124, 125, 134 142,

Of 2inch No. 20 we have the following pieces .at three-fifths
of a cent per square foot. Arrive at the price in precisely the
same way as above, taking three-fifths of the number of feet
instead rif two-thirds, to get the price in cents.
30 I 32. 39, 73, 105. 120, 140, 140, 140.

36
I
12. 20. 22, 36, 38, 39. 56, 67, 66, 68, 79, 81, 86, 88, 100, 100, 100, 110, 119,

I

120, 122. 126, 128, 128, 132, 134. 136, 1.38. 140, 141, 144, 145.

142. 143. /
36. 41. 49, 55, 60, 66, 70, 75, 85, 86, 92, 98, 104, 105, 114, 123, 126, 140,
143, 145, 145.

145

27, 44, 46 48. .50. 51, 60. 73. 119, 139, 139.

25, 38, 44, 45, 70. 75, 76, 79. 100. 100. 128, 137, 139.

In lots of 5 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-
ducts^; 10 pieces, 10 ?&; 25 pieces or more, 15% , On
the 73-inch netting you may also deduct 10% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity orders. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidly, and it may be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

Pure Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs
for setting, 15 for $1.

8-9-lOd
Mrs. A. A. Simpson,

Swarts, Pa,

EGGS, $1.00 P£R 13.
White P. Rocks, and White Wyandottes, A few

fine Wyandotte cockerels for sale at $1,50 each.

6-9db W. J. YOUNG, Scotch Ridge, Ohio.

SELLiHli OOT

!

Chaff Hives, etc., very
cheap, F. H, & E, H, DEWEY,
55 Mechanic St,, West-
field, Mas?, 8-12db

FOR SALE CHEAP, FOR CASH, •

; Italian bees and Queens during 1893,
Address OTTO KLEINOW,

7-8-9d No, 118 Military Ave,, Detroit, Mich.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
"Chicago.— Ho/iei/.— Market is small in volume;
but flue <'omb continues to sell at 17@18. The dark
crates are practically nejiiected, it being' difficult to
effect a sale at 10 to 13 cts. E.Ytracted continues to
bring 6@9, according' to quality, flavor, color, and
style of package. Prime beeswax, 25e per lb. Those
bavins' lioney should forward it at once, for after
this montli our market takes very little of it.

K. A. BUKNETT Co.,
Apr. 8. 161 So. Water St., Chicag'o, 111.

Cincinnati.—HoHej/.—There is no chang'e since
our last. Trade is fair in extracted honey at 6@8c
on arrival, according' to quality. There is no choice
comb honey on our market. Prices are nominal.
We sell at 13@16 in the jobbing way. Beesu'a.r is in
fair demand at 24@37 for good to choice yellow on
arrival. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
April 8. Cincinnati, O.

:'CLEVEL,AND.—Ho?ieiy.—White 1-lb. sections, 15. Our
market for honey, at present, is fair. We should be
glad to have you favor us with a shipment, and we
will do well for you. Williams Bros.,
Aprils. ,^ 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

^Buffalo.— HoHey.—Honey is moving very slowly
at pre.sent. Fancy white, in light supply, is selling
mostly at 17@1S; choice stock, 15@16. Third grade
is ranging from 12@14:; dark, etc., 8@10. Prospects
are tliat all honey will clean up at satisfactory
prices. Batteejson & Co.,
DApril 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

St. Louis.—HoJiey.-Market is very quiet—quota-
tions unchanged. There Is a great dearth of ex-
tracted lioney. Beeswax, prime yellow, 35.

D. G. TUTT Quo. Co.,
April 10. St. Louis, Mo.

;JKansas City.—Honej/.—Honey is about all closed
out. We quote 1 lb. coinb at 16; wliite extracted, 8;
amber, 7. Hamblin & Bearss,
April 10. 514 Walnut Si ., Kansas City, Mo.

• IAlb.any.—Ho»ej/.- It is surprising where all the
honey continues to come from. We have received
quite a number of con-signments during the past
ten days, and it is selling off freely at 13@15 for
clover and 10@ll for buckwheat. Extracted is sell-
ing slowly at 8@10. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
April 10. 393-397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Detroit.-f/onej/.-Comb honey is selling in a.

small way at 13® 1+, and extra flne lot would bring
15.uExtracted, 75@8. Beeswax, 36@'^7.

M. H. Hunt,
April 10. Bell Branch, Mich.

New York.—ilofifj/.—Comb honey is now pretty
well cleaned up. Tiiere is some demand for white,
and same would bring from U@15c for fancy. Uuck-
wheat, 9f0 111. Extracted is cluU and the market well
stocked with West India honey, which sells at from
68@75c per gallon. Beeswax scarce but Arm at from
26@28c. Hildrkth Bro'<. & Segelken,
April 13. 28 & 30 West Broadway. N. Y.

Boston.—Honey.—No change in the honey mar-
ket. We have no beeswax.

Blake & Ripley,
March 11. Boston, Mass.

r Kansas City.— Wruiej/.—The demand for comb and
extracted is quite light; supply equal to the demand,
One-lb. comb, white. 12<gH7; dark, 10@15. Extracted,
6@8. Beeswax, 32025.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co..
April 10. Kansas City, Mo.

For Sale.— 1.500 lbs. very nice white-clover and
basswood honey in barrels. Will take 7^4 cts. per
lb. for the wliole of it delivered on board cars here,
or 8 cts. by single barrel. Also 751) Ihs. goldenrod
honey, good quality and fla/'or, at 6V4 (-ts. Samples
sent on application. Geo. W. Chapman,

Millbury, Wood Co., Ohio.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSQN & CO. Responsible, Reliable.

Commission Merchants, i^tuih and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of k,
}i, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

976-978 Centr. Are.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
BucciES at* Price
CARTS & HARNESS k»...^.-u^.-i
J90 Top Bueey.-S37i We Cut ilie

$95 Phaeton. ...S54PKICES and
4 la^^.. Top SurreT.?47 ""tsell ALL
f50 Road ^Wagon S25 fompetitors.
$16 Road Cart.. $8.25 Buy of fac-
BuesyHarne8S?3.85 tory .ind save
$10 Buggy " $475 Middleman's
$30 Team " $12.50 profit.
Morgan SaddleSl.es Cnialc.cue Free.

U. S. BUGGY & CART CO.
5" S. Lawrence St., Cincinnati, 0.

Please mention Olbanings.

Our new patent nozzle-liandle and bent smoke
discbarg-e to eacb of the first fifty applying bee-keep-
ers wlio have either of our three-lar>re sized smo-
kers, to put them on. State where you saw notice,
size of smoker, etc. All we ask in return is a private
letter within ten days after receipt of improve-
ments, stating- whether you like or dislike either
the handle or curve, and if any change in them
would overcome Ihe defect you point out. After
the fifty names are registered and supplied our new
circular will be sent instead of handle, etc.

-fj"

BINGHAM PFUIECT

BEE SMOKER
Pafd 1878, 1882, & 1892.

Cheapest & Best on Earth.

Send Card for Circular to

Biiiuhniii&Hetherington
JlBROXIA, MICH.

QUEENS WANTED.
Before May lOUi, twenty to fifty off grades, black,

hybrid, or otiier cliea,p queens. Quote prices at
once. »(i R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Colorado.

\"17'1__4.) Hilton's Improved Chaff HivesW 11a L^ ''•'^'^' f'"' f •'t' 1'='-'^^ !•'> yt™"«- ^end for
; Ills flee illustrated catalogue of

^4-f\r\i4 ?
''vcty thing- needed in tlie apiarj% of

the
Best Quality and Lowest

Prices.

^ ^
I One hundred cok)nies of Bees for

''

I p^C't' V ^ '*"^'''- Write for prices, and address
* ^^ *- • ) GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.

^^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANiNoa.
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Oregon and

Washington

Bee-keepers
'A 6-9db

We have decided to give a

BIG DISOOUNT
for early orders. Write for special prices,

naming quantity yon can use.

POSSOH'S SEED STOt^E,
Portland, Oregon.

Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky„
Breeder of Italian Queens, ^^^^v^rt^^^nu.^.r.a,nox^..v.,

Untested, till July 1, $1.00; after July, 75c. Contracts solicited. Dealer in

A. I. Root's Supplies. Grower of plants of every description. Onion

Celery Plants.^il* Plants. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

CONCORD GRAPEVINES.
Strojig, thrifty. Concord grapeviiu'S, for shading-

bee-lilves, or for other purposes. In cts. eacli; 85 cts.

for 10; I6..50 per 100. If sent by mail, add Sets, each
extra. Those sent by mall are only one year old,

for the larg-er ones would be too heavy. Tne others
are three years old, and have extra strong- large roots.

If over .50 vines are wanted, they had better be
shipped by freight. There is not a bit of risk In
sending- g-rapevines by freig-ht, for tliey can be
packed so as to keep safely a month, if need be, if

they are ordered early in the spi-ing-.

Send orders to DK. IMARTIN,
Rising Sun Nurseries, Men-erstourg, Pa.

5-6-7-8d Please mention this paper.

i^ BANDED ^ BANDED P^^fii",^^
fJQUEENS.eJQUEENS.I kTnds.
Egss for Ha telling from B. Plymoutli Rocks

and Brown Leghorns. Discount on early orders.
Catalog-ue free. CHAS. H. THIES,
5tfdb Steeleville. 111.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Monies, la.

py-v*. C'as.Vy Durin.u-May, June, and July, I offerrui V/ddli,
,|,,,t>st. d pure Italian queens at $1

each, or 6 for $5; 12 for 39. Guarantee safe arrival.
Address D. E. ALDERMAN,

Clinton, Sampson Co., N. C.

Central Bee=Hive Factory
And Bee-keepers' Supply-house of Illinois. Write
for Catalog-ue for ly9o. "Address

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Illinois.

READY AGAIN'
With tlujse nice Golden Queens, reared by L o-

little's metliod. Untested, March, April, and May,
S1.00;6f()r $4.75; la for $8.50. June and later, 75c
each; OforW.dd; l:i for :f;T.50. Tested, $1.50; select
tested, $:.'.()(); bi-eeders, f~'..50; best, 13.00. Safe ar-
rival and satisfaction gviaranteed. 5tfdb

J. B. «'A>K, Port Ornnge. Vol. Co., Fla.
IPWln responding to this advertisement mention Glkanlngs.

liirg-e numbei' of fine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; ready April 1.5th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6for$4.50; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $2. Reference, A. I. Boot. Stfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.A
III vvfitniK itUveiti^er^ plea^e nieiiHuu l1ii» paper

Dovetailed Hves, Simplicity Hives,
SECT/OrJS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

6O-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
C^Iu respond iiiir tn this iidviTti.--i'i]niii iiii'iitiun Gl.KANIN(is.

SUPERIOR GOLD-EYED NEEDLES.
Cut sliows the contents of the
package, half size. The bod-
kins, darners, etc., as shown,
are, not g:old-eyed„ but there
are besides these, four papers
of elliptic g-old-eyed needles
such as are usually sold at 10c
a paper. Our price for the
pkg. is 1.5c, 10 for $1.25, 100, $12.

By mail Ic each extra.
A. i. Root, Medina, O.
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PURE
WYANDOTTE

Ri'l.. A. I. Boot.
EGGS FOR HATCHINa,

S1.00 FOR 13.
J. S. i\/lAsoN, Medina, O.

FRIENDS,
I have ;i fine strain of Italian lees, md my apiary

will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating- of queens is assured. Will lie pleased to re-
ceive your orders. Prices are as follows:

I untested queen, $l.(l(l I 6 unti'sled queens, $4 75
3 '•

•
~'.T,T

I
13

• "
t).5U

Tested queens, eiicli. $1.50.

, Safe arrival guaranteed. Addi-ess

FRANK H. HOWARD,
6-8-lOd GARDEN CITY, KANSAS.

Please mention this paper

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction ana all work guaranteed.

Price List and samples \vi\\ be ready before the
next issue.

Send for them.
Prices will range from 36 to 56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED, write for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
931 E. Monroe St., Springfield, III.

^"In resiiDii.jii.c uj llils iulveiti.-i'imrii inemion Hleajjing«.

Did VOU Knowj^H
*--^ m ^^^ Catalogue is now

ready? I have the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Thin Founda-
tion, 13 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before j'ou foi'get it. Address
Ttfdb WM. W. CARY, Colrain, Mass.

in writ-ins to advertisers please mention this paper.

Don't Monkey
your time away, Init order your sup-
plies early. Send for circular. Bees,
Queens, Hives, Sections, etc., at lowest
prices. 2tfdb

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Ho.

£llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllll!IIILh

I Uri>i>] ^"^ untested queen |= 11 ISw* FrP9 ^^ June. Send for =:_ r I CC, circular, and learn —
= terms. Circular gives the best way to intro- =
S duce queens, price of nucleus, etc. 1 untest- =
= ed 5-banded queen, in May, $1; 6 for $5. T-Sd =— Circular free. =
E J. F. MICHAEL, GERMAN, DARKE CO., OHIO. =
^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllltlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir;

Please mention this paper.

Jennie Atchley
Is headquarters i" the South for queens.

Untested (either 3 or 5 bands), March, April,
and May, $1.00 each; $5.00 for six, or $9.00
perdoz. June and after, 75 cts. each, $4.25
for six; $8.00 perdoz. Prices for breeders,
and by the quantity, on application. Safe
arrival and satisfaction g'uaranteed.

Jennie Atchley, Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.
Please mention this paper.; Stfdb

Bees
By the Pound, Nucleus, or Colony.
Address OLIVER FOSTER,

.'^-tfbd Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My live-banded Italians are lired fi-oni the very

best of stock by Dooliltle's improved methods, and
mated to tlie >ello\vi'st of drones from .selected eolo-
nies, and I j;iia ran tee them to give enti)e satisfac-
tion. Untested (|ui'ens are all warranted purely
mated. 1 untesti'd (ineen, March. April, and May,
$1.15 each ; $l;J.(M) per doz. Tested, $1.50 each. Select
Tested, $3..50. Guarantee prompt and safe delivery.
Send for circular. W. F. «;KOSMTIAN,
Money-order oflice. Ballint^er, Tex.
Reference: 1st Nat. Bank of Ballinger. .-)tfdb

CHICKEN-HATCHING BYSTEAM
p^^VICTOR

k Simple, easy of operation, self-regu-
lating, reliable, fully guaranteed.
Send 4e. for illus. Catalogue. Geo

-isiriel & Co.,Mfra,Qumcy, 111.U.S.A.

A. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of tliose who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5..50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1..50 each. Select-
ed for breeding-, $3.50 each. One vearling-, tested,
in June only, $1.00; six, $5..50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new " Rapid " feeder with, full

printed directions how to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Descriptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-13db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c in stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book tellina- how to manage them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-13db 175 E. Walnut Street.

DIJY your HIVKS where lumber is cheapest.* That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.
5tfdb F. C. ERKEl..

Eastern Supply Sovise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21 20db Please mention this paper.

Cash for Beeswax

!

Will pay 33c per lb. cash, or 36c in trade for any
quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The s-ime will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 39c per lb., or 33c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name oti the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen-
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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The Review
for April contains a description of the
"Largest House Apiary in the World, and
its tSuecessful Management," by H. P.
Laiijidoii (a most excellent article); B. Tay-
lor shows how tlie cells in unfinished sec-
tions, hift over from ])revious year, can he

shortened and the combs brought to a level as rapidly as the sections can be handled; Mr. U. C. Aikin

noii.ts out the weakest point in bee-escapes-the spot wliere inventors need to use their brains some more;

>rr K L Taylor continues his "Timely Topics," (and they nre timely); Mr. E. E Hasty reviews the

E-'ViEW this montli; Tlio Rambler gives one of his characteristic California articles; tliere is also

'r"^eader"on "Extractors and Extracting," in whicli is illustrated an extractor m winch the com b-

oaskets (four) can be reversed while the machine is running at full speed; in short this number is

not an exception to the manner in which the Review is usually packed with bright ideas and val-

uabirinformation. Send ten cents, and this number will be sent together with two other copies of

different issues; or for $1.00 the Review will be sent from .January to the eiid of the year.

The 50-cent book. 'Advanced Bee Culture," and the Review one year, for f 1.2.5.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hichigan.

By Thos. G. Newman, ex-editor of the American Bee Journal,

Is a book of over 200 pages, that we send FBEB to every new
Subscriber who mails us $1.00 for a year's subscription to the old

AMEBICAN BEE JOURNAL,
The Largest. Best, Cheapest, and only weekly bee-paper in all

America. 32 pages; established 1861. Send for a free sample
copy with de.scription of book offer GEO. W. YORK & CO.,

56 Fifth Avenue, - - CHICAGO, ILLS.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced

prices. Hives, Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write

for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper

Mi MMm in Pies.
We now sell

our premium
No. 1 one-piece
sections ut$iJ..')0

per M; No. Sat
Sl.&O. A liheral
discount will be
made on larger
orders. Dealers
would do well
to get our fig-

ures on sec-
tions and wood
separatoi'S be-
fore buying
elsewhere.

Berry boxes, baskets, and crates of tlie mo.st ap-
proved styles at the lowest rates. Send for cata-
logue with reduced ptices. Address as in cut Hbove.
Mention tliis paper. 8-12db

PRICE $2.
(postpaid).

Ladies' Fine Shoes, Genuine
Kid, Soft Soles; Style, Fit, and
Wear Equal to $3 Shoes. High
or Low Heel; Broad or Narrow
Toe; Sizes 1 to 7. C D E or E E
Widths. Send your size. Sure

Fit. Patent tips,
same price.

C. L. Griesinger
Medina, O.

Send P. O. or-
der. Registered
Letter, or Postal
Note.

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.

I can flU orders promptly for any width at $3.50

per M, from factory at Wauzelia, Wis., or at $3.85

shipped from Owosso, or Evart, Midi. No. 1 planer-
sawed, 35 cts. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Other supplies liept.

Ttfdb B. WALKER, EVART, MICH.

^ISIZ Big Blue Cat=
alogue tor 1893 ? Seventy Illustrated pages.

Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock

in the West. 3-12db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

T X TRITE for price list of clioioe Italian Queens
V V and Bees, and S. C. White Legliorn Ejigs.

7-8d J. J. HARDY, Lavonia, Ga.^V^^ to his own interests who does not use PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and give them a trial, at least ? Then, if not mtus-

fied, return them and get your money back. They are used and praised
by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Pkof. Cook says: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
CH.A.S. Dadant & Son say: " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter."

J AS. A. Green says: "Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made."
Gilbert Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: "We would not be without them for $5.00 each."

Prices: Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 20c; per doz.. *3.35. Send for descriptive circular.

R. &, E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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STRAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Soft-maple bloom opened April 1.

Pagk 360 leaves the impression that J. A.
Green is in favor of bicycles.

If flouk of any kind is fed to bees, mix with
it chaff', sawdust, or something to give the bees
a foothold.

In kepokting failure or success with sealed
covers, please say what covering, if any, was
over the sealed covers.

The latest use for honey is to give a few
drops, warmed, to canaries or other singing
birds with drooping spirits.

There is prospect that H. Reepen, one of
the German bee authorities, will be at the Chi-
cago convention in October.

Don't report how well your bees have win-
tered till spring troubles are over. Springing is

the hardest part of wintering.

Which is most enjoyable—the anticipation
of a big crop as the spring begins, or the
" round-up " at the close of harvest?

Took BEES out of cellar April 4 and 5; 82.3

pec cent alive, against 94 per cent 4 weeks ear-
lier. A month later I can tell better how many
winter through.

Market reports show that the demand for
best honey is beyond the supply, leaving the en-
couraging prospect that an empty market
awaits the new crop.

Sugar syrup is considered in this country as
good as honey for spring feeding; but the best
German bee-keepers insist that nothing can
take the place of honey.

The limit of wholesale price for honey seems
to be about 18 or 20 cents, as shown during the
past scarce year. Honey is still a luxury. Will
it ever become a staple?

A COMMON thing, in other countries, is to
give with the name of a bee-keeper his occupa-
tion other than bee-keeping. Why not? It's
always pleasant to know about such things.

Just let A. I. Root try selling me that song-
book for 25 cts. (see p. 26.5). I'd brace myself to
sing it all to him, and I'm sure he'd give me
more than a quarter to stop before I got half
through.

Mrs. Jennie Atchley will be surprised some
day to find herself a rich woman. She is re-
ported in France as selling last season 2000

queens. Nothing new in that; but the report
goes on to say that the price she got was fi'om $2
to %f> each I Was that increase of price grown in
France or America?
Rev. W. F. Clarke says, in A. B. J., that the

flavor is given to honey by the formic acid in
the bees' poison. I always supposed that the
flavor of buckwheat honey came from buck-
wheat posies.

The bicycle, according to an editorial on p.
274, is as necessary for an out-apiary as an over-
coat in winter. Now, honest Injun, would you
advise an old codger like me to sell my horse
and go to monkeying with a bike?
Why is it that some people will use a second

time a postage-stamp that happens not to be
canceled, but would think it wrong to steal two
cents? Or where's the difference between steal-
ing a ride on a railroad and stealing the money
to pay for the ride ?

Albinos in general are supposed to see bet-
ter at night than in day time; so it is proposed
by Reepen, that, in each apiary, half the bees
be albinos to work at night, and half of the
ordinary kind to work day time, thus doubling
the force. Who says there's no Yankee inven-
tion in Germany?
Illustrierte Bienenzeitung occupies more

than two pages with a report of the Michigan
convention, in which Prof. Cook is reported as
supporting Heddon's adulteration views. Will
Bro. Graven horst please take notice that Prof.
Cook was entirely misunderstood? Prof. Cook
does not favor adulteration.

Sealed covers. J. P. Smith reports in A.
B. J., that part of his hives had Hill's device
with 7 to 10 inch cushions, and part had sealed
covers with 4 or 5 inches of drv material over.
Result was about th" same. C. F. Muth insists
on the importance of having a dry and warm
cover over sealed covers.

"Mr. C. H. Dibbern recommends placing
bees, that have not had a flight for two or three
months, in a room warmed up to a tempera-
ture of 50°. It will be sure death, Bro. D., to
all the bees so tveated.''~Apiculturist. I don't
know about a room, but it doesn't seem to hurt
mine to go up to 50° or 60° in a cellar.

Crazy bees. C. Reynolds reports, in A. B. J.,
an unusual occurrence. A wet horse-blanket
that had been used to wrap around ice was
hung about 12 feet from a colony of pure Ital-
ians, out of their line of flight. It was, in a
short time, covered with bees sticking fast by
their stings, while thousands more were trying
to get at it.
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Layens found by experiment that very old

bees in queenless colonies not only store no hon-
ey, but gather nothing for their own subsist-

ence, while other colonies are storing briskly.

I have always supposed that, as long as a bee
was able to fly, it would work if it could. Is

Layen's observation exci ptional. oris that the
general rule?

Meal feeding in spring is valued by some
and opposed by others. If your bees can get

plenty of natural pollen they'll not work on
any substitute; and if there is nice weather for

bees to fly, and not enough natural pollen to be
found, I believe it's a good thing to offer them
a substitute. The fun of seeing them work on
it is something.

" A CHANGE OF PASTURE is good for Cattle,"

is an old proverb; and now we are told that the
same thing applies to bees, as proven by those
who oractice migratory bee-keeping. One
writer gravely recommends those who have not
the opportunity, to change the location of their

bees throughout the season, to give them a ride

on a wheelbaiTow, to sharpen their energy. It

would at least sharpen the appetite of the man
between the handles.

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

THE INVENTION OF THE COMB -GUIDE.

One great difficulty which I had to encounter
in introducing the movable frames was, to in-

duce the bees to contine each comb to a sejja-

rate frame. About a hundred years ago the
Abbe Delia Rocca. in order to have the combs
properly built on the bars which he used in one
of his hives, had small pieces of worker comb
supported by a fixture which could be inserted

in the hive, and removed when these guides
were attached by the bees. Huber improved
upon this crude idea considerably, but fell far

short of Golding's simple plan of dipping the
upper part of his guides in melted wax.
From the tirst invention of my frames I was

desirous of securing straight combs, without
resorting to the use of these pieces of worker
comb. Under date of Nov. 24th, 1853. I find

this suggestion in my private journal: " Guirte-
combs.— If none can be had, hive bees in, say, 34

hours: remove their frames; such as are right
may be replaced; the combs of the others may
be cut off and put in a proper position." This
extract will explain, better than any thing else,

how much I must have been troubled to get
what worker comb I needed.

TRIANGULAR COMB-GUIDE.

Extract from my journal. Feb. 13. 1853: " Let
triangular pieces be fastened to frames to serve
instead of guide-combs. The equilateral trian-

gles (not shown in print) show the ends which
come against the side-strips; these may be inch
on their top. or smaller, as experience shall de-
termine ... I feel a strong persuasion that
these will dispense with all guide-combs."

Little did I think, when I made this record,
how much expense and trouble I should incur
frotn this invention. To narrate at length ray
experience with it would require many pages.
This I shall not attempt, but yet it entered too
largely into my history to be passed by with
only a brief notice.

I had a number of frames furnished with
these guides, and waited with great impatience
for the time when I could submit them to the
decision of the bees. At last a swarm issued,
was hived for a test, and allowed to remain un-
disturbed for several days. I had met with so

many failures that I tried to prepare myself for
another. Opening the hive and lifting out a
frame I could scarcely believe my own eyes
when I saw that the bees had accepted the
sharp edge as the true direction in which to
build their comb. I lifted out another and an-
other, and saw the same thing, with irrepressi-
ble delight. Yes! my comb-guide was indeed a
success. But one swallow does notmake a sum-
mer, and I afterward found out that, in a few
cases, the bees built their combs without any
regard to the guides, so as to make it impossi-
ble to remove them without cutting. If that
first swarm had done so, and I had accepted the
device as a failure, it would have been, human-
ly speaking, a very fortunate result for me.
After using this guide for two seasons I

thought so well of it that I tried to patent it.

My application was rejected on the ground of a
rejected application in the files of the office,

showing the same device. On paying the ex-
pense for a copy I found that some one had in-
vented what he thought would be an excellent
plan for destroying the larv;e of the bee-moth
by placing a series of triangular strips on the
bottom- board of the hive, the sharp edges
pointing up. as mine pointed down. He alleged
that, upon these sharp edges, the clumsy worms
would be fatally injured as they fell from the
combs! It is not strange that, for some time, I

thought the examiner was trifling with me. for
at first I could see no conceivable connection
between triangular strips placed on the bottom-
board of a hive for maiming worms, and my use
of the same for securing straight combs. At
last I came to the conclusion that the examiner
did not know that bees build their combs from
the top of the hive downward, and that he saw
no reason why they would not build them up-
ward upon these bottom strips as well as on
mine. I succeeded at last in convincing him
that there was no interference.
Next in order, the office informs me of an-

other interference; and on paying for a copy, I

find in the drawings certain strips not termi-
nating in a sharp edg(\ but beveled, so as to
leave their bottoms about I4 inch wide. No
claim was made for these strips, and not a word
was said about ihem. They simply appeared
in th(^ dia wings. More correspondence ensued;
and at last, when I confine my claim to a sharp
edge, the interference is no longer alleged
against it.

I was now looking confidently for a patent,
until notified of another interference. A party
had applied for a patent on the very same de-
vice; and on sending for a copy I learned that
a claim was made for my sharp-edged guide,
when applied to the sides and bottom as well as
the top of the frames. This application came
from one whom I had appointed as an agent for
the sale of my hive, and to whom hives with
my guides had been sent. Both parties are now
notified to prepare testimony as to priority of
invention; but my former agent refused to con-
test his claim against mine, and the interfer-
ence was dissolved.*
This matt'-r being settled, instead of the ex-

pected patent I receive notice of another inter-
ference, a party having applied for a patent on
the same device, to be used on the bars or slats
of a hive. This proved to be a much more se-
rious matter than the others, as testimony had
to be taken by each party before a notai'y pub-
lic. On hearing the testimony on the other side,

* T liad already experimented witli the guides for
the side and bottom strips of tlie frame, and dis-
carded tliis use of them. Put on tlie bottom one, in-

stead of fastening- the comb to tlie sharp edge, the
bees, to utilize all the space they could, often car-
ried it outside the true direction, leaving- only the
usual bee-space between it and the bottom-board.
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I had no reason to question the honesty of my
oi)iJonent or his priority in the use of the sharp-
edged guide. Talking for granted that the pat-
ent would issue to him, I entei'ed into negotia-
tions to purchase the control of it. The proper
papers were prepared, and I made him a visit to

complete the business; but just before our pa-
pers were signed, he was informed that, if he
sold his invention to me, a mortgage upon his
property would be foreclosed. As soon as I

learned this. I at once released him from his
promised agreement, although he said he was
still willing to sign it. I returned home with a
heavy heart indeed, for. as matters then looked,
the control of that comb-guide by some one
ehe would prove a very serious injury to me.
While in this state of anxiety, instead of re-

ceiving notice that the case had gone against
me, my lawyer in Wasliington telegraphed me
that he had found a "'way of protecting my in-
terests." It seems that the Commissioner of
Patents had told him that he had decided to
issue the patent to the other party, when, just
as he had left him, he met the late Mr. R. C.
Otis, whom he knew to have purchased a large
interest in my invention. Informing him of the
adverse decision, Mr. Otis, to his gi'eat stirprise,

told him that he had just come from Missouri,
whei'e he had seen this very guide in actual use
by a bee-keeper who had ])robably invented it

before either of the other claimants. The com-
missioner was immediately informed of this
new phase of the case, and consented to sus-
pend the issue of any patent until further testi-

mony could be taken. By the advice of my
lawyei'. Mr. Otis returned to Missouri and made
an agreement that the new claimant should ap-
ply for a patent, which, if granted, should be
sold to us for a certain sum. The application
was made, and all the parties duly notified of
this new interference. All now seemed to be
plain sailing. If the Missouri man could prove
his right to the patent, it would come under our
control: and even if he had publicly used it too
long for any patent to be granted, it would be
free to all. Before the new issue was passed
upon, the commissioner refused to grant a pat-
ent to any one. on the ground that the device
had been anticipated in a printed publication.

L. L. Langstroth.

THE TRUTH ABOUT BEE-ESCAPES.

THE VARIOUS BEE-ESCATES COMPARED, AND
THE PKIXCIPI.ES UI'ON WHICH THEY WORK;

A CAREFUI-LY CONSIDERED ARTICLE
BY C. H. DIBBEKN.

Noticing what Mr. H. Alley says, and your
comments thereon, on page 173, I am reminded
that the general principles of bee-escapes are
not fully understood, and have never been
thoroughly explained. It is true, that it is gen-
erally known that, in order to get the thing to
work, we must have an escape-board, with an
escape in that will allow bees to pass out read-
ily, but permit none to get back. But just why
it is that bees want to gt^t out under certain
conditions and not under others, is still a good
deal of a mystery. During the past three years
I have experimented more with bee-escapes
perhaps than any other one man, and I think I

can cast some light on the subject.
In the fii'st i)lace. it is the escape-board that

furnishes the inducement for the bees to desire
to leave the supers, or, rather, to find their
queen and brood. There is no attraction about
the escape itself, as in the casn of the fly-

trap. Place an escape-board, without any es-
cape or hole in it, undei' a super ready to take
off, and the bees will soon becomt^ greatly ex-

cited, and will pour out of a small knot-hole to

the outside, if no other exit is found. Now, if

the super had been separated from the main
hive by a single thickness of wire cloth, no par-
ticular excitement would ensue, and, of course,
no bee-escape would work. Now, in case the
queen or young brood is pi'esent in the super,
little excitement will be noticeable, and the
bees will only partially vacate, perhaps know-
ing that they have the means for continuing
their existence indefinitely. It would seem
that, in case where bees are separated from
queen and brood by wire cloth only, they are
able to keep up communication, and do not seem
to realize that they are really separated. This
is, perhaps, the reason why some of the earlier
escapes, made of wire cloth, did not prove very
successful. The escape-board is nothing very
new, as it was used with the old Reese escape,
and was also a feature of escapes patented in
1885 and 18(50.

Now, as we have the cause in the escai)e-

board, the next step is the escape itself, and the
principles involved. There are. perhaps, three
classes or kinds of escapes now in general use;
viz., those using springs, like the Porter and
Hastings; those using pendants, like Demaree's
and ray Little Giant; and those using only
shutes, without any obstructions, like the Lar-
rabee and new Dibbern. All these escapes,
however, have some features in common. The
first is the well, or place into which the bees
pass after dropping through the hole or inlet,

to escape. When bees find themselves in this

small place, apparently cut oflF from both super
and hive, they lose little time in getting to

either one place or the other. As the hole
through which they have passed is directly

overhead, with edges projecting downward,
they do not seem to find their way back very
readily, and become more excited. In this con-
dition" they will readily pass through lietween
springs, raise pendants, or pass long distances
through shntcs. Now, if the entrance were by
perpendicular walls, without the overhead
holes, bees would not pass through even such
delicate springs as in the Porter, but, after feel-

ing the obstruction, would generally return to

the super. It will thus be seen that the well is

an important point.
Another feature of similarity is, that all the

escapes under consideration are placed horizon-
tally in the board, all of which were present in

my original escape, described Nov. 15. 1889, in

the Aiiiericmi Bee Journal, and after which all

others have lieen patterned. It was Mr. Dem-
aree who said, in regard to my invention, that
bees would not pass long distances alone in the
dark. That is quite true, and is just th(i prin-
ciple on which my shute theory depends. \J\\-

dcv ordUiftry circiiinstances bees will not pass
long distances alone through narrow passages,
neither will they pass through springs or pen-
dants. After the bees get into th(! well they
are no longer under ordinary circumstances,
and, to rejoin their companions, will travel long
distances, or pass through obstructions. The
fact that they will not ordinarily do so is the
main reason why they do not return through
my shute escape, where no obstructions prevent
them.

It is not an easy matter to fairly test bee-es-
capes, as hives under apparently the same con-
ditions will vary greatly, even with the same
kind of escape. I have several times put the
super on again, and made another test, in a day
or two. with varying results. I have tried all

the well-known escapes, including some of my
own that have never been published; and
where escapes work at all, there is little or no
difiference as to the time required for clearing
supers. During the last few years it has been
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my aim to produce an escape that should be
more rapid than any now known; but while I

have half a dozen patterns that will work as
rapidly as any, I can not fairly say that they
will do more. I have tried escapes with one in-
let and four outlets, and vice versa, but one is no
better than another, in that respect. The cut
of the Hastings, with a chance for four bees es-
caping at once, with but one inlet, looks very
nice; but it is no more rapid than the Porter,
where a single bee seems to be examining the
springs. I believe, however, that, where one is

in a hurry to have supers cleared, to put from
two to four escapes in a board is a decided gain.
This is my conclusion after making many trials.

There is one other point I want to make
clear; and that is, the distance required to make
my shute principle a success. As I have shown,
when bees are isolated by getting into the well,
they will travel any distance to regain the
hive bees; but no such large escapes are neces-
sary. When I first discovered that the princi-
ple would work successfully I was using a sort
of double honey-board the full size of hive. I
then commenced to cut down the size of the
Eroposed escape, all the while making tests. I

ave now reduced the size to 1}>4 x 5 inches,
with not less than three shutes, or gates. Such
an escape is as simple and as rapid as any es-
cape now known. If a less distance or fewer
gates are used, the bees will pass back through
it, and, of course, it fails to work.

I long ago tried some such devices as Mr. H.
Alley describes — holes punched through tin.
Sometimes they work all right, and sometimes
they don't. If Mr. Alley thinks it is not the
jagged edges that keep the bees from returning,
let him try round smooth holes. Drones in
supers will effectually stop up such escapes. I

have also tried his honey - board theory, but
found it " no good." " C. H.Dibbern.
Milan, 111., March 28.

[Well, friend Dibbern, we believe you are the
doctor on this question. You have experiment-
ed so carefully along these lines that your con-
clusion of the whole matter is doubtless pretty
nearly 'orrect.]

CUTTING COMB FOUNDATION.

HOW DOOLITTLE DOES IT.

I am requested to tell in Gi,eanings how I

cut comb foundation, and what I use on the
knife to pn-vent the foundation, or wax. from
sticking to it. The writer says he Is botheri>d
with the wax sticking to the knife, to such an
extent that the foundation is torn rather than
cut. In cutting foundation I have a wide board
which I use on purpose for this business, on one
side of which are screwed strips half an inch
thick, which are for the purpose of stops to
keep the foundation from sliding on the board.
These strips have notches in them half an inch
wide by one inch deep, so spaced that they
come just where the knife will run into them in
cutting the foundation; and a pin is set in one
end for the gauge-board to strike against, so
thatnotimeis lost in measuring. .Thisgauge-
board is made by nailing strips of the right
length, in pairs, each pair being set a thirty-
second of an inch apart, for the knife to run in,

and the pairs nailed to suitable cleats, to make
the whole thing rigid and strong. In nailing
to the cleats, the pairs are spaced so that, when
the knife is put in them, it will cut the founda-
tion to the desired width, when it is ready to be
cut the right length by using another gauge-
board fixed for that length. If the notches in
the strip screwed to the wide board are not in
the right place for this lengthwise cutting,

change for a strip that has right notches. Hav-
ing both boards ready, put from five to eight
sheets of foundation on the board, bringing it

up against the strips, and even with the pin;
put on the gauge-board, and draw the knife
between each pair of guides, thus cutting the
foundation in the right place, and perfectly
true, the same as a saw works in a miter-box.
In using the gauge-boa*d, the left hand holds
it down firmly, but not hard enough to make
the foundation stick together. This keeps ei-
ther the gauge or the foundation from slipping.
For the knife I prefer an old table-knife, such
as our grandmothers used—one that has been
worn till it is very thin, when the edge is made
very sharp on an oil-stone.
How to prevent the wax sticking to it was a

problem on which I worked a long time. I was
told to heat it, by some; others advised the use
of honey, weak lye, etc., all of which did not
work to please me. Moistening the knife with
kerosene worked the best of any of these, and
this plan was used till one day when I was in a
great hurry I drew the knife through the foun-
dation as quickly as possible, when, lo and be-
hold I the whole sticking matter was solved;
for the friction caused by the rapid motion of
the knife through the wax melted it to a suffi-

cient extent so it did not stick to the Knife at
all. To be sure I was right, I quickly drew the
knife to the middle of the pile and stopped, al-
lowing a few seconds to pass before I tried to
goon again, when I found the knife was fast
and could not bp. moved, except by tearing the
foundation. This may be old to others: but as
I have n^ver seen it in print I here give it to
those who are fussing with honey, lye, etc.;
and, if like me, they will appreciate bothering
with those no longer. Eight sheets of thin
foundation, or five of thick, are about all that
can be cut with one sti'oke of the knife handily.
Where the thin comes in narrow strips, several
piles eight sheets deep can be put on the board
at once.

POSTAGE ON QUEENS TO AUSTRALIA.
Friend Root. I think you are quite rightabout

the postage on queen-bcos to Australia, on page
186: but the words. "' We can now send queens
more cheaply to Australia than we can to a lit-

tle town four miles distant from Medina," may
be misleading to some, and cause trouble if the
postal rulings are not fully understood. As I
understand the matt(^r. we have to pay two
cents postage on any thing sent to Australia, as
samples of niorchandise. no matter if the pack-
age doos not wiMgh more than one-fourth of an
ounce: while only two cents are required for a
package weighing four ounces. If the weight
is above four ounces, then we have to pay one
cent for each extra two ounces or fraction
thereof, up to the limit of weight, which is, as
you say, eight and three-fourths ounces; thus
the postage on a package coming up to the full

limit would be five cents. If you were to send
a queen to a little town four miles from Medina,
you would undoubtedly use the small Benton
cage, weighing an ounce or less, and on this
you would put a one-cent stamp, according to
U. S. laws; but if the same cage were started
for Australia it would require two cents. I

thought a little explanation of this matter
would help all who might be thinking of send-
ing queens to the Old World.

THE GOVERNMENT IJQUORBUSINESS.
I read with considerable interest what the

editor said on page 222, relative to "Govern-
ment Distilleries." I note that "government
distilleries are out of Uncle SamueVs line of
business;" but instead of that they appear to
be right in line with Ms business, for he re-

ceives 90 cents on every gallon of whisky dis-
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tilled before he will let it go. Again, friend
Root wants to know how that distillery, which
looks so beautiful to him, came in his adjoining
county. I think I can tell him. A little over
thirty years ago we were in the throes of a civil

war. I'ncle Samuel needed funds, and the
whisky interests, known as " Gambrinus," told
him he would furnish the funds if Uncle Sam-
uel would give him a mortgage on his boys.
Uncle Samuel agreed, and, as a result, we see
the government receiving 90 cents on every gal-
lon of whisky turned out of these distilleries,

and §:3.-) from every saloon-keeper in the land,
Gambrinus ruining from 60,000 to 100.000 of the
boys of the country each year as his part of the
contract. Thus our government, this Christian
government, nationalized the drink business,
and inaugurated a system of partnership with
the accursed liquor-traffic, and handed down to
us as legitimate the 250,000 licensed saloons and
distilleries which exist to-day. All of these are
right square in the way of God's kingdom ad-
vancing as it should in che woi'ld. Therefore,
whoever would preach Christ Jesus (see page
809 of Gleanings for 1892) must necessarily
preach against this greatest opposer of his
kingdom, and use all of his powers in opposi-
tion to this stronghold of Satan.
Borodino, N. Y., Apr. 1. G. M. Doolittle.

NEW AKTIFICIAL COMB.

PROGRESS THAT HAS BEEN MADE IN GERMANY.

The invention of comb foundation marked an
era in bee-keeping. Aside from any other con-
sideration, the bees were thereby saved the
time of making comb, and the honey used to
secrete the wax. Then efforts were made to do
something toward saving what was still left for
the bees to do. Wax was given to them in small
shavings, to induce them to work it into comb;
but although some success was reported, the
scheme was in general abandoned. Something
was dom- in the way of high side walls in foun-
dation, but still much wax must be added by
the bees before the cells were of normal depth.
Then there were reports from time to time that
we were to have actual comb made. Arrange-
ments were just about completed, and the thing
was just about to be accomplished. But the
full accomplishment seemed always just a lit-

tle further in the future, and seemed to be a
veritable " will-o'-the-wisp," so that most gave
up looking for it.

Now. however, comes co the front in the land
of Dzierzon, Pastor Warnstorf, and says he can
mak(! comb with cells full depth. He not only
says he can do it, but he does it: not only a lit-

tle solitary specimen, but pound after pound of
it, and so beautifully made that it will readily
pass for that made by the bees.
One way of making foundation is to dip sheets

of wax and then run the sheets through a pair
of rolls. Another way is to have a press with
an upper and an under plate fitting accurately
together, each plate being an exact imprint of
the foundation to be made. Melted wax is

poured upon the under plate, the upper plate
pres.sed down upon it, and the accommodating
wax assumes the proper form.
Novy, what is to hinder having the molds in

one of these foundation-jjresses make cells half
an inch deep ? All that is necessary is to have
the interstices of the mold, which form the side
walls of the foundation, of sulticient depth.
That is a matter easy of accomplishment; but
the trouble is. that, when the side-walls pass a
certain point as to depth, when the two plates
or molds are separated there is no way of get-
ting the deep side walls away from the press

without breaking; at least, there was noway
discovered till Pastor Warnstorf struck it, and
therein consists his invention.
Suppose a mold made with interstices so deep

that it will allow side walls 1% inches deep.
This will really be a series of hexagonal prisms,
each one ending in a pyramid with three faces.
Now let a comb be made with cells 1% inches
deep, and suppose that, in some way, wehav<i it
detached from the mold. We don't care to have
cells more than half an inch deep, so we will
slice off V)h inches of the comb, cai'efully pre-
serving without injury what we slice off. This
will give us a comb with side walls l;?g' inches
deep, but with no bottom to the cells. Now,
suppose we have the power to change this from
wax to brass, or, what is the same thing, make
an exact imitation of brass, having a solid mar-
gin to it.

Without going minutely into details, I think
it will not be very difficult now to understand
the mode of operation. Although comb with
cells on both sides can be made, it is much easier
to have cells on only one side, and on some ac-
counts it is considered better. So the lower
mold is only the ordinary kind, as for making
foundation. The upper mold, with its 1%-inch
prisms, first passes through the brass grating
spoken of; then the wax, being poured upon the
lower mold, the i^ress does its work and the
upper plate is again raised, and the brass grat-
ing pushes down the comb. Instead of trying
to pull the comb off, as in previous attempts, it
is pushed oft' and comes away uninjured.
So far the size of the combs does not exceed 6

or 8 inches square; but when pieces are put to-
gether in a frame, the bees readily fasten them
together. Two combs can be put together back
to back, thus making the ordinary comb with
cells on each side. Or, if room enough is left,

the bees will build out cells on the foundation
side, the same as on any foundation. Neither
of these ways, however, is considered so good
as to put two combs together, back to back, but
with just room enough for bees to pass com-
fortably between them.

It is claimed that these combs are better than
the natural combs made by the bees, especially
during the main harvest. The bees will store
honey in them readily, but no brood will ever
be found in them, no matter where placed in
the hive. The unilateral comb is considered
better than that with cells on both sides, be-
cause, if the bees are allowed to draw out cells
on the second side, brood may be put in it, and
also because, if cells are on only one side there
will be no need to reverse the combs in the ex-
tractor. By proper management the bees can
be induced to prolong the cells to any desirable
depth. The artificial comb is kindly received
by the bees at any time, whilst foundation is at
times torn down by them.
Thus I have given the advantages of the new

comb, as claimed by its friends. It is only fair
to say, that the new comer does not find all

clear sailing, with no opposition. Indeed, its

opponents seem rather more numerous than its

friends; at least, more of them seem to speak
out. Wide interest is, however, awakened, and
no doubt it will be thoroughly tested during the
coming season. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, III., March 37.

[It seems to us that Pastor Warnstorf's comb
is a good deal of the '• will-o"-the-wisp"' yet.
The pieces are small, and cells on one* side only.
Mr. E. B. Weed, of Detroit, accomplished as
much, and yet we know that it ended only in
failure. This attempt on the part of the Ger-
mans is, however, interesting, and we would
not try to stand in the way of i)rogress. If it

has merit it will come out on top; if not, it will
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speedily go the way of all other attempts at San Jacinto Mountain, also snow-clad at this

artificial comb.]

RAMBLE NO. 82.

THE FERGUSON BROTHERS.

Almost two miles west from San Bernardino,
and nearly half way between that city and Col-
ton, the traveler encounters the Col ton Terrace,
a slight elevation of land caused by the wash-
ing away of tlu^ land east of it by th^ Lytle
Creek. One bright warm day in January, wh.ni
the meadow-laiks wei'e caroling, and when
our Eastern friends were enjoying one of their
oft-repeated blizzards, the Rambler measured
ties from San Bernardino, along the Santa Fe
R. R., until the terrace was gained.
The object of my visit was to find the resi-

dence of Mr. Geo. Ferguson, a noted bee-keeper
of San Berucirdino Co. With him was stop-
ping my friend V/ilder, who had written me
that my presence would cause tears of joy to

>I|{. FEROUSON IN CHAINS.

flow. A quail, and a horned toad stuffed with
cotton and arsenic, were awaiting mn dS a pres-
ent, chiefly for the rectitude of my intentions.
These considerations being so delightful, I was
happy to find the terrace and the residence of

Mr. E'erguson. The house is near the railroad,
and around it is a thriving youngorange grove,
and in its immediate vicinity a grove of tall

eucalyptus-trees. The terrace has enough ele-

vation to give a fine view of the valley to the
east. Close to us is the town of San Bernardi-
no, one of the oldest towns in Southei'n Califor-
nia, and, though not so beautiful in my eyes as
Riverside, it is quite an enterprising town.
Eight miles beyond, upon land that ri<es in ter-

races, we see the young and remarkably thriv-
ing town of Redlands. Immediately back of
Redlands. and partly encircling it, the San Ber-
nardino Mountains rise in their grandeur, their
various peaks glistening with snowy caps. Far
to the right, and isolated from the rest, is the

season. All along at the north of our range of
vision the mountains are nearer to us: and the
Cajon Pass. Devil Canyon, and the Arrowhead
hot springs are pointed out to the interested
observer.
There are many grand pictures thrown upon

the retina of the eye in this valley, that the
tourist becomes enthusiastic over, and ever re-
members with pleasure. It is with pleasure
that the Rambler points to Old Grayback, the
highest of the mountains, and modestly re-
marks. " Well, sir. I have planted my feet upon
that highest point." It is in the midst of this
awe-inspiring scenery that Mr. Ferguson has
his pleasant home. Mr. F. seems outwardly to
be happily situated. The chains of matrimony
seem, however, to bind him to home and the
home duties; and that all of our readers may
see the nature of the chain, I obtained a photo
of the outfit, the pai'ents at the ends and the
links between. The links are four very bright
and well-behaved boys who will, ere long, help
more or los-* in The apiary.

Mr. FerguS'On is a
bee-keeper of about
18 years' experience,
and now owns about
400 colonies in two
apiaries, located some
miles from the home
lanch, up what is

termed Lytle Creek
Wash. The Fergu-
son brothi'is, George
and Samuel, worked
their apiaries togeth-
I'r for some years, but
now own them sepa-
rately. Samuel F.,
mentioned in a previ-
ous ramble, works his
apiary upon the in-

dependent bachelor
plan. He can "holler"
and sing around his
ranch, stomp the dust
off his feet, hang his
coat on any nail he
(leases, sweep the
floor or make his bed
once a week, wash the
dishes after he gets
a good pile ready to
make a worthy job of
it, and there's no femi-
ninity around to make
everlasting objections.
Like all bachelors,
Samuel is perfectly
happy.

The Ferguson brothers are exceptional men,
for nearly every person we meet in this country
has previously been a resident of some eastern
State or foreign country: but they are native-
born Californians, their parents having arrived
in the Golden State in th(r early pioneer days.
Th(; hives used in these apiaries are a modi-

fied Simplicity, and worked for extracted honey.
Mr. Ferguson's success has been marked by
some great yields of honey; and, again, the
scales have turned the other way, and the yields
have been light. Taking the seasons as they
average, Mr. F. has averaged a thousand dol-
lars a year for the past ten years, which, with
the chains that bind him, ought to make him
happy, and which beseems to be.
Mr. F. has never been troubled much with

fruit-men, and has not been ruined with the in-
roads of foul brood. Learning that a neighbor,
Mr. Rouse, near Col ton, two miles away, had a
bad case of it, the 17-year-old colts were at-
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tached to the wagon, and we were soon at the
seat of war, and war it was, sure enough. Mr.
Rouse, an old-time bee-keeper from the East, is

one of those men who believe in no half-way
measures, and he was making thorough work
with his apiary. Out of 90 colonies he found
almost 40 suffering with the disease. It was in-

troduced to his apiary by purchasing bees in

Harbison hives. His remedy was starvation,
and rendering the combs into wax, boiling,

stewing, and roasting the hives. I found Mr.
Rouse also a married man, and his wife was up-
on the field of action attending to the boiling

process. The hives and frames were thorough-
ly steamed for five or ten minutes, and then
placed out to dry. When I sa,w how nicely the
lady performed her part, and heard her remtirk
that she loved to work with the blessed bees, I

began to conclude there were some redeeming
things in favor of matrimony; but my con-
science soon seared over again, and I am happy
to say I am still a free bachelor.
We asked Mr. Rouse to show us his worst

case. He had one infected colony left, and we
found them very docile, needing no smoke to

control them. This was the first case I had
ever seen, and I found the smell all that the

highest authorities claimed for it. and none of

the other signs were lacking. Mr. Rouse want-
ed to find a foul-brood inspector, but we had to

tell him that San Bernardino Co. had none.
The last board of supervisors would not appoint
one because a member or two of the board were
no friends of the bee, and remarked that they
wished every swarm in the county had foul

brood, and that it would be fatal. Better things

are, however, hoped for the county soon. Foul
brood, though a terror to bee-keepers, is not so

virulent here as in the Eastern States. Very
good yields of honey have been obtained from
apiaries thus infected, during the first stages of

the disease.
Mr. Rouse and his worthy spouse had our

hearty sympathy, and we are confident their la-

bors to eradicate the disease will be crowned
with success.
Upon our return to Mr. Ferguson's we found

Mr. Wilder had secured jack-rabbits enough
for our dinners, which we duly enjoyed. Be-
sides hunting quail and rabbits, our friend has
pony Vixen lessons on the road-cart. Vixen
had been used to the saddle for eight years, and
the road-cart was a new-fangled machine to

which she had decided objections. My friend,

desiring to show me how nicely he had trained

her to cart ideas, agreed to get me to the depot
in time for the train. Our journey of two miles

was full of exciting events. She fii'St objected

to leaving her pleasant surroundings, by per-

forming a series of buckings. This failing to

dislodge the cart, she sat down, with a very

comical expression o'l her face. We got started,

though, and the driving of Jehu was no com-
parison to our gait. The first obstacle in our
way was a slow-moving load of rocks on the

streets of San Bernardino. She failed to get

over it at a bound, and, with an expression of

disgust, she sprawled herself out flat on the

ground. As it was near train time, I hastened
away and left our friend in the midst of an ad-

miring crowd, getting his Vixen (rightly nam-
ed) on her feet again. On the whole, my trip

was very interesting: and that it will also be so

in a measure to your readers is the wish of the
Rambler.

[Only thos(! who have had experience with
the mustang can appreciate the series of situa-

tions shown by our artist, opposite. We have
been just there ourselves. Indeed, our experi-

ence in runaways, and handling mustangs,
turned us so completely toward the bicycle as a
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better and more satisfactory means of travel,
that we are for ever " agin " the horse. " Oh,
yes!" some of you will say: "but ou7' horse
does not behave in that way." Very likely;
but we never saw a horse with enough " git up
and dust " but that was inclined to either buck
or be a little fractious at times. A gentle sort
of horse that anybody can drive, and that will
carry you over the ground at a good rate of
speed, is a very rare animal. Except, perhaps,
during the few hours of learning, the bicycle
never behaves itself unseemly. Really, if we
were in Rambler's place (and every rambler
ought to have one) we would have a bicycle.
We would climb mountains and coast 'em—in
fact, go almost everywhere a mustang could
travel, with a "heap" more comfort; and we
would have things all our own way too.
N. B.—The bicycle is also well adapted for

bachelors.]

THE METZGER THEORY.

DR. MILLER EXPLAINS IT.

The theory advanced by Mr. Metzger, rather
as an established fact than as a theory, has been
the theme of much discussion across the water.
In brief, the theory is that the spermatheca is

notmerely a receptacle for storing and giving as
needed the spermatozoa, but a gland in which
new spermatozoa are produced as needed. By
some the theory is hailed as a great discovery.
Some, jealous for the reputation of Dzierzon.
oppose the new theory, on the ground that it
comes in conflict with the theory of partheno-
genesis. Others find no conflict between the
two theories, the Metzger theory being consid-
ered only a step farther in the same direction
as Dzierzon's. Still others, and among them
names of great weight, consider the whole
thing as a baseless fabric. In reply to the ar-
gument that there is not room enough in the
spermatheca for the storage of a sufficiput
number of spermatozoa to last through the life
of a queen. Prof. Leuckart replies that there
Is sufficient room for thirty millions.
In support of the new theory. Dzierzon is

quoted assaying that an [t'llian' queen mated
with a black drone, in several cases that had
come under his observation, produced at first
black, yellow, and mixed workers, but later in
life produced only pure Italians. Schoenfeld
adroitly tui-ns this argument against the
Metzger theory. He first says, that, if this
were universally true, in order to have pure
queens no attention need be paid to the mating,
but only keep a queen daughter of a purely
mated mother till old enough, and you would
have a queen practically purely mated. But
taking that only by way of parenthesis, it must
be remembered that the new theory does not
allow that the spermatozoa would live in the
spermatheca till the queen had reached old
age. and that only half a million of spermatozoa
could find room in the spermatheca. As ten
spermatozoa, or about that number, are used
up for each egg impregnated, the half-million
received from the drone would be used up in
six or eight weeks, so at that time pure workers
should appear instead of waiting till the queen
became old.

Herr Reepen gives a heavv blow to the new
theory by recalling a case in which Doenhoflf
crushed a part of the abdomen of a queen, and
after that she laid drone eggs only. Dissection
showed that the passage from the spermatheca
was destroyed, hence nothing could pass from'
the spermatheca to the egg. But according to
the new theory, as drone and worker eggs are

both impregnated from the spermatheca, these
eggs, instead of producing drones, should not
have hatched at all.

According to present appearances, the pros-
pect of long life for the new theory is not of the
most flattering kind.

THE NEW ARTIFICIAL COMB.

As an objection to the use of comb completely
built out. one thing is mentioned that would
perhaps be heartily approved by Doolittle,
Hutchinson, and others. It is. that the vigor-
ous building of comb in the hive is needed as
an incentive to active work in the field. In-
deed, this is strongly emphasized by more than
one, and the source from which this opposition
comes makes it worthy of consideration.
One writer goes so far as to say, that, if bees

are prevented from secreting wax, in time the
character of the bees will be changed sufficient-

ly to show plainly deterioration, and this may
occur within even two or three years. All this
may, perhaps, lead to experiments and observa-
tions that may be of value in helping to estab-
lish the truth on whichever side it lies. Indeed,
it may not be necessary to institute any new
experiments, but to bring into play observa-
tions that have already been made, having a
direct bearing on the subject in hand. It

seems somewhat reasonable that active opera-
tions in the hive might incite to greater dili-

gence in the field. In the face of that, however,
stands the oft-confirmed observation, that,
where no combs are needed to he built, the field

work is greatest; in other words, that the yield
of extracted honey runs away beyond that of
comb. And if deterioration results from the
suppression of comb-building, ought not some
of those who have for years run for extracted
honey only, be able to tell us whether any great
harm had come to those colonies which contin-
uously had been prevented from secreting wax?

DETERMINATION OF SEX.

What it is that determines that one egg
shall produce a drone when laid in a drone-
cell, and that another, laid in a worker-cell,
shall be impregnated so as to bring forth a
worker, has been the subject of some specula-
tion and discussion. Some have held that the
will of the queen was in control, and Quincy
has been handled somewhat roughly for sug-
gesting that compression of the queen's body
was in some way efl'ective. Without pretend-
ing that any thing could be positively proven
in the case. I have contended that there was as
much proof for the compression theory as the
will theory. Lately Mrs. Atchley gave, in the
American Bee Journal, a report of an occur-
rence observed by her that she thought elTec-
tually settled the compression theory. A queen
laid several eggs while standing on Mrs. A.'s
hand, and these eggs were placed in cells. Some
of them were protected, and hatched out. and
in every case a worker was produced. And yet
it is just possible that some particular position
of the body might be assumed in occupying a
drone-cell that would be different from that of
a queen in a worker-cell, in such way that the
position on the hand might be classed with that
in the worker-cell.
H. Reepen, in CentralMatt, advances the ar-

gument that Apis dorsata has only one kind of
comb, drones and workers being produced in
cells of the same size. I can't see any po.ssible
reply to that argument. Indeed, I think I must
entirely decline further allegiance to the com-
pression theory. But I am not ready to swear
allegiance to the will theory. Like Mr. Reepen
and others. I think it will be more wise to say
it's one of the things " I don't know."
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.
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[The greatest obstacle we see in the way of

artificial comb (and we speak from a manufac-
turer's and shii)|ii'r"s point of view) is that, on
account of its great bulk in comparison with
foundation, it would hardly be within the reach
of most bee-keepets. Foundation is, in a sense,

artificial comb in the //at. which, on being put
into the hives, is built out. in many cases, in a
few hours, and what more could we ask for?
Sheets of foundation would take only about a
tenth of the box room of the artificial comb, to

say nothing of the extra cost of boxes; and on
account of the bulkiness of the comb, if it went
hy fi'eightit would have to go at probably four
times first-class freight. If it were shipped at

all it would have to go by express; and the mar-
gins (or, rather, profits) on the sale of honey
will not warrant such great expense. Aside
from this, the comb would have to be packed
very carefully, and even then it would be quite
likely to be damaged in shipment.]

KEEPING DOWN INCREASE.

HOW TO LET THE BEES SWAUM. AND KEEP
THEM ALL IN ONE COLONY, AND AT WOKK

IN THE SECTIONS THE WHOLE SEASON.

When a colony swarms, I generally have one
crate of sections or more on it; but if I do not,

I take one from somci otlu^- hive, or one vviih

the sections with full combs in them. I now set

the old hive off the stand and put on another
iaive-body on the old bottom-board, with five

brood-frames in it. with starters in them spaced
only l^g" from center to center, and fill up the
space with dummies. 1 next put on my queen-
excluding honey -board, and then the crate of
sections from the old hive, after which a half-
depth body; oven* this is placed another honey-
board, and. last of all. the old hive on top of the
whole. I now run in my swarm that will show
box honey if there is a good ttow of honey. I

next bore a one-inch auger hole in the old hive,

on the opposite end from tin? entrance below, so

the young queen, when she comes out to mate,
won't go in at the bottom entrance where the
old queen is and get lo'>t. Seven days after the
hive swarms I take out the top brood -frames
and pinch off all the queen-cells but the best
one. Ten days after the colony has swarmed I

remove two dummies in the bottom hive and
put in two b'-ood-frames with starters in them
in the center. In seven days from this I take
out the other two dummies and add the other
three frames with starters, placing them in the
center as before. As soon as the young queen
begins to lay I take the old one out and put the
young one in her place in the bottom hive. The
old queen I sell, kill, or make a nucleus with. I

thus get a young queen every year. Moreover,
in 17 days from the time my hive swarmed I

have ten new frames in the bottom body, and
all worker combs if I have a good qu^en in the
hive to start with. If they build a little drone
comb I cut it out and put in worker.

If I had all the combs I wanr(>d T take the
combs from the to]) story to add to the bottom
body, simply using the top for a nucleus to raise
the young queen in.

The reason I think most bee-keepers failed in
this plan was. they left five brood-rrames in the
hive till the end of thi^ season, and took all the
honey they could get in the sections, and then
were disappointed because there was so small a
swarm of bees left, and no honey to spi'ak of to
winter on; and then they had to be fed. and the
swarm was not strong (^nousli to wintci'. My
way is different from any other I ever heard of,

and it works better than any plan I ever tried,

because it keeps the swarms big and strong all

the time. Calvin C. Phelps.
East Windsor Hill. Ct., March 10.

THE "SMILERY.'

THE DELIGHTFUL EXPERIENCES OF A BEGINNER
DELIGHTFULLY TOLD.

Mr. Editor:—You may give me a corner in

the Smilery, if you please. My application for
this exalted sphere is based, not upon a big
honey-flow which inducts so many into the
mysteries of the Smilery, but upon my success-
ful manipulation of the foundation comb you
sent me. The process was so simple, and the
comb -<o flexible and accommodating, that it al-

most jumped iii'.o place without giving me a
chance to exercise my skill, which had been so
laboriously acquired by studying the illustra-

tion, which tips the frame up this way and
then turns it down that way, pushes it and
pulls it and presses it, tips it and turns it and
tightens it, then runs the imbedding-machine
over it. Well, it is all right, Mr. Editor, to be
precise, and we could not get along without
precision; but every thing seems so simple
about the process now, since I have caught on,

and this, too, after I had studied the directions
until my head turned around like an old-fash-
ioned fanning-mill, I can not help giving vent
to a little flippancy, even at my own expense.
I hope a smiling Providence may pursue the
man who invented that successful little tna-

chine, made otit of a stick, and a nail with a
little notch in the end of it. It works with so
much "felicity " that I had the comb nearly
sawed in two before I could stop it.

I have 15 or 18 swarms of bees prospectively.
I say '• prospectively," because I have bought
some which have not been delivered, and in-

tend to buy some more. I have them of all col-

ors, sizes, and shapes—black, brown, yellow, and
some are inclined to be white. My hives cor-

respond very well with the different races of

bees, only more so. I have some in boxes which
stand on the end, while others hug the ground
longitudinally. I have one in a log. one in a
tree, one in a candy-bucket, and one in a beer-
keg. A man living a mile from here has one in

a nail-keg, which I am going to try to buy; and
when they swarm I want to get one into a salt-

barrel, and then I shall be fixed. Would you
transfer them or not? J. J. Temple.
Lewisville. Tex., Mar. 28.

[Yes, assuredly.]

THE PAST SEASON IN ADSTRALIA.

HOFFMAN FRAMES RAPIDLY HANDLED, ETC.

The honey-flow generally in this colony has
been very good; some of us lost the first part of

the season through wet weather; others have
had an almost continuous flow from July last

until now, and it is likely to continue until June
next (midwinter). The winter in and around
here (the Hunter River Valley) is hardly cold
enough to prevent bees flying every day the
year round. I fancy I hear some one say,

"What a glorious country !"' It has its draw-
backs, as there is no rest for the bee-keeper.
Our spotted gum (of the eucalyptus family)
will probably give us a good winter flow. We
have swarming according to flow, from the
middle of August to the middle of March. The
bees never have a rest. Im|)orted queens may
stop laying for a week or two, but colonial-bred
que(Mis never do so if the bees can get out and
bring in a little nectar. This applies to the
Hunter Valley and northern rivers.
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The eight-frame hive is taking fairly well,
also the Root-Hoffman frame. Our larg^' hon-
ey-producers predict that they will not last
long; but from experi(Mice I had this season
with about 40 hives, single, double, and triple
story, I find I can handle th(>m faster and easier
than any other frame I have tried; viz.. Sim-
plicity loose frames, and Heddon's closed-end
irames and hives.
Our father sails for Europe by the Massilia,

March 18, and will return via 'Frisco, visiting,
en route, New York, Chicago, and other princi-
pal cities of the United States, and will make a
special point of calling at Medina to see Root's
big bee-hive manufactory. He will, of course,
keep his eyes open to learn any thing he can in
the way of short cuts, etc., to be applied here
in the manufactory of R. L. PendcM'. He will
be able to give you a general idea of our conti-
nent and its honey resources much better than
by my writing. Father is the proprietor of
Drumtin apiary. This apiary won the national
prize last year for the best-managed apiary in
the colony, of under 100 hives and not less than
30. The Drumfin Poultry-farm won the nation-
al prize the previous year for the best-managed
poultry-farm in the colony. In connection with
the apiary and poultry, an orchard is cultivat-
ed, and pure -bred Ayrshire cattle are bred.
These have won numerous prizes at our agri-
cultural shows, beating those bred by our lead-
ing cattle-breeders.

HOT DAYS IN AUSTRALIA.
I often see reference in Gleanings to the

heat of the sun troubling some of our Califor-
nia bee-keepers. In our Hunter River district
I find a good hot summer day is the best to
handle bees—a day when the thermometer runs
between 120° to 130° F. in the sun. This is

about our fairly hot days, and it is during such
weather that honey comes in. Solar wax-ex-
tractors are being more used; but one like the
Doolittle does not suit very well. We require
one that is flat, as our sun is nearly vertical. I
find a tinned wire sieve placed over a tin tray,
and placed in a box with a glass lid, very good.
The wax melts on the wire, and runs through
and is much out of the direct rays of the sun,
which has a tendency to bleach the wax too
white. About 50 uer cut of thi^ wax that finds
its way to our market is nearly white. We find
white wax rather hard and brittle for founda-
tion, so we have to melt it up with some very
dark yellow wax to toughen it. The price of
wax is about 18 cts. per lb. for the best, and 14
cts. for inferior. Honev runs from (3 to 8 cts.
per lb. Most of it is sold to dealers.

W. S. Pender.
West Maitland, N. S. W., Feb. 16.

[We shall b^^ very glad to see your father at
the Home of the Honey-bees, and will endeav-
or to give him the attention he deserves.!

GLUCOSE MIXTURES ON THE PACIFIC COAST.

"rag syrup," etc.

As the people of the Pacific coast are victim-
ized with glucose at almost every turn and in
almost every form. I am highly pleased to see
Gleanings making such a decided protest
against forcing glucose upon the people—mix-
tures that pass under a multitude of high-
sounding names. As sweets have always been
high as to price on this coast (with the single
exception of extracted honey in large quantities),
the "gluco.se fiend " has had a large field, and
altogether too much favor, for he puts the vile

stuff in packages under all kinds of pretty
labels, and sends it forth as "Drips" and
" Syrups," changing its front name as often as
the people discover that they do not like it. or
mixing it with some article of food, very soon
spoiling the sale of whatever it is mixed with.

In the mines I have seen cans that contained
the simon-pure glucose. 1 don't think it was
even colored. This the miners had paid one
dollar a gallon for. and had not used half a
pint out of the can. but had set it aside as
" no good "—it made them sick, just as E. R. R.
says it did him when he tasted it.

During my sixteen years on this coast, I have
"rastled " with glucose (as the boys say) under
many disguises, but have never been able to
get it down. It is nauseating every time; and
even if chemists in high authority do say that
it is not harmful as a food. I take the homeo-
pathic ground that any thing that is nauseat-
ing is not desirable, either as food or medicine.

I remember one rainy day, years ago, in a
mining camp, hearing an old miner telling how
the " drips " were made. He said in large cities
these drip-factoi'ies send out men and boys to
pick up all the old clothes, old boots, shoes, and
rubbers, they could find; then they were all

ground up and put into a large hopper, the
same as the old settlers used to make lye in;
then a chemical solution was poured over the
pulp, and the result was the drips, "same as
you've got in that can, pardner."
" But," said a listener, " what gives that tang

to the stuff?"
"Oh!"' says the narrator, " there is now and

then an old cigar-stub or clay pipe left in the
pockets of the old clothes, and that does for
flavoring:" after that, " rag syrup " came to be
a common name for glucose in the mines, and
many believed that it was made in some such
way.
We have just found the persistent visitor

again at our house, in the New Orleans molas-
ses. This is too bad, for it has shattered our
last idol; for how can a New England Yankee
cook or even live happy without his New
Orlean'< molasses? The glucose spoils it for
every purpose.
We have tried the glucose mixtures in the

culinary department (unwillingly) many times
during oui' sixteen years' sojourn in California,
but it has been a failure every time. Now, if

glucose is good for anything at all. can it be
spoiled by mixing it with other sweets that are
good ? 1 think not.
Now, I will make this proposition: If glu-

cose is desirable as a food, let us have it straight.
Put it on the market for just what it is; and
instead of selling it as New Orleans molasses
or pure " strained honey," at from one dollar
to a dollar and a quarter a gallon, let the peo-
ple have it at its real value, which, I under-
stand, is about ten or twelve cents a gallon.
Then if prople can find a place for it in the
economy of the household, let them buy it; but
don't spoil the market for something that is

wanted, by adulterating it with the nauseating
stuff. A. B. Mellen.
Acton, Cal., Mar. 33.

[If glucose has any legitimate and honest use,
we should like to know it. We hope the day
will come when its manufacture will be pro-
hibited.
We presume that, of course, no intelligent

thinking person, including our correspondent,
will credit the rag-pulp story. Human nature
at times is bad enough: indeed, it would not be
above making and selling rag syrup for pure
goods; but there are other ingredients that are
cheaper than rags, and, of course, would be
u.sed instead.]
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

MY NU APERY HELP, AND HOW IT SKIPT OUT.

A. I. Oleenings—
deer Sir:—Did you
ever was reel bizzy a
workin at yure bees,
and 1 of yure gals
cum out an toled you
they was a lady wan-
ted to see you? And

K^i' -s-ite&aai^BMB \ • ^^^^^ yf'u diddent see

?2^^-f^^^^^'^^^^'^ how you cood leeve
yi^^^sntidi .^s^^^ .- '-^s-tiie bees jist then,

but you diddent
want to beimpalite,
and you diddent
know but it mite be
1 of yure relations

that you set a good eel of store by, whitch she
had cum to supprise you. and then you went in

and found a young gal that wanted to sell you
the life .fe deth of Calico-eye the queen of

Hayweigheye. And then you bot it to save
time, and felt cheep when yure wife cast up to

you that you was soft.

1 day last summer I was a hivin a swarm. &
hed got them down on to a sheet when they all

riz and settled on to the top of a oak-tree. Jist

then 1 of the gals hollered to me they was a
gentleman in the house to see me. It was a
risky peace of bizness to go off and leeve that
swarm in the yumer they was in. but I hed
to go.

I went to the house and got off my riggin and
slickt myself up sum, the gals all the time a
snickerin to theirselves kind a quiet like, but I

thot I woodent yumer em by askin no questions.

I made up ray mind it was Gordus Tull, him
whitch married my wife's next oldest sister

Anny frum Nebrasky. Gordus is 1 of the best
fellows ever was. & Ide be glad to see him enny
time, and I thot they hed him in the parler like

he was a strainger, jist to supprise me.

THIS IS "that PICKTER."

Well, I opened the parler door, & I tell you I

was supprised. You wood a been supprised too,

woodent you? Jist look at that pickter, and see
if you woodent. I thot, " If that's Gordus, he
has changed sum." But it wuzzent Gordus, for
he's of the cockcashun or white race, and this 1

was jist as black as a hive full of 2.5 year old
cobm. His feetyours wuzzent what you mite
call small, leastways not his mouth and feet.

Look at the subdood meekness of his counte-
nants. It was the subdoodest meekness I ever
see. He hed a carpet bag that lookt very fool,
but the way he handled it afterward it must a
been fool of straw.
He toled me how his name was Rev. George

Washington Augustus Jones, and he represent-
ed the grate cullured youniversity of sum place,
I disremember what; and he hed heer tell how
liberl I wus, and he hed cum to giv me the
preshus privalege of hevvin my name handed
down the annuals of time as one of the found-
lings of the grate youniversity.

I toled him how they was a swarm on to the
top of a tree, and wood he excuse me for a short
period of time. He replide he wood be grately
delitened to accumpenny me. So he cuvered
up his cork-scroo curls with his stove-pipe hat,
and took his carpet-bag and went along, sayin,
" It will efford me plesher to render you all the
resistance I can to the extent of my debility."
He ment he wood help me.
So I let him help me, and when I clum the

tree and sawed off the lim he held the hive un-
der to ketch the bees. The lim cum down with
a jerk, the Rev. George Washington Augustus
Joneses hat cum off. and the bees lit all over
his kinky head. He dropt the hive, grabbed
his grip in 1 hand his hat in the uthther, and fit

the bees for a minnit with each, then started
likeastreek; & the last I see of him he was
makin a windmill of his self with both hands.
I hevvent saw him sints, and ime afeerd I
woont be handed down the annuals of time.

Jake Smith.

CALIFORNIA.

IS THE SMOKER UNHEALTHFUL?
In the course of a busy day a bee-keeper is

obliged to inhale more or less of the smoke he
directs from his smoker upon his bees. I said
obliged, but this is hardly so. More truly I

should have said that he can not help taking
into his lungs much of the smoke that issues
from the smoker while he is at work among the
bees. To most persons this smoke is quite disa-
greeable; to some it is sickening. In my own
case I find that, though it does not make me sick,
still it is apt to be the means of bringing on a
cold of greater or less severity. Just to what
extent it affects other persons I am not fully
prepared to state. I know, however, that it gives
most persons a " cold in the head." Why this is

so, I am sure those bee-keepers who belong to
the medical profession can tell us. It would be
well for all those who are thus troubled to be
careful in the use of their smokers; they can, if

they will, direct the blast so that the smoke will
not be blown in their faces; at least, only a
small portion of it will be inhaled by the oper-
ator.

PROPOIJS GALORE.
There is no place in California where the bees

gather and use so much propolis as in the region
opposite San Francisco. Why this is so I do not
know, unless it is because it is "before the city."
If this is so, the bees must understand Greek; for
' before the city " is English, you know, iorpro-
poUs. The place I mentioned where propolis is

so plentiful is in the Oakland and Berkeley hills,

opposite the Golden Gate and the Pacific metrop-
olis. I have seen hives so badly glued with this
natural product that the interior was almost
coated on with a thick layer of this disagreeable
stuff. It is mostly obtained from the alder and
the balm-of-gilead.

RAMBLER OUTDONE.
While in Los Angeles early in February last,

four bee-keepers, from as many counties in the
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State, rambled about the streets of the Southern
California metropolis one wet night until they
brought up at the building of the Y. M. C. A.
One of them proposed that the interior of the
fine building be inspected by the quartette. The
motion prevailed, and M. H. Mendleson. J. H.
Martin (Rambler), W. W. Bliss, and the writer
were shown about the various well-appointed
rooms by the obliging secretary. We saw many
interesting things; we managed to get the
Rambler into several scrapes, but we will be
charitable enough for the present not to give
give him away too severely.
There is one thing I must tell, however; and

that is, the fun we had with the lung-tester
in the gymnasium of the institution. We all

knew what a hard blower Rambler was, from
seeing his work in " Gleanings." We there-
fore expected to see him do his level best to

raise the roof ofif the Y. M. C. A. building that
ni^ht, notwithstanding the fact that it was
raining as it had never done before in the City
of the Angels. Well, the secretary showed bee-
keeper Bliss how to send the air-tank skyward,
and the latter proceeded to exhale into the re-

ceiver. Higher and higher went the miniature
" gasometer." It began to look as if the roof would
have to give way to let the top of the receiver
escape in its upward tendency. Fortunately for

the building, the contents of Mr. Bliss' lungs
gave out before any great strain was exerted on
the aforesaid roof. Then it came Rambler's
turn. He was not going to be outdone by Bliss

—oh, no! that would never do. So, throwing
back his manly shoulders, he inhaled a full com-
plement of the San Francisco air that then per-

vaded Los Angeles, and proceeded to exhale it

into the tester. Upward went the tank. The
trio stood back aghast as they saw the little
" gasometer " mount toward the ceiling. Was
the Rambler going to outdo those Californians
who had been living on California ozone for

years past? No; our good friend Rambler had
not reached that lung power that the average
healthy Southern Caliiornian is blessed with.
Bliss was in the lead by many cubic inches. Then
the other members of the party tried the tester.

They all beat the Rambler, but Bliss remained
the champion blower of the crowd. And yet.

Rambler was not satisfied. His well-known am-
bition to beat every thing in sight now asserted
itself. He blew up the receiver again; but the
register failed to record many more cubic inches
than it did the first time he tried it. The others
tried to beat their former record, but with little

satisfaction. When the hour came for the visit-

ors to take their departure, Rambler looked the
picture of despair. For once his record as a
champion blower was broken. As we wended
our way to the hotel where we were all staying,
the ex-champion was non-communicative. For a
full half-hour he lived within himself.
The next morning all the party, except Bliss,

who sallied forth early in the morning to duly
celebrate the victory he won over Rambler the
previous night, started to take in the town. It

was a mean, wet morning; we were all without
umbrellas. The Rambler, even, forgot to bring
his faithful rain-shedder along with him when
he left home a few days before. I think it was
Mr. Mendleson who suggested that we buy a
job lot of parasols. Umbrellas, in Los Angeles,
are called parasols, for the reason that they sel-

dom have much rain to speak of there; and as

they have any amount of sunshiny weather, the
umbrellas serve as excellent sun-shades. Well,
as I was going to say, we invested in a lot of
umbrellas. They were of family size, and were
all alike. As we three walked the main streets

of the city abreast, we were a sight to behold.
Our three wide-spreading umbrellas took up
nearly the full width of the sidewalk. The won-

der is, that we were not taken to jail for ob-
structing the street.

W. W. BLTSS; SUMAC AND FRUIT.

Speaking of Bliss a while ago having such
strong lungs impels me to say a word about that
gentleman, which I think will not be uninter-
esting to the readers of Gleanings.

I did not leave Los Angeles without paying
him a visit. He had pressed me for a few years
back to visit him when I should take in the
southern portion of our State. He lives at a
place called Duarte, it taking its title from the
given name of the original Mexican settler, who
was given a grant of land taking in a good sec-
tion of the country thereabout. l3uarte is some-
thing of a rival of beautiful Riverside as an un-
rivaled orange locality. I learned from Mr.
Bliss that he came to Los Angeles with his
mother some years ago. He had been troubled
with weak lungs. In fact, it was thought that
his life was not worth much at one time before
he came to this State. The air of his native
Michigan was too severe for his delicate lungs.
He came here; and the change that came over
him was marvelous, as those who saw the way
he can raise a lung-tester consider him one of
the strongest-lunged men in the State.
When Mr. Bliss came to this State he knew

nothing about bees. He fell in with Mr. E. E.
Shattuck, for years one of the most prominent
apiarists of the country. He soon became an ex-
pert bee-keeper. Being of an inventive turn of
mind he devised many contrivances that helped
to make work in the apiary less burdensome.
When land was yet cheap in the foot-hills he
took up a government claim. He soon bought
out some of his neighbors, so lo-day he has a
little over three hundred acres of hill land. He
has cleared off something like 40 acres of this
and has planted it to fruit-trees, which have
been in bearing for a couple of years. He grows
mostly apricots and French prunes. These are
dried, and sold to local dealers who ship them
to the East and other points. He told me that
he would soon clear off more of the land and set
out additional fruit-trees, mostly oranges. His
location is a particularly warm one. Tomato
vines are seldom injured by frost. I saw mul-
berry-trees on his place on the 10th of February,
that had already made six inches of new wood.
The same trees here have not yet commenced to
leaf out ; their buds are, however, bursting
open.
Mr. Bliss is no longer engaged in active api-

cultural pursuits. He makes comb foundation,
and deals to a small extent in apiarian supplies.
His machinery was, I am told, all of A. I. Root's
manufacture. When asked why he gave up bee-
keeping he replied that, when he first located
on the bee-range where he now resides, the
white sage bloomed at a different time than the
sumac, with which the hills in his neighborhood
abound. But during the later years that he kept
an apiary, the sumac bloomed at the same time
that the white sage did. The consequence was,
the two kinds of honey were stored together.
This resulted in the beautiful white-sage honey
being badly discolored. Sumac honey is of a
dark color, and does not bring near the price the
former does. For this reason he decided that it

was more profitable to raise fruit. From the
way honey sold in this State the last season, I am
sure he could have sold all the dark honey his
bees might have stored, at a fair price. I should
say that the vicinity is yet a good one for an
apiary, although the'sumac is liable to bloom at
a time when the sage is at its best. A good deal
of the land thereabout is already planted to

oranges and deciduous fruits. Some horticultur-
ists are rooting out their deciduous fruit-trees

and planting oranges instead. This same thing
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Is being done in many places in California. De-
ciduous fruits are being more extensively culti-

vated in the more northern counties, where they
not only do better but come into the market
several weeks earlier than they do in the south.
This is one of the wonders of ihe State. Why
fruits should ripen sooner 500 miles further north
is something hard to understand. Even oranges
ripen earlier ^.'00 miles north of San Francisco
than they do in the regular orange-belt of the
State. No one can doubt that the southern
counties have a finer climate, all things con-
sidered.

PUT MONEY IN THY J'URSE.

I have borrowed this head from my friend the
late lamented Willie Shakespeare, and now use
it for the benefit of our impecunious apicultural
societies. I should like to use it also for the ben-
efit of individual bee-keepers: but I refrain from
doing so because I believe that the bee-keepers
of our land already know how to line their pock-
ets with gold. Should there, unfortunately, be
any bee-keepers who need a little more filthy lu-

cre, they may be able to take a hint from the
plan I am about to relate for the aforesaid
societies.

We know that our societies are not overbur-
dened with a big bank account. There are many
calls upon the society: there are printer's bills

to pay; the secretary is too ill paid, and there
are lots of other things which should have a lit-

tle more of the grease of the " almighty dollar "

rubbed upon them, that the industry might run
in a smoother manner than it now does.

The plan I would offer is this: When the soci-

ety meets the next time in annual convention,
let some member propose that the society get
up an exhibition which it will have exhibited
at tlae leading fairs in the State. If there are
many fairs, or should they meet at about the
same time, then let there be several exhibits.

One member might give, or. rather, loan, a few
hundred pounds of comb honey: another could
give a quantity of extracted honey. Then there
could be beeswax, etc. These loans could be
swelli'd up until the amount collected would run
up into tons, if the premiums warranted a grand
display. The products of the apiary, along with
the different appliances used with the same,
would. I think, justify the society in getting
together a creditable showing. Where liberal

prizes are offered, the association should be able,
without any great trouble, to carry off all the
premiums. It might be possible to show such
an exhibit at several fairs in one season. After
show time is over, the wares contributed could
revert to those who loaned them, or the person
attending to the show could sell the different
articles, and turn the proceeds over | to the
owners. I never saw this plan published; it

may be new; and if it is I should like to see
some of our societies try it. I think it could be
made to work. There are many fairs where lib-

eral sums are offered for the best display of
honey. Oftentimes these premiums are never
taken advantage of. At the last fair given by
the Mechanics' Institute in San Francisco, a
premium of $50 was offered for the best display
of comb honey. When I was at the fair early in

its opening, there was noexhibit of honey of any
kind. If I had not sold my comb honey early last
season I should surely have had a quantity of
honey there, and probably would have captured
that $50 prize. There was no offer for any other
kind of honey, as there should have been. A so-
ciety working in the lines I have tried to out-
line could get the agricultural societies in their
districts to "map out'" a fair list of premiums
for competition among apiarists.
Should it be said that a society, giving a fair,

object to awarding premiums on such a layout

as the one I have just described,then the society
that wishes to recuperate its funds in a legiti-

mate way could arrange so that one of its mem-
bers, the secretary, for instance, could get up
the exhibit and draw down all the premiums
in his own name. Later they could be turned
over to the society for which they were really
intended.

If any one knows of any reason why this plan
should not be tried, I should be pleased to hear
from him. There is no doubt in my mind that
it would be one of the very best means to ad-
vance the interests of the bee-keeper's pursuit.
We know full well, that, when the making of a
honey-exhibit at a fair is left to the individual
bee-keepers themselves, very little, if any thing,
is done in that line. It is simply a case of " what
is everybody's business is nolwdy's business."
Where but a few jars of honey are now shown
at a fair, and that of any thing but an inviting
appearance, we could show tons of the most ex-
quisite honey-nectar, I might say, that would
tickle the palate of a god. W. A. Pryal.
North Temescal, Cal., Feb. 28.

BEES IN THE OPEN AIR.

OBSERVATIONS BY J. A. C4REEN.

We have occasionally had accounts of bees
building comb in the open air during warm
weather, when, for some reason, they were una-
ble to find any thing that would serve as a hive.
Such cases have been most frequently noticed in
California or other warm places. Even in that
warm and equable climate such a thing is con-
sidered remarkable. Now, I don't like to have
Illinois left behind in any thing, and I am going
to help her hold up her end, even in the matter
of climate, that execrated and villitied climate,
which is the one drawback to what would other-
wise be the "garden spot of the world," which
we have so often heard about.
On the 25th day of last September I discovered

a swarm of bees hanging on a tree in an out-of-
the-way corner of my apiary. It was late in the
afternoon. I was busied with other matters and
I concluded to let them hang there until the next
morning. Morning came with new duties, and
I forgot all about the bees, and did not think of
them again for several days. When I finally re-
membered them and went to look for them, I

was surprised to find them still there. A closer
examination showed that they had considerable
comb built, stored with honey, and brood in all

stages. Some of this brood had hatched, so that
it could not have been later than Sept. 8th or
9th when they settled there, probably several
days earlier. It must have been an after-swarm,
led by a virgin queen, or her wing would have
been clipped.
This apiary is situated on the edge of a sixty-

foot bluff', with perpendicular face. Close to the
brow of this bluff is a white-oak tree with its

limbs projecting beyond the edge. The bees
were on one of these overhanging limbs, which
was in such a position that it could not readily
be seen except from one spot, which ordinarily I

would have no occasion to visit. This accounts
for their not having been seen before.
As they appeared to be getting along very com-

fortably, I decided to let them stay there awhile
in the interests of science. They got along well
through October, and were apparently just as
happy as their sisters in hives. I fed a great
deal of honey in the open air by putting out un-
finished sections, cappings, and combs from the
extractor, putting out a fresh lot every day. Of
course, the bees worked very briskly on these for
a time, and, according to the usual teachings,
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there was danger of inducing robbing, especially
where a colony was in so undefended a position'
There was no trouble from this source, though I

certainly did not contract the entrance to this

ting off the limb, I hung it up in the same posi-
tion near the ground and took another photo-
graph of them at close range. At this time the
weather had become quite cool, and the bees did

colony's hive, for their hive might be said to be
all entrance.
About the 20th of October I took a photograph

of them as seen from the ground, and then, cut-

not cover the combs as they had before, most of
them having withdrawn to the interior.

If you will examine^the large picture carefully
I think you can see that the bees are of the five-
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banded varuity. It would seem that these extra

-

yellow bees may count hardiness among their

good qualities.
All summer long there were piles of hives

and supers containing empty comb scattered

about the apiary, besides stacks of empty hives
into which they might have gone if they had
wished. Other swarms took advantage of these

opportunities; but these were either perfectly

satisfied to remain where they were, or they had
no idea of looking up a home for themselves. It

is in order for those who claim that bees send
out scouts to look up a home to go to before
swarming, to stand up and explain.

I do not know whether the habit of selecting
the bare limb of a tree for a habitation, <i Id

Apis dorsata. ought to be encouraged or not:
but certainly the trait that would lead them to

hang" patiently on the limb until the apiarist
comes to hive them is a desirable one. I most
solemnly aver that I did not ring any bells,

pound any tin pans, flash any mirrors*, nor go
through any other time-honored performance tj
induce these bees to settle and wait till I should
be ready to hive them.
The fall yield of honey in my locality was very

limited in quantity, so these bees were not very
abundantly supplied with stores. I am very
sorry now that I did not feed them enougli tb
last them until spring, and see if I could not win-
ter them. I thought I would give them only
enough to last them as long as they could reason-
ably be expected to live out in the open air with-
out protection, and then unite them with anoth-
er colony. I overestimated the amount of honey
they had on hand, though, and on the 17lh of
November, after a week of very cold and stormy
weather. I found them just dying of starvation.
I intended to save the combs, which would have
been a very interesting specimen, but they were
unfortunately broken in transportation to my
new home. I have the pieces yet, and may try
to patch them up. It would make a very inter-
esting part of a bee-keeper's exhibit.
Ottawa, Ills., Feb. 25. J. A. Gkeen.

[This is quite an interesting case—the more
so as we have the full and exact history. There
have been other recorded instances where bees
have taken up their abode in the open air, even
in the Northern and Middle States. We not
only believe that bees do nothing invariably,
but they are quite liable to perform some
strange and unaccountable freaks. We pre-
sume' it would be quite impossible to compel a
swarm to stay in the open air—that is. provid-
ing we allow the queen to have perfect liberty;
but they do so occasionally, without any com-
pelling. The photo was hardly clear enough

for reproduction by th(> half-tone i)roc<'ss. and
so we made the next best thing—a zinc etching]

RECOLLECTIONS AND EXPERIENCES ; BY AN
OLD BEE-JOURNAL EDITOR.

QUEEN AXD CELL CAGES; BEE -CELLARS, HOW
TO make; WINTERING, ETC.

During the summer of 1874 or 1875 we bought
of C. C. Van Deusen, Sprout Brook, N. Y., about
three dozen spiral queen-cages. These were
nearly or quite one inch in diameter, and made
of heavy wire. Two button - molds, one for
each end, and a mold with a hole burned
through its center, were provided for each cage.
These were slipped between the coils, the per-
forated one forming a rest for queen-cells.
These cages were too thick and too heavy, yet
we often used them.
Finally we made a lot of cages from No. 18

gauge stiff wire (wire not annealed), as follows:
We procured a piece of common round iron, %
inch in diameter, and about 31 inches long.
Three inches of one end was bent at a right an-
gle; then 10 inches was also bent at a right an-
gle, 18 inches of the bar remaining. It now
looks something like this:

The end at A was
thinned off a little, a
thread cut, and a nut

r-i fitted on. A small
"^U ^ hole was then bored

nearly through the shaft, one inch from the nut
A. The cost of this rig was less than 25 cents.

A board IG inches long was nailed to each end
of it; a %-inch board, five inches long; a ^-in.
hole in each short piece near the top allows
the iron shaft to enter, after which the nut A is

screwed on. The machine was now complete.
It resembles this:

Tills wooden frame is

fastened to a solid bench,
flush with its front edge.
Having provided a coil of

'^bright stift' wii'e (tinned
wire is best), one person
inserts the end of the wire
into the hole near A, and

holds firmly to the wire as it winds about the
shaft, while another turns the crank and holds

a sharp -cornered piece of iron, ^ inch thick,

between the last coil and the one about to

form. Thus proceed until the shaft is wound.
With a very little practice we soon learn to

wind the wire very evenly. With a sharp-
cornered file, proceed to cut' the coil into three-

inch lengths. Take off the nut, remove the
rod, and you get five cages at a wind. With a
pincers to hold the coil, bend about 1^4 inches
of one end at a right angle with the main coil.

This penetrates the comb when you desire to

hang a cage in a hive.
Blocks of close-grained hard wood, like red-

birch, clieiry. or apple wood, are cut 1 Vg inches
long. :?^ inch thick, and as many inches wide as

the size of your block. With a thin circular

saw cut off chips ^ inch thick. These chips
are now 13-s inches long, % inch wide, and ^
inch thick. Before sawing off, bore or burn f>^;-

inch holes in some blocks, so that, when sawed
off. th'se chips look like this:

Soak these chips for some
time in linseed oil. Some
sti'ips of tin are cut i.. by
1,'',; inches. Bend the.se round
a half-inch rod, and solder
both ends together. Our

cages are now ready to use.

If we introduce queen-cells into queenless
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hives, insert a chip, with hole near the center
of the spiral cage: put the point of a cell in

this hole; draw the upper coils apart a trifle,

and putasolid chip in the coil just above the
cell. If to be used as a nursery, and to confine
the queen when she hatches, fill a tin rim, de-
scribed above, with prepared candy; put this in

the bottom half of tlv cage, and insert a solid

chip under it. Years ago we put blocks of
sponge, saturated with honey, into these rings;
but they were uncertain, and the candy of mod-
ern times is a great improvement.
To introduce queens, slip a perforated chip in

the bottom coil; roll up a ball of candy as large
as will drop into the cage, and, with a little rod,
crowd it back over the hole a trifle. The bees
gnaw this out and liberate the queen. Now,
friends, why is not this cage, used seventeen
years ago, as good as any recently invented and
put upon the market ?

RECORD-MARKING OF NUCLEI.

Various systems for recording the condition
of nuclei and colonies have been recommended,
but we never found any system so complete as
to number the hives. Years ago we painted
numbers on squares of tin, for all our hives.
Tacks held these on; but strong winds often
blew them off. We finally procured the small
eyes intended to fasten cords to picture- frames.
These are quickly screwed in, are certain in re-
sults, and are quickly transferred. We read
that ordinary lead-pencil marks on zinc become
indelible, and more distinct with age. This
plan is simple, and worthy of a trial.

Our daily transient record is kept on thin
narrow boards, numbered consecutively. We
write on both sides, and abbreviate many words;
as, '• htd " for hatched; "No" for number;
"gvn" for given; "q" for queen; " br " for
brood; "cpt" for capped, etc. During showers,
and mornings and evenings, these records can
be examined, the future planned, and the pres-
ent work ascertained.
We have also a good-sized well-bound book

in which we record the hive number, pedigree,
age, size, color, and characteristics of queens;
also the traits of the workers; also how the
queens were finally disposed of. It takes time,
and is trouble to keep these records; but they
afford us satisfaction and profit, for wi' cnn at
any time ascertain which are prolific, which
give a cross in breeding, and which bees are
most industrious and peaceable.
As we always clip our queens'after they lay,

we are never at a loss to idcuUify them. When
two queens are in one hive we designate the
ones in right end as Ki, the other as K; a, the a
always pointing to the queen inthe left end,
when it follows the number used on a hive.
A good -sized market-basket carries our par-

aphernalia. Across one end we fit a box which
becomes a part of the basket, and which reaches
down about half the depth of the basket. In
it a small apartment is set apart to hold the
chips used in queen-cages; another holds tools
for grafting queen-cells; another holds some
wire nails used to mark these grafted cells; an-
other holds a small wide-mouthed bottle for
honey, the rest being used to carrv spiral cages.
The rest of the basket is devoted to punk wood,
wings, record- boards, a can of bee-candy, and
the smoker. How profitable and handy to go
loaded! matches and knife we always carry in
our pockets.
We nearly forgot to mention i an old case-

knife, ground narrow and thin, and made very
sharp on both edges. This we use to cut out
cells, and trim and insert the same. To keep
this siiarp, and avoid danger, a little wooden
case was made, into which the knife-handle
wedges.

bee-candy; transposition-tools.
By request, friend Root mailed us a pound of

prepared bee-candy. It came in a little can,
provided with a wide-mouthed cover that
screws on. The postage cost considerably more
than the candy, but the convenience of that
can far more than compensates the cost of post-
age. The many improvements almost persuade
us to again embark in the queen-rearing busi-
ness.
The small wide-mouthed bottle for honey re-

ferred to, is kept ready to introduce laying
queens. To keep this cork from going too deep
and thus fitting too snugly, also to prevent its

rolling, we put two thin wire nails through it at
right angles, allowing them to project on all

ends about ^g-inch, cutting off the heads.
After reading G. M. Doolittle's book on queen-

rearing, we decided to try our hand at trans-
ferring larva? into queen-cells. He recommends
goose-quill toothpicks, but these were too much
trouble for us, so we tried our hand at forging
them from thin steel wire nails; we succeeded
very well as follows: Close up the steel jaws of
a vise. With a round-faced hammer draw out
the point of a nail thin and flat. Use a file, if

necessary, to fashion the point to your idea;
then insert the flat point a trifle in the crevice
between the jaws of the vise, and turn over the
nail as far as you wish. We made some wider,
and some we bent more than others, so that,
when using, we choose the one that pleases us
most. Several of these can be made in fifteen
minutes.
We have used a good deal of wired founda-

tion, also very thick sheets without wire. Last
season we had neither, so decided to try wiring
the frames horizontally. A board larger than
our frame had :?f;'-inch cleats nailed on it, so that
the frames just go over them, the top-bars
resting on the cleats. A hinged hook at top
keeps the frames from dropping off, and a pro-
jection at the bottom holds all secure. The
right sidg of our brood-frames comes even or
flush with the end of the wiring-board, and a
piece of tin is hinged to the latter, so that it

swings up against the side of the brood-frames.
In this tin, four holes are put to indicate where
they are to occur in the brood-frames. After
being marked, the tin is swung back and the
holes are finished.
At first two of us put in the wires quite slow-

ly: later, the writer could, unaided, make con-
siderable headway. This method of wiring
proved quite satisfactory. In very hot weather
a few broke down; and when honey was scarce,
some colonies would eat some of them oft' at the
wires.
Since we have used the square frames our

bees have been wintered out of doors about
half the time. Fortunately we seldom encoun-
tered a long period of very severe weather. At
such times the danger is that bees will use all

the stores near them, and finally starve.
In preparing to winter out of doors we invert

the bottom-boards, so that the space under the
frames is nearly two inches. We never have
over seven or eight frames in each hive. These
are in the middle of the case, with followers at
each side, shingles to go loosely, set in to close
the spaces below the followers; then quilts,
carpets, or bran-sacks are tucked over and at
both sides. By the way, bran-sacks with a
hasty seam at one side, to get the necessary
width, stuffed moderately with clean chaff,
make fine cushions. Who else has used them ?
A water-tight close-fitting cap completes the
task. When two queens are to be wintered,
this outdoor plan is not advised, for, to some
extent, the cluster is divided.
For some time we have contemplated con-

structing a bee-cellar right in our bee-yard, for
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which the location is especially adapted, as the
ground slopes gently in one and sharply in throe
directions.

BUILDING A BEE-CELI.AR.

To build a substantial warm cellar, with
small outlay, was the desideratum. We suc-
ceeded very well, except that it required a good
deal of hard labor, as the ground is hardpan of
the 'ruest type. The slopes made it easy to dis-

pose of the dirt, hence we concluded to excavate
with team, plow, and scraper, including alley

to the cellar. We planned to throw the dirt out
of a channel 50 feet long, 1^-2 feet wide, and ',)

feet deep. By alternate process, and cutting
the banks perpendicularly with pick-axes, we
finally succeeded in getting the channel. Pine
posts, il}., feetlong, split from heavier stuff, had
shoulders cut to receive 2).^-inch plank 8 inches
wide. These posts occur every two feet, and
stand against both sides of the channel. To
these posts the pine plank are lightly spiked.
The cellar is 36 feet long. Cedar posts, cut l^^^

feet long, are gained down a little at each end,
to provide a shoulder inside of the plank, and
rest upon the latter, thus forming the roof of
the cellar. The posts were laid close together,
and a few hemlock brush put on to prevent dirt
sifting through. At the north end, posts were
set and old boards nailed on to hold up the loose
dirt. At the south end an alley 14 feet long, S.^o

feet wide, ascending a little to the outer surface,
was prepared similar to the arrangement in the
cellar, except that boards were needed on the
outside of the posts to hold up the loose dirt.

At the end of this alley a wall was laid, wide
enough to retain the dirt, and high enough to
hold about two feet of dirt on the top of the al-

ley. With plow and scraper, enough dirt was put
on to cover the cedar- post top three or four feet
under ground. Three doors, one at each end
and one near the middle of the alley, completed
the cellar. A ventilator at the south end of the
cellar reaches out through the top, and 28 feet
of 8-inch tilr! go out at the north end at the bot-
tom. The 3(5 feet of cellar slope 15 inches to-
ward the north end, so that water, if any, can
escape, while air can be admitted through the
tile. If nothing occurs to prevent, this tile ven-
tilator will be lengthened to about 150 feet, be-
low frost, before another winter, so that warm-
ed air can be admitted to the cellar at any time
in cold weather, while in warm weather the air
will be cooled before reaching the cellar.

Bees were put into this cellar Nov. 13 and 21.

Since then tiie temperature has been uniformly
between 42 and 44° Fahr., although from Dec.
33 to Jan. 22 the weather was very cold, the tem-
perature for at least fourteen mornings having
been from 3° above to 13° below zero. During
this cold weather the ventilators have been
closed. The place is rather damp, and mold
has formed on the bees that drop down, and on
the posts at the sides of the cellar. The bees
are quiet, only one colony having thus far
shown signs of soiling the outside of the hive.
After the fall rains, for a time a little water

trickled out of the west side near the bottom.
How the bees winter in this cellar, we hope to
be able to report next June. J. H. Nellis.

A REPORT FROM ANOTHER ALFALFA RE-
GION.

with it, and their bees are fast passing into the
hands of bee-keepers. Last year was the first

poor yield since I have been here, many of the
farmers getting no surplus. I got 65 lbs. per
colony, spring count, and I know of no one else
who did quite as well.
This part of the valley is sown mostly to al-

falfa, with a few patches of red clover. Our
main honey crop is from alfalfa; but where it

stands mixed with red clover the bees work al-
most exclusively on the clover. The latter
yields two or three good crops, but the tubes on
the bloom are not nearly so deep as they are
east of the range.
We cut all of our own supplies, except sec-

tions, make our own foundation, and are about
able to paddle our own canoe by A. I. Root fur-
nishing the paddles. This, I think, is quite an
improvement over my first start here when I
bought fruit-boxes to work into 3-lb. sections.
We winter our bees on their summer stands,

mostly in double-walled hives, with floor large
enough for outside cover to rest on. I have
done considerable experimenting on hives and
frames on a small scale, but will not now ask
space for a description, further than to say I

have always used fixed distances, but not self-
spacers like the HoiTman frame. I have a few,
however, on the Holl'man principle; but when
I want to take out only one frame (which is all

that I wish to disturb, in a majority of cases),
and that frame usually in the middle of the
hive, I can have it out before I could loosen the
follower of the HotTman frame. I also fear
the bees in this valley use too much wax for the
Hoffman frame. Wm. Willis.
Montrose, Col., Mar. 9.

THE PAST WINTER IN COLORADO.

AN EX BACHELOR OFFERS ADVICE TO RAMBLER.

HOFFMAN FRAMES NOT SATISFACTORY.

Six years ago last June I shipped from Kan-
sas seven colonies of bees. They yielded honf^y
abundantly, and it sold readily for 35 cts. retail
and 30 cts. wholesale. As a natural conse-
quence, nearly all the farmers caught the bee-
fever. Honey has gone down, and the bee-fever

Of all the literature that comes to my home,
Gleanings is the first to be opened and read;
first to be welcomed; brightest and best of them
all. Indeed, words fail me in trying to tell of its

merits, and how it is welcomed in my home.
Sometimes it does not get here on time, and I

feel perfectly blue; and 1 say to ray wife it seems
that I have lost something. And, hold now!
speaking of my wife, perhaps not everybody
knows 1 have a wife. Well, I have " all desame
shust." Thus it is that the bee-keepers are find-
ing themselves queens. Call them what you
may, friends; but if all the bee-keepers enjoyed
married life as well as I do, who can blame them
for getting married? Thanksgiving day. 18U2,
marked a change in my bachelor's life, which
thus far down life's steep decline 1 have not for
once regretted: and my admonition to the bach-
elor friends out in California, that Rambler
talks so much about, is. to get married. But I

will not dwell long ujjon one subject.
Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws for Feb. 15, re-

marks that the cold has been no gi-eater—in-
deed, not so great— in his locality as during
some other winters; but that its staying quali-
ties have been unusual; and, again, March 1st he
says the severe winter has the hopeful side that
the ground is continually covered with snow,
and that, therefore, the clover ought to be well
protected. In the same issue you remark edit-
orially that your bees have never gone so long
without a cleansing fiight as this winter, and
that your apiarist thinks their last flight was
during the latter part of November.
Now, friends, it is too late or too early, I

should say, for fish-stories; but the evidence is'

too plain to be misconstru(ul, when there are
plenty of bee-keepers in this locality who can
testify to the same story, that our bees have
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been out at least two thirds of the days since

Christmas: and to-day, talk about fine winters!

We have had a most beautiful and sublimely
grand winter—little snow, little cold weather,
excellent roads, and every thing that goes to

make up a first-class mild winter. Alfalfa is

starting up, and from the present outlook we
shall have a pretty early spring.
Although the winter has been very mild, yet

I think the bees are coming through in pretty

good shape; at least, mine seem to be pretty

strong at the present lime. I have been confined

so closely at home, building me a honey-house
and shop, that I have not visited around much,
and have seen but few people to ask in regard to

the way that their bees are wintering through.
Bee-keepers are, I believe, cherishing the id'ea

that the old saying that one extreme follows an-
other will be verified this season; and who is

there but hopes that it will be thus—namely,
since the honey crop was so short last season, it

will be more than doubled this one?

ARE THE SEASONS IN THE IRRIGATED ALFAL-
FA REGIONS UNIFORM?

I noticed on page 132, Feb. 15, that one W. H.
Upton, of Morning Sun, Iowa, asks whetherthe
seasons vary as much in the irrigated districts as

in other places. I have seen no statements, pro
or con, upon the subject, as yet, so I feel frank
to offer my opinion. It is this: The season does

not vary enough to make any showing at all;

but when the bees commence to gather honey
from the alfalfa there is one constant stream, so

to speak, of honey coming in every day. It might
be said that it tapers ofif toward the close, and
you can then see thedifl'erence; but usually, for

six to eight weeks there is not much of a va-
riation. Theo. V. .Tessup.
Greeley, Colo., March 8.

A VISIT WITH NATHANrSTAININGEK, AT HIS
APIARY.

HOW TO KEEP DOW^N INCREASE AND SECURE
LARGE CROPS OF HONEY; SWARM

-

CATCHERS, ETC.

It has been remarked, that one valuable fea-

ture of a convention is the opportunity it affords
for private talks between individual members.
Now, if such interviews can be held right on
the scene of action, in the apiary, shop, and
honey-house, where all original methods and
bright ideas may be illustrated and demonstrat-
ed, there is not only an added charm, but a
clinching effect.

Accordingly it is becoming customary for bee-
keepers to visit around among themselves, and
to write up such occasions for the benefit of all;

and as I like this fashion, I wish to tell you
about a pleasant visit I enjoyed last fall with
one of Iowa's most skillful honey -producers.
For several years past I have had pleasant

business dealings with my friend Mr. Nathan
Staininger. formerly of Denison. and for the
past three years a resident of Tipton, Iowa,
which is about 25 miles from my home at Mt.
Vernon.

I had never met Mr. S. until, as an outgrowth
of our correspondence regarding some of his

methods, he challenged me in a friendly way to

come down there and "size him up." or some-
thing to that effect. I promptly accepted, and
early the next morning I knocked at the door of

his neat residence, in the suburbs of the city.

Just as I expected, and as his good wife inform-
ed me, my friend was in the shop a few steps
back. The door was open, and I entered. He
was seated in an easy-chair, but in his work
clothes, and fully occupied for the time. A

sleek-looking agent was entertaining hira with
some stereoscopes and views. This gave me an
opportunity to take in the situation.
This was his large and very neat and clean

honey-room and shop, with a large and well-
equipped work-bench in one end, an extractor
and other honey-utensils in the other; a foot-

power saw at one side, and the whole middle of

the room occupied by a huge pyramid of glassed
cases of comb honey of snowy whiteness. Sev-
eral other piles of nice fall honey stood at the
sides. Through the back window and screen
door I could see a neat apiary of about 230 col-

onies.
My friend patiently took in the panorama,

and, after declining the fervent overtures of the
agent, and receiving his retiring bow, he turned
to me with an inquiring but businesslike air,

which I recognized as the announcement
"next!" I introduced myself. We both laugh-
ed, shook hands, and were soon lost in bee-talk.

I stayed all day and all night. You see, I

wanted that pile of honey to help supply my
customers, and we had no time to talk business
until too late for the train that day.
Friend S. makes a specialty of comb honey,

and his system and appliances reveal a tact in

selecting the best ideas of others, to incorpo-
rate with his own. His brood -chamber is just
the right size and shape, he thinks, being cut to
fit the brood-nest (?) except that about an inch
is allowed for sealed honey above the brood,
upon which the bees can wipe their feet before
entering the sections. There are eight brood-
frames, a little deeper and some shorter than
the L. frame, being two square inches less in

size.

He discourages excessive and premature
swarming, and keeps the white honey out of
the brood-chamber by shifting the two outside
combs to the center, replacing them with the
two that contain the most young larvte and
eggs. If this is done at just the right time,
swarming is often prevented entirely, and piles
of comb honey are the result. As a proof of
this, there stood the only good crop of comb
honey that I know of having been produced
last season in this part of the country.
He uses the T super without separators. It

is the same size as the brood -chamber, except
in depth, and that is just right to take 24 sec-
tions, 4J^ X iK' with no space at the ends to be
filled up, as with T supers for the L. hive. He
fills the sections nearly full of extra-light flat-

bottom foundation, 14 square feet to the pound.
He gets nearly all of the white honey in sec-
tions, and depends upon the fall crop to com-
plete those that may be unfinished, and to fur-
nish stores for winter, and he extracts what is

over.
Mr. Staininger keeps all of his bees in one

apiary at present. He clips his queens, uses a
swarm -catcher, and never loses a single swarm.
The grass is kept close with a lawn-mower.
The yard is smooth and level, but slightly slop-
ing to the southeast. With a few exceptions
there are no trees nor vines.
His swarm - catcher is a wire-cloth box or

cage, about 4 feet long by 12 inches wide and 10
high. It has a board for the bottom or under
side, and one end is open full size. This open
end is bound with a wooden frame, which is

made to fit closely to the front of the hive while
doing the catching act. A cloth curtain is at-
tached to the upper side of this frame, which is

thrown down over the opening as soon as the
swarm is secured.
The bees are sprinkled with water, to keep

them from worrying while in the cage, and from
taking wing afterward. The swarm is then
dumped from the cage into the hive it is to oc-
cupy. He has tried, with some success, Dadant's
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method of returning svvarras to the parent col-

ony, 48 hours after hiving. He rears queens,

from imported Italian mothers, by Doolittle's

transposition cell-cup process, but he has the

cells built out in queenless colonies, or nuclei,

instead of in upper stories. He showed me
with enthusiasm a lot of such cells just started,

and others further advanced.
Although this was the:.'Sth day of September,

and there was apparently not a drop of honey
coming in, the bees ready to rob upon a mo-
ment's notice, and no feeding was done, still the
queen larvti? were swimming iu an abundance
of roval jelly, and the young queens, just

hatched, were well formed, and of fair size.

His secret of success under such unfavorable
circumstances is, that he does not depend very
much upon the bees to feed the queen larva?.

He just tills the cell-cups about half full of the

jelly l)efoi'e inserting the larvte, and the bees
have but little to do about it except to seal the
cells at the proper time.
He winters all in one cellar, with good suc-

cess. He leaves the bottom -boards on as in

summer, but removes the covers. A warm mat
of woolen carpet is placed over the frames and
tucked down closely, confining the bees, except
at their summer entrance at the bottom. A
free circulation of air over the mat is provided
for. This mat is removed, or a board is placed
under it. before the bees begin to gnaw much
in the spring.

Friend S. reports that, from about 170 colo-

nies, springcount, he received, during the past
very poor season, 12,700 lbs. of honey, nearly
half of which was in sections. Not counting
about 2500 lbs. on hand, and sold at home, what
he shi|)ped to dealers brought him |;1276.93. He
has :3.30 heavy colonies in the cellar.

Aside from the bee-business, Mr. S. runs a
thriving watch, clock, and jewelry business
down town, where he spends his evenings, and
where he has a skillful jeweler in charge.

I prize the many practical suggestions I re-

ceived during my visit, and the aspirations
they awakened; but the cordial hospitality
with which I was entertained prompts the kind-
est regards. God bless my friend and his home
circle. Oliver Fostkr.
Mt. Vernon, Linn Co.. Iowa. Mar. 28, 1893.

Ourselves and our neighbors.

Therefore take no tlioug-lit, saying-, What sliall we
eat'/ or, Wliat sliall we drink? or, Wherewithal sliall

we be clothed V (for after all tViese things do the
Gentiles sees); for your heavenly Father knowetli
that ye have need of all these thing-s. But seek ye
first "the king-dotn of God, and his rig-hteousness,
and all these thing-s shall be added unto you.—Matt.
6:31—33.

For almost the first time since our business
was started, we found it advisable last fall to
stop our wood-working machinery for about
three months. Heretofore we h:ive kept our
machinery running the year round, making up
work during the dull season, in anticipation of

the rush during the busy season: and even after
doing this, we have, during several seasons,
found ourselves sold out before spring was fair-

ly here. In such cases we have, as you know,
by means of electric lights, run our works day
and night in order to keep up. Of late, how-
ever, we have had several poor seasons for hon-
ey, in succession. Others have come into the
field, until it has seemed that the supply busi-
ness in some of its branches was rather over-
done. This state of affairs, however, does not
belong particularly to our industry. Ithappens
now and then in almost all kinds of business.

especially in any kind of business that has been
growing and developing as has the business of
producing honey. Other establishments in our
vicinity have had th(dr periods of lying still at
certain seasons, liut I do not know but I have
boasted a little that ii'c kept ouc business going
the year round, and kept our hands at work
right along—that is, a large proportion of them
—winter and summer. Not only that, but by
means of our exhaust-steam heat, and well-
protected comfoitable looms, we have given
our help comfortable places to work in. even
during the most Inclement weather. Of course,
a good deal of our help was inconvenienced by
onr stoppage last, fall: and the more so because
we could not tell them how long we should be
obliged to shut down. At first we thought it

might be for only three or four weeks. At the
end of that time, however, the prospect was no
better, and so the time of starting up was put
off from time to time, until many of them be-
came discouraged. A great part of them, it is

true, found something to do elsewhere, and a
good many lost scarcely a day. Some people
seem to have a faculty of making themselves
useful, and are, therefore, always wanted; but
others do not have such a faculty. You know
how it is. I think, however, that a good many
might cultivate this talent of being useful
somewhere every day, a little more if they tried

to. But this, however, is outside of our line of
talk to-day.
This spring we have had a fairly good trade.

I believe we sold as many goods during the
months of February and March as we ever did;
but notwithstanding this, there were conjec-
tures among our help as to whether we would
shut down this year as we did last; and as the
matter was talked over from one to another, a
general uneasiness seemed to get started. Quite
a few came to me. and wished me to give them
a promise of work right straight along through
the season as usual. I do not mean that they
wanted a projHise as usual, for of late years I

have been careful about making such promises;
and, in fact, I sometimes say, "' Why, my good
friend, there is not a man, nor woman either, in

my employ, who has a positive promise of work
every day in the year, no matter what the fu-
ture may be." Perhaps I might add here, that
I have found by experience that it is, as a rule,

very unwise to make such business engage-
ments. Of course, when we have good men or
a good man. it is an excellent thing to let him
know what to expect; and under many circum-
stance-i you can give him a writing to that ef-

fect—that is, that he is to have work the year
round. This agreement should include that
your helper is to give good and faithful atten-
tion to his business, etc. I have many helpers
who have been with me for years, and who ex-
pect steady work unless some unforeseen disas-
ter should hinder: but at the same time there is

no written or verbal agreement, that I know of.

The reason why these people do not become un-
easy, and hunt up a job elsewhere, is because
they have known me" long, and have faith in

me, and I have known them long, and have
faith in them.
Well, when this uneasy feeling got started

among oui- people, and when I told one after
another that I could not make them any posi-

tive promise, as usual various reports got afloat.

Several came to me, wanting to know if it were
true that we wei-e going to shut down on the
first of June; and on (> good friend had reported,
so I am told, that we were going to shut down
during 1894, and not run at all: and he became
so uneasy in i-egard to the future that he finally

gave up his places entirely, and went away hunt-
ing work somewhere else. Of course, he was
not a very valuable man, for these uneasy ones
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who are always borrowing troulijle, instead of
making the best of the present, are seldom val-
uable hands. Another thing, a discussion arose
as to who was to stay and who was to go when
this dull time came when there should be work
for only a few; and some even went to our old
hands and tried to convince them that it was
not fair nor right nor Christianlike for them to
have all the work, and others have only a little.

I was finally obliged to say to such, that such
matters would have to be settled by their em-
ployers, even though, in one sense of the word,
it did not look exactly fair. Just think of keep-
ing one man one week, and another man the
next week, and so on during the dull season, so
as to give all an equal chance: Perhaps I might
add, that, where our good help want to take a
vacation, we are always glad to arrange mat-
ters so as to accommodate, even though they
should want to be gone for three or six months.
Well, this matter of worrying about the future
came up so often that I finally gave the friends
a talk one day at our usual noon service; and as
the day following was " text day," I asked each
one to hunt over his or her Bible, and see what
that had to say in regard io this matter. Of
course, I had prayed over this state of affairs,

and I was not greatly surprised when we had
such a number of bright, hopeful, and deeply
spiritual texts that they seemed to me like an
April shower after the storms of winter; and
it was this event that brought to mind the sen-
timent expressed in the text at the head of this
talk to-day. Of course, the severe winter, with
its many losses of bees, makes the outlook, not
only for our helpers here, but for bee-keepers
generally, rather unpromising. We do not
know what April showers and a favorable sea-
son may have in store for us. But it would be
very unwise—in fact, it would be foolish for us
to worry, and bori'ow trouble over a future that
we know nothing about. While thinking of
the anxiety of the friends here around me, I

have been reminded that probably there is more
or less anxiety in the heart of every reader of
these pages. What shall the harvest be? We
do not know; and I for one am glad that I do
not know. God knows, and that is enough.
{Some of the friends who do not love the Bi-

ble because they do not take it right, may take
exceptions to the expression, "Take no thought,"
etc. The Bible surely does not mean to say
that we should not think of the future, and
make careful provision for it; but you will no-
tice, in the last verse of our text, it says that,
instead of thinking about what we shall eat or
drink, or in regard to clothing, we are to "seek
first the kingdom of God, and his righteous-
ness." And, by the way, that is my old, old
text—the one that has been such a joy and
comfort to me ever since I have found these
Bible promises to be a mine of wealth beyond
any thing else the world has yet fui'nished.
These were the words of our loving Savior who
came into the world, and who looked on the
world and wept because of men's narrow, low,
and seltish strife to get all there was to be had,
or to get ahead of their neighbors. If we listen

to him, while it is our privilege to commune
with him and to get instruction from him, we
ought to be asha,med of worrying. It is well
enough for those who have no faith in God. to
be seltish and grasping; and Jesus said, " 'After

all these things do the Gentiles seek;" but for
the Christian who trusts in God—why, the idea
is awful. I wish I could repeat the texts that
we had at that noon service. They came first

from one side of the room and then from the
other; and as one text stiirted a thought, some-
body elso took it up by another text, until they
seemeil to branch out, in every direction.
Some of the texts I am going to give you

were repeated at that noon service, and some
of them have occurred to me since then in
thinking of the matter; and I hope they may
do you as much good as they have myself. The
chapter from which our text is taken is brimful
of reproof and promises in thi? line. Commenc-
ing at the lyth verse, Jesus says, " Lay not up
for yourselves treasures upon earth"—those
old familiar words that we have heard from
childhood up; "but lay up for yourselves trea-
sures in heaven." And, again, " Therefoi'e I say
unto you, Take no thought for your life, what
ye shall eat, or what ye shall drink; nor yet for
your body, what ye shall i)ut on." The mean-
ing is, of course, that we shall not be mixious
about these things in a narrow way. Some-
times the younger ones at our table, especially
when they come in from their plays very hun-
gry, will begin to sing out, " Give me some of
this;" or, "Give me some of that." As a reply
I often say, " Shall I give you some before mam-
ma and the baby, or anybody else, has had any?"
They almost always hang their heads at this,

and look foolish. Well, when somebody comes
to me, and says, "Mr. Root, can't I have a place
the year round?" etc., my reply in such cases
is often like that to the children: " Why, my
good friend, if I should keep you the year
round, no matter how dull business may be, it

would necessitate stopping somebody else, that
you might have a place. You are a big strong
man, and can work in the harvest-field, o/ al-

most anywhere else. There are in my employ,
as you know, not only fathers who have large
families to support, but there are widows with
considerable families of children. Would you
want me to stop their work that I might keep
you ?" Now, this is the sort of spirit that these
verses are intended to rebuke. Jesus says,
again: " Behold the fowls of the air, for they
sow not, neither do they gather into barns; yet
your heavenly Father feedeth them. Are ye
not much better than they?" And Luke, in
presenting the same subject, closes with this
touching thought: " How much more are ye
better than the fowls?" The thought is to me
as if the Master meant to say. if God cares for

the fowls and the birds, is it likely or reasona-
ble that he forgets to look after the welfare
and comfort of his own children—those created
in his own image?
But there is a condition to this, remember.

We are to be seeking first God's kingdom and
his righteousness; and this includes looking
after the widows and fatherless. If they are in

the crowd seeking for a livelihood, surely any
big strong man should stand back and give them
the first chance. In fact, the promiseis to those
who do this, and not to the selfish and greedy
ones. The average millionaiie can not find any
comfort in these piomises at all. In fact, he
has voluntarily cut himself off from them.
Millionaires are not happy. We have recently
been told of millionaires, or people v/ho were so
wealthy that they were almost millionaires,
committing suicide. With all theirwealth, this

world had nothing to offer them—no attraction.
They seemed to iiave forgotten that " a man's
life consisteth not, in the abundance of the
things which he possesseth." Another of the
texts was, I have been young, and now am
old. yet have I never seen the righteous for-

saken nor his seed begging bread."
In regard to wanting a place whether others

had one or not. somebody repeated the text, " In
honor preferring one another." We are told

that the Savior " pleased not himself;" and for

those who are seeking the kingdom of God. and
his righteousness—those who are working for

the general good of mankind, without thinking
of self or how much t/(-ciy have been doing for

humanity, we have the following wonderlul
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promise, when the lives of these good people
shall be finished: "Come, ye blessed of my
Father, inherit the l<ingdom prepared for you
from the foundation of the world." When the
end of all things conies, it is not to the greedy
and to the strong, and to the successful ones in

elbowing dhedil of the rest of the crowd; but it

is to the humble and faithful followei' of Christ
Jesus. In fact, they are to inherit all things.
"Blessed are the m^^ek, for they shall inherit
the earth."' Again, the kind and loving Savior
uses these wonderful words to his faithful,

trusting, obedient ones: " Fear not. little flock;

for it is your Father's good pleasure to give you
the kingdom."
Now, please let us understand, friends, that

these promises are to the rational and consist-
ent Christian. In this world we meet many
who complain and murmur, saying they have
been unselfish and kind, and yet God has not
rewarded them. Some of them say, " I have
been too honest to get a living." Some even
say, "I have tried Christianity, and it does not
bring sufficient to support my family."
A young friend of mine who was dismissed

because he would persist in leaving his own
work and rambling about through the different
rooms of the establishment, urged as a reason
why I should continue to keep him, that he had
been going to meeting right along regularly of
late. What he'said was true. He had been at-
tending the meetings; but this fact did by no
manner of means atone for his neglect of busi-
ness during working hours. Christianity must
be consistent. If a man is not honest, and
faithful to his employer, attending a/1 the meet-
ings won't amount to very much in enabling
him to earn his daily bread. While considering
this matter, I can almost say as did David, "I
have been young, and now am old." I am not
very old yet; but I am getting older day by
day; and my observation is this: That there is

a continual and unceasing call for good men
and good women. Of course, we want a well-
balanced man. We have not any use at all for
one who thinks that going to church is going to
excuse him from attending strictly to his busi-
ness. The man who commences ^londay morn-
ing to figure sharp and keen to see howhe can
get more pay without rendering a correspond-
ing equivalent to his employer, is not wanted
anywhere; but one who sets to work on Monday
morning' to look after his employer's interests,
to study up short cuts in business, to look out
for leaks and losses, and unnecessary waste, it

he is even fairly bright and smart will be want-
ed right and left. Some of my very best help,
and some who are climbing steadily to better
pay as the months and years go by, will often
say, "Mr. Root, wouldn't it be a better way"—
and then he will go on to explain how he could
make a short cut— kill two birds with one stone
—possibly have the team take a load both ways
instead of carrying an empty wagon half of the
time. Just now we have a carload of beautiful
potatoes stored in a good cellar; and in order to
keep them from sprouting, I want that cellar
open nights, or at any time wlien it is colder
outdoors than it is inside; but when the airout-
doors is warmer ihan it is inside, I want the
doors closed, and the shutters put over the win-
dows, so as to keep the sunshine and warm air
out. If it were not for my burden of cares. I
coiild attend to this nicely* and I really enjoy
the fun of doing it.

The same operation is required with our hot-
beds and greenhouses. Oh how I do love to
manipulate the sash and the shutters, so as to
make every hour of the r>4 count in the growth
of these plants! It needs wisdom and sense,
and devotion to the business in question. Some-
times a fierce wind, even when the weather is

warm enough, twists and whips off the little

plants, recently moved from the greenhouse, so
as to do them considerable injury. If it is a
cloudy day. the sashes may be put over them to
keep this wind off. If the sun is shining, how-"
ever, the shutter should take the place of a
sash. Little plants, newly transplanted, should
be protected from the sun by means of shutters
until it clouds up, or until night comes. You
see, we must watch the sicn, watch the temper-
ature, watch the ivind. and watch the rain.
We must make all /our of these serve us.

How many people are there, do you suppose,
who could be int'rusied with such a task? Not
very many. We want somebody who Loves the
plants; somebody who loves them because they
are Ood's creation would be the right man for
the place; but as such duty would not occupy
all of his time, we should want to set him at
work transplanting, getting out weeds, and
sowing seeds in the meantime. Then he must
have enough interest in and love for his work to
keep watch of the sun, the clouds, the rain, and
the temperature, at the same time he is doing
this other work. Oh! there arc such men, for
we have quite a lot of thi>m in our different de-
partments. But they all bring a good sum of
money almost anywhere. When we find such
a man, we tell him what he is to do, and keep
an eye on him to see that he does not get caught;
and wlien we find that he manages it all nicely
—no plants are scorched or frosted, nor left

covei'ed up so they can't get ihe rain when it

comes, then comes the pleasant feeling—we can
afford, to increase his wages. The chances are
that he will be surprised when we tell him he
is worth more money. Yoti see. he has been so
devoted to the Interests of his employer—or, in
other words, he has been so devoted to his al-

lotted task of making the little plants thrive
and boom (the last word maybe slang, but no
other one expresses exactly what I mean), that
he did not even know he was worth more mon-
ey. It is like those people in the text, who
said, " Lord, when saw we thee a hungered or
thirsty?" etc. Contrast this kind of man with
one who is worrying all the while because he
does not get what he thinks he is worth, or be-
cause he does not get as much as A. B, and C
right around him, when he is sure he is a better
man.
While thinking of these things, and this mat-

ter of worrying about the future, another old
familial' text brings up past memories— "O
thou of little faith! wherefore didst thou
doubt?" Why. my dear good friend, there are
thousands and thousands of good places, with
excellent pay too. for the man who will enter
into his work with such heart and soul that he
can manage a greenhouse and a lot of plant-
beds, or do a hundred other things of like care
and responsibility. The only condition is. that
he must be in love with his work and with his

fellow-men, instead of being in love with self,

and narrow selfish interests. The last verse of

our text hits the whole of it
—"But seek ye .first

the kingdom of God. and his righteousness, and
all these things shall be added unto you."

Gr^KANiNGs is still a welcome ^uest at my liome,
and is a jfreat lilessing- to my wife and myself. It
ma.v be some satisfaction for" you to know that here
ill far-away Australia Gleanings carries spiritual
blessiiif^s with it. and that in many liomes you and
your very practical Home talks are very iiiucli talk-
ed of and appreciated. I believe what is wanted in
the work to-day is more of tlie Iiomely influence you
disseminate through your .iounial, to successfiill.v
lessen existing- evil. God bless you, and long spare
you for thie excellent good you are doing-. A very
poor honey crop this year all over. I shall be send-
ing- away an order to you atioul April next.

Geohoe Kendall.
E. Biindaberg-, Queensland, Au.stralia, Feb. 22.
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High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

GROWING MUSHROOM SPAWN IN AMERICA;
SOME NEW AND VALUABLE PACTS

FROM OUR GOOD FRIEND
E. GRAINGER.

Mr. Root:—Somo time ago I read (in Glean-
ings I believe it was), that mushroom spawn
could not be produced in the ordinary hot-bed
frames. For several yeai? we have found, in
taking down our hot-bed frames in the fall,

that the manure which was put in early in the
spring time was more or less full of mushroom
spawn. If these beds were covered, we used to
get quite a nice lot of mushrooms until the
frost prevented their growing. Without using
any spawn whatever to start them, they just
seemed to grow of their own accord. Last fall

we took some into the greenhouse, put it under
the soil where we grow lettuce, and it produced
mushrooms successfully during the winter.
Had we saved all the manun^ with mushroom
spawn in it we could have made a very large
bed without the expense of buying spawn. We
use quite a lot of cow manure in connection
with our potting soil. Sometimes we get it in

the summer, about August, from milkmen who
are in the habit of milking their cows under a
clump of trees. Last year we got one man to
bring us some of this, which was perfectly dry.
It was laid in a pile in the sun, exposed to the
weather. It got wet during a thunder storm,
and I noticed, in a day or two after, it com-
menced to heat. We leveled the pile down un-
til it was about a font deep: and when doing so
I saw that it was full of a white stringy sub-
stance which experience has taught me to
recognize at once as mushroom spawn. We
took it into the potting-shed, threw it under
the bench, covered some (ine soil over it. gave
it a wati'ring, and in a short lime we picked
the best and tinest mushrooms we ever saw
grown in the wintiM'. They were extra fine,

and came Mp thick all over the bed. This year
we have gone into this more extensively, fol-

lowing directions given in best works on mush-
room culture, using imported spawn. They
have been tolerably successful, but do not pro-
duce as many nor as fine mushrooms as the
beds made as described above. To test the two
we look some of th(! spawn from the hot-bed
frames, just as it was. and buried it in a corner
of our mu«hroom-bed that was spawned with
imported brick spawn, and we noticed the
mushrooms came sooner there, and were finer,

than those grown on the other part of the bed.
We made one bed in the summer, putting the
manure into one of our greenhouses after all

the plants had b^en tak^n out. It got very dry
from the heat of the sun; and, being busy, we
neglected to water it. and did not expect to gel
any mushrooms. Then- was no spawn used;
yet where the drip from a ventilator got on the
bed. and gave sufficient moisture, very fine

mushrooms grew thickly, showing that, had
the proper amount of moisture been given, the
bed would have been quite as successful.
We give you these facts from our observation,

which, we think, go to prove that the main
point in growing mushrooms is to have the
beds just moist enough; and when the temper-
ature becomes low enough they are bound to
grow.

It would appear from the above, that any
manure has more or less spores in it. that pro-
duce mushiodui spawn; and it requires only
the right temperature to develop ihi'm. We
are now trying some in a cellar, which, we

think every thing considered, will be the best
place, as the temperature can more easily be
kept equal.
There are three distinct kinds grown here;

viz., the '"hoi'se" mushroom, which we some-
times find in the fields in the fall ; the common
meadow mushroom, which is the kind general-
ly produced from imported spawn; and the St.

George mushroom, this last being the best of
the three varieties. It is stronger.larger, much
heavier, and has more substance in it. This is

the kind produced by the cow manure referred
as above, and we think it is the same variety
advertised in the Ariierican Florist as new.
We find mushrooms very profitable hei'e, get-

ting from ()0 cts. to .?2.00 per lb., average-sized
ones selling froDi 60 cts. to 75 cts. a dozen in the
summer. We will let you know later on how
we succeed with the beds we are trying in the
cellar. E. Grainger.
Toronto, Can., Feb. 24.

[Friend G., we are very glad indeed to get
the above facts. It has been impressing itself

on my mind for some time, that a good many of
these so called toadstools are edible mushrooms.
You know I made one experiment in that line;

and the result was, that what we had thrown
away as toadstools proved to be as good mush-
rooms as any on the market. , I have read
somewhere of a scientific man who made tests

of all the mushrooms that could be found. He
had each specimen properly cooked, and then
took one mouthful. If it tasted good, and no
unpleasant result followed, at the next meal he
ate a dishful. This settled the matter that it

was an edible variety. Now, this can be very
easily done, and I am quite certain that a sin-

gle mouthful of even the poisonous varieties
would be safe. Another thing that impresses
itself on my mind is the fact that people are
often made violently sick by eating freely of
some article of food that their system was unus-
ed to—green cucumbers, for instance, and new
fruits and vegetables of various kinds. And
another thing along in this line, I am inclined

to think that one might so accustom himself, by
taking a little at a time, that he could eat, at
least to a certain extent, of the so-called poi-

sonous mushrooms. I am very glad indeed to
know there is a probability that we shall very
soon be able to grow our own spawn; nay, fur-

ther ; that there is already in our fields just as
good mushrooms as any to be found anywhere
in the world. Of course, neither mushrooms
nor anything else will grow unless some seed
has been planted at some time. This spawn
you mention must have existed on your premis-
es, and perhaps it has been for years unnoticed,
only waiting for the right kind of encourage-
ment, such as you have been giving it. to spring
forth and minister to your wants.]

THE PLANT -beds AND THE GREENHOUSE FOR
APRIL, 1893.

The greenhouse has done nobly. We never
before had such nice plants with such steady,
uniform, vigorous growth, as this has given us.

But its beauty is just now pretty much on the
wane, because the orders have cleaned out
nearly every thing that is fit to be shipped.
The six rows of American Wonder peas that

were sown in Decemh(>r are now white with
bloom, and aNo contain pods, some of them al-

most large enough for use. The greenhouse
seems to liav« had some peculiar effect upon
the peas, to keep them growing and bearing.
Snails threatened .several times to eat up the
peas and every thing else; but a prompt and
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liberal application of toliacco dust laid them
out at once. By the way, we have suffered
much lo>s for several years past by snails eat-
ing our wax beans; and we have only recently
discovered the cause of our trouble. Plenty of
tobacco dust makes an excellent fertilizer, and
also does up at once any such enemy. Right
over the six-inch tile that carries the exhaust
steam to the greenhouse, we have a plant-bed
about 7.5 feet long. This was filled with onion-
plants growing nicely; but I thought we would
put some wax beans between eveiy other row,
thinking they would be about ready to take the
place of the onions when they weie sold off for
onion-plants. To my surprise, however, the
waoc beans came up—or it seems as if they came
up almost as soon as I turned my back after
planting them: and in a few days more they
put out great broad hnives. so large they shaded
the onions and every thing else; and, all to-

gether, we have the most promising lot of wax
beans under glass I ever saw. We have made
tremendously heavy plantings of Jersey Wake-
field cabbage seed this season; but so many of
the orders have been away up in the thousands
that at presentwe have not a plant lit to send
out. and it is the same way with Early Summer.
With our rich plant-beds and plenty of sash,
however, it is an easy matter to push cabbage-
plants, and we have got thousands on the way.
The orders have not been so strong for celery-

plants as yet. so we are in hopes to have lots of
nice ones before the demand comes.
The weather has been, perhaps, the finest I

ever saw for the fore part of April. We have
had sunshine almost every day, and frequent
" April showers." and no very .severe frosts.

The demand for lettuce-plants has been ratl\-

er greater than usual. To-day. April 11, we are
putting up an order for 3000 Grand Rapids, to
go away off to Colorado. As they are cold-
frame plants, with large bushy roots, I think
we shall be able to get them through in good
order. By the way. a cold-frame plant that
has had its foliage pretty severely pinched by
the frost, after it once gets vigorous in the
spring has a more stocky and bushy root than
we can get very well from greenhouse plants.
I suppose we might do it by cutting back the
foliage; and, by the way, our American Pearl
onion-plants raised in that new greenhouse are
getting to be just beauties. They grow so fast
we, cut back the tops twice. The last time, one
of the men sheared them so closely I feared he
had done them harm. The bed looked like a
small boy after he has been to the barber shop
in the month of June. There was hardly any
thing left but stumps and roots. We gave them
a good cultivating, however; and, by the way,
this cultivating in plant-beds we do mostly
with the head of a nice steel rake. Sometimes
a garden-rake breaks off at the shank. Do not
try to mend it, but take the head and use it for
a weeder. If it has a (Jozen sharp tempered
teeth, or more, all the better. After cultivat-
ing the ground up very nice and loose, and then
giving the plants plenty of water quite fre-
quently, they started up and made an astonish-
ing growth. I am sure this method will pay,
for we do not want to take onion-plants out into
the field with a great long slender top that
would just droop down in the dirt. They should
be sheared off a week or ten days before trans-
planting. We doit with common shears; and by
holding a large square tin pan close to the row of
plants, the tops may be readily saved. In fact,
W(> have been selling them on the wagon. After
they were gone, the boys said several customers
wanted some more of those " chives." That
reminds me that we used to have chives in our
garden when I was a boy; and if there is a de-
mand for them, we certainly should be glad to

furnish them. They look like onions, only they
grow in great clumps, and only the foliage is

eaten. When the plant gets fairly rooted, you
may shear off the tops almost every other day;
and it will keep growing and spreading and in-
creasing in area.
Our American Pearl onions that wintered

over can now be said to be safely out of the
woods. There is a good stand, and we shall
doubtless have quite a crop of big handsome
onions about strawberry time. The peas we
planted in the open field about the first of April
are now up nicely, and large enough to culti-
vate; the same way with beets.
We have iiad bad luck in getting pepper-

plants. Although we have sown the seed again
and again, even in the new greenhouse, we have
but a small supply of plants. We think it can
not be the seed, because we have tried seed from
three or four of the best seed-merchants, but
very likely because they require a higher tem-
perature than almost any other plant.
The Freeman seems to promise to be the com-

ing potato. When I told you I had six barrels,
I had no idea that so many of you were going
to want a barrel apiece. VVe are trying to get
some more at some price, but I fear we shall not
succeed.
A year ago Peter Henderson advertised the

St. Martin rhubarb roots and plants. On their
recommendation I bought half a dozen roots
and half a pound of seed. The roots we re-
ceived were rather small, and I did not think
best to make a test last year. This morning,
however, I had a sauce-dish of the St. Martin
rhubarb, and also one of the ordinary kinds.
Sure enough, the St. Martin has a very distinct
and pleasing berry flavor. If your eyes were
shut you would think it wei'e something be-
tween a gooseberry and a huckleberry. Come
to think of it, I do not know but it is more like
the Sterling strawberry, after all—that is. there
is a peculiar tartness about it that reminds one
of the strawberry. I think it is going to be an
acquisition. So far as vigorous growth is con-
cerned, I do not see that it is any difTennt from
the common. The leaf-stalks, perhaps, have a
brighter scarlet tint than we ordinarily see in
the common rhubarb.
My experiments with fertilizer furnished by

the Mapes people begin to promise better. At
first I used rather too much, and the onion-
plants were set back a little; but after they re-
covered they showed a darker green, indicating
strength and vigor. When 1 raked it into the
seed-bed for cabbage- plants, and then followed
It with lime, just as we are in the habit of us-
ing guano, it seems to have almost the good ef-

fect of guano; but as it contains some guano,
this may in part account for it. We will make
further tests, and report.
We are having excellent spinach now right

along, that wintered over without any protec-
tion.

Is it not strange that something often hap-
pens to a plant that we value particularly, and
take unusual pains with? We gave our Tira-
brell strawberry-plants the best place in the
new greenhouse, and did every thing we knew
how. to make them grow. They started with
wonderful promise. But a few days ago I no-
ticed that a leaf would be missing here and
there. Finally one plant had lost all of its

leaves; and this morning only two were left

having any leaves on at all. As nearly as I can
make out, it was the work of mice. What does
possess such vermin to go and pick out the most
valuable thing you have on the premises? If I

had put my strawbci lies in the open ground,
and given them the same treatment as the or-
dinary kinds, I should have been very much fur-
ther along.
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SOME GERMAN POETRY.

Some time in the winter, one of our sturdy
German workmen lianded me a little bit of
newspaper clipping. The print was German,
and, of course. I could not read it; but he said
It was something that would just suit me, and
he said it was like what I wrote for Gleanings;
but as he could not talk our language very well,
that was all he could tell me about it. But he
insisted that it was something of such great
value that it ought to be put into Gleanings.
At the time, I did not know that it was poetry,
but we gave it to " W. I*." to translate. Our
German friend made inquiries every two or
three weeks, but somehow or other the transla-
tion did not materialize. When it did come,
however, I for the first time understood why it

is difficult to make a translation, so as to make
poetry and rhyme in English out of what
was poetry and rhyme in German; but I was so
much pleased with the result that we give the
translation below; and as our German friends
may like to see how well our stenographer did
his work, we give also the German text for their
benefit. By the way, don't fail to consider
what a fine compliment I received from our
good friend Mr. Ruff when he told ine that it

was just like my writing. Here are the " Gold-
en Sayings " that look such a hold on him.

©olbcner Spvud} I

SBer feinen Slder fleiftg iaut

Unb babci ®ott bem ^crrn sertraut —
2Ber gletc^crmapen wohl In-mipt

2Ba« er ber SBicfc fitulbig t|l
—

2Ber feinen iBicbilanb forgfam pjTegt

Unb gutter ilct^ in ifiorrath Icgt —
SBer icben .^anbcl baar befprgt

Unb nic^t leidHftnnig fauft unb borgt —
9Ber mtt bcr (Sonne fritf) aufftebt

Unb frifcl) an feine 9trbcit gebt —
5lut (Sonntag rubt, unb |)er^ unb ®etjl

SWit ®otte^ bcil'gcm SBurte fpei|l—
SBer ftcb an Drbnung, 9?ciiilid)feit

3m |)auS unb $pf unb Stall erfreut —
S!Ber .£)abfucbt unb Serfcbmcnbung fliefit,

2Ber feine .tinber fromm erjicbt —
SBer niagig blcibt in guter 3cit

Unb gem entbebrt in 5totb unb Seib —
9Bcr aucb in bem @eringften trcu,

3n 3Cort unb SBerf wn g-alfcbbcit frei:

2)?tt bem wirb'g gut tm .^aufe pebn,

2Bic ti aud) fontmcn mag unb gebn.

GOLDEN SAYINGS.

He who gladly turns the sod.

And thereby shows his faith in God;

—

Who takes no more from off his farm
Than comes back to it from the barn;—
Whose flocks and herds are warmly housed.

With hay and fodder well inclosed;

—

Who buys his goods for cash on spot,

And buys things needed,—borrows not;

—

Who rises at the break of day.

And fresh to labor speeds away;

—

Who rests on Sunday, heart and mind,
And feeds on heavenly love divine;

—

Rejoices much in order, cleanliness.

In house and yard and all his premises;

—

In greed and fraud takes no delight;

—

Who rears his sons in wisdom's light;

—

Who does his work at stated hours.

And thus evades misfortune's sorrows;

—

Who faithful is in least and most;—
In word and deed is always just;

—

It shall be well with him at home, without,

In going in and coming out.

Seest thou a man dilisrent in his business! he shaU stand be-
fore kings; he shall not stand before mean men.—Pr. 22: 29.

H. P. Langdon. of East Constable, N. Y., has
the largest house-apiary in the world. It is 11
X 100 feet. It is well equipped according to the
latest ideas, and is a success.

If R. L. Taylor and the others fellows don't
keep still, we shall be on their side of the fence.
We are talking about self-hivers versus queen-
traps, as discussed recently in the Review.

Our winter losses at the Home of the Honey-
bees have increased from 20 to about 3.5 per
cent; and if this beautiful spring weather will
only hold out a little longer, our wintering and
springing troubles will have ended, for there
are lots of hatching brood all over the apiary.

The Bee-keepers' Enterprise is the title of a
new monthly, to be issued May 1.5, by Burton
L. Sage, who is to be its editor and proprietor,
at New Haven, Ct. If we can judge any thing
by the prospectus sent out, it is going to rival
in appearance any of the bee-journals now
published.

When we said of the Progressive Bee-keeper
in our last issue, page 273, that we had no doubt
but that it would be " as successfully conducted
as before," we had reference to its editorials and
general good selection of matter, and not to its

business management whatever that may have
been. We make this statement, as the Leahy
Manufacturing Co. misunderstood the purport
of our editorial.

Types do queer things; and not the worst is

pulling up sometimes while on the press, and
spoiling some more type. Well, a lot of 'em,
by mutual agreement, pulled up on the reverse
side of this form all at once, and "sot down"
on the horse's head that Rambler tells about as
having such a funny expression while she was
sitting down. That "funny expression"' was
just ' too cute." Our readers will have to sup-
ply in imagination what the lines fail to supply.

If you are going to paint your honey-house,
barn, or shop, use Venetian red and genuine
Freiich ocher, mixed about half and half. Don't
try to get too cheap an ocher. Something
worth between (i and 7 cts. per lb. would be
about right. The mixture of ocher and Vene-
tian red makes a very nice bright red tint—

a

color that will not fade nor turn brown. Of
course, two coats should be used. This color
would be hardly suitable for painting hives;
but for such use. as light a colored paint as pos-
sible should be used.
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Latest reports show that winter losses from
colonies outdoors will not be as great as has
been anticipated. Indeed, in most sections the
mortality will be no greater than usual; while
those colonies in the cellar fared much better
than in former winters. The beautiful spring
weather is a rather pleasant surprise to most of

us. It means lots of biood, and this, of course,
means a big working force when the honey
harvest opens up.

"Outdoors" is a book of SO pp.. nicely bound
and printed, covering the subject of yachting,
cycling, football, baseball, horsemanship, row-
lug, and canoeing. If you wish to see what it

is, send five two-cent stamps to the Pope Man-
ufacturing Co., Boston, Mass., and you will be
pleased. This may sound a little like gratui-
tous advertising; but it is preaching the gospel
of outdoors, and we are glad to encourage any
such noble enterprise. We feel also as if these
sports had a place right alongside of our favor-
ite pursuit—for by some our industry is regard-
ed as a pastime.

It seems that the Evening News, of Wash-
ington, D. C, has been offering prizes of a bi-

cycle to agents who secure 100 new subscribers.
Master Frank Benton was the one to secure the
first wheel, and he did it in 72 hours, and is now
at work securing another for his sister. As he
is a boy only eight years old, the feat is quite
remarkable. But then, he is unusually bright,
and, if his parents will pardon us, handsome.
Master Ralph will be better known if we state
that he is the youngest member of the N. A. B.
K. A., and is the son of Frank Benton, now in

the Department of Agriculture, Washington,
D. C. We are always glad to know that any-
body has come in possession of a wheel, for we
know that he is adding greatly to the joys of
life, besides driving away disease and perhaps
escaping premature death. This remark ap-
plies not especially to boys, but to indoor
middle-aged people, who get very little fresh air.

Present indications seem to show that this
season springing is not going to be so bad as
ivintering, although in average seasons these
conditions are reversed. Our spring weather so
far has been most beautiful. So far as we can
ascertain from reports, the same conditions
have existed nearly everywhere. Colonies that
were very weak, and would, in ordinary springs,
have spring-dwindled to nothing, are beginning
to build up. Young bees are beginning to
hatch, as the result of the warm balmy weath-
er, and natural pollen is coming in. No one
knows what the mortality of wintering and
springing would have been with our usual cold
and wet Aprils. As it is, the cellar-wintered
colonies, coming out into such beautiful weath-
er, will build up amazingly fast; and those
that have been wintered outdoors, even though
they have dwindled down, will make good use
of the weather.

In tliis issue we start a new department under
the heading "Trade Notes." It follows Edito-
rials: and hereafter, when there is appropriate
material on hand, it will be found under that
head. We intend that this department shall
keep track of and descrilie all recent useful im-
provements, whether of. our own or of others;
and we shall be obliged to manufacturers and
others if they will furnish us material for this
department. So many devices, ideas, and
methods that have been submitted to us in the
past have been found to be either worthless or
abandoned, thai our "editorial we" will have
to sit on the judgment-seat. That functionary
will endeavor to be as impartial as possible;
and if he considers the device or idea not worth

noticing, he will not describe it, as our subscrib-
ers will not care to wade through descriptions of
no practical value^

THE MAINE STATE BEE-HIVE.
Several have written us, furnishing us facts

in regard to the Maine State bee-hive, by R. S.
Torrcy. as mentioned on p. 27.'5. It seems that it

was but a slight improvement over the old box
hive, and very much the same shape. Its inven-
tor was the most prominent bee-keeper and sup-
ply-dealer in the State before the introduction
of the Langstroth hive and system in 1870.

Along about that time, the Aniericnn Bee Jour-
nal began to be taken, and progressive ideas,
including father Langstroth's hives, shoved
the Maine State hive to the wall. Mr. Torrey
was also a seller of secrets for "making honey
as good asbe(!s' honey."

SEALED covers VS. ABSORBING CUSHIONS
FOR OUTDOOR WINTERING.

On page 273 we asked our subscribers to
"overwhelm" us with reports showing the
comparative tests between colonies under seal-
ed covers packed in chaff', and colonies packed
in chaff without the sealed cover, or on the ab-
sorbing-cushion plan. Well, we did not get del-
uged nor even overwhelmed; but a few reports
came in that were so conflicting that we are
unable to tell which way the wind blows. Some
are greatly pleased with the sealed cover, and
will use no other method in the future. Others
are decidedly disgusted, and somewhat blame
us for giving as much prominence to the idea as
we have; others can detect no difference be-
tween the two methods. In our own apiary,
we are not entirely decided, although the ad-
vantage seems a little in favor of the absorbing
cushion. It is proper to remark, however, that
our sealed-cover colonies, although nominally
so, were not so actually. They were prepared
so late in the season, that little or no sealing
was done. The sealing, if 'tis done atall, must
be done by the bees before cold weather sets in,

along in September or in the early part of Oc-
tober.
As to the position of the other bee-journals,

the editor of the Nebraska Bee-keeper reports
bad results for sealed covers. The editor of
the Bee-keepers' Ouide, on the other hand, pub-
lishes a splendid testimonial for it, saying that
he has used the plan for the past 20 years, and
that he has always wintered successfully.
Now is the time to send in reports, when the

discussion is fairly before us. and our interest,

if we ever had any, has not died out. Don't be
afraid to deluge us, for the truth is what we are
after, and we can get it only by comparative
tests in many and varied localities.

Later.—Since writing the above, reports are
coming in, though a little tardily, more in the
" overwhelming" style. The great mass of
them show that there is no difference between
colonies under sealed covers protected by pack-
ing, and similar colonies equally protected un-
der absorbing cushions. If these set forth the
correct status of tlie case, it will account for

the conflicting reports mentioned above; for we
know that colonies, under precisely the same
conditions, in the same apiary, will winter very
differently. If a colony happened to be under a
sealed cover, and died, and another under an alj-

sorbing cushion, and lived, it would prove
nothing. We are not entirely satisfied yet, and
desire to be deluged with reports. Let them
pour in by the hundreds.

Still fater.—Hold on ! Another big pile of re-

ports are coming in, and the evidence seems to
be turning more in favor of the absorbents. At
this rate the sealed covers will have another
"black eye,"
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J. A. BUCHANAN, AND THE CHARGES OF ADUL-
TERATION AGAINST HIM.

Since the matter was written with regard to

Mr. Buchanan, on page 275. we have received a
letter from liim which materially modifies the
situation: but as the Evening Siar, published
at Steubenville. Ohio, came out with bold head-
lines, to the effect that J. A. Buchanan, of Hol-
liday's Cove, W. Va. (a suburb of Steubenville,
just across the river), had not only adulterated
honey, but plead guilty, it seemed to us that it

knew whereof it spoke, although at the time, as
our readers will remember, we could scarcely
credit the report ; and before we could pass
judgment we desired more light, not only from
Mr. Buchanan, but from others. In response to

this, Mr. Buchanan sent us a long letter, a short
extract from which we here give:

Mr. Roof;—I have your letter of the 38th inst.,

making- inquiry as to my innocence or guilt of adul-
terating- honey. No matter how it looks to you or
to any others. I am innocent of this charg-e; and
when I was called before Justice Trainer he asked
me if I plead guilty or not. I told him I would
prove to him that we did not adulterate our honey,
and could easily piove this; and I asked whetlier if

I would do so it would end the matter. He said it

would not avail me any thing-, as the law holds the
party who sells the goods, and the seller must pay
the damage or fine, even if he is not guilty; and at
this juncture the inspector's attorney came in and
stated the same. Then I remarked that, as I must
be fined in any case, what would be the wisdom of
standing a trial? They both said it would only add
an additional cost, and nothing- to my advantage.
Then I said that I might as well pay the fine and
end the matter for the time. It might be that the.=e

men's opinion was given that the.v might get clielr

fees without any labor on the case, and that it had
been better tor me to have had the case tried at
the time. I never sued any one. nor have I ever
been sued in my life. 1 am 53 years old; never
quarreled with a man, nor had one quarrelsome
word with a living man. I have talked plainly with
those wlio have wronged me. But I am not posted
in law, from not having any thing to do with if, and
possibly I should have stood a trial, but was govern-
ed by what these men said. J. A. Buch.^nan.
Holliday's Cove, W. Va., Mar. 30.

As nearly as we can make out, there has been
"bad blood" somewhere. If the editor of the
Eveni7ig Star is not malicious, some of the edit-

orials in his paper in regard to this matter,
which have appeared lately, begin to look that
way; at all events, we shall place a charitable
construction on the letter above— at least for
the present.
Although Mr. Buchanan paid the fine, it does

not necessarily follow that he plead guilty to
the serious charge of adulterating honey, as al-

leged by the Star. He did what many another
of us ynkjht have done — he paid the tine to end
the matter. But here, again, like many anoth-
er, he made a serious mistake, because the pay-
ment of the fine was, in a sense, a confession
that he had adulterated. It would have been
far better for him to have stood a trial. If his
statements are true, as we have reason to think
they are, he has been the victim of a certain
commission house. Indeed, we have sold honey
ourselves which was afterward pronounced
adulterated, by consuiuers. We made the mis-
take of selling the honey on the reputation of
the seller, and another mistake in not testing it

as we now do honey before it goes out. Wheth-
er the honey in question was adulterated or
not, we can not now say: but we certainly think,
in view of the sure and simple ways of detect-
ing adulteration, that no prominent honey-
buyers should be " taken in " by any such bogus
goods. Let every lot be tasted—not necessarily
every can in a carload of honey, but here and
there a can. so as to get a fair average of the
whole lot. If there is any doubt about it, let it

be subjected to the alcohol test, as given in our

last issue, on p. 275. It might be well, also, if

further tests then appear to show adulteration,
to submit a pound or two to the State Chemist,
who, we understand, is authorized to analyze
and report, free of charge.
Later.—Since writing the above we have re-

ceived another letter from Mr. Buchanan, fur-
nishing us such evidence and testimony as to
leave no doubt in our mind that he is entirely
innocent of the charge of adulterating; and so
far as pleading guilty—that seems to have orig-
inated with the Evening Star. As we said in
our editorial of April 1, we had hitherto known
Mr. B. as a reliable and honest man. and we
are very glad indeed to have additional assur-
ance to the effect that he has been so all along.
We are sorry that we said as much as we did in
our issue for April 1; but we did not think it

possible that the editor of the Evening Star, or
any editor, would dare to say a man had " plead-
ed guilty " unless it were true.

Trade Notes.

THE NEW CRANE SMOKER.
As promised in our last issue, we herewith

present engravings of the new implement. It

Is the invention of Mr. J. E. Crane, of Middle-
bury, Vt., with some improvements of our own.
He has already secured a caveat, and, we un-
derstand, proposes to take out letters-patent.

FIG. 4.—NEW CRANE SMOKER.

Fig. 4 is the outward appearance of the new
smoker, and shows that it is beautiful in design,
and handsomely and well made. Indeed, it is

the most e.xpensive in construction of any
smoker ever before put out. The bellows, to
begin with, is made ample and substantial,
having an inside spiral spring, J. Fig. 1. These
springs have been carefully tested; and on an
extensive test, with Clark smokers, we find

them to be, to coin a word, unbreakable, and
elastic. The boards are nicely finished on the
outer surface, and the valves are adjusted with
great care, each one being inspected before
going out.
So far. the smoker, presents no new ideas.

The particular feature which Mr. Crane claims
as his invention is the check-valve F. in com-
bination with C, Fig. 2. by which smoke is

prevented from going into the bellows, and by
which a strong concentrated blast is secured.
Its details of construction are shown in Figs. 1

and 2. The particular valve is shown in F,
Fig. 2. A stamped canal, C, covers the whole,
and is perforated at C. A pressure of the bel-
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lows opens the valve F, and throws it tightly
against the hole Cleaving no exit for the air

to escape through except the smoker-cup. The
moment the pressure is released from the bel-

lows. F drops down into position, closing the
hole and leaving ventilation through C. Thus
it is that smoke can not get into the bellows,

legs. The cup can at any time be released by
means of four screws; so also, in a similar man-
ner, can the canal covering the special check-
valve.
The new smoker presents also still another

feature. The bellows is reversed, the large end
being upwaid. But there would be no advan-
tage in reversing the bellows were it not for the
fact that the nozzle is curved, as shown in Figs.
1 and 4. This makes it unnecessary to twist
the hand out of the natural and easy position.
By always holding the smoker in an upright
position, a stream of smoke may be sent at
right angles to the plane of the bellows, with-
out distur.bing the contents of the fire-cup, and
this will avoid throwing sparks. A little prac-
tice in manipulating tliis smoker will show
that this combination of bellows and curved
snout is the thing. We will suppose that the
smoker is standing on the ground. The hand
grasps it in the natural way. brings the nozzle
above the edge of the hive, and a couple of
whiffs, without twisting the hand in the least,

sends a stream of smoke over the frames.
This smoker has been submitted, in its less

perfect form, to Dr. Miller and others. The
doctor was greatly pleased with it, as were also
the others.

TAYLOR'S COMB-LEVELEK DEVICE.

Some weeks ago we received a letter from B.
Taylor, mentioning the fact that he had just
invented a device for reducing the depth of
cells in partially drawn-out sections. All comb-
honey producers have what are called, at the
end of the S(^ason. unfinished sections. Some
of these contain honey, and others only just
the piecos of drawn-out foundation. It has
been generally admitted, that a certain number
of the'so unfinished sections can be used advan-
tageously, in the way of bait, to start the bees

.-.-. GtNERALVJEW

and thus it is that the full power of the bellows
is fully conserved; and so strong is the blast,

that, no matter how much fuel may be crammed
into the cup A. the air has got to go through.
In other smokers of this class, there is either
no tube between the bellows and fire-cup, or
else, if there is one. it has a sort of ventilating
hole that soon becomes clogged up in conse-
quence of the air passing back through the
bellows. In the absence of a connecting tube,

the blast is necessarily very much weakened
when the smoker-cup is much crammed with
fuel, because not all of the air is co?/ipelie(?- to

go through the cup.
Another feature is, that the smoker-cup and

nozzle, up to the ring B, in Fig. 1. is lined with
asbestos. L, and sheet steel, K. Figs. L* and 3.

The object of this is to prevent the bright tin

surfaces from becoming too hot, and radiating
heat. This does away with the use of project-
ing shields, that are In the way. and morn or
less unsightly. This asbestos and steel lining
also prevent the inside of the cup from becom-
ing too thickly coated with creosote; and it is

nei'dle.ss to say, that the smoker will last longer
thus lined, and that it will be much easier to re-

move and to adjust the cone B. The grate, I, Fig.

1. is secured in a bead near the bottom of the cup,
and instead of having large perforations that
let hot coals drop through more or less, the
holes are very small—a trifle larger than that
which would be made by a darning-needle
through a piece of paper. In the old style
smokers, the grate-holes must be large to let

the weak blast through.
The Hre-ciip itself is fastened to the bellows

by means of very neat and strong folded-tin

(lamp flue ',

^OTTOI^^^

TAYLOK S COMB-I-EVET.EB.

into the sections; but it has been found advis-
able not to use many such. Although the bees
will fill and cap them over, the finished product
is greatly inferioi' to those combs made direct

from sheets of comb foundation. The problem
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with some bee-keepers has been to reduce the
depth of the cell-wall in these unfinished
combs, back to the original foundation; but no
practical way has Vjeen devised until lately.
Immediately after receiving the letter from

Mr. Taylor, we asked him to send on a sample
of his device as soon as he had it perfected.
He did so. and herewith we give engravings
showing different views of the same.

It is simply an oi'dinary shallow pan. having
a square box made of iron, mounted in the
same (see sectional view). The inside dimen-
sions of this box are just a little smaller than
the inside dimensions of tlie sections. By re-
ferring to the bottom and sectional view, it will

be seen that the top plate I is designed, when
hot, to come in contact with the ends of the
cells. To heat this plate I, a lamp-chimney,
as shown in the sectional view, is introduced
into the under side of the device at F. the im-
plement itself being supported by a box of the
right height, having a hole in the top through
which the lamp-chimney projects. The cone,
H, shown in the bottom and sectional views,
disperses the heat so that the plate I will re-
main equally hot at all points.
The operation of reducing the cell-walls in

partly finished sections is. to place one over the
the square metallic box, as it were (see dotted
lines C and G in the general view), allowing
the combs to come in contact with the heat-
ed plate. The ends of the cells melt rap-
idly, and the wax refuse runs down the sides A,
and is caught in the bottom of the pan at B.
The stops D D prevent the cell-walls from being
melted down too far: and as the plates C C
slide in the grooves E E. the stops D D may be
regulated to suit the width of the section, so as
to give the required depth to the comb.
Although we have never tried it. we presume

it is a fact that' the bees will build out these
combs, reduced to foundation again, as rapidly
and perfectly as they build from regular foun-
dation; and probably no one could detect, after
the combs were finislied and capped over, those
that were built from leveled-down comb, and
those from foundation.
In accordance with Mr. Taylor's request, we

gave the device a careful test, and found it

melted down the cell-walls. leaving the ends
clean and sharp, without any ragged edges;
but while the operation seems to be a little

slow, quite likely greater speed could be obtain-
ed with a little practice.
Just how far this machine may prove to be

practical, we can not say; but we should be
very glad to receive reports from those who
have given it a thorough trial on quite an ex-
tensive scale. The only question that remains
in our mind is, that it might be cheaper to use
new sections and new foundation rather than
to take some sections that miglit be soiled from
bee-travel, and level them down. Over against
this, it may be said that the unfinished sections
are waste capital that are of no use to bee-
keepers; and if, at a slight additional expensp.
they could be used over again, something will

be saved.

We have just been i)ermitted to examine into
the details of H. P. Langdon's device for pre-
venting swarming — not only for preventing
swarms, but materially increasing the honey
crop. We are not yet at liberty to make public
the details, but we would simply state here
that our friend Langdon has a plan that prom-
ises better than any thing we have ever .seen.

The system has already been indorsed by a
number of the leading lights in apiculture to
whom the plan has been submitted confiden-
tially. Some even go so far as to think that
the invention will rival in importance that of

the extractor and the comb-foundation ma-
chine. While we do not hold so hopeful a view
as this, we believe that most bee-keepers will

want to try it as soon as the inventor is ready
to have the details published.

Special Notices.

ST. MARTIN RHUBARB-PLANTS.
Good healthy plants, from seeds planted a year

ago, 25 cts. each; $3.00 per dozen. If wanted by
mail, add 5 cts. each for postage.

SECOND-HAND WOOD TURNING LATHE.

We ha,vp a bararaln to ofifer in a wood-turning-
lathe. It is similar to B;irues' No. 3 latlie, without
legs, which sells for $3U.(I0 It is some heavier, has
cone pulley for different speeds, and has been fitted

up practicall.v as good as new. It is now at May-
ville. Micli., wliere we sold it to a party who wanted
a lathe for foot-power. He found this too heavy
for thHt use, but considers it a rare l)argain for any
one with steam power to run it. We will sell it for
$12.00.

STOWEL'S evergreen SEED CORN.

We have obtained from C. S. Clark, mentioned on
page 276 of our last issue, the man who furnishes D.
Cummins with that extra nice corn for his caiuiing-
factory, two bushels of seed. The price will be 5
cts. per 14-pint; 16 cts. per quart, or 75 cts. per peck.
If wanted by mall, add at the rate of 13 cts. per
quart for postage. This strain of Stowel's Ever-
green is certainly superior to any thing in the way
of green corn we have ever before got hold of.

THE PALMER RASPBERRY.
We have been for years testing the new raspber-

ries as they came lut. Two j'ears ago we bought
500 plants (if the Palmer raspberry; and last season
it gave us the first crop, with which we were so
much pleased that we propose to drop all other
varieties. We buried some of the tips in the fall, in
order to extend our plantation, but find we can
spare perhaps a thousand or more nice strong
plants. Price, per 10, 40 cts. ; 100. $3.00. If wanted
by mail, add 2 cts. each for postage. These plants
were grown on our rich market-gardening ground,
and are, therefore, extra large and strong.

OUR MAMMOTH SWEET CORN.

I am sorry to say that our seed of the above vari-
ety, the present season, is not germinating just at
present as it ought to do; and on that account we
have, under the circumstances, decided to fill or-
ders with Stowel's Evergreen—the kind used by the
Cummins canning-factory, mentioned elsewhere, in
place of the Mammoth. Of course, I can purchase
some more .seed of the Late Mammoth, of some of
the various seedsmen; but if I do so, I should not
feel sure it would equal our own strain of Late
Mammoth we have had for so many years. In fact,

I have sometimes tried purchasing Late Mammoth
when we were sold out; but it was never as rich and
sweet as our own strain. From what we know of
Stowell's Evergreen, we think it will fill the bill

nearer than any other variety; and it also has the
merit of not getting too old for table use as soon as
the Mammoth does^

LAWN-MOW RRS.

The time is at hand when the grass on our lawns
and bee-yards will need trimming. You can do this
with nothing more satisfactory than a lawn-mower.
On the inside of last cover you will find the two
mowers we have sold for a number of years, but at
further reduced prices. There is no better mower
built than the Globe; yet we sell it at the ridicu-
lously low price of $5.00 for the 18-inch, and from
that down to $4.00 for the 10-inch. The Young
America is an excellent one for a single driver, and
the price at which we offer them does not cover
cost, but we must sell them. They were bought as
a bankrupt stock in the first place, at a very low
figure: and yet, to close out the last of them, we
will sell them at retail, even below that. Those
who can use a quantity of either style will do well
to write for prices.
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SPHAYING-OUTFIT.

We call the attention of our readers who are
interested, to the two pages in this issue devoted to
spraying-outtits. Instead of the pipe extension
shown, some of our readers prefer extra leng-tl) of
hose, and the nozzle attaclied to a pole. Tliis ar-
rangement posts a little more; l)ut for those who
prefer it we will fuinish extra half-inch Diamond
iiose at 15 cts. per foot; liy mail. 5cts. extra. Full
directions for preparing' the spraying-solutions, and
applying- them, accompany each ijump. Do not
spraj' when the trees are in full bloom, for that Is

too soon to do the work inti iided (to destroy the
insect pests); but it will poison the bees, just what
you do /(ot intend. The rig'ht time is after the pet-
als have fallen. In this connection you will do well
to read tlie article by Prof. Cook, "Bees as Fertil-

izers," which appeared in Gleanings for Sept. 15,

1891. We have this reprinted in a leaflet for general
distribution, and we furnish them at the following-
rate, which barely covers cost: 35 for 5c; 200 for 35c;
500 for 50c, or $1.00 per UM10, postpaid. There is no
need of a contlict between bee-men and fruit-men,
but, rather, the closest friendship, if each under-
stands the facts fully and acts tipon them.

SEWING-MACHINES.
On pag-eopiH)site33t) you will find a list of sewing-

machines. The manufacturers of these machines
have recently put out a machine sL.yled the Colum-
bian, warranted for 10 j'ears, and of the highest
grade throughout. We sell these at the price under
the head of Hartford, in the table. We recently
shipped one of these to a customer in Michigan,
who writes, after receiving it, as follows:

The sewing-machine purchased of you is Just
splendid. Mrs. B. likes it very much. It runs nicely,
and does good work. There are some more of the
boys here who will want machines as soon as they
liave the money to spare. They have been m the
habit of buying on the weekly-installment plan.
Some pay $65.00 for a machine no bettei' than this
one. Send me several circulars of machines.

NorLhville, Mich., April 8. Chas. Biery.
We have sold over four hundted machines made

by this company, and they give almost universal
satisfaction. There ha\o been a few complaints,
all of which have been adjusted satisfactorily, so
far as we know. The company are so confident that
they will give satisiaction, that they agree to pay
the freight both ways, and refund the price if they
are not as represented, or give satisfaction to the
purchaser.

OUR earliest tomatoes.
I believe the Early Kuby has been considered the

earliest; but it is of such irregular shape and small
size nobody wants very many of them. Vaughn's
Earliest of All is said to be a little earlier than the
Ruby, but also a little more Irregular in shape.
The Early Red Apple is as good shaped a tomato as
any, and nearly as early; but it is so small nobody
wants many after the larger kinds, like the Cham-
pion and Beauty, are on the market. We are test-
ing all of these kinds; and as we have more plants
than we care for, we propose to divide with any,
who may want them, at the usual price. We have
about 400 Ruby plants, and 100 each of Earliest of
All and Red Apple. We are also testing two of
Livingston's new tomatoes—the Dwarf Aristocrat
and the Buckeye State. We have about 100 plants
each of the above. Price of any of above, postpaid,
20c for 10 while they last. The Aristocrat is much like
the Dwarf Champion, only the color of the fruit is

said to be still brighter. Thes' are so dwarf that
i;hey may be planted 3x3 feet, or still closer in
small gardens. It will also be, perhaps, the best
t<jmato to grow in plant-beds, because the sash will
not ne^d to be raised very much to clear its foliage.
Livingston pronounces the Buckeye State the larg-
est-fruited variety they have ever sent out; and,
unlike the Mikado and Henderson's Ponderosa, this
tomato is said to be as smooth and handsome as
Livingston's Beauty. This is what Livingston
claims. 1 have bad no experience with any of the
four kinds except the Red Apple and the Ruby.

freeman potatoes sold out.
And the worst of it is, everybody is wanting them.

If any of the friends have any that they will sell,
will they please tell us how many they have and
what the.y want for them?

Later.—April 13.—The call for Freeman potatoes,
not only eyes but pounds bj' mail, and pecks and
bushels and barrels by exiiress and freight, are the
main topic just now; and, l)y tne way, I iiave myself
been a little shortsighted, for I did not know that
the Freeman potato is alinostor quite as early as the
Early Ohio This, atldcd to the fact that it is ever
so much more productive, and of a quality almost
equal to our old SnowHake, explains why everybody
wants it. An hour or two ago a good Iriend wrote
that he liail ten or eleven bushels to spare, and
wanted to know what we would give. I sent him a
telegram, telling him to send them all, at his own
price. This may be a little reckfess; but bee-men
are generally reasonable and fair. I hope we shall
be able to keep tilling mail orders (even if we don't
do any thing morel, at the prices given in our last
issue.
Now, friends, here is something that I have just

studied up, that is going to make business for a
great lot of us. In a good many localities, two crops
can be raised in a season. The way our friends in
Virginia and Tennessee work it is to leave the new
potatoes in the sun until they get a little sunburnt;
then cover them with earth; and as soon as they
begin lo sprout, have your field all prepared; cut
your potatoes to one or two eyes, and plant. If you
don't put in any thing but a sprouted potato, you
will have a perfe<;t stand; and it you can manage to
escape the late frosts, you will have potatoes that
will keep over winter very much better than those
raised earlier in the season. Perhaps some of the
friends who have been doing this can give us some
additional hints in the matter. Yes, tliere is going
to be "big money" in the Freeman potatoes for
seed, for some little time yet. Oh, yes! the Free-
man has one little fault—the potatoes are rather
more spread out in the hill than the Early Ohio and
some others; therefore it is a little more work to
dig them.

terry's potato book—a new edition.
Perhaps it may interest many of tlie friends to

know that T. B. Terry is hard at work re-writing
the A B C of Potato Culture, tor the whole 50t0 of
the first edition is just auout exhausted. Well, I

have just been reading the pages of the first form;
and it they could be put belore the farmers and
gardeners of America, bt;fore they get to work
plowing and planting potatoes, it seems to me it

would be worth—well, a big lot. I iiad thought
some of putting the»e valuable chapters in Glean-
ings; but our pages are already crowded in every
department, and a great part of our readers care
little or nothing about plowing clover under, or
about planting potatoes; therefore I have decided
that it would be best to ofi'er these advance sheets
only to those who want tnem. How shall we do it ?

I tliink the best plan will be to manage as we have
with our other text-books on agriculture while they
were coming out. Send us 40 cents for these first
pages, and we will mail you other advance sheets as
fast as they are printed, and the whole book when it is

ready. Terry's revised ideas up to the present
time, on plowing and preparing the ground, are
worth several dollars to me, to say nothing of the
rest of the book. There are certain problems in
regard to working the soil that 1 have oeen debat-
ing on more or less ever since 1 owned a plow and a
good team. Since friend Terry wrote the first edi-
tion of the book, he has talked at the dilTerent
institutes witli some of the very best farmers in the
United States: he has heard all these things dis-
cussed pro and con, by the best and most intelligent
tillers of the soil, not only here in Ohio, but
throughout a great number of the most progressive
States in the Union. Now he sits down and gives
us his views, after summing up all the suggestions
and talks that have come before him. May be you
think I am a little prejudiced in favor of friend
Terry's teachings. Perhaps I am. Huber and I
recently paid him a visit, walked all over his farm,
and went through his toolhouse, etc. I propose to
tell you of it in our next issue I think you will
enjoy reading the advance pages of this book, and I

know very well 1 shall enjoy seeing them go into
the mailbags—not alone for the pay 1 get, for I have
already contemplated furnishing them without
pay; and if I knew who wanted them and who
didn't, I don't know but I would try it. Then,
again, if I gave away the advance pages, who would
buy the book '/ and where would my pay come from
to meet the expense of making the pictures, setting
the type, etc.?
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Improved Force and Spray Pumps.

Fig. 3.

SomethiEg superior to those

formerly offered, at Great-

ly Reduced Prices.

It i.s generally lulmittecl, that, excepting in
very rare rasos, it is impossible to have perfect
fruil or foliage in these days, nor any at all worth
nioiitioninG'. unless the trees are watched, and the
in;ect-enemie- thiit malie all tlie mischief are de-
stroyed at just the right time. That
time is very near at hand; and the
prudent man, unless he is already pro-
\ iilcd with tlie most approved appara-
1 us tor destroying the insect-pests is on
tlie lookout, and pi-eparing to secure it.

There are a great many spraj'ing-out-
fits of various kinds sold, varying in
cost and efflciencj'. Some are good,
and others not so good. We have care-
fully examined different outfits, and we
helieve the line we offer here is the best
obtainable for the price. These, of
course, are not large enough for fruit
specialists who have many acres to
spray; but for the ordinary grower who
wants something effective, and within
the reach of his pocket-book, nothing
superior can be found for anywhere
near the price at which we sell these.

ers Bucket Brass Spray-Pump.
This is the one we offered first last season, but greatly improved. Fig. 1 shows the general

appearance of the pump, which is made almost entirely of brass, with rubber-ball valves, and
4 feet of >^-inch rubber hose. Fig. 2 shows the
vermorel spray nozzle, with degorger, which is
new on the pump this year. This degorger is used
to remove an obstruction that may get into the
small hole which forms the spray, thus making it

unnecessary to unscrew the tip except in rare
cases. Two tips are furnished with each pump,
one for very fine spray and the other some coarser,

but very mtieh finer than a
spray made with a perfo-
rated nozzle. It is so fine
that it floats up like a
cloud. By thisfeaturethe
same amount of liquid will

go at least four times as
far, and does more effect-

ive work than with a per-
forated spray nozzle. The
pump differs in construc-
tion from the old-line
pumps of this class, and is

arranged so that the heavy
work is done on the down
stroke of the plunger and
nothing on the up. The
effect of this operation,
while pumping, is to hold
the pump down, and it is
not necessary to use a —=- \\^MWM fil
foot-rest. Thus it is very ^^^^ — " j^^^Vi^IlM 111

easy to operate, and has -» '
jp BUCKET --=

extraordinary power. It |\ /| ,.ijlp
is provided with a large VTTTS^ *?PDfiYP'J lu

air-chamber, and has a valve at the bottom between | \/ |
^'runi ^n\\\^

the c.ylinder and tlie air-chamber, whereby the pres- X V i P'PE EXTENSION'
sure is held uniformly in the air-chamber and on the -

hose, so that the nozzle throws a constant, continuous. Figs. 4 and 5.

even spray all the time, and is not affected by the movements of the plunger, and the operator is enabled

to keep a constant pressure on the nozzle of from 50 to 100 lbs. with very ordinary exertion. It is arrangea
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so it disch;ii'g-es a ttiio jet in tli(i buLlon of tlie bucket, to keej) the solution thoroiig-lily iinxed and agit.ited

—a feature peculiar tn this pump. Bv fur.vAy unscrewi::;;- the si)ray nozzle l!io pum;) is icacly to i^iii"')\ a

stream whicii is very effective in washing buggies, wiadows, putting- out tires, or arresting swarms oi oees.

Fii?. Sshows the method of
operali:;^. In thiswaj' you ran
not throw a spray more than
15 feet hig-h, so that, on hip-li

ti-ees, j'ou can not do ellec; ive
work without the pipe extension
shown in Fig-s. 4 antl 5. By
means of this you are onal/led
to reach all parts of the tree
easily. This pipe extension is

simply a piece of common J^-in.

ffas-pipe, 8 feet long-, with couii-
ling-, which you may be able to
g-et at your hardware store. If
not, we can furnish it for 50cts.
The pump complete, with hose and vermorel nozzle,
as shown in Fig-s. 1 and 2, with two tips, weig-hs 5 lbs.,

and will be furnished for $4.50 net each. Eight-foot
pipe extension included for $5.00. We will sell 3
pumps, without pipe extension, for $10. .50; 6 for $20.00.

Pipe extension,'in quantities of 3 or more, at 40c eacii.
We can mail this pump in two packages for 90c
postage.

Myers Barrel Spray-Pump.
Where you have a larger amount of spraying to do,

you can accomplish it more easily with an outfit of this
kind. It has our patent submerged cylinder, is double-
acting, has patent expansion rubber bucket, has a large
air-cham))er to cushion the spray, is provided with TWO
DISCHARGE PORTS, one or both of which can be used
ff)r spraying. The base is properly shai^ed to fasten on
the staves or head of a barrel, has steel pins, brass plung-
er cylinder, aiul brass-lined lower cylinder, good leverage,
is very powerful, and easy to operate, will throw a spray
as fine as mist over any ordinary fruit-tree, and will
throw a solid stream 60 feet from the point of the nozzle.

Tills can be mounted either on the end or side of a
barrel. The barrel may be mounted on wheels; or, if you
have a horse to spare, it can be drawn around under the
trees in a wagon or on a stoneboat. There are two ports,
to one or both of which a hose may be attached. This
outfit includes vermorel nozzle, the same as the bucket
pump, and the pine extension can also be used, if needed,
for high trees. We can furnish the outfit as shown, with-
out the barrel, consisting of pump with 3 feet of suction-
pipe, strainer, and agitator, 5 feet of rubber hose and
vemorel noz-'^'^, with two extra tips, for

Fig. 6.

•.50; or the same with two 5-foot lengtlis of hose and two nozzles,

for $7.50; 8-foot extension, at 50c extra. We have extra spray

nozzles without the degorger, and with attachments to fit ordi-

nary K-inch garden hose, at 60c each ; by mail, 7oc.

In this connection we would call attention to t^e Whit-

man and Smith pumps listed on page 13 of our catalogue,

either of which we can furnish at prices listed there. 1 he

Smith pump especially is well adapted for spraying. It is

73 for $45.00; or ]44 for $85.00 While it is strong and ser-

viceable, we do not like the principles on wuich it works as well as the

Common Sense Spray-Pump.
The adjoining cut shows its construction and manner of working. The

piston, or plunger, is worked with a lever handle, giving greater force

for the same power exerted. The plunger-tube is shorter, and larger in

di imeter, tlian the ordinary pump. If the wy^ er comes c ver the top it spills

light into the pail again. It has an air-chamoer, -mth \alve, giving a con-

tinuous stream or spray. It has a short rubber hose to give direction to the

stream or spray, without moving the pump. It has also an adjustable nozzle

for stream or spray. We offered this pump for the first time last season, and

quantities the price will be $6.00 per doz.; 3 doz. for $16.00, Larger quantities

quoted on application.

Gould's Handy Knapsack Spray-Pump.
There may be some who will prefer a knapsack spray-pump that may be

. irried on the back. \s e are prepared to furnish one of the best of this

m kiud-Gould's Handy Knapsack Spray-pump. The pump is made entirely

t o^brass and copper, with rubber-ball valves and metal plunger The reser-
^

voir is made of heavy copper, and will hold about 5 galb^ of J^iQUid- .^e fu^

nish each pump with 3^ ft. of ?^inch discharge hose, and Masson Lance

nozzle. Price of Handy Knapsack Sprayer complete, $13.o0.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.
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We are on the

LOOKOUT
For ;i few more customers to try
our Five=banded Golden Italian

Queens ucady ill May). Here Is

the way our Irude lias grown: In
lS9(lwe sold 1H7 queens; in 1891

we sold r,4.">; and in 1892 we sold

1133. Is not that a liealtliy
growth ? We guarantee entire
satisfaction, or return your mon-
ey. We liave no low - priced
queens, but if you try one of our
queens you will think them
cheap.

"What will you charge for 2,-) queens? I

want them for my neighbors who were so much

pleased with the ones you sent."

Mt. Pleasant, la. W. F. Bruning.

That is the way we give satisfaction.

One queen, warranted purely mated, in May, $1.35;

later. $1.00. Money-order office, Cable, 111.

Reference, A. I. Root.

5. F. & I. Trego,
Swedona, 111.

Please mention this paper.

MY FINE

ITALIAN

QUEENS
WILL BE
READY
FOR
SHIP-

MENT
APRIL

20TH.
(t^"In resDondlne

My bees are
equal to any in
the land. All
queens bred
from very best
colonies. Prices
on u n tested

' queens. $1 On; 6

$.5.00; 13, $10.00.

'Tested, $1.50; 6

f r$H.U0; 13 lor

T 1 5 1)0. Extra se-

lect for breed-
ing, $3.50; 6 for

!
$i:j.OO. Remem-
ber, I warrant all queens shipped
by me to all points in the tJ. S.,

and u) lie alive at destination. If

dead, return queen and will send
one in place. Send money by
American Express or Registered
Letter to

C. F. BECKEY,
) Mlanitou Beach,
? Lenawae Co., Mich.
< Reference, P. M. Manitou Beach,

S Mich.
to till;. iicivtMlisomunt mention GLKANi>ii»

WANTED.—Agents to show up and sell the Pratt
sell-hiver; complete sample postpaid by mail

lor 7.5c; circular free. Address
E. L. Pratt, Beverly, Mass.

" Do it now." A success.

Leininger Brothers IeLl Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

Fort Je-nJiini£S, 07iio. 7tfdb

%\m mt 'ivl5riu Queens For S3!e,

Fur tlu- benefit of fririul- v ii have hlnck or hybi-id .lueens
whic^i they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices free of
charge, as below. We uo this because ther»- is ha- dly value
enough in the-e queens to pay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have 3U black queens for sale at 25c each; all

first-class and prolific.

W. J. Forehand, Ft. Deposit, Ala.

Wholesale and Retail Manufacturer and

Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.

W. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.

Wants or iLxcnanye Uk^parimuni.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one-halt our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-

rors. You can nave the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over live lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only tor bona-tide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of M cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange S. C. White and Brown
Legliorn and Pekin duck eggs, lor Italian

queens, comb foundation, etc. 8-9-lOd

J. E. Phyob, Maple Grove, Madison Co., Iowa.

W ANTED.—To rent an apiary, or a position as an
apiarist in California. Correspond with

Chas. Brown, Nicolaus, Sutter Co., Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange eggs for hatching, for
thin foundation, or all-in-one-piece sections.

My .stock of Light Brahmas, White P. Rocks, and
Golden Wyandottes, are as good as the best. 6tfdb

D. F. Lashier, Hooper. Broome Co., N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange Columbia Safety bicycle,
'91 pattern, in good condition, for beeswax or

offers, Walter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind.

W
ANTED.—A young man to work in apiary, and
do farm work. Write, stating wages to

R. B. Bonear, Cherry Ridge, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange our steel Wonder fence-
machine, or Black Minorcas or Light Brahma

eggs, for hone> -extractor.
tjHEKMAN F. Hanson, Scranton, Iowa.

. -i ANTED.—To exchange a 5x7 camera nearly new
VV —with tripod and every thing necessary for
making pictures; also about fifteen Root's Dove-
tailed hives (some of them have never been used,
and are well painted^; also 100 tin-cornered wired
frames, some tilled witn foundation and some with
combs; also 100 all-wood frames, and 8 or 9 lbs. of
comb fdu., nucleus hives, observaiory hives uiew)
never used, but nailed and painted; and lots of
other apiarian .-upplies. The above I would ex-
change,' in part, fui' a good typewriter, or live stock
of any kinu. will H. Ellerington,

Naples, Ontario Co., N. Y.

/ANTED.—To exchange a good (j-iii. Vandervort
founuation-mill lor cash or otters.

J. Nkbel & Son. High Hill, Mo.

ANTED.—A Sateij' bicycle. Any one having a
Satc'iy they wisli to iratle. please wi'ite to

1. H. McFARi.,AND, St. Albans, Vermont.

ANTED.—To excliauge L. combs fur beeb by the
pound or nucleus. F. Schilling,

Jewett, Ohio.

ANTED.—To buy second-band sawmill ma-
cliinery. W. S. Ammon, Reading, Pa. 4-6-8d

V, ANTED.—To exchange bees and queens for
S\ sLra\Nbijrry aiiu raspberry plains, and B. P. R.
poultry. Correspondence solicitetl.

8-9iJb F A. Lc^CKHAUT ii Co., Lake George, N. Y.

W

\l/ ANTED.—Extracted honey in large or small
Vt lots. R. K. & .]. C. Fkisbee.
8-9db 173 W. Maple St., Denver, Col.

l»; ANTED.- Situation as paper-machine tender, or
VV job at some light wt)rk. Am B-flat cornet player,
and reliable. F. Fuller, Box 89, Montague, Mass.

8-9db
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HUBBARD BEE HIVE \
SECTION PRESS.
If you want td handle bees easy by

sitting down to it, here is the liive. Krame's
fixed and variable distance eombcned^ No
wrenehing or prying or seraping- of combs
together. Many thousands in use giving
excellent SMtislMCtion.

Live Agents make SpleMil Profits.

Larj;e Circular of 20 pages free.

This SKCTION PRESS (Pat'd. is sold
at S-S.SO by the leading supply dealers
Ask them for it or send to me. A boy
can put together 800 to 1000 sections
m hour and have them true. Bend sec
tion around, put in press, give a little push—

'tis done Will last a life-time and is

bound to please you.

Send for my Circular about Hive, Press, Foundation Fastener. Sections, Foundation li.ili.tn <jiieeiis Extractors,

Veils, Honev Crates and Cases. &c &c. It will interest you. Or send 15 cents for Practical Booli for hegiuners—
*' First Principles in Bee Culture." 11th thousand just issued.

G. K. HUBBARD, 277 Harrison St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
Ill «iit;ng to iidvertisers please mention this paper. Stl'db

NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength of

Blast Simply Amazing.

Tlie New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by

whicli a areat blast is secured and the bellows kept clean, and

the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by

wiiich the flre-cup and nozzle are kept from becoming- uncom-

fortably hot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implement. It would

be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with Scinch flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, $3.00;

by express, $1.75.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
-Don't forget that we are headquarters foi all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-

52 pages now ready for mailing.
N. B.-

alogue of

The Golden Beauties.
My 5-banded Italian (lueens can not be surpassed

for lioney-gathering, gentleness, pioliflcness, and
beauty. Untested, 75c each; tested, Sl.OU; breeding
queens, 3'3..50 to $3.00. We wan-ant our (lueens pure-
ly mated. On orders for 5 or over, hi per cent dis-

count. Safe airival and satisfaction guai-anteed.
Address C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

30 THIRTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE. 30
TRY OUR HARDY STRAINS OF BEES.

Qualities: E.xtra lioney-gatherere, long-lived and
winter well. Leather-colored Italians and golden
Carniolans. Copy of March Apiculturist, giving my
latest method of rearnig qvieens, given to each cus-
tomer. Each queen $1. Catalogue free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Plea.se mention this paper. Sttdb

50 Colonies of Italian Bees
in ten-frame Langstroth, and eiglit-frame A. I.

Root's Dovetailed hives, bees in tip-top condition.
Safe arrival guaranteed. .JOHN GRANT,
8-lldb Batavia, Clermont Co., Ohio.

Non-Swarming Bees!
I have been breeding for some years for a non-

swarmlng strain of Italian bees, ahd with very grati-

fying results. 1 believe that at least 90 per cent of
niv (luecns will not swarm under any ordinary cir-

ciim.stances. I will sell <|ueens bred from the best

selected stock, at the followinii- prices, which are so
low tliat vou need not U'v\ swinilU-d if they do swarm:
Pure Tested Queens, *l.(lii; *IO.(H) per doz. War-

i-aiited queens, after May 1, .same price.

Special terms for large orders. Hybrids and culled
Italians, 3.-)C eacli. Wdb

T. W. LIVINGSTON, Dalton, Ga.

A i_ TThckffk f I>o you know that Miller Bros.
/\llf 1 IICIC. .^j-e prepared to furnish you
with tlie best Italian queens reared by the best
methods? Also all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies.

Send for catalogue to MILLER BROS..
S-9-lld Bluttton, Montgomery Co., Mo.

I liave one of the choicest flocks of

BROWN LEGHORNS IN THE STATE.
Keep no other kind. Eggs, 75c per 16; $1.25 per 30.

8tfdb B. G. ScoTHAN, Rogersville, Mich.

iSria responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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" FLORIDA."—500
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.

500 young- qvieeiis rc;idy for delivery April 20 to
May 10. Price $10,011 per dozen. Special prices on
three dozen or more. Purity and safe arrival
g-uaranteed. Tlie 300 tested queens are all spoken for.

A. F. BROWN, Ttfdb

Huatiugton, Putnam Co., Florida.

Tested Italian Queens.
Ready April 1, at $1.25 eacli. Untested, ready
April 26; at 65c each; X-doz., $3.50, or 1 doz., $6.50.

Golden Italians from imported mothers; ready,
untested, M.iy 1, at 75c eacli; K-doz., $4.25, or 1

doz., $8.00. Safe arrival g-uuranteed. 7-8-9 lOd

Stewart Bros., Sparta, Tenn.

BEES
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
vlMfZ ftli Apiarian Supplies
cheap. Scntl for Catalogue.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, lU.

F/NE # ITALIAN # QUEENS.

Tested, $1.00 each; Untested, 60c. * * * *
* * ?^ * ^ Best Imported Mothers Only.

These are all young; and for gentleness, industry.
and uniformity of color their l)ees ai'i- unsurpassed.
Safe arrival g-uaranteed. Monvy-order office,

Hlcliory. CJei'eiand JBro.s.,
7tfdb Decatur, iVevvfon Co., iiliss.

Spray
your

Trees
and

Vines
V, oriu\ 1 luit and I eif Blight of Apples, Pears,
Lnernes and Plumb prevented , also Grape and
p( i.ilo Rot—by sprajing with ;^tahl'a Doutile
Atnni; Excelsior Spraying Outfits. Best in the
aiai <et Thousands in use. Catalogue, describing
,.J insects injurious to fruit, mailed Free. Address

WM. STAHL. QUINCY. ILL.

a
Quigley's Golden Queens"

are bred for business; try oue. Circular of Queens
and Bee Supplies ready Feb. 1st. Send for it, and a

free sample copy of the

PROGRESSIVE BEE-KEEPER.
Address E. F. aiJ'ttl^^iV,

3tfdb Uniouvllle, Mo.
Please mention this paper.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address
SAMUEL .lONES. Higliland Parli
Colleg-e, Des Moines Iowa l-19db

Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.
Write for free catalogue. 23 2.'db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

THE WHITE PE%KL< <TtJ<;UTIBEK is a
g'reat acquisition as well :is a novelty. For full

particulars and seed send 2.t cents to
6tfdb Thomas Gedye, Dayton. La Salle Co., 111.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.2.5; 6 for
$6.00. For full particulars and prices send for cir-

cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD.
Please mention this papii. 7lfdb

do^yoiTknow
That W. H. Bright is selling hee-hives and fixtures
at a Ijargain ? If not write for price list.

6-lldb W. H. BRIGHT, MAZEPPA, MINN.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

or H. B. aSEE, Nashville, Tenn.

im aim Plants.
SEER BEOS., St. Marys, Mo.

Please mention this paper.

Bees
FOR SALE.—Fine stock—Lang-
stroth frames—straight worker
comb. Write for prices. 7-8d

H. LATHROP, BROWNTOWN, WIS.

ITALIAN QUEENS.
Te.sted, $1..50; 6 for $7.50.

Sent after Mar. 1st. Un-
tested. $1.00; 6, $5.(;0; or

$9.00 per 13. Sent after April 1st. Safe arrival guar-
anteed. Send for circular of Bees, Queens, Drones,
Root's Fouridation, Extractors, etc. 4tfdb

J.IV.C01.WICK, Norse, Bosque Co., Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP,

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O
Please mention this paper. 4tfab

Honey ^ E:>^t^aGtot^.

Square Glass Honey-Japs,
Tin Buckets, Bee^hives.

Jloncy-Scetlons, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
^..^v^^^-^^v^^^v^v^

CH^S. p. JAVTH & SOU, Cincinnati, O.

Send lOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

DEFORE pi.icing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" foi' prices on One-Piece Basswood Sect inns, Bee-
Hives, Shippiiig-Oates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etr PAGE & KEITH.
Mtfdb New London. Wis.

AT ROOT S PRICES can be
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

dress Jos. Nysewander.
Root's Goods

SNATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.

Lowest priced
Flr.st class
atcher made.

GEO.H.STAHl

Thousands in Suc-
cessful Operation.

SIMPLE, PERFECT, and
SELF-REG VLA TINO.

Guaranteed to batch a
larerer percentage of
fertile eggs, at lesscoiittt
than any other Incnbator.
Send 6c. for DIub Catalog.

Circulars Free.
Pat. A Sole Mfr..Quincy,Ill.

• •I'lease mention ULEANINGS
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J^ Italian Queens Now,
send to J. N. Colwick, Norse, Texas, who sends bees
and queens on receipt of your cash order. Tested,
reared '92, $1.35; 6, $1; 13, $13. Untested, $1; 6, $5;

12, $9. Two-frame nuclei, $1.35. Nuclei, $4. Divnes,
Bees and Supplies cheap. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Send for circular.

Martin's Prolific

Buckwheat
still continues to outyield Japanese, largely,

under same conditions, liere in Michigan.
$1.3.5 per bushel, or 75 cts. per 14 bushel, sacks
included, on board cars here. Address

W/m-1 ?VIo*«-fin HIGHLAND, Oakland Co.,Wm. iTiartin, Michigan. 8-lldb
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>.p^ SPECIALTY.
CLOVER SEEDS '^'^IMS AND BEt^^,^ BUCKWHEAT

^^SampleofourbeejournalThe WESTERN i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOuR CATALOGUE F" R E El !.

J OS..NYSEWANDER. DesMoinesJowa.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Samples of the Finest Foun-

«latlon and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers In Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price lii«t of every tiling

needed in tlie apiary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

M3' liees having wintered in fine condition, as my
old reliable strain of Italians always do, to reduce
my stock I will sell 60 colonies at a low price.

Send for 44-page descriptive price list of Bees,
Queens, and Supplies. Tlie very best goods at the
lowest p!)ssible price. 7-tfdb

WM. W. GARY. Colrain, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

a^ifife^
^||K BERRY

^•'l»i!^ ^sSsiPsfCKATK8 and
=>. l^iilfi-ijMliB ilASKETW.
IkJiP^^SaiJ!^^ Indorsed by all

IIIIJIY'«S'l3lIII lfcl^%Pa<:kages''2r'aW
I'escb anU otoer liasketa. Prices low. IUub. Catalogue Free.

DISBROW MFC.CO.,ROCHESTER,N.Y
Please mention this paper. 4 9db

Read what .1. 1. Pakent, of
Chaklton. N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Comtiined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 lioney-
laeks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
lioney-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
liave doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you s;iy it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BAKNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

CHENANGO VALLEY APIARY.
If you want beautiful Golden Italian Queens, or

from Imported mothers, send in your orders early.
Tested, in June, $1.50; untested, $1.00. Strawberry-
plants of the latest and best varieties cheap. Send
for circular. MRS. OLIVER COLE,
etfdb Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.
C^ln responding to this advertisement mention Glkantngs.

3-14db

f TELL you what, Jones, Levering
' Bros, sell the best goods and at
tlie lowest price of any one I've

% struck yet. The largest and best
^ equipped

in tlie West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Every thing used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for tlieir free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,
Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.

Please mention this paper.

RFF.KCCpCDC' Before placing your order for

^kiiMMi i^VL supplies send for our illustrat-

SUPPLIES cd catalog. We are making the"""^ fclfcWi best goods at lowest prices.
E. n. TRUJMPER, Bankers, Alicb.

GlobeBeeVeil
By lUail r:;s* Oejc I>ol!ar.

Five cross-bars are rivited in the
'centre at the top. These bend down

f and button to studs on a neck-band.
The bars are best light spring steel.

» The neck-band is hard spring brass.
The netting Is vphite with face-piece
of black to see through.
= It is easily put together and folds
|conii)actly in a case. 1x6x7 inches,
8— the whole weighing but 5 ounces.

It can he worn over an ordinary hat; fits any head;
does not obstruct the vision, and can be worn in bed
witliout discomfort. It Is a boon to any one whom
flios bother, mosquitos bite, or bees sting.

Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of Sup-
plies for the Apiiiry. I give a present on all

orders of ten dollars and over. The catalogue
tells all about it. T. G. NEWMAN,

1*7 SO. WESTERN AV., CHICAGO.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. CRECORY BROS. &, SON,
l-33a Ottumwa, la. South side.

Smith's Pruner

Now is tlie time for pi'uning your fruit-trees, and
this is the best tool you will And for doing it. You
notice there is a knife, or shear, for small limbs, and
a saw for large ones. The handle on which it is

mounted is seven feet long, with a lever for operate
iug the shear. They retail generally at $3.00. We
will make an introduction price of SI. .50 each, or
$13.30 per dozen. Trees need pruning before spray-
ing, and during this month and next is the best
time to do it.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA, OHIO.
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CONVENTION NOTICES
The Lambton Bee-keepers' As.sociation will meet in the town

of Sarnia. on Friday. May 19. 1893. As this is along the line be-
tween the two countries, a special invitation is extended to all

bee-keepers across the line. J. R. Kitchen.
Weidman, Ont , Can.

The Susquehanna Co. Bee-keepers' Association will hold its

next meeting at the Tarbell House, Montrose, on Thurs.. May
4,1893. All are invited. H. M. Sekley, Sec.
Harford . Pa.

A Four-Color Label for Only 75

Cts. Per Thousand.
Just think of it! we can furnish you a very neat

four-color label, with your name and address, with
the choice of having- either " comb " or " extracted "

before the word "honey," for only 75 cts. per thou-
sand ; 60 cts. per 500, or 30 cts. for 350, postpaid. Tlie

size of the label is 3>^xl inch—.iust rigrht to ro round
the neck of a bottle, to put on a section, or to adorn
the front of a honey-tumbler. Send for our special
label cataloffue for samples of this and many other
pretty designs ii,. label work.

A. 1. ROOT, ITfedliia. O.

BY W. I. OHAMBEELAm, A. M., LL. D..

Formerly Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture,
and late President of the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer.

This is a valuable companion to our other rural

books. It embraces the experience of forty years

of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, Ohio.

A B C OF

STRAWBERRY "r CULTURE,
A t BOOK i FOR t BEGINNERS.

,

BY T. B. TERRY.
This is Terry's latest and best work, and has re-

ceived some very high words of praise. Who that

keeps bees does not also have a little garden-patch?

If you would learn to raise in it that mo.st luscious

of all fruit, the strawberry, with the best results,

you can not be without this little book. Even if

you don't grow strawberries you will be tlie better

for reading it. Pages one-half size of this. Fully

illustrated; 144 pages. Price S.'ic; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. O.

From our retail prices of foundation,
.given in our 1893 price list.

AI. II. 1IUJST, - Bell Hi-anch, - Mit^li.

FOR SALE. Apiary and farm of 40 acres,
1 mile from R. R. station.

House, barn, poultry-house, etc. Apples, pears,
peaches, cherries, and <iuinces. Bees winter safely
without protection. Price $80.1.00. Bi es at a bar-
gain to purchaser of farm, or to any one wlio would
pack tor .shipment at own expense. This will not
appear again. For iiiforni:itioii, address, with
stamp, MliS. A. M. /ifXK Ji/L.VA'W.

]\Iti literry Oroi'e, Hand Co., 111.

Bees and Queens E:SaS;^^*-|^^f:
ed, $1..5il; untested, 60 cts. One 2-frame nucleus, with
tested queen, $3.00; with untested queen, $1..50.STEWART tV- CaOPHU,
9-12d Queheclc, Tenxi.

BEES WANTED.
Fifty nuclei, two frames of sealed brood with young
Italian queen preferred, and bees to cover -brood.
Want them delivered May 3U1 h. Reference. Bank of
Groton, N. Y. W. L. COGGSIIAI.!^,

Wesst (7rot on. A". V.
In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

For Sale at a Bargain.
The entire stock of bees and i ai aphernalia, all of

superior quality and of the most modern and ap-
proved kind, of tlie late Albert Edwards. Enquire
of Mrs. Albert Edwards. Box 18, Skaneateles, N. Y.

COOK, NOTTINGHAM <£ PIERCE.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices fi'ee of
charge, as below. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to pay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock -, and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

Forty queens, black and hybrid, from colonies
that are to be broken up into nuclei; 35 cts. each,
postpaid, for queens bred in 1892.

Mrs. Frank Benton, Charlton Heights, Md.

I have 40 black and hybrid queens at 25 cts. each,
or five for $1,00. Thos. E. Elam,

Mulberry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

GLEANINGS is the best journal that comes to our
house. Please let it come. R. A. Bellrose.
Chilliwack, Brit. Col., Mar. 18.

THOSE STOVE-MATS INDISPENSABLE.
Inclosed you will find 65 cents to pay for three

stove-mats. Please send them as soon as possible,
as I gave away the one I got of yoti some time
ago, and our women-folks are as mad as the brood-
nest of a torn-down hive of hornets. E. T. Brock.
Danuy, N. Y., Mar. 31.

Later.—Ouv womt-n-folks have all struck. They
won't keep house without the stove-mat.

I see you highly recommend the augite mat. Be-
lieving and having proven things to be as you
recommend, T inclose stamps for two of the mats.
Gleanings is excellent. The moral and religious
seed you are sowing must bear fruit. Some of it

will fall on good ground. " Be not weary in well
doing, for in due time ye shall reap if .ye faint not."

Franklyn Rowland,
Ag-'l Editor of the Standard.

New Bedford, Mass., April 6.
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Honey Column.

CITT MARKETS.
Kansas City.—Honey.—Tlie demand for comb and

extracted is quite lig-ht; supply equal to the demand.
One-ib. comb, wliite, 13@17; dark, 10@15. Extracted,
6@8. Beeswax, 2:J@25.

Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
April 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—Pine lots of white comb honey
in pound sections continue to bring- 17@18c per lb.;

but much of that which is now offered is showing-
granulation to a greater or less degree. Other lots,

which have been properly kept, are in perfect con-
dition, and bring the outside prices. Extracted
honey ranges from 6@9. Beeswax, 35. Market
steady. R. A. Burnett Co.,

Apr. 18. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Boston.—Honey.—Sales slow at 15@16 for best 1-

Ib. comb. Extracted, 8@9. Beeswax, none in stock.
Supply light. Bdake & Ripley,
April 20. Boston, Mass.

Detroit.—Honey.—Best white comb honey is very
scarce, but sales are slow and prices remain the
same; viz., VS®li. Extra lots would command 15.

Extracted, 7@8. Beeswax, 25@26.
M. H. Hunt,

April 30. Btdl Branch, Mich.

Buffalo.— Hojiey.—The demand for honey is very
quiet; stock in market is light. Fancy white in

light supply, and firm at 17@18; choice, 15@16; dark,
dull at 8@10. Beeswax, pi-ime, 38(5i,3i); commoner, 33

@25. Batterson & Co.,
April 17. Bufifdlo, N. Y.

Cleveland.—Honey.—No. 1 white honey, 1-lb. sec-

tions, 1.5c. Beeswax, 30c. Our market on honey is

about the same as usual, in fair shape.— Williams Bros.,
April 18. 80 & 82 Broadwav, Cleveland, O.

Cincinnati.— Ho/iey.— Demand is slow for ex-
tracted honey. Arrivals are slow. We quote 6@8c
a lb. on arrival. Prices are nominal for comb hon-
ey; demand slow, with no choice on the market.
Fair wliite brings 13@l6 in a jobbing way. There is

a fair demand for beeswax ut 2+@37c for good to
choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
April 19. Cincinnati, O.

Minneapolis.—Honey.-There is quite a stock of
poor honey on tlie market, but the sale is slow.
Good stock is in fair demand. We quote: Fine white
clover, 16@17; 2-lb. combs, 1.5@16; buckwheat, 13@14.
Extracted, 10@11. —
April 14.

'—— r J. A. Shea & Co.,
14 & le^Hennepin Ave., Minneapolis, Minn.

St. Louis —Honey.—We quote you to-day's honey
market: Comb, choice white clover, 17@18; fair, 13

@15; broken and dark, 10@12i Strained honey in

barrels, 5@6'/i; in cans, 6'^(^10. Beeswax, prime
stock, ready sale at 25. Selected on orders, 38(aj30.

W. B. Westcott & Co.,
April 19. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.-Honey.—Market cleaned up.
Hamblin & Bearss,

April 19. 514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—HoJiej/.—Mai-ket practically unchang-
ed. We are in receipt of advices from ihe Sout)i of
a good yield. Extracted, in barrels, 654@7. Bees-
wax, prime, 25X. D. G. Tutt Gro. Co.,
April 21. St. Louis, Mo.

\RATT Self-hiver<, by mail, 7sc; Circular
FREE. E. L. Pratt, BmvERLY, Mass.

*' Quigley's Golden Italians "

Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. Tliey have stood the past severe winter
witlKJut protection and without loss. Warranted
purely mated. Each, $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular of queens
and a full line of bee- «;upplie« gent free.
• 9-tfdb E. F. QUKSLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Mercliants. mfdb and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of )i,

}i, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

976-978 Oentr. Ave.,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
BUGGIES at 4 Price
CARTS & HARNESS

Top Buggy..$37

1

$95 Phaeton $54
4 Pass.Tup Sur

We Cut ilio

KICKS and
y.847[<>ut»ell ALL

$50 Road Wagon $25 fonipetitorn.
$16 Koad Cart.. ¥8.25 Kny of fac-
BugKyHarness$3.85 tory aDtl .s:ive

$10 Buggy " $4.75 Middleman's
$30 Team " $12.50 profit.
Morgan SaddleS1.65lCatalni;ue Free.

U. S. BUGGY & CART CO.
60 S. Lawrence St., ('incinnati, 0.

Pleuse mention Gleanings.

Wholesale and Retail Manafactnrer and
Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.
W. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,

Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.

Exploded

!

(OLD IDEAS)

Following is from Pro-
gressive Bee-keeper (p. 13,
Jan. 3,1893):

It is said tliat you will ruin
your apiary by' introducing
those yellow - to the - tip
queens. Let us see liow our
own yard has panned out the
past season. It contains the
following strains of bees:
Alley. Trej-o. Nebel. L.aws,
(laufihter.^ of Root's lioney-
queens and (Juinley's golden
queens. All these colonies
produced lOU lbs. of extracted
lioney each, half clover and

lialf fall honey; none casting a swarm. All were as near the
same condition a" they could be got. The Trfgo stock sup-
plied larvie for about .31)0 qiiei'n-cclls. and bees and brood for a
number of nuclei. None of the others were drawn on for any
thing. Some built queen cells in theii- upper stories. Three-
fourths ol the bees in the Trego colony are what .ire called
flve-banded. Now, there were fifteen colonies, all told, of the
(litl>rent strains that we worked for extracted hone.y, and the
gcdden rolored bees among them have made a record equal to
any.

A neiglibor said to us recently: "My gelden bees
wintered the best of any I had."
We guarantee entire satisfaction or return your

money. One warranted queen in May, $1.25; later,
$1.00." All queens reared from one that gets o7t 5-

banded bees. Reference, A. 1. Root. Money-order
office, Cable, 111.

S. F. & I. Trego,
I SwedoHa, = = = \\\
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What
Stood
the
Test?

Hilton's Improved Chaff Hives
have for the past 15 years. Send for
his free illustrated catalog'ue of
every thing- needed in tlie apiary, of

Best Quality and Lowest
Prices.

One hundred colonies of Bees for
sale. Write for prices, and address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich
Please mention this paper

Our new patent nozzle-handle and bent smoke
discharge to each of the firat fifty applyinn bee-keep-
ers who have either of our tliree-larg-e sized smo-
kers, to put tliem on. State where you saw notice,
size of smoker, etc. All we ask in return is a private
letter within ten days after receipt of improve-
ments, stating whether you like or dislike either
the handle or curve, and if any change in them
would overcome the defect you point out. After
the fifty names are registered and supplied our new
circular will be sent instead of handle, etc.

BINGHAM PERFECT

BEE SMOEEE
Fafd 1878, 1882, & 1892.

Cheapest & Best on Earth.

Send Card for Circular to

Bingham & Hetherington
.ABKONIA, Mica.

Please mention this paper.

PURE

ITALIAN

BEES.

By the pound, 90 cents. Untested
queens from imported mother, 90 cts.
Two-frame nuclei, both frames con-
taining brood with all adhering bees,
and untested queen from imported
mother, $;i.OO. Tested queens, $1.50.

Satisfaction guaranteed. I will be
ready to ship by May 25th.

MRS. A. F. PROPER.
PORTLAND, JAY CO., IND.

FOR SALE CHEAP, FOR CASH,
Italian bees and Queens during 1893.

Address OTTO KLEINOW,
7-8-9d No. 118 Military Ave., Detroit, Mich.

A NEW BOOK ON
Tomato Culture,
Plant Growing,

AND
High Pressure
Gardening in

General.
Price 35c; By flail, 40c.
To get your tomatoes started, more or loss garden-

ing under ghiss must be done, as jniu are probably
well aware. Well, when you can manage the toma-
to under glass, you are ready to manage almost any
other vegetable crop; therefore we regard the to-
mato book as one of tlie most valuable if not (/je
most valuable of any work on raising i)lants and
vegetables that require protection from tiie frost;
and whether the protection is to be in the fall of the
year, ortiie middle of the winter, or in tlie spring
months, you will find the tomato book full of the
latest and most modern appliances for giving pro-
tection at the smallest expense. Of course, a part
of it has already appeared in Gle^mncs; butprob
ably considerably more than half will be found new
to our readers.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Galvanic Battery Cheap.
I have one new combined Mcintosh galvanic (18

cell), with the same a Faraday l)attery all complete
in ;i liighly finished blackwaliiut case, nickel-plated
handles, and in short the hai tery is in every respect
ciimpU'tr, vL^ed but little, from tlie fact it was pur-
ciiased for use in a disease that it would not reach.
It cost new in January, 1893, $47.00 in Chicago. I
will sell the same for $35.00, or would exchange for a
one-horse-power Shipman engine in good order.

JAMES C. HALL, Wyanet, Illinois.

tf^ln respondini-' I' .<lv,.,

My bees are
equal to any in
the land. All
queens bi'ed
trt)m very best'
colonits. Prices
on untested
queens. $1 on; 6

*5.00; 13, $10.00.

Tested, !B1..50; 6
for $8.00; 13 for
$15.00. Extra se-
lect for breed-
ing, $3.50; 6 for
$13.00. Keniem-
ber, I warrant all queens shipped
by me to all points in the U. S.,

and to be alive at destination. If
dead, return queen and will send
one in place. Send money by
American Express or Registered
Letter to

C. F. BECKEY,
Manitou Beach,

Lenawee Co., Mich.
Reference, P. M. Manitou Beach,

Mich. 8-21db

t^"!!! resDonUing to lnio ttdveiti>eiiieiit mention Glkami^nus

MY FINE

ITALIAN

QUEENS
WILL BE
READY
FOR
SHIP-

MENT
APRIL

20TH.

WANTED.—Agents to show up and sell the Pratt
self-liiver; complete sample postpaid by mail

for 75c; circular free. Address
E. L. PiiAiT, Beverly, Mass.

" Do it now." A success. 7tfdb

TW-HEELflPIBV!
Bees and

Queens,
a and 5-

Randed.
Warranted queens in May and June, $1.00. Bees,

$1.00 a lb. Selected breeders. Golden Italian, or
American Albinos, $5 to $10.

ABBOTT U. SWINSON, GOLDSBORO, N. C.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In May and June, each S3.00
In July and August, each 1.80

In Septenil)er and October, each 1.60

Money must be sent in advance. Safe arrival
guaranteed. Queens that die en route, if returned
in the letter, will be replaced by mall, postpaid. No
order for less than 8 queens by express will be accept-
ed.

' E. BIANCOINCINI,
7-9-lld Bolouna, Italy.

Please mention this paper.

Pure Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs
for setting, 15 for $1. Mrs. A. A. Simpson,
8-9-lOd Swarts. Pa.

EGGS, $1.00 PER 13.
White P. Rocks, and White Wyandottes. A few

fine Wyandotte cockerels for sale at $1.50 each.

6-9db W. J. YOUNG, Scotch Ridge, Ohio.

SELLP OUT

!

Chaff Hives, etc., very
cheap. F.H. &E. H.DEWE7,
55 Mechanic St., West-
fleld, Mass. 8-13db
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A Grand Success. New Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the Machine.

iSU'ong, well made in every i-e,<pect, light, and of conven-
ient, size. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear is beveled, and covered by an iron shield,
and the crank outside the can. Frank McNay, of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keeper who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After ciuefully e.vamiiiing- and trying the Cowan extractor, I
liuve failed to tiiid a wesik part, and I do not hesitate to say that
it is the best extractor made, botli in regard to convenience and
durability, and I shall replace all of my five machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre, an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California; by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

Neither Bayonets

Nor Daggers
Are needed by the Coiled Springs when on guard.
They stand up for right, but in a quiet genteel man-
ner. No harh-ev'isxn, no slaugliter-liouse tactics in
any case. Simply this: " You can't pass here with-
out ail Older from the boss"—and they pass not

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
Mdff'ln. responding to this atlverti^ement mention GLEANlNoa.

I liKve t)ne of the choicest fiocks of

BROWN LEGHORNS IN THE STATE.
Keep no otiier kind. Eggs, 7.5c per 15; $1.25 per 30.

8tfdb B. G. ScOTHAN, Rogersville, Mich.

The Golden Beauties.
My 5-l)andcd Italian queens can not be surpassed

for honey-gathering, gentleness, proliticness, and
beauty. Uute.sted, 7.5c each; tested, $1.0..; breeding
queens, ^2. .50 to $3.(10. We wai lant oui' queens pui'e-
ly mated. On orders for 5 oi- over, li i>er cent dis-
count. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Addiess C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

30 THIRTY YEARS' EXPERIENCE. 30
TRY OUR HAROY STRAINS OF BEES.

Qualities: Extia honey-gatherers, long lived and
winter well. Leatlier-colored Italians and golden
Carniolans. Copy of March A)jiculturist, giving my
latest melliod of rearing queens, given to each cus-
tomer. Each (jueen $1. Catalogue free.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
Please mention this paper. Stfdli

50 Colonies of Italian Bees
in len-frame Langstroth, and eight-frame A. I.

Roofs Dovetailed liives, Ijees in tip-top condition.
Safe arrival guaranteed. JOHN GRANT,
8-lldb Batavia, Clermont Co., Ohio.

IMon-Swarming Bees!
I have been breeding for some years for a non-

swarming strain of Italian bees, and with very grati-
fying lesults. I l)elieve that at least 90 per cent of
my (|ueeus will not swarm under any ordinary cir-
cumstances. I will sell queens bred fi'om the best
select I'ti stoeli, at the following prices, which are .so

low that vou net<l not feel swindled if they do swarm:
Pui'e Tested Queens, *1.(M: $|(i.Oll per doz. War-

ranted queens, alter May 1, same price.
Special terms for large orders. Hybrids and culled

Itahans, 25c each. 8-9db
T. W. LIVINGSTON, Dalton, Ga.

Orin responding to tliisadveni.-firiciii niHiition Gleanings.

A V| TThpfP ^ ^° y*^ know that Miller Bros.
.nil, 1 llCl C . .^j.g prepared to furnish you
with the best Italian queens reared by the best
methods? Also all kinds of he(>-keepers' supplies.
Send for catalogue to MILLER HKOS..

•^-ft-ild Blutfton, Montgomery Co., Mo.

IMPORTED

WANTED
horse engine.

1892 Carnioliins, on hand,
ItaliaiiH arriving soon, $5

each; C^'pWazi.s, Syrians, F*alestines, $7.
Home-bred, $1. P< si paid to anv office in the world.

MRS. PRANK BENTON,
Charlton Ueiiihts, Md.

To sell one si.\'-horse boiler,
26x()0, 37 2-in. flues; one five-

good working order; f 120.00, f. o. b.
W. liBHNEY, ShirlancI, 111.^\

READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, as
cheaply now as at any time in the North.
Untested, 75c; 6 for $4.00; 1::, .$7.50. Last
year'stested,$1.25; select, $1.75; breeder, $2..50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

J. B. CASE, '*«'^
%Tll'., Fla.

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, Sl.nO; ti for $5.00.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Pure B. P. Rock and
B. Leghorn eggs, $L00 per 13. Catalogue free.
9-ttdb C/iJi.s. H. Thies, SteeieviZ/e, 111.

^W pr Co/om'es Italian an<l Tiyhrirl 1>ees
I ^J in 8 or 10 frame Dovetailed or Simplicity
liives, combs built on wired fdn. Every thing in
first-class shape. Bees extra strong. Italians, $4.00;
hybrids, $3..50 Hives and frames are Root's make.
Safe arrival guaranteed. t. //. ROKHV,
9-lOdb Worthinaton, \V. \'a.
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Bees for Sale.
As mentioned in the last Review, my bees

have wintered well. They are now on their sum-
mer stands, most of them being packed in saw-
dust. Tliey will be fed if necessary, and every
attention given necessary to keep them in the

best possible condition. I have more bees than I can manage in connection with the Review, and I

sliould be glad to sell part of tlicra. They are in the New Heddon hive, but purchasers not having the
right to use this hive will be furnished free with a permit from Mr. Heddon. I will sell one colony for

$6.00; 5 for $28.50; 10 or more at $5..50 each. With each ncolony will be sent a bottom-board, cover, and one
section case. The bees are all pure Italians, and the queens of last years rearing. Shipments will be
made immediately at the close of fruit bloom when tlie weatlier will be neither too cold nor too hot, and
there will be a supply of freshly gjiihered honey from whicli the bees can supply themselves with water
while on their journey ^ J^ HUTCHINSON, FHllt, flichigan.

free ! 200-Page Bee-Book

!

TO EVERY NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBER TO

The Weekly American Bee Journal
32 pages, $1.00 a year. Sf nd fi)r free Sample Copy with full description of f3ook.

Address, GEORGE W. TORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices! Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Itfdb Please mention this paper

u BeniiGtion in Prices.
We now sell

our ' preiriiuni
No. 1 one-piece
sections at$:i..50

per M; No. 3 at
^l,f,i), A liberal
iliKfomit will be
niiide on larger
ijiiU'i's. Ueak'rs
would do veil
to get our fifr-

ures on sec-
tions and wood
sepai-ators he-
f(pre buying'
elscwliere.

Horry bo.xes, baslsets, and crate' of the most up-
proved stvlis at the lowest rates 8end for cata-

fot;ue >\itii reduced prices. Address as in cut above.
Mention lliis paper. 8-12db

Notice
What JENNIE ATCHLEY Says

about my new JJroiie-Traij and queen-cages:

April 32, 1893.

A. A. Weaver, WaiTenshurg, Mo.
Dear Sir;—Your drone-trap at hand, and we had

an excellent opportunity to test it to-day. The
drones were flying by the hundreds. We attached
the trap to a hive, and in a few minutes had the
satisfaction of seeing it chuck full of drones. Yes,
it caught the very last drone that attempted to
leave the hive. Now, that drone-catcher of yours is

tlie best thing of the kind I ever saw, and ought to
be in the liands of every bee-keeper. Your queen-
cages prove to be the best I have ever used, and for
workmanship can not be excelled.

V^ery truly yours, Jennie Atchley.
Sample drone-trap, l)y mail, 60c; sample queen-

cage, .'ic. Send for prices on quantities; also price
list of bee-lieepers' supplies and Italian queens.
9 tfdb A. A. WEAVER. WARRENSBURG, MO.

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.
I c;in fill orders promptly for any width at $3. .50

per M. from facLOi'y at Wauzeka. Wis., or at $3.85

shipped from Owosso, or Evart, Mich. No. 1 planer-
sawed, 35 cts. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Other supplies kept.
7tfdb S. WALKER, EVART, MICH.

Se^rr Big Bkie Cat=
alogue for 1893 ^ Seventy illuslraled pages.

Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock

in the. West. 2-12db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.

^S^^^ to disown interests who dt)es not use PORTER BEE-ESCAPES.
Why not wake up and give them a trial, at le;ist ? Then, if nut satis-

fied, retiu-n them and get yow money Inwk. They are used and prsiised

by prominent bee-keepers everywhere.

Pkof CooK.'^ayp: " No bee-keeper can afford to be without them."
Chas D\dant & Son say: " We intend to use them in all of our apiaries hereafter.

Jas. a. Ghkkn says: '• Your escape is undoubtedly the best one made." ^ ._ .„ , „
GiLBRKT Bros., East Avon, N. Y., write: " We would not be without them for $5.0J each.

Prices: Each, by mail, postpaid, with directions, 30c; per doz.. $3.25. Send for descriptive circular

R. &, E. C. PORTER, Lewistown, III.
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Strav Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Are you looking for another big crop?

Where's the genius among extracted-honey
men to get up an uncapping-machine of value?

Are division-boards of real value, or do
some hold on to them merely for old acquaint-
ance' sake ?

This spring isn't so very bad, and it isn't so
very good. Up to April 20 we've had few days
for bees to fly.

Dooi.iTTi.K SAYS, in A. B. J., that bees from
choice fly two to four miles, and gives pretty
strong proof for his belief.

The Porter escape, according to R. C. Aik-
in, in Review, lets bees through so slowly that
they have time to get over their hurry and then
go out very slowly.

In cutting foundation I've long known
that rapid strokes made smoother work, but I

never tiiought of Doolittle's explanation (page
3ii6). that the wax became heated.

Ar.siKE honey has a slight amber tint in dis-
tinction from white-clover nectar, and experts
claim to detect a faint taste like basswood hon-
ey.—L. F. Abbott, in A. B. J.

Warnstorf's comb has got this much the
start of the Weed comb, that it is now regular-
ly advertised and sold. But it may, like the
Weed comb, soon sink out of sight.

The wheelbarrow has been recommended
to aid in uniting colonies and introducing
queens, and now it is said a two to five minutes'
ride will subdue the fiercest colony.

Last winter I tried occasional fires in cellar.
Thermometer sometimes down to 3.5° but heated
up to 50 or 60 every week or two. Works fairly
well, but I think it's better never to let it go be-
low 40°.

Such progress hns been made in bee-keep-
ing that ir would seem the end of improvement
must be about reached, and yet there never was
a time when there seemed so many new things
coming to light.

Loose bottoms, as shown by replies to a
query in A. B. J., have their friends and their
foes." Each one is likely to prefer the kind of
bottoms he uses. Of those who replied, two to
one use loose bottoms.

Dandelions are changing their minds. For-
merly they bloomed after fruit-trees; last year
with them, and this year away ahead. April 17
I saw dandelions opening, when buds were not

swelled on fruit-trees. Perhaps the warm blan-
ket of snow they had all winter brought them
on earlier.

Russian sunflowers are extolled in one of
the journals. They make a big show of big
seeds containing little meats, and I think the
common kind will yield more to the acre of ei-
ther nectar or meats.

Stimulative feeding, in spring, is still valu-
ed by some, while others think if bees have
plenty of stores they'd better be left undisturb-
ed. Here's a good ficild for experiment on the
part of experiment stations.

Currant-worm cure, from National Stocfc-
ma?K—Dissolve half a pint of salt in ten quarts
of water, and thoroughly sprinkle the bushes
with it. Two or three applications will do the
business. Worth knowing, if true.

Jennie Atchley thinks she has had as many
as a hundred queens reared in November and
mated the following March, and, with few ex-
ceptions, turn out to be good queens. An ex-
cluder prevented their flying till spring.

Self-hia'ers haven't fairly got possession of
the field till along comes that man Langdon
with a device to make all kinds of hiving un-
necessary. I've seen one of them, and it cer-
tainly looks as though it might hold the field.

The editor of Gleanings may be sound on
bees, but he's "off color " on horses. Any one
that thinks as he does, on p. 300, that "git up
and dust" in a horse always goes with buck or
fractiousness has had an exceptionally bad lot
of horse flesh to deal with.

Excluders are not needed over a new swarm,
says H. R. Board man, ^. B. /., if supers are
not put over till the queen commences laying
below, which is usually in 34 hours. I don't use
excluders under supers, and it is a rare thing to
find brood in sections.

A BEGINNER is slow in learning that it doesn't
pay to fuss with a weak colony. Double a
weakling with a stronger, then later make a
new colony from the stronger. You'll get as
much or more honey, and it won't be half the
bother, to say nothing of the anxiety one always
has with a sick child.

Good advice Hutchinson gives when he says,
"I say, don't fuss with weak colonies. Have
enough bees so that you will have enough if

some of them do die." But isn't he putting it

it just a bit strong in the following? "Many
of our most successful bee-keepers do notseethe
inside of the brood-nests of their colonies from
one year's end to another."

Hutchinson, when he put his bees in the cel-
lar, set three colonies on a pairof scales. From
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Nov. 20 till April 5, the average loss for each
colony was 9 pounds, or 3 pounds per month, but
he could not delect by frequent weighing that
there was any difference as to loss of weight
between one month and another. I suspect
that's as it should be. and the cases of variation
reported have been outdoors with varying
weather.

Wkong conclusions are sometimes reached
from not taking all the facts in the case. A
writer in C. B. J. cites the two facts that I am
an advocate of artificial heat in cellars, and
that my losses were heavy the previous winter,

1891-93, and takes that as proof that artificial

heat is a bad thing. But he leaves out of ac-

count the third fact that that was the only win-
ter for years that I kept no fire in cellars, the
loss being really due to lock of artificial heat.

LANGSTROTH'S REMINISCENCES.

THE INVENTION OF THE COMB-GUIDE.

The examiner had referred him to a cut from
which he inferred that Huber had used a sharp-
edged guide; but in this he was evidently mis-
taken. There is, however, a note in the Eng-
lish translation of Huber, to the effect that
bees like to commence their combs from a sali-

ent angle. If this suggestion had been propiM-ly

appreciated by me I might have utilized it when
I first began to use a bar hive— especially if I

could have read an article on bees, published in

1793. in which the celebrated John Hunter pays
that, by the use of a salient angle, bees can be
induced to build their combs in any direction

desired. As iny acquaintance with bee-liiera-

ture increased, I found that even Hunter had
been anticipated in this matter by Delia Rocca.
and that such a device had been fully described,
over and over again, long before any attempt
had been made to patent it in this country. I

must ever regard it as a very fortunate thing
that no patent was granted to me on this comb-
guide. I had already incniTed many vexations,
great loss of time, and heavy expenses, but was
spared the pain which has come to so many
honest inventors when apparent success gives
way to the bitter mortification of finding their

patent absolutely worthless.
Much has been done of late years for the

wide dissemination, through our public libra-

ries, of the drawings, specifications, and claims
of thousands upon thousands of United States
patents which have been granted; hut in the
very nature of the case there mtist always be a
great waste of time by honest inventors who
have no means of learning what has been al-

ready accomplished before them. Let me give,

in this connection, an anecdote told me by a
friend who had been an examiner in our Patent
Office.

An application had been received for a patent
on a machine for pumping or raising water, and
the party making it was informed that there
was nothing new, and, of course, nothing pat-
entable, in his invention, as it involved the
very same principle which Archimedes had
used for that purpose in his water-screw. It

never occurred to the examiner that any one
with brains enough to be an original inventor
of this famous device could fail to understand
the meaning of his reference, until there burst
into his room a man who had come a long dis-

tance on the very wings of steam to see him
about his invention. As soon as his excitement
and want of breath allowed him to speak, he
demanded to know where the rival claimant
lived, and who he was, for he was very sure

that this " cussed scamp, Arky-meeds," was
trying to cheat him out of his patent, that he
might get one for himself, though he could not
conceive how he had stolen his information
about it. My readers can imagine the aston-
ishment and dismay of this evidently honest
but ignorant man when informed that the Ar-
chimedes to whom he had been referred was not
a rival claimant for a patent on the screw, and
that, although the place of his residence could
not be given, he might learn, from the encyclo-
pedia handed him, that he was a celebrated
mathematician who was born more than 3100
years ago!
As the Commissioner had decided that the

sharp-edged comb-guide was not patentable, I

might well take it for granted that this ended
the matter. This was very far from being so.

It seems that the first of the three interfering
parties, after a considerable lapse of time, made
an application to have his case taken up again.
As nearly as I can now remember, his claims
were slightly modified, but they covered essen-
tially the same device; and the first intimation
T had about any reversal of the Commissioner's
previous decision was the isisue of a patent to

my opponent. This patent was sold for a small
consideration 'to a party who at once began to

use it for our annoyance. Instead of suing Mr.
Otis or myself, who were the principal owners
of the Langstroth patent, he proceeded against
an owner of only^n individual right; and in-
stead of a suit at equity, which would oblige
each party to give notice to the other of all tes-

timony to be taken, so that full opportunity
might he given for cross-examinations, and the
case decided by a United States judge, upon ex-
amination of ail the depositions taken, he made
it a jury trial, and we never heard a word about
it until it was decided in his favorl It would
be too long a story to give a connected account
of the vexations and expenses to which we were
now exposed. Fortunately for us. our oppo-
nent, emboldened by the success of his schemes,
brought a suit against Mr. Otis and myself;
but hy this time we had learned what Delia Roc-
ca. Hunter, and others had done, and were well
prepared for defense. The late Col. S. S. Fish-
er, so eminent as an attorney in patent matters,
was employed by us; and in his answer to the
charge of infringement, he so fully set forth the
proof in our possession, showing how long that
comb-guide had been known, that further pro-
ceedings against us were abandoned.

If all the money—counting time as money

—

wasted upon that comb-guide could be set down
in black and white, the sum total would sur-
prise most of my readers; and to think that it

might all have been saved, if I had only known
what a single one of many persons had previ-
ously written about it! While this ignorance
was my misfortune and not my fault, I desire,

before dismissing the matter, to refer to one im-
portant fact which, if it had not been entirely
overlooked, would very early in the controversy
have settled the whole matter.
An inventor is allowed by law to apply for a

patent on any device which he has used public-
ly for less than two years; but if he takes -no

steps to protect himself, his invention, at the
end of two years, becomes public property.
Now, the testimony of my opponent showed
that he used his guide only in secret. It was
impossible, therefore, for me to have got my
ideas from him. The proof on my side was
complete, that I had publicly used and sold that
guide more than two years before he applied for

a patent; and it was, therefore, public proper-
ty. How strange that so decisive a point as
this should have escaped the notice of the Com-
missioner, of myself, and the able attorneys in

my employ! L. L. Langstroth.
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[We regret very much to say. that, owing to

the continued ill health of father Langstroth,
we shall be obliged to discontinue for the pres-

ent his very interesting seriesof Reminiscences.
We are sure that our readers will be disap-
pointed; but, of course for the present we can
do no better. But we will take occasion here.

one on p. 117. Our venerable friend and bene-
factor sits in the fort'ground. holding in his
hands one of the modern Langstroth frames
having thick top-lKirs and self-spacing ends.
Beside him is a Dovetailed Langstroth hive.
Back of him is a portion of the apiary, and a
partial view of the buildings that help to make

I,. I.. T.ANGSTJIOTH AT THE HOMIC OF TlIK HQNKY-HEES—JUNK, 1893.

however, to make use of an engraving from a
photograph which we took while Mr. Lang-
stroth was here last June, that we intended to
use later on. It is the companion picture to the

up the manufacturing plant at the Home of the
Honey-bees. The rest of the piciui'e will speak
lor itself. It presents a very pleasant subject
for contemplation.]
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AFTER-SWARMS.

"VVHEM TO CUT CEI-I,S ; ALLEY CORItECTED BY
DOOLITTLE.

Probably there is nothing so perplexing 1o the
apiarist, nor, in fact, to the novice or the farmer,
with his few hives of bees, as after-swarms.
They are rarely wanted by any one, but are
ever present to annoy, unless they are prevent-
ed from issuing by the apiarist. With box
hives, and the i<nowledge of 30 years ago. very
few could do little else than let them issue at
will. They were often returned, only to issue
the next day. and often again on the same day.
The cry of "' bees swarming!" about as soon as
we were in the haytield, on some hot July morn-
ing, duiing the fifties, and "• bers swarming"'
all through the day. decided my father to let
this branch of agriculture alone: and as four-
fifths of these swarms were after-swarms, not
being wanted, they were the ones which gave
the verdict, or caused it to be given. But since
the frame hives came into general use, this aft-
er-swarming nuisance can be prevmted; but
in order to do this we must know the conditions
causing them to issue, and when they are to be
expccti^d. On page ^.58 of Gi,eaninos for April
1, I find these words over the name of Henry
Alley: •' A queen usually hatches on the eighth
day after the first swarm issues, and it is on that
day that the second swarm will come off."
Now, fi-iend Alley is one of our oldest bee-

keepers, having had years of experience with
bees before many of us were born; yet he made
a mistake here, or else the types did not make
him say what he intended. After years of
study on this point, and the most careful watch-
ing, I find that, where the colony casting
swarms is in a normal condition, the egg in-
tended for a queen is deposited in the embryo
queen-cell from three to three and one-half
days before it hatches into a larva. This larva
is in the larval form from five and one-half to
six days, at which time the cell containing it is

sealed. After the cell is sealed it is in the chrys-
alis form seven days, making a period of about
sixteen days from the time the egg was deposit-
ed in the cell to the time the queen hatches.
When the queen first emerges from the cell she
is a white weak thing, unless kept in her cell

after maturity by the workers, as all who have
handled queens well know, and is no more fit for
leading out a swarm than she is for egg-laying;
but during the next 48 hours she gains strength
rapidly, so that, when she is about 30 to .36 hours
old, she begins to "pipe," or "peep," as it is

termed; and when she is from 48 to 60 hours old
she is ready to lead out a swarm, where there
are rival queens in other queen -eel Is. From the
above it will be seen that the second swarm
does not come on the day the young queen
hatches, but about two days afterward. This.
I believe, is according to Quinby in his "Mys-
teries of Bee-keeping Explained," which I have
always found to be very nearly correct on all

topics on which it treats. If any one objects to
my using the term "leads out a swarm," just
tell him that, with the first (or prime) swarm,
having the old queen, the bees seem to be the
leaders in the swarming movement: but with
all after-swarms the case is different, for with
these we find the young queen the first, or
among the first, to leave the hive. When a col-
ony is in a normal condition, or when an apiary
is not affected with the swarming mania, the
first swarm issues upon the sealing of the first

queen-cell, unless kept back by unfavorable
weather or circumstances. By issuing upon
the sealing of the first queen-cell, I mean this:
If the cell is sealed at some time dui'ing the
hours of 8 to 12 A. M., the swarm is likely to is-

sue from 13 M. to 3 r. m. of the same day; but if

sealed from 2 p. m. to 8 a. m., then the swarm
will issue during the forenoon, so that, in this
latter cai^e, which is the usual one, the cell may
be sealed anywhere from one to eighteen hours
before the swarm issues.

I have been particular in this matter, so that
we could know just when to cut off the queen-
cells to prevent these after-swarms. If we cut
off all the cells but one on the fifth or sixth day
after the issuing of the swarm, as has been rec-
ommended many times, we are not sure that the
cell left will hatch: and, furthermi,re, the bees
still have larviie young enough to convert into
queens, which they are almost sure to do, and
in this case they will often kill the queen which
hatches first, instead of allowing her to destroy
these later-started cells, when we not only have
as many after-swarms as we should have had,
had we not cut the cells; but we have also the
disadvantage of having queens reared from old
larva?, which, all concede, gives inferior queens.
Now, if we wait about this cutting of cells till

the eighth day we shall run no risk of the colo-
ny swai'ming; where the first swarm was not
kept back by foul weather, there will be no lar-
v;e young enough to convert into queens, and,
as a rule, the first young queen will be hatched,
when we can make a sure thing of the matter
if we are sure we cutoff all the queen -cells there
are in the hive. For these reasons I now wait
till the morning of the eighth day after a first

swarm has issued, when T opi'n the hive, take
out the first frame, and hastily glance over it

for nearly ripe queen-cells; and if none are
found I shake most of the bees off near the en-
trance of the hive, into which they will imme-
diately run, when the frame is closely inspected
for queen-cells, peering into every nook and
corner for them; for, should some small or
crooked one be missed, swarming would surely
result. All cells found are cutoff, after a frame
has been shaken to rid it of bees, for this shak-
ing of the young queens in their cells is almost
sure to kill them or cause deformity. The next
frame is treated the same, unless ripe cells are
found, in which case it is s(a outside the hive,
awaiting the finding of a cell from which a
queen has hatched, when all are cut off; but
should none have hatched, then the best one of
these ripe cells is saved and put back into the
hive. In this way we can make sure that no
swarm will issue, after the first, from this hive,
and it is the only certain plan I know of.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino. N. Y.. April 17.

RAMBLE NO. 83,

JOHN S. HAKBISON AS PIONEER, BEE-KEEPEK,
INVENTOR. AUTHOR.

Mr. Harbison, who, since the year 1857, has
had such a prominent place in the apicultural
ranks, and an especial prominence in develop-
ing the honey resources of California, now re-

sides in an elegant home in tbe city of San
Diego, and with beautiful surroundings, such
as only this favored clime can produce.
Mr. Harbison was born in Beaver Co., Pa.,

Sept. 29, 1836. He is a thorough American, and
traces his lineage back through several genera-
tions. His grandparents were active patriots
in the Revolution, and in frontier service
against the Indians: and, besides their skill in

arms, the Harbison branch of the family gave
their attention to mechanical problems, and
were the first to erect a gristmill in the then
wilds of Western Pennsylvania.
Mr. Harbison's early life was spent upon a

farm; and his father, being an extensive bee-
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keeper, in the old-fashioned way, with log gums
and straw skeps. the son became familiar with
the buzz and industry of the honey-bee early in
life, and imbibed a love for them.

SECTION OF HARBISON'S HIVE.

What may be termed the first real advance in

bee culture in this country was made about the

year 1843. in the invention and introduction ol

the Weeks patent chamber hive. Mr. Harbi-
son, recognizing its advantages over the old

straw skep in use, adopted the new invention.
and used it quite extensively for several years.

Like all young bee-keepers, he was possessed
with the spirit of invention; and. thinkinjz

there was a good field for improvement, and
greater possibilities for bee culture in the future.
Mr. H. improved upon the Weeks hive, and.
while retaining the inclined bottom-board, he
invented a movable platform upon which combs
could be adjusted; after which the bees would
attach them to the hive. The improvementad-
mitted of an easy transfer of combs, and the
Improvement was within a few steps of the lat-

er movable-frame hive.
Owing to heavy winter losses, and perhaps,

also, to the "gold fever" that raged in so many
minds during the early and wonderful discover-
ies in California. Mr. H. resolved to seek his

fortune and a more g-^nial clime, and came to

this State in 1854. Soon after his arrival we
find him in the Campo Seco mining camp, in

Amador Co. His ventures here were disappoint-
ing, and, after several weeks of hard labor and
but little yellow metal to show for it, he left the
mines and found employment in the Suttervilli'

sawmill, near Sacramento. This business was.
however, distasteful; and after several months
work he resolved to give up the avocation for

which he had but little taste, and to devote
himself to something with which he was fa-

miliar. He accordingly sent to his home in

Pennsylvania for a general assortment of seeds,
and for a small invoice of fruit-trees. They
arrived safely, and he started the first nursery
of fruit and shade trees in the Sacramento Val-
ley; and from this and subsequent importations
were started the great fruit-orchards that are
found on both sides of the Sacramento River.

The first shipment, of bees came to California
the year previous to the arrival of Mr. Harbi-
son. Of the first lot of 13 colonies that were
imported, only one survived. This was taken
to San Jose, and threw off three swarms the
first season. The owner, Mr. Shelton, being
killed by the explosion of the steamer Jennie
Lind, the colonies were sold, and brought over
$100 each.
The next importations were by Mr. Wm. Buck.

Out of two importations amounting to 78 col-
onies, only 2') were safely landed.
In 18.5.5 the first swarm of bees was brought

into the Sacramento Valley, and soon died,
which gave an impression that bees would not
live there. These experiments coming under
the observation of Mr. Harbison, he sent east
for one colony of bees. It arrived with but few
bees in it; but the building-up of this weak
colony, under the experienced hands of Mr. H.,
and their rapid increase and the large amount
of honey gathered, demonstrated that Califor-
nia was to be a golden State for bee culture;
and in 18.57 Mr. H. started for the East to make
a large shipment under his own personal sui)er-

vision. Sixty-seven colonies were prepared
from his own apiaries in Pennsylvania, and,
after a voyage via the Isthmus to San Francis-
co, and then up the Sacramento River, an entire
distance of 5900 miles, the longest continuous
voyage bees had ever previously been shipped,
the importation arrived with a loss of five colo-

nies. Others were, however, so weak that a
doubling-down left 50 strong colonies. Other
larger and successful shipments were made, and
340 colonie<5of these i mportations and their in-

crease were sold for $100 per colony.

.JOHN S. HARBISON.

Thes(> successes gave an impetus to the im-
portation of bees to California: and in the fall

of 18.58 over 1000 colonies were shipped to the
State; but, owing to the inexperience of the
parties shipping them, less than 300 survived.
After the importation era had become a thing
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of the past, Mr. Harbison mxvc. his attciiiion to

the improvement of the bee liive. During his

visits 10 the East, in ]8.")7, liis altfntion was
drawn to the newly invented Langsiroih hive;

and, giving it a trial, it did not come up to what
he required in a hive; and npon his return to

California he invented the well-known Harbi-
son hive. That Mr. H. made a mistake in his

line of reasoning, and in ilie conclusions arrived

at, has been sufhciently demonstrated in the

fact that the Harbison hive never made prog-

ress outside of Call lornia; and even In're it is

now being rapidly superseded by the dis^;irded

Langstroth or some of its modilications.

As long as the one product, comb honey, was
the result of the labors of the bee and apiarist,

the Harbison hive held its own remarkably
well; and for a time one large section of coun-
try at least could boast of a standard hive*.

The invention of the honey-extractor, and its

introduction into California, however, number-
ed the days of the Harbison hive, and the
Lungstroth was found to be a better all-round

hive.
Along with the invention of the hive, Mr.

H. made a great step of progress in introducing
the section honey-box. This was first exhibited

and excited much interest iit the California

State Fair, held in Marysville, in Sept., 1858.

Mr. H. made several minor improvements in

his hive, but never tried to adapt it to the use

of the extractor, for he thoroughly believed in

the production of comb honey only. Other par-

ties liave made a modification of the hive by
sawing it off just above the fixed frames, and
adjusting an extracting super with loose frames.

In some portions of the State the H. hive is

largely used with the 2-lb. section; and the pro-

ducer regrets that the smaller size was ever in-

troduced: but facts are stubborn things: and as

the extractor has revolutionized one end of the

H. hive, so the 1-lb. section has revolutionized

the other, and both are hastening along to a

complete victory.

was trodden down and plowed under by the ad-
vance of grain-tields and orchards: and, failing

to secure the large yields that at first rewarded
the little toilers. Mr. Harbison, in 186it, formed a
partnership with Mr. R. G. Clark for develop-
ing the virgin honey-ranges of San Diego Co.

Great success attended their efforts, and in 1873

the first full carload of comb honey was shipped
across the continent, giving California honey a
world wide fame. Mr. Clark sold out his por-

HOW FRUIT-MEN DESTROY AN APIARY

The next invention of importance, and which
works well with the H. hive, was the Harbison
stove smoker. Open the rear door of the hive,

and set the smoker down in the rear, and a vol-

ume of smoke rolled up and against the (exposed

combs; t)ut this smoker, used with a U)\) open-
ing liive, is of but little use, and the bellows
smoker takes its place. The stove smoker holds
a large amount of fuel, and its smoking propen-
sities are continued for nearly a whole day from
once filling.

The honey flora of the Sacramento Valley

tiou of the business in 1873. Mr. Harbison at
one lime owned 3.500 colonies, and one of his
greatest vields was 60,000 lbs. of comb honey
from 300 colonies of bees.

Mr. H. has had some trouble with fruit-rais-
ers, and the result was a conflagration of a
whole apiary. Usually apiaries are burned by
saturating each hive with kerosene, and then
applying the torch; but in the above case the
liives were placed together and burned. Per-
haps it was in view of the inroads of the fruit-

raisers that Mr. Harbison said that California
bee-keeping has seen its best days, and that the
honey-yields would hereafter wane instead of
increase. The statement would probably prove
true if the present conditions continued. That
the conditions will change, and for the better, is

evident from the progressive tendency of the
bi'e keeping industry. Mr. H. now owns only

about .500 colonies, which are
eifher rented or cared for by
hired bee-keepers.
In 1861 Mr. Harbison published

his book, "The Bee-keeper's Di-
rectory." a volume of 440 pages.
The illustrations are of a high
order, and the subject is treated
in an exhaustive manner; and
instead of being a book merely to
iidvertise the H. hive, it Is a val-
uable work for any bee-keeper
to have. It is, however, out of
print, and hard to find. Many of
the problems that are now agi-
tating the bee-keeping world
were under experiment in Cal-
ifornia thirty years ago. The
control of swarming was as
much of a problem then as now;
and Mr. Harbison invented the
swarm-catcher, a large net that
could be applied to the front of
the hive, and in which the is-

suing swarm was caught. When
not in use it was collapsed in

front of the hive.

Although Mr. Harbison may be regarded as
the father of California bee culture, he has nev-
er come in contact with bee-keepers through
the bee-periodicals, and the fraternity have a
sort of vague idea of the man. The photo I

obtained was taken a few years ago. and is nat-
ural, with the exception of at present a few
more gray hairs.
Mr. H. was married in 1865. A son and two

daughters were the result of the union; and,
the son dviiicr in infancy, the two daughters are
the oiilv ii'iuaining children. Mr. H. is inter-
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ested in the grocery business, and various other
enterprises; and, though nearly threescore and
ten years of age, he is a very active business
man.
Our interview was very pleasant, and will be

long remembered by the" Rambt-ek.

THE HIVER—ITS COST.

I!. I.. TAYLOR REVIEWS THE MATTER.

In the whole history of apiarian inventions,
perhaps there is nothing so specious in its

chai'acter, so well calculated to deceive the
unwary, as the hiver: and I feel that at best
great disappointment is inevitable, for many
will undoubtedly be so blinded by the glare of

its false promises that they will make haste to

demon-^trate their faith in its supposed virtues
by investing in it money which I fear will never
be recovered. To prevent, so far as may be,

the vexation and loss likely to result, is so evi-
dently praiseworthy that I am moved to point
out. for the consideration of those interested,

some difticulties that must be encountered in

any attempt to make use of what seems ad-
mitted to be the least objectionable of the
hivers thus far brought out; namely, the Pratt
1893 pattern.
Taking it for granted that the hiver will

operate in accordance with the claims and ex-
pectations of the inventor, what I have to say
now may be conveniently considered in answer
to the question: "What will it cost?" for,

whether the outgo necessary to its possession
and use is money, labor, or other thing of value,
it is equally comprehended within the meaning
of the item of cost.

The first cost of the device specifically called
the hiver is, of course, not great; but of what
possible use would it be alone? Of course, to

complete the hiver there must be added a hive
entire, and the hive must be furnished; and if

furnished according to the practice of practical
bee-keepers, the expense in an apiary of any
considerable magnitude would soon be felt to

be onerous enough. It is no answer to this to

say that the hives in any case would be needed
for the swarms, for that is not true. Under
good management I think I may safely say
that only about a third of the colonies on an
average, in apiaries devoted to the production
of comb honey, cast swarms; and when extract-
ing is practiced, the proportion is less still; so
that, in an apiary of 200 colonies, the wear and
tear on about 150 hives, together with the in-

terest on their cost, and their necessary man-
ipulation and storage—no inconsiderable items
—would be a dead loss unless in some way the
use of the hiver brings compensation. Would
exemption from the care of swarms be ade([uate
compensation? At a venture. I should choose
to have the swarms hived in the old way. I

think the expense would be less.

But when the too sanguine purchaser of the
hivers has paid for them, and got them in
position, he finds himself in a dilemma. The
road divides: but whichever brancli he lu'oposes
to take, he finds himself confronted by items of
cost springing out of the ground, demanding
recognition, and refusing to be laid. By tiie

choice of the, right-hand branch he may expect
to be able to iiroduce comb honey, 1o IciM^p up
the numbei' of his colonics, to get some bcnelit
from the young (|ucens r<'ared during and in

conse(iuence of swarming, and to guard in some
degree against damage liable to result from the
uniting of swarms, but at the expense of much
care and hard labor, and of sundiy vexations
and costly mistakes and misapprehensions. By
taking ihe other lie >-liii'ks the heavie-.t of the

labor, but thereby sacrifices all young queens,
and some old ones loo; foregoes the production
of comb honey, and suffers the number of his
colonies to be rapidly reduced.
Mr. Pratt, after contemplating both, and pre-

sumably trying both, has chosen the left-hand
road, ilis plan is, to place the hiver under the
colony in thi> spring, and leave it undisturbed
till fall. When a swarm issues, the only exit
for the (pieen is through the hiver into the hive
below, whither the swarm is supposed to follow
her, and set up housekeeping anew. There is

no exit for queens, young or old. to the open
air. Now let us see "what additional items of
cost must accrue against the hiver used as the
inventor recommends it to be used.

First, inasmuch as there is no provision for
the renewal of queens, either at the swarming
season or by superseding, the colonies must
rapidly perish: and within three years, if the
plan is adhered to. the apiary will be as quiet
as a grave. At what sum shall this item be
estimated? But Mr. Pratt will exclaim that
it will not operate so, for queens will be reared
or procured, and supplied in this way or that.
Well, at what sum shall this item, i. e., the
securing of queens by his method, whatever it

may be, be estimated? He may take the
clieaper of the two courses, and find thq,^ very
dear.
Second, there can be no success in the pro-

duction of comb honey if the bees swarm, for it

can not be supposed that the bees will carry
their honey up through the old brood-combs, as
they are becoming empty by the hatching of

the brood, into the sections, but the combs will

be filled first to the extent of fifty pounds or

more if so much is gathered; and then, loth to

go up through so much solid honey to the sec-

tions, they will jiroceed to fill the new brood-
chamber. The great bulk of all this honey
should have gone into the sections; and when
no swarm issues, who can say what proportion
of the colonies, rather than go into the sections,

will work downward through the hiver, entice
the queen down, and then go through the same
process as though they had swarmed ? Let any
one at all skilled in the production of comb
honey say what the hiver would be costing un-
der such circumstances as these.

Then, third, though the proposed plan did

not involve the destruction of the colonies, the
sacrifice of all the young queens must seem, to

all who know the difference between a vigorous
queen and a decrepit one, a tremendous price to

pay for a set of hivers. The queen -breeder's

price list would give only an inadequate idea
of the cost, and this is an item which can not
be avoided except by dropping the Pratt plan.

Any one giving the matter candid considera-
tion can not escape the conclusion that Mr.
Pratt has made a very serious mistake in

choosing this branch of the road. He no doubt
will say that all this damage may be avoided,
and he would be right, but only on condition

that he turn sharp around, retrace his steps,

and take the other way. Let us retrace our
steps, and try that way. We have tried the
way of <'ase and ruin; let us explore now the
course that gives promise of success, it may be,

but gives no promise of exemption from care

and labor.
We have learned at least some of the things

that must be obviated before we can indulge
even a, faint hopi' of success: viz., we must
save the young {piecns or else rear or purchase
and introduci' otheis; we must know contin-

ually the condition of the old queen, and, in

case of accident to her through the vicissitudes

of the new method of swarming, be prepared to

replace her; and the tastes and inclinations of

the b<'es must i)e hunujred in order to any
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success in the production of comb honey. At
what expense, for the sake of the hiver, must
we be to accomplish all this? Success in every
one of these particulars demands that the
apiarist have constant knowledge of the con-
dition of the colonies with respect to swarming,
queens, and the occupancy of the lower hive
without swarming. This involves the almost
herculean labor of lifting each hive with its

supers off the hivers about twice every weelv
during the entire swarming season. Tliey must
actually be lifted off, for the hivers must be
examined carefully for superseding queens as
well as for old queens deserted by their swarms;
and this must be done in the sun of the hottest
summer weather. One need ti'y it but once to
become satisfied of the magnitude of the oper-
ation. If any bee-keeper mourns because he is

out of work he may now cheer up: let him at-
tach tlie newest pattern of hiver to his colonies,
and from that time forward he will ha,ve no
cause for complaint.
These are some suggestions, hardly more

than hints, at the inadequacy of the hiver.
One might enter more particularly into the
measuring and weighing of its disadvantages;
but as they seem so absolutely to smother any
possible hope of advantage, it is scarcely neces-
sary. R. L. Taylor.
Lapeer, Mich., April 19.

M I W
PACKING VERSUS SINGLE-WALLED HIVE.

AN EXPEKIENCE THAT SEEMS TO FAVOR THE
LATTER.

An old farmer once said to me. "Keep your
bees dry and they will not freeze." While his
statement may not be strictly true, there may
be suggestions in his ideas. My experience this
winter very much inclines me to the belief that
bees should not be surrounded with any sort of
packing that will absorb and retain moisture.
This March I had occasion to change a colony
from one chaff hive to another, to widen an en-
trance for spring. When I took the bottom out
of the hive in which the bees had wintered. I

found the chaff a wet, soggy, half- rotten mass.
Another colony was in a shell set inside of a
larger shell, no packing except on top. The
brood-nest was contracted, and two new chaff
division-boards put in at the sides of the frames
inside of the inside shell—no connection with
the outside, except the entrance. The ii;side

shell rested on a sheet of tarred paper on the
bottom of the outside shell or case. This colo-
ny had the greatest mess of dead bees, mold,
and dirt, on the bottom-board, of any colony.
The two chaff division-boards were, I might
say, soaking wet. This overhauling I am speak-
ing of was done in March. I cleaned out this
hive with a little fire-shovel. Other hives were
cleaned out the same way.
Finding my chaff-packed colonies in such rot-

ten messes, I took my shovel and hastened to
the colony that had no chaff packing, to shovel
the dead bees and dirt out of it. I raised the
quilt, blew in a little smoke, and took off the
quilt. T was astounded. Instead of moist-look-
ing, sickly bees like the others, they had that
dry. glossv. chipper look you see in fine weather.
There hung the combs, dry and bright, with
that glossy appearance you would expect to see
later in the season. I began talving out the
frames, and set them aside so I might shovel the
mess off the bottom-board as I had done the
others. I looked down, and was again struck.
There was nothing to shovel out. The bottom-
board was almost as clean as in the summer. I
had worried more or less about this colony all

winter, because it was so poorly protected. I

covered it down again, and went into the house

and told my wife we need not worry about that
colony, even if all the others died before good
weatlier. This queen was a daughter of an im-
ported queen, the same as the others^ in the
yard. Her mating might have had something
to do witli her wintering, scarcity of chaff hives
was my reason for risking i^ees in this hive.
In order that others may with me further test

this matter. I will give details.
This hive was a solid box, made of heavy

pine boards, l>s in. thick, heavily painted white,
with good dry cover of % i)ine. Inside the ends
was nailed another board, about % thick,
against the ends, with no paper or dead-air
space. This inside board was to hang the
frames on. making the ends of the hive about a
solid two-inch planlc. The sides were just the
outside boards. The bottom was painted, cleat-
ed % stuff, not nailed to the hive; but the
joints were probably filled with dirt. etc. The
entrance was full width, but contracted by loose
blocks set against the outside; open entrance,
about 3 inches by %.
Early in the fall the brood-nest was reduced

to six combs, spaced summer spacing. The
chamber was contracted l)y two % pine close-
fitting division-boards. The openings along
the tin rabbets had a small muslin rag stuffed
in them. Behind the division-boards were old
rags down at the corner at the entrance, to keep
the cold from getting behind the division-boards
througli the entrance that would be otherwise
open. No attempt was made to stuff behind
the boards for warmth or protection, except as
spoken of about the entrance.
On top of the framos were laid two or three

sticks to insure space over the top-bars. Over
this was carefully adjusted a piece of duck that
had been thoroughly waxed by the bees in sum-
mer, making practically a sealed cover. On
this quilt was laid some kind of a cotton pad
nearly % of an inch thick, that some old lady
had probably made at one time for a back-rest
on a rocking-chair. On this pad were thrown
some old coats, pants, or something like that.
You can readily see how necessity was my mas-
ter. I mourned during the cold weather be-
cause this colony was not packed in chaff.
This one test is not conclusive. Colonies for

comparative experiments should be with queens
from the same mother, from tlie same batch of
swarming cells, put into winter on the same
number of combs, about the same amount of
honey, and fixed for winter on the same day,
very early in the fall, so all cracks can be sealed.
Also try one colony of the same, but to be
changed to a new chaff hive, too late to be sealed
or propolized, and put in brand-new chaff divi-
sion-boards at the sides of the contracted brood-
nest. See how wet those division-boards are
in the spring, if the winter is a hard one. That
colony will probably be dead, with the" absorb-
ents" all around them.
My experience convinces me the ten-frame

hives are not much if any too large. I am satis-
fied the eight-frame hive is a mistake. Most of
my queens use nine and some of them ten
frames. They must have some room for stores.
While watching my weak colonies building

up this March and April, I think I should like
to have our brood-frames shortened at least one
inch, and that comb surface added to the bot-
tom, thus making them just a little shorter
and deeper. I should want the same comb sur-
face as now.

I had another colony in a home-made box that
had tar paper between the two end-boards.
This colony came through in very bad condi-
tion. But it was so poorly protected on top that
it was no test. I am afraid we do not want tar
paper. But I am not sure yet.
Ingram, Pa., April 20. Philo S. Dilworth.
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SEALED COVERS A FAILURE.

AVINTEKING IN THE DOVETAILED CHAFF HIVE:
SUCCESSFUL MOVING OF BEES.

Friend Root:—As I had some correspondence
with you, and also with Capt. Hetherington and
Dr. Miller relative to moving: my bees during
the month of March from Bloomtield, Ky.
(latitude 38°), to this place (latitude 37°) by
freight, it may be that your friends, and the
readers of Gleanings generally, will be inter-
ested to know as to th(! success of the move,
methods adopted, and lessons learned in the
school of experience. I am very sure that,
prior to moving them, I should have been de-
lighted to possess just such information as I am
now able to give from experience.

I reached Bloomtield March U. The bees had
a good flight that day and the next. I found
my 34 colonies. 1.") in chaff and 1".) in single-wall-
ed' dovetailod hives, (jW alive. I had packed .30

of them in October for the winter, using a de-
vice, similar to Mr. Hill's, above the brood-
chamber, over which I placed, in a super, sever-
al thicknesses of burlap. Four of them I left

with "sealed covers," all on their stands. It

will be the last of " sealed covers" with me.
These four were by far the most depleted, and
were all suffering from dysentery. The fifteen

in Dovetailed chaff hives were in the best con-
dition I have ever found my bees in the month
of March, during an experience of 12 years in

different localities. All honor to the Dovetailed
chaff hives. Undoubtedly it is a superior hive
for all localities and seasons, being warm in

winter and cooler in warm weather. Those in
the single-walled Dovetailed hives were in ex-
cellent tix, except the four under ' sealed cov-
ers." I prepared 20 of the colonies for shipping,
according to the suggestions in the A B C, using
the wire screens on top only. The remaining
^six I aiTanged with thin pieces of wood, fV of
an inch thick, under the corners of both bottoms
and covers, securing the latter with two 2-in.

screws in each. On reaching their destination
I found more dead bees in these six on which I

had not used wire screens than in all the other 28.

I put a ball of wet rags on the brood-frames in
each hive. I shipped in a fruit-car; but as the
mercury had dropped to 28° the morning I ship-
ped, I closed all the ventilators except the two
front windows, which were near the floor of the
car, on the sides. The hives occupied the rear
half of the car. They were placed in the car
with frames parallel with the rails. The'chaff
hives were placed in the lower rows. Across
the tops of these, and parallel with the ties, I

placed two strips of lumber (2 x 1 in.), securing
the strips with one five-penny nail, just where it

crossed each hive, driven into the frame of the
wire screen in front and rear. The second tier
of hives was placed on these strips, which af-
forded ventilation to the hives below: and the
cleats of the bottom-boards, exactly fittiuff over
the strips, prevented the upper hives from being
jostled either backward or forward.
The bees reached (xlasgow. a distance of ]f30

miles, the next day. in splendid condition. Mer-
cury rose to 40° that afternoon. Not one comb
was broken down, not a quart of bees had been
killed by the trip. Many of the combs were
new last season. Most of them were on improv-
ed Hoffman frames, which are good enough for
me. I would not, however, object to the thick-
er top bar.
The prospects are exceedingly bright for a fine

season in this section. Thn fruit-bloom is very
heavy, and white clover abundant. Some colo-
nies have already become so stiong that I have
been compelled to put on one super for fear of
swarming fever.

I find myself admirably located for queen-
rearing, to which I am giving special attention.
There are only two colonies of bees within a
mile of me, and not half a dozen within three
miles. I shall hav(! little difficulty in keeping
my stock pure.
As to the question asked in Gleanings re-

cently, concerning the hardiness of the proge-
ny of Southern queens, let me say my experi-
ence has been decidedly favorable. Much of
my present stock was reared from a Southern
queen, the remainder from a queen purchased
from you season before last. They stood the
test last winter equally well, where the ther-
mometer ranged from zero to 10° below, often
for a week and sometimes ten or twelve days
consecutively. I have now a queen, purchased
recently for breeding purposes, from Mr. A. F.
Brown, of Florida. 1 shall have an opportunity
to test the matter moi'e fully, as to this climate
at least. F. G. Railey.
Glasgow, Ky., April 12.

SEALED COVERS AND ABSORBENTS; A DIFFER-
ENCE IN FAVOR OF THE LATTER.

In regard to wintering bees, I would say that
all of our 13 colonies came through all right.

We have not lost a colony since we began the
business, but can't say how soon we may; how-
ever, there was quite a difference in the condi-
tion of our bees. March 7th, part came out
with nice dry combs; but most of them showed
that dampness had collected to quite an extent
on the inside. Even the combs of some were
wet. Now, the most were under sealed covers
in large chaff' hives; part were in your Dove-
tailed chaff hives, and were prepared for winter
by fitting thin boards loosely into the bottom of

a super. We next put in a thick quilt, and
filled the super up with chaff', and set it on top
of the hive. Now. between these and the oth-
ers with sealed covers I could notice no partic-

ular difference. One thing seemed a little

sti-ange. One colony was set into one of those
large chaff hives quite late in the fall. The
cover was not fastened down at all. There was
also a hole bored through the cover, and the
chaff cushion placed on top, the same as the
rest, with a piece of old carpet on top of that.

Well, what of it? Why, this colony came out
just as dry and bright as a silver dollar—no
dampness 'in the least. My neighbor has a
hive with a telescope cap made perfectly tight.

When this cap is let clear down for winter there
is a •^8 -inch space over the frames. To experi-

ment, he left the honey-boards (that cover the

top of the frames) off. and <'very one so treated

came out dry and in good condition. I noticed

one thing, that hives with thin covers under
the cushions came out dryer than those with
thick covers. S. Farrington.
Corunna, Ind., April 10.

CONFINING THE BEES WITH AVIBE CLOTH IN
CELLAR WINTERING.

I put my 34 colonies into the cellar the latter

part of November, with sealed covers, but put
a two-inch rim lietwcen the hive and bottom-
board. This rim was made with an entrance
one inch high and as wide as the hive, so as to

afford bottom ventilation, and also for conven-
ience in cleaning the bottom during winter,
which I did three or four times without dis-

turbing the liees. As my cellar is not mouse-
proof. 1 nailed some wire cloth to pieces of

blocks, and actually closed the bees in the
hives. I could not see that this closing them
in bothered tliem in the least, for they were
more satisfied than any previous winter with a
j?^-inch open entrance and top ventilation.

They were put out on the summer stands April
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. 4. One of the 34 had died of starvation; all the
others were strong, and are out flying now ev-
ery day. The sealed covers had made it very
damp in the hives—so much that the unpainted
rims were water-soaked. The temperature in

the cellar ranged between 38 and 4.5° most of the
winter, and 50 the latter part of March. Even
as high as that, the bees were perfectly quiet,
so I could lift the hives up to remove the rims
before they were put out.

J'. P". ROSENFIEI.D.
West Point. Neb., Apr. 10.

[We have usually not considered it wise to
shut in bees absolutely with wire cloth; but by
emptying out the trays occasionally it does
away with the stench from d^ad bees, and so
makes the live ones quieter.' Have others tried
this with success?]

IN FAVOR OF SEALED COVPiKS.

I wintered 8 colonies on summer stands—3 in

chaff hives with sealed covers, all in good
shape; two 8-framc tliin-wall Simplicity sealed
covers, with four to six thicknesses of newspa-
pers around the body (inside the outer cover).
One smothered and the other is in poor shape.
Three single thick-wall sealed covers are in
good condition; two Simplicity in cellar, sealed
covers, came out in good shape; 7 wintered in
an out-building (sealed covers); one died with
dysentery; the rest are in good shape. Apr. 4ih
it was up to 70°; bees had a good liy. To-day,
the 7th, the ground is white with snow. I shall
stick to sealed covers yet awhile.

T like Gleanings vei-y much better than any
other journal I have seen yet.
Cicero Center. N. Y. S. H. Eastwood.

sealed covers; a case of "don't know."
You ask for reports on sealed covers. I went

into winter quarters with 40 colonies with
sealed covers; 3 starved. 37 are O. K. I never
saw so many young bees so early in the season.
They are chock full of bees, ready for the har-
vest. But. oh my I how the water did drip out
of the entrance every time it thawed I I can't
say that I like sealed covers. I fear the damp-
ness, although they did well this time. I had
40 colonies packed in chaflF. They always
seemed to be nice and dry, but are not so strong
in bees as those in sealed covers. I shall have
to say, like Dr. Miller. " I don't know."
Edgerlon, Kan., Apr. 15. B. F. De Tar.

sealed covers and ABSORIUNG CUSHIONS,
WITH THE DIFFERENCE A LITTLE IN

FAVOR OF THE LATTER.
The bees have wintered fairly well in this

locality. 1 packed a few with sealed covers,
and could not notice any great difference in
their wintering as compared with upward ven-
tilation; but in an out-yard where all were
packed with sealed covers I had considerably
mor^ than the average loss; but I think it was
mostly caused by the long -continued cold
weatiicr when the bees could not break cluster
to lind their stores, and do not put (ill the blame
on the sealed covers. W. G. Larrabee.
Larrabee's Point, Vt., Apr. 17.

ABSORBING CUSHIONS AHEAD.
Out of 7 colonies in Dovetailed hives packed

in winter cases, with chaff all around, and top
covered with burlap and chaff, one died. It

was a late and small swarm. Out of 9 colonies
in box hives (which I bought loo lat.(^ to trans-
fer), packed with straw all around and over
sealed covers, leaving only entrance free, four
died. Part of their combs were wet and moldy.

All had plenty of stores. One of the box hives
in which the bees survived is a cracker-box of
^^-inch lumber, but the cover fits so poorly that
the bees enter under it instead of below, hence
had upward ventilation. A neighbor who leaves
his hives unprotected on the. summer stand (an
open shed) lost 75 per cent. Last winter his
bees wintered well, kept the same way.

J. F. Eggers.
Grand Island, Neb.. April 18.

DECIDEDLY IN FAVOR OF .SKALED COVKRS.

You can mark me down in favor of sealed
covers. I like your Dovetailed chaff hivfi with
sealed covers. I wintered 13 colonies without
a single loss so far. All but 3 colonies were
under sealed covers. Absorbing cushions be-
came so damp and moldy that even the combs
became very nnildy: wh.h^ under sealed covers
every thing is diy and nice. Our bees are in
good shape, with plenty of stores. Oqr neigh-
bors all ai'ound us have lost very heavily
Bladensburg, O., Apr. 5. A. Blue.

SEALED COVERS A BIG FAILURE.
The sealed cover did not succeed witli me.

I had 17 colonies under sealed covers, iind seal-
ed tight, with 5 inches of chaff ov(M' them, and
;3>2' in. on the sides. Eight of the 17 colonies
are no more. They had lots of honey left in
the hive. I had nine colonies under chaff cush-
ions, and all wintered well. So my experience
is overwhelminglv in favor of absorbents.
Flat Rock, Mich.. Apr. 20. D. I. Wagar.

SEALED COVERS INCLINED TO WART.
My objection to sealed covers is, that mois-

ture from bees swells the under side of the
cover, therefore they warp up in this shape ^,
or -~^

, thus breaking loose at the sides or ends,
causing a draft through the hive. In my opin-
ion there is nothing so handy as the enamel
cloth, especially for handling in the working
season: when you take sealed or flat covers off,

the bees are apt to "sit down " on you rather
hard. A. Stevenson.
Tingley, la., April <i.

ABSORBING CITSHIONS.

I think the absorbing cushions the safest way
to winter here when it rains. Here the en"-

trances sometimes clog with ice, and are not
safe with sealed covers; but with absorbing
cushions will do no harm. I have always had
good luck with chaff' packing.

Francis Ortt.
Darling Road, Ont., Can., April 8.

SEALED COVERS NOT AS GOOD AS THE ABSORB-
ING-CUSHIONS.

Bees have wintered well. I have not lost

one. I winter on the summer stands in chaff
hives. We have had a very cold winter here.
Bees have not done as well under sealed covers
as in the large chaff hive. A. A. Simpson.
Swarts. Pa., March 30.

WI.NTERING POORLY UNDKR SEALED COVERS.

Bees hav(^ wintered poorly around here. My
loss is about 40 per cent. A neighbor lost 15 out
of hi swarms. They were packed in chaff, with
sealed covers, but they were weak.

St. Clair, Mich., Mar. 29. J. M. Rankin.

HAT) FOR SEALED COVERS.

As per your request, I state that, under my
observation, 97K per cent of bees, under absorb-
ents, in this locality, wintered; while from 50
to 75 per cent under sealed covers perished.
Sneedville, Tenn., Apr. 6. H. F. Coleman.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

THAT I.ECTKK.

A. I. Oleeningn —
Ocer sir:—They was
a man in our naber-
hood a sellin a noo
patent bee-hive. He
give a leckter onto
bees in the skooi
house. He said he

vsi-' -sTfcB^w^a \ » wanted to insiruck

^tl^^^^^^aH^^'W the peepel about the

sweet ever concocted
by nature. But my
old woman sez he
wanted to sell hives.
I think Betsy izzent

fur wrong. He give you a short report of his

leckter. Leastways sum of it. It was as fol-

lows, viz: to- wit, namely:
" Ladies & gentelmen, from time immemoreal

the hunny bee was di.-kuvvered ages ago. It

was 1st diskuvvered in the carcus of a lion.

The lion was ded. And no wonder, for a whole
swarm of bees was enuff to kill enny lion.

"The best hunny is prodoost from a movable
hive. You see be four you a spessamen of the
movable hive. You see it has handles by
whitch you can pick it up and moveitenny-
where, and that's why it's called movable.
They is two kinds of movable hives. Them
whitch is made with handles in the 1st place is

jist called movable, but I can fix enny hive soze
to make it movable by puttin handles onto it,

and when ifs fi.xed that way it's called a fixed

hive. The handles is secured by a patent.
"Improved bee-keepers keeps their bees in

out aperries. An out aperry is one whitch is

kep out doors. The free sirkellation of fresh
air out door is condoosive to the health of the
bees.
" Much of the hunny nowadays is made by

contraction. The aperrist keeps a lot of mov-
able hives, and makes a contract with the
storekeeper for all his hunny at the beginnin of

the season, and by this means of contraction he
doant hev to trot round to sell his hunny to

Tom Dick & Harry, but sells it all by con-
traction.'"

IZZKNT THEV SUM MITY FINK HUNNY PRODOOST
FKOM WHITE CLOVER?

I hevvent lime to tell you all the rest of his
leckter; but svlien he got through he sed he
wood be glad to heer questions or remarks from
enny one. Then they all begun to holler out,
' Jake Smith 1 Jake Smith I

"

Then the man, he inquired was Mr. Smith in

the house, and I felt it was my dooty to res-

pond a reply. 1 coodent tock like the agent
did. for he was very smooth spoken, but I could
tell about how I hed dun.

I sed, sez I, I haint only a farmer, sez I. and I

haint no improved bee-keeper, but I think
hunny is a grate invenshun. Sez I, I have al-
ways kep my bees in a out aperry, but I diddent
know befour that was the name. Idoan't keep
movable hives nor fixed hives, sez I, but jist
common hives or scaps, and one pallus. I never
practist contraction on the storekeeper, & most
generally my fokes eats up what hunny we
git, and most of you has tasted it.

Sez 1. I haint nuthin to say agin the hunny
prodoost from a movable hive, but I want to
ask jist one question, izzent they sum mity fine
honey prodoost from white clover? sez I. And,
sez I, them handles may be secured by a patent,
but they look like they was secured with
screws. I jist sed that fer a joke, fer he ment
you dassent make handles when they was pat-
ented. But I doant think yude git mutch more
hunny with handles. Jake Smith.

RECOLLECTIONS AND EXPERIENCES
; BY AN

OLD BEE-JOURNAL EDITOR.

wax-kefining; a home-made boiler; how
every foundation manufacturer may
have good facilities at a trifling

cost; a valuable article.

While engaged in the manufacture of comb
foundation we accumulated a quantity of wax,
unfit for foundation, much of it being very dark
and filthy. Not only so, but we often made wax
into foundation that did not please us. and
which damaged our trade, but which, due to
first cost, must be turned into money. To be
able to rehne such wax has taeen a luxury: for,
to make the operation successful and expedi-
tious, considerable investment has been neces-
sary.
Recently we wrote to a manufacturer of foun-

dation, asking his price for refining this stuff,
and we found the cost on .500 to 700 lbs. would
be quite an item. By correspondence we found
a better market for this wax, if I'etined, much
nearer home. As our time was not strictly val-
uable, we concluded to refine thi-< wax ourselves.
We applied to a manufacturer in town, to use
steam from his boiler, but found his charge per
hour would leave us little for our labor.
Not yet discouraged, we concluded to con-

struct a boiler and do the work in our kitchen.
This is how we did it:

We chanced to have on hand an iron pot that
was once used to cook food for poultry. This
pot holds about 12 quarts of water. The rim of
it fiared, funnel-shaped. -We concluded to turn
this pot into a boiler. We bored a jSg-inch hole
about one inch from the top. We filed a bright
surface all around the upper inside edge, and at
a point opposite the hole. This work was done
in about one hour. We next took it to our tin-
ner, and had two pieces of ^4-incii steam-pipe
cut: one piece (the one that goes into the pot)
3 feet long; and the other piece, to reach into
the barrel, 30 inches long. The horizontal piece
can be much longer, if you find it necessary.
To make a solid job we concluded to let the hor-
izonta.l pipe extend through the hole across to
the opposite inside of the pot, hence we tinned
the {'ud of this pipe, and at a point to corres-
pond with the hole. To let steam into the pipe
we sawed two V-shaped openings in one side,

near the inner end. it was nowwtll soldered
at the hole and at the end abutting the pot.

A heavy galvanized-iron cover was fitted to
the top of the pot. Into this a hole was cut,
and a -'.i-inch coupling soldered. A plug closed
the coupling. Now the cover was carefully sol-

dered to the pot. An elbow on the screw end of
the horizontal pipe, and a square nut soldered
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to the upper end of the vertical length, to use
as a handle to screw it on or off, completed the
outfit.

The tinner's charge for material and labor
was 68 cents, to which add two or three hours
of our time and a 12-cent file, and we had a
practical boiler. However, if you expect to use
your boiler considerably, we advise that a^-in.
steam-valve be soldered into the cover, with a
short nipple at the upper end, in which to place
a funnel.
After a time the lower end of the vertical

pipe will be eaten off by the acid. The best
way to construct this pipe is to make it in two
parts, connecting the two with a coupling.
A good linseed-oil barrel should have one end

removed, and the hoops carefully in place.
With hot water and washing-powder, cleanse it

well. Place this barrel near the cook-stove or
range; fill the boiler or pot with rain water, and
screw on the vertical pipe, with its lower end
in the barrel. Put about 40 quarts of rain wa-
ter into the barrel (hot water in both will save
time); then add IJi to 3 lbs. of sulphuric acid,
depending on how dirty your wax is. Now fill

the barrel to within 12 or 1.5 inches of the top
with wax. You can put in about 150 lbs. If in

a hurry, melt part of the wax in a pot on top of
the stove, having added a little water to pre-
vent the wax from getting too hot. If this is

done, care must be taken that the pot does not
stand in too hot a place, or the wax will boil

over the stove and floor, causing fire risk, loss of
wax, and a muss generally.
Over a good fire of hard wood or coal, your

boiler will need replenishing with water every
two or three hours. If you note carefully the
weight of the empty boiler you can easily de-
termine about how empty it is. Of course, as
there are no valves to close there is no danger
of explosion; but if empty, over a hot fire, the
pot will probably be ruined or the solder melted
off. If all the wax is melted in the barrel it

will take some hours.
After the mass in the barrel is melted, if heat

is still applied the mass will finally roll and
seethe—in other words, boil rapidly. At this

stage the mass will appear muddy, and rubbish
will float on the surface. From this point the
boiling must continue for two to five hours, de-
pending upon the quantity of dirt in the wax
at the beginning. At length, about all the rub-
bish will settle down. During this process of
boiling, put a board, that fits partially inside
the chime, on the barrel, over wliich place
worthless bags, sacks, or garments, to retain
the heat and steam. Useful articles will be
spoiled if exposed to the vapors from the barrel.
Remove the boiler, and cover the barrel. In

about two or three hours, dip off the clear wax,
which must pass tlirough thin factory or cheese
cloth, and put it into suitable tin vessels to cool.

We prefer to have a little hot water in these
vessels, so that any impurities still in the wax
may settle into it. When these cakes are cold,
the sides of the vessels can be loosened with a
putty or other suitable knife; and any impurity
on the bottom is to be shaved off.

Pans to hold this hot wax are cheaply made of
20 X 28-inch roofing tin, by bending up the sides,

letting them flare about five inches. Run a
heavy wire around the top, and solder the cor-
ners. The tin at the corners should not be cut
away, but bent over, and soldered fast, to
strengthen the corners.
With care the wax can be dipped off till the

layer in the barrel is not much over one inch
thick. The residue should be left till nearly
cold—say 16 to 24 hours. Underneath the solid

wax will be found a cellular, waxy mass, that
fails to harden. At first this- seems to be a
waste, for it surely contains wax; but under

pressure the water is driven out, and the weight
is trifling. To utilize this material would prob-
ably cost more than it is worth.
With good fuel, a six-hole range with water-

reservoir, three barrels to boil wax in, and a
boiler such as we describe, one man with an as-
sistant should refine 1500 to 2000 lbs. of wax per
week—a pretty good revenue, at 5 cents per lb.

The acid will probably cost, for this amount of
wax, $2.25; the fuel, hard coal at $5.00 per ton,
about $1.25. The cloth strainers can be used
only once. Throw out the rubbish, and put the
waxy cloth into the next batch. We had a
small quantity of cappings, and black old combs,
that we pulverized finely during a cold day!
This was put into one batch, and seemed to ren-
der perfectly. How easy in the future to render
wax from old combs, as compared with former
methods!
Manufacturers of foundation on a small scale

will find such a boiler a great convenience, not
only for refining wax, but also for melting and
warming wax when dipping the sheets. Indeed,
we think friend Root will at once prepare these
boilers and offer them to his customers, for they
must surely be in demand. At a slight addi-
tional expense a water-gauge can be set at one
side of the pot, when a glance will indicate the
time for refilling the pot.
Let us give a caution, so that others need not

learn by experience that which cost us a little

trouble. After dinner one day, while convers-
ing pleasantly, we concluded the boiler was
about empty, and the wax boiled sufficiently;
hence we lifted the pot, replaced the stove-lid,
and shoved the pot to the edge of the stove.
After more talk and attention to minor duties,
we unscrewed the vertical pipe and took the
pot from the stove. We casually observed that
the pot seemed very heavy, and, after going a
few paces, wax began to run from the pipe.
This continued, and we hastily procured a dip-
per, into which nearly a quart of wax escaped.
Perplexed, we again lifted the pot, and for the
first time realized that the pot was full of wax.
How did it get there? A second, serious
thought made it plain. The pot had been full

of steam under pressure. The plug was in
place. The pipe was in the barrel. Heat had
been withdrawn; the steam condensed, and the
wax passed in to fill the vacuum. We removed
the plug, and allowed the wax to run out. Aft-
er that our first care was to take out the plug.
We trust our friends will find this cheap boil-

er a source of pleasure and profit.

J. H. Nellis.
Canai'oharie, N. Y., March, 1893.

[Heretofore there has been no practical
method by which bee-keepers not having access
to regular steam-boilers could produce their
own steam for the purposes of wax-rendering
economically, and with the ordinary materials
" around home," with perhaps the exception of
one or two items. We are sure all our readers
will feel indebted to friend Nellis for his very
clear description. Having had experience years
ago in a similar way, in making and testing
iron-kettle boilers—not for the purpose of ren-
dering wax, but for running steam-wheels and
other mechanical toys—we can suggest a sim-
pler wax-boiler than that of friend Nellis, sim-
ple as his is. Secure a large iron kettle. If
you do not have one around home holding 12 or
15 quarts (the larger the better), you can get
one at your hardware store for a trifling sum.
From a sound two-inch pine plank, cut out a
circular cover. "A keyhole saw will cut it on a
slight bevel, so that it will just drive into the
kettle, after a little dressing with sandpaper,
or, better, a wood-file. A better way, however,
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would be to take a pifce of plank to your
nearest planing-mill and have it turned on a
wood-lathe, so it will just make a good snug fit.

After the water is boiling in the kettle, the
steam will make the cover steam-tight, because
the wood will swell. Secure at your hardware
store two ^g or 1.3 inch gas-pipe elbows; a short
piece of pipe, say two or three inches long,
threaded at both ends: another piece of a
length that will reach from your stove to the
barrel, and still another piece that will reach
from the top of the barrel to within six or eight
inches of the bottom of the same. Bore a hole
through the top of the wooden cover of the
kettle, a little smaller than the size of the pipe.
Screw in the first-mentioned piece of pipe;
afterward, as tight as you can do it with your
hands, one of the elbows; and so on extend the

Eipe on into the barrel. Next bore an inch
ole to be stopped with a wooden plug, so that

the kettle can be replenished from time to time.
So far, at much less expense, you will have a
boiler that is in every way as good as friend
Nellis', without any solder, and without any
boring through the sides of the kettle; and
very few bee-keepers will have facilities for
boring through cast-iron. With such a boiler
it will not matter if the kettle does boil dry. for
every housewife knows that an ordinary iron
kettle will stand such treatment occasionally.
Now, to get rid of the fumes of the acid, and

the slopping and sputtering of the wax that
may occur, we would extend the pipe connec-
tion so as to reach from the stove out of the
window, into a barrel just outside. This will
allow all acid fumes to rise in the air. right
where they will do no harm to the occupants of
the house. Having done this you are ready to
proceed as friend Nellis describes above.
To make sure that this plan would work, we

had our "small brother "test the matter out-
doors, and we find that every thing is all right.
Now, we can furnish the kettle at a nominal
sum; but of course it will be cheaper for the
most of you to purchase your own at your own
hardware store, if you do not already have one.
It is possible that some of our readers who are
not of a mechanical turn of mind would not
care to make the wood cover, even if they
could. To accommodate such we will furnish
an iron kettle holding 15 quarts, wood cover
fitted in tight, with the pipe connections and all

complete, for 83.00. This will make it possible
for every one to make his own steam There
is no satisfactory way of rendering wax by the
acid without steam.]

STARTING NUCLEI.

FULL, DIRECTIOXS ON HOW TO DO IT, BY DR. C. C.

MILLER.

A correspondent asks me to tell in Gleanings
how I form nuclei, especially (if I understand
him correctly) when full colonies are divided up
after taking from one apiary to another. The
principal difficulty in establishing a nucleus is

to get the bees to stay put. It is a very simple
thing to take two or more combs with adhering
bees and put them into an empty hive; but the
difficulty is, to get them to stay there. Except
the youngest bees, nearly all are likely, under
ordinary circumstances, to conclude that the
old home was better, and accordingly to return
to it. But by means of an out-apiary, that dif-

ficulty is entirely overcome. Or, two bee-keep-
ers living two miles or more apart could ex-
change colonies, and each take advantage of
the moving.

I might answer the question in very few
words by saying that a colony can be taken to

an out-apiary, and, without any ceremony
whatever, the frames of brood can be taken
out, each of^them put in a'separate empty hive,
allowing an equal number of bees to each, and
there you are. Tiie bees can't desert and go
back to their old home, for they can't find it.

But no doubt the question meant to include
more particulars, w hich I gladly give. When
practicing thejplan under consideration, I gen-
erally, if not always, raised a queen in each
nucleus, and then the nucleus was developed
into a full colony. At the time bees began to
think about swarming, I selected one or more
colonies to be divided, and from the selected col-
ony removed the queen. Possibly I added to it

brood from other colonies, exchanging for this
brood-combs containing no brood. If the re-
moved queen'.was considered a proper one to
bi'eed from, the bees, upon her removal, would
proceed to raise queen cells, or such cells were
obtained in some way. A day or two before
there was any danger^of the ceils hatching, the
combs were looked over; and the probability
was that the cells werejuot^very evenly distrib-
uted, some combs having several cells and some
having none. Then I evened up matters and
put a ceil on each frame of brood which had
none. This was done at least 12 hours before
the colony was to be removed to the other apia-
ry, so that the bees would have time to do any
patching and mending that was needed. The
hive was now filled with brood-combs, each of
which contained brood and a queen-cell.
But this would allow only one comb of brood

with its adhering bees for a nucleus, and such
a nucleus would be too weak for the best work.
So. about two days before the time of removal,
another colony was made^queenless, to betaken
along to the out-apiary. Arrived at the out-
apiary, eight hives were placed in proper places
to receive the nuclei. In each of the hives a
frame with adhering bees was put from the
hive containing the queen-cells, and also from
the other hive a frame with adhering bees. If

I had them to spare, a' frame or two of honey
was given to each of the nuclei, but they would
get along without this, for the honey harvest
was now on, and in each nucleus there was a
fair proportion of field-bees. Indeed, I don't
know of any other way in which you can be so

sure of having in each nucleus a full assortment
of bees of all ages.
The nuclei were now formed,^and in the ma-

jority of cases I could count on finding the
young queen laying two weeks later. Of course,

as in all cases, some of the queens would fail to

materialize; but the proportion was no greater,

if as tgreat. as by other methods. Some years

ago, by following the plan outlined, I increased

13 colonies to 81, and took from them 1200 lbs. of

honey. But it was an exceptionally good year,

a'buckwheat year at that, and] the honey was
nearly all buckwheat extracted. But the 81

colonies were all strong and in good condition.

They were in ten-frame hives, and only one,

two, or three frames were taken from a hive to

be extracted at a time, always leaving each hive

well stocked for winter should the harvest close

at any time.
I would lay stress on the importance of not

making nuclei too weak. I don't believe there

is any economy in weak nuclei. I don't think
they raise so good queens. Besides, they are so

slow building up, that, although you may at

the start make a greater number of nuclei from
aigiven number of colonies, you will gain by
having a smaller number at the start, and then
make new ones later in the season from those

formed earlier. Another reason for thisj is,

that, if you start by making your nuclei too

weak, the season may close unexpectedly early,

and ail will be left in bad shape for winter; but
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if you have a smaller nunibei', and all strong,

then the danger is less, especially if you follow
the wise rule of determining that, the later in

the season you start a nucleus, the stronger it

must be.

I think it is a fact, although I am not sure
that it is generally known, that queenless bees,

perhaps more particularly those that are en-
gaged in rearing queen-cells, are much more
inclined to stay wherever they are put than
bees taken from a colony having a laying queen.
Another fact that I think is not generally

known, is, that, when part of the bees of a col-

ony become sufficiently detached from the main
body, and yet have free communication with it,

such bees, in the busy season, are very likely to

raise a young queen, independently of any
thought of swarming. It doesn't seem to mat-
ter much how the separation be made, whether
by having one or two brood-combs above, be-
low, or to one side of the regular brood -nest,

separated by a queen-excluder from it, or in

some cases separated merely by sufficient dis-

tance. The bees seem to feel themselves prac-
tically queenless, in spite of the fact that they
can easily go where they can tind the old queen.
Now, in such cases I have taken the frame or
two of brood with adhering bees, a day or two
before I thought it was time for the young
queen to hatch, and have been very successful
in getting them to stay wherever put.
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

THE EVILS OF GLUCOSE ADULTERATIONS.

PKOF. COOK DEFINES HIS TRUE POSITION.

said nothing to give such an impression. I

argued with all the force I could exert to the
exact contrary. I shall ever do so, unless I

have reason to change my opinion as to such
products which is not at all probable.
Ag'l College, Mich., A pill lU. A. J. Cook.

[We are very glad to receive this, inasmuch
as we know that I'l'of. Cook has been in some
quarters misunderstood; and we hope it will

be the means of correcting any false impres-
sions that may prevail, either at home or
abroad. A brief convention report can not well
give all that a speaker has said, and hence he
may be misunderstood, as was Prof. Cook. We
have had quite extensive correspondence with
the professor of late, and know that, if there is

any thing above another to which he is un-
flinchingly opposed, it is the mixing of glucose
with honey. He is in a position to know, as
well as ourselves, that there is no glucose on
the market that will in any way add to the
selling qualities of the honey, either in looks or
taste. So small an amount as 2.5 per cent will

ruin miy honey; and there is nothing in the
world that will set a going " the everlasting
clack about adulteration " as quickly as will

these glucose mixtures. People are suspicious,
and have a right to be, when such goods are
placed before them. The mixers must be fer-

reted out and exposed.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

Editor Qleanmgs:—It seems strange that,
after one has fought and denounced honey
adulteration for years, people should be ready
to believe him its defender, upon the slightest
suggestion. At our late Michigan convention,
Mr. Heddon did defend the adulteration of
honey with glucose. He argued that such
glucose made it look better and taste better. I

took the opposite of both these assertions. I

am very certain that glucose adulteration, the
only kind practiced, I think, is very harmful. I

can tell such honey if only one-fourth is glu-
cose, and it leaves such a metallic taste in my
mouth, that, were I to use it for a little, I

should have an aversion to honey. I not only
held this as true at our own meeting, but at
no small trouble I prepared specimens, using
the best of honey. The judges, as I expected,
had no trouble to select the adulterated speci-
mens. Thus I say now, as I said then and have
always said, such adulteration is most harm-
ful; and if the product is sold as honey it is a
rank fraud andjmost harmful imposture, and I

think it should be severely punished by both
tine and imprisonment; especially for a second
offense. I said at our meeting, that, if it were
true that glucose did improve honey—really
makes it better—then I should never condemn
it more—of course, I wouldn't. I should be a
fool if I did. I would always praise, not con-
demn, an improvement. In this case I would
condemn selling it for pure honey. But no one
would; they would wish its own brand—the
index of superiority—to help to sell it. But
this is not to the purpose, as glucose injures
honey, and will seriously interfere with the
market if indulged in. Of this I have not a
doubt.

I write this as I do not wish to be misrepre-
sented, either at home or abroad. It is bad
enough, right at home, where one is known;
but it is harder to have the foreign papers so
misinformed. It has been a great surprise to

me that my position was so misunderstood. I

DAI)ANT ON HONEY -DEW.
In a small article, on page 266, our friend

Henry J. Alvis says that we told him that bees
would winter on honey-dew. We can not ex-
plain how he understood what we may have
said. If he will open our book, page 330, he will

see that we consider honey-dew as worse than
dark honey for wintering. Besides, in the in-

structions to beginners, contained in our circu-

lar, and which have been sent to him for years,

he can read that honey-dew and fruit- juice are
bad winter food, and should be extracted from
the combs. Chas. Dadant & Son.
Hamilton, 111.

an appeal T(» INDIANA BEEKEEPERS;
world's COLUMBIAN EXPOSITION.

Indiana State Building, Jackson Park,
Chicago, III., April 22.

Blfteen feet of show-case, .5x7 feet, has been
purchased for the State honey exhibit at the
World's Fair. Will you furnish from your
apiary any portion of this exhibit? It now
remains with the bee-keepers of this State to

see to it that this space is well and appropri-
ately tilled; and we fully believe that your
State pride, with our abundant resources, will

prove you fully equal to the undertaking.
Mr. Sylvester Johnson, well known among

the bee-keepers of this State, has kindly con-
sented to look afttT the Indiana exhibit. He
will be at the Fair Grounds throughout the
time of the exhibit, and will do all in his power
to see that exhibits are properly arranged.
We are depending entirely on this year's

product, and consignments can be made in July.
Plan your exhibit to occupy a space 2>^ feet

square and 5 feet high; pack carefully, and
ship by freight to B. F. Havens, Dep't A, Ag-
ricultural Building, Jackson Park, Chicago,
111. Freight must be prepaid, and at the close

of the exposition the goods will be returned to

your shipping-point free of charge. No cash
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premiums will be paid from the State appro-
priation, but awards will be made by diploma.

I trust that yon will make application for
space at an early date, when more explicit
directions will be sent you. Address me at
Indiana State Building, Jackson Park, Chicago.
111., giving me positive answer as to whether
you will furnish an exhibit or not. I will send
you full shipping directions upon notification
that you will furnish an exhibit.

B. F. Havens.
Executive Coinrnissioner.

THE DOVETArLEI) HIVE, WITH THE HOFFMAN
FKAME,

is certainly the hive. As soon as the cover is

improved I shall adopt it in my own yard. I

would suggest that the cover be made as it is

now. only that you use 3.<-inch lumber instead
of K, and have it in three pieces, matched.
This will prevent warping and that chronic
wind. Now. if it had another cover of ^^ stuff,

projecting 1,^-2 inches on all sides, and this cov-
ered with tin, I think it would be just the thing.
This would leave an air-space which would
turn the heat, and may be this same cover
could be used for the winter case. As soon as
this cover business is perfected we shall be
obliged to lay aside our pet hives, even if it

does go against the grain.
Indianapolis, Ind. Walter S. Pouder.
[Our gable cover would answer- your require-

ments.]

WHY BEES sometimes CAKBY EACH OTHEK OFF.

In one of the back numbers of Gleanings I

saw something about bees carrying one another
off. That is not a rare thing in this section.
It happens just at the close of chestnut bloom.
The tag of the chestnut is covered with fuzz.

As it turns brown it becomes sticky with wax.
The bees will work on them late in the after-
noon, and the fine fuzz will stick to their feet.

It can be seen with the naked eye by watching
when you have a chance. Look in front of the
entrance in the morning, and see if it is filled

up, and then examine it. Geo. Sw^eeting.
North Manlius, N. Y.

B. TAYLOR S EARLY ADVOCACY OF THE SHAL-
LOW brood-chamber; HOUSE-APIARY

COME TO STAY.
I have stood 30 years alone, most of the time,

in advocacy of shallow double-hives, and see
them at last winning recognition: and now I

want to be put on record this early, as saying
that house-apiaries have come to stay. When
constructed and used aright, they offer advan-
tages that will never be thrown away, when
once understood. I have just completed a new
one, 8x16 feet, in which I can work 46 colonies.
Good colonies, in my imperfect house, wintered
perfectly this unfavorable year.

Forestville, Minn., Apr. 6. B. Taylor.

OILY WASTE FOR FUEL, ETC.

I keep only a few bees for our own honey, and
let the neighbors sample it too. I have 11 colo-
nies; all wintered well so far. Have you ever
tried oily waste for fuel in a smoker? I think
it " takes the cake.'" I save it, and use nothing
else. Do not stop your "Home talks" just
because some can not enjoy them.
Bradford. Pa., March 25. W. H. Pratt.

DR. miller's management OF THE CAGED
QUEEN AFTER THE ISSUE OF THE SWARM.
In " A Year Among the Bees," on pag(^ (W,

Dr. Miller, in speaking of the management of
swarming colonies, says, " After the queen is in
the cage, the block is pushed in an inch or so.

and the cage put where the bees can care for
.it, usually in the vacant part of the brood-
chamber. Now, what I wish to know is. how
long does he allow the queen to be caged? My
experience last season was, when the queeti
was released she would come out of the hive
and be found strolling across the yard with a
few bees following her, sometimes trying to
enter another hive, and in some instances the
queens were killed. My queens were clipped.
Wyanet, 111, April 8. Jas. C. Hall.
[Dr. Miller replies:]

In reply to the question of friend Hall, I think
he will find all clear sailing if he will take the
part he mentions as preliminary, and connected
with all that follows on the rest of the page—in
fact, with the next two or three pages. That
is, the queen is caged and left in the hive for
the bees to care for till I am ready to treat the
colony, whichever mode of treatment is follow-
ed. If, for instance, the Doolittle plan is fol-
lowed, as given on p. 69, then the queen is left
caged ten days. If that plan is varied by put-
ting the queen into a nucleus, then she was not
caged longer than was necessary for mv conven-
ience. That might be three or four days, or I

might be ready to put her into a nucleus right
away, in which case it was not necessary for
her to remain caged at all. Or if I " put up the
queen," as given on page 70, then there was no
need for her to remain caged, except long
enough for me to be ready to take care of her.
which might be right aw^ay or in three or four
days. The point is here: If the queen were re-
leased in her old hive any time before all the
cells were gone, then she would be very likely
to come out again with a swarm. So if she
were left caged in the old hive she would not
be freed for ten days. If freed before that time,
there still being queen -cells in the hive, I should
expect her to act just as friend Hall describes;
but if put into a nucleus, there would be no
need of confining her at all, for all swarming
would be given up. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

FASTENING STARTERS IN BROOD-FRAMES WITH
GROOVES.

Mr. Editor:—The brood-frames which you
made a few years ago had a groove cut on the
under side, in which to put a thin strip of wood
for a comb-guide. A lot of these frames was
once received, and in some manner the comb-
guides did not come with them. We wished to
fasten inch strips of foundation in them for
starters, but were puzzled how to do so. We
had before used the usual method of mashing
the foundation on with a chisel -shaped instru-
ment. We could not put starters in these
frames in this way without getting them to one
side of the center of the top-bar, because the
groove was in the center. So we pushed the
edge of the starter down into the groove entire-
ly, and fastened it there by crushing the edges
of the groove. That did tolerably well until a
better way was found out. The idea occurred
to us that the groove would be just the thing
in which to fasten the starters with flour paste.
It proved quite satisfactory. We proceeded as
follows:
Provide a receptacle a little longer than the

franu's. fit to hold the starch paste. The paste
should be quite thick. The proper consistency
can soon be found by trial. The starters should
not be less than an inch or more in width, un-
less of heavy brood foundation. When narrow
strips of thin foundation were used, the bees,
in neaily every instance, cut it down to the
wood. A starter long enough for an L. frame
is taken up, and one edge dipped into the starch
paste. This edge is pressed down in the groove,
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which is about j^xln- Then the frame is set
away, starter side up. till the starch dries.

We liked this way so well that we used it in
putting starters in several hundred frames
since. Any one who has put starters into a
large number of frames by mashing the foun-
dation on, can appreciate a quicker and easier
way. We intend to use it until we find some-
thing better yet. C. G. Looft.
Cochranton, O., April 1.

NO WINTER LOSSES.

I was astonished when I read the report in

Gleaning.s, of your winter losses of bees. I

have just been examining my bees in the indoor
repository, where I put .50 of my weakest colo-
nies on the 19th of Novemljer last, and I found
them all living, and, I think, in very good con-
dition. I have .55 packed outdoors, and they
are all alive and in good order. What I want
to say is, that I put 105 colonies into winter
quarters, and they are all alive to-day.

I did not know any thing about bees until I

read your ABC book three years ago this win-
ter. I can't understand how you old bee-
keepers lose so many in the winter. I have lost
only two during these three winters. One
starved, and the other smothered in a packing-
box outside, in January, 1892. They melted
four combs, and there was about a pint of bees
alive when I found them in that state. Per-
haps when I feel inclined I will tell how I use
my pets in winter. R. A. Makkison.
Inverary, Ont., Can., March 28.

[You just wait. When you get to be an old
veteran you will find there will come along
times, say once in ten years, when you will lose
heavily. We have had no losses worth men-
tioning, since the winter of 1880-81. till last
winter, and we do not expect to have any great
losses again for another decade. There was
something in the winter, or in the locality, that
made all bees wintered outside, in our vicinity,
winter about alike; at least, our neighbors for
miles around report about the same percentage
of loss that we have had.]

WINTERING IN MICHIGAN ; A GOOD WORD FOR
GOLDEN ITALIANS.

I went into winter quarters with four colo-
nies. One died with at least 35 lbs. of sealed
stores; two reduced to three frames; the other is

fully as strong as it was last August. They are
occupying the whole of the eight frames: brood
in four frames the 8th. They were all in the
same kind of hive— four-inch wall of chaff,
sides and bottom. Tops of frames were covered
with eight-inch cushions made of burlap filled

with wheat chaff. Three had a single thicl<-
ness of burlap placed directly on the top of the
frames, and a cushion on the top of the burlap.
The other and the heavy one had two thick-
nesses of burlap (of a finer texture) over frames
and cushion on the top of the burlap.
The one that died was a hybrid ; the other two,

leather-colored. The strong ones are yellow
bees, or golden -colored, queen small and dark;
bees large, gentle, and nicely colored. So. now.
I admire the golden bees. The frames are 1714

xl2, outside measure. One queen was from
Texas, three from Kentucky—the hybrid, the
best one, and the darkest leather-colored. One
of our bee-men lost all of his—two dozen or
more stocks. Another with .56 lost all but 5.

They do not take Gleanings, nor read the A B
C either. I might say I had not read the ABC
enough when winter set in, or I might have
done better. I searched around in it for some
knowledge as best to winter. I thought I had

just struck the thing. Perhaps it was as good
as any way for this extremely cold winter.
Ought not the A B C to give at the close, for
instance, of wintering, a recapitulation, for
outdoor and indoor—in just as few words as
possible? If you issue one in that way, I want
it. Let it be ttie same as we used to have in
our school text-books.
Northville, Mich., Mar. 16. Chas. Biery.

[A recapitulation in a few words would be un-
satisfactory and misleading. The subject is

somewhat complicated, and therefore can not
well be abbreviated.]

FIXED DISTANCES, AND THE PRACTICABILITY
OF HOFFMAN FRAMES.

In view of what has been written about fixed

distances, closed-end frames, etc., and with my
limited experience, I have become convinced
that it is a convenience in handling, and a good
help to get combs built straight, to hold the
frames firmly in place. In order to do so I've
placed blocks, 4 in. long, ^x^g", on one side of
the end-bars, by which means I can press the
frames or combs together, and they will hang
Ifg" inches from center to center, as Manum ad-
vises; but Mr. Manum said, "Nail the frames
to the brood-box with 10-penny nails, and then
they would be fixed; try it." I wish you would
scold at Mr. Manum for writing any such thing
to me, for, if I were to nail my frames down I

would use only a wire nail, not more than one
inch long. It seems to me those blocks will

keep the frames from being jostled together or
getting too far apart; will enable the apiarist
to hold the frames firmly in place while moving
without nailing with either 10-penny or one-
inch nails; will serve somewhat the purpose of
closed ends; will hold the frames at suitable
distances apart, and not prevent the spreading
of frames further apart for winter; will not
interfere with putting foundation into frames;
in fine, will be a good thing, and I believe you
summed up, at the close of the discussion, that
fixed distances were necessary. I've also pre-
pared one hive for holding about 24 frames,
((. la Doolittle, where he says he had one hive
with brood in .32 frames, from which swarm, he
says in American Farmer, he obtained 566 lbs.

of extracted honey in one season, on the spread-
ing-of-brood plan, I've also prepared one hive
with %-inch top-bars. With the thin top-bars,

tV, the bees attach the surplus boxes to the top-
bars, with brace-combs, etc. Two years ago 1

obtained nearly 9(5 one-pound boxes of honey
from one swarm, to which I gave two empty
frames of comb twice in the middle of the
brood-nest, at intervals of two weeks. I think
they did not swarm; but they, being three
miles away, I did not know nor care. I will

call that long hive my "pallus."
Ludlow, Vt. A. P. Fletcher.

CHAMPION robbers; POLLEN- PICKING ; THE
WAY BEES USE UP MICE.

I have some bees—black, hybrid, and Italian,

that are the champion robbers. Not only will

they rob a hive with " neatness and despatch,"
if they get a chance, but will try to rob their
sisters of pollen, I fed them some meal a few
days ago, which they took eagerly. Noticing
some bees that seemed to be fighting, I looked
closely and saw that a good many bees were
alighting on the backs of those which had se-

cured loads of pollen, and were biting or trying
to bite off pieces of the load.

Winter loss in this section of Connecticut is

light. I have lost but 6 per cent so far.

While working with my bees last week I

saw a mouse run from a hive, covered with
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bees. It went perhaps a rod, then stepped,
kicked a little, and dird. There were over .50

stings in it. F. W. Humphrey.
Oronoque, Ct., Mar. 28.

CATFISH WANTED, ETC.

Can you give me any information as to where
I could get catfish to stock a tlsh-pond? What
kind would be most advisable to get? We had
carp in our pond, and last winter they were all

killed, the water being too low. We like carp
well, but one great objection to them is the
many small bones they have. I have been
thinking of trying catfish, and should like to

learn all about them I can.
My bees wintered well,, losing 2 out of 84, and

a few others were queenless.
Levi A. Ressi.er.

Nappanee, Ind., April 14.

[Can any of our readers answer friend R.'?J

TOTAL DEPRAVITV.
A few days ago I was in the office of the

Clemons-Mason Com. Co. After a pleasant
greeting, Mr. demons remarked that he had
something to show me; and, stooping down,
took from under his table a stone weighing in
the neighborhood of 1~' lbs., which was one of
two taken out of beeswax, the two weighing 21

lbs. He exonerated the bee-keeper of whom he
received it by saying that, upon tracing up the
matter, he found that he had bought it of a
man traveling in a wagon; so the identity of
the guilty party is lost. We have heard of
individuals whose souls were as small as a
lady's thimble; but whoever did this, I am
afraid, had even smaller souls. However,
while some one would suffer financially the
weight of the stone, I think 1 would rather buy
it with a stone in it than tallow. Joeing igno-
rant of this latter kind of adulteration, we
melted and dipped into sheets a hundred pounds
of wax, and tried to make it into foundation,
only to fail, after weary hours of hard work.
Every soul tempted to adulterate or cheat in

any avenue of business ought to read and pon-
der Ezekiel 18: 30. 31. Mrs. Milton Cone.
Kansas City, Mo., Apr. 10.

[We thank you for your kind closing words, my
good friend; and as it will save our readers a
good deal of trouble in hunting up their Bibles,
we give here the passage you refer to.]

Tlierefore I will judge you, O house of Israel,
every one according to liisways saith the Lord God.
Repent, and turn yourselves from all your trans-
gressions; so iniquity sliall not be your ruin. Cast
away from you all your transgressions, whereby ye
have transgressed; and malse you a new heart and
a new spirit; for why will ye die, O house of Israel V

PHCENIX, ARIZ.; A GOOD WORD FOR THE COW-
AN EXTRACTOR.

I am more than pleased with the Cowan ex-
tractor. Mr. A. J. King examined it, and he
pronounced it very good, and he, as you know,
is competent to judge. By the way, I am liv-

ing at present in his house—the same where
you visited him last winter. We came to this
sunny clime one year ago last December,
through the instrumentality of that letter writ-
ten by Mr. A- J. King (and published in Glean-
ings), in search of health, more especially on
my daughter's account, who had been greatly
troubled with rheumatism for over six years,
being at times so bad that she had to use
crutches for six months at a time; and I wish
to add that she is much improved, and we en-
tertain fond hopes that, through the agency of
this genial climate, she may be restored to per-
manent health. Mrs. M. N. Stanley.
Phcenix. Ariz., Apr. 12.

YELLOAV CLEOME AS A HONEY-PLANT IN AR-
IZONA.

1 herewith inclose some seeds of the yellow
cleome, which proves to be so valuable a honey-
plant in this vicinity. It is extremely hardy,
and grows without irrigation, in which respect
it is like the mesquite, and, in fact, next to the
mesquite, is my best source of honey. There is,

however, nearly or quite a thousand acres of
alfalfa within my range; but as it is grown for
hay it is cut as soon as the bloom appears, and
the bees get in very little work on alfalfa. This
plant grows very similar to the mustard, 6 to 12
it. high, and stalks one to two inches through.
Stock will not eat the plant while in bloom, but
do eat the seed-pods when ripe, or after frost
time. It blooms from the 1st of June till frost,

and the bees work on it freely night and morn-
ing. The purple variety, or Rocky Mountain
plant, is not so hardy, and will not thrive well
without irrigation, or in a springy place (ciru-
ega land, we call it).

I am anxious for you to test the growth of
this plant in your State. If it grows as well
there as here, it will be a boon to bee-keepers if

sown on waste land. F. E. Jordan.
Camp Verde, Arizona, April 2.

WHEN EDISON WAS YOUNG.

The following is an extract from Practical
Elect rlciti/.

" 1 was an operator in the Memphis office when
Tliomas A. Edison appfied to the manager for a
position," said A. G. Koclifeller, a member of the
Reminiscence Club, St. Louis. " He came walking
into tlie office one morning looking lilie a veritable
liayseed. He wore a hicliory shirt, a pair of butter-
nut pants tucked Into the tops of boots a size too
large and guiltless of blacking. ' Where's the boss?

'

was liis query as lie glanced around the office. No
one replied at once, and fie repeated the question.
Tiie manager asked him wliat lie could do for him,
and the future-great proceeded to strike liim for a
job. Business was rushing, and tlie olfice was two
men short; so almost any kind of a lightning-sling-
er was welcome. He was assigned to a desk, and a
fusilade of winks went tlie rounds of the office, for
tfie 'jay' was put on tlie St. Louis wire, the hardest
in tfie office.

" At this end of the line was an operator who was
chain ligfitning, and knew it. Edison had hardly
got seated before St. Louis called. Tlie new comer
responded, and St. Louis started in on a long report,
and lie pumped it in like a house afire. Edison
ihrew his leg over the arm of his chair, leisurely
transferred a wad of spruce gum from his pocket to
his mouth, picked up a pen, examined it critically,

and started in, about 200 words behind. He didn't
stay there long, though. St. Louis let out another
link of speed, and still another, and the instrument
on Edison's table hummed like an old-style Singer
sewing-machine.

" Every man in the office left his desk and gath-
ered around the 'jay' to see what he was dciing
with that electric cyclone. Well, sir, he was right
on the word, and was putting it down in the pret-
tiest copperplate hand you ever saw, even crossing
his t's, dotting his i's, and punctuating with as
mucli care as a man editing telegraph for 'rat'
printers. St. Louis got tired by and by, and began
to slow down. Edison opened the key and said,
' Here, here ! this is no pruner class ! Get a hustle
on you !' Well, sir, that broke St. Louis all up. He
had been ' rawhiding ' Memphis for a long time, and
we were terribly sore; and to have a man in our
office that c-ould walk all over him made us feel like
a man whose horse had won the Derby. I saw the
' wizard ' not long ago. He doesn't wear a hickory
shirt, nor put his pants in his boots, but he is very
far from being a dude yet."

There are several things in the above ac-
count that please me. Edison depended on his
ability, and not on starched collars nor good
clothes. Where one has not the ability, how-
ever, it may be well to make up for it in some
other way. Another thing: When he saw that
they proposed to croivd him a little, he did not
begin feeling for some tobacco, but simply put
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an innocent wad of "spruce gum " in his mouth.
What a satisfaction it must be to be able to
show to the world we are not found wanting
when weighed in the balance of public com-
panionship and scrutiny, as was the boy Edi-
son! We should infer fi'om the above that
Edison did not use tobacco when a boy, and I

sincerely hope he does not now.
,

There is not more than a tenth of the bees
alive in this section, and there were a good
many kept among the farmers.
Bad Axe, Mich., Mar. 28. H. J. Nelson.

THE HUMMING OF THE BEES,

Inclosed please find a single dollar bill.

For I am bound to be one of Gleanings' readers
still;

And when I read its columns through, like echoes
on the bieeze

It reminds me of nectar sweet, and the humming- of
the bees.

The yellow-jacket builds its nest where scarlet ber-
ries grow,

And the white-faced hornet's dome is hidden 'neath
the snow;

And as the cold wind chilly blows, among the tall
balm-trees,

I often stop to listen for the humming of the bees.

But the summer's coming on, and the asters pink
and blue

Will spring up luxuriantly where once the forest
grew;

And wlien I see the bumble-bee swing out upon the
breeze,

I think how happy I should be with just one hive of
bees.

But they say it is too cold, and the summers are too
wet,

And the bees that have been iDrought here have not
succeeded yet;

And when the summer comes to us, and the tall
linden-trees

Sow the odor of their blossoms broadcast upon the
breeze—

Wlien the alsike and white clover display their
creamy bloom.

And the queen of tlie meadow spreads its blossoms
like a broom;

When by the fence the goldenrod is nodding in the
breeze.

And beckoning and beckoning for the humming of
the bees;

When softly sweep the breezes o'er yon forest-cov-
ered liills.

And the trout is swimming gaily in the clear and
sparkling rills;

Then 1 know I shall be lonesome out among the
tall balm-trees

When 1 stop and listen vainly for the hamming of
the bees.

I love to hear the bluebird in the leafy month of
June,

And the robin and the graybird, each with a happy
tune;

I love to hear the merry waves as they run before
the breeze;

But sweeter music far to me is the humming of the
bees.

If you want to hear sweet music, as if an angel's
wings

Had softly touched a golden harp, trimmea with a
million strings,

Tljen wander in the forest when the ground is frozen
stiff.

And the wind comes rolling gently down from yon-
der rockj' chS ;

And tlie music you will hear as it strikes the old
elm-trees

Is just about as pleasant as the humming of the
bees.

Richards Landing, Ont. Arch. Duncan.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

MUSHROOM - GROWING — LOOK OUT FOR SWIN-
DLERS.

Just as soon as some new industry begins to
be developed, especially something pertaining
to rural life and rural pursuits, just so soon
does a certain class of swindlers begin to dip
into it— artificial honey, for instance. Well,
the people have already got to work in the
mushroom business. A subscriber sends us
some circulars headed as follows:

MUSHROOM CULTURE.
With continuous crop, all the year round, from

chemically prepared beds, with pulsion
and aspiration.

The most profitable investment for people that
can devote a few bouis daily to this culture.

Originated by
The French Propagating Co , New York.

Civil Engineers. Specialists.

The words "'pulsion" and "aspiration" first

caught my attention. Look out for any thing
of that sort in the advertisement of something
that might be a little suspicious. These people
claim to have originated something new.
Chemical fertilizers are to take the place of
stable manure. Of course, they want some
money to start you in the new enterprise. One
of the principal points made is, "full instruc-
tions with drawings, $8.00." This reminds one
vividly of Mrs. Cotton. Next we have "one
propagator, 16.00;" next "chemicals, 12.00."

Of course, we do not know what the chemicals
are; but the price seems to be reasonable com-
pared with the drawings and " propagator."
Then follows a great amount of particulars in
regard to the large sums of money that can be
made by growing mushrooms. Any dark cellar,
any unused room, any out of-the-way cubby-
hole will do. Well, this latter part may be
true. I feel quite well satisfied that mushrooms
can be raised in all sorts of vacant cellars, or
even attics; but I do not believe any one will
succeed with it unless he has a real love for the
business. They talk about 12. .50 per lb. for the
crop. In our locality. 40 to ,50 cts. per lb. is

about what we get. But may not these people
be straight and honest, after all? Yes, they
may be; but neither Dun nor Bradstreet knows
any thing about such a firm at 315 Chrystie St.,

New York, nor anywhere else. Another thing,
in their private (?) letter they say:

We have selected yon, because your letter was the
first out of 32 from your county. For $4.(10 we will
send you full instructions, drawing of your place,
directions for sliipping mushrooms and spawn, and
chemicals for five square yards of bed, thus giving
you a chance to convince yourself that this is the
most profitable business you ever handled.

They give, as a reason for starting only one
person in the county, that overproduction
would bring the price "way down." And, by
the way, this private letter is a printed one.
after ail. It is a little singular that they should
have exactly '-^2 applications, and no more, from
every county where these printed letters hap-
pen to go. I hardly think any of our readers
will be taken in with any thing of this sort.

There is one thing that puzzles me a little; and
that is, their circulars contain some very fine

drawings of mushroom-beds, mushroom-cellars,
and mushroom -caves—in fact, the very same
drawings that we see in the new books recently
published on mushroom culture. I do not mean
to discourage any one from going into this

business. I think it is destined to be a great
industry; but please do not think it necessary
to send $8.00 for instructions and drawings.
We will send a circular, free of charge, such
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as we send out with each package of mush-
room spawn, to any one who wants it; and
if vou want the fullest particulars known
in regard to mushroom culture, we can furnish

the latest books at from 75 cts. to ^1.50.

ANOTHER VISIT TO T. B. TEERY'S.

SOMETHING ABOUT DIGGIN(i DITCHES BY
STEAM POWEIi.

In our book on tile drainage, you may n^mem-
ber that fiiend Chamberlain says he does not
know of any machine ihat has proved to be a
decided success in digging ditches for laying
tile. In other words, all things considered, an
expert man like Chamberlain himself, with the
proper hand tools, will dig the ditches cheaper
than it could be done, at the time his book was
written, by machine power. Of course, circum-
stances alter cases, and this was the genei'ai

advice given. Since the book was put out,

however, there have been several cases men-
tioned where tiling was successfully done by
means of a steam-power ditcher. One of these

is right in our own county— in fact, at our coun-
ty intirmary—and I have been invited to go
down and see it work. We expect to have an
appendix to the tile book now very soon, dis-

cussing this matter a little further, but where
ditches are dug of a depth and width suitable

for irrigating and draining the land so that
they might lie called small canals, instead of

ditches, the case is very ditferent. In tlie des-

ert wastes of Arizona they are all the time mak-
ing great irrigating canals by means of steam
machinery; and right in the same neighbor-
hood where friends Chamberlain and Terry
both live, there has been a piece of work going
on during the past winter that I propose to tell

you something about. I first saw a notice of it

in one of Terry's articles in the Practical Fann-

er. The more I thought of it. the more I

thought I must break away from business and
go and see the machine at work.
Part of friend Terry's farm has been, for the

past fifty years, almost if not quite useless be-
cause of standing water that could not be got
rid of w4thout making a ditch live or six miles
in length in order to get the requisite fall.

Years ago an attempt was made to do this by
hand work and horse power; but it was not a
success. During the past winter one of our
Ohio manufacturing establishments (Marion
Steam >Shovel Co., Marion, O.) sent some men
out in the depth of winter to put up a machine
right in the swamp. They Hrst dug a pit. or
pond-hole, which was. of course, speedily filled

with water. On this body of water they con-
structed a sort of boat, or scow, almost 100 feet

long, and perhaps 20 feet wide. When the boat
was finished, machinery was set up on it, to dig
a canal for the machine to sail on. If one were
not posted in regard to modern improvements
he might take it to be one of the extinct rep-
tiles of former ages—a great big rhinoceros or
sea-horse, foi' instance. Then imagine the
thing to have a snout, or rooter, tvvi-nty or thir-

ty feet long, with a tremendous backbone to en-
able it to root in the mud and swamp, and you
have it. This great rooter drops into the water
with a splash and bang that might almost
frighten one. Then it moves forward far
enough down into th(> mud to go under the
stumps, trees, and bushes, and finally makes a
scoop, hoisting its l»a<l high up in the air,

swinging it far (Miougli over the banks of the
ditch to be sure the semi-liquid mud does not
run back again and thus make it necessary to
scoop it out a second time, and then you can
form some idea of the way the machine does its

work. Three or four men operate the huge an-
imal, and a surveyor goes along with the prop-
er instruments to see just when it has rooted
deep enough and wide enough; and the water
runs into the canal as fast as they dig it, so that
the whole thing istloated down stream in a riv-
er or a canal of its own making.
A part of the equipment is a dynamo, and

electric lamp so disposed that the work, when
required, may go on day and night. All that is

needed is coal, and this is dumped from the
bridge over the canal ou the nearest wagon
road, right into a flat boat that floats it down to
the great "ichthyosaurus" of modern times.
While operating this ponderous machinery,
some braces, or stays, are run out and anchored
securely into the bank of the ditch on either
side. One can easily imagine that these stays
are the animal's fore feet as it claws them into
the mud in order to get a safe foothold while he
pushes forward his gigantic rooter. The ma-
chine has been at work all through the latter

part ot the winter, and the canal is now over a
mile in length. The machine is off by itself in

the swamp, with nothing to betray its presence
except the volumes of black smoke that roll

forth, and thi> snort of its nostrils as it gets un-
der an unusually heavy stump or tree, or while
it lifts the same aloft in the air, preparatory to

dropping it on the bank. The mud and bushes
and small trees are not deposited on the bank
in a regular furrow, or winrow, for that would
not let the water get in readily from the adjoin-
ing swamp; therefore this stuff is dropped in

heaps, something like little mountains, with
valleys or canyons between.
May be you wonder why I go into details in re-

gard to this latter part. Well, the truth is, dur-

ing the day these aforesaid " canyons," brought
some sad experiences. There had just been a

tremendous heavy rain in the neighborhood a
day or two before our visit. Friend Terry con-
cluded the easiest way to get out into thesw^amp
where the machine was working was to work
along this bank of debris. Ordinarily it dries

off on top so as to be very fair walking; but at

the time we were there it was not (luUe equal to

a sawed -stone pavement—that is, not all the

way. When we had got almost a mile out into

the '* wilderness." by much pains and hard work
in getting over the .".foresaid canyons (carrying

rails, bits of board, etc.), we reluctantly decided
that it would not be prudent to go any fui'ther;

and Huber. who had been so animated by the

prospect of the visit that he could neither eat

nor sleep, was fast losing his enthusiasm; and
I myself really feared we should all go down up
to our necks, and stick there like so many cab-

bages. V/e could not call anybody who lived

in the vicinity, and the people on the great

rooting - machine, which was yet hardly in

sight, could not be made to hear any way. We
stopi)ed on one of the drvest of the mounds,
and held a short council. Friend Terry said he
must take Huber on his back and make a bee-

line, to th,^ best of his knowledge, for dry

ground. It just now occurs to me right here,

that [ proniised not to tell what happened.
There is one thing that concerned myself alone,

however, that I think I may mention. In our
ex])loratiotis we had found it lu'cessary to carry

a couple of sticks, not only to leel our way, but

to help us to stand upright in the sinking mud.
Well, once I happened to put all my weight on
my stick; it treacherously broke in two in the

middle, and down I sprawled in the mud and
water. I suijpose Hulier ought to have looked

sobei- while his papa lay wallowing in the mire,

but when, in spite of all my efforts. I went clear

down, it was too much to expect of a boy nine

years old. — ^^^

Pretty soon friend Terry shouted ;that he
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could see a horse eating grass on dry ground. I

tell you, I just loved that hoi'se. It was " love

at first sight" on my part;' yes, " I loved the
very ground he walked on." It was hard ground
—see? We told Mrs. Terry that weshouid prob-
ably be around to dinner by one o'clock; but
it must have been about that time when we first

got sight of that horse so comfortably located.
It did not make me sick, because, you see, my
" second wind " came in in just the nick of time.
Another thing. I did not have to carry Huber.
In fact, had Huber and I been alone, I should
have had to go somewhere for help. I asked
friend Terry a few days ago if it did not make
him sick with the hard work he did in carrying
Huber through the swamp. Here is the reply
he gave me, at the bottom of his postal card:

Sick? Not much I en.ioyed " playing- liorse" with
Huber. T. B. T.

I wonder if you remember of my speaking
some time ago about some vSterling strawberries
I ate one evenine when I got in late at friend
Terry's home. Well, if you have forgotten the
circumstance. I haven't. I am a great lover of
fine fruit; but as memory goes back I can not
say that I ever enjoyed any fruit more than I

did those strawberries on that particular night.
Well, after we got in from our raid in the swamp,
sure enough there were some Sterling strawber-
ries—some that Mrs. Terry had canned herself;
and they had the Sterling look and the inimit-
able Sterling fiavor of those I tasted before,
right from the vines. Perhaps several things
conduced to make these berries so very luscious.
In the first place, we were all three tired (just a
little) and hungry. Huber was not at all back-
ward in owning up that he was very hungry,
when interrogated. These strawberries are the
best tart berry. In my opinion, in the world.
They were grown on clover sod (of course), and
they were canned so as to lose little if any of
their color or flavor. After I had eaten one
large saucerful I was asked to have some more.
When I said I guessed I had had aplenty, friend
Terry insisted, and volunteered himself to fill up
my dish, and then he poured in a lot of that
ruby-colored juice. Said he:
"Friend Root, I never drank any wine: in

fact, I am not sure that I know how wine tastes;
but if there is any wine in the world that can
compare either in looks or taste with this juice
from these canned berries, then it must be some-
thing delicious indeed."
As I sipped spoonful after spoonful. I too con-

cluded that the world might have the wine, so
far as I was concerned, and I would take my
chances with the juice from the canned Ster-
lings. After din'.er we looked over the farm.
Oh yes! we did take a, little exercise first in get-
ting off the mud; and I was agreeably surprised
to find that the sort of mud they have out there
does not stick like Med'mo mud; and Robert
(Terry's only son) took Huber in hand and pol-

ished him up from head to foot, so that even his
own mother would hardly know he had been
through "the Slonsh of Despond" that morn-
ing. Then the Misses Terry gave us some
piano mu*ic that I could und'^rstand and enjoy
every note of. almost as easily as T did tliose

Sterling strawberries but a short time before.
Dear me! there was so much that was pleasant
inside of that Terry house, we shall really have
10 wait until next issue before we look around
outside.

I received a sample copy of Gleanings. If it is a
fair sample of all the numbers, it certainly is im-
mense. I caug-lit severnl new ideas from the one
number. I will send in my subscription as soon as
lean A.C.Mitchell,.

Enfield, III., Mar. 37.

High-pressure Gardening.

CHEMICAL FERTILiZERS; THE SUB.TECT REVIEW-
ED BY CHAS. r>ADANT.

Friend. Root: — In reading, in Gleanings of
April 1, your article against chemical fertilizers,

I was greatly amazed; for I remembered the ex-
periment that you made a few years ago with
phosphate of lime scattered on rye, and the
wonderful results that you obtained.

I have never been able to use these fertilizers;

yet I have studied the experiment made by Geo.
Ville at Versailles, Fiance, chemistry having
enabled the scientists to determine the chemical
elements which compose plants, of which ele-

ments four are organic and ten mineral; and ex-
periments having demonstrated that but one of

the organic, the nitrogen (or azote), can be ex-
hausted, and that but three of the minerals-
phosphorus, calcium (lime), and potassium, are
indispensable, the natural consequence was that,

as every crop takes fi'orn the soil most of the
elements of which its plants are composed, the
fertility of the ground decreases unless these
elements are restored to it—a restoration which
is difficult, if not impossible, by manure alone, as

a large part of it is wasted, and because the
grains raised on the farms are sold out. and the
animals are killed far from the soil which has
furnished them the material of which their
flesh, skins, and bones, are made.
To help the farmers out of this difficulty,

about 3.5 years ago the French government in-

trusted Geo. Vilic witli the care of experiment-
ing on chemical fertilizers. This scientist began
by sowing some kernels of wheat in chinaware
pots, filled with burnt sand, to which he mixed
one or more of the chemical elements named
above; then he continued for several years on a
variety of soils, and with several kinds of plants;
and the result was the creation of the business
of chemical fertilizers, which spread over both
continents.
The experiments of Geo. Ville demonstrated

that, if some of the necessary elements are used
alone, in a soil which does not contain. a suffi-

cient quantity of the others, the result is very
little more than if no fertilizer had been used;
while, on the other hand, if the other elements
are present in the ground, in sufficient quantity,
the results are marvelous. Such was the case
when you scattered phosphate on your rye.

As the air contains about 79 per cent of azote
(nitrogen), the leaves of plants absorb more or

less of it. The quantity taken up by the legu-
minosa? (pulse family) even exceeds their needs,

and the surplus is stored in the ground by their

roots. Everybody knows that, if an exhausted
land is sown'with clover, it will recuperate some
of its lost fecundity. But the mineral elements,
taken away by succe.'^si ve crops of corn or wheat,
can not be restored by the sowing of clover, or

other plants of the same fainily, since these el-

ements stay in the earth and not in the atmos-
phere.
As it would be too costly, if not about impos-

sible, to return these mineral elements to the
ground in a pure state, i. e., without being com-
bined with some other substances, it is indispen-
sable that the combinations be made with sub-
stances which increase ihe fecundity of the
soil instead of remaining inefficient, or noxious,
by decreasing the results anticipated.
For instance, nitrogen can be given to the

land combined with sulphur (sulphate of am-
monia), or with sodium (nitrate of soda), or
with potassium (nitrate of potash). Thenitrate
of soda is far from being as good as the nitrate

of potash; for sodium does not exist in as large
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a quantity, in plants, as potassium; and plants
find, in eveiy soil, more of it than is necessary.

I notice that Ville recommends nitrate of soda
together with nitrate of potash for beets, car-
rots, etc., while for about all the other plants
he prefers nitrate of potash. Besides, he ad-
vises farmers not to use one of the fertilizers
alone, unless they are satisfied that the other
indispensable elements exist in their land in
sufficient quantities.

I will add, that Mr. Ville is not opposed to
barn manure. On the contrary, he advises its

use, together with chemical fertilizers as com-
plement, the one helping the other.
As to your failure with nitrate of soda on

onions, perhaps it can be explained by what I

wrote above on this compound, or by the ab-
sence of other indispensable elements. I have
studied the matter, and found that onions, gar-
lic, and other plants of the same family, con-
tain sulphuric and phosphoric acids, and phos-
phate of lime. Perhaps these acids and salts
do not exist in sufficient quantities in your soil.

Please try sulphate and phosphate of lime,
mixed together and separately; or. if you think
that your soil needs nitrogen, use sulphate of
ammonia, instead of nitrate of sodium, and
give us the results. Chas. Dadant.
Hamilton, HI.

[Friend D., it is true I succeeded with chem-
ical fertilizers with rye, and, to some extent,
with wheat; and I generally mean to make
these an exception when I speak of fertilizers.

These experiments were also made before my
ground had been repeatedly enriched with
stable manure. The point that troubled me
was, that fertilizers seem to be of no use on my
heavily manured soils and plant-beds. Your
suggestion that only four elements become ex-
hausted is new to me; but I now remember
that the analysis printed on the sacks of phos-
phate always mention nitrogen, phosphoric
acid, potash, etc., but seldom any thing else.

Very likely your explanation is correct. I know
this: that guano shows a marked result on our
heavily manured plant-beds. The result is more
pronounced where it is used in connection with
lime. With lime alone, however, we notice but
little if any difference, although lime alone is

a preventive of the flea-beetle, and also kil s

the angleworms in the soil when enough of it is

used. I have never been able to discover that
it has any injurious eflPect on vegetaticm, how-
ever. I will try to make the experiments you
suggest.]

(^ POTATO ONIONS IN SOUTHERN ILLINOIS.

We raise but few of any kind of onions except
the potato onion here in Southern Illinois.
They should be set late in the fall, and covered
with manure, straw, or cornstalks, to prevent
from being frozen out. If planted too early, so
the tops start to grow in the fall, they will
do very little good. When planted in the
spring they seem to ripen prematurely, and do
not keep well. When planted on rich ground
they grow to enormous size, but they are a
rather coarse onion, and not very good keepers.
De Soto, HI., March 14. Wm. E. Young.

RAISING ONION-SETS— HOW THEY DO IT IN
JERSEY.

pYou folks out in Medina are "sipw" on rais-
ing onion-sets. Here is the Jersey plan. In
the first place, you want a patch of ground that
is well drained; or, better, a patch where the
roots of trees are plentiful, such as the south
side of a row of apple-trees. The roots draw
the moisture out of the ground toward fall, at
about the right time foi- the sets to ripen up
nicely. Don't have the ground rich, or they

will be stalky. We use, in sowing, Planet Jr.
seed-drill, and open No. 5 hole. This will sow
them quite thick at a good fair walk.
To keep them over winter, put them on a

floor made of shingle laths nailed ^^ inch apart.
I have such a floor in my wagon-shed, which I

find just the thing for onions in the fall. To
cure them, cut some straw about an inch long,
and mix this with the sets, or wheat chaff will
do. Also, as cold weather approaches, cover
them with straw mats. This is the way I had
mine this season, and they are tine. The idea,
that Landreth sells onion seed for raising sets!
I think he is trying to impose on the public.

Herman Hillman.
Dundee Lake, N. J., March 21.

[Many thanks, friend H. Since you speak of
it, I do believe that you have suggested a good
plan for utilizing ground that is too poor for
any thing else on account of the roots of trees.

The only time we have succeeded in raising
many nice sets was on some very poor ground,
before I had manured it up to its present state.

Don't be too hard on the Landreths. It seems
to me quite likely some kinds of seeds may be
better adapted to ripening up early into mature
little bulbs than others; and you know the
Landreths have been for years raising onion
seed and sets, not only by the carload, but I am
told they even load a train of cars, sometimes,
with onion-sets and nothing else.]

SAND AS A FERTILIZER.

Perhaps some of the veterans may smile
when I talk about high-pressure gardening
where the soil is fertilized with sand—and sand
right from the shores of the lake, at that.
Years ago a brother of mine was living on the
eastern coast of Lake Michigan. It was not
long before he had a piece of land. The Roots
always must have some land sooner or later.

They would not be Roots if they did not love
ground, you know. Well, his land was all

sand; and in order to raise stuff, they went off

somewhere and got clay, and drew it in to put
on the garden; and they discovered that a little

clay would leaven quite a piece of ground. I

suppose all this is nothing riew to people who
live in sandy regions; but those of our readers
who have clay soil almost without exception,
as in this part of Ohio, will think it funny that
one should ever think of going after clay.

Well, I have for years been experimenting with
sand mixed with our clay soil. I do not like

the sand that washes up along our neighborijig
Rocky River, because it is full of weed seeds.

The "wash in the river, that changes almost
every season in many neglected places, grows
rank weeds of tremendous dimensions. If I

use the river sand on my plant beds, it is too

much like manure from livery stables. Some
little time ago our station agent told me there
was a part of a carload of sand that noljody
wanted, and that I might have it at almost my
own price. I put it on my plant-beds, with
marked benefit. In order to keep the surface
soil from baking and crusting. I used a mulch
of tine sand. This covered up the coarse ma-
nure (the surface was sifted, of course, so the
manure was in a moderately fine state of sub-
division), so as to make the surface of the bed
as smooth as a sawed-stone flagging, and so
white it made a very pretty background for the
plants. Well, half an inch of sand, or a little

less, seemed to act beneficially on almost all of

our plants. Little plants from seeds can get
up through it without hindrance. I would not
have more than half an inch, because it dries

out. This half-inch of mulching, 1 think, is

just as good as mulch made by raking over the
surface of our clay after a rain; and the sand
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maKes the ground work very inuch easier.

Weeds come out very much better than they
do out of the clay. Radishes and other root
crops are benefited in many ways. Well, this

spring we are trying to push strawberry-plants
so as to get runners at the very earliest mo-
ment. In fact, we have applied rich old com-
post all around the plants, and fine manure is

almost heaped over Ihe plants to make them
boom. Now, imagine my surprise to find, a ff^w

days ago. that one of the beds that had a pretty
good mulch of pur<' lake sand was growing
with more vigor and luxuriance than any of

those in the black manure. I was pointing it

out to one of my men, who has a greenhouse
and raises roses, and he told me the following:
He had about a hundred three or four inch

pots of choice roses that he was trying to push
along by giving them the very best of compost
he could fix up; but they seemed to lag. Think-
ing that, perhaps, they needed more dampness,
he put about two inches of lake sand on the
bench, and set the pots a little way into the
sand. After a little, here and there the plants
commenced to start with wonderful vigor;
then another and another. Finally this un-
looked-for sudden start attracted his attention
—so much so that he attempted to lift up one
of the pots. It was stuck fasti and then he
found that the roots of the roses had gone
through the hole in the bottom of the pot, and
some of them had actually spread out through
this moist sand to the length of a foot or more.
He was obliged to break the pots open to utilize

all the roots belonging to the plant. I asked
him if the pots were not so full of roots they
were obliged to go through the bottom to get
more room; but he said not. They seemed to

have a particular fancy for that especial kind of

sand. In fact, when they got out of this choice
fertilizer into the sand, they began to thrive
like pigs in clover. Now. this lake sand con-
tains almost no weed seeds of any sort. It has
been washed by the waves so repeatedly that
one would think there was no vitality left in it.

Can it be that the moisture it held, and the
mechanical state permitting the roots to grow
at liberty, were the cause of it?
A soil or material that is just right for one

vegetable, sometimes does not answer nearly
as well for another. For instance, we put too
many ashes on a long bed. It stunted and
almost killed the seeds of lettuce, cabbage, and
cucumbers, while the beet seed all germinated
nicely, and the plants grew with unusual
thriftiness and vigor. And this reminds me
that some one spoke of putting his paper of

beet seed on a heap of ashes while he prepared
his ground. The wind blew the package over,
and some of the seeds went down in the ashes
and could not be found. Well, the beets that
grew in the ash -heap were not only away
ahead of those in his nicely prepared ground,
but they were perfectly smooth, while the
others were more or less misshapen and scrag-
gly. You see, my (>xperiment corroborates his,

that beets will stand almost any amount of
ashes.
Now, to get the best results we want an

evenly balanced soil. It reminds me of what
stock-raisers say about an evenly balanced
ration. A few days ago I was feeling bad to
find one of my beds so hard and clayey atone
end, while the other was a very soft, dark,
mellow soil that I thought would be greatly
superior for the onion seed I wanted to sow on
the bed. I should have had the soil changed,
and one end mingled with that of the other,
had it not been that the boys had already sown
the seeds on the clayey end before I notified it.

I was thinking that, whei'e the ricli soil was,
containing so much old rotten manure, we

should get the earliest onion-plants. Imagine
my surprise to find the onions up and growing
in the poor end, before they got tiirough the
ground on the other. Another thing, when
they did come up on the rich end of the bed,
there were vacant spaces in the rows. I was
showing it to a friend of mine, and he poked
his finger into what I called the good soil, and
remarked, •' Why, there is not enough clay in
this to hold the moisture — it dries out too
quickly. If you will give this end of the bed a
thorough wetting, and give it a little mm-e
water than the other, you will see it will all

come up yet." I did so, and it is just as he
said. Now, had we depended on the rain, the
soil containing the largest proportion of clay
would certainly have given the onions the best
start. Of course, we do not want so much clay
as to have the ground baned, and form a crust
so hard that the seeds can not get through.
And this brings out the point that clay land
will stand large quantities of stable manure
better than sandy soil or muck lands. At one
time I was greatly in love with the black peaty
muck from our swamp garden; but I have
found out that, unless we have frequent rains,
this same beautiful muck is liable to dry out so
that it is impossible to get it wei again unless
we have long-continued wet spells. The beds
in that new greenhouse, made up of a pretty
hard clay, with stable manure right from the
horses, without any straw or litter in it, is giv-
ing about the best results, especially for plants
where foliage is what we want. The house
was planted at first almost entirely to lettuce.
Every pound of lettuce has brought 30 cts. ; and
as fast as the lettuce gets out of the way,
cabbage-plants, tomato-plants, onion-plants,
and almost every sort of plant we have tried,

do just wonderfully. This 24th day of April
we have green peas ready to pick, where the
seed was sown last December. We have just
had two cold waves, and cold cloudy weather
for a week or ten days. Every thing outside
came almost to a standstill, unless thei'e was
bottom heat under the beds; but every thing
in the greenhouse just moved right along; for
with the bottom heat, and a temperature of 60
or 70 degrees overhead, there was not any
standing still. After we had decided that all

cabbage-plants in the future could be grown
outside, we were obliged, in order to fill orders,
to clear away a bed in the greenhouse, and
transplant the cabbages inside. Like every
thing else they just took hold and moved right
along; while plants from the same bed, trans-
planted outdoors, did just about nothing. The
weather was not cold enough to kill them, it is

true; but they did not go ahead any. They
were covered with sash; but what good could
sash do when we did not have any sunshine?

HOW TO HOLD A BAG OrEN, ETC.

Our new price lists, as you may have noticed,
are now printed on electrotype plates—not on
type kept standing until it is old and worn out,
as heretofore. The boys have been advocating
electrotypes for some time: but I feared it

would stand in the way of making frequent
changes in prices, and that the electrotypes
might be behind, and prevent price lists from
going by the first mail, etc. Well, it all went
on swimmingly until a few days ago, when the
electrotypes did not come (they were made in

Cleveland). We sent telegraius, but they did
not answer. Mr. Calvert said their fashion
was to send the goods instead of answering
telegrams, and that the electrotypes would be
sure to be on hand by the next train. Sure
enough, they came, but we had the usual
hitches. The girls could not have the price
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lists to stitch and fold, for tlie pressman did not
want to turn thorn ovt'r while they were
"green" — that is, before the ink was dr5'.

Then in the morning, when they were turned
and printed, we had a cold wave and a snow-
storm, even though it was April 15; and the
girls did not get around, and I began to crowd
things. I told them to have wrappers address-
ed and stamped, for applications most urgent,
so as to go right on the price lists the minute
two or three hundred were ready. As soon as
the stamp was on, we bundled ihem into a light
soft bag made of stout cloth. This bag is one I

use on my wheel. If it is not too full I can
shake the mail-maiter toward the ends, and
squeeze it up in the middle, like a small waist,
you know. Small waists are all right for bags,
even if they are not for women-folks. All
right. Then we jusr slipped that small waist
down into the lamp-holder on the wheel, and it

makes a very simple and expeditions package-
carrier. There, I have just got ready now to
tell my story. You see, this story is one with
a long preface and a short moral; but the
moral is to come. When one of the small girls

was asked to hold the bag so the price lists

could be put in quickly, I was going to help
her. Did you ever undertake to hold a bag,
and find that you needed just one more hand
than the orthodox number that God has given
us? It takes two hands to hold a bag, and
then it will not stay open. I was going to hold
the bag open myself, so we could get in the
price lists quickly; but Faith (that is the name
of the small girl) dextrously slipped one elbow
Inside of the bag; then when she held it open
with her two hands there was a three-cornered
opening just right to shovel in merchandise.
She said she learned it of Miss Cole. Miss Cole
bosses the paper-room; and she (Miss Cole)
said her father taught her how to do it when
she held bags for him to shovel in corn. etc.
Now, if our farmer readers knew this before, it

may not be any new invention: but I am .53

years old, and have been watching all my life

for short cuts in all sorts of farm work; but I

never got hold of this little kink before; and I

felt ashamed of myself when a little girl taught
me something so common-senselike and simple.

Ourselves and our Neighbors.

Hell and destruction are before tlie Lord; liow
much more tlien tlie liearts of the cliildren of men ?—Prov. 15:11.

A few days ago a newspaper was laid upon
my table. As usual I glanced over it hastily to
see what passage had been marked for me to
consider. While glancing over it my eye acci-
dentally struck upon the following, which was
given simply as a piece of news. In the neigh-
boring town of Fostoria. Seneca Co., in our own
State of Ohio, a lady teacher belonging to one
of the Fostoria schools happened to be ofT a lit-

tle by herself on her way home. She noticed
a man following her; and, being somewhat
alarmed, she hastened her footsteps. He also
increased his pace; and she finally, in much
fright, started to run. He ran too; overtook
her, knocked her down, and robbed her of her
pocketbook containing some $20 00. At the time
the statement was made she was in a critical
state from nervous i)rostration caused by fright
and the blow. Nothing was said about hunting
up the perpetrator of this foul deed, and I did
not learn that the community rose up, as I think
it ought to have done, to demand that this man
be hunted up and punished, even if it cost

thousands of dollars to find hiui. In repeating
the circumstance I have been told again and
again, " Why, Mi'. Root, that is nothing partic-
ularly remarkable. Such outrages are men-
tioned in the newspapers every day, and they
belong to no particular locality, and no partic-
ular locality seems to be entirely free from such
terrible events."
May be this is true; bnt in our own town of

Medina no such thing ever happened, to my
recollection. We frequently hear of men being
knocked down, and robbed of their money.
This occurs mostly, however, in our large cities;
and, so far as my knowledge extends, such acts
of highway robbery are mostly confined to in-
dividuals who have thoughtlessly exhibited
money where prowlers and thieves might get a
glimpse of it. At other times it has been caused
by people who persist in carrying considerable
sums of money on their person, or keeping it in
their houses. For years I have been in the hab-
it of giving our people severe lectures about
both of lh(>se things; and to set a good exam-
ple I never carry more than five or ten dollars
in money in my pocket at any time. In my re-

cent travels I very rarely carried as much as
fifty dollars in money. Most of the time I car-
ried checks in my pocket, of $25.00 each. When
one of these checks was exhausted I got anoth-
er one cashed at the nearest bank. Until with-
in a few weeks ago we were in the habit of
paying our help every Satuiday afternoon here
in the factory. The messenger boy who went
to the bank was then obliged to carrv through
the streets from $.500 to $1000. I have scolded
about it for a good while. Once or twice during
dinner-time I have found the pay money left

without being put into the safe. We now cut
off all temptation in this line by giving our help
a check on the bank, so no money is handled
here on payday at all.

I recently saw an account that a member of

the famous Dalton gang, with one oth(>r man as
an assistant, robbed a certain paymaster of two
or three thousand dollars, and got away clear.

A great crowd of men had been working hard
all the week. They had earned the money by
the sweat of their face. They were justly en-
titled to it if ever anybody is ever justly en-
titled to any thing; and yet this tieud in hu-
man form, who had not worked nor sweat at
all, could coolly, and without scruple or twinge
of conscience, take all their earnings, and use
it for the selfish gi-atification of si^onie low pas-

sion. We have been told by scientists and the-
ologians that there is at least a sptirk of some-
thing (xodlike in the breast of every human be-

ing. There is no need, however, for any scien-

tist, theologian, nor anybody else, to tell us that
there is also something devilish in the hearts of

a great part of humanity. Let us now get back
to our first illustration:

If there is any class of people in this world
who are entitled to the respect, reverence, and
careful treatment of the whole human family,

it is the lady teachers of our schools. To them
are intrust(>d, next to the mothers of our land,

the task of training the children. A great part
of this work seems to be falling into the hands
of good wom.en, and it is right that it should.
Some of the noblest specimens of humanity
that I have ever met in the world are among
these w omen teachers. I feel proud to number
them among my friends. I feel it an honor that
it has been my privilege to assist them some-
what, and to givf them my aid and encourag(!-
ment. God bless the schoohna'ams of our land,

as we used to call them. I do not kiu)w of any
other class of people in this whole wide world
who need our prayers, our encouragcunent, our
respect, and our help, as do our lady teachers.
The man who would covet their faithful earn-
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ings must certainly be down to the very lowest
depths of depravity.

1 do not know anything about this woman
who suffered this indignity and wrong; but,

judging from our own teachers here, and the
teachers of my acquaintance, she was most like-

ly a good, pure, high-minded woman—most like-

ly a faithful and devoted servant of humanity.
She and the class she represents should have
the very best treatment this world can give.

When it is needful for them to go out among
the world it should be our delight to honor them.
If they wish to find health and exercise out in

the open air or country, it should be the busi-
ness of every man and every boy to watch over
and protect them—yes, to watch over and pro-
tect them as we would watch over a mother, a
sister, or a daughter. Many of them, as I hap-
pen to know, are looking about and seeking il-

lustrations from nature and art in order that
they may interest and teach their pupils under-
standingly. It should be our delight to help
them. " As the twig is bent, the tree's inclin-

ed." They should not be poorly paid.
I was rejoiced to find that, in the Pacific

States, women teachers are paid much better
than we pay them here in the East. When you
get a really good, competent, faithful teacher
for your children, or for your neighbor's chil-

dren, do, for God's sake, be liberal toward this
teacher. If you scrimp and dicker on every
thing else, don't dicker about the wages of your
teachers. Pay them liberally—that is, where
they are faithful and competent. Have the
best, no matter what it costs. Sometimes we
say it is better to invest liberally in proper food
and clothing than to pay doctors' bills. If this

be true, it is a thousand times wiser to invest
liberally in means for properly educating your
children than to pay the consequences of letting
them grow up in ignorance and vice; and this
leads in the direction of the man who brutally
struck down that woman that he might get hold
of her earnings. A big stout man—no, no!—not
ma7i—God forbid—a big stout brutish fiend in

human shape, because he had strength to run
faster than a poor, weak, helpless, unprotected
woman, knocks her down, and robs her of her
scanty earnings. Why! ever since I read that
paragraph, and while it has been running
through my mind again and again, I have fair-

ly boiled over with a desire to try my feeble
strength on such a one as he. It seems to me
as if God would lend me strength, or something
better than strength, to teach such a one at
least some sort of lesson. If energy and fierce

indignation in a righteous cause ever lent any
man strength, I think it would come to me
then.
But yet that is not the thing, after all. It is

the same old story. Some temperance lecturer
said, that, if every saloon-keeper in our land
should die to-night, somebody else right behind
him would be ready to step into his shoes: and
if all the saloons were not open and running the
next day, they would be the day after. If some
policeman could be near at hand to shoot down
-.this man in the very act, it would, perhaps,
frighten some others behind him, who have the
same low purpose in their hearts; but I fear it

would not change very much the state of the
heart of such people.
There is no use to say these things do not hap-

pen often, and that there are so many newspa-
pers nowadays that everybody knows of every
thing that is liappening. The moral stands out
sharp and clear. "Hell and destruction " fwe
abroad in our land. Shall we build more pris-

ons, and hang more people? God forbid!
I looked narrowly to see if any thing was said

in the paper as to whether this man was intoxi-
cated. There was nothing said about it. If he

was, it would explain the whole affair very
clearly. In such a case it was tvhisky, and not
the man who did the act. The saloon-keeper
who sold him his drink, and those who insist

that the liquor-traffic is a commendable indus-
try, are particeps crlmmis to the crime. As
there is nothing said about his being intoxicat-
ed, I think we may take it for granted, at least
for this time, that he was not intoxicated—at
least, not with alcoholic liquors. Through a
fault in education, in bringing up, or from un-
restrained vice on his part, he was just that
low and brutish, and this case only illustrates

the fact that there are such in our land, right
among us, in our land of liberty. For self-evi-

dent reasons, those with such depraved natures
keep their inmost thoughts from the light of
day; but it crops out here and there too unmis-
takably to permit us to say there is not much of
it in the world. What shall we do? Does God
know? And if so, why does he permit such
terrible exhibitions of wickedness and sin? We
can not answer all these questions; but our
text tells us plainly that God does know; and
the Bible tells us, too. again and again, where
we are to look for the remedy. These exhibi-
tions of evil speak plainer than words, to the
effect that even we who profess to be Christians
are not working and praying as we ought to do.

"God, help," should be the prayer of every
Christian in our land, as he sees these things as
they come up before him. Then he should be
up and doing.

I do notknow whether this Home talk of mine
will be read in Fostoria or not; but even though
I do not live there, I live in the State of Ohio;
and every true knight-errant of the cross ought
to be ready to spring forth to the rescue of that
schoolteach(>r. I am a good deal in debt, and I

have not much money to spare; but I am just
now burning for the privilege of putting my
hand into my pocket to start a reward, or to
help in a rewai'd that may be started already,
for the apprehension of the man who did this.

I beg pardon again—I did not mean to say
" man.'" Let us get hold of the ivretch who did
this, even though it cost the State a pile of mon-
ey. Let us convince him that there is a God in

Israel, and that there are Christian people in

the State of Ohio. Let every father and moth-
er help. It is a disgrace to our iSfote that such
a thing happened within its borders. Let us
rest not until we follow the thing out to its ut-

termost limits. Let us have the history of this

man. Where was he brought up? Can he read
or write ? Has he ever been to church or Sun-
day-school ? Does he know of the existence of
such an organization as the Y. M. C. A.?
By the way. here is a case in hand that it

seems to me the Christian young men ought to

take up. Several times our Y. M. C. A. has
been called "effeminate."' Boys, let us show
these fellows whether we are effeminate or not.

May be they think Christians think it is wrong
to fight, even in defense of a schoolma'am. I

do not know how much my life is worth; but it

seems to me I never before felt so much like sac-

rificing it, if there is 7ieed of such sacrifice, to

redress such wrongs as these. I have heard
women reformers sometimes, when they got up
into their high flights, say, "Oh! shame on the
men!"' And now I say, "Shame on the men,"
myself included in the lot, if they let this pass
and do nothing. I want the W. C. T. U. to help
us; and the Endeavor society; and the Sunday-
schools; and the ministers of the gospel. Why,
if somebody were setting your houses on fire,

you would pull off your coats, and fight, the
whole of you. But this is worse than setting

our houses on fire. During this present summer,
men and women, and especially teachers and
those whose occupation keeps them indoors, are
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planning to go outdoors more than they ever did
before. They are going to ride uiheels outdoors.
The Columbia people, in one of their advertise-
ments, said the wunuin who lias h^arned to ride
a wheel can go /our miles ov forty miles if she
chooses, without asUiiigodds of anybody. And
what they say is true. Our lifteen-year-old
daughter can. t think, ride forty miles without
any trouble, on a fair road; but how can she
dare to go out of sight of her home while brutes
in human form are abroad, ready to knock her
down if she happens to be out of sight? Our
teachers will be afraid to take wholesome exer-
cise if this state of alfairs is permitted to go on.
And that reminds me: Suppose, dear friends,

that this schoolteacher were your daughter.
Why. it almost calls forth a groan to think of
it. But she is some?*o(?}/'s child. She is a child
of humanity. She is a child of the St<tte of
Ohio; and if this should meet her eye, I want
to say, "Be of good cheer, daughter. Even
though this thing did haiipen here in our beau-
tiful Stale, and even though there are among
us such as he who did this act, there are also
thousands of brothers and fathers who are not
only strong but brave. What you have suffert-d

may have, been need' d to bring u-< to our senses.
So. be not cast down and afraid. There is a
God above who knows these things: and in his
name we promise you tliis thing shall not be
passed by unuoticed. Look uj); go on with
your work, and may God speed you."
Dear friends, this is springtime, and a glori-

ous springtime too; but let us not be so busily
occupied with our crops and our work at home
that we can forget the res])onsihility that God
has laid upon us. Our nation has been more
than once redeemed from the hand of the spoil-

er. More than once have America's sons and
daughters laid down the implements of peace
and showed the great wide world that we can
flcjht as well as pray. A few months ago, a
brute under the influence of strong drink pre-
sumed to lay violent hands on a little child. I

need not teli you the end of this terrible tale.

Every man. woman, and child for miles around
made it a common business to avenge the little

one. The man was burned at the stake before
the outraged pot)ulace had hardly time to say
wheth«r it was right or wrong. • Good people
held up their hands in horror. I do not now
mean to say all that was done there was right;
but I am giad that, when patience ceases to be
a virtue, our people can rise up in a body and
teach all mankind, at least in one direction, a
wholesome lesson. I do not recommend that
this man who struck down the teacher should
be burned at tlu^ stake: but he should be hunt-
ed up. if money can find him. It is true, he did
not strikf a child ; but he did strike an appoint-
ed guardian of littli' children; and he and all

else like him should either be converted from
the error of their ways, or be shut up where
they can not harm and rob the protectors and
teachers of America's children.

Please don't stop Gleanings, ;is we all like it very
much. My wife says, put in plenty Home Talks and
sermons, as she enjoys reading' tliem. Long- may
you live. W. D. Sopek.
Jack.son, Mich., Apr. 5.

L. A. Dosch, in the last issut' of Gleanings,
voiced our sentiments very nearly, only that we
want you to keep riglit on with your "silly religious
talks." as lou^ as you lionestly believe what you
say. We should miss tiiem Kreiitly, for, no matter
wliat otlier pa))ers we have on liand. or wliat else
tliere is in Gleanings, we read and enjoy those
"silly religious talks " first. Your ideas in i-eference
to labor questions and capilal we usually indorse,
and by no means consider them naiTt)w.
Conneaut, O., Mar. 20. D. Cummins.

Thou hast loved righltimsness and hated iniquity.—Heb. 1 : 9.

AricuLTURAL journalism was never on a
higher plane than now, both in quality and
quantity.

Bro. York, of the American Bee Journal,
if we mistake not. has just added a new face of
handsome type to his paper.

Every time th(^ Review comes to our table,
we make a dive for it among other matter. The
last number was an excellent one as usual.

The honor of having the largest house-apiary
in the world isclaim(>d by an enterprising Can-
adian. It is round, having a circumference of
138 feet, and is two stories high. Further par-
ticulars will be given latiU'.

There seems to be a demand in some quar-
ters for an uncapping-machine. vSome time ago
we illustrated one, but it was impracticable.
Now that electricity is so useful a servant in
wire-imbedding, perhaps we can employ it for
uncapping. The Rambler and John S. Reese
have both suggested an idea that possibly may
lead to success. Full particulars will be given
in our next issue.

A HINT TO advertisers.
Catchwords in advertising are half the bat-

tle. It is better to use something attractive,
odd. or startling in a headline in a small ad-
vertisement than an ordinary unattractive card
occupying two or three times the space. Take,
for instance, " You press the button, we do the
rest."' It has come io be almost a byword: and
yet the happy combination of these words was
worth thousands of dollars to the manufactur-
ers of the Kodak camera. As another example
we would call attention to the advertisement of
S. F. A: I. Trego, on page 324. They say, " We
are on the lookout,"' then show a picture of a
Siiilor on top of a mast. We admire the pluck
and energy of any firm who are on the lookout
for customers—not of the half-hearted sort, but
a sort of enterprise that fairly jumps at oppor-
tunities. As another example of this kind we
would call attention to the "ad "on the last

cover page of this issue. The catchwords are,
" A New Hive." While the W. T. Falconer Co.

have not got up exactly '" a new hive." there is

something so attractive in this headline that
people are forced to look at it. If there is any
thing that arrests the attention of a bee-keeper,
it is a new hive—particularly if it is backed by
a reputable firm. There are a good many others
of our advertisers wiio employ skillfully worded
lines: but the ones mentioned above are conspic-
uous examples; and our reason for referring to

the matter here is, that our advertisers may
thus helj) materially tb increase their net prof-

its. It should be remembered that space costs

just so much, no matter what use you make of

it. Effective display and appropriate "catch-
words " or " catchlines " mean dollars of profit.

.MR. HARBISON.

We are glad to present to our readers, from
the pen of our special correspondent. Rambler,
a very interesting account of Mr. Harbison, of

California fame— his early history, his hive, etc.
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You have often heard of the Harbison hive, but
few have any accurate idea of its origin, size,

and general appearance.

REi't)HTS, so far as we have gathered them
from all over the country, seem to show that
bees have wintered fairly well, though not so
well as last winter. In some quarters the losses
were hardly worth mentioning. It seems to be
a singular fact—one for which we can assign
no reason — that there has been the greatest
mortality in the region of Northern Ohio. We
might assign as the cause, our proximity to
Lake Erie; but why are there no very great
losses in Michigan, Pennsylvania, and New
York, that border in a similar way on the great
lakes?

We have just received .a new edition of the
work, " Bee-keeping for Profit."' by Dr. G. L.
Tinker, of New Philadelphia, O. This little
treatise gives in detail Dr. Tinker's new system
of management; the size and shape of his hive,
and general information regarding the uses of
]jerforated zinc, of which the doctor makes a
specialty. As nearly as we can judge from a
hasty glancing over its pages, nearly all the old
matter has been retained, with here and there
some additions in regard to perforated zinc. A
chapter from " Be^s and Honey," on the subject
of "Pasturage a Necessity," has been added to
the book. It is published by G. W. York & Co.,
Chicago, III., of whom it may be obtained.

It will be remembered that we stated edito-
rially in onr last issue, that if R. L. Taylor and
the other fellows did not keep still we should be
"on their side of the fence." Mr. Taylor, in-
stead of keeping still, has gone and sent in a
well-considered article on thfe hiver and its cost
—see page .34.3. We do not remember whether
we were oil the fence or not; at any rate, we
now feel as if we were pretty nearly pushed
over on Mr. Taylor's side, and yet—and yet—
we can not (luite give up the idea that we should
like to be on th(! other side. The Pratt hiver
worked economically for us last year; and the
queens were reared after the swarms were cast.
If the new swarm in its new quarters be remov-
ed in four or five days, the parent colony will
probably rear a queen.

Since we shut down on the sugar-honey
question in our columns, we have been asked
by adherents on both sides to renew the discus-
sion, more particularly as some of the other
journals were keeping it alive in their columns.
We do not wish to indicate any policy for an-
other paper, but we hardly think it wise for its
to open the discussion for the present, if the
production of sugar honey is unwise, as we
firmly believe it is, the best way to kill it is to
say nothing about it. To vigorously oppose it
is, in a certain sense, to keep it alive. The
thing that we have to regret is, that it should
have been discussed as much as it has in our
columns, particularly as more extensive experi-
ments should have been made and a better
knowledge of the product secured; for even
Prof. Cook, in a card just received, says. ''lam
not sure that sugar honey is what I think it is;

that, of course, is to he settled." How much
better to have "settled it" before saying any
thing about it, and so incurring great risk as to
the consequences!

CVCLONKS.
By a letter just received from M. H. Hunt, of

Bell Branch. Mich., a manufacturer of and
dealer in supplies, we learn that he came very
near losing all his buildings by a cyclone that
passed by his place on the 13th of last month.
A neighbor who lives near him on the east lost

all of his buildings and his orchard, amounting
In all to sonK^thinglikeSWOO, with no insurance.
Among his losses was an apiary. Not a scrap
of the hives could be found, nor even a bee.
The track of the cyclone was thirty rods wide,
and we are glad to know that friend Hunt was
not "in it." On the Sth of April, 1890, a de-
structive cyclone passed within two milesof our
buildings. Houses, barns, orchards, and fences
were almost annihilatc^d. Since that time we
have carried cyclone insurance. It is terribly
hard on a man who has been working the best
part of his life in ac(iuiring a property, to have
it <(ll literally swept away in a moment, with no
insurance to look to.

MAKING YOUR IDEAS "GETATABLE."
Sometimes our correspondents are a little

careless in making themselves understood; and
this is true of those who write regularly as well
as of those who contribute only "semi-occasion-
ally." In order to get the meaning we have
been obliged to read the pai'agraphsover a num-
ber of times, to see what the writer was " driv-
ing at;'" and even after having dug out the idea,
we hesitate to supply a word here and there, to
make it plainer, for fear we may make him say
just what he did not v/ant to say. Those who
are guilty of this sort of carelessness are just
the very ones who could do better. We look at
it this way: If we have to re-read paragraphs,
our subscribers, instead of digging out the mean-
ing, will just skip them, and hence just that
much valuable space is wasted. A diagram or
a rude sketch will help wonderfully many times;
and we hope our friends will feel free to add
such features to their descriptions, and where
practicable we will have them engraved. It
should also be borne in mind, that you can un-
derstand perfectly what you are trying to tell

about. After you have finished your descrip-
tion, submit it to some friend; and if he catches
the idea readily, it is presumable that others
will. We do not mean to make this a sort of
scold; but ideas should be so worded that the
reader will have little or no difficulty in catch-
ing the full meaning at once.
But you say an editor is supposed to re-write,

re-word, and re-arrange, so that every thing
will be plain; but, dear, dear! if the poor editor
does not know what you are trying to tell, how
is he going to do it? He will probably consign
what is an otherwise valuable article to the
everlasting waste-basket, and turn his atten-
tion to something that gives ideas more easily
"getatable."

root's exhibit at the world's fair.

We suppose most of our readers expect to vis-
it the World's Fair at Chicago. We take it for
granted that they will, of course, hunt up the
exhibit from the Home of the Honey-bees. It
is not so extensive as we had originally planned
or hoped. We were, in the first place, limited
to about 4x8 feet, but we complained that it

was no use making an exhibit in such a space
as that. It was then enlarged to 8x14 feet;
and even then we felt that we were being
cramped, as we desired to send a carload of
goods of our own manufacture. But the sec-
retary of the Department of Agriculture in-
formed US that, by reason of the great number
of applicants for space, he would linvc to limit
us to tliat space or nothing. We prepared an
exhibit, and have recently sent it to Dr. Miller,
who is to set it up in a few days after a photo-
graph we supplied him, and incase the whole
thing in a showcase, or, rather, a sort of glass
house. The exhibit comprises nearly every ar-
ticle we manufacture, and all distinctly relat-
ing to apiculture. A conspicuous feature of the
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exhibit will he a large water- color painting, 25

X 40 inches, giving a birdseye view of our man-
ufacturing plant. The picture has been pro-
nounced, by all who have seen it, to be exceed-
ingly accurate: and those who visit the World's
Fair will have not only a chance to see the ex-
ternal appearance of the Home of the Honey-
bees as it is, covering as it does so large an area,

but a sample of all the goods manufactured
therein. The painting has just been complet-
ed, and is made with the special object of ex-
hibiting the same at the World's Fair. We shall

doubtless give our readers a half-tone reduced
engraving of it. But a reduced copy in one col-

or does not begin to express its lifelike propor-
tions. The artist, we are proud to say. is a
Medina County man, and is a relative of two
of our employes.
The location of the exhibit is in the Agricul-

tural Building, in the gallery of the second
floor, in section 33, H. It is shown along with
exhibits of a similar character, and we think
there will be no difficulty in finding it.

ginners, and, in a general way, text-books, un-
til we have ample evidence that it is superior
to the old. So far as beginners are concerned,
and those who look to their elders for instruc-
tion, no harm has been done.

SEALED covers: THE FINAL STATEMENT OF
THE CASE.

In response to our request in a couple of issues

back, we have received scores of reports giving
comparative tests between colonies under sealed
covers packed in chaff, and colonies similarly
packed with absorbing cushions or upward ven-
tilation. We have given a few of the reports as
they happened to come in elsewhere, as average
samples. The results, as reported, show that
bees have been wint^'red successfully both ways;
but the evidence taken as a wholn seems to in-

dicate that the absorbing cushions, or upward
ventilation, gives the better result. In some
quite marked instances there is (juite a decided
difference in favor of absorbing cushions. We
notice that the reported mortality, in some in-

stances at least, under sealed covers, is due to

the fact that the moisture, not being able to es-

cape upward, runs down on the inside of the
hive, on the bottom-board, to the entrance.
There, coming in contact with the cold air, it

freezes, and seals hermetically the only opening
to a supply of fresh air. The result has been,
that such colonies die, as a matter of course;
and as warm weather comes on, the entrance
thaws out before the apiarist gets around to as-
certain the cause. Upward ventilation, on the
contrary, will, of course, save such colonies:

but absorbing cushions often become wet and
soggy; and if they are left on the hives without
being dried out during winter they are worse
than nothing. It becomes evident, then, that,
in order to have the best results with the ab-
sorbing cushions, there shou'd be a free circu-
lation of air over the top, through ventilators
sufficiently ample. It is never the thing to do,
to place a telescoi)ic cover (without ventilators)
over the absorbing cushion so tight that there
is no escape for moisture. Such cushions inva-
riably become practically water-soaked; and
the colonies under them will be quite likely to
die.
Now, although we have said a good deal in

favor of the sealed cover, in the last year or so
back, what we did say was more to stimulate
experiment along the line that we thought
might develop something valuable : but the
scores of letters show that the old absorbing
cushion, with its upward ventilation, is the more
reliable plan for outdoor wintering yet.

So far, in our A B C of Bee Culture we have
not given one hint that there was any such idea
extant as the sealed cover. Indeed, the direc-
tions through all this time have been to use ab-
sorbing cushions. We go on the principle that
it is better not to recommend a new plan to be-

A PANORAMA OF THE NOTABLE OBJECTS OF IN-
TEREST IN THE WORLD.

We have just received from the publishers,
Mast, Crowell & Kirkpatrick, of Springfield, O.,
a wonderful book. It contains over 500 photo-
graphic views, ir.ixl4 inches; and these views,
by the way, are of the highest order of art that
photography has ever yet aspired to. A large
portion of them are from the Old World; yet
quite a number of them are lifelike, familiar
scenes from our own land. Mrs. Root and I

went over some glimpses from California, until
it seemed as if we were back on the old familiar
spot. We showed the children the hotels where
we had stopped, the mountain-peaks covered
with snow, the waterfalls we had visited, etc.

The glimpses from the Holy Land are especial-
ly valuable. From all pictures of the pyramids
I had previously seen, I supposed they were
made of hewn stone throughout, something like
the steps to the public buildings in our great
cities. The camera, however, with its unerring
fidelity, reveals the fact that the great pyramid
is now, after a lapse of about 4u centuries, what
we should call a great stone-pile.* Of course,
they were once blocks, each block reaching up
to a man's arms; but the action of the elements,
after so long a time, has done its work, as with
thousands of other things. Wood-cut engrav-
ings have many times given us erroneous con-
ceptions ; but the faithful camera tells the
truth. The photograph tells no lies. The sub-
jects are written up by Gen. Lew Wallace, Ed-
ward Everett Hale. Washington Gladden, and
others. Many of the pictures are reproduc-
tions of paintings that are valued away up into
the thousands. I was especially interested in a
couple of companion pictures representing Abra-
ham and Sarah turning away Hagar and Ish-
mael. It is a nice book to look over on Sunday
afternoon, while you tell the children Bible sto-

ries. I do not know what the book costs. I

have been told that it is sold only by agents.

* something more ABOUT THE PYRAMIDS.
Since the above was written, our stenogra-

pher, W. P. Root, furnishes the following:
The outside of tlie pyramid of Cheops is not the

same now that it was wlien finislied. Wliat now
look like steps of stairs on eafh side were A
at first filled in with tlu'ee-cornered .C—i

stones, commencing, of course, at the /\
top, and working- downward, thus leav- /i

—

ing-the pyramid as smooth on tlie out-/ I

side as any surface of stone could possihly be made.
This will be made plain by the figure above, where
the zig/.;ig m;itk I'epresents tlie present surface, and
the straight line the outside as the liuilders left it.

At a comparativt'ij- re</ciit date tlic Arabs pried
these stones from "tlieir pljices and used tliem for
building palaces, etc.. in Cairo, witiiin sight of the
pyramids toward tlip east. As Egypt lias neither
rain nor frost, tlie elements liave made no marked
change in the general appearance of tins greatest
of all human works. Thfi beauty of the pyramid, so
far as its masonry is concerned, is all on tlie inside,

in the wonderful galleries, where the immense blocks
of syenite are cemented together in tlie strongest
manner with a layer of mortar scaicely thicker
than a coat of paint. A thoughtful pcison t'an not
help thinking that, if man has emerged from a state

of animalism, it is strange tliat this great monu-
ment, which appears at the dawn of human history,

is, a model that man to-day can not surpass, and
probably can not even Imitate in any particular. It

is built on geometrical principles that olVer no room
for improvement. It contains S5,iK)(I.(M«) cubic feet
of stone — enough to pave a road IT feet wide and a
foot tliick a distance of 947 miles.
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Trade Notes.

TAYLOR'S COMB-I.EVELKR; A MISCONCEPTION
COKHKCTKD.

Since our article uiid(>r lliis iuuxcling, in cur

last Issue, we have receiv(^d the following from
Mr. Taylor, which will explain itself:

Fiie.ud Brjof :—In speaking- of the use of the handy
comb-leveler, in April 15th Gleanings, you say:

AUliouKh we have never tvie.l it. we pre-iume it i'^ a tact tliat

the bees 'will build out the-^e combs, i-ednci'il ti) foundation
again.as rapidlv and pei-fectly as they l.uild from regular
found.at on; and probably no one could drlecr, alter the

combs were finished and capped over, those tliU were built

from leveled-down combs and those from foundation.

This leaves the impression that all th:it is grained

by the use of the leveler is the saving- of the foun
dation originally used in them. Now. I confess to

l)eing greatly surprised at this explanation. Why,
there is no more reason for reducing the comlis to

foundation again in sections than there would be to

reduce e.xtracting combs to the original foundation
after each extracting. Already I luive received
inquiries as to whether the cells could not " be left

deeper." Mr. Root, these sections of empty combs,
if used riglitly, are nearly equal in value to sealed
combs of dark lioney, at least; and I lielieve sec-

tions of dark honey can be extracted, and the honey
sold as extracted, or used for feeding; and the
empty leveled combs kept over to be quickly filled

again with white honey with greater profit. Oft-

times bee-keepers have many sections filled with
honey-dew that is not fit for table use. Extract the
honey from them and use it for spring feeding, and
you can have the empty comlis filled with clover or
bassswood lioney, even in a short honey-flow; and
in half the time that the same work would be done
on new foundation.
Last year I used about 2000 such combs. They

were lii 24 section cases; 12 empty combs, and 12

sections filled with new foundntion. The honey-
flow, both clover and bas.swood, was short and
meager; yet the combs were nearly all filled and
sealed, while there was not a single section of foun-
dation finished fit for market, right in the same
cases. Most of them were nearly filled with comb
and honey, but not sealed. I extracted them and
sold the honey for 124 cts. per lb. T now have the
empty leveled combs ready for the white-honey
flow of 1893. and I know I have in them property of
great value.
Now, T should like the readers of Gleanings to

hear this explanation, as I see by two letteis received
to day tliat bee-keepers are being- misled by the idea
that the combs are reduced to the original founda-
tion, whereas they should be left as nearly full

depth as possible, and have the surfaces level and
of equal depth. B. Taylor.

Forestville, Minn., April 24.

Wc are very glad to be corrected. In our
hurry we failed to catch on to the real purpose
of the comb-leveler, and we trust the above
will make it all plain now. Yes. indeed, the
instrument would have a nuich more valuable
use in reducing cells to as deep a level as possi-

ble than reducing them to the depth of ordi-

nary foundation.

FOUR AND SIX FRAME COWAN EXTRACTORS.

Our four and six frame Cowans, while similar
in principle to the two-frame machine, differ in

having a center-shaft and in having each
basket geared with a chain, so that the reversal

of one basket reverses them all simultaneously.
Indeed, it is not even necessary to stop the ex-
tractor. All that is required is. to slow up the
motion a little, so that the hand can catch one
of the baskets, and retard its outer edge while
the reel revolves. The inner edge of the basket
being thrown past the center, the centrifugal
force will carry it the rest of the way. and the
reversal of all the baskets is accomplished much
more expeditiously and easily than with the so-

called automatic reversing machines. The
baskets are thoroughly braced, and there is not
the slightest danger of heavy combs bulging

them, and they are hinged in such a way as not
to interfere with each other, nor to fly off the
hinges entirely, as is the case with some re-

versibles. There are no chains — no hitching
nor catching of any kind, for the reversal of
motion is positive.

INSIDE VIEW ONLY.

The cross-arms of the reel are made of
wrought iron, cast into a solid hub. and there is

no possibility whatever of their getting loose.

Of all things that areannoying. it is to have ex-
tractors breakdown or give out, right in the
height of the honey season.
Besides all the other features of the Cowan,

the crank can always be run one way. Another
feature is. they do not throw honey over the
sides.

Special Notices.

WHOLESALE PRICES TO DEALERS.

We have sent out, during the past week, whole-
sale price lists to dealers who advertise and sell any
thing that we manufacture or job. If any who are
entitled to these lists have been missed in the dis-
tribution, we should be pleased to hear from them.

MAY EDITION OF OUR CATALOGUE.
We have finally completed the resetting and elec-

trotyping of our catalogue, and are now printuig it

entirely from plates, and mailing it as rapidly as
possible to our old customers and those who apply.
We have made it of especial value to beginners by
incorporating directions, and answering questions
most frequently asked.
We have made a slight reduction in the prices of

24 and 48 lb. shipping-cases. The 24-lb. single or
double tier are $10.00 per 100 in the flat; and the 48-

Ib.. $12.00 per 100; in lots of 10. 2c each extra. The
12-lb. 3-row case is 80c for 10, though printed in error
40c.

SAFETY BICYCLES.

A month ago we called attention to the Lovell
Diamond Safety bicycle, agreeing- to send catalogue
with special price on application. We were daily
expecting our supply of catalogues then, and we
regret to say our expec-tations have not yet been
realized. The manufacturers claim to have sent us
a supply, and we shall, no doubt, receive them
shortly." As soon as they come we will break the
spell with those who are patiently waiting, and any
others who have not yet applied, but are interested
enough to do so.

If any prefer the Victor or Columbia, the two
leading wheels, at $150, we can supply either, but
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without any reduction. We have a model B Victor,
boug'ht last August, that is in excellent order, that
we will sell for $125. It is a very strong wlieel,
weighinjj- about 43 lbs., geii red to 54 inches. Victor
catalog'ues, describing' this and other models, sent
to those interested.
We can furnish 2-oz. bottles of best cycle Oil at

10c,' or 60c per dozen bottles.

COMB FOUNDATION REDUCED IN PRICE.

It is rather unusual to reduce the price of an
article right in the midst of tlie season; but on con-
sultation with the Dadants we have decided to re-
duce the retail price of comb foundation 3 cents a
pound, beginning with May 1st. No doubt most if

not all the other dealers who have been quoting the
same prices will make a like reduction. Our table
of prices will, therefore, be as follows until further
notice. Those who order at the old price will receive
extra fdn. to make up for the amount of the reduc-
tion.

Price per lb. in lots not less than

NAME OF
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Oregon and

Washington

Bee-keepers
6 9db

We have decided to give a

BIG DISCOUNT
for early orders. Write for special prices,

naming quantity you can use.

POSSOH'S SEED STORE,
Portland, Oregon.

Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky.
Breeder of Italian Queens. ^rnvor^^^^-n^,-hr.a mothers.

Untested, till July 1, ll.OO; after July, 75c. , Contracts solicited. Dealer in

A. I. Root's Supplies. Grower of plants of every description. Onion

^'b*
Plants. Celery Plants. Send for circular. Mention Gleanings.

ONE AUTOMATIC V- GROOVE
SECTION-MACHINE, IN NICE
WORKING ORDER.

One cult ei'-liead m.icliiiu'. nover used but ;i slim-t

time. S. D BUELL, Union City, Mich.

I have an immense
stock of large beauti-
ful plants, raised from
the finest seed in the

market, which nuist be sold at once. In order to
get them off I will offer them for the next 15 days at
$2.00 per IdO, .50 for $1.00, by express; or by mail,
postage paid, 35 for 65 cts., .50 for $1.^^5. lnO for $2.40.

This is a rare chance to get plants at almost the
price of good seed. I guarantee safe arrival.

J. F. Rosenfield, West Point, Neb.
tyIn responding to this advertisement mention Gi.kanings

FOil SALE.

Pansies.

FOR SALE!
An Apiary of loo Stands of
in a Fine Alfalfa Range.
Also 90 acres of fine fruit land
in small tracts for fruit-farms.

MRS. A. A. HODGDON,
Delta, Delta Co., Colorado.

Bees

as one or
Addrt^s.s

9-lOd

WANTED
— Your address
on a postal card, to receive
the ^-1111. A.i>ic^itltiirist

l^KHH TlMiKB MOjSTHS.
Address H. ^AtLTil'. ^VeI^lttllu, Ma^s.

1 responding to this advertisement mention (JLiSANlNGa

Root's Goods for the West.
Addi(^SN .los. Nysewauder, Des Moines, la.

Headquarters in the South for

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

DOVETAILED HIVES, SECTIONS,
COMB FDN., EXTRACTORS, <&C.

ITALIAN QUEENS, NUCLEI, £C.
SEND FOR PRICE LiST.

P. L. VIALLON MFG. CO.,
BAYOU GOULA, LA.

DON'T MONKEY
with cross bees. Our Golden Queens,
untested, in May, $1; 3 for i|2.o0. Test-
ed, $l..50; 3 for $4. Nuclei and full colo-
onies at low figures. Send for price
list, supplies, etc.

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, flo.

Leininger Brothers Jill Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

Fort .7enjjjnii-.s, Ohio. 7tfdb

Central Bee=Hive Factory
And Bee-keepers' Supplj-house of Illinois. Write
for Catalogue for 1893. Addin-ss

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Hlinnis.

large number of fine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; re;idy April 15th; war-
ranted queens. $1 ; efor$4.50; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $2. Reference. A. I. Root. 3tfdb _!

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.A

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECT/ONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

A FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL/ ES.

6O-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
^•In respoiKllng to tills advei tlsemcm mention Qlkaning.-^.
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PURE jE"^^^^^^ '^O'* HATCHING,
WYANDOTTE C \3l\Zi^3 SI .OO FOR 13.
Rc/.. A. I. Kodt. J. S. Mason, Medina, O.

vli/ /rfi/ifiu.s. May June
.'i 1111(1 ~> liiuidt^d. and after

1 untested queen *1 00 75
6 uidested (jueeiis 5 uO 4 00
1 tested (lueen 1 i"0 150
3 tested queens 4 00 4 OO
Select tested ^ 50 :i 50
T>vo-franie nuclei witli any queen. ^1.50 each extra.

Safe arrival g'uaranteed.
W. J. ELLISON, Catchall, Sumter Co., S. C.

GS^'ri r.-sl>nllcl1li_' r.i 1 iiw .1.11 • II .1,1, MI IllilitlDIl til.KA.MMiS

Sprouted Faash Seeds
at 1.5c per hundred by mail, or .'fl.dii jier thousand by
express. DR. J- M. MARTI N,

Mercersburg, Pa.
tSrVii responiling to this adverti.seiniiit mention WLEANlNGst

WE OFFEf^

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRS GES.
Satisfaction and all worJi guaranteed.

Price List and samples wll bo ready before ^the
next issue.

Send for them.
Prices will rang:e from 36 to 56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED, write tor pries

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
931 E. Monroe St., Springfield, III.

HTIu resiiunaiiiK lo tills advertii-eiiu'iit mention CJi.eanings.

Did VOU Know^*
-—^ * ^** Catalogue is now

ready ? I have the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Thin Founda-
tion, 13 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before you forget it. Address
Ttfdb WM. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

Bees
By the Pound, Nucleus, or Colony.
Addle

.s-tfbd
OLIVER FOSTER,

Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My tive- banded Italians are bred tiom the very

best of stock by Doolillle's improved methods, and
mated to the yellowest of drones troni selected colo-
nies, and I guai'anlee them to gi^-e eniiie satisfac-
tion. Untested (|ueens ;ire all warranted purely
mated. 1 untested iiueen, March. April, and M.iv.
$1.15 each; $13.00 per doz. Tested, •i^l..")(l e;ich. S.'l.Ma
Tested. !f3..50. Guarantee promjit and safe delivery.
Send for t'ircular. \V. V. t;KOSMTIAN,
Moiiej -order oflice. Balliiii>'er, Tex.
Reference: 1st .\at, Fiank of Ballinger. .5tfdb

CHICKEN-HATCHING BYSTEAM
p^toviCTOR

u&imple, easy ofoperation,aelf-regu-
lating, reliable, fully guaranteed.
|Send 4e. for illua. Cacalogue. Geo
-firlel & Co., Mfrs, Qvuaey, lU.U.S A,

A. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of those wlio have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1..50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $3.50 eacli. One yearling, tested,
in June only, $1.00; six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new " Rapid " feeder witli, full

printed directions how to make, and wliat, wlten, and
how to feed for best results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Descriptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-12db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c in stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book telling how to manage tliem.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-13db 175 E. Walnut Street.

^311V your HIVES where lumber is cheapest.** That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.
5tfdb V. C. l^RKEL.

fJlilllllllllillllllllllllllillllllllilllllllllililllllllllilillillL^

I (T^^aI One untested queen |= 1 I ISw* Fr^P '" June. Send for —= I n&^&, circular, and learn = ^^
= terms. Circular gives the best way to intro- =

[ E£lStea?ll S\113131TT ZZOTISS.= duce queens, price of nucleus, etc. 1 untest- = **'=**^ ^^* ** '*' ^Jrx'*^ ^^w wfcsas^i

= ed .5-banded queen, in May, $1; 6 for $5. —
= Circular free. 7-lOdb =
= J. F. MICHAEL, GERMAN, DARKE CO., OHIO. E
Tlllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllllir?

Please mention this paper.

Jennie Atchley
Is headquarters t~ tlie South for queens.

Untested (either 3 or 5 bands). March, April,
and May, Sl.OO each; $5.00 for si.x, or $9.00
per doz. June and after, 75 cts. each, $4.25
for six; $8.00 per doz. Prices for breeders,
and by the quantity, on application. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Jennie Atchley, Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.
Please mention this paper. 6tfdb

We furnish everything used in the apiary, and
at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
81-20db Pli'nsr mention this iiaper.

Gash for Beeswax!
Will pay 23c per lb. cash, or 26c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswa.x, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 29c per lb., or 33c for begt
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amcmi.t sent, I can not liold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen-
eral thing to send wax by expresx.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I send you to-day my renewal to Gleanings, and
I wish you to place the letter C to my name {Coniin-
U6) and not D (Discontinue). I have every number
from No. 1 Vol. I. to tlie last issue, and don't propose
to stop taking' it for the next twenty years if I live

that lonR, for I liave received ample compensation,
moniUji and fiuanriaUy. Samuel C. Ware.
Towandii, 111., March 24.

Your last order sent me arrived all right; and to
say that I am pleased does not half express it. 1

have tiie whole order put up, and not a mistake in
the whole lot. If you don't stop sending out such
g'oods you will surely liave to enlarge that big plant.
I believe Pratt has the key to automatic swarmers,
and I shall give them a tliorough test. My pets are
very quiet in the cellar, while the two in Dovetailed
chaff hives, outside, are all right yet. Those D sec-
tion-cases ire the neatest thing I ever saw, and are
especially adapted for my retail trade.
Lac-quiParle, Minn., Mar. 26. W. B. L. Miller.

OUR SEWING-MACHINE AT $17.00 EQUAL TO OTHER
$65.00 MACHINES.

The sewing-machine you sent me is "just splen-
did." Mrs. B. likes it very much. It runs nicely,
and does good work. There are some more of the
boys here wlio will want machines as soon as they
have the money to spare. They liave been in the
habit of buying on the weekly-installment pi in.

Some pay $65.00 for a machine no better than this

one at $17.00. Chas. Biery, Express Ag't.
Northville, Mich., Apr. 8.

OUR GARDEN SEEDS.

Friend Roof;— Vou may think it extravagant for
me to paj' expressage from Medina on seeds, and I

might say it's none of your business; but I'll be
more polite, and tell you I tbink I make money by
It, for two reasons. One is, I get seeds true to name;
the other is, I get good seeds that will grow, with a
decent chance. It's poor economy to save five or
ten cents on apsickageof s^ed, and then have big
gaps in your row.s where the seed didn't come, or
else have something come you didn't want. The
comfort I feel after I've got off an order to you for

garden seeds, in the feeling that they'll be all right,

has a cash value that's not to be despised.
Marengo, III., April 18. C. C. Miller.

TASTING things BETWEEN MEALS, ETC.

I've justread your most excellent article on health,
and I indorse every word. I have observed strict

care in diet. I haven't eaten a luneli for many
years, and I have often picked 130 quarts of straw-
berries in a day, but never ate one except at meals.
I know it's very hurtful, and it's very bad to be va-
rying in meal times. I often hear people say, " Oh I

give me fat living and I'll die the sooner;" and yet,

how soon they call the doctor ! I try to abide by na-
ture's laws so I can glory i.i all Ido. in the woods, in

the garden, amid the fruits and fluwers. How I do
wish I could see you, and have you take a stroll

among my fruits, etc.

!

E. P. Churchill.
Hallowell, Me.

A KIND WORD FROM A FARMER'S DAUGHTER.
Editor Gleaninijs :— Your journal has, by its gentle

visits, been a source of pleasure to an unknown
reader, who is not a subscriber, some of my relatives

being subscribers. I have enjoyed the privilege of
reading your valuable paper since I liave been old
enough to comprehend tlie real benefits to be deriv-

ed from a faithful CTi/i.sf i'((/i pen; I have now had
the pleasure of seeing each journal, as it was issued,

for the pa.st two years. My sister has become one of
your subscribers. I am not particularly interested
in the culture of bees; but there is enough else of
interesting matter which Gleanings contains and
bears, even to a saddc^ned home. The best of all is

"Myself and M.y Neighbors" The latter is what
prompts the anxious watcli for the faithful visits of
your paper. I can not and will not try to depict to

j'ou the pleasure that has been afforded one who, in
the igHorfiuce of its editor, has been reaping stolen

Gleanings. I will only say, that, in joy. Glean-
ings is a benefactor; in grief, it is a comforter. In
this I hope 1 have in nowise infringed upon thegood
nature of its editor by trying to express my sincere

regard for the bee-journal that does not neglect to
brighten the home of a farmer's daughter.
Jan. 14. M. V. V. M.

THAT health-talk.
itmen, Bro. Rootl That health-talk in Glean-

ings for Jan. 15 is to the point. Only by discrimi-
nation in diet can I keep on my feet. Coffee with
milk I never use. I use much honey, but never with
apples or such fruits, while "pumpkin pie" I fore-
go. I must use food in proper combination (to
avoid fermentation), or be in constant misery. Sur-
geons and physicians are all right as experts in
cases of accident, or in extremity. Accidents will
occur, and surgeons be needed; but other sicknesses
are about on a par with the principle of ntanufac-
turing liquors and drinking the same because the
grain used helps the farmer by consuming his prod-
uct, the distilleries and breweries by employing
laborers, and the civil revenue received from the
business, then building Keeley institutes, and em-
ploying physicians to cure the diseases arising from
the use of the liquors. K. C. Aikin.
Loveland, Colo., Jan. 22.

SOCIAL PURITV, etc.

Dear Brother:—I am led to write this because of
your Home talks in Gleanings of March 1st. "Vour
subjectwasonethatis near my heart; infact.Ioften
wonder if manj' young men suffer as much from sin-
ning in this direction as I have. Among the first

thoughts and aspirations that I can remember were
those of lust. Without anj' training or teaching to
the contrary, the habit grew with the years, until it

proved my physical, moral, and intellectual de-
struption. The wages of sin is death—death in this
world as well as in the next. Finally I got hold of
some social-purity literature, which gave me an idea
of what God intended I should be. Wasn't there a
flght between Satan and God to see which should
conquer ? It would be impossible to describe the
mental anguish I suffered for about three years.
Resolution after resolution I broke, for Satan held
me in chains of iron. I had a strong will power, but
it availed me nothing apainst the tempter. I came
to Christ for strength, and then I began to conquer
my baser nature. 1 can do this thing "tlirough Christ
which strengtheneth me." This is a subject upon
which children, as a general rule, get no instruction
except that which they receive from evil compan-
ions. Had I known as much about the organs of
generation as I now do, and my duty to God, how
much physical and moral suffering I might have es-
caped! but as it is impossible to recall the past, I
can only pray and work that I may be instru-
mental in aiding some of the young' to escape what
I have been through. What we need is some books
on social purity that can be placed in tlie hands of
every child. Parents are altogether too modest; chil-
dren will and must learn such things, so why not
from a pure source';*
Your talks have done me more good than I can

tell; but the strength we get from God is beyond es-
timating. It would not be any more wonderful to
me to see a muddy stream changed into a sparkling,
rejoicing rivulet than to know as I do the wonderful
change God's grace has created and is creating in
my soul or mind. M. N. B.
[May God be praised, dear brother, that you have

been emancipated, through Christ, from Satan's
toils. I agree with you exactly in regard to the im-
portance of teaching our children, before the vi-

cious and ungodly can do it for us. There is one
branch of the work of the W. C. T. U. specially de-
voted to this subject; and my sister, Mrs. E. J. Gray,
of this place, would be very glad to mail you tracts
on social purity, and to give you advice in regard to
the various books that liave recently been put out to
fill this very want. One of them, wliich I have re-

cently gone through, I would especially recommend.
Its title is, A Song of Life; or. The Cradle of the
World; A. C. McClurg & Co., publishers, Chicago.
The price, $1.00, seems a little high for the size of the
book; but the woi'k is really a gem, both in typogra-
phy and illustrations. When I iieiir^-d the end, a
feeling of thankfulness to God came up every little

wliile, that we had in our land a man or woman ca-
pable of handling this delicate matter so wisely and
so well; and one who could leave such an impression
on tlie reader of the importance of cultivating such
a pure and high moral tone as the book holds up all

the way through. The volume is exceedingly valu-
able, also, for its plain teachings in regard to sci-

ence and physiology.]
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NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength

Blast Simply Amazing.
of

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Cht ck-Valve, i^j-

whicli a, a-fuat lilasi is secnirtii and tlie liellows kept clean, luid

tlie double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by
whicli tlie flre-ciip and nozzle aie kept I'loni becominK iineom-
fortably liot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new inipleajent. It would
be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love witli it.

Price, with 3i-inch flre-eup and cur%'cd nozzle, by mail, 5f2.0O;

by express, $1.7.5.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
t we are headquarti rs for all kinds of bee-keepers* supplies. Our new 1893 eat-
dy tor lu:

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over live lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-lide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of
tering articles for sale, can not be inserted under tliis liead.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchang-e S. C. White and Brown
Leghorn and Pekin duck egg-s, for Italian

queens, coml) foundation, etc. 8-9-lOd

J. E. PuvOB, Maple Grove, Madison Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange a good 6-in. Vandervort
foundation-mill for cash or olfers.

J. Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo.

ANTED.—A Safety bicycle. Any one having a
Safety they wish to trade, please write to

F. H. McFari.and, St. Albans, Vermont.

WANTED.—Extracted honev in large or small
lots. R. K. & .7. C. Frisbee.

8-9db 173 W. Maple St., Denver, Col.

WANTED.—To excl-.ange KiOO bird eggs, British
and American, also B. W. and T. English setter

brood bitch, puppies by Gath's Hope, or grown dog.s.
all blue bloods, for a Barnes saw or offers.

John A. Bal.mek, Vincennes, Ind.

WANTED.—To buy 100 strong colonies of bees in
Michigan. Also to exchange a lot of two-story

L. hives, with two sets each of worker combs, for
bees, honey, or offers. Hives are near Prairie du
Chien, Wis. B. Walker, Evart, Osceola Co., Mich.

W

WANTED.—To exchange home-bred Carniolan
queens, value jil.OO each, for hives, foundation,

etc. Mrs. Frank Benton. Charlton Heights, Md.

WANTED.—To exchange one .5x8 Favorite photo-
graph outfit (new) for a Safety bicycle.

Address G. J. Sturm, Mt. Erie, 111.

W

W

ANTED.—To exchange high-grade bicycle for
honey or wax. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

9-tfdb

ANTED.—100 swarms or nuclei, in May or June.
Give price. American Horticulturist,

Hartford City, Ind.

WANTED.—To exchange 6 Heddon hives, full
drawn combs, complete, for Brown Leghorn or

Wyandotte fowls, eggs, or offers.
9-lOd I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.

l\7ANTED.—To exchange for beeswax, Gregg and
y? Shafer raspberry roots. M. Isbell,
9-lOd Norwich, N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange or sell 20 colonies Italian
bees, lot of honey-boards, bee-hives, etc. : 1 pen

Light Brahmas; trio C. Indian games, and trio S. S.
Hamburg's. My stock is of the best. Will take in
exchange good organ or best offers.

J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange a stationary 30-horse Ko-
komo engine and 3.5-liorse Ixiiler, all in running

order, for a 13 or 16 horse portable engine and thrash-
ing outfit ; must be in good running order. Address

H. L. Von Lienen, Somerset, Saline Co., 111.

WANTED.—To exchange a good hand seed-drill
and a B-tlat cornet, silver-plated, attachments,

etc., for Italian bees or offers.
H. P. Kettering, Greensburg, Pa.

WANTED.—100 or less colonies Italian or hybrid
bees in good condition, on frames 9>8 deep by

17,^8 or 13!4 inches long, top-bar pi-ojecting % inch.
Frank McN.ay, Mauston, Wis.

HOW IS THIS?
Something unique, even in tiiese days of mam-

moth premium offers. It is, the latest effort of
Statlord's Magazine, a New York montldyof home
and general reading.
The proposition is to send the Magazine one year

for one dollar, the regular subscriidion price; and
in addition to send each subscribe)- fifty-two com-
plete novels during the twelve months; one each
week.
Think of it. You receive a new and complete

novel, by mail, postpaid, every week for fifty-two
weeks, and in addition you get the magazine once a
month, alj for one dollar. It is an offer whicli the
publishers can afford to make only in the confident
expectation of getting a hundred thousand new
subscribers. Among the authors in the coming-
series are, Wilkie Collins, Walter Besant. Mrs. Oli-

phant. May Cecil Hay, Florence Marryat, Anthony
TroUope, A. Conan Doyle, Miss Braddon, Captain
Marryat, Miss Thackeray, and Jules Verne. If you
wish to take advantage of thisunusual opportunity,
send one dollar for Stafford's Magazine, one year.
Your first magazine and your first number of the
fifty-two novels (one each week) which you are to
receive during the year will be sent you by return
mail. Remit by P. O. order, registered letter, or ex-
press. Address

H. Stafford. Publisiier,
Stafford's Magazine,

P. O. Box 2264,

New York, N. Y.
Please mention this paper.
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MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

STAHIS

EXCELSIOR

FRUIT DRIER
Evaporate? Fruit DAY
anil NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon application.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
OUmCY. ILL.

Please mention this paper

" FLORIDA."—500
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.

500 young- queens ready for delivery April 30 to
May 10. Price $10.00 per dozen. Special prices on
three dozen or more. Purity and safe arrival
guaranteed. The 300 tested queens are all spoken for.

A. P. BROWN, nfdh
Huntington, Putnam Co., Florida.

Tested Italian Queens.
Ready April 1, at $1.3.5 each. Untested, ready
April 3.5; at 65c each; >^-doz., $3..50, or 1 doz., $6.50.

Golden Italians from imported mothers; ready,
untested. May 1, at 75c eacli; X-doz., $4.25, or 1

doz., $8.00. Safe arrival guaranteed. 7-8-9-lOd

Stewart Bros., Sparta, Tenn.

BEES
c^xj:e3:e3i^s
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOTJNDATION
^nd all A]}iariatt Supplies
cheap. Send for Catalogue.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, lU.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS IVO SAG IN KROOD-FRAmES.

THIN FLAT - BOTTOM FOUNDATION
Hill* No FiMi-bone in Surplus Honey.

_^ Being the cleanest is usually worked
^^ the quickest of any Foundation made.

J. VAN liElTSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co.. N. Y.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list,

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue fi'ce. Address

SAMUEL. JONES, Higliland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

Bee-flives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue. 23-22db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

THE WHITE PEARL. CUCUMRER is a
great acquisition as well as a novelty. For full

particulars and seed send 25 cents to
'6tfdb Thomas Gedye, Dayton, La Salle Co., III.

Eggs and Plants.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.25; 6 for
$6.00. For full particulars and pi'ices send for cir-
cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD,

Please mention this paper. Ttfdb

DO YOU KNOW
That W. H. Bright is selling bee-hives and fixtures
at a bargain ? If not write for price list.

6-lldb W. H. BRIGHT, MAZEPPA, MINN.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

CIEEB EBOS., St. Marys, Uo., or H. B. QEEB, Nashville, Tenn.

Please mention this paper. 5tfdb

Golden Queens
r?»«r»rvi 'T*/:»'V«aC' My bees can not be sur-nUlll 1 CA.Clo. passed for business, beau-^^^^^^^^^^^—^^— ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early orders, $1.50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. D. OIVENS, Rox 3, Ii<b«on, Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP,
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O. --=.,E_=^i^

Please mention this paper. Itfdb

-^^^IVLuth's

Honey ^ E:5^tt^actoi^.

Squafe Glass floney-JaPs,
Tin Buckets, Bee^bives.

floney-Seetions, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokers.

APPLY TO
^>-v.^^.^^^^v.y^^v^

CHfl^S. p. JVIUTH & SOJ*l, Cincinnati, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
liti'db New London. Wi s.

Rnnf'Q nnnH<S AT ROOT'S PRICES can ber\OOl S \jOOaS had at Oes Moines, lowa.
dress Jos. Nyscwaiider.

Ad-

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Thousands fii Suc-
cessful Operntion.

aiMPLE. PERFECT, and
SELF-REG ULA TING.

Guaranteed to hatch a
larper percentage of
fertile eggs at less cost,
than any other Incubator.
Send 6c, for Illus Catalog.

^ Circulars Free.
GEO. H. START, Pat. A Sole Mfr.,Quincy,HI.

liTPiease mention Uleamings
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BEE HIVE \
SECTION PRESS.
If you want to handle bees easy by

sitting down to it. here is the hive, b rjimes
fixed luid variable distance combined No
wrenching or prying or scraping of combs
together. Many thousands in use giving
excelloni satisfiU'tion.

Live Agents make SDlenill Profits.

Large Circular of 20 pages free.

This SECTION PRESS (Pat'd is sold
at S3.50 by the leading supply dealers
Ask tl)em for it or send to me. A boy
can put together 800 to 1000 sections
an hour and have them true. Bend sec
tion around, put in press, give .x little push—

'tis done Will last a life-time and is

bound to please you.

Send for my Circular about Hive, Press, Foundation Fastener, Sections, Foundation, Italian Queens, Extraeton^
Veils, Honey Crates and Cases. &e. &c. It will interest you. Or send 15 centa for Practical Book for iiegiuuera—'
" First Principles in Bee Culture." 11th thousand just issued.

G. K. HUBBARD, 277 Harrison St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
In wiiting to advertisers please mention this paper. Stfdb 1

Tested, $1.25;
G for $7.00; 13
for $13. Un-Italian Queens

tested, 80 cts. ; 6 for ^4.50; 13 for $8.00. Extra select
breeders, $3.00, or 3 for f5.00. Safe arrU-al
ai-tirira/itect/. Address all orders to

C. F. BECKEY, Manitou Beach,
Lenawee County, Mich.

Reference, Postmastei', Manitou Beach, Mich.

If
you
want Italian Queens Now,
.send to J. N. Culwick, Norse, Texas, who sends bees
and queens on receipt of your cash order. Tested,
reared '93, $1.3,t; 6. $7; 13, $13. Untested, $1; 6, $5;
12, $9. Two-trame nuclei, $1.35. Nuclei, $4. Drones,
Bees and Supplies cheap. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Send for circular.

Martin's Prolific

Buckwheat
Still continues to outyield Japanese, largely,
under same conditions, here in Mi(."hlg'an.

$1.35 pel' bushel, or 75 cts. per ^ bushel, sacks
included, on l)oard cars here. Address

\A/m Mat-tin HIGHLAND, Oakland Co.,Will. ITldl till, Michigan. 8-Udb
rlinu' to this aaveitisement mention wleanings

TELL you what, Jones, I^evering
%. Bro-. sell the best goods and at
\ the lowest i)rice of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best

ft '^equipped

Bee-Hive paetopy
ill the West. The Dovetailed Hive
;uid New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Every thin"- used
by praciical bee keepers at whole-
sale :ind retail. Send for theii' free
Illustiated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
theii' Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

;3-i4db Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.
Please mention tliis paper.

QOU)EIvriTALIANS.
My l)fes are large and great honey-gatherers. Un

tested -queens. 8j cts.; 3 for S3.00. Warranted queens,
$I.0ii; 3 for$3.50. Ttsted queens, $3.00. Select test-
ed, !f3.50. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money re-
funded. C. M. HICKS, Hicksville, Wash Co., Md.
Please mention this paper. 8-10-12d

KEEPERSm

•CLOVERSEEDS'C^NS AND BE t'^'.j^ BUCKWHEAT
'^Sampj-Iof.our beejournalTheWESTERN i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOuR CATALOGUE. F" R E E .'.

JOS.NYSEWANDER. DesMoines.Iowa.

For Sale
Cheap.

My bees having wintered in tine condition, as my
old reliable si rain of Italians always do, to reduce
my stock I will sell .50 colonies at a low price.

Se!id for 44 page descriptive price li^t of Bees,
Queens, and Supplies. The very best goods at the
lowest p 'ssible price. 7-tfdb

WM. W. GARY. Colrain, Mass.
Please mention this paper.

Deduct 3 Cts. per Pound
From our retail prices of foundation,

given in our 1893 price list.

M. H. HUNT, - Bell Branch, - Mich.

For Sale at a Bargain.
The entire stock of bees iuid |

arapluTiiali;!, all of
superior qualify and of the most modern and ap-
proved kind, of the late Albert Edwards. Enquire
of Mrs. Albert Edwards, Box 18, Skaneateles, N. Y.

COOK, NOTTINGHAM <£ PIERCE.

with cros-; bees. t)ui' tiolden (^)ueens,

untested, in Mav, $1; 3 for $3.50, Test-
ed, $1.50; 3 for$4. Nuclei and full colo-
oiiies at low figures Send for price
list, supplies, etc.

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, flo.
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Aiiswei's to Questions 3»5' Fertilizers. Chemical 401
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"
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Eggs, Sex of 381 Tt 1 rv's II . .me 396
Fax 39i Toll:, ccd Column 403

CONVENTION NOTICES.
There will be a meeting of the Southeastern Kansas Bee-

keepers' Association, June 17, at the apiaries of C. C. Thomp-
son, one mile west of Bronson, Bourbon Co., Kansas. No hotel
bills to pay. Everybody invited. J. C. Balch, Sec.

California Bee-Keepers !

Can obtain ROOT'S GOODS, also California-
made Supplies, from

WM. STYAN, SAN MATEO. CAL.

DIP niOOnilllT "" Foundation and Sec-

Dlu UloLlUUll I
tions. Thin foundation, 50

No. 1 sections, $2.75 per M. Every thing- cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange for wax or offers, shal-
low extracting-combs, 40i^ per set, including

supers for 8-f. L. hives. Wood-zinc honey-boards, 13c.
H. D. BuRRELL, Bangor, Van Buren Co., Mich.

The Coming Game Bird.
The Chinese Pheasant,

or riongolian Ring Neck.
Send for descriptive catalogue to

J^AS. A. SIAtPSOIi^, Alexis, 111.

Three or five bnnded queens, each, *l,(i(l; for $5,00.
Nuclei and full eoUrnies clieap. Pure B. P. Knck and
B. Leghorn eggs, $1.00 per 13. • Catalogue'free.
9-tfdb Ciias. N. Thie-s, Steel€'\'ill'^, 111.

Friends,
I am now ready with those nice Italian
queens, whicli 1 will sell at $l.0i) for untest-
ed; tested, $1.,50. Bees by the lb„ $1.00; 1-

frame i ucleus, $l.;i5; 2-frame. $3 ::'5.

illrs. -A. A. Simijson, Swftrts, Pa.

Good News.
For years I have not been able to dress myself;

and for many weeks have had to be lifted out "in my
bed and chair. Under the pressure of necessity I
have invented a device by which a child can put me
to bed or take me up. The device can be used in
any room or part of a room. A practical, simple,
cheap device. Invalids will do well to correspond.
I can help you. You can help me. Address

A. BEESON, Loveland, Col.

son HIGH-GRADE BICYCLES for sale, cushion^^^ and pneumatic tires. Big discount to agents.
Send for catalog. EOBEET B. SEDYE, La Salle, Illinois.

Onion=Plants for Sale.

Prizetaker and White Victoria at 15 c per 100, or $1.00
per 1000. J*. O. Tiiojiipson, Sidney, O.

WANTED.—To exchange Odell double-case type-
writer, almost new; cost $30.00, for bees.

Wm. Anderson, Imlay City. Mich.

800 L. COMBS.
Large extractor, 10-in. fdn. mill, for sale; also my
farm of 130 acres good land; good Ijuildings and
sawmill on it, with water power. A tine property.

JAS. NIPE, SPRING PRAIRIE, WIS.

BY W. I. CHAMBEELAIN, A. M., LL. D.,

Formerly Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture,
and late President of the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer.

This is a valuable companion to our other rural

books. It embraces the experience of forty years

of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength of

Blast Simply Amazing.

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by
wliich a great blast is secured and the bellows kept clean, and
the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by
wliich the fire-cup and nozzle are kept from becoming uncom-
fortably hot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implement. It would
be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with 3i-inch flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, $3.00;

by express, SI. 75.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
-Don t foiget that we are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-
53 pages now ready for mailing.

N B-
alogue of
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Cincinnati.—Honey.—A short supply of extract-

ed honey is the cause of a shiw demand from the
manufacturers. It forbids an effort on our part to
sell. Demand is fair for family use. It bring-s 6@8
on arrival. There is no choice comb honey on our
market, and prices are nominal at 13@16 in the job-
bing way. Beeswax, in fair demand, at 33@25 for
good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
May 8. Cincinnati, O.

Cleveland.—Ho7iey.—Our market is rather quiet,
as demand-is light. It is quite scarce, and would
net about 16c for nice white 1-lb. sections. Beeswax,
steady at 30c. WilliAjMS Bros.,
May 8. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Minneapolis.—H((Hcjy.—Honey is in good demand,
especially for fancy white-clover honey. There is

considerable of a low grade on the market. Strained
honey is also moving more freely. Fancy white-
cloveV, 1-lb. sections, 18c; choice white clover, IBc

;

golden rod, 1-lb., 13@14; dark honey, 13@13.
Beeswax, in light demand.
May 8. J. A. Shea & Co.,

116 First Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minu.

Milwaukee.—iloney.—Tlie market for honey is

good for choice sections and the supply is small; in
fact, the stock of comb honey is very nearly all

cleaned up. Can quote: choice white 1-lb. sections,
20@33; good, 15®18; common, 10@13. Extracted,
white, 10@11; dark, nominal, 7@8. Beeswax, 33@36.
May 11. A. V Bishop,

Milwaukee, Wis.

Albany.— Hodfi/.—Small lots of comb honey con-
tinue to arrive, and sell readily at 10@11 for buck-
wheat, and 13@1.5 for clover. Extracted very dull
a,t 7@8 for dark, and 8@9 for light.

May 8. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
393, 395, and 397 Broadway, Albany, N. T.

Kansas City.—Honey.-The old crop of comb
honey will soon be cleaned up. We quote: White,
1-lb. comb, 15@16; amber. 1-lb. comb, 13@1.5; ex-
tracted, 6@7;^^. Beeswax, 23(aj35.

Clemotjs-Mason Com. Co.,
May 8. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Ho?iey.—Marktt quiet, with fair de
mand. New Southern crop arriving freely. We
ouote: White-clover comb, 17@18; medium, lo@17;
dark, 10@12. Extracted, barrels, 5Vi@6>^ ; cans,
6>^@7A. Beeswax, prime yellow, 35 >^.

D. G. TuTT Gro. Co.,
May 8. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.— Hojiey.—Market ;ill cleaned upon
old honey. None on hand until new crop comes in.

Hambun «& Bearss,
May 8. .514 Walnut St., Kansas City, Mo

Detkoit.— Ho/iey.—The market is bare of good
comb honey, and the new crop will find ready cus-
tomers, for a time at least. Extracteri, 7@8.
Beeswax. 25@36. M. H. Hunt,
May 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

Chicago.— Hojjey.—Market unchanged on ex-
tracted honey and basswood. Comb hcmey more
difficult to sell as the warm weather conies.

K. A. RUHNETT Co ,

May 8. 161 So. Water St., Chic.igo, 111.

Boston.—7/<i)/ey.—Honey is selling slowly. No
change m prices. Maple sugar and sj'rup interfere
with the sale of honey very largely.

Blake & Ripley,
May 8. Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.— Honey.—The honey season is about
over. There will not be much more demand for
honey l)eforc the hist of August, although there is
a limited demand all the time. Choice white clover
comb, 16fo,17c; off grades from 9@15, as to quality of
goods. Extrncted honey, in barrels, .5@6c; in cans,
€@9, as to quality. Beeswax, firm, 25r^35!4; selected
yellow, 28@30c. W. B. Westcott & Co.,
May 8. St. Louis, Mo.

Buffalo.—Honey.—The stock of honey in market
is very light with the few odds and ends—lots that
we are cleaning up very low. A liberal amount of
fancy honey could be placed here at excellent
prices, 17@18; choice, 14®15; common, 8@12.

Battekson'& Co.,
May 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

1 have a quantity of catclaw and guajilla honey,
mixed, which I offer at 6 and 6X. A. A. Harris,

Batesville, Tex.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, ist^b and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of M,
K,l, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

97S-978 Centr. A7s.,

OmOINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
BucciESafi Price
CARTS A HARNESS

Top Buggy. .$37) We Cut the

Phaeton ...?54!hK1CE8 and
4 Puss. Top Surrey.$47

J

outsell ALL
$50 Road Wagon $25,eonipetltorH.
$16 Koad Cart.. S8.25 Buy of fue-
BuggyHarne8S?3.85 tory and save

$10 Buggy " $4. 75, Middleman's
$30 Team " $12.50>roHt.
Morgan 8addle?1.65 CataloeueFree.

U. S. BUGGY & CART CO.
55 S. Lawrence St., Cincinnati, 0.

V-12dli r.w..^,. iiieniioiHjrL,ii.AMMi».

GOLDEN CARNIOLANS
Absolutely a Faultless Strain of Bees.

One gueen U 00 I Leather-colored Italians
Three • 2 75

|
.same prices as Golden

Six " 5 50 I Carniolans. Satisfaction
Twelve •' .... 10 00

I
guaranteed.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

WAlSITPn .Every reader of Gleanings
r^i. ^ 1 Lriy to send for one of my

LADIES' TOILET= CASES.
Well worth $1.00 in any family. Will send sample
by mail for :«) cis in stamps, returnable if not satis-
factory. Address .J. C. i-^Wsbee, (ietieral
A.(jrent, 17'J AInj>le St., JJeti\'er, Co/.
Ketereiire, A. I. Koot, Medina, O. lOtfdb

Please mention this paper.

ITALIAN QUEENS
Reared in full colonies from the best of stocli. We
aim to give siitisfaction by sending out nothing but
choice queens. Tested, *1.00; $1(1.(0 per dozen. Un-
tested, 76 cts.; $8.00 per dozen, hnpurted Stock.

.7. \\\ /c. sn^vw <t CO..
L,oreftuvilte; - Iheria fur., - J^a,

CAUTION

!

Bee-keepers are cautioned against purchasing
drone-traps of one Weaver, of Missouri. He has no
authority from me to .sell them.

M. A.L.J^HY, Wenham, Alass.
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What
5tood
the
Test?

Hilton's Improved Chaff Hives
liiive for the past 15 years. Send for
his free illusti'ated catalogue of
every thing- needed in the apiary, of

Best Quality and Lowest
Prices.

One hundred eohinies of Bees for
sale. Write for pi'iees, and address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper

Our new patent nozzle-handle and bent smoke
discharg-e to each of the fiifit fifty apphiiiiit bee-keep-
ers who have either of our three-larjj'e sized smo-
kers, to put them on. State where you saw notice,
size of smoker, etc. All we ask in return is a private
letter within ten days after receipt of improve-
ments, stating whether you like or dislike either
the handle or curve, and if any change in them
would overcome the defect you point out. After
the fifty names are registered and supplied our new
circular will be sent instead of liandlc. etc

BINGHAM PERFECT

BEE SMOKER
Pafd 1878, 1882, & 1892.

Cheapest & Best on Earth.'

Send Card for Circular to

Biiigliaiu & Hetlieringtoii

Please mention this paper.

^PURE

ITALIAN

BEES.

By the pound, 90 cents. Untested
queens from imported mother, 90 cts.
Two-frame nuclei, both frames con-
taining brood witli all adhering bees,
and untested queen from imported
mother, $-ZM. Tested queens, $1.50.
Satisfaction guaranteed. I will be
ready to ship bv Mav 25th.

MRS. A. F. PROPER,
PORTLAND, JAY CO., IND.

WANTED.—Agents to show up and sell the Pratt
self-hiver; complete sample postpaid lay mail

for 75c; circular free. Address
E. L. Pbait, Beverly, Mass.

" Do it now." A success. 7tfdb

A NEW BOOK ON
Tomato Culture,
Plant Growing,

AND
Hig-h Pressure
Gardening in
General.

Price 35c; By flail, 40c.
To get your tomatoes started, more or less garden-

ing under glass must be dune, as you are probably
well aware. Well, when you can manage the toma-
to under glass, you are ready to manage almost any
other vegetable crop; therefore we regard the to-
mato book as one of the most valuable if not (?ie
most valuable of any work on raising plants and
vegetables that require protection from the frost;
and whether the protection is to be in the fall of the
year, or the middle of the winter, or in the spring
months, you will find the tomato book full of the
latest and most modern appliances for giving pro-
tection at the smallest expense. Of course, a part
of It has already appeared in Gt.ranings; butprob
ably considerably more than half will be found new
to our readers.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

"You Push the51ide; Nature
Does the Rest."

The first jtcrfect and jtractiail iion-
s«-,-iriiij7jo- plan that ]i;is ever been brought to
completion is fotiiKl iit last. Nothing like it ever
done. I worked the plan on lOO colonies last
year (1893), and I do not make any statements at
random in my circular, as each point has been fully
tested. Tells you all about it. No hunting or cag-
ing queens, cutting cells, moving hives, or even
opening tlie Ijrood-chambers at all during the honey
sea.son, etc., etc., and more honev with no
swnrininu:. Get into line and " keep up with the
procession," or you'll get left. The device will be
puton the market within the reach of all; or, if your
dealer does not supply them yet, they may be or-
dered of me by express or freight at the following
prices, complete: 75 cts. each; 15.00 per 10; $40.00 per
loo. By mail, 35 cts. extra. As one device works
two hi^'es, at ten rates the cost is only 25 els. per
hive. Be sure to setid for circular, as this plan is
almost too good to believe its being true.

H. P. LANGDON, East Constable, N. Y.

Stanley Automatic Reversing

HONEY - EXTRACTOR.
We still liave in stock

eiglit or nine 2 and 4
frame Stanley extract-
ors, bought of Mr. New-
comb when we leased
the right to make these
machines. To work
them off quickly, and
give us a chance to put
out machines of our own
make, we offer these
machines as long as they
last, at one-third otf old
prices. We will sell the
two-frame machines as
they are for ifx.Oi!; the4-
frame for $12.00. They
are crated ready for
shipment, with crank
direct on the center -

shaft. We will attach our new bevel gear, as shown
on page 14 of our catalogue, for $3.00 each extra.

^. /. ROUT, Medina, Ohio.

^9 pr Colonies Italian and hybrid hees
I i^J in 8 or 10 frame Dovetailed or Simplicity
hives, combs built on wired fdn. Every thing in
first-class sliape. Bees extra strong. Italians, $4.00;
hybrids, $3. .50 Hives and frames are Root's make.
Safe arrival guaranteed. t. H. ROB/31',
9-lOdb Worthington, W. Va.

WANTED
Your address

on a postal card, to receive
the JVm. Ajjicultarist

9-tt'db l^liBIi THREE JilOJSTHS.
Address H. A^l^T^EY, Wenham, Mass.

inpuiiding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Central Bee=Hive Factory
And Bee-keepers' Svipply-house of Illinois. Write
for Catalogue for 1893. Address

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Illinois.

A
large number of fine queens on hand; yel-
low and prolific; ready April 15th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6for$4.50; select tested,
yellow to the tips, suitable for breeders,
each, $2. Reference, A. I. Root. Stfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Pure Barred Plymouth Rock Eggs
for setting, 15 for$l.

8-9-lOd

Mrs. A. A. Simpson,
Swarts, Pa.

mn ODT

!

Chaff Hives, etc , very
cheap. F. H. & E. H. DEWE7,
55 Mechanic St., West-
field, Mass. 8-12db
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A Grand Success. Mew Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the l\/lachine.

Sirong, well made in every respect, light, and of conven-
ient size. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear is beveled, and covered by an iron shield,
an. I the crank outside the can. Frank McNay, of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keeper who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After curefully examining and trying the Cowan extractor, I
have failed to find a weak part, and I do not hesitate to say that
it is the best extractor made, both in regard to convenience and
durability, and I shall replace all of my five machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre, an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California; by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller. Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

Give
and Take

Ts the motto of the Coiled Sprhig Fence. It gives to
contraction what it takes from e.xpansion. It gives
unruly stock as good as it gets. It gives barb wire
notice to quit, and takes the lead of the opposition.
It gives odds to all competitors and takes sweep-
stakes every time. 7-6db

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
tSP'lxi responding to this advertisement mention GLEANKJOa.

reXdy again !

My location enables me to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, as
cheaply now as at any time in the North.
Untested. 75c; 6 for |4.0(); ID, $7.50. Last
year's tested, $1.25; select, $1.75; breeder, 8:^.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

I D f A<sP Port Orange,O. U. V^/AOCr, Vol. Co.,Fla. 5tfdb

I have one of the choicest flocks of

BROWN LEGHORNS IN THE STATE.
Keep no other kind. Eggs, 75c per 16; $1.25 per 30.

8tfdb B. G. SCOTHAN, Rogersville, Mich.

The Golden Beauties.
My .5-l)ande(l Italian (juecns can not lie surpassed

for honey-gat liering, gentleness, proliflcness, and
beauty. "Untested, 75c each; tested, $1.00; breeding
queens, $~'.5(l to $3.00. We warrant our queens pure-
ly mated. On orders for 5 or over, lu per cent dis-
count. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

50 Colonies of Italian Bees
in ten-frame Langstroth, and eight-frame A. I.

Root's Dovetailed hives, bees in tip-top condition.
Safe arrival guaranteed. JOHN GRANT,
8-lldb Batavia, Clermont Co., Ohio.

IMPOPTPn 1892 Carxiiolans on hand,iiTii vfivi i-.!^ Italians arriving soon, $5
each; Cy^prians, Syrians, JPaiestines, $7.
Home-bred, $1. Postpaid to anv office in the world

AIRS. FRANK BENTON,
Cttarlton Heia-hts, JMd.

I Challenge
Any one to produce bet-

'{v \ ter queens than my Five=

J..
\\„A banded Golden Italians.

k>^ ^ \ A good many offer lower=
priced queens; but, as
there is a class of intelli-
gent bee - keepers who
want tlie best, I prefer to
supply them than to rear
queens by the '• go-as-you-

\t^ tt'i |M please" plan, that could

lilt IV \Ji
^'^ ®°'*^ cheaper. Mj' aim

"a /T wi is to rear the very best,
regardless of cost.

Just imagine handling
bees at any time, regardless of weather or robbers,
and using no smoke, and never getting stung.
That is the way 1 handle the colony of nij- best
breeding queen ; but you ought to see them roll in
the honey!
Send for my price list with the strongest lot of

testimonials you ever saw.
One queen, warranted purely mated. May, $1.35;

later, $1.00.

Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Reference, A. I. Root. Money-order office, Cable,

111.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = m.

Formerly S. F. & i. TREGO. 7-18db

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander. Des Monies, la.

AlU Itiilinns. May June
:i and 5 Handed. and after

1 untested queen $1 00 75

6 untested queens 5 00 4 (X)

1 tested queen 150 150
3 tested queens 4 00 4 00

Select tested 2 50 3 50
Two-frame nuclei with any queen, $1.60 each extra.

Safe arrival guaranteed. 9-12db
W. J. ELLISON, Catchall, Sumter Co., S. C.
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Bees for Sale.
As mentioned in the last Review, my bees

have wintered well. They are now on their sum-
mer stands, most of them being packed in saw-
dust. They will be fed if necessary, and every
attention given necessary to keep them in the

best possible condition. I have more bees than I can manage in connection witli tiie Review, and I
should be glad to sell part of them. Tliey are in the New Heddon hive, but purchasers not having the
right to use this hive will be furnished free witli a permit from Mr. Heddon. I will sell one colony for
$6.00; 5 for $28.50; 10 or more at $5.50 each. With eachocolony will be sent a bottom-board, cover, and one
section case. Tlie bees are all pure Italians, and the queens of last years rearing. Shipments will be
made immediately at the close of fruit bloom when the weatlier will be neither too cold nor too hot, and
there will be a supply of freshly gatliered honey from which the bees can supply themselves with water
while on their journey ^^ ^ HUTCHINSON, FHiit, Hichigaii.

Free ! 200-Page Bee-Book

!

TO EVERY NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBER TO

The Weekly American Bee Journal
32 pages. $1.00 a year. S^nd for free Pami>le Copv with full di'sfriprion of IJook.

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Notice
What JENNIE ATCHLEY Says

about my new Urone-Traj) and queen-cages:

April 32, 1893.
A. A. Weaver, WaiTenshurg, Mo.
Dear Sir;—Your drone-trap at hand, and we had

an excellent opportunity to test it to-day. The
drones were flying by the hundreds. We attached
the trap to a liive, and in a few minutes had the
satisfaction of seeing- it ehucls full of drones. Yes,
it caught ilie very last drone that attempted to
leave the hive. Now, that drone-catcher of yours is
the best thing of the kind I ever saw, and ought to
be in tlie liands of every bee-keeper. Your queen-
cages prove to be the best I have ever used, and for
workmanship can not be excelled.

V^ery truly yours, Jennie Atchley.
Sample drone-trap, by mail, 60c; sample queen-

cage, .'jc. Send for prices on quantities; also price
list of bee-keepers' supplies and Italian queens.
9-tfdb A. A. WEAVER, WARRENSBURG, MO.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced

prices. Hives, Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper

U BeHUGtlOU ill PrlGBS.
We now sell

our premium
No. 1 one-piece
sections at$2.50
per M; No. 2 at
$1.60. A Uheral
disci)U)it will be
made on larger
orders. Dealers
would do veil
to get our fig-

ures on sec-
tions and wood
separators be-
fore buying
elsewhere.

Berry boxes, baskets, and crate* of tlie most ap-
proved styles at the lowest rates. Send for cata-
logue M ith reduced prices. Address as in cut above.
Mention this paper. 8-12db

\\/o ri+f»rl To sell bees— full colonies or nu-VV dll LCU ciei Qoof, stock.
JK. Latlimji, Urowntawn, Wis.

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.
I c;in fill orders promptly for any width at $2.50

per M. from factory at Wauz5ka, Wis., or at $2.86
shipped from Owosso, or Evart, Mich. No. 1 planer-
sawed, 25 cts. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Other supplies kppt.
Ttfdb B. WALKER, EVART, MICH.

Big Blue Cat=
Have you
Seen our

alogue for lags'? Seventy illustrated pages.
Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock
in the West. 3-13db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.

CplMp) for one of our special offer queens and a
Ol-<i ^ l^ 2-trame nucleus for only $2 00. Circular
free. LEININGER BROS., Ft. Jennings, O.

O^DTC*D E3 C P CC^ADPC aroused and pronounced a great labor-savingr-y^n l en PC-C. COV^Mr^C.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook,
Chas. F. Muih, Jno. S. Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy, A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,
and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.
Prices:—Each, post-paid, with directions, 20c.; per doz., $2.2.'). Return them and act your money back
after trialif not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Are you planning to come to Chicago next
October ?

Tally one more in the line of improvements.
That ^3.00 rig on p. 349, to allow common people
to use steam without owning a steam-mill.

Among pictures of prominent bee-men in
Schiveizer Blenenfreund is one of A. J. Root,
looking wonderfully like our old friend A. I.

Dandelion-blossoms were half open April
17, and the same blossoms are half open May 5.

Guess they wish they hadn't started so soon.

The best mucilage to fasten labels on glass,
according to Schweizer Bienenfreund, is the
white of egg beaten to a froth and then allowed
to settle.

I've been reading the new edition of 8im-
rains' Modern Bee-farm, and it seems like a
live bee-keeper in his shirt-sleeves telling how
he does.

If not sure whether to say " apartment" or
"department," better say "apartment," for
nine times out of ten that's the one meant in
bee-keeping.

Nuclei is the right word to use if you mean
more than one nucleus; but " nuclei " is never
an adjective, so don't say "nuclei hives," but
" nucleus hives."

There's a lesson for those who want to
tinker with weak colonies, on p. 341, where
Harbison doubled down 63 colonies to .50 when
12 colonies meant $1200.

Friend Pouder, on p. 351, is after nearly the
same cover I've been studying on—a closed box
% in. deep, of >2-in. stuff, as nearly air-tight as
possible, covered with tin.

Stimulants are among the things I don't
use at all—doii'i believe in 'em. But there's
something very siimulating in that talk on p.'

360. Good for you, Bro. Root.
CoAVAN INSISTS that there is- no white wax

made by bees; but that if we take that which
looks white and lay it on white paper the yel-
low tint will be plainly seen.

If you move a hive from its stand tempora-
rily to manipulate it, put an empty hive in its
place for the flying bees to fool around in, in-
stead of going into other hives to be killed.

California and Florida produced more
honey in 1802 than there ever was consumed in
America during any one year up to about ten
or fifteen years ago.—C. F. Muth, in A. B. J.

Clip the wing of a newly bought queen, at
least enough to mark her; then if she disap-
pears and another takes her place by any
means, you'll not blame the queen-dealer for
cheating you.

The Dzierzon theory should be thoroughly
understood by every one who desires to be an
intelligent bee-keeper. I'm led to say this from
seeing the theory ridiculed by one signing M.
D. to his name.
The French Revue occupies a page in telling

how John Hammond, Dadant's colored man,
found his mother after 38 years' separation. It
gives a hint as to the esteem in which Dadant
is held in France. And John deserves it.

"It IS, so far, doubtful whether honey-pro-
ducing alone, except under particularly favor-
able conditions, will ever become a reliable
source of income." — A Modern Bee - farm.
There's honesty for you, anyway.
Tin .joints for making a hive-cover of two

pieces water-tight are a delusion. I have a
number of them ; and as they grow older they
grow badder. For a hive-cover 14 inches wide,
give me a single board every time.

I believe in patents, but there's one trouble
about them. A patent on an article doesn't
leave you quite so free to discuss the merits of
the article. Any unfavorable criticism is likely
to be considered a personal attack on the
patentee.

That " 85 " with a string of ciphers after it at
the bottom of p. 363 makes one open his eyes;
but it also awakens a feeling of gratitude that
nowadays human lives are considered too valu-
able to use up so many of them in a thing of
that kind.

The chief hindrance to the development
of apiculture in France, says a writer in Bulle-
tin, is the price of movable-comb hives. Wtiile
a box hive costs 40 or 50 cents, a movable-comb
hive costs $4.00 or more. Better send over a
cargo of Dovetails, Bro. Root.

Smoker fuel. L. Highbarger sent me some
cotton waste, such as they use in axle-boxes of
railroad cars. I think it had already been used
in axle-boxes. It makes a dense smoke, holds
fire well, and lasts well. It may be a little bad
about creosote, but on the whole it is, I think,
quite an acquisition.

I HOPE those who have A. I. Root in charge
will not turn him loose at the World's Fair till

he changes his belief that "such acts of high-
way robbery are mostly confined to individuals
who have thoughtlessly exhibited money," etc.

(p. 359). He might stray into some of the streets
where the thugs and thieves are not so dis-
criminating.
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That " getatai5I.e " business on p. 362 is

good; but if you're hitting at me it would be
better to tell me privately. But I do try. I'll

tell you how I do generally. Before sending
any thing off, I try it on my folks. If they hes-
itate about understanding. I don't explain, but
change it till they do understand.

Why don't you make a bag-holder, friend
Root, instead of wearing out that little girl's

elbow (p. 359)? If you can't do any better, put
two hooks in the wall to hold the bag in two
places, then one hand will do the rest. But to

make a bag-holder of a little girl! The idea!
Next you'll be making a man get down on all

fours to use him for a step-ladder.

"This spring isn't so very bad, and it isn't

so very good. Up to April 20 we've had few
days for bees to fly." That's what I said last

number. Since that, spring has just humped
itself to show that it was no milk-and-water
affair. April 20 started in for a two-days'
snowstorm, and then it continued cold, wet,
and windy. May 3 was the Hrst day for bees to

fly, and I'm almost afraid to count up how
many colonies I have left.

EL-WOOD'S MAMMOTH BEE-CELLAR.

A REPOSITORY WHERE 1300 COLONTES ARE WIN-
TERED successfui.i.y; necessary re-
quisites FOR wintering; artificial

HEAT AND VENTILATION.

When the editor of Gleanings visited us two
years ago he requested that a photograph be
taken of our premises after the bees were gath-
ered in from the out-apiaries. The accompany-
ing view, which has been waiting "copy " for

more than a year, is a reproduction of this pho-
tograph. The artist endeavored to get a front
instead of a side view, but the lay of the land
prevented. Nearly half of the whole number
of hives are not shown. By going upon a hill a
short distance away, the whole might have
been included; but the hives would have ap-
peared too small and indistinct.
The permanent home yard does
not appear in the picture, being
located in the back part of the
orchard, the fore part of which
is seen in the left side of the pic-
ture, and is about fifteen lods
from the buildings. It was put
there to get the protection uf a
natural windbreak, and is as iieir

the house and barn as I care to
have it. The ouiyards also, to
prevent annoyance, are all located
some distance away from build-
ings. The home yard is managed
the same as the other yards, and
is looked over but once in a week
or ten days. The cart shown in
the picture is used in working this
yard. Supplies for the out apia-
ries are i-airied in a wagon which
is driven up as close to the bees
as possibli'. and left there during
the day. As will be noticed, the
rows of hives are irregular, which
is an assistance to the bees in locating their
own hives. For the same reason, it is preferred
that, in spring and fall, the hives tip in con-
formity to the ground unless such irregularity
cause the hives and comb to lean much side-
wise. It is not well to allow combs to bulge,
as such never become perfectly true again.
The large building is a cumbined barn, wag-

on-house, and honey-house, with a bee-cellar
under the whole, except under the part occu-
pied by the horse-stable.

The second story has a stove room over the
honey-room, a shop over the wagon-room, hay-
mow over the carriage and feed rooms, and a
straw-mow over the horse-stable. The cellar is

divided in the middle by a partition that can be
closed when putting in or taking out bees, and
has an ante-room, as indicated by the dotted
lines in the wagon-room. There is a well in
one corner, with a pump up in the feed room.
It would be an improvement to put in an ele-
vator at the foot of the honey-room stairs, run-
ning to the second story, and by means of a trap-
door down into the cellar. The bees are now
taken in and out of the cellar from the back (or
west) door, down three steps. A heavy bank of
earth nearly up to the sills protects the back side
of the cellar. The front side is in a bank.
There is a good drain from the cellar, and in
addition there is a line of tile a fqot in diameter
extending out about a hundred feet, where
there is an opening. From this point, for an-
other hundred feet, the size is 8 inches. This is

a fresh-air tube, and is always open. In a very
wet time it also acts as a drain; and once dur-
ing a spring freshet it paid for itself several
times over by a few hours' drainage. A large
chimney, with three flues, runs from the cellar
up. The middle flue is for smoke; the outside
ones, one foot by one and a quarter feet each,
are for ventilation. There is always a good
draft up, but it can be materially improved in
muggy weather by building a fire in the shop
stove. There are double outside cellar-doors.
The innei' one is largely of wire cloth, for ven-
tilation when the outside door is open. There
are also openings in the floor over the cellar,

for ventilation. At no time during the severe
winter just past have the ventilators been
wholly closed. One night, with the tempera-
ture at zero, the ventilators were too far closed,
and the next morning the temperature of the
cellar had risen to a dangerous point. Former-
ly a stove in the ante-room kept the tempera-
ture up to 45 degi'ees: but now the increased
number of bees makes a stove unnecessary for
this purpose. The amount of moisture in the

PLAN OF ELWOOD'S HONEY-HOUSE AND BARN (FIRST FLOOR).

air is as important as the temperature. The
best results were obtained when a fire was
built in the au*e room stove regardless of tem-
perature, whenever the hygrometer showed the
air nearly approaching the point of saturation.
The same results are now sought for by increas-
ing the ventilation; but occasionally the plan
fails; for when the air is saturated, and above
freezing outside, it does not become dry enough
when it reaches the slightly higher temperature
of the cellar. The cellar will hold comfortably
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1000 or 1100 colonies. Thirteen hundred vyere

put in last fall; but the cellar was overstocked,
and some had to be taken out the last of March
to relieve it. The last have just been taken
out, and we find them in fair condition. They
wintered quite well up to March, when they
began to waste rapidly, owing to warm weather
outside. There were no dead ones in the first

three hundred set out, and only nineteen in all.

Half of this loss was from causes unknown; the
other half was caused by poor queens
and lack of stores, occasioned by
somebody's blunder in looking over,
weighing, or feeding. The poorest
wintering was a lot of hanging-comb
hives set in for transferring. The
bees from two of our out'apiaries did
not winter quite as well as the I'e-

mainder. The out-yard bees do not
winter as well as our home yard. This
is attributed to the disturbance of
moving them home, and to a certain
amount of mixing up and loss of bees
that seems unavoidable. Our best
bees came from those parts of the cel-

lar having the freest ventilation. .; /

I do not care to discuss the subject ',»''<

of ventilation, as I have already done '-'

so (page 322 of the American Bee
Journal, 1SH8) ; but after our experi-
ence it is somewhat exasperating to

be told that bees need no ventilation ;=

while in winter quarters. This state- %
ment, in entire disregard of well-es-

tablished scientific principles, and of
all practical experience bearing on
the subject, is on a par with the as-
sertion that bees can make honey
from commercial sugar. P. H. Elwood
Stark ville, N. Y., April 22.

bottom, as shown. This same square hole, if

we ai'e correct, is considered very important by
Mr. Elwood, in wintering his bees, the same af-
fording ample bottom ventilation, and allowing
dead bees to drop out bf the way to a greater or
less extent. We notice that Mr. Elwood also
considers the closed-end frames have special
advantages for cellar wintering. That there
are such advantages, can hardly be questioned.
The closed ends themselves form one wall, and

.,,:m^

[When we visited Mr. Elwbod, two years ago,
we took more than an ordinary interest in that
mammoth bee-cellar, especially when we learn-
ed that he could winter over a thousand colo-

nies in it successfully; and it was one of the
first requests we made, that he describe in

Gleanings this cellar, together with his meth-
od of wintering so many colonies. He kindly
consented to do so; but a pressure of other du-
ties seems to have delayed it until now. While
we were talking we mentioned that it must be
quite a sight to see so many colonies together,
preparatory to putting into the cellar, all in one
bunch, after hauling home from the out-yards.
One of the yard men answered that it was in-

deed a sight, and we thereupon asked Mr. El-
wood to prepare a photograph at our expense,
when the colonies were again assembled in the
fall; but it seems that, although the bees were
in a valley, it was quite impossible to get a sat-
isfactory view showing the whole number; so
you will have to be content to supplement in
imagination what you see in the picture, the
remainder of the colonies.
The hives shown in the foreground are the

same as all the rest. The standard orood-nest
is made up of eight closed-end frames—the
frames of Quinby depth, but shortened some
two or three inches, we believe. An outside
square box of K lumber, without bottom, tele-

scopes over the frames. When a super is put
on, this telescoping shell is raised up enough to

accommodate it.

Along in this connection it may be interesting
to reproduce an engraving which was shown
some time ago in our columns. This shows the
modified Quinby hive as used by Elwood and
Hetherington. It Is intended to show how the
frames are separated for the purpose of enabl-
ng one to find the queen, etc. The entrance to
he hive is through a square hole through the

QUINBY CLOSED-END FRAMES MANIPULATED.

the telescopic cover or body forms another.
The barn, honey-house, and bee-cellar, is, as

nearly as we can remember, exactly as shown in

the diagram. At the time we were there we
considered it a model in the matter of conven-
ience for the special purpose for which it was
designed. And that bee-cellar—oh my ! When
we considered the varying success of bee-keep-
ers who have only a hundred colonies in one
cellar, Mr. Elwood's wintering seemed to us sim-
ply marvelous, and we regard it so yet.

We take it that Mr. Elwood, under. some cir-

cumstances, would use artificial heat — that is,

providing the number of colonies in the cellar

were small enough so as not to give the requi-
site temperature to produce a change of air;

and, so far. he would agree with Ur. Miller.
There was a time when even we ourselves

were led to believe that bees needed very little

ventilation in bee-cellars; but reports of late
have shown quite conclusively that it is a most
serious mistake.]

SEX OF EGGS FROM ftUEEN-BEES.

HOW AND WHEN IT IS DETERMINED; SOME OE-
THODOX TEACHING FROM DR. MILLER.

Dr. C. C. Mifler;—Relative to a topic that you
touch upon in the last number of Gleanings, I

should like to ask a couple of questions that
you can either reply to directly or through
Gleanings. I wish to allude to the determina-
tion of sex in bees. Suppose you take some
eggs, just laid, from worker-cells, and trans-
plant them into drone-cells; and, conversely,
take some eggs from some drone-cells and place
them in vacant worker-cells; what will be the
effect of this transposition upon the hatching
product? Will the eggs transferred in the first

case produce worker bees of increased size, and,
in the second case, drones of diminished size?
I had always supposed that the germs, or eggs.
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when laid by the queen, were indifferently alike,

whether deposited in a drone or a worker cell,

and that the subf<equent trcatinent and the dif-

ference in the size of the cell determined what
the sex shall be; just as the larger cell and mode
of treatment determines what germs shall de-
velop into queens. So with this belief; Task
whether, if a fresh-laid egg be taken from a
worker-cell, and put into an empty drone-cell,

it will not bring a drone product, if it be treat-

ed by the bees as a prospective drone. You are
aware that, in vegetable life, there is a certain
period in which the bud may change from a
flowtu- bud to a leaf-bud. this modification being
dependent upon the circum!^tance of nourish-
ment. The function of sex in the lower forms
of life is one not very rigidly determined, and
subject to ready modification. The subject is

very learnedly and exhaustively treated in the
"Evolution of Sex," by Prof. Geddes and J.

Arthur Thomson. C. H. Murray.
Elkhart, Ind., April 20.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

Some of the veterans may think it a little

strange to take up a subji'ct that they suppose
so well understood for the last thirty years.

But I am a little suspicious that, at the present
day, the theory as to som(^ things in bee-keep-
ing is not so well understood by the average
bee-keeper as it was a quarter of a century ago.

At that time the Dzierzon theory was compara-
tively new. and had bt en tlioroughly discussed

In the American Bee Journal. And I may say
here that it is a seriou-< mistake to suppose that
the theory mentioned is a matter of no practi-

cal consequence. The man who would succeed
as a practical bee-keeper will do well to be post-
ed in it.

Friend M. says: " I had always supposed that
the germs, or eggs, when laid by the queen,
were indifferently alike, whether deposited in a
drone or a worker cell, and that the subsequent
treatment and the difference in the size of the
cell determined what the sex shall be." I think
it quite possible that such a belief is not very
uncommon at the present day. I will try to

occupy but little space in giving what is under-
stood by good authorities to be the truth in the
case. If it be said that I give nothing new, and
that such truths ought to be obtained from the
A B C or other standard works, I reply that
there are many who have not read such works,
and probably will not; that they may get the
truth here, and that it may have a little influ-

ence iu iiiducins them to make further search
in the riuht plac.
The eggs, as they leave the ovary of the

queen, are all alike. At the time of the fecun-
dation of the queen, the semen of thi> drone is

received into the spermatheca of the queen,
where it is stored, ready to be used as occasion
requires, throughout her lifetime. Millions of

spermatozoa are thu^^ stored in thespermatheca.
which is a small sac having an outlet into the
oviduct, or tube, through which the eggs pass
from the ovary. As the egg pas.-es this outlet,

a spermatozoon generally enters a minute open-
ing in one end of the egg, called the micropyle.
If. however, the egg be intended for a drone-
cell, then no spermatozoon enters the micropyle.
and such egg can never produce any thing but
a drone. Get clearly, then, the idea that an
egg that is fertilized as it passes the outlet from
the spermatheca will produce a worker or a
iQueen. and that one not thus fertilized will pro-
duce a drone. No after-treatment can change
its sex. I know that some have suggested the
possibility that the workers might change a
worker to a drone egg by removing the sperma-
tozoon; but no one has given any proof that
such a thing has ever tak(ui place, so far as I

know; and the minuteness of the micropyle is

pretty good proof that such a thing is utterly
impossible.
Space will not permit to give full proof of the

statements I have here made; but those who
are interested will do well to invest 1.5 cents in

the little pamphlet, The Dzierzon Theory. But
it may be well to give here some little light on
the subject. In the first place, let it be under-
stood that queens and workers are of the same
sex. A queen is a fully developed female. A
worker is a female not fully developed. The egg
that produces a queen is precisely the same as
that which produces a worker; but the differ-

ence in the quality and quantity of food given
to the larva is what decides that one shall be a
queen and another a worker.
The answer to the questions given, in the

light of the foregoing statements, can be readi-
ly found. What will be the result if an egg
from a worker-cell be transferred to a drone-
cell? It can produce only what it would have
been if it had not been transferred. The sper-
matozoon is there, and that makes it of the fe-

male sex. Whether it will produce a larger
worker than if left in its original cell, I am not
prepared to say. 1 have seen workers hatch out
of drone-cells, and I could not discover that
there was any variation in size. There might,
of course, be a slight variation without its be-

ing recognized; but I am inclined to the opinion
that the difference in size, if there was any,
was very slight.

What will be the result if a drone egg be
transferred to a worker-cell? Unfortunately,
all bee-keepers of considerable experience are
only too familiar with cases in which drone eggs
are laid in worker-cells, and even in queen-cells.

A drone-laying queen or a laying worker may
put eggs in any number of worker-cells; but
the eggs, not being fertilized, will produce
drones and nothing but drones. The limited

size of the cell must of necessity have its effect

on the size of the drones produced. They can
not grow to full size, for want of room. There
is no trouble whatever in recognizing the dif-

ference in size. They look just like other drones,

only in size they are like workers.
Those unfortunate colonies which have noth-

ing but drone eggs will try to raise queens from
them. Eggs will be laid in full-sized cups; food
will be lavishly supplied, but all to no purpose.

A drone egg can produce nothing but a drone.

Indeed, it can not even produce that in perfec-

tion, when laid in a queen-cell; for, according
to all observation, such drone never makes its

wav out. but always dies in the cell.

Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

J. A. BUCHANAN'S CASE.

A STATEMENT OF THE SITUATION FROM A BEE-
KEEPER AND A LAWYER.

Mr. Root:—\ have been much interested in

friend J. A. Buchanan's case. This matter of

adulteration of honey has been very vividly be-

fore my mind for five years past, and I have dis-

cussed and consideved the matter in nearly all

possible phases. In my own experience, which
has been somewhat extensive, I have been hun-
dreds of times accused of adulterating, or ask-

ed if I did not adulterate. I always took oc-

casion to deny in most unmistakable terms, that

I had everniixel any ariicli' with our honey
for the purpose of cheapening it. If I had ad-
mitted, evfen as a joke, or to avoid unpleasant
remarks, or to avoid a trial in court, that I was
to blame in any particular, the parties concern-

ed would have been unalterably convinced that
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I was guilty of mixing ray honey half and half
with something else. When my neighbor asks
me if I don't mix a little, I would say, " No,
sir/" When my customer says, " Is this all
honey?" I would say, " Fes, sir. I have no ot?i-

er kind for anybody." When the inspector of
foods, the attorney for the inspector, the justice
of the peace, where they bring all their cases,
say, ' You had better plead guilty, it will save
you lots of bother, expense, publicity, you had
better pay your tine, for we hsall have to fine you
whether you are guilty or not," answer, "I am
not guilty, and 1 will not plead guilty, for that
would be a lie. which is worse than adultera-
tion. You can not fine me legally until I am
proven guilty by proper evidence, and I demand
a jury of twelve men who shall hear the evi-
dence, and decide impartially whether I am
guilty or not guilty. But I will never, for the
sake of peace, tell a lie and pay an unjust fine,

even though advised to do so by those who
s?ioittd, uphold justice and right between man
and man."

I believe Mr. Buchanan made a great mistake
when he paid that fine. He did not know, as
I do, that it seems frequently to be to the inter-
est of those who administer the law in our
(justice) people's courts to have those who are
accused fined and disposed of as speedily as
possible, without regard to the right of the case.
The justice before whom the prosecutor brings
all his cases frequently comes to think the one
accused Is always guilty. The mistake was in
advising or listening to the three men who were
interested in having him proven guilty, for they
would deem it a reflection upon their judgment
to have the accused proved innocent. When
friend Buchanan heard the justice of the peace
say, '"Mr. Buchanan, I shall be obliged to fine

you, whether you are guilty or not," it was his
right and duty to say, ''Mr. Justice, I want a
change of venue;" and by swearing that he be-
lieved he would not have a fair trial, he might
have had his hearing before another justice who
did not receive the food commissioner's fees.
These things look, to an outsider, to be harsh

statements; but any one knows what human
nature is. and justices are but men, and inclined
to favor those who patronize them.
Friend Buchanan says, in his last letter.

Gleanings, April 15, " It might be that these
men's opinion was given that they might get
their fees without any labor on the case." I am
convinced that this is an exact and truthful
statement of the reasons for their action. I am
sorry to be obliged to say so; but self-interest is

the strongest motive that guides the affairs of
men. Will Bro. Buchanan say what guarantee
he has that these men will not get him fined
every week or every month? No, friend B.,
our motto must be, not " any thing for peace,"
but "any thing for right." At this distance
friend B. will not accuse me of interested mo-
tives when I tell him, "Always get the best
lawyer in reach when your life, lib^'ty, or rep-
utation is attacked, and tight to the death."
Some, who have given the subject no thought,

will say, as friend B. does, " I have nothing to do
with law, and am not posted." Dear friend, no
one can live and breathe and work for himself
and family without be^ng afifected by the law.
You can't get away from it any more than you
can from the air you breatlie or the earth you
tread. When you are sick you call a doctor;
when you build a house you hire a carpenter;
when you begin to keep bees you consult one
skilled in bee culture; and let me advise you,
when your reputation, which is dealer than life,

is attacked in court, hire one who is skilled in
the courts to defend you. and never yield to
wrong and injustice while life lasts. We must
remember our whole life is a tight against wrong.

Here in Chicago our fight is against saldons,
gamblers, boodlers, and thieves in high office.

My excuse for saying so much is, that any one
of our 50,000 bee-keeping friends may find him-
self in friend Buchanan's situation, and I hope
to guide him safely over this pitfall.

Hkkman F. Moore.
Chicago, April 23, 1893.

THE ALLEGED ADULTERATED HONEY FROM
J. A. BUCHANAN.

a statement from s. t. fish & CO.

Mr. Root:—On April 4th we received a letter
from J. A. Buchanan & Son, Holliday's Cove,
W. Va., which in substance stated:

We are gettinp- into trouble with lioney we Ijoug-ht
from a party in Florida, as it was analyzed and pro-
nounced adulterated with glucose. Now, we can
prove that we put up tlie lioney we buy, just as it

comes to us; and as we have lielpers to do this part
for us, we easily clear ourselves of the charge; but
when sold in Ohio, tlie law of tliis State holds the
party good for the offense who sells to the consumer.
Did you ever, to tlie best of your Ijnowledge, sell us
any clieap off grades of honey, or honej^ tliat you
had the least idea as being adulterated? Was the
honey we got of you this last fall atl pure ? or have
you any way of knowing? We want a brief state-
ment of facts from eacli one who lias sliipped us
lioney, as shown on tlie books at our station. Envi-
ous competitors are trying to drive us out of the
field. We await your response.

Though the above letter was more lengthy,
this is it in substance. We responded, April 5:

We note yours of April 4th; and, to begin with,
would state that any extracted honey we have sold
you has been strictly pure and unadulterated We
are willing to furnish you with an ;iffldavit to this
effect; and any documents you wish, call upon us
and we will promptly f urnisli. We are going to do
more than this; we are going to send a copy of your
letter to Gleanings, and, if necessary, attach an
affidavit as to the purity, and give you the best ad-
vertisement you ever had. Don't hesitate to call
upon us, as we hold you in high esteem as business
men, and can speak of you only in praise. We
await your further demands for our services.

This correspondence thus far explains itself.

April 37th we had another letter, advising that
the above firm are progressing satisfactorily

with their difficulty. They also inclose a clip-

ping from their home paper, which article con-
tains affidavits of proof as 10 their honesty in

the above charge. In that article they speak
of us as the most extensive and reliable firm in

this country, and we therefore ask for space in
your valuable paper to add a few remarks.
Our advertisement with you some issues ago

states, "We refuse to handle adulterated hon-
ey;" and we repeat herein that we do not want
any thing but pure honey, be this honey poor or
good; and if we are deceived in any instance,
and become aware of such fact, we shall pros-
ecute such parties to the full extent of the law.
The honey we sold to above firm was such as

we received directi from bee-keepers, and in

their instance it was stock that we directly pur-
chased in cai'load lots, and from a territory

where adulterating is an exception. We are
"cranks" on the adulteration of honey, and
only regret that our power i<; so limited in this
vast territory, and that your valuable paper
does not assist the cause and remedy the present
state of affairs.

Atone time we surprised you with our state-
ment of the amount of adulteration done in

this city. We hope the coming convention will

be the opportunity for deciding on the topic of
adulteration.
We hav(i private families who- occasionally

come here for pure honey, but we refuse to sell
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in such small quantity, and know of no place
where we could recommend them to buy 5 lbs.

of guaranteed pure extracted honey. Consum-
ers are in the habit of buying extracted honey,
and get such a poor article that we are troubled
with the statement that we sell manufactured
or adulterated comb honey, and in each instance
we quote that A. I. Root, of Medina. Ohio, will

Eay into the thousands for proof that any comb
oney sold has not been manufactured by the

bee. Let this be a warning to any bee-man,
that we do not want any honey but strictly pure
and unadulterated. At times we have received
consignments of honey-dew; but this we have
sold on its merits, not for eatables, but for the
manufacture of cockroach paste—in our minds
the only purpose it is fit for.

We hope this article will vindicate the firm

of J. A. Buchanan & Son. in the minds of all

bee-men; and a-! long as we handle our honey
department as extensively as we have the past
few year^. we will interest ourselves in fighting

any cause to better present conditions.
Chicago, Apr. 29. S. T. Fish & Co.

[We are very glad to receive the above com-
munication, as it helps to vindicate J. A. Bu-
chanan, and because we know S. T. Fish & Co.

are al)Ove reproach in the product they sell.

They, as much as or more than any other com-
mission house we know of, seem to have a kin-
dred feeling with the bee-keeper, and such as

every honey-seller should have. It is hard for

us to believe, however, that honey is so fearful-

ly adulterated as to make it difficult to get five

pounds of guaranteed extracted honey in their

city. Perhaps they do not mean to convey that
impression. If the small dealers in Chicago
adulterate for themselves, let the Bee-keepers"
Union get after them " right quick."]

RAMBLE NO. 84.

A DESCEIPTION OF INYO COUNTY, CAL

N the early portion
of thewintera well-
built gentleman
with a straw hat

lud with a benign and
leased expression

beaming from his
' face, and a general as-

pect that indicated a
camper, entered the
Rambler's den and in-

troduced himself as
Mr. H. Trickey, from
Inyo Co. We had a
very pleasant chat
upon the bee and hon-
ey interests of the
.Sierras; and when he
departed I made up
my mind that his

name was no indica-
tion of his character,

for he did not seem that way inclined. During
the few hours' sojourn I proceeded to focus Mr.
Trickey's eyes and thoughts upon Inyo Co., and
will give you the result.

Mr. T. resides in the town of Bishop, and had
journeyed to our southern counties, a distance
of over 350 miles, his traveling companions a
horse and b\iggy, and a small tent that could
be tucked away under the seat of the wagon.
After spending a few months looking over the
southern counties, and attending the Bee-keep-
ers' State convention, he journeyed back in the

same order in which he came, having, no doubt,
a free and glorious time.
Inyo County is probably one of the most pe-

culiar regions upon the American continent.
Extremes meet in startling contrasts— arctic cold
and torrid heat. Mount Whitney, said to be
the highest mountain in the U. S., rises above
all of the Sierras on the west, and south of it

the surface of the land sinks to hundreds of

feet below the sea-level, and forms the desolate
and once mysterious Death Valley. The county,
though very large, has but few fertile valleys,

and the principal one is Owen's River Valley,
about 73 miles long and from a half to 5 miles
in width. Owen's Lake, into which the river
empties, is an inland sea, and is brilliantly clear
and limpid, but so strongly impregnated with
soda that the manufacture of soda is a growing
and profitable industry. It is also something of

a summer resort, for the waters are noted for

curative qualities. It is no trick at all, Mr.
Trickey says, to cure catarrhal troubles.

Stock-raising and dairying is one of the chief
agricultural pursuits; but the stock, according
to Mr. T."s progressive views, are a scrubby
race, and he thinks there is a chance for some
one to make a profitable venture oy introducing
a better grade of cattle.

In all of the southern counties there is an in-

quiry for good beef, and it could be easily sup-
plied from this mountainous county. The
many mountain streams of ice-cold water, flow-

ing down from the regions of perpetual snow,
give ample opportunity for irrigation; and
while in our orange-grove irrigation the water
is carefully used and the gates kept under lock

and key, in Owen's Valley the water is so plenti-

ful that every one is at liberty to open the gates

and help himself for the feeding of cattle. Al-
falfa is raised .extensively; and under irrigation

it makes a rank growth. It is allowed to be-

come blue with bloom, and the thousands of

acres of it make the region a sort of bee-keep-

er's paradise. So many farmers raise it that it

gives a continuous bloom for several months,
and two crops of hay are secured each season.

Mr. Trickey owns 400 colonies; and instead

of having them located out in some mountain
canyon the apiary is on the home place, which
makes it very convenient for a man who is tied

down with a family. Mr. Trickey, however,
baches it. and is not so tied, as he might be.

The mountains would also be a bad honey-pas-
ture, for there are but few wild honey -produc-

ing flowers in this region, while there is but lit-

tle sage of any kind. The honey-flow from al-

falfa commences in June and continues for three

and manv times four months. Comb honey is

the exclusive production in this valley, and Mr.

T. thinks the honey superior to the Nevada or

the Arizona honey. During the honey-flow,

honey can be left around anywhere, and the bees

will not notice it. He had frequently had a

thousand pounds of beautiful section honey ex-

posed on hives for several hours, with no bad
results.
As to overstocking the alfalfa fields, Mr. T.

thought it might be done; but in a radius of

five miles from his apiary there were 3500 colo-

nies, and he didn't see that it made much differ-

ence in the yield. All apiaries were affected

alike when the honey-yield commenced. All

were very busy at once, or stopped in a like sud-

den manner. The yield of honey will average

about 70 lbs. per colony; and, though the yields

ar'^ not so astonishing as in other portions of

California, the yield is more uniform every year.

Since he had been in the business there had not

been a season of failure.

Mr. T. uses a hive with a very small brood-

chamber; uses but little foundation—only an

inch starter in the sections, and none in the
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brood-chambers. The sections are put together
with a light mallet, and the inch or foundation
put in at the same time; and when the super is

filled, the job is finished, and the sections han-
dled but once. Two thousand sections per day
could be thus handled, and it was an easy trick
to do it without any of the new-fangled daisy
machines.
Mr. T.'s apiary is laid out on the railroad plan,

and his sun wax-extractor is also mounted on
the railroad, and can be moved into any posi-
tion desired.
The valley is well stocked with bees; and

among the most prominent bee-keepers is Mr.
Wm. Muth-Rasmussen. of Independence. A
healthy local organization exists, and has a

avoid such animal references. But the doctor
is probably excusable. I suppose he includes
certain phases of politeness in his list of '"don't
knows." Rambler.

E. FRANCE'S EEPORT.

HOW THE BEES HAVE STOOD THE WINTER.

bright future before it. Mr. T. thinks that, in
bee-keeping as well as all other branches of in-
dustry, a person who goes into it must step up
or step out.
One disadvantage that bee-keeping in that

valley had to contend with was getting the col-
onies up to the proper strength to get the first

honey-flow, and Mr. T. thought it would be a
good trick to purchase virgin queens and stock
up early, and that was one of his reasons for
visiting the bee-keepers of Southern California,
to find a man who could supply him with a
small carload of queens.
Inyo County is something of an out-of-the-

way place, and is visited only two or thiee times
a week by a sort of accidental train over a nar-
row-gauge railroad from Reno, Nevada.
The laborers in this valley are mostly Piute

Indians, and they are very good workers. In
fact, they have to step up and work or step out,
for the large game is driven to the mountains,
and a living from game would be precarious.
The cold mountain streams were formerly

without fish; but the introduction of the speck-
led trout makes life worth living, to the lover of
the fly and rod.
Ants are nearly as troublesome in Inyo Co. as

further south; and the producer of comb honey
has to be careful to keep it from their trespasrs-
ing habits.
After recounting my troubles with ants last

season, I received a postal with the following
information upon the subject:

A little powdered corrosive sublimate, mixed with
three times its bulk of lard ; run ;i tape or large coTd
through it, and tie it around your table-legs or
around cans of provisions. It will keep the ants
out. Migratory Bach of Florida.

I felt very grateful to this bach, and have no
doubt others of the fraternity will feel the
same.
"A fellow feeling makes us wondrous kind;"

but according to Dr. Miller's vocabulary, I

ought to call this bach a hog; but the fact is,

Rambler was always taught to be polite, and to

Last year was the poorest one that we have
had since I have been in the bee business.
When the honey-gathering season was over we
had not a pound of surplus honey, and, worse
than that, we found that the bees had not a
winter supply of feed in their hives: so for the

first time we bought sugar to feed.
We bought 14 barrels of granulated
sugar to feed them, and during the
month of September we fed the
most of it. We had a large boiler
made to melt tip old combs into
wax, and we used that boiler to
make our feed, which we did as fol-

lows: To 18 gallons of rain water we
added 2.50 lbs. of sugar and 25 lbs. of
last year's honey, candied. We heat-
ed this to the boiling-point, skim-
med while warm, and, when cool,

fed it to the bees. Then we packed
the chambers with straw or chaff
cushions as usual; then we left them
to their fate until spring. The out-

a/JetVhf yards we did not see again until

April.
The winter set in early—about the

middle of November. Snow became deep, and
drifted badly. It was very cold all winter. The
bees were shut in their hives by the cold for 125

days without a cleansing flight, and then many
of them could not get back— too cold. Many col-

onies had the dysentery badly, and soiled their
combs very much. I send an itemized report of
each yard. You will notice a great difference
in the death rates, some yards losing a greater
proportion than others. We find that, where
the snow was the deepest among the hives, the
loss was the most; the less snow, the less loss;

the dryer their condition, the better for them;
the damper they were, the more they died. All
had honey-boards over the frames next to the
bees, and pretty well sealed down, as they were
not raised after the middle of September.

HOME YARD, MARCH 30.

First-class colonies 50
Second-class colonies 34
Third-class colonies 8

Alive.

Queenless 3
Dead 7

Fall count 102

ADKINSON YARD, APRIL 3.

First-class 23
Second -class 18
Third-class 8

Alive 49

Queenless 2
Dead 36

Fall count

WHIG YARD, APRIL 5.

First-class
Second-class
Third-class

.36

.23

. 6

Alive 65
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Queenless 4

Dead 11

Fall count SO

WATTERS YAEI), APRIL 8.

First-class '. 59
Second-class 6

Third-class 1

Alive 66

Queenless 1

Dead 9

Fall count 76

CRAVIN YAKD, APRIL 10.

First-class 65
Second-class 9

Third-class 5

Alive 79

Dead 13

Fall count 91

KLEBENSTINE YARD, APRIL 15.

First-class .' 38
Second-class 11

Third-class '.

1

Alive .50

Dead 39

Fall count 89

I think I hear some one say, "There! that is

where the trouble comes in—tight covers will
kill the bees every time; no escape for the
moisture."
Now. don't be too fast. Look at the home

yard— 102 colonies, and 7 dead. They all had
sealed covers, and should have been sealed the
closest of any yard. They were fed first. There
was not a cover raised in the home yard after
the tirsl of September, so they had more time
to seal the covers. No, I don't think that sealed
covers had any thing to do with the losses. We
always winter that way, and usually have good
luck. But why did so many die? Poor condi-
tion at the commencement of winter; too long
cold ai a time; no chance for a cleansing flight;

too much snow, making the hives damp; and
we find that a great many starved with plenty
of feed in the hive. The cluster would eat what
was right over them until they got up to the
top. and then, as the weather was so cold, they
did not work otf sidewise to get feed, then starv-
ed. We did not find a single swarm dead that
had feed in the top of all the combs.
The prospect f(ir a honey crop is good. Clover

is splendid. If we have the right kind of weath-
er at the right time I think we shall get a good
crop. You will see that there are 400 colonies
now alive, and there is still one yard not count-
ed, so I think we can count on 4(XJ colonies after
all spring losses. I see by our records that the
largest crop we ever had was taken from 395
colonies, in 1886—42,489 lbs., so our chance is

good yet.
We have had some very nice weather this

spring. First pollen, April 4. But just now
we are having a very cold storm—cold rain yes-
terday, April 19; rain and snow mixed, all night.
Today, April 20, rain and snow mixed. Every
thing is soaked full of water. This ought to
make the clover grow, but it is a little hard on
weak colonies of bees just now.
Snow this morning, April 21, 2 inches; snow-

ed a little all day. At 4 p. m. it is snowing
hard.

Dr. Miller says, in Stray Straws, April 15,
"In making nports with sealed covers, say
what covering, if any, was over the sealed cov-
ers." Our hive-tops are 7 inches deep. We fill

that space with straw on two-thirds of the
hives; the other third have chaff cushions 6 in.

deep that we put on unJer the covers, but over
the honey-beards. We have tried putting the
cushions under the honey-boards right on the
frames; but I never saw any advantage in so
doing. We think it is just as well to put the
packing over the honey-boards.

LOCATION FOR AN APIARY.

Much depends upon the location, or, rather,
protection for the bees to winter well out of
doors. They must have a dry and warm loca-
tion, well piot<>cted from the wind—our Kle-
benstine yard is located in quite a deep valley.
The bees are on the north side of the valley,
facing the south; two rows of hives on the
north side of the apiary are up on considerably
higher ground than the three south rows, and
the two upper rows are better protected from
the wind by a bunch of trees and brush just
west of them. The upper rows have wintered
much better than the three lower ones. The
lower rows are on level ground, and more ex-
posed to the w(^st wind driving up the valley.
Snow drifts badly about them, and fills in deep-
er than it does with the upper rows. Snow re-

mains on the ground longer in the spring, keep-
ing the btes damp. Thei'e is always greater
loss with those lower rows. We find the same
difference in other yards, from the same cause.
Our home yard is on high ground, protected by
a high board fence. Their location is dry and
warm. You see they have wintered pretty well.

The Adkinson yard is very much like the Kle-
benstine. They have died badly; but there,

again, the losses are mostly in the lower rows.
Platteville, Wis. E. France.

QUEENLESS COLONIES IN THE SPEING, ETC.

SEASONABLE QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

A correspondent writes: " T find I have sever-
al queenless colonies this spring. What had I

better do with them? If it is best to unite

them, what is the best method of doing it?

Please reply through Gleanings."
What to do with these queenless colonies will

depend upon two things; first, the wants of the
correspondent; and, second, the condition of

the queenlescoloniess. If the colonies are strong
in bees, and the correspondent wishes more col-

onies than he alrea4y has, then I should give
them a frame of brood from some colony hav-
ing the same which it can spare, and send south
for a queen for them, or let them raise a (lueen

for themselves, just as my means would allow.

The colony will become self-sustaining sooner
if a queen is procured for them than they will

by raising their own queen; for most likely the

first lot of cells built will have to be destroyed,
on account of not having drones in the apiary
thus early. To raise a queen before there are

any drones for her to meet often proves a very
vexatious thing; as an unfertile queen is hard
to find in order to be rid of her; and if not fer-

tilized she will prove to be a drone-layer, or
worse than useless. If the colonies are to rear

their own queens, brood must be given tliera

once a week till they have a laying queen,
which makes extra work; still, if anxious for

bees this work is not to be shunned, for such
colonies with their young queens often prove
among the best for honey during the season. If

the colonies are weak, or the owner does not de-

sire increase, the best thing to do is to unite
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these queenless colonies with those having
queens. To do this uniting I would employ one
of two plans at this time of the year; and, as
far as possible, unite the queenless colonies with
the weaker ones having queens. The first plan
I would use is this:

Select a time just after the bees have had a
flight and have become quiet, if the weather is

cool, or wait till near evening if the weathei' is

warm, and then carry the colony having the
queen to the stand of the queenless one, and
shake the bees from the latter off their combs,
and from their hive, in front of the hive having
the queen, now on their own stand. Previous
to shaking the queenless bees off their combs,
blow some smoke in at the entrance of the one
having the queen, till they set up the hum of
" conquered," when this hum will be interpreted
as a call by the queenless be(>s. which will run
in immediately, and no figliting will result.
After dark, take the now united colony to the
stand formerly occupied by the one having the
queen, and remove the hive and all pertaining
to it from where the queenless colony stood, and
no bees of any amount will rfturn to be lost.

The other plan is ihis. and often works nearly
or quite as well as the first:

Crowd the bees having the queen upon as few
combs as possible, with a division -board, having
a half-inch hole near the center of the same.
Having previously taken the mostof the combs
away from the que<^iiless colony preparatory to
uniting, set the remaining combs with the ad-
hering bees in the spacn on the ojiposite side of
the division-board, closing the hive. Have the
entrance open only on the side occupied with
the colony having the queen, and the bees will
unite of their own accord in a short time, as
they will open up communication through the
hole in the division -board, soon after the queen-
less bees are placed in the hive. Use the same
precaution about rnnioving the hive, stand, etc..

from the situation occupied by the queenless
colony, and the work is done.

FASTENING COMBS IN FRAMES.
Another correspondent writes: "I have some

bees in box hives which I wish to transfer in

apple-blossom time. Please tell me through
Gleanings the best and cheapest way to fasten
the combs in the frames when doing this trans-
ferring."

First, cut the comb to fit the frames snugly,
for on this depends much of the success in fas-
tening them. To do thFS best, lay the frame on
the comb and mark the latter just the size of
the inside of the frame. Now hold the knife,
in cutting, at a slight incline from the perpen-
dicular, so that the septum of the comb shall
be cut a little larger than the mark, and in this
way the frame will crowd over the comb so as
to make it nearly secure without any fastening.
In fact, I have transferred many combs in this
way. and not fastened them at all, more than
the spring of the frame will do. However, it is

best to use some other precaution, so I generally
melt equal parts of beeswax and rosin together,
keeping the same at the right temperature by
placing the dish containing it over a burning
lamp, when a drop or two is poured into an oc-
casional vacant cell next the frame, which
hardens and fastens the comb in place. To do
this best, procure some old tablespoon, which
is usually to be found in all households, and
form the point of the bowl into a funnel shape
by hammering it around a steel wire nail of the
right size, held in a vise or otherwise. In this
way a nice little spout can be made for the
spoon when it is ready and handy to use for
many purposes. To keep the wax and rosin
from dripping from the bottom of the spoon,
draw or push the bottom of the spoon over the

edge of the dish in removing, so as to remove
the surplus wax. In this way combs may be
fastened as securely as with wire, twine, or
wooden sticks, or clasps, and has the advantage
in that the hive does not have to be opened in a
day or two to take off these things: neither is

any brood killed, as is the case with sticks or
wire. G. M. Doolitti.e.
Borodino, N. Y., May 1.

[With our experience in transferring box
hives, or movable-frame hives that have been
in use in the hands of farmers and slipshod
bee-keepers, we have made up our mind that it

does not pay to try t-o use over any combs in

transferring. We simply use the Heddon short
way; namely, drum out two-thirds of the bees,
including the queen, and put the driven bees in

a hive with frames of foundation on the stand
formerly occupied by the box hives. Place the
latter back a little v/ay, with its entrance at
right angles to the entrance of the new hive.
In three weeks' time, or when all the young bees
will have hatched out, drum out the remainder
of the bees in the box hive, and, as Mr. Heddon
says, you have. In the new hive, instead of old
crooked combs, newly built and perfect combs
from frames of foundation, all securely wired
in; an old box hive that will make first-class

kindling-wood, and a lot of old crooked combs
that can be i)ut aside to be rendered into wax at
the first convenient time. After trying the two
methods of transferring, we decidedly prefer
the Heddon short way. As we see it. it is cheap-
er and far more satisfactory than cutting up
and fitting combs into frames.]

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

LOOK OUT FOR HIM!

Under date of April 15 we have a letter in-
closing a clipping from a local newspaper, as
follows:

MRS. HODGDON, OF GARNET MESA, SWINDLED BY B.
r. LEWIS.

Mrs. Hodg'don, one of our most respected resi-
dents, lias been made the victim of a shark many
times worse than ihe little trick played upon Mr.
Duncan two weeks ago.
A man calling' himself B. F. Lewis some montlis

ago went into partnership with Mrs. Hodg-don in
the bee-business. She furnished the larger part of
the capital, and Mr. Lewis, appiirently sincere and
honest, was given the management of most of the
business. It now transpires that he sold large
quantities of the honey, and kept the money.
A large part of the stock was bought upon notes

upon which Mrs. Hodgdon went security.
Several notes are held by different parties without

her security, and they will be losers. Mi"s. Hodgdon
was called away some time ago to attend a friend
in sickness, and Mr. Lewis made way with a large
quantity of l)()th bees and honey. Ttiree weeks ago
he was supposed to go up North Fork on business,
taking her team and wagon, and has not been heard
from since. A diligent search is being made for
him by the authorities.

The writer is a widow lady living in Delta,
Colorado. As other parties have before this
complained of B. F. Lewis, and it seems this is

not the first "speculation " of the kind he has
been engaged in. we think it no more than fair

that the public be warned. Permit me to say,
also, that it is very unwise to let a man without
reputation or property get hold of such an op-
portunity as the above, to swindle the unsus-
pecting. Other complaints come from Califor-
nia in regard to the same man.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

THAT BOY ZED AND HIS HUNNY PKDMN BY
SICKI.K.

A. I. Gleenings —
ileerslr:—You never
see my boy Zed, did
you? He"s a grate
nne, I tell you, a reg-
ler genluss. Oanly
15 ((ifteen) yeer old
too. Fifteen comin

—™.-,j-^»;a^CT»«} .V » ^^'^* spring. Why.
?p'i|^^^^^^^^^^^^v^ wlien tliat boy wuz-
'"^^^ .^iSasar' V \"'*oi;,|.^t

.5 yeer oald ho
spent 2 weeks a git-
tin up a dubble har-
ness for the cat and
dog. But it diddent
take 3 weeks for that

cat and dog to git that harness in 1000 snarls
when he poot it on them. And the way the
hair and fir flue was a cawshun.
A few yeer ago Zed cum to me and sed he

wanted to trade for a by sickle. I toald him I

m^ver hear tell of sitch a sickle, and he had no
call to have a sickle enny way, for nowadays
we diddent use sickles, but cut all our grain
with reapers. Then I found out that the new-
fangled name for velossapedes was by sickle.
I let him trade, for it was an oald 1 and diddent
cost mutch. I doan't believe in yumerrin a boy
to mutch, but it izzent best to be too hard on
him nuther. Take him all in all. Zed's a good
boy, if I do say it whitch ottent to, and when
he duz his fare share of the work I beleave in

him havin sum fun.
Well, for a while Zed had a time with that

by sickle, but sumthing got out a kelter with it

and it wa^ piled away at the barn. Awhile
after you begun to send me your paper I notust
that Zed wuzzent playin around and carryin on
his tricks as yousual. He did his work up reg-
ler, and he eat well. So I wuzzent skairt about
his being sick. But for a good raenny days he
seemed to be out of site a good eel.

took that oald by sickle and hede took a pare
of oald wore-out buggy-wheels, and hede rigged
up a contrivance soze he cood lode onto it and
run it. Then hede got a lot of froot cans and
loaded onto it, soze to show how it cood be
loaded up with hunny. But you can see all
about it into the pickter.

I felt proud a that hoy. SezI, "What ever
poot sitch a thing in your hod. Zed ?

"

'"Why," sez Zed, "that there bee paper
what Mr. Gleenings sends you tells how he car-
ries the male and sitch things on a by sickle,
and I thot it wood be handy to have it this
way."
" It's offle handy," sez I. "Them fellers talks

in that paper about haulin hives. What's to
bonder haulin em on this?"
Then I notist his flag, and sez I, " Is that the

way to spell hunny ? " sez I.
" Yes," sez he. " that's the right way."
" I spoze it's all right," sez I, " and maybe I'd

ot to lurn to spell like you, Zed, but I guess Ime
most too oald, and that looks like a foney way
to spell."
Zed's a good skoller. And well he may be,

for he's gone to skool 100 times as mutch as
ever 1 did.

I sez to him, sez T. "Zed, your a boy after
your father's oan h;irt. Sum of these days He
git la them regler by sickles like Mr. (Jleen-
ings takes on so about, and you and me can
both lurn." Jake Smith.

CARNIOLANS DEFENDED.

.JOHN ANDREWS SAYS SOME GOOD WORDS IN
THEIIt FAVOR.

ZED smith's INVENTION.

1 day he cum to me, and he sez, "Pa," sez he,
you see he calls me pa nowadays, sints the gals
isagrowin up and wants to be kind a stilish
like, and doant like to have him call me dad
no more. Well, as I was a sayin, he sez, " Pa,"
sez he. "cum out here," sez he. I sez, "What
do you want, my son?"

" Oh I you cum out and see,'" sez he.
So I went out. Wood you believe it? he had

On page 21!) Mr. II. F. Holtermann. writing
on the difi'eront strains of bees, says: "The
Carniolan bee-. I beli(;ve, possess some valuable
traits; yet, among those traits, are others
which, I believe. I'ender them unfit for the av-
enige bee-keeper."
NVhenJ read his statement I wrote him ask-

ing what those " undesirable traits " were. His
answer was, that his experience dated back to

the time when Jones received the
first importation from Mr. P'rank
Benton. That. I think, was 12
years ago; and you may remem-
ber the Carniolans first imported
were mixed with the yellow bees,
the cause of which has been ex-
plained at different times by Mr.
J {en ton.

,

If I am right in my impression,
it was some years' after the first

importation before they went far
enough back to get the gi'ay Car-
niolan bee. After getting his an-
swer, that "they swarmed too
much," he further says: "Now, it

is just a question with me, if per-
haps, by restricting the queen to a
certain space in the hive, we may
not be able to overcome, to a cer-
tain extent, this swarming trait,
if we can; then the bees maybe
of some use to the specialist; but
the average bee-keeper through-
out the country will neglect tin-

kering that much with his bees; and the result
will be. he will be better otf with the Italians."

I wrote him that his suggestions on contrac-
tion would not do if; I would give the queen
all the room she wanted, and that I never saw
too many bees in the honey- flow; and after the
flow is over, then you can contract, if you wish;
but I never saw too many bees for me, at any
time.
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Now, to bring this matter to a close, I will

say that I have had a number of letters this
spring, stating that the most of theii' Italians
were dead, and that the few Carniolans they
had were in fine condition. Now, what sug-
gestion does this give to the "average bee-
keeper"? Would he be better off with Italians?
Now, I wish to say here (and if the editors
think it is too much of an advertisement I will

pay for the space), I can get double the ex-
tracted honey with the Carniolans that I can
with the Italians; and I took a twelve-year
course with the Italians years ago; and, so
far as I can see, my bees now are in a fine con-
dition, and all of them too.

John Andrews.
Patten's Mills, N. Y., Apr. 5.

REARING CHOICE ftUEENS.

AN EASY AND SIMPLE WAY; WHEN AND HOW
TO DO IT BY THE USE OF QUEEN -CELL PRO-

TECTORS.

When the swarming season arrives, hive a
few of the first swarms, and put them on their
original stands. Give them sections; and from
these young swarms, which will contain all the
field-workers, get all the honey possible. But
the hives that have cast these swarms, which
will contain only the young bees, the brood, and
all the queen-cells, move to new
stands; let them remain with-
out further attention for five,

six, or seven days (not long
enough for one queen-cell to

hatch, lest all the other cells be
destroyed), and then open each
hive; sort out and carefully
trim, and put in cell protectors
all Its queen-cells. Attach the
cages (see cut), and hang them
all back in the hive on the side

of one of the center combs. I

generally leave out one of the
combs, unless a follower is used,
when I thus put the cages in a
hive; but as the cages are in the
space between the combs, it is

not strictly necessary. After all

this has been done, close up the
hive and wait until the time for

all the cells to be hatched, and
then open the hive again; and,
if you find six or eight fine

young queens in the cages,
break up the colony and make
as many nuclei from it as you
have young queens. Put one
of the young queens into each
nucleus, and leave her there
until she lays: then do with her
what you please. The way to

make the nuclei is to put one
comb of these young adhering
bees and an empty comb at the f^yggT's queen
side of it in an empty hive, and
leave the entrance to the nucle-
us hive closed 24 hours; then open the same,
and, as all the inclosed bees are young, they
will stay, and all will be well. There is con-
siderable gained in using young bees to raise
queens, as the young bees will stay in a nucleus
better than old bees, and you can raise so many
yonng queens, and get them laying before the
young bees become field-workers.
Queen-cells for a queen-nursery should be

taken from the best strains of bees; and if you
desire increase by natural swarming, destroy
the cells in inferior-blooded colonies that have
cast swarms, and give them a select young queen

from one of the before-mentioned nuclei. You
can introduce the queen from the nucleus with
the nucleus bees if you wish to, by taking out a
frame from the hive in which you wish to intro-
duce the queen, and then taking the frame, con-
taining the queen and bees, from the nucleus
hive, and putting it in tlip place of the remov-
ed frame in the queenless colony.
To introduce in this way, care must be used

not to frighten or get the queen to running;
then the queen will generally be received.

I hatch a great many queens in the aforesaid
way, with great satisfaction, and always keep
through the swarming season a goodly number
of choice young queens in nurseries and nuclei
in each of my six bee-yards.
By removing the queen from any colony you

can hang in as many caged cells as you please,
and the bees will care for the queens when they
hatch; and you may keep the same colony
raising young queens, using the queens wher-
ever you need them. You can also hatch young
queens in a colony that has a queen of its own;
but the bees will not nurse the new mothei'S
after they hatch; but, on the contrary, if they
could they would kill them; and queens allow-
ed to remain in such a colony a day or two aft-
er hatching are not as good as queens allowed
to remain after hatching in a queenless colony.
Before I forget it I will tell you that, when I

introduce queens in the spiral wire cage, I crowd
two or three penny-shaped peppermint candies

cell PROTECTORS AND CAGES. SHOWING HOW
ATTACHED TO THE COMB.

(I buy them for this use) in between the coils on
the upper end of the cage for a stopper, and the
bees will eat out these candies and liberate the
queen.
Much more might be said about introducing

queens, but I will leave that now and tell you
something about introducing queen-cells.

If an increase in colonies is not desired, in the
swarming season, when good queen-cells are
plentiful, cut out such cells as yon want to save,
and put them in queen-cell protectors (great
care must be taken in handling cells or they will

not hatch). Now, suppose you have eight cells.
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I trim and put in the protectors, then go to

eight colonies that have the poorest queens;
kill the queens and destiny their cells, if there
siiould he any. and at once place in each colony
ouH of the protector-inclosed cells. The queen
in th(! cell, if it is a good cell, will hatch out in

due time, and soon go to laying, and, as a rule,

this colony will notswarm; and if there is honey
in the field ihey will gather a large surplus, and
they will be in good shape for winter. In my
out-yards, to make doubly sure of a cell's hatch-
ing in each hive, I sometimes put into a hive
two protector-inclosed cills; but to one of them
I attach a cage: then if both cells hatch lean
use the caged queen elsewhere; if only the cell

in the cage hatches, liberate the queen from the
cage, and she is at home. In this way one can
always have a surplus of queens on hand to use
wherever needed; and if care is used in select-

ing cells from the best-bred bees, you can bresd
all your bees up to a high standard, and keep
them there; and you can control your swai'ms
to such an extent that you can fix your increase
to suit yourself. N. D. West.
Middleburgh, N. Y.

[This may seem a little like a free ad. for a
well -advertised cell-protector and cage; but as
there are many valuable hints given above,
no one will object, but. on the contrary, be glad
to learn how to raise choice queens at so insig-

nificant a cost. Indeed, we believe friend West
presents the best and simplest method for the
honey-producer. There is no better time to

requeen or replace poor (lueens with good ones
than during the swarming season, when an
abundance of good swarming cells are on hand
from select queens.]

A VISIT TO A. N. DRAPER.

A BIG TESTIMONIAL FOK THE I.AKGE DADANT
HIVES.

Business calling me to the beautiful little city

of Upper Alton, the home of friend A. N. Dra-
per, 1 made it a point to visit him and see how
his bees had wintered in those large modified
Dadant hives that he prefers. He very kindly
unpacked hive after hive for my inspection;
and I must say that any one who advocates
large hives and plenty of bees would have been
jubilant at the sight; for. notwithstanding, the
severe winter we have just passed through, I

never saw bees in this latitude in liner condition.
Four and five frames of brood, and plenty of

bees, were seen in every hive here, the first of
April. Friend Draper has given in former
issues of Gleanings his method of packing
with dry forest- leaves; but for the benefit of
those who have not read it I will give a brief

description of his methods.
In early October, after seeing that each colo-

ny has an abundant supply of at least 40 lbs. of

honey, he removes the three frames that have
the least honey in them, and places two thin
dummies or division-boards on each side of the
remaining frames (8 in number) with a space
between the dummies and the side of the hive.
This space he proceeds to fill with dry forest-

loaves, and then fills thesix-inch cap full of the
same leaves; the cap is then placed in position
on the hive, first spreading a cloth of some
heavy material over the frames and bees. He
claims that the leaves, brought right down on
top of the bees, hold the heat, and that, when
the sun shines, even in the coldest weather, it

imparts some heat to the leaves; and as all

moisture passes off rapidly the heat is retained.
At any rate, I never saw finer results so early in

the season. Many will claim that ordinary

eight-frame hives would have wintered the bees
just as well, had they been packed in a similar
manner; but .scattered here and there among
the large eleven-comb hives were quite a num-
ber of eight-frame old-style Heddon hives,
which are practically the same as the Dovetailed
hive. These he had packed the same as the
large hives, as nearly as it was possible to do.
and in thes^me manner as described by himself
and also the Dadants in former issues of Glean-
ings, by taking lath and placing them in such
a manner around the hive that quite a space
was left between the lathing and the hive-body,
which was filled with leaves, and the cap also
filled with leaves. We opened hive after hive
of these, and I have no doubt that, had friend
Dadant been there, he would have said repeat-
edly, "'Didn't I tell you so?" for, without a sin-
gle exception, they were not as strong in bees
or brood as the larger hives, and in most cases
markedly so.

It goes against the grain to make these ad-
missions, for I am decidedly in favor of a less

cumbersome hive; but facts are stubborn things.
Of course, in milder winters the difTerence would
not have been so great; but I am forced to the
conclusion that, to those who must have strong
colonies early in the season in order to secure
any surplus from the white clover, large hives
and ample protection are required.
The prospects for a honey crop in that vicini-

ty are fairly good if the clover yields honey this
season. His vicinity abounds in elm, maple,
box-elder, and fruit-trees, which is one reason
he can have good strong colonies for the white-
clover harvest; but friend D. is greatly troubled
by the apprehension that the fruit-growers in

his vicinity will, by spraying their trees while
in bloom, ruin his fine strong colonies at his
home apiary and the out-apiary adjoining. He
has some 320 colonies, and the loss would be a
severe one to him. There should be a law pass-
ed prohibiting the spraying of fruit-trees until

the blossoms have fallen. E. T. Flanagan.
Belleville, 111., April 5.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

HOW FAH DO BEES GO FOH HONEY, AND DO
WELL ?

The following is a valuable article that we
take pleasure in copying from the American
Bee Journal. We have known some of the
facts presented to be true; but a little substan-
tial confirmation helps to establish them.

How far do bees ^o in search of honey, and still

do good work ? is a question that seems to have
received some attention of late, and bee-keepers
differ widely in .their opinions, some limiting- tlie

distance to ii4 or 2 miles, while others go to tlie op-

posite extremi', and say they will go as far as 13

miles. However, when honey is plentiful tlie for-

mer figures may be nenrly right, and veiy few liees

work outside that distance; while, if lioney were
scarce in tlieir immediate vicinity they would proli-

al)ly go a far greater distance than tluit, al-

tliough I never saw bees go over 3'/4 or 4 miles from
their homes.

Well, last summer was the first time I had a
chance to test the matter a little, as last year was
tlie poorest of the several poor seasons we have had
ill succession, and the bees were in a starving con-

dition all summer, until the fall blossoms yielded

theii' precious sweets, which gave the bees more
than tliey could do for about five weeks.
The main part of our fall crop of honey is from

smart weed; now. this smartweeu, or whatever they
call it, has its pt'culiar ways of hlooming, and also a

decided difference in the amount of honey it pro-

duces. Tliat which grows in hilly regions has
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usually small bloom, and sometimes yields sparing-
ly, wbile that in the bottoms blooms from one to
two weeks earlier, and has larger and more perfect
lilossoms, and gives a jiood supply of nectar before
;i bee is seen working: on 1 he same plant on the hills.

As my apiary is located about two miles from the
bottoms, the bees begaii working very briskly for
several days, and I noticed not a single bee working
on the smart weed near the apiarj'; so I immediate-
ly went to the bottoms, and found the smartweed in
full bloom, and just literally alive with bees. This
satisfied me that my bees were working at least
from 2 to 2'/4 miles from home, and doing good work
at that.
Tlie next thing T wanted to know was, how long it

would take a bee to get a load of honey at that dis-

tance, as no other honey was being gathered at tliat

time, and the working bees could be seen in the
morning going in a steady stream toward the bot-
toms — like a swarm that is hurrying otf to get
better quarters than they had at home. So I sprin-
kled Hour on a good many of the bees that emerged
from a certain colony, and waited for their return.
The first bee returned in 13 minutes,. and was well

loaded with pollen from corn tassels, which it evi-

dently gathered in some of the neighboring corn-
fields. The second returned in 33 minutes, and had
a load of honey, and a little smartweed pollen.
Several entered at 34 minutes, and a few at 37, and
all the way up to 40 minutes. All that returned
after 30 minutes were well loaded with honey, and
some carried small pellets of smartweed pollen.

The average length of time it took them to go to

the bottoms, load themselves and return, was about
36 minutes.
To tell just how much more honey they would

have gathered if they bad had the flora near by, is

hard to tell undoubtedly a good deal more honey;
but bees can do good work at the above-named dis-

tance. F. X. Arnold.
Deer Plain, III.

MOKE fax; by a modern "josh billings."

Mister Editor:— 1 send you sum more fax
which I hope w^ill be faverable received. I was
educated out heer in the Hoosier State, and,
although I am only sort o' middlin' in gramer,
I kin pride myself in bein' a mity good speller.

These here fax ain't so bulky, but the awther
hopes thay will make up in quality what thay
are lackin' in quantity, as the poetsez.
One yeer's actual 'sperience in bee-keepin' is

wuth five yeer's of theorizin'.

A man what keeps bees in a log gum ought
not ever komplain of a skeercity of honey.
The world has a milyun roosts for bacheler

bee-keopers. bu' nary a single home.
A good menny supplies and fixtures don't op-

orate well because of inferior finish; what we
want is better workmanship in kombinashun
with first-class macheenery.
After cagin' queens with drones, konfinin'

'em in a hive, and lettin' 'em sail rotind at the
end of a fine silk thred like a kite, fer the pur-
pose of findin' sum improvement on the method
of fertilizashun, I have, at last, kum tothekon-
clushun that the less you monkey with the orig-
inal plans of the Creator, the best it will alius

be.
Mister Root, don't you think it is a fax if I

could produce a strane of bees havin' five spots
on thair wings that thare would be a mity big
demand fer 'em? It haint the git up and git,

you know, but the looks what I would be after
now-a-days. However, fer the present, don't
enny body send fer beautiful polka-dot queens
until I have 'sperimented fer a season.
A beginner wants to know what is a good

remedy fer bee-stings, and I herewith give a re-

ceet: Jist as soon as you find you have been
stung, which will not take more'n 1.5 minits aft-

er the bee has got in his malishus work, you
will keep calm and cool; fer if you git mad it

will hurt worser. Remove the stinger, and at
the same time and motion apply a little saliva,
anuff to warsh off the pizen, and keep it frum
soakin' in. This simple remedy will not cure

entirely, but will save lots o' hurtin'. Thare's
hundreds of remedies but no perfect cure—ex-
cept amputashun; and if that is too much fer
you, wy, you had better make up your mind to
grin and bear it; fer whenever a bee socks his
stinger into a feller's nerve, thare is bound to
be sum komplainin'. Ellkry Krum.

bay-blossoms.
There is now on the table where I am writ-

ing, a bouquet of bay and magnolia blossoms.
The great white flowers of the magnolia are a
surprise and delight to one who has always liv-

ed at the North. The large germ and stamens
are inclosed with three white petals, and the
specimen before me measures four inches in

length by three in width. These three inner
petals are surrounded by six larger ones, which
measure six inches in length by four in width.
The leaves of the magnolia are thick and leath-
ery, and, like ail the leaves of this locality, var-
nished a bright green. There were three large
insects in the bloom; and will some of the bee-
keepers who live where magnolias are abun-
dant tell us whether they are rich in honey?
The bay-bloom belongs to the same family as

the magnolia, but is smaller, and admired more
by some cersons than the magnolia. The germ
resembles the magnolia, and is surrounded by
eight white petals measuring two inches in

length and one in width. The three calyxes
are white. 1^4 inches in length and % in width,
and turn back upon the stem, adding to its beati-

fy. Its lovely green leaves are smoi^th and
glossy. Mrs. L. Harrison.

St. Andrews Bay, Florida, May 1.

SEALED COVERS A GREAT SUCCESS; CAUSE OF
SPRING DWINDLING.

As you have solicited a report from your sub-
scribers as to their success in wintering bees
under sealed covers, I will give my experience
for the past ten years. My bees are wintered
on their summer stands, packed in outer cases
with planer shavings. The cases are of a size

to leave a space of four inches all around the
sides and bottom, and from 6 to 8 inches on top.

When the covers are less than % in. thick I use
there or four thicknesses of newspapers under
the packing; and when the covers had been
loosened so late that the bees could not reseal

them they were screwed down, and the cracks
sealed with a thick flour paste, and the entrances
left the full width. My losses for the last ten
years have not exceeded two per cent.
The past winter has been very severe in this

section, confining the bees to their hives for over
three months without a flight. Out of 7.5 colo-

nies I packed as above described, I lost 3; one
starved to death; one lost its queen, and the
bees left the hive full of honey, while the en-
trance of the other became clogged with dead
bees, and they smothered; consequently their

loss can not be attributed to the manner of win-
tering.

I noticed that but very few, who have de-
scribed their manner of packing in outside cases,

seem to think it necessary to put any thing un-
der the bottom-board. It seems to me that it is

just as essential to keep the cold air from the
bottom-board as it is from our sitting-room
floor.

Now a word as to spring dwindling. My ex-

perience has been, that colonies that go into

winter quarters with few bees and insufficient

stores, and of poor quality, are the ones that
are troubled with "spring dwindling;" while
those that start in with plenty of bees and seal-

ed honey are nearly always ready for business

when spring opens. P. L. Norton.
Lanesboro, Pa., Apr. 34.
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SEALED COVERS VS. QtlLTS; VALUABLE TES-
TIMONY.

.Ernest:—Those seah'd covers that you have
been experimenting witli are all right -sometimes
and sometimes they are all wrong—like a balky
horse that will pull whin every thing is favora-
ble, but when the hill is too long and rough he
will stop before he gets to the top of the hill.

But quilts or cushions that will let the moisture
pass up are like the true horse that will pull

when the other horse won't. I have wintered
bees for 20 years both ways, pari with sealed
covers and part with quilts only. But I winter
ia cellars, and I find that, in some of .my cellars.

bees will winter just as well under sealed covers
as under quilts, and in other cellars they will

not winter well unless under quilts. But my
bees will winter well in all of my cellars with
the quilts, so I nm in favor of iiuilts for cellar
wintering, and I think the same will prove true
in outdoor wintering, unless it is in a warmer cli-

mate than it is here in Central New York.
Middlebui'gh, N, Y. N. D. West.

[It Is somewhat of a nuisance to pull off the
bottom-boards of hives; and if the absorbing
cushion on top of the hive will work as well as
sealed-covered hives with no bottom-boards in

the cellar, we shall like it. In practice we pre-
fer most of our hive bottoms permanently fas-

tened.]

SEALED covers AND ABSORBENTS; THE DIF-
FERENT PACKING MATERIAL CONSIDERED.
My Strongest colonies went through the win-

ter with sealed covers, with the seal broken in
mid -winter. I can see no difference between
chaff cushions, as usually applied, and sealed
covers, outside case with two inches all around,
and 4 to 8 inches on top, with dry sawdust or
chaff. Mineral wool is the best, for packing
outside cases, that I know, and it is clieap
enough ($1.25 per 100 lbs.).

I tried one strong colony with cork packing
and 6-inch cushion (cork) on top. It strikes me
as being too porous; in fact, this proved to be
so porous that all that I found in the spring
(March Sth) was pores. Bees dead? do you
say? r should remark! Chaff cushions are
good; sealed covers with lots of sawdust, chaff,
excelsior, or mineral wool, on top and around,
kept dry. are also good, providing vou have vig-
orous queens. D. Lindbeck.
Bishop Hill, 111., April 15.

[Mineral wool at $1.25 per 100 lbs. is rather
expensive—too much so for the average bee-
keeper; so also is ground cork.]

stings and rheumatism.
There seems to be a growing conviction that

bee-stings are good for rheumatism. My expe-
rience seems to point in that direction. B^or a
great many years I had been subject to muscu-
lar rheumatism in my back and shoulders; and
at times it would get into my arms till I felt as
if I had the toothache all through the muscles
of those limbs. Two years ago I purchased a
dozen colonies of bees. They were in different
styles of hives, some with movable frames and
some without. I was told that they had not
been opened for three years. At first they
were inclined to resent the presence of a person
in the apiary as an unwarranted intrusion. In
transferring and manipulating them, of course
I received plenty of stings. In a short tim'^ I

noticed that my rheumatism was gone, and so
far it has not returned. L. J. Templin.'
Canon City, Col.

Reading of "pollen plenty," "balmy April
weather," and " lots of bees hatching," in last

Gleanings, makes me almost homesick, for my
bees are still in the cellar, while rain, snow, and
high winds have been the order of things the
most of the time in this locality, so far. dnring
1893. Neither soft maple nor elm is in blossom
yet, while I see by Dr. Miller's "' Straws," the
same opened with him April lirst. The bees
have been in the cellar IfiT days, and seem quiet
and nice, although the waste on the cellar- bot-
tom has been great for the past thi'ce wc^eks.

G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino. N. Y.. April 2<5.

A CORRECTION.
I notice a slight error in my article in April

1st Gleanings, in which yon have the name of
Henry Alley instead of Henry Utley in sevi'ral
places. C. H. Dibbern.
Milan, 111., April 29.

[By referring to the original manuscript we
see that friend Dibbern wrote " Halley " as
plainly as pen can make it, and our proof-reader
supposed it was meant for our "old reliable"
friend H. Alley. This shows that too much
Sains can not be taken in writing names. We
ope the above will make matters right.]

Why not make the top-bars of brood-frames
wide enough to be queen-excluding, and thus
do away with the metallic queen-excluder?
Pee Dee, N. C, April 12. A. A. Cox.

[This has been suggested bei'oi'e, but it is not
practicable.]

If Doolittle (page 29(5) will take a fine saw and
cut kerfs half way through the board on which
he cuts foundation, he will not need any gauge-
boards, and will find that it will cut much
better. The nearer the handle of the knife is

held down to the board, the better it will work.

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

W. E. D.. of IFesf Virginia, asks whether we
use chaff' hives summer and winter. Answer.—
We do: but at the approach of warm weather
we remove the chiiff cushions—otherwise the
colonies are protected the sanie as in winter.

W. C. F., of Mrgivia, says he has five strong
colonies, one of which is pure Italians and one
common black bees, and he asks how he can
Italianize the blacks. ^?)s«)er. — We would
recommend the plan given in our answer to T.
T. ¥., Tennessee, below.

0. H., of Illinois, asks whether, when put-
ting foundation into brood- frames, tlie same
should touch the bottom -bar. ^7is«'c?'.—Ex-
cept for perpendicular wiring there should be a
quarter-inch space between the bottom edge of

the foundation and the bottom-bar. The foun-
dation sags a little when the l)ees draw it out,

and a little allowance should be made.

H. C. C, having read our article on transfer-

ring, in our catalogue, wants to know when
transferring should be done. Ansioer.—Prefer-

ably in the spring, when b(>es are getting a lit-

tle honey from some source; and when. too.

there is very little honey in the combs. How •

ever, we transfer any time duiing the season.

Mr. Heddon's short method is the one we prefer.

O. R. W.. of Indiana, wants to know what
to do with the queens of after-swarms that are
returned to the parent colony, ylriswe?'.—As
a general thing there will be queens in the api-

ary that are either pretty old or else not very
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prolific—or, what is more likely to be tlie case
queens whose bees are poorly marked. These
queens can be removed, and selected queens
from the after-swarms introduced in their place.

In this way the apiary can be requeened very
cheaply.

T. T. F.. of Tennessee, asks how to have a
queen fertilized by select drones. Answer.—The
only way is to place perforated zinc over the en-
trances of the colonies having undesirable
drones. B'or this purpose, drone-guards or Al-
ley traps may be used. Drone comb should be
given, and stimulative feeding should be prac-
ticed on the colony or colonies having select
drones. Unless such bees are fed daily a small
amount of sugar syrup when honey is not com-
ing in, they will be liable to kill off the drones,
or refuse altogether to rear them. The condi-
tions of an ordinary honey-flow should be
brought t^ bear upon the colony as nearly as
possible.

F. W.. of Connecticut, says he has three colo-
nies of bees in Dovetailed hives, and wants to
know how he shall manage them to obtain the
most comb honey. Answer.—This question re-
quires too long an answer to be given her<' in de-
tail: but in a general way we may say that early
brood-rearing should be encouraged so that
there may be a large force of bees a couple of
weeks old when the honey season opens up. To
procure either comb or extracted honey, this is

the most important factor to be considered. A
large force of bees of the right age, and a rea-
sonable honey -flow, means honey. A small
force of bees, or even a large force too young,
means a practical failure so far as the produc-
tion of honey is concerned. But our querist
may ask how to start early brood-reaiing. As
soon as the weather opens up warm, feed the
bees daily about half a pint of sugar syrup. It is

assumed that the colonies have been caiefully
packed in double-walled hives, otherwise there
will be times when the brood will be chilled
from this early stimulative feeding.

MY VISIT TO T. B. TERRY'S.

THE KEST OF THE VISIT.

After my mention of the ditching-dredge, in
our last issue, the manufacturers were kind
enough to send me an electrotype of it. Bui I

do not like the electrotype of it as well as I did
the machine itself. In the first place, it is not
tearing through a swamp. Secondly, that
great walking-beam, as I call it, is out of all

proportion. It should be nearly as long as the
whole boat, and then that scoop is insignificant.
Why. the one I saw would hold a whole family,
providing there were not too many of them.
The steel horns in front, you will notice, tear
up the soil, and then when it is swung around
over the dry land, or over the bank, the oper-
ator, by moving a lever, drops the bottom out.
The arm, or handle, attached to this scoop,
runs in grooves so it can be drawn back or let

out, while the great walking-beam can be
raised up at any angle, or swung either to the
right or to the left till it brings the digger in
such a shape that the man on the platform
handles the whole as he would a spade or fork.
Now for the outdoors.
One marked feature of friend Terry's prem-

ises is the fact that there is no rubbish around
the barn or around the house. There is not an
old wagon, not a hay-rack nor a corn-crib,
chicken-coop, pig-sty, nor any thing of the
sort. There is not any muddy barnyard, be-
cause the barnyard is covered up under a roof;
and while, at the same time, it is dry and

pleasant to walk around in, it is almost as airy
and light as all outdoors. Again, there is not
any woodpile, no ash-leach, no dead trees, no
sticks of timber, no old rails; in fact, there are
not any piles of lumber, old or new. The prem-
ises are as clean and tidy as any city residence.
While I enjoyed the effect, I do not know but a
small -sized groan escaped me, and I came pret-
ty near saying to myself, "Oh dear me I if Mr.
Terry /(<((? to have this, that, and the other
around his home, that I have to have, he would
find it a hard matter," etc. I made up my mind
that I was going to find out about the wood-
pile, bits of odd lumber, etc.. for a very pretty
new fence had just been built between his land
and his neighbor's. I felt pretty sui'e there
were some posts left—may be some boards. Of
course, the wood was in the wood -shed, as ev-
ery farmer's wood should be. But while we
were looking over the farm, away off on the
back side, over the hill, where it could not be
seen from the street, was a sort of lumber-yard.
There were the extra fence-posts, and the tire-

wood that could not be put into the wood-shed,
probably because there was not room for it, and
certain odds and ends that would accumulate,
and which were too valuable to throw away.
Friend T. had gone to the trouble and expense
of hauling this away off out of sight, or very
likely it was taken out of sight in the first place.
In fact, a good deal of it was just as convenient
to get at there as anywhere else. Now, not all

of us, perhaps, can do as much as he has done
in this direction. He is a great teacher, and he
ought to have a model place for the rest of us
to look at. But we certainly can get rid of a
great part of the rubbish that mars and de-
forms the prospect around our homes. This is

nothing new to me. I have been at work at it

for years. Below is what I had printed on
some cards and scattered all over our establish-
ment, and gave all our people an exhortation
on this subject.

OKT RID OF RUBBISH, AND SLICK UP.

If you want to help me, friends, just lend a hand
while we get rid of all useless stuff that encumbers
our various building's, rooms, and counters. Let us
get rid of every empty barrel (l)e sure to preserve
the head along with it), empty liox or basket that is

not used or wanted; all unsalable goods; tools that
happen to be left in your room tliat are not used;
old iron; old lumber; discarded rubbish of all sorts.
Take the barrels and boxes to the box-bouse; and,
by the way, wherever you find a barrel in your
room that is less than half full, put its contents into
a basket of proper size, and get rid of the box or
barrel. This will give us more room, and it will
also enable the packers to have more boxes and
barrels without buying them. Be very particular
about letting tools that are not yours, and which
you do not use, remain in your room. A while ago
our men were luinting all over the farm for our
four shovels. I found one of them in the express
room. The expressman said it had been there for a
long time; and he said he did not know whose it

was, not where it belonged. Now, please let us
avoid this state of affairs. If you do not know
where a thing belongs, bring it to me, or call my at-
tention to it. If there are any tools or machinery
in regard to which you are undecided as to whether
they will be used again or not, call my attention to
it, and I will decide where it belongs. And, please,
do not leave any old coats, shoes, rubbers, umbrel-
las, etc., here on our premises. I give you fair
warning, that I am commencing my " spring clarin'
up," even now, this second dny of January, 189.3;

and if you do not take care of your property forth-
with, it may turn up missing before you know It.

Let us all get at it and turn allthese accumulations,
that are doing no good, into the hard cash that you
and I both stand in need of. Tnings that won't sell

for cash at all--not even for kindling-wood—let us
get out of sight, and have our premises present a
better appearance when our spring visitors come to
see us. If it will pay to have a broken thing mended,
the very best time to mend it is when it is first

hroken. You know, "Order is heaven's first law,"
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Let us now turn in
the sin of disorder.

all together and flght against
A. I. Root.

Several times of late I have been wondering
what a farmer or anybody else ought to do with
discarded machinery. A few days ago I saw
an article in the Ohio Farmer on this very sub-
ject. By the way, if you live in Ohio you cer-
tainly ought to take the Ohio Farmer; and I

do think it would be a pretty good idea to take
it, even if you do not live in Ohio. Old ma-
chinery should be put away under shelter, be-
cause it frequently furnishes us material for
something that would otherwise cost a good
deal of money. A writer in the Ohio Farmer
told hoAv he made a lot of things out of an old
mowing-machine.
Friend Terry's tool-house, especially the up-

stairs part of it, did not look quite as tidy as

THE WAY TEKRY BURIES HIS SEED POTATOES.
Cross-section of my seed-potato pile when finished for winter. P,

potatoes; S, S, straw; E, E, where we took jearth for covering; A,
surface of ground.

every thing does outdoors. In fact, I do not
know that there is any special need of keeping
things just so in a loft in the tool-house. When
the weather is good it would not pay to stop
too long to put things to rights. Let it be un-
til we have a real bad stormy day, and then fix

it up. By the way, Mrs. Root has a short cut
for making things look tidy when she has not
got ready to make them so. Maybe she will
scold if I tell it, but I will take the chances.
Well, when I want to hunt over the pockets of
my old clothing, for missing things, and I some-
times remonstrate because I find said room " as
dark as a pocket." Her excuse is, that she had
not yet had time to slick it up, and so she
closed the blinds to prevent anybody from see-
ing the disorder. It is a quick way of tidying a
room up—make it dark.

I need not tell you that nothing on friend
Terry's whole farm suffers from being out in
the weather. All buildings, and finished wood-
work that must be kept outdoors, are kept con-
stantly painted. I thought I had got him once,
for there was a stack of straw right out in the
weather, in the middle of the field. How do
you think it turned out? Why, it was a heap
of buried potatoes. He buries his potatoes out
in the lot, just as the ground begins to freeze so
as to make a crust. He puts on some straw,
and then a little dirt, and lets this dirt freeze
hard. Of course, the outside covering is straw,
to keep the sun from the frozen earth. Along
in May, the first covering of the earth may get
thawed through: but with the second, as he
has it fixed, I have no doubt it could easily be
kept frozen solid until June. The consequence
is, he has a cold-storage pit just as good as or
better than any of the high-priced patent ones.
Above is a picture of it. The potatoes are in-

cased in frozen earth, from the time he puts
them up until they are planted. In fact, we
put our hands down through the straw and felt
the frozen earth when I was there. His straw-
berries were not yet uncovered. I told him
mine had wintered so well under the snow that
I hardly thought his could be better; but when
I uncovered a row or two I had to give up.
They had commenced to grow under the straw.
The mulch was just enough to protect from
alternate freezing and thawing, and yet if you
look carefully you could now and then catch a
glimpse of the green leaves down through the
straw. Another thing, the plants were very
nicely thinned out. The matted rows were all

covered, and yet in no place were the plants
nearer than six or seven inches. I asked what
they did with the surplus, and Robert showed

me a great pile of dried-up
plants up against the fence. If
one were selling plants, these
might have been planted out,
and would doubtless have been
worth considerable. But friend
Terry does not believe in dab-
bling in every thing. He could
never get his work done, and
take things easy if he did so.

His clover-fields are just like
the strawberries. There was an
even, heavy growth all over
all his fields. There were no
bare spots, and hardly any rank
spots. Then there was a beau-
tiful soft rich mulch all over
the ground. Why, it almost
seemed like woods dirt down be-
tween the clover-plants. This
is a part of his plan—mowing
ofl' the tops of the clover, and
weeds (if there were any), and
letting them drop down, besides
using the straw as a mulch over

the wheat to some extent.
While down near the road I happened to look

toward that strip of new fence. It was oak
posts and oak boards — good sound oak too.
Terry thinks such a fence suits him better, and
costs him less, all things considered, than wire
or hedge, or any thing else. I expressed some
surprise that he had got it so perfectly straight.
He remarked that it was Robert's work, and
that it was the first piece of fence of that kind
that the boy had ever built. He told his father
he feared he should not do it as it ought to be;
but his father showed him how to set the
stakes, and line them exactly, before he com-
menced setting the fence-posts; and by taking
a little pains the boy ran the fence right over
quite a hill, and still made it as straight as a
string.
We wanted to get into the barn, but it was

locked. My friend, did you ever find a barn-
door locked, and the key carried off so you could
not get in when you wanted to? Friend Terry
keeps his buildings locked, but he does not have
any keys to bother with. A combination lock,
made on purpose for barndoors, and something
that costs less than a dollar, is what he uses.
The door was opened quicker than you could
take a key out of your pocket, and all the fami-
ly knew the combination. A stranger would
find it harder to get the door open than with
almost any padlock made. These locks are
made by the Miller Lock Co., Kent, O. I told
Mr. Calvert that we certainly must have some,
and offer them for sale. Perhaps we may have
a notice of them in this number. If you say I

am advertising things in the reading-columns,
I reply that there are certain things that ought
to be advertised in the reading-columns, and this
is one of the things.
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Ourselves and our neighbors.

Where shall wisdom be ft)und?—Job 28:12.

I hope our readers are familiar with the last

half of the :.'8th chapter of Job. I thought I

was familiar with it; in fact, it used to be in

one of our old readers; and lean remember of

the big scholars reading it in school before I

was old enough to be s^^\v to read it myself.
But some way or other it needed—at least for

myself—about fifty years of experience in hu-
man life before I was prepared to comprehend
this talk about wisdom. Let us take a verse at
a time. "But where shall wisdom be found?
and where is the place of understanding?" that
is, where are we going to get wisdom? We be-
gin to comprehend the value of wisdom when
we have had only a very little experience in

this world. A baby creeps up to the stove and
puts out Its hand. Mamma says. "Burny,
burn!" The tones of her voice and the look of
alarm in her face tell the young aspirant for

wisdom of the danger. Ileopens his cunning lit-

tle mouth, and with his blue eyes gazes into the
maternal face. He looks at the stove, and then
looks at his dimpled, uplifted hand. If he has
the average spirit of Young America, in his de-
sire to investigate these strange things that
are coming up all around him he often touches
the stove just a little to see what dire conse-
quences will follow. By and by he learns, per-
haps through the medium of a sore finger, that
the tire is an excellent thing to warm up the
pink toes, but that it is a dangerous thing when
either toes or fingers get too much of it.

"Man kuoweth not the price thereof; neither
is it found in the land of the living." We can
riot biiy wisdom with gold. It can be gotten
only by experience. Books are a great help to-

ward wisdom: but a man who reads his books,
and does not put his knowledge into practice,
is the laughing-stock of humanity. In the
same way. character can not be bought with
money. Some of our millionaires have tried it.

The world is almost as ready to laugh at a mil-
lionaire who imagines his gold is going to
make character when his acts are selfish, low,
and bad. as the man who thinks books may
answer without experience.
"The depth saith, It is not in me; and the sea

saith. It is not with me. It can not be gotten
for gold, neither shall silver be weighed for the
price thereof. It can not be valued with the
gold of Ophir, with the precious onyx, nor the
sapphire." The sacred writer, in this beautiful
oriental language, emphasizes the fact that wis-
dom is better worth our labor and pains than
all the precious things that are valued by kings
and princes. He goes on: "The gold and the
crystal can not equal it; and the exchange of it

shall not bo for jewels of finegold. Nomention
shall be made of coral or pearls, for the price of
wisdom is above rubies. The topaz of Ethiopia
shall not equal it, nor shall it be valued with
pure gold."
After the above enumeration the writer comes

back to a parallel question to the one in which
our text is found; namely, " Whence, then,
Cometh wisdom ? and where is the place of un-
derstanding?" People long to be wise; in fact,

a great many of us take a good deal of pains to
make it appear that we are wise. Once in a
while somebody makes himself ridiculous—at
least to a few who happen to know—by iissum-
ing that he knows what lie does not know. The
most of us have seen people undertake to teach
bee culture when they did not know, or had
reason to suppose, there was no bee-keeper
around. Some of our great professors have

made blunders in this very line—even Agassiz
and Tyndall.

I have mentioned to you that, in my early
days, electricity was a great hobby of mine.
At a time when I was pretty well posted in the
science as far as it had made progress, a physi-
cian who stood well in our town was summoned
to try to bring a child to life that had got hold
of a cup of whisky and drank enougn to kill it.

Somebody suggested that electricity might
bring about animation. A crowd of townspeo-
ple were very curious about the strange little

instrument that made such a buzzing. Now,
although the doctor failed in bringing the child
to life, he thought that, notwithstanding, the
occasion and the crowd would afford him an ex-
cellent opportunity for airing his wisdom. He
attempted to give a full explanation to the
crowd in regard to the coils of wire and the
battery attached. Batteries and coils were at
that time my daily companions; and as my ap-
paratus wasall home-made—in fact, the work
of my own boyish hands—I knew a good deal
more about it "than the doctor did; but his talk
on that occasion not only gave me a disgust for

that particular doctor, but it came pretty near
disgusting me with doctors as a whole. If that
man knew as little of the human body as he
did of the apparatus before us—a machine that
was the work of human hands—how should he
be able to help anybody in (iny emergency? No
doubt he wanted wisdom; but he did not want
it bad enough to make honest explorations in

the science before he attempted to teach others.
" Whence, then, cometh wisdom, and where

is the place of understanding?" At one period

of my life I was for some time somewhat skepti-

cal in regard to Bible teachings. As it began to

be known, I was thrown more or less into the
companionship of those who openly questioned
the existence of God. These people admitted
that there were a good many things to be learn-

ed in this world of ours; there were hidden
mysteries on every hand; and although human
intelligence had gone A great way, and had ac-

complished a great deal, yet these very people

were (if they were bright enough) forced to ad-

mit that there were unexplored mysteries in

every direction. In fact, these people caught a

glimpse of the fact that what man does know is

but very little indeed compared with what he
does not know and may never find out at all.

Then comes the question, " If /inm«?utjy does

not know, and is perhaps incapable of knowing,
who does? Who is there, and where is he. this

wonderful intelligence that looks on it all and
knows it all ?" " Where is the place of under-

standing? seeing it is hidden from the eyes of

all living, and kept close from the fowls of the

air." Here, again, is a mystery. The fowls of

the air know a good many things that we know
nothing about at all. A few days ago as I stood

in the street, some strange familiar sounds
struck my ear. For a while I tried to imagine
where it was or when it was that I had heard
those strange sounds before. Other peoi)le were
listening. The sounds came from the heavens
above. By the time I had turned my eyes up-

ward the people began to call from one to an-

other, "The wild geese! see the wild geese!" A
great flock of them were stretched out like a

letter A; and as they moved leisurely through
the heavens, away up high in the air, they
seemed to be talking to each other on the way.
What were they saying? All the sages in the

world can not answer. Where were they going?
They were going north, because it was spring-

time; but we do not know just where, and we
can not tell where they got their intelligence

that it was safe for them to once more seek

their northern home. The strange sounds that

revived forgotten memories made me think of
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the thousands of geese away up in Paget Sound
when 1- had that pleasant visit with friend
March.
Now, then, what sort of ruisdom is it that

says there is no God—there is no intelligence
in the universe that knows things we haven't
learned, and may never learn? Verily, the .foot

saith in his heart, "There is no God."'
" Destruction and death say. We have heard

the fame thereof with our ears." We look into
the faces of our friends when on the death-bed,
and we wonder whevher or not they could tell

us, if they had voice and strength, of the hid-
den mysteries of the world beyond. Sometimes
through their looks we seem to catch a glimpse
of the glories beyond; but it is only a glimpse.
"God understandeth the way thereof, and he

knoweth the place thereof." It would be a lit-

tle sad if we were placed here in this world of
ours just long enough to comprehend how much
there is we do not know, and never can know,
to think that there is not an overruling power
who knows. The Bible tells us that God under-
standeth the way. Furthermore, " For he look-
eth to the ends of the earth, and seeth under the
whole heaven; to make the weight for the
winds, and he weigheth the waters by measure."
Nothing is hidden from him. "Even the winds
and the waves olDey him." God notonly knows,
but he fashioned the whole universe, and it is

always subject to his bidding. He can at any
moment say to any of the elements, " Peace, be
still." " When he made a decree for the rain,

and a way for the lightning of the thunder,
then did he see it and declare it; he prepared it,

yea, and searched it out." The above answers
some of the questions propounded at the head
of our talk

—
" Where shall v^isdom be found ?"

but yet the conclusion forces itself irresistibly
upon us. that the sacred writer has not yet fin-

ished. In all his talk he has been approaching
a climax. When he says .that " God under-
standeth the way," it satisfies just a little what
the listener might have been expecting; but it

is not the capstone of the,whole of it. "Where
shall wisdom be found?" If gold can not pur-
chase it; if neither the depths of the sea nor
the heavens themselves can give us the secret,
where then shall it be found ? Is it any use for
us to long for and hope for and labor for wisdom

!

Yes, indeed it is. The final ending of this
beautiful chapter caps the climax; and every
time I read it over of late, it seems to me as
though it is inspiration from on high. The au-
thor of that chapter certainly must have had
hold on God himself, or else he never could have
framed the concluding verse. See if you do not
agree with me as wei'ead it together:

" And unto man he said, The fear of the
Lord, that is wisdom; and to depart from evil
is understanding

y

In olden limes, and even at the present time,
some would-be sages and scientists seem to im-
agine that a man can be very loise and at the
same time very wicked; and I have sometimes
thought there were men who stood high on ac-
count of their skill—say skill in medicine, for
instance—men who thought that, because they
were skillful and learned, and had a great
name, that they were excusable for being wick-
ed. In other words, that it was not as bad for
them to indulge their intemperate or licentious
habits as it was for somebody who did not know
so much. God forbid I

" The fear of the Lord.
that is wisdom." Any kind of wisdom that is

not coupled with the fear of God is a poor, mis-
erable, silly thing; and any sort of wisdom that
would teach us that, because we are wise, there
is less need of departing from our evil ways, is

ridiculous. Shame upon the man who thinks
that, because he is educated in books, or among
men, that he has any better right to persist in

his evil habits. If the present age has not em-
phatically set its foot down on this sort of phi-
losophy, may God help us to do it speedily.
Now. I am not going to bring the moral of

this beautiful chapter to bear only on those who
are committing crime. None of us can aspire
to true wisdom unless we are careful. We must
be exceedingly careful if we would be wise.
Some of us are in the habit of doing things un-
der a sudden Impulse, and then feeling sorry for
it afterward. VVell, it is a thousand times bet-
ter lo feel sorry than to go on wronging people
right and left, and not caring any thing about
it; but it would be a great deal better still to
listen to the voice of wisdom, and thus avoid
being obliged to feel'sorry. Again, some of us
can not have any peace of mind unless we apol-
ogize for the hasty words we have been heed-
less enough to let slip. It is right to apologize
—in fact, it is an indication of a tender con-
science when we can not have peace or rest un-
til we have tried to recall the unwise speech or
act. But what do you think about a friend
who is wounding you, and then making apolo-
gies right straight along? You may think he
means well; but in a little while you begin to
pity him, and after a while nobody knows ex-
actly when he is himself and when he is not
quite himself. Imagine how a man's helpers
must feel when he comes around and makes a
stir about something that is not just according
to his notion; and suppose they say to them-
selves, " Well, now, I wonder whether the boss
really mert?is what he says, or is he a little off

his base just now, and will come around after a
little whileand apologize for being hasty." The
question comes up, " Had we better keep right
on as we have been doing, or does he really mean
what he said, and is he really going to stick to
it?" Why. the employer wlio lets his feelings
and temporary impulses thus run away with
him is certainly not wise, and he is hardly fit to
be intrusted with ht;i|j. His changeable moods
will not only ruin his business, but they will
spoil his reputation in any community.
A few weeks ago I undertook to reprove a

hand who needed reproving. I foolishly said too
much, and was too severe. I could not rest until
I had made him some sort of apology. I knew
from experience that, if I were not careful, I

should apologize too much, and thus make mat-
ters just as Dad as or worse than if I had not
undertaken to straighten the matter in the first

place. For several days afterward I kept think-
ing how unwise it was to let my feelings or im-
pulses run away with my better judgment—or,

if you choose, run away with wisdom, or crowd
wisdom out and make her take a back seat.
Yesterday the ground finally became fit to work.
It had not rained for as much as four days.
Planting was away behind; the horses and the
men and boys were all out in the lot. The ba-
rometer said it was going to rain, and the Weath-
er Bureau had sent us a telegram saying there
would be rain before night. The seeds, with
the stakes properly labeled, were out in the lot,

and we were waiting for one of the boys to fetch
the seed-drill. He came back, saying that a
neighbor had borrowed it about two weeks be-
fore, and had not brought it back. I remem-
bered then that said neighbor promised to bring
it back in a couple of hours, or before night, or
something of that sort. I told him, when he
wanted it to plant his onion seed, how I had
been annoyed by lending that special seed-drill;
but he was so sure he would bring it back be-
fore I could possibly want it, that I gave way
in order to be accommodating. He told the boy
he would go right after the drill; but it was
several miles away, and therefore we must drop
our seeds by hand, or run the risk of being stop-
ped again by another rain. If you have ever
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been in such a predicament yourself, you can
imagine how provolced I felt. Once more I

made huge resolutions that I would stop lend-
ing my tools; but I did not say any thing out
loud to anybody. The neighbor came up in the
field to apologize; but remembering my experi-
ence of but a few days b(>fore, I resolved that
wisdom should keep her seat, or, in other words,
that this time I would be sure not to say any
thing that I should regret afterward. Lest I

lay too much blame on my neighbor, let me ex-
plain that the extremely wet weather probably
hindered liim from getting in his seeds: and he
knew, too, that I could not use the drill, for my
land was even worse than his on account of the
wetness; and as it kept raining he finally forgot
about it when the weather did turn around so
we could get on our ground.
As I knelt down by my bedside that night, I

thanked God for his many mercies of the day.
I thanked him especially that he had kept me
from saying any thing the memoiy of which
would give me pain and keep me awake. As I

prepared to lay my head upon my pillow, after
the severe work and many cares of the day, I

thought, "Oh what a thing is wisdom!" Dear
reader, is it not true that it is worth a thousand
times more than silver or gold? The feeling
that, when you, go to sleep at night, you have
not wronged any one during the day, and have
not dishonored thesacred name of Christ Jesus,
whom you profess to follow, is worth more than
any thing else that this world has to offer.

"Behold, the fear of th(i Lord, that is wisdom;
and to depart from evil is understanding."

High-pressure Gardening.

CHEMICAL FERTILIZERS—DO THEY PAY?
See here, Mr. Root; do you mean to say that

all who are using commercial fertilizers are
throwing money away, and don't know what
they are doing, or are interested in the sale of
them ? Do you believe that Joseph Harris' rec-
ommendation of nitrate of soda was all a selfish

one? Is the Rural New-Yorker wrong, and
teaching what is costing the farmers of the
country millions every year? If these things
are so, we want to know it. Now. Mr. Root,
just read " Chemicals and Clover." Vols. 1 and 2.

and then say if you think all these successful
farmers are putting tons of fertilizers and thou-
sands of dollars in the ground for nothing.
Did Hale Bros., of Connecticut peach fame,

throw their money away when they raised $2.5,-

000 worth of peaches on bone and potash, where
no peaches had been raised before ? How about
Tankage goes up head in the Rural of April 8 ?

How is it that many farmers are raising much
larger crops of potatoes on fertilizers than Terry
is, if his land is already so rich that fenilizer
does no good? Tliere must be some other rea-
son besides too rich land. Your soil is doubt-
less full of nitrogen, from the large doses of
barnyard manure you liave been using. I find
on some soils phosphoric acid is all that is need-
ed; on others, it is potash. I cleared new land
last year, and put manure in the hill for corn,
with ashes, hen manure, and phosphoric acid;
left some rows with no manure; the manured
was 50 per cent better than not manured, and
the phosphate alone was just as good as where
1 U!"ed ashes and hen manure. On potatoes,
nitrate of soda did no good; but cotton-seed
meal increased the crop largely—at least a half
more than no manure: also more than a $27.00

complete fertilizer. This was on fairly good

land, manured broadcast with cow manure.
Fertilizer has ulways paid me when used with
judgment. I think in time Terry will find his
land growing poor in potash and phosphate.
Grand View, Tenn. A. P. Ames.

[My good friend, such letters as youi'S are ex-
actly what I want to get; and I have been sur-
prised that I did not get more of them. Yes, I

know all the facts that you quote. I have read
all about them in the Rural, and in "Chemi-
icals and Clover," and in other books—the very
things you mention. I have written to the
Mapes people, and they have promised to help
me out. A bag of the mixture they sent me
operates a good deal as guano did; and it costs
just as much as guano. I think that, on the
whole, however. I should prefer the guano.
Now, what gain have we made? This fertilizer
costs $il.00 a ton. In view of the facility with
which it may be applied, it may pay on some
crops. J. M. Smith, of Green Bay, Wis., says,
quoting Mr. Terry's own words from our forth-
coming potato-book:

" Fertilizers have never paid me on good or
poor land."
You yourself acknowledge that nitrate of so-

da did no good. Our experiment station says it

does no good at all on many crops; and I do not
believe they have succeeded in making it pay
on any crop. I want to see some reports from
those who "have fertilized, say three rows, and
then skipped three rows, and so on through the
field. I have done it here in our market-garden
repeatedly, with the results I have given you.
If I had put it on a whole piece, and then given
the fertilizer the credit because the crop was a
good one, I might have had many encouraging
results. I have had a long talk with friend
Terry on this very subject, and he is just as
anxious as I am to see it demonstrated that
chemical fertilizers are at present cheaper than
stable manure, or, if you choose, cheaper than
clover. Here is something from another friend:]

800.000 TONS OF NITRATE OF SODA IN A YEAR.
Mr. Root:— I have noticed what you say from

time to time of farm chemicals, especially ni-

trate of soda. If English farmers use 800,(XX)

tons per year, there are surely some places in
America where it will pay. Wm. H. Allen.
Monroe, Mass.. May 3.

[Friend A., it would surely seem that nitrate
of soda must be a prolitable fertilizer, if there
is no mistake in the figures you give us; and
substantially the same are given in a little book
by Joseph Harris. Within an hour I have been
applying Mapes potato-manure to two plots of
potatoes—one Early Ohio and the other Early
Puritan. I instructed my man very plainly that
I wanted him to use the potato-fertilizer on only
a part of each piece; and I set the grain-drill
so the fertilize]' would run out when he was
about half through. I felt a little anxious,
however, and so got around just as he was fin-

ishing the piece. He had moved the lever so as
to maki' it feed slower, saying he was afraid
there would not be enough to go over all the
potatoes, if lie left it where I placed it. And
this is not the first time tiiat I have had just
this sort of work. People the world over seem
determined to avoid any sort of accurate test.

They will scatter their fertilizer over the whole
of their land, and then if they get a good crop
they will give the fertilizer the credit. The
work of the experiment stations brings out the
truth sharp and clear, like a beaconlight; and
when they are ready to advise the use of chem-
ical fertilizers in the way Joseph Harris and
the Rural New-Yorker have done, then friend
Terry and I will be satisfied that there has. not
been a blunder made somewhere.]
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THE ST. MARTIN RHUBARB.
Mrs. Root fears I gave almost too strong a

recommend in our issue of April 15; and to
make another test she made two pies—one of
the common rhubarb, and one of the St. Mar-
tin. The latter was a good deal the better pie
of the two, just as I expected it would be. But
she explains it in this way: She says that, al-
though she tried hard to make them just alike,
she thinks she must have got more sugar in the
St. Martin pie; and as the other one did not
have i^ugar enough, it gave the St. M. the ad-
vantage. Again, the pie made of the common
variety was not only sour, but the juice ran out
all over every thing. I urged again that here
was where the St. Martin was ahead; but she
says she thinks she sprinkled more flour in the
St. Martin, so that it took up the juice. Of
course, she did not mean to do so. but it might
have happened that way. This illustrates how
difficult it is to decide just what gave the
improvement in a pie or in a crop. It takes re-
peated tests to settle almost any fact decisively.
Perhaps 1 am a little inclined to be in haste to
decide that a new variety is an improvement.
If so, Mrs. Root is just enougli the other way,
and this makesusaverage justaboutrigiit. By
the way. what a grand institution the marriage
relation is, any way! But we are talking about
pies just now. Gur cook at, the factory is going
to make another test to-day, and then we shall
know better. I have pulled the stalks from
each, and have eaten them raw; and. to tell the
truth, I can not see very much differem-e. But
another factor comes in right here: Different
plants of rhubarb of the same variety, and in
the same field, show that some are more acid, or
tart, than others. Somebody has asked the
question whether we could preserve a distinct
variety by sowing the seed any way. Won't
some of our experiment stations tell us some-
thing about it? I once thought I could distin-
guish St. Martin by the brighter and more vivid
red of the stalks; but come to go over our plan-
tation of the common kind, I find there are oc-
casional plants with just as vivid a red as the
St. Martin. By the way, does not this whole
matter point out a moral ? The seedsman who
issues a catalogue should be exceedingly care-
ful indeed about saying a variety is an improve-
ment. The St. Martin has not yet gone into
our catalogue, and may he it never will. A
good many seedsmen advertise a new variety,
and copy what the originator has said. I pro-
test against this. The seedsman who issues a
catalogue ought to have enterprise enough to
give any new variety a good test in his experi-
ment grounds before he booms it or undertakes
to push it off on his customers. Just open your
seed catalogues and see how many seedsmen
there are who will tell you of a new variety,
"We have grown this new thing side bv side
with our best old varieties', and it certainly has
advantages as follows." etc. I am afraid a great
part of our seedsmen have too muteh "business"
on hand to go out into the garden and look after
the rhubarb, and have pies made from both
kinds, etc.

After dinner.—The St. Martin is certainly
ahead in three respects. It has less juice, and
is, therefore, not so liable to run over in the
oven or after the pie is cut; it is much sweeter.
and therefore takes less sugar, and it also has
more of a distinct berry flavor than the old va-
rieties.

LA.KE-SHORE SAND AS A MULCH.
I am better and better pleased with this every

day. We are having dry weather now; and in
order to push the cabbage-plants, frequent wa-
tering is desirable. It is also desirable to water
the beds every lime we take up plants to fill an

order. Well, we have always had more or less
trouble on account of the baking of the surface
of our clay soil, after this repeated watering

—

especially when the boys got on a little too much
water. At times, in fact, our plant-beds would
crack open so that one could put his finger down
an inch or more—that is, where watering had
been badly neglected. Well, the sand works
this way: We sift our dirt until it is not only
fine and soft, but until the stable manure is

thoroughly mixed all through it. After the soil

is smoothed oflF nicely, about half an inch of
sand is spread evenly all over the surface. Then
the plants are set pretty well down. If the first

leaves come under the sand, it will not hurt
them a bit, for the sand will not stick, nor soil a
leaf of any thing, cabbage or strawberry. Now
the surface can not get very dry, for this sand
mulching keeps it damp; and when the sand
gets real dry it will run into any crack, if there
is one. and fill it up. In this condition you can
put on almost any amount of water, right in
the hot sun, without any danger of cracking at
all.

"THE STRAWBERRY CULTURIST, ETC.," ETC.

And now we have a periodical devoted entire-
ly to the culture of the strawberry. It comes
only four times a year, however, and the price
is only 20 cts. per annum. It seems to me there
ought to be at least a hundred thousand peo-
ple in our country who should take such a
journal at so insignificant a price. May be,
however. I had better strike off one figure and
say ten thousand. Of course, a good deal will
depend upon who is editor and how it is man-
aged. The opening number—Vol. I. No. 1

—

seems to promise very, well. Address W. F. Al-
len, Jr., editor and proprietor, Salisbury, Md. I

would suggest that the editor of the paper be a
little careful about recommending every new
strawberry that comes out. If I were he I think
I would take a pretty strong hold on the experi-
ment stations in this matter. Don't let a thing
be boomed—at least editorially—until some ex-
periment station has tried it and declares it

possesses merit. Not only the matter of grow-
ing strawberries, but shipping and selling them,
is going to need much consideration and discus-
sion. By the way, I am going to have some-
thing to say about a method of raising straw-
berries where no one ever sets foot on the
ground where they are growing. They are to
be grown in the plant-beds of which I have al-
ready shown you pictures; Sashes and shut-
ters can be used over these beds when need be;
weeds can be kept out without tramping among
the vines; mulching can be applied; fruit can
be picked without ever setting a foot on the
ground, and, of course, there will be no setting
a foot on the plants or on the berries. The ex-
tra labor will be one of the objections; but with
every thing purposely rigged for it, there will
not be so much extra labor, after all. We have
got the thing already going.

BAG-HOLDERS, ETC.

Look here. Dr. Miller, we do have bag-hold-
ers. They are standing out In front of the
store all the while, mounted on a neat little

truck, to carry grain. But when I am in a hur-
ry, bag-holders are not often around. You say,
put two hooks in the wall. Well, there is not
any wall most of the time. We have regular
bag-holders for our mail -bags, and other bags
where they are used almost every day. But
you see when my wheel is "champing its bits"
for a run, and there are only just so many min-
utes before the mail closes, we can not very well
hunt for a bag-holder or a—"wall." Why, our
little girls out this way just like the idea of
holding the bag occasionally, especially when
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they understand that it is helping me along.
You see, I help them (or at least they think so),

and when they have a chance to help me they
eiijoy it; and I suppose they are feeling consid-
erably elated just now because for once in the
world they got ahead of the boss, even if it was
on so simple a thing as holding a bag.

Tobacco Column.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WK GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have given up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on 1 he matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-
bacco ayain, he tthe subscriber) will pay forthe smoker. The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full najne and address of every one who makes the promise
musD be furnished for publication.

1 take Gleanings. I never used tobacco
except to smoke; but I have quit smoking and
never expect to use tobacco again, smoker or
not. As you are giving them away I shall be
glad to receive one. P. L. Deho.

Boonville, Mo. _________
Mr. Thorp has quit the use of tobacco, and

promises lo pay for a smoker if he ever uses the
weed any more. Mr. T. is a bee-keeper, and
uses J. M. Jenkins' (or Root) frames. I could
not get on without Gleanings.
Eupora, Miss., Mar. 17. W. B. Enochs.

Reading Gleanings has influenced G. J.
Potter. Silver Creek, Mich.; and, seeing the
folly of the habit, he says he will never use
tobacco in any form. But if he ever does I will
pay you for the smoker. Floy Potter.
Silver Creek, Mich., Mar. 23.

I see in Gleanings that you give a smoker
away to those who will pledge they will never
use tobacco again. I do not chi'w, but I smoke
some. Plea.se send me a smoker and I will
certainly pay for it if I do not keep the pledge.

Springfield, Mo., Feb. 31. Charlie Tkone.

I send you three names of tobacco-users who
say that, if you will send them a smoker, they
will quit the use of tobacco; and if they use it

any more I'll pay for the smoker. The names
are R. T. Miller, J. L. Reed, M. L. Reed. They
are all new bee-keepers. G. H. Reed.
Anneville, Texas, March 6.

I have been a subscriber to Gleanings for
six months. Since I commenced reading it I

have quit using tobacco. If you are still send-
ing the smoker, please send me one; and if I

ever commence using tobacco again I will pay
for the smoker. H. Geffert.
Ballard's Falls, Kan., March 7.

Mr. M. Hoyt, Mossy Rock, Wash., has quit
the use of tobacco. I showed him what you
said in Gleanings, and told him that I would
have you send him a smoker. He quit last
May, 1892, and hasn't u-ed any since. If you
think he is entitled to a smoker, send him one;
and if he ever commences the use of tobacco
again I will pay you for the smoker.
Mossy Rock, Wash. J. H. Gae.
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Wisdom is more precious than rubies; nnd all the things
thou canst desire are not to be compared unto her.—Pro. 3: 15.

The time for holding the next meeting of the
N. A. B. K. A. in Chicago, is October 11, 12, 13.

We are not quite ready yet to give the result
of our experiments with electrical uncapping-
machines. It is sufficient to state, that Mr. J.
S. Reese and ourselves are still at it, and it re-
mains to be seen whether one or both of us will
be able to produce any thing of value.

The American Bee Journal for May 4 con-
tains a biographical sketch by Dr. Miller, and
some complimentary references, from the editor
of that journal, to the senior editor of Glean-
ings. We tender our sincere thanks; but in

the mean time we fear that we may never be
able to fully reciprocate the kindness of Bros.
York and Miller.

We have not said very much about it of late,

but our readers may have noticed that we have
been giving eight extra pagfs ever since the
fore part of the year, and the prospects are that
we shall have to continue doing so for some
time longer. The reason is, a press of good
matter awaiting its turn, and a general crowd-
ing in the advertising department.

A new edition of "Bees and Honey," by
Thomas »G. Newman, 1893, published by G. W.
Y'ork, Chicago, is on our table. We notice new
engravings scattered here and there through
the body of the work, and we presume there
have been additions here and there through the
reading-matter. It is nicely printed, bound in
paper. Price 50 cts. It can be obtained of us
or of the publisher.

We call special attention to the leading arti-
cle in this number, from the pen of P. H. EI-
wood. on his mammoth bee-cellar wherein he
winters successfully annually over a thousand
colonies. If any of our readers have any ques-
tions to ask, we hope they will send them on to
us, and we will save them up and forward them
on to Mr. Elwood. He no doubt will make them
the foundation for another and possibly more
articles.

We have just received the May 1st number of
the Progressive Bee-keeper, published by the
Leahy Manufacturing Co., Iligginsville, Mo.
It comes out in a bright new dress, and the first

cover page is a beauty. We are glad to know
that the Progressive Bce-hceper—a paper that
has always been progressive in ideas—gives evi-
dence of being more progressive than ever;
and we have no doubt that it will be a valuable
medium to bee-keepers, especially south and
west. We can club the Progressive Bee-keeper
with Gleaning.s for$1.30.

Our winter losses will aggregate 40 per cent,
and many of the surviving colonies are weak.
Those colonies, especially the hybrids that were
not used for queen -rearing, or that were not
otherwise depleted by the filling of nucleus or-
ders, are strong and in good order, showing that,
if our business had had bt^en strictly confined
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to the production of honey, our losses would
have been merely nominal. We know of noth-
ing that presages bad wintering any more than
queen-rearing and tilling nucleus orders from
every colony in the apiary, clear up until cold
weather sets in. This is pretty near what we
did last fall. By the way. some of the promi-
nent bee-keepers are singularly silent as to their
winter losses or successes.

VV. G. TiTTSwoRTH. of Avoca, la., sends us
two pieces of wide-frame holders that have
been entirely riddled by common black ants.
The piece is quite a curiosity—in fact, it is a
mere shell. Mr. T. says he once had a colony
of bees destroyed by them, the ants having
made their way into the hive by eanng a hole
through the bottom of the same. He has also
had the same pests eat their way through the
wooden crates into the comb honey, ruining it for
market. We were not aware before that any
ants in the North could or would do such work
as this, although we have had many reports of
their cutting up similar didos in the South.

Since writing our " getatable" editorial on
page 3<):3, it occurs to us that we can make our
idea more '"getatable" by saying that, if you
have an idea or invention, first describe briefly
in a nutshell the main principle, and then build
up around it. If you employ a carpenter to
build a house, he first wishes to look ai a tjener-
al plan before he is able to understand the de-
tail drawings of the various parts of the house.
It would be folly to give him the detail draw-
ings first and let him figure out the general plan
of the house later on, i/ he can. This latter is

what some of our correspondents have been do-
ing. If the subject is of that nature, give us a
small nucleus, comparing the implement or in-
vention with some common article, after which
give the general supplementary matter. Now,
dear readers, whenever we do not write in a
" getatable " shape (and we acknowledge we are
just as guilty as any of the rest of you), please
point our gun around toward us.

Reports are coming in, showing that the
losses from wintering are going to be pretty se-
vere this year—probably greater than any year
since the unprecedented bee mortality of 1880-
81. Many bee-keepers are discouraged, and are
going out of the business. The prospects in
California seem to be unusually bright, and the
probabilities are that there will bean immense
honey crop there this year. The j-easun has
opened up again with us after a laps*? of ihree
or four weeks of bad weather. The prospects
seem to be unusually bright for the survival of
the fittest. Those who have wintered success-
fully will probably secure a good honey crop,
and get good round prices. There will be less
competition from slipshod bee-keepers, and per-
haps less from some who are not slipshod, who
are very unfortunate in losing their bees, or. at
least, a large portion of them. This, in brief,
is the situation after reading hundreds of re-
ports that have come in within the past few
days.

So many questions have been coming in of
late, many of them already covered in the
standard text-books, it seems necessary for us
to revive an old department, with the heading,
" Answers to Questions from Beginners." Be-
ginners either do not read carefully the, text-
books, or else those same books are not suffi-

ciently explicit in certain details. As one an-
swer may be valuable to many, we have decid-
ed to answer many of the questions in this de-
partment that have heretofore received a pri-
vate answer, even at the risk of going over

old ground already in our ABC and other text-
books. Indeed, it may help to make the subject
plainer to have it re>tated in different language.
We shall not attempt to answer every question,
as some of them would certainly be of no gen-
eral interest; but the great majority will be an-
swered here; and if the querist is not a sub-
scriber of Gleanings, he will go without the
answer.

It is about time now when bee-keepers can
begin to tell definitely how their bees have been
wintering. As we wish to make up another
batch of statistics for our June 1st number, if

possible, showing the mortality during the past
winter, we shall be greatly obliged if every one
of our subscribers in the United States will
send us a postal card answering these two ques-
tions: 1. What per cent of your bees have win-
tered ? 2. What per cent of the bees in your lo-

calitv, as near as you canestimate, have winter-
ed '? Now, please do not fill up the card with a
lot of other matter, giving the cause of the
mortality, etc. Just answer the questions by
straight per cents, and nothing more. When
we have to average up hundreds of postals, we
can not afford to wade through a lot of prelimi-
nary matter before the questions are answered.
Now, unless you attend to this matter by the
next mail, we are afraid you will forget it; and
if you do not do it, the report will lose just that
much of its value in accuracy.

SOME OLD BEE-BOOKS.
We have just purchased from the library of

W. P. Henderson, of Murireesboro, Tenn., a
large collection of rare and valuable old bee-
books. Some of them date back over 230 years.
Although these works probably will not give
us any '"new kinks," they will be valuable
as reference, as proving what is old and what
is new. Our proof-reader and translator, Mr.
W. P. Root, seemed so greatly interested in the
great stack of venerable books as they were
unpacked, that we asked him to review each
one and give a brief digest of them, pointing
out such features as may be of interest to the
bee-keepers of lo-day. As Mr. R. is well versed
in the literary features of bee culture, having
read the proof of Gleanings for the past thir-
teen years, as well as the foreign journals most
of that time, we believe he will be able to give
us a rare feast indeed from these old books.
We will from time to time reproduce some of
the more quaint features of some of them. The
review will begin in the June 1st issue, and will,

perhaps, continue through four or five num-
bers.

N. B.—We hope none of our friends will ask
us for the loan of these books, as many of them
are rare and valuable, and would hardly stand
the rough usage to which ordinary mail and
express matter is subject.

GUILTY OR NOT GUILTY?
May be I am making a mistake, but I think I

would follow the advice of friend Moore, on
page 385. If all the lawyers in the world, and
the rest of the people thrown in, should tell me
that it was best to plead guilty when I was en-
tirely innocent of the offense, I think I would
stand to the truth, no matter how much money
it cost, and no matter if they put me in jail. I

suppose people are put in jail who are entirely
innocent. I have met some cases of this kind

—

that is. ihey were innocent of the offense with
which they were charged. They were unfortu-
nate, however (at least they put it that way), in
having neither friends nor reputation. Now,
the trouble comes in right here: Every real
good, straight, square man has, as a rule, plenty
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of friends on evciy side who will spring to his
rescue, and etfecliially slop proceedings—that
is, if he is entirely innocent. If he has been
partly guilty, or his past records show crooked-
ness in other matters or in lil<e matters, then his
friends can not be blamed if they are tardy in

hastening to his rescue. This gives us a glimpse
of the value of diameter. 8ee text at the head
of this department. Somrthing was once said
jestingly about putting me in jail. A good
friend of mine stood up and said. "Mr. Root, if

you go to jail, I go with you.*' There are peo-
ple all round about me in whom I have so mucli
confidence that I believe I should rather enjoy
saying the same thing of them. Remember
this: "Blessed are ye whm men shall perse-
cute you and revile you, and say all manner of
evil against you falsely, for my sake." Do not
leave out the little word "falsely. ' When you
propose being a martyr for righteousness, be
very sure that you are entirely innocent in
thought as well as in deed. A. I. R.

that appa(fct>tly more effort was used to work
the bellows of the Corneil smoker, it seems to
us that the experiment should be tried over
again. We will gladly furnish a new Crane.

SMOKEKS; CAN INDUCED CURRENTS INCREASE
FORCE IN BLAST OF SMOKERS ?

On page 131 of the last Bee-keepers' Review,
jast at hand, Mr. S. Corneil, in an article, seems
10 show, in quite an elaborate series of "xperi-
ments, that a smoker having no connecting-
tube between the tire-cup and bellows, as in the
case of the Bingham, will give actually a
stronger blast, to the extent of 40 or 80 per cent,
than a similar one having a connecting-tube

—

that is. an air-tight tube connecting the bel-

lows with the lire-cup; and then Mr. C. goes
on to assume that this increased blast from the
first-mentioned kind is due to the "induced
current." We regret that, in this experiment,
Mr. C. was not using one of the latest Crane
smokers. No doubt it was one of the first of
that kind that was sent out, and quite a crude
implement compared with those we now send
out. But leaving out of account for the
moment the question of smokers we must say
we were greatly surprised at such a statement,
coming from a man of Mr. Corneil's scientitic

attainments. It seems to us that it is only
another way of saying that you can make
something out of nothing. You can no more
mcrease force, without the outlay of additional
energy from some other sourde, n-. for instance,
heat, than you can pull youiM If up by your
bootstraps.
Later—After the above was in type we sent

a proof of it to the editor of the Review; and in

his reply theieto he calls our attention to the fact
that Mr. Corneil does not assert that extra
power is (jencrated by the use of the induced
current; and that, although he (Mr. C.) says
the strength of the blast is increased, he ad-
mits, in a previous article, that more energy
will be required to work the bellows to do it.

J/ this is Mr. Corneil's real position, it does
not seem to us that his article in the last Re-
view proves any thing, because it is simmered
down to this: That, if the induced-current
smoker requires a greater effort of the bellows
to secure a stronger blast over the Crane, it

proves that the latter was hardly given half a
chance in the contest. Remember that the
tabulated report shows that the induced-cur-
rent smoker showed the stronger blast. To
make it fair to all the smokers, there should be
the same effort applied to each bellows; the
same size of bellows, and same size of smoker-
cup, and all should be equally tight.

Mr. Hutchinson also says that the Crane
smoker upon which Mr. Corneil experimented
was an "old one, made up of odds and ends,
and leaking." In view of the fact of its being
an old smoker, not one of the new Cranes, and

JAKE smith's hoy's HONEY-PEDDLINft MA-
CHINE.

Look here, friends; I have got something to

say about that invention'. I do not mean that
I ever thought of it before, because I didn't.
I never thought of such a thing until I saw the
picture on page 3U1: but ever since that picture
came before ray eyes I have been thinking
abotit it; and my candid opinion is, that Zed
has struck on a great invention. Why, if you
will give me such a machine, and only a tolera-
bly fair road, and put pneumatic tires and ball
bearings on those two back wheels, 1 will guar-
antee to take Mrs. Root and the smallest of the
children, and give them about as much speed
as they can stand. I shouldn't want to go up
hill very much, but I think 1 could stand a
moderate incline. No wonder old Jake has
stopped his work and sat down with his whip
across his knee. The main trouble at the pres-

ent time is a lack of suitable roads for such a
vehicle. Just give me a good road, and I will

manage the restof it. I do not believe anybody
at the present time has any sort of conception
of what the fiJture will bring forth in the line

of that picture. You need not think I have
given up carrying the mails because I am not
talking about it. We have been behind on
orders for plants, you know. Well, a few days
ago the train was whistling that should have
carried an important shipment of plants. Our
clerk in the express room was just saying, as I

whirled up on my wheel, "'Well, there is no
use; A. 1. can't carry that package, even if he
were here." He thought the package was too

heavy, and that the time was too sho)'t. Said
I, as I fetched up before ^the door, " Bring on
your package of plants." It took a minute to

get my wire rack in place, and off I started. It

was fully half a mile to the new depot. I

could have made the crossing before the loco-

motive did, but my basket slipped once so that
I was obliged to get off. As it was. I came up
behind the train, handed the basket into the
express car with the receipt all made out, just

as the train got under way. Give me a smooth
road, even though it is a little up grade, and it

is only play to make 100 pounds (besides your-
self and wheel) just hum.
Almost all my life--at least during my busi-

ness life—I have longed for something that
would enable me to get from place to place
faster than I could walk. A horse and buggy
might do were it always hitched up and ready;
but even then a horse and buggy is unwieldy
in getting started and in stopping. Another
thing, I can not put ray own muscle and energy
into a horse. I did not suppose it was possible

to find in this world of ours any thing that
would fill this long-felt want; but the wheel
does the business. Oftentimes I am off' at one
end of the farm, when I suddenly recollect that
I ought to be immediately at the other end. I

have learned by experience that it will not do
for me to run, even if it were the thing to do;

but people have already become so accustomed
to seeing me rushing past (faster than a horse)

on my wheel, they do not mind it. Nature does
not mind it either. lean ride just as fast as I

please, and the bad effect produced is seen only
on the provisions at dinner-time. The wheel
seems almost a part of my make-up, and I begin
to wonder whether it was not a part of the

plan of the Almighty from the beginning. If

so. I am sorry for the people who lived a gener-

ation ago. A. I. R.
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Trade Notes.

HIVE-COVERS.
There seems to be a good deal of misunder-

standing as to the exact construction of our
double-decVced gable cover, as illustrated in our
catalogue, and we have therefore prepared
some new engravings showing it a little more
clearly. The sectional view at the upper left-

hand corner of Fig. 3 shows that it is made up

FIG. 6.—ROOT'S GABLE HIVE-COVER.

of 5 pieces of board, 4 of which are of ^s lumber.
The longer boards are nailed into the ridge-
board far enough apart to leave a gap. as at B.
This makes the ventilator —one, of course,
being at each end. As it is desirable nowadays
to have all the covers flat on the under side, the
two shorter ?^ boards are nailed to rabbets in
the gable-end pieces, as shown at E, end view.
This cover was made in response to a demand

from the far western and southern friends—

a

light, neat, double-decked cover—for something
that would be suitable for hot climates, or. at
least, more effectual to resist the sun than the
old-style flat cover made of % boards. The
ventilators at B, in the sectional view, are de-
signed to give plenty of top ventilation; and
we found in practical experience last summer
that colonies under such covers, exposed to the
direct rays of the sun. without any shading,
were less inclined to cluster out on hot days;
and, except in very hot localities, we believe
the ordinary shade-board would be unnecessary.

THE HIGGINSVILLE GABLE COVER.
Another very excellent gable cover—one that

is designed to take the place of the flat cover,
is the one devised and made by the Leahy Mfg.
Co., of Higginsville, Mo. The idea we consid-
ered so good that we asked the firm to send us

a sample cover. We placed the same in the
hands of our engravers, and the result we here-
with show in Figs. 1 and 2. Fig. 1 shows the
regular gable cover, such as t^ie Leahy Co.
have been sending out. We have not made
any inquiries as to how the same is made; but
from a manufacturer's standpoint, we judge
that it is made by sawing a IJ^ board, a little

greater than the length of an ordinary hive-
body, and half its width, diagonally through
the thickness, in such a way as to leave two
pieces, each of which has one side ^ inch thick
by % on the other. The two thick edges are
put together, and cleated as shown in Fig. 1,

the point of meeting, or the crack, being cover-
ed by an ordinary ridge-piece. The ordinary
flat cover, made out of two K boards, half the
width of the hive, the union of which is covered
by a V-shaped strip of tin. is a very poor ar-
rangement — see Dr. Miller's Straws in this
issue. Such a cover was designed either as a
cheaper substitute for the single-board flat

cover, or to do away with the warping. While
it may have accomplished the latter, our own
experiejice, as well as that of others, has shown
that they leak very badly, and were decidedly
a poor piece of economy in the end. The Hig-
ginsville model, we judge, would give no trou-
ble from warping; would be perfectly water-
tight, and. moreover, answer the requirements
of those who prefer a single-thickness cover
that may be handled with one hand.
Along with the Higginsville gable cover came

another sample from the same firm, showing a
little different combination—see Fig. 3. The

FIG. 4.—HIGGINSVILLE GABLE fOVER AND HIVE.

end cleats are rabbeted out as shown. This
would really make a stronger cover, and at the
same time would allow hives to be tiered up
one upon the other. With all the other forms
of gable covers, the stacking-up feature is im-
practicable, especially when heavy hive-bodies
are filled up with comb. This is really a minor
consideration; but it has weight with some.

THE NEW LANGDON NON-SV^'ARMING DEVICE.
A few issues ago we promised to give a de-

scription of this as soon as the inventor was-
ready to have its details described. He has
now given us authority to set forth the princi-
ple of its workings, as well as the construction
of the device itself. On account of certain en-
gravings not coming to hand, we are unable to
publish a very Interesting article by Mr. Frank
Benton, on the Langdon non-swarming device
—an article which appeared in Insect Life,
issued in April, 1893, by the United States De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington. D. C.

For the present, at least, we shall have to con-
tent ourselves with 'a brief description, taken
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from the specification of the U. S. pateut to be
issued to H. P. Langdon. of East Constable, N. Y.
At the beginning of the honey season, when the

bees are at work In tlie supei' cases, the device is

attaclied to the front of a series of liives, as shown
in Fig. 1. Tlie bees will then pass into and out of
their respective hives tlirouMh tlie entrance aper-
tures e and c' in the device. By inserting the slide
si in the end of the device, as also shown in Fig. 1,

the inner entrance of the dfvice will be closed at
hive A, iliereby excluding the bees from said hive,
the tiying bpes therein being permitted to come out
through the corneal screen exit ex. The super
cases of hive A are then placed upon hive B, as
shown, which latter hive then holds the super cases
of both hives.

on 100 colonies last year, so I am not making my
statements at random.

By following the description carefully, we
think most of our readers will be able to catch
the idea. The device itself is shown at D, in
the figure. It consists of a sort of chamber,
the mechanical arrangement of which is such
that the entire working force of one hive can
be turned into the other every few days by the
manipulation of a little slide; and the funda-
mental principle of the device, as we under-
stand it. is the moving of the entire working
force of the hive from one hive to another often
enough to prevent cell-building, or to remove,

for the time being, those conditions
that induce swarming. " For," says
Mr. Benton in Insect Life, " the
immediate condition w-hich incites
a colony of bees to swarm has been
quite well recognized as its general
prosperity — its populousness, the
abundance of honey secretion, and
crowded condition of the brood-
combs, or, in general, such circum-
stances as favor the production of
surplus honey, especially surplus
comb honey; and it has. of course,
been taken for granted that honey
could not be secured if these condi-
tions were changed." And then Mr.
Benton goes on to say that these
conditions would not be changed,
f'xcept for the very simple mechan-
ical device invented by Mr. Lang-
don; and yet the change is not such
as to interfere with the production
of honey.
What the new device is expected

to accomplish is thus explained by
Mr. Benton:

THE LANGDON NON-SWARMING DEVICE.—FROM
LIFE. "

The working bees of hive A, finding their entrance
closed on their return, are attracted along the gal-
lery by the buzzing of tlie bees at the entrance e'

of hive B, and enter said hive. Tliis withdrawal of
the working bees from hive A so impoverishes the
nurse or brood bees left therein that they will not
swarm; meanwhile work is going on without inter-
ruption in the super cases on hive B, by the field

force of both hives. At the expiration of a few
days, the super cases on hive B are all placed upon
hive A; the slide s? is withdrawn from entrance c,

thus opening said hive, and is inserted in the op-
posite end of the devdce so as to close entrance c' to
hive B. The bees thus excluded from said hive will
be called along the gallery of tne device by the bees
at entrance c. and with said bees will enter hive A,
thereby causing the same conditions in hive B as
were previously induced in the closed hive A, the
flying bees in hive B escaping through the screen
exit f'. Within a week or so, the super cases are
again placed upon hive B, and said hive is opened
and hive A closed; then after a few days, said cases
are changed back to hive A, and so on alternately
between said hives during the honey-flow.
This alternation in reciprocal succession of the

working bees between the hives, and the concur-
rent transfer of the super cases, so disturbs and
impoverishes the brood bees in the successively
closed hives, that organization for swarming can
not be effected, thereby obviating pi'ime swarming,
and enabling the field bees of each hive to work
without interruption through the entire honey sea-
son.

And again, in a letter, Mr. Langdon writes:

There you have the entire management of the
whole thing; and the simplicity of the plan in
practifal use is astonishing.
Besides preventing swarming, more honey can be

secured, of a nicer, cleaner (juality; no bait combs
are needed; the benefits of contraction are realized
without extra work of contracting the brood-nest,
by expanding the bees, and other important points I
might name.
This has all been proven by working the principle

' INSECT The experienced bee-master will not
only readily see that this meets the
requirements mentioned in the first

part of this article as advantageous to secure, but
also that in many other ways it is likely to prove a
system of great value in the apiary. Mr. Langdon
has mentioned .some of these, and I will therefore
quote from his letter:

1. Two lig'ht colonies that would not do miicli in sections if
woiking separately make one Rood one by running the field
force of both into the same set of supers.

2. No bait sections are needed, as the bees can be crowded
into the sections without swunning.

3. The honey will be finished in better condition, that is,

with less travel-stain, because the union of the field forces
enables them to complete the work in less time.

i. There will be fewer unfinished sections at the close of the
honey harvest, for the reason just mentioned.

5. Also for the same reason honey can be taken oflf by the
full case instead of by the section or holderful.

6. Drones will be fewer in number, as a double handful will
often be killed off in the closed hive while the other is storing
honey rapidly.

7. Artificial swarms and nuclei can be more easily made, as
combs of h)rood and bees can be taken from the clo.sed hive
in which the queen can be found very quickly.

As there is, in carrying out this system of swarm
prevention, no caging of queens, cutting-out of
queen-cells, manipulation of brood-combs, or even
opening of the brood-chambers at all during the
honey season, and all tne vexatious watching for
swarms, and the labor and time involved in secur-
ing these are done away with, and instead of this a
simple manipulation attended to not oftener than
once a week is substituted, it is plain that very many
more colonies can be managed by one person; and,
indeed, Mr. Langdon informs me that lie "can care
for 300 colonies with one day's work in a week with
no help, instead of working all the time with 100
colonies." It will, therefore, prove a great boon to
all having numerous out-apiaries.

I wish to say here a word in praise of Gle.4nings.
I am so fond of its contents that I can hardly wait
its arrival. No sooner does it come than it is eager-
ly read, not only by me, but by my wife and mother,
and I do not wish to have it discontinued as long as
I can pay for it, as it is \'ery cheap.
West Braintree, Vt., Mar. 20. Perky W, Smith,
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ADDITIONAL EDITORIAL.

THE world's fair AT TlflS DATE, MAY 15.

While none of us here in the office have as
yet made a visit to the great exposition, we
have been informed in regard to the way it is

going on np to a recent date. I presnme many
of you are anxious to l<now whether the stories
given in the papers, in regard to excessive
charges and extortion, are true. They are part-
ly true, or, at least, iccre partly true; but at
the present time I think that at least most of
these wrongs have baen righted. In fact, the
president of the fair himself has taken the mat-
ter in hand. The stories about charging for a
drink of water are, I think, a mistake. If, how-
ever, you insist on having icecZ water, you would
probably have to pay something for it. The
statement that roast beef costs a dollar, and 10

cents more for a plate to eat it on; a cup of cof-

fee 10 cents, and 1.5 cents more if you want su-
gar and milk; extra for a towel when you pay
for lodgings, and things of a like nature, were
at one time true, I believe, but have been cor-
rected. Of course, this refers to matters inside
of the grounds. Outside you can get almost
any of the necessaries of life at pretty nearly
the usual price. You can also purchase a cheap
lunch-basket, and carry your lunches along
with you. Thousands are doing this very thing,
with but little trouble or expense. Let us
remember that those who have paid for the
privilege of keeping restaurants and refresh-
ment-stands on the grounds have paid tremen-
dously; in fact, the amount goes away up into
the thousands, and these people may have been
afraid that they were not going to get their
money back. At the present time, however, a
uniform schedule of prices for eatables has been
established, and these are furnished to visitors

so that every one who takes pains to be posted
can tell when he is being overcharged. Plenty
of seats are furnished on the grounds, for any
one to rest who is weary. Of course, there are
'many opportunities to pay out money, even af-

ter you have paid vour .50 cents admission fee.

But there is probably morei to see and look over,
without ttny extra pay, than the average visitor
would get through with in weeks: or if you go
into details, it might take months. If one goes
with a disposition to find fault, and to com-
plain, he will, perhaps, find enough to grumble
about. If he goes for instruction, entertain-
ment, and recreation, and takes a good-natured
view of things, he can get enough to pay him
over and over again for what the trip ordinarily
costs.

My informant, who left the fairgrounds Sat-
urday afternoon. May 13. says there is much
greater danger of being swindled by the fakirs
and gamblers around the gates outside of the
grounds than there is inside. Inside, they are
forbidden to ply their swindles; therefore, look
sharp. As an illustration : He saw a woman
pay a dollar for a stool. The vender persuaded
her that none could be had inside of the fair-

grounds. When she got to the gate with her
stool she found they would not let her carry it

through. Furthermore, nice stools were for

sale on the grounds for .35 cents; and any time
you get tired of carrying it about you can have
35 cents for it back again; so the use of the
stool costs you only 10 cents, and when you go
away you have nothing to lug about or dispose
of if you can.
Railroad fares are reduced, I believe, in every

direction. For instance, the regular fare from
Medina to Chicago is $10.00. and the return is

the same. You can now get a ticket to the ex-
position, and return, for only $13..50. Other

roads, I am told, have made conesponding re-
ductions.
The first Sunday has been passed with the

gates all closed, and every thing was quiet and
orderly.
Later.—I asked one of our bee - keeping

friends, who stopped here on his way to Chicago,
to let us know at once in regard lo extortionate
charges, etc. Here is a postal from him. just
at hand:
Mr. Root:—

T think tlu' matter of the visitors to the fair being
charged extortionate prices has been greatly exag-
g-erated. Water is free in almost every building-,
for drinking, and also in toilet rooms, with tlie ex-
ception of a few l)uildings where they charge 5o for
use of toilet rooms. I met Dr. C. C. Miller. He
promised to give you a full account of the matter.
Chicago, May 12. Phil. Sesler.

Special Notices,

COMB FOUNDATION DECLINED.
Please take note of the decline of 3 cehts per lb..

In the price of comb foundation, mentioned In last
issue.

BUSINESS AT THIS DATE.

We are filling orders promptly with but very few
exceptions; indeed, so promptlj' that additions to
orders generally reach us after tlie goods have gone.
If you have any additions to make, better send them
with tlie order if you would be In time.

MORE CARLOAD SHIPMENTS.
Since our last report on carload shipments we have

shipped the fourth car to Jos. Nysewander, Des
Moines, Iowa; have sent two carloads to G. G. Wlck-
son & Co., Los Angeles; a carload of square honey-
cans also, to Hook Bros. & Oak, Perrls, Cal.; also a
carload of lilves. sections, etc., to Barteldes & Co.,
Denver, Col. ; and as we go to press w* are loading
the second car for St. Paul, Minn. : a.id our friends
In that section sliould apply to H. G. Acklin, 1024
Miss. St., St. Paul, for whatever they need In the
bee-line.

THICK AND DIVIDED TOP-FRAMES.

We have in stock some seventeen boxes, each con-
taining 250 L. frames, with ordinary side and bottom
bars /Vx7^, and with divided top-bars Js in. deep and
1 inch wide, or each piece V4 inch wide. In nailing
up these frames it is the purpose to put a piece of
foundation, either a starter or a full sheet, between
the two parts of the bar. thus clamping it securely.
We will close out these frames at $2.00 per box. For
a smaller quantity, which would have to be repack-
ed, $1 00 per 100.

'

SLICED SLOTTED SEPARATORS.
We are now making all our slotted separators by

sawing them, because we believe them to be strong-
er and better made in that way, even if they do cost
a little more. We have on hand several thousand
slotted sliced separators, some of which became
Slightly discolored in drying. These are 4>^xl8
inches, for use with .section-holders. We have also

a lot not discolored, the same width, 17 Inches long,
for use with slotted bottoms for four rows of sec-

tions, without blocks at the ends, or such an ar-

rangement as our combined crate. We will furnish
either, while they last, at 35 c per 100; «3.(J0 per 1000,

or half the price of the sawed ones.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
If any of our readers have a surplus of choice

Japanese seed for which they desire a n^arket they
may do well to submit to us a sample by mail, with
name and address attached, so we can tell from
whom it comes; also write us, stating the quantity
you have to sell, and what you ask for it. If quality
is all right, and we can attord to pay the price, we
may find among those who order of us some one
near you to whom it may be sent at a small expense
for fi-eight charges.
We call the attention of those who wish to buy,

to our announcement in anotlier column. Please do
not order by express unless you are prepared to pay
more in express charges than you do for the seed.
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OLD-STYLE NOVICE EXTRACTORS.
We still have at Syracuse, N. Y., two No. 7 and one

No. 10 Novice lionej' extractors, witli old-style Nov-
ice gear, which we offer at *6 tm each. They are the
same in every respect, except the gearing:, and a
bargain at the price.
We have also a No. 10 extractor with "humpback "

gear, at St. Petersburg, Fla., that we will sell f. o. b.

there for $7..50. This gear is just as strong and ser-

viceable as the new bevel gear; but the crank is on
top instead of at the side of tin' can. It was one we
made before we adopted the bevel-gear, which we
now use exclusively. The supporting arm runs
across the can tlie same as on the bevel gear, and the
crank-wheel and pinion work on the same plan as
the old Novice, but are three or four times as heavy
and strong. This is a bargain for some one in the
South in need of a machine that will take frames of
any size up to 13*4 deep and 19 inches long.

AUGITE STOVE-MATS.
It is just six months since we

first called tlie attention of our
readers to this most valuable
household utensil, well nigh in-
(lispensalile in cooking properly
;lII kinds of food and 'drink. Dur-
ing tills time we have been the
means of distributing to the ends
of the earth no less than lOli
gross, or about 15,000 of these
mats. The expressions of plea-
sure and satisfaction from those

who have used them have come in almost every
mail, and are usually accompanied by orders for
more for friends; for, having found a good thing,
they were not content to keep it to themselves.
Having sold so many we are getting a lower price
from the manufacturer, and now make a further
slight reduction in prices as follows; loc each; 3 for
40c; 6 for 7.5c; i:i for $1.40; 3doz., $2.75; 3 doz., $4.00;
6doz., $7.50; 13 doz.. $14.00. You pay transportation
charges at tliese prices. By mall, 5c each extra for
postage. Don't be deceived into buying counter-
feits and imitations of these mats at a less price.
The augite mat is the original and genuine, and is

far superior to all others. We have tried them, and
know.

have; and to move them off before the season closes
we offer them, for a limited time, at reduced prices.
They are all 4}4x4,^, open top and bottom, and of the
following widths: ly-. 1%, 7 to foot, 1%. and lU.
The most of them are of the last three widths men-
tioned. They are all No. 1 white choice stock, most
of them put up in light cases. Prices will be, for
1000, $2.75: 2000, $5.00; .5000, $12.00; 10,000 or more,
$2.35 per 1000, net cash with the order.
We still have a surplus of No. 1 cream sections,

iUx'iH, I'll, and 1\^, wliich we will continue to sell at
$2.00 per 1000; .5000, $9.00; 10,000 for $17.50. No other
sizes or styles furnislied at these special prices. We
have been making and shipping our No. 1 white sec-
tions, for the past two or three months, at the rate
of over a million a month, and they are giving ex-
cellent satisfaction^

SECOND-HAND FOUNDATION-MACHINES.
We have here a few more second-hand comb foun-

dation mills to dispose of, as follows:
One 6-inch No. R, hexagonal cell, for thin surplus,

nearly new, and in good order; one of our late style
of mills. For this we ask $12.00.
One 6-inch hexagonal mill. No. Z, latest pattern

and of recent make, for surplus foundation, 10 or 11
feet to the pound. Has been used for a little wliile
in our wax-room, and is in good order. Will sell
for $12.00.
One 9inch Dunliam mill. No. V, with round cell,

and for heavy brood foundation. This is in good
order, and a bargain at $9.tl0.

One 10-inch old-style Root mill, No. W, with round
cell, for medium or heavy brood foundation; has
been used almost none; ia pood order, and a good
mill for old style. Price $12.00.
One 12-inch old-style Root mill. No. Y, round cell,

with shallow wall; will make foundation 6 or 7 feet
to the pound. This also has been used very little;
has large rolls and back gear; originally sold for
mi.Oi). We offer it now for $15.00. Samples of foun-
dation from any of these mills on application.
w e otter also for sale four of Vandervort's mills,

at Syracuse, N. Y., with F. A. Salisbury, which he
descrilies as follows:
One 6-iiieh for thin surplus; not extra good.
One ti-inch for tliin surplus; in good condition.
One 13-inch for 5 ft. to lb., tiptop condition.
One 12-inch for 7 to 8 ft. to lb., tiptop condition.
These will be sold at low prices, in oi-der to dispose

of them, as Mr. Salisbury no longer makes founda-
tion, but furnishes that of our make. For prices,
samples, or further particulars in i-egard to these
mills, write direct to F. A. Salisburv, Syracuse, N. Y.
The first should be worth $8 0o; the second, $11.00;
and the last two, $18.00 to $20.00 each, and are doubt-
less cheap at these figures.

SAFETY BICYCLES.

We now have a supply of catalogues to send
promptly to all applicants, together with special
prices, which are an inducement for you to place
your orders with us. If there is any other make of
wheels that you prefer to the Lovell Diamond, we
can secure it for you. We hardly believe, from what
we have seen of different makes (and we h ive ex-
amined many), that you will get better value for
your money anywhere than in the Lovell Diamond.

A GOOD BICYCLE CHEAP.
We have just come in possession of a 'Victor spring-

fork cushion-tire Safety bicycle. It has been used
comparatively little, and is in fine order, all nickel
parts being bright, bearings and all moving parts
of the machine being as perfect as when it came out
of the shop. It is second only to the pneumatic-
tired Liicycle, with this in its favor—tire will give
no anxiety or care. It cost originally $135.00; and,
indeed, the same to-day could not be purchased at
the factory for less than that figure. Desiring to
dispose of it quick, we will let it go for $65, provid-
ing the cash accompanies the order. As this is a
bargain you will have to write quick if you wish to
avail yourself of this offer.

CHOICE ONE-PIECE SECTIONS CHEAP.
In looking over our stock we find a larger quanti-

ty of the narrower width of sections than we care to

VEGETABLE-PLANTS MAY 15.

We are finally up with a good supply of almost
every thing, unless it is J^rizetaker onions; and we
have got these if you can use those which are pretty
small. We have two or three thousand, more or less,
extra large strong Palmetto asparagus-roois. These
were taken up and put in a good cool cellar, just as
they commenced to start. When thej- are held back
in this way they can be p anted anj- time in May,
and even up to June 1. These were t iken up in or-
der to clear off a piece of ground; and under the
circumstances we offer them for 60 cts per 100, or
$5.00 per 1U(X), until they are sold. The roots are, the
greater part of them, so large and strong that it will
cost about 40 cts. per 100 for postage, if they are
wanted by mail. We have a full stock of all kinds
of cabbage -plants, celery - plants, lettuce -plants,
pepper- plants, and sweet- potato plants. As our
strawberries, where the blossoms were kept off, have
already commenced to send out runners, we expect
to have strawberrj'-plants ready also some time in
June—that is, a limited numberof them. Of onion-
plants we have a good supply of Yellow Danvers,
Wliite Victoria, and American Pearl. The Ameri-
can Pearl are the largest of any we have in stock,
and they will probably give theearliest large onions,
of pearly whiteness, of any of the new varieties.
For prices of any of the above, see our seed and
plant catalogue, which we are glad to mail to any on
application.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS AT PHESBNT DATE.
We are about sold out of all varieties we have ad-

vertised, except Warfield No. 2. We can ship nice
strong plants at 75c per 100, or $6.00 per 1000; if want-
ed by mail add 3.5c per 100 for postage.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

Wlien you are cousidering:
where to send for your sup-
plies tlie coming: season, g-et

prices and a list of g-oods on
liand, from one of tlie follow-
ing- dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thus securing: them at
lowest C(jst. Most of them,
except tliose far distant, sell

g-oods to users ;it fuctorv prices, while tliose far distant add approximately only the carl.,ad rate

of freig-iit, sothatyou will c^vp Timf and M ntlPV '^^ ''">'*"^' ^'".'''' ^"PR'.*''^ °!
one of these dealers. We *^**^*=' 1 lUIC dllU iTlW I Icy can not give here a list of

goods kept, as it varies some at the different places according- to the varying- needs of each local-

ity. Write to the place nearest you tor list with prices, and when you write g-ive a list of the
goods you want, and mention this paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.

H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.

Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co. . San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm-Implement Co. , Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting- chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,

and extractors is also kept by the following:
Henry F. Hagen, Kocky Ford, Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.

John Nehel & Son, High Hill. Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111. Walter S. Pouder, Indian-

apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Pert. Zinc, etc., are furnished by a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention If you want to buy goods made at the

Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmanship, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we advertise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish; but find out what they ^ i^ ^-^ ^ _ j_ 11>I_J»__ /^
agree to furnish, and at wliat price, by
writing for list to address nearest you. A. I. Root, Medina, 0.

^-
In writing to any of above please menlion Gleanings.

>^^>^

0R*»-

Keepers Supplies

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
iWln respoiKtiiiir Id tlils advertl.-.eiin-i]t mention Glkanings.

*' Quigley's Golden Italians
"

Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. They have stood the past severe winter
without protection and without loss. Warranted
purely mated. Bach, $1.00; 6 for $5.00. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular of queens
and a full line of bee- supplies sent free.

9-tfdb E. F. QUIGLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.
Please mention this paper.

Wholesale and Retail Manufacturer and
Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.
W. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,

Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.
Vlease mention this paper.
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FOR SALE!

MRS

An Apiary of loo Stands of Bees
in a Fine Alfalfa Range.
Also 90 acres of fine fruit land, as one or
In small tracts for fruit-farms. Address

. A. A. HODGDON,
Delta, Delta Co., Colorado. 9 lOd

Leininger Brothers lm± Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

Fort .Jejjiiiriii-.s, Ohio. 7tfdb

Sprouted Peach Seeds
at 15c per hundred by mail, oi' fl.OO per thousand by
express. DR. J. M. MARTIN,

Nlercersburg, Pa.
t^ln responding to tlii.« oUveitisement mention liLKANiNG.s.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all work guaranteed.

Price List and samples \vill he ready before |tlie

next issue.

[Send for them.
Prices will range from 36 to .56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED, write for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
31 E. Monroe St., 6-l(ldb Springfield, ill.
&"ln resi">..,i,iii; Lu tlii..~ n.lven i-Hiniiu mention Gl.KAJJINCiS.

Did VOU Know^":
*—^ * ^** Catalogue is now

ready ? I have the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Tliin Founda-
tion, 13 feet to the lb., is the finest in tlie market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before you forget it. Address
7tfdb WNl. W. GARY, Colraln, Mass.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

dJIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIli

I Ur^o} ^"^ untested queen |= I I tSw* Fr^9 '" June. Send for —= I it&C, circular, and learn =
= terms. Circular gives the hest way to intro- =— duce queens, price of nucleus, etc. 1 untest- =
= ed .5-handed queen, in May, $1; 6 for |!5. —
= Circular free. 7-lOdb =
= J. F. MICHAEL, GERMAN, DARKE CO., OHIO. |
^llllllllllllllllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllillllllllllllllllllir?

Please mention this paper.

Jennie Atchley
Is headquarters in the South for queens.

Untested (either 3 or -5 bands), March, April,
and May, Sl.OO each; $5.00 for six, or $9.00
per doz. June and after, 7.5 cts. each, $4.2.5
for six; .$8.00 per doz. Prices for breeders,
and by the quantity, on application. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

Jennie Atchley, Qreenville, Hunt Co., Tex".
Please mention this paper. 6tfdb

D ^-.. ^-,. ,-. By the Pound, Nucleus, or Colony.

rSeeS Address OLIVER FOSTER,^^*^ X-tfbd Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My live- banded Italians are bred from the very

best of stock by Doolit tie's improved methods, and
mated to the yellowest of drones from selected colo-
nies, and I guaian(cc them to give entire satisfac-
tion. Untested ijiieens are all warranted purely
mated. 1 untested (ineen, Marcli, April, and May,
$1.1.5 eacli; !B1:.'.(I(1 per do/,. Tested, tl..5(1 encli. Selel't
Tested, !?:i. 5(1. (Guarantee jn'ompl and safe delivery.
Send for circular. W. P. CKOSSMAN,
Money-order office. Ballinger, Tex.
Reference: 1st Nat. Bank of Ballinger. 5tfdb

CHICKEN-HATCHING BY STEAM
?^VICTOR

r3
."*^^

. '~^~™'^^lil i

j£>imple,eaay of operation, aelf-regu
lating, reliable, fully guarantoed.
[Send 4c. for illus. Catalogue. Goo
- iirtel & Co., Mfra, Quiney , Ill.U.s.A.

A. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of those who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1.50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $3.50 each. One yearling, tested,
171 June only, $1.00; six, $5.,50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new " Rapid" feeder with, full

printed directions how to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Descriptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-12db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c in .stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book tellins' how to manage them.

WALTER S. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-13db 175 E. Walnut Street.

BUY your HIVES where lumber is cheapest.
That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.

5tfdb F. C. ERKEIi.

Sasterzi Supply Souse.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21-20db Plt'iise mention this paper.

Cash for tmmil
Will pay 23c per lb. cash, or 26c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 29c per lb., or 33c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Choice Seed of the

Japanese i> Buckwheat.

JATAK^3E

It does not pay to devote valuable land to the
production of any plant simply for tlie iioney it

may produce. In providing- forage for tlie bees,
otlier than what they naturally find, choice sh(juld
be made of those plants tliat produce lioney and yet
are a paying crop aside from tlie lioney. One of
these plants which generally produces honey, and
a ta time when oilier bee-pasturage is usually scarce,
is buckwheat. The best variety of this that we are
acquainted with is the Japanese, which has been
before the public for five or six years. With favor-
able conditions and good soil this will easily pro-
duce 50 bushels per acre, and it matures witliin a
few weeks from the time It is sown. It rarely
brings less than fiOc a bushel for flouring, and often
a much higher price. The price the past year has
ranged much higher than usual, being from 70c to
$1.00 a bushel.
The time for seeding is at hand, and we are pro-

vided with a good stock of choice seed which we
offer, while it lasts, at the following prices: 1-lb. 5c;
1 peck, 40c; H bush., 70c; 1 bush , $1.20; 2 bush.,
$2.30; 10 bush., $10.00; bags included. By mail, 8c
per pound extra for postage.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.

uiacK and Hybrid yueens For Sale.

I have 15 hybrid queens for sale at .50c ench, three
for $1.00. Phimpp Kath, Oraville, Jackson Co., 111.

37 more of tlioj^e nice hybiid queens for sale a*- 25
cts. ThcS. E. El.am. Mulberry Grove, 111.

Wanted—to sell a number of mixed queens; 25 cts.

each. The lot of 26 at 20 cts. each.
Dr. J. W. Crenshaw, Versailles, Ky.

Ten or 15 hybrid or mismated Italian queens at 25
cts. each, or $2 50 for a dozen. Will mail at once, if

wanted. Address W. A. Cartmell, Crowley, Tex.

I have 12 black queens at 30 cents, or $3.00 for the
lot; also 8 fine mismated Italians, 4 bands, raised
from Imported mother, at 45 cts. Guarantee satis-
faction.
Gideon R. Rootz.ahn, Menallen, Adams Co., Pa.

Taylor's Comb = Leveler.
The saving on a single case of partly filled sec-

tions will more than pay for the Handy Comb-Lev-
eler. Only 60 cts., postpaid by mail. Satisfaction
guaranteed.

B. TAYI.<JR, I^oz-estvilJc-, Minn,

IMon-Swarming Bees!
I have, by careful selection and breeding, devel-

oped a strain of Italians that very seldom swarm,
though they are excellent honey-gatherers and quite
prolific. I sell pure tested queens of last year's
raising at $1.00 each; $10.00 per doz. Warranted
queens in May, same price; in June and after, 80c
each, or $8.(X) per dozen.

F. ^V. LI\'^I]SrGSTOjS\ JOalton, Ga.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended tor this department
must not exceed Ave lines, and you must SAY you want your
adv't In this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will eoi^t you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged , and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—100 or less colonies Italian or hybrid
bees in good condition, on frames 9,'^ deep by

17/8 or 1314 inches long, top-bar projecting % inch.
Frank McNav, Mauston, Wis.

WANTED.—To exchange S. C. White and Brown
Legliorn and Pekin duck eggs, for Italian

queens, comb foundation, etc. 8-9-lOd
J. E. Pryob, Maple Grove, Madison Co., Iowa.

WANTED.—To exchange a good 6-in. Vandervort
foundation-mill for cash or ofi'ers.

J. Nebel & Son, High Hill. Mo.

IITANTED.—To exchange bee-supplies for bees by
VV the pound, or colony.

W. H. Bright, Mazeppa, Minn.

WANTED.—To exchange a lot of New Heddon
hives, nicely made and painted, for any thing

but monei . D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

YYANTED.—To exchange yellow Italian queens,
VV also some of the late varieties of strawberry-
plants, for bees or offers. Send for price list.

Mrs. Oliver Cole. Sherburne, Chenango Co..
Chenango Valley .tvpiary. N. Y.

WANTED.—To exchange Italian bees and queens
for Root foundation-machine, foot-power print-

ing-press, Barnes' foot-power scroll-saw, or offers.
J. J. Hardy, Lavonia, Ga.

WANTED.—To exchange pea fowls for any thing
useful in apiary. B. Geissler, Basco, 111.

WANTED.—To take bees to work on shares.
F. L. WOTTON, Darien, N. Y.

WANTED.—To buy 100 strong colonies of bees In
Michigan. Also to exchange a lot of two-story

L. hives, with two sets p;ich of worker combs, for
liees, honey, or otters. Hives are ne;ir Prairie du
Chieii, Wis. B. Walker, Evart, Osceola Co., Mich.

117 ANTED.—To exchange home-bred Carniolan
VV queens, value $1.00 each, for hives, foundation,
etc. Mks. Frank Benton, Charlton Heights, Md.

w/ANTED. -To exchange high-grade bicycle for
honey or wa.x. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

9-tfdb

Vl/ANTED.—To exchange 6 Heddon nives, full
VV drawn combs, complete, for Brown Leghorn or
Wyandotte fowls, eggs, or offers.
9-lOd I. J. Stringham, 105 Park Place, New York.
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KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Gleanings is the last paper I would ever stop
taking-. Jn(i. M. Hobten.
EUenville, N. Y., Apr 6.

I am using Simplicity and Hoffman frames—the
latter self-spaeing. I want ii" other kind.
Sims, Ind. ^ James Rutherford.

OUR TRANSPLANTING-TUBES.
I have to-day moved a lot of strawberry-plants with

your transplanting-tubes. I must thank you for
the idea; it works like a chaim.

Chas. W. Thomson.
Hikutara Opotiki, N. Z., Feb. 27.

The goods you shippea us on the 20th arrived in
good condition on tlie 26th. I have been trading
with you for about ten years, and I have never liad
occasion to feel the least dissatisfaction with you
in any deal that we have made. You have always
been prompt and fair in every way. God bless you.
Rockville, Ind. S. K. Pusan.

I received the goods in fine condition. The foun-
dation is as nice as a picture. I have Ijought over
$100 worth of goods from the Home of the Honey-
bees, and am pleased with all. Every thing is at
hand on tlie shortest notice. I am afraid I am
"wed" to Gleanings for tlie rest of my time.
Menallen, Pa. G. R. Koutzahn.

STILL, faithful TO THE PLEDGE.
Six years ago I received a smoker of you and

pledged myself not to use tobacco any more. I can
truly say that I have kept mj' promise good, and I
like to read the Tobacco Column. Let the good work
go on. A. B. HOLBROOK.
Point Peninsula, N. Y., Jan. 16.

I have taken Gleanings for four years, and find
that it grows better every year. If it continues at
the same rate for the years to come as it lias in the
past, surely it will go away beyond "par." I think
if all its readers could give their opinions they
would say the same thing. W. J. Russell.
Philmont, N. Y., Mar. 25.

DR. WILFORD HALL STILL DOING BUSINESS.
Some time ago I wrote you and asked for a few of

the leatiets entitled "A New Method of Treating
Disease Without M'edicine," wliich you sent. I

should like to have some more if you can furnish
tliem. There is a man in this town selling the se-
cret ( ?) at $4.00 a head. \V . M. Earsom,
Indianapolis, Ind., Apr. 12.

NOT LOST A COLONY IN 1.5 YEARS.
I began using the Root chaff hive in 1878, and

have used it ever since. I have (mt as many as 75
colonies into winter quarters, and have yet to lose
the first colony in them. I always winter on sum-
mer stands. D. S. Bassett.
Farnumsville, Mass., Mar. 24.

Will you kindly send me a few "Health" pam-
plilets? This 18 one or the most Christian-like acts
I have ever known—your publisliing and ^istriliut-
ing gratuitously a pamphlet of so much worth. My
shoemaker tiled this way of treating piles, and be-
came entirely cured, and gained 17 pounds in a short
time. A. E. Brown.
Batavia, N. Y., Mar. 20.

Mr. Boot:—1 just want to thank you here this
morning, before we have family prayers; and I
shall thank the good Father that he put into your
heart to write or revise that little book. Tomato
Culture. It came just in time, and answered a good
many questions that I could not get answered from
any otlier source. Geo. M. Kellogg.
Pleasant Hill, Mo., Mar. 30.

Inclosed please find $1.00 for one year's subscrip-
tion for Gleanings. I never saw your magazine
until a few days ago, and I was very much pleased
with your article in Our Homes, March 1. It is all
true. This same Dr. Ingersoll said in my hearing,
that if all the world would foigive, he thought
nine-tenths of the chronic diseases would pass

away. I Impe to have the pleasure of reading many
of your editorials. Eliz.a L. Brown.
Burdett, N. Y., Apr. 7.

Now a word in reply to L. A. Doscli, page 2.36. I

have no objection to your giving us more notes on
gardening, notes of travel, etc., for tliey are ;M in-
teresting tome; but I do object to your stopjiing
the religious talks, exhortations, sermons, etc.
Give us all of them you have room for. 1 think
they do a power of good, and that God has and will
continue to liless you in so doing. J. G. Nance.
Gracey, Ky.

WANTED.-To exchange for beeswax, Gregg and
Shafer raspberry roots. M. Isbeli,,

9-lOd Norwich, N. Y.

WANTED.-To exchange or sell 20 colonies Italian
bees, lot of honey-boards, bee-hives, etc.; 1 pen

Light Brahmas; trio C. Indian games, and trio S. S.
Hamburgs. My stock is of the best. Will take in
exchange good organ or best offers.

J. C. Provins, Masontown, Pa.

Bees and Queens g:^SlJSi^|^|-S
ed, $1..5(i; untested, 60 cts. One 2-frame nucleus, with
tested queen, $2.00; with untested queen, $1..50.STEWART tt CaaPHR,
9-12d Quebecfc, Tenzi.

75
cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

WIRE NETTING,
SHORT ROLLS, ETC.

We submit below, corrected from last issue, a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have just received from the factory. We
still have a good supply of 2-inch No. 19 netting 4
feet high, which we still offer at these special prices:
1 roll, $3.60; 5 rolls, $17.50; 10 rolls, $34.00. This you
notice is 10c a roll higher than our last offer on this
size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 72
inches wide only, t)ther widths all sold. We have put
the price on the following pieces at the same rate as
full rolls, except on the 72 inch, on which we offer
an extra 10% discount.
Of 2-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.
The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thirds of the result to find the price of each
piece.

12
I
65, 7.5. ir9. 117. 12.1. 130.

10. m. 69. 96. 97, 97, 114, 120, 128, 131, 143, 147.
1,"), 4."), .10, 60, 62, 64. 70. 90. 91, 101, 107, 123. 137, 140. 144, 146.

9. 16. 18, 18, 19, 25, 26, .38, 40. 40, 40, 46, 49. .W. 50, 50, 53, .54, .55. 56, .58,

58, 64, 73, 73, 73, 74, 75, 82, 83, 84, 84, 87, 87. 90, 90, 92. 94. 96, 96. 96,

99, 100, 100 100, 100, 100. 100, 100, 102, 102, 102, 105 105,109, 110, 111,

114, 115, 116, 118, 120, 120, 132. 124, 124, 125, 125, 128, 129, 129, 130, 138,

142, 142, 143, 143. 141, 144, 147, 147.

42
I

16,20,109.124.131.
48

I
II, 12. 20. 20, 25, 29, 32. ,35, 38. 40. 48. 55. .55. 60. 61, 64. 67. 68. 75, 75, 75,

82, 83. 84. 86, 87, 90, 94,96, 102. 103. Ill, 119, 120, 122, 123, 123, 124, 130,

I
138, 138, 140, 143, 144, 144, 144, 144, 145, 146. 145, 146,

54 I 72,88 88, 143.

60
I
45. 53, 71. 73. 73. 75. 78. 87. 96, 101, 101, 101. 105, 107, 110, 120, 123,124,

I
138. 140. 144. 144. 146. 146.

72
I
16. 20. 40. 42 42. 42. 45. 47. 48, .57. 71. 73, 75, 75, 81, 82, 85, 85, 88, S3,

I
100,100 107.110, 112. 119. 120,123.124,125,134. 142.

Of 2-inch No. 20 we have the following: pieces at three-fifths
of a cent per square foot. Arrive at the price in precisely the
same wa.y as above, talcintr tliree-fifths of the number of feet
instead of two-thirds, to pet the price in cents.
30 I 32, 39, 73, 105, 120. 140 140. 140.

36
I
12. 20. 22, 36, 38, 39, 56. 57, 66, 68, 79, 81, 86, 88. 100, 100, 100, 110, 119,

I
120, 122, 126, 128, 128, 132, 134, 136, 138, 140. 141, 144, 145.

142. 143.

36, 41, 49, 55, 60, 66, 70, 85, 86, 92, 98, 104, 105, 114, 123, 140, 143, 145.

145.

4S 48. .50, 51. 60. 73, 119, 139. 139.

72 25, 38. 44, 46, 70, 75, 76, 79. 100. 100, 128, 137, 139.

In lots of 5 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-
duct 5% : 10 pieces, 10% ; 25 pieces or more, 15% . On
the 72-incii netting you may also deduct 10% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity orders. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidly, and it may be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA, O.
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FRfENDS,
I have a fine strain of Italian bees, ahd raj' apiary

will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-

ceive j'our orders. Prices are as follows

:

1 untested queen, $1.00 I 6 untested queens, $4.75

3 " " :i.76
I
la

*' " 6.50

Tested queens, each, $1.50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Address
FRANK H. HOWARD,

6-8-lOd GARDEN CITY, KANSAS.
Please mention tliis paper

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Kree Samples of the FiiK-st Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price lii-l of every tiling

needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

STAHL'S

EXCELSIOR

FRUIT DRIER
Evaporate? Fruit DAY
and NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon application.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
OUmCT, ILL.

l-lea,.-^e uiention tkis pupe

" FLORIDA."—500
LEATHER-BACK ITALIAN QUEENS.

500 young (lueens i>eady for delivery April 20 to
May 10. Pri''e $10.0 I per dozen. S|iei-ial prices on
three dozen or more. Purity and safe arrival
guaranteed. The 300 tesi ed queens are all spoken for.

A. F. BROWN, Ttfdb

Huntington, Putnam Co., Florida.

Tested Italian Queens.
Ready Apiil 1, at $1.2.') (^ach. Untested, ready
Aprir2n; ;i,t6.K- each; )^-d(iz., )?3 j")0,or 1 doz.,$6.50.

Golden ItM Hans from imported mothers; ready,
unlestecl, M ly 1, at "5i' each; >^-doz., $4.25. or 1

doz., $8.00. Safe arrival guar;inteed. 7-8-9 lOd

Stewart Bros., Sparta, Tenn.

BEES
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
A-tid all Apiariaji Supjtlies
cheap. Send for Catalogue.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, 111.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
DSend for (-italogue free. Address
SAMIIKL .lONES. Highland Park
College, Des Moines Iowa. l-19db

ee-nives-
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue. 23 22db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis,

THE WHITE PEARL. CU<;UiMBEK is a
great acquisition as well as a novelty. For full

particulars and seed send 26 cents to
6tfdb Thomas Gedye, Dayton, La Salle Co., 111.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.25; 6 for
$6.00. For full particulars and prices send for cir^

cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD.
Please mention this paper. Ttfdb

DO YOU KNOW
That W. H. Bright is selling bee-hives and fixtures
at a bargain ? If not write for price list.

6 lldb IV. H. BRIGHT, MAZEPPA. MINN.

\m aim Plants.!

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
'alogue free. Address

QEES BEOS., St. Marys, Uo., or H. B. SEEK, ITashTille, Tenn.

Please mention this paper. Btfdb

Golden Queens
From Texas. ,»'' "-""" "'" ""- '""

passed for business, beau-
ty, and gentleness. Safe

arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and M:iy—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens lor early orders. $1..50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-l6db.

J. D. GIVEXS. Box 3, L«bMon, Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP, "^

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.
t'>a-e nieiiTioii this pain

Honey - E:>^traGtot*.

Squape Glass Ho*^ey"'Js»''s,

Tin Buckets, Bee^bives.
Jloney-Seetions, &e., &o.

Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
^^^^.^.-"^.^-^^^.^-v^

CH^S. p. IVIUTH & SOfi, Cineinnati, O.

SendlO-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
J for prices on Oue-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Kives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Ittfdb New London, Wis.

Pnnt'o flnnA<t ^^T ROOTS PRICES can beI^OUl » vaOUUO had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-
ilress Jos. Nysewander.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.

Lowest priced
First class
atcher made. _

GEO. H.STAHT, Pat. & Sole Miri.Quincy,!!!

Thousands in Suc-
cessful Operation.

SIMPLE, PERFECT, and
SELF-REG ULA TING.

Ciuaranteed tohatcha
iareer percentage of
fertile eggs at less cost,
tban any other Incubator.
Send 6c. for DhiB Catalog.

Circulars Free.

><r" Please mention oleamings
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Italian Queens f|i|Sf|l Deduct 3 Cts. per Pound
Tested. SI .25;

6 for $7.(JU; 12

_ for «13. Un-
tested, 80 cts.; 6 for $4.50; 13 for $8.00. Extra select
breeders, $3.00, or 3 for $5.00. Safe arrix-al
^•uitriiiitfcd. Address all orders to

C. F. BECKEY, Manitou Beach,
Lenawee County, Mich.

Reference, Postmaster, Manitou Beach, Mich.

If
you
want
send to J. N. Colwick, Norse, Texas, who sends bees
and queens on receipt of your casli order. Tested,
reared '93, $1.35; 6, $7; 13, $13. Untested, $1; 6, $5;

13, $9. Two-frame nuclei, $1.25. Nuclei, $4. Drones,
Bees and Supplies cheap. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Send for circular.

Italian Queens Now,

Martin's Prolific

Buckwheat
still continues to outyield Japanese, largely,
under same conditions, here in Michigan.
$1.35 per bushel, or 75 cts. per Va bushel, sacks
included, on board cars here. Address

Wr*r^ Mof-fin HIGHLAND, Oakland Co.,Wm. iTiarLin, Michigan. 8-lldb

C^In respondinj? to this aavertisement mention (iLEANiNos

3-14db

I TELL you what, Jones, licvering
'V. Bros, sell the best goods and at

tlie lowest price of any one I've
\ struck yet. The largest and best
^ equipped

Bee^Hi^e Factory
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame as])ecialty. Everything used
by practical liee keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale Li.st. Address
LEVERING BROS..
Wiota, Cass Co , Iowa.

Please mention this paper.

My bees having wintered in fine condition, as my
old reliable strain of Italians always do, to reduce
my stock I will sell 50 colonies at a low price.

Send for 44 page descriptive price Ii>t of Bees,
•Queens, and Supplies. The very best goods at the
lowest possible price. 7-tfdb

WNI W. GARY. Colrain, Mass.
Please mention tliis paper.

Read what J. I. Pakent. of
Chaklton. N. Y., says — 'We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, HiO honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2.000
horn y-bo.\es. and a great deal of
other work. This winter we

Iv have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-

r' pect to do it all with this sajv.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Kuby St., Kockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot^
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

BEE-KEEPERS'

SUPPLIES.

Before placing your order for
supplies send for our illustrat-
ed catalog. We are making the
best ^'•oods at lowest prices.

M. TRUJVIF'HR, HanUers, Mich.

From our retail prices of foundation,
given in our 1893 price list.

JVI. H. HUJS^T, - Hell Hranch, - Micli.

For Sale at a Bargain.
The entire stock of bees and paraphernalia, all of

superior quality and of the most modern and ap-
proved kind, of the late Albert Edwards. Enquire
of Mrs. Albert Edwards, Box 18, Skaneateles, N. Y.

COOK, NOTTINGHAM A PIERCE.

DON'T MONKEY
with cross bees. Our Golden Queens,
untested, in May, $1; 3 for $3.50. Test-
ed, $l..".0; 3 for $4. Nuclei and full colo-
onies at low figures. Send for price
list, supplies, etc.

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Ho.

GlobeBee^Veil
By IWail for Oase Dollar.

Five cross-bars are rivitecl in the
^ "centre at the top. These bend clown

t and button to studs on a neck-band.
The bars are best light spring steel.

* The necis-band is liard spring brass.
The netting is white with face-piece
of black to see through.

= It is easily put together and folds
^compactly in a case. 1x6x7 inches,
8 the whole weighing but 5 ounces.

It can he worn over an ordinary hat; tits any head;
does not obstruct the vision, and can be worn in bed
without discomfort. It is a boon to any one whom
Ui^s bother, mosquitos bite, or bees sting.

Send for my Illustrated Catalogue of Sup-
plies for the Apiary. I give a present on all
orders of ten dollars and over. The catalogue
tells all about it. T. G. NEWMAN,

147 SO. WESTERN AV., CHICAGO.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
HAS NO SAti IJS BROOD-FKAmES.

THIN FLAT BOTTOM FOUNDATION
HaM No Flsli-bone iu »>urplu8 Honey.

Being the cleanest is usually worked
the quickest of any Foundation made.

m J- v'aN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Manufacturers, 5tfd

Sprout Brook. Montgomery Co., N. Y.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list,

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in . the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23o Ottumwa, la. South side.

IMPORTED QUEENS.
In May and .Tune, each $2.00
In July and August, each 1.80

In September and October, each 1.60

E. BIANCONCINI, Bologna, Italy.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAinUKIi JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db
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CONVENTION NOTICES
There will be a meeting of the Southeastern Kansas Bee-

keepers' Association, June 17, at the apiaries of C. C. Thomp-
son, one mile west of Bronson. Bourbon Co.. Kansas. No hotel
bills to pay. Everybody invited. J. C. Balch, Sec.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

A few brown and hybrid queens for sale at 25 and
35 cts., or 3 for $1.0U and 4 for f1.00.

Louis Werner, B. 389, Edwardsvillf , III.

I have 3 nice hybrid queens 10 sell June 1. Will
be read V to ship by return mail; they are clipped.
Price 3.5c each, or the 3 for $1.00.

Calvin C. Phelps, East Windsor Hill, Conn.

Twenty flrst-class mismated queens at 35c e;ich, or
3 for $1.00; all reared in 1892.

Enoch Anderson., Comanche, Texas.

Twenty-flve hybrids, 35c each ; 3for$1.00; 5blacks,
25c each. Buyer to furnish cage. Send money
order on LaFayette, Ga.

J. A. Clements, Greenbush, Ga.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

those d section cases.

My order of goods T received all riglit. Those D
section-cases are not only beauties to look at, but a
very convenient thing to have in a liome apiary, as
they are so handy to get to honey at any time.
Elkhart, Ind., May 11. M. D. Wenger.

a word or TWO TO MR. A. I. ROOT.

Dear Si/:—Do not, under any circumstances, as
long as you have strength, allow any one to Influ-

ence you in the course you are pursuing in Glean-
ings. I always begin at tlie back part, and read
toward the front part. Allow me to put it thus:
You furnish the leaven; Ernest the pudding;
Kambler the sauce, and Miller spice enough for the
whole lot. Albert Wittmeyer.
Emison, Ind., Mar. 37.

a kind WORD FOR THE HEALTH PAMPHLETS.
I have received one of your pamphlets, "A New

Method of Treating Disease Without Medicine." It

was sent me by my brother from Florida. I have
always wanted the treatment, but would not buy a
secret and bind myself to keep it. I rejoice in this
exposure. I am a minister of the gospel, and want
some of these pamphlets to give to those who need
them. Send me at least 100. I will not waste any of
them. J. R. Letherman.
Conway Springs, Kan., Apr. 29.

Thank you, friend L. I only wish there were more
'ministers of the gospel who feel as I do, that they
can not consistently either buy or seU a secret

—

especially a secret that bids fair to be of benefit to
their fellow-men.

NOT ONLY A KIND WORD, BUT A KIND INVITATION
ALONG WITH IT.

Mr. Boot;—I have .iust been reading your interest-
ing account of your visit to Mr. Terry's, and the
many things you saw there to instruct and
" amuse." Now, I think it hardly fair for you to go

to see Mr. Terry so much, and give me the go-by.
If you will come and see me I will show you a
.steam-excavator which is throwing 500 cubic yards
of clay every ten hours, and y6u will not get a bit
of mud on your shoes or punts. We have straw-
berries as large as tliose ycu ate, and they are can-
ned in maple sugar, which makes the syrup ever so
much richer and nicer; and you shall have all of it

that you think your principles will warrant you in
indulging in. Then my wife will play you any
number of tunes on the piano, and then you shall
see all that goes in carrying on a dairy farm on the
last idea; and to make you feel entirely at home I

will borrow a hive of bees. We ha\e other things
that may be of interest to you. that will come up
later. Now, what say you to these attractions, in-

dependent of a hearty greeting, which I can assure
you is in waiting for j our coming ?

Aurora Station, O. John Gould.

[Perhaps I should explain to our readers that the
writer of the above is one of the trio mentioned by
Thomas Shaw on page 134 of our issue for Feb. 15;

in other words, he is the man who has built up a
fine library by saving the money which he used to
spend for tobacco. Somebod.y has said—I can not
remember who just now—that it is a little singular
that three such men as Chamberlain, Terry, and
Gould, should happen to grow up in the same neigh-
borhood. While Terry raises potatoes, and Cham-
berlain teaches underdrainint;, Gould is, if I am
correct, the best authority we have on the matter of
dairying. And now a word to friend Gould himself.

holding too long to one SET or IDEAS.

Brother G., you need not go to the trouble of bor-
rowing that hive of bees; and perhaps I should say
.something just here that, in justice to our readers,
I ought to have said long ago. An incident of our
trip to California brings it to mind. While travel-
ing somewhere in the vicinity of the Rockies, all at
once Prof. Cook remarked

:

"Look here, Mr. Root; I want to ask you one
question."
Of course, I told him to ask any question he saw

fit. Said he:
"You were once so full of the subject of bees

that you could neither think nor talk much about
any thing else. Of late years, and especially within
the last few days, it has seemed to me as if you
rather avoided the subject than otherwise. What
has brought it about ?

"

"I am glad to answer you. For many long years,
as you say, I never tired in talking about and in-

vestigating and studying the honey-bee; and I used
to think I should never get weary of that one sub-
ject. Finally, however, when my liealth began to
fail, I discovered that I turned almost involuntarily
to something else as a relief—a rest, or change; but
when business, and a desire to help others who
wanted to know, continued to hold me down to that
subject, it began at times to be almost painful. I

went into other things expecting and rather hoping
that a little rest from that one subject would throw
ofi' this feeling. It has done so to some extent; but,
to tell the truth, I have, at the present time, very
little to do with the bees. The bee-keeper of our
establishment is, at present, Ernest. Growing po-
tatoes and draining the land, riding the wheel, and
even looking into the wonderful progress that has
been made in your line of business, attracts me
much more than be©' culture. Sometimes I have
felt sad about it; and then I have thought that, per-
haps, there was a sort of providence in it; and I do
believe that it is God's will that, while we look after
our own industry, we should also avoid settling
down into one narrow line of work too long at a
time."
After I explained to friend Cook as above, he as-

tonished me by coming over to where I sat, and
putting out his'hand. When I looked up in surprise
for an explanation he said something like this:
" Mr. Root, I rather suspected something of what

.you have told us; and I want to tell you that my
experience is much like yours. 1 have felt as if I
could not stand it unless I had some sort of relief
from duties that have been wearing, month after
month and year after year, on the same set of
nerves, and in the same line of work."
Perhaps he did not say it just as I have put it,

but it was something in that line. It is true, there
is such a thing as changing about from one thing to
another before one has had time to accomplish any
thing anywhere; but there is also an opposite ex-
treme to be avoided.] . .
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
" Albany.—Hodfj/.—Tho honey season Is now vir-
tually over, and we have scarcely any of either
comb or extracted on hand. Grocers that bought
too much and are afraid to carrj' it over are now
turning: their stock ovei to us; but it don't amount
too much, and we can easily work It off.

May 23. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,
393, 395, and39T Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—Tiiere is a fair demand for
extracted honey, at 6@8c on arrival, with a small
supply on the market. Prices of comb honey are
nominal, at 12@1.5c for best white, with no choice
comb honey on the market. Demand for beeswax
is fair, witli a fair supplj' at 33@35c for good to
choice yellow Ch.vs. F. Muth & Son,
May 24. Cincinnati, O.

BuFF.iiiO.— JTtmej/.—The stock In market is pretty
well cleaned up with the exception of some odds
and ends. It is moving- off very slowly at irregular
prices. A liberal amount of fancy honey could be
placed here at 17@18c; choice, 14@l.5; common, etc.,
ranging from 8@12c. Beeswax, 28@3Uc; fair to good,
22@25c. Batterson & Co.,
May 18. Buffalo, N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The demand is fair for
comb, supply nearly cleaned up. One-pound comb,
white, I5@16; amber, 10@14; extracted, 6@7i^.

Beeswax, 22@25. Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
May 17. Kansas City, Mo.

uCHiCAOO.—Wodey.—Market dull, but offerings are
not large of the best grades of comb, which brings
about 17c; dark grades slow at 12@l3c; extracted
sells about as fast as it arrives, at from 6@9c. Bees-
wax, 25o. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
May 18. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Cleveland. — Ho/iey. — The demand for honey
seems to be somewhat firmer, hut prices are about
the same as In last issue. Beeswax is in fair de-
mand at 3uc. WiLLiAiiis Bros.,
May 18. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston.— Hojiey.- One- pound sections selling
froml2®15'": selling very slow, only a small amount
on liand. E.xtracted, 8@L0, fair demand. No bees-
wax on liand. Blake & Kxpley,
May 19. Boston, Mass.

San Francisco. — Honey. — New crop extracted
hone.v commencing to arrive in small quantities,
and same is of ver3' good quality. Stocks here are
still light, and we quote light amber, 7'/4@8c; am-
ber, 6@7. Of comb lioney our market is almost
entirely bare. Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
May 13. San Francisco, Cal.

Albany.— Ho/iey.—Market quiet, with no stock
and few sales, as usual in berry season. Beeswax
scarce, and wanted at high price, 28@3ti.

May 30. H. R. Wright,
326,338, 330, Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

St. Louis.—Hojiey.—Extracted honey arriving
more freely. Fair dematid. Comb, 10@i3; extract-
ed, 5V4@6H- Prime beeswax, 34 >ic.
May 19. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,

St. Louis, Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.—A little fli'St-class comb honey
would se.l for 15c; ordinary lots from 11® 13c; ex-
tracted. 7@8. Beeswax, 2.5@26. M. H. Hunt,
May 20. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Honey.—All of the old honey crop
is cleaned up. We look for the new honey about
the middle of July. Hamblin & Bearss,
May 19. Kansas City, Mo.

ROOT'S HIVES CHEAP.
New Dovetailed, nailed up, complete for comb

honey, only $1.00 each.
A. F. McADAMS, Couumbus Grove, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of )i,

X, 1, and 5 lbs.,

35c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C.F.Mutti&Son,

976-978 Oentr. Ave.,

CIMOINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
BUGGIES at i Price
CARTS & HABNESS

Top Buggy..S37
t95 Phaeton $54
4 Piiss.Top Surrey.$47
«50 Road Wagon $25
$16 Koad Cart..$8.25
BuggyHame8s$3.85
$10 Buggy " $4.75
$30 Team " $12.50
Morgan Saddle$1.65
u

We Cut the

PRICES and
outsell ALL
ouin petitory.
Ituy offac-

tory and save
Middleman's
profit.
Catalogue Free.

S. BUGGY & CART CO.
S'" S. liawreiire St., Cincinnati, 0.

h'lease uieutiuii VjrL.KAMNua.

June 25th.
By my system of dequeening at the opening of a
harvest, I shall have :JOO tested Queens of the
leather-back strain of Italians for delivery about
J^une :?5. Prices, 75c each ; $7.50 per dozen. All
young and prolific; none o\er one year old. Book
Xour orders now; pay when queens arrive.
None will be sent out at these pjices before June 20,
nor after July 10. First come, first served.
A^. P. BROWIs, Box IG, Kew Smvrna.
Formerly of Huntington, Fla. " Fla.

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding. Prices in June: Warranted queens, $1.00
each; 3 for *:i..5U. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with
warranted queen, $3.00. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Those who have never dealt with
me, 1 refer to A. 1. Root, who lias purchased of me
over 600 queens. Circulai' free.

ll-12d Aloriran, fendleton Co., Ky.

Sections Still Lower!
First-class S-to-the-foot one-piece white-poplar
sections; also 7-to-the-foot a.id 1% basswood,
all iXy^iX in. square. Prices, 5U0 either kind,
$1.50; lUdU, J2.7o; 2100, $5.25; 30U0 to .oOUO, $2.50
per M; .5(X)0 or more, $2.40 per M. Satisfaction
guaranteed. Samples free. Please give size
you want. Address

O. H.TOWNSEND, Alamo, Kalamazoo Co., Hich.
Kefererice, Michigan National Bank, of Kalamazoo.

WANTED.—To e.\change for wax or offers, shal-
low extractlng-combs, 40c per set, including

supers for 8-f . L. hives. Wood-zinc honey-boards, 12c.
H. D. BuRRELL, Bangor, Van Buren Co., Mich.

WANTED.—To sell about 20O c( lonies of bees-
guarantee safe arrival to Colorado, or similar

distance. E. Sandford, Nokomis, 111.
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A Grand Success. New Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the Machine.

Strong, well made in every respect, light, and of conven-
ient size. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear is beveled, and covered by an iron shield,

and the crank outside the can. Frank McNay, of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keeper who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After carefully examining- and trying- the Cowan extractor, I

have failed to find a weak part, and I do not hesitate to say that
it is the best extractor made, both in regard to convenience and
durability, and I shall replace all of my five machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre, an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California: by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

What
Stood
the
Test?

Hilton's Improved Chaff Hives
liave for the past 15 years. Send for
his free illustrated catalogue of

every tiling' needed in the apiary, of

Best Quality and Lowest
Prices.

One liundred colonies of Bees for

sale. 'Write for prices, and address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.

V'lease mention this paper

Friends,

Mrs.

I am now ready with those nice Italian

queens, which 1 will sell at $1.00 for untest-

ed; tested, $1.50. Bees by the lb., $1.00; 1-

frame rucleus, $1.25; 2-frame, $2.25.

X. A.. Simpson, Swarts, F'a.

Kfin HIGH-GRADE BICYCLES for sale, cushion
DxJVj a,,(j pneumatic tir. s. Big discount to ag-ents.

Send for catalog. KOBEET B aSDYE, La Salle, Illinois.

READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear those nice

Golden Queens, by Doolitile's method, as

. cheaply now as at any time in the North.
Uutested, '7.5c: 6 for S4.00; i^,. $7.50. Last
year's tested, $1.35; select, $1.75; breeder, $3.60.

Safe arrivHl anrl satisfaction guaranteed.

Jr> r'ACp Port Orange,
. l5. C-ZAOCi, Vol. Co., Fia. 5tfdb

I have one of the choicest flocks of

BROWN LEGHORNS IN THE STATE.
Keep no other kind. Eggs, 75c per 16; $1.25 per 30.

8tfdb B. G. SCOTHA'N, Rogersville, Miph.

The Golden Beauties.
My 5-biinded Italian quet'iis can not be surpassed

for Ivonev-gathering, gentleness, proliflcness, and
beauly. Untested. 75c each; tested, $1.00; breeding
queen's. $3.50 to $3.00. We warrant our queens pure-

ly mated. On orders for 5 oi- over, lU per cent dis-

count. Safe arrival and satisfaction guai-anteed.

Address C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

50 Colonies of Italian Bees
in ten-frame Langstroth, and eight-frame A. I.

Boot's Dovetailed hives, bees in tii)-top condition.

Safe arrival guaranteed. JOHN GIIANT,
8-lldb Batavia, Clermont Co., Ohio.

lS°ln responding to this advertisement mention 'Glkaninqs,

Good News.
For years I have not been able to dress myself;

and for many weeks have had to be lifted out in my
bed and chair. Under the pressure of necessity I
have invented a device by which a child can put me
to bed or take me up. The device can be used In
any room or part of a room. A practical, simple,
cheap device. Invalids will do well to correspond.
I can help you. You can help me. Address

A. BEESON, Loveland, Col.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all work guaranteed.

Price List and samples \yill be read.y before ^the
next issue.

Send for them.
Prices will range from 36 to 56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED, write for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
31 E. Monroe St.,

.
5-iodb Springfield, III.

^"In resniiii.lini; to thi^; iKlvt-iii-Hmcin inentiiwi Hi,K.\NiN(i».

SEILIIIB OUT ! |f#^g.#
Root's Goods for the West.

Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

All It nlinns. May June
3 rtnd ~t liiinclecl. and after

1 untested queen f 1 00 75
6 untested queens 5 00 4 00
1 tested queen 150 150
3 tested queens 4 00 4 00
Select .'tested.....,.,., ....... 3.50 3 50
Two-frame nuclei witli any ^ueen, $1.50 each extra.

Safe arrival gviaraiiteed. S)-]2db
W. J. ELLISON, Catchall, Sumter Co., S. C.
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"You Push the Slide; Nature
Does the Rest."

The first perfec* and prfiotioa/ non-
swarminti- plan that has ever been brought to
completion is fodjici a f iast. Notliing' like it ever
done. I Worked the plan on lOO eo7onio-s last
year (1893), and T do not make any statements at
random in my circular, as each point has been fully
tested. Tells yon all about it. No hunting- or cagr-
ing' qu> ens, cutting cells, moving hives, or even
opening the brood-chambers at all during the honey
season, etc., etc., and iimre honey with no
swarmina;. Get into line and "keep up witli the
procession," or you'll get left. The device will be
puton the market within the reach of all; or, if your
dealer does not supplj' them yet, they may be or-
dered of me by express or freight at the following
prices, complete: 75 cts. each; $5.00 per 10; $40.00 per
100. By mail, 35 cts. extra. As one device works
two 7iii'es, at ten rales the cost is only 25 els. per
hive. Be sure to send for circular, as this plan is

almost too good to believe its being triie.

H. P. LANQDON, East Constable, N. Y.
lOtfdb Please mention this paper.

Stanley Automatic Reversing

HONEY - EXTRACTOR.
We still have in stock

eight or nine 2 and 4
frame Stanley extract-
ors, bought of Mr. New-
comb when we leased
the right to make these
macliines. To work
them off quickly, and
give us a chance to put
out machinesof our own
make, we offer these
machines as long as they
ast. at one-third off old
prices. We will sell the
two-frame machines as
they are for $«.O0; the 4-

frame for $13.00. They
are crated ready for
shipment, with crank
direct on the center

-

shaft. We will attach our new bevel gear, as shown
on page 14 of our catalogue, for $3.00 each extra.

^\. I. KOOT, Medina, Ohio.

Bees
By the Pound, Nucleus, or Colony.
Address OLIVER FOSTER,

8-tfbd Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

Leininger Brothers sell Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

Fort ,Jennini>:s, Ohio. Ttfdb

GOLDEN CARNIOLANS
Absolutely a Faultless Strain of Bees.

One queen $100 1 Leather-colored Italians
Three "' 2 75

|
same prices as Golden

Six " 5 .50 1 Carniolans. Satisfaction
Twelve •• 10 0(1

I
guaranteed. lOtfdb

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Beautiful Golden Queens.
My tivc-bandcd Italians are bred from the very

best of stock by Uoolittlc's improved nu4hods, and
mated Xo the .yellowest of drones from selected colo-
nies, and I guarantee them to give entiif s.ilisfac-
tit)ii. LTnte.sted queens are all warranted purely
mated. 1 untested queen, March, April, and May,
$1.15 each ; $13.0(1 prr doz. Tested, $1.50 each. Select
Tested, $3.50. (iuaiantee prompt and safe delivery.
Send for circular. W. V. CKOSMWAN,
Money-order oflQce, Balliiiger, Tex.
Reference: 1st Nat. Bank of Ballinger. 5tfdb

CHICKEN-HATCHING BYSTEAM
p>»«^°VICTOR

J&imple.easy ofoperation,8elf-regu-
lating, reliable, fully guaranteed.
ISeiid 4e. for illus. Garalogue. Geo
-i!iricl<S5 Co.,ffltfrs,Quiucy,IU.tT.S,A.

A. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of those who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1..50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $3.50 each. One yearling, tested,
in June o?ifJ/, $1.00; six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new " Rapid" feeder with, full

printed directions how to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Descriptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-13db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.

SUPPLIES.
Large illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c in stamps for THB BUSY BEE, a
book telling how to manage them.

WALTER 5. POUDER, Indianapolis, ind.
4-13db 175 E. Walnut Street.

^SlIY your HlVE^i where lumber is cheapest.
** That's at LeSueur, Minn. Catalogue free.
.5tfdb F. C. ERKEIi.

WANTED
- Your address Eastern Supply Souse.
on a postal card, to receive
the yl«i. Ji.j>ieiiltiirist

9-tfdb JPKJilS TIlKBJi MO?iTHS.
Address H. A.I^I^Ii\', Wenhitm, Alass.

. sponding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Central Bee=Hive Factory
And Ree-keepers' Supply-house of Illinois. Write
for Catalogue for 1S9:J. Address

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Illinois.

A
large number of tine queens on hand; -yel-
low and prolific ; i-eady April 15th; war-
ranted queens, $1; 6for$4.50; select tested,
yellow to tlie tips, suitable for lireeders,
each, $2. Referei.ee, A. I. Root. 3tfdb

W. H. LAWS, Lavaoa. Seb, Co., Ark.

We furnish' everything used in the apiary, and
at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINaHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21-20db Pleasi- mention this iiaper.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 23c per lb. cash, or 26c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswa.v, delivered
at our R. R. station. The s'lme will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 29c per lb., or 33c for best
selected wax.
Unless you .put your name oiv tHelJor, nnd notify

us by mail of amount sent, J can. not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by exprexs.

A. I. EOOX, Medina, Ohio.
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The Bee=keepers' Review
For 1893 and a fine tested Italian queen, of last year's rearing-, for $1.75. Eithe

Beview. the queen, and the 50-ct. book, "Advanced Bee Culture," will be sent.
Either alone, $1.00. For $2.00, the

\V. X. HUTCHINSOlSr, Flint, il/icJi.

p. s.—If not acquainted with the Review, send ten cents for tliree late but different issues.

Free ! 200-Page Bee-Book

!

TO EVERY NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBER TO

The Weekly American Bee Journal
32 pages. $1.00 a year. Send for free Sample Copy with full description of Book.

Address, GEORGE W. TORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, Il^Ii.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,

greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write

for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Itfdb Please mention this paper

M MMm in Prices.

Berry boxes, baskets, and crates^

proved styles at the lowest rates
lopue witii reduced prices. Address
Mentioi> this paper.

In writing adverti^^ers iileas.' n'pnti

We now sell

our premium
No. 1 one-piece
sections at$2.50
per M; No. 3 at
$1.50. A liheral
il(:<cou»(f will be
made on larger
orders. Dealers
would do \\e\\

to get our fig-

ures on sec-
tions and wood
separators be-
fore buying
elsewhere.

of tlie most ap-
Send for cata-

as in cut above.
8-12db

on this paper

Pure Golden Italian Queens.
Keared from imported mothers, 75 cts. each, or X
doz. for $4.25 ; doz., $8.00. Safe arrival guaranteed.

STHWA.RT BROS., Sparta, Tenn.

— _ cts. each for untested queens from best import-
/5 ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

Notice
What JENNIE ATCHLEY Says

about my new L>rone-Trai> and queen-cages:
April 33, 1893.

A. A. Weaver, WaiTcnshurg, Mo.
Dear Sir:—Your drone-trap at hand, and we had

an excellent opportunity to test it to-day. The
drones were flying by the hundreds. We attached
the trap to a hive, and in a few minutes had the
satisfaction of seeing it chuck full of drones. Yes,
it caught the very last drone that attempted to
leave the hive. Now, that drone-catcher of yours is

the best thing of the kind I ever saw, and ought to
be in the hands of every bee-keeper. Your queen-
cages prove to be the best I have ever used, and for
workmanship can not be excelled.

Very truly yours, Jennie Atchley.
Sample drone-trap, by mail, 60c; sample queen-

cage, 5c. Send for prices on quantities; also price
list of bee-keepers" supplies and Italian queens.
9-tfdb A. A. WEAVER. WARRENSBURG, MO.

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.
I can fill orders promptly for any width at $3.50

per M. from factory at Wauzeka, Wis., or at $3.86

shipped from Owosso, or Evart. Mich. No. 1 planer-
sawed, 35 cts. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Other supplies kept.
7tfdb B. WALKER. EVART. MICH.

Slen'S Big Blue Cat=
alogue for 1893 1 Seventy illustrated pages.

Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock

in the West. 3-12db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.

r:j„«. Co Irk At a bargain, 75 colonies of Italianrur OdlC ijees, all on the L. S. frame; 8 and
10 frame hives, in good condition. In a never fail-

ing locality; with fixtures. Address
Louis \l emer, Edwardsx-ille, 111.

WORLD'S FAIR— ROOMS TO LET.
Six nicely furnished rooms by week or month

during World's Fair, near Exposition grounds.
Address MRS. J. E M. CONNELL,

No. 6010 Union Ave., Enerlewood, III.

ai.^,.,^—k-v-r-i-* f-»i?T r-e*/^ A ^ir^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORTER BEC. lSUAPC-O implement by Chas. Dadant & Sod. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas. F. Muth. Jn«. S. Keese. J. H. Martin. John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell. Wm. McEvoy, A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

PRICES --Each, post-paid, with directions, 20c. ;
per doz., $2.25. Retui-n them and get ymir money baxik

a.ftertrUilif not satvified. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.
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STR/ir Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

The worst spring here in 30 years.

Chicago is the place; Ociober 11, 12, 13, the
time.

If robbers get started on a queenless colony,
giving a queen will be a big help.

Your wife shouldn't wear her best clothes to
the World's Fair. Take something that won't
show dirt.

A fear of want on the part of the bees is

about as disastrous as an actual want.

—

R. L.
Taylor, in Review.

Fifty per cent increase in the crop of cu-
cumbers is reported by Dr. Hicks, in A. B. J.,

as the result of keeping bees near them.

WiLi. BEES REALLY build up faster with daily
feeding in spring than without it, providing
abundant stores are in the hive?

When bees will not defend themselves
against robbers, R. L. Taylor says, in Review,
the best way is to let robbers and robbed swap
places.

The bee-keepers" show at the World's Fair
is in the southeast corner of the gallery of the
Agricultural Building. A. I. Root's case is at
the extreme corner.

"Bottom BOARD,'' S. T. Pettit thinks, is not
so good a name as "floor." The latter has a
decided advantage as to length. Has the longer
name any advantage?

•Just as I feared. Although my loss in cel-

lar was light, the loss from this terrible spring
has been heavy, so that I expect to reach a to-
tal loss of about 40 per cent by June 1.

-

That boy Zed, of Jake Smith, is a right
smart youngster, but I venture the guess that
his honey-peddling machine was hatched in the
brain of a certain engraver in Cleveland.

Mr. Editor, what makes you print such ag-
gravating things from Rambler? Look at
that S1..50 to ?<3.00 per pound for honey. Think
of *75 to $200 for the yield of a single colony !

No FLYING weather for bees for weeks till

May 19, when it suddenly changed to summer,
and fruit-bloom and dandelions opened all at
once, dandelions having tried to open weeks
before.

A hive-cover made of two boards, joined by
a V-shaped strip of tin. warps as bad as or
worse than a cover made of a single wide

board, probably because the wide board con-
tains better lumber.

"Ask your bees questions, and you will get
honest answers,'" says John F. Gates, in C. B.
J. The only trouble is to know just what the
question was—that is, all the conditions put
with it.

Editor York thinks if the honey-yield comes
up to the improved apicultural journalism of
to-day, all will be well. Yes, if it should turn
out so, bee-keepers could have new overcoats
for next winter.

Lawyer Moore is right; don't lie about
yourself by saying guilty when you're not
guilty, any more than you would charge guilt
upon some one else. Stick to the truth, no mat-
ter what it costs yoa.

Rath Fuer Anfaenger heads an item in
that progressive paper, the Progressive Bee-
keeper, which means that, hereafter, there will
be a department of advice for beginners, printed
in German. Good idea, and may pay.

It may be well to know that, as a general
rule, a 16-foot board is better lumber than a 12-

foot one. Good lumber works into longer boards
than poor—at least, dealers have told me so,

and some years of observation corroborates it.

Fertilized queens. Simmins says, never
fight. Long ago I reported in Gleanings a
case in which two laying queens remained for
days in the same cage, and afterward success-
fully headed colonies. I never saw two laying
queens show fight. Did you ?

Is the instinct for storing pollen the same
as that for storing honey? Will bees continue
to store pollen as they do honey, just so long as
they can get it and find room for it, or will they
let up on gathering when well stocked? Can
any one give an answer with proof?

Dictionaries have not the right to make
words—only to giv<' and define those already in
use. Will the friends who suggest new terms
in bee-language please remember this? Urge
all the improvements you can in our nomencla-
ture, and get them into use, then the diction-
aries, if they are alive, will be obliged to intro-
duce them.

Some time ago I mentioned in Gleanings
that a queen was better received if hungry.
Simmins has reduced the thing to a system,
which he says rarely fails, no matter how long
or short a time the colony has been queenless,
or whether it has brood or (lueen-cells or not.
After fasting half an hour, run the queen down
from the top of the hive, after dark, and don't
disturb for two days.
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SiMMiNS has made a decided Improvement ia

his non-swarming plan. Formerly the plan
was to have the bees always building comb be-

tween the brood-nest and the entrance, as fast

as the bees built the comb, cutting it out and
fitting it into sections. Now he puts sections

under instead of brood -combs, then raises the
sections when well started.

Hutchinson disputes Simmins' idea that
comb honey will always be a luxury, and ex-

tracted come into general use. Hutchinson
says comb honey is nearer a staple than ex-

tracted, the latter competing with cheap syr-

ups. But will not that very competition, by
bringing down the price, do just so much
toward making extracted a staple?

The New York exhibit of honey at the
World's Fair proves clearly that comb honey
can be kept from one year to another in good
condition. It can be seen there by the ton just

as white and nice as when taken from the
hives. The only secret about it is that it was
kept in a room heated all winter to about 50

degrees. In a flush season, with very low
prices, it might pay to hold honey over in this

way.

CELLAR WINTERING.

THE RESULTS OF SOME INTERESTING AND VAL-
UABLE EXPERIMENTS MADE BY B. TAYLOR;

UPWARD VENTILATION A SUCCESS;
SEALED COVERS A ^-AILURE.

Editor Oleanings :—Nearly all apiarists agree
that successful wintering is one of the most
important questions connected with bee-keep-
ing. There is more loss from failure in winter-
ing than from all other causes combined.
There has always been much difference of

opinion among leading lights as to the real

cause of bad wintering. Some apiarists have
laid the cause to a lack of ventilation in win-
tering-cellars; others, to the excessive supply of

pollen; others, to poor food, honey-dew, late fall

honey, too much ventilation of hives, too little

ventilation; and many other fancies have been
brought forward. Lately, sealed covers have
been suggested as a great remedy for winter
troubles. Books have been printed and widely
advertised, recommending this new discovery.
This new theory was from the first, to my
mind, contrary to both theory and practical
experience; yet I gave it a thorough trial, only
to meet with severe loss.

In the fall of 1893 I resolved to begin a series

of more careful experiments in regard to the
part that the preparation of hives themselves
plays in wintering. I had what I now have
reason to believe to be a fact—a wintering-
cellar as nearly perfect as present knowledge
permits; hence any cause of loss would be in

the condition of the colonies and hives them-
selves, and not in the place in which they were
kept; so I resolved to try several plans of pre-
paring the hives for winter.
No. 1.—I prepared 25 hives as follows, and

placed them in one division of my new cellar.

I gave each colony two sections of my double
hive. I removed two combs from each section,
leaving eight in each. These eight combs were
spread to fill the ten frame hive. The hives
were raised two inches from the bottom-board.
When all was quiet, a square of light cotton
cloth was spread over each hive, and on top of
this was placed a shallow box three inches
deep, full of sawdust. The entrances at the
bottom were left open the entire width of the
hive, front and rear. Now, remember, these
swarms were each left on sixteen combs in two
sections of a shallow hive, thus making very

roomy quarters. Each had large stores of
sealed honey, mostly in upper sections. The
temperature was about 43°, without 3° of vari-
ation.
No. 3.—I next prepared 35 hives, exactly as in

No. 1, except that the solid hive-covers were
left on, and then four thin slips of wood, 2*5 of
an inch thick, were put under each corner of
the cover, raising it slightly from the hive-top
and leaving a little ventilating crevice on all

sides of the top of the hives. They were placed
in the same apartment of the cellar as No. 1.

In the other apartment of the cellar 20 hives
were placed, with sealed covers on, just as the
bees left them. The covers were J4 solid boards,
and the hives were full, brood-chambers hold-
ing 10 combs, 8x133^ inches inside of frames.
They were raised 3 inches from the bottom

-

boards. They were good swarms, with plenty
of stores; were put in at the same time as the
others, and kept at the same temperature, 43°,

as the others.
April 6, in an article for the Bee-keepers'' Re-

view, I wrote, in regard to groups Nos. 1 and 2:

These bees have remained quieter the entire win-
ter than any llkr quantity lever 1< new, and I ex-
amined them to-day ( Aiiril (Jth) and the colonies are
all alive and ahsnltdrlii quirt. There is not a speck
of dysentery on one of the white hives, and there
have been fewer dead bees on the cellar bottom
than I ever liad from a like nutaber of colonies.

These bees are still in the cellar, and at present it

looks like a case of perfect winterinij; but it does not
prove tliat tliey miglit not have wintered equally
well without covers of any kind, and with less work
in preparing-.

At the time of writing the above there was a
day or so of fine weather, and I commenced to

move my bees from the cellar to the summer
stands; but I had the good luck to get out only
10 swarms the first afternoon. Next morning
the weather had changed to cold and stormy,
and continued so until the 30th, when snow fell

to the depth of 15 inches, and from that date
until May 8th there was not a day in which I

could safely put out the bees. Let me here say,

that, in ray article of April 6, I reported, in

mentioning the 30 colonies with sealed covers,

"They have becMi more restless than those cov-
ered with porous covers. The hives are damp
and unsatisfactory, and more bees have flown
to the cellar floor." Early in May I became
alarmed for the safety of my bees. The weath-
er continued so cold I dared not put them out,

and I found several dead; but the colonies con-
tinued very quiet, without the least sign of
dysentery, and on Mav 6th I began to put them
out. As those lots, Nos. 1 and 3, were very
quiet, I began in the south half of my cellar, in

which the 30 colonies were. There were some
50 colonies in this part also, in double hives of

my old double brood-chamber hives, with
combs only 4)^ inches deep. The covers on
these were raised slightly with thin slip'* of

wood, like group No. 2. We found these bees
in good condition; only about 10 per cent were
dead from starvation.
We next went to the 30 hives with sealed

covers, and 19 out of the 30 were dead. The
hives contained stores in plenty; but the hives

and combs were soaked with water, and the
combs nearly rotten with mold. Nearly the
whole colony of dead bees was on the bottom-
boards, in a stinking, disgusting mass. The
weather continued fair, and on May 8th we
began to remove group No. 1 to the new house-
apiary. These colonies had about 5 per cent
loss by starvation; but the bulk of them, seeing
they had been confined without a flight for six

months and four days, were all that one could
wish. The hives and combs were dry and
clean. Many of the bottom-boards were nearly

as clean as in summer; the bees were bright,
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and so still that we carried all of the 34 colo-

nies, that I put into the house, without closing

the wide entrance in both front and rear, and,
I believe, without a single bee taking wing;
and some colonies remained several hours be-

fore they found that they were at liberty and
flew out.
We found group 2. with board covers raised

slightly, in about the same condition as No. 1,

except, I must confess, in just a little better
condition, taken as a whole. The hives, combs,
and bees, were all one could ask; and it speaks
volumes for top ventilation. I never removed
all these hives from the cellar until the 12th of

May. but found the swarms all right at that
date. This seems too late in the season to ex-
pect good results; but as the willows, box-
woods, and soft maples are just coming into
bloom, and as clover is booming on every hand,
the people at the Forestville apiary are cheer-
ful, and full of confidence for the futun' of the
honey business. The 12 colonies in my little

house- apiary had two d(nid swarms that were
entirely out of stores. The colonies with
enough honey wintered in this most trying of

winters, in which they never flew from the
hives for i^^ months, in a more perfect condi-
tion than colonies in the cellar. The hives,
combs, and bees, were without dampness or
mold, and some of the bottom-boards were en-
tirely free from dead bees. I can say, I believe
truly that I lost 19 colonies this winter in fur-
ther testing sealed covers. I first thought that
they had starved; but we have just finished
cleaning up the hives and combs, and found
every hive with an abundance of sealed stores.

I have long believed that the proper prepara-
tion of the hives for winter is the key to safe
wintering in a good cellar: and I am thorough-
ly convinced that, except to keep out mice and
other intruders, hives with the covers entirely
removed, or with a single thickness of burlap
or cotton sheeting spread over the hives, is bet-
ter than any cushion or cover of any kind. My
next choice is building-paper. With this I

have not a single fault to find, after yeai's of
use. except the trouble of putting it on: and if

I were going to use light covers I should prefer
it to the best absorbent cushion you could make
with any material I am acquainted with.

I visited a bee-keeper at Dover. Minn., last

March, who has been very successful in winter-
ing. He leaves his hives entirely without cov-
ers. For full particulars of this visit, see the
Bee-keepers' Review for May. page 129.

I see in a late issue of Gleanings that Mr.
Foster, of Mt. Vernon, Towa. has been visiting
an Iowa bee-keeper who has been very success-
ful in wintering with a single thickness of cot-
ton sheeting spread over the hives: and those
who have read the early writings of M. Quinby
will remember that, before he adopted the
movable frame, he wintered his box hives in a
dark room, turned upside down, and left en-
tirely uncovered; and I do not believe that
there is a better way to-day.
This may seem to be a long report to make on

wintering at this time of year; but I have just
received a letter from a Minnesota bee-keeper
who has lost all his bees. 253 colonies, this win-
ter, and I am convinced that 7.5 per cent of all

the bees in this section are dead to-day. So
you see wintering is a vital question: and there
is no better time to impress people with it than
when they are just feeling their heavy losses.

Forestville, Minn., May 13. B. Taylor.

[We have read over your article with more
than ordinary interest, and we are inclined to
believe you are right, in the main: and yet
there is H. R. Boardman, who invariably uses
sealed board covers, and who has uniformly

good success in cellar wintering. But he leaves
the bottoms of the hives off entirely. It is very
possible that a large amount of bottom ventila-
tion secures very nearly the same results as top
ventilation with bottom-board on the hive as
in summer. We should be pleased to have Mr.
Boardman review this whole matter, for we
believe no one is more competent to speak on
this question than he, unless it is our energetic
friend B. Taylor. Dr. A. B. Mason has winter-
ed successfully in his cellar for years, with or-
dinary tight bottom -boards, with the usual
entrance, the top of the hives being covered
loosely with an ordinary sheet of duck. You
may remember tliat, three or four years ago, he
reported some quite phenomenal results in win-
tering on this plan. Perhaps Dr. Mason can
give us some suggestions also.J

FRTJIT-BLOOM FERTILIZATION.

THE INDISPENSABLE PART THAT BEES PLAY IN
THE MATTER.

This question has been sent in for me to an-
swer: " Do you think apple and pear trees
would yield more fruit if bees were kept on the
same farm? I have two orchards, with no bees
kept within three miles of them, although I

keep a few bees where I live. Every condition
that I can think of seems to be favorable sur-
rounding these orchards, unless it is that no bees
are near, yet the trees do not yield well, and I

thought that it might be on account of scarcity
of bees during the blossoming period."
As this is a question of importance to nearly

every reader of Gleanings, I will answer it

through your columns, Mr. Editor, if you will

permit me to do so. By way of replying to the
above. I wish to say first, that there is no doubt
ihat the great and first purpose for which bees
were created was for aiding in the fertilization

of flowers of different kinds; the honey part as

a food, and as a delicacy for man, comes in as

secondarv, although but very few think of the
matter in this way. A few years ago, while
riding on a crowded stage some distance from
home, one of the passengers began a tirade

against the bees of a certain bee-keeper who
lived in his vicinity, telling how they were in-

juring the fruit in his section, and how the
farmers about him could not secure a large yield

of buckwheat very often, on account of the bees
kept by this man sucking all of the honey na-
ture provided for the maturing of this grain out
of it while the berry was in the embryo form
in the blossom. When he had finished speaking,
he showed by his countenance that bethought
his wisdom along these lines much superior to

that of any of the other passengers: and from
different remarks it appeared tnat the most of

those about him indorsed what he said. There
was no one in the stage whom I knew or who
knew me. so I saw that I had a chance to cor-

rect a wrong impression without being accused
of selfishness on my part; consequently, in sub-
stance, I said that I did not consider the ideas

advanced by my friend as sound; that I believ-

ed the honey was placed in plants for the ex-

press purpose of enticing the bees to plants and
flowers which needed the bees for fertilization

purposes. To this end. I continued, we find

honey (or nectar) secreted only in such flowers

as are incapable of self-fertilization; while
those being capable of being fertilized through
the agency of the wind, etc., secrete no nectar
to entice the bees. As an example, we Sv^e

wheat, oats, barley, corn, and herd's-grass, all

capable of being fertilized by the rustling of

their stalks by the gentle breeze, and none of
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these secrete honey, as all of you know, although
there are a few who claim that bees secure hon-
ey from corn. Then there are all the clovers,

all of the squash and other vine family, and
buckwheat, none of which are capable of being
fertilized through the process applicable to the
tirst. All these last named, secrete honey for

the sole purpose of enticing bees, files, etc., for

fertilization, so that they may mature seed that
the species may be perpetuated. The same
thing holds good with trees of all kinds; hence
the claim put forth by some, that the bees in-
jure fruit by taking the nectar out of the blos-
soms, is a false one. I then told them of the
law a few jealous persons succeeded in passing
in a certain township in Massachusetts, banish-
ing bees from that town; how the result was,
that little or no fruit developed in the interior
of that township, while all along the boundary,
fruit was as plentiful as ever; and that, after
this experience regarding their folly, they were
glad to welcome the bees back again, when
they again had fruit as formerly. I also told
them of the importation of bumble-bees into
Australia to fertilize the red clover; of Gregory's
experiments with squashes by tying netting
over the blossoms, etc. ; then I had the whole
number converted to my side of the question,
unless it was the man who had denounced the
bees. Whether he was converted or not, I do
not know; but I do know that he made no re-
ply to what I said. When men plead that bees
injure fruit by taking away the saccharine mat-
ter secreted for and needed by the fruit in its

development, they show their ignorance; and
it is the duty as well as privilege of every bee-
keeper to dispel this mist of ignorance which is

abroad in the land.
Now to our correspondent's question. He asks

if more fruit would be obtained if bees were
kept on the same farm. Logically speaking,
the more bees kept, the more fruit: but, practi-
cally, 100 colonies of bees, from one to one and
one-half miles would be amply sufficient for the
needs of all flowers a mile and a half from that
apiary; that is. fruit would set to perfection for
a distance of one and a half miles in all direc-
tions around that apiary. Three miles from
this should be another such apiary, and so on.
But such system as this is not often found; but
hives by twos, fives, tens, fifties, etc., are scat-
tered all over the country, and in this way near-
ly all fruit-growing districts are supplied with
all the needed agents of fertilization which the
fruit-grower needs. If, as our correspondent
states, no bees are kept nearer than three miles,
and there are none in the woods near his or-
chards, T would procure some by all means. If
the location is otherwise good for bees, it would
pay to do so for the honey they would give as
surplus, as well as the fertilization of the fruit.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.

WORLD'S FAIR.

DR. MLLI^ER'S impression OP IT; EXORBITANT
CHARGES, ETC.

So many contradictory reports have been
published concerning the World's Fair, I think
the readers of Gleanings may be interested in
having some little account from one of their
own number who has been on the grounds.
You see, I live a good deal nearer Chicago
than friend Root does; so, instead of sending
some one from Medina he got me to go in and
set up his exhibit. While I have not had the
opportunity for sight-seeing that one would
have who could devote his whole time to that
purpose, yet during a stay of several days I

could not help finding out pretty well how
things were going.
I'm not going to try to tell you what is to be

seen, but leave that for friend Root after he
goes thei'e. He will tell it in a more interesting
wary than I can, only he will be a little at a
loss whether to decide tliat there is so much to
say that it isn't worth while to try it at all, or to
take up a whole number of Gleanings with it.

I think, however, he will compromise by giving
quite a story in several numbers, and you may
be sure it will be good reading.

I was somewhat posted beforehand, for I take
daily the Chicago Record, and for months there
has been never less than two columns about
the World's P'air, and from that to two pages.
By the way, I want to advertise that paper a
little right here. It's a marvel of Chicago en-
terprise. Think of getting daily a newspaper
having 8 pages, and sometimes 10 or 13, for less

than a cent a day! It stands up sturdily for
Sunday observance—the proprietor, Victor F.
Lawson, one of the World's Fair directors,
giving his vote always on that side. It has no
Sunday edition.
Let me tell you that the Pair is not half fin-

ished, no matter what the papers say. It does
not seem possible that the exhibits can all be in
shape before the middle of June. And yet
there is more than you can see in a good many
days now. If it never was anymore than it is

now, it would be a big thing. The very im-
mensity of nearly every thing connected with it

seems to have the effect of belittling to some
extent. For instance, there is one building
that at a distance looks like a low shed-like
affair, and yet it is the largest building ever
erected on the face of the earth, covering 30
acres of ground, with 14 acres more of floor

room in the gallery. There are 11 acres of sky-
lights and 40 carloads of glass in the roof. I

haven't been in it. but I've seen it at a little

distance every day; and do you know I can't
get that building to look any bigger than one a
five-acre lot would hold out in the country?
On the Agricultural Building are figures of
men and animals that looked but little larger
than natural, till one day I saw a workman
standing by the figure of a man, and the knee
of the figure came just to the armpits of the
workman. In the same building is a cheese
from Cadada, weighing 22,000 lbs., but it hardly
looks it. So the first feeling, on looking at
some of the immense affairs you have read
about, is one of disappointment that they look
no larger; but every day you see them they
seem to grow in size.

One of the things that I was interested to
know was, whether the stories told of the ex-
tortion and great cost of every thing were
true. Well, it's a good deal as you choose to
look at it. I could fill pages telling you about
the many great and beautiful things you can
see for the small sum of fifty cents, and how
every thing is specially arranged for your com-
fort; and I could take a blue view of affairs,

and fill as many more pages telling how some
one is ready to fleece you at every step, and
that discomforts are on every hand. I was
amused at a couple with a young daughter
beside whom I walked for some distance. They
were railing at the way things were done, and
the difficulty of finding any thing. The old
lady was saying, " I'm getting to know what I
think of the people of Chicago." And then she
looked sidewise, partly addressing me as she
said, " Why, if the people of Chicago who have
lived here all their lives can't direct you where
to find any thing, what is to be expected of
strangers?" She seemed to take it in high
dudgeon that every one in Chicago was not
ready to tell her every thing she asked, just as
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if it was the business of every Chicago citizen

to know all about the Pair, and take special

pains to instruct her! I suggested that some
of the people of Chicago lived ten or fifteen

miles away from the Fair, and it was not solely

a Chicago enterprise, and that they could find

out some things by asking the Columbian
Guards. " The guards!" sniffed the old gentle-

man; and then he used a word that wouldn't
look pretty in print as he said, " The guards
don't know as much as we do."
Now, the fact is that the guards are well

posted, considering the amount there is to learn

about in 640 acres, and they are always accom-
modating and pleasant, ready to answer all the
questions asked, in a way that makes you feel

in a little while that every guard you meet is

one of your friends.
On a wet day you will find it disagreeable

getting around, as the mud. although not deep,
covers nearly all the pavements. But that's

getting better all the time. Likely enough,
before you enter, a fakir in the guise of a good
Samaritan will tell you that you will become
very tired, and will want to sit down, and that
you can't get a seat for less than ten cents, and
he'll sell you a nice stool for a dollar. When
you get to the gate you will not be allowed to

take in the stool, and you'll not know which to

curse most—the fakir or the exposition com-
pany. For a stipulation, the authorities have
granted to one company a monopoly of the
stool business: and if you carry a stool around
with you, you must pay ten cents a day for it.

If you want to hire the use of a rolling-chair in

which to push around your wife or mother,
you will have to pay 40 cents an hour for the
use of it. It will cost you 75 cents an hour for

one of these chairs, with a guide to push it

around. Your indignation at paying so much
will be somewhat softened to think that, by so

doing, you are helping some poor fellow to work
his way through college; for these guides are
made up mainly of students from the different
colleges.

I have seen estimates as to how much it will

cost you to see all the Fair, amounting to a
number of dollars. The plain truth is, you see
the Fair for just fifty cents a day. Along Mid-
way Plaisance are foreign villages, theaters,
etc., that you can see for nothing from the out-
side; and I am told that the outside view is

something worth while; but you can not enter
these places without paying admission, just as
you pay admission to the side-shows at county
fairs to see the double-head(^d baby, the learned
pig, etc. But you can continue sight-seeing
lor many a day, at only 50 cents per day. You'll
do well to train your legs for walking, some
days in advance; for if th<! phrase " magnifi-
cent distances " applies anywhere it is at the
World's Fair.
With regard to water, the capers have said

you couldn't get a drink without paying for it.

In no part of Chicago, at no county fair I have
ever seen, is water so easily had as at the
World's Fair. It is in square boxes, like dry-
goods boxes, scattered over the grounds every-
where, free, cold, and good: and I haven't seen
a chance to get any kind of drink by paying for

it, but there undoubtedly will be, perhaps are
now, places for selling lemonade, etc. Hygeia
water, piped from Waukesha, will be for sale

at a cent a glass, but it isn't to be had yet.

Except in the State buildings, seats are
scarce; but I am told there are to be seats scat-
tered over the grounds. Extortion is practiced
in cases where you get in a tight place to get
something in the line of v ork done. In some
cases it seems a matter of necessity that delays
make it very expensive for exhibitors to get
any thing done. It depends a little on the way

you look at things whether you call it vexa-
tious and expensive delay or extortion. Per-
haps you may submit to the delay and extor-
tion, perhaps you may. wiggle out of it. I'll

give you an example of both extortion and
delay: I needed 213 feet of boards, to be built
on to one side of the case for friend Root's
exhibit, and the carpenter work for it. I found
a boss carpenter who agreed to let me have
two hands to work any minute I was ready for
them, charging fifty cents an hour for each of
them (50 to no cents per hour is the usual price
for eight hours' work, and 50 per cent is added
for any thing ov<'r that time). But the car-
penter told me that I would have trouble in
getting the lumber, as the lumbermen were two
days behind orders, and some of his jobs were
now waiting on that account. The prospect of
two days' delay was not pleasant. Acting on
the advice of my son Charlie, who is one of the
Columbian Guards, and whose advice has served
me well on more than one occasion, I concluded
to try to shorten the delay; so I took my stand
(or, rather, Charlie did) at a spot where teams
were going back and forth, and in perhaps half
an hour I caught a Dane with an express
wagon. I got on the wagon with him. went to

the nearest lumber-yard, got the lumber, and
came back quite elated. But when I got to the
Agricultural Building I found a long line of
wagons standing waiting their turn. It would
be several hours before I could get in. I wasn't
so much elated. I went in to the man who has
such things in charge, told him my fix, and
asked him if he couldn't have the boards
trucked in for me. Oh, yes! he would have
them trucked right in, and it would cost me only
$2.00. I demurred, and he very coolly told me
to find some one else. It was a case of extor-
tion, pui'e and simple; and the question was,
which was cheaper—to submit to the extortion
or delay. If I submitted to the delay, of course
the expressman must be paid for his time. I

thought I would try not to submit to either. I

went into the building, put on my best-natured
smile, and told my carpenters I was ready for

them to go to work. I thought the chances
more than even that they would tell me they
were carpenters, not porters, when I told them
the first thing was to take the boards on their
shoulders and carry them in. But they were
good-natured about it, and went right to work.
The expressman helped, and then frightened
me by charging only GO cents for bringing the
stuff.

But in other cases the way out is not always
so easy. In one case after waiting half a day a
man paid 13.00 for half an hour's hauling.

Prices for food on the grounds are, to a large
extent, extortionate. Don't submit to it. Bring
a lunch on the ground with you. If you don't
want to lug your lunch around with you, have
it checked for you at the Illinois Central R. R.
building (there may be other places), at-a cost

of ten cents.
As to the cost of supper, lodging, and break-

fast, you can make it about what you please.

You can get good board at hotels, close by the
grounds, for ?25 a week; and if that isn't high
enough, you can have better rooms and make
it higher. I'll tell you how I did. Charlie told

me of a very nice restaurant, right close by the
grounds, corner of ('M St. and Hope Ave.
Every thing is nice, clean, and good, with
prices just the same as'they have always been
at sucli restaurants in the city. I went into a
hotel and asked what I could have a bed for.

Two dollars and a half. As I didn't promptly
say I wanted it, the clerk said he could givo me
another one for two dollars; but I left. Then
Charlie skirmished around and found a place
for me. I got a nice clean comfortable room
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and bed for $1.00 a night; and if I wanted it by
the week I could have it for $4.50. The place is

Hotel Linwood. All the new hotels seem to
have that fool way of having the names wrong
end foremost. It is on the south side of 63d St.,

just a little west of the restaurant, and I think
it is No. 336.

I give you particularly these places, that you
may have some place you know about. Possi-
bly you may do better. If you wish, you can,
for five or ten cents, get to any of the Chicago
hotels. Bee-keepers will remember the Com-
mercial, corner of Lake and Dearborn Sts.,

where bee-conventions were held. Their prices
are unchanged, and you can have supper, lodg-
ing, and breakfast for $1.50.

So you see you can get along very nicely for
$3. .50 a day, admission fee and all. If you want
to be very economical you can take oif a dollar
from that, for beds are to be had for 50 cents or
less, and you can get cheap lunches and stuff at
bakeries. But I don't know the ropes well
enough to know where you can get good beds at
low rates.

If you can make only one visit to the Fair, by
all means wait till the show is more nearly
completed. A. I. Root ought to come right
away. After staying a little while he would
find there is a bigger thing here than he ever
dreamed of. Then he would go home and make
arrangements to come a little later, get a cot-
tage for his family, and spend the summer. It
would be as good as a summer in Europe, and at
much less expense. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111., May 18.

BAMBLE NO. 85.

NOTES FROM THE APIARY.

We have just received the following circular
from The Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion of Chicago, which will explain itself. It
will be of great benefit to those of our lady
bee-keepers who intend to visit the World's
Fair.

r OFFICE OF
J The Young Women's Christian Association,

I
Room 61, 243 Wabash Avenue,

(, Kimball Hall.
Chicago, May 1. 1893.

The Young Women's Cliristian Association of
Chicag'o. now sixteen years old, has always been an
aggressive hody in aiding young girls depending
upon their own resources for support. It has con-
tinuously, since 1876, kept a Iiome for young girls,
strangers in tlie city, opening from time to time
new ones: Now it has four homes located at the
following numbers: No. 288 Michigan Avenue; 5830
Rosnlie Court, near Jackson Park; 367 Jackson
Boulevard (West Side); and 32.'i8 VVentwortli Avenue.
These homes are given as landmarks of safety to
young, respectable girls wlio need protection or
information in coming alone to Chicago. These
homes, with their limited capacity, if full, can direct
to suitable lodging-houses The great feature of
the work of The Young Women's Christian Associa-
tion is the Travelers' Aid Department, about four
years old. Paid agents, wearing a blue badge
marked "Young Women's Christian Association,"
meet the trains, to aid women traveling alone in
making changes, or direct them as to the cheapest
and safest way they may reach their destination.
No charge is made for this service, as the agents
are paid by the Association. Girl.s are warned not
to speak to strangers, but go to the waiting-room,
and remain until the badge is seen. The agents
may be delayed a trifle, but will gratuitously direct
as well as aid in finding the friends or shelter
sought by women or girls traveling alone. Young
girls proposing to visit Chicago should, three days
prioi to leaving home, address tlie bead agent. Miss
Anson, !SH20 Rosalie Com t. Jack.son Park. State the
exact date and time of starting as well as the rail-
road they will come over.
The pole desire of The Young Women's Christian

Association of Chicago is to aid young self-support-
ing girls and women, and to protect them from
imposition. Respectfully,

Mrs. Leandeb Stone, President.
Mrs. a. S. Chambeklin, Secretarj'.

The subject of bee-hives does not agitate the
minds of California bee-keepers as much as it
does those of our Eastern friends. In the East,
nearly every bee-keeper has, sooner or later, in-
vented a new hive or a moth-trap, and many

MIaking OFF (^uPEf^ wifH Frames ADHERING

have gone fur-
ther and secured
a patent, and
then figured that
a profit of a few
cents on each
hive, when every
bee - keeper was
supplied, would
bring an inde-
pendent fortune;
but the trouble
has been, that
every owner of
bees could not be
induced to buy.
Now, California
bee - keepers do
not spend much
time inventing
hives. Harbison
hives were a suc-
cess until a few
hot summers
opened it all the
way up and down
the back and
sides, or until, if

there was ever an
argus-eyed thing,
it is one of those
hives with the
watchful vindic-
tive bee looking

out on every side of it. California bee-keepers,
as a rule, don't care much about what the hive
is if it will only hold together. We find some
hives so flexible that, when the frames are re-

moved, the body of the hive can be collapsed.
Such a hive, if it could be re-formed again with-
out considerable carpenter work, would just
suit our California bee-keeper. The first ques-
tion usually asked by the buyer of an apiary is,

"Will the hives hold together?" Redwood is

used to a considerable extent for hives and cov-
ers, and it is noted for its straight grain and its

beautiful splitting qualities, on a hot day in
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June when the mercury is indulging in its

climbing propensities, and gets up to 110 in the
shade, and somewhat higher in the sun. At
such times I have thought that some of my
hives cracked just from pointing my fingers at

them. I might have bnen mistaken, however.
Hives are sent here largely from the East, and
they also may be classed as good and bad,

and some are like a species of ham sent here in

cans, I believe it is called •' deviled " ham. You
can infer what kind of a hfve that would be;

then put into it a colony of Cyprian bees, and
an attempt to class it utterly fails.

The Rambler is controlling two apiaries this

season, and one of them contains in part a hive
of the above description. When I had to give

my whole attention to one apiary I hired a very
patient-appearing man hailing from Tennessee,
to take charge of said hives. The style of hive
I refer to is manufactured in Wisconsin. It is

of the L. pattern, and I believe it is called the
Wisconsin hive. There are no rabbets for the
frames, and they all rest on the top of the hive,

and the supers " sort o' " telescope over them.
After the super has been on a few days, and a
fine lot of brace-combs put in by the bees, you
can loosen the super from the body of the hive;

and, in raising it, lift outevery brood-frame with
it. If you wish to release the frames from the
super before taking it off, you have to stand al-

most on your head and look up under that tele-

scopic joint and start each frame off with a
strong "sharp-pointed lever. While thus bent
over, with the pants drawn tight over the—the
knees, the Cyprians get in some fine work.
The manufacturers of this hive had the misfor-
tune to have their factory burned a few years
ago; and. soon after. Mr. Hunt and one of his
helpers were at work over these hives, when
the helper shouted, in a frenzied tone, " Mr.
Hunt, do you know why that V/isconsin bee-
hive factory happened to burn ?"
"Why, no; I don't know that I do."
" Well, somebody bought a quantity of these

hives, and became so mad when working with
them that he sought a sweet revenge by burning
the factory."
In many cases, in order to return the telescop-

ic super or cover, owing to climatic changes and
propolis the super becomes a tight fit; and to
get it down to where it belongs it has to be
stamped down with the foot. Take it all in all,

the hive is the most provoking thing to handle
that I ever '^aw, and I am utterly opposed to
telescopic joints of any kind in a bee-hive.
Another Ea'itern hive put in its appearance

during the past winter. The inventor and man-
ufacturer came to California for the benefit of
his wife's health. The gentleman's name is

Mr. G. K. Hubbard, whose advertisement has
been seen so much in Gleanings. Your read-
ers have all no doubt heard of that good old
damp Mother Hubbard, who went to her cup-
board, and how kind she was to her poor dog.
Well, judging from the kindly ways of Mr. and
Mrs. Hubbard when here, I should judge they
were lineal descendants of that fine old dame.
Mr. H. introduced a few of his hives; but I fear
it will hardly suit the general run of California
bee keepers, for I understand it to be an exclu-
sively comb-honey hive; and while I should like

to see Mr. H. sell a large number of hives. I

di'^like to see another style of hive added to the
number we already have in this State. The
greater variety, the further we get from a uni-
form hive.
At the present writing, April 29, the season is

opening up in fine style in this locality, and I

have been converted to th.^ belief that bees will

profitably fly five miles and further for honey.
While keeping bees in tin- East, I was taught
and believed, after much experience, that bees

would profitably fly only about three miles.
But here for the past ten days the bees in this
apiary are all working toward the Riverside
orange-groves, which commence at four, and
are abundant at five and six miles and over;
still, the honey with a distinctive orange flavor
is being stored so rapidly as to restrict the
queen's field of operations. Balled sage is in
bloom all around the apiary, and an examina-
tion of the flower- tubes reveals the minute drop
of honey, but still the great mass of bees leave
it for the more abundantsecretion in the orange-
flower, and in quality it is equaled by none. It
seems to be about this way with the bees: If
honey is abundant five miles away, and a load
of nectar can be obtained by visiting a few
flowers, it is better to fly five miles than to wor-
ry around a nearer field and visit a great many
flowers spending much time to get a load. As
the bees have nearly a straight course across
the valley, with nothing to impede them, their
flight is very rapid. It is also evident that bees
will fly further for nectar upon a level plain
than they will where hills intervene. Our friend
Wilder's apiary is about seven miles from the
same orange-groves; but hills intervene, and
his bees get but little if any of this orange hon-
ey.
Perhaps I may be allowed a word with some

of my good friends who have held me up .in

words jocund and otherwise. I would say, by
way of explanation to Mrs. Mclntyre. in an-
swer to her correction on page 267, that she
should never judge from outward appearances.
A man in my native town would always smile
wTien he was mad, and really laugh aloud when
he was ready to knock a man down. That man
was a relative of mine, and I am like him in

that respect. That smile at the convention was
no indication of pleasure. It covered a great
amount of gall and bitterness and silent kick-
ing; my report was correct, and I hereby recor-

rectMrs. M.
Mr. Pryal also fell into a grave error on page

303, and, I must say. drew largely upon his viv-

id imagination, judging from the noise Mr.
Mendleson and I heard in their room the night
previous. They were practicing for some kind
of a blow, and both seemed to have lungs ab-
normally developed, or what physicians call

snore lungs; and while Bliss tried to imitate a
thrashing-machine, Pryal tried to outdo the
famous Golden Gate fog-horn. Oh. no! the
Rambler was not sad over being outdone on the
lung-tester; it was owing to being kept awake
all of the previous night by these snoriferous

friends. Mr. Pryal is now at the World's Fair,

and his report will deal largely with lung-test-

ers. Rambler.— ^ • m

CHIPS FROM DIFFERENT BLOCKS.

WOODCHOPPER SCOHES ALL AROUND THE LOG.

The straw man says. March 15th, that more
deaths occur now in a day than in a week at the
beginning of winter. The births are more now
in a day than in a week then, so it's all right, is

it not. doctor? But may be your bees are not
hatching in the cellar; but those in chaff hives
outdoors are.

Pulled queens, to get rid of laying workers,
sometimes works, and then, again, it doesn't.

Sometimes they will keep the pulled queen and
the laying worker both until the queen is mat-
ed. I suppose they are waiting to see whether
she is a good one, so that, if not, they can fall

back on the worker again, and sometimes they
kill them at once.

SEALED COVERS NO GOOD.

The Straw man wants to know whether there
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shouldn't be a chaflf cushion over the cover.

Now, doctor, I don't believe in sealed covers at
all; but just to be in fashion I fixed up one and
put it on the hive in August so as to be sure it

would be sealed, and it was as tight as bee-glue
could make it; and then when cold weather ap-
proached I put one of the same cushions I use
on all my hives right over it, one thickness of

cotton cloth and six inches of chaff. Now,
may be you would like to know how it worked.
The cover was partly glassed, so that I could
see the bees at any time by raising the chaff-
box without disturbing the sealing or the bees
either. The first month, all was well: then it

began to get damp around the sides of the hive,
and soon the bees began to look fat. At the
end of another week it was wet. Drops of wa-
ter were on the glass; bees were getting fatter

every week, and soon they began to die; and
the drops of water got to be so large that they
couldn't hang any longer, and dropped down,
forming puddles on top of the frames, and the
bees died faster, and the whole colony came up
on top of the frames, and were the most misera-
ble-looking set imaginable, while the bees in

the hives without sealed covers were dry and
comfortable. I saw that they were all going to

die right away if they did not get a change, so

I pulled off the sealed cover and put on the
chaff-box, and in a week the water had gone
oiTt of the hive; the bees stopped dying and be-

gan to grow smaller, and in two weeks they
were all right, and are breeding up again; and
although it may be only one straw to show
which way the wind blows, it is all I want to do
with it until I wish to get out of bee-keeping.

ICE CLOGGING THE ENTRANCE IN WINTER.
As Mrs. Axtell and some others seem to fear

there may be danger from ice in winter, I will

tell them how my bees were wintered in ice the
past winter. To start with, on the 17th of No-
vember, without any warning, it began to snow
from the northeast, and snowed six inches of
the wettest snow I ever saw, with one excep-
tion, and it stuck all over every thing it touch-
ed, so that the hives were completely covered
with wet packed snow; then it turned cold, and
froze on. so that it could not be gotten off; then
in about a week it rained, and froze as it fell,

until there was an inch of good clear hard ice

all over the snow, which was frozen to every
thing, and the hive resembled a snow mound
coated with ice; then it snowed again at differ-

ent times until the snow was higher than the
hives, and, in part of the yard, twice as high,
and packed so hard that"! could walk right
over the hives and not show a track. Now, I

thought, is the time for bees to smother if they
are ever going to, as they were completely cased
in ice, and all that snow on top; but I let them
alone until they had been there about six

weeks, then I went and dug out a few hives. I

found the bees dry and all right. I let them
alone another month, then dug out some more,
finding this time that they had 'melted away
the ice and snow all around the hive, and were
standing each in a little room roofed over with
ice and covered with snow; and they stayed so
until March came with sunshine enough to
melt off the crust and slowly settle down the
deep snow; but the bees did not get out more
than a few at a time until Mar. 38, having been
without a flight since some time in October— I

have forgotten just when, but near the close of
the month. Upon counting up I found three
had starved; one had died of what I call cold-
weather dysentery; three of genuine dysente-
ry, and four more were in bad order because
they were not in good condition to start with,
and had got worse instead of better. They
have since died, except one, which still shows a

couple of spaces occupied for three or four
inches around, with a little brood hatching. Gl
don't believe that bees often smother with ice

or snow in the entrance or anywhere else around
the hive; and. also, whenever itis warm enough
for them to fly. the snow will pack enough on
top to hold a bee so that they will fly up again
if they get down.

. THE WHISKY BUSINESS.

If lots more of us would join you in your pro-
test against having any money we pay for tax-
es going to build distilleries, and should also go
further and protest against helping to build
jails and poorhouses, and pay the expenses of
courts, and all the various expenses connected
with the drink-evil. I think it would be a good
thing; for it is an indisputable fact that the
government is in partnership with the whisky-
business, and objects to a third partner, too. as
witness the continual hunt for what they call

"moonshiners." or illicit distillers. Now. as
this is a government of the people, it either fol-

lows that a majority of the people want it so,

or are too careless to say what they do want, or
it would be stopped ; but the fact is, Satan
wants the business carried on; and the misera-
ble subterfuge of making a political issue of
what is the greatest moral question of the world
to-day is keeping the business alive; and we
have the spectacle of two great parties, both
afraid to do any thing to cripple or seriously in-

terfere with the traffic which is causing more
disease and death, and untold misery, than any
other one thing on the facf of the wide world
to-day; and then if you add to it the vast pile

of money required to pay the cost of the result-

ing crimes and poverty entailed, it seems as if

DO thoughtful person could keep still and let

the thing go on; but there are still too many
people in the world who think they are not
their brother's keeper, and that if a man will

drink himself to death it is none of their con-
cern.

FRAMES A LITTLE SHORTER AT THE BOTTOM.
Dr. M., if you want to know just why it would

not be a good plan, just go out to your shop and
make a few some morning before breakfast, and
see how you like them, and may be you can tell

us then.
HONEY FROM CHESTNUT-TREES.

On page 2.54 Mr. Benton makes reference to
honey from the above source. Now, I should
like to know what kind of chestnut-tree besides
the horse-chestnut ever yields any honey. I

lived 31 years in a chestnut region, and have
watched lots of bees working on the bloom, but
I never saw them getting or even attempting to

get any honey, but {ilways scrambling about
over the long bloom'{or tails as the small boy
calls them), and getting only a small pellet of
white pollen, scantily furnished at that, A
great many people claim that they get lots of
honey when chestnut is in bloom, but it is al-

ways in a place where basswood and chestnut
grow in the same part, and the honey comes
from the basswood; and the chestnut, making
the most showy appearance, gets the credit, both
trees being in bloom at the same time. But I

hardly take Mr. Benton to be the man to be so
mistaken; so if he knows of some kind of chest-
nut that yields honey, let him tell us about it.

Then, too, he says it is gathered before July,
and our chestnut very rarely blooms before the
4th of July, and sometimes not till the middle

—

I mean in the Northern States. I do not know
when it blooms in the South.

TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.

A good many report two queens in a hive;
but it is always one old and one young one; but
that Strawy Miller keeps two in a hive, right
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along (sisters, too), and not a word do we hear
about any disagreement; and it seems he has
them named, too. for he calls one Emma, and
the other one's name T don't rementber; and if

some smart young rambler doesn't come around
and transfer one of these queens to another
hive, just to pay off the doctor for his licks at

the baches, it will be queer, won't it ?

Say, now. Dr. M., why don'i you make W. F.

C. tell why bees don't put a little of that formic
acid in honey-dew ? or are they limited in quan-
tity, and dai-en't try it, even on a small scale?
Queenless bees, as a rule, stop work, doctor,

as soon as the brood is all hatched out : and
while it is hatching out they fill the combs full

of pollen; and, if not supplied with a queen, it

will remain, there being no brood to consume.
Is that one of the things you "'don't know"
too? If it is, suppose you make a swarm hope-
lessly queenless next June, and let it alone as

long as there are bees enough left to keep out
robbers and all the " Millers" (except one), and
then see how much will be left besides pollen.

CAN THE QUEEN LAY DRONE OR WORKER EGGS
AT WILL?

I see Dr. Miller is visibly weakening on the
compression theory, if he was ever very strong
on it; but to help him along a little further, let

him out a frame of drone comb in one side of

the hive, clear in the back corner, as far as pos-

sible from the early brood -nest, then watch and
see what the queen will do shortly after a good
honey -flow begins; and when she skips two or

three frames of worker comb, and goes over to

that piece of drone comb, and fills it with eggs,

and then goes back to the brood-nest again
without laying any worker eggs near the drone
eggs. Doesn't it look just as if she knew what
she was doing? and then when the queen lays

in cells only ^g of an inch deep, where does the
compression come in?

ABSORBING CUSHIONS.

On page 363 you say that absorbing cushions
often become wet and soggy, and, if not dried
out during winter, are wor>e than nothing; and
you further say it is never the thing to do, to

place a telescope cover (without ventilator) over
the chaff cushions so tight that there is no es-

cape for moisture; and you say such cushions
become practically water-soaked. Now, if that
is the case with you, it is not with me, for my
chaff is always dry; and I never take off the
cover during winter to dry the chaff; and my
covers are all telescope, and without any venti-

lation, and those covers get very frosty in cold
weather; but when the sun shines it melts and
runs down, not among the bees, but outside of

the hive, and the cover then dries by the heat
of the sun on top; but the chaff never gets wet,
except a little spot right over the cover, and
that only on top, for it will be dry and warm,
you will f]nd, it you dig into it half an inch.
And now I should like to know why you call

the cushions " absorbing cushions," for it is not
proper. They should, instead, be "escaping
cushions," or something of that kind; for if

they absorb and retain moisture they are not
what they should be, for they should throw off

this moisture and retain the heat ; and to do
this there must not be any ventilation above
the cushion; for if there is, it will make a di-

rect draft from the entrance, and will draw out
the heat from the hive, and the bees will perish
from cold, no matter how dry they are; at least,

that is the way mine work. I have killed good
strong swarms in just a week, in a chaff hive,
with six inches of chaff on top, with an inch
hole in each end of the cover, close up to the
roof, and the summer entrance open full width.
I have used chaff boxes more than ten years.

without changing the chaff in all that time;
and it was clean and bright at the end of the
time, which it would not be if it absorbed and
held the moisture. Woodchopper.

[Yes, chaff cushions do in our locality become
wet and soggy, if placed under telescope covers,
without ventilators near the top at each end.
This has happened to be the case so repeatedly
with us that we almost regard it as an axiom,
and we still think so for our locality. Our win-
ters are quite apt to be open, rainy, or misty, a
good part of the time; and we find that, where
ventilators are used, our cushions keep much
dryer. This is another case where practical
experience seems to be directly at variance,
and for the present we may have to account for

the difference by locality. We shall, however,
observe the matter more closely during coming
winters, and especially note the difference, if

any, during dry cold winters and those that are
open and more or less moist.]

BEE JOURNALS AND THE SUPPLY BUSINESS.

ARE THEY A GOOD COMBINATION ?

The following is an extract from a well-writ-

ten article on the subject, and appears in the
last Bee-7feepe7's' Revleiv, p. 143. Coming as it

does from Mr. Hutchinson, who 'has as little to

do with the supply business as any of the pub-
lishers, it has great weight. We never read any
tiling on this subject that was more to the point
than this. The position taken is a broad and
liberal one, and exceedingly fair to rival pub-
lishers who are interested in supplies.

When the Review was first started, Its editor was
in the queen-trade, and lie has not yet dropped it.

Wlien he g-ave up tlie production of honey as a
business, he advertised the fixtures on hand. Sever-

al times it has become necessary to take g-oods in

payment for adverti-ing, and then it became equal-
ly necessary to advertise and sell them.
From actual experience I have learned that it

is very difficult for tlie editor and proprietor of a
bee-journal to never offer any thing for sale except
his journal; and perhaps there is not so much
praisworthp in keeping bee-journalism entirely free

from trade as some of us liave imagined. Yes, I

know tliat most of us poor mortals are more or less

given t(j bias and prejudice in favor of our own
wares, and [ would not for a moment ignore this

point; but on the other hand, the dealer is more in

touch wit li theoconsumer; he knows what practical

men are buying and using, and this experience has
its influence upon ins journal. If he uses his jour-

nal, or. ratlter, //ususes it, to boom his goods at the
expense of trutii. or at the expense of space that

ouglit to have been used in giving- good valuable
reading-matter, there will be a reflex action—it will

become a boomermifif.
Class journals are a little peculiar in this respect.

The men who have had experience in some lines of

business are the ones in position to make valuable
journals pertaining to these kinds of business. A
nurseryman can make an excellent horticultural

journal; an advertising agent can get up the best

journal devoted to advertising; yet he de:ils in ad-

vertising, while the other man sells fruit-trees.

Another point: In making a tinanci.al success of a
journal, a dealer or manufacturer can sell iiis jour-

nal at a very low price because it advertises his own
goods.
While I have no desire to engage in the supply

business, preferring simply the Review and a small
apiary, with peace, quietness, happiness, and con-
tentment.in place of a largo business with its hurly-
burly, even if accomi)anied with greater Jinaiicial

success, yet I have iiad no quarrel, and shall have
none, with the man who prefers tlie latter; as I ful-

ly believe that the brightest journal, tlie one filled

with the freshest and most practical ideas, the one
with a -'touch of Nature" upon its pages, can be
made amid the hum of be(>s and buzz-saws.
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GETTING BEES TO EMPTY SECTIONS.

" Along about these days," as the almanacs
used to say, the question will again come up as

to the best way of feeding out unfinished sec-

tions. I doubt the wisdom of keeping over till

spring any sections to be cleaned out merely for

the sake of being cleaned out. That would
better be done in the fall. That is, if a section

has just a little honey in it, it is better to have
that section left where the bees can rob it out.

and in that way they'll make a thorough job of

it; whereas, if left till spring it will be granu-
lated and dried down, so that it may not be
properly cleaned out when the bees are ready to

store in it again.
I know that some believe that a section should

never be used the second time; but I can hard-
ly help the suspicion that such persons have
been unfortunate enough to use a second time
sections that have not been thoroughly cleaned
out. and I don't know of any way that thorough
cleaning can be done but by the bees. But if

there is any one thing I feel sure of in bee-keep-
ing, it is that a partly finished section, if nice
and clean, inside and out, is a profitable thing
to . use.

If the wood is nice and clean, the comb gen-
erally is: but sometimes there will be di>colora-

tions, perhaps propolis at the edges or mouths of

the cells. Breaking or cutting off may remedy
this, but I should expect the invention of B.
Taylor for this purpose to be a great improve-
ment. I think, Mr. Editor, that you raised the
question whether it would pay to take the time
for this. Having never tried the plan, I can not
say with certainty: but if used hot enough, it

seems to me that both sides could be melted off

in at least as little time as it would take to put
together a new section and put foundation in it;

and if just as clean as the new one, I would
rather have the old one.
As I have already hinted, those sections that

are kept over to be fed in the spring are those
with a larger amount of honey in them, and
they have been kept over because we want the
bees to have the benefit of the feed. It would
seem that there should be no great dilficulty in

getting bees to empty out sections in the spring;
but in actual practice it has turned out in the
experience of many a one to be quite difficult.

^robably the first thought with every one
would be to put the sections over the hive.
Bees often carry down honey out of the sections
when we don't want them to, as at the stoppage
of a honey -flow, and they carry down well out
of a feeder, but they can't be relied on to empty
out sections on top. If for any reason I were
confined to that as the only way, I should break
open all sealed cells and smear honey all over
the comb to make it as dauby as possible, for
you can count on their cleaning it up; and,
once started, they are more likely to continue.
After no little study over the matter, two

years ago I settled on a plan that as yet I have
not given to the public, and perhaps I ought to
apologize for not having done so. It is well
known that bees are prompt to appropriate hon-
ey at some distance from their hives; and the
problem was, to have the sections at such dis-

tance that the bees would not consider them un-
der their care, and yet so situated that no other
colony could get at them. I'll tell you how I

planned it. Under thehive was abottom-board
IK inches deep, same as in winter, and right in

front of this was a similar bottom-board, the
two entrances together. On thissecond bottom-
board I placed a super of partly fillt-d sections.
Then I covered over with little boards the pas-
sageway between the hive and the super, per-
haps 6 or 8 inches, leaving it open at the regu-
lar entrance of the hive. Thus you will see

that no outsider could enter at any other point
than at the regular entrance to the hive, but
that the bees of the colony had free passage,
and at the sj.me time the honey was so far away
that it would seem much the same as standing
out in the open air. When a super standing un-
protected is found by a bee, it doesn't take long
for a large number to find the same place.
Notwithstanding the completeness of the ar-

rangement, the bees had so often disappointed
my expectations that I could not feel entirely
certain of the result till after I had had their
verdict. Placing several supers in position, I

think I left them over night before examina-
tion. The next morning none of the sections
were entirely cleaned out. Indeed, it didn't
seem that the bees had done much at them, but
I might be mistaken in this. But after several
days' waiting, there could be no possible doubt
in the matter—the thing was a dead failure.

Worse than that, in some of the supers I found
dead bees by the hundred. Now, I'm not going
to explain why it failed—I don't know. But it

looks just a little as though the bees could not
find their way back out of the super into the
hive, and perished there.
Last year Emma, for some reason, fed sections

to such colonies in the home apiary as seemed to
need it. without my help. The sections not go-
ing under the bottom- bars easily, she deliber-
ately broke the comb out of the section and
thrust the comb under. As a security against
starvation it was certainly a success. As a mat-
ter of economy it was not a success, for none of
the combs were of any further value but to be
melted up. I expressed my disapprobation of
the plan, and together we went to the Hastings
apiary to feed in a more sensible manner.
We took along perhaps forty supers, raised up

the hive from its bottom -board, set the super
on the bottom-board, then set the hive on the
super. In some cases we put two supers under
a hive. No bee could get in, only at the regular
entrance, making it safe from robbers. I could
feel sure there would be no starving. But the
bees did not seem strongly impressed with the
thought that they should hasten to empty every
drop of honey out of the sections and carry it to

their brood-nest. In short, so far as getting the
sections cleaned out was concerned, the plan
was an utter failure; for, instead of bejng
cleaned, the longer the sections stayed there the
dirtier they got. They were, some of them, not
emptied when the honey harvest came, and so
blackened and filled with dirt that they were
fit only to melt up. Emma might have retaliat-

ed, but she didn't.
Some one will say, "What's the use of writ-

ing about such things, if you have only failures

to report?" Well, it may save others from mak-
ing the same mistakes, and it would have been
worth a good deal to me if some one else had
reported these mistakes before I made them.
Now I'll tell you the plan that so far has been

fairly successful- with me, although it is not
warranted to succeed the next time. Take the
hive off the bottom-board. Set your super of
sections on the bottom- board, and on this place
two empty supers, on which set the hive. Put
a separator between the super and hive at the
front, so that it shall form a sort of bottom-
board under the hive, and prevent any bee from
entering the super from the outside wi'hout go-
ing over the full width of the separator. I

think in this case the honey is so far down that
the bees do not consider it as under their care;
and as bees naturally 'go up to get out of a
place, they readily get back to the cluster.

The failure last year was perhaps due to the
fact that the honey was too close to the brood-
nest. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

TKUHBLE INTO THE MEKTIN HOUSE.

A.I. Olcenings—dcer
Sir: -Wove been hcw-
viii trubble into our
raeetin-house. Mis-
sus Welder is 1 of our
members, and she

wears the best close of en-
ny buddy into the meetin
house. Pier man is a mem-
ber, too, and. bein the
richest manjan the con
gerrygashun, he pays a
good eel. Well, the Wel-
ders took a notion that
wede ougth to hev a noo
preecher. I gess the oald
one wuzzent spruce enuff'

for them. His name is

Bond — Elnathan Bond.
And he doan't preech ver-
ry t]oury sermons. Least-
ways, not floury enuff for
them. And he doant dress
up slick enuff for them.

Welder sez he doant
preech Bible sermons. He preeched a sermon
about how men hed ot to vote for men which
was uprite, and woodent make laws to sell

whisky, and faver horse horse- racin and
gamblin and sitch, and Welder sed it wuz
bringin politicks into the pullpit, and that wuz-
zent Bible preech in. He made a good eel of
tock about it.

He doant proprh. Bibi«_

4»rrWoni, -Ht br-

He 6

4»rn
politicks, infothf p;

him woodent he hev respeckt enuff for the
Lord's house to let uthers enjoy the wurship in
silents. Jim's muther got her back up about
it. Sez she, '"Our preecher's alltogether too ir-

ritubble. He hczzent tack to git along with
yung fokes. He haint no influents over em."
Uther people eobd see it different, but they

diddent say nuthin. If they had. it mite a bin
different, but they diddent say nuthin, for the
Barkers wood a soon got over it. But the Wel-
ders and the Barkers got toogether and become
verry thick. Missus Welder tride to cumfort
Missus Barker about Jim bein spoke to rite out
into meeting; and the more she cumforted her,
the more uncomfortable she felt about it.

Then Missus Welder went to old Missus
Bleeker, as good an oald sole as ever lived, but
she izzent what you mite call the strongest car-
rickter in the world, and wants to keep onto
the good side of whoever shes with. Missus
Welder went to her, and, sez she, " Do you
know," sez she. " that they is a awful state of
discontentment into the church about our
preecher?"
"Lawsakcs! nol " sez Missus Bleeker; "and

him sitch a good preecher! Why, I heddent
herd a word of it. And I doant see how weal
ever find a man as good as him to take his
place, one that evry buddy likes so well, and
that has sitch a good influents with the yung
fokes. Why, him and his wife has jist bin the
makin of the yung fokes Endevver sasiety. It's

jist too bad."
"Yes, it's too bad," sez Missus Welder, "but

they is a larg- feeling of dissatisfaction, and. no
matter how good a man Mr. Bond is, we must
have harmunny and peas. The church is more
consequents than enny preecher, and Irae al-

ways willin to sackerryfize my oan
feelins for the good of the church."

" Why, yes." sez Missus Bleek-
er, " I spoze we must do evrything
for the best good, but it's too bad,
too bad."
Then Missus Welder started for

Joe Parks. Jake Smith.
This izzeiit the end.

Then Barker's fokes got huffy. Thair hoy
Jim is about the worst boy around, bein spoiled
from a baby, and now hi'"s l(i. Evry vSunday he
kep up a racket into mietin. back by the dore.
Finelly it got so bad tiiat the preecher stopt
right into the middle of his preechin and ast

SOME VENERABLE BEE-BOOKS.

A BRIEF REVIEW OF SO.ME OF THE
WORKS OF THE OLD ENGLISH

WRITERS.

A large pile of old hooks attract-
ed my attention the other day, just
as I was going out to our noon
service. Now. the sight of an old
book has a great charm for me,
and so I stooped down and glanced
at one. After dinner I asked what
the books w(>re and where they
came from. After stating their his-

tory in brief. Ernest asked me if I

would write a description of them
for Gleanings, as he had no time
for such a task, and knowing that
their perusal would at least please
me. and perhaps be instructive as
well. The books themselves schem-

ed so quaint, and yet meritorious
from a literary point of vi(>w, that
it seemed to me a great pity to

have them all standing idle in a
book -case, like a lot of prisoners
waiting for court to open; so I

made up my mind to let the bee-folks of to-

day know what those of old times have done;
how they grappled with the winter question:
how they tried to stop swarming, and how long
it took the world to Hud out the true se.vual

nature of the queen and drone.
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Nothing can better attest the wonderful anat-
omy of the bee than the vast amount of litera-

ture devoted to it, especially in England. In
France and Italy, whose climatic conditions
are so pleasant, this might have been expected;
but to find so many bee-books from England,
printed at so early a time, and from the pens of
men standing in the highest walks of life, is

highly gratifying to one using their language
and belonging to their race.

If one be tempted to smile at some of the con-
clusions of our ancestors, he should remember
that, before steam and electricity were harness-
ed up, communication was slow and expensive;
and printing, too, in particular, was very costly
when not over 240 impressions could be made in

an hour on the old hand-presses universally in

use before the year 1800. And then, again, how
greatly we are indebted to the microscope in its

present magnificent state! Let us rather ad-
mire the great results achieved by our fore-
fathers. Who will be reading a copy of the
ABC book 336 years hence? or Cook's Manual?
and how will such books stand the test of criti-

cism in the year of grace 2130? It seems proba-
ble, however, that future writers can only add
to the general conclusions now held in regard
to the bee, and not sweep them entirely to one
side as mere rubbish, as we are compelled to do
with the writings of those who lived 200 years
ago. That the queen is the mother of the bees;
that she is fertilized once for all by the drone,
and that the workers are undeveloped females,
will never be questioned. But that there is

room for improvement in the management of
bees is readily granted.
The only regret one can have in describing

such books is, that the reader can not see them
himself and thus render a description useless;
but as that can not be done, the next best thing
will be resorted to.

The first book I come to is entitled, " A Thea-
tre of Politicall Flying-Insects. Wherein espe-
cially the nature, ihe worth, the work, the won-
der, and the manner of right-ordering of the
BEE is discovered. Together with discourses,
historical, and observations physical concern-
ing them. And in a second part are annexed
meditations, and observations theological and
moral, in three centuries upon that subject. By
Samuel Purchas. London : Three Crowns in
Cheapside, 1657."

The book has .387 pages, 5x7; type four times
the size of these letters. The work bestowed
upon it may be imagined when we learn that
the author compiled it largely from the works
of about 4(X) writers, ancient and modern, whose
names he gives. These names are printed also
in the margin, opposite a passage quoted from
their respective works. This is a very conven-
ient arrangement. But what a wilderness of
superstition the author makes his way through!
Strange to say, these same false opinions are, in

many cases, founded on a half-truth or imper-
fect reasoning from cause to effect. But it is

refreshing to see how readily Mr. Purchas turns
from some foolish beliefs that have survived so
many centuries. For instance, in speaking of
the theory of Virgil in regard to bees being pro-
duced by generation and putrefaction from the
bodies of bulls, lions, calves, etc., the author
says, " Whether there be any solidity in this
particular, I am somewhat dubious, because it

was never authentically proved." The idea
probably originated by seeing bees hovering
.over a fly-blown carcass. He quotes the words
of many ancient writers in reference to the gen-
eration of bees as well as of other animals; but
his conclusions in regard to the queen, drone,
and worker, are, so far as I can see, about as
follows: The queen is simply a director of the
bees. In all that Mr. Purchas says about her

he seems not to have the least suspicion that
she is the only female in the hive, and that she
lays eggs. How that fact should so long escape
the notice of men is the most astounding thing
in the history of the bee. To prove that drones
are male bees, and not a separate and distinct
species, the author speaks of the bees "con-
ceiving" one year and bringing forth the next;
and that a colony well supplied with drones
will be stronger on account of it! that is, each
drone leads off a blushing worker for the next
dance, while the queen gives orders. Probably
the English of those days never dreamed that
queenhood and utility ever exist in the same
body, and hence a queen in the hive was sup-
posed to be as useless as one on the throne; and
so they interpreted the works of God by those
of men.
Speaking of drones our author says, quoting

verbatim: "The Drone, whatsoever some may
say to the contrary, is the Male-Bee by
whose natural heat and masculine virtue the
Honey-Bee, which bi-eeds both Honey-bees and
Drones, conceiveth." What a revelation to such
a man would Cheshire's or Cowan's work be!

If those worthy old writers had spent less
time in speculating about bees, and put a little

more of it on hives, they would have learned
more: for much of their error is directly trace-
able to the abominable skeps they used. In
speaking of the proper size of a hive, our author
says: "Hives are to be made of any size be-
tween a bushel and half a bushel;" but he con-
siders half a bushel rather small. But between
extremes he prefers a small hive— or. as we say,
an eight-frame one rather than ten-frame.
Only four pages are devoted to hives, and

even that little suffices only to show the dense
ignorance of those limes regarding hives. This
was a hundred years before Huberwas born.
Concerning the material of hives the author
says: . . . "some [are made] of square boards,
three foot high, and a foot broad; so in scarci-
ty of hives, I have known some use Butter-fir-
kings ; some of earth, which they daub with
Cow-dung within and without, because the
smoothness is offensive, and the heat and cold
also otherwise would be too extream."
The other subjects treated of are swarming,

enemies, diseases, etc. In spite of the many
grotesque fancies in this old book, it is fasci-
nating, no matter where it is opened. The au-
thor lived in a transition period, when men
were beginning to break away from their faith
in Aristotle, Ptolemy, Aristarchus. and others,
ani to think for themselves; still, they were
ready to quote the ancients if it helped their ar-
gument. The book gives us a glance now and
then of life in England when the government
was as headless as the late king (Charles I.),

and Ci'omwell was wielding the last of his brief
authority. Nine years after the book was
printed London was burned, and dimbtless the
priiiting-oflice with it where the type were set.

Such books tell us how far we have progressed
over the sea of human invention. W. P. R.
Medina, May 20.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

MORE ABOUT CATFISH.

Mr. Boot;—Please tell Mr. Levi A. Ressler,
of Napanee, Ind., p. 3.5.3, that the best variety
of catfish for fish-ponds is the blue (or channel)
cat. He can obtain them of W. H. Dye, Phila-
delphia, Hancock Co., Ind.
Henry, 111., May 9. Beknakd Reisingek.
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ANOTHER SITGGESTION FOR HOLDING OPEN THE
MOUTH OF A SACK.

Take an ear-of corn or a rolled-up price list

in each hand, and roll them in the mouth of

the sack from the outside, then you have a
square-mouthed sack. One ear will do quite
well for one alone. M. W. Murphey.
Cuba, 111.

\

BAD FOR SEALED COVERS.
Sealed covers are a failure with me. I went

into winter quarters with 108 colonies, part of

thein under sealed covers. Most of them under
sealed covers died. The rest are in good shape.
I winter on summer stands. We have had a
long cold winter in Missouri. G. W. Babb.
Medicine, Mo., May 10.

SEALED COVERS A POSITIVE FAILURE IN WIN-
TERING.

I want to say, in regard to sealed covei's, that,
during cold weather, they siveat so as to be
very dangerous. I had two weak colonies that
I did not get sealed. I put just one good gunny
sack over the frames, and laid on the lid. They
both wintered, and were in good shape all the
time. I had them open several times in Decem-
ber, also in February and March, and found
them booming. I bought eight stands in box
hives during fall. I got them packed on top of

the combs with a Hill device; and although
they were not packed until on or about Jan. 1,

they all came out strong. They had nothing
over the bees to protect them until I packed
them. The more exposed they seemed, the bet-
ter they wintered.

I fear our shallow frames are bad for winter-
ing. One neighbor had four Dovetailed hives.
He left on the empty supers. They also win-
tered in excellent shape. Now. that is ventila-
tion with a vengeance. I intend to have either
double hives or V^ stories full of bees, and feed
hereafter, and I look for success. I don't want
any sealed covers in my yard.
Newman, 111., May 11. Byron E. Smith.

THE CRANE SMOKER .JUST AS REPRESENTED ;

THE PORTER BEE -ESCAPE AND COWAN
EXTRACTOR.

The new Crane smoker is at hand. In regard
to this smoker it is, I believe, all that is claimed
for it. That check-valve is perfect; the fire is

easily kindled, and it does not have to be filled

every time a hive is opened. It fact, it tills a
long-felt want. In regard to the Porter bee-
escape. I am afraid I was a little hasty. After
a further trial, and having extracted nearly
one ton of honey, I am very well satisfied with
it, and would advise all producers of extracted
honey to give it a trial. In regard to the Cow-
an honey-extractor, if I had another 150 or 200
hives I would increase its capacity by the pur-
chase of another two- frame like the one I now
have—that is. if it were necessary; but I believe
a two-frame Cowan will extract all the honey
that two or three men can bring in day after

day. In regard to the solar wax-extractor, here
in Louisiana it will extract wax from old black
combs as well as any other process, besides do-
ing it much cheaper, cleaner, and with less

fussing. I am one of the ABC class; but I do
not read the book now: for, as we used to say
when we were boys, I know it by heart.
Musson, La., May 15. A. W. Tufts.

FAX.

Most all the honey I have seen in the market
the past season 'pears to be sugared.
Thay'll be lots o' honfy-"due" here this year,

but, will we git it? that's the pint.

Here's a fax that hain't a fax: All bee-keep-

ers, when they sell honey, alius put the onriest-
lookin' boxes next to the glass in the shippin'-
crates.

I kin slide my hives peart nearly all over the
razberry patch ttyin' to git that "lateral " mo-
tion with the okl-fashioned Hoffman frames,
'thoutanytin rabbets.
My 'sperience with spindlin' bottom-bars is,

that, after a season er two, the bees built down
and partly round "em, plump and square. Sum-
tiuK'S I like to ketch a frame by the bottom-bar
but dislike to dent the komb.
Advice to beginners in the old cattleogs had

us Hoosiers down jjurty safe at $25 proceeds from
a single colony: Vuit the new ones, tellin' us not
to git extravagant er crazy if we cleered .f5 er
$10 frum one hive in a single seesin. makes it a
little risky. Ellery Krum.
B. N.—If the Italyunswas crossed until thair

tongues is long nutf to work on red clover, what
would become of the poor bumble-bee? I don't
want the Italyuns deformed by havin thair bills

as long as a Watti-rberry watch-spring, and the
bumble-bees put on sich slim pickin'. I object,
and suggest to them persons what aint satersfi-

ed with the honey-bee as she is, that it mite be
a good plan, when they send 'em out on red
clover, to supply each bee with a "Stray Straw"
to suck the honey out with. E. K.
Alexandria, Ind.

THE MAPLE-SUGAR PRODUCT OF THE STATE OF
OHIO; THE EXHIBIT AT THP: WORLD'S

FAIR.

From the Chicago Dispatch of May 13 we
make the following extracts:

One million dollars" worth of maple products are
produced annually in Ohio, mostly in the counties
known as the Western Reserve. Geaug'a County
leads, with $150,H0O annually; Portage County fol-

lows, with $100,0U(l, and Ashtabula, Medina, Trum-
l)ull, Cuy.iliogH, Mahoning', Summit, and Log'an
Counties all make large quantities.
Mr. Thrasher showed a letter from John D. Orr,

deputy collector internal revenue, i'oung-stown,
Ohio, which stated: " The average quality of maple
sugar sent from Ohio to Washington, D. C, 'to be
examined for the two-cent bounty.' tested higher
ilian the averag-e in any other State in the Union."
The exhibit consists largely of samples sent in and
donated bv the farmei's from all over the State,

about 200 different makers having contributed, and
is as good a test of the average production of the
State as could well be collected. Logan County
especially seemed to outdo herself in the quality of

her exhibits. Mr. T. seemed surprised at this, as
he said Logan County was considered rather too
far south to be in the maple belt.

The east end drew the crowd, for, beside the bot-

tle display above them, hangs from the cornice a
large glass pendant filled with the maple syrup, and
just below it on a shelf inside an alcove stood a
beautiful glass pitcher 33 inches high, filled also

with syrup. But this was not all ; for down on the
counter was arranged on the left an old-fashioned
sugar-camp with the log shanty with the coon-skins

on the side to dry; the old log fire over which boiled

two iron kettles suspended upon crotcbed sticks.

A man with a yoke on his back was gathering the
sap from the rough troughs, while a boy was just
bringing the oxen up with a load of poles on the
long woodshod sled. Many an old nnin brushed a
tear away as he looked at this, and called the atten-

tion of his grandchildren to the way he used to do
down east when he was a boj'.

Sugar in all styles, from the 15-pound cake to the
penny cake, is shown; and the impression received

by a visitor to the exhibit is that any lover of good,

pure maple sugar or syrup woidd miss a pleasing

and instructive sight if he failed to see the Ohio
maple exhibit.

The above is certainly to the credit of our
State, and we are very glad indeed that the

great outside world has now an onportunity of

knowing not only how much maple sugar Ohio
can make, but how good it is.
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A COKRECTION FROM W. W. BT.ISS; A HINT FOR
THOSE INTENDING TO GO TO CALIFORNIA

FOR HEALTH.
I have read W. A. Pryal's article, on page

304; and as he has things '• sorter " mixed in

regard to myself. I wish to correct them. He
was here but two or three hours; and as most
of that time was spent in driving through the
orange-groves of this district, he must have
got his " notes " mixed somehow. The land of

which he speaVcs belongs to my brother, and
part of it was bought of the party who owned
the original Mexican grant, the rest of the
tract from the S. P. R. R. Co. There are about
80 acres of the place cleared, some 40 acres of
which are set to fruit-trees. Most of the trees

are peaches; then come lemon, orange, prune,
apricot, plum, pear, etc., in the order named.
The future planting will be mostly lemons and
peaches.
There are seasons when dark honey (that

gathered from sumac, goldenrod. etc.) brings a
good price; but I found it useless to attempt to

keep bees in a location where the honey is usu-
ally dark, one year with another: and should I

ever again be so situated that I could follow
bee-keeping I should certainly go to some loca-
tion where the most of the honey gathered is

light-colored.
Bees in this locality have done but little so

far this season. In one apiary, of some 13.5

stands, there have been but live swarms, and
swarming is usually about over with by this
date.
The first eighteen years of my life were filled

with sickness. In the winter of 1874 I had con-
gestion of the lungs, and hemorrhage, bleeding
about two quarts. In October, 1876, my mother,
brother, and myself started for California.
Since that time my health has been very good.
Let me say to those who have lung trouble, if

you ever intend to come to California, come
while there is yet hope; do not wait until one
foot is in the grave and the bank caving under
the other foot, and then expect our climate to

give you a new pair of lungs. W. VV. Bliss.
Duarte, Cal., May 8.

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

W. B. R., of Va.. asks us how we prevent the
wax from sticking to the Daisy foundation-
roller, ^ris.—See that the roller is clean in
the first place. Dip it occasionally in water
while in use. and you will have no trouble.

Mrs. S. J. O., of N. J., has 32 colonies of bees,
all the increase from one colony that came to
her; and she wants to know how she can man-
age them so as to secure most profit from them.
Ans.—P"'or our answer to this question we
would refer you to the reply to R. F. W., on
page 396 of our last issue.

J. W. M.. of Mich., has a good many empty
hives filled with honey from which bees have
died during the past winter. He wants to
know if he can hive new swarms on them again
this summer. Ans.— Yes, sir. Those hives
will be as good as aiiy, and the new swarm will
very soon sweeten things up if the hive has
been befouled with dysentery. But J. W. M.
should remember, in the mean time, to keep
the entrances closed, otherwise he will have
robbing.

W. R. W., of Del., says the bees in one of his
hives are running in and out of the entrance,
and that he is almost sure they have a queen,

although he admits that a queen-cell hatched
the other day. The fact of a cell having hatch-
ed would indicate that they probably had no
queen, or, at least, one that was " playing out."
The commotion at the entiance may have been
induced by the young queen returning from her
wedding-flight. Without seeing the colony it-

self, we could not give any more definite sur-
mises.

Willie Atehley, a son of Mrs. Jennie Atchley,
sends us a drone having a white head. ^7i.s.

—

The drone is a regular "'sport." Although the
head is white it is of a rather greenish cast. In
our ABC book we mention the fact, under the
heading " Drones," that very often drones hav-
ing variously colored heads may be found.
These are simply a freak of nature, or, what
may more properly be called "sports." This
sporting, so far as the variously colored heads
are concerned, seems to be confined entirely to

drones.

J. W.S.,ofInd., says his bees are spotting
up the hives pretty badly; bees seem to be
weak, and he is inclined to believe they are
affected with what is called dysentery. He
wants to know what to do. ^7is.—No doubt
the bees have the regular dysentery. The only
thing you can do is to let them alone. If you
unite a lot of these weak bees they will all die
just the same. The only cure we know of is

good warm weather. The entrances must be
contracted pretty close to prevent robbers from
utterly annihilating them.

H. N. J., of N. H., says he has 20 colonies of
bees; but as his business calls him away
through the swarming season, he wants to
know how it would do to put Alley drone-traps
on, and catch the would-be runaway swarms.
Ans.—This can be and has been done, although
an attendant, soon after the swarm returns and
clusters about the trap, should remove the bees
and hive them in a new hive. We should pre-
fer, however, to use the Pratt automatic hiver.
as illustrated and described on page 135 of

Gleanings for Feb. 15.

D. W. B., of Ct., asks whether we know any
thing about the " Controllable" hive. Ans.—
Yes, sir. It is a hive that used to be sold by
Mrs. Lizzie Cotton, of West Gorham, Me., at six

or eight times the price of hives of the same
capacity sold by other manufacturers. It is an
improvement over the old box hive, and that is

about all that can be said for it. As to its be-
ing " controllable," it is no more so—indeed, not
as much so—as are hives of to-day sold by reli-

able dealers. We believe that, of late. Mrs.
Cotton has not charged such an enormous price;
but she has no success in selling hives among
those who are informed in regai'd to the present
developments in bee culture.

H. H. Q.. of Fla., says that, after the honey
season, he has great strong colonies. Desiiing
to increase, he wants to know the best way to
divide them, and how to supply the queenless
half with queens the most economically. Ans.
—After having prepared new hives on separate
stands, divide one of the colonies by putting
two-thirds of the bees and all the sealed brood,
with the queen, on the new stand. This will

leave the unsealed, brood on the old stand with
one-third of the bees. Most of the bees on the
new stand will return, giving the old stand, per-
haps, in the end, the larger share. But as the
new hive has all the hatching brood, young
bees, and the old queen, it will very soon be
equal in strength to the old one. After the old
queen is removed, the old colony may rear cells

from the unsealed brood; but it will be better
to give them cells from some choice queen pre-
viously made queenless for the purpose. These
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cells should be eight or nine days old. If econ-
omy is not so much of an object, purchase some
good untested queens of some reliable queen

-

breeder. In August tliey are as low as they
will be—generally about 75 cts. each.

Corbctt A Cooper, of N. C, inquire whether
we would recommend putting supers on new
swarms the first season; also, whether a starter
should be put in the bottom of the section as
well as at the top. Their hees are in old box
hives, because they do not believe they are
equal to the task of transferring. ^?is.—If you
are speaking of first swarms, or swarms that
are strong, we wonld say. put the supers on,
providing honey seems to be coming in. Start-
ers—that is, nari'ow ones—may with advantage
be fastened to the bottom of the sections as
well as at the top. Dr. Miller uses a wide
starter at the top, letting it hang down two-
thirds of the way. He also fastens a narrow
one at the bottom. In this way he finds that
the bees, in drawing out the comb, leave a good
attachment at both top and bottom—the upper
starter, as it were, growing into and uniting
with the lower one. As to the difficulty of
transferring, that is a small matter providing
you follow the Heddon short method as de-
scribed in the ABC book (which you have),
under the head of "Transferring." On page
390 of our last issue will be found another de-
scription of the same plan, perhaps better
adapted to your situation.

J. i?., of 111., has a colony of bees in a tree in

thedooryard. Not desiring to cut the tree, he
would like to know how to get the bees out.
Ans.—This is a rather difficult job. If there is

any other hole to the cavity in the tree (in the
absence of one, one can be made with an auger).
a stream of smoke could be blown in, driving
all the bees, including the queen, out at the en-
trance. Before they can return, plug boih
holes up, and then hive the bees in a hive near
the tree—of course, keeping the old entrance in

the tree plugged up for two or three weeks, or
until the bees are entirely accustomed to their
new location. If it is impracticable to use
smoke, place a wire-cloth cone bee-escape over
the hole in the tree. Not a bee, as it comes out
of the tree, of course, can get back; and if the
escape be attached on a warm day, when the
bees are flying heavily, there will be quite a
little swarm cluster on the outside. These may
be hived as first directed; but as you will not
be 'likely to secure the queen, it will be better
to put them entirely in a new location a couple
of miles away with another queen. Leave
them there for two or three weeks, and then
put them where you like. Of course, the brood
and comb will have to remain.

I. W. C, of OkUthoma, \\ ants to know how to
prevent swarming. This is a knotty question.
and ordinarily we would refer our questioner to

the subject in the text-books: but for the pres-
ent we might refer him to the Langdon non-
swarming system, as described on page 40(j of
our last issue. This promises much; but possi-
bly it may prove to be a failure when tried by
others. One of the old methods, and a good one,
has been to remove or cage all the queens, on
the eve of the swarming season and during that
time. Another method has been to cut out all

cells every eight or nine days; but as some
cells are liable to be missed, and as bees some-
times—yes, frequently—swarm anyhow, cells or
no cells, this method is not reliable. Our plan
has been to let the bees swarm, and catch them,
either by the I'ratt automatic hiver, or in the
good old-fashioned way, i. e., putting them in a
new hive, placing the same on top of the old
one. After the swarming season, we unite the
two colonies; but this resulted in not much

more than keepint,' down increase. What we
desire to accomplish is. to keep down increase
and secure honey at the same time, and we
look forward with hope to the Langdon method.

T. T. T., of Ohio, sends us a photograph of
his honey-strainer. It is simply an empty ex-
tractor-can placed beneath the honey-gate of
an ordinary extractor, the top of the can binng
covered with an ordinary cloth stretched over
the rim. and dislied a very little in the cen-
ter. T. T. T. ofll'ers to make a contract with us
so we can manufacture them under royalty.
For the life of us, we do not know what there is

to patent about it. although T. T. T. says he
has applied for one. We have no doubt that
it will answer the jmrpose for straining honey,
but it is an altogether too expensive way of do-
ing it. A far simpler way is, to Tnake a cheese-
cloth bag and tie the mouth of it around the
honey-gate. Wheie one is doing considerable
extracting there should be several such bags,
and the same should be washed out occasion-
ally. These will strain the honey as perfectly
as T. T. T.'s elaborate honey-strainer on which
he proposes to secure a patent. Such a strainer
as T. T. T. proposes to patent has been in use,
not only by bee-keepers, but by housewives on
washing-days, when they have wanted to strain
water by pouring it through cheese-cloth,
stretched over the top of a tub. We can scarce-
ly beli(>ve that our friend is really serious.

Ourselves and our neighbors.

Children, obey your parents in tlie Lord; fortius
is rlglit. Honor ihy t'ailier and motlier, wliicli is tlie

first commandment with promise; that it may be
well with thee, and thou mayest live long- on the
earth. And, ye fatheis, provoke not your children
to wrath, but bring' them up in the nurture and ad-
monition of the Lord.—Eph. 6:1—4.

Toward the close of the year 187.5—just about
eighteen years ago— I first started a department
in our journal, headed " Our Homes." My con-
version to ChristirUiity took place some months
before, and theie had been for some time a feel-

ing in my mind that prompted me to take up
some line of Christian work, even though it ap-
peared in a journal which at that time was sup-
posed to be devoted to bees and honey. Some
of our older readers will remember that the
journal was at that time enlarged to make place
for these Home Papers. I felt impressed that
God was calling me in a certain direction; and
although I did not then exactly understand
what it was he would have me do. I felt sure he
would guide me if I listened carefully and pray-
erfully to his guiding voic(\ Looking back
through the years, I feel just now more than
ever satisfied that it was God's call, and that I

was right in taking up the subject which I tlu'U

entitled "Our Homes," as my special field of

work. Other things occasionally pressed them-
selves upon me; and as our intercourse with our
fellow-men brings our homes so near the homes
of our neighbors, very often the>;e talks to you
have been under the head of ''Our Neighbors"
—sometimes both.
Even now it impresses itself upon my mind

that the welfare and perpetuity of our Ameri-
can institutions depend more on the homes and
home inlUiences of our land than upon any oth-

er one thing. In picking out my text I found
nothing in the Bible tliat seemed to include just
the thought that I had in mind so well as the
verses given above. Taul first inakt^s an exhor-
tation to the children: and that the home n)ay
be secure and safe, he exhorts them to obey
their parents. Again, " Honor thy father and
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mother." This includes remembering parental
ties, even though a new home be started under
another roof. What is more beautiful than to

see a young couple, just starting in life, honor
the father and the mother—yes, the two fathers
and the ftco mothers? Here comes one of the
first tests of loyalty—the husband to the wife
and the wife to the husband. As you value
your peace of mind, and the peace of mind of

your dear companion in life, let me entreat you,
dear reader, to be very tender and kind to the
father-in-law and to the mother-in-law. Then
Paul addresses the fathers: " Provoke not your
children to wrath; but bring them up in the
nurture and admonition of the Lord." From
this we gather that such earnest, faithful words
were needed by the Ephesians, long ago, just as
they are needed now. Perhaps I should say
here, that this whole subject was brought viv-
idly to my mind by a home sermon from our
good pastor, Rev. J. R. Nichols, of this place;
and I have his permission to use some of his
ideas and illustrations in this talk to-day, be-
fore I close. First, however, I want to take up
seriously and soberly the subject that was di-

verted into pleasantry a few months ago. Even
though some of the friends were inclined to

poke fun at me, I am sure that, in their Inmost
hearts, they said, "Yes, Mr. Root is right, and
his exhortations are sound and true." There
never can be too many homes in our land; and
there will always be danger when any individu-
al—man, woman, or child—has no home. If a
child loses its parents, one or both, a home
should be provided for it. It seems that,
through God's wisdom, there are necessarily
some homes where the parents have no children
of their own. Let such look after the orphan
children of their neighborhood. Every grown-
up man and woman should have a home. A
pleasant, attractive, comfortable home is the
best safeguard the world has ever given or can
give against vice. It is one of the best step-
ping-stones to a godly and Christian life. While
I do not think it needful to advise that young
people should be in haste to marry, say while
in their teens, I do believe great good would
come, and that much misery and perhaps crime
might be prevented if marriage were to follow
pretty soon after emerging from the teens. The
laws of our land have placed the majority pret-
ty near this point, as you may notice. The boy
is supposed to be a man when he is 21, and a
girl is a woman at 18. When there are good
reasons for postponing the marriage for a little

time—say for finishing an education, or some-
thing of that sort-it may be well to wait a lit-

tle: bur my opinion is, that dangers often come
in, as a consequence of delay. God said, " It is

not good that man should be alone," and I think
we all suffer loss, more or loss, when we neglect
or forget this great truth which seems to be so
much a part of our being. The first step toward
establishing a home is in choosing a partner for
life. Quite a few have asked me—some perhaps
seriously, and some in pleasantry—whether my
advice was to be taken by women as well as
men. I have not space to go into this subject
right here; but I can answer this much: I do
think that many women remain single because
they demand too m-uc/i.. I do not mean by this
that a good woman should bind herself for life

to a vicious or bud man. But I do think she
would be f r better off as the companion of
some man, if he is honest and true, even if he
has not the brilliancy and talents that some
men have. Many of our hest men never gave
much indication of what they were going to be
when they were 20 or 2.5 years old; and I think
I may add that thousands upon thousands
would 7ier'e7' have proved themselves benefac-
tors to the race as they have done had it not

been for the help and encouragement of the
wife of their youth. Look about you and see.

Had they never been married they would never
have been great; and I believe this is true of
women also, to a certain extent. I am almost
ready to say that a good man has no business
being a single man after he is 2.5 or 30. It looks
bad. and it is bad. It is one evidence that he is

not as good a man as he might be. You may
take exceptions to what I am saying now; but I

feel sure that I am right. There can be no real

home without a wife. Now, pardon me when I

say, neither can there be any perfect home

—

such a one as God intended to be a reflection of

heaven here upon earth — until the home is

lightened and brightened by the prattle of chil-

dren. Of course, as I have said, there are cases
where it seems to be God's will there should be
no children of your own. In that case it is your
privilege to furnish a home and be father and
mother to some of the homeless and motherless
little ones. " Inasmuch as ye have done it unto
one of the least of these (little ones), ye have
done it unto me." Take a little homeless wan-
derer, that seems to be adrift in the world; and
while you minister to its physical, mental, and
spiritual wants, remember the promise that it

is your privilege, in so doing, to minister to the
Savior himself. Now for the home relations.

One reason why I felt in those years gone by
that God called me to talk and plead in this di-

rection of Our Homes, was because of the woii-

derful transforming power that the Holy Spirit

made in our own home. Please do not under-
stand me as conveying the impression that my
home was an unpleasant one. God forbid ! It

ivas a pleasant one. It was a little paradise here
upon earth; but I did not hiiow it nor see it nor
appreciate ittillthe Holy Spiritopened my eyes.

An intemperate man once attended a series of
revival meetings. Although he did not come
out very strong for Christ Jesus, he said to me
one morning something like this:

" Mr. Root, I do not know that I understand
exactly what conversion is; but it seems to me I

am getting a glimpse of it. When I go home
nowadays I look at my wife and children with
a new feeling that I never had before. I did
not realize before what a good wife it has been
my fortune to be with all these long years. I

did not appreciate my children as I do now.
Under the influence of this new life, every thing
looks brighter and better; and I am filled with
thanksgiving and joy that God has given me
so much to be thankful for." This friend had
got it exactly. When the Holy Spirit opens up
and illuminates the heart, the recipient sees
new beauties, new joys, and new causes for
thanksgiving and praise that he never saw be-
fore. I hardly need tell you that skepticism and
unbelief furnish nothing of this sort. There Is

a kind of skepticism, that perhaps there is no
particular name for. that prompts one to think
he does not have a fair chance in this world—
that his children are not such as he has a right
to expect, and the dear wife is not as good, a one
as he ought to have; in fact, that he is a great
deal too good for the company God has—stop!
stop! Such a man does not think about Odd at
all. It is Satan, the old enemy of mankind
himself, who is constantly making a man dis-

satisfied, and who is trying to get him to grum-
ble and complain. When you take God into
vour home, his influence ennobles every thing.
I do not mean that it blinds your eyes to the im-
perfections of others, or that it would induce
you to relax your energies in setting to rights
things that are wrong. On the contrary, the
Holy Spirit is a constant stimulus to that which
is better in every direction. It opens up to you a
thousand ways in which you can make your
wife and children not only happier and better,
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but it helps you to help them, to better things.
And this holy influence is always contagious.
It gets hold of the dear wife, and the little one
that is scarcely able to walk or talk. It enables
them to see better things in the dear papa, and
to feel thankful for the father and protector
that God has given.
Satan is opposed to homes, on general princi-

ples. He prevents people from getting mar-
ried* if he can, and then he breaks up homes
and married life, if he possibly can do it. He
who starts a home or builds a home must reckon
on finding this great adversary putting in his

work just as soon as the home begins to pros-
per. The principal point I wish to make in this

talk is to the effect that we who constitute the
home may constantly watch for this insidious
foe, and keep him out. Since so much has been
said about the conflict that never seems to be
quite ended, about opening the World's Fair on
Sunday, that old familiar text of childhood has
been ringing in my ears

—'"Remember the Sab-
bath day, to keep it holy;" audit was yesterday,
or the day before, that the ringing began to take
a little different form, and it was something like

this: "Remember the 'home,' to keep it holy."
Sometimes it would be, " Remember the mar-
riage-voiv, to keep it holy." Again, " Remem-
ber the family ties, to keep them holy." O dear
reader! do you fully realize how much depends
on carefully guarding and watching over yrnir
home? Do you realize how it is that the perpe-
tuity of our land of liberty depends upon how well
and faithfully you guard it ? The elements of
secession and anarchy, crime and ruin, are sown
and fostered and nourish(^d—no, not in some-
body's home, but in some place that has oeen
perverted from what ought to have been a
home. Only yesterday some fiend in human
shape, or. worse still, a conspiracy of Hends in

human shape, blew up and wrecked three differ-

ent homes, with dynamite. These homes con-
tained women and children. They were godly
homes. Do you ask what caused it? Why, the
fathers were godly men. They tried to enforce
the law, or did enforce it, against saloons and
the saloon business in the city of Muscatine, la.;

and the murderous revenge was to blow them
all up with dynamite. The fiends were going
to teach the citizens of the United States of
America that the venders of liquor were not to
be trified with. Perhaps they meant to say by
this, ' We will teach you to mind your own bus-
iness, and let us alone, even if we are plainly
violating both the spirit and the letter of the
laws of the State of Iowa." My impression is,

that these three fathers and the good people of
Muscatine are not going to be "teached " worth
a cent, by such measures. May God grant that
the ma.«s meeting th,";t was instantly called to

There is a paper published in a certain part of
the State of New York that comes out boldly and
unblushing-ly, and says in every issue .somethiug like
tins: " Pay no taxes; pay no rent; pay no interest
to anybody; do not get manied," etc. This vilesheet
does not mear, that we sliould live a life of celibacy
—oh no! If you read a little of its pages you will
find tliat it unblushiiigly recommends to everybody
—"just help yourself." It just now occurs to me
tliat tlie Devil himself is at the liead of at least one
newspaper in the United States. We mijrht liave
been sure, on general principles, that he iroulil start
a newspaper if there could \w found enoug;!! people
to take it; and the fact that it is already running,
indicates that it lias not only found support but tliat
the P. O. Department permits it. Anthony Comstock
has already had the editor in jail, it seems, for said
editor goes on about it in this issue that happened
to fall into my hands. He is loud and bitter toward
Uncle Samuel also, because Uncle Sam has Inid the
effrontery to open the mails and decide what is too
obscene to he permitted inside of the mail-bags.
Well, this man comes right square out, and says,
" Do not get married." Is it at all surprising ?

devise ways and means for hunting up the crim-
inals may be successful. Let us all pray for
that, and work when opportunity oiTers.
Our pastor told us in that sermon, that the

minds of these little ones growing up around
the hearthstone are like the sensitive plates
used by photographers. You know they have
them now so exceedingly sensitive that an im-
pression is made in a fraction of a second. In-
stantaneous views are taken so quickly that a
horse on the run is photographed as if he were
standing still. Well, these little friends of ours
—these buds of humanity—are sensitive plates.
They catch impressions, and hold them. You
can tell what sort of parents a girl has by
watching her as she plays with her doll. If she
scolds it and boxes its ears, she has probably
had some experience herself in that very line.
If she threatens to cut off its ears if it does not
do so and so. it is because somebody has said the
same thing in her hearing. Therefore, how
great is the importance of being careful what
we say or do! When the Holy Spirit came into
our home, it made me gentle and kind, especial-
ly to my life partner. Next to the great God
above should be the life companion who helps
us to make our home. As the parents speak lo
each other, so will the children speak. Now, I

have not only known this, but I have taught
these things through Our Homes for many a
long year; and of late I did not suppose it pos-
sible that any thing, even Satan with all his
subtilties, could throw me off my guard. Alas
for humanity! It is not many days since some
trifling event occurred where my good wife and
I happened to take different sides in the matter.
It was just before supper. I was suffering some-
what from nervous exhaustion, and was in no
frame of mind to talk, much less to discuss any
thing. At such times I have for years, knowing
this, kept still. A cup of milk stood by my
plate. Had I taken a few swallows, and waited
only a little time, I might have been in a fit

frame of mind to talk. It is ray disposition to
push ahead, and I foolishly pushed ahead even
then, when wisdom bade me not. It was not so
much what I said, but my face was flushed.
I was sorry in an instant. I would have apolo-
gized then, but I was not in a fit frame of mind
to apologize. When we knelt by our bedside at
night, however, I asked my companion's for-
giveness, and I asked God to forgive me. But
even after the forgiveness had been granted,
I would have given a good deal if those few
words I uttered had been unsaid. Our chil-
dren heard them; and the fact that at least
two of them were pretty well grown up made
me feel all the sadder about it. At br"akfast
time I asked their forgiveness also. Hut there
has been a feeling ever since, that I must have
suffered in their estimation by that b.ief, in-

stantaneous photograph of a deformity in my
character. They may have had glimpses of
said deformity years ago, and may have forgot-
ten that it existed. Oh how glad I should be if

it were possible to have all my friends forget,

and forget myself, that Satan still has a hold
upon me! It rankles in my heart to think that
he may, at any unex|)ected moment, get a clutch
on me again. Lord, help! li parents seem to

decide that it is right and proper to speak harsh,
unkind things to each other, what in the world
is to hinder th(> children from learning to think
that it is proper and right for them to be harsh
and severe?

It is the parent's duty, not only lo look out
about the example he sets Ix^fore the children,
but to look after the children. The parent is

the God-appointed guardian. Our pastor said
you might as well expect a child to grow up
right when you let it have its own way, as to

expect a locomotive would keep the track and
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do service if you pulled wide the throttle-

valve and took the engineer from his post. The
locomotive would go crashing through the

land, bringing wreck and ruin, and, possibly,

devastation and death. But the havoc that

the locomotive might make would be mild in

comparison to the average child that has its

own way. and is entirely without restraint.

This is a terrible statement; but I am afiaid it

is true. And there are children in our land

who are growing up in that very way. If they
have any property, the law appoints a guar-
dian: but a child-tramp, going here and there

hunting up a job. may have no guardian what-
ever, unless some good man or woman takes

pity on him, and tries to be a guardian to him.

A parent who is harsh and severe, and overdoes
the matter in the way of exercising authority,

is better and safer than the one who gives his

child unlimited liberty and lets it do exactly as

it pleases. Better any sort of restraint rather

than no restraint at all. But this is no excuse for

letting our lower impulses lead us to be unjust to

children. '"Ye fathers, provoke not your chil-

dren to wrath."
A father came home from his worK at night,

tired and hungry, and perhaps feeling fretful

and impatient. A bright new saw lay on the
ground near the gate. The father meditated,
"That boy is getting to be heedless and care-

less. He needs a good thorough straightening-

up." As the boy came in sight the father com-
menced:
"John, pick up that saw and put it in its

place. Haven't I talked to you enough about
leaving tools lying around on the ground?"
" But, father—"
" Not a word, sir; do as I tell you."
The boy once more attempted to say some-

thing in his defense; but the father's anger had
been rising, and he cut the boy short by saying,
" Not a word, I tell you. Go upstairs and go to

bed, and learn after this not to answer back
when I reprimand you."
The boy was a chip of the old block, as a

matter of course, and by this time /lis temper
rose also. With the hot tears of anger cours-

ing down his cheeks, he did as his father bade
him. slamming his door as he threw himself on
his bed, sobbing, and stung to the very core at

his father's injustice. The father began to feel,

too, after the boy was out of sight, that perhaps
he had been more severe than the occasion
demanded. A neighbor, who was at some little

distance, heard the whole matter, and had by
this time reached the spot. lie was also some-
what excited, but he undertook to reprove his

neighbor.
" Look here, Mr. Jones; you are making a

mistake. If you look a little closer you will see

that that saw is not yours at all, and your boy
had nothing to do with it. A man left it there

and is coming back after it presently."

What did the father do? Well, I suppose
that, like you and me, he hated to own up that

he had been wrong and foolish; so he tried to

laugh it off. and replied, " Well, perhaps you
are right about it; but if the boy did not need
\tthis time, he will before long; and it will not

do him very much harm if he did get his pun-
ishment a little in advance."
Because the father was ashamed to own up

before his boy that he had made a mistake, and
had been unmanly and cruel, he let the boy lie

there on his bed, with his heart in just the

right state to receive almost any prompting
that Satan might whisper.
As our pastor told this story it almost made

me start in my seat. I do not think I ever did

any thing so unreasonable and cruel as the

above; but different phases of the picture

came home to me and rebuked me. T3ear

brother or sister, can it be possible that this

little incident is a picture of the things that do
sometimes happen in or about your own home?
If so, may God help you. I know it takes hard
earnest work and earnest prayer to keep your-
self free from such mistakes and shortcomings
as these; but "there is no]); great.^excellence
without great labor." It is the price of wisdom.
Daily prayer, night and morning, that you may
be kept from such thoughtless sinfulness is not
enough. You need to pray every hour; and
when conscience whispers that danger is near,
you need the little prayer, right on the instant,
"Lord, help!" When the warning note is

ringing in our ears, if we can stop long enough
to utter mentally even those two short words,
we are comparatively safe.

I am reminded right here of a little incident
in the great business world. It was told in the
American Florist; and I fear, too, that it was
told by an editor who has little or no faith in

prayer. Last spring, when there threatened to

be a panic, owing to the scarcity of onion seed,

some men of large capital undertook to buy up
the visible supply in order to make a "corner."
They found a seed-merchant in San Francisco
who did not happen to be posted in regard to

the market, and they had so nearly succeeded
in buying his complete stock at some thousands
of dollars less than its real value, that the
money was already taken out and ready to be
counted. He had not accepted their offer, and,
to their great surprise, he said, " Gentlemen,
before I conclude this bargain you will please
excuse me for a very few minutes." He came
back and declined to sell his stock of seed.

They increased the offer, but he would not sell,

even then. They were surprised at the strange
behavior of a smart and capable business man,
and employed a mutual friend to get an explan-
ation as to why he changed so suddenly. The
explanation was this: He retired to his private
room, and asked (rod to direct him that he
might not be a victim of any evil plan of those
men. The result was, that he was impressed
to make no deal with them whatever. I may
not have got the above exactly as it occurred,
but it was essentially as I state. The matter
attracted my attention, and the editor of the
American Florist gave us some further facts

afterward. Tliere seemed to be a chain of cir-

cumstances reaching out a good ways in differ-

ent directions, hinging on this one deal; and
the very men who were at tirst disappointed in

not getting the seed, said afterward that the
delay occasioned by the time our Christian
friend was occupied in praying over the trans-
action, was a Godsend to them. Events after-'

ward transpired, showing that his fashion of
praying over important business matters, be-
fore committing himself fully, saved a good
many people from losses, as well as the parties
mentioned. The editor explains- it by saying
that it all came about by this trifling " hitch"
in the business that was going on. Now,
friends, you and I would have been better off

in peace of mind, and perhaps money too, had
there been some little providential "hitch" in

our affairs just as Satan was getting us well
under his thumb. And the way to bring about
such a hitch is to stop long enough to ask God's
help before you push ahead in any crisis. Es-
pecially do we need this little prayer in home
matters; for it is not only true that " the hand
that rocks the cradle is the hand that moves
the world," but it is true that God's kingdom
is to come here on earth, and his will is to be
done here in this nation of ours, by the work
that commences in a still and quiet way around
the hearthstone, and in these homes of ours.

May God's blessing and love and peace find a
resting-place in these homes.
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High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

PUTTING UP CANNED FRUITS AND VEGETA-
BLES FOR MARKET.

HOW FAR IS IT PRACTICABLE FOR MARKET-GAR-
DENERS AND BERRY-GHOWERS TO PUT UP

THEIR OWN SURPLUS?

So many have written, inakinsr inquiries in

regard to this matter, I have decided to tell you
what I know about it. One great obstacle in

the way is, that it puts " too many irons in the
fire" for the average gardener or fruit-grower.
He may be a man of such ability that he could
do very well as fruit-grower, as market-garden-
er, or as a canner. if he were to undertake either
one of the three alone; whereas, if he should
undertake to do two. or, worse still, three of

them, at once, his energies and abilities would
be so divided that one and may be all three
would suffer. You know friend Terry's great
point has been in attempting one thing, and in

doing that one thing well. Mr. Terry is a farm-
er; but he has chosen, as his branch of farming,
the growing of potatoes only. Of course, he
grows clover and wheat also, but they are only
secondary. Now, in order that he may have
full swing on potatoes, and nothing to divert
his interest and attention, and the same of his
hired help, he has discarded even pigs and
chickens, and, for the most part, the family gar-
den; and he succeeds, and is not cramped or
worried in succeeding. If you undertake to
can your surplus to keep it from spoiling, you
will likely be cramped or worried, and wish you
had never thought of it. If, however, you have
a grown-up family that would like to help, and
stay around home, or near the old homestead,
then it may be well to undertake it. Friend
Cummins has four boys, all grown-up men, and
I should say they are all of rather unusual abil-
ity. But even with all this help and unusual
facilities he does very little in the way of rais-
ing his own tomatoes or corn or pumpkins, if I

am correct. He grows tomato-pJmit?, but he
does it mainly that he may have nice plants,
the right variety, and no mistakes, and have
them at just the right time. Then he depends
upon the farming community to furnish the
product to run his canning-factory.
Well, let us see what we can do. Perhaps

you raise tomatoes for market. Tomatoes have
a good many ups and downs. They are liable to
be worth a dollar a bushel, or more; and, again,
they are liable, on very short notice, to be so
plentiful that you had better take 20 cts. a bush-
el for them than to let them rot on the ground.
If you push your whole product on the market,
and try to force sales, you not only damage
yourself, but your neighbors. In fact, we often
keep the market up to .50 or 75 cts. by telling our
customers that, if we can not get that price, we
shall take them home and can them.

I need not stop to tell you any thing about
canning them for home use in glass jars. We
put up a good many that way every year, for
our lunch-room. Sometimes we sell them
around town. Where we want to save a lot of
tomatoes from spoiling, or from glutting the
market, two-quart cans iue cheaper than any
smaller size. The only truuble is. a smnll fami-
ly may not be able to use up a two-quart can
before it spoils, after opening; so if you are go-
ing to use glass cans, better have part of them
one-quart to accommodate. Tomatoes in glass,
if properly put up, shouM keep any number of
years. The trouble is, a ^cood many people can
not be made to do it right. Many a good house-

wife, however, can tell you all about it; but
somebody must superintend it who is interested.
The average hired help will not take the pains
necessary to make a sure thing of having every
can keep.
Now, then, if you have too many tomatoes to

put into glass, you will ilant to put them in reg-
ular standard tin cans so they can compete in
the market with the product of the gri'at can-
ning-factories. As a rule, I do not believe you
can do i.t to pay unless you put up a factory, and
do it on a large scale. The trouble is, two-
pound cans of tomatoes are often sold at from
90 cts. to $1.00 a dozen. This would be 7 or 8 cts.

each. The average tinsmith will charge you 4
cts. each for your cans; and you can not put in
the tomatoes, and solder them up, for much less

than 4 cts. more. You can try if if you want to;
hut I think you will '"get left.'" If tomatoes
are selling, as they are doing just now, at 11.35
a dozen, so that you get 10 cts. or more per can,
you can very likely do it, especially if you have
a family of children who want something to do.
Girls and boys work nicely together at this sort
of work.
The first thing is to get the cans. You can

buy tops and bottoms by the barrel for about
IK cts. per can. The piece of tin for the body,
and the work in making up the can, will cost
you about as much more; so you can not very
well make the cans for less than 3 cts.; and un-
less you make a good many of them they will

cost you 4 and may he 5. Now. here comes an
illustration of just what I want to teach.
There are great factories that will make cans
by the carload, all complete, for about 2 1-2 cts.

each, or as low as you can buy the materials, to

say nothing of the work. Friend Cummins has
some of the nicest automatic machinery in the
would, the resultof years of stuiiy and labor, and
much expense; but he told me these factories

for making cans had worked the thing down so

fine that, if it were not for the freight on such
bulky goods, he would stop trying to make his
own cans, letting all his expensive machinery
lie idle, and buy them by the carload. One oth-
er advantage in making his own is this: He can
always be sure of having cans ready when fa-

vorable weather gives a great crop of tomatoes.
Waiting for a carload, or for a train of cars
loaded with cans, during the height of the sea-
son, would be rather bad business for a canning-
factory. So you see there are several things to
consider. Perhaps I might say. for the encour-
agement of those who would really like to make
their own cans, that there is quite a room for

enterprise and skill in this matter. I have men-
tioned to you the incident of can-making in

California, when they had a large shipment of

honey to go to England, to put up in tins.

Friend Wilkin hired the best tinsmiths he
could find, and the most expert men in soldering
cans; but his own son in-law, J. E\ Mclntyre,
at that time but a boy, after a few days' prac-
tice and intelligent study of the whole matter,
put up more cans, and did them well, than any
old tinner they could get hold of. I do not
know but our young friend had his eye on the
boss's nice-looking smart daughter at about
that time. Such things are sometimes a power-
ful incentive; and it is all right too.

Now about putting up the fruit. I do not
know very much about the way canning-facto-
ries work. Circumstances, perhaps, must de-
cide something in regard to this matter. Two
years aso we put up about 3000 cans of toma-
toes. Most of them we raised; but when great
"beauties" (they were Livingston's Beauty)
were offered in market for only 30 cts. a bushel,

we decided to buy them and can them. Had it

not been for the advance in canned tomatoes
this spring, I do not know how we should have
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got our money back that we put into them.
Never mind. We took the fruit down into our
wax-room, where we make foundation. One of
the large wooden vats was tilled with water,
which was sot to boiling by means of a steam-
pipe. The tomatoes were then put into baskets
made of poultry-netting. These were dipped
into the boiling water just long enough to make
them peel nicely. Then the women-folks peel-
ed them, took out the seeds, and filled the tin
cans plump full of solid meat. This being
done, one of our tinners soldered on the caps.
Before doing this, a small hole was pricked in

the cap with an awl. This is to let out the
steam. The cans were then put into the wired
baskets again, say a dozen in a basket, and low-
ered into the vat of boiling water. When they
had boiled long enough so the entire contents
of the can were boiling hot (say 10 minutes),
thus expelling every bit of air from the can,
they were lifted out and a drop of solder was
quickly put on the vent-hole, with a soldering-
iron and again boiled for about an hour.* After
they were cold they were ready to be packed
away. You should put them where they will
not freeze, and at the same time where there is

not dampness enough to rust the tin. We just
lost thirty or forty dollars by storing our cans
in a damp cellar. Friend Cummins has his
stacked up from floor to ceiling, right close
around the hot-air furnace that warms his spa-
cious dwelling-house in which he lives. The
furnace, of course, is located righton the ground
in the cellar. I think there was a cement bot-
tom to the cellar. But this whole basement
was as dry as a chip during some of the damp-
est and wettest weather we had last spring.
The process of canning corn is somewhat dif-

ferent. I believe it is boiled a good deal longer;
in fact, this second boiling is something like two
or three hours. Some factories. I am told, put
in some sort of chemical to keep the corn from
spoiling; but I am told nothing of this kind is

needed if the work is done right. It just now
occurs to me, that, as a rule, the owners of can-
ning-factories are not usually disposed to give
away their secrets and tricks of trade; and this
is all right, for it is their privilege to keep their
business to themselves if they think proper. I

do not suppose anybody would object to what I

have given away, for it is mostly pretty well
known already.
Very likely many of you can save your toma-

toes, and perhaps small fruits, in a way that
you can get your money back, if you sell your
stock at retail. Put up a good article; make
your reputation for it; put your name on the
can, and then take your product around and
sell it at retail. We have canned goods on our
market-wagon every day in the year. I would
not put labels on until ready to sell the goods;
then they will be nice and clean. You can buy
lithographed labels for tomatoes, corn, and
many small fruits, of the label companies.
They are just right for the cans, printed in
bright waterproof colors, representing tine spec-
imens of the contents of the can. There is a

* I almost forgot to say that green hands will be
pretty sure to make more or less leaky cans. Now,
the test of leakage comes in right here: After tlie
vent-hole is soldered up, just as soon as the can Is
put into boiling water, and begins to get liot, bub-
bles of air will be seen issuing from the leak, and
this indicates tliat the can must be fished out and
the leak soldered up. Another thing, after the cans
are put away, if the work has not been properly
done some of them will begin to swell and bulge
out. This indicates that fermentation is going on
inside. If the cans are sorted out just as they be-
gin to bulge, the contents, frequently, may be used
at once on the table; or, if you want to take the
trouble, they may be canned over again.

blank space left for your name and address, that
can be put on at any printing-office. Labels
for ;Mb. cans cost about «2.00 per 1000.
Now, if any of the friends who have had ex'-

perionce in this matter of canning — that is,

canning for the markets—in tin, have a mind to
give us any hints, we shall be glad to hear from
them. The great factories have what they call
process kettles, and other arrangements, so the
filled cans may be heated up by running a small
carload right into a large steam-tight iron box,
where steam is let in so as to do all the heating
and cooking under steam-pressure. There is

considerable lifting connected with canning, es-
pecially where it is done on a large scale, and
we want to manage so as to have no useless
movements, or lugging stuff around needlessly.
Arrange your whole plant so that a wagonload
of tomatoes may be brought as near as possible
where it is wanted; then move on trucks, wheel-
barrow, or some equivalent, your product right
along until it is dropped in its finished state at
some other place, where it can be easily loaded
on to a wagon. Arrange things so as to spare
the women-folks all kinds of fatiguing lifting.
Have convenient tables made to work on, and
clean up all the refuse every night. Take it out
on to the ground, and plow it under, and the
peelings will be worth, for some crops, almost as
much as manure. You can make the juice into
ketchup, and put it up in fruit-jars or bottles.
If you make a good brand of ketchup it ought
to pay as well as or better than the tomatoes. If
you have more juice than you can use for
ketchup, give it to the pigs to drink. If you
have no pigs, may be you had better borrow
some. If your tomatoes are carefully grown
from seed purchased from some reliable firm,
of some of the standard sorts, you can save the
seeds and get quite a good sum of money for
them, providing—what do you suppose I am
going to say now?

—

providing your reputation
is so well established that a good seedsman can
readily find out whether or not it will be safe to
buy your seeds. Seedsmen are very careful and
cautious, and they ought to be. You know how
I got my fingers burned by buying Ignotum
seeds. Of course, I expected to buy only of
those who had received free packets of seeds
from ourselves; but in some way or other some
other kinds of seeds—perhaps not more than an
ounce or two—got into the lot; and before I

knew it a dozen or more friends had been wast-
ing their time in raising something they did not
want, and something that was not Ignotum at
all. Here is an illustration of the value of a
good name and of a good reputation. Where
there are a dozen people from whom I should be
willing to purchase seeds, feeling sure there
would not be any blunder about it. there are
hundreds of people—yes, good people too, of
whom I should be afraid to buy. They might
mean well, but I should be afraid of their heed-
less habits and careless way of doing things.

WEEDS, SMALL BOYS, ETC.

As a rule, very few boys like to weed the
onion-beds, nor any other plant-beds, for that
matter. Now, I think the nicest work in the
world, especially after a shower, when the
weeds come out nicely, is this same work of
weeding. I like it because it does me good to
see the plants boom when the thievish weeds
are taken out of their way so as to give them
elbow room, and at the same time stop them
from stealing the rich plant-food that belongs
to the plants. The boys as a rule, however,
have little sympathy with me in the matter.
A boy will wheel sand or unload a car of tile,

and he will work, while doing it, like a young
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beaver. Sometimes by his quick movements he
will for a time do almost as much as a man

—

yes, even if he has only a third of a man's pay.
Of course, you can not expect him to work as
many hours on a stretch as a man does; but if

you understand a boy. and boy nature, you can
do the boy good and he will do you good. Let
us now go back to the weeding.
At first, when cei'tain boys began to loaf, and

loll out their tongues, or tell stories when I set
them to weeding. I reprimanded them, and made
up my mind they were not very good boys; but
when my very best boys began to get this sort
of "disease" whenever they were asked to

weed the beds, I began to think that, perhaps,
there was something about the work that we
ought not to expect the average boy to like.

Sometimes when they want work badly they
will go to work at the weeding with a very good
grace; but by and by they lose in ti rest and en-
thusiam. and get the same fashion they see
others around them following. One little fel-

low frankly admitted that he did notlike weed-
ing; but he said that, when there was no other
work to do, he would do the best he could at it.

Well, I finally began to wonder if there were
not some way to get rid of weeding. You may
say, '' Why. yes: have rich soil in your plant-
beds that does not contain weed seeds." But,
alas! if you use large quantities of stable ma-
nure, it is impossible to avoid getting clover
seed and grass, and ever so many other kinds of
less useful weeds. By the way. did you ever
see what a wonderful propensity a clover-plant
has to send its roots down in good soil ? On our
plant-beds a little clover-plant, with only three
or four leaves, and not over an Inch high, will

have a branching root almost as long as your
hand. Its first business seems to be to get away
down where it can pump up the moisture and
fertility. Well, since 1 have been using the
sand I have got hold of a plan which comes
pretty near being a remedy for weed-pulling.
Fix the bed as I have been telling you, and then
put half an inch of sand all over the surface.
Sow your seed in the sand, or just about be-
tween the sand and soil, and most of the seeds
will be up before the weeds are. There are no
weed-seeds in ray lake sand at all; therefore
the weeds have to get up through the sand be-
fore they are visible. The seed does not have
to send up its shoot so far, and therefore it gets
a little ahead. However, by the time your
plants begin to put out their second leaves, the
weeds will begin to get up through. It is best
to let the weeds and plants grow all together
until the plants are large enough to transplant
safely; then pick out the plants and leave the
weeds. These same boys who dislike picking
out the weeds will take up the plants and plant
them out in nice rows, and give you a perfect
stand of plants—that is, after they have been
trained a little. This transplanting with poul-
try-netting frames, or even with the notched
strips of wood shown in the tomato book, makes
the work a regular mechanical operation; and
when it is done it looks handsome and work-
manlike. After the plants are all out, dig the
beds all up and then run the weeds, dirtand all,

through the sifting-machiiie shown in the to-

mato book, and your weeds are all shaken out
of the dirt, and underneath the fine soil, where
they are worth as much, on a small scale, as
Terry's clover that he turns under; then put
on some more sand, and sow more seeds, or put
in plants. When the plants get big enough to
shade the ground, all trouble from weeds is vir-
tually at an end. If a few do get through, they
can be easily " yanked " out.
You may say this is a i,^reat deal of trouble

and expense, making up tiie beds so often. Yes,
it is; but it is a great deal cheaper than weed-

ing. And what dn you suppose we get for the
use of a pieceof ground, during this busy month
of May? Well, we of'en sell nice seedlings for
20 cts. per 100; for ouion-plants we get only half
as much; but I have frequently taken three or
four dollars for th(! plants occupying the space
of a single sash for 30 days: yes, sometimes
with favorable conditions 1 have, in 1.5 days aft-
er transplanting Wakefield cabbages, taken up
every plant and shipped them off. getting two
or three dollars for the plants that grew under
a single sash in only 1.5 days' time. To get
these prices, our plants must be nice ones. I do
not mean that they must have nice-lookingtop.s.
Good gardeners care a good deal more about a
big bushy root than they do about a fine-look-
ing top. A great big rank green top, with al-

most no root at all. is of little value. If you
make it grow it will be a long while before it

amounts to much. Some time in April we had
some tomato-plants in our greenhouse, once
transplanted, that were beginning to crowd so
I knew they must have more room somewhere.
I moved them out into a plant-bed to be covered
with sash, and gave them plenty of room. The
weather was so cold, however, and there was so
little sunshine, that they almost stood still for
pretty nearly a whole month. The foliage had
very much changed in color, it is true, and it

lost its light bright green look, and had assum-
ed a dark, tough-looking hue. It looked as if

they would stand fro.^t. and I guess they would
have stood a light frost without injury. I

thought likely they were making root at this
time; but when I came to take some up for a
customer, I was greatly surprised to see a great
mass of bushy roots, about the shape and size of
one's double fist. The little plants at the top
looked almost insignificant; but the roots were
new and thrifty-looking. Such a plant would
almost grow if you werw to throw it out on top
of the ground ; and with the most indifferent
planting it would take right hold and boom at
the first bit of sunshine in summer weather.
Such plants will build up a man's trade; but
long spindling plants, with all top and little

root, will disgust a prudent gardener. This de-
sirable result is secured by frequent transplant-
ing. When orders are rushing we can not well
get just what we want for customers; besides,

if we do not get a purchaser at about the right
time, the doubly transplanted plants will be
getting too big to send away. But I tell you,
there is a chance for somebody to build up a big
trade in furnishing nice plants every time.
With such a greenhouse as ours, with sufficient

capacity, and plant beds and sash to match, it

could be done, even with such a spring as we
just passed; and by frequent transplanting we
can get rid of weeding; and I do believe it is

cheajjer to transplant the whole bed, many
times, than to pull the weeds out.

Some of you may say, " Why, look here, Mr.
Root, these chemical fertilizers you despise are
going to help you out in the matter. Get some
good soil that has not been seeded to weeds;
mix it with your lake-shore sand, and then en-

rich it with guano or chemical fertilizers, and
then you won't have any clover or grass seed,

nor aiiy thing else, to bother it; and for plant-

beds it would surely pay instead of using such
quantities of stable nuinure.'" Well, perhaps it

may. I hope so; but if it is guano that gives
the'chemical manures their value, I say guano
should have the credit; and it should be our
privilege to buy guano without the otht^'r. I

should like to see chemicals like nitrate of soda
produce a crop on ground that is too poor to

give any crop otherwise. I have some faith in

bone-dust; but that, too, is rather expensive
compared with stable manure at 50 or 7;5 cts. a
load—the price we pay here in Medina.
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THOSE UNDERDRAINS, ONCE MORE.

On the 15th of May it began to rain steadily
at 5 o'clock in the afternoon, and I am told
that it did not stop a " minute " for between 50
and 60 hours. It did not rain very hard any of
the time—that is, not as hard as it did a year
ago; but there was more or legs water falling
all the time. My heart went down as I saw
our cultivated fields getting more or less satu-
rated, and settling down like a brick. Our
creek bottom was flooded, and our strawberries
were under water, more or less of them, for
over 48 hours; but they seem to have stood it

pretty well. It was a comfort to me to watch
the underdrains as they steadily poured out
their surplus. The quantity of water was not
sufficient to wash out the fertility, as it did a
year ago, and the ground is drying up faster. I

was wondering how friend Terry managed to
get in his potatoes, and have every thing exact-
ly right, as he so strongly urges. I guess he is

having a little trouble too, for he says, in one
of his letters:

We are having a terrible rain. It would be hard-
er to carry Huber across my potato-field to day than
it was in the swamp. T. B. Terry.
Hudson, O., May 17.

Our plant-beds come in quite beautifully just
now. The paths are all from four to eight
inches below the surface of the soil in the beds,
and so we have the most complete underdrain-
age and overdrainage. But I suspect it saps
the fertility of the soil to be leached so contin-
uously. Our onions that were started under
glass just seem to laugh at so much rain. The
temperature, too, was low, hardly varying from
45 to .50 degrees; but notwithstanding this, the
onions made about the biggest growth in 48
hours I ever noticed. Tomatoes, and all tender
vegetation, just about stood still—that is, the
tops did; but I rather think they were making
roots some. But many of the hardy plants,
especially those that love great quantities of
water, made a wonderful growth — such as
asparagus, rhubarb, onions, and some of the
most robust varieties of strawbenies.

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE LIQUOR BUSI-
NESS.

IS OUR GOVERNMENT A PARTNER IN IT? ARE
WE IN DANGER OF BEING DI.SLOYAL TO

OUR GOVERNMENT?

[After writing as I have in regard to the
course our government is taking in the matter
of spirituous liquors. I rather expected some-
body would supply some missing facts in the
case that I had not yet got hold of. I was dis-
appointed, however, in receivingnothing. or next
to nothing, in defense of the government.
Quite a few letters came, it is true, saying I had
not told half the truth, and I began to feel that
things were certainly getting desperately bad,
or else nobody who reads Gleanings, who
knew, cared to set us right. Recently, however,
I have received a very kind letter from one who
not only loves temperance, but who loves Christ
Jesus, as you may gather from his closing sen-
tences; and even though he has not told us all

the truth, I feel like saying, may God be praised
that so much can be truthfully said in defense
of our government, and in pointing out more
clearly the difficulties it has to encounter. Per-
mit me to say that I never meant to be disloy-
al, or to do or say any thing that might savor
of rebellion against our free institutions. I

want to straighten up and build up, rather than
to tear down. Here is the letter:]

On page 233 of Gleanings we find some se-
vere comments by the editor on the relation of
the United States government to distillers; and
on page 296 G. M. Doolittle has also something
to say on the same subject. Both of those writ-
ers condemn in severe terms the course the gov-
ernment has taken in regard to distille^ries.

Mr. Root maintains that 'governme'nt distill-

eries are outof Uncle Samuel's line of business,"
and Mr. Doolittle asserts that the government
has entered into a bargain with the whisky in-
terests, by which, for funds furnished, it would
give a mortgage on its boys, and in very strong
terms maintains that this " Christian govern-
ment has nationalized the drink business and
inaugurated a system of partnership with the
accursed liquor-traffic."
Now, I have no desire to cross swords with

two such notable men as A. I. Root and G. M.
Doolittle for the sake of controversy; but I sub-
mit that it's a very serious thing to impute evil
intent to the government, and the laws under
which we live. No good can come from such
intemperate language. The facts in the case
do not warrant it. It is one thing to condemn
the government for the course it has seen fit to
take in regard to the whisky interest, but quite
another thing to propose a different and better
way. On this latter point, both of these men
are silent.

Let us consider a few facts. Many, very
many, men are born into the world with a pro-
pensity to evil ways, and the drink habit is one
of the strongest of these propensities. This
thirst for strong drink creates a demand for it.

There is no real demand for any thing, good or
bad, in this world, that some one or more do not
stand ready to supply. To supply the demand
for strong drink, distilleries are built for its

manufacture; and so long as this demand exists,
its manufacture will go on. It can not be stop-
ped. It never has been, and it never will be so
long as this insatiate appetite for strong drink
continues.
Now. all governments must have a sufficient

and steady revenue, or they could not be main-
tained. I know of no civilized nation that does
not consider vinous and spirituous liquors as
proper objects of taxation. The United King-
dom, free trade as it is, yet collect? an immense
revenue from wines and spirits; and this gov-
ernment, as early as 1790, enacted excise laws
which taxed spirituous liquors; and the opposi-
tion to the collection of these taxes was so
great in Northern Pennsylvania that Washing-
ton deemed it necessary in 1794 to call out 15,000
militia to quell the disturbance.
The right to make laws, to " levy and collect

taxes," must of necessity carry with it power to
enforce those laws; and if unusual means have
to be employed to collect the liquor tax, it is

only evidence of the unscrupulous nature of the
whisky interest.
The situation, as I understand it, is this. The

government is trying to collect a legitimate tax.
There is no compact with Gambrinus, or the
" other fellow," and no " mortgage on its boys."
There is no sentiment in taxation.

I am no advocate of the liquor-business. I
agree with Mr. Doolittle, that it stands in the
way of the advancement of God's kingdom on
earth, as do many other vices nearly if not
quite as ruinous. Now, what shall be done to
counteract the appetite for strong drink? I

know of no remedy that does not apply to all

vices and evil habits that afflict mankind.
Laws which tax and hamper the liquor-inter-
ests, doubtless do some good. The rules of many
business interests, which r 'fuse employment to
men addicted to the drink habit, has a salutary
effect; the efforts of temperance societies are
most potent means of reform; and the new gold
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cure for inebriety, fi'om all accounts, is work-
ing many remarkable cures.
But such is the magnitude of the evil that all

unaided human efforts must fall very far short
of meeting all the requirements of the case.
The only potent and effectual cure for this and
all the other evils that afflict the race is the
complete and final triumph of the gospel of
Jesus Christ. This may seem slow to those re-
formers who look for immediate results; but it

is the divine plan. "There is joy in heaven
over one sinner that repentcth."
Allegan, Mich. Julius Tomlinson.

At thy right hand there are pleasures for eTermore.—Ps. 16:11.

Do not fail to read Woodchopper's article in
this issue.

The first number of the Bee-keepers'' Enter-
prise, published at New Haven, Ct., is out on
time, and fully justifies our previous expecta-
tion. It is well printed, and shows good taste
in its make-up.

How natural it is, when one is giving the
exact requisites of a good bee-hive, that those
requisites, when set In order, describe exactly
the hive used, recommended, and sold by the
describer! No crime in this. It is just a fea-
ture of human nature. Don't be offended. We
are not hitting at any one in this issue.

So far we have had a rather peculiar spring.
First it would be rather hot. then cold and
rainy for quite a long period of time. Fruit-
bloom, so far, has not proven to be any thing
extra—indred, while it was out the weather
was cool and rainy. There has been an un-
usual amount of dandelions, especially upon
our lawns. We like to see a large profusion of
them in pasture lots; but somehow or other we
do not like the looks of them on an otherwise
nice lawn.

/

Mr. Ed. Bektrand, of Nyon. Switzerland,
has mailed us a copy of his bee-bonk, "' Conduite
du Rucher" ("Management of the Apiary"),
translated into the Flemish language under the
title of Bestier der Bieenhalle." It has been
printed in French and German, and will soon
appear in Italian and Russian. We have had a
call from Cuba for a bee book in Spanish; but
as we do not know of any we can not simd one.
We would suggest to Mr. Bertrand the wisdom
of putting his work into Spanish also.

Neigiibok Rice, of Seville, has just brought
us another load of bees. He wintered in the
cellar, and in large two-story chaff hives. As
he has always wintered very successfully with
the absorbing cushions, both for cellar and for
outdoors, he saw no reason for changing. His
bees during the past severe winter came out as
well as usual; and the n'sult is. quite a num-
ber of nice bright strong colonies of Italians.
The colonies that were put into the cellar have
their usual summer entrances, but have a large
chaff cushion on top, thi' whole held down by
a sort of wire-screen cap. This wire cloth pre-
vents bees from getting out at the top, and al-
lowsl the " sweat." as he expresses it, to rise and
pass off.

Since our editorial on page 363. more testimo-
ny has come in on the question of sealed covers.
The preponderance of evidence now, taking a
birdseye view of the whole, is quite decidedly
in favor of absorbing cushions as against seal-
ed covers. We desire to thank our friends for
so kindly and so piomptly responding; and. so
far as we are concpined, the matter is settled in
about this way: Scaled covers in outdoor win-
tering, protected by packing material, will do
very well in the majority of winters: but dur-
ing severe ones, th(» absorbing cushion (hives
packed otherwise the same) seems to give the
better result. We shall continue to give ab-
sorbents the preference, just as we have always
done In our A B C of Bee Culture, and else-
where where we have given advice to begin-
ners.

Perhaps some of our readers may think we
are giving Aikin Bros. & Knight, in Trade
Notes, a rather "big free ad." Well, if it is
such it is entirely unsolicited on their part; and
while we do not subscribe to every thing claim-
ed in favor of their hive and system, we sin-
cerely believe there are some good points in
them, especially the non-swarming feature.
And speaking of non-swarming, it may be well
to say that we should not place our hopes too
high, as so many times we have been on the eve
of discovering a plan that would absolutely pre-
vent swarms, and convert the swarming mania
into a mania for honey-gathering, but over and
over again we have been disappointed. In the
present instances, we sincerely think the non-
swarming methods proposed by Langdon, and
Aikin Bros. & Knight, promise to accomplish
more than any thing else we have before ex-
amined.

Yes, there does seem to be a gleam of hope for
the prevention of swarming. It appears to us
that H. P. Langdon and Mr. Knight have been
working upon the same principle, each without
the knowledge of the other. Although both
use a different appliance for accomplishing the
result, both find the principle to be a success;
namely, the alternate turning of the working
force of two separate and contiguous colonies
from one hive to another, in such a way that it

impoverishes the one and strengthens the other,
and at the same time keeps the working force
of both in one super or set of supers. If we are
mistaken as to the same principle existing in

both methods, we should be too glad to he cor-
rected. How often it happens that valuable in-
ventions are evolved almost simultaneously by
several persons! Take, as an example of this,

the cold-blast smoker and tlie automatic hiv-
ing devices that seemed a year ago to be so nu-
merous and so simultaneous in their appear-
ance that it was hard to tell who really enjoyed
priority.

THE CRANE AND CORNEIL SMOKERS.

Since our last issue we sent and got a Corneil
smoker. We find that it is quite a little larger
in size, both as to the bellows and fire-cup, than
our regular Crane smoker. The Corneil works
very nicely, and has indeed a very strong blast;

and after trying it we were for the time being
ready to confess that it was ahead of the Crane;
but on comparing it with the Crane of smaller
size, using the same effort on each bellows,
we found that each sent a blast of smoke about
the same distance; and that, when both were
crammed tight with fuel, the Crane was con-
siderably ahead. If the latter had been of the
same size as the Corneil, the result would have
been much more marked in favor of the Crane.
Now, in saying all this we have endeavored to
be just as fair as possible, putting aside any
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interest that we may have in one of the
smokers; for, as we have said before, we always
want the truth to prevail, no matter where it

cuts; and if subsequent developments prove
that we are wrong, we will back down.

P. S.—Since writing the above, the following
has come from E. E. Hasty, and will explain It-

self:

Friend Ernest:—I see by last GiiEANiNGS, page 405,

that you. as well as the rest of us. have overlooked
the main point in Corneil's induction smoker. Real-
ly the thing- is simply an economical device for
transforming' speed Into volume. If we should try
to do the same thing by g-ieiitly increasing tlie size
of the orifice we should have each puff all starting
and stopping, and no steadiness to it. So far as a
current of air moves by its own momentum, it must
of necessity suffer a heavy percentage of loss in
getting through a filled smoker—so many collisions
and so manj- sharp turns to make. Whether a cer-
tain speed and volume would give tlie minimum
per cent of loss, as compared with half that speed
with twice the volume, is a veiy legitimate subject
for experiment. Mr. Corneil's experiments seem to
indicate tliat the latter is very much the more eco-
nomical. In fact, our unaided thoughts would
probably lead us to the conclusion that a slender
stream of air moving at a very high rate of speed
would lose over 90 per cent of its force in getting
tlirough. whiiea more voluminousand slower stream
might get tJiiough with a loss as small as 50 per cent.
Certainly the experiments should be repeated in

other hands, and tlie Crane smoker should liave its

fair show; but all the while let us remember that
arguing that a tiling can not be, when it aciually (s.

rather Ijeflts an ecclesiastic of 1493 than a practical
man of 1893. Fraternally. E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Ohio, May 23.

We are open to conviction, and in the mean
time shall await further results from S. Cornell.
We have to-day sent him one of the latest Crane
smokers. Some time between now and our next
issue we hope to make a Corneil smoker, using
the same bellows and the same tire- cup as the
Crane, but putting in a blast-tube as we tind in
the Corneil, then we can compare the blast of
the two smokers on an exactly equal footing.

Later. — After writing the above we made
two smokers, exactly alike, both on the Crane
line, but diflfering in the manner of communi-
cating the air from the bellows to the fire-cup.
Both have the same-sized holes in the grate;
the same-sized bellows and fire-cup; both curv-
ed nozzles, and mounted on the bellows in the
same way, with the exception noted. We per-
formed the experiment by blowing upon some
nails lying upon a iDench, before several of our
workmen. u>ing the same effort on each bellows;
and the result in every case, was, that the Crane
was ahead. After loading the two equally, or,

more exactly, packing the nozzles of each tight
with handkerchiefs, the Crane was very decid-
edly ahead in strength of blast; in fact, it made
very little difference whether it was loaded or
not. The experiment was tried by two of our
men, with like results.

LOOK OUT FOR HIM.

Be careful how you send money to A. D. El-
liugwood, of Groveton, N. H. He has not only
received money for work which he solicited, and
made no retuims, but he damages those who in-
trust him with orders, ever so much more than
the money amounts to. As an illustration: He
solicits the work of printing catalogues for bee-
keepers. After he receives the money he keeps
putting his customers off, and finally does not
answer at all; and the consequence of placing
some faith in his promises is, that our friends
are prevented from getting out their catalogues
in time to be of any service to their customers.
In some cases, after having delayed the matter
until the catalogue was of but little use, they
finally, in despei'ation, paid over the money to

have the work done elsewhere. We have been
corresponding with him for some time past, and
have waited for him to return the money, which
he has agreed to do ; but as he does not do any
thing but disappoint and vex good folks, we
now make good our promise to /lim, and warn
people against sending him any more money.
One of the saddest things about It is, beseems
to be justice of the peace in his own neighbor-
hood, and may be, in some respects, a very good
sort of man. The complaints from different
ones, for months, can be produced if need be.

THE OLD-FA.SHIONED TWO-STORY HIVES VERSUS
THE NEW AND SMAIXER HIVES.

There was some ta k in some quarters, to the
effect that the large two-story chaff hives were
things to be relegated to the past ; but during
the very cold winter and inclement spring just
past, the " old reliables " have shown that they
are not to be lightly esteemed. Reports from
all quarters seem to show that colonies in large
chaff hives, with loose chaff' packing on top—no
sealed covers—have wintered their colonies the
best. No. nol let us not be in too great haste
to cast aside those old devices that are true and
tried. Big chaff hives are cumbersome and un-
wieldy; but ours, that have been in use for the
last ten or twelve years, are practically as good
as new; and we see no reason why, with an oc-
casional coat of paint of pure lead, they should
not last ten years more. The original cost, di-
vided by 30, makes the price insignificant; and
as to their being cumbersome, the majority of
ours have stood in the same.location year after
year, it being unnecessary to move them. These
hives have their legitimate and proper place.
Where it is not necessary to move bees, and
where the winters are not so severe but that
the outdoor method can be practiced with suc-
cess, the large chaff hives are a good invest-
ment. But one who moves his bees from one
apiary to another, and who winters in the cel-
lar, had better use the single-walled hives; or,
preferably, the small one-story chaff.
N. B.—If there is any thing in the above that

conflicts with our former published statements,
all right. We want the truth, even if we do
have to cross our tracks.

PATENT - MEDICINE ADVERTISEMENTS IN THE
READING-COLUMNS OF YOUR HOME PAPER.
Here is what the Philadelphia Fm^TiJour-

iial says about it:

We do not remember ever liaving seen .so many
trashy advertisements in the newspapers as there
are to-day. Miserable lies are told, right on the ed-
itorial pages, about some so-called wonderful cure
of the man whose pontrait is given. Why not give
the quacks the entire, paper? The Farm Jimnial
does not regret its rule, which for fifteen years has
never been deviated from, excluding quacks from its
columns. While we probably cut out six or seven
thousand dollars a year, we think it pays to give our
readers a clean, dectnt paper. What do Our Folks
think ?

And here is what A. I. Root has to say in the
matter: Every editor who gives place to these
pictures of people who have been cured by " al-

most a miracle" is obliged to say, " We believe
it is true," or something in substance amount-
ing to the same. Unless the editor of the paper
will do this, the proprietor of the swindle will
not give him a job. He must sell his good
name or else he can not get the large sum of
money that these chaps offer. I know, because
the matter has been presented to me. These
fellows say, "You must put the advertisement
just where we tell you to put it; you must say
the exact words we tell you to say; in fact, you
must have nothing to say in the matter what-
ever, and we insist on saying what we have to
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say in the advertisement. Unless you do this

you can not have our patronage." In other
words, the editor is to sell himself, body and
soul — his influence, his reputation, if he has
any, for which he is to receive so many cents
per line, or inch of space. You may say that
all periodicals are accepting these miraculous-
cure advertisements, and that everybody un-
derstands it, and so nobody is deceived. My
good friend, when the editor of a newspaper
heads an article in the n^ading-colurans with
" Almost a Miracle," and says, toward the close

of said miracle advertisement^ " We believe it

is true, every word of it," are none of his read-
ers deceived? If not, why then does the medi-
cine-man pay hundreds or thousands of dollars
for the privilege of making the editor say just
what he tells him to say?

THE VARIOUS BEE - CANDIES FOR MAILING-
CAGES, ETC.; THE ADDITION OF ANY
QUANTITY OF EGG IS DELETERIOUS.

From some preliminary tests that we have
made with the various kinds of bee-candy for
long-distance shipment, we have come to the
conclusion that, while the addition of the white
of an egg, as spoken of on page 167, to powder-
ed or confectioners' sugar, makes a soft nice
candy, it does not answer at all the requirements
of a bee-food. We find, by tests, that such can-
dy will keep soft for several weeks in a nice
moist condition; but so far it kills the bees
every time. We then tried making candy, tak-
ing confectioners' sugar, with equal parts of
the white of an egg and honev, enough sugar
being mixed in to make a stiff dough. For a
time at least we thought we had struck the ne
plus ultra: but every cage of bees which we
have tested with this kind of candy, in a few
days shows a lot of dead bees. We therefore
conclude that the white of an egg, even in a
small quantity, is decidedly detrimental. We
shall continue to test the matter in a small way;
but at present we know of nothing better than
confectioners' sugar and first-class honey, mix-
ed into a stiff dough; and we are inclined more
and more to the belief that it is thehoney which
the bees are able to extract from grains of su-
gar, that is the real food element, and that
which sustains life in the cage. With almost
any cage of this candy, the dry particles of su-
gar will rattle out. We believe it was Doolittle
who made this or a similar suggestion some
time ago. Po'^sibly he may be able to enlighten
us further.

TAKING PAINS TO AVOID MISTAKES.

A FEW days ago a friend went out into the
woods to get some basswood -trees. They were
to be from ten to fifteen feet—not less than ten
nor more than fifteen. I told the man to take a
ten-foot pole, but he said he could guess near
enough. But I remonstrated, urging that we
had had some sad troubles just from that very
fashion of guessing at the height of basswood

-

trees. I told him we could get him a pole in a
minute or two; but he said he could measure
on his hands as well as with any ten-foot pole.

I felt sad and discouraged as I saw him drive
away, because so much of my life is made up of
trying to correct and make good the mistakes
and blunders of other people. In the afternoon
he came in with a great two-horse wagonload
of trees. The order was for ?>0 basswood- trees,

and they were to be shipped to New Jersey. A
great part of them were over 30 feet tall, and
the trunks of some of them were an inch or
two through. It took an extra half-day to get
a box to ship them, and perhaps the trees may
be a great deal larger than the man wants.
Some men would be satislied to pay extra freight

in order to get bigser ones, and some wouldn't.
When I told him about it he said he was sure
there were none ol them more than 1~> feet high.
Trees exactly according to order would have
been easier to dig, much lighter to box up, and
perhaps more likely togrow. We chopped them
down to 13 and ir. feet, and fixed them up the
best we could; but it was not just what the
man expected or wanted.
Again, Dr. Mason ordered a log house made

of beeswax, to be exhibited at the World's Fair.
He saw the man who was to make it, and I sup-
posed that there was a perfect understanding as
to what he wanted. I have just learned that
it has not as yet been on exhibition, because it

was made twice us large as ordered, and it

would not go into the place assigned to it.

Once more: I wanted some boxes or cases to
shut up our hot-bed sashes from wind and
storm and breakage during the summer time.
They are to be stored right between the ends of
the beds, where they are to be used in the win-
ter time. I asked the man who made them to
take the dimensions carefully, and have them
so they would just clear the sashes, both length-
wise and sidewise. I think I asked him to take
a stick and measure carefully, because I wanted
them just right. They are just right sidewise;
but they are two inches longer than necessary
lengthwise. Well, two inches is a small mat-
ter, and the extra amount of lumber would not
cost any thing to speak of. What is the use of
being so precise? I wish I had time to explain
right along all day why some things must be
exact. Sometimes two inches makes a differ-

ence. In this case our paths are only 1(3 inches
wide, as you remember. The thickness of the
lumber, and the necessary "play" will take out
about three or four inches from the 16. Now,
you take out two inches more, and you have
only an eight or ten inch space to squeeze
through when you pass the cases of sashes.
You have to get through these passages day
after day, very many times, and these cases will

probably last a good many years. How much
money would it be worth to have that two
inches, where space is so needful? You may
say I should not work so close. But, my friend,

the ground where our hot-beds are cost me $3000

an acre; and with the exhaust steam and the
piles of manure, we want every available inch
for raising plants. These mistakes of things
not being made correct and according to order,

and the consequent refusal to receive work, are
happening every day. We see it in all kinds of

business. It estranges friends and makes law-
suits, unless somebody is so good-natured as to

swallow the disappointment and give up expect-
ing accuracy or comfort in this world of ours.

For many years I have begged of people to pick
up a stick and cut it off the length they want
a thing to be made; but they laugh at me, but
afterward they grumble and get mad when the
carpenter or somebody else dosen't do as they
told him. If you want to give two dimensions,
saw oft' your stick to the longest dimension, and
then cut a notch for the shorter one. If you
want to take the dimensions of a box or the in-

side of a room, take two sticks. Lap them so

one end of each just touches the inside edge of

your room or box. Now drive in two nails, and
give the boy or man your stick, and tell him
that is the dimension, and also bid him bring
the stick back again. He will not dare to bring:

the stick with work that does not match it. If

he loses the stick, or throws it away, yon have
a clear case against him. He can not dispute
what yon said, or tell you that it was your own
blunder. Now, friends, just try cutting sticks.

Such sticks are worth very much more than a
"sharp stick" after somebody has made you
something you don't want or can't use.
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Trade Notes.

AIKIN BROTHERS & KNIGHT S NEW HIVE; AN-
OTHER SYSTEM FOR PREVENTING

SWARMING.
Some three or four years ago. as our readers

will remember, the writer was very much in-

terested in closed-end frames; and his enthu-
siasm was fired up none the less after visiting
Mr. P. H. Elwood, and observing him, on a
number of occasions, manipulating these same
closed-end frames with ease and dispatch.
Mr. Elwood and Mr. Hetherington. and

others who use the frame in the East, in the

AIKIN BROTHERS & KNIGHT'S NEW HIVE.

summer time use only panels to cover up the
exposed sides of the brood -nest, the ends of the
frames answering as the end of the brood

-

chamber proper. But it seems that Aikin
Bros. & Knight have devised a h've some-
what on the original Quinby plan, to take

No. 1 is a reversible bottom-board and feeder.
Deep side up for winter and feeding-. No. 3 is the
brood-chamber. It takes a closed-end standing
frame 9x17. The bee-spaces are in the bottom-
board and honey-board. Both sides and ends are
compressed upon tlie frames by the nuts and rods.
When released for manipulation, the frames rest
upon the bottom-board rim ends. The chamber is

reversible.
Tlie alighting-board (6) is a part of and attached

to the honey-board (4), while the entrances (8 and 9)

lead respectively under and above the lioney-board.
The queen-trap i6) coveis the brood-chamber en-
trance. No. 10 is tlie super, held together by the
rods—neither super nor brood-chamber is nailed at
the corners—and both sides and ends compressed
upon the section.s. By compression and spurs, the
super sides and separators support the sections
perfectly, without T's, slats, followers, or wedges.
The bi and Id franie hive supers take respectively 2
and 3 separators, and 24 and 32 I's-wide sections.
They may be full separatored by adding plain wood
or tin separators, ur by spur separators. For ex-
tracting, the super takes 8 1%-inch-thick frames in
place of tiie sections. Nos. 12 and 13 are the inner
and outer cover.
The two- colony, non -swarming combination

brood-chambers (B and C, cut No. 2) each contains
a colony of bees. K is the separating-board dividing
the colonies. J is the alternator that passes the
bees out flom the lower hive and returns them to
the upper, thus working two colonies in one set of
supers. To prevent swarming, both the colonies
are reversed rn maxse once a week in the swarming
season. The hives are clamped together by the
appliance M, elevated by the bolster (L), and revolv-
ed as a wheel on its axis. Thus, once a week thp
qupen-cells are upset and the bees alternated.
Loveland, Col. Aikin Bros. & Knigbt.

Just how far this means of producing side
and end compression may prove to be practi-
cal, we are not able to say. In the sample hive
we now have at hand (evidently one of the first

models), some modification should be made to

make the principle work perfectly, as we find

there is notsnfficientend and side play. With the
varying conditions of our weather there should
be considerable take-up. The manner of pro-
ducing the compression will be perfectly evi-
dent, we think, from the engravings. The
lateral compression is eifected by an old device,

THE HIVES PREPARED FOR NON-SWARMING.
closed-end frames, but differing in this respect,
that the compression feature closes up on the
ends of the frames as well as on the sides.
How this is accomplished is better described
from a brief description tak(>n from Aikin Bros.
& Knight's adv(!itising matter.

and one that, we believe, is in use by Henry
Alley and some others whose names we do not
just now recall. The end compression is effect-
ed by a bridge-shaped cleat. As the rod is

drawn up. it squeezes on the highest part of
the cleat, thus pressing the end-board against
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the closed-end frames, one of which is shown
al 3, in the first figure.

A novel feature of the super is, that there is

absolutely nothing except compression and
separators to hold the sections—supporting-
slats, etc., being dispensed with. It was Oliver
Foster, we believe, who first constructed a super
on this plan; but just how far the idea proved
to be a success, we are not able to say. but
Aikin I>ros. & Knight have their separators
perforated at regular intervals in such a way
as to leave burr edges at the holes, something
as you will find on the rough side of a nutmeg-
grater. These separators are let down in be-
tween the sections, the burr edges coming just
opposite to the edges of the uprights of the
sections. Pieces of tin, having similar edges,
are nailed to the sides of the supers, spaced
off so as to come opposite the uprights. Now,
when compression is applied to a super filled

with sections, these rough edges are supposed
to imbed themselves into the edge of the sec-
tion; and this, together with compression, is

designed to hold them up. In actual practice,
however, we are of the opinion that this plan
would not prove to be an entire success. It

may do in Colorado, where the climate is less

variable than here; but in our locality, if we
apply an unyielding compression on a set of
sections during moist weather, and dry hot
weather comes on, the sections seem to be quite
loose. The compression that we find practical
in our locality is a yielding compression, or one
produced by the springing of the following-
board.
The hive proper, as will be seen from the

engravings, is an invertible one; and the man-
ner of accomplishing the inversion is effected
by the holster L. This device is quite similar
to the one used by J. M. Shuck.
Although there is nothing particular new in

the rruinner of reversing, it is applied to accom-
plish a rather new use—the prevention of
swarming. Aikin Bros, depend not entirely
upon reversing to destroy cells (we do not be-
lieve this is always reliable), but as a means to
transfer the working force of two colonies of
bees from one to the other, and vice versa, often
enough so as to impoverish for a few days one
hive to such an e.xtent that what ceils are not
destroyed by the reversing will be torn down
by the queen, because the condition of prosper-
ity that ruled a few days before has been
removed. After the approach of the swarming
season, if we undei-stand the method correctly,
the working force of the brood-chainber B, by a
simple device or alternator. J, Fig. 2, are turned
into the brood-chamber C. The alternator is a
sort of entrance - block, so constructed that
the bees can be turned by a scheme of bee-
escapes from one hive to another. The bees,
not being able to pass out of the entrance by
which they entered, will use the upper entrance
between D and H. just above the honey-board
G, separating the two lower hives from the
super D. When the colony in C is pretty near
the point of swarming, the paii' is I'everscd in

the manner shown in the left of Fig. 2. hive B
being placed uppermost and C below. The
alternator, J. is turned thr same side upward
as before, and the working force is again the
upoer and now impoverished brood-chamber,
where cells have been destroyed, and all

thoughts of swarming have been given up.
The design is, to keep the working force of two
colonies confined to one super or one set of
supers, instead of having this same force dis-
tributed in two different hives, and on two
different supers, with the liability of swarms
from either.
So far the principle of non-swarming seems

to be the same as that of H. P. Langdon, al-

though the method hy which it is accomplished
is entirely different." The Langdon plan, as
described on page loi), is, to change the working
force from one hive to another on a horizontal
plane. The plan above given is to change the
working force on a perpendicular plane. Mr.
Knight, if we arc correct, has used this plan
successfully for t". o years.
Aikin Bros. & 1\ night say the same plan of

non-swarming can be adapted to any hive hav-
ing loose bottoms by using a honey- board and
the '• alternator." Indeed, they have sent us
one to be used on a Dovetailed hive.
Another peculiarity of the new hive is, that

the entrance is at the top. This simplifies the
construction of the alternator so that the work-
ing force can be veiy readily turned from one
hive to another. Then, besides, it is considered
an advantage to have the entrance near the
supers, because it is thought that the bees will
enter the same more readily. As for wintering,
Messrs. Aikin Bros. & Knight think it is better
to have top ventilation and the bottom tight.
We notice that we have omitted to say any

thing about the queen-trap, as shown at 6, Fig.
1. This is a part of the honey-board, and is

designed to trap the queen where swarming is

allowed, and it is not deemed best to let the
bees or queen escape.

Tobacco Column.

Please send me a smoker, as I have discon-
tinued the use of tobacco entirely. If I ever
use it again I will pay for the smoker.

D<>xter, N. Y., March (J. C. G. Potter.

I think I am entitled to one of your smokers,
as I am now a subscriber to Gleanings. If I

ever use the weed again I will pay you for the
smoker. J. H. Siples.
Wrights, Miss., April 1.5.

I have been a subscriber to Gleanings since
Jan. 1st last, and since that time I have thrown
down the cigarette, with the determination of

not taking it up again. I therefore claim the
smoker as my reward, and hope it will be the
mi-ans of keeping me from breaking my prom-
ise. If I use tobacco again, of course I will

pay for the smoker. L. L. Neyland.
Berwick, Miss., Mar. 18.

I am a subscriber to Gleanings. I noticed
your Tobacco Column. My boy has been using
tobacco for some time, and I told him about
your promising a smoker to those who quit
using tobacco or cigarettes. He says he will

quit using tobacco if I will get him a smoker.
He has tsvo swarms of bees in Dovetailed hives.

I think he is entitled to one of your smokers.
If he ever uses tobacco again I will promptly
pay for the smoker. O. J. Weeks.
West Webster, N. Y., March 13.

I have been induced, through Gleanings,
to quit chewing tobacco; and if you wish you
may send me a smoker; and if I ever use the
weed agnin I hereby agree to pay you for the
smoker. Tobacco is very injurious to me, my
nervous system being so susceptible to the nar-

cotic poison contained in the weed that it made
me feel like a drunk man. Friends, I hereby
give you all warning. Heed my advice, and do
not use the filthy weed any more, for it corrupts

both the physical and mental en(M-gies of man.
Enoch Andekson.

Comanche. Texas, May 10.
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ADDITIONAL EDITORIAL

THOSE OLD BEE -BOOKS.
As promised in our last issue, we begin the

first installraenl of articles reviewing some old

(or, ratiier. ancient) bee- books. Tiie first one
of the series is from the pen of our proof-reader,
and will be found on page 43.5. Its perusal, we
feel sure, will be found to be interesting and
profitable; for, as our proof-reader says, " It is

often as profitable to know what those old
writers did nof find out as it is to know what
they did; and a piece of negative information
is frequently as useful as that which is posi-

tive." We hope to have this series continued
for some little time; and knowing the writer of
them as we do, his intense enthusiasm for the
work, we feel sure that he will be able to give
us something as readable and spicy as would
come from the pen of Mr. Emerson E. Hasty
himself—the one who is conducting a series of
bee-paper reviews for the Bee-keepers'' Review.

THE GAMBLING CKAZE AND COUNTERFEIT
MONEY.

In my remarks in our issue for April 1 I

omitted to mention counterfeit money. That
was brought to mind by a printed circular and
pretended newspaper clipping, mailed to us by
our good friend C. J. Baldridge, of Kendaia, N.
Y. The circular is not very much different

from those coming from the venders of green
goods for some years back. They pretend to
have plates stolen in some manner from the
United States Treasury Department. These
plates are taken over to Canada, and used to
print genuine United States money. The cir-

cular is very confidential, of course. We quote
just one paragraph from the bogus newspaper
clipping:

As the government only is the loser, and is so
well able to stand it, the average citizen has no
conscientious scruples whatever In taking adA'an-
tage of the offer of these men, especially as there is

no risk or danger in handling these bills, if they
use proper precautions and keep their business to
themselves. A close mouth, as tliey tell you, is the
secret of success in this nefarious scheme.

The whole thing is very ingeniously gotten
up to work upon the feelings of any person who
begins to think and talk to the effect that mak-
ing money by honest day's work is altogether
too slow and humdrum, and that very few ever
acquire any competence in that way. It ap-
peals to the" average young man who thinks he
is not getting as much pay as he deserves.
This period is very likely'to come to most of us
somewhere in the teens. If it were only boys
in their teens who have such notions, it would
not be so bad. I hope every reader of Glean-
ings is by this time well aware that these men
never have any counterfeit money at all. If it

is exactly the same as good money, and no ex-
pert can tell the difference, why should they
want to swap $4000of itfor |400of other money ?

What is the use of swapping at all? And yet
more or less people are falling into their snares.

and swapping their money for dear-hought
experience right along every day. Beware of
the tempter.

.

RECEIVING PERISHABLE GOODS, ETC.

At this season of the year it is almost inevita-

ble that there should be more or less losses in

shipping and receiving perishable goods. How
shall we make these losses as little as possible?
and when they come, how shall we adjust them
in a Christianlike way? I will give you my
ideas of the matter by one or two illustrations.

A few days ago we received a barrel of pine-
apples, and more than half of them were more

or less decayed. Nine out of about 7.5 were ut-
terly worthless, and went directly to the com-
post-heap. The order was a personal one. giv-
en a runner, and he agreed to send me good
sound fruit. I might have sent them back, per-
haps; in fact, there are people who do just that
thing, or refuse to receive them from the rail-
road company. In this case they would have
been nearly or quite a total loss, for refusing to
take them from the railroad company would
have finished up the decay that was going on so
rapidly. Without any instructions from the
shippers. I took the worst of them and had them
canned for sauce. It is rather expensive sauce,
but it is better than to have them lost. Then I
sold the rest of them, some for half price, some
for three-fourths price, and the good ones for
full price, reporting to the shippers, of course,
at once, their condition, and what I proposed to
do. They rebated the price of the nine spoiled
ones, but said that, as I had made use of the
rest of them, they did not think they ought to
make any reduction. When I pointed them to
the fact that their agent agreed to give me
sound fruit, they said the agreement was only
that sound fruit should be sent. I do not think
they did right; that is. I think they should have
given me some encouragement for trying to save
their property from loss; but I am glad I helped
to save them, even if I did not make any money
by it.

Again, we sent 1000 Wakefield cabbage-plants
to a friend in Kansas. When they reached the
express ofifice, as he lived some miles away they
remained there some over two days before he
saw them. Then he refused to take them. I
wrote at once to take the plants, and do the best
he could with them, and what did not grow we
would try to make good. But by this time it
was too late. We presume they were thrown
away. Now, the express company was an inno-
cent party to this transaction. They carried
the plants all the way to Canton, Kansas, in
three days or a little less; and yet our friend
leaves them on their hands. This matter of re-
fusing to receive goods because they do not hap-
pen to reach destination in good order, has. per-
haps, made more trouble between express com-
panies and their customers than any other one
thing. Somebody, of course, has got to pay
the charges. If the express company is made
to lose it, you may be sure thev will be pretty
careful in the future about carrying perishable
stuff unless they have charges advanced; and
where the goods go over different lines, especial-
ly through the South, it may be difficult for
them to say just what the charges will be;
therefore the only remedy is to be sure to charge
enough. We have for years been in the habit
of guaranteeing the charges on any goods we
ship. Well, here is' what our friend in Kansas
gives as a reason Jor refusing the plants:

The roots looked all right, but the tops were all
all yellow; and it just looked to me, if I should set
them out, I should have all my work for nothing.
Canton, Kan., May 23. Henry Martin.

Of course. I would not expect anvbody to go
to the trouble of putting out plants in the field
unless there were a reasonable prospect that
the greater part of them would live. "Every
gardener should be familiar with the common
practice of " heeling in " plants. Take them to
a little spot of good mellow earth, right out in
the open air. Separate the plants just enough
so the soil can be packed around the roots of
each individual plant. A thousand cabbage-
plants can be nicely heeled in. say in two square
yards of ground; and they can stay there, if
circumstances require, two or three weeks.
When the plants are received in poor order, the
proper thing to do is to try to save them in this
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way if possible. Two square yards of ground
can be easily shaded from the hot sun, with a
few old boards, until the plants get rooted. One
who does this much to prevent loss, and then
notifies the shipper of the result, will, as a rule,

get fair treatment. I think that, with the good
strong roots there were on those plants, even
though the tops were small, almost every plant
would have grown with such treatment. The
remarkably cold and backward spring has had
much to do with the small tops. What is the
fair thing to do in a transaction like the above '?

Well, if our friend will pay the express charges
we will send him another lot at half price, or
stand half the loss. It seems to me that that
would be about fair and right. Had he taken
the plants from the office, and heeled them in

(I could heel in a thousand plants, and do it

nicely in half an hour), then if they didn't grow.
I would have cheerfully filled the whole order
again. You may ask. "'Then why not guar-
antee satisfaction and safe delivery right
along?" The reason we can not do this (in fact,

I do not know of any plant-dealer who does it)

is, that people have so many different notions
as to how plants should look, etc. Another
thing, there are quite a good many who' seem to
think they are excusable for not receiving plants
because they stay in the express office several
days before they knew they were there. Of
course, we send a notice by mail every time we
make a shipment of any kind. Sometimes peo-
ple who live several miles from their postoffice
can not get information in this way as soon as
desirable. The very best remedy 1 know of for

this state of affairs is to have such a stock of
^oods or plants that each order can go by re-

turn mail or express. The uncertainty of the
weather, however, stands in the way of doing
this always. Of course, one might have an im-
mense stock of every thing—a good deal more
than he would be likely to need; and then he
must fix his prices so as to cover the losses on
every thing when there is a surplus too great to
be sold. Every man who is desiring to build up
a business ought to be willing to go a little

-more than half way in adjusting matters; and
if the other party is also willing to go even half
way, there certainly ought to be no very great
differences, especially among old friends.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I received the foundation all in good shape. It
was well boxed up, and I am well pleased with my
order. We.sley Kendig.

Defiance, O., May 6.

I received a quart of the Egyptian onion-sets last
fall, and they are indeed a fine early oniou. I
^would not be without them for any thing.
German, O., May 12. J. P. Michael.

The goods I ordered of you came in less than four
•days after they were shipped. The hive-bodies can
hardly be beaten for nice lumber, and the surplus
foundation is the nicest I ever saw.
Clinton, Ind., May 4. W. R. Clover.

The plants are received, and I will say that they
are the finest tomato-plants I have ever seen, and
we are, of course, greatly pleased. We are glad you
put ni the extra transplanted Dwarf Champion
plants, though we did not order them. They are
just what I should have wanted had I been there to
select. Dr. G. L. Tinker.
New Philadelphia, O., May 19.

I have had knives in the last 25 years worth up-
ward of If1.50. but never foviiid one before I liked as
well as the Diamond knife at ."iO cents. As you did
better on knives than I expected, please accept my
.gratitude. Every time I read Home talks and ser-

mons, I feel like writing you an indorsement of
their sound, practical good sense. I know our na-
tion is on the eve of some great national trial for
want of general diflUsion of such staunch business
principles. I hope never to be without Gleanings
while I live and am able to read.
Allegan, Mich. W. H. Gardner.

/ HAVE SOME 10 OR 12

FINE ITALIAN QUEENS.
out of cells saved from swarming colonies, all rear-
ed this spring, but mated to black drones. Prices
as follows: 30 cts. each; you furnish ready-provi-
sioned cages, or 40 cts. each and I furnish the cage.
Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

L. B. SMITH, Lometa, Lampasas Co., Texas.

BY W. I. 0HAMBE2LAIN, A. M., LL. D.,

Formerly Secretary of the Ohio State Boara of Agriculture,
and late President of the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer.

This is a valuable companion to our oth^ rural
books. It embraces the experience of forty years
of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A^ I. ROOT, MEDINA, Ohio.

WIRE NETTING.
SHORT ROLLS, ET'C.

We submit below, corrected from last issue, a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have just received from the factory. We
still have a good supply of 2-iiich No. 19 netting 4
feet high, which we still offer at these special prices:
1 roll, $3.60; 5 rolls. WSiO; 10 rolls, 134.00. This you
notice is 10c a roll higher than our last offer on this
size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 73
inches wide only, other widths all sold. We have put
the price on the following pieces at tlie same rate as
full rolls, except on the 72 inch, on which we offer
an extra 10% discount.
Of 2-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.
The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thirds of the I'esult to find the price of each
piece.

12
I
117. 12.1, 130.

24 in. 69, % 97, 97, 114. 120, 128, 131, 143, 147.

30 4.'). M. 60, 62, 64, 70. 90. 91, 101, 107, 123. 137. 140, 144, 146.

36 9,16,18.18, 19. 25, 26, 38,40,40. 40, 49, .50. 50, .50. .53,.54,.'iS, .56, 58, .58,

64. 73, 73, 73, 74, 75, 82, 83. 84, 84, 87, 87, 90. 90, 92, 91, 96, 96, 96, 99,

I

100, 100. 100. 100, 100. 100, 100, 102, 102, 102, 105, 105,109, 110, HI, 114,

1
115, 116, 118, 120, 120, 122, ri4,124, 125,125, 128, 129, 129. 130, 138, 148,

I
142, 143. 143. 144, 144, 147, 147.

42
I
16,20. 131.

48
I
11. 12, -20. 20, -25, 29. 32. 35, 38. 40. 48. .55. .55. 60. 61. 64. 67.68. 75. 75, 82,

I
8,384,86.87. 90.94,96, 103. 111,119, 120, 122, 123, 1-23. 1-34, 130. 138. 138.

I
140. 143. 144, 144. 144. 144, 145, 145. 145, 146.

.54 72, 88 88, 143.

60
I

45. 53, 71. 73, 73, 75. 78. 87, 96, 101, 101, 101, 105, 107. 110. 120, 123, 124,

I
138, 140, 144, 144, 146. 146.

72
I

16. 20 42 42, 42. 46. 47, 48, .57, 71, 73. 75, 75.81, 82, 85, 85. 88, 93, 100,

I
100 107, 112. 119 r20, 123, 124, 125, 134, 142,

Of 2-inch No. 20 we have the following pieces at three-fifths
of B cent per square foot Arrive at the price in precisely the
same way as atiove, taking fhrce-fiftlis of the number of feet
instead of two-thirds, to get the pi ice in cents
30 .32. 39. 73. 105 120, 140 140, 140.

36 I 12. 20. 22, 36, 38, 39. 56, ,57. fifi. 68, 79, 81. 86. 88. 100. 100. 100. 110, 119,

]
120. 122. 126, 128, 128, 132, 134, 136, 138. 140. 141, 144, 145.

42
I
142 143.

48 I 41. 55, 60. 66, 70, 85, 86, 92, 98, 105, 114, 123, 140. 143, 145,

54
I

145.

60
I

46 48, .50. 51. 60. 73. 119. 139. 139.

72
I
25, 38, 44, 45. 70. 75, 76, 79, lOO. 100. 128. 137, 139.

In lots of 5 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-
duct 5%; 10 pieces, 10% ; 25 pieces or more, 15%. On
the 73-inch netting you may. also deduct 10% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity ordrrs. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very r:ij)idly. and it ma.v be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA. O.
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Dissolution
Probable

The old firm of Contraction & Expansion, long-
engaged in demolishing wire fences, have had a
falling out. Being unable to make any impression
on our Coiled Spiing Fence, Expansion got hot and
his partner has displayed an un nistakable coolness
toward him ever since. Those who use Page fence
are not interested.

PAGE WOVEIM-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
S^ln responding to this advertisement mention GLEAKSfas,

If you wish to

Smile,
Try my line Italian queens. Either 3 or
5 banded, bred in different yards, 75 cts.
each; «4.25 for 6. or $8.0IJ per doz. Prices
to dealers, Ht)d by the quantity, on ap-
plication. Fine breeders, $5.U0; always
on hand. Prices for those that produce
strictly 5-banded bees, on application.
Remember, I guarantee safe arrival, and satisfac-
tion in the bounds of reason.

MRS. JTBAjVIIS ATOHI.BY,
Cix-eenville, Hunt Co., Tex.

Mrs. Atc.Mey:—The bees arrived in good condition
and are all right in every respect. The express
charges were very reasonable, being only $1.4.5.

Kaukauna, Wis., May 16. Mks. Chambers.
Mrs. Atchley—Dcai- Madam:—The 12 quetns arriv-

ed safe and well la.st Saturday, a week ahead of
time. Only three of the workers succumbed cross-
ing the sandy desert. I think if you do business in
this manner you outjht to be a rich woman.

* Respectfully, John Collins.
Elsinore, Cal., May 13, 1893.

Mrs. Atchley:—! was not expecting you to send me
another queen; but if you do that kind of business
I can readily see why your trade is constantly in-
creasing. L. B. Smith, Lometa, Tex.

A NEW BOOK ON
Tomato Culture,
Plant Growing,

AND
High Pressure
Gardening in
GcnerrJ.

Price szc; By flail, 40c.
To get j-our tpmator-s started, more or loss garden-

ing uiider glMss mi. St be dune, as vou are probably
well aware. Well, when you can nanage the toma-
to under glas.s, you are rciidy to manage almost any
other vegetable crop; therefore -ne regard the to-
mato book as one of the most viihiablo if not t/ie
most valuable of any work on raising ],l:;nts and
vegetables that require protec1i<,]i f10m the frost;
and whether the protection is to be in the fall of the
year, or the middle of the winter, or in tlie sirring
™?"'^.S' you will fin'd;,thG tomato book full of the
latest and most moddrn api'iances for giving pro-
tection at the smallest expense. Of course, a part
of It has alreadyapiieare<;i in Gleanings; butprob
ably considerably more than half will be found hew
to our readers. '

.

A, I. ROOT, Medina, Oi

Choice Seed of the

Japanese k^ Buckwheat.

It does not pay to devote valuable land to the
production of any plant simply for the honey it

may produce. In providing forage for the bees,
other than what they naturally fit d, choice should
be made of those plants that produce honey and yet
are a paying crop aside from the honej'. One of
these plants which generally produces honey, and
at a time when other bee-pasturage is usually scarce,
is buckwheat. The best variety of this that we are
acquainted with is the Japanese, which has been
before the public for Ave or six years. With favor-
able conditions and good soil this will easily pro-
duce 50 bushels per acre, and it matures within a
few weeks from the time it is sown. It rarely
brings less than 50c a bushel for flouring, and often
a much higher price. The price the past year has
ranged much higher than usual, being from 70c to
$1.00 a bushel.
The time for seeding is at hand, and we are pro-

vided with a good stock of choice seed which we
offer, while it lasts, at the following pi-ires: 1-lb. 5c;
1 peck, 4(;c; >i bush., TOc; 1 bush, $1.20; 2 bush.,
$2.30; 10 bush., $10.00; bags included. By mail, 8c
per pound extra for postage.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA. OHIO.

Bees and Queens KKS-s^elertS
ed, $1..50; untested, 60 cts. One 2-frarae nucleus, with
tested queen, $3.0U; with untested queen, $1..50.STEMWKT .V- CaOPHR,
9-12d Qrie/jeofc, Tenn.
^^In resi>onding to this advertisement mention GLEAiaNGS.

CplVPl for one of our special offer queens and aOL,l '^ Lf 2.f,.anie nucleus for only $2 OH. Circular
free. LEININGER BROS., Ft. Jennings, O.

Root's Goods ^'^-^°o^'^^^^^^® '^'^^ ^"

dress Jos. Nysewandei'.
had at Des Moihes, Iowa. Ad-

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or live banded queens, each, 75c ; 6 for $4.25.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Pure B. P. Kock and
B. Leghorn eggs, $1.00 per 13. Catalogue free.
,9-ttdb (?iias. //. T/iies, Steeieri/7e, Jii.

To sell bees— full colonies or nu-
clei. Good stock.

li. LatlirQiJ, Urowntoyyii, Wis.
Wanted
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

Wljen you are considering'
wliere lo seiid for your sup-
plies tbe coming- season, g-et
prices ar,d a list of g-oods on
iiand, from one of tiie follow-
ing: dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thus secui'ing- them at
lowest cost. Most of them,

, ^ ^ ^. , . , ., ., ,. ,. except f hose far distant, sell
g-oods to users at factory prices, while those tar distant add approvimately onlv the (-arli,ud rate
of freight, so that you will g^yg TltTie and Monev '^^ '^^^•"''*^' >'""' «"Pl''ie-'* of
one of these dealers. We*^**/*^ i iiiit diiu iTl-"tIC_y

(,..,1 not give here a list of
goods kept, as it varus some at the diflferent places according to the varying needs of each local-
ity. Write to the place nearest you for list with prices, and when you write give a list of the
goods you want, and mention this paper.

fy^

Quite a full line of goods are sold, at factory prices by
K^ F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.

%^ H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
^ Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

^ A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
^ Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co. , San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
^ F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

^ For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
rL, Baltimore Farm-Implement Co. , Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,
and extractors is also kept by the following:

Henry F. Ilagen. Kocky Ford. Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, III. Walter S. Pouder, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Perf. Zinc, etc., are furnished by a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmanship, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we adveitise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish ; l)ut find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what price, by
writing for list to address nearest you. A. I. Root, Medina, 0.

In writing to any of above please mention Gleanings.

^-|P|rAa^„s "^ :^^Keepers StippuEs.

vxMuiuiwxm^mKf^s
In writing advertisers please mention thi.« paper.

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS. EXTRACTORS, ETC.

F=Ul-L. LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

eO-PAGB CATALOGUE. Ittdl

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
C?^lii respoiiftiiiL' !•) till- iulvcti-iimiM hk ritloii «i.K.i>i^

**Quigley's Golden Italians"
Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. They have stood the past .severe winter
without protection and without loss. Warranted
purely mated. Each, $1.00; li for $.5.00. Safe arrival
and satisfMction guaranteeil.- Circular of queens
and a full line of. bee- supplies sent free.
9-tfdb E. F. QUIGLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.

Please mention this paper.

Wholesale and Betail Manufacturer and

Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections ;i specialtj-. As good as

the Best. . Send for catalogue.
VV. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,

Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.
Please mention this paper.
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gingham Perfect ^Smoker ^Series.

The Doctor, 314-inch stove, lai'g-est smoke and fuel capacity made, $3.U0; Conqueror, 3-inch stove, $1.75;

Larg-e, $1.50. Postpaid per mail. They all have wide shields, movable bent nozzle, coiled steel wire han-
dle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Bingham cleated,;joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail,

and 14 years the standard in every country.
The Bingham & Hetlierington uncapping-knife also belongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee = Smokers.
Our smaller smpkers are as we have always made them. Little Wonder, narrow shield, l?4-inch

stove, 65 cts.; Plain, narrow shield, 3-inch stove, *1.00; Extra, 2-inch stove, wide shield. $1.25. For further
description, ^-dozen rates or more, send card to the original inventor and maker of them.

T. F. BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

Mr. T. F. Bingham.—Dear Sir:~l received the smoker in good order. The wire handle and bent tube
are a great improvement. The wire handle is a great convenience in removing the cone, entirely prevents
burning of the fingers; and the bent tube enables the bee-keeper to use the smoke just where he needs
it, without danger of soot, ashes, or fire. It entirely does away with spoiled sections or the dropping of

Are. 1 thought the old Bingham was good, and can not see what the- new one leaves to be desired.

Morris Cross Roads, Pa., May 15, 1893. Yours truly, R. W. Higinbotham.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-halt' our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want youi
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;

but all over five lines will cost you according to our i egulai
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the i-egular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange a good 6-in. Vandervort
foundation-mill for cash or offers.

J. Nebel & Son, High Hill. Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange Italian bees and queens
for Root foundation-macliine, foot-power print-

ing-press, Barni's' foot-power scroll-saw, or offers.

J. J. Hardy, Lavonia, Ga.

WANTED.—To exchange sixty colonies of Ital-

ians and hybrids, in L. hives, in fine condition,
for young farm mules, horses, Jersey Red, or Po-
land China hogs or any thing salable.

J. B. Mitchell, Hawkinsville, Ga.

WANTED,—Beeswax in exchange for foundation,
queens, and bee-keepers' supplies.

F. H. McParland, St. Albans, Vt.

\17ANTED —To exchange Italian bees in Simplici-

VV ty hives, for fine stock of pigs or poultry.
E. Shimel, McCuneville, Ohio.

A B C OF

STRAWBERRY •^ CULTURE.
A t BOOK i FOR i BEGIHNERS.

BY T, B. TERRY.
This is Terry's latest and best work, and has re-

ceived some very high words of praise. Who that
keeps bees does not also have a little garden-patch?
If you would learn to raise in it that most luscious
of all fruit, the strawberry, with the best results,
you can not be without this little book. Even if

you don't grow strawberries you will be the better
for reading it. Pages one-half size of this. Fully
illustrated; 144 pages. Price 36c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS
Zxa. 13 Colors, a.-b $1.50 -pox lOOO.
The 12 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring 2^x2%. They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages of honey. We will mail
a sample, inclo^ed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: 5 etc for 10; 25cts. for 100; f1.00
for .500: *1.75 for 1000. A. 1. ROOT. Medina.O.

NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength of

Blast Simply Amazing.

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by

which a great blast is secured and the bellows kept clean, and

the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by

which the flre-cup and nozzle are kept from becoming uncom-

fortably hot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implen;eiit. It would

be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with Scinch flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, ^^2.00;

by express, $1.75.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
-Don't forget that we are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-

62 pages now ready for mailing.
N. B.-

alogue of
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Special Notices.

NEW IMPLEMENT FOR SPKAYING PLANTS, APPLY-
ING INSECTICIDES, ETC.

The little implement
shown in tlie cuts below has
been having- quite a sale for
a few months back. It is

not ii spraying-pump ; but
aitl'.ough it is small and
cheap it answers tlie pur-
pose of a more expensive
machine, for many pur-
poses. In shape, it is some-
thing;- like a lemon-squeezer;
but instead of a lemon you
have a ball made of pure
soft rubber, with very mi-
nute perforations on one
side, and a sort of valve on
the other. Shut it up, then
dip it into a bowl or pail of

water, and, while immersed, open the handles.
This fills the ball with the liquid. Now hold it over
the plant you wish to spray, and it sends a great
number of streams so infinitessimally small that

AGENTS
SUPPLIED
Wholesale
PRICES,

the result is a fine vapor, or dew, covering both the
upper and under side of the leaves, as the operator
may choose. For sprinkling clothes, or watering
plants in the window, of course you use pure water.
For applying poisons, however, you use any of the
solutions of London purple, Paris green, hellebore.

through the upenin^is, for these openings are of
rubber. We are usitiy- one of these rubber balls on
the end of a hose, for sprinkling our plant-beds.
When the full hejid of the water is let on, the rub-
ber ball expands to more than double Its ordinary
size. This, of course, makes the perforations cor-
respodingly larger, and this brings them about the
right size for watering beds.

MASON FRUIT-JARS.

Present prospects point to an abundant fruit crop
this season. When fruit is plentiful, the canning
busine.ss flourishes; and it isn't confined to the
large canning-factory, but a large proportion of
good housewives put up what is i. ceded for home
use. Mason fruit-jars are most often used for this
purpose, for, unlike fin cans, they can be used over
and over again, so long as they are not broken
through carelessness or accident. It often happens
in frultrcanning time, when fruit is plentiful, that
cans are scarce and prices much higher than they
are early in the season. We have laid in a stock of
first-quality green-glass cans, which we offer, while
they last, as follows:
Pint cans, 6 dozen in a box, at $4.00 per box.
Quart cans, 8 dozen in a box, at $5.50 per box.
Two-quart cans, 6 dozen in a box, at $5.50 per box.
All three sizes of cans take the same size of caps,

and we can furnish extra caps and rubbers at35cts.
per dozen ; 6 dozen in a box, for $1.80.

TWO AND THREE POUND TIN CANS.

None but the very large canning-factories, having
a full outfit of automatic can-making machines, can
afford to make their own cans. Those who do a
small or moderate amount of cannijjg can buythelr
cans all put up, ready to fill and solder up, and
packed 3 doz. in a case, for a trifie more than the
same amount of tin plate in sheets would cost. We
have made such terms with the large manufac-
turers and dealers in these cans, as enable us to
offer them at the following prices. Remember,
these cans have a small hole, -with cap, and must
be sealed with solder. Cans made to seal with wax
cost a little more.

2-lb. cans, 3 doz. in a case, per case, 95 cts. ; 3-lb.

cans, 3 doz. in a case, per case. $1.15, f. o. b. here.
F. o. b. Baltimore, Md.. in lots of not less than 30

cases, 15c per case less; 10 cases or more, from here,
at .5c per case less.

I Challenge

or pyrethrum, according to the insects 1o be banish-
ed. For convenience you want an e.ictra rubber ball
for the poisons. It uses the poisons in such econo-
my that a pint bowl of the liquid may be made to
go over a very large surface. The first engraving
shows the manner of applying it to a hill of pota-
toes; the ne.xt, to sprinkling clothes; and the third,
to sprinkling plants and vines. It is also recom-
mended for bugs and Insects on carpets, furs, or
clothes. For this purpose a carbolic-acid solution
is used. Full directions foi- using the different
kinds of poisons are sent with each sprayer. The
regular price of this littl6 implement is 50c. By
buying them in quantities, however, we are enabled
to .sell them for 36c\ If sent by mail, the price will
be 10c more. Extra bulbs iov various liquids will be
sent by mail for 20c. each. There is one feature
about this rubber-ball sprinkler that gives it an
advantage over all of the metal nozzles; and that
is, it can not clog nor rust up; for by applying
sufficient pressure, the obstruction may be forced

Any one to produce bet-
ter queens than my Five-
banded Golden Italians.
A good many offer lower-
priced queens; but, as
there is a class of intelli-

gent bee - keepers who
want the best, I prefer to
supply them than to rear
queens by the '• go-as-you-
please" plan, that could
be sold cheaper. My aim
is to rear the very best,
regardless of cost.

Just imagine handling
bees at any time, regardless of weather or robbers,
and using no smoke, and never getting stung.
That is tlie way I handle the colony of my best
breeding queen; but you ought to see them roll in

the honey I

Send for my price list -with the strongest lot of

<esfi/;io)iiV(?s you ever saw.
One queen, warranted purely mated. May, $1.35;

later, $1.00.

Entire Satisfaction Guaranteed.
Reference, A. I. Root. Money-order office. Cable.

111.

S. F. TREGO,
5wedona, - = = III.

Formerly S. F. & 1. TREGO. 7-18db

^"In responding to this advertisement mention Ulkajjings.
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AX/ A MTTCn Every reader of Gleanings
YY J-\l ^ 1 l^U t^o send for ,,ne of my

LADIES' TOILET= CASES.
Well worth Sl.UO in any family. Will send sample
by mail for 30 cts. in stamps, returnable if not satis-
factory. Address .7. C. frisOee, General
^^Q-ent, 17'J il/np/e St., Denver, Col.
Reference, A. I. Kt)qf, Medina, O. lOtfdb

Please mention this paper.

n^lTALIANquEp
•CLOVER SEEDS 'C.^'»o nr*U I

^SampleofourbeejournalThe WESTERN i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOur CATALOGUE F" R E El !.

JOS.NYSEWANDER. DesMoinesJowa.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Saiii|>le8 of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation Send for my
new illustrated Frne Price li««t of every thing
needed in the apiary. M. H. HUNT. Bell Branch, Mich.
2tfdb Plea.'e mention this papev

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

STAHLS

EXCELSIOR

FRUIT DRIER
Evaporate? Fruit DAY
and NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon application.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
QUnrCY, ILL.

Please mention this paper

BEES
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
^n^ all Apiarian- Supplies
cheap. Seiifl for Catalogue.
£. T. Flanagan, Belleville, 111.

Bee-f4ives-
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue. 'i'd-2,idh

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

Ah, There! Do you know that Miller Bros.
are prepared to furnish you

with the best Italian queens reared by the best
methods ? Also all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies.
.Send for catalogue to MILLEK liKOS..

ci-9-Ild Blutt'ton, Montgomeiy Co., Mo.
|^"In responding to this advertisement mention OtLKANINGS.

CAUTION

!

Bee-keepers are cautioned against purchasing
drone-traps of one Weaver, of Missouri. He has no
Authority from me to sell them.

H. AJ^LEY, Wenham, Alass.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.25; 6 for
$6.00. For full particulars and prices send for cii^
cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD.

Please mention this paper. 7tt'db

DO YOU KNOW
That W. H. Bright is selling bee-hives and fixtures
at a bargain ? If not write for price Ust.

6 lldb IV, H. BRIGHT, MAZEPPA, MINN.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-

'•alogue free. Address
QEEB BEOS., St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. QEEE, Nashville, Tens.

Please mention this paper. 5ttdb

Golden Queens
From Texas. My bees can not be sur-

passed for business, beau-^^^^^^^^^^^^^^^ ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens tor early orders, $1..50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. D. OIVEXS. Box 3, Ij^bMon, Tex.

For PURE ITAUAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP,
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper. Itfdb

JVIuth's

Honey - B:>ttPaetotf.

Squafe Glass HoJ^ey-Jafs,
Tin Buckets, Becnhlves.

Jloney'-Seetions, &e., &e.
Peffeetion Cold^Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
.^^^^v^v.^v./-v^%.^^^

CH^S. p. IVIUTH & SOJi, Cincinnati, O.

Send 10-ct. stamp for " Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

DEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
" for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
I lives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foiuidation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.

L COMBS,
L;irge extractor, 10-ln. fdn. mill, for sale; also my
farm of 120 acres good lind; good buildings and
sawmill on it, with water power. A fine property.

JAS. NIPE, SPRING PRAIRIE, WIS.

That
my 44-

page
Catiilogue is nowDid You Know

.M—^*.^* Catiili.gue is

rc^ady ? 1 have the largest stock of
Hee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My bi'and of XX White Thin Founda-
tion, 12 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before you forget it. Address
7tfdb WM. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.

In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.



Italian Queens Now, Deduct 3 Cts. per Pound

1893

If
you
want
send to J. N. Colwick, Norse, Texas, wlio sends Ijees

and queens on receipt of your cash order. Tested,
reared '93, $1.2,t; 6, $7; 13, $13. Unte.sted, $1; 6, $5;
12, $9. Two-frame nuclei, $1.35. Nuclei, $4. Drones,
Bees and Supplies cheap. Safe arrival guaranteed.
Send for circular.

Bees and Queens S^JIif^^ieTtrt:
ed, $1..50; untested, 60 cts. One 3-Irame nucleus, with
tested queen, S3.0U; witli untested (jiieen, $1.50.STEWART ,V: COOPISR,
9-12d Quebecfc, Tenn.

CC IVT PI for one of our .special offer queens and a
ADt-^i ^U 2-franie nucleus lor only $2 00. Circular
free. LEININQER BROS., Ft. Jennings, O.
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June 25th.
By my system of dequeening- at the opening- of a
harvest, I shall laave 300 tested queens of the
leather-bacJi strain of Italians for delivery about
xTline 2a. Prices, 75c each; $7.50 per dozen. All
young and prolific; none over one year old. Boole
your orclers now; pay wlien queens arrive.
None will be sent out at these prices Ijefore June 20,
nor after July 10. First come, first served. lltf'db
A. F. BROW]^, Box 10, A'ew Smyrna,
Formerly of Huntington, Fla. Fla.

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, tlie result of 14 years' careful
breeding. Prices In June: Warranted queens, $1.00
each; 3 for S3.50. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with
warranted queen, $3.00. Safe arrival and satisfac-
tion guaranteed. Those who liave never dealt with
me, 1 refer to A. I. Root, wlio lias purchased of me
over 600 queens. Circular free.

J. r: MaORE,
ll-12d Moriiran, fendleton Co., Ky.

^P*In responding to this advertisement mention Gleajjings.

READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doolitile's method, as
cheaply now as at anv time in the North.
Untested, 7.5c: 6 for $4.00; 12, $7.50. Last
year's tested, $1.35; select, $1.75; breeder, $3..50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
I R r'A<sF Port Orange,

*J. L>. V'/A^OU,, Vol. Co., Fla.
t5''In respomlinjr to this udveitisenn

5tfdb
llHon GLKANlNGa

, ,
TELLyou what, Jones, liCvering

^^ Bros, sell the best goods and ai
\ the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best
^equipped

Bee^Hive paetopy
ill the West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoft'maii self -spacing
fi'ame aspecialty. Everything used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for theif free
Illustrated Price List, aad save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
theii' Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,
Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.

Please mention tliis paper.

From our retail prices of foundation,
given in our 1893 price list.

AX. H. HU:\T, - Bell Branch, - Micb.

For Sale at a Bargain.
The entire stock of bees and paraphernalia, all of

superior quality and of the most modern and ap-
proved kind, of the late Albert Edwards. Enquire
of Mrs. Albert Edwards, Box 18, Skaneateles, N. Y.

COOK, NOTTINGHAM <£ PIERCE.

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, 75c; 6 for $4.35.
Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Pure B. P. Kock and
B. Leghorn eggs, $1.00 per 13. Catalogue free.
9-tfdb Cbas. B. Thies. Steeleville, 111.

Root's Goods ^T ROOT'S PRICES can be

dress Jos. Nysewander.
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

Choice. Seed of the

Japanese i> Buckwheat.

3-l4db

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAinUKL .TONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

SELLP DOT

!

Oiaff Hives, etc , very
cheap. P. H. & E. H. DEWET,
55 Mechanic St., West-
fleld, Mas5. 8-12db

It does not pay to devote valuable land to the
production of any plant simply for the honey it

may produce. In providing forage for the bees,
other than what they naturally find, choice should
be made of those plants that produce honey and yet
are a paying crop aside from the honey. One of
these plants wliich generally produces honey, and
at a time when ot her bee-pasturage is usually scarce,
is buckwheat. The best variety of this that we are
acquainted witii is the Japanese, which has been
before the public for five or six years. With favor-
able conditions and g«od soil this will easily pro-
duce 50 bushels per acre, and it matures within a
few weeks from the time it is sown. It rarely
l:)rings less than .50c a bushel tor flouring, and often
a much higher price. The price the past year has
ranged much higher than usual, being from 70c to
$1.00 a bushel.
The time for seeding is at hand, and we are pro-

vided with a good stock of choice seed which we
offer, while it lasts, at the following prices: 1-lb. .5c;

1 peck, 40c; K bush., 70c; 1 bush , $1.30; 3 bush.,
$3.20; 10 bush., $10.00; bags included. By mail, 8c
per pound extra for postage.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA, OHIO.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The bee-keepers of Texas will meet with the Horticultural

Society at Rockport, Texas, June 20-22. A steamer will be at

our service, and a grand time is anticipated.
Jennie Atchley.

DONT MONKEY »'" iSat >
Our Qolden Queens are the Best.

Untested, 70c; 3 for $2.00; tested, $1.25.

Bee-keepers' supplies at lowest fig-

ures, and best goods. Send for price list.

John Nebel & Son, High Hill, no.
C^In responding to this advertisement mention Glkaningj.

Italian bees in A. I. Root's
10-frame Simplicity liive,

at $5.00 per colony.
GIBBS, JVorwalk, Oiiio.

For Sale.
B. R.

\klt\w%^nA ^o ejrc7iang-e or sell at once,
WdlllnD. ^^ Colonies Italian Bees,uiiiwMi

a lot of Bee supplies, and 3 pens thor-
oughbred poultry. This is a jiood chance for any
one starting in the bee-business. Will take $75 for
the lot. .7. C. F'ROVIT<l^S,

JMasontoxi'n, Pa,

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices free of
charge, as below. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to pay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

Twenty black and hybrid queens for sa.e. Blacks,
25c each, or 5 for $1.00. Hybrids. 30c each, or 4 for
$1.00. Albert Hines,

Box 533. Independence, Iowa.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible tor er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please;
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange Italian bees in Simplici-
ty hives, for fine stock of pigs or poultry.

E. Shimel, McCuneville, Ohio.

ANTED.—To exchange apiarian supplies for
Italian queen. J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.W

WANTED.—From July 1 to 10. 50 young laying
queens, Italian or hybrid, also ,50 nuclei, two

frames, brood, 131^ or 17/^ long, by 9 >^ deep, top-
bar projecting % inch.

Frank McNay, Mauston, Wis.

WANTED.- A competent person to take charge of
bees, queen-rearing, and garden. Apply, stat-

ing age, experience, references, wages, inclosing
photo, Geo. A. Latimer, Norfolk, Neb.

WANTED.—Information as to the whereabouts of
a climate with beneficial effects to throat and

lung ailments, also to obtain employment in said
climate. Have had some experience in apiculture
and carpentry; am handy with almost all sorts of
tools. Can give good reference.
A Gleanings Subscriber, Gehm, Putnam Co., Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange honey - extractor, solar
wax-extractor (good as new), and six colonies of

Italian bees, for incubator.
G. C. Hughes, Pea Ridge, Ark, Box 15,

WANTED.—To exchange for bees or bicycle, or
almost any thing else, a horizontal sorghum-mill,

practically as good as new, cost about $400. Write
for full particulars. This is a bargain.

M. J. Wilsey, Washington, Wash. Co., Kan.

WANTED.—To exchange one 5x8 Favorite photo
outfit (new) for a good bic.ycle or incubator.

G. J. Sturm, Mt. Erie, Wayne Co., 111.

WANTED.—An active young man of good morals,
and experience in bee culture, to work in apia-

ry. State experience and wages wanted.
W. D. Wright, Altamont, N. Y.

Root's Goods for the West-
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

^%#f. Bingham Perfect Smokers.
CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

Patented 1878, 1882, and 1892.

The Doctor. 3'/4-inch stove, largest smoke and fuel capacity made, $2.00; Conqueror. 3-
inch stove, $1.75: Large, $1.50. Postpaid per mail. They all have wide shields, movable
bent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Bingham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in
every country.
The Bingham & Hetherington uncapping-knife also belongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=Smokers.
Our smaller smokers are as we have alwaj^s made them. Little Wonder, narrow

shield, IM-inch stove, 65 cts.; Plain, narrow shield, 2-inch stove, Sl.OO; Extra, 3-inch
stove, wide shield, $1.25.

They are a great convenience in handling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keepers
as being just the thing.—Quein & Fyke, Ettawanda, Cal.
The best to be had.— C. J. Donaldson, Lapeer, Mich.
As perfect as need lie.—H. M. Seely, Harford, Pa.
It is just what I wanted.—J. C. Keithley, Shacklefall, Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Waxter S. Pouder, Indianapolis, Ind.
I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.—Henky F. Hagen, Rocky

Ford, Col.
To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to T. F. BINGHAM Abronia Mich.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Minneapolis.—Hojicj/.—There is quite a demand

this week for honey, especially white comb honey,
1-lb. sections. Stocfe on hand in this market
is very Lip:ht. Receipts during- the past ten days
have "not been enough to .supply the trade. Fancy
white comb honey, 18@20; No. 1 white, 17; fancy
amber, 16; No. 1 amber, 14; fancy dark, 12; No. 1

dark, 10. Strained honey, Cal., 60-lb. kegs, 9. Dark
honey is very slow sale. Bctsu'o.r, almo.st unsalable.
May 27. J. A. Shea & Co.,

116 First Avenue North, Minneapolis, Minu.

{- BtrFFALO.— Honey.—Very little Indeed can be said
about honey this time of the year. We have heard
nothing as to the ensuing crop, nor do we know
much as to the prospects. We presume, however,
that it should be a good season for honey. We are
in the field to handle very liberal quantities as usu-
al, and as soon as the time comes you can consider
us as good a market as any in the United States for
handling large quantities. A few straggling sales,
8@10; fancy wlilte, 15@16. Extracted, half-pound
bottles, $1.00 per dozen. Batterson & Co.,
June 7. Buffalo, N.Y.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—We note a number of ar-
rivals of new extracted honey from the Southern
States which brings 5@7 on arrival. Demand is

fair. No choice comb honey being on our market,
prices are nominal at 12@15 for best. Arrivals of
beeswax are good, and demand is fair at 23@25 on
arrival for good to choice yellow.
'- Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Junes. • Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Honey.—All the old crop of honey
about cleaned up; no new in the market. Will not
have any quotations to make until new crop comes
in the market. Clemons-Mason Com. Co.,
Junes. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—Tlie honey market is nominal;
very little merchantable comb honey in sight. The
demand for extracted is small, we think owing to
the fact that consumers are awaiting developments
with regard to the quantity that the new crop may
give us. Beeswax, steady at 2:i@25.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
June 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Detroit.—Honey.—Market about bare: a little
new crop would sell quickly at 14@15. Extracted
7®8. Beeswax, more plentiful and lower, 23@24.
June 8. M. H. Hunt,

Bell Branch, Mich.

Portland.—Honey.—We have just received the
first consignment of new crop of California comb,
1-lb. sections. Selling at 17. Consignments solicit-
ed. Lew, Spiecl & Co..
May 25. Portland, Ore.

Kansas City.—Ho?iey.—All of the old honey crop
is closed out. Nothing on tlie market. Prospects
for a large yield good. Hamblin & Bearss,
June 8. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Himey.—Market unchanged on comb.
Arrivals more free In extracted. We quote in
barrels 5^@6; cases, 6'/4@7>^. Prime beeswax. 34Xc.
June 8. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co..

St. Louis, Mo.

San Francisco.—Honey.-Our crop this year is of
extraordinarily fine quality, being mostly white
and very light amber. We quote to-day: White,
Qk@6y3; light amber. 6. Br.>im.r, 20@23.

Schacht, Lemcke & Steiner,
June 3. San Francisco, Cal.

Ci.EVEF.AND.—Woney.—Demand for honey good;
white seems to be firmer, and good clear water-white,
would bring 16V5@16, 1-lb. sections. Beeswax, 30.

Williams Bros.,
June 8. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

I;

Boston.—Honey.—No change in honey market as
yet. .

- Blake & Ripley,
w June 8. Boston, Mass.

New York.—Honey.—New crop extracted is ar-
riving freely. Market is quiet, and the demand lim-
ited. We quote fancy grades from7@8c; common
to fair, 60@70c per gallon, as to color, flavor, and
body. Beeswax, 26@27.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken,
June 10. 28 & 30 West Broadway, N. Y.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, mfdb and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of X,
X, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

975-978 Centr. Arc,

CINCINNATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
BUGCiESat^Price
CARTS & HARNESS kh ."..n.! i

f90 Top Buggy..?37' Wp Cut the

$95 Phaeton j54jPKlCtS and

4 1'a>».'rnp Surrey. ?47|»utsell ALL
f50 Roiid Wagon S25ic<>inpetitors.
$16 Koad Cart.. «8 25 Buy of fac-
Buegy l'.arness?3.85 tory and save

$10 Buggy " $475 Middleman's
S30Team " $12.50 prolit.
Mnrgan Baddle?1.65 Catalogue Free.

U. S. BUGGY & CART CO.
6"' S. lawreiioe St., Oincinnati, 0.

Please mention Gleanings.

GRAY CARNIOLANS
GOLDEN ITALIANS

lillE are lieadquarters in the United States for Gray
Carniolans. A full description of this wonder-

ful and hardy race of bees is g-iven in our price list
for 1893. Our Golden Italians are as good as the
best. Each race is bred for business, in a separate
apiary near no other bees. Get our prices before
ordering-, as we can save you money. Descriptive
price list free.

F.A. Lockhart&Co., ^f!^l^ZF.^'

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
llns iVo Siifj- ill Hmacl-freijnes.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being- the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

20 Years' Gleanings.
A complete set of Gleanings, Vol. 1 to Vol. 20,

inclusive, bound in leather backs and corners, cloth
sides. In perfect order, as g-ood as new. Will sell

the set for Slti.Oo. Speak quick. Don't want to ex-
change. Have some valuable foreign bee-books,
old. but in perfect order. Write
J. P. McELRATH, Asbury, Warren Co., New Jersey.
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HUBBARD BEE HIVE
SECTION PRESS.
If you want to handle bees easy by

sitting down to it, here is the hive. Frames
fixed and variable distance combined. No
wrenching or prying or scraping of combs
together. Many thousands in use. giving
excelleiu .satisfaction.

Live Agents lake Splendid Profits.

Large Circular of 20 pages free.

This SECTION PRESS (Pat'd is sold
at 82.50 by the leading supply dealers
Ask them for it or send to me. A boy
can put together 800 to 1000 sections
an hour and have them true. Bend sec-

tion around, put in press, give a little push—
'tis done Will last a life-time and is

bound to please you.

Send for mv Circular about Hive Press, Foundation Fastener, Sections, Foundation, Italian Queens, Extractor*
Veils, Honey C rates and Oases &c &c It will interest you. Or send 15 cents lor Practical Book for Beginner*—
*' First Principles in Bee Culture." 11th thousand just issued.

G. K. HUBBARD, 277 Harrison St., Fort Wayne, Ind.
In writing to advertisers please mention tliis paper. 8ttdb

what you will for Japanese
Buckwheat, I will sell you
clioice clean seed for $1.00
per busliel.

F, M. CRANE, Kiver Sioux, Harrison Co., Iowa.

Grossman's Got 'em
j

Charge
Those Beautiful Golden Queens

Reared from the best five-banded stock. Unex-
celled for Bu8lne«», Beauty, and Geiitleiienw.

Sitisfaction guaranteed. Warranted queens after

Junel 90c each; S9.00 per doz. Tested, $1..50 each.

Select tested, $3 .50. Safe arrival insured. Send for

circular, ^V. P. CROSSMAJSl,
BaUina-er, Runnels Co., Te:vas.

5 i6tib Please mention this paper.

SAY!
Did vou know THSTIiU
that iSreen sold QUKENS
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HUSTLERS

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50,

Mismated queens. 3.5c,

Have your orders booked now.
FuHcolonies and nuclei at

low prices. ISlfdb

J.A.Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

The Northwest Home of the Honey Bee.

COLE & LOWERS,
DEALERS IN

A. I. ROOT'S UEE S ITP 1* I^ IE S .

Breeders of Italian Queens and Bees.
Write fur Price List.

LATONA. KING CO., WASHINGTON.
Please mention this paper. 12 13-14db

GOLDEN ITALIANS.
My bees are large and great honey-gatherers. Un

tested queens, 80 cts.; 3 for $3.00, Warranted queens,
$1.00; 3 for $2.50. Tested queens, $2.00. Select test-

ed, $2.50. Satisfaction guaranteed, or money re-

funded, C. M. HICKS, Hicksville, Wash Co., Md.
Please mention this papei-, 8-10-12d

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Samples of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price liist, of every thing
needed in the apiary M. H, HUNT, Bell Braneli, Mleh,

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

California Bee-Keepers !

Can obtain ROOT'S GOODS, also California-
made Supplies, from

WM. STYAN, SAN MATEO, CAL.

Control your Swarms.
i>,^~^ N. D. West's Spiral Wire
Ste Queen-Cell Protectors will
feij^ do it, and you can RE-

^itt QUEEIv your apiary during
tlie swarming season. Pro-
nounced the best by such
men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
eiington, Cherry Valley,
N. Y.; P. H. Elwood, Stark-
ville, N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3,00 per

100, or 12 for tiUc, by mail. Cages, $6.00 per 100, or 12
for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaijiing, 25ct«. The cages are used for hatching
queens in any liive, and are the best Bee-Escape in
use. Addj'ess ,5-8db

N, D. WEST, Middleburgh, Schoharie Co,, N. Y,
Please mention thi!~ paper

Central Bee=Hive Factory
And Bee-keepers' Supply-house of Illinois, Write
for Catalogue for 1893. Address

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Illinois.

WANTED
Your address

on a postal card, to receive
the -A/ii. Ji.piculturist

9-tfdb FREE THREE ]\j:ONTIIS.
Address H. ALLEY, Wenham, Alass.

e.^ponding to this advertisement mention C4leanings.

Leininger Brothers Imt Italian Queens
And Nuclei Cheap. Send for Prices.

Fort iTenning-s, Ohio. Ttfdb

SUPPLIES.
~

Large illustrated catalogue free; or send
10c in stamps for THE BUSY BEE, a
book telling how to manage them,

WALTER 5. POUDER, Indianapolis, Ind.
4-12db 175 E. Walnut Street.
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'*You Push the Slide; Nature
Does the Rest."

Tlie first perfect and jtractical non-
swarming plan tliiit has ever been brought to
completion is found iit last. Nothing like it ever
done. I worked the plan on lOO colonies last
year (1893), and T do not make any statements at
random in my circular, as each point has been fully
tested. Tells you all about it. No hunting or cag-
ing- qutens, cutting cells, moving hives, or even
opening the brood-chambers at all during the honey
season, etc., etc., and more honey with no
swarming. Get into line and "keep up with the
procession," or you'll get left. The device will be
puton the market within thereachof all; or, if your
dealer does not supply them yet, they may be or-
dered of me by express or freight at the following
prices, complete: 75 cts. each; $5.00 per 10; $40.00 per
100. By mail, 35 cts. extra. As one devnce works
two hives, at ten rates the cost is only 25 els. per
hive. Be sure to send for circular, as this plan is
almost too good to believe its being true.

H. P. LANGDON, East Constable, N. Y.
lO-Udb Please mention this paper.

Stanley Automatic Reversing

HONEY - EXTRACTOR.
We still have in stock

eight or nine 3 and 4
frame Stanley extract-
ors, bought of Mr. New-
comb when we leased
the right to mal^e these
machines. To work
them off quickly, and
give us a chance to put
out machines of our own
make, we offer these
machines as long as they
last, at one-third off old
prices. We will sell the
two-frame machines as
they are for $8.00; the 4-

frame for $13.00. They
are crated ready for
shipment, with crank
direct on the center -

shaft. We will attach our new bevel gear, as shown
on page 14 of our catalogue, for $3.00 each extra.

A.. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

WANTED.—To sell about 300 colonies of bees-
guarantee safe arrival to Colorado, or similar

distance. E. Sandford, Nokomis, 111.

GOLDEN CARNIOLANS
Absolutely a Faultless Strain of Bees.

One queen $100 1 Leather-colored Italians
Three "' 2 75

|
same prices as Golden

Six " 5 50
I

Carniolans. Satisfaction
Twelve " 10 00

|

guaranteed. lOtfdb

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.
33J-1I1 iM^ix.iiilinir to thi.i advertisement mention QLKANiNr:v>

Saptem Svipply ZXovise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at brittom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINaHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21-90db Please mention this paper.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 21c per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 38c per lb., or 30c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
era! thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

The Coming Fence
Is the title of another Hustler " poem." Here is one
verse

:

"Other fences there will be,
But no one can fail to see

That 'gainst this they stand no show to win the day.
Tliey lack the essential thing,

The self-regulating spring
Which defeats expansion and contraction in a

scientific way."
Send for a cojiy.

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
I3p"ln responding to tliis advertisement mention Glkakings.

/I. E. MANUM'S
LEATHER-COLORED .

ITALIAN QUEENS
Are superior to all others for business, is the verdict
of those who have them. Prices: one untested, $1;
six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00. Tested, $1.50 each. Select-
ed for breeding, $3.50 each. One yearling, tested,
in June only, %1.<X3; six, $5.50; twelve, $10.00.

THE MANUM FEEDER.
Models of Manum's new " Rapid " feeder with, full

printed directions how to make, and what, when, and
how to feed for best results, $1.00 by mail, postage
paid. Descriptive catalogue mailed free on appli-
cation. 5-13db

A. E. MANUM, Bristol, Vt.

If you wish to

Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or '^HS*
5 banded, bred in dittorent yards, 75 cts. -*

each; «4.35 for 6. or $8.00 per doz. Prices
to dealers, and by the quantity, on ap- YJ
plication. Fine breeders, $5.00; always '

on hand. Prices for those that produce
strictly 5-banded bees, on application.
Remember, I guarantee safe arrival, and satisfac-

tion in the bounds of reason.
A/KS. ./ENNIE A.TCHLEY,

dreenville. Hunt Co., Tex.
Mrs. Atchleii:—The bees arrived in good condition

and are all right in every respect. The express
charges were very reasonable, being only $1.45.

Kaukauna, Wis., May 16. Mrs. Chambers.

Mrs. AtcJiley—Dcar Madam .-—The 12 queens arriv-

ed safe and well last Saturday, a week ahead of
time. Only three of the workers succumbed cross-

ing the sandy desert. I think if you do business in

this manner vou might to be a I'ich woman.
Respectfully, John Collins.

Elsinore, Cal., May 13, 1893.

Mrs. Atchky:—! was not expecting you to send me
another queen ; but if you do that kind of business
I can readily see why your trade is constantly in-

creasing. L. B. Smith, Lometa, Tex.

^^In responding to this advertisement mention Glkaninos.
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^ J Michigan is to have an experimental apiary
1 ^ -<« » -^^y^ •^^^ '^ft-^ ./^^ "^r C^ maiuig'ed under the auspices of the State Experi-1^ )K I fr-" I I I I 1 t^ III ^^ '"''"* station. Tlie Hon. R. L. Taylor, of Lapeer,
.L^^/m. I^^^.M. Jl Jl A JL ^fc^ M Ji. ^^^* is to be the apiarist. Probably no more compe-• teut man could have been secured. He is ex-
perienced, caieful. methodical, and conscientious. He will conduct a department in the Review, headed
"Work in the Michigan Experimental Apinry," in wliich will he given monthly reports regarding the
experiments being conducled. Work has already been commenced Subscrilie for the Review at once,
and keep track of the experiments from the beginning. The Review to the balance of the year, and the
50-ct. book, "Advanced Bee Culture," for only 75 cts. Stamps taken, [f not ncimainted witli the Review,
send 10 cts. for three late but different issues. W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

free ! 200-Page BeelookT
TO EVEEY NEW YEARLY SUBSCRIBER TO

The Weekly American Bee Journal
32 pages, $1.00 a year. Spnd for frer Sample Copv with full deseripi ion ot l;ook.

Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, IL.I.

TO NEW SUBSCRIBERS: THE JOURNAL ALONE SENT FOR 3 MONTHS FOR 20 CENTS.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at greatly reduced

prices. Hives, Shipping - cases, '

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write

for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper

U BeHuGtloQ In Prices.
We now sell

our premium
No. 1 otie-piL'oe

sections at $i!..50

per M; No. a at ,

$1.50. A liheml
digcount will be
made on hirger
orders. Dealers
would do \' ell

to get our fig-

ures on 86."-

tions aud wood
separators be-
fore buying'

_ elsewhere.
Berry boxes, baskets, and crates of the most ap-

proved styles at the lowest rates. Send for cata-
logue with reduced prices. Address as in cut above.
Mention this paper. 8-12db

In writing advertisers please mention this paper,

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation. 50
cts. per lb. ; brood, 40 cts.

No. 1 sections, $3.75 per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. • E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

Boynd to Please!

My flve-banded golden
Italian queens are bound
to please any reasonable
person. Here is how one
customer is pleased:

"The queen I got of
you Sept. 35, 1891, is yel-
low all over, her bees are
.'j-banded, they gathered
96 pounds of white -

clover honey, and are
now at work on buck-
wheat. My next best

colony gathered 73 pounds. James Pratt.
Corning, la., Aug. 33, 1893.

I guarantee every queen to be purely mated; i. e.,

to get bees with no less than 3 plain broad bands.
Nearly all of the brood that has hatched from this
year's queens is 4 and 5 banded; but I will not
wfirrant for over 3 bands, nor do any of the
breeders.
One warranted queen, $1.00; 6 for S5.00.
Money-order oflBee, Cable, 111. Reference, A. I.

Root.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = l||.

Formerly S. F. & I. TREQO. 7-18db

BIG DISCOUNT

One-Piece Sections Our Specialty.
I can fill orders promptly for any width at $3.50

l>er M. from factory at Wauzeka, Wis., or at $3.85
shipped from Owosso, or Evart, Mich. No. 1 planer-
sawed, 35 cts. less per M. Special prices on quantity
lots. Other supplies kept.
7tfdb S. WALKER, EVART, MICH.

Have you
Seen our

aloKiiP for 1893 f Seventy illustrated pages.
Sent Free to any bee-keeper. BEE-SUPPLIES
at retail and wholesale. Everything used in

the apiary. Greatest variety and Largest stock
in the West. 2-12db

E. Kretchmer, Red Oak, Iowa.

Big Blue Cat=

F^^>r«-*>^^ ^ rr C C^/^ A ^C*^ are used and pronounced a great labor-saving
KvJri I C.ri PLC. C.O\^Mr^C.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Sod. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas. F. Mulh, Jro. S. Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. fiemmell, Wm. McEvoy, A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

PRICES -—Each, post-paid, with directions. 20c. ; per ddz., $2.25. Return them and get your money back

after trUil if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. &, E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.
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57-/?y4r Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Smokers seem to be the burning question
now.
That comb-leveler of B. Taylor. I've tried

it, and it's splendid—a real acquisition.

Another FACTOR in the sealed-cover busi-
ness that ought to be reported is the amount
of lower ventilation.

The best thing in the bee-corner at the
World's Fair was to see how glad each bee-man
was to help the other.

Ramble No. 85 is capital—gets right down to
solid bee-talk, and puts in more than the usual
number of healthy laughs.

Honey-comb, in the Bible, always means
what we call comb honey. Isn't it used the
same way nowadays in England ?

Look out, Bro. Root, what you say about
patent-medicine ad's, or you'll offend some of
the religious papers. Such ads pay.

Woodchopper, you let my queens alone. If

"some smart young rambler" comes fooling
around, better tell him my shot-gun is loaded.

Laying workers, according to Abbe Mar-
tin, in L'Apicxdteur, can be produced only by a
partial operation of the laws that produce a
queen; that is, th-^y must be specially fed while
in the larval state.

Friend Root, that talk on page 439 is first-

class—Al. all but one thing. Never wait to be
"in a fit frame of mind to apologize." Blurt
out an apology the minute you see you're
wrong, and let the " frame " take care of itself.

Introducing queens. A plan given in Revue
is, to thoroughly dust with flour all the bees
after shaking them into a box, then dump them
down in front of the hive, and, as they enter,
add the queen and her companions, also floured.

Mrs. Atchley says birds almost never de-
stroy queens flying from hives standing alone,
neither do they when the hives stand together;
but in the latter case the queens enter the
wrong hive on return from their wedding-
flight.

I've come down off the compression theory,
but I'll get back long enough for a dab at
Woodchopper (p. 433). Queen goes off in the
corner because she can't find cells enough else-

where; and the will of the workers, not the
queen, has decided in advance that there
should be drone-cells ready for her there. See?

Overstocking is a word that is not translat-
ed In the French bee-journals; but the English

word is transferred bodily into their language.
To balance the account, can we not adopt their
word soiiche. which means the mother colony,
or the one from which a swarm has issued?
Little black ants, about -^g of an inch

long, says E. S. Lovesy, in A. B. J., are the
bane of bee-keeping in Utah. They are every-
where by the million, destroying eight colonies
for him last season, some of them strong col-
onies, besides weakening others. I think I'll

not move to Utah.
John McArthur feels sure he has known

workers to change worker eggs to drone eggs.
Worker brood has been given to a queenless
colony having no drones. Has any one else
made any such observation, or is he mistaken?
Very positive proof would be needed to estab-
lish such a belief.

In France, as well as here, the spring has
been unusual. L'Apiculteur reports that no
such spring has been known for 13 years. But,
unlike here, the spring has been remarkably
favorable there. Natural swarms issued in
April, one as early as the 5th, and honey has
been stored from fruit-bloom.

Abbe Martin says, in Apiculte^ir, that no
worker can be changed to a laying worker after
it is sealed up in its cell—it is made a laying
worker by special feeding during its larval ex-
istence. If this be true, it agrees with my view
that laying workers do not appear till all work-
er brood is hatched. But I'm not sure of my
ground.

" Holding too long to one set of ideas " (p.
430) is hardly the way to put it. Never ride
exclusively a single hobby, neither longer nor
shorter, unless you want to kill both horse and
rider. If A. I. Root at the start had kept a
change of hobbies, his principal hobby would
still be in vigorous health, to the great advan-
tage of bee-keeping.

Langdon's arrangement, whether it suc-
ceeds in all cases or not, is an effort in the right
direction. Prevention of increase, prevention
of swarming, automatic hiving, none of them
are so desirable as a plan of working straight
along for comb honey without any desire to
swarm. . Whatever the " proof of the pudding "

on eating, the outside of the bag has certainly
a promising look.

Transferring, according to H. F. Coleman,
in ^. B. J., should be done at beginning of
clover-bloom rather than in fruit-bloom, there
being less honey then, more bees to straighten
up matters, and the loss of brood at this later
period is not so serious, as it will be somewhat
late for the clover crop. "Transfer in fruit
bloom " is time-honored advice, but there seems
sense in Mr. C.'s position.
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A NEW THING under the sun is reported in

the French Revue. M. Gubler found wax
stored in cells; and samples submitted to the

learned Dr. de Pianta were pronounped by
him, upon careful analysis, to be genuinfe bees-

wax, bearing clear evidence of having been

stored in the cells by the bees. An unusually
abundant harvest is supposed to have some-
thing to do with the case.

The smoker question doesn't greatly inter-

est me. For years I've been insisting that what
we wanted was something like the Clark, that

would let the whole force of the bellows go
without loss through the nozzle, but have a

valve to keep smoke out of the bellows. Theo-
retically, the Crane smoker fills the bill, and
in actual practice it is all my ''fancy painted

it." If it works as well a year from now, we
don't need a better smoker than the Crane.

"I FULLY BELIEVE that the brightest jour-

nal, the one filled with the freshest and most
practical ideas, the one with a 'touch of na-

ture' upon its pages, can be made amid the

hum of bees and buzz-saws." Those are the

closing words of an editorial in Revieiv. As the

Review is one of the journals that might plume
itself on its freedom from the supply-trade, the

words quoted show that Hutchinson is either a

fool or the essence of fairness. I take the latter

view.

HONEY FROM BASSWOOD.

doolittle tells when it will and will
not pay to move bees to basswood
fields; how we may know in ad-

vance WHETHER BASSWOODS
WILL YIELD HONEY.

A correspondent wishes me to answer the fol-

lowing questions through Gleanings:
1. I am thinking of moving my bees this

summer a few miles to where there is an abun-
dance of basswood, hoping to secure a gi-eater

yield of honey than I at present receive, as I

have no basswood near me. What do you think

of the idea? 2. Are not the blossom - buds
formed on basswood -trees a few weeks previous

to the time of tiieir opening, so that I can
know by this whether there is a prospect for

honey from that source in time to make prep
aralibns for moving? 3. Are there any seasons
when basswood blooms in profusion, when
then; is no yield from it?

In answering the first question I would say
that the plan is a good one, ana I can see noth-
ing against it, except the expense. I believe

basswood to be the greatest honey-producer in

the world, as reports of 10, 15, 30, and even a

higher number of pounds have been reported

from this source during a series of days, while,

if I mistake not, no such yields have been
leported for any length of time from any other
honey-producing plant or tree, although there

may have been reports of 20 lbs. from other
sources for a single day. If the questioner can
move his bees to the basswood' and return them
at an expense of *1.(X) per colony, it will be
seen that 10 lbs. of honey from each colony will

pay the cost, counting honey at a reasonable
ligure. if they should get that surplus. By
going back over my account with the bees for

nearly twenty years, I find that my yield from
this source has been 'not far from 50 lbs. per
•colony on an average. Now, if we call .50 lbs.

what we can expect one year with another
fro'ii basswood, and if it costs 10 lbs. of that for

moving the bees to the basswood, we shall have
40 lbs. left for profit; or. calling the honey at
10 cents per pound, as above, it would give us

$4 per colony as clear money on each colony,
over what we should have had if we had not
moved them. So if 100 colonies are moved, we
have -MOO free of all expense for our undertak-
ing.
In answering the second (question, I will say

that the fruit-buds and leaflets of all trees with
which I am familiar are formed in June and
July of the preceding y.ear; so the result of the
next season's honey-yield, so far as buds and
flowers are concerned, is assured nearly or quite
a year previous to their expanding. After
being formed they remain dormant till the
warmth of the next spring brings this dormant
life into growth. As soon as the buds unfold,
the latter part of May, then we can see and
know whether to make preparations for mov-
ing the bees or not. By examining closely, as
soon as the buds unfold so that we can see the
miniature leaves, we can find the bunch of
basswood buds at the base of each tiny leaf,

curled up and looking very much like a very
small fuzzy caterpillar. With each week this
bunch of buds grows, till at the end of about
seven weeks from the time the trees put on
their green In the spring, they open their flow-
ers, filled with nectar to invite the bees to a
sumptuous feast. Of course, a cool season will
retard the time of their blossoming a little, and
a hot season advance it; but the above is the
rule. Thus the practiced eye can tell nearly
two months in advance, as to the promise of
the yield of basswood honey. Providence giving
favorable weather while it is in bloom.
In replying to the third question, I will say

that I never knew a season when the basswood
did not furnish some honey. The shortest
yield that I ever knew gave a three-days' yield,

in which honey was so plentiful that the bees
could not prepare room fast enough to store it,

with a gra'lual tapering off of two days more,
making live days in all. The longest gave a
yield of 3.5 days, with 3 of them so cold that the
bees could work only a little in the middle of
the day. The state of the atmosphere has
much to do with the secretion of honey in

the basswood flowers. The most unfavorable
weather is a cold, rainy, cloudy spell, with the
wind in the northwest. If basswood came at a
time of year when we were liable to have much
such weather, there might be such a thing as
an entire failure of honey from it. But as a
rule we have very little such weather at this
time of the year. The condition most favora-
ble to a large yield is when the weather is very
warm and the hir filled with electricity. At
times when showers pass all around, with sharp
lightning and heavy thunder, the honey will
almost drop from the blossoms; and even
when showers are present nearly every day, I

have known bees to do well. At these times of
greatest yield I have seen honey in the blossoms
after they had fallen off on the ground, so that
it sparkled in the morning sunshine. Then
this nectar is nearly the consistency of honey,
and not sweetened water, as in clover, teasel,
etc., which makes basswood doubly valuable
over most other honey-secreting plants and
trees. One bee-load of nectar from the bass-
wood, in a dry warm time, is equal to three
from white clover, or five from the teasel and
some of the other honey-producing flowers, I

have taken two or three stems of blossoms,
when the yield was great, and jarred them
over the palm of the hand when I could turn
two or three drops of nice honey out of my
hand. All of these facts point toward a suc-
cess in moving to a basswood forest, above
what it would be to try to do the same where
other blossoms were to be the source of honey-
yield. G. M. DOOLITTLE.
Borodino, N. Y.
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[In the above, friend Doolittle has surely pre-
sented something of value to every bee-keeper
in the region of basswoods. We have just been
looking over our trees, and find the little blos-
soms which Mr. D. speaks of. They are not
nearly so plentiful as a year ago; but it will be
remembered that, at that time, we had an un-
usually heavy flow from basswoods. It is sel-

dom if ever that two heavy basswood seasons
come in succession; and this is true of all sorts
of fruit-trees. A tree that yields heavily one
season is not so liable to do as well the next
season. Nature seems to have exhausted her-
self in the effort. We think that, if our readers
will take pains to read the above article
through carefully, it will save them perhaps a
good deal of unnecessary expense in bringing
bees to a basswood region when there will be
no honey worth going to get. But, as a general
thing, if basswoods grow in profusion in any
one locality it will pay to place a certain num-
ber of colonies within their reach.]

ARE HYBRID AND BLACK BEES WORTH IM-
PR0VING1

WHAT .1. A. GREEN THINKS.

I was greatly surprised to see, in the answers
to Query 867, how many there were who said, in
effect as well as in words. " Let well enough
alone." I should have little fault to find with
those who take the drift of the inquiry to be
whether or not the bees have degenerated, or
are likely to degenerate or "run out," through
close in-breeding. Although in-and-in breed-
ing often produces bad effects with other ani-
mals, 1 do not think it probable that bees under
ordinary circumstances will breed so closely
within a certain strain that deterioration will
result. Nature has guarded against this by
providing that the mating of the queen shall
take place in the air, at a distance from the
hive. I think it is an entirely unwarranted as-
sumption, that the bees in question have re-
queened themselves for years from their own
progeny. All of the queens might have been
reared by the bees themselves, but the drones
with which they mated may have come from
several miles away. It is for this reason that I

should not apprehend any degeneracy from in-

and-in breeding. Still, it is often the case with
bees, as with other animals, that an infusion of
new blood gives renewed vigor. This is espe-
cially the case when different varieties are
crossed.
What I especially deplore in these answers is

the advice to " let well enough alone.'' Where
would the world be if men had been satisfied to
work on this principle? There is scarcely an
animal or plant that man makes use of for his
pleasure or profit that has not been greatly im-
proved by breeding or selection. Within the
memory of the present generation, careful se-
lection, and crossing and breeding, have great-
ly improved our domestic animals, and added
millions of dollars to our national wealth.
The long, lean, slab-sided, razor-backed hog

of a few years ago was considered good enough
by its owner; but the modern hog is a far more
valuable and profitable animal. See how the
cow has been improved as a producer of butter
and milk as well as of beef. Witness how the
standard of horses has been raised, both for
speed and draft. The same improvement may
be noticed all along the line of our domestic an-
imals, to say nothing of fruits, grains, and veg-
etables. Are we to conclude that any mongrel
breed of bees is " good enough " ?

It would seem, from the language of the que-
rist, that he has paid little or no attention to

the breeding of his bees. It is a fair inference
that he has had no bees of improved strains
with which to compare them. How, then, is he
to know that his bees are as good, comparative-
ly speaking, as he believes they are ? He says
they are healthy, prolific, and good workers.
This might truthfully be said of almost any lot
of bees; but a trial of them in comparison with
the best-bred strains might show that, as com-
pared with these, they were very inferior.

" Every crow thinks its own crowling whit-
est;" and the owner of live stock of any kind,
even if it is only a yellow dog, is verv apt to
consider it about as good as there is. The men
who are wedded to such ideas as that must ex-
pect to be left behind in the march of progress.
The bee-keeper has the advantage over the

breeder of stock of almost any other kind, in
that he may make a comparative test for him-
self of the different varieties, at only a trifling
cost. If the breeder of horses or cattle should
wish to make a complete change in the breed of
his stock he must go to a great deal of expense
in disposing of every animal and getting others
in their place. If he adopts the usual plan of
' grading up" he must still go to considerable
expense for pure-bred sires.

The bee-keeper can make a complete change
in his stock at comparatively small expense, and
have every bee of the new variety within less
than three months. With a money outlay that
is really insignificant he can have all of his bees
reared from superior stock, and having nearly
all the good qualities of the improved race.
For two or three dollars, or less, he may test im-
proved varieties for himself alongside of his old
ones. In this way he may gain knowledge from
practical experience, which is always the best
of teachers.
The best way for the inquirer to do would be

to procure from some reliable breeder one of his
best breedingqueens, andrearqueens from this.

It is almost certain that this stock would be an
improvement on what he has, so he would
probably be safe in rearing from them enough
queens to supply his whole apiary. Unless he
is certain that his breeding stock is desirable in

every way, it might be safer for him to buy two
or three queens of each of several breeders, and,
after a thorough test, get a good breeding queen
of the stock that suited him best.

If he can afford the money better than the
time required to rear the queens, let him get
from reliable breeders several dozen queens,
which, at the proper season, may be procured
at very low rates. Then let him rear all queens
from selected colonies, or, if he prefers to let the
bees rear their own, keep drone-traps on all un-
desirable colonies, which will somewhat reduce
the chances of impure mating. To keep an
apiary pure when there are other races within
bee-flight, requires a constant struggle; but the
bees of almost any apiary may be very much
improved by a very little trouble in the way of
selection and rejection.
As to race, there is really but little question.

The Italians have faifly won the right to be
considered the best variety of bees cultivated.
Although a few good bee-keepers think very
highly of the Carniolans, all the other races
that have been introduced, some of them with
much blowing of trumpets and highly imagina-
tive recommendations, have proven undesira-
ble, and have been discarded. In this connec-
tion, be it observed that the so-called " Golden
Carniolans " are not Carniolans at all.

The beginner is specially warned against
spending his money for any novelties in bees
unless he wishes to test them in comparison
with what are recognized as the best, and can
afford to spend money for that purpose.
The Punic- bee fiasco should be a sufficient
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warning to go slow in this direction. It might
be a great misfortune to bee-l<eepers at large to
have an inferior race of bees scattered broad-
cast over the country, especially if they were
put into the hands of those who know nothing
of better races, or who would become disgusted
with the unsuccessful experiment of improve-
ment, and make no effort to repair its evil ef-
fects. In selecting that which all recognize as
good, there is but little opportunity to go astray.
To replace or cross the bees in question with
Italians could hardly fail to improve them, and
the advantages would be great as compared
with the cost. J. A. Green.
Ottawa, 111.—American Bee Jfmrnal.

THE LANGDON NON-SWARMER.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

There are a few questions about my non-
swarmer which I have been requested to answer
through Gleanings. One is in regard to there
being a loss of unsealed brood in the closed liive
when the field force is all turned into the other
hive. As my experiments have been made in
my house apiary I can not prove that there will
not be, except by what I am able to judge by
comparison.

I was surprised at the large number of bees
that remained in the closed hive, even to the
end of the week; and to the best of my judg-
ment there will be no loss unless it is where the
nights are cooler than we have here at that
time of the year.
But for argument's sake, let it be admitted

that there is a loss of unsealed brood. Is it a
damage? I say no, decidedly not; for why
would it be any worse than caging or removing
the queen for two weeks during the fore part of
the honey season, as scores of our best apiarists
do? They claim it to be an advantage, and
prove it, too, by their honey crops, as I did be-
fore bringing the non-swarmer to perfection.
The bees that hatch from eggs laid at that time
do not become field bees until basswood is over,
so the object in view is to get the swarm into the
best possible condition for the opening of the
season, and make the most of the force then
flying and about to hatch—the condition of the
brood during the next month being a secondary
consideration so far as dollars and cents and the
welfare of the colony are concerned. There is

no danger of suffocation, as the exit-hole in the
end of the hiv(f maybe made as large as 1^
inches if thought best.
As for queens being killed, I did not meet

with the loss of more than is often the case at
other times from unknown causes. One writer
said in Gleanings, some time ago, that the
best and quickest way to introduce a queen
was to take her on a comb of bees and brood
from her own hive, and put the whole into the
center of the brood -nest of the unqueened hive
at the time the other queen was taken away,
and the behavior of the bees run in by the non-
swarmer seems to be the same as though they
were at home.
The non-swarmer can be used on the Heddon

hive, or any other closed-end frame or portico
hive, by tacking on a small rim the width of
the hive-front to the rear face of the non-
swarmer, so as to set it off from the hive a bee-
space. In this way no exit-hole is needed in
the hive-end.
The ages of the queens must be kept track

of, and the old ones replaced before they begin
to fail from ol^ age, as it is self-evident that
the bees can not attend to it when tlie non-
swarmer is in place. This will give the ad-

vantage to the man who attends to his bees;
for one who does not, can not use the non-
swarmer. H. P. Langdon.
East Constable, N. Y., June 2.

DESCRIPTION OF MRS. JENNIE ATCHLEY'S
APIARY.

A GLIMPSE OF THAT AND OF SOME FRIENDS
IN TEXAS.

This apiary is situated just inside of the cor-
porate limits of the city of Greenville, just
about one mile north of the court-house. It is

in a natural grove of post-oaks and elms, and
has a gradual incline to the south. It contains
about 400 full colonies of bees, all in 8 and 10
frame iSimplicity hives, except a few hives in
front of the people, which are the crosswise
Simplicity, bought of a neighbor. The larger
part of the apiary is cut off from view by the
crowd of people, and extends some distance in
the rear, and. in fact, now almost covers a ten-
acre grove. The scattering hives in front are
our cell- building hives, while just about thirty
yards north is our residence, with our tine
breeders in the front yard, consisting of 30 hives
not shown in the photo.
That end of the apiary where you see the

ladder, and the man holding the swarming-
basket, is where we keep our select tested
queens; and the day before the photo was
taken, a swarm of bees was taken down from
the elm-tree where the ladder stands. At the
other end of the apiary, away back in the dis-
tance, is where we keep our nuclei and small
hives, with queens ready to go at a moment's
notice; and when I get time I will tell you in
Gleanings how I keep and preserve queens
ready for immediate orders. Under the tall
twin post-oaks near the center is a large work-
bench where we do all kinds of wood work,
nailing hiVes, painting, preparing nucleus hives
for shipment, etc.

The lady standing at the foot of the tree
where the ladder is, is Mrs. Ellen Atchley, of
Arlington, Tex. She has her little girl-baby in
her arms. The boy up in the tree is Walter
Puthuff, one of the helpers in the yard. The
first person to the left of the tree is Charley
Atchley, 14 years old, and he is the one who
works at that bench, and makes all the nucleus
hives and shipping-boxes. The next person I

will call your attention to is master Napoleon
N. Atchley. nine years old, who, with one of A.
I. Root's Daisy wheelbarrows (by the way, the
handiest tool in the apiary), does nearly all the
freighting, as he calls it, in this large apiary.
It would surprise you to tell you that this little

boy can carry 300 lbs. on his wheelbarrow. You
may catch a glimpse of him sitting on a bee-
hive, with his feet crossed. Next we will skip
three persons, and my husband stands just
behind the lady sitting down with her baby in
front of her. He is in bad health, and can not
do hard work, but helps to keep up the corres-
pondence, and helps about the house. The
next one to him, and standing between the two
hives with " Bee-hive " written on them, is

Willie Atchley, who does all the cell -grafting,
and raises nearly all the queens in the yards,
and is said to be the best-posted boy of his age
(16) on bee culture in the South, and the best
queen-raiser in the world, of his age. He has
been raised in the queen -yards, and never has
had the chance to attend school ten days in his
life, but is scholar enough to attend to most
kinds of business nevertheless.
Next we will skip up to the twin trees, and

there, just to the left, stands your humble ser-
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vant, Mrs. Jennie Atchley, with a white apron
on, and holding to the laand of the baby-girl
Rosa. Just behind little Rosa stands Amanda.
She is now 19 years old, and runs her own
queen-yard; and last, but not least, comes Miss
Leah, six years old. She stands just in front
of sister Amanda, and just behind little Rosa.
She has now ten hives in the front yard that
she runs her own way; and it may take you by
surprise to tell you that she raises queens,
grafts cells, cages queens, or does any other
light work in the yards, and can go and cage
any certain queen in the yard if you will only
tell her the number of the hive she is in.

This completes the family, except little Ives,
who is two years old. and stands between me
and little Rosa, but is hid from view. He is

already learning bees faster than any of the
others, simply because there are more to teach
him, and he is quick to "catch on." We also
have out-yards scattered in the country.
Greenville, Tex. Mks. Jennie Atchley.
[The following we clip from the Greenville

Headlight, of May 20, 1893:]

Mrs. Jennie Atchley's apiary of this city is doing
the largest bee business now that we have ever
known done in the Soutli. They have, during- this
spring's Ijusiness, shipped out over a carload of
bees. They have gone to all parts of tlie United
States, and several shipments to foreign countries.
Recently an order each from Honolulu, in Hawaii,
and Ireland, were filled. Besides these shipments
they have sent over 20(10 Italian queen-hees by mail.
Tlieir apiary in tlie northern part of the city is

worth visiting.

[We believe that Mrs. Atchley is not only the
largest queen-breeder in the South, but, in fact,
In the whole world. She has what those in the
North have not—a beautiful climate—in fact, a
climate wherein she can rear queens every month
in the year. Of course, this means no winter
problem and danger of losing nuclei as in the
North. It seems that Mrs. Atchley and family
do almost the entire work alone, and this re-
duces expenses. We regret to say that the half-
tone hardly does justice to the figures. They
would hardly be distinguished ; and as we are
not able to see Mrs. Atchley's features, we here-
by request her to send us a recent photograph.
We should also like a picture of that 16-year-old
boy who is said to be " the best-posted on bee
culture of any one in the South, of his age, and
the best queen-raiser in the world." We are
sure our readers would like to have a good look
at both.l

RAMBLE '86.

sheep; how the sages blosscm; temper-
ance IN CAMFOKNIA, ETC.

In all parts of California the fertile valleys
and even the mountain-sides have rendered
good pasturage for sheep, and herds have
roamed at will over the waste places. Along
with the planting of the vine the early mission-
aries also introduced sheep and cattle as an aid
to the conversion of the natives. While the
indohnt Mexican ruled the country, and the
ranches were few and far between, large herds
of sheep had an unlimited pasturage; but with
the irrigation era the valleys are becoming
dotted with thriving villages, and the sheep-
owner is hedged about with difficulties un-
known in former times, and which are even
greater than the trials of the bec-keepiM', for
stringent laws have been passed in this State
against their crossing occupied lands, and often
damages to a considerable amount are claimed
and collected. The farmers are generally op-
posed to these marauding bands, and theliei'-

keeper also regards them as an unmitigaied

evil and a damage to his occupation. A band
of five or ten thousand sheep means so many
thousand mouths to bite off the growing herb-
age, and four times as many thousand feet to
trample down what has escaped the mouths.

Alfilaree is the first plant in February and
March that gives a honey-producing flower;
and though the blossom is a tiny one, bees get
a good start upon it, but the foliage of alfilaree
is good pasturage for any kind of stock, and
they thrive upon it; but a band of sheep will
soon clean up a large area of it, and the bee-
keeper dislikes to see the destruction go on.
Besides destroying this early plant, other
honey-plants with a low - growing habit are
either eaten or tramped. When the sheep finds
a scant supply of food from the low-growing
plants, even the sages are browsed upon and
injured. Though disliked by bee-keepers and
others, aside from this the life of the s-hepherd
is not an easy or a pleasant one. A good share
of the shepherds are Frenchmen. In the wilder
portions of the State they follow their herds,
and sleep where night overtakes them, with
their trained dogs with them. In the more
settled [jortion of the country the herd is

rounded up at night at headquarters, which
generally consists of a small tent. With .5000

sheep around it. the air smells decidedly sheepy:
add to this the terrible odors from several dead
sheep, and the pleasures of shepherd life can be
appreciated.
The monotonous life of a shepherd often leads

to insanity. If sheep were endowed with a few
qualities that would bring out the idea of self-

defense, this monotony would be broken into
often, and danger from this cause would be
averted. Bee-keepers are not troubled in that
manner. There is only one instance on record
of a bachelor bee-keeper becoming insane. This
man allowed a fair-eyed damsel to beam de-
lightfully on him until the poor fellow im-
agined himself the sole owner and possessor
of the damsel. Just then another fellow came
along aud married his beloved. Instead of
taking it as an interposition of Providence,
or looking around for a better damsel, he just
went crazy over it. The aggressive nature of
the bee keeps the bachelor bee-keeper in a sort
of perpetual warfare, and he has enough of it

without adding a domestic war also.

The bee-keeper does not care so much for the
destruction of the smaller flowering plants; but
when the sages come in for destruction, it

touches his pocket, and there is a sort of mild
warfare.
The first sage to come into blossom is that

variously called black sage, button sage, and

' 8 loj'son' c l'oj eo'.;

boiled sage. Upon these buttons or bolls the
little flower-tube appears, and is much like the
flower-tube in the red - clover blossom. The
button develops flowers from the outer edge of
the button for several weeks. The bush is

about five feet in height, bearing a large num-
ber of button -stalks, with several buttons to

the stalk, the largest button being a little over
an inch in diameter, and diminishing in size

toward the tip of the stalk. A little drop of

nectar can be squeezed from the little tube,
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just as we can squeeze it from the tube of red
clover. When the flowering season is past, the
buttons turn to nearly a black hue, and cling to

the bush until the next season.
The habit and appearance of the white sage

is entirely different. The woody portion and
the leaves is nearly white, which gives it its

name. The flowering stalk makes a rapid
growth of several feet in one season, and the
plant throws up a dozen or more of these stalks,

all the way from three to eight feet in height.
Each stalk is loaded with racemes of buds,
which continue to produce Howers for several
weeks. The illustrations of these plants in the
ABC are very good, in a general way; but the
description of the white sage is not complete
without giving the way in which the bee sips

the nectar from the white-sage blossom. The
opening in the corolla is nearly large enough
for the bee to thrust its head into; but, as if

jealous of its treasured sweets, the flower is

provided with a long projecting lip that curls
up, not unlike a letter S, and in such a manner
as to close effectually the entrance. When I

first saw a white sage blossom it was with
much interest I speculated upon how the bee
gained access lo the nectar. Soon a busy work-
er darted in among the flowers, and, alighting
upon the projecting portion of the S-shaped
lip, it bent down under the weight of the bee,
opening the door to its treasure-house, which
the bee soon relieved of its contents. Upon the
departure of the bee. the door immediately
closed again, to be opened and reopened by the
successive foragers. If the rainfall has been
light, the white sage will not bloom so profuse-
ly; and, furthermore, the lip of the flower is

stunted, and so short that the bee can not find

standing-room upon it; and, after vainly
striving to gain an entrance, it reluctantly
seeks another flower, with well - developed
flowers. The lip readily yields to the bee, and
the load is secured as quickly from this flower

MIDNIGHT RUN.

as from the simple tube of the button sage. It
is when the sages are in blossom, in May and
June, that the bee-keeper has to hustle in order
to keep his dish right side up.

If there is a complaint from manufacturers
in the East that their customers are dilatory in
placing their orders, it is doubly so here; and
cans, cases, sections, and foundation are de-

manded with an Intensity that increases with a
favorable yield. The mail, the telephone, and
the telegraph are all successively used, and
finally some disappointment e.xperienced in not
receiving things promptly. The home manu-
facturer of foundation is busy, and several in
need of foundation gather around and make a
midnight run. The Rambler happened in to
one of these locals, and every thing moved
along finely until about eleven o'clock, when
one of the boys disappeared and soon returned
with mysterious bottles. The town was prohi-
bition in sentiment, with not a saloon, and the
bearer of the bottles said that he was a prohi-
bitionist; but for all that the bottle had a sus-
picious look to the Rambler, and he is sure that
it contained '• mal cerveza " (bad beer), as the
Spaniards say. The Rambler clung closer to
his big water-jug. and admonished the boys, as
they tipped their bottles bottom upward toward
the ceiling, that, if they presisted in doing so,
their honey-dishes would also be found in the
same position, for " mal cerveza " always turns
things the wrong way.
The obtaining of a beverage of a strong

nature in a prohibition town admonishes all

believers in temperance principles that it is but
a small step of progress to forbid the sale of
beverages in one town while the surrounding
towns continue its sale. The thing to do is to
extend the area to the county, to the State, and
to the nation. Hurrah for the temperance
cause, and down with " buen vino " (good wine)
and mal cerveza, and their attendant chain of
evils I shouts the Rambler.

^1 ^
BEE-KEEPERS' EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S

FAIR.

MORK ABOUT IT.

When you go to the World's Fair, inquire for
the Agricultural Building; and, having found

that, go to the southeast corner of
the gallery, and you will find the
bee-keepers' exhibit along the east
wall, running some distance from
the southeast corner. I can not
tell what you will see when you go

... there, for things may, and un-
doubtedly will be, very much
changed by that time. But I can
tell you something about it as I

saw it last. May 19.

The exposition authorities have
- put up a number of cases—four-

teen, I think—to be filled with dis-
plays of honey. Three of these
cases ai'e shorter than the others,
the lay of the land requiring it;

but the general appearance is of
fourteen cases just alike. The
eleven larger ones, if I am not mis-
taken, are S.'S ft. long, 4 ft. 4 in.

^_^_^ wide, and 7 ft. high. That, you
.":::^T understand, is the inside measure

of the glass case. At the bottom
^'' is a platform 23a ft. high, which,

with the molding at the top, makes
the total height of the structure
about l:.' ft.

These cases are allotted to the
difl'erent Slates, nearly $2iJ() being
paid for each case. New York

has the distinction of having two cases, one
of the larger and one of the smaller. And
that's not the only thing New York has done
to make the other States green with envy.
It has secured a placo where a number of colo-

nies of bees will be placed along the outside
wall, holes being cut througli the wall to make
passage for the bees, thus ninkiiig a real live
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apiary. Still further, it is the only State, so
far, that has a nice lot of white section honey.
You know that last season was not the best for
getting nice honey, and last year's honey is not
generally expecied to be improved by standing
till the last of May. So it is not to be wondered
at that the honey in general, what little there
is of it, is not such as would always take a first

premium at a county fair.

I'll tell you what those New York fellows did.
Last fall they secured about 16,000 pounds of
best section honey. It was kept through the
winter in a room heated by steam to about 50
degrees. It was brought to Chicago in any
thing but nice cases, and a lot of empty cases
were brought along, brand new, beautifully
white, and packed in close boxes so as to keep
them clean. The best half of the sections were
sorted out for exhibition, the rest being dispos-
ed of, and these white cases with white sections
piled straight up in the large showcase. In the
niches left between the cases made by rounding
the corners are put pound bottles of extracted
honey of different colors. Although only part of
one case was yet filled, there was enough of it

to make it a beautiful show, and one that a bee-
keeper would gaze long upon after being told
that it had been kept over winter.

O. L. Hershiser is in charge of the New York
exhibit, assisted by a Michigan bee-keeper, C.
H. Hoyt. I couldn't find out just what amount
New York had appropriated, but I think 16000
or more will be spent on their exhibit.
Iowa's case contains a small display, all white

honey, the idea probably being, as in most
cases, to put in a fresh and larger exhibit of
this year's crop as soon as it can be obtained.
The exhibit was put in place by the veteran
Kretchmer, a much younger-looking man than
I expected to see. A notable feature in his case
is a full-sized " Alternating " hive, made entire-
ly of beeswax, 50 pounds of wax being used in its

construction. Friend Kretcmer has also a dis-
play of hives and implements on tables.
E. Whitcomb, president of the Nebraska

State Association, is in charge of the Nebraska
case. This exhibit excels in fullness of varie-
ties. It is largely of extracted, each kind being
labeled, the different colors being so mixed as
to make a very pretty show. Besides the hon-
ey in the case are articles manufactured from
wax. and a fine collection of pressed honey-
plants prepared by Prof. C. E. Bessy. The
Nebraska appropriation is SIOOO.

C. A. Hatch and Frank Wilcox have put the
Wisconsin case in shape, with only $300 appro-
priation from the State. Pound sections are
made into semicircular arches, with a diameter
of perhaps 4 ft. " J. J. Ochsner. Pia. du Sac,
Wis." appears in large letters of comb honey,
nicely designed; but the unfinished cells in a
few of the letters show that last season was not
a booming one in Wisconsin.
A. G. Hill has boarded up against the wall

some 12 or 14 ft. high, with two elevations pro-
jecting something like counters in front, with
four or five different kinds of articles well
spread over the wall and counters.
Of A. I. Root's very full display I will not

attempt a description, as one will probably be
given in detail elsewhere.
. Ontario's exhibit was on the ground, but not
yet to be seen in place. Its case was filled with
shelves arranged terrace fashion, but the
shelves were yet empty. I saw some of the emp-
ty glass bottles or jars that are to be filled and
placed on the shelves, and I suspect there will
be a very fine display. For these glasses alone
about $300 has been expended, the largest cost-
ing about $3.00 each. At some distance from
the Ontario case is a sort of office and store-
room, 9x15, in which matters may be stored and

the exhibitor can, if he chooses, entertain vis-
itors. It will be entirely covered outside, I
think, by a display of all kinds of implements.
Some 3000 to 4000 pounds of honey have been
brought from the Canadian side; and, if I un-
derstand the matter rightly, the government
has not made a specific appropriation, but un-
dertakes to foot the bills necessary to make a
good show. I shall be much surprised if the
show is not a fine one.
Tome the most interesting part of the Onta-

rio exhibit was Allen Pringle. Tall, spare,
earnest-looking, and genial withal, you'll like
to meet him and have a talk with him; and he
always knows what he's talking about.
The Ohio case contained a sort of framework

of gas-pipe having strung on it a lot of things
that looked something like iron shoemaker's
lasts, and a fat man dressed in blouse and over-
alls. The intention is to take out the man with
blouse and overalls and put in some shelves of
glass to be filled with honey. When you get near
enough to see the man's face, you will have no
difficulty in recognizing it as that of the jolly
two-times president of the North American, Dr.
Mason.

I can't tell you a thing as to what is to be in
the other cases, as they were entirely empty.
At the eleventh hour Illinois has an appropri-
ation of $3,500, but I don't know what the
display will be. Perhaps nothing till the bees
furnish something of this year's crop.
Marengo, 111. C.C.Miller.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS,

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

The next book that claims our attention is
the oldest one in the lot, and is entitled "But-
ler's Feminine Monarchie." It was printed in
Oxford, England, in 1609— two years before the
English Bible was published under the sanc-
tion of James I., and two years after Jamestown
was settled. The pages are 4x6 in size, and 236
of them. The book is nicely bound in leather,
and is so well preserved that it seems not to be
over a year old; and yet when the binder laid
it down he would have had to wait 166 years
for the American Revolutionary War to begin.
How one wishes it could talk, and tell us where
it has been all these years! The other book,
noticed in our last, was printed in 1657; and in
going back to 1609 we notice a rapid decline in
regularity of spelling, beauty of letters, and
knowledge of the ' fubiect" treated. The let-

ter j is not used, but " long s " is. The author,
"Chas: Bvtler Magd.," says, in the title-

page, that his book is " A treatise concerning
bees, and the dve ordering of them; wherein
the truth, found out by experience and observa-
tion, discovereth the idle and fond conceipts,
which many haue written anent this subiect."
The above is useful as showing that the soul

of even Mr. " Bvtler" was grieved by the ig-

norance of those who went before him. How
fortunate for Adam's standing in society that
he did not write a bee-book, providing bee cul-
ture has improved from the first! A specimen
of the spelling of those days is here given for

the benefit of Jake Smith:
Onlie, hir. haue, lad (land), vnles, hovve, vn-

luckely, etc. The letter w is made of two v's,

the letter v often standing for u, and u for v.

The letter n is often omitted after^a vowel, over
which is placed a mark; thus, " cocealing " for
"concealing." To a printer, the pages of this

book present a remarkable appearance in that
every line is spaced very closely; that is, the
words are all very near together. This method
is impossible in common print, for we divide
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words at the end of a line according to sylla-

bles ; but syllables are not divided. In this old
work, words of all kinds were divided about as

it happened. An auxiliary verb is often joined
to the principal ; thus, shalbe. donot. cannot,
etc. The first word on each page is printed in

a separate line at the foot of the preceding
page. Numerous references are printed in the
margin. The forms of verbs used are such as
" one findeth in ye Holie Bible."

If these old books contained any thing of real

value to the modern bee-keeper I would copy it

and dwell less on their appearance; but the aw-
ful darkness in which those writers lived ren-
ders their works to-day of no practical benefit
aside from literary curiosities. Through the
mind of Butler, however, some gleams of light
break forth. In giving the names of ancient
writers on bees he mentions Aristomachus, Phi-
liscus, Pliny, Aristotle. Columella. Varro; and
" infinite others." But in speaking of their va-
rious works the writer says: "But in al their
writings they seeme vnto me to say little out of
experience, and to rely more vpon the relation
of hearsay than anle certaine knowledge of
their own." But when their experience tallies

with his, he has frequently inserted their words,
mostly in Latin." for authority and ornament."
He well observes further: " But the later writ-
ers, imitating the ancient where they thought
good, choosing some of their directions and re-

fusing others, doe, for the most part, vnluckely
light upon the worse." The practical value of
these old writings is happily expressed thus:
" These and the like, when a scholar hath
throughly read, he thinketh himself throughly
instructed in these mysteries ; but when he
cometh abroad to put his skil in practice, every
silie woman is ready to deride his learned igno-
rance."
"Learned ignorance!" that's good. Does

any of it come from our schools and colleges'?
Mr. Butler found honey to be so good for the

health that he was incited to write his book out
of charity; and yet he says, "I am out of doubt
that this book of bees will in his infancy lie hid-
den in obscurity for a while."
(The possessive pronoun "its" was not sanc-

tioned till a later period—see Bible.)
The matter of sex in bees in those days seems

to have been hidden in perfect darkness; and
here is where their greatest blunders were gen-
erally made. The queen was regarded as a
male; but Butler's mind begins to get through
the fog. and even to dispel it. Just hear him
go on: " Aristotle calleth their governor basile-
us {rex, or king). As many as followed him,
searching no farther than he did, were contente
to say as he did. So that I am enforced (vnless
I will choose rather to offend in rebus (things)
than in iiocihus (words) by their leaue and thine
(learned reader) to straine the common signifi-

cation of the word " rex," and in such places to
translate it (^?tee7ie, sith [since] the males heer
beare no sway at al, this being a feminine king-
dom."
The first chapter of the book is devoted to a

description of bees, and a very good one it is.

Of course, the old blacks seem to be the only
ones alluded to. In this chapter we read that
bees have dim sight but good smelling ; it is

safer to walk among them than to stand; morn-
ing is the time to stir them; time alone can cure
stings; they dislike hair, but do not care for
wool. A bee-keeper must be sweet, sober, qui-
et, chaste, cleanly, and familiar, "so wil they
louH thee."
The surroundings of an apiary, described in

chapter 2, are just what would be considered
good to-day.
Chapter 3 treats of hives. The process of

making the old straw and wicker skeps is quite

interesting. The germ of the modern frame
consists of a piece of lath,
4 inches long and an inch
wide, hollowed out as rep-

resented here. To render an old straw skep tit

for use. the author goes about it thus: " If you
thinke your former dressing will not make it

sweet enough, then let a hogge eat 2 or .3 hand-
fuls of mault or peas or other corn in the hiue;
meane while doe you so turne the hiue that the
fome or froth, which the hogge maketh in eat-
ing may go all about the hiiie. And then wipe
the hiue lightly with a linen cloath, and so will
the Bees like this hiue better than a new."
The gravity with which the above is related,

and the vision of that imperturbable "hogge,"
have afforded me an immense fund of laughter.
And yet those Britishers are averse to Ameri-
can honey and pork!

It is impossible to describe here Mr. Butler's
treatment of swarms and general management
of bees. It is all interesting. Like most of the
old bee-books it winds up with a religious talk.
In this case it is an exhortation to return to the
Jewish custom of paying tithes to the church.
The author censures the Papists severely for
having broken up the custom, and " for having
robbed the people to build idle monasteries."
The religious heat of 1609 was intense in Eng-
land, for it was mingled largely with their po-
litical issues. In fact, this book was hardly
before the public when that feeling broke into
flame, and the British Isles became one vast
sea of confusion, anarchy, bloodshed, murder,
arson, and all horrors combined— the whole in-

ferno rendered the more ghastly by the lurid
flames from burning village and hamlet; and
when peace returned, the doctrine of the "di-
vine right of kings," either religious or politi-

cal, was for ever buried by the Anglo-Saxon
race, and the United States made possible.

Medina, June 9. W. P. R.

HIVES AND THE WINTER PROBLEM.

SOME PRACTICAL AND INTERESTING OBSERVA-
TIONS.

Since pulling bees through five months of al-

most incessant winter, one should learn some-
thing in regard to wintering, if there is any
thing left to learn ; and it just occurs to me
there will always be unsolved problems in api-
culture. It may be out of season to talk about
wintering; but I for one am liable to forget it if

I don't speak my piece "while yet in memory
fresh it dwells." I prepared my bees in several
different ways for winter— chaff hives, sealed-
cover hives, chatl cushion on some, others with
folded gunny sacks between the frames and
cover, or top-board. All except chaff hives were
in the cellar. I also experimented with tight
bottoms, Miller's bottom-boards, no bottom-
boards, and wire cloth. In regard to the chaff
hives, they seemed to answer all right for win-
ter, only that they lost too heavily in bees. In
the cellar the tight-bottom hive's, both with
sealed cover and pads, lost greatly in numbers
by mold. The sealed-cover hives all showed
mold from condensed moisture. The Miller
bottom-boards showed considerably less mold,
either with or without cushions; in fact, they
were about as good as wire cloth, if the latter

were left only a bee-space below the frames,
thereby holding all the dead bees in contact
with the frames.
Two things I am sure at present I do not

want; namely, tight bottoms and sealed covers.
Taking all things into consideration, I have ar-

rived at the conclusion that the proper method
of wintering is about as follows: There should
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be strong colonies in eight, nine, or ten frames,
without bottoms, or at least wire cloth held
about two or three inches below the frames by
a wooden frame the size of the hive-bottom.
The hives should be tiered as described in A. I.

Roofs circular, with a folded gunny sack be-
tween the tops of the frames and the top-board
of each hive. The lower tier of hives should be
two feet from the floor of the cellar, which
should be dry and dark. Light, and extremes
of temperature, have more to do in rendering
bees restless than bushels of fruit anri vegeta-
bles. They should be put away as described
above by the middle of October, and allowed to

remain as quiet as possible till the 1st of March,
not later than the 15th, if there are some nice
days so they can fly. When on the summer
stands at this early date they should be pro-
tected against sudden changes of temperature
by a " case " made by driving, for each hive or
each group of hives—for groups I prefer the
way pictured in Gleanings last fall — four 2x2
oak posts in the ground so they will, when
boarded up on the outside like a house, leave a
space of six or eight inches from the walls of
the brood-chamber of the hive or group as the
case may be. The fronts of hives should be
nearer the case wall than other sides, in order
to get an exit for the bees with least travel for

them and least work for the apiarist or carpen-
ter. There should be a cover that will shed
rain. With packing I think this-would be the
best plan to obtain early breeding. Remove
the packing and leave the case for protection
against heat in the summer and cold in the fall.

Bees will work better in hot weather, and fin-

ish better in cool, if in a protected case like the
above. Though the bees are removed from the
cases to the cellar, the apiary retains much the
same appearance in winler as in sumniei-.

A. B. C.

HINTS TO ADVERTISERS.

S. F. TKEGO OFFERS SOME SUGGESTIONS AND
CKITICISMS.

I noticed your " hint to advertisers," on p.

360. May 1. I will say that the cut in our ad.
that you refer to is not my invention, but was
designed by C. W. Harper, Columbus, O. The
wording and displaying of an ad. is far more
important than many think. You can not buy
your space, scribble a ffw hasty lines to fill it,

and expect to make big sales; for if you do you
will surely be disappointed. An ad. must be
carefully worded to induce the public to "shell
out;" but woe to the man who makes them
"shell out" and then does not live up to what
he claims in his ad. He may g^t along for a
time, but he will surely disappear from view in

time.
You mention the W. T. Falconer Co.'s " A

New Hive " as being a good catch-line. I con-
sider it good; but could it not have been better
If it had actually referred to some new hive?
You see. as it is," the reader is deceived into
reading it, in the hope of learning of some
new hive. Now. suppose he is a beginner, and
does not know of the high standing of the firm
mentioned. My theory is, that he would think
something like this: "Now, that fellow has
fooled me into reading his ad.: what might he
do if I send him my money ?" We will suppose
he turns to p. .'534. The first ad. says. " What
stood the test . . . for 15 years?" You can
almost see that new bee-man reach for pen and
paper in his haste to get that free illustrated
catalogue that Hilton offers. ,

I think that, if I had written that ad. for the

Falconers, I would have put the words, " We
made them," for the catch-line, and then in

capitals put " Section-cases used in New York
exhibit at World's Fair (using larger type for
"World's Fair"). I think I had better letup
on this firm or they may think I want to run
their business; but, gentlemen, I don't. I have
all I can do to run my own. I consider Nebel's
"Monkey" very catchy: but they are over-
working the poor fellow. Suppose I had read
their ad., " Don't monkey your time away, but
order your supplies early;" then a week later
I want queens, and in looking over the adver-
tisements of queens I see their " Don't monkey
with cross bees," but 1 think it is the same old
monkey " monkeying his time away," so I pass
it by, as the "cross bees "is in small type. I

see in the A. B. J. they fix it this way:

Don't Monkey with ^^ROf

which I think is much better.

As a general thing, if the ad. is changed
every issue it will pay better. Any one who
does 150.00 worth of advertising in a year
should read Printer's Ink. published at 10

Spruce St., New Y'ork, at 12.00 per year (week-
ly). It is to the advertising profession what
Gleanings is to the bee-keeping—" the top of
the pile." S. F. Trego.
Swedona, 111.

BEE-VEIL FOR LADIES.

HOW TO MAKE ONE.

All the year I have tried to find time to tell

you how I made a bee-veil that has been a com-
fort to me, and perhaps others would like it.

Take a piece of cheese-cloth, 60 inches long
and 27 wide; sew the ends together. On one
side make a two-inch hem, and make two rows
of stitching, half an inch apart, to run an elas-
tic cord through to fit a hat-crown. On the
lower edge the hem need not be so wide—just
sufficient to admit an elastic % of an inch wide.
Take a piece of fine black brussels-net veiling,
15x12, and sew it on about three or four inches
from the top; cut away the cloth below. This,
of course, is to look through. In some I put
about the same-sized piece of a coarser quality
of net in the back, to let the air pass through.
The elastic ribbon for the lower hem should be
32 inches long, or long enough to fit the shoul-
ders snugly of the person it is for. After it is run
through the hem, the ends must be securely
fastened. Stick a pin in the center of the lower
hem in the back (after the elastic has been run
through and drawn up), and on each side, about
four inches from the pin, sew on a piece of
elastic, eight inches long, or long enough to
reach under the arm and fasten on a button in

front. I sew a piece of muslin on the ends, in

which to make the button-holes. The buttons
should be near the arms in front. I make mine
to fit comfortably, yet tight enough so that no
bee can crawl under; for I don't want to be in

a cage with a bee, even if I do think lots of
them.
One great comfort with this veil is. that one

can easily run the handkerchief under the elas-
tic, to rnop the brow—a thing I have to do
pretty often when working with bees. When I

know they can not crawl down my neck, nor
strike me in the face. I feel pretty safe while
working with them. I fasten my sleeves closely
around my wrists, and never fear their sting-
ing my hands, yet they sometimes do; but I

can't work with gloves on.
London, O., May 6. Mks. "Vinnie Phifer.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTERS.

TRUBBLE INTO THE MEETIN HOUSE.

A.l. Oleeninys—deer
Sir: — You know I

was a telling you
how Missus Bleeker
was a sayin, "It's
too bad, too bad,"

and then Missus Welder
started for Joe Parks.
Sez Missus Welder to
Missus Parks, sez she, " I

was jist a goin by. and I

thought Ide drop in and
see if you wood let me hev
your reseat for making
pickels. You do make
the most charmin pick-
els." And she praised
sum more of Missus Parks
cookin, for Missus Parks
is a champean cook, and
no mistake.
Then she sed to Missus

Parks, sez she, " Missus
Bleeker was a tellin me it

was too bad they was so

much hard feelin about our proecher."
" Why, you doant tell me!" sed Missus Parks.

" I haddent herd a word of it."
" Yes," sez Missus Welder; " and, as Missus

Bleeker was a sayin. we must do what's for the
best. Of coarse, it woont do to hev enny trubel
into the church. We much better let the
preecher go than to hev enny dlssention. A
divided church cant never prosper, and we
must hev peas at enny price. If they is as
mutch feeling as Missus Bleeker was a tockin
about, it's no useatryin to keep Mr. Bond enny
longer."
The nex day Missus Parks was at the store a

gittin sum sort a dry goods, and Nat Boucher
was a waitin on her. Nat oans the store, and
his wife is a memberof the church. Sez Missus
Parks to him, sez she, " Who do you spose weal
git for our noo preecher?" sez she.

" Why, I diddent know Mr. Bond was goin to
leave," sez Nat. " I thot he was well satisfide

and liked the place."
" I doant know but he's satisfide enuff," sez

Missus Parks, " but Missus Bleeker sez they is

sitch a number dissatisfide with him that it's

no use tryin to keep things smooth enny longer,
and for the sake of peas we must all give up
our oan feelins. And if Missus Bleeker has
turned agin him it's no use to stand out, for
Missus Bleeker has always thot the world of
him."

" Well, now, Ime kind a sorry," sez Nat, " for

I always liked the man, for all I doant never go
to meetin mutch."
"Yes," sez Missus Parks, " it's a grate pity,

but ennything's better than to hev trubble in

the church."
Well, things kep on in that way for some

time. 1 day Welder cums to me, and sez he,
"Jake, what do you think of the condishen of
our church ?"

"It seems in pirty fair condishen," sez I.

" We hed a reel good prayer-meetin last nite,"
sez I. Welder doant never tend prayer-meetin.
" Oh !" sez he, " I diddent mean the condishen

of the prayer-meetin, but of the church. Y'ou
know that the general feeling is against Bond.
Now, if youl use your influents with him I

think you can get him to nisine."
" I doant think Ive enny call to use my in-

fluents in that way," sez I. " And I diddent
know the general feelin was agin our preecher.

He jist soots me, and I think he soots most of
the members."

" Well, now, that's where you make a mis-
take," sez he. " Besides yourself and a fue
uththers whitch you influents, they haint a
sole that wants him to stay."

" I diddent know I was usin enny influents,"
sez I; "but it doant seem to me that I stand as
much alone as you make out. But Ime always
willin to give in to the majority, and the best
way will be to take a vote and see how many
do stand on my side."
"Oh, no!" sez he, " that wood never do, to

draw a line and stur up strife. We must keep
peas in the church. It wood never do to take a
vote. If you hev the wellfare of the church to
hart, yule withdraw yure oppasishen, and let
all go smooth."

It diddent seem rite clear to me how I was
making oppasishen, but I diddent say nothin
jist then, and we parted. Jake Smith.

The end next time.

BALLOONING.

how one feels up in the air, a mile above
ground; from the pen of a

bee-keeper.

[A short time ago we received a letter from
W. T. Heddon, son of James H., of Dowagiac,
Mich., asking whether we should like to have
an article on ballooning. We noticed on his

stationery the words "Dowagiac Aeronautical

Combination;" and we had also heard that Mr.

Heddon, Jr., had made several successful bal-

loon ascensions. Well, we thought our readers

might like to hear how "one feels a mile up in

the air," especially as it comes from the pen of

a bee-keeper, and we asked him to send the

article in question.

There are not many of us, we venture to say,

who are able to speak from experience on such

a subject.]

The history of aerostation dates back to 1783,

when the brothers Montgolfier, of France, made
public their new discovery. After varied and
successful experiments in their laboratory, they
tried a larger balloon containing 6,5 cubic feet

of heated air, in the open air, which rose to a
height of from 200 to 300 ft., and, sailing ofl'

some distance, fell upon the neighboring hills.

They then made a very large and strong bal-

loon, with which they brought their discovery
before the public.
June 5, 1783, the nobility of the vicinity were

invited to be present at the exhibition. After
some minutes consumed in inflating, the bal-

loon was released, which, to the vast surprise

of the doubting spectators, arose to a height of

3000 ft. It then described a horizontal plane of

7200 feet, and gently settled to the ground. This
forever crowned the brothers with the glory of

a most astonishing discovery.
After serious trouble in obtaining the king's

permission, the first aerial voyage was made
from the gardens of La Mutte, near Paris, by
Pilatre des Roziers and Marquis d' Arlandes, on
the 21st of Oct., 1783. The balloon used was a
mammoth structure, being 7u ft. high and 4.5 ft.

in diameter, with a large car containing a fire-

grate and a number of bundles of straw, which
were used in kindling the fire on their trip over
Paris, that they might ascend and descend at
will. The voyage consumed 25 minutes; their

highest altitude was 3000 ft., and the flight G

miles from starting-point.
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Although from Dec. 1, 1783, silk balloons tilled

with hydrogen gas were extensively used, the
Moiitgo]fier(or hot-air) balloon waspreferred by
many, notwithstanding the danger of its burn-
ing in mid-air, from the tire used for continuous
inflation.

The longest ascent ever made was in a gas-
balloon, by Green and his two friends, Monk
Mason, and a gentleman named Molland. In
183<i they started from London and landed in

the Duchy of Nassau, Wiberg, Germany, 1200

miles distant. The longest and highest ascent
in a Montgolfier was made from Versailles the
23d of June, 1784, by Roziers and Proust. After
traveling five miles they kindled the fire and
arose to the height of 11,732 ft., among clouds
of snow, where they remained for 8 minutes,
descending to within 3000 ft., of the earth, and
landing in Compeign, 40 miles away.
Blanchard, having tried the virtues of the

parachute by dropping his dog from a gas-bal-
loon, at a height of 6500 ft., in 1802 citizen Gan-
erin leaped from a height of 1200 ft., with the
aid of a parachute provided with a basket, in

which he sat. At first the descent was very
rapid; but as soon as the cloth spread, the ve
locity was checked and he reached the ground
safely with more or less oscillations. Subse-
quently they were used as a safeguard, in case
the balloon should be wrecked by fire or wind.
At a fair in Venice, in 1617, there was on ex-

hibition a small parachute, which, although
more crude in mechanism that Ganerin's, com-
bined the same principles; and, 189 years before
his feat at Paris, a mountebank of Siam fre-

quently climbed a high bamboo-tree and leaped
into space with two umbrella-like contrivances,
which were so large he would sometimes drift

far away, lighting on houses and in the river,

though fortunately without disaster.

According to Greek mythology, in the fourth
century B. C. a certain Archytas constructed a
wooden pigeon, fitted with a spring, which,
when wound up, would fly for some time. There
is little doubt that such attempts were made;
for in the 13th century, Blanchard, in his flying-

machine, used many of the same principles.

The most perfect device was that of Besuier,
of Maine, who, in 1678, made various experi-
ments, and reached that degree of perfection
which enabled him to leap from the tops of high
buildings, and, by vigorously working his wings,
sail windward several hundred yards.
Solving the problem of aerial navigation had

long been given up in despair when the use of

balloons seemed to throw a new ray of light on
the subject, and all efforts were exerted in the
use of wings, paddles, sails, and rudders, but all

to no avail. From Besnier's time to the present
day, no improvements have been made in air-

ships, although several fake machines have
drawn much attention and money from the
public.
Thus far, aeronautics has been useful in

three ways; viz., the solution of many problems
of science through the use of instruments at
different elevations; while in warfare, captive
balloons were used in taking observations in

the enemies' camp; and, lastly, has benefited
associations employing, and those employed in

making balloon ascensions.
There are no better balloons to-day than in

Montgolfier's time; and with practical inven-
tors the idea of navigating the air by their use
has been abandoned, and will remain so unless
man can control the winds, as they are entirely
at the mercy of the currents. Indeed, balloons
are so delicate and sensitive, that, while float-

ing horizontally through space, the slightest
move shakes the whole structure. From this it

is plainly seen, that, even if it were possible to
guide them against the wind, the pressure

would be sufficient to collapse such a delicate
affair. Undoubtedly, if this wonderful problem
is ever solved it will be through means yet un-
known, and electricity will he the motive power.
Machines using large wings can never be prac-
tical; like balloons, the slightest sudden breeze
would upset them.
Being an electrician, and desiring to become

familiar with the currents, and determine to
what extent electricity might be applied to air-

ships, I received instructions from Baldwin
Brothers, of Quincy, 111., the inventors of the
modern parachute, and made my first ascension
in a hot-air balloon, with parachute descent, at
Dowagiac, Mich. At 6 p. m. I seated myself in

the trapeze, and. bidding my friends good-by,
the balloon was released. For the first 300 ft.

there was a most thrilling sensation of being
lifted from the earth, and at no time did the
ground appear to be dropping away, as describ-
ed by many. The crowded park which I had
just left now looked like a mass of moving black
and white, and, after overlooking the country,
viewing the many lakes and towns within a ra-
dius of 12 or 15 miles, it was indeed impossible
to distinguish the business portions of our city

from dwellings which were nearly a mile away.
My first surprise was the clearness with which
all earthly sounds could be heard—plainly hear-
ing the cries of people one mile below to "cut
her off;" but perceiving the country beyond to

be an equally good landing-place, and that I

was not yet descending in the least, which is

discerned by the flutter of the parachute in a
downward course, I prolonged those blissful mo-
ments.
Directly under me I could plainly see carri-

ages, and their occupants, which looked less

than half size, waving their hats and handker-
chiefs. At this height the whole world looked
like a mat of velvet, perfectly clean and smooth;
hills, hollows, and shrubbery not being noticea-
ble. The lakes had a silvery sparkle, and tlie

river looked like a silver chain thrown careless-

ly along the surface, while patches of wood
were black spots. Houses and barns were the
same color, and all alike, and country roads
gave the ground a checkerboard appearance.
There was no feeling of fear of falling; nor did

it seem possible that, if I should jumj) out, I

should go down any more than up, but that I

should remain perfectly still. The earth was
like a painting, and no one would have any
more fear of falling from a balloon than into a
birds-eye view of a city. Being so far away,
and entirely disconnected from tangible earthly
substances, one can not fully realize his posi-

tion. Persons who would become dizzy in look-

ing over the wall of high buildings would be at

perfect ease away up in a balloon.
The balloon now beginning to descend a trifle,

and not desiring to disappoint my friends who
were running and driving their fastest to see

the landing. I pulled the register-cord, which,
operating the cut-off knife at the top of the
parachute, launched me into space. To my ut-

most surprise there was no feeling of dropping,
such as experienced in elevators, but I seemed
to be sitting perfectly quiet in space, without
support. After falling 125 feet, which was de-

termined from an instantaneous photograph ta-

ken just as the parachute opened, the linen

above my head snapped like a sheet in the wind,
and spread to its full capacity of 22 feet in di-

ameter.
As a demonstration of my coolness, to those

below, I now hung by my legs head down:
waved my arms, and shouted, until, finding

myself swinging to and fro about 20 feet like a

pendulum, I sat erect watching the movements
of my life- protector. While I should be sick

from swinging in a hammock, the violent mo-
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tion of the parachute had no effect. When
within about 1000 feet of the ground I hung by
my hands, and soon landed on my feet 1}4 miles
away, with the same force of jumping (i or 8
feet. The whole voyage consumed Ave minutes,
and the descent was made in one minute.
The sensations of ballooning are so delightful

that nearly all who muster the courage to make
the trial tri-p become aeronauts, whether adapt-
ed to the business or not, which is the cause of
so many fatal accidents. Nearly ail accidents
in parachuting have been from a lack of
mechanical ingenuity and coolness. Coolness,
good judgment, and mechanical skill, are the
indespensable qualities of a successful aero
naut. W. T. Heddon.

Lad/es' Conversazione.

A LETTER FROM MRS. HARRISON.

I left my southern home at St. Andrew's Bay,
Fla., May 2, for my old home in Peoria. III.,

and took passage at 3 p. m. upon the "Gulf
City," a steamer running between Apalachicola
and Mobile. When the steamer loosened her
moorings we went upon deck and watched our
friends waving their handkerchiefs, and wish-
ing us a pleasant journey, as they stood upon
the fast-receding pier. All on board anticipated
a pleasant trip across the Gulf of Mexico; but.
"the best-laid plans of mice and men gang aft
aglee." I stayed upon the deck, enjoying the
pure, soft, sweet southern air, the lovely scenery
of the shores, and watched the white boiling
waters and the gambols of the porpoise. It was
with regret that we took our departure from that
lovely sheet of water known as St. Andrew's
Bay, and passed out upon the Gulf of Mexico.
The sailors talked of its being " lumpy," and,
procuring my knitting, worked industriously,
and, with teeth clenched, tried to still the fast-

surging billows within. I commanded the tem-
pest within me to " be still; I shall not be sick;
what if the steamer does roll?" The captain
said, "Lady, if you desire to go below, let me
know and I'll go with you." The strong will
was conquered at last; the knitting laid aside,
and I laid me down upon the deck, my head
pillowed upon a coil of rope.
As night drew near, a sailor came and escort-

ed me to a state-room. The captain, in his
rounds, looking after the comfort and safety of
his passengers, inquired if I would have some
tea. The idea! Tea! Holding on to prevent
rolling from the berth! I commanded the surg-
ing billows within to " be still," and calmly
waited events. At an upheaval, I leaped from
the berth and sought a receptacle upon a stand,
tied firmly to a friendly post, which I grasped.
A comfortable arm-chair stood near, in which I

sat, and I was soon traveling with lightning
speed from one side of the vessel to the other,
when I was rescued from my perilous condition
by the strong arms of a Numidian Hercules,
and conducted to my berth, into which I rolled,

striking my head against the window-sill, rais-

ing a lump as large as an egg.
That great storm, which had originated in

Texas, and was crossing the gulf on its way to
the Atlantic coast, had crossed our track and
handled us roughly. When we passed from the
Gulf of Mexico into Pensacola Bay the steamer
stopped rolling, and I looked from my state-room
window nut upon the dark waters, and enjoyed
a magnificent view of the moonlight upon the
water. When daylight dawned I dressed and
went upon deck, and had a view of the light-
house, navy-yard, and quarantine station,

where we moored. We received a clean bill of
health, and were soon wending our way through
the ships of all nations, to our pier.
As I wended my way through the streets of

Pensacola my bee-keeping eye was on the alert
to discover honey-secreting flowers. My sight
was gladdened by the sight of a magnificent
magnolia-tree. Words fail me to describe its
grandeur. Towering aloft with spreading
branches, covered with thick, large, well-var-
nished leaves, were pearly-white flowers, as
large as oyster-bowls, with petals five inches in
length. I was not able to learn whether the
magnolia is rich in nectar. I saw a number of
large umbrella-trees, with their small purplish
flowers hanging in panicles. These trees are
correctly named, as their long pointed leaves
overlap each other, producing a perfect shade,
and protection from rain.

OBSERVATIONS DURING TRAVEL.
I saw no bee-hives during the route north.

In Alabama, dogwoods and honeysuckles were
in bloom; and these and the red clay soil were in-
dications of good fruit- land. During a day spent
at Nashville, I visited the grounds of Vander-
bilt University, comprising 7(5 acres, which were
planted to trees of various kinds. I noticed one,
at a distance, resembling a locust in full bloom;
but on a nearer approach to it I discovered it

was not the bloom, as it did not resemble the
locust in having two wings, a banner, and a
keel, but it hung in a loose panicle, and the
branches had a drooping effect, like a weeping-
willow. I am sure it must be a honey-tree,
though I saw no bees at work upon the bloom.
A resident told me bethought it was a moun-
tain-beech, and quite rare in that locality.
Another tree that interested me resembled a
catalpa in leaf and spray, but the bloom was
bell-shaped, in color purple, and the seed round
like a nut, and not growing in a pod like the ca-
talpa. If any of our readers who are acquaint-
ed with these trees will give us a description of
them it will be gratefully received.

Peoria, 111. Mrs. L. Harrison.

HOW TO BE WELL.

SOMETHING ABOUT " BREAD AND MII.K."

Mr. Root:—We have been much interested in

your articles on diet. For several years we
have been using entire-wheat flour for bread
and gems. I have been expecting you to tell

us how much better entire-wheat flour is than
fine white flour. I know it is not much used in

a good many places; and as you have not
spoken of it I concluded to senfl you a few
recipes for preparing it. Some of us who have
weak stomachs find that eating graham flour

for a length of time is apt to be hurtful. It will

start the " beer-plant" very soon. The entire-

wheat flour is as sweet as graham, and lacks
the coarse taste.

We were especially pleased with what you
said about milk. We have found a way of

preparing it that makes it not only the best
drink on earth, but a powerful stimulant. I

will copy from the work of one of Chicago's
best physicians, Dr. Alice Stockham; and I am
sure that, if you will try it a few days, you will

find it a wonderful help "when you feel worn
out and run down.
Add to new milk one-tenth water, and heat

over a water bath to a temperature of 130°.

Cheese-makers testify that the addition of

water prevents rennet from coagulating the

casein. In the stomach, also, warm water
prevents the pepsin from curdling the milk. If

it is as warm as the stomach, and does not
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coagulate, it will be taken up by the absorbents,
and conveyed directly to tiie blood without
going through the process of digestion. I have
known persons very near fainting, and persons
very weak, to receive great benefit from using
milk prepared as above. It must be taken as
hot as possible: and while at first it does not
taste as good as milk without water, in a short
time one acquires a decided relish for it.

For gems of entire- wheat flour, take one pint
of new milk, one pint of entire-wheat flour;

stir together, and add one well-beaten egg. It

can be baked in any kind of gem-pans. I use
the deep iron ones, and have them very hot
before filling; do not use any salt nor baking-
powder. They are as light as sponge cake, and
will not hurt the little folks. The entire-wheat
flour makes very nice gems, made as you do
graham, but I use three cups of flour, two cups
of cold water, one-half cup of sweet milk, no
salt, and use the small deep iron pans. Heat
very hot on top of the stove; fill about half full,

and have the oven very hot; bake ten minutes
on the top grate, then thirty minutes on the
bottom of the oven. They will not fall when
cold if you get them just right, but are nice
and light. It makes splendid raised bread also.

The bread must not be kneaded more than can
be helped to put the loaves in shape. I use half
milk and half water, but raise the bread once
and have the dough soft. I think one-third
fine flour is better for the raised bread. I hope
you will try the entire-wheat flour, and let us
know whether you find it as good as every one
does who has tried it in this partof the country.

I have written this to you because I know
that fine flour is largely to blame for the poor
health of our people, and because you can do
and are doing much to help the readers of
Gleanings, by your health-talks, to a better
way of living.
The seeds we bought of you last fall were the

best we ever planted. They all came up, every
seed, I think. We have bought seed of a good
many Eastern seedsmen, but never found any
as good as yours proved to be.

Mrs. John Collins.
Elsinore, Cal., April 39.

[My good friend, we used entire-wheat flour
for several years. It is mentioned in Glean-
ings, and at one time there was quite a trade
in it. We had it shipped in ten-barrel lots from
Chicago. The reason why we gave it up was
because the proprietor sold out, and his suc-
cessor finally gave up the business, if I remem-
ber correctly. Another thing, it did not keep
like common flour. The latter is better when it

is old; but for some reason which I can not
understand, entire-wheat flour spoiled by being
kept several months, and this gave it a backset.
Now, if you can tell us of a miller, or anybody
else, who will furnish us with entire-wheat
flour, prepared in such a manner that it will
not sp6il, say under a year, we shall be under
great obligations to you. Yes, there was an-
other objection. A good many people who
thought at first it was the nicest thing in the
world, got tired of it after a time, and went
back to common flour and graham.
Many thanks for your kind words; but I am

afraid you give me more credit than I deserve
in regard to seeds. A great part of the seeds
we sell are bought of eastern dealers. How-
ever, we are careful of whom we buy; and
about as soon as we make a purchase we plant
some of the seed, either in the greenhouse pr
outdoors; and in this way we manage to have
our seed generally reliable. I tell you, though,
my good friend, it takes a deal of' watching and
care, and, a good many times, much exhorta-
tion to the clerks who have our seed depart-

ment in charge. There are more kinks, and
chances of loss, and mistakes, in the seed-busi-
ness, than one would believe who "' hadn't been
there."

I am glad to hear what you say about milk.
The more experience I have with it, the more I

do believe it is the one stimulus, if milk can be
called a stimulus, prepared by God's own hand
for his children. A few days ago, when it

rained almost three days without stopping a
"minute" (in spite of the Weather Bureau),
some of our While Wonder chickens were out
in the rye; and before we knew it they were
stiff and cold. They were not quite dead, how-
ever, but I think they would have been had not
the writer got around and prescribed warm
milk in doses of a drop at a time, repeated
often. They were so far gone that they did
not seem to want it; but I insisted they must
have it, whether or no. In an hour or two
Mrs. Root reported that they were " able to sit

up and talk." Of course, the talk was rather
feeble, and Huber and Carrie were inclined to
poke fun at mamma because she talked about
chickens "sitting up." We took their incon-
siderate mother and shut her up in the middle
of the tool-house, where the ground was as dry
as a chip, in spite of the pouring wetness out-
side. Here they weathered the storms as
" chirpy " as could be. Say ! can't some of you
poultry-men give us a race of mother-hens that
will not lead their chicks right oiT through the
wet grass when it I'ains both day and night?
I declare! I almost forgot that we were talking
about milk as a stimulus; and here I am. away
off in the chicken-business—almost as bad as
the silly mother who led her chicks oft' through
the wet rye.

J

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

A KIND WORD FROM A. E. MANUM.
I am very much interested in your articles on

gardening and fruit culture. They have been
of much benefit to me. I should enjoy a visit to
the Home of the Honey-bee, and may be I shall
some of these fine days, and then call on friend
Terry, and continue on west, and tickle that
doctor's nose with some of his " Stray Straws."
We are having a very backward spring here.

To-day my bees brought in the first pollen of
the season, and hardly a showing at that. I

hear that bees have wintered very poorly in
this county. My own loss is greater than ever
before, being 14|'', with about 1% more that are
light, and may dwindle yet.

Bristol, Vt. A. E. Manum.

A SUGGESTION FOR PREVENTING AFTER-
SWARMS.

Would it not be a safe and certain plan of
preventing after-swarms to place the parent
colony on lop of the supers on the swarm, with
a Ijee-escape between super and parent colony,
so that every bee leaving it would be added to

the swarm, removing parent colony on the 8tb
day?
Should the parent colony be left till a queen

was hatched, would she be allowed to pass out
through the colony below to mate—the queen-
excluder being removed, of course?
Willmar, Minn. Helge Nelson.

[The plan might work very satisfactorily, but
we would suggest destroying all cells, save a
few choice ones, if the old queen is a good one,

and letting said cells hatch in nuclei for the
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purpose. We doubt whether a young queen
allowed to hatch above would get through the
hive safely with the swarm.]

PUNK AS A SMOKER FUEI^.

I have tried nearly every thing in shape of
a smoker fuel, but I have found nothing to
equal what we call punk—a corky, fungus sub-
stance that grows around old stumps. When
this is thoroughly dried, by using a little oil or
shavings to start it you have a fuel that is

lasting, and always smoking. It seems to mak«
no difference whether your smoker has a draft
or not; standing upside down or in any position
it smokes just the same. I have fretiuently,
when through work, emptied the contents of
my smoker on the ground, and dumped a pail
of water over it; and when happening to pass
by it an hour later I have found it smoking as
much as ever. The smoke is not as offensive
as that from shavings or oily waste.

Soraerville, N. Y. L. B. Thatcher.

[We formerly used punk, and liked it very
much ; but shavings are just as good, more
available, and cheaper. They are offensive to
bees, and that is just what we want of them-J

GOVERNMENT DISTILT>ERIES, ETC.

Our house was burned with contents; all bee-
literature is gone, with library. Cause, my
husband reported an illicit distillery to the
government officers. Tobacco and whisky go
together here. Four-year-old children chew
the one and drink the other. M. E. Haavkins.
Horse Cove, N. C.

[My good friend, your report is a sad one; yet
there are some encouraging glimpses about it

after all. Even if our government does have
some sort of share in legal distilleries, it is very
severe on illegal ones; and if it is really true
that you and your family have suffered for
righteousness' sake, and that others are suffer-
ing in a similar way.it seems to me the gov-
ernment should take some means to recompense
those who are bold enough to risk the conse-
quences of exposing crime. I am sure th(^ sym-
pathies of our readers are with you in your
attempts to bring the guilty to justice. May
God help us if there are many localities like
what the statement in your last sentence indi-
cates. It indicates the tremendous need there
is for more Sunday-schools, more Endeavor
Societies, etc.]

SHALLOW VS. DEEP FRAMES FOR AVINTERING.

I have to plead guilty to a loss of 1(5 out of .57,

and possibly two or three to hear from later. I

think, though, my own losses could have been
entirely avoided had I known in advance the
kind of winter we were to experience, and made
sufficient preparation for it, as my losses were
all in one division of the apiary. Perhaps,
though, it will be a lesson wpII learned (though
slightly expensive), and the experience derived
prove of more practical value than the worth
of the colonies lost. I am using the Adair
frame at present, and find that, in comparison
with the shallower Langstroth ihe past winter,
it is much better, but still not as good as the
much deeper (13-inch) box hive. Now, don't
think that I am going to advocate the box hive.
I am merely drawing comparisons on the win-
tering problem. The shallow Langstroth
frame .seems to give too small a space below the
sealed honey for a successful outdoor wintering
frame, as the bees in a protracted cold spell
begin to crawl upward on the sealed honey;
and a colony that comes to the top of the
frames during a six-weeks' cold spell may as

well be charged to the profit-and-lo.ss account
then and there.
The theory of handling colonies as colonies,

and that, if we use double-walled and chaff
hives, the bees will do the rest, has got to go,
and scientific bee-keeping has got to be practic-
ed on scientific principles. Anyone can winter
well in the right kind of winter; but we need
more light on the "bad-winter " subject; and,
what is more, we need it badly. My losses
have b<'en heavier th(! past winter than in the
five preceding winters put together.
Baptisttown, N. J.. Apr. 10. Wm. W. Case.

WHAT WE ARE AND ARE NOT SURE OF IN BEE
CULTURE.

The bees nearly all froze last winter here.
Some men lost all they had. The chaff hives
and a good warm cover saved mine. The bees
seem to do better by taking the gum cover off
and spreading a coffee- sack on the frames.
The moisture then comes up through, and the
box does not get damp. I believe the honey
business in our country is like the white mail
and the Indian with the turkey and the buz-
zard. If you have a large strong hive, they
swarm; and if you have a small hive, you get
no honey, every time. It is what we expect that
makes life worth living. We expect honey this
year. If we don't get it we will try it next
year, and so on. The only thing 1 have been
sure of is a bunged eye once in a while; but
still I like the little sharp-footed fellows. I

think I am like the Democrats with Cleveland
—they like him for the enemies he has made. I

am a young bee-keeper, and have told a little of
my trials with bees, and now wait to hear from
some of the cubs in the business, as we have
been reading from the master hands so long.
Irwin, Pa., April 13. O. L. McGrew.

[That's so. If a colony is strong enough to
work well in the sections it will swarm; if it is

weak enough not to swarm, it won't get much
honey. We therefore look forward with relief
toward the non-swarraing methods that have
been proposed of late. See Trade Notes in the
last two issues before this. Say, if you really
don't want a " bunged eye," wear a good bee-
veil; that is just what nearly all the "old
cubs " do.]

NOT IN FAVOR OF THE OLD CHAFF HIVES.

My experience this very severe winter has
rather cooled my faith in the virtues of chaff
hives over single-walled hives. Last season
Mrs. Brown hived a swarm above the frames in

a chaff' hive, and left them to go down on
frames. This they concluded not to do, but
began business in the upper story. The hive-
cover was a gable-ended one, with two-inch
side-walls between the roof and the hive. It

did not fit down on the hive, aud left space
for bees to pass in and out, and was very airy
all around.
When discovered, the bees had built comb on

the roof, and so much of it^and had so much
brood, that I concluded to let them have their

own way. They certainly were about as much
exposedas they could well be and not be entire-

ly out of doors, and yet they came through
winter in very fine condition. About the 10th

of April I concluded I would transfer them to

the frames. I found them very strong, with
lots of sealed and unsealed brood.
The colony that sent out a swarm to-day was

wintered in a single-walled hive. When I dis-

covered the swarm it had settled on an elder-

busli, and was a tine large one; but before I got
ready to hive it, it left the bush and went back
into the hive. After they got settled I concluded
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to divide them and save the trouble of watch- -

ing them so closely. I found the hive literally

packed with bees.
With these two exceptions, all my bees were

in chaff hives, and yet these two came through
winter quite as strong, if not stronger, and as
early, or earlier, to work at brood-rearing than
any of the rest. None of my bees had any
thing over frames exceptasingle cover of grain-
sacks. A part of them had sections on and a
part none. J. M. Brown.
Mt. Sterling, Ky., May 6.

[Did you ever I Just as we are about con-
cluding that the old chaff hives are the things
to winter bees in, here comes one who is about
losing faith in them. How we do differ in

experiences!]

PUTTING ON SUPERS; WHEN NOT TO DO IT;

INSTRUCTIONS TO BEGINNERS.
Many, in seeking to hasten the storage of

honey, retard it, and very much diminish the
amount of surplus by too great haste. In this
latitude (Central Illinois) the first of June is

generally soon enough, and very often the lOlh
to the l.'jth is plenty early to place supers on
the hives where the bees are in normal condi-
tion.

Some bee-keepers in this locality are in the
habit of giving supers to some of their strong-
est colonies during apple-bloom, in the hope of
obtaining a few pounds of the famous apple-
blossom honey. About once in seven years
they are rewarded (?) with a few pounds to the
colony. But I venture the assertion that, for
every pound of this much-prized nectar receiv-
ed, they have sacrificed some forty pounds of
nice white-clover honey by the practice.
In the spring of 1889 the white clover began

blooming here about the 36th of April, some
ten days earlier than usual; and by the 10th of
May the pastures and commons were white
with it. As the weather was warm, my bees
in fairly good condition, and some honey was
coming in, I thought it was about time to begin
putting on supers. Accordingly, on the 14th I

"went at it" and placed supers on all the
strong colonies, which numbered about two-
thirds of the yard. In ai day or two the weath-
er turned cool, and kept so cool and cloudy for
a week that the secretion of nectar was almost
entirely suspended. As a consequence, many
of those not strong enough to take supers when
the first were given were among the strongest
by the first week in June; and some that were
not given supers till the 10th of June gave me
more surplus than some that I considered
among the strongest on the 14th of May. Since
then I have been slow about putting on supers,
preferring, if any colonies became crowded for
room, to take away a portion of their brood and
give it to others not so fortunate rather than
give supers before the time of rapid storing had
arrived. W. J. Cullinan.
Quincy, 111.

NEW HOFFMAN FRAME; SPACE AT THE END
OF THE FRAMES.

I like the new Hoffman frame without the
V edge on the end-bars. The bees will fill that
little place solid with propolis, with plain edge.
There is no place for bee-glue when the frames
are properly wedged.
When examining bees in the spring I change

ends with each alternate frame. This spreads
the brood, and puts part of their honey too near
the entrance, so they will remove it, giving the
queen still more room. When used this way
the L. frame is as good a reversible frame as I

want. With a frame as shallow as the L.. the
honey is always placed in the end furthest

away from the entrance, and not at the top.
So reversible frames will not accomplish the
desired result; but simply changing ends will.

I like Dr. Miller's idea of making the bottom
of the frame shorter than the top. I would
suggest, that the bottom -bar be made full

length, with the ends trimmed to a point, and
let the point, or end of the bottom-bar, project
one-fourth inch. This will make it impossible
to kill bees in removing frames, for the end of
the frame can not touch the hive exec pt where
the point of the projecting end-bar touches.
The hive could be made shorter, so as to make
the smallest possible bee-space at the top end
of the frame.
On page ii20, Dec. 15, 1893, the Rambler de-

scribes the frame used by Mr. Hunt, having a
bee-space around the end of the top-bar. In
your footnote you say the objection to these
would be, in hauling they would be liable to
hop out of place. Instead of making them as
Mr. Hunt does I would cut the rabbet % wide,
and drive double-pointed tacks in the lower
end of end-bar, letting the tacks project one-
fourth inch. This will keep the frame true
and square, and no possible chance for the
frame to hop out, or to be placed in the hive
wrong. The only change to be made is in the
width of the rabbet of the hive. Having tried
frames with a space at the end of the top-bar,
I can say that it is a great advantage to have
them so. W. C. Gathright.
Cameron, Texas, April 36.

[Of course, we will make changes in standard
goods when so requested. If any one should
prefer frames as above described, we can make
them so; possibly, for the far South, such
frames would be preferable.]

L. L. LANGSTROTH,

How pleasing to sight is tliat half-tone engraving.
With subject so sweet, and in perfect design,

Presented to all of the happy possessors
Of May tlie first Gleanings, page three tliirty-

nine!
The wide-spreading building, with bee-hives close

by it.

Whore frame hives by carloads tliey're making to
sell;

And e'en fatlier Langstrotb, whose genius enabled
This once Inimble fact'ry's proportions to swell.

Inventive friend Langstnitli,

—

The bee-loving Langstrotli,—
Dear old fatlier Langstroth
We all love so well.

Thnt hive in the foreground I hail as a treasure;
For oft. when I'm pensive, I in it may find

Such sweet recreation, such exquisite pleasure,
Tliat comforting thoughts will return to my mind.

Those movMble frames one can handle so nicely,—
Should we yot possess them? nobody can tell,

Were't not for the jidvent of this benefactor,—
Immortalized Langstroth we all love so well.—

Inventive friend Langstroth,—
The bee-loving Langstroth,—
Dear old father Langstroth
We all love so well.

How sweet seems that face, as in deep meditation
O'er all his achievement that meets there his gaze!

Or day and night study far ua<-k to young marrhood,
And that dear companion he so loved to pr use.

And while we are gazing, the thought we'll ne'er
meet him

Ere he shall behold lier makes bitter tears swell;
But we've consolation—in heav'n we shall meet

him—
The dear father Langstroth we all love so well.

Inventive friend Langstroth,-
The bee-loving Langstroth,—
The dear father Langstrotli
We all love so well.

Carbondale, Kan., May 1.5, J. H, Mabkley.
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Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEI,.
The sleep of ii liibdrlng man is sweet.—Ecc. 5:l:i.

I have bi'(Mi, for weeks back, proposing to

take a trip ott' on iny wheel as soon as the roads
got so th(^y could be trusted for two or three
days, and also as soon as I could get business
fixed up a little ahead. With the tremendous
plant-trade we have had, and the backward
spring, I have been having more on my
hands, perhaps, than I have any business hav-
ing. I was restless and nervous nights, and I

did not get my accustomed sleep. Mrs. Root
and the boys urged me to go off and recruit up,
no matter what happened to busii.ess. One
night I was so nervous that my wife asked me
what the trouble was. I told her that I dream-
ed of being at a bee-convention, and was called

upon to deliver an address upon beeswax. I

forgot, in my sleep, that time is usually giv-
en to speakers to make some preparation for

their talk; but it seemed that I was there be-
fore the audience, with no preparation what-
ever,* so I gave a string of facts about beeswax.
As I proceeded in my discourse I began to feel

that it was loo much dry details, and that my
friends would expect A. 1. Root to throw in a
little pleasantry : and so I remarked, "Bee-
keepers' wives sometimes call their husbands
by the endearing term of 'Old Beeswax,' when
they feel sorry for them;" but I was really loo
worn out and overworked to be funny, and so I

woke up. Mrs. Root said I uiust start off for a
vacation; so I fixed up affairs as well as I

could, and started. Of course, we went on our
wheels. I say we. for Ernest volunteered to go
the first eight or ten miles with me, to " set the
pace " and to see that my wheel was in trim for

a long run. It is well he did, for every thing
was tightened up so close before I started, that,
when we got on to a bit of sandy road, the chain
became rigid in passing the centers of the
elliptical sprocket. While Ernest was giving a
little more " slack," I took my first long draft
of delicious spring water. He advised me not
to drink much water or any thing else when on
a long ride; but I told him I did not agree. A
few miles more, and we reached one of my
favorite haunts of last summer—a great soft-

water spring that comes out of a cave in the
rocks at the rate of almost a hariel a minute.
As it sparkled over its gravelly bed, I drank
again and again, and felt refreshed and in-

vigorated. If there is a more delicious and re-

freshing drink on the face of the earth than the
water of that Waltz spring, about two mihiS
east of Sharon Center, in this county of Medina,
I have never found it. The proprietor says
that everbody can drink of these waters just
as long and as much as he chooses, and no bad
results ever follow. My experience agrees with
this entirely. But I have always been there
on a wheel, and have gone away on a wheel.
About ten o'clock I reached a celery-farm

about four miles east of Copley, Summit Co.
The proprietor, a young man, a relative of mine,
seemed very glad to see me. I found him pull-

ing manure out of the back end of a wagon
with a potato-hook, said manure being drawn
into deep trenches made in the black muck.
After this libiM-al dose of rich old compost, the
muck is pulled back over the manure, and the
celery-plants are placed on to|). Oh how beau-
tiful his plant-garden did look! Thousands
upon thousands of dark-green plants rested
against the black mucky background, and
looked like so many bright-green stars on a jet-

* Mrs. Root suggests T h&ve a, fa«hiuii of getting
myself into such predicaments.

black setting. Like myself, friend A. keeps
lots of boys to pull out weeds, and do the trans-
planting. I should think he had a million beau-
tiful plants; but none of his plants are for sale—
they are simply for u^e on his own farm. After
several years of experience his conclusion is

about like my own—that nothing seems to suit
cehiry as well as well-composted and well-roited
stable manure. This he buys in the city of
Akron, and draws it on to his grounds all win-
ter long, where it is piled up about four feet
high, with the top of his heaps exactly level,
and allowed to become well rotted before it is
drawn out to the trenches. Like the rest of us,
he has suffered from excessive rains, especially
when it rained 60 hours without intermission
during the middle of May.

" Why. friend A., isn't it possible for you to
get a sufficient outlet, so your ditches would not
fill clear up to the top, and drown out your
stuff?" *

He stopped a minute, and then said, "Listen 1"

I listened, and there was a sort of chanking,
or snorting, away over in the bushes in the
swamp. Finally, said I, " What is that noise
off' in the woods ?

"

" Why, can't you tell by the sound ?
"

I thought there was something strangely
familiar, and that I ought to "catch on;" but
while memory was groping to fix on the point
where I last heard such a sound as that, he re-
plied, laughingly:

• Why. it is that very same steam-rooter that
you pictured in Gleanings, and had so much
to >ay about. It has finished its other job. and
got over here, and is now tramping at a good
pace over to my swamp, +0 let the water off."
Then we talked about the different kinds of

celery. He raises only the White Plume and
the (Jiant Pascal. He said that, if it had not
been for thi^ Pascal last season, his business
would have been almost a failure. Then we
talked about celery running up to seed. He says
he invariably has trouble from plants started
under glass; but when he begins to sow his
seed in the open ground, there is but little if

any further trouble. Some strains of seed shoot
up more than others; but there an; m.any things
we do not quite understand, which seem to
have an influence in the matter. You may re-
member 1 mentioned having a strain of White
Plume that did not seem to run np to seed, even
if the plants were started as early as the first of
January. Well, a week ago I was proud to
show some plants that were wintered over un-
der glass. In fact, I was ready to swing my hat
and tell you that I had made a success in win-
tering celery where it grew, on th(^ plan of the
new celery culture. The celery itself was on
the wagon, and was beginning to sell pretty
well. But we had four or five hot days, nnd I

fear we did not give these plants quite enough
water; for, almost with one accord, they start-
ed to send out seed-stalks. May be the bed got
too dry ; and my impression is. that, where
strong roots are growing only seven inches
apart, as in the new celery culture, there must
be a tremendous amount of water or they will

fail. The ground may be api)arently wet all

around them; but so many strong plants in .<o

small a space literally lick the water up bv the
barrelfuls.
After giving my energetic and industrious

young fri<md another exhortation to get him a
lumse and wife before he went any further in

building uj) a business I mounted my wheel
once more. The road was beautiful, and I

made the remaining three miles to the city of
Akron in a very short time. Please remember
I have not before failed to have a nap just be-
fore dinner, for many months. Here I was,
doing heavy muscular work, without feeling a
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bit of fatigue nor any inclination to sleep.

Now, this matter of health is of such impor-
tance that I want permission to digress a little

right here. On page 6:3, Jan. 15, I told some-
thing of my nervous troubles, and that, while
working in the office, I find it necessary to visit

the closet almost every hour. On this particu-
lar day I had felt no inconvenience in this

direction at all, and had not thought of the clos-

et since early in the morning. Had I been read-
ing the letters that were at that very time pil-

ed up on my desk, I should have been thorough-
ly exhausted and used up, long before noon.
As it was, when I came on to the beautiful

streets of Akron I felt bright and fresh, ex-

cept when I passed different buildings labeled
" Milk Station No. 7," or No. 8, etc., and began
to remember that a glass of milk would be ex-
ceedingly grateful just then. Then I remem-
bered, too, of the years gone before, when, in

going into a city, I felt a longing for a glass of

beer. Oh! it was not so very many years ago,

after all, since I felt that longing. When over-
worked mentally I feel that old craving for

beer; but when riding the wheel I would rather
have a glass of milk than any other beverage
in the world. Of course, 1 don't care for milk
until it comes near dinner time. When there is

a little craving for food, then the thirst begins
to be for milk. As I rode along I mentally
thanked God again and again that all the
craving I now felt for any sort of stimulant
was just for milk, the nourishment that comes
from God's own hand to his children. Now,
friends, there is a moral right here. We over-

task ourselves mentally; perhaps we bring on
ourselves care and worry, and with it comes a
thirst for stimulants. With an abundance of

the right kind of outdoor exercise, I feel cer-

tain the natural craving will be for the milk
and 7iot for the beer.

By the time I reached the City Restaurant,
on North Howard St., I was quite ready for a

good meal. A tasty card hung out on the
street, with its inviting legend, " Dinner is now
r(>ady—only ~5 cts." After giving my order I

noticed a pitcher of milk standing near; also a

plate of nice-looking bread. In order to save
time I took a slice of bread and a glass of milk.
Oh! wasn't that bread and milk delicious! It

seemed to me as if I never tasted any thing
more refreshing. By the time the waiter got
around with a large slice of fresh tish. just

brown enough to be right, and vegetables to

match, I had emptied the cream-pitcher and
pretty nearly the bread-plate. It did not
trouble me, however, very much, to manage
also the good dinner he brought. I tried to

persuade them at the desk that they should
take more than 35 cts.; but they very pleasant-

ly replied that 25 cts. was enough, and that, if I

felt like it, I could tell my friends that they
furnished nice dinners on very short notice, and
at a very moderate price. I should have men-
tioned that the gentlemanly proprietor, Mr.
Molz, is somewhere near the door about dinner-
time; and his pleasant good nature, as he opens
the door and bows customers in. has much to

do with malving the place attractive. Howl
do love to see a prompt, energetic business man
look after the interests of his business! After
I had finished my dinner, as there were no
horses to hitch up or look after I got on my
wheel and started on. There were several rea-

sons for riding slowly. It was a very warm
day, and my course east was up-hill; and after

such a full dinner I thought I would ride lei-

surely for a mile or two. When I came to that
part of the city which used to be called Middle-
bury I noticed another neat little card in front

of a drugstore. It read, "Rest and refresh-

jnent, only 5 cents." As I was on an exploring

expedition, of course I' stopped to inquire. A lot
of very pretty seats were fixed in front of a
soda-fountain: and the proprietor dispensed
ice-cream soda to his guests. After I had had
a glass of delicious soda and cream, flavored
with Riverside oranges, it occurred to me that
I could enjoy my trip more if I were to take a
little nap before going further. A boarding-
house keeper next door placed a dainty little

room at my disposal, in a twinkling. As it was
an upstair room, he told me I could open any or
all of the windows, and have just as much
breeze as I chose, and sleep just as long or
short as I chose. When the door was closed I

could not do otherwise than drop on my knees
and thank God for such a very pleasant vaca-
tion day as I was having. I thanked him for
this our native land, so full of industry and
enterprise, and so full of courteous, kind, and
obliging people. I thanked him that just now,
in this 19th century, it is so easy to get away
from home, and find home comforts at every
turn; and I felt glad to think, too, that it was
my privilege to reward all these good people
who seemed so willing to wait on me and do
their best, and, for a very small sum of money,
to furnish me all the comforts of life, including
this tidy little sleeping-room, with windows
almost all around; and I thanked him, too, for
the blessing of sleep. Truly the words of the
little text 1 have chosen are true. In almost
less than one minute, surroundings were for-
gotten. I slept a delicious dreamless sleep for
perhaps three-fourths of an hour. When 1

awoke, even before I knew where I was or how
I came there, I laughed almost aloud because I

felt happy.
As I came out with my wheel, an electric car

loaded with passengers buzzed past the door.
Forty years ago this very vicinity was a wilder-
ness. I used to travel through here with my
father, driving a gentle horse that carried a
small load of stoneware. My father had a larg-
er load ahead. Could this indeed be Middle-
bury? What wondrous changes! Great tall

chimneys rose on every hand. Volumes of
black smoke poured forth. Factories and pot-
tery-shops wei'e on every hand. The gravelly
hills had been leveled down, and multitudes of
workmen were filling the factories, tunneling
into the earth for coal, iron, clay, and other
minerals. I started after the electric car,
thinking I would follow the crowd of well-
dressed people. It swung around a hill, and
pretty soon it stopped before the gate of a beau-
tiful park. Was it a fairy scene or reality?
When I used to travel through here I had never
noticed any pond; but over the gateway, in
large letters, 1 read, *' Blue Pond Park." I rode
up to the gateway, and asked if I could go in
with my wheel. " Why, most certainly," said
the gate-keeper. And all he wanted was a
nickel. Once inside I took my wheel again,
an4 enjoyed myself going around on the beau-
tiful track made of plank that entirely sur-
rounds Blue Pond. Up among the trees was a
refreshment-stand; and a little way oft' was a
merry-go-round, and painted boats were out on
the water for those who cared to fish. I left

Blue Pond Park; but almost as soon as I reach-
ed the main street a great derrick, toward a
hundred feet high, rose majestically against
the blue sky; and then I remembered that I

had heard they struck a great reservoir of oil,

not long ago, in this very vicinity. Of course, I

turned my wheel toward this well which, they
said, was already down .3()00 feet. Why shouldn't
I look up all of these wonderful things while I

was out on a vacation, with no more care or
worry than the butterflies that flitted from
flower to flower ?

Continued in our next.
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Ourselves and our neighbors.

Thou hast loved rig:hteousiu>ssand hated iniquity.
—Heb. 1:9.

Mr. A. I. Root:—
I received your catalogue all I'ijil't. and see that

the g:ood Lord lias wonderfully blessed you. It is

strange that he is so |)artial in dealing' out his bless-

ings. Don't you know that there are thousands of
human beings that would gratefully accept sucli

blessings if they were bestowed upon them in tlie

way you claim they were bi stowed upon you V For
tliose same blessings there are tliousande who would
bow and. cringe to his heart's content; yes, they
would do as much of that as you ever have done or
ever will do, and, like you, in God they do and would
trust. But for tliein, too much of thai kind of trust
means " bust." It is very strange indeed that a bus-
iness man like you can lay his prosperity to iliat

mental disease commonly called the Christian re-

ligion. Will you be kind enough to satisfactorily
inform me wliat is the matter with your God-loving
and God-trusting brethren, that they are not pros-
perous as you are'? Is your God a respecter of
persons ? The old scrap-hook says he is not ; but
in the still older scrap-book they make him act like
it, and acts speak louder than words, for they make
him say, "Esau have I hated, and Jacob have I

loved." What was there about Jacob that he
loved '? and what was there about Esau that lie

hated'? If he made them both, who was to blame
that Esau was not loval)le '? I should think the
maker and not the object he made. Did he love
Jacob because he was such a notorious liar and
swindler, and such a good wrestler"? I tell you, mj-
friend Root, the blood-stained Christian religion is

not the cause of your prosperity; but every breath
you spend in sending flattery into empty space Is a
dead lo.ss to you; and every effort that you have be-
stowed so far in defense of that old dogma has been
a loss to your business. No one can tell how mucli
more prosperous jou would be if you were r.ot

cursed with that stupid mental disease that afflicts

so many. I must say again, it was not blood-stain-
ed Christianity that made you honest; you deserve
no more honor for being upright and honest than
does the stupid, dishonest wretch deserve condem-
nation. A man must always act the way he is built.

An independent act was never performed by any
man. But I must close, and hope you will not get
offended at this. I would rather have a chat with
you face to face. "I was envious at the foolish when
I saw the prosperity of the wicked. They are not
in trouble as other men. Behold, these are the
ungodly who prosper in the world; they increase in
riches."—Ps. 73:3, .'S, 13. According to the above, a
man need not work for the church, or the kingdom
of God, as you call it, in order to be prosperous.
" Wherefore doth the way of the wicked prosper?
Wherefore are all they happy that deal very treach-
erously? "—Jer. 13:1. How does this agree with
your assertions? Please accept my best wishes.
Grant City, Mo. J. D. Kaufman.
My good friend K., if you are so embittered

against the Christian religion that nothing can
change yopr views, It would, of course, be a
waste of time for me to attempt to reply; but
on the other hand, if you are really seeking
light and truth. I shall be very glad indeed to
help you all I can. Your concluding words
make me feel that the latter is at least partly
true. The part of our catalogue to which you
object. I have also objected to. I wrote it some
years ago for our A I> C book; and while it

might do very well there, it seems to me hai'dly
in place in a business catalogue. It looks too
much like boasting of what I have done, or. as
you put it, of how God hap favored me above
other people. The boys got hold of the con-
cluding paragraph,. and added it on to the his-
tory of the way our business was built up. If

somebody, in looking through our catalogue,
should become convinced by this little bit of
history that godliness is prolitable, it would be
all right; I fear that some, ho>yever, have
taken it as you do, although no one has ever
•written us except yourself, so far as I know.
You say there are thousands who would "bow

and cringe " providing it would bring worldly
prosperity, etc. Of course, you know, dear
friend, that God never wants anybody to bow
and cringe for the sake of getting favors; and I

hope you know, too, that neither myself nor
our boys had such a thought in mind when
they planned our catalogue. Yes, I agree with
you that that sort of trusting—that is. bowing
and cringing—would, as you express it, "bust
up any man," and it ought to do so. If, how-
ever, you substitute, in place of bowing and
cringing, " loving righteousness and hating
iniquity," then the whole thing assumes a dif-
ferent phase. You are right in saying there
are thousands of people who will beg and do a
great many things—in fact, they will work
hard to get money without an equivalent—but
they do not succeed. What is it that God wants
us to do. and how shall we please him? Our
text tells the story. To make it a little plainer,
let me cite the story of Joseph, in olden time.
He had the right kind of trust in God. It was
not of the bowing and cringing sort, by any
means. His faith in God was, however, of the
kind that made him hopeful and trusting, even
when his bi'ethren put him into the pit and
afterward sold him down into Egypt. He must
have lost faith in his own brethren, without
doubt; but he did not lose faith in God. He
set about doing good at the very first oppor-
tunity. He did not lament nor grumble nor
complain. He took up cheerfully with mis-
fortunes that would have staggered you or me
or anybody else. Then when a great tempta-
tion was thrown in his way, instead of doing as
thousands would have done, and yielding to

temptation and flattery, or to the " force of

circumstances and surroundings," as some
would put it. he said, " Behold, my master
wotteth not what is with me in the house, and
he hath committed all that he hath to my
hand." He said this in explanation of the fact
that his master had perfect trust and confi-

dence in him. He had been exceedingly kind
in promoting him. and in trusting him with
important offices. He adds further: "There is

none greater in this house than I; neither hath
he kept back any thing from me but thee, be-
cause thou art his wife. How. then, can I do
this great wickedness, and sin against God?'"
Joseph was too honorable and manly, even
though he ivas a handsome and accomplished
youth, to be unf&,ithful to the sacred trust put
upon him. He could not stoop to wrong his

master, who had trusted him so much and
depended upon him so implicitly. But more
than all this—yes. far more—he recognizes the
terrible sin and crime he should be committing
against the great God above. Joseph was one
of the heroes of olden times, who would prob-
ably have suffered death rather than dishonor
the God he reverenced and looked up to. There
was nothing cringing about Joseph. He was a
man—every inch of him—though he was a boy
in years. (?of? honored his integrity; his em-
ployer honored his integrity when it came out
10 the light of day, and the whole world honors
his integrity, and has done so ever since. Pris-

ons and foul slander could not crowd Joseph
down nor hide him very long. His purity and
his righteousness broke through circumstances,
and he rose aboye all his enemies. You may
say that God was partial to Joseph. If you
mean by this that God is partial to those who
love rigliteoiisiiexs and hntr Inviultji. I agree;

but if you mean that God gave Joseph a better

chance than he did other people, I do /lof agree.

God is just and fair, or he would not be God.
I have given you one illustration of tempta-

tion and sin in the human heart; but this is

only one in a thousand. Lest you fall into the
mistake of thinking that I claim to be more
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pure In heart than most men, I want to tell you
It is not so. My life is full of giving way to

temptation, more or less. Scarcely an hour
passes but that I yield to sin, either in thought
or in deed; and when I yield, even in thought,
trouble and disaster come. When I say. as
Joseph did, " How, then, can I do this wicked-
ness, and sin against God?" and at the same
time turn resolutely away from sin, the reward
is sure to come, sooner or later. God blesses
those who are faithful—by no manner of means
those who are criiujUig, but, on the contrary,
those who are manly. God expects men to
stand up in a inanly way, and look him in the
face. The man who obeys God's commands
can do this without cringing. The cringing
belongs to him who is so foolish as to think he
can cheat the Almighty; or to him who says
in his heart, "There is no God;" or, worse still,

to the man who says, '• God does not see and
God does not know." The latter one is apt to
reason, "If I conceal this thing so no man sees
it—so nobody sees it—then I am safe from pun-
ishment." Of all the foolishness in this world,
It seems to me the latter is the most so of all.

Your quotation. "Jacob have I loved, but
Esau have I hated," was no partiality at ail.

God loved Jacob because Jacob recognized God,
and was, to a certain extent, obedient to him.
Esau probably rejected God and his commands.
But the exprestiion does not so much refer to
the persons of the men as it does to the spirit-

ual nature of Jacob's descendants as compared
with the flesh-loving world around them. The
Bible does not tell us every thing. A very few
brief words sometimes stand in the place of
what might be the history of nations. It has
been urged that Jacob was dishonest and
tricky. So he was at times and to a certain
extent: but for all that he probably averaged
better than almost any other individual in his
day; in other words, there was better timber in

him than in Esau. He had some regard for
God and his holy commands; and we know,
too, that he repented of his wickedness. You
say God made them both. So he did; but, ray
dear friend. God made us all free agents. He
made one part of us. and honored us above all

animated nature by leaving it within our
hands to make the other part. An ol i i)roverb
says, " Every man is tlie architect of his own
fortune." God gave us a human life to live.

He placed us between duty and inclination.
He said, "Choose ye this day whom ye will
serve." Every man—in fact, every child—has
to make his own choice, and he deliberately
and with free agency chooses. The choice is

between inclination and duty; and the whole
world is choosing in this way every hour and
every minute. Shall it he what I want or what
I ought to do? If you choose what you would
rather do, or let inclmation decide, you can
not be one of God's children, and he has no
pleasure in you. If, however, in place of in-
clination you choose what you ought to do, and
walk in the path of duty, then you can claim
all the promises in God's holy word.

It would be out of place for me to speak of
my own goodness; and, in fact, there is none
to speak .of; but I do know this, if I know any
thing: The world is full of people who are con
tinually in trouble because they can not and
will not consent to let duty rule, instead of in-
clination. There are com'pi^ratively few who
will choose death rather than dishonor. But
those who do—those who say, like Joseph (ex-
cuse me if I use the expression again). "How,
then, can I do this great wickedness, and sin
against God?" will surely get their reward.
The whole world is clamoring for men of prin-
ciple, and men who can not be bought nor
bribed. Witness the terrible state of the liquor-

trafKic in our country, and realize, if you can,
that the reason why this sin and crime can not
be abated is because we can not find (or do not
elect) men who are fearless and brave, and who
are proof against the temptation that will
surely be brought to bear upon the one who
has authority. Over and over again I have
had proof that God rewards even a little bit of
faith and trust, and steady holding out against
temptation. Yes, when we are faithful just a
little he rewards us far beyond what we can
expect. " He that is faithful in that which is

least is also faithful in much." The "blood-
stained Christian religion " is "blood-stained "

because of sin. I presume your expression
about sending flattery into space refers to
prayer. Our proof-reader, who is taking down
these notes, gave me some suggestions after
reading your letter. Here is one of them:
"Christianity is accepted and taught in our

colleges, where the highest order of intelligence
and virtue prevails."
And, of course, our colleges teach and advise

prayer to God. If the highest order of intelli-
gence in the world accepts prayer as a real
power in this world, what shall we say?
Again, friend W. P. Root suggests the follow-
ing:
"Mr. Kauftman's views would be cheered

and accepted throughout all the haunts of vice
in the world, but would be rejected by the vir-
tuous as a class, even though the latter be not
professing Christians."
My own experience corroborates this most

emphatically. I do not know where you be-
long nor where you came from, friend K.; but
I am sure that you have somehow got into bad
company. There is one trouble with your rea-
soning—you make positive, flat assertions.
Perhaps you mean to say, in your opinion; or,

as it looks to you; but you must have forgotten
to put it in. You say my Christianity has been
a positive loss to my business. Well, dear
friend, if it is indeed true that I have lost some
business that I might have had, were it not for
my faith that God sees and rewards and pun-
ishes, then I agree with you. I hope I speak
truthfully when I say that I do not want any
business or any thing else that God would be
displeased to see me have. After dictating that
last sentence I went over a brief mental review
that almost frightens me. May God help me
to live up to my own preaching.
Now, once more let me protest against your

positive assertions. You say, "A man must
always act the way he is built." Why, my
dear friend, would you tell a lot of children,
when they had just commenced going tb school,
that they must act out all the evil impulses
that there are in them? The work of the
teacher—the work of the father and mother

—

the work of the teachers in our Sunday-schools,
and prayer-meetings, is to exhort all mankind
not to act the way they are " built," or, if you
choose, the way their selfish impulses would
prompt them. A child gets mad, and is tempt-
ed to swear, as he has heard some bad men do.
The kind Christian teacher says, "No. no,
Johnny! Hold back the 'swear words;' look
pleasant, and you will soon overcome them.
Be a man. Do not be like the unreasoning
brutes." A fellow in our county jail confessed
to having ruined a little girl—or, at least, he
tried to do so. I remonstrated. He said that I,

perhaps, at my age. was not prepared to sym-
pathize with young blood when they do things
they ought not to. Said I. " My friend, suppose
that little girl were ^our own child; then how
should some other man have behaved, although
temptation were thrown across his pathway ?

"

He squirmed some under this hard question,
for he is a married man and a father. Then he
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answered me by using the very words you use.
Said he, " Mr. Root, some of us are not built as
you are." I replied, as I toolt him by the hand,
"Why, God bless you. / was not built that
way. With God's help I have been working
day and night all these years to build myself
differently." (Jod gave nie animal impulses, as
he gave them to the rest of mankind; but when
God did build us with our animal instincts
(and they aie all right and proper in their
place), he at the same time, we are told, breath-
ed into man the breath of life, and man became
a living soul. Even though we (ire built with
an unreasoning animal and physical nature,
there is at the same time a God part in us.

This God part says, plainer than words, "As
ye would that men should do unto you. do ye
even so unto them." Or, to paraphrase it a
little, I would say, "As ye would that all men
should treat your own daughter, even so treat
ye the daughters of all men." Now, friend K..
the man has never yet lived who treated other
men's children in all respects as he would that
other men should treat his children. With all

our Christianity and all our faith in (Jod. we
are as yet too sinful to come up to this high
standard. Only om-. even Christ Jesus, has
ever yet given us a patt^'rn in this resi)rct that
is faultless. Our proof-reader has given me
another thought—no dying Christian has ever
yet rejected Christianity—at least, I never heard
of such a one.
Our price list, a little unfortunately, seems to

carry the idea that I have amassed much mon-
ey because I have been e.xceedingly good. I

did not mean to say any thing of that sort; but
I did mean to say, and I want to keep saying it

as long as I live. " Honesty is the best policy."
1 believe you have faith enough in me, friend
K., to think I have tried to be honest and up-
right—at least. I judge so from your letter.

Well, being a Christian is nothing more nor less

than being honest and upright. I am sorry
there has been, and perhaps is even now, a
little of a sort of Christianity that is a good
deal of profession and not very much practical
work. At one time we had in our Medina
County infirmary a boy who could spell every
word that could be put out to him. He visited
spelling-schools, and demonstrated his wonder-
ful gift; but he could not write an intelligent
letter and spell the words correctly. I have
sometimes thought that there are Christians
who pray, and perhaps exhort, and quote
scripture texts, and yet when it comes to a bus-
iness religion they are like the boy in the poor-
house. Do not be prejudiced against square
manly Christians because of this kind of people.
Your text from the Psalms, about the prosperi-
ty of the wicked, is simply a warning. Satan
tempts us to look about the world and say that
people who do not control their evil impulses
at all have a better and easier time than those
who fear God and keep his commandments.
Very likdy they do not have as much fighting
to do, and they do sometimes increase in riches.

The highway robber who gets away with his

booty gets money faster than the man who
earns it by hard day's work. Would you there-
fore want to l)e a highway robber? Your last

text, from Jeremiah, is in the same line. We
must not be misled nor discouraged nor stum-
ialed because bad people seem to get along easier
than we do; and it is true now, I suppose, as it

was in old Eible time>, that now and then
somebody who deals "very treacherously"
seems to be happy. But I do not want any of
that kind of happiness. Dear friend K., I wish
I could take you to one of our Endeavor meet-
ings, and let you hear the testimony of some of

our manly young Christians who are fighting
against temptation. I think you would soon

conclude that people who are " not built that
way" may be, by the grace of God, "built"
over.
Another thought about this matter of " act-

ing as one is built." Jesus said to Nicodemus,
"Ye must be born agaiu." I think that was
his meaning. Why, if J should always act the
way I am built, I fear I should be the worst
man you ever knew or heard of. God forbid!
Now, do not be in haste; to lay this bad feeling
to God's part. The building was done by my-
self inoX> by God) in earlier years, when I yield-
ed to temptation. Yes. I once thought, or tried
to persuade myself, and I fear others too, there
was not any God whose all-seeing eye took in
every wicked and wrongful act. The man who
proposes to always act as he is built is hopeless;
that is, if you mean by the exi)r<«sion "built"
one who proposes to follow his low and selfish
desires. Why, the whole Christian religion is

based and founded on holding in subjection
these inherited passions of ours. No man can
think of being a Christian unless he exercises
self-restraint and self-sacrifice for the good of
others. And this is exactly what the Savior
meant when lie said, " If any man will come
after me, let him deny himself, and take up his
cross, and follow me."

HOW DID EVIL, COME INTO THE WORLD?
Since the above was in type, the following

letter, much in the same line, is at hand:
Dear Brother Roo^:—The excellent lec^ture you

give under tlie title of Ourselves and our Nelgli-
bors, in Gleanings of June 1, is certainly one of
great merit; put in practice it would increase the
happiness of a majority of families. But I take ex-
ception to tlie use you make of one or two words;
viz., Satan and Devil. I should like to know what
you mean by tliose words. It .seems that you liold

that there is in the world a being invisible, in-
dependent, self-exlslent. ever present, and ever in
opposition to all good. Where did this Devil come
from ? You know the Bible tells us tliat God made
every thing that was made, and saw that it was
good. Now, then, If that Is true. God made your
Satan, or Devil, and he was a good Devil. Milton's
" Paradise Lost" inculcates tlie doctrine of a fallen
angel, based upon a misunderstanding of the Scrlp-
tuies, and lias made more infidels than all tlie infi-

del writers iiut together, though It Is prized as a
Sunday-school book by .some people. I should like

to hear from you on this subject. K. H. Kandall.
Big Kock, la.

You are right, friend R.; and I agree with
you that God did make the Devil, or Satan. As
you say, he was, when God made him. a good
devil, or, rather, a good being, and not a devil

at all. (iod made him good, and he made him-
self bad, just as you and I make ourselves bad
if we choose. In other words, the Dc^vil him-
self made himself just what he is. Vou may
ask why God created us with a poi^sibiiity of

our being devils instead of angels. He made us
intelligent, reasoning beings: and as such we
have the power to choose. The more intelli-

gence on(! has, the more wicked he can be if he
chooses to be wicked. When our parents or

teachers give us a high degree of education,
they do it knowing that this education with-
out godliness or principl(Mvill enable us to do
more harm in the world than if we were, left in

ignorance. Satan was endowed with a very
high degree of intelligence, judging from an
acquaintance of many years; and I am sorry to

say that he has b<'en, most of the time, nearer
than a next-door neighbor. esp(>cially since I

have been trying to " love righteousness and
hate iniquity." I should give him credit for

intelligence beyond any thing human. His
ways of working, his wijes, his schemes, and
subtilty, are at times beyond any thing else in

the universe.
I confess that I do not agree with many peo-
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pie in their estimate of Milton's Paradise Lost;
but I never knew that any body of Christian
people considered its influence any thing at all

like the influence of a Sunday-school book. I

never found it in a Sunday-school library, and
I should consider it out of place there; yet, my
dear friend, does it not depend much upon the
way in which we use the book? If we read it

loving righteousness and hating iniquity, we
may find many good lessons in it; if, however, it

is iniquity that we are after, and not righteous-
ness, then Paradise Lost would be a bad book.
It had better be kept on an upper shelf, or not
kept at all. All we know of Satan, or the
prince of darkness, is what we derive from the
Bible—that is, as to whether he has an exist-
ence as an invisible being, etc. It seems to me
that the Bible plainly teaches this. If to oth-
ers, however, it means only an evil impulse. I do
not know that there can be any serious objec-
tion. The moral is just the same. We are to
fight evil impulses and evil suggestions. We
are to put down inclination, and let duty and
wisdom take its place; or, as we have it in Holy
Writ, "Resist the Devil, and he will flut- from
you.'"

High-pressure Gardening.
BY A. I. ROOT.

GARDENING IN JUNE.
Dear me! what a topic to talk about! Every

thing now is under high pressure. We have
been selling the American Pearl onions for
about a week. As this is the third season they
have wintered successfully in our locality, we
must call it a success. More than that, several
have succeded in wintering over the onions from
seed sown in August. A neighbor sowed quite
a lot of seed about the 15th of last August; and
a few days ago he showed me the handsomest
onion-plants I believe I ever saw. They were
about the size of a slate-pencil, and had little

bulbs about as large as beans. In fact, they
were ahead of any thing I had raised with
much labor and pains from seed sown in the
greenhouse in January. There is this about it,

however—he did not have plants ready to set
out as early in the season as I did. The winter-
ing seems to give the onion a pretty severe set-
back, and it is only until quite late in the
spring that it recovers sufficiently so as to have
vigor and vitality enough to stand transplant-
ing. As this season, however, has been a
remarkably late one, very likely tie would
'usually have to transplant along in April and
May instead of May and June, as they have
been this year. The winter onions are all right
before the American Pearl comes on the mar-
ket; after the latter, however, are to be had,
no one would take the Egyptian or winter onion
hardly as a gift. These latter get to l:e tough
and woody after they have sent up seed-stalks.
We have just tried some of the American Pearl
for cooking, and they make a very savory dish
for one who likes cooked onions, even if the
greater part of the stalk be used also. Of
course, none of them have yet made a ripened
bulb, although we have some onions as large as
the top of a coffee-cup: and, by the way, this
thick fleshy stalk is getting to be a serious
trouble with onions in general, especially with
the Prizetaker. With the great demand there
is for the seed, I fear nobody lias the courage to
pick out only onions for seed having a very
small top. or no top at all, when thoy are cured.
There is an onion farm near us where ti^ey raise
100.000 busliels of onions a year. Their foreman
told ine that a prominent seedsman had been

there trying to buy some seed. Their seed was
all grown for their own use. from choice select-
ed onions, out of their thousands of bushels.
When he found he could not buy any seed of
them at all. he told them that such seed as
they had grown for their own use was worth
$5.00 a pound to anybody who grows onions.
Well, some of us have been paying $5.00 a
pound for the seed, and have not got seed worth
it even then. A year ago I selected from the
Cleveland market some of the finest specimens
of Spanish onions that could be had, without
regard to price. They weighed one or two
pounds, and they had nothing but a little dried-
up stalk, scarcely visible. I succeeded in rais-
ing only about a quarter of a pound of seed
from these great bulbs. We have now several
thousand plants, but, like the onion-farm folks,
they are not for sale. In fact, I am not sure
yet that they are worth more than the onion-
plants that we do sell; but I tell you, I am
watching them with a great deal of anxiety. If
they produce large onions (without being double,
and without sending up seed stalks), just like
the big ones the seed came from, they would be
worth to me S^IO.OO a pound, and may be S25.00.
I wonder whether the experiment stations have
done any thing in the way of raising Pedigree
onion-seed—the model of what we want to
grow is in our market at almost eveiy season of
the year. Where are they grown, and how do
they do it? Will somebody tell us? They are
good keepers, because we have had them for
months during almost all kinds of weather. By
the way. our American Pearls annoy us by
sending up seed-stalks. Gregory and some
other writers tell us that, if we break off the
seed-stalks, they will make just as good onions.
It is not true. If we break off' the seed -stalk
they will send up another, and they will get
strong and tough. They are as contrary about
it as a hen that wants to sit. Another trouble
with many of our onions from choice seed, is,

that they have become tinctured somewhat
with the ynuUipUcr onions. If you v/on't let

them send up seed-stalks they will go to dou-
bling up, and pretty soon you will have two
onions instead of one—sometimes three or four.
The best seed that is offered for sale does this
more or less. If my choice seed proves to be
free from all these freaks and vagaries, won't
it be an acquisition? It will, however, cost
something to go on the market and buy onions
that weigh a pound or more, pay two or three
dollars a bushel, and then succeed in getting
only one or two heads of seed from each great
big onion. By the way. some good friend said
in one of the agricultural papers, that he wish-
ed A. I. Root would give the world a strain of
onions that would not make it necessary to go
off in the woods to work all the rest of the
afternoon after one has had them for dinner.
Thank you for your confidence, good friend;
but I believe I would work harder for a ?itrain

that would not «end up seed-stalks, or com-
mence doubling up when you simply wanted
one nice smooth round bulb.

STRAW BERRIES.
We are getting nice large berries again from

Marietta. O.. 110 miles further south than where
we live. But almost as soon as these berries
came, our one row of Michell's Early began
giving us nice fruit, well colored, good shape,
and of excellent flavor. We have had Michell's
Early on probation three years, and this is the
first time it has not been injured more or less by
frost. This year it blossomed fairly, and not a
bit of frost has troubled us. Just as soon as we
made our first picking I went at it and planted
a row 40 rods long. Its yield of fruit is not to be
compared with the Haverlands, of course; but
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I think it will give us as many berries as the
Gandy and some others regarded as a fair
yield.
We have had fair celery on the market for a

couple of weeks; but now, alasl it has gone up
to seed, and we shall not have any more for a
month or six weeks.
Lettuce has brought .'JOcts. per lb., ever since

the first of January, until the first week in

June. The demand has been all this time be-
yond the supply. Just you see if I don't do
better next time.
We have been having peas right along in

small quantites, from that experiment bed in

the greenhouse; and now we have peas almost
ready to pick, from several rows sown in March.
It does pay to plant peas during very unfavor-
able weather, early in the spring, even if you
have to push them down into the mud. Sow
them very close in the row, and they will gen-
erate heat and force, or something else, enough
so they will start and grow, when it is difficult

for any thing else to make any progress.
For the first time we are growing potatoes on

clover sod, exactly after friend Terry"s " pre-
scription." The ground is the nicest to work
of any thing I have ever seen on our stiff clay
soil Th(! small-tooth cultivators and the
Breed's weeder work to perfection. I think we
are going to have some Terry potatoes this
year.
The bugs have commenced work on our Hub-

bard squashes, cucumbers, and melons. We
have covered the plants with tobacco, and the
bugs have pretty nearly given up the job; but
on some hills, where they had got a good start,

it seems to be somewhat of a question. Occa-
sionally we (ifisist the tobacco, by pinching the
bugs between the thumb and finger. No mat-
ter what you use, it seems to have a good effect

to have the boss come around occasionally and
give the bugs to understand that somebody who
is interested in their destruction has an eye on
the way things are going.
A month ago we had more tomato-plants than

we supposed anybody would ever want; and as
they were getting long legged in the green-
houses and plant-beds, we planted them out. giv-
ing them more room, hoping somebody would
appreciate our great big stout plants enough to
pay double price (SI. 50 per 100) for them, and
we have not been disappointed. By the first of
June, after people had finally got their gardens
plowed and ready, they began coining for those
big tomato-plants, some of them with blossoms
on; and after the community goteducated to it,

that it was better to pay a cent and a half
apiece for great big nice plants, with strong
bushy roots, we were sold out. People kept
coming, and wanting more of those great big
nice ones; and when we told them all we had
left were those once transplanted, at 10 cts. a
dozen, they went oflf and would not have any;
and yet when we first started, people went
away offended because we would not give them
the best plants in the whole garden for less

than :.'0 cts. a dozen. There is a good point
right here. When you have something that is

extra nice, even if folks do say at first they
won't pay it, they are very likely to come back
afterward, when they find they can not do any
bettei'. This makes me think of the man who
thought I was wicked for charging so much for
the American Pearl onions. Until this week
we have been getting a nickel for a half-pound
bunch, or, In other wnids. H) cts. per lb. for
onions, top mid all. That would be about f.5.00

a bushel; and when you take into considera-
tion the fact that the top weigh? fully as much
as the bulb itself, you see we got about ten dol-
lars a bushel for these nice-looking onions. If

some of our customers who are buying these

right along should se(^ this, they might be
ofl'ended. But look here, friends. Although I
have raised them right along for three years,
nobody else in our neighboihood has enterprise
enough to go to work and undersell me. An-
other thing, you must have a good price for
taking any crop out of the ground when it is

only one-fourth grown. In other words, we
shall, perhaps, get as mucli money by letting
them grow into big onions for S2..50 a bushel, as
to pull them now and get $10.00. If you are go-
ing to pull them for bunch onions, you want to
put them in almost too thick for a regular crop,
and have a great lot of them, then thin them
out when they are as large as walnuts or hen's
eggs.

CUKRANT-WOKJIS. SQUASH-BUGS, POTATO-
BEETLES, ETC.

This year we had a good deal of trouble in
heading off the currant-worm with hellebore
until we discovered that it had lost its virtue
by being too old. We bought it at our drug-
store, but noticed that, instead of being a soft
powder, it was in hard lumps. After it is so
old as to be in lumps, it is of little or no use.
As no good hellebore was near when we found
out what the trouble was. we used pyre-
thrum instead. Now, this costs only a little

more per pound than hellebore—probably
not any more if bought in quantities; and I

feel certain tiiat a little pyrethrutii goes a
good deal further than hellebore. At the first

trial it completely banished every trace of
the worm; and although ten days have passed
since that one application, not another worm
has been discovered. We pay at our drugstore
40 cents per lb. for hellebore, and we are now
able to sell pyrethrum. right fresh from the
California growers, at the same price, or 10 lbs.

for $3.2.">. As we buy tobacco dust by the ton,
we can sell it in l(X)-lb. lots for Sl.7.^. If you
take a whole case of 400 lbs., we can make the
price SI. .50 per 100 lbs. As it is very light and
dry, a pound makes quite a big lot. Where the
bugs are very bad, we sometitnes use ^4 lb. to a
large hill of Hubbard squashes. We are han-
dling squash-bugs with this tobacco dust as we
did last year. And then you want to keep a
little watch also. We like it better than the
wire protectors, because we have nothing to
pick up and get out of the way after the bugs
are gone. We handle potato-beetles on the old
plan, still adhered to by T. B. Terry. Just as
soon as our potatoes were up. two boys went
over the patch and found all together about a
pint of bugs. Four days later they made an-
other careful examination, and found, perhaps,
one-fourth as many. A few days after that I

lookedlpver our fields and did not find a bug.
The success of this kind of picking, like many
other things, consists in taking a stitch in time.
Gel the mother-bugs just as soon as they move
in. keep watching for them, and be ready to

catch them when they first aiTive, and you will

easily keep the upper hand.

A WONDERFUL NEW PEACH.

At least, it was wonderful to us. The sam-
ples came by mail something like a year ago,
and I made no mention of them then because
I was watching for some later explanation. If

it ever came it never reached my hands. The
I)ackagecame from somewhere in the South,
'i'he queer thing about the peaches was that
they were fiat like a tomato; in fact, one would
hardly know what to call them, as the shape
was so unusual, were it not for the beautiful
peachy bloom with the attendant down, etc.;

and when we came to sample them it seems to

me they were the most luscious peaches I ever
tasted. I can readily imagine such fruit should
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sell for ten cents, or, say, three for a quarter.
They were packed in some beartiful fine moss,
in a pasteboard box, the package setting them
off to excellent advantage. Will somebody tell

us the name of this beautiful peach, and some-
thing about its cultivation? and will the donor
please accept our thanks, even if we are so tar-
dy in mentioning it?

STRAWBERBIES—LATER.
One shipmpnt from Marietta failed. Michel's

Early did not yield enough to supply the de-
mand, and there was a "corner" in strawber-
ries. It was Monday afternoon. They were
all sold out in the lunch-room, and one of the
clerks asked if I could not get a few more, even
if they were not real ripe. The pickers had
been all over the grounds in the forenoon, and
had picked every thing they thought would do
to sell. I said I would go and get some that
were ripe on one side, and perhaps our custom-
ers would rather have these than none at all.

As I rode along the path on my wheel I got
glimpses of some bright-red berries through
the dark-green foliage of some young plants
that stood almost knee-high. Friend Terry
once spoke about having strawberry-leaves
large enough so a single one would cover the
top of a teacup. Well, we could show some
leaves this spring a good deal larger than that.
I sprang from the wheel and found a berry on
the very first fjlant in the row, that looked
more like a peach than it did a strawberry.
The plants were put out last fall, two feet
apart, and they made but few runners; but
each plant had in consequence got to be some-
thing immense. At the next plant I found an-
other like a small peach. Pretty soon my
hands were full. I called to a boy to bring me
some boxes; and while I filled them I began to
speculate as to what those plants were. Said I

to myself, ' Why, this must be -the Edgar
Queen; and if this is the way it behaves I will
just go and plant acres of it." Then I felt

pretty certain that we did not put any of the
Edgar Queen on that part of the grounds.
What could that wonderful plant be? It was
not Parker Earle, because the latter is a late
berry, and this particular one was not more
than three or four days later than MicheFs
Early: it must be a wonderful acquisition.
Twenty rods ahead was a stake with a label,
but I could not read it so far off. I decided I

would pick berries until I reached the stake;
and as I filled box after box with the gi-eat
beauties, my enthusiasm ran up to fever heat.
Said I again, " Why, I never heard of any early
strawberry that gives such wonderful great
fruit as this, before. The Haverland, Jessie,
and other early varieties have hardly com-
menced to ripen. What can it be?" When I

reached the stake I said, " Why, you old stupid,
you miaht have known that the rich dark-
green color of these great broad leaves belongs
to no other plant in the world than to the
Bubach. Three cheers for the Bubach in its

perfection!" How does it come that we have
had Bubach all these years, and have not
found out before what it Cd,n do? Well, I will
tell you. Almost ever since we have had the
Bubach the weather has been overwet. They
rotted before thny got ripe, or were too soft and
watery in taste. Just now we are having a
little bit of drouth, and the Bubach has tor the
first time come to the, front. Another thing,
these plants were growing on a strip of creek-
bottom ground that has been dosed and dosed
with manure until everybody said I could never
get my money back. Let me tell you some-
thing. Strawberries were selling up town for
13 cts. a quart. Our own brought 15, because
they were pick<d only as fast as customers

wanted them. I put these great big Bubachs
in pint boxes, and marked them 10 cts. a box,
and they were all gone in no time. Folks
bought them as curiosities to show to their
friends; and after they had taken a bite or two
out of one of those great big berries they found
the quality so delicious under the influence of
this clear hot sun from 4 in the morning till 7
in the afternoon (am I putting in too much sun-
shine?) that they just came back and wanted
more of that new kind of strawberry '" as big as
peaches;" and while I write this, we are pick-
ing and selling more like them at 10 cts. a pint.
We are now going in with more enthusiasm
than ever before to raise some Bubach plants
that will astonish some of our friends who get
them, as the berries astonished the Medina
folks.

Moral—Old friends are sometimes equal to or
better than new ones, if you wait long enough
and give them a fair chance.

We copy the following from the Practical
Farmer, of June 3:

The Freeman stands at the head in the matter of
quality. As to size, it is owing to how you plant
them. 1 have grown tbem altogether too large, by
planting- one eye every 33 inclies each way, on rich
soil. Seed heavy, and they will average small. One-
eye pieces 12 incites by 32, last year, gave us a crop
of fair size. But this year we have planted about
16x32, and hope we have them about right. The
Freeman, and all other potatoes of the Snowflake
class that I have tried, produce a good many small,
unmerchantable tubers. This is the only fault I

have found with it. With thin seeding, however,
this trouble is greatly reduced. The complaint has
been made that they grow too wide-spread in the
hill. This is not the case with us. The Hoover dig-
ger gets them all; that is all I care. Some have
spoken of them as very early. With me they are
only medium early. The truth is good enough; no
need of claiming more for them than they will back
up. In shape, looks, and quality, they are perfect.
The vigor of growth and productiveness with me
for two years past has been such that I have plant-
ed nothing else tMs season, except a half-bushel of
a new variety. T. B. Terry.

And the Lord said, Simon. Simon, behold, Satan hath desired
to have you, that he may sift you as wheat.

—

Luke 32: 31.

See additional editorial on page 496.

Many reports are now coming in, something
to this effect: " Every thing seems to indicate
a big honey crop this summer."

• The only queen-breeder in this country who
has been holding on to the Punic bees, seems,
from present indications, to be rather getting
out of the business, and confining his attention
to more desirable race of bees. "Tis well.

One conspicuous feature of the American
Apiculturist is the large amount of editorial
work in it. Taking the editorials as a whole,
they are good. It is true, they are a little tinc-

tured in the interest of his queen trade and
queen-trap; but we are all more or less culpa-
ble in a similar way.

The British Bee Journal for May 3,5 is just
at hand, and says the long drouth has at length
come to an end, and that the parched ground in

all parts has been refreshed with welcome show-
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ers. It seems that, during the past month,
the bees have been working in supers as they
ordinarily do in June; and that, taking it all

in all, there has been such early summer
weather as has not prevailed for many a year.

We learn, also, that the drouth and heat have
been such that the cattle have been dying in

some parts of Europe; and in other parts snow-
storms have prevailed to such an extent as to

cause immense damage; that plagues of lo-

custs have infested Algeria, destroying the
crops for miles around. The prospects, both
for England and Ireland, have never been
brighter. That our friends across the water
may be blessed with a big crop of honey is the
wish of all the cousins on this side of the big
pond.

Locust-trees, so far as we can judge from re-

ports, and from what we notice of those in our
own locality, have been doing unusually well
this season. White clover is following up the
locusts very closely. The prospects for a crop
of honey were never better; and although the
seasons have been discouraging of late, bee-
keepers should not fail to see that their bees
are in good order—strong, and ready for honey
when it does come. Indeed, it is already on the
way. The conditions of weather during the
past few weeks have never been more favorable.
It would be a sad comment on bee-keepers, if

they should have an extraordinary season this
year—if they were to let the nectar go to waste,
simply for want of bees, or from a lack of en-
terprise to get the bees in order to secure it.

We presume that, ere this number is out, in

many portions of the North the bees will be
actively at work. Hold your tin pans up to
catch the honey-shower when it comes; and
look out for the basswood-blossoms, as men-
tioned by Doolittle in another column.

In the Bee-keepers' Review, page 18(5, we find
the following, from the pen of E. E. Hasty, un-
der the heading of a " Condensed View of Cur-
rent Bee-writings:"
The world moves, Gleanings included. When

Weed was at artiflcial-conib making- it preserved a
silence tliat could be cut into chunks with a knife.
I think the Review was about tlio only journal that
frankly told right out all it could get hold of to
tell.

Elsewhere the editor says, editorially, that
"Gleanings did eventually describe and no-
tice the Weed artificial comb." When we first

read these lines over we were at a loss to know
what was meant by these quotations, as we
were sure we had fully described the Weed ar-
tificial comb. No doubt our item on page 297 is

referred to. As this form was going to press,
we had time to look up only one reference. If
Bro. Hasty will put on his specs, and turn to
page 824 of Gleanings for 1889, he will find a
full account of the early experiments in mak-
ing artificial comb, and all about how it was
made by Mr. Weed. In fad, the senior editor
made a trip to the factory, in Detroit, Mich.
Later on we made other allusions to and have
experimented with it carefully in our apiary,
but could not make the bees take it. As to why
we should " preserve a silence that could be
cut into chunks with a knife" on this question,
even if it were true, is a little hard for us to
understand. We have had neither desire nor
object in suppressing information relative to
such comb.

In this issue the Rambler gives a very inter-
esting fact in regard to the white-sage blossoms,
and how the bee manages toabstract the nectar
that the blossom seems loath to give up. We
have recorded in the ABC how Italians would
break through the flower-stem to get the nec-

tar of the touch-me-not ; but here is another
way in which the bee seems to overcome any
obstruction that nature may afford. The ques-
tion may be asked. Why is it that the white
sage is jealous of her treasures, as expressed by
Rambler? Is it that she desires to give her
treasured sweet only to that most intelligent of
all insects, the bee. or that she would if she
could hold them all to herself? Who of our
readers can give us some light on this interest-
ing question? Perhaps Prof. Cook can come to
our rescue as he has done so many times before.
Oh, yesi the Rambler has directed us to an-

other interesting fact; viz.. that the sheep in-
dustry come into direct conflict with that of the
bees, yheep are close grazers, and it is no
wonder that 5000 of them in a good bee country
are unwelcome to the bee-keeper.

percentage of winter losses throughout
the united states.

On page 404 of our issue for May 15 we called
for reports as to how the bees had wintered.
The first question was this: What percentage
of your bees have wintered? and the second,
What percentage of the bees in your locality,

as nearly as you can estimate, have wintered?
By summing up all the reports that have been
received within the two weeks just past, we
find the total aggregate is 77 per cent to Qu. 1;

for No. 2, the per cent is only 57. This is much
better than we expected it would be, as it seems
the losses were not as heavy as the I'eports

seemed to indicate early in the season. The
greatest mortality seems to have been in New
York, Indiana, Wisconsin, Illinois, Ohio, and
Michigan, in the order named. Throughout
the whole South there seems to have been, as
usual, but little if any loss, and that only from
starvation. The reports were not as numerous
as we could have desired, yet they are suffi-

ciently so to give us a very fair idea of the con-
dition of bees throughout the country. Dear,
dear, dear! the Home of the Honey-bees seems
to be at the bottom of the whole ladder. One
thing we have determined upon is this: Never
unite again so late in the fall a lot of nuclei.

We believe it was friend Alley (and perhaps he
was not very far from right) who said it was
about as cheap to throw the few bees into the
grass. That seems cruel, but perhaps not more
so than to let them pine away one by one with
dysentery during the subsequent winter and
spring. Queen-rearing can not be pursued
profitably so late in the season in the North, as

our experience showed.

HAS THE SELF-HIVEK HAD ITS DAY ?

The editors of the Review and the Aplcul-
turist take the ground that the self-hiver has
had its day. They may be right; but we are
not quite willing yet to let go of something
that worked practically in our apiary with
much satisfaction last summer. Alley has
never tried the Pratt self-hiver, if we are cor-

rect; and having tested his own quite thorough-
ly he has abandoned it. By the way, editor
Alley rather scores Pratt for switching from
one hiver to another. Folks who live in glass

houses should not throw stones. If any one
has switched from one hiver to another, it has
been Mr. Alley.

If the non-swarming devices are actually
non-swarming, they will be preferable to any
automatic hiver ever made. Hut, right here,

does not the chief objection urged against the
Pratt hiver, to the effect that it requires the
lifting of heavy supers, obtain equal force

against the Langdon non-swarming system?
Let us not urge that lifting is an insurmount-
able objection when there is necessarily a large
amount of that sort of work in the apiary. We
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do not believe that bee-keeping will ever be
gotten off the plane where all lifting will be
eliminated. The only way to get at any brood-
nest for any purpose, having supers filled with
honey on top, is to lift or slide the supers.

tite junior editoe on anotiiek bicycle-
touk; he discovers a bee-man who

alavays gets the honey.
Did you ever I Vor the past six or seven years

there has lived one of the most progressive, in-

telligent, and siiccessful bee-keepers in the
United States, within four miles of the Home
of the Honey-bees, and we didn't know it. We
had noticed that large amounts of fine honey
would come in from York, but thought nothing
particular about it. Observing one day that
the boss packer, Jake, was putting up a lot of
goods for a York man. we became interested,
and asked to see him when next he came. We
finally had the pleasure of meeting him last
week. He kindly invited us to come down and
see his bees that day. which we did toward
evening. We mounted our trusty steed, the
wheel, and in a few minutes more beheld one
of the neatest and prettiest apiaries in all the
country.
A year or so ago. when we went by on the

bicycle, on that 4()0-mil(^ trip, to hunt up and
gather all the pointers we could from promi-
nent bee-keepers, we little realized, as we
passed, that we were leaving behind us a bee-
keeper who is not less piogressive than those
we intended to visit, hundreds of miles away. On
the present occasion, as we were standing at
the apiary we fell considerably chagrined to
find that we had all this time never known
more about this man and his success. We did
not have to wait long before the owner, Mr.
Vernon Burt, cann' out; and as we were
short of bees at Medina, we desired to look over
his, to see what we could ^buy. We remarked
that we were using only Hoffman frames, and
so we did not care for combs; all we desired
was the bees and brood, and old crooked combs
would answer our purpose, because the bees
and brood would soon be transferred into
frames of more modern construction. There
were something over 1(X) colonies, and every
one that we examined was fairly boiling over
in strength. The bepswere beautifully marked,
and even at that time were strong enough to
be in good working condition for honey. But,
not satisfied with it, Mr. Burt was encouraging
them all he possibly could to get a large force
of bees of the right age to work on clover and
basswood later on. He uses almost exclusively,
chaff hives—our old two-story and the old Sim-
plicity one-story. He hns nearly as many of
the latter a-^ of the former; and. as between
the two. the results in wintering compared as
favorably in one as in the other. We asked
nim whether he discovered any slight difference
in favor of the large two- story chaff hive.
Not a particle, and what was more, the one-

story hives were very much handier. All things
considered, he very much preferred them. Dur-
ing the past unusually severe winter, when
everybody in our locality lost so heavily, he
lost only two colonies out of 110 or 115—the
exact number we do not now remember. Very
cautiously we ventured the question:

" Did—did—did you use any sealed covers?"
He gave us a sly twinkle, and said. " Not a

one. I was entinMy satisfied with the old way
—using a large absorbing cushion. I secured
good results, and I did not know why I should
not do, so again." And with a smile he added:
" I thought you would : abandon that sealed
cover later on." . ,

We tried to tell -him that, the only way that
we could know a thing is to test it practically.

" That is all right," said he; " but I prefer to
let the other fellows do the testing."
We finally made him an offer on the bees for

the number that we would take. He hesitated
a little bit, and we noticed that he was disin-
clined to accept our offer. We finally said to
him. "Your colonies are in No. 1 condition,
beautifully marked, boiling over in strength,
and on perfectly straight wired combs; and, to
tell the truth, we would not sell them if we
were in your place. But we could not make
the price any more, as we could buy colonies on
crooked combs that would answer our purpose
just as well, for less money."

" Yes," said he, '" my net profits on every one
of my colonies have been more, and I think I

prefer to take my chances on a honey crop."
It seems Mr. Burt has, during all these poor

seasons, made his bees pay well: and while
many of his neighbors have been droi)ping out
he has been steadily and surely increasing his
stock and getting his crops of honey. He has
a small farm that he runs in connection with
his bees; but the major part of his time is de-
voted to his pets, because he finds more money
in them.

SHEEP AS LAWN-MOWERS IN THE AI'IARY.

As we were walking through the apiary we
noticed the grass was kepi down, perhaps not
so nicely and evenly as a lawn mower would do
it, but well enough to answer all practical re-
quirements of the apiary.

" You do nut dare to turn stock in here, do
you '?" said we.

'• No." said he; "' I let loose a flock of sheep."
" Only at night," we interposed.
'" No," said he; " it makes but little difference

whether it is night or day. The sheep are sel-

dom molested, and they will eat the grass clear
up to the entrances. And even if the bees do
sting, they can not hurt them very much, on
account of their great woolly coverings." The
only time he had ever seen any commotion
among the sheep was when one of them "got
pecked in the nose." But that was rare.
That evening, vvhen we got home and saw

the long grass among our hives (it is all nicely
mowed out now) we thought how nice it would
be to have some sheep that would keep the
grass down " automatically " and without the
help of any extra man.
This method of keeping down the grass in the

apiary by means of sheep is certainly a good
one. We have seen the idea advanced a num-
ber of times before, but never had a chance to
witness how nicely they do the work, and at
practically no expense—nay, rather at a slight
net profit, because the grass is converted into
wool and mutton. Here is one case, at least,

where sheep and bees go well together. But in
California the thing seems to be reversed; or,

rather, to put it more exactly, a few sheep in

an apiary are an advantage; but when the
bee-pasturage is encumbered with ,5000 it is a
little too much of a good thing. Our stenog-
rapher suggests that the difference is here: In
California the sheep and bees are dependent on
the same plant for a living; hence the sheep
can very soon destroy all prospects of a honey
crop; but here the stieep eat the grass and let

the bees have the basswood and clover.
Vfe have made arrangements with Mr. Burt

to make for us a number of experiments, as he
is so close at hand, to test, among other things,
the Pratt automatic hiver and the Langdon
non-swarmcr. He is in position to test practi-
cally a number of things that we could not do
here. Later on we will give you a picture of
his handsome apiary, and. if possible, will try
to make thecamera show how nicely the sheep
keep down the grass.
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Trade Notes.

BEE-ENTRANCE GUARDS.

Along last summer, when we had hybrid col-

onies in the apiary, we had occasion to use
quite a few drone-guards over the entrances, to

keep in any undesirable drones that might be
amonn the bees. The guards we used were
like those shown in the accompanying cut; but

we soon discovered that they did not afford suf-

ficient ventilation, and, as a consequence, on
warm days the bees clustered out. Observing
this, we instructed one of our workmen to make
a few guard!> having twice the number of holes,

or doubl(» the entrance capacity, of the other
guard. These we put in place of the smaller
guards, and were surprised to notice how much
better the bees kept in the hives. The subjoin-
ed engraving shows that it reaches the full

length of the hive—is wide enough to take up
the surplus of the bottom-board projecting in

front of the hive, and deep enough to take in

three rows of perforations. If put on the other
way up. there will be a little of the alighting-
board projecting.
In the case of some of our colonies of doubtful

purity we kept these guards on throughout the
season. Indeed, many of them were left on
over winter, so that many of the colonies hardly
know what it is to be without the guards.
Occasionally, when a few drones accumulate
by getting hung with their heads in the holes,

we remove the guards, and, with a sharp stick,

scrape off the surface of the zinc. This rubs
off the heads like a lot of buttons, freeing the
zinc, after which the guards are replaced as be-
fore.
Such guards are an absolute necessity in

queen-rearing apiaries, or in apiaries where it

is desired to rear queens from choice mothers
of the honey strain. And then, too, they will
prevent the escape of runaway swarms, accom-
plishing the same purpose as clipping queens'
wings, without the attendant danger of the
•clipped queens becoming lost by crawling in

the grass, in the hopeless effort of following
the bees.

POSITION OF THE SMOKER BELLOWS.

When we decided upon the details of the
Crane smoker, there was no uncertainty as to
which position the bellows should occupy; i. e.,

whether the large end should point toward the
•cone, or vice versa. From some experiments
that we had made, we were decidedly of the
opinion that it was better to have the large
end upward, or pointing toward the cone, p?-o-

vlding the stream of smoke was suppesed to be
delivered at right angles to the cylinder of the
fire cup. With the old-fashioned straight cone,
it is probably better to keep the bellows the old
way.
When we reversed the position of the bellows,

we wondered that friend Bingham did not see
the point and fall in line, particularly as he had
recently put on a detachable nozzle, to turn the

smoke at right angles from the
old position. Very recently we
were pleased to notice, from his
advertisement, that he had done
so. Fig. 1 siiows the old position
of the bellows, and Fig. 2 the
position adopted in the later
smokers. It' will be evident,

%j that position No. 2 is very much
_|i more handy when the smoke is

directed as shown. The hand
has more leverage, for the very

reason that it is pressing on the
smoker- boards at the point of
the greatest leverage; whereas,
by the old way the hand has
to press the be) lows- boards at
the point of the least advan-
tage. We do not claim that
friend Bingham was copying
aftiM- us; indeed, this plan was
first brought extensively into

.^
praet.ce by A. J. Hill. Recent-

FIC4. ^. ]y a writer in the Bee-keepers^
Review for February, page 37, demonstrated
clearly the advantage of having the large end
of the bellows pointing toward the cone, when
said cone has a curve in it so as to deflect the
smoke at right angles. As we were then work-
ing on the Crane smoker, preparatory to put-
ting it on the market, we very quickly saw the
point, and, as a consequence, every Crane
smoker has gone out with the curved nozzles.
It may be proper to remark, however, that
tho-^e who prefer the old straight nozzle, with
the original position of the bellows, can be
accommodated without extra charge.

CLEATING SMOKER-BOARDS FOR SMOKERS.
The first dozen or so of bellows of the Crane

smoker that we made had uncleated boards.
Noticing the disposition on their part to warp
occasionally on such a size of bellows, we very
soon had the ends of the smoker-boards rab-
beted out one-half the thickness and % inch
wide. In this was glued a cleat 34 inch thick
and J4 wide. Any disposition to warp now is

eft'ectually prevented.

THE CRANE VERSUS THE CORNEIL SMOKER.
In speaking of the relative merits of the

check-valve blast and the blast of the Cornell
smoker, it will be remembered that we were to
send to Mr. Cornell himself one of our very late
Crane smokers. He has kindly acknowledged
the receipt of it, and promises to conduct some
experiments again. We may, therefore, look
for interesting results further on. But let it be
understood that we want the Crane smoker to
stand entirely on its own bottom. From the
tests we have made, we firmly believe that the
principle of the Crane secures a stronger blast
than that of the Corneil. But as we are all

liable to make mistakes, especially when self-

interest comes in. we ahall take special pleasure
in reading what Mr. Corneil discovers ri'gard-
ing the relative merits qf the two smokers
placed on an equal basis.

My liivc came the ;;Otl). I think the workmanship
is complete. I like it very much. I have put all
together that I have. Herman Loohis.
Salisbury, N. Y., May 31.
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ADDITIONAL EDITORIAL

According to the experiments of the editor of

Beekeepers' Review, and J. E. Crane, the Crane
smolder seems to be rather ahead for strength of

blast; but, as we say elsewhere, we are waiting
anxiously forthe result of the experiments made
by Mr. Corneii himself.

Bk sure to read the review of those old bee-

books, on page 47(5. It can hardly be said to be
written here or anywhere else, for the author
sets the type himself, mostly without copy, ex-

cept the extracts. We believe it will be found
to be of interest to all who like to know how
our forefathers managed bees.

As announced in our last issue, the Russian
translation of Mr. Ed. Bertrand's bee-book,
" Management of the Apiary," is at hand. It Is

handsomely printed, and we are glad that the
millions of those who speak Russian can now
have this work in their own tongue. This is

the fourth language in which the book has
been printed.

Since giving the "write-up" under Trade
Notes, of the new Bingham smoker with the

reversed bellows, we have received a sample. It

is indeed a nice one, and we are sure the change
will please, as all of the Binghams have done in

j

the past. Indeed, there is hardly one thing that

is used in the apiary that has built up a better

reputation for satisfactory working, during the

last decade, than the Bingham smoker.

The following letter from R. C. Aikin, of

Aikin Bros. & Knight, will explain itself:

Mr. Boot:—The write-up of the K. D. hive does
quite well. Please correct one error that is impor-
tant. Mr. Knig-ht has Tiot used the non-swarming-
plan, but has used the top entrance two seasons.

R. C. Aikin, Loveland, Col.

We accept the correction. It seems, there-

fore, that H. P. Langdon not only enjoys pri-

ority in method, but in the principle, of pre-

venting swarms.

The June number of the Progressive Bee-
Tteeper is an unusually good one. Although the

new editor is a comparatively new man at the
bee-journal business, his general selection of

writers, and subject-matter, including the

editorial, would do credit to an old veteran.

The article entitled "Wayside Fragments," by
Somnambulist, is especially interesting; and we
have been trying to guess who the dreamer is.

Some of his sentences smack a little of Hasty;
others of Dr. Miller; and others do not sound like

either or any one else. Another feature of the

journal is a supplement in German—a feature

that will be appreciated by those from the
" Vaterland." We can club the Progressive
Bee-keeper with Gleanings for $1.30.

Michigan bee-keepers have been fortunate

enough, through the editor of the Bee-keepers'

Review, the Hon. R. L. Taylor, Hon. G. E. Hil-

ton, and others, to secure an " appropriation of

$500 a year for paying a man to conduct experi-

ments in apiculture;" and the Hon. R. L. Tay-
lor, of Lapeer, has been appointed to do the

work. The Review goes on to add that " he
has had experience; he is careful, methodical,

and conscientious; and it is no disparagement
to other bee-keepers to say that probably no
better man could have been chosen for the
work." Mr. Taylor will report the results of

his experiments in the Bee-keepers' Review, and
we are sure that they will prove to be valuable
and interesting.

In a letter received recently from Mrs. Jennie
Atchley. she says: " We now make it a rule to
start 500 queen-cells daily, and we average
about half finished up. So you may catch an
idea of how many queens we are raising." From
various sources, we gather that Mrs. Atchley is

doing the largest queen business of any queen-
breeder in the country. Although she had a
phenomenally heavy trade last year, if we can
judge aright from the letters we received, she
will have a far heavier trade this summer.
Does this look like a " free ad." again ? Well,
let it be such. We always like to commend
enterprise; and if the advertiser has enough
" get up and dust " to attend to a large business,
and satisfy all his customers, we deem it a priv-

ilege to boost along.

Special Notices.

We are prepared to furnish the Langdon non-
swarming attachment at Mr. L.'s prices; viz., 76
ets. each; 10 for $5.00; 100 for $40.00. By mail, 35c
each extra.

JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
We still have a good stock of choice seed, ready

to fill orders promptly; also a stock subject to our
order at Rogersvllle, Mich., and at Blue Mound,
Wis. Send on your orders. Price, bags included,
one bushel, $1.20; 2 bushels, $2.20; 10 bushels, $10.00.

See our advertisement, in another column.

BEESWAX DECLINED.
Beginning with this number we quote a decline of

3 cenis a pound in price of beeswax. Until further
notice we will pay for average wax, delivered here,
31 cts. per lb. cash, 24 in trade. In shipping us wax,
be very careful to put your name and address in
box, and write us, stating amount shipped, and in-
closing the shipping-bill.

SAFETY BICYCLES.

The Lovell Diamond bicycle is giving good satis-
faction in our locality. It rides well, is durable,
easy-running, and medium priced. We have sold
quite a number so far, and would be glad to have
prospective purchasers of bicycles send to us for
circulars and special prices. We are also prepared
to furnish, at list prices ($150.00), the Columbia, Vic-
tor, Winton, and Rambler bicycles. Catalogues of
any one of these wheels will be sent free on applica-
tion.

PERFECT BINGHAM SMOKERS.
Since June 1st the manufacturer of Bingham

smokers has included the perfect attachment on
the three largest sizes, without the extra charge of
35 cts. This will be our rule hereafter. We have a
few Doctor and Conqueror left without this attach-
ment, which we will sell at 35 cts. below regular
price; i. e., $1.76 and $1.50 each, postpaid, or $1.50
and $1.35 sent with other jroods by express or freight.
There is no change in the three smallest sizes, to
which the perfect attachment has not yet been ap-
plied.

GLOBE LAWN-MOWERS.
We are having a nice trade in lawn-mowers, and

our 18-inch size is nearly exhausted. We .still have
a good stock of 14 and 16 inch, the two most popular
sizes; price $4.50 and $4.75 each. We have also
plenty of the other sizes for those who prefer them.
You can't buy a machine at any price that will give
better satisfaction than the Globe, and you will find
few machines offered so low. On a club order for
two or three machines, we allow 5 per cent; and on
four or more machines, 10 per cent. If you want a
still cheaper machine, we can furnish it. The
Young America, 10-inch, sells for $3.00; 13-inch, $3.50.

OLD-STYLE NOVICE EXTRACTORS.
We still have at Syracuse, N. Y., two No. 7 and one

No. 10 Novice honey extractors, with old-style Nov-
ice gear, which we offer at $6.00 each. They are the
same in every respect, except the gearing, and a
bargain at the price. •

We have here two extractors, Nos. 8 and 9 of our
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latest make throiigliout except tlie gear. Tliey have
the Novice gear insteatt of the new bevel gear, such
as we now put on all machines on regular ordeis. To
close out these two machines we offei' them at $6.00

each. Our catalogue gives the size of frames they
will take.
We have also a No. 10 extractor with "humpback "

g-ear, at St. Petersburg, Fla., that we will sell f . o. b.

there for $7. .50. This gear is ju.st as strong and ser-

viceable as the new bevel gear; l)ut the crank is on
top instead of at the side of the can. It was one we
made before we adopted the bevel-gear, which we
now use exclusively. The supi'oriing arm runs
across the can the same as on tlie bevel gear, and the
crank-wheel and pinion work on the same plan as
the old Novice, but are three or four times as heavy
and strong. This is a bargain for some one in the
South in need of a machine that will take frames of
any size up to 13^ deep and 19 inches long.

CANNED CORN AND PUMPKIN.
We have made a trade with the Lake Shore Can-

ning-Factory, so we have quite a large stock of the
above canned goods. Tliey are put up two dozen
cans in a case, and the price is $1.50 for the pump-
kin and $2.50 for the corn. If you have never tried
any of friend Cummhis' corn and pumpkin, it might
be worth your wliile to liave us put in a couple of
sample cans when we are shipping you goods by
freight. We will furnish sample cans for 7 and 11

cents, respectively; but your better Way is to order
them by the case as above.

VEGETABLE-PLANTS JUNE 15.

We have now caught up with orders, so we have
almost every thing that Is wanted at everj' season
of the year. VVe have an especially fine lot of Flat
Dutch and Fottler's Brunswick cabbage plants.
They are so large and strong- that the express will

be something more than on the smaller ones we
have been sending out; but they are worth the
difference. We have also an immense stock of
White Plume celery-plants, all transplanted so as to
give them plenty of room, and they are, consequent-
ly, well rooted. We have also a full line of tested
seeds, and you can get a fair crop of almost every
thing in the catalogue, if planted by the middle of
June, on good soil and well cared for.

A few of our strawberry-plants are well rooted,
but not enough of them so that we dare offer to fill

orders.

Kind Words From Our Customers.

We are so very much pleased with the Lenox
atomizer and sprinkler received from you a few
days ago that we desire you to send us anutiier one;
also one extra bulb for poisonous liquids.
Reinersville, O., May 16. J. A. Golden.

The hives, etc., came to hand June 9, every thing
in good shape. The hives are the best I ever saw,
and the workmanship all around is No. 1. I am well
pleased with all of the goods. You will receive my
future orders for bee-goods. J. T. Quimby.
Curtis, N. Y., June 10.

F/'ieHci Bo«^-—I want to thank you for giving us
such a nice hive as the Dovetailed. It is a pleasure
to put them together, for every thing fits so nicely;
and while the first one requires a good-sized think-
ing-cap to put it together, it is no trouble after that.

I had a rousing big swarm April ~U, before the liives

arrived, and I had to [tut ihem in a nall-keg; but it

did not take long to get one of the Dovetailed hives
ready, and transfer them, and they are now doing
finely. W.E.Cunningham.
Louisa, Va., May 22.

I duly received your first consignment of two
plants "of raspberry, January 6th, In magnificent
order; in fact, a complete network of rootlets and
young shoots that had quite curled round both
;3talks, so that it was impossible to sepnrate them;
and as I had been so successful in getting them
through, 1 was not going- to risk intiictlng any dam-
age on them here, so I planted them together,
trusting to be able to distinguish them when they
came above ground, as one cane was about the
thickness of a pencil, while the other was only lialf

that thickness. >

The plants came up in due time, six or eight canes
strong, and were getting along beautifully till the
rains descended and the floods came; and what could
be expected after a continuous rainfall of at least
15 or 20 feet during two months, but that they
should be faiily drowned out of the ground? and
that, unfortunatelj', is precisely what has happen-
ed. Notwithstanding this unfortunate termination,
however, it is clearly demonstrated that it is quite
practicable to send plants in full growth, as well as
live queen-bees, all the way from America to Aus-
tralia; and I claim that it is at my instance that
both these facts have been demonstrated.

^NEAS Walker.
Redland Bay, Queensland, Australia, Apr. 13.

THE NEW CRANE SMOKER, AND WHAT THE INVEN-
TOR HAS TO SAY OF ITS MECHANICAL CON-

STRUCTION.
[Tlie following is a letter that we have just re-

ceived from J. E. Crane, relative to the new smoker.
Although the smoker is for the most part his own
invention, he has not seen tluise smokers we have
put on the market. This letter was not written for
publication, but it shows just liow he feels in regard
to the way in which we have carried out the me-
chanical pait of his invention.]

Friend Root:- -The latest edition of the Crane
smoker came to hand last evening. "It is just
dandy," as my boy would say. I am much pleased
with it. The improvements are all such as I have
had in mirjd for some time, and it now comes the
nearest to my ideal of a perfect smoker of any
thing I have evei- seen, if it works as well as it

looks. The corners of the bellows are square, while
I have made them round to keep from wearing out
first. However, I am sure the square corners look
better. The asbestos is ample forprotection against
heat. I find the blast about one-fifth stronger than
one of my own make I have been testing, which is

more than ample for the needs of the apiarist; and'
then to think that it will, with a little care, always
remain so, without fire or sparks ever blowing out
of the base of the fire-barrel! I believe now the
smoker problem is solved. J. E. Crane.
Middlebury, Vt., June 2.

MAILING . •

. . BLOCKS
FOR

SAMPLES •

OF

. . HOIMEY.
The adjoining cut

shows a very convenient
package for mailing
samples of honey and
other liquids. The cut
is only about half size of

the one we are prepared
to furnish, which holds

y^ ounce, and gives a
good taste of the honey
and some to spare. We
also use a very wide-
mouthed bottle .so the
honey will run out eas-

ily. You notice the top
screws on, closing it

tight and making a veiy
handy package, easily

opened, and accepted by
the postal authorities.

We have just bought 25

gross so as to be able to

sell them at only .5i- each,

6Bc per doz. By mail, :Sc

extra on one, or 2c each
extra in quantities.

A. I. ROOT,
Medina, 0.
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A Grand Success. Mew Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the Machine.

Strong, well made in every respect, light, and of conven-
ient size. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear is beveled, and covered by an iron shield,
and the crank outside the can. Frank McNay, of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keeper who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After carefully exiimiriing- and trying the Cowan extractor, I
have failed to find a weak part, and I dn not hesitate to say that
it is tJie best extractor made, both in reg-ard to convenience and
durability, and I shall replace all of my five machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre, an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California; by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

NEW CRANE SMOKERJVOW_READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength of

Blast Simply Amazing.

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by
wliich a grreat blast is secured and the bellows kept clean, and
the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by
which the fire-cup and nozzle are kept from becoming- uncom-
fortably hot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implement. It would
be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with 3i-inch fire-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, S2.00;

by express, $1.75.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
N. B.—Don't forget that we are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-

alogue of 52 Images now ready for mailing.

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all woris guaranteed.

Price List and samples will be ready before the
next issue.

Send, for them.

Prices will range from 36 to 56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED. Wnte for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
31 E. Monroe St., 5-lodb Springfield, ill.

I^In respiHiiliriii to tills a<lvfiti,-.t"niHiit mention Gleanings.

75
cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

WORLD'S FAIR — ROOMS TO LET.
Six nicely furnished i-ooms by week or month

during World's Fair, near Exposition grounds.
A(klrtss MRS. J. E M. CONNELL,

No. 6010 Union Ave., Englewood, III.

Good News.
For years I have not been able to dress myself;

and for many weeks have had to be lifted out in my
bed and chair. Under the pressure of necessity!
have invented a device by which a child can put me
to bed or take me up. The device can be used in
any room or part of a room. A practical, simple,
cheap device. Invalids will do well to correspond.
I can help you. You can help me. Address

A. BEESON, Loveland, Col.
.

Friends,
I am now ready with those nice Italian
queens, which I will sell at $1.00 for untest-
ed; tested, $1.50. Bees by the lb., $1.00; 1-

frame nucleus, $1.35; 3-frame, $3.25.

Afrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

Wiien you are considering
wliere to send for j'our sup-
plies tlie coming- season, get
prices and a list of goods on
liand, from one of the follow-
ing- dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thus securing- them at
lowest cost. Most of them,

, ^ ^ ^. ^ ,.,, ^j. except those tar distant, sell
g-oods to users at factory pi-icps, while those far distant add approximatfily only the carload rate
o* '•"eif;*- s«i'''i*'

y*^'"
'i^/' Save Time and Monev '^y""ji»8>-our supplies of

one of these dealers. We *^«-^^ 1 iiiic dllU i'lOIiey ^an not give here a list of
goods kept, as it varies some at the different places according- to the varying needs of each local-
ity. Write to the place nearest you for list with prices, and when you write g-ive a list of the
g-oods you want, and mention this paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury. Syracuse, N. Y.
H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm-Imj^lement Co. , Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting cliieflyof Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,
and extractors is also kept by the following:

Henry F. Hag-en, Rocky Ford, Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill. Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111. Walter S. Ponder, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Perf. Zinc, etc., are furnished by: a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmanshii), and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we advertise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish ; but find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what price, by
writing for list to address nearest you. A. I. Root, Medina, O.

In writing to any of above please mention Gleanings.

^^I^A^^S °I
"^^ Keepers S\jpplies .

In writing advertisers please meiiCioii this p ittec

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS. ETC.

FULL UNE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
G?"In respondiiijr to tliis advertist^iiieiit iiieiitioii Qi,ka.mx<;s.

**Quigley's Golden Italians"
Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. They have stood the past severe winter
without protection and without loss. Warranted
purely mated. Each, $1.00; 6 for $.5.00. Safe arrival
and satisfaction gijarauteed. Circular of queens
and a full, line of bee- supplies sent free.

9-tfdb E. F. QUIGLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.
Please mention this paper.

Wholesale and Retail Manafactnrer and
Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
Oiie-plece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.
W. E. SMITH, Succes.sor to Smith & Smith,

Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.
Please mention this paper.
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FRIENDS,
I have a fine strain of Itulian bees, and my apiary

will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-

ceive your orders. Prices are as follows;
1 untested queen, f 1.00 I 6 untested queens, $4.75
3 ." " i.ro

I
13

" "
6.50

Tested queens, each, $1..50.

Safe arrival guaranteed. Address
FRANK H. HOWARD,

6-8-iOd GARDEN CITY, KANSAS.
Please mention this paper

A B C OF

STRAWBERRY "r CULTURE.
A * BOOK * FOR * BEGISNERS.

BY T. B. TERRY.
This is Terry's latest and best work, and has re-

ceived some very high words of praise. Who that
keeps bees does not also have a little garden-patch?
If you would learn to raise in it that most luscious
of all fruit, the strawberry, with the best results,
you can not he witliout this little hook. Even if

you don't grow strawberries you will be the better
for reading it. Pages one-half size of this. Fully
illustrated; 144 pages. Price 3.5c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

WIRE NETTING,
SHORT ROLLS, ETC. un

We submit below, corrected from last issue, a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have just received from the factory. We
still have a good supply of 2-inch No. 19 netting 4

feet high, which we still offer at these special prices:

1 roll, S3.60; 5 rolls, $17.50; 10 rolls, $34.00. This you
notice is 10c a roll higher than our last offer on this

size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 72

inches wide only, other widths all sold. We have put
the price on the following pieces at the same rate as
full rolls, except on the 72 inch, on which we offer

an extra 10% discount.
Of 2-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.

The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the widtli in feet, then take
two-thirds of the result to find the price of each
piece.

117. 123.

69. 96, 97, 97, 114, 120. 128, 131. 143. 147.

30 45 50,60,62,64,70.90.91,101.107,123,137,140.144,146. VfiF
9 16 18 18,19. 25. 26, 38,40, 40, 40. 49,.50.50, 50, .53,54,.'i5, .56,.58, 58,

64 73 73. 73, 74, 75. 82, 83. 84. 84, 87. 87. 90. 90, 92, 94. 96, 96, 96, 99,

100 100 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 102, 102, 102, 105, 105,109, 110, 111, 114,
115' 116 118, 120, 120, 122, 124, 124, 125, 125, 128, 129, 129, 138, 142, 142,

143'l43. 144,144, 147, 147.

16. 20, 131.

11 20 20, 25. 29. 32. 35. .SS. 40. 48. .55. .55. 60. 61, 64. 67. 68. 75. 75. 82. 83,

84'86 87,90,94, 96, 103, 119, 120. 122. 123, 123, 124, 130, 138, 138. 140, 143,

144, 144, 144 144. 115. 145, 145, 146.

54 72, 88. 88. 143.

60
I
53 71 73.73. 75. 78. 87, 96, 101, 101, 101, 105, 107, 110, 120,123.124, 138,

I

140. 144. 144, 146. 146

72 16 20 42 42.42,47.48,57,71,73.75,75.81,82,85,85,88,93,100,100,

I
112, 119. 120, 123. 124. 125. 134. 142.

Of 2-inch No. 20 we have the following pieces at three fifths

of a cent per square foot. Arrive at the price in precisely the
same v^ay as above, takinpc three-flfths of the number ot feet
instead of two-thiids to get the price in cents.
30 1 32, 39. 73. 105 120 140 140, 140.

36 I
12 20 22, 36, 38, 39. 56. 57. 66, 68, 79, 81. 86, 88, 100, 100, 100, 110, 119,

'

I
120. 122. 126, 128, 128, 132. 134. 136, 1,38. 140, 141, 144, 145.

42
I
142. 14.3.

48 41, 55, 60. 66, 70, 85, 86, 92, 98, 105, 114, 123, 140. 143, 145.

54 145.

60 46. 48. 50, 51, 60. 73, 119. 139, 139.

72
I
25, 38, 44, 45, 70, 75, 76, 79. 100, 100, 128, 187, 139.

In lots of 5 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-

duct 5% ; 10 pieces, 10% ; 35 pieces or more, 15% . On
the 73-inch netting you may also deduct 10% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity orders. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidly, and it may be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. O.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Any of tbese books on which postage is not given will be

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as ne has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that tho.se who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that 1 approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, **
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines, t;
foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of the
books very well by the amount required for postage on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10

I

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
30

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a $2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more. i' 4

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round ot literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3, and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper; 05
2 I Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 46
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers 75

3
I
New Testament in pretty fiexible covers. . . 05

6
i
New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10

5
I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
15

I
Story of the Bible** 1 00

A large book of 700 pages, and 874 illustrations. Will be read
by almost every child.

5
I

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25
8

I
Same in cloth binding 50

1

" The Life of Trust," by Geo. MuUer** 1 25
1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*. . 05
5 Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it. and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage] [Price without postage.
16 A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth '.. 110

A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 60

14 Bees and Bee-keeping, by Prank Cheshire,
England, Vol. L§ 2 36

31
I

Same, Vol. II.§ r 2 79
or, $5.35 for the two, postpaid.

Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 1 00
10 Cook's New Manual. Cloth 90
5 Doolittle on Queen-Rearing 95
2 Dzierzon Tlieory . . 10
1 Foul Brood; Its Management and Cure;

D.A.Jones 09
1 I Honey as Food and Medicine 06

10 I Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee$.. 1 25
15 Langstroth Revised by Ch. Djtdant & Son.. 1 25
10 1 Quinby's New Bee-Keeping 140

I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H. Alley 50

4
I
Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46

I
Handling Uees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

1 Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 35

i
The Apiary; or. Bees, Bee-hives, and Bee
Culture, by Geo. Neighbor & Sons, Bng.§ 1 75

5
I

The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

95

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England! 40

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, liy A.T. Root 15

4
i
Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.

3 I A B C Of Potato Culture, Terry** 35
This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work. The book

has hft-J an enormous sale, and has been leprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.

'
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5 I A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley .... 35

6
I
A B Cof Strawberry Culture, by T. B. Terry
and A. I. Root, 144 pages; 32 illustrations 35

5
I
An BgR-Farm. Stoddard** 45

I
Amat-eur PhotORrapher's Hand-book**. ... 70

I
Barn Plans and Out-Buildings* 1 60

I
Canary Birds. Paper, 5o

I

Draining for Profit and Health, Warring.

.

1 50

10
I

Fuller's Grape Culturist ** 140
Farming For Bovs* 76

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest nrodiu-tions, and it

seems to me that it ou>?ht to make faiin-life fasciniiting to any
boy who has any sort of taste for pardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90
Tnis is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
market^gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest theii
own seeds. It has 166 pages.

12
I

Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
while " Gardening tor Profit "Is written with a viewof mak

Ing gardening pat, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part

;

and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti
fying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making money out of it. I think most
of you will need this if you get " Gardening for Profit." Thi>
work has iOi pages and 203 illustrations.

12 I Gardening for Profit, new edition** 1 85
Tnis is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing tliat has ever before been put In print has done so
much toward making ma^ke^ga^deIling a science and a fasci
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** ... 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, il

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and tins matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happy
vein. If your chiUlren have any sort of fancy for gardening it

will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187

pages and 46 engravings.

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 76
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany. .

.

1 80
Gregory on Cabbages ; paper* 25
Gregory on Squashes; paper* 25
Gregory on Onions ; paper* 25

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val-
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of
business.

15 I How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By 'r. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world. Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

1
Handbook for Lumbermen .. 10

10 Household Conveniences . . . 1 40
3 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
2 Injurious Insects, Cook 25
10

I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewart* 1 40
This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only woi k

on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 pagei-
and 112 cuts.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 36

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better fitted, perhaps, to
handle the subject than any other man. The book is written
in Prof. Cook's happy style, combining wholesome moral les
sons with the latest and best method of managing to get tht
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expend!
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 36 cuts.

1 Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 135
10 Profits in Poultry* 90
2

I

Practical Turkey-raising 10
By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we offer for 10

cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10

Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not! It is written in such a hajjpy vein
that every member of the family will read It clear through,
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
Flete summing up of the best information the world can
umish.
1

I
Silk and the Silkworm i 10

10
I
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 140

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-Kardener who lives in Arlington, a subui^b of Boston.
Mass. Friend Kawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
tlireatens to injure the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is

nicely illustrated with 110 engravings.

I
Ten Acres Enough 100

I
The Silo and Ensilage, by Prof. Cook, new

edition, fully illustrated 25
I Talks on Manures* 176

This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre
hensivcone ue have on the subject, and the whole mattei' is

considered by an ablt- writer. It contains 366 pages.
2

I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 16
10

I
The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led

Captive 75
2

I
Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

5
I
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Just out. Fully illustrated, containing every thing of im-
portance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditclies, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has oicasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost anything else; and by following the plan
directed in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the author
while he was enga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson, O.

5
I

Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part first—by J. W. Day. of Crystal Springs,

Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I. Root, adapting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especially for canning-factories. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interesting because it is one
of the lircit rural books to come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years past; namely, tomato-growing in the South to
supply the Northern markets. The little book, which is fully
illustrated, gives us some pleasant glimpses of the possibili-
ties and probabilities of the future of Southern agriculture.
Even though you do not grow tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

5
I

The New Onion Culture* 20
This book is by T. Greiner, and it gives full particulars of

the plan of planting onion seed in a greenhouse, hot-bed, or
cold-frame, and planting the onions out in the field at the
time we usually sow the seed. The author thinks that 2000
bushels of the large tropical onion can by this method be
raised on an acre.

2
I
The New Celery Culture 15
This summing-up of this new Industry amounts to this:

You fix your ground just as rich as you can possibly get it,
with stable manure, chemical fertilizers, orany thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way, and give them water enough to make them boom
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 189i to demonstrate that, like the new
onion culture, it promises great possibilities.

3
I
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 36

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;
but it is so intimately connected with hie potato-book that It

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you havt only a horse or a
cow, I think It will pay you to invest in the book It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

K
I
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, by A.I. Root 50
3

I
Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-

scope** 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.

2 I Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25
The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at

a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book.

3
I

Onions for Profit 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-

ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written witli all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make and How to Use
them; in paper covers 45

6
I

The same in cloth covers 65
Covering the whole matter, and discussing evei-y thing to be

found on the farm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sem])ers.

7
I

Market-giirdening and Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landreths are tlie pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth fully as much as we might expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells what has been done and what is being done, more
than It discourses on theory.

A. T. ROOT. Medina. O.
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sari:.? QT7BSXTS.
May June

and after
• 75
4 00
1 50
4 00
3 50

WANTED

All Italians.
,'i and 5 Handed.

1 untested queen SI 00
6 untested queens 5 00
1 tested queen 1 50

3 tested queens 4 00
Select tested 3 50

Two-frame nuclei with any queen, $1.50 each extra.
Safe arrival guaranteed. 9-12db

W. J. ELLISON, Catchall, Sumter Co., S. C.
C^ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Every reader of Gleanings
to send for one of my

LADIES' TOILET = CASES.
Well worth $1.00 in any family. Will send sample
by mail for 30 cts. in stamps, returnable if not satis-

factory. Address ./. C. Frisbee, General
A.^ent, 172 ]Maj)le St., Denver, Col.
Reference, A. I. Root, Medina, O. lOtfdh

Please mention this paper.

The Golden Beauties.
DlVIy .5-l)anded Italian queens can not be surpassed
for honey-iiathcrini;-, gentleness, proliflcness, and
beauty. "Untcstt'd, 75c each; tested, $1.00; breeding-
queens, $3. .50 to $3.00. We warrant our queens pure-
ly mated. On orders for 5 or over, 10 per cent dis-

count. Safe ai'rival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

• CLOVER SEE^^NS AND BE E*-..,^ BUCKWHEAT
^Sample ofour bee journalThe WEST E R N i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOur CATALOGUE F" R El EL !.

JOS.NYSEWANDER. DesMoines.Iowa.

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

Evaporate? Fruit DAY
and NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon applicauca.

Address
WILLIAM STAEL

EVAPORATOR COBIP'Y,
OUIKCT. ILL.

Please mention this paper

BEES
qx7:e3:e3S0's»
SMOKERS, SECTIONS,

COMB FOUNDATION
A.ttfl all Apiariair SujtplifH
cheap. Send for Cafafof/tte.
E. T. Flanagan, Belleville, 111.

Bee-flives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue 23-33db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

Try Duval's Golden 5=

Banded Bees.
That have given such general satisfaction. They

are the best honey-gatherers, gentle, and not sur-
passed for beauty. Queens ready now at $1.25; 6 for
$6.00. For full particulars and prices send for cir-
cular. C. D. DUVAL, SPENCERVILLE, MD.

Please mention this paper. 7tfdb

What
Stood
the
Test?

Hilton's Improved Chatf Hives
have for the past 15 j'ears. Send for
his free illustrated catalogue of
every thing needed in tlie apiary, of

Best Quality and Lowest
Prices.

One hundred colonies of Bees for
sale. Write for prices, and address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper.

Golden Queens
C?t«r^rvi TTo^voc My bees can not be sur-
rrUlIl I CA.Cl&. passed for business, beau-

ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens tor early orders. $1.50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. O. CilVENS. Box 3, litbsoii, Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNARP, _ __^
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O. •'-"'^

,1 Please mention this paper. 4tfdb

Honey - ByttP^ietoP.

Squafe Glass Hor^ey-Jafs,
Tin Buckets, Bee^hives.

Jloneyi-Seetions, &e., &c.
PePfeetion Cold-'Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
^^v.^^.^^^-v.^^^^^v^

CH^S. p. ^WOTH & SOfi, Cineinnati, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Ittfdb New London, Wis.

Eis aim Plants.)

Several varieties. Best
quality. An3' quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

CIEEE BEOS.. St. Marys, Mo , or H. B. QEEB, Nashville, Tenn.

Plt-itse mention this paper. Stfdb

Did Vou ^nowif;
m-^ A ^b* Catalogue is now

ready? I have the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Thin Founda-
tion", 12 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before you forget it. Address

Ttfdb WM. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.
In writinf; to advertisers please mention this paper.
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Deduct 3 Cts. per Pound
From our retail prices of foundation,

ifiveii in our l.S9o price list.

iWr. H. HUNT, - Bell liranah, - Alich.

For Sale at a Bargain.
The entire stock of bees and paraphernalia, all of

superior quality and of the most modern and ap-
proved kind, of the late Albert Edwards. Enquire
of Mrs. Albert Edwards. Box 18, Skaneateles, N. Y.

COOK, NOTTINGHAM <£ PIERCE.

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, 7.5c; 6 for $4.35.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Catalogue free.

9-tfdb Clias. n. Thies, Steeleville, 111.

Root's Goods ^'^ ^°*^'^'^ ^^'^""^ "''" ""^

dress Jos. Nysewander.
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

Choice Seed of tiie

Japanese i> Buckwheat.

It does not pay to devote valuable land to the
production of any plant sim|)ly for the honey it

may produce. In providing- foragre for the bees,
•other than what they naturally find, choice should
be made of those plants that ])roduce honey and yet
are a paying crop aside from the lioney." One of
ihese plants which generally produces honey, and
at a time when other bee-pa slur.ige is usually scarce,
is buckwheat. The best variet j' of this that we are
acquainted witli is the Japanese, which lias been
before the public for five or six years. With favor-
able conditions and good soil this will easily pro-
duce .50 bushels per acre, and it matures within a
few weeks from the time it is sown. It rarely
brings less than .50c a bushel for flouring, and often
a much higher pi'ice. The price the past year has
ranged much higher than usual, being from 70c to
$1.01) a bushel.
The time for seeding is at hand, and we are pro-

vided with a good stock of chi)ice seed which we
offer, wliile it lasts, at the following prices: 1-lb. 5c;
1 peck, 40c; H bush., 70c; 1 bush , $1.20; 3 bush.,
.83.20; 10 bush., $10.00; bags included. By mail, 8c
per pound extra for postage.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. OHIO.

June 25th.
By my system of dequeening at the opening of a
harvest, I shall have :iOO tested queens of the
leather-back straiti of Italians for delivery a/jout
Jiine'J'i. Prices, 75c each; $7.50 per dozen. All
young and prolific; none over one year old. HooU
your orders now; pay when queens arrive.
None will be sent out at these prices before June 30,
nor after July 10. First come, first served. lltfdb
A. F. BROWN, Box 16, New Smyrna,
Formerly of Huntington, Fla. Fla.

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
Win. Stevenson, Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers,
but have found none that equal your strain."
Reduced prices: Warranted queens, 80c each: 3

for $2.00. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who have never dealt with me, I refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600
queens. Circular free.

.7. F. JVIOORE,
ll-13d il/oi-iJ-cin, Pendleton Co., liy.

jap*ln responding to this advertisement mention GLEAKiKoa.

READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, as
cheaply now as at any time in the M^orth.
Untested, 7.5c; 6 for 14.00; 1.0, $7.50. Last
year'stested,$1.25; select, $1.75; breeder, $2.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

I R fAQP Port Orange,
J. D. ^/\OC, Vol. Co., Fla. 5tfdb

,
I
TE LL you what, Jones, Levering

^. i8i*o(». sell the best goods and at
-^ the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best

g^ '^equipped

y Bee-Hivc pactopy
in the West. The Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Every thing used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, and save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

a-]4db Wiota, Cass Co., Iowa.
Please mention thit< paper.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAITIUKL JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines. Iowa. l-19db

Read what J. I. Parent, of
Chaki.ton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chaflf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 2,000
liom .\ -boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we

V have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say kit will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot^
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l-23a Ottumwa, la. South side.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Carolina Bee-keepers' Association will hold its sixth
semi annual reunion at the court-house, Charlotte, N. C, July
20, at 10 A.M. AH interested in uee-keeping are invited.
Steel Creek, N. C. A. L. Beach, Sec.

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new-style all-slatted

bushel box. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in three
pieces called the slatted bushel box. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the gnlvanized bound
box. These boxes were devised by T. B. Terry for
handlina- potatoes, for which purpose nothing' could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being' handled in these same boxes. The.y are of
such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
waR'on-box. Outside measure is 14^xl6%xl3X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
of 15 alongside; 13 of the 1.5 are in the flat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and galvanized hound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 13

in a packag'e instead of 1.5. Bach package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 50

Slatted bushel box, per crate of 13 1 50
Galvanized bound bUshel box, per crate of 13. ; . .3 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 16, 18, and 33 cents,
respectively. A 20-page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlication.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

LITHOGRAPH LABELS
Zxi 12 Colors, sL-b $1.50 per lOOO.
The 13 colors are all on each label. They are ob-

long in shape, measuring 'Zya^~%- They are about
the nicest labels we ever saw for glass tumblers,
pails, and small packages ol honey. We will mail
a sample, inclosed in our label catalogue, free on
application, and will furnish them postpaid at the
following prices: 5 cts. lor 10: 35cts. for 100; $1.00
for 500: «]. 75 for 1000. A. 1. Root, Medina.O.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended tor this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible tor er-

rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-

fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange Italian bees in Simplici-
ty hives, for fine stock of pigs or poultry.

E. Shimel, McCuneville, Ohio.

WANTED.—Information as to the whereabouts of
a climate with beneficial effects to throat and

lung ailments, also to obtain employment in said
climate. Have had some experience in apiculture
and carpentry; am handy with almost all sorts of
tools. Can give good reference.
A Gleanings Subscriber, Gehm, Putnam Co., Mo.

WANTED.—To exchange iJ^xiiii sections for
queens, and bees by the pound, in nuclei or

full swarms. J. C. Sayles, Hartford, Wis.

WANTED.-To exchange Novice extractor, 8-

frame hives, and rubber-stamp outfit, for press
and type, beeswax, bicycle, honey, or offers.

The Model Stamp-Works, Shenandoah, Iowa.

WANTED.—Honey or bicycle or offers for Lex.
Ky. Jersey bull calf 8 weeks old.

J. C. Capehart, St. Albans, Kanawha Co., W. Va.

F
OR exchange.—A lot 30x100 feet for Barnes foot
power saw and f 'd'n mill. L. L. Esenhower.

1053 Chestnut St., Reading, Berks Co., Pa.

WANTED.—A good yearling yellow drone-laying
Carniolan queen. Poganuc Apiary,

Syracuse, Hamilton Co., Kansas.

TTJANTED.—To exchange for safety bicycle, two
Vt calves, male calf one week old, from full Jersey
cow and one-half and one-half Jersey and Holstein
.sire; heifer calf from one-half Jersey cow and full

Jersey sire, three weeks old. Wheel must be good.
J. J. McCoy, Mt. Erie, Illinois.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices tree of
charge, as'below. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to pay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

Mismated and hybrid queens, 30 and 35c each, re-

spectively. W. W. KuLP, Pottstown, Pa.

Young and prolific hybrid and black queens,
some 15 or 20 in number, most of them reared in '93;

30c each, or 4 for $1.00. W. A. Campbell,
Doogan, Murray Co., Ga.

Some black and hybrid queens for sale at 25c

apiece, or five for $1.00. Send immediately for
queens, and send money when queens are received.

E. R. Miller,
Gunn City, Cass Co., Mo.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
uChicago.—Hooei/.—The honey market is In a dor-
mant condition at the present time, tliere being
very little new comb offered, and the old is not in
salable condition, all the best lots having gone into
consumption. The weather at present is hot, and,
we should judge, very favorable to a flow of nectar.
Extracted honey is also in light demand, as parties
are waiting to see what tlie crop will be. We quote
from 6@lXc. Beeswax. 33@25.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
June 19. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

i
BurFAt.o.—fl'fmei/.—There are no new features to

note in our honey market. We notice no arrivals of
new, nor is there any demand to speak of; only a
few remnants of old. Quite good brings mostly 16c;
common, etc., 5@10c. Tliere is no trade for extract-
ed except at a very low price indeed. Let us hear in
regard to the ensuing crop, as we handle large
quantities and know what to do with it.

Batterson & Co.,
June 19. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cleveland.—Ho?iey.—Market bare of honey. New
California, 1-lb. white, would bring good prices in
this market. Demand for beeswax good.

Williams Bros.,
June 19. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston.—Honey.—There is very little demand for
comb honey and vei'y little stock here. New honey
will sell fairly well on arrival. Prices are about the
same, from 14(S)16c. Extracted honey in fair sup-
ply, selling from 8@9c for Florida. No beeswax on
hand. Blake & Ripley,
June 19. Boston, Mass.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—New extracted honej' lias
commenced to arrive lively, and is in fair demand
at 6@8c on arrival. Comb honey is of slow demand,
with nothing choice on the market; prices nominal
There is a fair demand for beeswax, and arrivals
are good at 23@35<" for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
June 19. Cincinnati, O.

St. Louis.—Ho/jey.—Market very quiet—no life
to it. It is hard to get offers on any quantity.
Prices are quietly settling to lower figures. Ex-
tracted, 5@5M in barrels; 6^4(gi7 in cans. Beeswax,
prime, 34c. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
June 19. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.—Honey.— l!f6 hone.v on the market.
Prospects for half a crop, our section of the State.

Hamblin & Bearss,
June 19. Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Hrxiej/.—Very little demand, and mar-
ket bare of desirable grades. Extracted, 7@8c. Bees-
wax, 33@24. M. H. Hunt,
June 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Houci/.—No new honey in the
market yet; all old cleaned up. Think new 1-lb.
comb will sell for about 16c,. Extracted, nominal,
5@7. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
June 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Albany.—Hdjiej/.-Honey market very quiet now,
with no receipts except some extracted, on which no
market price lias been established yet, as demand is
light. We look for a good demand as soon as new
crop comes. Beeswax is more plentiful at 27@3h for
best. H. R. Wright,
June 25. Albany, N. Y.

San Francisco.—Honey.—Honey is rather easy
and arrivals increase. The qualifiy is excellent this
season, and the crop will be a good average but not
as large at anticipated. We quote 5@6 for extracted.
Comb honey, 1-lb., ll@im. Beeswax, not plentiful,
at 24<§i25. SCHACHT, Lemcke & Steiner,
June 33. San Francisco, Cal.

FORSAL'.i—1893 white and alsike clover extracted
honey. Sample on application.

J. B. MUBRAY, Ada, Ohio.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, istfdb and Prompt.

Muth's

Honey

In packages of V,
X, 1, and 5 lbs.,

25c. per lb.

If sent by mail,

add 17c for every lb.

C. F. Muth & Son,

976-978 Oentr. Ave.,

CIITCIITITATI, OHIO.

Caramels.
?yin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

The Coming Game Bird.
The Chinese Pheasant,

or riongolian Ring Neck.
Send lor descriptive catalogue to

iJ^4S. A.. SJ3/fSOA'', Alexis, 111.

t^In responding to this advertisement mention GLEANINa&

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

$6 nn ^*^' ^'^y ''"® good " EDLAND
,\JKf gj.^ •jy characters, almost new

typewri1>
cost $11.00.

J. N. Patterson, England, Pa.

JVIAILING . .

. . BLOCKS
FOR

SAMPLES .

OF

. . HONEY.
The adjoiuins" cut

shows a very convenient
package for mailing
samples of honey and
other liquids. The cut
is only about half size of
the one we are prepared
to furnish, which holds
i4 ounce, and gives a
good taste of the honey
and some to spare. We
also use a very wide-
mouthed bottle so the
honey will run out eas-
ily. You notice the top
screws on, closing it

tight and making a very
handy package, easily
opened, and accepted by
the postal authorities.
We have just bougiit 35
gross so as to be al)le to
sell them at only 5c each,
56c per doz. By m:iil, ;5c

extra on one, or 3c each
extra in quantities.

A. I. ROOT,
SLedina, 0.
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- Bingham Perfect Smokers.
CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

Ptitented 1878, 1883, and 1893.

The Doctor, 3!4-inch stove, largest smoke and fuel capacity made. $3.( 0; Cnrqueror, 3-

inch stove, $1.75: Large, Jl.50. Postpaid per mail. Thej' all Lave wide shields, movable
bent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Bingham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in
everjr country.
The Bingham & Hetherington uncapping-knife also tselongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

"^
lIT ^' c Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=Smokers.

"Our smaller smokers are as we have always made them. Little Wonder, narrow
shield, IK-inch stove. 65 cts. ; Plain, narrow shield, 2-inch stove, $1.00; Extra, 3-inch
stove, wide shield. $1.25.

They are a great convenience in handling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keepers

as being just the tiling.— Qi'ein & Fyke, Ettawanda, Cal.

The best to be had.- C. J Donaldson, Lapeer. Mich.
As perfect as need be.—H. M. Seely, Harford, Pa.

It is iust what I wanted.—J. C. Keithley, Shacklef all. Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind.

I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.—Henry F. Hagen, Rocky

To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to X. F. BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has 2Vo Say in St'ood-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Hanufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

If you wish to

Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or

5 banded, bred in different yards, 75 cts.

each; «4.25 for 6. or $8.00 per doz. Prices \U

to dealers, and by the quantity, on ap- 1)5^

plication. Fine breeders, $5.00; always
on hand. Prices for those that produce
strictly 5-banded bees, on application.

Remember, I guarantee safe arrival, and ^satisfac-

tion in the bounds of reason.
AJRS. aEAAJE ATCHLIt,\ ,

GreenviU&, Hunt Co., Tex.

BUCKEYE APIARY,

JULY
PRICES.

I sell tested Italian queens ;it. . . .$1 00

Untested " "
.... 80

" Gray Carniolan queens.. 80
" .5-banded queens 80

Bees bv tlie pound 80

And all kinds of Supplies at Root's prices.

CHAS. L. HIT^L,,
Bo^ i:?0. Deniiison, O.

Eastern Supply Souse.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21-20db Please mention this paper.

^asTior Beeswax!
Will pay 21c per lb. cash, or 24o in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered

at our R. R. station. The s-ime will be sold to those

who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best

selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

SAY!
Did vou know TESTEL*
that Green sold QUEENS
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HOSTLERS

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50.

Mismated queens, 35c.
Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low prices. 12tfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

The Northwest Home of the Honey Bee.

COLE' «£ LOWERS,
DEALERS

A. I. ROOT'S BEE SUPI^LIES
Breeders of Italian Queens and Beks.

Write for Price List.

L.ATONA, KING CO., WASHINGTON.
Please mention this paper. 12 13-ltdb

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Samples of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price liid of every thing
needed in the apiary M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

Central Bee=liive Factory
And Bee-keepers' Supply-house of Illinois. Write
for Catalogue for 1893. Address

F. N. JOHNSON, P. O. Box 137,
8-13bd Knoxville, Knox Co., Illinois.

Control Your Swarms.
N. D. West's Spiral Wire

Queen-Cell Protectors will
do it, and you can RE-
QUEEIs your apiary during

p^ the swarming season. Pro-
If nouneed the best by such

men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington, Cherry Valley,
N. Y. ; P. H. Elwood, Stark-
ville. N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3.00 per

100, or 12 for 60c. by mail. Cages, f6.00 per 100, or 12
for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaining, 25 cts. Tlie cages are used for hatching
queens in any hive, and are the best Bee-Escape In
use. Address 5-8db

N. D. WEST, Middleburgh, Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Please mention this paper.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays. .

Wlien you are considering"
where to send for your sup-
plies the coming- season, g-et
prices and a list of goods on
hand, from one of the follow-
ing dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, thus securing them at
lowest cost. Most of them»
except those far distant, sell

goods to users at factory prices, while tliose far distant add approximately only the carload rate
of freight, so that you will Cov^p* TitTlP* artfi IMXr^nf^^r by buying your supplies of
one of these dealers. We *-'**^^ 1 iiiic ciliu -t'lvillC^ g^^ ,j(jt g-j^g jjgj.g j^ jjg,; qj
goods kept, as it varies some at the different places according to the varying needs of each local-
ity. Write to the place nearest you for list with prices, and when you write give a list of the
goods you want, and mention this paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.
H. G. Acklin, 1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm-Implement Co. , Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting- chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,
and extractors is also kept by the following:

Henry F. Hagen, Kocky Ford, Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111. Walter S. Pouder, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Perf . Zinc, etc., are furnished by;a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmansliip, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we advertise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish; but find out what they
agree to furnish, and at what price, by
writing for list to address nearest you. A. I. Root, Medina, O.

In writing to any of above please mention Gleanings.

Keepers Supplies.

In writing advertisers please mention tliii paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J, M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
|IS"In respondtnjr to tlils adveitisemeiii mention Ri.kanini:s.

"Quigley's Golden Italians"
Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. They have stood the past severe winter
without protection and without loss. Warranted
purely mated. Bach, $1.00; 6 for $.5.00. Safe arrival
and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular of queens
and a full line of bee- supplies sent free.

9-tfdb E. F. QUIGLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.
Please mention this paper.

Wholesale and Retail Manufacturer and

Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.

W. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,
Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.
Flease mention this paper.
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Feeding Back
Honey to secure the completion of unflnislied
sections can be made very profitable if rightly
managed during the hot weatlier of July and
August. In "ADVANCED BEE CULTURE"
may be found complete instructions regarding

the selection and preparation of colonies, preparation of the feed, manipulation necessary to secure the
rapid capping of the combs, time for removing the honey, and how to manage if a few sections in a case
are not quite complete; in short, all of the ** kinks " that have been learned from years of experience and
the " feeding back " of tons of lioney.

Price of the book, 50 cts. ; the Review one year, and the book, for $1.25; or the Review the remainder
of the year, and the book, for only 75 cts. Stamps taken, either U. S. or Canadian.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

r^,-s.r^^r~r-k w^ TT C C^ /^ A 13 C" <^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORT C.H PC-t. t.OOAr'C.O inipU'incnt by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas. F. Muth, Jno. S Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, W'm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other protnineut bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

PRICE'^ • -Each, post-paid, with directions, 20c.; per doz,. $2.2."i. Return them and (/et your money hack

after trid! if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. 4, E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

HELP
Is in my reach at last. I have
1.50 fine young queens to ship in
the next 10 days, and more hatch-
ing at a lively rate every day.
Send your order right along;

you know what my queens are;
if you do not. I will just say they
can not be beat for Business,
Beauty, and Gentleness; see page
468, last Gleanings.
If you have not tried these

5- banded beauties you surely
should.
Warranted to get l^ees with 3 or

more yellow bands, $1.00 each;
6 for $5.00; or if you want a

queen warrvnted to get all 4 and 5 banded bees, in-

quire about my "special mated" queens.
Safe arrival guaranteed. Money-order oflBce,

Cable, 111.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = HI.

Formerly S. F. & I. TREGO. M8db

I^oli'inc Bred for business, beauty, and
ILctllctlld. gentleness. Tested queen, $1.25.

Untested, 75c. 1 lb. bees in shipping-cage, 75c.

Mrs. a. M. Kneeland.
Mulb( rry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

1

PASTEBOARD BOXES, OR CARTONS.
\

Bee-keepers are realizing i

more and more tlie value of
i

tliese cartons for putting their
j

ccmib honey in marketable
shape. Other articles of home
consumption are put up in a
neat attractive way, and in
sliape to be handed to the cus-
tomer and carried safely with-
out wrapping. Why not sec-
tions of comb lioney, especially
wlieii the cost of the boxi s is

so lowV Cartons in stock are
for 1 % and lf| sections.

Oh, mamma

!

Have you heard of the

FK,H3E3

200-Page Bee-Book
given to every I\E^'
Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest, Best,
Cheapest and the only
^'^eekly Bee - Paper
in America. 32-pag3s

;

^1 a year. Sarnj^hfree

-GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, rLI*

To new subscribers: the journal alone sent
for 3 months for 20 cents.

Great
Reduction.

FIO. lib.

TABLtL rp PRICES OF 1-LB. CARTONS.
Name or designation. Price-

1-lb. carton, phun Ic each; 25 ior20c.
l-lli. carton, printed one side, one

color, name and address
1-lb. carton, printed two or three

colors, one side
1-lb. carton, printed one color on
both sides, name and address

l-lh. cai-ton, printed two or three
colors, botli sides

100
1

500
1
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STRAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

How DO YOU make out at prevention of
swarms ?

White ci-ovek Is simply immense this year.
Oh for the bees to gather it!

The nom de plume epidemic seems to be
breaking out again in the bee-journals.

Pythagoras, who lived to the age of 90,

attributed his longevity to the use of honey.

Friend Root, you did a good thing when you
turned W. P. loose among those ancient bee-
books. How he does revel in them

!

White clover, says Gleanings, "is follow-
ing up the locusts very closely." This year it

got in ahead of locusts at Marengo. Queer sea-
son, anyhow.
Can a queen get through a smaller perfora-

tion while a virgin than after laying? is a
question I wish some of our careful investigat-
ors would settle.

Which is best—to grumble because I haven't
bees enough to store all the honey clover yields,
or to be thankful all over because my bees have
all the honey they can handle?

Cutting queen-cells, it is certain, can not
be relied on as a preventive of swarming-; but
it is equally certain that the practice has a
tendency to delay and in some cases to entirely
prevent it.

Rambler's head's level as to the bottle
business. Local m'ohibition is a good step, but
it's not a very long step. Marengo has had no
saloons for 30 years, but the neighboring towns
make drunkards of her boys.

Michigan's ahead! Got an experiment
station to be run at his own home by a live
bee-man, bee-ke-pers to have direct reports
from him in a live bee-paper. I don't blame
Hutch a bit fordoing a little mild crowing.

Sheep as lawn-mowers in the apiary are
favored on page 494. I've tried sheep, horses,
and cows. Horses move hives the least of the
three. Sheep made as much trouble in that
direction as cows.- Cows are the dirtiest.

A German writer advises against pavilions
or arrangement of bees in several stories, as he
finds that, when one of these colonies has a
playspell and another commences a playspell
after, the bees of the last unite with the first,

thus weakening the second.
BuRR-coMBs over top-bars can be greatly re-

duced in all cases where hives have the old-
fashioned ^-inch space over top-bars. Just

nail in the rabbet a strip Jg inch thick, and
there you are, with your space reduced a third,
and burr-combs reduced a good deal more.

Bees gather sweet honey
On days that are soney.

And store it away in the comb;
It seems very foney
That thus they make money

As far o'er the meadows they romb.

A RATHER SAD alternative, as Rambler puts
it on page 474. A bee-keeper must keep cross
bees, marry a fighting wife, or go crazy. As
Rambler is still a bachelor, I guess his bees
can't be very good natured, for the brightness
of his intellect doesn't seem the least tarnished.

Friend Root, you wouldn't be so near the
foot of the ladder if you had called for reports a
month later. The losses kept on late in the
spring, and many haven't as many colonies
now as they had when they reported. In at
least one State a good authority reports only 20
per cent left.

' It may be safe now to report how many col-
onies I have left, as it is past the middle of
June, clover is booming, and I don't think any
more will die. A little more than half are
dead, and some of the living might about as
well be. I don't mind the winter, but deliver
me from another such spring.

Watch queens at swarming, and see wheth-
er they are not. some of them, just as small as
when virgins. I think some have even smaller
abdomens than during part of their virginity,
and I suspect the thora.x remains unchanged in
size, and I'm pretty sure it's the thorax that
decides whether an excluder will exclude.

Diarrhea was cured by a correspondent of
A. B. J., last winter, he says, in this way. He
cleaned the movable bottom-board, and placed
under the frames a piece of brown paper on
which a few drops of spirits of peppermint had
been previously spilled. That seemed to stop
the disease for two or three weeks, when the
process was repeated.

Queen introduction, Layens' plan. Take
two or three frames from the center of the
queenless hive; brush them on the alighting-
board; quickly replace the frames; spray the
bees on the alighting-board with scented
sweetened water; spray also the queen and her
attendants, and drop them, in the crawling
mass that are entering the hive, and they will
be as old friends.

How EXACTING readers of bee-journals are!
In reading a literary magazine, a religous
paper, or daily newspaper, they don't expect to
read the whole thing through, but each one
picks out and reads just what he likes; but in a
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bee-journal, if every thing from cover to cover
isn't jost to the taste of the reader, there's a
grumble. But the very thing we don't like

may just suit another.
" QuEEN-ExcLTJDER," friend Pettit thinks,

should be changed.to " queen-bar." Exclude is

to shut out, and " excluder " is an appropriate
name when the device is used to shut bees out
of supers, but quite inappropriate when it is

used to shut bees in a hive, and more and rftore

it is thus used as an includer. A bar is "any
thing which obstructs, hinders, or prevents." so

it is appropriate always, and has the merit of

brevity. Shall "bar" be the name? What say
you, Mr. Editor, and others?

HIVES FOR FARMERS.

WHAT DOOLITTLE ADVISES.

A correspondent writes that he has been in-

duced to take Gleanings, and after reading
two or three of my articles in the same, and
others by Dr. Miller, Manum, etc., he has be-
come interested in bees. He says he is a farmer
and wishes me to write an article on the best

style of hive, with management of the same,
for the farmer who may keep a few colonies of

bees. In complying with this request, I would
say that all depends upon how " the farmer "

intends to keep his bees and what time he ex-
pects to spend on them. If he intends only to

hive the swarms when they issue, and put on the
surplus-boxes when the white clover commences
to bloom, paying no other attention to them
(which is the way the average farmer tends to

the bees), then I would say that the box hive,

known as the " Miner Hive," is as good for

such a one as any hive in existence. Why I

single out the Miner hive from all the other box
hives or log gums of the past, is, that, should
our farmer ever want to sell his bees, they will

bring from fifty cents to one dollar more per
hive than they would in any of the others, on
account of the provision Mr. Miner made so

that the bees nearly, if not quite always, build
their combs straight and true, so that, when
they come into the possession of the practical
bee-master, they are easily transferred to any
of the movable-frame hives.

If, on the other hand, the farmer is willing to

give his bees the attention which they require,

which is far less than he would give one of his

hogs or cows, then I would say that nothing
short of a good movable-frame hive will be
good enough for him. As to which of the
frame hives is the best, I would say that much
depends on the locality in which we live. If

in the South, then the Langstroth or even
shallower frames will do as well as any; but if

north of latitude 42°, then I would prefer a
deeper frame, if the bees are to be wintered on
their summer stands. Of course, chaff packing
will help the shallow-frame hive; but I believe

it is something conceded by all, that a deep
frame is preferable for the extreme North. A
hive that will bring the colonies out strong in

the spring is something worth looking after,

where the crop of white honey comes early in

the season, as it always does where white clover
is the chief source of supply; and the hive
which accomplishes this item the most perfect-
ly is the one the farmer, or any other person
keeping bees, should look after. Lots of bees
in time for the honey-harvest means success to

their keeper, while few bees at that time means
a failure, no matter how many there may be
at all other times. The early management of

any hive consists in knowing that the bees
have a good queen, plenty of stores, and that

they are tucked up warm and secui-e at the top
of the hive. Bees will build up, even if the top
of tlie hive has cracks in it; but all will see
that the heat which passes out of these cracks
takes so much warmth away from around the
cluster, and causes the bees to burn just so
much more fuel (honey) to replace the same,
only to be carried away again. Therefore it

pays well to see that the top of the hive is tight
in early spring.
Plenty of stores are needed, for if the bees

have to scrimp on account of fears of starva-
tion, not nearly as many bees will be reared as
there would be were there so much honey in

the hives that the bees could use it lavishly.
A hive that has twenty pounds of honey in it

on the first day of April will, as a rule, give
double the bees at the commencement of the
clover harvest, that the one will which has
only five pounds, providing the latter does not
starve altogether. A good queen is an actual
necessity; for, tuck up the hive as well as we
may, and give the bees a surplus of stores, to

such an extent that they may feel rich, yet if

the queen is a poor or failing one, there will be
only enough bees raised to keep up the dying
population of the hive, resulting in little or no
honey to the owner.
Seeing that the bees have the three requisites

named above, little more will be needed from
the farmer till swarming-time arrives. When
the first swarm issues he will mark the date on
the hive, so that in eight days he can go in the
evening and listen for the piping of the first

young queen, which usually hatches some time
during the seventh day, where the swarm issues
on tlie sealing of the first queen-cell, as it gen-
erally does. If he hears the queen piping, he
may know that, if the weather is pleasant, a
second swarm will issue the next day, unless
thwarted in some way, and also that there is a
queen hatched and at liberty in the hive. If he
hears this piping, the hive should be opened
early the next morning and every queen-cell
cut off, which will surely prevent any after-

swarm issuing from that hive. To be sure that
no queen- cells are missed, it is well to shake
the bees off each frame, in front of the hive, so
that none are hidden by the bees being so
thickly clustered on them.
The surplus-arrangement should be put on

each hive as soon as its combs are filled with
brood and there is honey coming in from the
fields, no matti^r whether they have swarmed
or not, and upon all others as soon as there are
bees enough in them so that they can keep up
the necessary warmth for brood-rearing, with
the surplus-arrangement on. As soon as the
sections are filled they are taken off, and more
put in their places to the end of the harvest,
when no new ones should be put on to become
travel-stained and stuck up with propolis, so
that the bees will be more likely to finish what
are already on. Any farmer can do as much as
is here outlined, and I have sometimes seriously
questioned whether this will not give any of us
as good results as the more frequent manipula-
tion of each hive, which has been insisted upon
in the past. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y.

CHESTNUT HONEY.

C. p. COFFIN CLAIMS THAT HIS BEES GATHER IT.

Friend Root:—" Woodchopper," on page 432,

is very emphatic in asserting that the common
chestnut does not yield honey, but only a small
quantity of white pollen. Such is his observa-
tion after an experience of 31 years in a chest-
nut region, his opinion being that, as basswood
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and chestnut bloom at the same time, the more
showy flowers of the latter get the credit,
while, in truth, the honey really comes from
the basswood, and only a scantily furnished
supply of pollen is the sum total derived by the
bees from the long bloom, or "tails," of the
chestnut. He asks Mr. Benton, who referi-ed

to " chestnut honey " on page 254, to tell us of
the variety of chestnut, other than the horse-
chestnut, which yields honey.
Perhaps, owing to the peculiar conditions of

last year's (1893) honey season I can throw a
little light on this question. By way of pref-
ace, I will say that the common chestnut is one
of our most common trees in this section, where
it attains a size and height equaling almost any
'of our forest-trees, the timber being used for
many purposes, and considered particularly
valuable for fence-posts and like uses where
lasting properties are a desideratum. Through-
out the range of pasturage within reach of my
apiary, and all through this part of the State,
are vast numbers of chestnut-trees which bloom
here early in June; and as I write, the whiten-
ing top of a magnificent specimen of this tree
is in view, though the bloom will not be fully
open for some days yet.
Now, as between basswood and chestnut, the

trouble will not arise here in deciding to which
belongs the credit of a honey-flow, for I have
never seen a basswood in this section. We
hear of linn, or linden, in parts of the South,
but not here. When chestnut is in bloom, most
of our early sources of honey have gone out of
bloom, and later ones have not come in. Just
before chestnut there is, unless honey-dew pre-
vails, a loafing-time among the bees. One of
those times, bee-keepers know and dread, if

they have put off taking the honey already
stored until then, for it is a fight to the finish

—

tent or no tent—getting that honey.
Now, here comes a puzzle, if chestnut does

not yield honey. Just as soon as the trees are
white with blossoms the bees begin to hum, and
pretty soon they have assumed that frenzied
hurry and " get up and go " in leaving the hive,
and that peculiar " plumping down " on enter-
ing, that tells the tale of " honey coming in." so
plainly that " hefting " the hive is an unneces-
sary task in proving its increasing weight.
Meanwhile the apiary and surroundings are red-
olent of the pungentodor characteristic of chest-
nut-blossoms — an aroma unmistakable that
pervades the atmosphere far and near during
their bloom. Not only is this odor particularly
strong among the hives, in the air about them,
but it is more pronounced on opening them and
in the extracting-room, to which the flying bees
are attracted so as to be as troublesome as in a
dearth of honey.
The conditions of the honey season mentioned

were owing, in part, to the succession of freezes
in spring which killed or injured the buds and
blossoms of trees and plants that furnish our
principal honey-flow of April and May. There
was no spring crop, the bees barely eking out a
living till chestnut-bloom in June, when the
only yield of the year was obtained in the shape
of surplus, and even that was lighter than
usual—winter stores coming later from bitter-
weed and fall flowers. This surplus was
unmistakably from one source. The only blos-
soms bees were seen on were chestnut. Hives,
extractor, and honey had theodor of that bloom:
the honey tasted, when new. of the same flavor
so strongly as to be unpalatable; and. even
when thick and ripe, and after candying, its

characteristic flavor was noticeable. My honey-
book of last year's date has this note: "June
l.>—Honey-flow began June 10th, from chest-
nut unmistakably, as odor indicates source.
Began extracting 17th; crop 4*)8 lbs."

In average years, honey stored just before

—

possibly a certain amount with—and after
chestnut, from other sources, and taken off all
at the same time, has not the distinctive flavor
so noticeable as that of last year; but I do not
remember a year when chestnut was in bloom
that the hives did not have the same odor as
the chestnut-blossom, and the honey the cor-
responding flavor if extracted at the time.
Mr. Benton mentions this honey as light in

color in Carniola. It is rather darker than our
average fall honey here. In the fall it grows
thick, and is called "rich," and is much liked
by many, and candies with cold weather.
In these particulars it seems to me we ought

not to be too certain we are right and somebody
else wrong. A plant or tree may be fruitful,
and yield honey in one locality, and refuse to
do so in another. Grapes vary in different lo-
calities in flavor, though of the same variety;
sometimes, even when within a stone's throw
of each other, owing to difference in soil. Cli-
mate affects color as well as flavor. In Doo-
little's notes in the]A B C book, he says buck-
wheat has yielded honey in his locality only
five times in 12 years; hence he gave it up as a
honey-source.
So it would seem, in summing up, that, while

chestnut, perhaps, may yield no honey in
Woodchopper's section, it may do so in Carnio-
la; while as to its yield in Mississippi, so sure
has it seemed to me as a prolific and unfailing
source, that, if I had been asked to name one or
more sources of wide extent from which bees,
during such bloom, gather honey of distinctive
flavor as unmistakable as basswood and white
clover north, I should, without hesitation, have
named "chestnut" (June) and " bitterweed "

(Aug., Sept.), the flavor of both being alone
sufficient proofs—the last named disclosing
itself in the milk of cows early in spring, when
the plant is tender, and eaten by them, as well
as in honey from its blossoms later in the year.
Pontotoc, Miss., June 3. C. P. Coffin.

P. S.—A south breeze bringing the well-
known odor. I have just walked over to the
trees, and find the blossoms opening rapidly,
and the bees already thick upon them, and the
lethargic appearance in the apiary changed to
one of activity. Inclosed is a sprig. C.

CAN THE BEES CHANGE THE SEX OF AN
EGGT

AN INCIDENT THAT SEEMS TO SHOW THAT
THEY CAN.

On page 385, near the bottom of the first col-

umn. Dr. C. C. Miller says: "Get clearly, then,

the idea that an egg that is fertilized as it passes
the outlet from the spermatheca will produce
a worker or a queen, and one not thus fertilized

will produce a drone. No after-treatment can
change its sex."

I will not repeat more of said article. I be-
lieve Dr. M. to be correct should ive move
worker eggs to drone-cells and vice ver.svt; also

that a drone egg will always produce a drone
under all circumstances, and nothing else. So
far as I have observed, and several other bee-

keepers with whom I conversed and correspond-
ed on this subject, bees can and will, under
certain conditions, change worker eggs to

drones.
In 1884 I start(>d in the spring with 20 colonies,

mostly poor hybrids and blacks. As the pros-

pects for a good honey crop were favorable and
the spring fine, I increased my bees to 80 colo-

nies, nearly all by artificial increase, raising all

my queens' from two tested queens. The latter
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part of April I divided one black colony, taking
all eggs and unsealed brood; also all drone
brood and larvae, with the queen, on a new
stand; then I went to the hive containing a
tested queen to see if I could find a comb with
only eggs and young larva\ Every comb had
some larvye which was too old, except a frame
of drawn foundation on which the queen was
laying, having filled about two- fifths of the
frame in the center. The next day I went to
the black and queenless colony, and looked
over the combs to see if ihey had started queen-
cells on larvae I might have overlooked. Then
I went to my tested queen and got that new
comb which was now pretty well filled with
eggs, and gave it to the queenless colony.
About five days later I wanted to see how my
queen-cells were getting along, when, to my
surprise, they had gnawed three holes in it

about the size of a fifty-cent piece. Along the
edge of each they had several queen-cells, and
around these a circle, about one inch wide, of
drone-cells with larva? in them, which hatched
in due time into perfect pure Italian drones,
the same as in their mother hive. There must
be a certain time up to which the bees can re-
move the spermatozoon from worker eggs ; and
it is my opinion that this is not over 24 hours
after the egg is laid.

I do not want to get in a quarrel with Dr. M.;
but if he does not believe me, let him try the
experiment for himself. I have given every
detail, to let those who are interested in it test
it. fSo far as lam concerned, I am just as sure
about it as I know that day follows night and
night follows day. I have waited to see whether
Doolittle or some of our headlights would give
Dr. M. a gentle hauling over the coals for his
bold assertions; but so far no one has done so.

Sabinal, Tex. J. A. Schuddemagen.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

The book noticed in our last review was But-
ler's Feminine Monarchie, published in 1609. Of
this work we have two copies, the second one
being printed in London in 1673, in the Latin
language—the common vehicle for scientific in-

struction in those days. This rendered the
book intelligible to all civilized nations. This
need of a universal language is shown in the
invention of what is now called Volapiik, or
universal language — a mode of speech with no
irregularities or exceptions. The book in ques-
tion is 4 X 6 inches, and over 3 inches thick, be-
ing very " chunky," and more than four times
as thick as the English copy. It is divided into
four parts. The first part, devoted to bees,
contains 200 pages. The rest of the book is

English, and is devoted to gardening. The
first division of it is called the "Garden of
Eden," containing 300 pages; then follows the
" Planter's Manual," 140 pages, winding up
with a disquisition on soils, 170 pages. Count-
ing indexes and all, the book has about 850
pages, printed on thick paper. This makes the
volume so stout that it reminds one of some
folks of whom we say they would " get there
sooner by rolling," as their equatorial diameter
exceeds the polar.
Whatever may be said of their knowledge of

bees. I can't help feeling that "Mr. Hugh Prat,
Kt," the author of the " Garden of Eden," could
give the gardeners of to-day a good many
points in their chosen line, and have some left.

His plan of arranging trees, flowers, etc., shows
that the' English have long been in the front
rank in their efforts to make this world beauti-
ful and productive. The "Planter's Manual"

was written by Charles Cotton, Esq., and seems
to be all one could ask for in that line; in fact,
I believe I shall adopt It as a text- book. True,
there are some allusions in it to planting
things when the moon is right, which seems to
be all "moonshine;" but the wisdom of watch-
ing the moon seems to be about this: Suppose
you plant a tree on the 30th of April, and the
moon gets "full" that night. Well, by refer-
ring to your almanac it will furnish you an easy
means of remembering when the tree was set
out. It is a chronological arrangement.
The treatise on soils was written by J. Eve-

lyn, Esq., by order of the Council of the Royal
Society, June 24th, 167G. Like the multiplica-
tion-table of those days, I can't see but it is just
as good as the one we use. Really, I am firmly
convinced that the people of to-day would be
greatly benefited if they would inquire wisely
concerning the things that have been. Gun-
powder is spoken of as an ingredient in making
good soils. Enough of it will doubtless make
things come along fast enough. Our clay lumps
here in Medina County certainly need some-
thing of the kind to crack them open.
But we are here to examine Butler on bees,

and not gardening; but the subjects are so in-
termingled that it is difficult to separate them.
One strange thing we learn from Butler is, that
music was written in his day on four lines in-

stead of five as now. How came notes of music
in a bee-book? In describing the swarming-
note, Butler uses music-notes to represent the
sound. The hum of the workers is represented
by striking G once and A (first key above) eight
times in rapid succession. Jusr, try it once. It
doesn't take much practice. Probably the or-
gan would be better than the piano, and the
violin still better. If the latter instrument is

used, a green hand will produce a more curdling
effect. Strike F (above middle C) rapidly some
twelvi^ times, and that gives the pitch of the
queen. Let me quote a few words:
"She continues the same some four or five

semi breves, sounding the end of every note in
C, sol, fa, do; so that, when they sing together,
they sometimes agree in a perfect third; and if

you repeat the termination of the bass, some-
times in a diapason (octave). With these tunes
answering one another, they go solemnly about
the hive to give warning to all the company."
Perhaps Dr. Miller can explain this at the

next convention.
One of the most remarkable things I ever read

in a book written by a man of Mr. Butler's at-
tainments is the following. It is too good to be
lost. I will reduce it to modern spelling:

" A certain simple woman having some stalls

of bees which yielded not unto her her desired
profit, but did consume and die of the murrain,
made her moan to another woman more simple
[unskilled] than herself; who gave her counsel
to get a consecrated host and put it among
them; according to whose advice she went to
the priest to receive the host, which, when she
had done, she kept it in her mouth; and being
coming home again she took it out and put it

into one of the hives. Whereupon the murrain
ceased, and the honey abounded. The woman,
therefore, lifting up the hive at the due time to
take out the honey, saw there, most strange to
be seen, a chapel built by the bees, with an al-

tar in it. the walls adorned by marvelous skill

of architecture, with windows conveniently set

in their places; also a door, and a steeple with
bells; and the host, being laid upon the altar,

the bees, making a sweet noise, flew round
about if."

No doubt a bee might have been seen on a
little wax stool, leaning back and playing some
of Bach's fugues in the key of bee-flat, on a lit-

tle wax organ, while the wax bells rang a merry
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wax chime. Does Mr. Butler relate it as fact?
He meets every conceivable objection to it with
all the skill of a lawyer. And who shall say
the vision was baseless? Quite likely some
cells were capped over, and became colored or
stained in such a way as to resemble the front
of a church, by using the imagination vigorous-
ly, just as the stars may be made to represent
the outlines of a sugar-bowl, bee-hive, or fan-
ningmill. at pleasure. As to whether wax
bells would ring or not. just hear Mr. Butler's
own defense, and be not faithless:

'• And if any shall say that those bells, being
made of such nn'tal. would give but a weak
sound when they were rung to matins, they
must consider the parishioners lived not far off.

And so I think these captious critics will hold
themselves satisfied."

Any thing but a captious person for me.
What a wonderful thing is the human mind

when h'd captive by thn imagination, and de-
prived of some of the most evident truths in na-
ture! How long mankind has bpen in reaching
the present high state of pulightenmentl and
yet how prone to that which is absurd and in-

explicable! It seems strange that men who
had such high conceptioirs ol' religion as Mr.
Butler evinces in many places could have cou-
pled it with the action of a mere insect. But
let us not be uncharitable. Those were days of
wax tapers and torches, while we live in an age
of electricity and steam. The greatest valley
of daikness that the human mind has ever en-
lightened is itself.

In the remaining books which we have to re-

view, we find that much of the superstition
drops off, and we seem to be among men more
like ourselves. W. P. R.
Medina, June 24.

SELF-HIVERS VS. QTIEEN-TRAPS IN CON-
TROLLING SWARMS.

THE SELF-HIVEK PREFERRED.

On page 401 our old friend Henry Alley argues
that a queen-trap will catch a swarm as well as
a self-hiver. All we have to do is to return the
queen to the hive two or three days after the
swarm has issued—so he claims.
In a foot-note' to a similar article written by

Mr. Alley for Gleanings (April 1st, pages 3.^7,

274), Mr. E. R. Root says: "The bees, having
been thwarted in their efforts to carry out the
instinct of nature, remained in the iiive. frit-

tered away their time doing nothing, and final-

ly end 'd up by killing the queen." This was in
reference to using queen-traps as advised by
Mr. Alley.

Well, it is simply this: With a queen-trap
the swarm returns to the old hive, the swarm-
ing fever not satisfied, and the whole thing will

work in nearly every case as described above
by Mr. Root. But with a self-hiver that would
hive the whole swarm, the case would be en-
tirely different, because then swarming would
actually take place, the swarming fever be
satisfied, and the swarm go to work with all

the vim and energy always displayed by new
swarms (at least I think so).

The supers should be put on the hive of the
new swarm, and at least part of the brood

-

combs and young bees also transferred to the
new hive, and the whole made a rousing colony.

I am afraid Messrs. Pratt and Root have
made a mistake in placing the new hive under
the old one. Lifting the old hive, and perhaps
two or three supers, or even turning them, as
they say, " cat-a-cornered." to ascertain which
hives have been swai'ming, is too much work.
Better have the hiver in front, and only a cover

to lift. I somewhat suspect that they have
done it, and also adopted a peculiar queen-
escape instead of a cone, in order to avoid
infringing on Mr. Alley's queen-trap patent,
but I don't know positively.
In case the self-hiver and new hive should

be left under the old hive for several weeks or
months, the probability is that the work in the
sections would cease, and the bees fill both new
and old hives, with or without swarming. If

working for comb honey, our aim would be de-
feated; if extracted honey is the object, better
put the two hives one upon the other, without
any self-hiver or honey-board ; or, better still,

adopt a large hive, such as is used by the Da-
dan ts and most of the European apiarists.
Knoxville, Tenn. v_; Adrian Getaz.

{American Bee-Journal.)

[The first self-hiver that Mr. Pratt devised
was gotten up on the horizontal plan—that is,

one hive was in front of the other; but it was a
little difficult to level up two hives exactly in

line so the connection between the two would
be absolutely bee-tight. He later devised a
method whereby the hive to receive the swarm
would b(! below the parent colony. But as this

brings up the question of lifting the upper hive
to see whether the swarm has gone below,
there is a possibility that the first sort of hiver
would be preferable, and there is no reason why
the apiarist could not use this plan if he prefers.

In regard to the queen-trap answering the
purpose of a hiver, Mr. Getaz agrees with us
exactly—that is. it does not satisfy the desire

for swarming, unless the swarm is attended to

immediately, or shortly after the issue of the
swarm. In that case it is a long way from
being (lutcDtiatle, and goes but little further
than the old reliable plan practiced by so many
bee-keepers, of clipping the queen to prevent
the escape of the swarm. Either the trap or

clipped queen requires very soon the attention

of the apiarist. Pratt's automatic hiver, after

it is once attached to the hive, may be left,

and nothing very serious will happen if it is not
attended to in ten days or even two weeks after

the issue of the swarm and its return to the
new hive.]

RAMBLE NO. 87.

harky's visit.

"Good afternoon. Mr. Rambler. Well, well!

Is not that a hard way to travel—on 'shank's
horses,' as the old saying is? Why don't you
get a horse or bicycle ?"

" Whv. my friend, it's the easiest thing in the
world. "Just see here; it is simply the putting

of one foot before the other, just one foot before

the other, and persist in it, and you will get

over much ground in a day. Now, sir, the
trouble with you and other people is that you
fail to persist, and look around for a wagon to

get into. Why, sir, I have known young
healthy men to hang around a village store for

a couple of hours or more, wasting valuable
time waiting for a chance to ride a mile or so,

when the simple putting of one foot before the
other would have landed them home, with
much benefit to their muscles and mind also.

Yes. sir, the-siniple putting of one foot before

the other has resulted in carrying me over
many a five miles, and giving health and mus-
cular dev(^lopment. See here, now, Mr. Squid."
said I, raising my trousers legs, "just see the
development of my muscles; you can not beat
that."
Mr. S. raised his trousers just a little, and the

non-development was so obvious that they
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were soon dropped. Mr. S. turned away with a
wicked leer in his eyes, and tauntingly remarli-
ed, "Yes, brag about the size of your calves;
but you couldn't blow up a lung-tester, could
you ?

"

That remark sort o' riled me; and as he slid

around the corner of the house I shouted,
" Bring on your old lung-tester; if I can't blow
it up I can kick it up.''

I picked up my various traps and proceeded
to put one foot before the other until my cabin
was reached, and I mentally resolved to exer-
cise ray kicking powers on the next lung-tester
I came to.

The next episode in my recent life was a very
pleasant call from my friend Harry (in the
name H. E. Wilder the H stands for Hai'ry).

" Why, good morning, friend Harry; step in

and sit down. I have one chair and a bee-hive
to sit upon. You can take your choice. You
see, we don't put on much style. Take an
orange; or, won't you have a glass of lemonade ?

No sticks in it, mind you, on this ranch."
"Well. Rambler. I don't cai'e if I do take a

little ade; and you know that I do not like

sticks M mine any more than you do in yours.
Hellol got a typewriter, have you? Where did
you find that?"

"Foreign Fingering.

"Oh, that is one of those Odell machines;
and friend Hutchinson, of the Review, sent it

to me, and I am just leai'ning how to run it. I

find that, if I put it down on this box and get a
general bird's-eye view of it, it works much
better. Our friend Pryal, of Oakland, as soon
as he learned that I had a writer, sent me a
whole grist of directions; said that I must not
get on to it with my feet and try to write with
my toes: and then he further insinuated and
said, 'If you wear false teeth, go slow at first

or you will rattle them all out on the table.'

and wound up by advising me to take lessons of
a lady teacher, just as he did, and added much
about romantic results, harmony, felicity, etc.

Of course, you met Mr. Pryal at the convention.
Oh! he impressed you as a very suave and dig-
nified gentleman, did he? Well. Harry, did
you ever see a Tennessee moonshiner? You
didn't? neither did I; but I have some ideas of
them."

" Mr. Rambler, I see that you have a sign up
on the borders of your grounds, ' Danger to
horses and women.' Have you been troubled
much with those quadrupeds and bipeds?"
"Well, Harry, you see my cabin is right up

here among tht; bees; and people riding along
the trail sometimes take a sudden notion that
they want some honey," or wish to inquire the
way to Riverside; and the first I know they are
up here among the bees, where themselves and
horses are in danger of getting stung. Not
wishing to pay for a dead mustang I put up the
sign. 'Danger to horses;' soon after, a man and
young lady drove up to the sign, and. instead
of the man getting out, he sat on his cart and
sent the woman past the danger-point. The
bees began to hover around the posies on her
hat, and at about every three steps she would
give a little shriek, and say, 'OhI I am afraid
of them.' The little woman was of a nervous
temperament; and, a bee hovering too near her
ear, she made a desperate pass at it and hit her
ear-ring. In her nervousness she thought the
dangler from the ring was a bee, and she pad-
dled it for all it was worth, and sent it flying
into the bushes, and then discovered that she
had lost her ear-ring. I sent her back to the
big man in the wagon, and hunted in ihe grass

for the jewel, and at length found
a sort of glass object which I pre-
sume was very valuable. Then,
after all said and done, I had no
honey to sell, for I hud not com-
menced to extract. They sadly
departed, and I dittoed to my cab-
in, and straightway added ivomen
to my sign. The next time that
couple came, the man had evident-
ly had a course of repentance; and,
leaving the woman in the wagon,
he came up with a bold front; and
the first pass a bee made at him it

got in its fine work. It lightened
my labors all day to think how
neatly a bee can take the starch
put of a gi'eat big man when the
occasion demands it. Well, Harry,
we have had a very pleasant chat.
I must now go to extracting honey.
I can not sit still long now. You
know I want to run oiJ enough to
make six tons this week. Come
along and I will show you how I

do it."
" Hello, Rambler! you have one

of those new Crane smokers, have
you? Well, it has a crane's neck
to it, anyway. How do you like
it?"
"I like it very well; it has a fine

blast, burns fuel that my old smo-
ker would not burn, and holds out well; but I

have one fault to find with it—that nozzle is

lined with sheet iron, and it seems to hold the
heat more than a single thickness of tin, and
it makes a hot thing to handle. I should think
that, if asbestos is applied anywhere, it should
be applied around that nozzle. A good thick-
ness here might make it more comfortable to

handle. You see, it works easily. Now, Harry,
we will go out into the apiary. Y^ou carry the
smoker and I will run the wheelbarrow. Bees
going up your sleeves? they—well, grin and
bear it, or bandage your wrists with a white
strip of cloth, as I do. I do my ankles ditto
sometimes."
"See here. Rambler; what is this thing on

these two hives, sort o' tying them together like
the galling bands of matrimony ?''

"That is the new and famous Langdon
swarm-preventer. The inventor sent me one,
desiring me to give it a trial. Colony No. 1 was
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all ready to swarm, and the application of the
device and the running of all of the working
force into hive No. 2 prevented the issuing of

the swarm, and kept them all at work; but
somehow both turned up queenless in a few
days. The colonies evidently had old queens,
and wanted to supersede them. The principle
is all right; and for a comb-honey apiary 1 have
no doubt it will be a desirable invention; but in

an apiary like this, worked for extracted honey
with two supers each, there is but little desire
to swarm, and a swarm -preventer would be
useless."
"I see you have the queen-excluders and

Porter's bee-escapes in full force here. How
do they work this year? "

"We'll. Harry, tliey work nicely except when
the queen gets above the excluder, which they
will do soau'.iimes; and I think it is the fault of

the zinc, for it is some of the first manufacture.
You know a cat will crawl through any hole
that she can get her head through; so with a
queen—she will go through any hole that her
thorax will go through. The first round of
extracting went very nicely ;those third supers,
with the excluders below, came off every time
with the combs free from bees; but now I am
restricting the queen to the lower hive; and in

making this change I find much brood in the
second story, and the brush has to play its part
more or less. I hope to get these two supers
filled twice with honey before the season closes.

I think these supers are too deep to work to
good advantage under this system. I think
that a Heddon case would work better. The
next great invention, Harry, is in connection
with the shallow super, with our electric un-

" Yes. I suppose you will have to go and see
your family. Well, adlos."

"^(7io.s." Ramblek.

CLIPPING QUEENS' WINGS.

capping-machine, and a proper extractor. We
will put our whole super into the extractor, and
throw out the honey at once, and handle not a
frame—.sY(?)e f

"

'• Why, Rambler, what a visionary fellow you
are! I believe you will soon imagine that you
can get the bees to bring the honey and deposit
it right in the tank."
'Perhaps, Harry: but remember that, if it

were not for us visionary fellows—A. I. Root,
Dr. Miller, and I—you would plod along in the
old rut. But you have been making that ex-
tractor lium for an hour, and you must by this

time have a good appetite. Let's go to dinner.
What have I got for dinnc^r? W(^ll, 1 am so

rushed these days that I can't stop to heat up,
cook, and wash dishes moi'(> than onc(^ a day,
and that is in the morning; so I'll give you
what I have—cold potatoes, cold pancakes,
canned beef, cold coffee, etc."
'Well, hunger makes a good cook," added

Harry, as he arose from our humble repast;
"but I believe I shall have to be going."

COVERS FOK BEE-HIVES; HOW TO FIND A
QUEEN, AND HOW TO CLIP HER WINGS

WITHOUT HER KNOWING IT.

The first determination in the clipping of
queens is the season or time of the season.
When a farmer has 200 acres of grain to cut
with one machine he watches it closely, and
begins when it is a little green, and finishes
when it is very ripe. If he should not begin
until the earliest was thoroughly ripe, the last
would be so " dead ripe " that most of it would
shell out so as to be hardly worth the harvest-
ing. One machine is able to cut about 10 acres
a day, and 20 days' time will extend from the
beginning of the ripening to the over-ripeness
of grain. It is no truer of grain than of clip-

ping the queens at the right season, which
comes when there are two or three combs full

of brood and patches of brood in three or four
other combs. Queens may be clipped when
there are only two or three combs of brood;
but this would come earlier in the spring, when
the warm hours of the day are few and the
mornings and evenings are cold. The colonies
being low spirited at this time, queens are
quite apt to be 'balled," especially if the
queen has been handled or frightened.
Then it is just as necessary to avoid letting

the season get too far advanced, as then seven
or eight combs would be filled full of brood,
making large areas to search in or 'er to find

queens; the brood would also extend around
the lower and side edges of the combs, where
queens would be apt to hide and be hard to see;

there are more bees in our way, and, what is

still more, when brood is so plentiful the queen
seems to be less interested in her work, and is

more liable to run from comb to comb, or even
run off the combs entirely on to the side of the
hive. When there are not more than two or

three combs containing brood in the hive it is

rarely that the queen will leave it; but if sev-

eral combs are full of brood, the first desire of

the queen seems to be to get off from them at

once. Thus it may be inferred that the most
propitious time is after the colonies begin to

build up, and before they develop very consid-

erable strength; and this period probably does

not exceed twenty days. Some colonies would
be in the best condition sooner than others, and
it would require more or less than twenty days,

according to the number of queens and skill of

the operator.
Next after the time comes the hive. Some

may think one hive as good as another; but
this rule is varied. It wants a hive which- we
can get open and find the queen at her regular

work undisturbed: and the first thing encoun-
tered is the cover. The latter should be flexible,

so as to be removed gradually to prevent jars

or snaps. A telescopic cover of lumber, and
the frames covered with enamel cloth, accom-
plishes this; but as enamel cloth is eaten and
destroyed by the bees it is too much trouble to

keep it renewed; and it is also best to have a

^ space between the cover and top-bars, to

avoid propolis. A solid board is propolized

around the edges, and nearly always comes up
snapping. I have watched many removing the

flat board covers, and they stand squarely

behind the hive and grasp the cover at each
rear corner, and pull straight upward steadily.

When the propolis breaks, the cover is raised

suddenly, and often jumps quite out of their
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hands. In thus proceeding, the motion is no
less pronounced than is the shock to the hive
and inmates. It would be a little better to

raise one corner first, and, as we pry up with
one hand, push down with the other; but even
then a stiff cover must make some report.
The most satisfactory cover I have found is

made by cleating together three or four pieces
about one-fourth inch in thickness, using three
cleats. The cleats hold the light lumber
straight, as it has not strength to warp like

thicker boards. It allows moisture to pass
through them easily, and is quick to become
dry again. Of course, this thin light wood
could stand very little rain and sun. so I put on
another cover, of tin. The difSculty with tin
lying flat on the ordinary board covers is, that
moisture and sweat from the bees collects on
the inside and rusts the tin and rots the wood
badly. In this thin cover, the cleats are on
the upper side—one on each end and one across
the center; and when the tin is put on it leaves
an air-space of the depth of the thickness of
the cleats. Then the tin is tacked to the sides
but not at the ends, so that the air and mois-
ture can escape. This cover can be removed
with the least jar by prying up the corner; and
its bending disposition extends gradually across
the hive.
To skillfully hunt out queens, instead of

looking for a bee that is a little longer than
any other of the multitude, we take in the
comb at a glance, and locate the queen by a
little circular cluster of bees regularly formed
around a central vacant spot, upon which is

one bee alone. A jar or snap in removing the
cover or lifting the frames dispels this regulari-
ty, some bees going on the war-path while the
rest rush into clustrrs. with the queen hiding
promiscuously among them with about as much
disorder as it would make for a man to enter a
ballroom nnd exclaim at tiie top of his voice
that the building wa> on fire.

If the colony has iuood in live oi- six combs,
and it is earlier than eleven o'clock in the day,
we may expect the queen to be on one of the
two middle combs. If there are six or seven
combs of brood, then it should include the
three middle combs. After noon, if the sun
shines warmly, she is usually nearly outside
the brood-circle and may step over on to an
unoccupied comb; so a' this time of the day I

would not examine the center combs first. By
these observances the queen may be found on
the first comb examined, one-third of the time,
and the sectmd comb would include one-half
of the times.

If the hive was opened and the frames han-
dled accordingly, we shall find the queen busily
engaged at inspecting cells and laying eggs.
At first the light does not disturb her; but in a
moment or two she will become disturbed and
start off on a rambling tour, so what we do
should be done quickly.
Use the small scissors from the counter store,

holding them about half open; follow the point
along three-fourths of an inch, directly over the
queen wherever she moves. Soon she will put
her head into a cell and keep it there about two
seconds. At the same time her wings rise up
at about 25 degrees, when one outside wing
maybe caught, and clipped as soon as caught.
This is the easiest, quicktst. and best way. One-
half of the time is usually spent in catching.
Now. you may try this and fail: but the cause
of failure is generally becausi- the scissors are
held three inches above the queen; then when
she stops you move the scissors to make the
clip. She starts for another cell just in time to
save a wing. Your sudden movement attracts
the attention of an attendant bee. which flies

up and alights on the points of the scissors.

Becoming somewhat vexed at this you open
and shut the scissors three or four times to cut
her legs ofT, and finally thrust the bee to the
ground, with a full-arm movement. This im-
parts a tremulous motion to the comb, which is

held in the left hand; the queen is disturbed;
and when the scissors return to business you
will probably try the difficult, uncertain, and
dangerous plan of catching a wing as the
queen runs, and finally conclude that the plan
works better in theory than in practice.

It is not only best to open hives quietly and
handle frames carefully in finding queens, but
it is a good practice for all the time; and with
the really expert apiarist it becomes natural
and customary. In the busiest part of the day
there are only a few bees that remain as guards;
and molestation of the hive is so little expected
that they hardly recognize an intruder when he
comes, so there !•< no use to smoke the sentinels
at the entrance; and the smell of smoke to a
bee or two here and there as the cover is raised
is an abundance. Even if the tops of the
frames and hive are covered with bees, there
may not be a shadow of reason to use smoke on
them; but if there is a necessity for smoke,
only a bee or two may need it, and those may
be distinguished by the manner in which they
hold their wings or move along. Such bees
should not be smoked, because other bees near
them will be easily scared, and go down
between the combs, and set every thing in a
panic; so I hold the smoker-nozzle close enough
to the dangerous ones to let them know I can
stand a battle with them if necessary, and this

changes their threatening manners.
Always go prepared with smoker at full blast,

scissors in the right vest pocket, and veil on.
Kneel on the left knee at the side of the hive
on which the sun shines; holding the smoker
in the right hand, remove the cover with the
left, very slowly at first, and use no smoke
unless many bees dart out from under it, and
then the smoke should not be driven under the
cover, but it should be directed against the
hive below the cover so that only those bees
which fly out will smell it. Sunlight is nearly
as good as smoke. When the cover is high
enough, set the smoker down and lean forward,
and quickly decide on which comb the queen is

most likely to be; and while the left hand car-
ries the cover to the left, and places it upside
down on the ground, loosen the particular
frame with the right. If one end of the frame
is moved backward and forward and upward
when the left hand returns to the other end, it

will be ready to be immediately raised out of
the hive. While it is coming up, search the
side toward you. When the bottom-bar has
cleared the other frames and hive, you should
be ready for the other side by moving the right
hand inward toward you, and the left hand far
out, causing the comb to move as if the frame
were on a pivot in the center of the bottom-bar.
This gives a slanting view of that side, which
is always the best view; do not stop the comb
to look it over, but glance at it while it is given
to the right or left hand, and is being set on
end in front of the entrance, or against the
farther side of the hive.
While one hand disposes of this frame, the

other goes to loosen another. In clipping I

hold the frame by one projecting arm in the
left hand, and rest the opposite corner on some
part of the hive or on my knee to keep it steady.
One-half of the queens I clip never know any
thing has happened, and I take off the most of
the gauze of one outside wing. When I work
facing the sun 1 lean forward and examine the
farther side of the comb first, which will be
toward the sun. as it is lifted out.
In a description the operation appears as if
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there were several separate movements; but in

practice they are all combined or continued as

one move, as neither hand comes to a standstill

anywhere, and each is engaged in a different

manipulation. C. W. Uayton.
Pasadena, Cal., .Tune 10.

GETTING RID OF LAYING WORKERS
"PULLED QUEENS/' ETC.

value, because so old. If the whole colony were
united with a weaker colony having a queen,
the queen might be i<illed. C .C. Miller.
Marengo, 111.

WINTERING.

DR. C. C. MILLER TELL« US HOW TO AVOID THE
TROUBLE TO A GREAT EXTENT.

A correspondent relates to me his tribulations
with fertile workers, in which the troublesome
pests came out ahead. He first gave them a
ride on a wheelbarrow, and dumped them on
the ground :20 rods away from the apiary, hop-
ing the bees would desert the laying workers
and como back to the old stand, on which he
had piaci'd a new hive containing frames of

brood. But they didn't return. They just lay
on the ground in a pile till nearly dark. I sus-

pect that, if they had been left long enough,
they might have returncid; and I further sus-
pect that the only effect of their rough ride on
the wheelbarrow was to make them lie there
on the ground longer than they otherwise
would have done.
Toward dark he put the liive by them; they

•ran in, and he placed them on a new stand.
Next day most of tlunn returned to the old
stand— pretty clear proof that if he had left

them on the ground, they would have gone back
to the old stand. Then he introduced a laying
queen by the candy plan. The bees ate the
candy and killed the queen in the cage. A
virgin queiMi introduced the same way probably
met a similar fate, as she could not afterward
be found.
He now wants to know about the plan of giv-

ing them a pulled queen, and asks how old a
queen-cell must be when the queen is ready to

pull out, and how to tell by the looks of the cell

when it is old enough, providing he knows
nothing as to when it was started.

It is well known that a queen just hatched
will be kiudly received almost anywhere, al-

though if a laying queen is present the young
queen may be killed as she becomes older. If,

however, instead of a laying queen being pres-
ent, there are laying workers, I think the bees
transfer their affections from the laying workers
to the young queen. Instead of taking a queen
that has just hatched, it seems to work equally
well to use a queen that is just ready to hatch,
or perhaps 24 hours in advance of the time when
it would emerge of its own accord. How to tell

by the looks of the cell when the queen is ready
to pull is something beyond me. I can tell

about it only after I have pulled her; and as
that is usually at a time in the year when
queen-cells are very plentiful, it matters little

if a number are pulled open, only to find the
young queens too immature to use. Yet a very
soft, white-looking queen may be used, if she is

only matnre enough to crawl about. Ifyou"i'e
not sure about it, it will do no harm to put in

two or three.
(^ueen-cells are not plentiful in the spring,

and I don't believe I would fool with bees hav-
ing fertile workers at that time of the year try-
ing to save them. There arc plenty of colonies
that are short enough of bees to be benefited by
having additional bees given them. So I would
divide the bees around among colonies needing
them, giving one or two frames to each. If

given at a time when blossoms are yielding,
there is not likely to be any fighting. But
these bees are not likely to bi' of any very great

AN UNSOLVED PROBLEM.

Gleanings for June 1st is just received, and
I read with much interest the article on cellar
wintering, by friend Taylor. I consider this the
most important subject connected with the
business of honey production, especially in this
northern latitude. With this problem once
solved the production of honey would be placed
on a solid basis. If I could only winter my
bees successfully every winter I would ask for

no better business than raising honey, even in

Iowa; but I must confess I have had to buy
bees several times to keep up my stock. This
is not as it should be; and' as I have a love for

the business, and am depending on the produc-
tion of honey for bread and butter, I am very
much interested in the wintering problem. I

have had several years' experience in cellar

wintering, and last winter I had bees in three
different cellars. In cellar No. 1, which is a
cave on the Doolittle plan, I put 62 stands.
About half had sealed covers, with bottoms re-

moved a /a Boardman. Half of the rest had
top ventilation by slightly raising the cover,

and fast bottoms, and the rest had queen-
excluders on top. covered with cotton cloth,

cover removed, and fast bottom. All wintered
equally well so far as I could see. I lost two by
starvation: put them in house-apiary Mar. 15,

since which I have lost 1.5 more from the failure

of queens; and I am convinced that many of

the spring losses are caused by old or worthless
queens.
In cellar No. 3, which is my home cellar, I

had 11 stands, part with sealed covers and no
bottom, and part with nothing but queen-
excluding honey-boards on top; all wintered
perfectly; commenced rearing brood in Decem-
ber. I examined them several times, and all

are strong to-day except one which lost its

queen. This cellar was very warm.
Cellar No. 3 is cemented on the bottom; stud-

ded, and plastered sides and overhead, and con-
tained 30 stands, 21 of which had two or three
thicknesses of burlap and cai'pet, daubed with
bee-glue, and a heavy chaff cushion in the
super, cover removed. These all wintered per-

fectly, and are strong to-day except one which
was robbed, and two which had poor queens,
and are weak. The other nine had slatted

honey-boards on the cover, with three or four
thicknesses of cotton cloth, new, without any
propolis, and cover removed. B^'lve of these died,

and two are now weak for this time of year.

This cellar was very cold, and I am sorry I did

out use a thermometer.
Fifty colonies were wintered in ten-frame

chaff hives, with several thicknesses of heavy
cloths covered with propolis, and a heavy chaff

cushion or loose chaff on top, and sticks laid

across the center of the frames to form a pass-

age over the tops of frames in severe weather;
and I consider this important. Of these, 47 are

alive and in good condition: and permit me to

say that these chaff' hives have wintered suc-

cessfully in this same yard for 13 years.

The above, as well as my former experience,
proves to me that there can be no fixed rules

for cellar wintering. We must be governed by
the conditions of the cellar. A system that is a

success in one cellar might be a total failure in

another. J. E. Hand.
Eldora. Iowa. .June 3.
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MUSHROOMS.

AN INTERESTING ACCOUNT CONCERNING THEM,
TRANSLATED BY BALDENSPERGER.

Mr. Root:—On page 314, April 15, Mr. Grain-
ger and you discuss mushroom culture ; and
right here it would interest you, and probably
many friends interested in that industry, or in

gardening, to read that ants have been discov-
ered that really grow mushrooms. I find in a
German newspaper the following, which I trans-
late. It is headed

—

ANTS AS MUSHROOM-GROWERS.

Many naturalists, who have traveled through
tropical South America, have recorded the cu-
rious habits of leaf-cutter ants, or carrier-ants.
These little creatures attack by myriads trees
and bushes, and cut with their mandibles round
pieces of the leaves, and may be seen in long
files, carrying these bits toward their nests,
passing, by self-made paths, leaves, branches,
and sometimes even passingovernatural bridges
to cross the water. Till recently it was not
known what the ants did with these morsels of
leaves, some of them weighing nine or ten times
as much as the bearer. Some believed that they
used them as food directly. Some naturalists
believed they were used in lining their under-
ground nests; but against this last supposition
facts spoke, for the leaves were never found in

the nests, no matter what quantity they car-
ried home. Thomas Belt conjectured, in his
famous book, " The Naturalist in Nicaragua,"
that those leaves were used as manure in the
cultivation of a small mushroom on which they
live ; consequently these ants are mushroom-
growers. Belt was a very keen observer, but
his conjectures met with many doubts, and he
himself calls them "extraordinary and unex-
pected." A German, Dr. Alfred Moller. sent to
Brazil by the B<rlin Academy, to study mush-
rooms, finally solved the difficulty. In the 6th
number of Prof. Schimper's Botanical Commu-
nications from the Tropics it appears that Mr.
Belt's conjectures were altogether true. The
results of these observations are as follows:
The nests of the training-ants (Atta) are

mostly built in natural hollows under the sur-
face of the ground, which are probably enlarged
by the ants. If such hollows are not covered
by old logs or stones, the ants cover them with
a thick pile of leaves and bits of branches. At-
ta coronntn hollows out its lodgings in hard
clay soil, while Atta hystris and Attn coronata
prefer to live in forests. A third kind, Atta dis-
cigera. prefers the neighborhood of man. Thus.
Dr. Moller found a nest beneath the stone stairs
of the house which he occupied, near his re-
nowned old uncle. Dr. Fr. Miiller, in Blumenau
(station Catarina), and found it was impossible
to dislodge the ants without breaking up the
stairs. But in whatever position they have
their nests, in all of them is found a loose, soft,

gray mass, like a big sponge, with different-
sized excavations, in which ants are always
found, as well as eggs, larvte, and pupa?, strewn
about. Moller calls this mass the mushroom-
garden — the term used by the American natu-
ralist McCook. This substance is composed of
many small plots of yellowish-brown to black
in color, held together, as observed under the
microscope, by white fungus threads; also, by
the microscope, the particles of the leaves are
seen in these plots. On the surface of this
mushroom-garden can he seen numerous white
points, which, seen under the microscope, are
recognized as many fungus-thread ends coupled-
together. Moller calls these points " kohlrabi
heaplets" (kohlrabihiiufchen). and says they
are the principal or only food of the ants. They

are very careful about their mushroom-gardens;
and if a piece of it is taken out by ants, larvte,

or pupse, and put beside the nest, the ants im-
mediately carry back their brood and pick up
every particle of the garden which may have
fallen olf in taking it out. Moller also confirms
Belt's account, that the ants take with them
every bit when changing iheir domiciles.
In order to observe their ways, Moller kept

these ants in confinement. He found that they
died of hunger, without their garden, after
eight to fourteen days, even if they have such
leaves as they seem to prefer; but if a piece of
their garden is brought with them, and put un-
der a glass cover, they first begin repairing the
garden, and carry away every bit of unclean-
ness from it.

In less than 12 hours the work is done, and
from time to time the ants carry out such parti-
cles as are sucked up by the mushrooms, and
produce no more; and if there is no new stuff

the garden withers by degrees, and the ants die
after eight to fourteen days. INIoller could well
observe how lavishly the ants devoured their
vegetables. The ant seizes such a"heaplet"
in its jaws and plucks it out: then turns it

round and round by the help of its fore feet,

while the antenna? continually touch the food.
The ant sucks, sips, and pulls the kohlrabi till

all gradually disappears in its mouth.
To form the above-named pellets, the ant

cuts a morsel of leaf, and chews and kneads
with jaws and feet till a small white ball Is

formed, which is then adapted to somi^ place in

the building. Moller found that particles of
leaves built in in the morning were already
drawn through by fungus threads in the after-
noon of the same day. It is very remarkable
that no other mushrooms grow in those nests.

In bringing in the leaves, all kinds of fungus
threads must be imported, especially the com-
mon mold form, where they can thrive best.

But he never found any but that one kind, of
kohlrabi heaplets, which he took and cultivat-
ed apart. He got only pure kinds, and no bac-
teria appeared. This wonderful cleanliness Is

attributable only to continual feeding. Such a
garden, rid of ants, is soon covered with fungus
threads; 24 hours after beginning, these fungus
threads grow up in the kohlrabi heaplets, which
soon lose the protoplasm they contain, and
wither. The ants have, therefore, the greatest
interest in preventing those air-threads ; and
this is another work which falls to the task of
those little creatures. If only a few ants are
left on such a garden, it may be observed with
what efforts they keep back the air- threads
coming up. If too few ants, some air-threads
gain footing here and there, and by and by the
ants are obliged to retreat before the ever ad-
vancing fungus forest, which advances with
such rapidity that the poor haunted ants, not-
withstanding their untiring efforts to keep it

down, are obliged to flee from their own work.
The close study of this mushroom, where sev-

eral neuter forms {Conidia') appear, showed
that all nests of the Atta species contained the
same. It is a leaf-fungus, seldom showing the
caplike body into which the higher kinds devel-
op, and have been termed, provisionally, by the
discoverer, Rozites gongylophora.
Besides the leaf-cutter ants, Moller says oth-

er ants also make gardens—the hair-ants (Ap-
terostkjma) and the hunchback-ants {Cypho-
myrtmr) for example. These ants do not take
leaves for their use, but decayed wood. Each
kind of fungus differs from that of the leaf-
cutter ants, and are not accepted by them as
food. [Signed] J. MoiWES.
The caplike body is botanically termed the

" pileus." Ph. J. Baldensperger.
Nice, France.
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JAKE SMITH' S LETTER.

THE MKKTIN .

A. I. Oleenintjs—deer
Sir:—Since I rote yu
last, tilings has cum
to a climax into our
meeting house. A
church court ciim

and sot onto the case, and
Sok away our preecher.
and made the church pay
him *:200 extra. He preach-
ed a fairvvell sermon that
was fool of.lovin kindness,
tellin us to be good to the
next preecher we got, and
prayed for grate blessins
onto the church. He's a
good man if ever they was

Lots of them cride at
the thot of givin up him
and Missus Bond.

In a fue days we had a
bizness meetin, and Wel-
der eggzorted evry buddy
to stand shoalder to shoal-
der and work for the good

of the church, and h(> seemed to be in wonder-
fool good yumer. When I got a chants to say
sumthin I got up and spoke, and sez I:

"Ime rite glad to see sitch a spirit of loyalty
to the church. I wish they was more of it. I

wish it was a little more reglar. I beleave in
bein loyal to the church all the year round,
whether it's a preecher I like or not. When I

joined the church I diddeut join no preecher,
but I joined the church, and 1 doant beleave in
stayin away from meetiu or prayer-meetin jist
becaws I doant like the preecher. I doant cum
to prayer-meetin to pray to the preecher, but to
the Lord; and I beleave we need to pray to the

Hf dojnt prpffh. 8rbit

poliUchs. into'he piupi

word agin him. And if bruther Welder had
counted up the number of pocket hangkachers
peapel was a cryin into when Mr. Bond preech-
ed the fairwelf sermon he wood hardly think
that evry buddy was agin him excep me and a
fue under my influents.
"I beleave in standln shoalder to shoalder,"

sez I, " but if thade a bin a little more of the
shoalder-to-shoalder bizness when this trubble
1st begun it wood a bin a good thing. And I
beleave in peas and hariuunny too, but I doant
beleave in hearin peapel tock about peas and
harmunny, and all the time thare a goin around
a sturrin up strife.

" And now," sez I, " I spose in the Lord's oan
good time heal send us another preecher
Mebby heal be as good as the last, and mebby
he woont. But whatever he may be, I propose
to stand by him jist as long as he's my paster.
And I want all the members to do the same.
Doant let nobuddy cum around a tockin agin
him to you. Why, if the angle Gaberell him-
self was our preacher, and sumbuddy went a
sneakin around a wliisperin to this 1 and that
1 that sum was dissaiislide with Gaberell, and
for the sake of peas we must give him up, it
woodent be no time till half the weak-headed
fools wood see sum failins into Gaberell, and
sum with weak backbones wood think we must
giv him up for the sake of havin peas. I doant
beleave in sitch a unpeasable sort of peas. And
I doant beleave in givin up to the rong for the
sake of peas. It haint to be all peas into this
life. We offen sing, shure I must tite if I wood
rain. And now all Ive got to say is this—stand
shoalder to shoalder, and the way to stand
shoalder to shoalder is to stand by your preech-
er, in peas if you can: but if you have to (ile
for it. still stand by your preecher; threw thick
and thin, stand by your preecher."

Jake Smith.
The End.

QUESTIONS ANSWERED.

HOW TO PUT FOUNDATION IN HKOOD-
FRAMES; HEDDON'S SHORT WAY

OF TRANSFERRING.

Lord jist as mutch if

\\ e hav a preecher we
doant like, and mebby
more. Yes, I like loy-
alty to the church. Aiid
it, mite a bin a good
ihing if bruther Welder
had ihot a little more
about loyalty a yeer
igo. I cant say I like
I he kind of loyalty he
haf'. then. I cant say I

ike tluit kind of loyalty
that goes around try in
to turn peapel agin the
preecher. And sitch a
preecher! They haint a
sole here that dast say a

Order r30,!)57 came in good condition,
and I am perfectly satisfied, espe-
cially with the foundation, which
was much better than the sample.
The Hoffman frame is a daisy; but
don't you think the foundation could
be fastened easier if a groove were
cut in the place of the comb-guide,
large enough to receive the edge of
the foundation? then take a small
brush and apply a little wax to hold
it lirmly in place. This brings the
foundation exactly in the center.

I have transferred a swarm of bees
by Heddon's method. Two thirds of the bees
are in a new Dovetailed hive, and the rest are
in the box hive. Now, at the end of ;il days I

should like to drum them out and put them into
a new hive—not the same hive that the otiier
bees are in, thus making two distinct colonies
of the bees which wei'e in the old box hive. Can
this be done? Will not the bees that are left
in the box hive rear a queen after Ki days?

Is there any objection to painting hives
white?
Should the renuiining third of the bees left in

the box hive be left any longer than :.'! days in
making two swarms of them ? F. R.

[As we have received a good many irKiuiries
of late, of a character similar to the above, wb
have decided to answer them all through
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Gleanings. Referring to the first question of

our correspondent, as to whetlier it would be
easier to put the foundation in a groove than
by the way recommended in our catalogue, we
say no; decidedly no. There is not the leas^

difficulty at all in fixing the foundation to the
top-bar with the Hambaugh or Daisy founda-
tion fastener.
As to the second question, we would say that

two colonies can be made, when preferred by
rtie Heddon short way of transferring. Yes,
the bees will be likely to raise another queen
in the box hive; but she can be either l<illed

when drumming out, or allowed to supersede
the old queen if she can.
White is the best color to paint hives. We

formerly recommended, and have used, up to

quite recently, a straw - color paint made of

white lead and yellow ocher; but we find that
even the slightest shade of dark draws quite
perceptibly more heat from the sun. During
these very hot days we observe that the covers
painted white feel very comfortable to the
hand. Others, of a light straw color, are de-
cidedly hot to the hand. We now recommend a
first coat of pure white lead. Do not let any-
body delude you by saying that pure lead is too
expensive, and that cheaper paints will do just
as well for a primer. We find that pure lead,

even at more than twice the price of the cheap
stuff, is cheaper, because it goes more than
twice as far as paint made up of barytes, lime,
chalk, and difi'erent earthy matters. For a sec-

ond coat we would recommend putting in a
little pure zinc—say about 33 per cent. This
prevents the white lead fi'om chalking, and
really makes it more durable.
As to the last question, we may say that bees

. may be left longer than 21 days in the box hive,

if desired; but nothing would be gained, and
something would be lost during the honey-flow,
because the bees will be filling up these old

crooked good for-nothing combs.l

THE GOVERNMENT AND THE LlftUOR-
BUSINESS.

A FEW STAKTLING TKUTHS THAT PERSIST IN
STARING US IN THE FACE IN SPITE OF US.

Friend Root:—May I be allowed a few words
of comment on the article on page 446 of
(Cleanings for June 1st, from Mr. Julius
Tomlinson ? His argument, in brief, as I

understand it, is this: Since the appetite for

strong drink is a natural craving, which always
has existed and always will "exist, and since it

can not be eradicated, the means of gratifying
it should be restricted as much as may be by
taxation and other ways; therefore the govern-
ment, needing revenue in order to its mainte-
nance, has a perfect right to tax the liquor-
traffic and to collect that tax by any means in

its power.
Let me apply this line of argument to two

other evils, and see If we can not prove its

weakness:
Harlotry has existed from time immemorial,

and, so far as we are able to judge, it always
will exist. We can not eradicate the propensity
from which it springs, therefore let us regulate
it by taxation. It would be a very easy thing
for the government to derive a great and con-
stant revenue from this source; but would
friend Tomlinson think it wise for our govern-
ment to pass laws permitting houses of pros-
titution to exist for a price ?

The gambling propensity is probably as old
as Adam. To gain riches without effort, men
have always been willing to take desperate
chances. The gambling propensity is inherent

in human nature, and probably never can be
eradicated; why not, then, place it under the
supervision of the State, and make it a source
of revenue. We have the Lousiana Lottery as
an example of how easy a thing it would be for
the government to derive a great and easily
collectable revenue from the vice of gambling.
For nearly 3.5 years the State of Lousiana,

though her legislators, gave this lottery the
right to exist and ply its nefarious business, to
the shame of the State and the degradation of
the people; and when lately it became neces-
sary to renew its charter it sought to bribe the
consciences of the people by an offer of a mil-
lion and a quarter dollars a year for a new 25-

year charter.
We all remember what a storm of indignation

arose from one end of the country to the other
against those who favored the lottery; how
press and pulpit teemed with denunciation of
the sin of state partnership with this iniquity.
Now. there is not one scintilla of argument
more, from a moral point of view, for govern-
mental complicity with the liquor- traffic than
there is for governmental complicity with baw-
dy houses and gambling-hells.

It is because the liquor - traffic is so all-

pervading; because it has become so entwined
with and so intimately related to our business,
our politics, our social habits and customs, that
the moral sense of the great majority of the
people seems to have lost the clear discernment
when the liquor-traffic is under discussion, that
they bring to bear on kindred evils; hence all

sorts of compromise and half-way measures
have been advocated to do away with the evils
of the liquor-traffic. But in spite of them all,

that traffic has grown and flourished and
strengthened itself on every hand, thus illus-

trating the truth of the saying, that a com-
promise with evil is a victory for the Devil.
Now let me tell your readers a bit of news, for

news it will be to thegreat majority of them, and
it goes to the very marrow of this whole matter:
At every session of our Congress for 30 years,

a bill has been presented, known as the " Com-
mission of Enquiry Bill."' the purport of which,
in brief, is that a commission be appointed and
authorized by Congress, to investigate the
liquor-traffic and its effects.

This would seem to be a legitimate subject
for inquiry, because our Congressmen are sup-
posed to be sent to Washington to legislate in

the interests of the people; and we have it on
the authority of medical men, keepers of insane
and pauper institutions, prison officials, and
students of political economy and finance, that
the liquor-traffic, as Gln.dstone puts it, "is
worse than war, famine, and pestilence com-
bined." Yet our Solons in Washington vote
down or smother in committee every effort to
secure an official inquiry into this great iniqui-
ty; and it makes no difference which party is

in power, the result is always the same.
It has been an easy matter during these years

to secure official inquiries into the causes of
cholera in hogs, and tiie grasshopper pest of the
Western plains; but a resolution to secure an
inquiry into a traffic which debauches and
degrades the manhood of the nation, fills our
prisons with criminals, our poorhouses with
paupers, and our asylums with the idiotic and
insane,—which annually sends to drunkards'
graves 70,(XXJ of our fellow-citizens, and entaiUs
an annual loss on the country of $2,000,000,000,

this is not to be considered at all. Why ? Sim-
ply because the party which would take the
responsibility of passing such a resolution
would be hurled from power at the next elec-
tion by the powerful political influence of the
liquor-traffic. " Save the party,''' says the poli-

tician, and let the hydra-headed monster—the
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saloon—bring poverty, distress, death, and
woe to the people; and nearly 4,0(XJ,000 Chris-
tian men by their votes say amen!
Hudson, N. Y., June \2. .Tames McNeii.i>.

ANOTHER REPLY TO FRIEND TOMLINSON.

3/7'. JRoof;—After reading the article of J.

Toniiinson. and your comment on the same, I

was led to exclaim, "' Friend Root must be
thankful for small favors when he feels like

• praising God for such a weak attempt to justify

the government in its partnership with the
liquor-business." Mr. T. says, "It is a very
serious thing to impute evil intent to the gov-
ernment." Very true: but the matter becomes
doubly serious when the imputation is sustain-
ed by f(I cts. But I will leave each one to draw
his own conclusions as to the intent, and will

deal simply with the facts.

I understand that a partnership exists where
two or more parties are interested in a business
in a way that each party has a share in the
profits of the business. Now, what are the
facts? The government permits and legalizes

the manufacture of the poison, and for its

share in the profits receives iK) cents per gallon,
and the other partner has the rest, and yet
there is no partnership! Oh, no! can't be, be-
cause this is a •• Christian government;" and
yet it legalizes, protects, upholds, and defends
this accursed liquor- trafific. Friend T. says.
" Very many men are born into the world with
a propensity to evil ways, and the drink habit
is one of the strongest of these propensities."
So are murder, theft, and prostitution some of
these propensities. "This thirst for strong
drink creates a demand for it." So does the
desire for the gratification of these other de-
sires create a demand for them. Again, he
says. " So long as this demand exists, the man-
ufacture will goon. It can not be stopped." So
long as the demand for the gratification of the
propensity to steal, murder, etc., exists, the
business will go on. It never has been stopped,
and it never will be so long as the desire for
these things continues. And now let the
government grant a license to all m.urderers,
ihieves. and criminals of every grade; in short,
go into partnership in the business, and re-
ceive in return a share of the profits. If not,
why not ? He says there is no mortgage on the
boys. Let friend T. go into the saloon and
attempt to remonstrate with the keeper in

regard to his business, and see how soon his
attention will be called to the mortgage
(license) hanging up in his place of business,
bearing the seal of (the other partmer) the gov-
ernment.
True, as Mr. T. says, many are born with an

appetite for strong drink; but the number
sinks into insignificance compared with those
who acquire the habit at the legalized breath-
ing-holes of perdition, and the number would
be still less were it not for the fact that the
ancestors of those who were thus born had ac-
quired the appetite by indulgence in the social
glass at these places where thousands of our
boys are acquiring it to-day. to be transmitted
to their children yet unborn. In the way of a
remedy for the drink-evil, our friend speaks of
"laws to tax and hamper the liquor-interest;"
"the rules of business interests;" "the efforts
of temperance societies." etc. Now. does not
our friend T. know that all these things, and
even the gospel mentioned, have been in opera-
tion years and years, and what has been the
result? A steady, constant, and aggressive
growth of the business, until to-day there is

more liquor consumed per capita in the United
States tnan at any other period of its history.

In proof I will give a few figures from govern-
ment statistics: In 1840 the total of distilled
spirits, wines, and malt liquors consumed was
17,244,8:.'3 gallons, or 4.17 gallons per capita. In
1880 it was 506,079.400 gallons, or 10.08 gallons
per capita. In 1890 it was 976,273,770 gallons, or
15.49 per capita; and this under the full force
of our friend's suggested remedies. Will Bro.
T. now (in view of these facts) tell us how long
this condition of things will have to continue
in order to accomplish the desired end? The
remedy that I would suggest would be this.

Let the government withdraw from the part-
nership, and pass a law prohibiting the manu-
facture, exportation, importation, transporta-
tion, and sale of all intoxicating beverages.
Then let the temperance people withdraw their
support from license parties, and unite in put-
ting a party in power that wants the law en-
forced, and stop voting with saloon-keepers for
the perpetuation of the business. Then invoke
the divine blessing on their efforts. Then
there would be fewer children born with appe-
tites for drink, and fewer appetites formed after
they are born; and the law would be as well
enforced as any other criminal law.
Now, I will just say, in conclusion, let us

each try to act consistently; talk right, and
vote right; do our duty, and trust God for the
results. W. S. G. Mason.
Morenci, Mich.

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

M. S. W. asks if he can Italianize easily at
swarming time by putting drone-traps over the
entrances of colonies having impure drones.
Ans.—Yes.

IT'. C. D.. of Connecticut, desires to know
whether sawdust would answer just as well for

packing double-walled hives as chaff. Ans.—
Sawdust will do just as well, we think, so far

as protection is concerned. The only objection
to its use is that it is heavier than chaff.

O. A. C, of Tennesfice, wants to know how to

move a swarm of bees that has clustered on the
trunk of a tree, ^ns.—Blow a little smoke on
them to cause them to be a Ijttle more peacea-
ble, and then with a brush or handful of heavy
weeds brush the bees into a large tin pan. The
brushing should be accompanied with a few
whiffs of smoke, otherwise the bees may be
angered.

H. C, of North Carolina, referring to our
ABC book, and the sure way mentioned there-

in of introducing valuable queens by giving
said queens to hatching brood, wants to know
how long the hive should be kept closed up.

^7is.—If brood is hatching readily, there will

be young bees enough to care for the queen in a
few hours. But the hives should not be closed

air-tight. A wire screen should be placed over
the entrance so as to allow of a little ventila-

tion. In two or three days the young bees will

be old enough to defend the entrance.

W. 77. R., of Florida, asks us what we prefer

for shading bees. Trees or a shed ? ^4?i.s'.—In

hot climates, especially in Jamaica, long low
sheds are used. In the North, we prefer trees.

But experience has proven that bees that have
direct sunshine during the early part of the

spring, in the North build up quicker than
when under some sort of shade. As a general
thing, on account of tlie very hot weather that
is usual in most of the Northern States, we pre-

fer to have the bees in the shade. They are
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less liable to He out. at the entrance, and loaf;

and it is more comfortable to the apiarist to

work in the shade.

./. M. G., of Pennsylvania, says he has one of

our eight-frame hives, but does not know what
the division-board is for. ^4n.s.—With spaced
(or, rather, self-spacing) frames, it is best to

have a division-board ^^o the frames can be
I'emoved without rolling over and killing bees.

After removing the division-board, space over,

from the middle, three or four frames close up
to the hive. This can be done at one operation
providing that HoiTman frames are used; you
will then have plenty of room to pull out the
frame yon desire to examine. The division-

board is also a convenience in reducing the
hive capacity when the colony occupies less

than the regulation eight frames.

J. M. S., of Indiana, wants to know what is

a good remedy to l^eep ants from hives. Ans.—
Find the nest if possible, and pOur about half a
pint of coal oil on it. A better way (according
to Prof. Cook) is to buy an ounce or two of bi-

sulphide of carbon at the drugstore. With a
crowbar make a hole right in the center of the
nest. Pour in the bisulphide, and close the
hole by tamping around the edges. That will

be the end of those ants. Ants do no particular
harm in the hives here in the North, although
they do considerable mischief in the South. As
we have not had any experience in treating the
"varmints" in that portion of our country, we
will leave it to some of our subscribers there to

tell how they get rid of them.

S. P.. of Florida, wants to know how to keep
extracted honey from candying. ^l?i,s.— The
only way we know of is to let it get thoroughly
ripened in the hive—that is, evaporated down
so it will be thick. Such honey, without any
further treatment, will sometimes keep all win-
ter without candying. As a rule, however, it is

necessary to heat the honey over hot water to

atout 1.50°, and then seal tt, while hot, in bot-

tles or tin cans. But there is no method that is

infallible. If possible the heating should be
avoided, as some think that a little bit of the
delicate aroma is lost. The Californians allow
the honey to evaporate in large shallow vats
until it becomes thick. Such honey will keep
for a long time without candying.

J. E.L.. of Virginia, says he has a colony oJ

bees in a patent hive, and they will not swarm,
although they cluster out at the entrance.
Anx.—Bee-keepers have for years been racking
their brains for a system or hive that would pre-

vent swarming, or a strain of bees that have no
desire to swarm. Better get a patent on the
bees, and sell the daughters of the queen. If

the bees cluster out at the entrance, possibly
there is a lack of shade or a lack of room.
Plenty of room, good big entrances, and shade,
will usually cause the bees to go inside. Give
them a super of empty sections, one of said sec-
tions being filled with partly drawn-out comb
and honey. If extracted honey is the object,
place an upper story on, with a frame of brood
above, and empty frames on each side.

J. S. I/., of New York, wants to know how to

make vinegar of honey, ^ns.—It takes two
pounds of honey to make a gallon of vinegar,
and from one to two years' time. Use, as a
general thing, only refuse honey—such as can
not be used for any other purpose. Put water
enough into the honey so it will iust float an
egg, and allow the sweetened product to stand
in a barrel with one head out, under shelter.

Cover the barrel with a piece of cheese-cloth, to
keep out the dirt and flies. This sweetened
water will soon begin to " work," and occasion-
ly the scum should be taken off with a skimmer

until nothing rises. It will take anywhere
from a year to two years to make good vinegar.
But honey vinegar is not profitable unless old

refuse is used—such as can not be sold for any
other purpose.

C. C. M., of Ohio, asks what time of the year is

best, and what condition the bees should be in,

to produce all worker cells from wired founda-
tion in brood -frames. Ans.—ki any time of

the year, and under all conditions, so far as we
know, you can secure worker comb from work-
er foundation. During the height of the hon-
ey-flow, wilh only starters of foundation, the

,

bees are apt to build drone comb, because they
can make this quicker, and thus sooner have a
receptacle in which to store their hard earnings.
Drone comb may result from worker founda-
tion, providing said foundation is adulterated
with paraffine or ceresin wax. But we believe
that there are no foundation-makers in this

country who make use of any thing but puii^

beeswax. Nothing else seims to answer, for

other things have been tried. C. C. M. asks
further what a " pulled " queen is. We will let

the other "C C. M.," of Illinois, answer this

question. It was he who originated the teriii

and practice.

W. H. J., of Ontario, asks how we ship comb
honey. Ans.—We follow no invariable method.
While we ship in 1:3, 24. and 48 pound cases,

w(> prefer the^24-lb. single tier. If we have
half a dozen or so of cases to ship at once we
crate them up in such a way as to leave con-
venient handles at each end of the crate. On
the bottom slats of the crate is piled straw deep
enough to make a sort of cusliion between the
crates and said slats. The handles at each end
of the crate tiMid greatly to insure careful treat-

ment. As another precaution the cases are
crated up so the glass shows on the outside. If

freight-handlers see that the crate contains
something easily broken they will be more apt
to handle with care. In shipping honey by the
carload we recommend strewing considerable
straw on the floor of the box car. The cases
can then De piled up with spaces in between,
so that the separate combs are parallel to the
rails. Be sure not to put them in the car the
other way. We omitted to mention above, that,

in small shipments, we put on a caution label,

printed in red letters, with a finger on one end.
The directions below this are to load with the
finger pointing toward the locomotive.

W. E. D., of West Virginia^ wants to know if

it is a good plan for a beginner to open his hives
every day or two to examine the brood comb.
A71S.—An enthusiast will probably do this whe-
ther it is advisable or not. It might and it might
not do harm. During a honey-flow, however, we
would not disturb them unnecessarily. Every
little interruption prevents just so many liny

drops of honey from coming in in the regular
way. W. E. D. also asks what to do when all

the brood-combs get full of honey in the midst
of a full flow of honey, so that the bees make
combs all over the tops of the frame, even when
they have section boxes in the super. Ans.—If

the flow of honey continues, the bees ought to

go above; but sometimes they get quite con-
tent with what is already stored in the brood-
nest, and then you must set them at work in

some way if possible. If you have other colo-

nies that are started in sections, remove two
sections with comb partly drawn out, and filled

with honey, from one of the supers where the
bees are working, aud place it in the super
where the bees seem disinclined to go. Give
the bees plenty of shade; and if they then fail

to go above, we should be tempted to clip ihe
queen's head, and introduce one of a strain

whose bees' go into sections readily.
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Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

CRIMSON CLOVER FOR HONEY, ETC.

Honey is almost dropping from locust this
season, and white clover is plentiful. I think
SO much of crimson clovei- that I should say it

is worth untold millions to this country, for
turnlnjj: under: and I now lind tinit my b(;cs are
swarniiiig upon it. It has lieen in bloom 30
days. Arthur T. Golbsborough.
Washington. D. C, May 30.

honey from figs.

I have been told that the fruit of the fig-tree
is used by the honey-bee in producing honey.
I shonld be glad if you would give me a word
of infoimation in regard to it. Figs of every
kind grow readily in this climate. If the skin
of the fruit were broken, and the bees would
make honey from tho fruit, it appears to me
that it would be profitable to plant an orchard
of fig-trees. I have a few colonies of bees, but
no figs. Sara Thacker.
Applegate, Cal., June 12.

[Bees would make a sort of fig syrup, but we
question after all whether it could be called
honey.]

A GOOO WAY TO STRENGTHEN WEAK COLO-
NIES, AND PREVENT SWARMS.

I think I have a better way to strengthen
weak colonies than Dr. Millf^r's way of dou-
bling them up. Find the strongest colony, and
carry the weak one to it: set the strongest one
off its stand: place the weak one on it and the
strong on top of the weak one. You build up
the weak one. stop the swarming mania, and
convert it into a mania for honey-eathering.
No patents. Try it. I have often. 'and it ha'*

never failed. The change should be made when
the bees are busy gathering honey.
Tucson, Ariz.. June 8. P. Plummer.
[This, no doubt, would strengthen the weak

colony, and possibly prevent swarming, though
we should not be sure of it.

DO BEES SPOIL FLOWERS?
Mr. Root:—Mr. Schmalhausen. professor of

botany in the University of Kiev, told me thai
bees eat (spoil) flowers. Please give your
opinion. Alexis Ikonnikoff.

Kiev, Russia, April 28.

[Friend I., I think your professor must be
mistaken, or else the flowers of Russia are very
different from those of the rest of the world.
Instead of injuring the flowers it is (iuit(> the
contrary. Many flowers could not exist were it

not for the assistance the bees give them in the
way of fertilization, and I have never before
heard such a remark from any professor oi' any
other man of intelligence. .Some ignorant peo-
ple have from time to time conjectured that
the fruit would not be as sweet if the bees were
to take all the honey out of the blossoms. Prof.
Cook Rnd others have, however, repeatedly dis-
proved this fallacy.]

TWO 1,AYING QUEENS FIGHTING.

Dr. Miller, in Stray Straws, on page 42'). says
that he never saw two laying queens show
fight. I have, and to the death too. I.,ast year
I was requeening my apiary, and. while catch-
ing out the old queens, I put two under a t:lass

tumbler to see what they would do. In a few
minutes, and after their scare was ov(!r. they

engaged in deadly conflict, and one killed the
other. One seemed to be much more vicious
than the other, and it was she that was victor.
Both fought, however. H. F. Coi,em.\n.

Sneedville, Tenn., June 7.

HOW to have THE QUEENS FERTILIZED BY
ITALIAN DRO.\ES.

I have two swarms of Italian bees (from
queens bought of you last year), and S(!ven col-
onies of blacks. I'wish to Italianize the seven.
Now, let us suppose that I follow out your in-
structions in the ABC book coneciiiliig queen-
rearing and introducing. We will next suppose
that the virgin queens are almost ready to
srart out on their wedding-tour. I place the
bee-guards at the entrance of tiie seven hives
containing black bees, and thereby keep drones
in that they may have no chance to meet the
virgin Italian queen. Would it be most likely
to occur that the Italian drones would meet the
young queens from the seven hives'? Remem-
ber there are but two swarms of the Italians.
Ranger, N. C. C. F. Walker.
[The queens would probably be fertilized by

the Italian drones provided the perforated zinc
did not exclude the queens. Some zinc is made
to exclude drones but not queens.]

Australia's honeyexhibit at thk world's
FAIR.

You will, perhaps. b(^ glad to hear that our
small exhibit for the World's Fair has been
shipi)ed to Chicago. It consists of 12() 3-lb.

jars, and. after the exposition; it will be on
permanent exhibition in your Department of
Agriculture at Washington, D. C. When you
get to the show (as, of course, you must do, be-
ing a patriotic American), I should be very
glad if you will seek out our exhibit and give
us a critical opinion on the quality, etc., in

Gleanings. You will notice each jar has the
same general-idea label; but evei'y lot of six

has on that label a distinguishing number.
These refer to individual exhibitors, each man
being limited to six jars for sample. We should
very much like your opinion as to which of the
samples of six out of the 126 jars you consider
the best, and why, as well as the general ex-
pression on the whole exhibit. R. Patten.
Bolevarra, West Maitland, N. S. W., April 38.

[When we go we shall take particular pains
to look up your exhibit. Thanks.]

more about the pyramids.
On page 303, May 1. you tell about the pyra-

mids. The building is a good deal more irreg-

ular—I mean the steps. They don't look like

steps when you are near them, but more like a
great stone-pile, as you say. The spaces be-

tween one row and the other were originally

filled out with plaster and cement and alabasu r

stones, carried off to Cairo by Mahomet All lo

build the beautiful mosque on the citadel. Be-
hind the pyramid of Cheops is the pyramid of

Cephrenes. the top of which is still perfectly

smooth and unbroken, and from which it can
be seen how the others were. Nobody was ever
on the top of that one, except the buildi-rs, who
must have begun the cementing at the top and
continued to the base. A good many cubic
meters of the covering are gone, owing to the

wind and weather, and man's hand. I was
more astonished at the immensity of work and
time it took to pile together, than by the beauty
of the work, at my midnight visit to the interior

of the great Cheops pyramid, with its immense
blocks of granite across the sepulchral cham-
ber, reported in Gle.\nings in 1S90.

PiL J. Baldenspergkr.
Nice, France, May 1. >
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DEAD BEKS AS A DECOY FOR SMARMS.

An old bee -man gave me a new idea this

morning. It is. to take a lot of dead bees, which
can always be found, and string them on a

thread with a needle, after which they are
wound about a pine bough, which is stuck in

the ground a few steps from the hive. He says
that ev<'ry swarm that comes out goes straight

to the bunch of dead bees, and he has no climb-
ing to do—simply pulls the pine bush from the
gri)und and shakes his bees off in front of his

hiv(^ Another friend, who is extremely fond of

gardening, has a novel plan for keeping down
tlie weeds in his onion-bed. He has the rows
quite close together, and between them places
pine poles, then fills in between the poles where
the onions grow, with manure, and you just
ought to see them grow. The poles answer the
double purpose of keeping down weeds and re-

taining moisture. Wm. E. Cunningham.
Louisa, Va.

can we have a standard size of section?

No doubt we can have uniformity in this

article; we can at the same time have honest
weight, and introduce the metric system. Con-
cerning the latter, we are behind the times;
and what good does it do to study this simple
international system in school, to be convinced
of its simplicity, because of the decimal frac-
tions, and not accept the meter in practice?
C. P. Dadant will probably agree with me in

this opinion. Dr. Miller says the 4i4x4}4Xl||
section comes near averaging a pound; there-
fore, to weigh 1 lb. on the average, they must
be a little larger. I propose this:

4i4'x4Kxliiin. / _, ,y^

10.8x10.8x5 cm. \
^

' "'

To make this change would, according to Dr.
Miller, not require so much alteration in ma-
chinery, and be an even number (5 cm.) com-
pared with the confusing fractions as now.
Sometimes it seems to me as if we are much

like an old woman over in Switzerland, early in

the fifties, when the Latin Money System (1

franc makes 100 centimes) was a new thing in

that country. She said the government should
have waited with the new money until all the
old people had died.

4^x4J^xip in. =1 lb. scant.
10.8x10.8x5 cm.=583.3cm3 =1 lb.

After a whih', to suit the metric weight, 13x
13x4.5 cm.=648cm.=50O grams.
Hamilton, O., May 14. John Kerstriner.

HOW LONG may HONEY BE KEPT?
We clip the following from the New Smyrr^d

Breeze, of June 8:

Some men wlio were digging a well on the place
of R. C. Denham, at Live Oak, found, about ten feet
l)elow the surface of the ground, a petrified tree.
Tlie petrificatiun being only on tlie outside an inch
or two, the trunk was soon split open. In It was
found a soft, sticky mass adherent to the sides of
the tree; and on tasting this it was found to be
h oney, which had been shut up in that tree for—it

was impossible to say how many years

If any of our readers who live in the vicinity
indicated above, or who know any thing about
said vicinity, can tell us wnether the above be
true, we shall be very glad indeed to hear from
them. I am inclined to think it a newspaper
canard: yet if the petrification was of such a
nature as to seal up completely the honey in
the tree, it may be possible. The difficult part
to understand is, that petrification is accom-
panied by water or moisture; and if this water
or moisture were to come in contact with the
honey it would certainly be decomposed very
quicklv. Honey sealed up hermetically in a
glass jar or tube might keep unimpaired for
ages and ages; but if the best honey in the

world should come in contact with air and
moisture it would hardly keep in a warm room
for 34 hours. I know there are many wonderful
things in Florida; but truth is strange enough,
without going into fiction to get astonishing
items for the newspapers.]

CONVENIENT TOOLS FOR THE APIARY.

There is one tool that I have used ever since

I have handled bees in sash hives, and that is

over 30 years, that I would not do without, and
yet I have never seen it used nor spoken of by
anybody outside of my circle of acquaintances,
and in ray out-apiaries. It is what I call an
opening-knife, or combination tool. I send yon

Top v/Tew

yOb VIEW.

a rough draft of one. The best length is about
11 inches. I have yet to see a bee-keeper who
used one until he got used to it, who would ever
do without it. The pointed end. like a screw-
driver, is used for prying open and loosening
th(> comb; the other, for paring off wax or pro-
polis. The handh^ in the middle should be
made of bone, or something white or conspicu-
ous, so that it can be seen easily. Make one
and give it a trial, and I think you will manu-
facture and recommend them to your patrons.
Another thing I have looked in vain for in

all the reports of moving bees. I have moved,
almost yearly, from 5 to 30 miles, and I have
never lost a stand or got into trouble on the
road by bees escaping. -^fter a good wire
bottom-board to insure ventilation, the most
imporlant article is mud. Have your mud and
paddle; and if an old hive does not fit tight,

slap on the mud; or if it springs a leak, plaster
it over. It will soon dry and effectually close

all holes and leaks, and harm nothing. I never
start with a load without a bucket of mud.

I wintered on summer stands with chaff on
top, separated from the bees by the thickness
of a gunny sack, and lost only .3 out of 80, but
lost some 30 since in a storm that overturned
and destroyed them. During the winter of 1891

I lost over 1500 stands from honey-dew. Three-
fourths of the bees in this part of Illinois win-
tered without absorbents on top, and died in

mid-winter. Jas. A. Simpson.
Alexis, 111., May 5.

HOW TREGO RAISES CELLS.

[One of the prominent queen -breeders, it

seems, has been greatly crowded with orders,

and for a time was unable to get cells fast

enough. How he finally succeeded is told in a

private letter, an extract from which we make.]

I have refused every call for nuclei, as I am
tie?'!/ short of bees (for an extensive breeder). I

now have 136 nuclei, 11 fair colonies, and four
great big booming ones; and the colony that
contains my breeding queen, making 143 hives
with bees in. I am so rushed for queens that I

have not dared to keep a single queen to test,

and have sent off every one soon after she be-
gan to lay. To keep my nuclei up I have 35

cheap (|ueens (hybrids) that I shift around as
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they arc needed; and vvlien there is no room
for them I cage them for a few days.
The unexpected rush for queens, together

with the bees refusing to accept the Doolittle
cups, put me a little behind: and as I have but
one breeding queen I could do but little at
starting cells by the old plan of giving the cell-

building colony brood from her; but at last I

have hit it. T cut strips of black and hybrid
brood, like the Alley plan, and give them to

nuclei, and in two days I tind a nice lot of cups
with the royal food already in them. Thi'U I

pick out the " scrub "' larv;i? and put in some
from my breeding queen, and give them to the
four big colonies to finish up. I draw on the 11

other colonies for brood to keep the big ones
booming. S. F. Trego.
Swedona, 111., June 9.

[As we. too, never succeeded entirely with
the artificial Doolittle cups, we have decided to
adopt the plan in our yard. We tried it in a
limited way when Alley first suggested the
plan, and now propose to give it a more
thorough test. It is Dr. Miller also who pre-
fers the Alley plan.]

KEI'ORT FROM CHAS. F. MUTH; PROSPECTS FROM
CLOVER good; melilot not to be

RECOMMENDED.
This is our dullest supply season ever expe-

rienced. We sell nothing to compare with
former seasons. It seems that the disappoint-
ments of the last four years have made our
friends very cautious, so that nothing is bought
unless it is needed.

If the growth of white clover all over the
commons, outside of our city, be taken into
consideration, our prospects for a good crop of
honey were never better than they are now.
All we need is dry weather, for a change, and
warm nights during June. It is a known fact,
that no honey will be developed in white clover
during the day when the thermometer was
down to 55° the previous night. Melilot has
run out of existence all white-clover sprouts
within our city limits, our hilltops, and their
near surroundings. It grows everywhere where
white clover used to grow; but its only merit
is, that our bees are kept breeding during July
and August, during which time they used to
have a rest; and no brood, almost, could be
found in our hives during the month of August.
With the new start of vegetation in September,
our bees would commence again to breed, and
go into winter quarters with plenty of honey
and young bees. Melilot has changed this state
of afifairs. Since it has taken possession of our
commons and hilltops, white clover is there no
more; bees keep up breeding until late in fall;

have no stores for winter, as used to be the
case, and, unless they are fed libei'ally, there is

a chance for starvation during winter, or, at
least, by the time that honey comes in again.
We all have seen honey from melilot; but who
ever saw a crop of the melilot clover? Don't
recommend melilot any more as a honey-plant,
Bro. Root. It does us more harm than good.
Cincinnati, O., June 7. Chas. F. Muth.

THE LAMP OF OUR FOREFATHERS.
Friend Boot;— I send vou a sketch of a relic

of the past, the light of our forefathers, think-
ing it may be of interest to the readers of
(Jleanings. It is made of a soft cotton string
dipped in melted wax, and a corncob. Melt the
wax by gentle heat, and get two of the children
to draw the string through it, while you hold
it in the wax with a forked stick. The string
should be about 1.50 feet long. Draw it through
the wax twice, to give it a lieavy coat. I'se a
cob with the small end broken off, and punch

the pith out. Wind a layer of the waxed
string around the cob. When you get to the
end with the first layer, turn and put a layer
on lengthwise the cob. letting it pro,iect ^.i inch
at each end of the cob: then wind around again,
then lengthwise again, and so on until finished,
letting each lengthwise layer extend l-i inch
more than the last; also make the layers that go
round the cob shorter each time. When all is

wound except one foot, push the end through
the hole in the cob. letting it extend about 6
inches above the top of the cob. Bend all the
projecting layers outward, giving it an appear-

ance as handsome as a vase. The wax can be
tinted any color you choose, with any of the
aniline dyes used for dying cotton. This makes
a beautiful soft light, and will last for several
weeks. R. W. Stewart.
Bowls, (Ja., March 15.

KRUIT-CANNKIJIES AND GLUCOSE: WHAT IS RE-
PORTED as HEING DONE IN CALIFORNIA.

I take the liberty of addressing you on a sub-
ject that is becoming a very important one to

me and to my brother bee-men in this locality.

Although I am a perfect stranger to you, yet to

me your name is very familiar—so much so I

almost imagine that I ilo personally know you.
For some years back the fruit-canneries have
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bt'cn biiyiriff lar«<' (luaiititicis of honey. The
riiitiinil siipposiLioii was. that it was being used
by tli(^m in phicc of sugar, causing lis to sell our
product at the price of sugar: but on investi-

gating this state of affairs I am informed by
workers in those canneries that no honey is

used whatever for preserving purposes. They
simply buy it to adult' late it with glucose,

making two carloads of such stuff from one of

lioney. Now the public are getting afraid to

buy e.xtracted honey for fear it is not genuine.
Should this continue, it is going to destroy a
liiviiv. part ol our business—the principal busi-
ness in this section. Another point is, for two
years the honey crops have been failures. This
year the commission men are at their old tricks,

trying to squeeze us down to the sugar-stand-
ard prices. I always believed that the supply
of any given article controlled the price; that
is to say. the less quantity, the bigger the mar-
ket value would be. In the next place, you
can not fail to see that the adulterating evil is

really the worst; for every case of this rubbish
sold to the consumer is just so much less pure
honey sold by us. To sum it up in a few words,
it keeps down our profit and I'uins the trade in

extracted honey. Finally a cent or two on the
pound to us means a living; to the consumer
ihe price will be just the same if we can get a
responsible party to market our honey in the
Eastern States, for on them we depend to buy
our product.
This year the honey is splendid—white, and

water-white. So far I have not seen any dark-
colored honey, and the flavor of our sage honey
is fine. Alex. Mokrison.
Newhall, Cal., May 30.

[What you say may be true; but we believe

now, that, as honey has been coming in more
freely in California, the price will soon be so

low that the mixing of glucose would hardly be
worth practicing. The rascals who would do
this sort of work would not risk it unless there
were considrrable margin; and when the mar-
gin is small they will probably handle the
pure goods. If the fruit-canneries in California
should continue to use glucose, it is a matter
that should be brought to the attention of the
Bee-keepers' Union.]

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

Bees are just booming. I have more honey
already than I have had in three years before.

Beach City, O., June 12. A. Millek.

We had a good How of honey from guajilla
(|)ronounced wawhee-aw, but proi)erly gwah-
/(cci-yah) and catclaw. It started about the
10th of April. Bees on an average were too
weak to take the best advantage of the flow.
I have about 10,000 lbs. from 160 colonies, spring
count. J. A. SCHUDDEMAGEN.
Sabinal. Texas, May Hi.

Bees are doing well. I am working 40 stands
for comb honey; some hives have their second
super on at this date. Chas. Howell.
Hackettstown, N. J.. June 1.5.

We have been here since the second of April,

and have extracted, up to this time, over seven
tons of honey. By the time this reaches you
we shall probably have ten tons; taken from
175 colonies. Mks. H. F. Carpenter.
San Fernando, Cal., May ;.".».

prospects of a big honey yeah.

Every spot of ground where white clover
grows is one mass of bloom, and bees are just

booming. I have never seen them work on
clover as they are doing now. Basswood will

bloom profusely. Chauncey' Reynolds.
Fremont, ()., June 8.

[It seems as if nearly every report reads like

this. Prospects are certainly good.]

why thp: rambler smiles.

Our honey-yield is a much better crop than
last year, but still the yield at large will not be
immense. I now have 7 tons, and will get 3 or
4 mor((. Mclntyre writes me that he expects
over 40.000 lbs. He runs his extractor with his
water-motor, and it works like a charm.
Redlands, Cal., June 13. Rambler.

The outlook for a good honey crop is good in
the San Jacinto Valley. The first carload of
honey of the season was shipped last week.
We sold for 6 cts. There are two more carloads
waiting buyers at the same price. The honey
is extra thick, water-white, and of as fine flavor
as I have ever seen. H. I. Morse.
San Jacinto, Cal., June 8.

greatest honey'-flow in years.

We are having the greatest honey-flow here
for years, and of the finest quality possible. I

have extracted 75 lbs. from some hives, and
have colonies with their increase, one swarm,
which have filled nearly 100 boxes already. If

it keeps on we shall harvest the largest crop
ever taken in this portion of the country. 1 am
running 90 hives at present, part for comb and
part for extracted. I allow each hive I run for
comb to swarm once, and get big results this
year by so doing. Edgar Briggs.
Poughkeepsie, N. Y., June 17.

A GOOD report FROM TENNESSEE.
Friend Root:— I should like to tell you what

a continual round of pleasure we have had
since swarming commenced. When I say ive I

mean my little wife and myscdf. for we t\vd are
all there are of us, and we have been busier
than a man killing snakes. And such swarms I

never saw before, for I have let most of my
bees do their own swarming. I have tried both
ways, and have had the best success that way.
I said I never saw such swarms before. Well. I

never did. We have had several swarms that
it took two Dovetailed hives to hold. You
could not get them into one such hive, even if

you p'lcked them in like white beans. Some of
our swarms are great-grandchildren. That's
the way bees increase down here. I never saw
any thing like it before. The honey season has
been exceptionally good, with the exception of
about 13 days in May, when it rained every day.
The bees have been on white clover for three
weeks, or four, perhaps; and it is plentiful yet.
It blooms here three or four times a year. We
run for comb honey mostly; get Ki cts. for box
honey, and 10 for rough. They don't want ex-
tracted here, but want comb mixed with it

—

what we term rough honey. But it's delightful
business standing over a hive with half a bush-
el of bees in it, with the thermometer up to 85.

If there is any sweat in you it is pretty apt to
start.
We went into winter quarters with 38, and

came through without a single loss: sold 4, and
had 34 left; have 40 now, and let 8 run away
while I was sick; and really I am glad they
are gone. We have enough left to care for.

F. H. Finch.
Sumraertown, Tenn., June 31.
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Our Homes.

But seek ye first the kingdom of God, and his
rig-hteousness, and all these things shall be added
unto you.—Matt. 6:33.

SOME QUESTIONS FOK A. I. ROOT.
Friend Roof .-—While I work for the support of

myself and family in the .'-ix days that God has
given for work, is it right for the preacher to work
(prearh) on Sunday for the same object ?

While I live in a very plain and common way,
and am unable to send my children to school, is it

right for me to help the preacher to live in high
st\ le and educate his children ?

These questions are asked in this and perhaps
many other communities but I am unable to an-
swer, so I refer them to you, feeling that, if it is

your good pleasure to give us your views in the
matter, they will be helpful to many. I try to do
the riijlit thing under all circumstances.
Roxobel, N. C. G. H. Barnes.

My good friend, I am very glad indeed to help
you in any such moral question as the one you
propound—that is, so far as I am able to help
you. In the first place, it seems to me you
start out on a wrong basis. To be sure, it is

most commendable for a man to support himself
and family—to be self-supporting—to pay his
way as he goes; and there are thousands
among our neighbors whom we should be very
glad indeed to see do that very thing. Yes, it

is a sad reflection that, even in this our broad
land, with its privileges and opportunities,
there are so many who do not take care of
themselves and their families—so many who
are more or less a burden on the community.
Now, while I say this I at the same tiiue main-
tain that the man who has no higher motive
than to support his wife and family stands on
a very low plane. Let me see if I can not make
it clear to you.
A good deal of the time the most of us talk

and act as if all the duty we owed to God or to
the world were to take care of ourselves and
families—to be self-supporting; and when we
speak of the different occupations that men
enter into, we often consider which occupation
will give us the most money. For instance, our
agricultural papers at times advise our farmers
to raise more corn or oats or potatoes, so they
can make the more money; and is it perfectly
right and proper to be striving for that line of
work which will give us most pay? In one
sense it is; but there should be before all of us
a higher and nobler incentive. While we work
for our own personal good, we should also be
laboring for the public good, no matter what
our occupation may be. Some men build
houses, and it is a very commendable thing to
do. The carpenter is considered a very re-
spectable man. Well, now, suppose the carpen-
ter should say, " I believe that, on the whole, I

can make more money farming than I can in
building houses, therefore I am going to sell

my tools and buy a farm."' This is all right
and proper. Suppo.se, however, the carpenter
had heard some friend or relative say, "Now,
if I were you, instead of going on to a farm I

would teach school—why, T get more money
teaching school than any farmer or carpenter
around here;" what would you think, my
friend, of a schoolteacher who. simply because
he can make more money at it than he could
farming or in building houses, would talk like
that? Or, if you choose, suppose you should
hear some young doctor say that he had made
ever so much more money doctoring than he
had in teaching school or in farming, or any
thing else he had tried: and suppose he should
urge his friends to all go into the business of
doctoring because there is lots of money to be
made at it. What would you think of such a

doctor? Wouldn't you begin to feel uneasy at
the prospect of having to call a doctor who had
bragsed about the large amount of money he
could make in a short time by doctoring folks
when they were sick? Why, I need not tell
you that it would be damaging to the school-
teacher or to the doctor either, if it should get
out that his sole or principal motiv in teaching
the children, or in doctoring sick folks, was to
make as much money as he could in the short-
est possible time. The teacher who has charge
of your children, I am sure, is not that sort of
woman or man; and if your family physician
has no other motive than to make all the mon-
ey he can—yes, and he may do a reasonably
good job too, when he is called uf)on—why, I
should say, God help you.
Why is it that we demand that the school-

teacher should have some other incentive, as
well as the doctor, than that he may make
money or support his family? A neighbor
right across the railroad track once told me the
reason he kept a bar in his house, and sold
liquors, was that he might support his family
and educate his children. He was a poor igno-
rant German, and 1 fear he was a bad man at
heart or he would not have urged any such
reason why he should go on keeping a saloon.
Poor fellow! he did educate his children, but
at the same time he educated Mmse// to such
an extent that he now fills a drunkard's grave.
When we are looking up a teacher we want one
who has love for his country and love for his
fellow-man, and a high sense of the high honor
and responsibility that rests upon him. We
want him to realize the sacredness of his task.
The schoolteacher who drinks or swears—no
matter what his qualifications may be in the
way of education—would never get a position
if his bad habits were known; and I believe
that few teachers, in town, city, or country
would care to take the risk of being seen smok-
ing a cigar or playing a game of cards. The
whole world demands something better of
them. The man who builds your house may
be a rather bad man, providing he keeps his
bad habits out of sight while he is on your
premises, and at the same time does a good job.
You do not care very much whether he makes
lots of money at it or not; and even if he should
brag of how much money he made in building
that house, you would not care particularly
about it, providing he did it as cheaply as any
other carpenter would. But suppose the school-
teacher or doctor were to do the same thing—
don't you see it would not do at all?
Now, these two professions I have been

speaking of—teaching and medicine—come on
to this ground of responsibility. The teacher
who is supposed to exhort your children toward
truth, honesty, purity, sobriety, etc., must Wm-
se?/ set a good example. His soul must be in
the work of making c/(ik?kind, if not mankind,
better. It is all right that he should get good
pay for good work; btit we do not want him to
put the Yxuj first. The schoolteacher who
works solely for the money there is in it would
not be worth having. We demand, in the lan-
guage of our text, that he shall seek fitst the
kingdom of God and his righteousness. Perhaps
we do not put it in just so many words, but
that is the way we feel about it: and he knows,
and ice know, that, just as soon as the coiumu-
nity discovers that he is a good and efficient

man. and is laying the foundation for good and
noble characters among his pupils, then he will

get good pay, just as the latter part of our text
promises. The same with the doctor. If a
patient of his is spoiling his body by using to-

bacco or whisky, we expect the doctor to be
man enough to jcjin hands with the preacher (I

believe that is what you call him, friend B.),
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and labor for the salvation of his soul as well
as his body. Shame on the doctor who would
say that he followed his profession only because
of the money there might be in it! Why, a
doctor is expected to do a large amount of doc-
toring without any pay or thought of ever get-
ting a copper for it. It is a part of the business.
If he has not a genuine honest love for his fel-

low-men, so that he can work for nothing,
when the saving of life demands it, he is not tit

to be a doctor, and he would not long be toler-

ated in any community. 1 appeal to my medi-
cal friends as to the truthfulness of what I say.
Now. the doctors and teachers are employed

to look after the physical and mental welfare
of the children of the people. What shall we
say of the minister? In the first place, good
friend B., you are making a fearful blunder
when you take it for granted (or, at least, you
seem to take it so) that the minister earns his
money by the sermon he preaches on Sunday.
Sometimes, where they can not do any better,

they employ a minister to come In the middle
of the day and stay just long enough to preach
a sermon, and then go away, not seeing
during the week the people he preaches to,

knowing little or nothing about them. I be-
lieve, however, that such kind of preaching, as
a rule, does very little good; and the preacher,
again, as a rule, gets very little pay for It. But
perhaps it Is better than no preaching at all.

In our place of worship we pay our pastor 11400
a year. and. of course, he preaches to us every
Sunday. He was engaged with the under-
standing that he was to preach one sermon on
Sunday; but he commenced almost immediately
giving us an evening sermon ijesides. And
then he presides over at least two prayer-
meetings; makes it his business to be on hand
promptly at every religious gathering; hunts
up, gets acquainted with, and exhorts toward
rightousness, eyery person belonging to his
flock; looks after and finds out who lives in

every house in town; and If there is a family
or person who does not attend church some-
where else, he makes It his business to give
such person or persons an earnest, faithful
exhortation In the line of our text. Besides
this, if anybody In his whole parish is in trouble
he expects to be consulted. If he finds out
about the trouble, many times he does not wait
to be invited to lend a helping hand. Not only
Is he a spiritual adviser, but he has at least
excellent wisdom and judgment concerning
medicine, law. finance, and altnost every thing
else that concerns ourselves and our neighbors.
I do not mean that he meddles with what
naturally belongs to law. medicine, or banking;
but he is always ready to give you his sym-
pathy and kind brotherly advice In all these
matters.
Just after my conversion I became firmly

persuaded that there was not another pastor in

the whole world so helpful and kind as my
good brother Reed. When God called him,
however, to wider fields, another faithful mes-
senger of righteousness took his place, and I

soon began to feel that brother Reed had almost
a duplicate. As the y(iars passed by, some-
thing like half a dozen ministers of the gospel
have presided over us, and I should almost feel

hurt if any of my friends should compare them
and call one better than another. My opinion,
after very close and intimate acquaintance
with these friends I have spoken of. is that they
have fully earned every cent of their salary.
In fact, for most of them we have voluntarily
advanced the pay while they were with us.

Two or three were offeied more pay if they
would stay, and they did not go away either
because they could get better pay somewhere
else. I knevv them well enough, and knew the

circumstances well enough so that I could state
very positively that they were not working
for the money there was in It. My good friend
A. T. Reed, whom I have mentioned above, cer-
tainly did not expect to make any money In
laboring with me as he did at that memorable
time 18 years ago. He was not hired, to do it,

and I ijresume most people would have said at
the time that he was wasting his breath and
his prayers. In fact, he rather went out of his
way; but in so doing he gave you the Home
Papers, which so many of you tell me have
been helpful to you.
Now. then, good friend, what do you think of

the sort of men who often say, " Well, the world
Is about all alike; when we get right down to
It, they are all after the almighty dollar'"'?
Somebody, perhaps, gently suggests, by way of
remonstrance, "Are ministers and teachers all
after the almighty dollar?" But the one who
makes the proposition very often says, "Yes,
sir—every last one of them. When you get
right down to it, the preachers—the whole of
them—are preaching for the dollars and for
nothing else."* God pity the man who believes
such a doctrine as that. Yes, God pity the man
who is so hardened and bitter that he can even
give voice to such sentiments, even if he does
believe them. My answer, then, to your first

paragraph, is this:

It is right for the preacher to preach, or work,
if you choose, on Sunday; for God has said.
" Remember the Sabbath day to keep it holy;"
and our good friend the pastor is kind enough
to exhort us to holiness on that day, when he
can have us all together, even if he does work
during the week harder than many of us. One
day In seven, we as a people have consented to
lay aside business and week-day cares, in order
that we may better consider matters pertaining
to the kingdom of God and his righteousness.
Under such circumstances it is eminently fitting

that the pastor of the church should lead us and
teach us, and exhort us to follow godliness dur-
ing the week.
Your second paragraph calls for a little more

attention. Is it right that ministers' children
should wear better clothes and have a better
education than the children of his flock? My
opinion is, that It would not be exactly the
thing for ministers" children to wear better
clothes than any of the other children in the
parish; and my experience is, that such is not
often the case. We should expect, however,
that ministers' children would be as well
brought up. and that they would certainly take
as good care of their clothing, etc., as any of
the others. In point of education, we should
be rather ashamed to permit the minister's
children to be behind the general run. We
might say the same of clothing and manners.
Friend B.. you would not want God's holy
house to be very much poorer than the business
places In your neighborhood. In fact, it ought
to be the other way. The man who has not
sufficient reverence for God's holy place to
want it neat, tasty, and orderly, ought to be
ashamed of himself; and the same would ap-
ply to the minister. In a neighboring town the
minister was so poorly paid that he used to

work at almost every thing during the week.
One day he was plastering his house, and a
spruce young fi^llow came for him in order that
he might be married to his girl. When he
found that the chap covered from head to foot
with mortar was the preacher, he went away
ofi'ended. He did not propose to have so sacred
a ceremony, so far as he was concerned, per-

* People who make remarks like the above ouffht
to remember that people are likely to conclude they
judg-e others by tliemselves.
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formed by any one who looked as that fellow
did. The young man was at least partially
right. It was not the minister's business, how-
ever, to be ashamed of himself. It was the
business of the people who employed him year
after year, and who neglected to pay him as he
ought to have been paid.

Isn't your second paragraph sufficiently an-
swered? Friend B.. you go right straight and
get acquainted with your pastor; follow him
about from morning till night, all through the
week: and if you do not decide as I have done,
that he earns his money as honestly and as well
as anybody does, then I shall be mistaken.

I am glad to see your concluding paragraph,
and that you are trying to do the right thing.
If I have not answered you sufficiently, have I

not given you some helpful suggestions in the
line? And don't you believe we shall have
better homes and better neighbors when we
cultivate such a feeling toward our spiritual
leaders as I have. pictured to you in these brief
remarks? Remember, I once stood where you
now do. For many long years I found fault
with ministers— called them lazy, etc. May
God forgive me; and may the uncharitable
comments on the good clothing that every com-
munity absolutely demands that the pastors of
their churches should wear be forgiven.
Wouldn't it be best for all of us—carpenters,
farmers, schoolteachers, and ministers, if we
really and tiuly made it our business to seek
the kingdom of God. and his righteousness,
leaving it with God and the great wide world
to pay us for our services what we ought to
have? Oh! you do not know how much hap-
pier and pleasanter I have felt since I have
been working—not for money, but for God's
kingdom: and the astonishing part—at least to

me—is, that, as soon as I have forgotten to look
first after the money part, God has seen to it

that "all these things" have been added unto
me and mine most abundantly. May his holy
name be praised.

Even so did the Lord ordain, that tliey which pro-
claim the gospel should live of tlie gospel.— I. COR.
9:14.

Notes of Travel.

ON THE WHEEL—CONTINUED.

When I neared the well I was informed that
I would have to have a permit in order to get
over there. There was so much oil on the
ground, and covering the surface of the water
that stood in hollows, and even floated down
the creek, that they were very careful who was
permitted to go around the derrick, on account
of the danger of Are. When the managers dis-
covered that it was A. I. Root who was making
Inquiries, they not only gave me the permit,
but went over and showed me around. No
tanks had as yet been put up to save the oil;

and during the recent rain of sixty hours, a
great quantity of it was washed down the
stream. They had drilled through ever so
many hundred feet of solid salt; but as they
deemed the oil they have struck to be of more
value than the salt, their attention has been
turned to the former.
There is one thing that is particularly pleas-

ant to the wheeler all through Summit County:
and that is. the beautiful pun^ soft waii'r al-
most everywhere you go. In some places the
springs are so plentiful along the hillsides, that
at almost every farmhouse there is a watering-
trough, with a running stream of pure water
right out along the roadside. I reached the old
home of my childhood in Mogadore, Summit

Co., in the middle of the afternoon (feeling but
little fatigued after traveling more than 40
miles); but the matters that particularly in-
terested me there would not be of so much in-
terest to the readers of Gleanings.
At Tallmadge I called on my relative, Mr.

Wilbur Fenn. He was out plowing a piece of
ground just 100 rods long; and the minute I

looked down the furrow he had just turned,
I uttered an exclamation of surprise and de-
light. Do you know why? This hundred-rod
furrow was about as straight as you could draw
a string. It was of even, regular depth its

whole length, and the fine soft loam rolled over
exactly the same way from one end of the fur-
row to the other. In fact, the field was almost
ready to plant just as the plow left it. My
cousin, young Fenn's father, explained to me
that one reason why his son did so nice a job
just then, was that he was teaching his hired
man how to plow straight. Some of you may
say that a crooked furrow would give just as
good a crop as a straight one. Well, I suppose
it might under some circumstances; but look
here, my friend. The man who plows a straight
furrow like that, does every thing else accord-
ingly, in making his preparations for a crop.
The ground will be so well fitted, and the plant-
ing so accurate, that a good hill of corn will

grow on every foot of the soil, where there is

room for a hill. There will not be too many
stalks in a hill, nor too few; and there will not
be any good spots in the field, and i)oor spots.

Young Fenn is in Terry's neighborhood, and
he has caught on to the ideas of good farming
that have been so vehemently taught. Let me
tell you something about how hard he has
worked to get his ground so he could plow such
a furrow. First, all the trees and stumps were
disposed of; then the rocks and stones. Why,
this same ground has been farmed for perhaps
fifty years; and when young Fenn got hold of
it he commenced getting out every stump and
stone that would make the plow dodge. In one
place, after digging out a stone that broke his
plow-point, he found .sixold broken plow-points
in the same spot. His predecessors had broken
their plow-points, one after another, and con-
tented themselves with putting in a new one
and going ahead and leaving the cause to do
the same thing again, year after year. Of
course, the ground is underdrained; but even
then I could not comprehend how that soil

should turn over so beautifully soft and even
and fine; but he explained it by saying the
field was fitted for oats when that sixty-hour
rain came; but the water settled it down so
solid and compact that he decided he would
not undertake to get the crop under in such
conditions. Theiefore he plowed it all over,
and was going to put in corn.*
Just as I was stepping into the buggy to

leave, our young friend said we must hold on
just long enough to see his potatoes in the cel-

lar. Although it was the last week in May. he
had not yet planted them, and did not propose
to plant them for some little time. His forte is

late potatoes, and he does not undertake to put
in whe:it after them, ms frier.d Terry does. In
fact, he has a rotation of his own fashion, suit-

ing his own needs. The cellar was closed up as

* You .see, the point Is that an expert farmer will
not undertake to produce a crop unless he Vias the
conflitions sonictliing' near what lii' thinks thej'
oug-lit to be. 1 have frequently liad grround titled

ready to i)lant, just as lie did; l)ut I went ahead and
put in tlie seed, tliinlting- 1 could not very well help
the nuittei'. Of course, this field 100 rods long was
doing things on a little larger scale, and it would
be rather expensive business to iKO ahead when
there is a strong probability of failure over so large
a piece.
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tight as a bandbox. Not a bit of air nor light
could get in. A hundred bushels of potatoes
which lie had selected and saved for planting
were piled up in the cellar: and so cool was it

kept that scarcely a sprout had begun to show,
even though it was May. He raises principally
the Empire Staie; and every time I go past his
place late in the fall I enjoy looking at the
bright clean green foliage that is sure to be
seen in his potato-field just before frost. Some-
body told me that he had last season about
1400 bushels, for which he received over $1400.

You may say he was lucky in having a big
crop whpn there was a general scarcity: but I

tell you it was more hard thinking and prompt
acting at just the right time than it was luck.
A little further on we came to the home of

L. B. Pierce, of Tallmadge, O. The initials

L. B. P. are so familiar to all who read our
agricultural papers that I shall hardly need to

introduce Mr. Pierce. He is a considerable
grower of strawberries as well as of other small
fruits, and his particular line of work seems to
be in putting strawberries on new ground just
reclaimed from the forest. The land in his

vicinity is worth perhaps forty or fifty dollars
an acre—that is, some of it can be bought for
that; but after friend P. has cleared it of trees,

stumps, and stones, and got on a crop of straw-
beriies, it would probably take several times
fifty to buy it. The fresh woods dirt mixed
with the sandy loam looked so soft and rich
and inviting that one could scarcely resist the
temptation to get down on his hands and knees
to get out the weeds and fix each plant in nice
trim to push ahead. Out of many thousands
of strawberry-plants put out at just about the
right time in spring, he is going to have hardly
a missing plant; and the way the great bushy
roots have pushed out in the black leafy mold
is enough to make anybody enthusiastic.
Friend Pierce has not only in his writings

but by actual practice demonstrated the advan-
tage of having the grower deliver his berries
straight to the consumer. His chief part of the
berry business during fruiting time is to sell

them. His oldest boy looks after the picking
and general work. How could a strawberry-
grower get along without children of his own ?

In fact. I don't see how anybody gets along
very much in this world in the way of building
up a business unless he has children to back
him up and encourage him. Every grower has
ideas of his own, and methods and tools of his
own; and it is quite a satisfaction to go around
and see different enterprising and progressive
men, and compare notes. Friend Pierce is a most
untiring writer for the different agricultural
journals; and his writings are all from practice,
with very little theory mixed in. This is one rea-
son why they are so practical and helpful. As one
goes about on the grounds he sees here and
there a hundred different things that have
been described in the papers. When I got
around to my cousin's, D. E. Fenn's, Tallmadge
Center, it was raining. Perhaps I might ex-
plain that D. E. Fenn was almost ahead of
friend Terry with his covered barnyard. Some
years ago he decided that he did not want his
straw. Ills cattle, his manure, nor any thing
else, out in the weather over winter; so he
moved two old barns up near each other, and
then made a great roof so as to unite and cover
both. Under this immense roof he puts all his
straw, hay, grain, live siock, and every thing
else, and has room for all his manure, where he
keeps it on a plan similar to Terry's with the
covered barnyard. It was also pretty nearly
noon. I begged the privilege of taking my
accustomed nap just before dinner, while it

rained. Just as soon as I hinted my wishes I

was ushered into one of the daintiest little

sleeping-rooms you ever did see. By the way, I

wonder whether anybody else has feltas I have,
that it is a real luxury to close your eyes for
sleep amid plc(if«tnt surrmindings. I do not
know whether you. my friend, are in the habit
of thanking God for your pleasant sleeping-
room or not; but if yours is a ffdr sample of
those that are placed at my service on my
wheeling raids, I think you ought to thank
God this minute for your sleeping-room, and
for the dear wife who keeps it all the while so
tidy and trim. Amid the patter of the rain-
drops I bade adieu to consciousness, and rested.
I have often said that nobody can relish a
drink of cool spring water as well as can the
wheelman or wheel-i«o?m(n, if you choose (for

wheel-wo)(ic?i are crowding close upon our
heels). And now I wish to say that one who
has never ridden a wheel can hardly appreciate
the delicious sense of a restful sleep. In just
three-quarters of an hour, as it was the day
before. I was fully alive, with all my energies
and strength at their best. Why, of late it just
makes me feel happy to swing my arms and
inflate my chest, i feel proud of the strength
that God has lately seen fit to give me. Infor-
mation that dinner was just ready was another
piece of news that made me inwardly thank
God; and in a minute more I was invited to
thank him out loud. My cousin commenced
making some apology by saying that she did
not happen to have any thing in the house
that morning ready, and so I would have to
put up with—just at this juncture I stopped
her, telling her that I was just thinking that
Mrs. Root must get the recipe for that delicious
potato soup. Well, we had so much talk about
it that I don't believe I got the recipe in full;

but she said the soup was made of potatoes and
mutton broth. May be your wife knows how
to make the same kind. If she does not, sister
Fenn will have to explain.
Had it been in Medina County, I should

hardly have dared lo start out on the roads.
But they have coalmines around Tallmadge,
and I noticed that the walks along by the
roadside were made of slack coal. Now, there
is not any thing nicer to run a wheel on, to my
notion, than walks of this kind. Fine gravel,
without any stones larger than a bean, for
instance, will do almost as well; but loose peb-
bles are rather detrimental. For a while it

was rather too wet to get along; but I followed
the roadside paths, executed some gymnastic
maneuvers now and then when the foot-path
crossed a ditch or went down steps, but on the
whole I got on very nicely for several miles;
then the roads began to get dryer and dryer,
and pretty soon it was dusty again. Part of the
way between Cuyahoga Falls and Hudson they
have a graveled road, made some two years ago.
I tell you, wheelmen can appreciate roads like

that one, through a sandy country, or during a
muddy time in any country. The minute I

struck that graveled road it seemed as if I

should fly the rest of the way. I actually did
run for several miles faster than the wind.
For instance, when I started on the graveled
road there was quite a little breeze blowing
against my back, from the south. I said to
myself, " Now, old fellow, you are not going to
have any air at all this very hot day;" and
when my speed had reached exactly that of the
wind, there was. as I expected, no breeze, and
it was a dead calm. As the road was so nice,
however, I put on a little more strength, and
soon doubled my former speed. Then a deli-

cious cool breeze sprang up from the noHh—
that is. it seemed so. I slacked up, and then
there was no breeze at all; then I alighted to

prove it, and there was the same gentle breeze,
clear and distinct, from the south. So you see I
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rode faster than the wind, and that, too, with-
out very much trouble.

Filially up behind my back came a thunder-
cloud. With the wind pushing me from behind,
I could almost run away from the storm; but it

finally drove me into the \\ oodshed of a spacious
farmhouse. The good lady, as soon as she saw
me rushing in on ray wheel, invited me to come
inside: but when I told her that I rather pre-
ferred the open air during tlie thunder-shower,
she brought an easy-chair for me to sit in. Did
you know, my friend, what lots of kind people
there are in this world, especially if one only
behaves himself even half way in a Christian-
like manner? Then there was an old-fashioned
well -curb, with its " old oaken bucket." Why.
if everybody liked water from the well and
spring as well as I do— that is, when I am rid-
ing a wheel—there certainly v/ould not be much
longing for wine, beer, oi' cider.
r As soon as the rain let up. I pushed on for
friend Terry's. The roads were somewhat
sticky, but his home was not far away, and you
know I have had considerable drill in running
a wheel over slippery places. My riding over
the ice and through the slush and snow all

winter long was not without its advantages.
Even though the wheels should slip and slue. I

have learned to keep my seat pretty well.
Another thing, the roads were all the while
drying off, so that, if I can manage to keep up
on the start, I pretty soon get along very well.
In this case, however, it had rained much
harder toward friend Terry's than at the point
where I started, so I was soon in real trouble.
There were no houses near, and the mud was
so soft that it was entirely out of the question.
I had nothing on my feet but thin cloth shoes.
I always prefer these for wheeling. I could
not walk in the mud. and I could not very well
walk in the grass; but after a little experi-
menting and considering I found I could run
the wheel in the grass where the ground was
decently level. It was a good deal like floun-
dering along, however, until I reached a point in
the road where friend Terry's farm commences.
You see. he has gone and fixed up the roadsides,
and made them like a lawn. Another thing,
he has graveled the road where it goes through
his farm, so while the mud began to fly from
the rubber tires I began to smile through my
wetness. The wet grass and rain together had
pretty thoroughly drenched my feet. I was
hoping I could get into the covered barnyard,
or somewhere out of sight, and slick up a little

before presenting myself to the women-folks.
Whom should I meet, however, just before I

got up to the gate, but one of the Misses Terry?
I was just beginning to feel embarrassed when
she took in the situation, and then she laughed
and I laughed; and when I concluded that it

was nothing but a laughing-matter I felt con-
siderably better. Pretty soon friend Terry in-
formed me that he had just put a letter in the
postofifice. requesting me to put off business and
come right out there as soon as possible. So
you see I had been specially invited, but did
not know it. I always enjoy being prompt;
but this time they said they thought I had out-
done even A. I. R. himself.
Now, friend Terry's dooryard is always

pretty; and after the nice summer shower, I

expected it to look radiant; tnit I was not at all

prepared for the sight that met my eye as I

came through that front gati'. A group of rho-
dodendrons and azaleas was in the front yard
near the house, and the latti-r were just in full

bloom. They were clothed with flowers to such
an extent that the blossoms enveloped them
like a garment; and each blo.ssnm seemed to
'• blush at the praise of its own loveliness." I

do not claim that the latter is original; but no

one could appreciate fully such a description
until he had seen that group of azaleas. Why,
I did not know that the whole wide world con-
tained any thing so bewitchingly beautiful. I
have visited fine residence- in the great cities
and on the I'acilic coast; I have seen green-
houses at their best, tilled with the rarest and
most costly plants the world affords; but I

never saw any thing that took hold of all there
is in me to appreciate and enjoy, as did that
sight. If Mrs. Moot were here she would say
as she did about the nice dinners and the nice
bedrooms, that the wheel, the perspiration, and
the flow of animal spirits, had colored up things.
Well, may be the wheel and my pleasant rides
had something to do with it; but, dear friends,
let us rejoice that it is not an unhealthy nor un-
natural exhilaration. Perhaps I have earned
it somewhat by giving so much of my life to
indoor work.

In the back of the yard there was another
plant that got hold of me something like the
azaleas. The latter cost quite a lot of money.
They retail at .$1..50 to .fS.OO. By taking half a
dozen, the group I saw cost only .-?1.()0 each;
but when I asked friend Terry how much he
paid for that Vanhoutea spirea, what do you
think he said? Why, it cost only i-> cents.
His plants all came from the nursery of Storrs
& Harrison. He went there and picked them
out himself, instead of sending by mail or
express, or patronizing a tree-peddler. I think
there is a moral there too. If there is a nur-
seryman in your vicinity, go and visit him ;

get acquainted, and then pick out your stuff,

instead of sending a thousand miles away to
somebody who sends out gorgeous catalogues.
No offense is intended to the catalogue men;
they are all right when there is not somebody
in that line of business near your home.

I declare! I believe I shall have to wait again,
until our next issue, before I tell you about
friend Terry's farm in the latter part of the
month of May. and what it was he was so anx-
ious to have your humble servant see at just
exactly that time. It was not azaleas, although
I would have cheerfully made such a trip to
see those alone.

Contimied in our next.

High-pressure Gardening.

GARDENING IN .JUNE.

Strawberries are now in their height, and we
are gathering ten or fifteen bushels a day. I

was once inclined to be skeptical about the
need of perfect blossoms among the imperfect,
to insure perfect fertilization; but 1 have got
all oyer it now. By some blunder we had a fine

row of Edgar Queens, with no perfect blossoms
within several rods of them; and although
there is a wonderful crop of magnificent berries

—that is. magnificent in size, almost everyone
is knotty, gnarly, and ill shaped; and, in fact,

there is a general difficulty with all of our
imperfect berries in this respect, this season,
unless they stand very close to a row of Jessies,

or some other berry that produces a profusion
of p-rfect blossoms. And, by the way. Michel's
Early is coming to the front nobly, not only as

an early berry but as a fertilizer: it has given
us our first berries, and quite a good many fine

large ones; and the one row that we had de-
cided to try just one more year before plowing
them up, has given us a good many bushels of

fine-looking berries, excellent in flavor and per-

fect in shape. We are going to plant the variety
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largely, and put It in our price list. This illus-

trates an important point: For three years we
have had unfavorable springs for all extra-
early berries; and this present season has been
the first to let it show what it could do. All
extra-early strawberries should be thinned out,

or planted out far enough apart so the sun can
have free access to color up the berries early,

letting them grow without a mulch. This
year we sold berries fully a week before our
nearest competitor had picked a bushel. He
has none of the very early kinds, and his ber-
ries are mostly in grass and weeds. These
latter sav« to some extent the expense of

mulching, but they make the berries late. For
our extra early we want the ground free from
mulch or any thing else that would shade or
cover the surface. Then they should have
good cultivation, with plenty of room between
the plants, as I have explained. This latter is

some trouble, but we get almost double the
price for our extra-early berries, and have no
trouble in finding customers. Just now very
fine berries are retailing on our streets for 8

cts. , Our Timbrell strawberry has linaily got
under way, and is growing with wonderful vig-
or—that is. two phmts are. Two more are
going to make a livt- of it, and that is all we
have to show for our doziMi. The last half-
dozen sent us were remarkably large, strong,
healthy plants. By some bad management,
however, they were kept out of the ground
until the plants had begun to send ont while
shoots, like a potato in the dark. We have
bought quite a quantity of nursery stuff this
season in this same predicament. It looks as
though it had been weeks or months in a cellar
or cold storage, or something of that sort. Very
likely it is less bother to ke^p plants ready for
shipment in this way, but they do not compare
with plants dug right out of the ground the
day they are to be shipped; at least, that has
been my experience.

NO BEES NO STRAWBERRIES.
Berries are about all gone, and I think that,

on an average, we have had about a good half-
crop. I am more convinced than ever that, if

cross-fertilization is not performed by the in-
sects, there will be no perfect crop of strawber-
ries. Half of the present crop was not fertil-

ized, and did not develop. R. Stehle.
Marietta, O., June 1.5.

TAKING SOME OF OUK OWN " MEDICINE.''

The following is just the kind of letter that
we like to get—that is. when things we send out
do not come up to what they should do:

Mj-. a. I. Ro(it:—ln locikiiig (wer .Tune Glbanings,
page 453, 1 saw a note from Henry Martin, followed
by your advice what to do. Now, friend Root, we
have been taking your journal almost from its in-
fancy, and have lieen dealing- with you more or less
every season, and have no reason to complain; but
as you were advising dealers to ship their goods
properly, I thought I would advise you to take some
of your own medicine. We ordered fifty Haver-
land strawberry-plants, ten raspberry-plants, and
half a pint of Burpee's bush lima beans. When the
plants came to hand they were heated. We opened
them out that niglit. and hi.id them in tlie cellar
until the next morning. Seven of the strawberries
are all that I got out of tlie fifty, to make even a
start, and one or two raspberry; and tlie beans, I
should likf^ to know what is the matter with them
They seem to have no vil allty at all. I planted about
two-tliirds of them wlien I planted my first beans,
and not one ever sprouted; the rest I planted later,
when I planted my pole limas. My own are up nice,
while there are riot half a dozen "of tlie bush limas
up, and they seem withered. I can not account for
for it unless they were some that never matured.
Owaneco, 111., June 6. Molue O. Large.
I am surprised to know that the strawberries

were heated. We have claimed that our moss
packing was of suph a nature that it would not
heat. Your report, however, seems to indicate
otherwise. I presume it was this heating that
made all the trouble in strawberries andrasp-
beiTies. We will credit you with the value of
the plants you lost, in somethingelse, or replace
them, as you may choose. In regard to Burpee's
bush lima, we have seen a report in one of the
agricultural papers, quite similar to yours, in

regard to their vitality. You may remember,
as you have taken Gleanings so long, how
much money I .squandered on bush limas when
they first came out. I gave 17.5.00 in gold for a
single handful of bush limas; and I abandoned
them almost solely because we could not get
them to mature in our locality. My experience
indicates, too, that both the Burpee and the Ku-
merle bush limas arc^ very slow of germination.
Unless the weather is just to their notion they
will rot in the ground or grow very imperfectly.
This statement will be referred to Burpee him-
self; and if he does not make the matter satis-

factory, we will. Other friends who have had
like experience will please report and let us
know what will make the matter satisfactory.
And now. my good friend Mollie. I want you to
bear in mind thai we folks here at the Home of
the Honey-bees do not propose to offer '• medi-
cine ' to anyhody that we would not take our-
selves.

HEATING HOT-BEDS BY STEAM ; ALSO SOME-
THING MOKE ABOUT THE BUBACH

STRAWBERRIES.
Mr. Roof.-—How many feet of hot-bed, linear

measure, will a ten -horse-power boiler heat,
beds (5 feet wide? Have you any second-hand
boilers to sell, or any new ten-horse-power up-
right boilers.

You spoke of the big Bubachs. I have been
selling them off the wagon for nearly three
weeks. Some of them measure ,5% inches
around. \"ou see, I got my plants of you. We
have sold about S300 worth in three weeks. The
people are pretty well worked up over the
beiTy- business here. My daughter, 14 years,
and my son. 13 years, run the wagon every day.
We are having a big trade. J. W. Nicodemus.
[' Newcomerstown, 0.

[Friend N., I am sorry that I can not answer
your question ; but a ten-horse-power boiler
would warm a tremendous amount of beds—

I

should think a quarter of an acre, without any
trouble. We have no second-hand boilers at
present, but we could sell you a ten-horse-pow-
6r boiler for ^175. All who have been using
steam through drain tile, for warming hot-
beds, have expressed surprise that so little

steam went so far. If any of our readers can
give us any facts from experience, in this mat-
ter, we should be glad to get them.]

THAT FLAT PEACH.
Mr. Root:—The flat peach spoken of on page

491, Gleanings, is " Peento " or one of its seed-
lings. It was imported from China many years
ago. but was in some way lost, and was again
introduced into the country from Australia in

186H. It is sub-tropical, and succeeds only
where the orange can be grown. The moss in
which it was packed is the Spanish moss, com-
mon in Florida, Louisiana, etc.

W. W. Irwin.
Dept. of Ag., Washington, D. C. June 24.

THE MUSHKOO.M SPAWN WE HAVE BEEN SELL-
ING.

I>ear5llr;—The mushroom spawn I purchased
of you some time since proved entirely worth-
less, not producing one plant, although I fol-
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lowed closely the directions accompanying the
same. Although I produced an inferior kind
from spawn taken from my own manure-heap,
in each place 1 tried yours in parts of the same
beds. Has any one to whom you sold this
spawn, or you yourself, succeeded in raising
mushrooms with this spawn? If so, will you
tell us through Gleanings exactly how it was
done ? Allen Bartow.
Milan, 0.. June 23.

P. S.—I have kept bees for over thirty years;
never knew so much whit(^ clover or nectar to

be gathered so rapidly before.

[Friend B.. to tell the truth we have not as
yet succeeded in getting any mushrooms from
the spawn we purchased of Johnston A: Stokes,
just such as we sold you; nor have we had any
report from any one who has succeeded.
Knowing Johnston iS: Stokps to be an old and
reliable Hrm, we purchased the spawn and sent
it out before we had time to test it ourselves.
You know it takes a much longer time to test
mushroom spawn than it does to test ordinary
garden seeds. May be others have succeeded.
We hope so. We have just one other com-
plaint like yours. If this notice does not suc-
ceed in bringing some report of success, we
shall have to go back to Johnston ct Stokes.]

Lay up for yourselves treasures in heaven, where neither
moth nor rust doth eoriaipt, and wliere thieves do not break
through nor steal. —Matt. 6: 20.

We never saw more white clover out than
now.

Did you ever! G. M. Doolittle recommends
box hives for farmers! Well, we do not know
but we would too, for the class he speaks of.

W. L. CoGGSHALL, that extensive bee-keeper
of West Groton, X. Y., lost so heavily in bees
last winter that he ordered and has received a
carload of bees shipped from the South, to re-

plenish the loss. Other bee-keepers in his vi-

cinity have lost, so we are told, all the way
from 65 to 70 per cent of their bees.

A PORTKAIT and biographical sketch of C. H.
Dibbern appears in the last American Bee
Journal. Mr. Dibbern has been one of our old
correspondents. Although not a prolific writer,

yet what he does have to say is valuable, and
has pith in it. We were surprised to see that
Mr. Dibbern, although 53 years old, looks so
young.

We would call special attention to our
answers to questions from beginners, that are
now running consecutively in Gleanings. We
have taken more than ordinary pains to answer
the questions correctly, and we believe that
some of the veterans, as well as the beginners,
will find pleasure as well as profit in their
perusal. Whenever we make errors we should
be glad to be corrected.

A FEW days ago Mrs. Atchley mailed us four
laying queens, with about a dozen attendants,
ail in one cage. Two of the queens came through
alive, and the other two were dead. We should
have expected that only the survival of the
strongest would have been left. Whether the
two that are alive, and seem to be getting
along peaceably, agreed to disagree, or whether

these same two killed the other pair, or whether
the other two fought between themselves, and
both fell mortally wounded, leaving the other
pair. Is hard for us to say. We returned the
queens to Mrs. Atchley to-day, June 14, and
will doubtless hear from her later as to whether
the two surviving queens agreed to disagree all

the way back. If queens would only aqree. It

would be a very economical way of sending
four or five together; but they don't—at least,
we never supposed they would when sent by
mail in this way.

REPORTS encouraging, AGAIN.
In another column we reproduce an old de-

partment that almost, during these pastseasons
of failure, had become extinct—that is, Reports
Encouraging. In that department we give in
this issue (juite a fair average of hundreds of
reports that are coming in, saying, with scarce-
ly an exception. " Bees are booming;" "' Never
had such a honey-flow." etc.: and it begins to
look as though the spell of poor seasons that
we have had is broken, and the old-time honey-
flows from clover were coming once again. Is

it possible that we are going to have one of our
old-fashioned honey-flows-? We think it is

quite probable. In order to get at a correct
status of the situation we hope our subscribers
all over the United States will send us reports
thick and fast as to what bees are doing. It is

to the interest of every honey-producer to know
whether the honey-flow throughout the coun-
try has been heavy or light.

cowan's GUIDE-BOOK IN SPANISH.

On page 447 we said that we knew of no bee-
book printed in the Spanish language; but we
have just noticed in El Coimenero Espanol an
advertisement of Mr. Cowan's celebrated work,
translated into that language by Mr. Enrique
de Mercader-Belloch. Mr. Cowan also, in a
card just received, calls our attention to the
fact.

' What we really meant to say was that
we knew of no bee-book written by a native
Spaniard. Considering the natural advan-
tages of Spain over England, in its flora, we
certainly had a right to expect a bee-book from
some of their native writers, rather than de-
pend on a mere translation of a foreign work.
We shall be glad to notice any advance that
our friends in Spain may be making in bee-
literature. It seems strange that the French
should have such an inexhaustible amount of
literature on bees while their neighboring and
adjoining nation has practically none. The
advertisement in question says that this is the
only bee-book in Spanish, and that Mr. Cowan's
work is printed in French, Russian, Swedish,
Danish, Spanish, and German.

QUEENS BY MAIL FROM ITALY; EGG CANDY VS.
GOOD CANDY.

Besides the consignment of imported queens
by express, noticed elsewhere, we have been re-

ceiving, within the last three or four weeks,
consignments of half a dozen imported queens
by mail. The loss was so small that we have
about concluded that hereafter we shall have
all our queens come by mail from Italy; and
had it not been for the fact that we put in the
egg candy with the Good (or Scholz) candy, each
kind in separate holes of the cage, we b(^lieve

that all the queens would have come through
alive. As it was. many of the cages—in fact,

all of them—had a particularly foul and sick-

ening odor. While the queens themselves ap-
peared to be perfectly healthy, the bees were in

the last stages of dysentery, and, of course,

soiled the inside of the cage. Why the dysen-
tery,? We can asign no other cause than that
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the egg in the one kind of candy proved to be
unwholesome. Examination of the cages shows
that, while the Good candy was used liberally,

the egg candy was eaten of only sparingly.
This seems to show us that, even though the
bees partake of it sparingly, it is unwholesome
enough to cause disease and the general foul
odor in the cages. This we have never noticed
before in cages having only Good candy. We
are entirely satisfied now that the egg candy,
although it holds its moisture, and remains
perfectly soft, is not a tit bee-candy ; and now
having tried almost all the bee-candies ever
described, we go back to the Good (or Scholz)
candy, convinced that it is the best, after all.

If we were to add any thing else to the equip-
ment of the cage it would be a water-bottle ;

and on long distances we are of the opinion
that, especially in hot weather, the water
would tend greatly to bring the bees through in
good order. We just sent a consignment of
queens to Australia, some having water-bottles,
and some not, and we shall wait with interest
the results. It is proper to state that Mrs. Atch-
ley has called our attention to the water-bot-
tles, and urged upon us the importance of try-
ing them again. We tested them years ago,
with decidedly favorable results; but as the
Good candy was not then in use, we concluded,
after trying the new candy, that the bottles
were not necessary; but perhaps this conclu-
sion was reached a little too hastily.

BIRDS OF MICHIGAN.

Prof. Cook sends us a beautiful paper-cover-
ed book with the above title, full of beautiful
pictures of most of the birds one is likely to
meet in this vicinity—perhaps most of the birds
of the United States, or, at least, this portion of
it. There are 131 pages, with illustrations on
almost every page, and frequently two or three
on the same page. The book is not only inter-
esting but valuable, inasmuch as it behooves
us to know our friends from our enemies. As
an illustration, turning to the king-bird, on
page 81, we find the following :

" Does more
good than harm, as it kills myriads of noxious
insects, and, usually, but few bees. Prof. S. A.
Forbes found that 43 per cent of the food of sev-
eral examined consisted of insects ;" and under
the head of" Bluejay," a bird that has caused no
little concern to bee-keepers, we find the follow-
ing: " Prof. J. A. Allen informs me that he has
taken a great number of the eggs of the tent-
caterpillar from their stomachs in winter, in
Massachusetts." There is not as much in the
book as I should like to see in regard to shoot-
ing robins and other birds because they destroy
frnit. I find, however, this much in the book in
regard to the American robin: "Eats myriads
of insects, mostly noxious species; angleworms
and fruit; cherries, berries, and grapes; 40 per
cent of the food of these birds examined by
Prof. Forbes was found to be cankerworms."
Now, in view of these reports is it not some-
what a question in regard to the policy of
shooting robins, bluejays, or king-birds? In
regard to the English sparrow, see the follow-
ing: " Eats grain, often very extensively, espe-
cially peas; vegetables and insects; drives away
our native birds ; is very filthy about houses

;

a three-cent bounty is thinning its ranks, and
often, through incorrect determination, the
ranks of other sparrows: breeds abundantly; it

is reported that thirty young may be reared
from a pair in a season." This valuable book
is sent free to all Michigan people interested in
farming, etc. I do not know on what terms it

may be obtained by the residents of other
States. As it is sent out by the State Agricul-
tural College. I presume information maf be

obtained there, or of the author, Prof. Cook,
himself.

APICULTURAL NAMES ; CHANGING TO BETTER
ONES.

In Stray Straws for this issu>?. Dr. Miller
says friend Pettit thinks that the word " queen-
exciuder"is a misnomer; that a better name
would be queen- bar. The latter certainly has
an advantage in point of brevity and exactness;
but we question whether at this stage it would
be possible to change the name. A good many
of our terms, while not accurate, are very ser-
viceable. They cause no confusion, and but
little would be gained even if we could change
to a more exact name. You will remember
that, some time ago, it was seriously proposed
to change the name of extracted honey; but no
change was made— first, because no better one
was chosen; and, second, custom and habit were
so strong that they could not be readily over-
come. After all, " queen-excluder " is not so
bad. It does exclude the queen in more ways
than one. We question wJiether it would be
desirable to even attempt, to make a change in
name, solely on the ground that it would be
practically impossible to do it; and, even if we
partially succeeded, it would make confusion,
and beginners would want to know whether
queen-bar and queen-excluder were one and the
same thing or different articles. The same con-
fusion formerly existed when we used the term
" broad frame" to indicate the receptacle that
used to be sold so extensively for holding four
and eight sections. As broad frame and brood-
frame were sometimes confused in writing, we
tried to change the name to ivide frame; but in

spite of all our efforts, using wide frames only
in our catalogue and other printed matter, the
two names continued to be used indiscriminate-
ly for the same article ; and beginners who
read other catalogues besides our own began to
to ask whether broad frame and wide frame
were one and the same thing. Under the cir-

cumstances we rather jumped from the frying-
pan into the fire; and would we not be doing
the same in trying to change the name of
queen-excluder to queen-bar? The lesson
comes right here: That those of us who make
names for new articles in apiculture should be
careful to select a name that is accurate and
brief.

SUNDAY OPENING AT THE WORLD'S FAIR, ETC.

I CONFESS that I do not see, at the present
writing, exactly where my duty lies in regard
to visiting the great exposition. It may be
right to say that people have a right to their
own opinions in regard to what we ought to do
on Sunday; and some claim that it is every-
body's privilege to respect the Sabbath, and to
try to keep it holy or not, as he chooses. But
even if we should grant this, is there anybody,
who pretends to be honest and respectable, who
believes it right to repudiate a square and fair
business contract? I know there are people
who wiggle out of their contracts and agree-
ments by saying that "circumstances alter
cases," etc. My general rule of conduct, how-
ever, has been to give all such people a wide
berth; therefore if I act according to my feel-

ings I should not visit the exposition at all. To
tell the honest truth. I would much rather
stay at home. May be, however, I ought to
go. If so, I want to lei duty and not inclination
rule, as I have been trying to teach you.

I do not know that 1 am very much surprised
to hear that those who have no respect for the
Sabbath have been easily persuaded to go a
step further and have no respect for their con-
tracts or bargains. Judging from past experi-
ence I should say that, sooner or later, this
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people will reap the natural reward of their
transgression. Some have urged that no dis-

aster has as yet overtaken them. I once heard
of a man who habltnally detied God and his
holy word. He one day called the pastor of
the church to look over a Held of grain. Said
he, "See there. I plowed that Held on vSunday,
and planted, and cultivati'd. and cared for it on
Sunday; and yet, notwithstanding, I have, as
you See. more than an average crop. Now,
does not this prove something?"
G*" Yes," replied God's faithful servant; "it
does indeed prove one thing: and that one
thing is, that God does not always settle ac-
counts with transgressors on the first of
October.'''

Perhaps the World's Fair may get through
until the first of October without the just judg-
ment of an oEfen'^ed God and an outraged peo-
ple falling upon them; but my opinion is. it

will come about soon after if not before. Al-
ready the Chicago papers are beginning to
admit the Sunday opening is a financial failure.

IMPORTED QUEENS ; A 8UKE WAY OF INTRO-
DtrCING.

We have just received a consignment of 30
imported Italian queens, direct from Italy, by
express. Every queen came through alive and
in good order, and they are now introduced in-

to the apiary without the loss of one. Our
method of introducing with this lot was some-
thing we had not tried before on so large a num-
ber of queens. We, took four or five strong
colonies, and divided them up into 30 one-frame
nuclei. This was done in the forenoon. In the
afternoon we transferred the imported queens,
without any attendants, to the Miller introduc-
ing-cage. Lest some of you may have forgotten
it we reproduce the cut here. One end of this

jr,,„

cage is stoppered up with a long wooden plug,
and the other end with a couple of blocks 34
inch square, spaced apart ^^ inch with two
strips of tin nailed on each side. This leaves a
soi't of oblong plug }4 inch thick, and the width
of the cage, with a hole H^'M inch running
centrally through. This hole is plugged with
Good candy. To introduce a queen we simply
placed the cage between a couple of combs,
•drawing the combs together until they squeezed
against the wooden plug. In from 34 to 48
hours the bees will eat through and let the
<iueen out. But, to return.
The thirty imported queens having been

placed in as many Miller introducing-cages,
we then placed one of each in each one of the
nuclei above mentioned: they were then left
for two days. Most of the queens were out at
the expiration of that time, in good order, and
they are now all out.
You see, the point is here: These newly

divided nuclei will have old and young bees,
and more or less hatching brood. Before the
imported queen is released, the old bees will
have returned to the old stand, and it is these
old fellows that always make trouble in intro-
ducing. By the time the queen is released,
there is nothing but youmj bees, including
those that were brought to the nuclei stand
and those that are hatched out in the interim.
These, of course, all being young, will accept
their new mother, without any trouble. The
plan has proved to be so satisfactory that we
shall employ it hereafter on all valuable
queens.

FOUL BROOD ; ITS TREATMENT AND CURE.
To many of our readers, and perhaps the ma-

jority, the rehearsing of much that is old on
this subject may seem unnecessary; but as the
information that has been gathered during the
past seven or eight years, including our own ex-
periments in the treatment and cure of foul
brood, have been scattered through many dif-
ferent copies of the bee-papers, it is hard for the
beginner and others, who have unexpectedly
come upon foul brood, to get at the information
quickly. We have already carefully considered
the subject under the heading of " Foul Brood,"
in "the ABC book; but as the disease seems to
be breaking out anew in many quarters, and
many questions are being asked, we will at-
tempt to boil down the best that has been writ-
ten, including the article in the ABC book,
bringing the matter up to the very latest date.

SYMPTOMS.
Some of the brood fails to hatch. Cappings

here and there are sunken and perforated at
the center. On opening one of these cells there
will be found a dead larva lying on one side of
the cell, somewhat shrunken, and of a brown-
ish color, varying all the way from a light pale
brown to a dark brown. In the more advanced
stages the brown is of the color of a coffee-berry
after being roasted. In the incipient stages the
brown is of the color of the coffee we drink,
when greatly diluted with milk. But so far all
these sym|)toms may be present as the result of
chilled, overheated, or starved brood. But to
determine whether it is the real foul brood, run
a toothpick into the dead larva and then draw
it slowly out. If the maturated mass adheres
to th'^ end of the pick, about like spittle, and
finally the fine thread breaks when the pick is

drawn back, it is probably a case of foul brood.
With all othi^r forms of dead brood, with per-
haps one exception, this ropiness does not ap-
pear; but with foul brood it invariably appears.
Now. then; is another symptom: and that is. the
odor, while not exactly foul, resembles greatly
that from a cabinet-maker's glue-pot ; and
when the disease is pretty well advanced in the
hive, the odor will make itself manifest upon
lifting the cover or quilt, even before exposing
the brood. If other colonies are affected in a
similar way, and the disease appears to spread,
it is unquestionably a case of foul brood.

In the above we have referred to an exception
where the diseased larvae have a brown color,
and yet show the ropiness— a sort of malady
that will correct itself, and which is very apt to
appear just before the honey-flow during hot
weather. It appears very suddenly, and disap-
pears just as suddenly. It is not foul brood, be-
cause it does not spread; and, so far as we can
remember from our own apiary, it lacks the
distinctive foul -brood odor. We wish we knew
what it was.

TREATMENT AND CURE OF FOUI- BROOD.
We have tried all the medicine, acid, or anti-

septic treatments. We have carefully followed
the reports as given in the bee-journals for
such treatments ; but so far we would not
advise anybody to place very much dependence
upon them. The carbolic-acid (or phenol)
treatment is, perhaps, as good as any; but
when it is strong enough to kill the germs of
Bacillus nlvei (the scientific name of foul
brood) it kills the bees too: but even then we
have found the disease would reappear in from
a month to six weeks after its use. It seems to
work a temporary cure; but such a cure in the
case of foul brood is no cure at all. In fact, it

actually does harm, because, if a more effectual
treatment, which we shall give presently, is

used, it does away with the (Za?i{/e7' of infection.
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Now, understand, we do not mean to assert
positively that plienol can not be made to cure
foul brood; but our experience and observation
convince us that the average bee-keeper had
better let it alone.

THE PLAN THAT WPJ PREFER.

Having satisfied yourself of the presence of
foul brood, or even having a suspicion that the
disease is in some particular colony, prepare a
clean hive containing only frames of founda-
tion. Toward night shake all the bees from
the diseased or suspected colony on to frames of
foundation, and place the new hive on the
stand of the old one. If possible, the new hive
should resemble exactly the old one; otherwise
the bees will be confused, and carry the germs
of the disease to other colonies. Compel the
bees to use up the honey in their honey-sacs in

drawing out the foundation. Don't feed for a
dav or so.

The diseased honey in the honey-sacs will be
converted into wax, and the new product will

be entirely harmless. The old combs of the
old hives should be burned. Do not try to
economize by melting up the wax. You will not
get enough of it to pay, besides run the risk of
spreading the disease all over the apiary. The
old hive should be immersed in boiling water
for at least 15 or 20 seconds. Splashing boiling
water on it will hardly be sufficient. Painting
the inside of the hive with a strong solution of
carbolic acid may answer ; but we know that
boiling the hives is effectual. The hive, after
boiling, may be used again with perfect im-
punity, with new colonies..

We would not advise burning colonies. Un-
less you burn up every bee, the few that escape
will get into some other hive, and do more
damage than the treatment above recommended.

Caution,.—Do not handle the infected colonies
during the day, or when robbers are nosing
around. Do not attempt to satisfy the curiosity
of other bee-keepers who would like to see what
foul brood looks like, smells like, etc. If you use
any sort of brush for brushing the bees off the
combs into the new hives, either burn it up or
keep it for a while in boiling water before
using it again on healthy colonies. Nothing
but an old smoker should be used in working
with foul brood. The boards of the bellows
may, perhaps, with advantage be painted with
a strong solution of carbolic acid; but after
having rid the apiary of foul brood, burn up
the smoker. Disinfect every thing where pos-
sible, that has come in contact with combs or
hives that are infected with the disease, by im-
mersing in boiling water. The hands should
be thoroughly washed in water strongly tinc-
tured with carbolic acid just strong enough so
it will not quite peel the skin off the hands. A
solution diluted .500 times, or the stn-ngth
recommended in the phenol treatment, is hard-
ly adequate. V/e have tested such strength in
killing the germs grown artificially in test-

tubes, and it seems to have no effect one way or
the other.

If you are afraid of foul brood, cut this article
out and paste it inside of your honey-house,
where you can have it ready for immediate ref-
erence in case the disease should ever make
itself manifest in your apiary. We have care-
fully tested personally the method we have
recommended above, and know that it is effectu-
al. Allow us to repeat that we have carefully
tested personally the acid and medicine, or
antiseptic treatment, and have found them to
be practical failures. We are sure that our
readers had better not try to experinaent for
themselves. It would be far better for them to
accept the dictum of somebody else who has
been through it all.

T/i/iDE Notes.

A NEW METHOD OF CLEATING HIVE -COVERS.
I want to suggest an improvement on your

Dovetailed -hive cover—see sketch. I have
made covers as you make them, and the cover

will warp if exposed to the sun, and split the
grooved cleat. It would cause but a slight
alteration in the machinery, and would make a
much better cover; and, nailed as shown, I

think it would be a great improvement.
Bowls, Ga., March 15. E. W. Stewart.
[We are of the opinion that friend S. has

suggested a good idea. It is perfectly practica-
ble, and may be an improvement over the old
way. Indeed, we are seriously considering the
advisability of making covers cleated, as shown,
in the stock for 1894. From a practical stand-
point, however, we have had no trouble from
covers cleated in the way we have used right
along; but as localities differ in point of cli-

mate, a warping tendency on the part of the
cover-board itself might be worse elsewhere
than here. We should like to hear from our
subscribers as to what they think of a cover
cleated as above, and whether covers on the old
plan do warp.]

device to close hive -entrances.
I see in Gleanings from time to time some

device for fastening frames, covers, bottom-
boards, etc., but I never saw any simple device
for closing the entrance when about to move
bees. I made a fastener last week. I know not
whether this is new, but with me it is original.

It need not cost two'cents, aside from making,
and may be always at hand to slip into place.
If it is of any importance to your readers, give
it to them. Take two blocks of wood, 33^x1,
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and ?C Inch thick; notch on one end }4\% m.
(Fig. 1) ; these are to be nailed to the hive per-
manently, each side of the entrance (be sure to

have them just far enough apart to slip your
Alley drone -trap in betwecMi. or you may have
trouble when you want to catch drones or
queens). Now take a strip of tin. 3-< inch wide
by 10}v) inches long; a strip of wood ^i inch
square. 10i.< long; 3 blocks i^xJoXl inch long;
make a frame out of this; let the tin be on the
bottom; cover one side with screen wire, and
you will have it (Fig. 3). Slip this in before
the entrance, and fasten with a nail, button, or

any thing else. Dimensions may differ to fit

your hive. I use the Dovetailed hive.
Harriraan, Tenn. Geo. Vanderpile.

[An entrance-screen such as you describe is

perfectly feasible and practicable; but such as
we employ is far simpler, and is the one sug-
gested to us by Dr. C. 0. Miller. It is simply a
strip of wood U inch thick, in length equal to
the width of the hive, about % inch wide, and
scored out something in this shape. Wire cloth

:r "~^J
is now folded for no other purpose than to give
it stiffness, and nailed across this. A nail is

driven into each end. so it just pricks though.
When it is desired to attach ic to the entrance
for moving bees, or otherwise, three or four
blows of a hammer will fasten each end very
securely; but the wire nail is not driven far
enough so but the head sticks out, so a claw-
hammer will yank the screen off at one pull.

W^e keep from forty to fifty of these in our
apiary all the time ; and whenever we are
ready to move bees, or bring in a lot from an
out-apiary, we vput a quantity of these into a
basket, and the 'work of fastening the bees into
the hives is practically nothing. Referring
again to the entrance-screens of Mr. Vander-
pile, we would say that, unless the movable
piece fits pretty tight, it is liable to hop out on
the road, and then—oh my! if the bees get out
and sting the horses I Our own experience in
moving bees is such that we feel that we can
not be too careful in making entrances perfect-
ly tight. One bee may result in the practical
ruination of the whole load of colonies; and not
only th<^ colonies, but of the wagon, and possi-
bly of a good team.]

ASBESTOS LINING TO CKANE SMOKERS ; WHAT
IT IS FOR.

The impression seems to prevail, that our
reason for putting asbestos lining in the Crane
smoker was so that both the cup and nozzle
could be handled with the hand. That is a
mistake. It would take too large an amount of
asbestos to keep the outside cool. We use just
enough to prevent too great a radiation of heat,
and enough to make the use of the shield and
such things unnecessary. Many times a nozzle
can be handled very readily ; but if the smoker
has been going hard, it will be too hot to be
handled without protection. We use a stick,
and find no trouble in adjusting the nozzle.
The knack can be acquired very easily. When
said nozzle is curved it can be fitted on as neatly
and tightly as it can be with the naked hand.
While we are about it, we might say that we
have made an improvement in the check-valve.
We have put it on the new smokers in stock,
and are willing to send it by mail postpaid to
all who purchased smokers prior to .June 15.

Just let us know that you have one of the new
Crane smokers, and we will send you a new
valve that you can put on yourself.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I received the g'oods you sent me. Every thing
was all right, and of the nicest lumber, made in the
best shape 1 ever saw. If a person deals with you
lie won't need a carpenter's outfit to make tliem go
togetlier. James Pratt.
Corning, Iowa, June 17.

I am just in from the apiary, and hasten to send
in my dollar for Gleanings. I should have gone In
by the first of May—a good thing for you that j'ou
did not stop it, for you would have fared badly at
first opportunity. VVikl alfalfa comes in for a big
credit-mark in this s(.'i-tion. Arthur Hanson.
National City, Cal., June 1.

COWAN EXTRACTOR FAST ENOUGH.
I commenced extracting honey to-day. I have

extracted about 1000 lbs. The queen - excluding
honey-zinc bought of you last fall, not a queen gets
through. The Cowan extractor giVes perfect satis-
faction. I don't want any thing faster.
Musson, La., May 1. A. W. TuFTS.

A KIND WORD FOR THE WATER CURE.
I, like yourself, have been on the sick-list for the

last three years; but, thank the Lord, I am getting
tolerably well again, but not until I had about $500
spent in doctoring. Seeing your warm-water cure,
and also taking a medical journal that recommend-
ed it so highly, I resolved to quit medicine and try
it; and I derived more benefit from it than all the
medicine I ever took. J. E. Gault.
Sycamore, Ohio, June 19.

The Ohio Farmer gets off the following in
regard to the way the Chicago people have
managed:
Having cheated congress out of the money and

the Lord out of Sunday, they now try to cheat the
people out of 25 cents each by charging full price
for half a show.

A NEW USE FOR POULTRY-NETTING.

The grandchildren are getting to be old
enough now to circulate around outdoors quite
freely; and unless their mothers, aunts, or
grandmother is on hand to give chase, there is

no end of mischief going on almost continually.
For instance, we have just had the turf cut out
along our stone walk; and in place of the turf
we put sifted cinders to keep the grass down.
The whole thing was pronounced very nice;
but as soon as Howard and Leland got a view
of it they began clawing up the black stuff by
the handsful, throwing it over the walk, get-
ting it in their hair, etc. ; and it looked for a
spell as if it would take all their relations to
keep these two young hopefuls out of the black
dust. One evening about sundown, however,
Mr. Calvert made his appearance with two rolls

of two-foot-wide poultry-netting, some oak
stakes, big hammer, saw, etc. Before bedtime
two little yards were made for the grandchil-
dren. One of these is in the shade in the morn-
ing, and the other in the afternoon. Inside of
the yards they have a lot of playthings and a
a great heap of clean white sand; and, oh my!
but don't those boys have fun! Yes, and their
mothers can leave them 15 minutes or even a
whole hour without having to go on a general
hunt to find where they have gone to. When
they get able to climb over that two-foot fence,
I suppose something else will have to be done;
but at the present writing it has filled a " long-
felt want." While they are playing in the
sand-pile they have on some plain and simple
clothing. After they have tossed the sand all

over themselves and every thing else until they
are tired, they are treated to a bath, and
dressed up.
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A Grand Success. New Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the l\/lachine.

Strong, well made in every respect, light, and of (•(.nvcn-
ientsize. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear is beveled, and covered by aji iron shield,
and the crank outside the can. Frank McNay, of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keecer who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After carefully exitminiiig- and trying: tlie Cowan extractor, I
have failed to Und a weak part, and I do not hesitate to say that
it is the best extractor made, botli in re^jurd to convenience and
durability, and 1 shall replace all ,of my live machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre, an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California; by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT. Medina, Ohio.

NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength of

Blast Simply Amazing.

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by
wliich a great blast is secured and tlie bellows kept clean, and
the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by
wliich the fire- cup and nozzle are Ijept from becoming- uncom-
fortably hot during- usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implement. It would

be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with 3i-inch flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, $3.00;

by express, $1.75.

If your neai-est dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufactm-er,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
-Don't forget that we are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-

53 pages now ready for mailing.
N. B.-

alogue of

WE OFFER

COMB FOUNDATION
WHOLESALE AND RETAIL,

AT VERY LOW PRICES.
Satisfaction and all worK guaranteed.

Price List and samples will be ready iiefore the
next issue.

Send for them.
Prices will range from 36 to 56 cents per lb., f. o. b.

BEESWAX WANTED. Wnte for prices

W.J. FINCH, JR.,
31 B. Monroe St., 6-lOdb Springfield, III.
^P"In respoiiilini^ to tliis adveitL-iement mention Gleanings.

75
cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazler, Atlantic, Iowa.

Good News.
For years I have not been able to dress myself;

and for many weeks have had to be lifted out in my
bed and chair. Under tlie pressure of necessity!
have invented a device by which a child can put me
to bed or take me up. The device can be used in
any room or nart of a room. A practical, simple,
cheap device. " Invalids will do well to correspond.
I can help you. You can help me. Address

A. BEESON, Loveiand, Col.

Friends,
I am now ready with those nice Italian
queens, wliich I will sell at 81.00 for untest-
ed; tested, $1.50. Bees by the lb., $1.00; 1-

frame nucleus, $1.35; 3-fi-ame, $3.35.

Afrs. A. jy. Simpson, Swarts, Pa.

Eggs ami Plants.!

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
'alogue free. Address

QEEB BBOS., St. Uarys, Mo., or E. B. QEEB, ITasliTille, Tens,
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**You Push the Slide; Nature
Does the Rest."

The first j>erfect and /jivioticfii non-
switruiinii- p\&t\ that lins over lioen brought to
completion is fouinl at Im^t. Nothing- like Itever
done. I worked the plan <in lOO c-olaiiies last

year (1892i, and I do not make any statements at
random in my circular, sis each point has been fully
tested. Tells you all about it. No hunting- or cag--

ing queens, cutting cells, moving hives, or even
opening the brood-chambeis at all during the lioney
season, etc., etc., unci /jiore /lonej' with no
swfirmin§r. Get into line and "keep up-witli the
procession," or you'll get left. Tlie device will be
putoiitheniarkt3t wilhui tliet-eachof all; or, if your
dealer does not sujiply them yet, they may be or-
dered of me by express or freiglit at the following
prices, complete: 75 cts. each; $.5.00 per 10; $40.00 per
100. By mail, 35 cts. extra. As one dcAnce works
two liix-es, at ten rates ihe cost is only 25 cts. per
hive. Be sure to send for circular, as this plan is

almost too good to believe its being true.
For sale by A. I. Hoot, Medina, Ohio.
E. Kretclimer, Red Oak, Iowa.
W. T. Falconer Mfg. Co.. Jamestown, N. Y.
Leahy Mfg. Co., Higginsville, Mo.

H. P. LANGDON, East Constable, N. Y.
10-14db Please mention this paper.

S-Banded Golden Red-Clover Bees.

If you want bees that
will work on Red Clover,
try one of our five-banded
<iueens. Queens in .Tuly,
untested, 75 cts. ; K doz.,
$;i60; tested, $1.50; select,
$'2; the very best, $4. De-
scriptive circular free.

L.E:iNIN<iiE:K BttOS.
Ft. Jenulngs, O.

Please mention this paper 5tfdb

B7 W. I. OHAMBEELAIN, A. M., LL. D..

Formerly Secretary of the Ohio State Board of Agriculture,
and late President of the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer.

This is a valuable companion to our other rural

books. It embraces the experience of forty years

of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. OHIO.

Stanley Automatic Eeversing

HONEY- EXTRACTOR.
We still liave in stock

eight or nine 3 and 4
frame Stanley extract-
ors, bought of Mr. New-
comb when we leased
the right to make tliese
machines. To work
them off quickly, and
givi' us a chance to put
out machinesof our own
make, we otTer these
machines as-long as they
last, at one-third off old
prices. We will sell the
two-frame machines as
they are for $8.00; the 4-

frame for $13.00. They
are crated ready for
shipment, with crank
direct on the center -

shaft. We will attach our new bevel gear, as shown
on page 14 of our catalogue, for $3.00 each extra.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

1
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Special Notices.

SH1PPING-<'A8ES.

We are prepared to furnish promptly, and at best
prices, choice clean basswood shipping--cases for

comb honey. See p. 30 of our catalogue for descrip-

tion and price list. ^__

SECTION caktons.

We have a good stock of cartons, for 4^x1% sec-

tions, that we can furnish promptly at the prices

g'iven in our advertising columns elsewliere; and
notice we have them without tape liandles at 81.00

per 1000 less than those prices. Special prices in

large quantities.

.JAPANESE BUCKWHEAT.
Now is just the time for sowing buckwheat, arTd

we still have a plentiful supply of choice seed at
the following prices: Peck. 40c; K bushel, 70;

bushel, $l.:iO; 'i bushels, $2.~'0; 10 bushels, $10.00; bags
included in each case. We have track of a further
supply if it is needed. Sent on your orders.

STANLEY HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
Of the old stock of Stanley extractors we still

have one two-frame, with gear, at $11.00; one four-

frame with gear, $15.00, and three four-frame with-
out gear, at $13.00. We can add a gear to any of the
latter at $3.00 extra if necessary. We shall have no
more cheap Stanley extractors when these are gone,
so that, if' you want to secure one, order quick.
These prices are less than two-thirds of regular
price.

SHIPPING-CASE GLASS.

We have an extra large supply of 2x9 shipping-
case glass, 400 lights to a box. We sell this regular-
ly at $2.50 per box; and if it had to be cut from
whole stock it could not be furnished at this price.

To reduce stock we will sell for $J.25 per box; 5

boxes, $11.00; 10 boxes, $20.00. We have also quite a
little 2x18, which we otter at $3.40 per box of 300

lights, and the same reduction for larger quantity
as ou 2x9.

HONEY-CANS, PAILS, TUMBLERS.

Latest reports point to an old-time honey-flow in
many localities, though rather late in opening. We
are prepai-ed to furnish promptly a full line of tin

and glass packages for extracted honey. See pages
31 and 32 of our general catalogue for cut, descrip-
tion, and price. We call ])articular attention to our
No. 25 jar, which holds a full pound of honey, has a
glass cover with rubber ring, and a tin screw band
to fasten the cover air-tight. We have these put up,
2 dozen in a partitioned case, all ready to be re-

shipped again without additional packing after the
jars are filled. Price per case. $1.40; 6 cases for
$8.00. The same jars, packed, 12 dozen in a barrel,
at $7.00 per barrel.

LABEL AND RUBBER-STAMP CATALOGUE.
We have finally completed a new supply of job-

printing and lai)el calalogues which gives samples
of ditt'erent styles of honey-labels in several colors,
and a list of prices. We are also putting in a 13-

page supplement of rubber stamps, so that our label
and rubber-stamp catalogues are now combined in
one, and will be mailed free on request to all ap-
plicants. This gives prices also for printed envel-
opes, note-heads, shipping-tags, cir'culars, price
lists, etc. The time for marketing honey is ap-
proaching, and you should be prepared with a
suitable equipment for pulling up your honey in
the neatest way possible, so as to make it sell readi-
ly at good prices.

HONEY MARKET.
We have as yet secured no new honey, tliough we

have had a number of offers The prospect is good
for a large yield in many localities. We have had a
number of cars of very choice white-sage extracted
honey offered us, one or more of which we expect
to take. We shall also have another car of Ball's
choice alfalfa comb honey this year. It is early
yet to name prices, as the market has hardly open-
ed yet. We shall doubtless have some new lioney to
furnish within a week or two. We have about 1000

lbs. of very choice extracted honey, of last year s

crop, that cost us 10c per lb., in kegs of 100 to 200

lbs. We offer it, till sold, at 9c in kegs, or 10c in 60-

Ib. cans. We will name prices on new honey later,

when we are prepared to supply it.

AUGITE STOVE-MATS REDUCED AGAIN.

The stove-mat has proven so
good a thing that there are many
imitators, and prices are again
reduced, owing to the competition
iHtween the various manufac-
liircis. We consider none equal
t(i the original '"Augite." and we
handle it in prefei'ence to any
other. In the following redilced
prices we have got down to "hard-
pan," and we do not look for fur-
ther reductions. Price 10c each;

$1.00 per dozen ; 6 dozen for $5.50, or 12 dozen for
$10.60. By mail, 6c each extra on all sent singly, or
5 cents each on two or more in one package.

IMPORTED ITALIAN QUEENS.
Having just received a nice importation of queens

direct from Italy, as noticed elsewhere, we are pre-
pared to furnish the best imported, during this
month, for $5.00; during the next three months,
$4.00. Fair imported queens, $4.00 and $3.00 respects
ively. We have a good many orders booked for im-
ported queens; and after they have rested a few
days in the hives, and have laid ent)ugh eggs to
show whether they are prolific or not, we will send
them out. We were afraid that quarantine regula-
tions on account of the cholera scare would be en-
forced at New Y^ork; but as they have not been, so
far, we have been enabled, contrary to our own
expectations, to get our imported queens through
alive. We hope to be able to fill all orders through
the coming season.

ONE-POUND SECTIONS.

The copious honey-flow, so suddenly sprung upon
the bee-keepers in many sections, has found many
unprepared with the necessary sup])lies, and the
demand for section boxes has been very brisk for
the past two weeks, many orders coming by wire.
We are glad to say we were prepared to meet this
sudden demand, and to fill all orders promptly. We
still have a surplus of all the narrow widths, 1}|,
IM, 7-tofoot, l\l, and \% inch. No. 1 white, which we
offer at $3.75 per M.; 2000, $5,00; 5000, $13.00; 10,000,

$23.50. We have also a surplus of No. 1 cream, \\l,
and 1%, which we sell at $3 (W per lOOt); 5O0O, $9.00, to

I

reduce stock. These are all 4ii square. We shipped,
early in the season, 50.000 of our No. 1 white sections,
with some otlier goods, to Chas. T. Overton, Craw-
ley, Sussex, England. On May 2d he wrote, with
another oi'der for 50,000, as follows: "I am well
pleased with the goods you have sent. The sections
aie better than I expected."

LAWN-MOWERS.
The season for lawn-mowers is still ripe, though

well advanced. We have a good supply of one of
the most durable and satisfactory mowers made—
the Globe. It is, if any thing, superioi- to the Phila-
delphia, which lias for many yt ars been the leading
mower. It is made on the same plan, with decided
improvements, and the price we ask at retail is

I
below what the Philadelphia brings at wholesale.

]

We have a good stock of tlie two most popular sizes
—14inch and 16-inch; we have also quite a few 10-

inch. Beginning with July first we make the fol-

lowing special prices

:

10-inch Globe «3.fi0; 12-inch $3.90
! 14-inch " .... 4.00; 16 " 4.50

[

10-inch Young America 2 50; 12 " Young Am.. 3.00

This is a reduction of .50c each on the Young
America mower, putting them away below cost.

They are a single driver, and answer a good pur-
pose for a small lawn, or for any one who can not
attord a better one.

"bees and HONEY," AND " BIENEN KULTUR. '

We have recently secured a large shipmen* of
books from Thos. G. Newman, and among them one
hundred copies each of cloth-bound "Bees and
and Honey," at $1.00, and an abridged edition of the
same in German, called " Bienen Kultur," paper
covers, at 40c postpaid. We can furnish "Bees and
Honey," by freight or express with other goods, at
90c, or, clubbed with Gleanings one year, postpaid,
for $1.75; 10c less if the book goes with other goods
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by express or freight. "Bieneii Kultur." clubbed
with Gleanings 1 year, for $1.35, or sent alone for
40c, postpaid.

EXPERT COLDMUIA ORDINARY BICYCLE FOR $30.00.

Tbese are the days of siifety bicycles, those hav-
ing botli wheels 34 to 3ii ii dies in diameter, and the
old-style hiah or ordinary wheels are not in great
demand. There are some who still ride the old or-
dinary, especiallj' if they can get a $150 wheel for
$30.0t). One of our helpers has a 54 incli Expert Co-
lumbia, which in its day was considered the best
wheel of its class. It is in good repair, and will be
furnished in flrst-class running order, securely
crated, on board cars hei'e, for $30.()(t—a rare bar-
gain for any one in want of such a wheel.

TBERMOMETER.S, ORDINARY AND TESTED.
We have recently put in a new stock of thermom-

eters of various sizes and styles. They are in de-
mand at all seasons, but especially so at the present
time. Fir.st the 10-inch tin-case thermometer, tested
for incubator use; price 35c each; 3 for 90c; 1 dozen
for $3.00. They are liable to be broken in the mails,
as the bulb is so heavy. We will pack as safely as
possible, and mail for 15c extra on one; 30c on three;
and if they get broken we will send more at half
price or stand half the loss. Ordinary tin-case
thermometers, running from 30 to 50° below zero, to
300° to 350° above, good quality, and quite accurate,
7-inch, 15c each; 3 for 35c; $1.30 per dozen; or the 10-

inch for 30c; 3 for .50c; 1 doz. for $l.fO. By mail, 5
cents each extra for t-inch, or 8c for 10 inch, on
same conditions as above.
We have also 7-inch zinc dairy thermometers at

15c each; 3 for 40c; $1.30 per dozen; by mail, 4c each
extra; and we have glass dairy thermometers,
which are the nicest for dairy use. Price 36c each;
3 for 60c, or 13.00 per dozen ; by mail, 5c each extra.

10 PER CENT REDUCTION ON WIRE NETTING.
You will find in our advertising columns a full-

page advertisement of wire netting and fencing;
also a special list of short rolls. For the next 60
days or while surplus stock lasts we will continue
to sell the regular poultry size, 3-inch No. 19, 4 feet
wide, in rolls 1.50 feet long, at the special 10 per cent
discount from the regular price in full-page adver-
tisement on all shipments made from here cnly.
This special price is $3.60 per roll; 5 rolls, $17.60; 10
rolls, $34.00. As soon as surplus stock is reduced
this special price will be withdrawn. We have on
hand here ready for prompt shipment at regular
prices wire netting of 3-inch mesh. No 18 wire, 13
inches wide, up to 48 inch; also 2-inch No. 20, 13, 18,

and 24 inches wide. Of 3-inch Nos. 19 and 30 we still

have a few rolls 5 and 6 feet wide which we offer to
close out as follows

:

3 rolls, 3-inch No. 30, 60 inches wide, $2.86 per roll.

2 " " " 72 " " 3.35 "
8 " " 19 73 " " 3.75 " •'

This price is only two-thirds of what it would cost
to replace it, and is a bargain for any one who can
use such light netting.
Beginning ,Tuly 1st we offer a special 10 per cent

from the price of short rolls listed on another page,
as long as stock lasts. This is in addition to the
quantity discounts mentioned there and the special
discount on 6-foot netting, making in all 10 per cent
three times if 10 pieces of 6-foot netting are taken.

THE PLANT-TRADE BY .lULY 1.

We have an excellent stock of cabbage-plants—
Jersey Wakefield. Early Summer, Fottler's Bruns-
wick, Excelsior Flat Dutch, Drumhead Savoy, and
Large Red Drumhead. We can give you big plants
or little plants; in fact, we chu fill an order for any
size you wish. Prices: 40 cts.' per 1(K); $3.0(1 per 1000.
If you will take some (juite large strong plants we
will sell them for $3.(K) pir 100, to clear off' tlie
gKJund. If the cabbages weri- to be put out near
by, I would by all means recommend these large
strong transplanted plants; and the only objection
to shipping them a distance is the express charges
on account of the much greater weight of lai'ge
plants. I mention this, so that, if you should older
large ones, you will remember that the express
charges will l)e more. We can. however, if desired,
trim off tlie large leaves so as to lighten them con-
siderably.

We have also a splendid stock of Snowball cauli-
flower-plants, either large or small, at 75c per 100, or
$6.00 per 1000. Our very finest cauliflower last
se;ison were put out in July and August.
We have plenty of tomato-plants, if anybody

wants them ; bui 1 believe all expeiiments in the
way of shii>ping tomato-plants in July have proved
to be unsatisfactoi'y; and putting out laige tomato-
plants—tliat is, wliere they are to be shipped a dis-
tance, does not seem to work as well as putting out
large cabbage-plants. Here on our own grounds
we move large plants without a bit of trouble; in
fact, we consider the large plants preferable; but it
does not seem to work as well when they are sent a
distance.

STRAWBERRY-PLANTS.
We have now a few strawberry-plants sufficiently

well-rooted to bear shipment; but there is such a
pile of orders ahead of us that our supply would
come nowhere near filling the demand. We hope,
however, to be able to fill all (jrders for plants dur-
ing the present month oi July.

A PLAN TO GET LATE STRAWBERRIES.
You know I told you about picking off the blos-

soms so as to make the plants send out runners.
Well, it probably had some effect toward making
the plants send out stronger runners; but some-
thing else has come that I did not expect, and it
pleases me very much. On two b^ds of the Parker
Earl, where we picked off everj- blossom twice—in
fact, getting almost a bushel of blossoms, they put
in the f7(ud time to bear fruit; and now after the
finest berries are ail gone we have a lot of great
beauties witli which to surprise and astonish every
one. The only thing about making this profitable
is the labor of picking off the blossoms. I feel quite
sure that strawberries can in this way be made a
month later. I am quite inclined to think that the
better prices would pay for the work of nipping off
the buds.

SEEDS THAT MAY BE PLANTED IN THE FORE PART
OF .JULY, WITH A REASONABLE PROSPECT

OF GETTING A CROP.
Of course, when I give you this enumeration? I

must mention such as I have found by experience
to be safe for our latitude. In the first place, I will
give you a list of the seeds that there can be but lit-

tle question about producing something of value
before frost. And perhaps I might mention first,

vegetables that winter over safely, even though
they do not give us a crop to use the first season.
Asparagus has never failed to whiter with us,

when sown in July. Winter onions will grow nicely
from sets gathered now; and for several seasons we
have liad Yellow Dativers, Prizetaker, White Victo-
ria, and American Pearl winter over from seed
sown in July. The principal difficulty is the tend-
ency to send up seed-stalks in the spring, as I have
already mentioned. Pai'snips may be sown now,
and will winter over, of course, but the roots will
be small. Tliey are, however, finer for table use
than where they get to be so very large. Rhubarb
seed will also produce plants that will winter safely.
The same with oyster-plants; but the roots are like-
ly to be rathei' small unless the ground is very rich
and you have an abundance of rain.
Now for see<ls that produce a crop before frost:

Hendersons Ijusii lima bean; kidfiey wax bean;
York State marrow bean; Eclipse beets; cabbage,
wliere you put out plants; carrots; cauliflower (the
finest we ever raised was from seed sown in July);
all kinds of celery, if you have the plants; all of the
extra-early sweet corns; I'ucumbers for pickles (in
fact, July is usually considerad the very best month
for pickles for factories); lettuce, wherever you
have a demand for it in the fall; peas of all kinds
where you have learned by experience that they
will stand the heat of the hot months (we succeed
almost every season in getting :i fine crop of the
American onder, if plante(l in Julyi; peppers,
where you have the plants: potatoes, if .vou have
the Early Ohio s-eed that lias been well kept thus
late; early sugar pumpkin; r;idishes of all kinds, if
you have a strain "of seed that will not go up to
seed; spinach, the same as radish; crookneck
squash, if j'ou have a demand foi' it; all kinds of
'omatoes, provided you have good strong plants. I
need not mention that July and August are the
principal montlis for sowing almost all sorts of
turnip seed. For further particulars, and prices,
see our seed catalogue, sent free on ai)plication.
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Mr. H. AUrii:—The queen I got of you last fall Is

just splendid. Slie Is the best queen in an apiary of

160 stands. Would not take $10 foi' her.

Moravia, Cal. John A. Pease.

Price of such queens, $] each.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Hilton's Improved Chaff Hives
have foi- the past 15 years. Send for
his free illustrated catalog-ue of
every tlilnfj' needed in the apiary, of

What
Stood
the
Test?

Best Quality and Lowest
Prices.

One liundred colonies of Bees for
sale. Write for prices, and address

GEO. E. HILTON, Fremont, Mich.
Please mention this paper.

Golden Queens
C*«y-k«'«^ nPzi'vac' My bees can not be sur-

iTOIIl I cXdo. passed for business, beau-
^^^^^M^^a^^—i^^^i— ty, and gentleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine

Tested Queens for early orders, fL.'iO each. Order
early. Send for price list. .5-16db.

J. D. OIVEXS. Box 3, L.lb^«oll, Tex.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

Itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

For PURE iTAUoni bees and
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP,

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.
Hiease mention this pi

j4oney - Extttactot^.

Souave Glass floney-Jafs,
Tin Buekets, Bce«hives.

Jloney-Seetions, &e., &c.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Sftnokefs.

APPLY TO
.v^-v^-v^^^^^^^v.^^^

CH^S- F- IWUTH & SOJi, Cineinnati, O.

8endlO-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, writt

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
liers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.

Did You Know^'H
M,^ M.^^M. Catalog'ue is now

ready ? 1 have the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Thin Founda-
tion, 12 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
samples and prices, before you forget it. Address

7tfdb WM. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.
In writing to advertisers please mention this paper.

Grossman's Got 'em
Those Beautiful Golden Queens.

Reared from the best five-banded stock. Unex-
celled for Busliiefis, Beauty, and Oeiitleness.
S itisfaction guaranteed. Warranted queens after
Junel, 90c each; 3^9.00 per doz. Testecl, JL.'JO each.
Select tested, $2 .50. Safe arrival insured. Send for
circular. \V. J*. CROSSMA^u\,

Ballin^-er, Ttimnels Co., Te,x:as.
5.16d b Please mention th Is paper.

GRAY CAPNIOLANS
GOLDEN ITALIANS

WE are headquarters in the United States for Gray
Carniolans. A full description of this wonder-

ful and hardii race of bees is given in our price list

for 1893. Our Golden Italians are as good as the
best. Each race is bred for business, in a separate
apiary near no other bees. Get our prices before
ordering, as we can save you money. Descriptive
jirice list free.

F. A. Lockhart & Co., ^tl %Z^^'

The Golden Beauties.
My 5-banded Italian queens can not be .surpassed

for honey-gathering, gentleness, pi'oliflcness, and
laeauty. Untested, 75c each ; te.sted, fl.OO; breeding
queens, $3.50 to $;WK). We warrant our queens pure-
ly mated. On orders for 5 or over. Id per cent dis-

count. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.
Address C. B. Bankston, Chrisman, Tex. 8tfdb

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep

STAHLS

EXCELSIOR

Evaporatep Fruit DAY
and NIGHT. Catalogue
ftee upon application.

Address
"WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
OUmCT, ILL.

Please mention this paper

Bee-f4ives>
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue 23 23db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, PI Co., Wis.
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Deduct 3 Cts. per Pound
From our retail prices of foundation,

S'iven in our 189o [irire list.

:M. H. HIT:ST, - Bell Uranali, - Mich.

READY AGAIN

!

My location enables nie to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, as
cheaply now as at anv time in the North.
Untested, Vnc; 6 for |4.00; 12. $".50. Last
year's tested, $1.35; select, $1.7.5; breeder, $3.50.

Safe arriv.il and satisfaction g-uarauteed.

J. B. CASE, '^"^*
^rgo'. Fla. 5tfdb

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or live banded queens, each, 75c; 6 for $4.25.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Catalogue free.

9-tfdb Ciias. H. Thies. Steele^'ilIe', 111.

Root's Goods
dress Jos. Nysowander.

AT ROOTS PRICES can be
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

Choice Seed of the

Japanese k^ Buckwheat.

.1A

It does not pay to devote valuable land to the
production of any plant simply for the honey it

may produce. In providing: forage for the bees,
other than what tliej' naturally find, choice should
be made of those plants that produce honey and yet
are a paying crop aside from the honey. One of
these plants wliicli generally produces honey, and
at a time when other bee-pastui'age is usu;dly .scarce,
is buckwheat. The best variety of this that we are
acquainted with is the Japanese, which has been
before the public for five or six years. With favor-
able conditions and good soil this will easily pro-
duce 50 bushels per acre, and it matures within a
few weeks from the time it is sown. It rarely
brings less tlian 5(lc a busliel lor flouring, and often
a much higher pi'ice. The price the past year has
ranged much higher than usual, being from 70c to
$1.00 a bushel.
The time for seeding is at hand, and we are pro-

vided with a good stock of clioice .'^eed which we
offer, while it lasts, at the following prices: 1-lb. 5c;
1 peck, 4(ic; }i bush., 70c; 1 bush., $1.30; 3 bush.,
«2.20; 10 bush., $10.00; bags included. By mail, 8c
per pound extra for postage.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA, OHIO.

All rien Equal before

the law and "the Page.'*
A millionaire writes—"Perfect in every particu-

lar." An extensive Ijreeder—"We shall build no
other." A laboring man—" It keeps out my neigh-
bors' hens." A lady— •• Circulars do not do it jus-
tice." A ranchman—"The clieapest reliable hog
fence." A railroad President—"The best fence we
have ever used."

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
S'"ln resimndinK to this advertisement mention (iLKANiuoa,

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
Wm. Stevenson, Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers,
but have found none that equal your strain."
Reduced prices: Warranted queens, 8Uc each: 3

for $3.00. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $3.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who have never dealt with me, I refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600
queens. Circular free.

a. f». MOORE,
ll-12d ilXorg-a/i, Pendleton Co., liy.

QP"ln respondint; to this advertisement mention Gleajonosl

, j
TELLyou what, Jones, t^everlng

%. Bru^. sell the best goods and at\ the lowest price of any one I've
% struck yet. The largest and best
* equipped

Bee>H|4ive paetopy
in the West. Tlie Dovetailed Hive
and New Hoffman self -spacing
frame a specialty. Everything used
by practical bee-keepers at whole-
sale and retail. Send for their free
Illustrated Price List, aad save
money. Supply Dealers, send for
their Wholesale List. Address
LEVERING BROS.,

3-i4db Wlota, Cass Co,, Iowa.
Please mention this paper.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES.
'

Send for catalogue free. Address
SAlTfUKL .IO\ES. Highland Park
College, Des Moines Iowa. l-]9db

Eastern Supply Soiise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bttom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21-30dL> Phase mention this paper.

Gasli for Beeswax!
Will pay Clc per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity o1 good, fair, average beeswa.x, delivered
at our R. R. station. The s-ime will be sold to those
who wish to jjuruhase. at 28c per lb., or 30c for bent
seJecterl irajr.

Unless you put your name on the box, and notify
us by mail of amoui.t sent, I can not hold myself
responsible lor mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by erv''es)t.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Northern Illinois Bee-keepers' Association will meet at

the residence of O. J. Cumminsrs, two miles northeast of Rock-
ford 111. Auk. 15, 1893. B. Kennedy, Sec, New Milford, III.

If you wish to

Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or \^
5 banded, bred in different yards, 75 cts. •*

each; «4.3.5 for 6. or $8.00 per doz. Prices
to dealers, and by the quantity, on ap-
plication. Fine breeders, S.5.00; always
on hand. Prices for tliose that produce
strictly 5-banded bees, on application.
Remember, I guarantee safe arrival, and satisfac-
tion in the bounds of reason.

AIRS. JEJKNIB ATCHLEY,
Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.

Mrs. Jennie Atchley,
Greenville, Tex.

My Dear Madam: —The nuclei reached me in
splendid order, and tlie queen is a very fine one.
You would liave been delighted to hear the excla-
mations of delight, as the children and Mrs. L
gathered around to see the "queen Mrs. Atchley
sent." I thank you for your promptness, and for
sending me such a fine queen. Very truly yours,
Aurora. Tex., July 3, 1893. L. P. Lowry.

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-

•alogue free. Address
QEER BB03., St. Uarys, Mo., or H. B. OEEB, Kashville, Teno.

PI

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of. we will insert notices free of
charge, as below. We do this because there is hardl.y value
enough in these queens to pay for bu.ying them up and keep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

We have a few misraated Italian queens on hand
which we will sell as long as they last, for 40c each,

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio,

1893 mismated and hybrid Italian queens; yes,
some 10 or 1.5, most of which were reared present
season; 30c each, or 4 for $1.00, postage and cage
Included. W. A. Campbell,, Doogan, Ga.

I have 4 hybrid queens ready to send by return
mail, and 1 black queen, at 25c each, or the 5 for $1.
Please send postal note. Calvin C. Phelps,

East Windsor Hill, Hartford Co., Ct.

A few leather-colored and bright hyl)rid queens
for sale at 35c each; only a few. Speak quick.

Chas. H. Tries. Steeleville, 111.

Nice mismated Italian queens, 30c each.
T. H. Kloer. 426 Willow St., Terre Haute, Ind.

SAY!
Did vou know TESTED
that Green sold QUEEJS^S
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HUSTLERS

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50.

Mismated queens. 3.5c.

Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low i)rices. l'3tfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

Please mention this paper. 12-13-14db

TESTED QUEENS 80 CTS. .LreT^Tlyf^l
year, and now again offer about 50 fine Italian tested
queens at 80c each, or lwo for $1.50. Mismated
queens at 30c each. My queens are equal to the
best. By return mail. T. H. KLOER,
U-tfbd 426 Willow St., Terre Haute, Ind.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed Ave lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

TITANTED.—To exchange 43^x4^ sections for
VV queens, and bees by the pound, in nuclei or
full swarms. J. C. Sayles, Hartford, Wis.

OR exchange.—A lot 80x100 feet for Barnes foot
power saw and f 'd'n mill. L. L. Esbnhower.

112 South 3d St., Reading, Berks Co. Pa.
F

WANTED.—To exchange 40 ten - frame 2-story
Langstroth hives, used but a short time, for

Italian, hybrid, and black bees.
G. L. Unterkircher, Manchester, Mich.

WANTED.—To exchange one honey-extractor,
neiiv, never been used, reversible 4-frame, any

size; will exchange for comb honey or offers, cheap.
Address John T. Hastings, Box 407, Dayton, Ohio.

WANTED.—To sell or exchange, for good Florida,
Arizona, or Southern California property, situ-

ated in good honey locality, an established wall-
paper, paint, picture-framing and artists'-material
business, in a thriving city of 10,000. Also a print-
ing-office with weekly newspaper and job-work
trade established. Correspondence solicited. Sat-
isfactory reasons for wishing to sell. Address

Corell & Hill, Titusville, Pa.

WANTED.- To exchange extra good set double
driving harness, hand made, for safety bicycle.

A. Blue, Harnessmaker, Bladensburg, O.

WANTED.—Winchester shotgun or offers, for a
trio of English Beagle hounds three months

old, two females and a male. The best rabbit hounds
on earth. D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in 8-frame hives for
typewriter, bicycle, Barnes saw, or any thing

useful. W. R. Tate, Bowling Green, Miss.

WANTED.—To exchange yellow Italian queens,
also some of the late varieties of strawberry-

plants, for bees or offers. Mrs. Oliver Cole,
Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

14-tfdb Chenango Valley Apiary.

WANTED.—What have you to exchange for point-
er puppies ? E. B. Redfield, Harlan, la.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Detroit.—Ho/ifjy.—Some new honey is Ijeing' of-

fered, and is selling- slowlv ut 14@15. Extracted,
7',4@8. Beeswax, dull at SS®-*. M. H. Hunt,

Jtuly 10. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland.—Ho)iey.—Demand for honey seems
to be on the increase, and No. 1 white 1-lb. sections
will bring- IVc; extracted, 10. Beeswax, 30.

Williams Bros.,
July 8. 80 & 83 Br( )adway, Clevelaad,0.

Cincinnati.-Ho/iey.—Tiiere is a fair demand for
extracted honey. Arrivals are fair at 6@8c, ac-
cording to quality. There is no choice comb honey
in our market. What we have brings 13@14c in a
jobbing way. Demand for beeswa.x is slow. Ar-
rivals fair at 20@23c for good to choice yellow.

Chas. F. Mdth & Son,
July 10. Cincinnati, O.

New York.-HoHcj/.-No comb on the market;
new crop of extracted is arriving freely from Cali-
fornia and the South, and the market is well stock-
ed. Trade is quick, demand limited, and prices
have a downward tendency. We quote: Southern,
common to fair, t)0@65c per gallon; choice, 70@75c;
California, 6@6^ per lb. Beeswax, 2.ii4@2'7c.

Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
July 11. 28 West Broadway, N. Y.

Chicago.—Hojiej/.—There is not any active mar-
ket in honey, as the new crop is only beginning to
arrive. We have sold some of the best lots of comb
honey, 1-lb. sections, at 17c. Tiiere are some old
dark lots on the market that it is impossible to get
offers on at present. The extracted is also quiet, as
dealers are holding off to see wliat is going to be
the result of the crop. Extracted is ruling at 6@7.
Beeswax, 23@26. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
July 8. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

St. Louis.—fl'o)i6,iy.—CY)mb dull, with fair stocks.
We quote: White clover, 16@17c; medium, 13@J5;
dark. 8@10. Extracted and strained, quiet. Light-
colored, in barrels, 6V4 ; medium, 5@5?4 ; dark, 4K@5;
cans, half-cent advance. Prime beeswax, 24c.

D. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,
July 10. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale —White -clovei- ad linn honey, ex-
tracted, by the can or b;ii-i-i'l. Huney is A No. 1.

J. B. MuKKAV, Ada, Ohio.

HONEY! HONEY!
Comb and extracted wanted. Wliite - clover pre-

ferred. Please send samples, giving prices.
J. A. BUCHANAN & SONS, Holliday's Cove, W. Va.

Canadians,

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igttdb and Prompt.

Look
Here!

On and after July 15th I will sell two-frame nu-
clei, both frames of brood crowded with bees, with
flve-banded golden Italian queen, for $3.00 eacli;
also liiO tive banded untt-sted aueens, 7.5c each, and
a few exceedingly choicp breeders, warranted to
produce seven-eighths flve-lianded bees, $3.00 each.
Send in orders early.

Hives, Sections, Smokers,
And all Goods needed in the Apiary at rock-bottom

Prices. Send for price list. References given.

C. A. OUELLETTE,
Tilbury Center, Ont., Can.

Friends,
I am now ready with those nice Italian
queens, wliich I will sell at $1.00 for untest-
ed; tested, $1..50. Bees by the lb., $1.00; 1-

frame nucleus, $1.25; 2-frame, $2.25.
.Mrs. A.. A. Siiniison, .SvvHrf .s, l*a.

Now Ready.
lAlWAYSj L'ntt'sU'd Italian queens, 75 cts. each.
^^

gjq

—

-J Tlie goldf^n or leather-colored kind. Also

fop-j bee l<eepcrs' supplies. Send for circular.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,
High Hill, Mo.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
llinr^ A'o SaiT in Uruocl-frainefi.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has Qo Fishlsone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
tlie quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers.

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEENS,
Bred from best iuiported stock, 6(1 rts. eacli ; 6 for
$3.00. Safe arrival guaranteed. H. Q. QUIRIN,
14-tfbd Bellevue, Huron Co., Ohio.

«t/v pw^ will buy one good " BDLAND " typewrit-
*P^*"*-' er, 78 characters, almoM new; cost $11.00.

J. N. P.A.TTERS()N, England, Pa.

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new-stjde all-slatted
bushel bo.r. We have two othei- styles; one has
slatted bottom and .sides with solid ends in three
l-iieees called tlie .s^ffkd ?*i(.s7(fn/(i.r. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the g((lvanizedhou)id
box. Tlu'se boxes were devised bj' T. B. Terry for
handlina- potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be hiindier. Tlie potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in tliese same boxes. They are of
such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is l-t^xl6'oxl2X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one ujion anotlier. The above cut
shows two all-.-',l(itti'd boxes nailed up. and a bundle
o'' 15 alongside; KJ of the 15 are in the Hat. packed
Inside tlie other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The .'flatted and ijaloanized hauud boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 50
Slatted bushel box, per crate of 12 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Piice each, nailed, 15, 18, and 22 cents,
respective! >-. A 2(l-page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Product;, telling all about these bo.xes, mailed
free on apnlii-ation.

A. 1. ROOT, Medina, O.
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Feeding Back
Honey to secure the completion of unfinished
sections can be made very profitable if rightly
managed during the liot weather of July and
August. In "ADVANCED BEE CULTURE"
ma.v be f<iuiid complete instructions regarding

the selection and prei>aration of colonies, preparation of the feed, manipulation necessary to secure the

rapid capping of the com Vis, time for removing the honey, and liow to manage if a few sections in a case

are not quite complete; in short, all of the " kinks " tliat have been learned from years of experience and
the " feeding back " of tons of honey.
Price of tlie book, 50 cts. ; tlie Review one year, and the Ijook, for $1.2.5; or the Review from July (when

the Experiment-Apiary Reports began), to the end of the year, and the book, for only 75 c. Stamps taken,

either U.S. or Canadian.
^_ ^_ HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

—k^i^r-k^-r-r-k ft c" c- rrc^^ArsC"^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORTC-H PC-ll. t.OV^Ar'C.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son, Prof. A. J. Cook.

Chas F. Muth, Jno. S. Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy, A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce.

and many other pi'ominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

Priced -—Each. post-i)aid. with directions, 20c. ; per doz.. $2.2.'). Return them and get your money hack

aftff trinl if nut satiajicd. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

Control Your Swarms.
.^^-—f ,e=,3P=^ N. D. West's Spiral Wire
(^

•- -~^(-Q^B Queen-Cell Protectors will
" " do it. and you can RE-

QUEEN your apiary during
tlie swarming season. Pro-
nounced the best by such
men as Capt. J. E. Heth-
erington, Cherry Valley,
N. Y.; P. H.Elwood.Stark-
ville, N. Y., and others.
Cell-Protectors, $3.00 per

100, or 12 for tiOc. by mail. Cages, $6.00 per 100, or 12

for $1.00, by mail. Samples of both, with circular
explaining, 25 cts. The cages are used for hatching
queens in any hive, and are the best Bee-Escape in

use. Addrei^s 5-8db

N. D. WEST, Middleburgli, Schoharie Co., N. Y.
Ptease mention this paper.

HUNT'S FOUNDATION FACTORY.
Send for Free Samples of the Finest Foun-

dation and Sections made. Special prices and
advantages to dealers in Foundation. Send for my
new illustrated Free Price I^iwt of every thing
needed in the apiary M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, Mich.

2tfdb Please mention this paper.

Bred for business, beauty, andItalians.
Untested, 75c. 1 lb. bees in shipping-cage, 75c.

Mks. A. M. Kneeland.
Mulberry Grove, Bond Co., 111.

PASTEBOARD BOXES, OR CARTONS.
Bee - keepers aie realizing

more and more the value of
these cartons for putting their
fomb honey in marketable
shape. Other articles of home
ct)nsumption are put up in a
neat attractive way, and in
shape to be handed to the cus-
tomer and cai'ried safely with-
out wrapping. Why not sec-
tii ms of comlj honey, especially
^^lun the cost of the boxt s is

so low? Cartons in stock are
for 1 % and 111 sections.FIG. 11^.

TABLE OF PRICES OF 1-LB. CARTONS.
Name or designation. Price-

1-lb. carton, plain Ic each; 25 tor 20c.

1-lb. carton, printed one side, one
color, name and address

1-lb. carton, printed two or three
colors, one side

1-lb. carton, printed one color on
both sides, name and address ,

1-lb. carton, printed two or three
colors, both sides

100
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STR/ir Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILUER.

"The great clover year" will be the way
1893 will be referred to in the future.

"Answers to questions," p. 525. is a fine

article, notwithstanding the frequent change of
subject.

It's like old times to be able to have honey
standing around almost anywhere without
starting robbing.

How MANY BEES are in a pound? Root, I

think, puts it at 5000, and Simmins says 3500.

How many are there?

Try melilot, at least a little bit of it, for

hay. My horse will not eat the green stuff this

time of year, but will the dry.

In introducing queens by means of hatching
brood, you can keep them closed for five days.
If I am not mistaken the young bees will not "fly

out sooner.

Clipped queens for me, if there were no
other reason than to have them marked. Then
I'll not think a queen is three or more years old
when she was superseded last summer.
Tbjachers and preachers seem largely

represented \w the ranks of bee-keepers in Ger-
many. Does this speak well for the vocation,
or for the teachers and preachers? Perhaps
both.

Eggs don't hatch from heat alone, accord-
ing to Simmins. He says, " No eggs will hatch
until the workers first surround them with the
preparatory food upon which the tiny grub is to

feed."

Clip one wing on one side is frequently
advised for queens. I've been so many times
fooled into thinking that such queens were not
clipped at all, that I always want both wings
on one side clipped.

"There's nothing new under the sun."
The Wells system, two colonies working to-

gether in one super, which has made a stir in

England. Herr Reepen says is old in Germany,
and for many reasons cast aside.

Friend Wilkin says he's often seen laying
queens fight to a finish. Perhaps the way of it

is, that laying queens don't always fight, but
virgin queens always do. Do the tempers of
the gentler sex always improve with age ?

Why is it that queens are so often found
dead in their cells? They may be found in all

stages, from the shapeless grub to the fully
colored insect. Workers don't die that way in
cells ; why should queens ?

Asbestos keeps a smoker from getting so
hot. but I questioned whether the advantage in
that respect would not be overbalanced by the
greater weight. After a full trial, I find it so
much comfort that I vote for asbestos.

Are DRONES of unfecundated queens virile?
Herr Reepen cites a case reported by Lehrer
Strack, in which a young queen was fecundated
by drones from a drone-laying queen before
other drones were present in the neighborhood.
Who WAS that, friend Dayton, that pulled

on a hive-cover with both hands so hard that it
flew away? (See p. 519.) Tell him to wiggle a
screwdriver under one corner, and, if necessary,
under the other, and there'll be no snap about
it.

Clipping queens' wings is better done, as
friend Dayton says, before the brood -nest gets
beyond two or three combs; and where queens
are raised in nuclei, or where it is otherwise
convenient, it is a good plan not to wait till
spring, but to clip them just as soon as they be-
gin to lay.

The sting-trowel theory, according to
Thos. Johnson, in A. B. J., was evolved by Mr.
Clarke after seeing a lot of beavers at their
work " putting on the last finishing touches
with their tails." Knowing that bees had tails,
it was easy to reason that they were used in
the same way. ,

A STANDARD SIZE of section may be adopted,
and it would be a good thing; but you can't
have a standard weight of section, for the sim-
ple reason that bees will not always build them
of the same weight, nor any thing like it ; at
least, the bees in Northern Illinois have passed
a resolution to that effect.

Do BEKS sometimes hold over eggs, without
allowing them to hatch, three days after being
laid ? I have had some cases that looked very
much like it, unsealf^d queen-cells being found
in a full colony at a longer period after the re-
moval of the queen than ordinary rules would
allow. But some mistake may have been
made.
A SMALL SWARM was hanging on a tree by

the roadside as I went to an out-apiary June
24. I hived it in my hat and took it along, but
left a cluster about the size of an egg. I found
no queen in the little cluster, but it was still

theraas I passed July 3, but was gone in the
evening, having hung there queenless nine
days.

Working i-kople, according to the World's
Fair authorities, were just pining for a chance
to get into the fair on Sunday. Now that the
Sunday gate-money has dropped to half of the
average week day, wonder what e.xcuse they
will have for a continued violation of their con-
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tract. It's a great fair, but there's nothing fair

about the authorities.

That gleaner in all fields, Herr Reepen, in

Centralblatt, refers to A. I. Root's warning
against adulterated wax in foundation on ac-

count of breaking down in hot weatiier, and
then says that, unfortunately, they understand
adulteration better in Europe, as, to their great

sorrow, adulterated foundation does not break
down. There!

When I said that no after-treatment would
change the sex of an egg. I think 1 had in mind
the food and construction of cell. At the same
time, if I had expressed myself with regard to

it I should have said tnat such change as that
mentioned by friend Schuddemagen, on p. 216,

was impossible. If the observation of others
agrees with his, I shall have to own up that
that was another of the things I didn't know.

QUEENS LAYING IN QUEEN-CELLS.

DOOLITTLE FURNISHES PKOOF THAT QUEENS DO
SOMETIMES LAY IN QUEEN-CELLS.

All of the older readers of Gleanings will

recollect that there has been, in the past, much
discussion regarding whether the queen ever
lays the eggs directly in the embryo queen-
cells, found in the hive during times of natural
swarming, and when the bees supersede their

queens. Years ago nearly every one claimed
that, as the queen had such an antipathy
toward rival queens, it would be impossible for

her to lay the eggs in the cells prepared for her
rival in the hive, and claimed that the workers
carried the eggs found in these cells and depos-
ited them there, keeping the queen from re-

moving or destroying these eggs, and the larva
which might hatch from them, by clustering
about the cells. Right here I wish to say that,

in all of my experience for the past twenty-five
years, I have never known of a single egg being
conveyed from one cell to another; but in

scores of cases have I known larvte to be trans-
ferred by the bees to different combs and queen-
cells. On this one point I have been more par-
ticular than on most others—so much so, that,

of late, I have wondered whether those who
told about bees removing eggs did not really
mean larva?. I call to mind one particular case
in the past, where larvic were removed by the
hundred, as it were, but only two eggs were
found in queen-cells, although the bees had a
laying queen. The circumstances were these:
A swarm came out one day when I was away
from home; and as the queen had her wings
clipped they returned. Not desiring them to
swarm, the hive was opened in the afternoon,
and all cells cut off. The next day this same
colony swarmed again; and before I had a
chance to find the queen, she having run under
the bottom-board of the hive, the bees com-
menced to return; and while they were doing
so another swarm came out. and, without stop-
ping to circle, as they usually do in the air,

went directly in with the returning swarm.
Before things became settled, a second and
third swarm came out from other hives, and
went in with those already returning, so that I

had four prime swarms in and on that one hive
the queen in the mean time crawling out

from under the bottom-board and going in with
them. As the three queens belonging to the
other hives had their wings clipped, they could
not go with the bees, but were returned to their
respective hives, and the bees allowed to remain
to see what would become of the matter. The
next day the four swarms came out as one, and
were hived in a specially prepared hive, from

which I secured about 100 lbs. of comb honey in

about two weeks. An examination of the old
hive showed hundreds of queen-cells started all

over the combs; and, as I now remember it, 178

of 'these cells had little larvte in them, swim-
ming in royal jelly, while only two had eggs in

them. As many of these cells were built on the
sides of the frames it would be impossible for

larvae to have gotten into them (or the cells built

over larvtt), other than by the bees carrying
them there. But, to return:
After a little such men as Gallup, Grimm,

and others, came to believe that the queen
deposited the eggs for all queens in the queen-
cells, where the colony was in a normal condi-
tion; and, if my memory serves me rightly, Mr.
Grimm saw a queen laying in a queen-cell,
while Mr. Gallup believed they did so by the
position of the egg in the cell. Later on a
hired man whom I had. saw a queen lay in a
queen-cell while I held the frame which they
were on, in my hand,' as I gave years ago to the
public; and many others now admit that the
queen lays the eggs found in the queen-cells in

times of natural swarming, although I see that
'

" Langstroth on the Honey-bee," as revised by
Dadant, has these words in it: " We will hazard
the conjecture, that, in a crowded state of the
hive, the queen deposits her eggs in cells on the
edges of the combs, some of which are afterward
changed by the workers into royal cells. Such
is a queen's instinctive hatred of her own kind,
that it seems improbable she should be intrust-
ed with even the initiatory steps for securing a
race of successors."

I read this statement with surprise, after all

the light we had been having thrown on the
subject. None of the eggs laid in the queen-
cells, produced during natural swarming, can
possibly produce rivals to the old queen, for she
has either departed from the hive before the
young queens hatcjj, or the cells are torn
down by the workers on account of a scarcity
of honey, or unpropitious weather, whereby
swarming is postponed indefinitely. But there
is a letter lying near me, that has just come to
hand, which gives a case of a queen laying in a
queen-cell, which is more perfect in all its

details than any thing we have had before, and
which I think should go on record for the bene-
fit of those who are to come after us. After
writing of the strength of his b«es, and how a
part of them are in hives having glass in the
back, the writer, J. E, Ginn, of Ellsworth, Me.,
speaks as follows:

" I have just seen (June 23) the queen lay an
egg in a queen-cell, the same being not more
than ten minutes ago. I thought I would write
you at once, so I could give all the details cor-
rectly. There is a one-inch space between the
frames and the glass, and the bees built a piece
of drone comb in this space, the same having
drone brood in it. Looking in today I saw a
queen-cell half built on the edge of this in plain
view. The queen was one inch from this cell,

and one of the bees was feeding her. After a
moment she passed in between the frames for a
second or so, when she came back and went
directly to the queen-cell, put her head up into
the cell, then, curving her abdomen, she insert-

ed it well up in the cell and deposited the egg.
After laying the egg she again examined the
cell, remaining in it with her head, perhaps ten
seconds. I have written at some length, for
the queen seemed to be so particular. I have
seen queens laying in worker comb many
times; and while they would examine the cells

before laying in them, yet I never saw one look
into a ceil after she had laid an egg in it, as did
this queen the queen-cell she had laid in.'"

You will notice that our correspondent says
the queen inserted her abdomen " well up in
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the cell "' (italics mine), so it would seem that a
queen lays in a queen-ceil just the same as in
other cells. The position the queen must
assume in laying in queen-cells was one of the
strong points brought to bear on this matter by
the doubting ones. It would seem to me that
there should be no longrr any doubt in the
matter of queens depositing eggs in queen-cells.
Borodino, N. Y., July .5. G. M. Doolittle.

BARRELS FOR EXTRACTED HONEY.

PLAIN DIRECTIONS ON WHAT BAKRELS TO USE,
HOW TO CLEANSE, HOW TO PREVENT

LEAKAGES, ETC.

[The following, and especially the directions
from Chas. Dadant & Son, is so valuable and
seasonable that we are glad to place it before
our readers. We have not produced extracted
honey in any quantity for years; but as the
Dadants have had such a large experience, we
have no doubt that their advice not to wax is

correct.]

Please give me some advice in regard to the use
of barrels for storage of extracted honey. I can
not obtain new bariels, but lia ve the usual choice of
empty ones from grocery or liquor stores. I greatly
injured the flavor of a quantity of nice clover honey
last season by storing in wine-casks, thougli the
same had been carefully waxed in accordance witli
instructions in the "A B C of Bee Culture." lam
inclibed to favor high-wine or syrup casks, thor-
oughly sealed and waxed, but should like advice
from some one haWng experience.
Hull, Quebec. Subscriber.

Chas. Dadant & Son, of Hamilton, III., answer the
above as follows:

We have always used second hand barrels for
extracted honey. Tiiose that we prefer are barrels
that have contained pure alcoliol. Such barrels are
not charred inside, but are gummed instead with a
preparation of glue which honey does not dissolve,
and they do not leak, unless they have been exposed
to the weather, or filled with water.
We have also used, without unpleasant effects,

wliisky-barrels, but these are often charred on the
inside, and this must be ascertained before they
are used, as it is of great importance. The little

pieces of charcoal which become loosened from the
walls of the barrel mix witli the honey, and are
very difficult to remove, as tliey float about in the
honey, after having become soaked with it. Charred
barrels should be discarded.
We would not advise the use of any other barrels,

unless they ai'e new. We will say, however, that a
barrel that has contained wine, molasses, or syrup,
may be used If it has been thoroughly cleansed.
To cleanse a barrel thoroughly, it is best to re-

move one head, and some care must be exercised in
order to replace it in tlie same position, or the bar-
rel might leak. Follow these precautions:
First mark the head and the chime, or end of

staves, with a chisel or some sharp instrument, so
that you may find tlie exact position occupied by
the head, wlien putting it back. Mark two places
so as to make sure. Then take a large gimlet and
screw it into the middle of the head for a handle,
taking care not to pierce the head through. Then
remove all the hoops except the top one. Tliej' may
also be marked, if necessary, so as to be returned to
the same position. When all are removed but one,
have some one hold the head by help of the gimlet
until the last hoop is off. When the barrel has been
cleaned, put the head back in the same position.
We would not advise any one to use barrels with

any sour or smutty smell; but such barrels, in a
case of necessity, may be cleaned by washing them,
after removing the head, with a pint of oil of vitriol
mixed with about two gallons of water, or with a
little caustic lime diluted in water. But after
cleaning a barrel in this way, it should be again
washed with water, and scalded if need be. A few
days of exposure to the air will help.
Old barrels, the wood of which has become soaked

with water, are very objectionable—the more so as
thev will dry when filled with honey, and in drying
will shrink to such an extent as to be unable to

hold their contents. The right kind of barrels to
use should not leak when very dry, and that is Vhy
we prefer tlie alcohol-barrels to any others, as the
very dryest timber is used in their manufacture.We used to wax baiTels years ago. but abandoned
the practice, as we found it rather expensive and
inefficient.
After emptying honey-barrels, we place them in

a (by shed. We do not wash them until ready to till
them again, and then use only a small quantity of
hot water. We use iron-bound barrels exclusively,
as the hoops may be tightened much more efficient-
ly than wooden hoops. We have never experienced
any ditliculty in procuring all the barrels we need-
ed, at from $1.00 to $1..50 each, even in the season of
18bi», when we harvested some 75 barrels of nice clo-
ver honey. Chas. Dadant & Son.

American Bee Jtmrnal.

SELF-HIVERS.

holtermann's improvement and system of
management.

Ever since the convention of the North
American bee keepers at Washington, and the
explanations of E. R. Root, and his illustration
by sample of a self-hi ver, I have felt that the day
would undoubtedly come when this appliance
would be very largely used. Having carefully
read almost every thing that has been said
upon the subject in our leading bee-journals,
I now believe that the self-hiver has many
strong friends, and some who look upon its suc-
cess in the future with doubt. The accompany-
ing self-hiver, I think, is something better than

has yet been got out. 1. The ventilation of the
hive by means of it is more easily secured;
3. The bees luive a less distance to travel; 3.

Although I do not think that, after the first

few times, bees are much inconvenienced by
passing through perforated metal, yet it is no
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advantage to them; and by this design they
require to pass only once through the metal.
The queen, passing the two metals by means
of the channel, finds herself at either one side

or the other. This portion of the design is the
idea of W. M. Bayless. His proposition was to

do this by means of a bee-escape. I proposed a
simpler device, and the leading of the queen to

the outlet, which his did not possess.

Next, I like an alighting-board, and the ac-

companying one is a simple device. It can in a
moment be attached to any hive. The tin clips

are slipped between the self-hiver and the wall

of the hive. The slight bevel to the front

board gives the alighting-board a slight pitch.

The objection raised as to the necessity of

lifting hives to see whether the bees have
swarmed can be overcome readily, and I have
arranged the following device: The new hive

has at the front of it, and about half way down,
an auger-hole which is covered with a large

button. In passing from hive to hive to exam-
ine for swarms, all that is necessary is to open
and close the buttons. If the bees are down,
examine for swarms; if not, pass on and save
your back. I have as yet had no swarms, as

increase Is kept down and supers are on most
of the hives; but several self-hivers are in

place, and some have already reported success

in hiving bees with the Pratt self-hiver. The
Ontario Apicultural and Experiment Union
are testing the Pratt self-hiver. I thought it

best to say this first, as it had to a certain ex-

tent already been tested. The idea was, to

test the principle of self-hiving—not special

designs. Self-hivers must mean a great deal

for the agricultural classes; hence the selection

of the experiment. The Langdon device may
be good. It has some things entirely original;

but the device of throwing the bees into a new
hive to overcome the swarming impulse is, I

believe, that of C. W. Post, Murray, Out. His
plan was published some years ago. He placed

two sticks, crossing one another at right angles;

and where they crossed they were placed upon
a post and joined to it by a bolt, allowing the

top part to swing around. Upon each arm was
placed a hive with bees; and during the season

each hive was given a quarter-turn, thus each
day giving the flying bees a new home. Mr.
Post, who has had a wide experience, having
about four hundred colonies, claimed then, and
has claimed ever since, that this system pre-

vents swarming.
In closing, permit me to say I have for years

felt that swarming can be easily prevented.

Mr. Post runs out-apiaries, and watches for

swarms only when other work is to be done;
and as several go from yard to yard, and
together finish up the work, this is only a small
proportion of the time. He does not claim, in

the ordinary way, that no swarms issue; but
the f^ercentage is so small it is not worth while
watching the bees. Between a self-hiver and
greater attention to methods of prevention of

swarming, a far higher yield per colony will be
obtained. I have not had twenty (probably

not fifteen) per cent of swarms during the past

six years. K. F. Holtermann.
Brantford, Ont., Can., June 13.

P. S.—Since writing the above there is a little

experience which may be of benefit to others.

Perhaps it reveals stupidity on my part not to

have thought of this in the first place, but I

have no objections to allowing others to benefit

by my mistake. I find the best way when put-

ting on self-hivers is to close the lower entrance
and slant the board from the self-hiver alight-

ing-board to the ground, covering up entirely

the old ehtrance, when the bees will readily

take to the new. R. F. H.

RAMBLE NO. 88.

HOW MR. HUNT PUTS IN FOUNDATION; NEW
SQUARE CANS IN CALIFORNIA AT 72 CTS.

PER case; rambler's ACKNOWL-
EDGMENTS TO HIS LADY

FRIENDS.

There is probably no bee-keeper who has
been obliged to handle the many pieces that
pertain to his calling but has studied upon
mechanical means to handle the multitude of
pieces more rapidly, and thus cheapen the cost
of production; and the many little inventions
all show that busy minds are at work trying to
make short cuts to the desired end.

hunt's METHOD FOR PUTTING IN FOUNDATION.

I found in the shop of Mr. Hunt, of Redlands,
several of these cunning devices, and among
them a very rapid method of putting founda-
tion into sections. Mr. Hunt's apparatus will
be readily understood by reference to the
sketch It consists ol a wide board upon which
are arranged permanent blocks, the thickness
of which is half the depth of a section, and
large enough for a section to fit quite loosely
over it. Any number of these blocks can be
thus arranged, but usually as many blocks as
there are sections in a crate. It is but a mo-
ment's work to pick up a number of sections
that have already been put together, and dis-
tribute them over the blocks. A pot of white
glue, kept warm over a lamp, is placed near at
hand; the foundation of proper size is picked
up, and the edge lightly touched with a little

paddle from the glue-pot. and the foundation
is dropped into the section; the board upon
which the blocks and sections rest is set up at
quite a sharp angle, and the piece of founda-
tion drops immediately against the section,
where it becomes a permanent fixture. The
whole number of sections for a crate are filled;

and by the time the last piece of foundation is

dropped in place, the first one is ready to come
out, and the whole are soon in the crate. I

never saw Mr. Hunt try to compete with the
Daisy or any other fastener; but he claims that
he can beat any machine made; that his wife
can also do the same, and his twelve-year old
boy ditto. There is also an advantage in using
glue, for it holds the foundation in place more
securely than any other plan. This is quite a
consideration where the crates and contents are
to be rattled over rough roads, up canyons and
down hogbacks. The same plan can be applied
to any size of section and to brood -frames.
The subject of old versus new cans comes up

again this year, and will continue to present
itself until new cans are used altogether in
place of the old. This year the old cans cost
nearly as much as the new; and under this
condition of things there is no excuse whatever
for bee-keepers to use them. The chief disad-
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vantage in using old cans is, that dealers look
upon them with suspicion. So many kerosene-
cans that have not been properly cleaned are

used, that, in some cases, the honey tastes

strongly of it. and is practically worthless.

Dealers invariably inquire if the honey is in

new or old cans. If in new cans it is easier to

RAMBLER AND PATENT PATCHES.

make a trade, and at a better price. Leakage
from old cans is another important item. It is

the usual plan to test them by blowing into
them. Place the mouth against the oriKce, if

the size will admit of it, and blow. If the can
holds the air until you remove your mouth it is

pronounced sound; but many times a little rust
spot or a little line of rust along a seam will
afterward break open, under the jolting of
teaming, and the result is a lost can of honey.
The contents thus lost would pay for several
new cans. During the last session of the Cali-
fornia Bee-keepers' Association, the secretary
was directed to correspond with the manufac-
turers of cans and cases. In compliance with
that request he found that cases with two cans
could be purchased in San Francisco for 72 cts.

each, in quantities, or 74 cts. with a center-
board in the case. It is hoped that the associa-
tion will have samples of cans for examination
at their next meeting, and take strong action
in favor of new cans.
And now, Mr. Editor, 1 wish to occupy a little

space in which to thank the many fair corres-
pondents in the East for their kindly interest
in the comfort and welfare of the Rambler
while on his lonely ranch. I will individualize
only a few, and first wish to say to that dear
one who wrote from the sunny southland, ask-
ing if I was " a real verity " or a fiction, that I

am a genuine verity, and have been for several
years; am subject to corns and backache just
like other samples of the male sex; the apiary
which I control, and the cabin in which I live.

and the dear old smutty flapjack-griddle, are
all verities, just as pictured in Gleanings.
Another dear wants to know if I do not want

an Angora cat to keep me company. Why,
bless you, no! The cat would destroy more
company than it could replace by its purring
presence. While I am writing this letter a
brown bird is hopping around on my doorstep,
and a cat would soon exterminate the bird.
Three gray squirrels are playing around the
wax-extractor, and this evening half a doziMi

rabbits will come up near my door to entertain

me. All of these would fall a prey to the cat.
I think if I could live among my pets without
being troubled by the destroying and frighten-
ing influence of the many hunters who prowl
around here I could easily tame the most of
my little wild friends. Oh, no! there is no room
for cats here.

A friend in the far East touched a
tender chord in my nature by sending
a package of automatic patches for
my pants. If you have a rent or hole
in a garment, all you have to do is to
cut a piece of coffee-colored tissue to
the desired size, and place it over the
rent; then cut a piece of cloth the
same size and place over the tissue;
apply a little moisture and a warm
flatiron, and the job is done. Next
to the bachelor's button, that needs
no needle and thread to attach it,

this patch is the bachelor's next best
friend. As the saying is, I am a
thousand times obliged to the lady
in question. It shows in her a high
utilitarian cast of character, which,
I am honestly bound to say, I admire.
For the benefit of my fellow bach-
elors, I would say that these patches
can be obtained of J. F. Upson »fe Co.,

of Unionville, Conn.; 35 cts. per pack-
age. In order to render all aid possi-
ble, I herewith give a sketch of the
way the patch is applied by the

Rambler.

THOSE OLD BEE -BOOKS.

ANOTHER peep AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

In the year 1679 a great famine in bee-litera-

ture seems to have struck England. This was
during the reign of the " Merry Monarch,"
Charles II. This said Charles had in his em-
ploy a man named Moses Rusden, a druggist,

as Royal Bee-master. That means, probably,

that Mr. R. got some of his honey before the
jolly monarch, who said he would thereafter

eat honey only from Mr. Rusden's apiary. Even
to this day. very shrewd tactics are resorted to

in England to get the royal indorsement on cer-

tain articles of food. This done, somebody's
fortune is made. Mr. Rusden's sudden eleva-

tion probably put it into his head to write a
book on bees; and a more useless compilation
than this it would be difficult to find. Still, I

am thankful we have the book. It contains

143 pages, 4x6 inches. The print is very good,

and might pass off as being a hundred years

younger than it is. The everlasting mystery
about the sex of bees is the burden of it. The
writer assumes that, whatever else is true or

false, the principal bee in a colony is a king, and
he tries to prove this by saying that he had seen

the king deposit its seed on his hand. It seems
incredible that one who has ever seen houseflies

busy with their economy should have failed to

conclude that there was not the least probabili-

ty of a male insect doing any thing of the kind,

as there could then hfive been no inciting cause

for the act. On the other hand, how easy to

conclude, from what we see of other insects,

that it must be a female that made the deposi-

tion of matter on the hand! Nature is liberal

and even lavish in the use of egg-material, but

exceedingiv sparing of the life-germ itself. How
little Mr. Rusden dreamed, as he looked at the

innocent e<,'g of the queen, that the oflice of the

drone toward tliat egg had been performed long

before, ami that said drone was gathered to its

fathers— or grandfathers, perhaps! The error

was the same as if he had confounded a hen's
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egg with the subtile principle of life within.
What a pity that the egg which Mr. Rusden
saw on his hand didn't have a lime shell around
it! The error arose from the fact that they as-
sumed that the queen is a true male, the work-
eVs true females, each meeting the king in the
hive, and that the drones were designed simply
to keep the brood warm.. What a pity that
somebody in those days did not happen to see a
queen and drone on thi'ir wedding-flight, and
thus have given him a hint as to the true othce
of the drone and the sex of the queen I No one
thing helped to confiiin them in their error
more than the idea that the colony is made and
fashioned by the Almighty after the model of
the British government. This is seen in those
passaLfes where those old writers refer to the
loyally of the bees to their monarch—as if bees
had any idea of loyalty, in the human sense!
This talk was all to please the king and to gain
his favor. If the analogy were to be carried
out, why did they not wind up by saying that,
when the bees find their monarch has outlived
his usefulness, his most dutiful subjects, for the
good of the commonwealth, run him through
with spears, and put in a new ruler, regardless
of his being a Stewart or of the house of Han-
over? That would not do— it would savor of
disloyalty. But after all it was of but little

consequence to them, in the production of hon-
ey, whether the queen was believed to be a male
or not. The bees themselves understood all

about that, and that was the main thine. But
it makes a great difference in our day
The only disease that bees seemeii lo huvc in

those days. 2;i.5 years or so ago, was what we
call dysentery — at least, the description seems
to tally exactly with what we call that.
Mr. Rusden claims that bees have the same

senses that men do, and there seems no room to
doubt the coriectness of his argument, especial-
ly in regard to hearing — the only disputed
point. He maintains that bees do nothing in
their work except by the direct command of
their king. I presume he meant to except ball-
ing and assassination. ' He says they never
swarm except by command of their ruler. I

will here quote a few words:
"The king's government is just, because he

oppresseth none ; the consequence of which is,

unity throughout the whole kingdom. His gov-
erment is absolute, because his orders are never
disputed, but obeyed, as well in swarming, and
executing their drones and young princes, as in
watching and working."

I strongly suspect that Moses meant the quo-
tation above as a gentle hint to certain two-
legged kings of his day.
As for hives, it was the old straw skep, every

time; but for all that, they seem to have had
about as little trouble in wintering as the boys
do in our times.
At the end of the book the author says, rath-

er boastingly:

If any man knows any thing
More true than 1 impart,

Let liira disclose it;

Otherwise impiove with me this art.

Right under these words somebody has writ-
ten (I rather guess it was Mr. Henderson, who
formerly owned the book)

—

Thousands of men, since you wrote this
Conceited book of lies.

Where ignoraiire is tjliss

'Tis folij' to be wise.

Standing on the superior plane of to-day, it is

certainly interesting to follow the gropings of
men in fihose dark times as they worked toward
the light. The progress has always been up-
ward, and some day other people will look down
on us for some of our Jollies. But progress in
natural science during the next 300 years will,

in all probability, not be so great as it has been
during the last two centuries; for our progress
has been largely due to the present condition of
the microscope, which enlarged our range of
view into the little world as much as the tele-
scope did into stellar space.
In this book I was pleased to see that the au-

thor frequently refers to Mr. Purchas, 1(5.57, and
to Mr. Butler, 1609, the authors of the books I
have previously mentioned.
One very commendable thing Mr. Rusden had

in view was the abolition of the old system of
bnmstoning bees to get their honey. This was
so distasteful to him that he says of it. " It is

like the method of the Devil, who pays his most
industrious servants with the greatest ruin."
He enjoins his readers, if they have been bene-
fited by his work, to " give God the glory, in be-
holding his wonderful works in these small and
admirable creatures." How much better that
sounds than to attribute it all to a blind an un-
knowing force, with no intelligence back of it,

called nature! It is all of a piece with every
English bee-writer whose books I have so far
examined. I wonder whether, that has any
thing to do with the stability and general ex-
cellence of the British government as compared
with the ever-shifting and revolutionary char-
acter of some who have said in their national
decrees, "There is no God."
Mr. Rusden dates his book. "Near the vSign

of the King's Arms in the Bowling Alley, in
Westminster, near the Abbey. Julv 18. 167it]"

Medina. July 8. W. P. R.

HOW TO INCREASE THE WHITE - HONEY
CROP.

now TO CONVERT UNFIXISHKD SECTIONS INTO
CAPITAL,: A VALUABLE ARTICLE BY

B. 'TAYLOR.

What a splendid thing it would be if we
could increase the white-comb-honey crop 40
percent! I was in St. i^aul some years ago,
and had a small quantity of section honey to
dispose of. A certain dealer was recommended
to me who was said to buy nice honey. I found
him, and offered my goods.

" Is your honey white?" he asked.
I said it was very good honey.
He answered, " i don't care anything about

whether it is good or not; what I want to know
is, is your honey white? If it is white it will
sell whether it is good or not. I know that
dark honey is_ sometimes better in eating
quality than white, but it will not sell. If your
honey is not strictly white I do not want it; if

it is white, bring it along and I will give you a
good price."
My honey was not strictly white, and I failed

to make a sale. Three poor crops have left

St. Paul and Minneapolis markets bare of
white-comb honey; and yet dark goes begging.
White-comb honey is what we want; and in

this article I propose to tell how I expect to
increase my crop 50 per cent this year. Last
year, at the end of the white-honey flow, I took
off all my supers of sections, whether they
were finished or not. I picked out the finished

sections that were properly sealed, crated them,
and then extracted the partly finished ones.
This extracted honey I sold readily for 133^
cents per lb. This was more than it would
have brought if the sections had been left on
the hives and finished with dark honey. I set

those empty sections of comb into supers;
spread a sheet of paper between each super;
covered all tight to keep out mice; and now at
the commencement of the flow of honey from
white and alsike clover. I have nearly 100

supers, of 34 sections each, filled with empty
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combs, and I am filling each super with 12 sec-

tions of comb and 13 with full sheets of foun-
dation, the combs having been all leveled up
evenly and smoothly on the handy comb-
leveler.

Honey is now coming in here at a great rate,

as there 'are 100 acres of alsike within two
miles; and I have found cases in which the 13

sections of drawn combs were nearly filled with
honey in three days, without those with foun-
dation being touched at all. Clover is just
fairly opened. The basswoods are fairly bend-
ing with blossoms; and you need not laugh
when I tell you that it was my great modesty
that made me name 50 per cent as the measure
of my increased crop by having sections of
drawn and leveled combs in which the bees
could deposit their loads of nectar without
having to wait to build store combs, for I ex-
pect to increase ray crop fully 100 per cent ihis
year. When the basswood flow is over I will

takeoff all the supers; take out the finished
sections; extract the unfinished ones as I did
last year; but the empty combs will be imme-
diately leveled up and returned to the supers,
half comb and half foundation as before: and
the cases will then be returned to the hives, to

be filled with dark fall honey. This honey will.

at the end of the season, be extracted, and
either sold or reserved to feed the bees and
raise millions of workers for the next year's
white-honey flow. The empty combs will be
given to the bees after they are extracted, to
be cleaned of all honey. This will be done by
returning the combs to the supers; and then
some fine evening, when the bees are flying, set
the supers all out in the yard, without any
covers, so that the bees can get at them without
hindrance, and they will clean them all up by
night. In the evening, after all the bees have
gone home, the supers will all be removed
to the iron honey -house, where no bee can
enter, and no robbing will be excited. The
combs will then all be leveled up immediately,
as they work much nicer when fresh; they will
then be returned to the supers, and piled up as
high as I can reach, with a sheet of paper be-
tween each super, to be used next year in the
same way. to secure another big crop of that
orthodox luxury—white-comb honey.

Forestville, Minn., June 3(5. B. Taylor.

PULLED ftUEENS.

DR. MILLER EXPLAINS WHAT THEY ARE. AND
WHY HE PREFERS THEM TO QUEEN-CELLS,

ETC.; A VALUABLE ARTICLE.

On page .53ti. friend Root, you ask C. C. M., of
Illinois, to tell " C. C. M.. of Ohio," what a
"pulled" queen is. A pulled queen may be
made to play so important a part that I am
glad not only to tell what it is but to tell some
of the things about it that may bo of use to
others. When a colony prepares for swarming.
It is well known that a number of queen-cells
are starred; and about the time the first one is

sealed the swarm issues. I may say, by the
way, that I am saying this on genera) authority,
for my own experience is that bees oftener
swarm before any queen-cell is sealed. In any
case, after the swarm has issued, a second
swarm is likely to issue; and before this swaim
issues, piping and quahking may be heard.
At the time of this piping and quahking. there

is a young queen at large in the hive, the one
that does the piping; and the queen or queens
thatqnahkin response are mature youngqueens
that have not yet left the cell, hut, would do so
at once if the coast wen- clear. They are.
perhaps, deterred from issuing from their cells

by the fear of the piper, or, more likely, because
the workers that constantly surround the cell

drive them back whenever they attempt to
come out. You can take out a frame, pull off
these queen-cells, or pull the end off them,
releasing the queen, and such a queen is called
a " pulled " queen.

It is well known that a young queen just
hatched may be put into any hive, and the
workers seem to pay very little attention to it.

I doubt, however, whether this is so unexcep-
tionally true as some seem to think A queen
just hatched may be put into a colony having a
laying queen, and may supersede her; but I am
sure -such will not be the case under all circum-
stances. Acting on the theory that young
queens would be kindly received, and assume
control anywhere, I tried one summer to
replace a large number of my old queens by
putting into the hives young queens just hatch-
ed, trusting that they would kill the old ones.
In at least some of the cases I found the young
queens all right for a day or two. but sooner or
later they all disappeared, and, if I remember
correctly, the thing was a failure in every
instance.

If there had been no laying queen in the hive,
or one that for any reason the workers desired
to supersede, the result might have been differ-

ent. It is possible that the young queen gets
along on good terms with the workers till she
takes it into her head to make an attack on the
old queen, when the workers put her out of the
way. Still, I have known bees to attack a
young queen with no laying queen in the hive,
the laying queen having just been removed:
but generally, after annoying her somewhat, I

think they let her go. While a very young queen
will be accepted, at least for a time, almost any-
where, it is well known that a virgin queen
several days old is difficult to introduce. It

may be, then, that the difficulty of introducing
increases with age, and that a queen that has
been held in her cell by the workers for a day
or two is not so readily received by the bees as
one that has not yet attained sufficient age to
try to leave its cell. I am inclined to think
such is the case.
At swarming time, when it is a common

thing to find ten or more queen -cells in every
hive from which a swarm has issued, the sup-
ply of pulled queens is likely to be greater than
the demand, so I have generally paid little atten-
tion to the appearance of the cells, but pulled
all indiscriminately; and if the queens were not
ripe enough it was an easy thing to throw
them away. To be serviceable, it is not nec-
essary to wait uniil a young queen is gnawing
its way out, nor till it is wi-ll colored. No mat-
ter how green-looking a queen is. if it is mature
enough to hold on to the comb and travel over
it, it will be all right. Younger than this, the
bees will drag it out, just as they would a dead
bee.
In forming nuclei I think it much better to

give a pulled queen than to give a queen-cell.
It is less trouble. There is less risk; for there
are a good many cases, whatever may be the
reason, where a good-looking cell contains a
dead larva, and sometimes a dead queen that
looks fully matured. It saves time, for the cell

may be several days hatching. Besides, if

there be any advantage in having a young
queen raised in a full colony, and I think there
is, a pulled queen has thatadvantage to the full.

A pulled queen is the quickest and easiest

cure for laying workers. vSo'far as I have tried

it, it is a sure thing. Just drop a pulled queen
on the comb among the brood, and that's all.

I believe that, if you try pulling queens, you
will not be sorry. C. C. Miller.
Marengo, ill.
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JAKE SMITH'S LETTEKS.

THAT PALLUS HIVE A FAILURE.

A. I. Gleanings—deer
Sir:—You know that
bee pa] his I got. Last
yeer it diddent do
uolhin, but then it

was a bad yeer. I

took hart when I see
how the white clover
was a boom in evry-

•g*a[K<^^^^l^|^^^;gZ where this yeer, and
"v^^l^^v .«3te^^!^?>cS3^,^vry little while I

lookt into it to see if

ihe bees were a bildin
down into it from the
hive a sittin onto it.

^ Finelly 1 day I see

the bees a hangin down into it a little, and my
hopes begun to raise. You know the agent sed
how the bees wood fill it fool of combs, and
hunny, and never swarm. And he was a reel

nice-appearin man.

Books that have' helped HE
(iiM THE HoiMEY Business.)

Well, it wazzent but a phue days after that
when out cums a swarm. I hived it into a skep
washed out with salt water. They say the
bees likes that. Then in a week or so annther
swarm cum out. And. wood you beleave it?

they was anuther still. That left the old hive
so week it wazzent no good hardly, and I jist
took it off from the pallus and sot it down on
the ground. Ime dun with that pallus. I haint
no faith into it. For at the rate it has gone so
far, it wood take 100 yeers to git it filled.

Now what I want to know is what use I can
make out a that pallus. Wood it be good to
raze your chickens in, or to raze sellery ? Glass
mite be poot on top. Mebby you cood tell, Mr
Gleenings, in them pages of your magazeen
where you tell about razin stroberries and cab-
bidges.
That magazeen of yourn is a rite good book.

Zed is wonderfully took with it. And my old
woman she likes them eggzortations of yourn.
But I doant see that you and R. H. Randall
makes out right clear how evil cum into the
world. Also I doant see how it makes so much
difference. Around here we are a good eel

more interested to know how to git it out than
to know how it cum in. The uther day the old
sow got into the garden, and we diddent stop
to argy how she got in, but jist all of us set to
and druv her out. If we had stopt to argy if

she got in the gate or under the fence before we
jined forces to git her out, we mite hed more
nollidge, and agin we mitent, but wede a hed a
good bit less garden sass.
That ABC book of yourn is tiptop. Do you

have a First Reader that cums after it? If it

keeps on to the Fourth Reader they must be a
good deal to lurn about keepin bees. But your
way of keepin bees is a good eel different from
ours. Seems to me if you never took up no bees
in the fall but jist kept them all, that the whole
farm would git cuvvered with bees. But I

must say it always did look kind a tuff to
smuther the poor little insecks after thade
worked hard all summer long to git sumthing
ahed for winter.
Zed says we must adop the new methods, but

it seems kind a queer like to think you can git
more hunny by leavin the bees to eat it up in
the winter.

I see a peace in a paper rit by a man In
Cleveland tellln how he had been grately help-
ed in gittin hunny by a number of books. Zed
thot it wood be a good thing after we got threw
the A B C to have some more books, so we sent
to the Cleveland man for a list of the books
that had helped him. He diddent send no list,

but sent us this pickter a showing how the
books had helped him in the youthful period of
his childhood. He got the joke onto us pirty
good, diddent he? Jake Smith.

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

The United States Department of Agriculture
has seen fit to send out an extra bulletin, cau-
tioning farmers against

NOSTRUMS FOR INCREASING THE YIELD OF
MILK.

The bulletin is by Prof. H. W. Wiley, Chief
Chemist of the U. S. Department of Agriculture.
The principal swindle is the black-pepsin fraud;
and the whole thing seems to emanate from the
man Bain, hailing from the vicinity of Zanes-
ville, O. This Bain seems to be not only the
hane of our State, but if we do not get him into
the penitentiary speedily he will be the bane of
the whole United States; and although the
black pepsin has been shown up again and
again by almost all of our agricultural papers,
it seems that thousands upon thousands of
dollars are still being paid by the farmers and
druggists into the pockets of this Bain. We
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have felt it fitting to make the following ex-
tracts from the bulletin:

;,

^METHODS ofJadvektising blackdpepsin.;

if lu respect to the method of advertising- black
pepsin, the direct way of sentliiig' postal cards and
circulars to the farmers sei lus to be the one cliielly

followed.
A vig-orous attempt has also been made to inter-

est the dx'ug-gists of the country in the sale of this
article, as well as others of similar character. Fol-
lowing is a copy of a postal card which has pre-
sumably been sent to the drus'-trade in general. It
was addressed to Otto Bauchtuss «& Co., Cincinnati,
Ohio. The card was mailed at New Concord, Ohio,
April, 1893:

PRICES FOR 1S93.

We will expend in 1893$125,000 advertising these specialties.
Place these on your lists, as you will certainly receive orders.
Black pepsin.—A powder prepared expressly for increasing

the \ ield of butter and cheese. Eacli lio.x will make 500 pounds
of butter. Retails 8^,50 per box, $2i per dozen. Ten per cent
off to wholesale and jobbing trade. Three per cent off' for
cash in ten days.
Electkohed silver.—a metal for plating- articles usually

plated with silver. Can be used without any battery, and
requiies no experience to apply it. You can plate a dozen
spoon.-- in tifteen minutes, and guarantee them for ten .years.

Each pa, kage will do *3.')0 woi-th of plating Retail price,
$7.50 per package, $75 per dozen. Ten per cent off to wholesale
and jobldng trade. Three per cent off for cash in ten days.
CoMi'iiuND extract UK SALYX.*—A powder for preserving

fruits and vegetables. Each box preserves '^5 gallons of fiuit.
Retails at -SI. a.') ])erbox: 810 dollars per dozen. Ten per cent
off to wholesale and jobbing trade. Three off for cash in ten
daj-s. U. S. SiLYX Co..

New Concord, Ohio, Sole Proprietors.

The electrofied silver mentioned in the above
card is, without doubt, some mercurial amalgam,
and is a striking example of how freely in this
country the vender of poisonous articles is allowed
to bring- them to the notice of the trade.

" The compound extract of salyx " is the gorgeous
title under which the modest salicylic acid is made
to masquerade. -1-

Many of our friends will remember of having
seen mentioned " electrofied gold," in an item
going through the press, purporting to come
from a woman whose husband was an inebriate.
By means of the electrofied gold, which she
bought at a drugstore, she had entirely cured
her husband, or he cured himself, of the appe-
tite for strong drink. After going to the drug-
store, and finding that the druggist had never
heard of such an article, the interested ones
usually write to this poor woman who told such
a plaintive story, and was glad to help people
to avoid the expense of going to a Keeley
institute. The treatment at the latter institute
costs from $50.00 to $75.00 or more; whereas
this good woman will send them a package of
the above electrofied gold for two or three
dollars.

Prof. Wiley, on page <5 of the bulletin referred
to, tells us, " The value of the two-ounce box
sold at retail for $2.50, is about 3 cents."
To sum it all up, Bain charges the farmers of

our land $2. .50 for a powder, the material of
which costs him only 3 cents. But this is not
all of it. After all is said and done, the powder
has no virtue at all in converting the milk into
butter. If the friends who have been buying

We have already cautioned our friends in regard
to this California cold process for preserving fruits;
but tliis is the first time I ever knew that Bain was
at the bottom of that also. 1 should not be surpris-
ed if it transpired tliat all the various letters from
farmers' wives, farmers' daughters, or widows
with large families, which appear in our various
papers, have all emanated from Bain. When a poor
woman tt^lls how siie lias made money, and lielped
an aged mother, or somethiiijj- of thai sort, every-
body is glad t(j read her account; and even our
editors, who generally have the credit of being
sharp, some of them, it seems, did not think tliat the
clipping so iiniocently publislicd was simply a big
drive to atb'ertise a moststupi-iidous humbug. Those
who took iiiiy for inserting such letters in the read-
ing-columns are not fit to be editors.

-•-Hasn't Prof. Wiley hit it to a dot in the above
wonderfully expressive sentence ?

the recipe, and paying for the powder, hadn't
been too stupid to try it they would have dis-
covered that they could make just as good
butter without the powder as they can with it.

The emulsion of butter and milk looks like
butter and tastes like butter, and might hum-
bug almost any one who did not notice particu-
larly whether he was eating butter or cheese.
It must be eaten up quick, however, for it will
not keep long in hot weather. The astonish-
ing part of it is, that thousands of dollars have
been spent in this country, and are being spent
even now, and perhaps will be for some time to
come, for this foolishness. It seems to me that
every periodical in our land should lend its aid
toward exposing this humbug before it is a day-
older; and we all owe a vote of thanks to Prof.
Wiley for having sifted the matter so thorough-
ly. We bee-keepers know something about
salicylic acid; and it is really refreshing to
note the way ia which friend Wiley describes
the whole swindle.
Since the above was in type we have clipped

the following from the Ohio Farmer, of Cleve-
land, 0.:

These butter nostrums are old. They have re-

peatedly been exposed by the agricultural press,
and yet each succeeding effort, under a new name,
finds plenty of victims.
A well-known citizen of this city, last year became

a victim to this fraud. He saw two pounds of butter
made from one pound, by the use of a powder, and
was convinced. He invested ten thousand dollars
in the " company."

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

M. C. D., of ConnecUeut, asks if black bees
work on alsike clover to any extent. Ans.—
Yes, as well as any bees, though they are not
so good for working on red clover as are the
Italians.

W. B. of Michigan, desires to know the
merits of the State of Arkansas as a bee coun-
try, and whether the markets are good. Ajis.—
We'd advise W. B. to stay where he is. Mich-
igan has a rather better reputation for honey
than Arl-tansas.

R. M. C, of South Carolina, wishes to know
what kind of clover is best to sow for bees.

Ans.— Alsike will grow everywhere that white
clover does; and it is the kind of clover that we
usually recommend. Four pounds should be

sown per acre. It can be purchased of any of

your dealers. »-;

W. R., of Florida, asks what plants we
recommend" for honey in his State. Ans.—We
would grow nothing that would not pay inde-

pendently of any supply of honey that he might
get from' it. If there is an orange-grove, or

Held of alfalfa, in liis vicinity it would probably
pay to move the bees to it.

T. T^ C, of OJiio. desires to move to a location

where bees may be kept with the greatest

profit. A/1.5.—California, Arizona, New Mexico,
and Colorado are good bee-countries ; but as a
general thing we would not advise any one to

move if he has any other business be can tie to

in connection with bee-keeping where be now
is. Bee-keeping is a successor a failure in near-

ly every Static in the Union. A great deal de-

pends upon tlu^ man.

B. B., of North Carolina, writes that some
time since he hived a swarm of hybrid bees

that had six or seven queens, and that a neigh-

bor who keeps bees in "gums " reports a swarm
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with several queens. B. B. wants to know
whether that often happens. Ans.—A swarm
Is quite apt to have more than one queen with
it, especially if it is a second swarm. In that
case there may be four or five virgin queens.

B.F. M.. of West Viruinia, inquires in regard
to a certain suspected sample of diseased brood,
a sample of which he smds. ^7i.s-.—We are not
of the opinion that the brood in question is af-

fected by what is known as foul brood. It is a
good deal like what was described last year in

Gleanings, page 594, Aug. 1st. It occasionally
gets quite a start in an apiary: but as it is not
very infectious it goes off itself when the honey
begins to come in. We think you will find the
brood to be all right further on in the summer.

J. A. S., nf Virginia, desires to get as many
Italian drones as possible from his two Italian
colonies. All the rest of his stocks are blacks.
.^1/1.5.—Uncap all the drone brood in the black
colonies. Give the two Italian colonies each
a frame of drone comb, putting the combs in

the center of the brood-nest. If no honey is

coming in, feed them about half a pint of syrup
daily. As soon as drones from Italian colonies
are hatched out and ready to fly, put drone-
guards over the entrances of the black colonies,
and the chances are that your queen will be
fertilized by Italian drones.

A. C, of Tllinois, desires to know when it is

the best time to requeen. Ans.—During the
swarming season. A number of nice and choice
cells will be at hand, and hybrid or other unde-
sirable queens can be disposed of, and the
choice cells put into queen-protectors can be
given to the colonies. This will, for the time
being, stop all swarming; and by the time the
young queen is laying, all ideas of swarming
will be given up. There is no use of talking,
we get better queens from cells reared during
the swarming season. We formerly di-puted
that, but we now tiik- it all back.

W. C, of Illinois, wishes to know whether
it is advisable to take off the sections as fast as
they are tilled, or leave them on the hive until

after honey-gathering is over. ^?i.s.— In large
apiaries it would hardly be practicable to take
off every section as soon as it is nicely complet-
ed. The usual practice is to leave the crate on
until most of the sections are filled out, and
then remove it. The partly finished sections
can be put together in one or more crates, and
put back on the hives for the bees to complete,
providing the honey season has not already
ceased. The only objection to leaving the hon-
ey on longer than when fully completed is, that
it becomes travel and propolis stained, and, of
course, is less salable.

H. T. O., of Florida, desires to divide, and
give queens to the queenless halves of the di-

vided colonies in the most economical and sat-
isfactory way. He has had difficulty in rearing
queens. Ans.—During the months of August
and September, untested queens will be down
quite low. In lots of a dozen they can probably
be purchased for 60 or (55 cts. apiece. See our
advertising columns. These queens, while cheap
in price, will most of them prove to be as prof-
itable and serviceable as any; and it is certain-
ly an advantage to buy queens occasionally,
outside of your own locality. In this way a
new infusion of blood will be secured. If our
correspondent prefers to rear his own queens
we would recommend to him any of the meth-
ods in the text- books.

H. H., of Pennsylvania, wishes to know
whether we would n-commi'nd the Simpson
honey-plant for his locality. Ans.— It is in

some respects a remarkable honey-plant: and
as it blossoms shortly after clover, and contin-

ues to be in bloom till nearly frost, a small field

of it goes a long way toward keeping the bees
out of mischief, as the bees work on it from
morning till night; but after having tested it

carefully, the expense of setting out the plants
and keeping them in cultivation is, many times,
more than can be gotten out of it. There are
some places where it grows naturally; but it is

not advisable to grow this or any other honey-
plant that is not valuable aside from the honey
it produces. Artificial bee pasturage should be
confined to the clovers, buckwheat, and seven-
top turnip.

J. C. S., of Arkansas, has a lot of bees on a
farm 18 miles distant; and he desires to know
whether he can, at this season of the year,
bring them home safely; and if so, how. Ans.
—We would avoid moving bees in the height of
a honey-flow; and under no circumstances
would we do so then unless we were sure that
the bees would get more honey in another loca-
tion. If the weather is warm, or what may be
termed **hot," with the mercury running up to,

say, 90 in the shade, we should prefer to fix up
the bees about 3 o'clock in the afternoon. We
would fasten the frames, if they are loose or
the old-fashioned kind; tack wire cloth over
the entrances, and fasten wire cloth over the
top. Bees, during hot weather, should not
have any regular hive-cover on while being
moved. If a colony should be a very strong
one (and such is pretty apt to be the case), the
bees should be put into two hives or else have
an empty upper story, with wire-cloth cover.
As soon as the bees have quit flying, load them
on the wagon and bring them home by moon-
light, if you can select such a night in the
month. As soon as you arrive home, place the
hives on their permanent stands, and remove
the wire cloth from the entrances, so that if, in

any case, the bees should be suffering from
want of air, they can be relieved.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

MKS. HARRISON'S BEE-HAT.
I want to speak in favor of Mrs. Harrison's

bee-hat. I have one, and I think it is ahead of
all the veils I have tried, as it is not easily soil-

ed or torn; can be easily put on, and is safe.
For the cape I take two pieces of calico (or any
thing you choose), 18 inches square ; sew to-
gether about 5 inches on each side; now sew it

to your wire cloth, letting the seams you have
just sewed come on the shoulder; now attach a
string or band at the lower corners of the back
cape. I put a band clear across the lower end
of the back cape to make it stronger, letting
the ends come out long enough to tie over the
front cape across the bust. The only trouble I

have found with it is, I can not eat the buiT-
comb honey when taking off honey.
Barron, Wis., June 27. Mrs. F. G. Hall.

FRIEND .TENKINS ON A WHEEL.
Friend Root.-—Hail, brother wheelmen! I

am one of you now. Ever since the safety has
been abroad in the land, I have yearned for
one; yea, verily, have ached for it; but, as you
know, I am a cripple—one leg gone—and I

doubted my ability to manage a bicycle suc-
cessfully, so that I never felt justified in invest-
ing the price of a good wheel in the experiment.
But I have a cousin and his wheel with me
now; and the first thing with me was to tackle
that wheel, and settle that question as to

whether I could ride one or not, no matter if it
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did stand me on my head a few times, and run
me into fences and ditches occasionally at first,

and even attempt to ride me, seemingly. I am
master of it now. I rode it four miles over a
common country road last week, and succeeded
in making a sleepy, inruicent-looking mule I

met run away with a bug^y and two men, and
tore the buggy all to smash. The festive mule,
the innocent travelers, and the wicked " wheel "'

with its rider escaped injury. It seems as
though anybody with two good legs could do
well with a bicycle, if I can ride one. It is

going to be a great blessing to me, for I can't
walk half a mile or more without pain and
fatigue, and it is fun to run a good bicycle. In
walking, my artificial leg has to do half the
work; but on a wheel it need not do any of it,

except, perhaps, in climbing a hill or incline.

I'm sorry I didn't have one long ago. You
know the rest. I indorse all you say in favor
of the modern safety bicycle. J. M. Jenkins.
Wetumpka, Ala., June 28.

BEES REFUSE TO GO INTO THE SECTIONS.

What shall I do to get my bees to store honey
in -surplus boxes? I have put on boxes from
other hives containing bees, and partly filled

boxes from hives that were working well. The
brood-nest is full of honey. I have three colo-

nies in this condition. I have also filled boxes
with dron<! brood, and placed them in the
middle of the crate. They cleaned out cells

having eggs and unsealed brood, and allowed
sealed brood to remain. Ten other colonies are
working well. J. N. Hoavell.
Greenway, Ark., June 22.

[We should be tempted to pinch off the heads
of the queens in the three colonies, if the other
bees in tlie apiary are working briskly in sec-
tions. There are some strains of Italians that
seem determined to stay in the brood-nest.
Such bees do very nicely for extracted honey,
but are not very satisfactory for box honey:
and. sooner or later, we would introduce into
those three colonies queens whose bees will go
above. If you do not care to kill tiie queens of
the tnree colonies, place the bees on empty
frames. If there is any honey coming in. it

would be more convenient for them to store it

above than to wait to build out combs.

1

CONTKACTING THE BROOD-CHAMBER FOR HON-
EY; HOW MUCH AND AVHEN ADVIS-

ABLE.
We are much pleased with the Dovetailed

hives which father ordered of you a short time
ago, and have nice big swarms in five of them.
The question I wish to ask is, whether it would
be advisable to contract the brood -chamber on
the eight-frame Dovetailed hive to about five
or six frames for prime swarms. We have read
Mr. Heddon's views upon this subject, but we
should like to know whether you think it ad-
visable to adopt the system for the eight-frame
Dovetailed hive or not. We have contracted
the five swarms which we have in Dovetailed
hives to six frames, using two division-boards
and pi^rforated zinc strips on top of the frames.
One of the swarms left its hive the second day,
and took to the woods. What is the reason ?

Does the zinc strip take up too much of the
bee-space on top of the frames?

Lke Thomi'Son.
Monument City, Ind., June 8.

[Very much more used to be said alwut the
advisability of contracting the brood-nest to
crowd the bees up into the sections; but as the
years have gone by, bec-keppers are l)eginning
to feel that more harm than good is often done.
The bees are more apt to swarm, with the con-

tracted brood-nest, and are liable, if contrac-
tion is carried too far, to carry pollen up into
the sections. As a general thing, we would not
contract the brood -nest of an eight-frame hive.
If the eight combs are pretty well filled with
brood, the bees will be compelled to put the
honey above. A good deal, however, will de-
pend upon the locality. In some places the
eight combs, when well filled with brood in
various stages, brings on a big force of bees
after the honey season—just the wrong time of
the year—that is, when they will be consumers
and not (jathcrers of honey. Where the honey-
flow comes on early in the summer, and there is

nothing more, and no increase is desired, it may
be desirable to curtail by contraction the brood-
nest just at the approach of the honey -flow.]

SEVEN-TOP TURNIP AS A HONEY-PLANT.
Fnend Root:— I have for some time been

thinking of writing to you to know if you grow
as much soutliern seven-top turnip seed as you
could dispose of. I have just filled a contract
for over two thousand ijounds. I contract
with seedsmen to gi'ow as much as they wish.
This is the largest contract that I have ever
filled, but I don't think I should have much
dil'ficulty in supplying as much more, as my
land is well adapted to this variety.

I don't know of any thing that we have in

this section that builds up bees faster. Had it

not been for it this year I don't know whether I

should have had any increase in bees. It put
my bees on a boom; but, alas I after it was
over, there had not been honey enough for bees
to whiten their combs, on account of the cold
windy weather.

I never set out with brighter prospects, but I

have no hope of any more honey until cotton
blooms. J. D. FoosHE.
Coronaca, S. C, June 23.

OUR RESPON.SIBIUrriES, ETC.

Friend Root:—In your footnotes to Mrs.
Hawliins' remarks about having their house
burned for reporting an illicit distillery, you
say that it "indicates the. tremendous need of
more Sunday-schools and more Endeavor soci-

eties." To my mind, the great responsibility

lies in the hands of the voters, who can, by
electing men who would make laws, prohibit
the making and selling of alchohol. The
cliildren in our Sunday-schools, and the young
people of our Endeavor societies, can never put
down intemperance so long as their fathers
vote to sustain it, or vote for parties who do
sustain it; and very likely they will grow up to

vote as do their parents.

A friend of ours lies very low with consump-
tion. Doctors advised her to use new milk, but
she could not us(! it, as it hurt her. I took her
Gleanings, and had her read what Mrs. John
Collins has to say about adding a tenth water,
and heating the milk to l;.'0° ; and now she is

able to use it without any ill effi^ct, and finds it

very refreshing, and is delighted to find she
can use it. Many thanks to Mrs. Collins, and
Gi.EANiN(;s for niporling it.

Roseville, 111.. .lune 26. Mrs. L. C. Axteli,.

FERGUSON'S QUEEN-CAGE.
Mr. Root:—^ s'-nd you to-day a queen-cage

which I invented three yoars ago. I will not
describe it in detail. . Your trained eye will

readily take in all its points of excellence. I

have never known a queen to be lost, intro-

duced in this cage. Take a little piece of

square stick and charge the space in the center
full of candy: then run the (jueen in and tack
down the l(jose imd of the wire; suspend the
cage between the combs by running a wire nail
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through the hole. In 24 hours the bees will

have eaten down and entered the cage through
the perforated zinc; in 34 hours more they will

have eaten all the candy out of the tunnel, al-

lowing the queen to be liberated. This is the
best and only real automatic cage ever invent-
ed, in ray opinion. I. Ferguson.
Bellevue, Pa., June S.

[Friend Ferguson has indeed introduced quite
a unique feature in his cage for introducing.
There have been cages devised heretofore,
making use of the candy and a piece of perfor-
ated zinc; but after the bees had eaten out to
the perforation they could get in to the queen,
it is true, but they could not liberate her; so it

was necessary for the apiarist himself to finish
the final operation, and release the queen.
Friend Ferguson has gone one step further, so
the bees can release the queen after a few of
them have had the opportunity for formal ac-
quaintance in the apartments of the queen.]

HOW TO GET THE BEES OUT OF THE CORNER.
Sometimes when I hive a swarm of bees they

get up in a corner, or stay in one end and build
out their cells all in one place, leaving the great-
er part of the hive empty. Would it !> advis-
able to reverse every other frame or every
frame, or hive them alone?
Just now bees are in the swim; horsemint

in full bloom; every worker bee has a silver
spot on its back—a sure indication that it is
loaded with nectar from the mint.
Mexia, Tex.. June 5. E. N. Swinburn.

fWe would advise you to use full sheets of
foundation, and then reverse the frames from
end to end, as you suggest. For instance, if
the brood in several frames seems to be all at
one end. put every alternate frame, containing
brood, the other end to. This will spread the
brood.]

TRANSFERRING BY HEDDON'S SHORT WAY
;

QUESTIONS ANSAVERED.

In your footnote to G. M. Doolittle's article
on fastening combs in transfei-ring, you highly
recommend Mr. Heddon's method of transfer-
ring.. Now. please tell me. J. what, you do with
the young queen that the bees h^l't in the old
hive will have reared during the time the re-
maining brood is left to hatch.

3. Will you get as much surplus from the
colony transferred as though you transferred
bees and brood at the same time, by using the
old combs, as Mr. Doolittle does'?

3. As to the amount of surplus gathered, does
it make any difference what time in the season
they are drummed out? A Greenhorn.

[1. The queen left in the old box hive, if one
should be reared may be captured at the last
drumming-out. If she is a better queen than
the old one, kill the old one, and introduce the
new one to the bees drummed out three weeks
previously. If she is no better than the old
queen, just let her run in with the rest of the
bees into the new hive, and the stronger queen
of the two will remain in possession.

2. Yes, we think you would get just as much
honey.

3. It would make some difference. It Is best
not to disturb the bees when they are in the
midst of a honey flow, more than is absolutely
necessary. It is preferable to transfer as early
in the spring as pos-ihie, whether by the Hed-
don or any other method.]

ANOTHER correction IN SPELLING.

Pleze tell Ellery Krum hee doant no howe too
spel worth schux. Thee eyedeea uv spelin
muncki. "'monkey!" Moast eni muncki noze
beter. Eye ges eye waant won ov them poker-
dot queans heze goin to raze.

George Washington Billings.
International Bridge, Can.

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

Bees are doing finely here this year.
James A. Diddle.

Winifred, W. Va., June 19.

This is an "elegant" season for honey, with
us. Amos Evans.

Cassville, Pa., June 19.

R. Wilkin's boom.
I have 17 tons of choice honey, and 175 in-

crease from my 3.50 hives this season.
Newhall, Cal., June 16. R. Wilkin.

My bees are booming, and bringing in the
nectar. Every thing points to a large honey-
yield. W. A. Hammond, M. D.

Paris, N. Y., June 30.

Bees are carrying honey rapidly for us. It
really seems like old times to go among the
hives now. We haven't had a good crop in 7
years. H. D. Bubrell.
South Haven, Mich., June 19.

We have the bi st crop of honey that we have
had for 10 years. Nearly every hive has 48 sec-
tions finished. Percy CoviNCiTON.
Appleton, Md.. June 21.

The bees are just rolling in the honey from
clover. Swarming is nearly over. I have sev-
eral colonies that are filling their third super.
Flat Rock, Mich., June 24. D. I. Wagar.

Our honey crop bids fair to be a good one
this year. Mr. L. A. Sawyer is taking care of
our bees this year. He has taken consir'erable
honey already. Mrs. Lucy C. Slease.
Roswell. N. M.. June 27.

Bees are booming; business is booming, and
bee-keepers are feeling tickled. It is an old-
fashioned honey season. I hear of a party that
has taken off 600 lbs. from a few colonies. Clo-
ver is yielding immensely.

F. A. Salisbury.
Syracuse, N. Y., June 27.
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Our bees are doing well. Had 160 colonies,

290 now; have taken ten tons of honey, and still

at work. I produce extracted honey only. I

am located 3K miles from the railroad.
Piru City, Cal., June 10. John Holser.

Bees are booming; weather is fine; white
clover in abundance, and every thing points to

a big flow. vSwarming commenced June 9. and
continues with unabated fury. Fatality among
bees in this vicinity was great during April,
mnstlv spring dwindling. A. Y. Baldavix.
De ivalb, 111., June 19.

Bees haven't done better for ten years. They
have the surplus arrangements filled. Honey
sells readily at IS to 20 cents. The bees are
swarming some. We have had a honey-dew
for two weeks, and the ])oplar, basswood. and
white clover are full of bees.

C. E. Shreckengost.
Putney ville, Pa., June 27.

Bees have been booming for the past week:
even the weakest colonics are tilling up their
hives with brood and honey fast. Nearly all

the better colonies are working in the sections:
some of them have one case of 28 sections full

of clover honey, which is in full bloom, and
very plentiful. Linden promises much; trees
are loaded with buds, which look healthy.

C. Theii.mann.
Theilmanton, Minn., June 21.

BIGGEST HONEY-FLOW IN YEARS.
We are liaving an old-fashioned season here

for honey. The fields are white with clover,
and the bees are just booming. It yields honey
this year. Basswood is commencing to bloom;
can't say yet how it will yield; but if it does
fairly well we shall get the biggest yield of
white honey in four years. In fact, we have
already, on clover alone. S. H. Mallory.
Decatur, Mich., July 6.

Honey is coming in fast now, and it is nice.
If my bees had been strong this spring I should
have had more honey by this time than in any
other year since I have had bees. You can tell

how the honey is coming in, for I put a swarm
on combs, and they filled the hive with honey,
and capped it in five days; that is good enough;
I have about 600 lbs. in sections now, and they
have worked better to-day than ever before.
Dover, "Mich., July 6. A. N. Whitlock.

BEST HONEY SEASON SINCE 1888.

Friend Root:—We have had, and are still

having, the best season since 1888. The season
opened with a good flow from cherry-bloom.
Three days of very warm weather at the time
enabled the bees to restock their hives with
stores, and gave brood-rearing quite a boom.
Then four days of hot weather during apple-
bloom crowded the stronger hives with honey,
and enabled me to extract 200 lbs.—something
which occurs but about once in five years here.
After the fruit - bloom, horsechestnut, haw-
thorn, and locust kept the bees moderately
busy till white clover. This is a great year for
the clovers. I never saw the roadsides and
fields fuller of white clover. Basswood is about
opening, and promises well. This, with sumac,
sweet clover, catnip, etc., will, with an occa-
sional rain, keep the bees busy till about the
2,5th of the month, when our white-honey sea-
son here usually comes to a close. Last season
bees were on the brink of starvation all through
June, and began to gather a surplus only about
July <). Jas. McNeill.
Hudson, N. Y., July 8.

Ourselves and Our neighbors.

And he said to tliem all, If any man will come
after me, let him deny himself, and take up his
cross daily, and follow me.—Luke 9:23.

A great circus was coming to Medina. The
bills were up all over the town, and for days
people would stop and look curiously at the
great colored pictures. P"'or a number of years
circuses have given Medina a wide berth: in
fact, for several seasons no circus at all has
come to our place. It was reported that the
showmen gave, as a reason, that the town was
so puritanical they could not get enough to
pay expenses. Of late, however, they stop here,
usually once in a season; and I fear they are
pretty well patronized also. Now, in saying
this I take into coiisid(^ration that a great
part of my readers may not agree with me that
circuses are. as a rule, demoralizing; and it is

possible ihat I am wrong about it. I do not
think I am wrong about their being demoraliz-
ing, after all; but it may be possible that there
is enough good connected with them to coun-
terbalance the evil. I say may be; yet I feel

very sure that I am right. A great many times
during the past few days I have been asked to
give my reasons for hating circuses. Well, in

one sense I do not hate them. A young friend
of mine said, a few days ago:

" Why, Mr. Root, if you do not like circuses,
of course yon do not need to go to them; buli

why not let other people, who do like them, use
their own judgment, and go?"
"But, my young friend, you are mistaken. I

do like circuses; and I feel sure I should great-
ly enjoy going—that is, there would be one
kind of enjoyment. This enjoyment, however,
would be greatly marred by the twinges of a
guilty conscienc". To tell the truth, it is quite
a cross to me now, and has been all my life, to
stay away from circuses. I feel ashamed of
myself when I admit it; but perhaps I can help
you more by confessing the truth."

I have sometimes thought there were few
people in the world who have such keen enjoy-
ment—that is, enjoyment of a certain kind—in

worldly things, and perhaps I had better be
still plainer, and say sinful things, as I have.
But the constant thought with me—that is, I

hope it is my constant thought—is not, what I

ivant to door would like to do, but what I ought
to do. I have told you about having times of
temptation when I could say, almost with a
groan, "Oh, I wish it were not wicked to drink
lager beer!" Well. I have lately said to myself,
not with much of a groan, however, I am free

to confess. "Oh, I svish it were not wicked to go
to circuses, and take the children!" How I

should enjoy going with the little ones, and
explaining things to them, providing the inno-
cent part of the entertainment could be sep-
arated from the wrong and wicked!
Perhaps some of you would like to have me

define more particularly about the wrong and
the wicked. Let me say. first, that there are
extremes both ways in this matter. A very
good Christian friend of mine can not be satis-

fled because I have taught that it is right to go
to fairs, and taki' the children. He thinks fairs

are wicki'd—that they are the works of the
Devil. Well, so do I, to a certain extent; but
they are. in a measure, educational, like our
schools, and tin' fairs belong to «.s as a people.

We can stop the gambling, the hoi'se-racing,

and the drinking; and we arc stopping all

these things by going with our families, and
taking right hold of the management, and in-

sisting on decency and sobriety. Now, the
circuses are not ours. They are mostly in the
hands of men whose aim is to make money,
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with little or no regard as to how they get it.

When the bill-posters came along they wanted
to give me some tickets for the privilege of

using steam from our boilers, to make their
paste. What ought I to have done? Well,
may be I did not do the wisest thing; but after

studying a moment I told them they conld have
the steam, but that, if they would excuse me, I

did not care for any tickets. They may have
given some tickets to the engineer and his

assistant. I decided it was their business to

accept them or not. :is tliey might choose.
Then they wanted to water the animals at our
hvdrant. I have never yet refused drinking-
water to man or beast, and I hope I shall never
be obliged to; but while they were watering
the animals, one of the bosses, to show off, or to

show his authority, gave vent to a string of

oaths that was really hideous. Very likely he
thought it was a good opportunity lo impress
the people, mostly boys and girls, with the fict

that skill and practice had made him pretty
nearly perfect in doing more cursing and blas-

pheming in fifteen minutes than anybody pise

they had ever heard. It was before our Sunday-
school children, members of our Endeavor
societies, and before little boys and girls who
had probably never before in their lives heard
any thing like it. You may say the managers
of the circus were not responsible for this; and
yon'may urge, too, that many railroads an^
managed by a good tnany of that sort of people.

Yes. that is true; but I think the worst swear-
ing I ever heard in my life was around circuses,

and I never saw a circus free from it. Again,
we not only have swearing and drinking, but
more or less guinbling, interwoven all through
the network of the circus management. I have
been told there is such a vigorous protest
against the gambling that there is less of it

now than there used to be. I sincerely hope so.

Last, but not least, every circus must have a
troop of women performers. Without them
the circus would go down. Let it even be
noised abroad that there are no women, and
see how it would kill oat the show. As an
illustration: Popular tastp. or a sort of low
brute taste, demands that rope-walking be
done so high up, that, if a performer falls, it

will be very apt to kill him. Pray tell me why
people could not pay just as much money to

see it if the rope were only two feet above the
ground. In the same line, popular taste de-
mands that the acrobat perform on a trapeze
up in a balloon. People would not pay over
their money unless the performer is so high up
that, in case of an accident, he will be crushed
to a jelly. Now, I think it is the same taste, or

a worse one, that demands that ivornen and not
men shall come before- an audience in a nude
state, or as nearly so as the laws will permit,
and perform. I once heard of an enterprising
showman who found a man so womanlike in

his appearance that tliey fixed him up and
passed him off for a woman. It was discovered,
however, that a monstious fraud had been per-
petrated on an innocent and unsuspecting pub-
lic. A woman was pictured on the bills, and
she was advertised as a woman: but after they
had paid their money, with the full tmder-
standing that they were to see a wcmian. it

turned out to be a 7i((ru fixed up. Now, is it

not true that the taste that demands one shall

risk life before you pay over your half-dollar,

is exactly the same surt of taste (only n. worse
one) that demands tiuxt a woman should risk

or throtv away what is more to her than life?

1 am not preaching at j/ou. dear friemls; for it

would very poorly behuove me to do so while I

remember that, when I usfd to go to circuses, I

demanded pretty much the same things that
you demand; and if I listened to that same low

spirit that demands that men shall risk their
lives, and women risk something more than
life. I should feel indignant, with the rest of

the world, after I had paid my money to see a
ivoman perform, and then discover that she
was not a woman. When somebody will come
out with a circus without women performers,
without risking life and limb, and with no
more profanity, intemperance, or gambling
than we meet at fairs. I believe I shall go to

circuses and take all the children. Skill in

gymnastic exercises is a good thing. It is

taught in our schools, and some of the finest

experiments in mechanics and natural phi-
losophy I have ever seen were in circuses. I

like to see a wheel-rider so expert that he can
take a common wagon- wheel and ride it around
before an audience. But this will do for the
matter of circuses. Let us now turn to our
text.
Our boy Huber is of just the age when it

would be supposed he would find it a hard mat-
ter not to go with all the rest of his playmates
and associates. I rather expected he would go,

and felt sorry to think I could not conscien-
tiouslv go with him. I gave him permission to

do as he, thought best in regard to the matter,
as I have done with all of nur children. He
made up his mind, however, before circus day
came, that he was not going—not becan.se his

fai her said he must ?iot go. but because he did
not choose to go anywhere that his father could
not approve of. I confess it made my heart
ache- to see him move his playthings to the
opposite side of the house from the one that
gave a view of the great tent with its crowds of

people. May God help me to reward him! And
3ust here comes in the thought expressed in our
text. If any man will be a follower of Christ
J >su=, he must deny himself—not only now and
then, but "daily." as Luke puts it. Toward
evening, after the show was over, some of the
family. I do not remember which one, asked
the question:
" Hut what is the good of depriving ourselves

of these things that everybody else seems to

think not particularly wrong? In other words,
what shall we gain by being so very strict and
precise?"
As soon as the question began to be framed, I

was dimly conscious that there was some
special promise in the Bible to the faithful,

right along this very line, but I could not recall

it just then. I said .something like this, how-
ever:
"Dear friends, we have a plain and clear

Bible promise that we shall receive tenfold
more than we give up. here in this present
world, and eternal life beyond."
As I passed on down the walk with the

thought in mind. I began trying to recall where
it was that Jesus gave us this promise; and I

found it in the 19th chapter of Matthew. Be-
fore I quote it I wish to say to you that one of

my besetting sins in my early life was exagger-
ation. I always liked to put things strongly;

and when 1 wanted to make a point, I was very
apt to oveistate. For years I have been bat-

tling against this temptation; and finally I

decided that I would make a practice of under-
stating, or, as you might say, bending the bow
in the opposite direction, that it might be more
likely to lemain straight when it was let loose.

In fact, I wanted it to bend the other way. It

is far better to put the thing too mildly than to

get into the habit of being too extravagant.
You may be sure I felt glad, therefore, when I

turned to the 29th verse, and read, "And every
one that hath forsaken houses or brethren or
sisters or father or mother or wife or children
or lands, for my name's sake, shall receive a
hundredfold, and shall inherit everlasting life."
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Now, friends, let us stop a little to consider
these wonderful words and this wonderful
promise to all who give up or forego the things
of this world for the good of others or for the
sake of Christ Jesus; and let rae say, that, to

my mind, the great distinguishing feature
between those who accept the gospel and those
who do not is this matter of self-denial. The
Christian must deny himself, or he can not be
a Christian.* The man of the world need not
deny himself at all, unless it be for the looks of
the thing, or for the sake of decency. Since I

have tried to answer some of the questions from
skeptics, a great many letters have come in

—

more, I am sure, than it will be possible or well
for me to try to answer personally. But this
very matter now before us should answer all

who are really seeking the truth. The Chris-
tian constantly puts aside selfish feelings and
selfish motives. He gives up for the sake of
others, or for Christ's sake, as we sometimes
term it. And, by the way, the whole world is

clamoring for men who can be depended upon
to deny thennselves, as in the language of our
text. The whole business world is demanding
men who can not be bought, nor bribed by
appeals to their selfish feelings and passions.
The perpetuity of our American republic de-
pends upon finding men who are ready to deny
themselves. If Christianity does not furnish
any more self-denial and self-sacrifice than
infidelity (or, if you choose, those who neither
accept nor reject the Christian religion), then
we may as well give it up. By their fruits ye
shall know them. If you, my friend, want to
employ a man, and want a man who will do his
duty whether you are looking at him or not,
do not the Christian people among your ac-
quaintances average better than the others?
Now. mind you, I do not mean simply church-
members. If I wanted a good man /or an im-
portant place, and wanted somebody I could
trust when I was not in sight at all, I should,
other things being equal, greatly prefer a man
who attends church regularly, and one who
takes some part in the Sunday-school, weekly
prayer- meetings, etc. I should feel sure that
such a one would deny himself when the temp-
tation to shirk or cheat, or even to be selfish,

came up before him.
Let us now go back a little and see if we can

not find something new in that 19th chapter of
Matthew. About the middle of it we are told
that a person came to Jesus, saying, " Good
master, what good thing shall I do that I may
have eternal life?" You know what the reply
was. You know, also, that Jesus told him
finally to "go and sell that thou hast, and give
to the poor, and thou shalt have treasure in

heaven, and come and follow me." The disci-
ples were standing near during this terrible
test; and when this model young man went
away sorrowful, because that final test would
sweep away all at once his great possessions,
the disciples marveled. Then the Master told
them that a rich man could hardly enter the
kingdom of heaven. In fact, he said it was
easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle than for a rich man to enter the kingdom
of God. I know there have been many ex-
planations in our day to do away with the
camel and the needle's eye: but I prefer to take
the Scriptures just as they read. May be it is

because of my old love of strong statements;
but it does not matter very particularly. The

* How much intemperance would there he In our
land if all mankind would conic ui) to the standard
of our text, or even a littlr wiiu toward it ? The man
who is accustomed, daj- by (l;iy. to deny liimself and
to keep down all these low appetites and passions
will never be in any danger of giving- way to the
appetite for drink.

thought seems to be that, no matter how rich
a man may have been in this world, his riches
certainly will not be any passport, or give him
any privileges in the world to come. No won-
der his disciples were "exceedingingly amaz-
ed," and said among themselves, " Who, then,
can be saved?" Peter, however, had another
idea in his head. He interposes, as he often
did, and says, " Behold, ire have forsaken all
and followed thee. What shall we have there-
fore?" Peter was right. They had left home
and friends, houses and lands, their boats and
fishing-tackle; they had given up position and
employment; they had left worldly occupation,
and, in short, the great busy world itself.

They ivere following Jesus, and proposed to
follow him, no matter where he led;"and Peter's
question was not so very much different from
the one propounded in our own home—" What
shall we have, or what shall we gain, by giving
up or foregoing every thing that is even ques-
tionable?" The Master answers, and says to
them who have followed him. and proposed to
follow him, that "every one that hath forsaken
houses or brethren.'" etc.. " for my name's sake,
shall receive a hundredfold, and shall inherit
everlasting life." In Luke we read, " Verily I

say unto you, there is no man that hath left

house or parents or brethren or wife or children,
for the kingdom of God's sake, who shall not
receive manifold more in this present time, and
in the world to come life everlasting."
Now. these poor simple followers were, like

ourselves, prone to get enthusiastic, and full of
a certain kind of patriotism. Peter especially
was almost always ready to declare he would
give his life; and at one time he seemed quite
determined to sacrifice his life needlessly. In
order to correct this tendency, and to make
these poor friends of his comprehend something
of what his followers mig?it be called upon to
endure, he commenced to tell them, with a vein
of sadness, we may suppose, of what the future
was to bring forth. He says, "Behold, we go
up to Jerusalem, and all the things that are
written by the prophets concerning the Son of
man shall be accomplished. For he shall be
delivered unto the gentiles, and shall be mock-
ed, and spitefully entreated, and spit upon;
and they shall scourge him, and put him to
death, and the third day he shall rise again."
Luke tells us. however, that they understood
none of these things. We know that at least
some of them had their minds occupied with
something else. Jesus had commended them;
in fact, he had paid them a wonderful compli-
ment by admitting that they, these chosen few,
had indeed left all &nA followed him; but even'
in spite of his reminding, in spite of his admo-
nitions, a foolish and selfish ambition came in

right here. As soon as they got by themselves
a dispute commenced; and the Master was
finally obliged to interpose. Do you remember
what they were disputing about? Why, these
very friends of his—in fact, the two that seem-
ed to be specially spiritual-minded — one of
them was even the " beloved disciple." were
contending about who should have the best
places. When this great event should come
about, when they should indeed be appointed to
jiidge the twelve tribes of Israel, Peter and
John put in for the places nearest the Master,
one on the right hand and one on the left. As
we contemplate these things, and it brings a
feeling of sadness over us, there is at the same
time something' encouraging. Even St. James
and wSt. John, as we are wont to term them,
were human, like ourselves— so exceedingly
human thaf. when he tried to tell them of his
approaching fate, their heads were so filled

with foolish and ambitious schemes that they
did not evci! hear it. Those who are inclined
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to criticise Christians should remember this:

That even the best of us, with all our best
intentions to be self-sacrificing, and to be meek
and humble followers of Christ Jesus, are often,

almost unconsciously, exceedingly selfish.

Now, dear friends, the Bible is ringing with
texts along this line of self-sacrifice; and there
is not a greater truth in this whole wide world
than that the man who is constantly seeking
self-gratification will utterly fail in that which
he seeks after. " Whosoever shall seek to save
his life shall lose it." And, again, the one who
decides to deny himself, and to put down every
selfish feeling, just as soon as it puts in an
appearance, shall, almost unconsciously, find

the truest and straightest path to real happi-
ness. "And whosoever shall lose his life shall
preserve it." Why, I am sure, dear friends, that
you have all had experiences along in this very
line. You have again and again decided (per-

haps with a sigh) that it was best for you to
give up something you very much wanted ;'.-yet

you decided that, for the sake of peace and
good ivill, you would say nothing, and bear the
cross; and, to your great astonishment, you
discovered very soon afterward, that, in giving
up and in putting aside self, you found a great
blessing. Does not our text express it beauti-
fully? "Let him deny himself, and take up
his cross daily." And then, again, in the verse
beyond. " But whosoever will lose his life for
my sake, the same shall save it."

Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEL—CONTINUED.
After looking at the spirea we pushed on

through the evergreens, and my eye at first

caught on to the strawberries; but it was not
long before I uttered another exclamation of
surprise as I saw the most luxuriant growth of
clover I think I ever set my eyes on before. It
was so thick and strong that it fairly rolled
over on to the cultivated ground. I turned to
look at friend Terry, and he smiled as he
replied, " There, Mr. Root, that is what 1 want-
ed you to look at when I sent you that urgent
invitation. I thought I would let you alone
until you ran on to it yourself."
At this I raised my eyes and looked over the

green field. Then I turned my face to the right
and to the left as I replied, " Why, your clover
is not all like that all over, is it ? is not this a
piece where you put on so much manure to get
something extra for your strawberries, two or
three years ago ?"

" Well, you shall be the judge," said he.
Then we went all around the clover-field and

examined it. It was almost too wet from the
recent rain to wade into it very much. Several
times I thought I saw a place where it was not
as tall, and so I did wade out in to see. But
Terry's thinking and working had got it almost
perfect. It was an even stand from one side of
the field to the other, just as regular as if it

were a piece of mechanical work. There were
no poor spots, and no extra good spots,* and at
that time it had not got down anywhere.
Within the past few weeks I have been having
some experience with what can be done, not
only with potatoes, but average garden crops,
on a clover sod. We have been having the
worst drouth that has visited us for many
years. But every thing on the clover sod is

walking right along, k(!eping up its color, and
making a strong thrifty growth. To-day is the

* Not even where this ground liad been manured
so heavily for strawberries.

10th of July; but since the 1st day of June we
have not had enough rain altogether to make
an ordinary shower, while the mercury has at
times been in the 90's. Now, I do not know
what the result would be of turning under such
a growth of clover as I saw that day; but from
what experience I have had, I think it must be
something immense. I questioned a little, and
friend Terry admitted that the crop promised
to be so great as to fill all his barns—maybe
more too.

Before leaving home I had been worried be-
cause of the quantity of docks that were com-
ing up in my potato-field. Old farmers shook
their heads, and said I would have to dig them
out, root and branch. Now, there were so many
that that meant considerable hard work. I did
not know how docks could have come on my
ground to that extent. But I concluded it must
have been in the clover seed, and that, when
we turned the clover under, the docks grew up
" t'other end to." I have spent some money in

digging out docks, and I have had some experi-
ence, as you may remember, in killing out
Canada thistles: and when some of my men
asked whether they should dig out the docks, I

told them to wait a little until I found out
more about it. In fact, I proposed to write to
friend Terry and ask him to tell me on a postal
card whether such cultivation as we give
potatoes would not kill out even docks as it did
Canada thistles. Well, when I looked over his
potato-fields where the potatoes were just get-
ting through the ground. I almost " chuckled"
as I saw the docks scattered here and there,
just as they were in my own field. But I was
not very much surprised either, when friend
Terry said they would not do any particular
hurt. He has told how careful he is about
having no foul seeds in his wheat when he
sows it, and therefore I rather expected he
would be equally careful about his clover seed

—

especially clover seed without any dock seed in

it; but I was not very much surprised when he
said that dock seed in with the clover does so
little harm that it is hardly worth while to
make a fuss about it.

Of course, he would not have a dock going to

seed on his premises, any more than I would;
but running the cultivators as he does every
few days right over the docks soon uses them
up, and I found it so in my case. There is not
a dock to be seen now in my potato-field, and I

hardly understand it either, so little attention
was paid to them. The few left in or between
the hills, were, just once, cut out with a hoe.
Now, here a point comes in. A great many

hard-working farmers waste their time in

severe hard labor, in doing work that does not
need to be done—in fact, oftentimes even worse.
At this very time, right in the midst of a July
drouth, people all over our town are hilling up
their potatoes. Several have wanted to borrow
my shovel-plow or any other implement that
would just pile the dirt away up sharp around
the potatoes, leaving the deep V-shaped fur-

rows between the rows. I have attempted a
little remonstrance but it is not a bit of use.

When I quote Terry, ihey say, "If Mr. Terry
says that potatoes should not be hilled up so as
to prevent the hot sun from making them
green, we don't want any more of Terry." If I

had nothing else to do I might sit down patient-
ly with each one and attempt to explain mat-
ters. It is no use to attempt to get them to

read his book, for they have not time, or they
think they know best any way. A few years
ago I had a very promising piece of Early Ohio
potatoes. They were doing as nicely as pota-
toes could well do until one day. during ray
absence, one of my German helpers, who felt

sure it ought to be done, hilled up the whole
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patch until they looked about like celery-rows
fixed up for bleaching. We might have done it

a great deal quicker with thi' Planet cultivator
and horse, but I presume he fairly ached to get
at it with his hoe. and do it up in the olrj-coun-
try style. He worked hard and did an honest
job; but the potatoes wilted down right away,
and there was not nearly lialf a crop. Now,
mind you, there is a good deal to be explained
about this matter of raising potatoes on the
level culture. If you plant in the old-fashioned
way, with a dozen big stalks in a hill, they will
burst the ground open so something has to be
done. If, however, you have only one good
stalk in a place, and these good stalks just
about the right distance apart, you will get
just as many potatoes, or more, and have them
nearly all of a marketable size, and not have
them sunburnt either.
Since the big ditch has taken the surplus

water away, friend Terry has been doing some
more underdraining. and, like the rest of us,
he is having some puzzling problems to work
out. While looking at ihe water as it was run-
ning away from the black mucky swamp
ground, I began to feel thirsty. When riding
the wheel at the rate of thirty or forty miles a
day one wants a good drink every hour or two.
When I a-^ked if there were not some springs
somewhere that furnisVied nice drinking-water,
my friend said at once, '"Oh, yes! come this
way." At the foot of a gravelly hill a bubbling
spring burst forth, and on the brink was a glass
fruit-jar used as a drinking - cup. Was any
thing ever before so grateful and delicious as
the water from that jar? I did not drink a
whole quart, but it seems to me I came pretty
near it; and it just made me feel clean and
bright and strong. Now, there is one thing that
I like when I go to friend Terry's. If I want to
rush off in an hour or two, just as I enjoy rushing
around through the world, I am perfectly free to
do so. I told him I wanted the privilege of com-
ing quite often, and therefore I proposed to make
my visits short; and after having some more of
those canned Sterling strawberries, with that
beautiful nice bread that Mrs. Terry knows so
well how to make—hold on! it may be that the
bread was made by one or both of those bright
and accomplished daughters who make them-
selves useful in so many ways around that
pleasant home. How I did enjoy my wheel
again after the roads had dried so as to be firm
for rubber tire ! I wanted to visit Matthew
Crawford, the great strawberry-grower; and if

I were to get off right away, and make things
fly, I might reach his place in Cuyahoga Falls
before dark.
Oh, yes! there is another thing that I must

mention before I bid good -by to the Terry
homestead. Let me digress a little first. I

suppose that, for the present, it is wisdom to
keep our barns and out-buildings locked up.
Why, within only a few days back, even here
in our moral town of Medina, there has been a
great deal of chicken-thieving. One of our
neighbors, who hatches chickens successfully
with an incubator, has had toward a hundred
choice chickens, of valuable high-priced breeds,
taken from his yards. Only last night a couple
of dozen of his choice pullets were carried away.
At present, locks and keys seem to be the only
alternative. May be locks and keys do not
bother yon at your home, but they are a fearful
nuisance here at our place The warehouse
will be locked up, and one of the men will
have the key with him in his pocket. The one
who has the key will, may bf, stay away half a
day (to hill up his potatoes, or something of
that sort), and nobody can get into the ware-
house. Three or four expensive men will be
standing around the door, mt^ditating what to

do. Sometimes they get an ax and break the
lock; and the consequence is, that, when the
warehouse should be locked up, it is not locked
at all ; and when it ought to be open it is locked
up, and the key lost or gone. I have sometimes
said that I would about as soon have my pos-
sessions stolen every once in a while as to have
such fearful bungling and losses of time with
locks and keys. Well, Mr. Terry has met this
same problem and solved it. He finds it policy
to lock his barn and tool-house; but instead of
a lock with a key he has a combination lock
that costs about a dollar. All the family, and
even the hired man. understand the combina-
nation. You just take hold of the knob and
turn it, say. three notches one way, one back,
and two ahead, and the door is open; and one
who is accustomed to it will open the door as
quick as with any latch. But to a stranger it

is perhaps the most secure lock that can be de-
vised, and yet the price is only about a dollar.

I shall have to tell you about my pleasant
visit at fi'iend Crawford's in my next.

High-pressure Gardening.

GARDENING IN THE SHADE, ETC.

When I had the mania for sub-irrigation, on
friend Cole's plan, several years ago. I spent
considerable money in making reservoirs of
stone, covered with earth; and the earth cover-
ing was made of mixed soil and manure for two
or three feet. The development of our business,
however, necessitated putting a new machine-
shop right where this garden stood; and the
consequence is, my nice beds that cost so much
money are in the shade the greater part of the
day. Some of them, in fact, almost never see
the sunshine. Some way I could hardly bring
myself to the idea of taking the earth out of
those beds, and giving up what cost so much
money. By a little experimenting I found that
celery would do just as well, or a little better,

in the shade ; therefore this whole series of
plant-beds is now devoted to celery-raising.
A couple of hydrants furnish abundance of
water, so that the little plants may be kept
constantly wet until the roots get down so deep
that they don't mind the drouth. Well, this

ground, after having great quantities of ma-
nure applied to it year after year, has finally

become the richest and nicest soil I ever saw
for (tny thing. Some of the beds that I have
had in use longest seem almost perfection in the
way of soil. This reminds me that, when I

asked friend Smith, of Green Bay. Wis., if his

land got worn out with such constant cropping,
he replied, " Why, nothing of that sort; in fact,

it is just the other way. Here! come and look
at the first acre of ground that I ever owned."
Well, the soil on that one acre looked and acted
a good deal like the rich loam in my first plant-
beds. Besides the stable manure that has been
put on, I drew many loads of muck from the
swamp, and I have also put on quite a little

sand with bonedust, more or less, at different

times. Well, when we were crowded for a cer-

tain kind of celery we transplanted into this

particular bed. I can not tell how long it takes
for the seedlings to get large enough to ship ;

but it seems to inc only just a f(^w days. Then
the bed is wdikcd over, smoothed down, and
another lot o! plants go in, and they in turn
take hold of the l)lack earth so vigorously that,

almost befori' wr know it, they an' ready to go
out. This on.' l)ed holds about .''.000 plants; and
even at the hjw .st 10,0(K) rates, we get .?7.50 for
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the plants of the bed every little while. An-
other thing, it has been weeded so much that
not many more weeds come up in it. Still an-
other thing comes in right here: The women-
folks around Medina are, every little while,
wanting some of that nice soil to grow their
flowers in. I set the price at 25 cts. a bushel;
but, I declare, if I should take soil out of that
particular bed to fill orders, I fear they would
scrape out every bit of it in no time at all; and
I do not know how I could replace it right off.

Well, every gardener or florist ought to be
prepared to sell nice potting-soil. You can get
a whole load of stable manure for .50 or 75 cts.

—

at least, toe can. Muck from the swamp should
not cost more than half as much; and nice
sand from the lake shore, perhaps twice as
much as the manure. Then you can put in

rotted sods, decayed leaves, weeds, dirt, etc.

Why, the cost would not be more than five or
ten cents a bushel; and who would not pay 25

cts. for something that is just right to grow
seeds or start plants? A great variety of
refuse might go to make up this nice soil

—

weeds, refuse, and all sorts of trash from the
garden, providing said trash is something that
will rot up fine so as to go through the garden-
er's sieve. If one wants less than a bushel,
charge him, say, 10 cts. a peck; and it will be
cheaper for almost any one to pay this price
for a nice article than to use the average gar-
den soil. The trouble is with us. there is

always a greater demand for '• nice dirt" than
the supply; and this real nice soil does not
need so very much watering. It seems to hold
the moisture very much better than the aver-
age soil. My impression is. that it must take
years to make it. I have heard of greenhouse
men shoveling out the contents of their beds
every year or two. Now, that is not according
to my ideas at all. If the soil does really
become infected with fungus or insect-enemies,
then put it out during a severe freeze, and just
freeze them out.
How about the sub-irrigation part of it?

Well, it worked beautifully for plants that can
get down into the water. Almost every season
the Hubbard squashes, melon-vines, or even
cucumbers, get a start late along in the season,
when the plant-trade is pretty nearly over:
and when they once get their roots down, and
get down to business, it would remind you of
Jonah's gourd, that came up in a night. Dur-
ing our cellar excavations in building, we actu-
ally found the roots of a squash-vine down
three feet among the wet stones. It was under
glass so it could not get any rain; but yet it

just grew " amazingly." The water is down so
low that a great many plants can never get to

it; but when any of them do, their growth is

immense.

ANOTHER TOMATO BOOK.

About as soon as we have an industrial book
on some special brancn of rural industry, an-
other is pretty certain to follow in its wake;
and so it should be. One book can not well
cover all the departments of even a single in-
dustry like tomato-growing. In our own toma-
to book, neither myself, friend Day, nor friend
Cummins had much to say about originating
new varieties. Well, this new book on tomato
culture is by A. W. Livingston, the man who
has given the world more and better varieties
of new tomatoes than any other one man living.
Livingston gave to tlie world the Paragon to-
mato in 1870; in 187."i the Acme, which had a
greater run, perhaps, than any other tomato
ever known. In fact, it started a new era in
tomato culture; and iven now friend Day gives
the Acme the preference, as a rule, for his great
plantation of tomatois. In 1880 Livingston's

Perfection came out, and in 1883 the Golden
Queen. In 1883 the same man gave us the
Favorite, and in 1886 the Beauty. Who is there
who never heard of Livingston's Beauty toma-
to when it came first before the world? Ire-
member of seeing a boy on the streets, with a
basketful in each hand. They were so perfect
in shape, color, and smoothness, that 1 stood
still in astonishment. Said I:

"Will you please tell me, my friend, where
you got those beautiful tomatoes?"
With quite an indifferent air, as if they were

nothing to be surprised at, he replied:
" Why, up there at the grocery."
"How much did you give for a basket of

tomatoes like that?"
"Twenty-five cents."
He then stared at me as curiously as I had

stared at the tomatoes. At this time I had paid
but very little attention to tomatoes, and hard-
ly knew what kinds were in the market. When
I found the town was full of these nice ones,
and nobody thought strange of it, I began rub-
bing my eyes. They were Livingston's Beauty.
Some years later a man drove up with a load of
tomatoes. He wanted to sell me some. I told
him it was not any use ; that our vines were
loaded with beautiful ones, and nobody would
give any thing for them. He lifted the cover
to his wagon. I ofl'ered him 25 cts. a bushel, and
he took me up. Said I, " Where on earth did
you find a wugcmload of such beauties ?

"

'• Why, we raised them in the field, of course.
Certainly they are beauties, for we planted the
seed of Livingston's Beauty, and nothing else."'

We got the whole wagonload. and I saved the
seeds and sold them to the readers of Glean-
ings for quite a good deal more than I paid for
the tomatoes. But. about the book. It is

neatly bound in cloth, and contains 172 pages,
and quite a good many illustrations. It covers
briefly most of the points made in our new
tomato book; but there is little or nothing in
regard to the cloth-covered cold-frames to make
tomato-growing a success in the South. But
the great and special point of the book is grow-
ing improved varieties. Almost every one
would say that Livingston had originated
these new varieties by careful selection, per-
haps crossing and hybridizing our best varie-
ties. Nothing of the sort. He says he worked
something like 15 years in that line, but gave it

up in discouragement. He had accomplished
little or nothing. He gets lots of new and
wonderful varieties by catching hold ol sports,
A large field of some choice variety of tomatoes
is planted. He then goes out into the field with
his eyes open, full of enthusiasm, with all his
faculties on the alert for the thing he is search-
ing for. One is reminded of the ancient sages
who were in hot haste to find the philosopher's
stone or elixir of life. The only difference is,

that our venerable friend has found the object
which he sought—that is, in scanning such a
field as I have described, he found more or less

promising plants. Seeds were saved from these
plants, and he worked along this line for a to-
mato that came up to his expectations. When
he got hold of the Beauty, one can readily be-
lieve that he felt like shouting, if he did not
shout, " Eureka!" Experiment stations and
others have been for some years looking for a
tomato of the family from which we get the
pear and plum tomatoes. These never rot—at
least, we have never known them to rot. The
only trouble is. they are all too small. The
King Humbert is of this class, and also the new
Peach tomato. They are enormously produc-
tive, but have been, heretofore, too small. One
of the last achievements of friend Livingston is

his large Rose Peach tomato. This, he says,
averages about the size of the Acme. The new
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Aristocrat I have mentlonod is now growing on
our own grounds, and lias some very handsome
green tomatoes on it, about the size of a hen's
egg. The price of the liook is $1.00, and I think
it is abundantly woi'th that to any one who is

at all enthusiastic in developing new fruits and
vegetables. The enthusiasm you will likely
get from it ought to help you to sell your crop
for a good many dollars more than you would
likely get if you had never seen the book. You
can get it of the publisher, A. W. Livingston,
Columbus. O., or from this office, at the above
price.

"low-pressure" gardening, etc.

,Friend Root:—Wi\\ you allow me to have a
say in that " High- Pressure " gardening, and
tell the readers what can be done under a
loivcr ' head of steam " than you carry at the
Home of the Honey-bees? First. I wish to tell

you that we got the most of the seeds we plant-
ed this year of A. I. Root. I will commence
with lettuce. The Grand Rapids we have been
using almost every day since along in April,
the tirst mess or two coming out of the hot-bed.

lieckert's Chartier and Early Scarlet Globe
radi.'hes we have been using for the same
length of time.
Eclipse beets we have been using for some

three or four weeks past; have just wcMghed
one tiiat draws I lb. 7 oz.

Purple-top White Globe turnipswe have been
using freely for some time past, in spite of hail,
frost, and snow that they had to contend with
in their infancy. If you think that early tur-
nips are not good, just plant a small patch next
March and try them. Lulu (that's my better
half) says we must never be without e.rly tur-
nips in the spring, hereafter.

I let a few heads of the Grand Rapids lettuce
stand for seed; but they seem to have been
trained not to go to seed for so many genera-
tions past that they have almost forgotten
how to make seed.

All that is claimed for the Select Very Early
Jersey Wakefield cabbage has proven true
here. In spile of repeated hailstorms, with
hailstones an inch and over in diameter, cold
north winds to whip them around, and one or
two heavy frosts along with cool, rainy, and
even cold weather, we have biMMi using nice
solid heads for about two weeks past, and have
some to sell or give away. We have just
weighed one that counts 3 lbs.—not an extra-
large head of cabbage, but I think it does very
well for early.
Talk about peas! I always thought one had

to plant a big lot of seed to get a few peas; but
I have changed my mind tliis year. American
Wonder, A. I.'s catalogue says, grow (3 to 8
inches tall, so I gave them no bush to climb on,
and they just sprawled out all over the ground
some 18 to 24 inches; but nevertheless they
gave us plenty of nice peas. But, oh my I those
Stratagems! Many of the stalks were" thicker
than a Icadpencil, and taller than the stakes I

gave I hem—some rJ feet. I have just made the
third picking; and. sjtch peas! pods 4 inches
long and over, with 7 to '.> and sometimes 10
large plump peas in a pod. They are equal to
any picture you ever saw in a .seed catalogue.

Prizetaker onions, started from seed in the
hot- bed. are now (some o^ ihem) as large as an
egff. and iliey are just now Ix'ginning to swell.
Potato onions, large ones planted in March,

have made tine hills, some liills having 7 to 8
large and small onions. Wi? have been using
them for some time, and are now about ready
to harvest.
New potatoes we have been using for over a

week. Early, six w<'eks, planted according to
Teriy, have single hills giving 1 lb. 1.'} oz. of

tubers, single tubers weighing 10 oz., and the
stocks are still quite green, and show no signs
of ripening.
Beans, kidney wax, are about half grown;

can use them soon. Jersey limas are near the
top of the poles; Kumerle bush limas did not
come up very regularly, but I have a fair stand,
and they promise well.
Tomatoes, largest, 3 inches in diameter. I

expect to have ripe ones July 4.

I got only a dozen pepper-plants out of a
package of seed of the sweet Spanish; but they
are doing well, and are now in bloom.
Of the Excelsior Flat Dutch cabbage seed, I

sowed ^bout what I thought was right for our
own use, and had plants to sell and give away
by the hundred, and have some 300 doing well.

I could write much more, but am afraid I

might crowd A. I. R. out of his garden, and
cause him to rideoff on his wheel. This garden
is part of a run-down neglected hillside farm
that was too poor to grow grain. The garden,
however, was lucky in being situated just
abov(> an old rail fence that caught much of the
good soil washed down from further up the hill.

In the spring of 1892 it was sown to oats and
alsike clover. Most of the oats in the garden
plot lodged, and the chickens wete allowed to
clean it up. Some stable manure, henhouse
cleanings, ashes, and some old plaster from the
house we I'enovaled. along with other similar
articles, were applied along in the winter.
Some folks wei'e iu doubt about having a good
garden on this old hillside; but 1 think 1 can
show the finest garden for some miles around.
Father (S. Miller) is a professional horticultur-
ist and gardener, but I can lay it all over his
garden. Asparagus, strawberries, and the like
will come in next season, as I got them planted
only this spring, having moved to this farm
last August.
My hot-bed consists of k pile of manure, some

cornstalks and straw, a frame of son^e old
boards set on this, and some good earth sifted
or raked fine in this, and- two hot-bed sash 3x6
that cost about -55.00 or less delivered. If you
wan' a good early garden you must have the
hot-bed.
Now. friends, I have not written this to

boast of what I have done, but to give you a
hint of what you can do if you will. I should
like to say a few words about the Planet Jr.
double-wheel hoe, and Its weed-killing capaci-
ty; but if A. I. Root finds room for all the
"garden sass" I have already given it will
surprise me. S. E. Miller.
Bluffton. Mo., June 26.

[Very good, friend M. Some of the rest of us
have found that the American Wonder peas,
for this year, grow a little more than six or eight
inches. I do not know whether it is the extra
soil up in ISlichigan where they are raised, or
whether they have got tired of being dwarfs,
and have gone back to old times, or what is the
matte)-. Nobody has complained, that I know
of. because they give a very large crop of extra
nice peas, even if they do go over more ground
than the orthodox ones ought to do.]

If my sulisciii>tiiin expired, my desii-e for GIjEan-
INGS has nut. I drop almost eveiy tiling when it

aiTives. for I consider it one of the greatest boons
tlie apiai-ist can find, and can not l)e dispensed with
convenient h'. 1 foi' one could not do witliout it.

DeKallj, III.

'

A. Y. Baldwin.

Markley's pii(i<ly on the "Old Oaken Bucket,"
page •tK4,'is till In si reading: tliat I have found for a
very loiiK- tinif. except "Ourselves and our Neig-h-
iDor's," on |)a;.'c i:!'-'. Many thanks, my dear sir; and
may God bU -- ;iiid prosper .-coii. not only in t)asket
and in store, iml in :ill lliatyou wisli.

Syracu.se. Knu., June ;,'!. .Ja.mes H. Wino.
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Trade Notes.

NUMBER OF SECTIONS MADE BY THE G. B.

LEWIS CO.

We are surprised to learn that the G. B.
Lewis Co., of Watertown, Wis., manufacture
annually from ten to twelve millions of sec-
tions; but during the last year, 1893, the sales,

so we have been informed, were not quite so
large. This is probably a much greater num-
ber of sections than is manufactured by any
other manufacturer of bee-keepers' supplies.
As the company in question have not adver-
tised so very extensively, this large sale is

doubtless due to the fine and uniform quality of
the sections they make; in fact, we get pretty
good reports of all the goods sent out by the
G. B. Lewis Co.

tomlinson's closed-end-frame hive.

After describing Aikin Brothers & Knight's
new hive, with the closer! -end frames, we re-

ceived letters from various sources, criticising
the hive, some saying that it was made of too
many pieces, etc. Among them the following
is a letter received from Julius Tomlinson:

Friend Root:—
I read with interest your description of

Knight's non-swarming hive. It may be a
good hive, and the non-swarming principle all

right; but it is too complicated, and the non-
swarming feature not so simple as Langdon's.
The closed-end brood-frames are a good thing ;

but the way of compression of the same is not
nearly as simple as in my hive, as you may see
if you will take the trouble to read my little

book which I inclose. Bees and honey are too
cheap to warrant complicated and expensive
hives. Heddon once said, in our Michigan con-

Tomlinson uses a long bolt, with thumb-nuts
as a means of compression, on closed - end
frames; but his manner of producing compres-
sion laterally is slightly different. Instead of
having a bridge-shaped cleat nailed across the
end-board, he has loose wedges that be crowds
down between the end cleat of the side-board
and the end cleat of the end-board. The en-
graving below will make it plain.
A peculiarity is, that the ends of the frames

come in contact with the side-boards that are
squeezed up by the thumb-nuts and rods, and
the lateral compression or pressure against the
sides of the frames is effected by the wedges.
Usually in such arrangements the thumb-nuts
and rods compress the frames laterally; and it

seems to us that, as the rods afford the more
powerful compression, their pressure should be
applied to squeeze the frames together.
The frames are the ordinary closed ends;

but a top and bottom bar % inch square is nail-
ed to the ends so that one sharp edge or corner
is up, a la Bingham. To contract the brood-
nest, one or more frames are removed and the
end-board is shoved up against the frames left
in the hives. It is then, says friend Tomlinson,
fastened with a wedge, and the thumb-nuts are
drawn up. Just how this end-board may be
wedged up, or, rather, what the wedge may
crowd against, friend T. does not describe.
The cover is made of three boards, the two

cracks being fitted together with a couple of
V-shaped tin gutters. We do not regard this
method of making covers of two or three pieces
as entirely practical, and we think that friend
T. will discover, sooner or later, that his covers
leak badly. The bottom-board is made long
enough and wide enough to reach out to the
outer edges of the hive, and is cleated at each
end to prevent warping. Upon the upper side
and on the outer side edges are nailed two
cleats % thick and 1}4 inches wide. This raises

vention, that, if he were to start anew in the
bee-business, he would take the old box hive,
and I am not sure but he was about right.

Julius Tomlinson.
Allegan, Mich., June 7.

Accompanying this letter was a booklet de-
scribing his Ideal hive, with closed-end frames.
As it was made on somewhat the same plan as
Ailvin Brotliers & Knight's hive, we concluded
that a brief description of it might be interest-
ing—the more so, as attention is now being
directed toward a feasible plan whpreby closed-
end frames may be used successfully without
the inconvenience of the old methods. Mr.

the hive- body up a bee-space from the bottom-
board, and leaves an inner projecting support
for the ends of the brood -frames.
The super is made on the same plan as the

brood -chamber, and contains a series of single-
tier wide frames. These, Mr. T. says, secure
cleaner sections, and he prefers them to the
section-holder, or topless wide frame.
We do not quite understand why friend T.

prefers to have the most powerful compression
—that by means of rods and thumb-nuts—ap-
plied upon the ends of the closed-end frames
rather than ujjon the sides. Pos!-ibly there are
some advantages in this, and if •^o friend Tom-
linson will enlighten us.
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The Son of man came not to be ministered >intr>, but to min-
istei', and to give liis life ii ransom for many.—Matt. 20; 28.

We regret to learn that the; C(ni(tdian Bee
Journal office was entirely burned out some
days ago.

Since the article of R. F. Holtermann, in re-

gard to self-hivers, went to press we have re-

ceived a letter from him, to the effect that his
self-hlver is a perfect success.

We are still putting in foundation by using
an electric current from three bichromate-of-
potash batteries to heat the wires. The plan
has proven to b^ a grand success. The work
when done is not only many times nicer but
decidedly cheaper: and no bee-keeper or sup-
ply-dealer who has any considerable number of
sheets of foundation to put in wired frames
should think of fussing with the tracing-wheel
or any other mechanical device to crowd the
wires, when cold, into the sheets of wax. The
spur wire-lmbedders, in order to press the cold
wire into the foundation, mash the cells some-
what out of shape; and, besides, make unsight-
ly teeth-marks at regular intervals along the
track of the wire.

Perhaps some of our readers are anxious to
know how we are coming out in our experi-
ments in uncapping combs by means of wires
heated by electricity. J. S. Reese, of Winches-
ter, Ky., who has been experimenting along
this line, has rather given it up as a failure.

Our experiments so far have been both a failure
and a success; but there has been enough of
the latter to cause us to still have hope. Five
cells of bichromate-of-potash batteries connect-
ed in series will produce the requisite current.
These cells can be made at home, not counting
the time (by using common well-glazed crocks
instead of glass), at a cost of about 25 cents
apiece. The cost of maintenance per day
for the five cells would be about 25 cents,
so the expense is merely nominal; and the only
point to be proven is, whether the heated wire
can be made to do the work satisfactorily
and with reasonable speed. Perhaps some of
you may want to know what bichromate-of-
potash batteries are. A full description is

given on page 412 of this journal for 1892, to-
gether with full details how to make up the
batteries so as to heat the wires for imbedding
them into foundation.

THE AMOUNT OP COMB AND EXTRACTED HON-
EY PRODUCED annually; A NEW METH-

OD OF FIGURING IT OUT.

In Trade Notes, mention is made of the fact
"that the G. B. Lewis Co. turn out annually
from ten to twelve million sections. Would it

not be interesting to know the number of sec-
tions that were made during anyone year by
all the section-makers? It is too early yet to
get any figures for 1893; but the number of
sections made during any particular year, if all
the manufacturers reported correctly, would
give us some idea of the amount of comb honey
produced that year in the United States; but we
should of course have to deduct a certain per
cent for sections that would have been leftover,
and sections partly filled. Having done that, we
could estimate pretty accurately the amount of
^omb honey produced in this country in a sin-

gle year. We will agree to report accurately,
at the end of the season, the number of sections
we have manufactured. Now, if the G. B.
Lewis Co., the W. T. Falconer Co., the Leahy
Manufacturing Co., and a host of smaller man-
ufacturers would report, we could tell at the
end of the year something near the amount of
comb honey produced. Can we not secure
your co-operation in collecting these valuable
statistics ? It is a disgrace to our industry that
we are not able to give any thing better than
guesswork figures for the annual comb-honey
product of the United States.
Suppose we do a little guesswork, or a little

rough estimating. If the (t. B. Lewis Co. made
in 1892 ten million sections, and that during a
poor year, they made at least a third of the
sections produced in the United States. There-
fore during the poor year of 1892 there was pro-
duced from 25 to 30 million pounds of comb
honey. This would represent an aggregate
of 12,000 to 1.5,000 tons. In a good year this
amount would be nearly doubled; or, putting
it moderately, 50 million pounds. As there
would surely be as much extracted honey pro-
duced—probably more—the annual product in
a fair season would aggregate, of both comb
and extracted. 100 million pounds, or 50.000 tons.
This would be, however, only about 22 ounces
for every inhabitant of the LTnited States; and
as vast amounts of extracted honey are used in
the bakeries, and for mechanical purposes, we
see that our estimate as above is certainly
moderate.

JOHNSON'S CYCLOPEDIA.
When this great work first appeared in 1874

It was immediately accorded a place in the
front ranks of its competitors; but it has been
so much improved and enlarged since then that
the first editor would hardly recognize it. Even
while we have had in mind the other superb cy-
clopedic works with which English-speaking
people are blessed, we have never hesitated to
advise inquiring friends to get Johnson's, al-
though we have used anqther one, printed be-
fore the work in question was out. It is diffi-

cult to give an adequate idea of this work, of
which the first volume is before us. It includes
all subjects lettered from A to V<tlvulus. We
made a guess at the number of pages in it, and
put it at 480. If we had said 880 we should have
been just right. The size of the print is exact-
ly that of the letters on this page. The print
measures 9x6 inches. The paper is of the very
best, and has no shine on the surface, so the
print is perfectly plain, no matter how the book
is held in relation to the light. The latter ob-
jection has been urged against the super-calen-
dered paper used by most of our illustrated
magazines. The cuts are numerous, and first-

class in every respect. Sb far as the work of
the printer, pressman, and proof-reader is con-
cerned, we would say, as printers, that at pres-
ent the world has nothing better to offer. So
far as the editorial work is concerned, every
department is in charge of a literary star of the
first magnitude, thus making the work a con-
centration of human talent not often found.
This cyclopedia is perfectly adapted to the
wants of the plainest person who ever uses
such works at all. and yet exhaustive enough
on great matters to take the place of most text-
books; or, at least, if the matter is not sutfi-

ciently treated in this work, a good text-book
should be used. The other extreme, of filling

up the pages with a list of every town in the
United States, which can be found revised in

any postal guide every three months, has been
avoided. In the volume before us we find im-
portant discoveries mentioned, made in 1892,

and one date is mentioned as late as Feb. 20 of
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this present year. The maps are all new, and
beautifully colored. We believe that every sub-

ject treated is considered in a perfectly impar-
tial light; and while not trying to make the

inventions of other nations look pale by causing
them to appear in any stronger light which the

editors assume by right belongs to us. we Amer-
icans have reason to be well satisfied with John-
son. We say this in view of the feeling of dis-

appointment one sometimes feels when con-

sulting some foreign cyclopedias for informa-
tion concerning matters of particular interest

to us as Americans. The entire work, in the

new form, will contain eight volumes. We can
commend it most cordially to our readers.

This is not a paid advertisement, but a free

and unsolicited expression of our opinion. The
work is truthful on the subject of bees, and that

is why we like to say a good word for it.

1893 A PHENOMENAL HOTVEY YEAK SO FAR.

Never, since we have had charge of the

editorial management of Gleanings so far as

it relates to bees, have we read so many reports

showing phenomenal honey-fiows. Why, if

you could look over our shoulder as the letters

come in day by day, you would think that a
veritable and prolonged honey-shower had
struck the country; and the end is not yet.

The season with us commenced about three

weeks ago. and the bees are still working on
clover, and basswood is just beginning to open
up. This state of affairs seems to be existing

in nearly all of the Northern and Middle States,

from ocean to ocean. Yes, the California crop

is going to be good too. More than all this, the

crop, besides being unusually large, is remark-
ably choice. All samples that have been com-
ing in were of about one grade—extra nice;

and the producers, almost with one accord,

write that they have tons and tons of that kind

of honey.
In our department of Reports Encouraging,

in this issue, we have given just a few of the

fair average reports, not selecting the best nor

the poorest. The few that we have publish-

ed represent hundreds of others that we can
not insert in our columns on account of a lack

of space.
Now, it may be that there are some localities

where the bees have not done well; but if so,

they are very few and far between. We have
had so far, in the past three or four weeks, only

one isolated report, and that told the old story

of the last four or five years—no honey, and the

bee-keeper discouraged.

being in haste to think evil of our
neighbors; sugar honey, again.

I FELT sure that, before another honey sea-

sou was over, we should feel the effects of what
was said a few months ago about feeding bees

sugar to make honey. A good friend of mine
just brought in some honey for us to buy. I

objected to paying a good price for it, as it was
stored in stained and propolized sections, saved
over from last year. Then he commenced:

" Mr. Root, this is genuine honey. The honey
you are buying and paying a big price for is

made by feeding sugar; and three-fourths of

the honey brought into market in Medina Co.

is sugar honey; but you know mine is just what
I claim it to be—genuine honey."
As soon as I could stop him I put in some-

thing like this:
" Why, friend C. you are beside yourself.

How can anybody afford to buy sugar and feed

it to his bees when honey is coming in right

straight along, as it has been for a month back ?

How can these men who, you say, buy sugar

and feed it, compete at all with those who sim-

ply fix their hives and sections, and take care
of the honey that comes of itself, as free as the
air we breathe?"

If there had not been a good flow of honey, I

should not have been so much surprised: but to
hear an intelligent man claim that the nice
honey that is now pouring in upon our markets
was made from sugar was astounding. But he
was not done yet. Said he:

" You can not get around it. A greater part
of the honey upon the markets is made of
sugar. I saw it so staled in the Ohio Farmer a
short time ago. One of your best writers said
that the small bee-keepers could in nowise
compete with the specialist who makes it his
business to raise honey and do nothing else.

That means ihat the specialist feeds sugar to
get his bonny."
This is the consequence, you see, of having

this thing get into the papers. Then he start-
ed on a new track:
"Look here. This honey of mine is ever so

much better than your nice-looking white stuff.

One of our grocers uptown tasted of one and
then of the other, and he said they were noth-
ing near alike. He said mine was ever so much
better because it is pure honey, and the other is

just sugar syrup put into combs. Why, Mr.
Root, you just taste one and then the other
yourself, and see the difference."

I admitted to him that there was no doubt
a great difference. One lot probably came from
basswood and the other from clover; and on
tasting one and then the other, no one could
fail to notice the remarkable difference in flavor.

But some will prefer the basswood and some
will prefer the clover. The difference in flavor
does by no means establish the fact that one is

sugar and the other is honey. Now, then, let

us go back to the strong point of our defense.
How can any bee-keeper buy sugar, and fuss
with feeders, and produce a crop anywhere
near as cheap as he Who takes the honey as it

comes, costing him nothing except to provide
places for the bees to store it? Some, perhaps,
will afZmit that the thing is impracticable and
impossible during a honey-flow; but how about
the fall of the year, when no honey is being
gathered ? Well, I do not believe that any bee-
keeper will make it pay sufficiently, to follow
up the business, even in the fall of the year,
notwithstanding the wide difference between
the price of sugar and that of dark honey; and
I should be very much surprised indeed if a
single pound of sugar honey could be found in

our whole county. A. I. R.

The following, just at hand, will explain it-

self:

Friend Boot:—! am so anxious to hear something
about how the Lang-don non-swarming device
worked with other people. From my experience, I

liave to consider it a complete failure, to my great
sorrow and disappointment. T. H. Kloer.
Terre Haute, Ind.

Yes, so should we: let's have the reports of

those who have tried them for '93, including one
from H. P. Langdon himself. Just now we are
all anxious to know about something that
promised so much early in the season. We are
hopeful.

The Crane has the best blast of any smoker I have
seen. T. K. Massie.
Tophet, W. Va., June 26.

I am happy to say that we have found Gtl.eanings
a "good investment," and it is with the greatest
pleasure that I now Inclose a dollar to renew my
subscription for another year. Long live Glean-
ings and all its managers

!

Troy, N. Y., June 26. Levi De Freest.
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Special Notices.

SHIPPING-CASES.

We are prepared to furnish promptly, and at best
prices, choice clean basswooil shipping'-ciises for
comb honey. See p. 30 of our catalogue for descrip-
tion and price list.

SECTION CARTONS.
We have a g-ood stock of cartons, for 4J^xl% sec-

tions, tliat we can furnish promptly at the prices
given in our advertising columns elsewhere; and
notice we liave them without tape handles at $1.00

per 1000 less than those prices. Special prices in
large quantities.

STANLEY HONEY-EXTRACTOR.
Of the old stock of Stanley extractors we still

have one two-frame, with gear, at $11.00; one four-
frame with gear, $1.5.(10, and three four-frame with-
out gear, at $12.00. We can add a gear to any of the
latter at $3.00 extra if nei'cssary. We shall have no
more cheap Stanley extractors when these are gone,
so that, if you want to secure one, order quick.
These prices are less than two-thirds of regular
price.

SHIPPING-CASE GLASS.
We have an extra large supply of 2x9 shipping-

case glass, 400 lights to a box. We sell this regular-
ly at $2.50 per box; and if it had to be cut from
whole stock it could not be furnished at this price.
To reduce stock we will sell for $J.35 per box; 5
boxes, $11.00; 10 boxes, $20.00. We have also quite a
little 2x18, which we offer at $3.40 per box of 200
lights, and the same reduction for larger quantitj'
as on 2x9.

EXPERT COLUMBIA ORDINARY BICYCLE FOR $30.00.

These are the days of safety bicycles, those 1aav-
ing both wheels 24 to 30 inches in diameter, and the
old-style high or ordinary wheels are not in great
demand. There are some who still ride the old or-
dinary, especially if they can get a $150 v^'heel for
$.30.00. One of our helpers has a 54-inch Expert Co-
lumbia, which in its day was considered the best
wheel of its class. It is in good repair, and will be
furnished in flrst-class running order, securely
crated, on board cars here, for $30.00—a rare bar-
gain for any one in want of such a wheel.

LABEL AND RUBBER-STAMP CATALOGUE.
We have finally completed a new supply of job-

printing and label catalogues which give samples
of different styles of honej'-labels in several colors,
and a list of prices. We are also putting in a 12-

page supplement of rubber stamps, sotliatt)ur label
and rubber-stamp catalogues are now combined in
one, and will be mailed free on request to all ap-
plicants. This gives prices also for primed envel-
opes, note-heads, shipping-tags, circulars, price
lists, etc. The time for marketing honey is ap-
proaching, and you should be prepared with a
suitable equipment for putting up your honey in
the neatest way possible, so as to make it sell i-eadi-
ly at good prices.

WHAT CAN WE PLANT IN THE MIDDLE OF .JULY ?

Well, un.ess you have more rain tlian we are hav-
ing here, or else have water for irrigation, it will
not be of much use to plant any thing. If. howev-
er, you have rain or water you can plant kidney
wax beans, York State Marrow, Henderson's bush
lima—in fact, all tlie beans that mature (|uickly;
and. so far as my experience yoes, you will have no
bean-weevils at all from seed planted in .luly; and
you will have wux beans for table u>je witliout
much mistake. If the frost holds off' they will also
mature for seed. .a. year ago we put out nearly a
quarter of an acre in July. The frost held off so
the greater part of them matured good beans for
seed; and these beans we found were worth three
or four dollars a bushel at wholesale; in fact, the
price of kidney wax beans has always been high.
You can also put in extra-early corn; cucumbers
for pickles; peas, radishes, spiniich, summer
squashes, etc. But if it does not rain you must
supplv the water; and I tell you it takes lots of it.

A little stream of water such as would run through
an inch pipe will do some good for a small garden;
tout when it comes to acres, with a burning hot sun

and a drying wind, such as we are ha^^ng now, you
just want a small millrace. We have been setting
out celery by running water down through the fur-
rows before we put in the plants, and they are just
thriving beautifully; but it took somethi'ng like .50

barrels of water to set out 4000 or 5000 plants.

=r

Kind Words From Our Customers,

The goods came all right yesterday. The founda-
tion and sections are very nice. S. H. Hough.
Saybrook, O., July 6.

I received the potato-boxes all right, and am very
much pleased with them.
Albion, Mich., July 3. C. H. Billinghurst.

I received the goods in fine shape; foundation the
best of the best; sections the same. Thanks for
prompt attention to m^ order.
Bangor, Mich., July 6. Frank D. Spencer.

A KIND WORD FOR FRIEND TERRY AND THE STRAW-
BERRY BOOK.

[The following letter was written to our old
friend Matthew Crawford, of Cuyahoga Falls, O.,
who forwarded it to us. We judge the writer to be
a minister:]

Mr. Crawford :— I have just finished reading that
little book you sent me, "Terry on Strawberry
Culture," and I must send you a few words in ex-
pression of my thanks for the information, and
especially the gratification it has given me. It
seems to me an all-sufficient guide, even for the
most inexperienced, to complete success in growing
this most delicious of all fruits; and it is written in
such a simple and businesslike style that the veriest
tyro can find no difficulty in understanding and
following its directions. But what I have specially
enjoyed about the book is its unobtrusive but very
perceptible religious aroma. It is as delightful as
the fragrance of the strawberry itself . It gladdens
my heart to find one, when writing a simple treatise
OK practical hoiticulture. so cheerfully recognizing
and frankly expressing his loWng loyalty to our
Father in heaven, and giving Jiim the thanks which
are his due for his bounteous gifts, instead of as-
cribing them, as so many do, to an impersonal and
unintelligent "Nature." The little book is a good
sermon (all the better for not professing 'o be one),
not t)nly on doing our best with whatever we laave to
do, but also on gladly and gratefully recognizing
our heavenly Father's jiresence and love in every
blessing we enjoj'. "W. H. Wilcox.
Maiden, Mass., June S.

S-Banded Golden Red-Clover Bees.
If you want bees that

will work on Ked Clover,
try one of our five-banded
queens. Queens in July,
untested, 75 cts. ; }i doz.,
$;^.60; tested, $1..50; select,
$3; the very best, $4. De-
scriptive circular free.

LEINIINtiiEK BKOS,
Ft. J enuings, O.

Please mention this p.'i|it-r 5ttdb

BY W. I. OHAMBBELAIN, A. M., LL. D.,

Koimei'Iy Secretary of tlio Ohio State BoarU of Agriculture,
and iate President /l the Iowa State Agricultural Col-

lege. At present Associate Editor of the
Ohio Farmer.

This is a valuable companion to our other rural

books. It embr;t .s the experience of forty years

of one of our fi^r iiiost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with h own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, OHIO.
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Low Freight Rates

and No Delays.

When you are considering
where to send for your sup-
plies the coming- season, g-et

prices and a list of g^oods on
[land, from one of the follow-
ing dealers, who handle
ROOT'S GOODS in carload
lots, tlius securing them at
lowest cost. Most of tliem,

___»n^_aHmiHBiaiimiiiiniiiiiiiiiB i» i iin mm
cxccpt thosc far distant, Sell

goods to users ;it factm-y prices, while tliose far distant add approximattilj' only the carload rate
of freiglit, so that you will Co^-fk XilTlf and Mntlfv by buying your supplies of
one of these dealers. We *-'**»^^ 1 iiiic diiu iTiuilC^ can not give here a list of
goods kept, as it varies some at the different places according to the var.ying needs of each local-
ity. Write to the place nearest you fur list with prices, and when you write give a list of the
goods you want, and mention tliis paper.

Quite a full line of goods are sold at factory prices by
F. A. Salisbury, Syracuse, N. Y.
H. G. Acklin,^1024 Mississippi St., St. Paul, Minn.
Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, Iowa.

A good assortment is also kept for the Far West by
Barteledes & Co., Denver, Col.

For California by
G. G. Wickson & Co., San Francisco and Los Angeles.

For Oregon and Washington by
F. L. Posson & Son, Portland, Oregon.

For the Southeast Atlantic coast by
Baltimore Farm-Implement Co. , Baltimore, Md.

;

and for the Far South by
J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala.

A smaller assortment, consisting chiefly of Dovetailed hives, sections smokers, foundation,
and extractors is also kept by the following:

Henry F. Hagen, Rocky Ford, Colo. W. K. Ball, Reno, Nev. W. O. Victor, Wharton, Tex.
John Nebel & Son, High Hill, Mo. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago, 111. Walter 8. Ponder, Indian-
apolis, Ind. Vickery Bros., Evansville Ind.

Our Hives, Comb Fdn., Sections, Smokers, Extractors, Perf . Zinc, etc., are furnished by;a
multitude of other dealers too numerous to mention. If you want to buy goods made at the
Home of the Honey Bees, you can get them as cheap as you can anywhere when you consider
quality and workmanship, and your orders will be taken care of promptly. Don't expect to get
all the goods we advertise, from any of above dealers, and don't expect to get goods they do not
agree to furnish; but find out what they » . --^ . ^- j, ^-^
agree to furnish, and at wliat price, by A I l^OriT /Vl f^Ct I Y1 51 II
writing for list to address nearest you. i^» !• IvvfV/t^ XT .l.V.^Vt 1 1 ICI.^ vy •

In writing to any of„above please mention Gleanings.

In wnciuK .t'U 111 list IS ple.ise uienDioa Cliu paper

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SHCr/O/VS. EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL/ES.

GO-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
r.. thls:ulvei-ti 11 llielllliin (ll.KANIN

"Quigley's Golden Italians"
Are big yellow bees bred for honey-gathering and
gentleness. They have stood the past severe winter
without protection and witliout loss. Warranted
purely mated. Bach, $1.00; 6 for $6.00. Safe arrival

and satisfaction guaranteed. Circular of queens
and a full line of bee- supplies sent free.

9-tfdb E. F. QUIGLEY, UNIONVILLE, MO.
Please mention this paper.

Wholesale and Betail Manufactarer and

Dealer in

Bee=Keepers' SUPPLIES.
One-piece Sections a specialty. As good as

the Best. Send for catalogue.
W. E. SMITH, Successor to Smith & Smith,

Kenton, Hardin Co., Ohio.
Flease mention this paper.
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Bingham Perfect Smokers.
CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

Patented 18T8, 18S3, and 1892.

The Doctor. 354-inch stove, largrost suioke and fuel rapa.'ifv made. !?2.i0; Conqueror 3-
inch stove. «.7o: Large, fl.50. Postpaid per mail. Tliey all'have wide shields, movable
bent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Binaham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in
every country.
The Bingham & Hetherington uncapping-kuife also belong* In the Perfect series; $1.1.5.

Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=5mokers.
\^^VJ, ^TA''''','

•'"'o'^'ers are as we have always made them. Little Wonder, narrow
shield, ]_^-ineh s:tove. 65 ets.; Plain, narrow shield, 2-inch stove, $1.00; Extra, 2-inch
stove, wide shield. $1.25.

They are a great convenience in handling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keeners
as being just the thing.— Quein & Fyke. Ettawanda, Cal.
The best to be had.-C. J. Donaldson. Lapeer, Mich.
As perfect as need be.—H. M. Seely, Harford, Pa.
It is just what I wanted.—J. C. Keithley, Shacklefall, Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind.
I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.—Henry P. Hagen Rocky

Ford, Col.
To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to J, p. BINGHAM, Abroflia, Mich.

A Grand Success. New Cowan Reversible
Honey-Extractor.

May be Reversed without Stopping the Machine.

Strong, well made in every respect, light, and of conven-
ient size. The can is but little larger than that of the
Novice. The gear Is beveled, and covered by an iron shield,
and the crank outside the can. Frank McNay. of Mauston,
Wis., a bee-keeoer who produces tons and tons of extracted
honey, says of it:

After carefully examining and trying the Cowan extractor, I
have failed to find a weak part, and I do not hesitate to say that
it is the best extractor maae, both in regard to convenience and
durability, and I shall replace all of my five machines with the
Cowan as soon as possible.

It is indorsed also by J. F. Mclntyre. an extensive ex-
tracted-honey producer in California; by W. Z. Hutchinson,
Dr. C. C. Miller, Dr. A. B. Mason, and others.

Price all Complete, Japanned and Lettered, for L. Frame, $10.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

NEW CRANE SMOKER NOW READY.
Smoking Capacity and Strength

Blast Simply Amazing.
of

N. B.-
alogue of

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking Check-Valve, by
which a srreat blast is secured and the bellows ke])t clean, and
the double lining of Asbestos and Sheet-steel, by

which the fire-cup and nozzle are kept from becoming uncom-

fortably liot during usage, are DISTINCTIVE and VALUA-
BLE features alone possessed by the new implement. It would

be impossible to tell of all its unique features, and so we say,

try it and fall in love with it.

Price, with SVinch flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mall, $2.00;

by express, $1.75.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

the authorized manufacturer,

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
-Don't forget that wc are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1893 cat-

52 pages now ready for mailing.
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Do You Know
That there are Degrees of Reward in Heaven, and
that some will barely enter there, "saved so as by
Are " ? For proofs and encouragement, address A.
II. Van L>(>ren, Box B, Camden, N. J., for 140-

page cloth-bound book; 50 cts.

50 cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

SPECIAL 10 FER CENT REDUCTION
FOR 60 DAYS ON

WIRE NETTING,
SHORT ROLLS, ETC.

We submit below, corrected from last issue, a
list of tlie short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have received from the factory. We
still have a good supply of 3-iuch No. 19 netting 4

feet high, which we still offer at these special prices:
1 roll, $3.60; 5 rolls, $17.50; 10 rolls, $34.00. This you
notice is 10c a roll higher than our last offer on this

size. We have the 3-itich Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 72

inches wide only, other widths all sold. We have put
the price on the following pieces at the same rate as
full rolls, except on tlie 72 inch, on which we offer

an extra 10^ discount.
Of 2-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.

The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in
feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thiids of the result to find the price of each
piece.
30

I

in, hO. 60, 62. 64, 70, 90, 91, 101, 107, 123. 137, 140, 144, 14B,

9, 16, 18. 18, 19. 26. 38, 40, 40, 40. 49, .50, .TO. .50 53. .54, .55. .56, .58, .58, 6i,

T.< 73, 73, 74, 75, 83, 83. 84. 84, 87, 87 90 90, 92, 91, 96, 96. 96, 99, 100,

100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 100, 102. 102, 102, 105 105,109. 110, 111, 114, 115,

116, 118, 120, 120, 122, 124, 124, 125, 125, 128, 129, 129, 138, 142, 142, 143,

143, 144, 144, 147, 147.

20, 131

11, 20, 20. 25 29. 32. 35, 38. 40. 48. .56. 55. 60, 61 , 67, 68, 76, 75. 82. 83, 84,

86,87,90,94,96,119,120,122,123,123,124,130, 138, 138,140, 143,103, 144,

144 144. 144. 145, 145, 145, 146,

54 72, 88 88, 143.

60
I

53 78,87 ,96, 101, 101. 101, 105, 107, 110, 120, 123. 124, 138, 140, 144, 144,

I

146, 146.

72
I

16 20, 42 42. 42, 47. 48, ,57, 71, 73, 75, 75,81, 82, 85, 85, 88, 93, 100, 100,

I
112, 119. 150, 123, 124, 125, 134, 142.

Of 2-inch No. 20 we have the following pieces at three-fifths

of a cent per .square foot. .4riive at the price in precisely the
same way as above, taking three-fifths of the number of feet
instead of two-thirds, to get the price in cents.
30 1 32, 39, 73, 105. 120. 140, 140, l40

36
I
22, 38, 39, 56, 57, 66. 68, 79, 81, 88, 100, 100, 100, 110, 119. 120, 122, 126,

128, 128, 134, 136, 138, 140, 141, 144, 145.

42 I 142. 143.

41, 55, 60. 66, 70, 85, 86, 92, 98, 105, 114, 140, 143, 145.

48

48

46 48. .50, 51, 60, 73, 119, 139, 139.

26, 38, 44, 45, 70, 75, 76, 79, 100, 100, 128, 137, 1.39.

In lots of h pieces, any one. or assorted kinds, de-
duct 5%; 10 pieces, 10%'; 25 pieces or more, 15% . On
the 72-inch netting you may also deduct 1(1% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity orders. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidl.v, and it ma.y be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

A. I. ROOT. MEDINA, O.

AUQITE STOVE=MATS
REDUCED AGAIN.

The stove-mat lias pn)viMi so
good a thing that there are man.v
imitators, and prices ure again
reduced, owing to tlie competition
l)etween the various manufac-
turers. We consider none equal
to the original "Augite," and we
Irmrtle it in preference to any
otiier. In the following reduced
prices we have got down to "hard-
pan," and we do not look for fur-
ther reductions. Price 10c each;

$1.00 per dozen; 6 dozen for $.5.50, or 12 dozen for
$10.50. By mail, 6c each extra on all sent singly, or
5 cents each on two or more in one package.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

-'OECJi^*

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.

Any of tkese books on which postage is not given will be
forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as he has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be tlie one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, "*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines, t ;

foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.

As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by
freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of the
books very well by the amount required for postage on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, neatly bound 20
10

I

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
20

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75
This is a large book of 425 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a S2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 26c more.

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3. and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2 I Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 45
10 Same, words and music, board covers 75
3 New Testament in pretty flexible covers. . . 05
6 New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10
5

I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
16

I

Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. .

.

25
Same in cloth binding 50
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 25

1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 05
5 Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage] fPrice without postage.
15 A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth 110

A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45
Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50

14 Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England. Vol. I.§ 2 36

31
I

Same, Vol. II.§ r 2 79
or, $5.25 for the two, postpaid.

Bees and Honsy, by T. G. Newman 1 00
10

I
Cook's New Manual. Cloth 90

5
I
Doolittle on Queen-Rearing 95
Dzierzon Theory 10
Foul Brood; Its Management and Cure;
D. A. Jones 09

I
I

Honey as Food and Medicine 05
10 1 Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee$.. 1 25
15 1 Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.. 1 25
10

i
Quinijy's New Bee-Keeping 140
Thirty Years Among the Bees, liy H. Alley 50
Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46
Handling Bees, by Langstioth. Revised
by Dadant 08

Bee-keeping for Profit, l)y Dr. G. L. Tinker 25

The Honey Bee, l:)y Thos. William Cowan.

.

95
British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, ijy Thos.
William Cowan, England§ 40

3
I
Merrytmnks and His Neighbor, by A.T. Root 15

4
I

Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46

MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.

3 1 A B C of Potato Culture, Terry** 35
This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly work. The book

has hail an enormuu.s sale, and has been leprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.
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5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, bv Geo. Finley 35

5 1 A B C of Strawberry Culture, by T. B. Terry
and A. I. Root, 144 pages; 33 illustrations 35

5
I
An EB-}r-Fiirm, Stoddard** 45

I
Amateur Photographer's Hand-book**. ... 70

I

Barn Plans and Out-Bulldings* 1 50

I

Canary Birds. Paper, 50

I

Draining- for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 5ti

10
I

Puller's Grape Culturist** 140
I
Farming For Boys* 75

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it oiinlit to make larm-liie taseinatingtoany
boy who has any sort of taste for giudening.

7 I
Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90

This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is tlie

onlj' book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
market-gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest tlieir

own seeds. It has 166 pages.

IS ' Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
while ' Gardening tor Profit "is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening pay, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti-
fying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point In view of making money out of it. I think most
of you will need this if you get " Gardening for Profit." This
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

12 I Gardening for Profit, new edition** 1 85
Tnis is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing tliat has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making market-gardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get Ijut one book, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

1 2b
. . -,. r Although it

goes over the same ground occupieil by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing yotfr ground; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happy
vein. If your chiUren have any sort of fancy for gardening it

will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages and 46 engravings.

10
I
Success inMaiket-Gardening*. 90

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harris*
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort.

10 75
1 8(1

25
25
25

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson**.
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany
Gregory on Cabbages ; papei-*
Gregory on Squashes; paper*
Gregory on Onions ; paper*

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody , whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of
business.

15
I

How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By T. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any booK in the world. Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10
10

I

Household Conveniences 1 40
2 How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15
2

I
Injurious Insects, Cook ... 25

10
I
[rrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewart* 1 40
This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work

on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently. Using wat«r from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rajn, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. Th«" book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 35

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi
astic lover of all farm industries, he is betterfltted. perhaps, to
handle the subject than any other man. The book is written
in Prof, Cook's happy style, combining wholesome moral les
sons with the latest and best method of managing to get the
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 36 cuts.

1 Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 1 35
10 Profits In Poultry* 90
2

I

Practical Turkey-raising 10
By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we offer for 10

cts. J
postage, 2 cts.

4
I

Peahody's Webster's Dictionary 10
Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
?iests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein
hat every member of the family %vill read it clear through,

just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
I
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 40

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener wlio lives in Arlington, a subui-b of Boston,
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical succes.-,, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means ol a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the cruixs. The Ijook has 208 pages, and i.'

nicel.v illustrated with 110 engravings.
I Ten Acres Enougli ... i Oii

I

The Silo and Ensilage, by Prof. Couk, new
editi<ni, fully illustrated 25

] Talks on Manures* 1,78
This book, ijy Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compie

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter is
considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.
2

I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15
10

I

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
Captive • 75

2
I

Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10
5 1

Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Just out. Fully illustrated, containing every thing of im-

portance clear U|i to tlic present date.
Tile singli' cliai>tir on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Pnf. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has occasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as uuich science in digging as
in doing almost any thing else; and by following the plan
directeciin this bonk, one man will often do as much as two

I men without this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connected with the subject, and was written by the author
while he was enga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson, O.

5
I

Tomato (Culture 35
In three parts. Part first—by J. VV. Day, of Crystal Springs,

Miss, treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I Root, adapting It to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especially for canning-factoiies. Part third—By A. I. Root,

i
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interesting oecause it is one
of the first rural books to come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years past; namel.v, tomato-growing in the Soutn to
sui(i>ly the Nortliern markets. The little book, which is fully
illustrated, gives us some pleasant glimpses ot the possibili-
ties and probabilities of the future of Southern agriculture.

' Even though you do not grow tomatoes to any eensiderable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

5
I

The New Onion Culture* 20
This book is by T. Greiner, and it gives full particulars ot

the plan of planting onion seed in a greenhouse, hot^bed, or
cold-frame, and planting the onions out in the field at the
time we usually sow the seed. The author thinks that 2000
bushels of the large tropical onion can by this method be

i raised on an acre.

I

2
I

The New Celery Culture ... 15
This summing-up of this new industry amounts to this:

, You fix your ground just as rich as you can possibly get it,

I

with stable manure, chemical fertilizers, or any thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way) and give them water enough to make them boom

I
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 189i to demonstrate that, like the new
onion culture, it promises gre.at possibilities.

3
I
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle. 35

! This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;
j

but it Is so intimately connected with hi." potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you havt only a horse or a
cow, I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

1
8

I

What to Do and How to be Happy While
' Doing It, by A. I. Root 50
i 3

I

Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-
i

scope** 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.

2 1
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25

The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except fruin the book.

3
I

Onions for Profit 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-

ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make and How to Use
them ; in paper covers 45

6
I

The same in cloth covers 65
Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be

found on the farm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sempers.

7
I

Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landreths are th.e pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth ful ly as much as we might expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells what has been done and what is BKiNO done, more
than it discourses on theory.

A. T. ROOT, ffedina. O.
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The Northwest Home of the Honey Bee.

COLE & LOWERS,
DEALERS IN

I. ROOT'S liBJi SITI^1'I.IES,

Breeders of Italian Queens and Bees.

Write for Price List.

LATONA, KING CO., WASHINGTON.

Grossman's Got 'em
Those Beautiful Golden Queens. •' ZJ -—

i

Reared from the best flve-banded stock. Unex-
celleil for Business, Beauty, and (jrentlenee^s.

S itisfaction guaranteed. Warranted queens after

June 1, 90c eacli; <fc9.00 per doz. Tested, $]..50 each.
Select tested, $3 50. Safe arrival insured. Send for

circular. W. JP. CROSSMAJS

,

Balliiig-er, Runnels Co., Texas.
5.16(lb Please mention this paper.

GRAY CARNIOLANS
GOLDEN ITALIANS

WE are headquarters in tlie United States for Gray
Carniolans. A full description of this wonder-

ful and liarcly race of bees is g-iven in our price list

for 1898. Our Golden Italians are as good as the
best. Each race is bred for business, in a separate
apiary near no other bees. Get our prices before
ordering, as we can save you money. Descriptive
price list free.

F.A.Lockhart&Co., ^a!^^?rk^"'

FRIENDS,

•CLOVER SEEDS,'t:^NSo.A'N|5,BEt^^,^, BUCKWHEAT
^;S"AMPLioFQOR beemurnalThe WESTERN I

BEEKEEPER ALsoQ.jrCAT

;jOS.NYSE.WANDER. OEsMoiNES.IowA.

MAKE MONEY
Wliile You Sleep.

STAHL'S

EXCELSIOR

FRUIT DRIER
Kvaporatep Fruit DAY
and NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon application.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COBIP'Y,

QUIBCT.ILL.
Please mention this paper. 9-a4db

Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.
Write for free catalogue 23 2:db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

I have a fine strain of Italian Ijees, and my apiary
will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating- of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-
ceive your orders. Prices are as follows:
1 untested queen, 8>1.0U

|
6 untested queens, $4.75

3 " " 2.75
I

12 " "
6.50

Tested queens, each, $1.50

Safe arrival guaranteed. Address

A. S. PARSON.
SUCCESSOR TO FRANK HOWARD,

GARDEN CITY, KAN.

California Bee-Keepers !

Can olnain KOOT'S GOODS, also California-
made Supplies, from

WM. STYAN, SAN MATEO, CAL.

^VIST SP\iEU\)\D.
Mr. H. Alley :—The queen I got of you last fall is

just splendid. She is the best queen in an apiary of
150 .stands. Would not take $10 for her.
Moravia, Cal. John A. Pease.

Price of such queens, $1 each.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

Golden Queens
From Texas. My bees can not be sur-

passed for business, beau-
ty, and gentleness. Safe

arrival and satisfaction guaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early orders. $1..50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. D. GIVENS, Box 3, I^tbfeiou, Tex.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN fer-
list RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP.
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper. 4tfdb

JVLuth's—

Honey - ExttT^actoi^.

Square Glass ^oney-tlaps,
Tin Buckets, Bee»lalves.

Jloney-Seetions, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast SmokePS.

APPLY TO
""^^^

C}iRS. p. JWOTH & SOja, Cincinnati, O.

SendlO'Ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention tliis paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
lders, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
litfdb New London. Wis.

Did You Know-3
M,..^ M.^^M- C.it.-ili'fine is now

re.-idyV 1 liave the largest stock of
Bee-keepers' Supplies in New England, at prices
away down. My brand of XX White Thin Founda-
tion", 13 feet to the lb., is the finest in the market
(so say my customers). Just send a postal for
sami)les and prices, before you forget it. Address

7tfdb WM. W. GARY, Colrain, Mass.
In writing: to advertisers ple.nse mention this paper
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READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear tliose nice
Golden Queens, b.y Doolittle's method, as
cheaplj' now as at arjv time in tlie Nortli.
Uutested, 75c: 6 for $4.0(1; I?., 87.50. Last
year's tested, $1.35; select, $1.75; breeder, $:i. 50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction g-uaranteed.
I R r'A<sP Po""* Orange,
*>' D. V/\OCi, Vol. Co., Fla. 5tfdb

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, 75c; 6 for $4.25.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Catalogue free.

9-tfdb Clias. M. Thies, Steelevill'?, 111.

Root's Goods
dress Jos. Nysewandei'.

AT ROOT'S PRICES can be
had at Des Moines, Iowa. Ad-

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

CIEEB BEOS.. St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. CIEEB, ITashville, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for catalogue free. Addiess

SAJflUKl. JONKS, Higiiland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new-style all-slatted
hushel box. We have two other styles; one lias
slatted bottom and .sides with solid ends in three
pieces caMeA the slatted hushel box. The other- has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the galvanizedhound
hox. These boxes were devised by T. B. Terry for
baiidlinsf potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in these same boxes. Tiiey are of
such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14J^xl6%xl2>^ deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two aU-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
of 15 alongside; 13 of the 15 are in the flat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. Tlie slatted and galvanized hoimdhoxvs
are put up in the same way, except there are only 13
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 50
Slatted bushel box, per crate of 13 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 13 3 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, 18, and 33 cents,
respectively. A 30-pa8e pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
tree on a pollcation.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Who Killed

Barbed Wire ?
I, said Coiled Spring.

Woven up in a sling, I gave him a flingr.

But I never kill-
Any other thing-, nor even blood bring.

Coiled Springs are woven only by the

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
tSriii res)ioridint» to tilts advertisemeni mention QLltijaNGS.

IF YOU WANT BEES
thatHwiil just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
Wm. Stevenson, Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers
but have found none that equal your strain."

'

Reduced prices: Warranted queens, 80c each: 3
for $3.00. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $3.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who have never dealt with me, I refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600
queens. Circular free.

,7. r: MOORE,
ll-12d Moriran, Pendleton Co., Ky.

GP'ln resi)onding to tills advertisement mention GLKAjoNaSb

S-Banded Golden Red^CloveFBees!
If you want bees that

will work on Red Clover,
try one of our five-banded
queens. Queens in .Tuly,
untested, 75 cts.

; K doz.,
$;i60; tested, $1.50; select,
$3; the very best, $4. De-
scriptive circular free.

LiEININGEK BRO'S,
Ft. Jennings, O.

Please mention this paper. 5tfdb

50 cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

TESTED QUEENS 80 CTS. wL[IS%e"r^
year, and now again otter about 50 line Italian tested
queens at 80c each, or two for $1.60. Mismated
queens at 30c each. My queens are equal to the
best. By return mail. T. //. KI^OER,,
14-tfbd 436 Willow St., Terre Haute, Ind.

Eastern Svipply Souse.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at bottom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
2t-20db PIcusi' mention this paper.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will pay 31c per lb. cash, or 34c in trade for ai^y

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our K. R. station. The s-ime will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the hox, and notify

us by mail of ainoui.t sent, T can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thinp to send wax by exprem.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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CONVENTION NOTICE.

The Northern Illinois Bee-keepers' Association will meet at
the residence of O. J. Cummines, two miles northeast of Rock-
ford. 111., Aug. 15, 1893. B. Kennedy. Sec, New Milford. 111.

Special Notices.

WINTER OR EGYPTIAN ONION-SETS NOW READY.
Price 15c per quart; $1.00 per peck; $3.50 per bush-

el. If wanted by mall, add at the rate of 10c per
quart extra for postage.

HONEY MARKET.
We have received a good deal of new honey since

our last report, both comb and extracted, all of
very choice quality. We are able to offer it at the
following' prices:
Choice white comb honey, in 1-Ib. sections,

mostly 34-lb. cases, 1 to 3 cases. 17c per lb.; 4 to 9
cases or over, 16c per lb. Write for prices on 50
cases or over.
Choice clover .extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans, 2 in

a case—one 60-0). can, 9c per lb.; 1 case of 2 cans,
8Xe per lb. ; 3 cases of 2 cans or over, 8c per lb.
• 'We hope to have Western honey to offer in our
nextissue.

VICTOR AND COLUMBIA BICYCLES.
We offer for sale at a oargain one Model B Victor

bicycle; one Model 20 Ladies' Columbia, and one
Model 32 Columbia, all in good condition, having
been run less than a .year, and probably the most
popular make of wheels on the American market
to-day. Our only reason for wanting to sell is that,
having become experienced riders, we desire to gt-t
lighter-weight wheels, which we can now use with
safety. We do not advise new riders to get the
light-weight wheels till they learn to ride and know
how to give their wheel good care. Those interested
will please write for particulars.

MILLER KEYLESS LOCKS.

In a recent number of Gleanings, reference was
made to a combination or keyless lock used by T. B.
Terr.v on his house and barns. We have secured a
supply of these locks, and now have several in use
on our buildings, giving good satisfaction. We
are prepared to furnish them at $1.25 each. Postage
extra, 80 cents, if sent by mail. The style we have
is a rim lock to screw on the surface, will work on
either right or left hand door, and unlock from
either side. Other styles are furnished by the
Miller Keyless Lock Co., Kent, Ohio.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

The Cowan extractor is received all right. I am
well pleased with it. It is just the machine for me.
Girard, Pa. F. H. Seabes.

queens SAFELY TO IRELAND.

The queens arrived safely by afternoon mail in
excellent order. One is on a frame of capped brood
in a hive long queenless; the other, under a drone-
cage in a hive unqueened this spring. No. 1, which
is marked 1, and I judge from Harrington, I think

must be accepted now; the other I am not so sure
of, but it appears all right. H. L.
Cor Castle, Innishannon, Ireland, July 1.

SAY!
Bid vou know TESTED
that Green sold QUEENS
OF his CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HUSTLERS

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50.

Mismated queens, 35c.
Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low prices. 12tfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

UNTESTED ITALIAN QUEENS,
Bred from best imported stock, 60 cts. each; 6 for
$3.00. Safe arrival guaranteed. H. G. QUIRIN,
14-tfbd Bellevue, Huron Co., Ohio.

[lOR SALE.—li4-horse-power engine, fly-wheel 18
' in., 2>^-in. face. EOB. B. Gedye, La Salle, III.

Wants or Exchange Department.

F

W

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the I'egular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from theie "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange strawberry and raspber-
ry plants, bee-hives and fixtures, 100-egg Relia-

ble incubator, instructive books and periodicals,
etc., for Italian nuclei or offers.

Mickel Farm, New Lisbon, N. Y.

OR exchange.—A lot 80x100 feet for Barnes foot
power saw and f 'd'n mill. L. L. Esenhower.

112 South 3d St., Reading, Berks Co., Pa.

WANTED.—To exchange 40 ten -frame 2-story
Langstroth hives, used but a short time, for

Italian, hybrid, and black bees.
G. L. Unterkircher, Manchester, Mich.

ANTED.- To exchange extra good set double
driving harness, hand made, for safety bicycle.

A. Blue, Harnessmaker, Bladensburg, O.

WANTED.—Winchester shotgun or offers, for a
trio of English Beagle hounds three months .

old, two females and a male. The best rabbit hounds
on earth. D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt.

WANTED.—To exchange bees in 8-frame hives for
typewriter, bicycle, Barnes saw, or any thing

useful. W. R. Tate, Bowling Green, Miss.

WANTED.—To exchange yellow Italian queens,
also some of the late varieties of strawberry-

plants, for bees or offers. Mrs. Oliver Cole,
Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

14-tfdb Chenango Valley Apiary.

WANTED.—What have you to exchange for point-
er puppies? B. B. Redfield, Harlan, la.

WANTED.—To exchange Perfection winter cases,
fit any hive, 12 and 24 lb. honey shipping-crates,

one-piece sections, foundation, etc., for extracted
and comb honey, or offers. Any quantity.

C. L. Hill Mfg. Co., Box 120, Dennison, O.

WANTED.-To exchange Italian bees for a Jersey
or Holstein calf.

John Burr, Braceville, 111.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Buffalo.—Ho?iey.—We advise all owners of honey

to wait a while before marketing'. It is too early to
send it here or to any other market, from the fact
there is too mucli fruit arriving' to make any
demand for honey; when the small fruits are out of
the way there is usually an excellent demand for
honey. Later on we can handle a hundred tons or
more as satisfactorily as it can be sold in any
market in the United States.

Batterson & Co.,
July 19. Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago.—Hooey.—We are receiving frequent
consignments of the new crop of comb honey. It is

certainly a^ fine as any we have ever had come to
this market. The demand for it, however, is not
very active, but at this writing we have been able
to close out the receipts very soon after arrival.
We hope to continue to do so. The prices realized
have been 16@17 for the best lots. Crooked combs
and others not so desirable, sold at 15. There still

remain some old, dark lots that it is very difficult
to sell. Extracted is also quiet. Dealers Jire not
taking hold very freely. It is ruling from 6@7.
Beeswax, 33@a5. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
July 19. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Huoej/.-We received our first consign-
ment of new comb honey July 17. Last season we
received none until Augu.st 6, which wciuld indicate
that this season is much earlier. Fi-om information
received, the crop promises to be a large one
throughout New i'ork State. It is too early to fore-
cast prices, but we do not anticipate much change
from last season. Chas. McCulloch & Co..
July2o. Albany, N. Y.

Milwaukee.—Hodcj/.—As yet very little new hon-
ey has appeared in this market; and m the absence
of demand the quotations are almost nominal. Tiie
prospect seems fair for a good supply, and, if prices
are not too liigh, a good demand. Hence producers
must not expect loo much, but send forward their
new crop and encourage the people to buy and eat
the sweet. White i-lb. section-, 16@18; white ex-
tracted, 7@8; dark, 5@7. A. V. IJishop,
July 15. Milwaukee, Wis.

Portland.—Hoxeiy.-We are jobbltig extra white,
1.5@16; amber. 13@14; exti acted, 6@t3i4. We were
supplying the wholesale grocers with extracted
until a broker sold 2 cars of lioney, delivered here,
at 5c for extracted; 10>^@ll for comb. Correspon-
dence solicited. Levy. Spiegl & Co.,
July 14. Portland, Oce.

Minneapolis.— Hojitj/.— Market is impToving;
fancy white is selling at 17@18; California, 15@16;
strained lioney, b@l(), according to quality and size
of package; dark, 13@13. There is a better move-
ment this week than we have had for some time.
July 18. J. A. Shea & Co.,

Minneapolis, Minn.

Cincinnati.— Houey. — Trade is dull in all its

branches, with a fair demand for extracted honey
at .5@8 on arrival. Prices for comb honey are
nominal, with no choice honey on our market.
Demand for beeswax is fair at 2U@23 tor good to
choice yellow on arrival.

Chas. F. Muth & Son,
July 21. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Hone//.—The new honey crop in this
vicinity is going to be light. Some few shipments
of comb have been received, and are being offered
atl6@17; extracted, 5@7. Beeswax, 22@25.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
July 20. Kansas City, Mo.

Cleveland. — Honcj/. — Our market will merit
about 15i' for No. 1 white honey. Beeswax, No. 1,

38; No. 2, 25. Demand fair.
Williams Bros.,

July 18. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland,0.

Detroit.-Honey.—Best white comb honey, J4@16;
demand slow. Extracted, 7@8. Beeswax, plentiful
at 22®25. M. H. Hunt,
July 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Honej/.—Comb honey, Mb. white,
17; Mb., Light weight, 15; extracted, white, 654@7;
dark and southern honey, 5. Beeswax, none on the
market; I'eceipts light; demand the same.

Hamblin & Bearss,
July 30. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—Hojiej/.—We are receiving small con-
signments of new honey (comb). It is very fine,
selling from 16@18. Extracted, 7@8. No beeswax
on hand. Blake & Ripley,
July 20. Boston, Mass.

St. Louis.— Wonciy.—No changes to note. Market
.steady, demand quiet. Prime beeswax. 23.

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
July 19. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—7500 lbs. of extracted white -clover
honey. It is No. 1 honey, thoroughly ripened up in
hives; it is put up in 60-lb. tin cans. I will take 8c
delivered on cars here. F. W. Holmes,

Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

Wanted.—To correspond with parties having
white clover honey for sale, extracted or comb.

W. T. ZiNK, Nichols, Greene Co., Missouri.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey, best quali-
ty only. Walter S. Pouder,

175 E. Walnut St., Indianapolis, Ind.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable.

Commission Merchants, .gtfd.. and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.

HoneyWHOLESALE DEALEES &
COMMISSION MEECHANTS.

Established 1875.

"^''S' Beeswax.

White SHIPPINQ=CASE5.
To have your honey sell well, use our beautiful

cases, 13 and 24 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the apiary.

M. H. HUNT, Bell Braacli, Mich.

<jiA (\f\ will buy one good " EDLAND" typewrit-<7vr.w gj., 78 characters, almost new; cost $11.00.
J. N. Patterson, England, Pa.

Queens at Cost
at the following prices,

by return mail, or money refunded.
1 untested queen, 65c; Six untested queens, $3..50

One tested queen, $1.25.

Imported and best breeding queens, also large
orders, prices given on application. Each race is
bred in a separate apiary near no other bees. De-
scriptive price list free. Address

F. A. Lockhart & Co., ^^^l ^^^rkf

'

A
large, yellow, prolific queen, 75c; 6 for $4.

Breeders, the very best, strictly pure,
guaranteed to breed all yellow queens, $2.

Satisfaction given. Reference, A. I. Koot.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

ONCE MORE we are up with orders for

Golden Italian Queens
that have given such general satisfaction. If you
want the best, send in your orders. Single queen,
$1; .six for U 50. Circular free.

CHAS. D. DUVALL, Spencerville, Hd.

ITAIilAN Ql EENS at 75 cts.. or three for $2,00.
Mrs. A. A. Simpson, Swarts, Pa. Box 48.
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Feeding Back
Honey to secure the completion of vinflnished
sections can be marie very profltalile if rightly
manag-ed during tlie liot weather of July and
A'jgust. In "ADVANCED BEE CULTURE"
may be found complete instructions regarding

the selection and preparation of colonies, preparation of the feed, manipulation necessary to secure the

rapid capping of the combs, time for removing the honey, and how to manage if a few sections in a case

are not quite complete; in short, all of tlie " kinks " that have been learned from years of experience and
the "feeding back" of tons of honey.

, , »-, „r .., -r. ^ t > ,

Price of the book, .50 cls.; the Review one year, and the book, for $1.3.5; or the Review from July (when
the Experiment-Apiary Reports began), to the end of the year, and the book, for only 7.5 c. Stamps taken,

either U.S. or Canadian.
^_ ^_ HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

_.. ,,1^ —._._. P^ p^ -. -. r- er' r^ IK t^cre^ are used and pronounced a great labor-saving
PORTc.n BC,C. C.oOAr't.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son, Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas F. iWuth. Jno. S Keese. J. H. Martin. John Andrews, F. A. Qemmell. Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brpwn, Thomas Pierce.

and' niaiiv other prominent bee-ki^epers. Descriptive ciicular and testimonials mailed free

p , iRa.-h. post-paid, with directions. 90c.; per doz.. $2.3>. Hetuni them and net your money back

after trial if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & C. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, III.

Tie Up
Your patronage to a
good reputation. I am
giving general satis-

faction. See here:

The two queens re-

ceived. They are reg-
ular beauties.

Isaac Hays.
North Yakima, Wash.
May 29, 1893.

Many thanks for those two beautiful queens sent
in May; their bees are now showing up and are yel-
low to the tip. Isaac Hay.'!.
North Yakima, Wash., June 29, 1893.

My queens are the best that can be reared,
and their bees are beautiful, gentle, and good
workers. One warranted queen. Sl.OO: stSc for
$5.00.

S. F. TREGO,
5wedona, =. = = ni.

Now Ready.
WLWAYS Untested Italian queens, 7.5 cts. each.
^~~*^^^^

—

y The golden or leather-colored kind. Also

YoBy bee keepers' supplie.s. Send for circular.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,
High Hill, iyio.

Canadians, ''Here!
On and after July 15th I will sell two-frame nu-

clei, both frames of brood crowded with bees, with
flve-banded golden Italian queen, for fS.OO each;
also 150 five banded untested queens, 75c each, and
a few exceedinglj' choice breeders, warranted to
produce seven-eighths flve-banded bees, $3.00 each.
Send in orders early.

Hives, Sections, Smakers,
And all Goods needed in the Apiary at rock-bottom

Prices. Send for price list. References given.

C. A. OUELLETTE,
Tilbury Center, Ont., Can.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
lilts IVo Sao- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Oh, Mamma

!

Have you heard of the

200-Page Bee-Booii

given to every ]\EW
s^ Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

01de.st, Largest, Best,

Cheapest and the only

^ Weekly Bee -Paper
>^ in America. a2-pag3S';

J $1 a year. Smnplefree

GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 rifth Avenue, CHICAGO, HJ"

To new subscribers: the journal alone sent
for 3 months for 20 cents.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
reducedgreatly

Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

) Please mention this paper.

QUEEMS.
Queens, either 3 or 5 banded, 75 cts.

each; X dozen, $4.35; 1 dozen, $8,00.

Breeding queens, $3.00. Circular
free.

J. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co., 0.

Please mention fchis paper

DIP mOnnilllT on Foundation and Sec-
IjIU UlAblllllll tions. Tliin foundation, 50UIW UIWWUUH

^^g j^gj. j^ . yj,.ood, 40 CtS.
No. sections, $3.7.'j per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumper, Banliers, Mich.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILUER.

The yellow color of beeswax is due to the
pollen consumed by the bees.

To PREVENT BREAKING combs iu extractor,
F. Trebnitz, in Centralblatt, recommends to ex-
tract from one side before uncapping the other.

• I HELD A QtTEEN-CELL in my fingers while the
inclosed queen was quahking. You would be
surprised to know how strongly it jarred my
fingers.

Was THERE EVER any one thing so earnestly
sought aftiM' by bee-keepers as some plan to
prevent swarming? Surely, out of all the
studying and experimenting, something of val-
ue will result.

White is justly considered the best color for
hives, providing "they are paint€d; but a French
writer thinks it is more agreeable to the bees if

the part about the entrance be painted some
color from yellow to brown.

dRed clover is becoming unprofitable for
farmers on account of an insect-pest, and
Hutchinson says the acreage of alsike in his
part of Michigan is on the increase as a con-
sequence. Nice thing for bee-keepers.

Complaint is made by U. Beaudoux, in
Progres Apicole, that foundation is made with
more cells to the square inch than natural comb
contains, resulting in rearing inferior workers.
Possibly the matter needs consideration in this
country.

I made nuclei one day—perhaps a dozen

—

using bees that had been queenless a day. and
gave a pulled queen to each nucleus. Every
queen was killed. If the bees had been queen-
less twice as long, I think all would have been
well.

I measured some comb built by the bees of a
queen I got from Dr. Murdock, and found there
were 33 cells to 7 inches, instead of the orthodox
35. Then I measured some built by common
bees, and was surprised to Knd these latter still

larger.

New things I'm always a little shy of ti 11 I

have thoroughly tried them, or, rather, till the
bees have tried them ; but I did have pretty
strong faith in the Langdon non-swarmer. I'm
sorry to say it doesn't seem to work " in my lo-
cality."

A KEENER disappointment doesn't often
come. to me in bee-keeping matters than to find
tliat queen-excluders do not exclude. I'm
somewhat skeptical as to whether perforations

can be made small enough to prevent the pas-
sage of queens without being too great a hin-
drance to workers.

Hutchinson is " redhot " on the subject of
State experiment apiaries. It's a good subject
to be redhot about, and he's going to make it

the special topic for the August number. He
has a capital leader on the topic in the July
number.
My bees seem worse than usual this year

about uniting and going back to the wrong
hive when they swarm without a queen. I
don't like having the supers of one hive de-
serted in that way while another hive has bees
piled all over it.

Queen-excluders are made with wood slats,
and also of an entire sheet of perforated zinc,
wood-bound. lam told that ten of the latter
are used to one of the former. Why? They are
a trifle cheaper, but the slatted ones keep their
shape ever so mucli better.

Doolittle makes a paddle of peculiar con-
struction with which to kill bees that persist
in chasing and scolding. A very good substi-
tute for this is a piece of very heavy wire cloth.
It will fetch the bee every whack, while a
stick will miss nine times out of ten.

I don't often give a young queen a chance
to do so, but the other day a queen flew away
just as soon as it came out of its cell. Flew
strong too. But that's nothing new; for when
half a dozen queens come out with an after-
swarm, all but one of them must have just
hatched.

Dead bees to a considerable number are
often seen in front of a hive to which a queen
has been introduced, their curled-up position
showing that they have been stung to death.
I think this is an indication that the queen will
be received all right. The bees which make an
attempt on the queen's life are stung to death.

Five cells to the inch is commonly under-
stood to be the correct measurement of worker
comb. As a result of .30 measureYnents, Cowan
found great diversity, ranging from 4.74 to 5.38

to the inch. Some that I measured showed
larger cells than his largest, being 4.t)() cells to
the inch—the work of a black swarm that came
to me.

Herr Reepkn. in Centralblatt, gives the
word "bee" in different languages, as follows:
Latin, apis; Italian, ape or pecchUi: Spanish,
(iheja ; French, abeille; German, hienc or imme;
Swedish, hi : Dutch, hij ; Polish, pszczolla ;

Russian, p'clui-lnh; Greek, melissa ; Danish,
hi : Arabian, nahli ; Malay, huromj inata.
Wouldn't it be handier if they'd all call it
" bee" ?
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M. Geremie, in Lc Frogres Apicole, gives
an account of experiments which he thinks
proves that the industry of a colony depends on
the queen. He had an industrious and a lazy

colony. He changed queens, and within a week
the two colonies changed character. So the
mere presence of the queen changed the be-
havior of the bees.

Your guesswork, as you call it, on page .57.5,

friend Root, may overestimate, possibly. You
take the output of sections for 1892, and then
say the average should be larger, as 1892 was a
poor year. To be sure, it was a poor year ; but
the output of sections did not measure the crop,

for sections were made and ordered, in the
main, before any one knew any thing as to the
crop. Were not millions of those sections left

over till this year?

I don't know for certain, but I think that a
pulled queen that is so young that it hasn't yet
got its full color is received more readily than
one that has become more mature. I suppose
they are sometimes imprisoned in the cell by
the bees two or three days, so that a pulled
queen may not be so very young. If your
queen has some age, then the bees to receive
her must be longer queenless, while a very
green queen will be accepted, for a time at
least, in a colony having a laying queen.

CUTTING QUEEN-CELLS.

CELL-CUTTING, IF THOROUGHLY DONE, A SURE
PREVENTIVE OF AFTER-SWARMING, AC-

CORDING TO DOOLITTLE.

In "Stray Straws" for July 1 I find these
words: "Cutting queen-cells, it is certain, can
not be relied on as a preventive of swarming;
but it is equally certain that the practice has a
tendency to delay and in some cases entirely

prevent it." I should like to ask the doctor
what is meant by " swarming," as used by him
in this straw. If he means the kind of swarm-
ing that we sometimes have in early spring,

then I would say that it "can not be relied

upon," for in such swarming the bees never
prepare or leave any queen-cells, hence there
are none to cut. Of all the swarming that ever
comes to any apiary, this swarming of discon-
tent, often carried on to the extent of one-fourth
to one-half of the whole apiary, is the most
disastrous and hardest to overcome of any
swarming the bees ever do. With no queen-
cells to cut, and no way of successfully stopping
such swarming that I know of, the bee-keeper
is nearly or quite helpless in the matter. Next,
if Dr. M. meant after-swarms, of which nature
gives more in number than of all other swarms
put together, then I should like to ask him
when he found out that the cutting of queen-
cells could "not be relied on" to prevent it.

I am well aware that the way queen-cells are
generally cut " has a tendency to delay" after-

swarms, and it ^Iso has a tendency not only to

delay but to increase the number which will

issue. The usual plan is to wait six days after

the first or prime swarm issues, when the hive
is to be opened, and all of the queen-cells ex-
cepting one cutoff, when it is claimed no more
swarms will issue. After trying this plan for

several years I found it worked just exactly as

a bee-keeper told me a few days ago it did with
him this year. He said he had usually hived
these after-swarms in boxes about the parent
colony till the old colony had stopped swarm-
ing, when he dumped all together in the old

hive, letting the young queens fight it out,

when they would go on and work well; and if

at a suitable time in the honey harvest when
this was done, such colonies would do good

business, giving a surplus of honey. While he
was thus doing, another bee-keeper came along
and told him that, if he would cut all the
queen-cells but one on the sixth day he would
have no more trouble hiving after-swarms in
boxes about the parent colony. Ofl'ering to
show him how, they opened a hive which had
swarmed six days before, and bee-keeper No. 3
cut all the cells but one. At the usual time no
swarm issued, and bee-keeper No. 1 thought he
had learned something of value; but when the
16th, 17th, and 18th days arrived after the issue
of the prime swarm, he found he had more
swarms from hives thus treated than from
those not touched at all. He said that the bees
built queen-cells over tne larvtt still left in the
hive, that was of an age at which it could be
converted into a queen; destroyed the cell or
the queen from it after she had hatched, which
was left in cutting cells; and as the bees had
become strong in numbers before the queens
matured from the newly built cells, the bees
would swarm till the old hive was so depopu-
lated that it would not build up for winter
unless helped by the apiarist.

I have put before the readers of Gleanings
what he said, as it so nearly described what I
used to find to be a fact that I could not do bet-
ter if I tried. I have often wondered how long
it would take to teach bee-keepers throughout
the world that such cutting of cells was a fail-

ure and worse than a failure. But there is a
way of cutting queen-cells so as to entirely pre-
vent after-swarms, which has stood the test of
years with me. It is this : Wait eight days
after the prime swarm issues, then cut all the
cells but one, and you have a sure thing of it,

as, in this case, all of the larvte are past the
age of being converted into queens. But the
way I prefer, and the one I practice, is this:

On the evening of the eighth day, just before
going to bed, all outside noise being hushed at
this time, I listen a moment with my ear at the
side of the hive which cast a swarm that long
ago; and if the young queen has hatched, and
the bees have concluded to send out an after-
swarm, I hear the piping of the young queen,
which always precedes the issue of an after-
swarm. If I hear this piping, I open the hive
early the next morning and cut off every queen-
cell which is found, shaking off the bees from
each frame in front of the entrance, so that no
cells will be missed. There is now no guess-
work or hope so about it. but a sure thing, as
one queen has hev liberty and you take away
all the rest. In all other ways there is a possi-
bility that the cell left may not hatch, in which
case the colony will be queenless; but in this
case we know that there is a young queen
present, for we heard her say so the night pre-
vious. If no piping is heard when we listen,

then listen again the next night, and so on to
the night of the sixteenth day; and if no piping
is heard then, we may know the bees have con-
cluded not to send out any after-swarm.
This seems like quite an undertaking; but.

let me say to the reader, that, in practice, it is

not half the work required by the old plans,
considering the certainty there is in it. But I

think I hear Dr. Miller saying, " You ought to
know that I meant neither of these kinds of
swarming. I meant the prime swarm." Well,
this being so I accept the statement as true,

but wish to add that I believe much honey is

lost which might have been secured had the
bees been allowed to swarm when they got
ready, instead of throwing them out of a nor-
mal condition by cutting cells, and then having
them swarm at last under conditions not so
favorable for a crop of surplus honey as would
have been had they been let alone.
Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.
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PKOF. H. W. WILEY.

BIOGHAl'HICAL.

When we met Prof. Wiley, the Chief Chemist

of the Department of Agriculture, at the Wash-
ington convention, we were very favorably

impressed with his general appearance. Al-

though we had previous intimations that we
had misjudged him in the past, we felt very

sure of it then. In answer to many inquiries,

we would say that Prof. Wiley is the man who
started what has been called the " Wiley ca-

nard;" but as he now seriously regrets it—as

much so as any bee-keeper—and seems dis-

posed to render every assistance, we feel sure

that every one will be glad to make his ac-

quaintance, and forget the past. He impressed

us as being a gentleman in every respect—

a

scholar and a scientist; and as he is in a posi-

tion to do us great service, we take pleasure

in introducing him to the bee-men.

PKOF. H. W. WILEY.

Harvey W. Wiley, Chief of the Chemical
Division of the U. S. Department of Agricul-
ture, at Washington, D. C, was born at Kent,
Jefferson Co., Ind. He graduated from Hanover
College in 1867, receiving the degree of A. B.
Subsequently the degrees of A. M. and Ph. D.
were conferred upon him by the same institu-
tion. He commenced his public career as pro-
fessor of Latin and Greek in Butler University,
where he remained three years. In 1871 he took
the degree of M. D. at the Indiana Medical
College, and the following year became a teach-
er of science in the Indianapolis High School.
In 1873 he graduated from Harvard University
with the degree of S. B., and in 1874 accepted
the chair of chemistry in Butler University,

which he occupied for only a short time, being
called to a similar position in Purdue Univer-
sity, the Agricultural College of Indiana, where
he remained until 1883, with the exception of
one year spent at the University of Berlin.
From 1881 to 1883 he served as State Chemist of
Indiana, and for three years (1874-7) was pro-
fessor of chemistry in the Indiana Medical
College.
When State Chemist of Indiana, Prof. Wiley

directed much of his attention to the study of
glucoses and sugars, and his reputation as an
expert on these subjects resulted in a call to his
present position as Chemist of the Department
of Agriculture. Under his capable supervision
the chemical laboratory of that Department
has rapidly improved, the scope of the work
been enlarged, and methods systematized, until
at present it ranks as one of the foremost labo-
ratories of the country.
Aside from his ge'neral scientific pursuits.

Prof. Wiley has pushed his investigations in
two special directions; namely, the solution of
the problem of increasing our sugar production,
and the adulteration of foods and the various
methods for its detection.
'In the interest of the former of these subjects

he visited in 1886 the principal sugar-factories
of Europe, inspected the different kinds of
machinery, methods of operation, etc. As a
result of this visit the diffusion process was
introduced into this country, and is at present
in use in some of the large sugar-plantations of
the United States. During the whole period of
his connection with the Department of Agri-
culture, Prof. Wiley has been the director of
the government sugar - experiment stations,
and was the originator of the alcohol process
—a trial of which was so successfully made
in Kansas two years ago. The skill and per-
severance displayed by him in carrying on
these experiments, and the service rendered to
a great agricultural industry, entitle him to
much commendation. He has interested him-
self in the development of new, and the
improvement of old varieties of sugar-produc-
ing plants, and has, in short, done more, in a
scientific way, than any other one man to
develop and put on a paying basis the sugar-
industry of the country.
In pursuing his scientific researches, honey

has received particular attention from Prof.
Wiley. He is in hearty accord with the bee-
keepers of the country; has delivered addresses
before the American Bee-keepers' Association,
and devoted much time to the establishment of
accurate and reliable methods for detecting
adulterations of honey. All known methods of
honey analysis have been carefully tried under
his direction, and, as a result of this work,
together with the new processes he has devised.
it is possible now to detect all adulterations of
honey when practiced on a commercial scale.
One of the most interesting and useful of

the new processes devised by Prof. Wiley con-
sists in the detection of the percentage of levu-
lose in honey by means of its deportment with
polarized light at widely separated tempera-
tures. There are still many points in connec-
tion with honey analysis which require more
careful elaboration, and to the solution of these
problems Prof. Wiley is giving much of his
time. He will not rest satisfied until the bee-
keeper is absolutely relieved from the disas-
trous competition of the honey-adulterator in
all the markets of the United States.

Prof. Wiley is connected with various scien-
tific societies. He has served as president of
the Washington Chemical Society; president of
the Chemical Section of the American Associa-
tion for the Advancement of Science; president
of the Association of Official Agricultural
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Chemists, and is and has been for seven years
its permanent secretary and executive officer.

At the present time he is president of the
American Chemical Society—a rapidly growing
national organization numbering over live

hundred members, and embracing many promi-
nent American chemists. He has published a

large number of scientific papers, together with
numerous addresses and government reports,

both of a technical and popular character, and
has announced for publication a text-book on
Agricultural Chemical Analysis, which will be
the most elaborate work of the kind ever issued

from the press. At the present time Prof.

Wiley is Chairman of the Joint Committee
having in charge the World's Congress of

Chemists, which is to meet in Chicago on the
21st of August proximo.

justifies the trial of more, well and good. We
are glad that our correspondent has written as
he has. because we fear there is a tendency on
the part of bee-keepers to rush to the other
extreme.]

FLORIDA.

THOSE NEW-FANGLED TRAPS.

WILL IT PAY THE AVERAGE BEE-KEEPER TO
INVEST IN THEM? THE LANGDON NON-

SWARMER, ETC.

Dear Frieiid Root:—I have been reading
Gleanings with much interest for some time
back, and in particular what pertains to self-

hivers, non-swarmers, and queen-traps. Now,
do you really think that it is best for us, all

things considered, to adopt so many new traps

simply to try to make our bees do something
contrary to their natural instincts? And don't
we lose, by so doing, the snap and vigor with
which a new swarm goes to work after being
hived in the good old way? Besides that, I

think the majority of bee-keepers agree with
me, that they can get more honey, especially in

the comb, from the old colony and its swarm
than they could if the old colony did not swarm
at all; and as to the increase of stock, I don't
think there will be much kicking on that score

as long as we have winter losses like the past
winter. And is it really cheaper and better to

invest in those new inventions than to hire

help during the swarming season ? Those
traps and devices must be put on the hives
and taken off again, as well as looked aft-

er while on. We must also have a place
to store them when not in use. I think that,

by looking this question squarely in the
face, and considering all things connected with
it, there will be fewer of these devices in use
ten years from now than there are at present.

Some few people may find trouble in getting
help. They can't find a suitable man? Well,
then, what is the matter with hiring a woman?
or perhaps you have a daughter who would
take an interest in bees, and hive swarms, if

paid four or five dollars a week; if not, there is

always some other man's daughter in your
neighborhood who would be glad to take the
position rather than to go to some factory to

work, as a great many girls and young women
do in this district (of course, this is not intended
for the Rambler). And, by the way, I think
we should be doing more good to the communi-
ty by paying our money to some person in need
of employment to hive our swarms, if the
results were the same as far as our bees are
•concerned, than by using the devices alluded to.

Graysville, Pa., July 8. P. D. Miller.

[There is danger in going to extremes both
ways. It is folly for the average bee-keeper to

invest in evei'y new thing; and on the other
hand it is folly to always go along in the same
old rut, without looking for some better way.
A wise discrimination should be exercised, and
new tilings that promise well should be tried

on a limited scale; and if the trial of a few

grapevines for shade; honey candying,
ETC.

In reply to W. U. R.'s question, page 525. July
1, I will say there is no better shade for bees in

Florida than the scuppernong family of grape-
vines. Build an arbor such as is illustrated on
page 635, September 1st Gleanings of 1890,

and cover it the same way, and you have al-

most a perfect shade for bees, and an abundance
of fine fruit. It will not take over two years to

cover the sheds (or arbors) if vines are set forty
feet apart on each side; and after that some
can be taken out as they get crowded. I con-
sider the Thomas variety the best. It is a large
purple grape. They drop their leaves in win-
ter and let the sun in on the hives, and put on
leaves to shade them at the right time in the
spring. One vine under favorable conditions
may be made to cover densely a quarter of an
acre, and there are vines much larger than this
that bear so many bushels of grapes I dare
not give the figures. My grape crop from these
vines this year will net me as much as my
honey crop, according to present prospects.
While the vines are small the sheds can be

covered with cabbage-palmetto leaves tied on
to wire or nailed on to 1x3 wooden slats. These
once properly put on will last until the vines
cover the sheds.

I set my posts 8 feet apart each way, and use
3x4 scantling 10 feet long to tie them crosswise
and support wires or slats. These are nailed at
a height to clear the head at the front, and
some 6 to 8 inches higher at the back.

S. P. (page .526) can not keep his honey from
candying. It will not ripen in the hive so but
that it will candy more or less, even though
left right there; and when his bees are raising
brood in the latter part of winter and early
spring he will find little white pellets of it tum-
bled out of the hive by the bees after they have
sucked out all the liquid honey that they can
get. I have evaporated saw-palmetto honey
(that least liable to granulate) down to where
it felt like putty, in my sun evaporator, and
still it will partly granulate. Why not let it

granulate all that it will, and educate consum-
ers up to the fact that the granulation Is a
guarantee of purity that can not be disputed,
and that it takes only a little heat to liquefy it,,

as is the case with maple sugar?
The honey crop here is almost a total failure

up to date; and even should the mangrove
yield honey from this time until the close of
the bloom, but little honey would be gathered,
as the bees are not in shape to do rapid work.
This is the first season in my sixteen years'

experience in bee-keeping here that the black
mangrove has put on a liberal bloom and yet
secreted no honey. 1 believe it to be in this sec-

tion as reliable a honey-producer as there is in

existence. Its roots are covered twice each 24
hours by the tides. We have had a very dry
May and June, but it would seem as though
drouth should have little or no effect upon it.

Some climatic or electric condition unknown to

us is probably responsible for keeping several of
our apiarists away from the World's Fair who
had calculated on their honey crop to supply
the means. As the orange-groves are flourish-

ing, I think you will soe me there a little later,

brothers Root and Mason.
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Sarah Thacker. page 527, has probably been
misled by W. M. Hoge's rascality. Those who
should know, say that there is not a particle of
honey in his widely advertised " Honey of
Figs." I know him to be a rascal and a cheat,
to be avoided by all honest men.
Hawks Park, Fla., July 11. W. S. Hart.

RAMBLE 89.

CALIFORNIA HONEY ; WHAT CAUSES IT TO DROP
IN PRICE, ETC."?

The notice, upon the borders of the Rambler's
apiary. "Danger to horses and women," and
the temper of the bees, had a very salutary
effect upon my neighbors, resulting in their
keeping afar off. For instance, one evening,
just as the work of the day had been finished
up, a shout attracted my attention; and, ad-
justing my " spects," I saw a fellow an eighth
of a mile away, among the greasewood bushes,
swinging something in his hand that looked
very much like a jack-rabbit. I thought he
wanted to giveit to me, and. shouted lo him,
"No! don't want him," and turned toward my
cabin: but he shouted and gesticulated all the
more, and I went down to see what the ado was
about. A nearer view showed that, instead of
a rabbit, he was swinging a wooden -jacketed
two-gallon can, and wanted honey. His wants
were supplied, and. after soothing his fears by
telling him that the bees had gone to roost, I

interested him by showing the operation of the
honey extractor. His wife was still further
away in the bushes, with :he horse and road-
cart, and it took our united shouts and persua-
sions to get her to drive up anywhere near the
apiary. A big June-bug flew over her head,
and the gone-to-roost theory had but little

weight with her; and as soon as her husband
and the honey were adjusted, the whip was
applied, and away they went, with my most
benign smiles following them. Other lovers of
honey in Bloomington were also in a nervous
state over bees. June-bugs, etc.; and now
whenever the Rambler walks over to the post-
office for his mail, charming ladies, with an
empty pail In hand, will request that, '• the
next time you come over, take this pail and.
bring me two bits' worth of honey." Sometimes

PEDDLING HONEY " A LA CHINAMAN."

I have more pails of various sizes than I know
what to do with. Now, Jake Smith's plan for

Seddling honey on a "syckle" may do for
ake's boy on a smooth road; but when it

conies to following a blind trail through grease-
wood bushes and cactus-plants, the " syckle " is

clearly out, and I think of adopting the Chinese
plan as far better. The slant-eyed Mongolians
have a way of carrying quite large loads of
various articles by properly balancing them
over the shoulder, on a long pole; and so my
plan for distributing honey Is, to attach my
multitude of pails to a pole, as shown in the
sketch.
Although there are many in this State whose

palate delights to be tickled with a touch of
honey, there is not so much consumed here as
there would be if we had a colder climate.
Honey is a heat producing food; and as our
climate supplies nearly all of the exterior heat-
that the system demands, the interior applica-
tion of heat in the form of food is not called for.
The great bulk of our honey is, therefore,
shipped to other consumers, and our sales of
honey are probably conducted upon a larger
scale, and different from methods in vogue in
any other State in the Union. It is safe to say
that there is no other portion of the country,
with an equal area, that ships so many car-
loads of honey as Southern California.
The clouds and winds during the rainy sea-

son are watched with care by the bee-keeper.
If the winds blow from the right quarter to
bring rain, there is evident pleasure; but when,
after a few drops fall, the wind changes and
the skies become clear, there is liable to be a
spell of the blues. It may be surmised, then,
what the effect is when several inches of rain
falls; and the more inches recorded, the higher
the spirits rise. Over 20 inches of rain is quite
a sure indication that there will be a good
honey-flow.
The next anxious condition the honey-pro-

ducer gets into is when he begins to whirl the
extractor, and the honey begins to flow. About
this time the local dealers begin to come around
to renew their acquaintance with the bee-men,
or a new buyer may be on the ground, and, of
course, he is very affable, and wishes to be
remembered when you sell your honey. Upon
these first rounds no prices are offered, and the
producer's mind is left in a state of speculation.
After a few tons of honey begin to accumulate,
the dealer comes around again, and this time
carefully makes an offer. It is usually low
enough to suit the most exacting bee-keeper,
and not a few grasp at it as a drowning man
grasps at a straw, and, of course, a carload sold
at the lowest figure the dealer dare offer sets
the price for all of the rest. This year the price
offered for extracted honey has been 4K: cents,
and this long before any one knew whether the
yield would be large or small. The dealer, of
course, has great stories to relate about great
yields here and there, while the fact appears,
at this date, that, though we had a fine rain-
fall, the honey-yield as compared with the crop
of 1880 is but an average crop.
The Rambler contends that the obstacles the

honey-producer has to contend with in order to
obtain uniform prices for his honey are small
in comparison with the fruit-industry. The
greatest obstacle is the selling of the honey for

first offers, and long before the real output is

known. These first and low offers are taken
usually by producers whose need of money is

immediate. For instance, a bee-keeper, thus
in need of money, drove out with a dealer to
one of his apiaries, and sold the honey there for

4>.^ cents; they then went to another apiary,
and half the honey in that apiary vyas sold for

4«:i : and before they reached town the other
half was sold for 5 cents, and the honey all of

the same quality—sage. If the dealer was will-

ing to pay 5 cents for a portion, it is.rea*onable
to suppo.se that 5 cents could have been obtain-
ed for all of it. In Wall Street parlance, the
dealer is a bear—he bears down upon the price
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all he can. What we need is a good healthy
bull to boost the price up. I think the bull
could be found in thorough organization. I

find that California bee-keepei's do not enter-

WHAT CAMFOKNIA BEE-KEEPERS NEED.

tain ideas of exorbitant prices for their prod-
uct. Their ideas range between 5 and (5 cents,
with a strong leaning, of course, toward the
latter, and about 10 cents for comb honey. A
uniform price of 5}4 cents this season would
have been satisfactory, I think, though some
are still holding for the (). That a better order
of things will come out of the pre.^cnt chaos is

the hope of the Rambler.

A KHODE ISLANDER'S SUCCESSFUL WAY OF
WINTERING.

HE ARGUES FOR SEALED COVERS.

The following described method of wintering
bees has. in twelve successive years, proved to
be the ideal way for this climate. Situated
close to the salt water, where the weather is

veiy changeable, varying from ten to fifteen de-
grees below zero to fifty or sixty above it within
a day or two. and severe cold frequently fol-

lowed by warm dense fogs, with the moisture
condensing on every thing, have proved to be a
combination hard to overcome. The fall honey-
flow, also, has to be taken into account, as its

earliness or lateness and quality all affect the
preparations.
As soon as the supers are removed, the combs

are reduced to seven or eight, and the stores are
equalized. About Sept. 15th, varying according
to the season, a final inspection is made, and
the enameled mats are put on for good, not to
be disturbed again until the following spring.
The bees soon have every thing glued up air-
tight, and also have built up under the mats
such winter passageways as they want. These
latter are easily and quickly removed in the
spring, and yield quite a lot of wax. Within a
couple of weeks the sawdust packing is put in,

using it about three inches thick on sides, ends,
and top. Under the hives, leaves are generally
pushed, but not always. The hives are single-
wall, with outer case for winter, and some
are "Falcon" chaff. All have eight-inch en-
trances, which are left wide open all winter.
The non-disturbance of the mats until late

spring I find very important. The condition of
a colony can be easily told by a glance under

the combs, and a look at the entrance; and a
little listening will frequently do. Of course,
the ages of all queens are known. If a colony
is running down, little can be done for it until
well in the spring, and then it is most profitable
to unite it with one of its stronger neighbors

—

never with anotlier weak one.
All ways of preparation, with frames varying

from 43.2 inches to 30 inches deep, have been
thoroughly tried, and the foregoing succeeds
every time. Arthur C. Miller.
Providence, R. I., July 12.

BEES OF INDIA.

AN INTERESTING LETTER; MORE ABOUT THAT
HONEY ON A STICK.

A. I. Root:—Some three months ago you
printed an account of a new race of bees in
India, which made their honey around a stick
or twig. I was so much interested in the mat-
ter that I wrote to the address given, the Rev.
W. R. Manley, who has replied in the interest-
ing letter which I inclose for you to make such
use of as you think proper.

Julius Tomlinson.
Allegan. Mich., July 13.

[Mr. Mauley's letter is as follows:]

Mr. Julius r(H;iJi/iS(i)(:- -Yours of April 18, and the
newspaper containing some remarks of tlie Rev.
D. H. Drake, in reg'ard to our Indian honey-bees,
came by hist week's mail. I am sorry that the in-

formation I can give you in reply to your questions
will have little scientific value, as I am not an
entomologist, and have never made any special
study of tlie bees of this country. Besides, I am
dependent, in part, for the statements 1 shall make,
upon information derived from natives wlio liave
little idea of scientific distinctions, or of strict ac-
curacy in stating what they know; but what I shall
give you outside of my own observation is, to the
best of my knowledge, reliable.
There are said to be four distinct varieties of

honey-bee in this country, and all of tliem ditterent
from the honey-bee of America. My old friend Mr.
Drake is wrong, however, in referring ihem e.vclu-
sively to UdayMgiri. They exist certainly in other
places in tlie Madras Presidency, and doubtless all

over India. I'dayagiri honej' has indeed a local
I'eputatioii, like Michigan potatoes or Minnesota
wheat, but this isdue to purely local circumstances,
and not to any |itcnli:irity of v^ariety.

We used to have a great deal of lioney brouglit to
us at Ongole. eighty miles from here, Imt nearly all

of it had such a rank taste as to make it unfit for
table use. T have also eaten honey produced in the
Shevaroy Hills, at an elevation of .5000 feet; but
though it was considered very fine by those who
lived there, it was far from being as good as the
Udayagiri honey. This, also, varies greatly in
quality. We bought some not long: since which had
a distinctly bitter flavor, from being made, so the
native that brought it said, from the flowers of the
margosa, a tree the leaf and bark of which have an
intensely bitter taste; while on the day your letter
arrived we bought some more that was very nice.
None of the honey that we get here, however, has
quite the taste of the tame honey at liome. There
is always more or less of a peculiar flavor that de-
tracts a good deal from the quality.
Tlie kind of hone.v described by Mr. Drake is made

by a bee not more "than half the size of the Ameri-
can bee. It is usually placed, as he says, around a
smsill twig, a single comb in a place, six to eight
inches long by two or three in thickness; but that
we used to have offered us in Ongola was often
attached to a prickly-pear leaf, and we got our
mouths filled with cactus thorns before we learned
to let such as that alone. I am sorry that I can give
you no information in regard to the bee Itself, far-
ther than its small size and the fact that its honey
is always placed in the open air. Honev of this
kind is usually brought in the comb, and is apt to
have a good deal of "bee-bread " in it, witli some
young bees. The number of bees in a single colony
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is probably small, to judge from the size of the
comb.
The natives tell me of two other varieties, smaller

still than the one I have described, but said to be
true honey-bees. These deposit their honey in hol-
low trees, or in holes in walls, or among rocks.
There is but little of it, and it is said to be of very
interior quality. I have never seen them, but theie
seems no reason to doulit that such exist; tlie

smaller variety of the two, as described to me by a
native of Udayagiri Hill, who brings us a good deal
of honey, being about as large as housetlies.
. There is still another variety of bee which makes
most of the honey we buy. Tiiis is considerably
larger than your tame bee, the hinder part of the
body being longer and more pointed, while tlie

wings and head are of a dark smoky color. I should
judge there were about as many of these in a colony
as of the tame bees at home. They usually attach
their comb to the under surface of an overhanging
rock on the face of a cliff, inaccessible to any thing
but human Ingenuity; and the single comb whicli
they make is about a foot and a half broad where it

adheres to the rock, of about the same depth, and
three or four inches in thickness. Whether the
wax of which these combs are made is essentially
different from that of our domestic bees in America.
I do not know; but it seems to have the power of
resisting the intense heat of a blazing sun in a way
that T am quite certain the comb of our tame bees
would not.
In gatliering tliis kind of honey the natives let

themselves down by a rope from above; and the
story is told here of one man wlio went alone to rob
some bees, as lie did not wish to share his spoils
with another; but the rope by which he climbed
down gave way, and he M^as killed by falling to the
bottom of the precipice. In the Slievaroy Hills the
natives use ladders of split bamboo instead of ropes.
These can be made as long as required by lashing
pieces together. It is then lowered over the clitl,

and a man climbs down to where the honey is. Fires
are usually built btlow the bees in order to stupefy
them by the smoke; but this in most cases would
have little effect, owing to the height of the bees
from the foot of tiie cliff. However, I have been-
told by those who bi'ing us honey that they care
little for the sting of the bees, having become so
inoculated with the poison that it produces little

effect.
The temper of these large bees is quite as uncer-

tain as that of our tame bees at home. I once saw
a colony of them that had attached their comb to
the under side of a beam over a driveway in front
of the judge's court in Nellore, and were working
away apparently without disturbing, or being dis-
turbed l)y. the crowds of people that were constant-
ly coming and going. On the other hand, there are
three swarms of them on tlie face of the cliff near a
spring from which our drinking-water is brought
while we are on the hill, and a few days ago they
attacked and stung an old man and a boy, appar-
ently without any provocation. The old man comes
up every day with our mail and marketing, and tlie

boj', a relative of one of our servants, was going
down with him. They had stopped at the spring to
eat some food wlien tlie bees commenced stinging
the boy. Tiie old man wrapped his own upper cloth
around the boy and l)rought him back up to the
house: but in doing .so he had left his own body ex-
posed, and stings by dozens were picked out (jf his
body and :egs and the boy's head. Tlieiewas lu)

immediate swelling, thougli tiie jiain seemed to be
severe. I gave them some simple remedies, and tlie

old man went down the hill. Tlie boy remained, and
the next morning liis face was swollen beyond rec
ognition. The swelling did iiot subside for three
days, and it was loiigei' than tliat before the old
man was able to climb the hill again. From this it

would seem that the poison injected by the sting of
these bees does not act so quickly as that of our
tame bees, but is no less potent.
You speak of them as a uriv variety of bees. They

may be new so far as knowledge of them in America
is concerned, but they are probably much older, in
point of fact, than our own domestic bees, and, so
far as I can learn, have never been domesticated.
The wild bees which abounded in Palestine in Bible
times probably did not differ greatly if at all from
those found in India to-day.
The price of honey varies with the season. In

times of exce.ssive drouth it is scarcely to be had
at any price. The natives, of course, destroy every
colony of bees they rob; and in a country like this
part of India, with its scanty rainfall and frequent

drouths, the wonder is, almost, that the bees do
not become exterminated. This is one of the abun-
dant years, and we are offered much more than we
have any use for; .still, it is not really cheap. For
seven pounds of strained honey the other day my
wife gave a rupee and a half, which, at the present
rate of exchange, would be about seven cents a
pound. This, considering comparative quality and
the relative value of money, is quite as dear as good
American honey at twenty-five cents a pound.

W. R. Manley.
TJdayagiri, Madras Presidency, India, May 30.

[We are not able to identify the race.'^ of bees
mentioned by Mr. Manley. Possibly Mr. Ben-
ton can enlighten us. VVc should be pleased,
also, to have him tell us what he knows about
the bees that put their honey "on a stick."]

REPORT FROM GERMANY.

BY THE EDITOK OP THE " ILI.U.STRIERTE
NENZEITUNG.

The season of 1S93 in Germany was a remark-
able one. In some sections of the "land of
Dzierzon " the honey crop was a total failure;
in others the bees got their winter stores; and
in others they stored more honey than was
ever before reported in our bee-jonrnals. In
North Germany we had a very good crop from
linden (basswood), locust, and other honey-
plants: and in South Germany there has been a
flow of honey from fir-trees. Some colonies
gave 200 to 300 lbs. of rich extracted honey, be-
sides winter stores. About the source of this
honey, our doctors disagree. Doctor Dzierzon
asserts that this honey, not being gathered
from the nectaries of blossoms, was the product
of the excrement of the tree-lice; and some doc-
tors, and with them the most of the practical
bee-keepers, say it is a product of the sap of the
plants, which would secrete on the upper side

of the leaves after very hot days and chilly

nights. Other of the German bee-keepers
think both of these opinions are right, so that
we may as well have plant-lice honey as honey
from the sap of the plants. Now, every bee-
keeper knows that plant-louse honey is dan-
gerous as food for the bees to winter on, and
therefore many German bee-keepers were
anxious about this species of honey from the
sap of the plants. But though the winter was
severe, all the bees in Germany came out very
well. So it proved that the honey from the
fir-trees was not dangerous—at least, not so

this winter. This honey has a very dark color.

It is darker than the honey from buckwheat;
yes, it is nearly black and glutinous, and has a
smell and taste like tannin.
That the bees in Germany, when; nearly all

bee-keepers prefer outdoor wintering, came out
very well, was, of course, besides other circum-
stances, the result of some fine days we had in

the middle of February, when our bees had a
successful cleansing flight. But from this time
till to the begiiuiing of June we had cold,

rough, stormy days, and now and then night-
frosts. On the morning of June 30 the leaves

of the potatoes were injured in this way, and
no rain wonh mentioning. It has so happened
that these days were always mixed up with
some very fine ones, on vvhich our bees not only
could fly out, but found from the end of March
more or less ni'W honey and pollen. This, I

think, was the reason that the bees in Germany
prospered; and so much the more, when the
bee-keeper had'planted some honey and pollen

yielding plants in the neighborhood of his

apiary. Please do not misunderstand me in

this case. I am fully aware that the planting
of some patches—yes, some acres—of honey-
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plants will not sufficp, to put the extractor in

motion or to get filled supers of comb honey.
No, the gain of such planting lies in another
direction. According to a common saying of
our old experienced bee-masters, " One ounce of
newly gathered honey and pollen, carried into
the entrance of the hive by the bees, is worth
more than one pound from the old storage in

the hive or feeding." I am of opinion that
drops of honey and little bits of pollen gathered
early in the spring will agree well with the
health of a colony, causing them to thrive, even
if after some fine days followed by some very
bad weather. Experience has taught me so,

and the last spring has confirmed it.

For more than twenty years I have taken
care that my bees find on their flights, early in
the spring, some fresh honey and pollen; and
therefore I planted in the apiary, or close by,
snowdrops, crocuses, scrophularia vernalis, wil-
lows, and winter rape. I sowed the rape in the
month of August on a patch two rods square.
Eape is one of our best honey-plants, and will
blossom early or late in the month of April,
according to the weather. New honey and
pollen, although they came in driblets, have
the stimulative effect peculiar to spring, and
will serve to make the old stores in the hive, or
the food one maybe feeding, agreeable to the-
bees, and at the same time will do them much
good. Of coursf , the more bees can gather from
this fresh honey and pollen, the better it is for
them. In most parts of Germany the plants
yielded this year, from the end of April till

the beginning of July, so much honey during
those fine days that followed the bad ones,
that, at the time of fruit-blossoms, the extract-
or had to be set in motion to keep the honey
from crowding out the brood.
The first natural swarms appeared in April,

some in May; but only a few. Where the
extractor wa'^ not used at the right time, there
was no swarming at all.

On the beginning of June the cold and
stoi'my days were over: hot days and warm
nights set in, and prevailed till this time. The
repoi'ts from South Germany tell us that the
fir-trees yield as much honey as in the year
before. In North Germany, at least here in
Wilsnack, we have not such honey, and only
honey from the blossoms of the plants. There-
fore I can say that we have had a very good
honey season till now; and if buckwheat and
heathei- will yield as much honey as the other
honey-plants have yielded, we in Germany
may say that the year 1893 was one of the best
ones in Germany we have had for a decade.

C. J. H. Gkavenhokst.
Wilsnack, Germany, July .5.

THE THREE METH^WW OF ftUEEN-KEARING.

doolittle's preferred; j. d. fooshe de-
scribes HOW HE USES IT.

Friend Root:—l have just received Glean-
ings, and have read some articles with plea-
sure. Gleanings is always good, but now and
then we see an article from some one of experi-
ence along the line we are working on. This
number has an article from S. F. Trego, on cell-
building. I have been interested in this sub-
ject for ten or twelve years, and have made
queen-rearing a specialty; therefore I like to
read any thing I see pertaining to it. I have
tried three plans, and will give them as I learn-
ed and experimented with them.

1. By removing the queen and letting the
bees build cells, or placing a frame of choice
brood, of the right age, in a queenless colony.

Neither of these gives cells enough. The frame
of brood inserted in a queenless colony is better,
as they will build as many cells on one frame as
they will on all the frames the other way.

2. By cutting strips of comb containing larvaj
of the right age, and fastening to the bar

—

about three bars — including top, and known as
the Alley plan.

3. The Doolittle wax-cup plan. These I fas-
ten to bars, as on the Alley plan, and transfer
the larvae, which we might term grafting. The
latter plan I have almost entirely adopted, be-
cause I can get more cells built out by that plan
than by any other, and they stand well apart,
and in nice condition to place in protectors. I

generally have them built out in double stories
above the excluder; but when there is no honey
coming in, there is a great deal of risk jn upper
stories unless the excluder is of the right size.

Mine is larger than the more modern make, and
therefore (jueens sometimes get above; and even
if they do not, the inquisitive little fellows
will very often tear down the cells, commenc-
ing about two days before they are to hatch;
therefore, to have cells built in an upper story,
the colony ought to be very strong—so much so
that the bees should be inclined to build comb.
I like this cup plan better than the other two,
because there is no mutilation of comb, and we
gel cells that hatch with more regularity. I

notice you say that you ha,ve never succeeded
with this plan satisfactorily. I gave my plan a
year or two ago, by which I never failed to get
a half or more of the cups accepted. I usually
put forty to fifty cups into a colony which has
been made queenless, and from which all brood
has been removed, say, six hours, or long enough
for them to moan when you o[jen up their hive.
When they do that, the colony is in proper con-
dition to receive cells with larvie, and not be-
fore. Some colonies will not moan or cry under
12 hours, and sometimes not at all; but when
they don't, they never start as many cells as
when they do. The cells, before giving the lar-

vte, should have hung in a weak hive for a few
hours, say 12 to 24. bcifore transferring the lar-
vse. I always get better cells, and more of
them, by this plan than by either of tlie other
two. The objection to the first plan mentioned
is. that the combs are mutilated, and the cells

are irregular in hatching, and it does not give
as many cells at a time as I should wish to run
inO nuclei or over.

I like the Alley plan better than the first: but
it has the objectionable feature of crowding the
cells together, and irregularity of hatching, and
also of mutilating the combs; but if the combs
are patched with worker comb at the time the
larva is cut out, it is not so objectionable, as
there is no danger of the bees building drone
comb; but we all know that, unless we are care-
ful to give the combs to hives containing young
queens, they will, as a rule, patch them with
drone comb. When I followed that plan I had
a great many combs with drone comb built
wherever I cut out chunks of comb for larva?, so
I was glad when I found a better way. I have
tried the plan Mr. Trego gives, when I have been
pushed for cells, but I was always afraid to fol-

low that up, as we are liable to have cells start-

ed on larvEe from an inferior queen. Unless
they are well marked I am very apt to make a
mistake; and to follow the plan successfully,
all the larva? around the cells started should be
killed; but even then there will be many cells
that can't be separated. And I also find that,
to transfer a young larva of the right age (which
is about one day after the egg has hatched) to a
cell containing royal jelly two days old, the bees
often clean out the jelly and commence new. I

have never tried giving a larva of about the
same age as the one in the cell containing royal
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jelly; but I don't think any larva? will make as

good queens as the ones a day old. I think I

shall experiment a little by transferring larvie

of about the same age as the one imbedded In

the cup, say after it has been fed two days.
With the wax-cup plan I often take the head
of a wire nail and insert it into cups of royal
ielly. and smear the bottom of new cups that
nave not hung in a hive, for the bees to glaze,

and place the larva in it. and the bees generally
accept about the same percentage.
Now, friend Root, all of our plans will work

well when honey is coming in freely; but when
the season is over, and we have to rear queens
out of season, as I do the year round, we had
better have a true and tried plan. I buy black
and hybrid colonies every year when I can get
them; but I supplant the queens as soon as pos-

sible, or make nuclei of them. If I have any
drones in them I transfer them and place an
empty hive at the bottom, with a queen-exclud-
er on it. and above that another empty hive to

receive the combs. I then cage the queen and
shake all the bees ott' in front of the hive, and
put the frame into the top hive, and then
place the queen on top of the frames, cover them
up, and the next morning remove the bottom
hive, after stopping it up so that no drones can
get out, and then we can have a drone-killing
or drone-perishing, as suits the fancy.
This is the poorest season we have ever passed

through here. I am glad to see encouraging
reports, even if I am noi in it. To tell the rea-
son would make this article too long; so I will

write some other time and tell how I manage
my bees and qveen-rearing department during
a poor season.

VIRGIN vs. LAYING QUEENS FOR GOING
THROUGH PERFORATED ZINC.

I will answer Dr. Miller with regard to virgin
queens going through excluders, that laying
queens, even if they can go through, are not
disposed to do so. My experience is, that a
virgin queen that hatches in an upper story
without brood, and, better, unsealed brood, will,

as a rule, find her way through the excluder,
and in a few days a tine laying queen will be
supplanted. I lost two or three very fine queens
this year that way. It nearly always happens
that, when a young queen happens to hatch
among the bees, she kills the old one; which
proves to me that queens do not always depend
on the bees to do the killing. I am surprised at
the two queens being alive when they arrived
at your place. They would always fight when
they got together, for me. I am always careful
not to expose them to each other. Last year I

had an imported queen which you ordered for
me. She was introduced safely into a colony
that I had had at cell -building. She had begun
to lay, and in a day or two I opened the hive to
take a peep at her. The first thing I saw was a
nice little virgin queen. I was satisfied, with-
out looking any further, that my imported queen
was killed, and. sure enough, I found her on the
bottom-board, apparently very recently killed.

If a virgin queen gets into a colony of bees with
a laying queen, the bees will do the work; but
when the queen is hatched in the hive, and has
been crawling about among them for two or
three days, she will nearly always kill the old
queen. 1 think that, perhaps, the old queen
can squeeze through as small an opening as a
young one; but they will not make such persis-
tent efforts. .1. 1). FOOSHE.
Coronaca, S. C, July s.

[We will explain to our readers, that Mr.
Fooshe is our Southern queen-breeder; and
while his name does not appear in the adver-
tising columns, nevertheless he is one who I'ears

the larger portion of the queens we sell early

in the season, and a considerable number later
on. When it comes to the rearing of untested
queens we find that our Southern breeders can
rear them cheaper than we can here in the
North.] ^—

I ^
WILLIE ATCHLEY.

THE MOST EXTENSIVE QUEEN-BREEDING BOY
APIARIST IN THE WORLD.

The subject of this sketch was born in Sparta,
White Co., Tenn., Nov. ;.'2, 1876. and came with
his parents to Texas in the fall of 1877. He
walked across the house at the age of eight
months. At the age of five years he drove a
delivery-wagon to any part of the city of
Dallas. He has been brought up in the bee-
yards, and does not know when he learned to
manage bees, but has grown into the business.
He is to-day, so far as we know, the best queen-
raiser of his age in the world, and the best

WII.LIE ATCHLEY.

posted in bee culture of any boy of his age. It

is a knotty question indeed that he can not
properly answi^r about bees. He has raised
thousands and thousands of queens, and by all

the methods known to most bee-keei)ers. He
says he liked the Doolittle plan better than
any thing else up to this present season, but he
has discovered a new plan that he likes better
than any yet tried. He says that the Alley
plan is no surer way to get cells than the Doo-
little way. as neither is a fast and sure way;
but at certain seasons he can get the bees to

accept and finish up nearly all the cells by the
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Doolittle method. He says that the bees will

destroy just about as many of the eggs and lit-

tle larva? of the Alley plan as they will fail to

accept of the Doolittle plan; and having so
many cells to start, and at times when they
were most needed, the bees would not save as
many as he wished. So he has been all this
year working to get a better way, and has
found it. His own description is as follows:

Mks. Jennie Atchley.
Dip the cells the same as by the Doolittle

way, but leave the lower end of the cell-dipping
stick the same size as the bottom of a worker-
cell, an eighth of an inch; then let the stick be
the size of the inside of a natural queen-cell up,
say, about half an inch, like the cut. Now dip

WILLIE ATCHLEY'S CELL-CUP STICK.

the cells and it will leave a little hole in the
bottom of the cell-cup an eighth of an inch
deep. Now have your breeder lay in a comb
that bees have hatched in; two or three limes
is best; and when the eggs begin to hatch" into
larviB, say when about 10 to 24 hours old. then
cut out a piece containing as many larv» as
you think you will need. Take a knife as
sharp as a razor (I use a razor); pare down the
cells just as low as you can and not disturb the
larva. Now, just about as fast as you can
move your hands, lift out the cocoons and place
them in the bottom of the cell-cups in the little
pit made for them; and if your stick is made
just right, the cocoons will fit snugly enough to
stay firmly.
When properly put in, the lining will just

come up even with the bottom of the cell-cup
proper. You see, the larva is not moved nor
touched, and will live several hours without
attention from the bees should they fail to see
to them at once; while by the Doolittle plan of
moving larva? and putting in royal jelly the
little larvie sometimes dry up befoi'e the bees
feed them, or they come so near starving that
they gel a setback which they never recover
from. I am getting as fine queens as I ever
saw by any process, and the bees always take
care of them better than by the Doolittle plan.
Of course, I do not claim that the bees save

them all, as I have seen bees destroy part of
the cells that they had started naturally, so
they are going to have their own way about it;

but they save as many as two-thirds, and often
all, for me, by this method. You see. the food
the workers and queens eat is practically the
same for a while, and possibly all the time, for
aught I know; but the 'queen gets more of it,

and thicker, when she is old enough to use it.

So it makes no difference about the jelly; but I
try to get larv« that are well fed, as the bees
seem to like them better. I tried cutting out
the base or bottom of new comb, and placing in
cell-cups, but was not very successful; and, in
fact, I was puzzled to get tools sufficient to han-
dle my cocoons, till Mr. Root sent us some long
sharp-pointed tweezei'S to pull bee-stings with;
and you ought to have seen me jump and grab
them as soon as I espied what they were for.

We were not looking for the tweezers, as Mr.
Root had not told us he was sending them.
We now have four pairs of these tweezers, as we
ordered more from Mr. Root at once.

I have combined the Alley plan, the Doolit-
tle plan, and my plan; and together I have the
best, fastest, and most scien'ific plan I ever
saw. Why I say I have combined all three is,

I take a colony of bees that have lots of young
bees, and take their brood all away, and keep

them shut up on frames of honey, and no brood
or queen from 12 to 24 hours; then give them a
lot of my cell -cups placed on the combs by
sinking the cells into the comb enough to stay
firmly; and you ought to see them work them
out. I get better cells, need no royal jelly nor
cutting of strips of comb; and if you want to
try the best plan to raise queens, and lots of
them, send to A. I. Root at once and get you a
pair of tweezers that is already just right, as he
has every thing anyhow—at least, every thing
bee-keepers need; then go to work and raise
all the cells you want, and on a large scale, if

you wish, as, with bees enough, you can raise
any amount. Willie Atchley.
Greenville. Texas, July 7.

[Friend Willie has made a most important
and valuable improvement on the Doolittle
method. The actual improvement, however,
consists in the method of transferring the larva
and milky food without disturbing either; and
the idea of cutting down the cocoons to ^fi inch
deep, so as to pick up. by means of tweezers,
the little cups, as it were, containing larv;e and
milky food, and pushing them into the artificial

cup, is quite ingenious. Such an invention
(and it is practically such) would do honor to a
boy of very much older grov,tli. We have no
doubt that our friend Willie has had very much
more to do with queen-rearing than any other
boy of his age in the United States or any other
country. We are very glad indeed to make
his acquaintance, and hope he will let us hear
from him again, regarding any further devel-
opments respecting queen-rearing.
The cell-cup stick, the one which Willie had

found by actual test to be just right, was for-
warded to us, and we instructed our engravers
to make a cut showing it full size, and as exact
a representation as it is possible to make. If

you wish to make cell-cup sticks like Willie
Atchley's, follow the engraving and you will
not get fax amiss.
In regard to the tweezers, perhaps we should

say that we employed the Atchleys to extract
10,000 bf^e-stings. As we were short of bees
when the order came, we thought our friends
in the South could do it cheaper than we; and
it seems that Willie was given the task. On
one or two occasions we have done the work
here at the Home of the Honey-bees. Our
method, and the one that Willie followed, was
to take two pairs of tweezers—one with fine
points and the other with coarse. The opera-
tion of extracting the sting is as follows: The
bee is grasped by the thorax, with the coarse
tweezers. Just before the fine-pointed tweez-
ers pull the sting, the other pair crush the bee,
killing it instantly, and so on the operation is

continued. These 10,000 stings are made into a
medicine called apis yneUifica, and it is regard-
ed by the new school (homeopathic) as a very
useful and important medicine. It can be
obtained only by the means above described, by
an expert bee-keeper.]

^ I ^
TREGO'S METHOD INDORSED.

CAN THE NATUKE OF THE BEES THAT RAISE THE
CELLS BE IMPAETED TO THE INMATES OF

THEM?

The plan of starting cells as Mr. Ti-ego de-
scribes, page 528, is old, but it's the best, ac-
cording to my judgment, there is. It goes far
ahead of the Doolittle plan of wax cups. I have
used this way ever since it was given out that
queens could be raised in the upper story over a
full colony, and with a laying queen present.
My way differs only in this respect from Mr.
T.'s: I do not take the trouble to transfer the
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brood, but keep enough breeding queens in

strong colonies to supply strips of brood, so

ttiat, when the cells are started, and 48 hours
old, they are, just as they are, with bees ad-
hering, placed over a queen-excluder in the
top story of a strong colony, to be finished.

Now, I believe the nature of the bees that
raise the cells can be imparted to the inmates
of them. I know you can have whatever color
you want by observing the color of the bees
that raise the cells. That the above method
of raising cells is good and almost entirely suc-
cessful, you know from the splendid queens I

have sent you during this season.
Now, what's the matter with the Good candy,

for shipping queens on? When shall we ever
learn to leave "' Good " enough alone? A candy
or feed that we can ship queens on any dis-

tance, and any reasonable time, ought to be let

alone, at least for a while longer. What's the
use of fussing with water-bottles, etc., when
we have only to make the candy a little softer
or harder, as to the distance they are to go?
With the partition that holds the candy well
waxed and covered with waxed paper, it stays
where you put it, without any danger of soiling
the mails. W. J. Ellison.
Catchall. S. C, July 18.

MRS. HARRISON'S LETTER.

KEEPING COMBS IN THE CELLAR.

I arrived home from the South on the .^th day
of May; and other more pressing duties occupi-
ed my mind than the apiary until the 23d day of
May, when I went to work there. I found that
just half of the colonies were dead, and I under-
took the disagreeable task of saving the combs
and cleaning the hives. They had passed the
winter upon their summer stands, protected
with chaff cushions in the upper story, and
none of them had died of starvation.

It was so late in the season that the moths
were hatching, and I removed all of them that
I could : and as fast as a set of them were ready
I put them back into a clean hive and carried
them down celiar. After the combs had been in
the cellar a week I examined all of them care-
fully, when the sun wasshining brightly through
the cellar window, and I picked out all the
grubs of the moth that I could find, with a long
sharp darning-needle, and all cocoons. The
combs that had moths in them were put togeth-
er in hives, and used for the first swarms that
issued. In a week the operation was repeated,
and a few that had escaped were removed. In
another week they were examined, and not one
found; and as the cellar windows were covered
with wire gauze, and there is no outside door, 1

feel safe in saying that the combs will be safe
from being destroyed by the moths during the
remainder of the season, and no cocoons were
allowed to mature. If the hives had been clean-
ed as fast as the colonies died early in the
season, the combs would not have needed so
much attention. Keeping combs in the cellar,

to prevent the ravages of the bee-moth, is the
best and safest way that I have ever tried.

SHADE FOR HIVES IN FLORIDA.
When I was visiting the largest apiary in the

State of Plorida, owned by Alderman & Rob-
erts, Mr. Roberts (who is the practical apiarist
of the firm) said, " The colonies that do the best
are those in the shade of those oaks; and when
those oaks are larger. I intend to put more colo-
nies there." The oaks spoken of are what are
called scrub-oaks. They are deciduous, and, if

I am not mistaken, never attain to a large size.

Bees in Florida rear brood all winter, and need

the sun for warmth. If they are not strong to
work upon the early bloom they will gather no
surplus. The "winter of their discontent" is

during the hot summer months. The bees of
this firm at Wewahitchka were under sheds
with upright roofs, and had rows of colonies at
each side. Judging from what I know of the
climate of Florida, I think that Mr. Roberts is

correct, that colonies will be more profitable if

located under trees than under sheds; and bet-
ter still if they were not shaded at all during
the winter. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111., July 10.

WAYSIDE FRAGMENTS.

BY SOMNAMBULIST.

In our issue for June 15 we referred to the
very spicy series of articles now running in the
Progressive Bee-keeper, under the title of
"Wayside Fragments," by Somnambulist. In
order that our readers may have an idea of
what they are. we reproduce the article as it

appeared in the issue for July 1:

Not long since, in speaking of a deranged lady,
our colored help exclaimed: " Fo' de Lawd, jes'

aftah she's done had one of her wildest tantrums,
she will sit down tn the pianay and iinpiiftr tlie l)eau-

tifullest music you ever lieerdlii your liawii days!"
Tlie thought just then occurred to me that I

should not impose oa the powers of endurance ol
the readers of the Progreasive to the extent that I

did last month. So, when your eye meets " Way-
side Fragments," don't throw the paper aside in dis-

gust. Here is a chance to cultivate your charity. I

do not wish to be the (inly one who peruses " Frag-
ments." " Misery loves company," and, besides,

there is one subject herein mentioned to which I

wish you to give your serious attention. Moreover,
please remember the good old text (never under-
stood its meaning better than now), •' Blessed are
the merciful, for they shall obtain mercy."

I was pleased to see A. A. Baldwin step out of his
seclusion and throw the gaunlet to Doolittle. It

takes courage to attack such a biy man (in more
ways than one), and wouldn't it be fun to see two
such lock hornsV
Now, thiit's just what we want in the Progressive—

display of enougli spirit to take your own part, de-

fend any pet theories or plans of manipulation;
may be you have been practicing lo, these many
years, yet always kept your light under a bushel.
Pray don't be so exclusive; usually it does not pay.
When you have a good thing, let's hear from you.
Let your light shine. It is not nece.ssary to advertise
one's troubles—a man having crooked legs sliould

never wear striped pants—but reported failures

often serve as a beacon frt)m a liglithouse, to warn
others, drifting in the same direction, of rocks,
shoals, or otiier dangers ahead.
All of us want to learn. No man is more to be

compassionated than he who is satisfied with him-
self.
Did you ever! For the past six or seven years there has

Hved one of the most progressive, intelligent, and successlul

bee keepers in the United States, within four miles of the
Home of the Honey-l)ees, and we didn't know it.—E. R. Root,
in Gleanings (June 15).

And E. R. Root went hundreds of miles to obtain
pointers from prominent bee-keepers, with this un-
known one at his very door, as it were. Aye, there's

the rub! But perhaps in this case he wanted the
trip any way—that bicycle had to be tested, you
know. However, in the majority of cases our jour-

nals liave to draw upon the talent of ncighlioring
and distant States, while jilrnty of it can be found
right at home, if it could only be resurrected from
its burialplace.
How many are trying any of the new non-swarm-

ing devices, and from how many may we expect to
hear at the close of the season? Don't wait to be
Insisted upon. It isn't exactly manners, and can't

won't figure; for if the agent. Will, is brought Into
play, the giant Can't usually has to take a seat very
far in tlie rear, or vanish entirely to parts unknown,
so that, after a marvelously short period, we are
led to exclaim of these very writers.
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" True wit is nature to advant.^ge diessod;
What oft was thought, butne'er so well expressed;
Somethlnff whose truth convinced at sight we find,
That gives us back the ima,ge of our mind."

I might go on and preach a sermon a yard long-,
and what results as regards arousing this latent
talent? If you "vill," you "oi//;" hut if you
"voont," you "' voont." just liae the Dutchman
when he avowed, "I vill not be convinshed excent
by my own con^-inshun."
Seeing that bee-keepers observe the weather

changes so much more attentively than any other
class of people, would it not be mutually advanta-
geous for them to occupy the positions at the vari-
ous meteorological station.s?
Pretty cute plan, that of Frank Coverdale (see

Review) of preventing after-swarming Ijy the use of
the Heddon plan and the bee-escape on the other-
wise closed entrance of the old hive, whilst it re-
mains near the old stand.
Now is the time the average farmer bee-keeper is

after the specialist red hot for " just a few of those
patented hives." Wonder if it wouldn't pay to keep
a few nailed up for this purpose.
What of this?
If honey is adulterated, eharee the blame to the extractor;

this has made it possible; it is one of the inventions that
never should have been invented.—A. C. Tyrrel, in A. B. J.

Where is the army of extracted-honey producers?
To the front! Forward, march! and march riglit on
to this A. C. Tyrrel, and anhihilate him. or, rather,
this doctrine of his. If because, along with honey,
a thousand and one other things can be adulterate!!,
would the world have been better off had it never
known the articles? For a single instance, milk, the
first sustenance of man. Bah! Too thin! Too much
chalk and water about that kind of reasoning. Give
us something pure and unadulterated.
Here is another from " Stray Straws:"
That genial German, C. F. Muth, with his usual persistency,

has succeeded, as reported in A. B. J., in getting freight rates
on extracted honey the same as on svrup. instead of iO or .50

percent higher, as heretofori'. I don't linowjust how much
territory is covered by this ruling."

Just like that exasperating Miller. Somebody
please be a little more charitable and furnish the
very much de.sired information on this subject.
"Theworsi. spring here in thirty years," heads

" Stray Straws." Lots of company, Doctor. Never
have we watched so faithfully for the clover bloom.
Want, oh so badly! to attend the Chicago meeting
October 11, 12, and 13, but that has no effect on the
clover. Entirely too shy as to putting in an ap-
pearance, either as to date or quantity. Quality
also lacking.

" Will bees really build up faster with daily feed-
ing in spring than without it, providing abundant
stores are in the hive? "

Don't all speak at once, assuring us you " don't
know," but somebody who does know please tell.
June l.st Gleanings gives Aikin Bros. & Knight's

system for tlie prevention of swarming by trans-
fer) ing every few days tlie field forces of two colo-
nies from one to the other by inversion, and June
15th the new Bingliani smoker, witli reversed liel-
lows, wire hanrile and cuived nozzle. These im-
provements add much to the value of the old Bing-
ham.
E. R. Root speaks of cleating tlie bellows-boards

of the Crane smoker, to prevent warping. It will
also add to their durability. The first breakage
about a smoker, with us, is the splitting of the bel-
lows-board immediately beneath the fire-box. Of.
course, this is due to careless handling, but is it
always possible to have careful liands?
What's to prevent me having one of those Crane

smokers? I am very willing to promise never to use
tobacco nyaifi. But may be he doesn t send out the
Crane on those terms.
Gleanings has concluded the white of an egg de-

cidedly detrimental to candy for queen-cages. Con-
fectioner's sugar and first-class honey are the best,
the honey being the real food-element which sus-
tains life.

Thimks to Ameriedn Bee Jimrmtl and Gleanings
for kind expressions regarding "Wayside Frag-
ments," and please accept an apology right here.
Friend York, I hope you, nor any one else, ever en-
tertained the idea that f was so conceited as to im-
agine that I could walk around in my sleep and
gather items of interesffor the bee-keeping public.
To my first articlel simply signed " Sleepy Head;"

but ye editor, probably wanting some high-flown
name, and still more probably not wanting any
sleepy heads among his correspondents (they and

progressive being antagonistic) substituted " Som-
nambulist." and that's the way I became so chris-
tened; and as I have borne the cijmber.some name
this long without serious damage, I live in hopes of
surviving.
Friend Root, if the similarity of which you spoke

has an existence, then 'twas born out of my admi-
ration of those men's writings, and is highly illus-
trative of the infiuence we possess over eacli other.
I sincerely hope they will not feel that it detracts in
the least from their lionors. But as tor the other
sentences sounding " like no one elm," they certainly
sound like me.
This kindness from both of you carries me back

to childhood's days when we .sang.

How sweet to have earned
The blest recolle< tion
Of kindness returned

!

And while on this subject, permit me to add that
that bee-keeper s b<^nefactor. Bingham, seeing I was
still traveling in the same old ruts with a smooth
road just alongside, gave me a deliC'te hint as to
where I was, by sending me a wire handle and a
detachable curved nozzle for my old-style Bingham
smoker. Thanks.
Such hints are duly appreciated; but oh, the dis-

sension such small things can create! You remem-
ber that wielder of the Conqueror I told you of.

Well, she was determined to decorate her smoker
with them, and I— oli, what's the use lor a man to
say what he wants, when there's a womar, around
who will have her way? She probably laughs in
her sleeves at the advantage she now has over me
every time my smoker concludes to fall to pieces,
or refuses to do business longer for want of ammu-
nition.
By the way, those suggestions from Marion Miller

seem to be good. What is more aggravating than for
the cone to fall dff, and alwajs just at the time
when we most need vigorous work?
There never will come a time when brojid fields of

knowledge will not be open to every progressive
mind, and there never was a time when more op-
portunities for improvement were offered than are
now presented. Error must ultimately be over-
come; but as long as it exists, it retards progress
and lessens by so much the happiness of the world.
Therefore, we all rejoice in the fact that Michigan
is to have an experiment apiary, and that it is to
be in charge of such competent hands as those of
R. L. Taylor. This fact insures success.
Doesn't it seem as if Friend Hutchinson, and

through him the Rn^icw readers, had "struck luck,"
inasmuch as the reports are to be given to the Re-
rieivf With us, there is but one discordant feeling
mixed with this gladness; and that is, a feeling
Sf mewhat akin to jealousy that Michigan is to be
so much more highly favored than her sister States.
Accept our congratulations and very best wishes.
What do you think of exttacting honey at the rate

E. France says he does? (June Review.) He goes six
to eight miles from home, extracts 2000 to 3000 lbs.
per day, one doing the extracting and one the un-
capping, and another overseeing nine men keeping
every thing running smoothly. I fell in love with E.
France years ego; but just think how he works that
uncapper! Doesn't it seem as if he should be hand-
ed over to some humane society?
In some localities having an abundance of either

or both black or honey locust, bees have bred up
surprisingly.

I think, with Friend, Pond the danger attending
the introduction of queens is greatly overestimated;
Friend Flanagan, how much I desired to see a

date somewhere attached to your article, after
reading the first sentence, but failed to find one.
Bro. DornBlaser's eulogy on J. W. Rouse could

not be improved, and we all feel a pleasure in know-
ing it to be well merited.
What aliout that promise in the beginning? Oh,

yes! Au revoir. Somnambulist.
Naptown, Dreamland.

Whoever you are, Bro. Somnambulist, we ex-
tend our right hand of fellowship, and hope you
will continue on with your " somnambulatiiig."

I bought one of those Crane smokers of you five
or six weeks ago, and have used it constanly ever
since. It gives excellent satisfaction. I run my
smoker 10 to 13 hours a day, and it is run full blast.
New Smyrna, Fla. A. F. Brown.
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FAX.

One colony with proper atlcnshun and man-
agement will yield more honey and net more
money than a dozen left to shift for themselves.

When a qneen is ready to gnaw frum the cell,

And gittin' quite ripe, sometimes it is well
To help her climb out: but then, I have seen
A waste in the haste of puUin" too green.

Have tested bottom-boards with and without
paint. I think it decidedly the best to give
'em a good priniin' coat of white lead—they
haint so apt to git warped er kracked.

It don't pay to use unfinished sexshuns left

over from last year's krop. The bees will put
first-class honey into a fourth-rate receptickle:

but kustomers at large won't give a gilt-edged
price for the same.

Some one sez that a bee-sting is

Mity good fer the rumatiz;
And I konfess, fer a little bit.

It does make a feller git up and git.

A few days before swarmin' time a layin'

queen usually slacks up a little on account of

room, and grows sum smaller, so that, when
the bees swarm, she frequently gits a bustle on
her equal to a vargin queen.
Found a yaller-jackets' nest last week, a

small one, made of a kind of paper, and in the
form of a hen's egg. The outward shell en-
closed a disk of paper cells standin' on a sort of
pedunkle. The queen was yaller, and per-
formed 'bout like a Italyun queen. She was
four times bigger than the single worker that
was with her.

Heard a farmer say one day.
That he 'lowed the bees would pay
On his farm—liked honey so;

It and buckwheat cakes 'd go
Awful nice; but one drawback
Skeered him out—bees had a knack
Of just makin' the fur fly

When he happened to pass by
Whare they wuz; and wouldn't tend
To 'em fer that " bizness end."

Ellery Krum.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

We are now through with all of the bee-books
printed before 170O, and are ready for the next
one, printed in 1749, during the reign of George
II. This makes a skip of 70 yeai's after Rus-
den's book was published, as noticed in our
last. In this interval Sir Isaac Newton lived
and died. The great impetus given hy New-
ton to the manufacture of lenses put the world
ahead with mighty strides in the study of in-
sects. In 168,5 Stelluti published a description
of the parts of a bee which he had examined
through a microscope. In fact, as soon as this
instrument became of practical utility a com-
plete revolution in huinan ideas took place in
regard to bees and other insects. The rapidity
of this change is strikingly noticeable to one
who reads the books of those days in the order
of their appearance. If we take that portion of
time included between the writing of Butler's
Feminine Monarchy, KiO'.t, and the death of
Lord Byron, in 1824, we find a succession of
English names so numerous and brilliant as to
be absolutely astounding. In that list.we find

Shakespeare. Milton. Newton, Ilerschel. Ba-
con, and Davy. England also received a mighty
impulse in the arts and sciences when so many
people, of the very flower of a nation, were
driven from France by the revocation of the

Edict of Nantes, in 1G8.5. I allude to the expul-
sion of the Protestants. Well, why do I men-
tion all this? Simply to account for the won-
derful advance in bee-literature at the time of
which I write

—

\1'iO. And as I write those fig-

ures I am reminded that Huber—the immortal
and glorious Frenchman—was born on the 2d
day of July of that year. Besides, it is well, at
times, to take a brief view of the history of our
ancestors, and see the difficulties which they
encotintered and obstacles which they sur-
mounted. The cobwebs of ages hung over
England in the time of Butler, in matters
which were purely scientific. Even the rotun-
dity of this globe was not then universally
accepted as the true theory. I believe, further-
more, that bee culture will be none the less
attractive when we know its history.
The book in question is entitled " The True

Amazons; or, the Monarchy of Bees." It was
printed in that celebrated hot-bed of literature.
Paternoster Row. London, in 1749. By the way,
I wish some of our English readers would tell

us something about that street as it is to-day.
The author's fiame is Joseph Warder, a physi-
cian of Croydon. Somebody has written on the
flvleaf, " Very rare and curious." That is true.
The book commands respect as soon as one has
read a page. The part devoted to bees contains
163 pages, nearly the size of this. It is dedicated
to the queen, probably on account of the fact that
Warder must have despised such a contempti-
ble man 9,^5 George II. is known to have been.
When this royal figurehead heard of the death
of his father, George I., he exclaimed, " Dat is

one pig lie!" I suspect Warder feared the king
would say that of this book, especially where
the queen is spoken of as a female. What Eng-
land owes to her queens for what they have
done that was good, and for the evil they have
prevented, is ahead of my arithmetic.
In Rusden's book, mentioned in my former

article, he makes out that all bees are "fertilized

singly by the rex apurii (king bee). Mr. War-
der himself speaks of the workers as being
true females, and of laying eggs in the spring.
He demonstrates by actual di-ssection that the
drone is a male, and that its use, aside from
paternity, is to keep the eggs warm by sitting
on them I The use of the queen, in his opinion,
was simply to give orders , and be a lady. He
makes no mention of her egg-laying propensi-
ties. He speaks of the loyalty of the bees
toward the queen, and tries to shame the Brit-
ish for their intense dislike of George II. by
telling them they should be as loyal as the bees.

What George ought to have been as a king is

not mentioned. He says that many of the ab-
surdities which Mr. Rusden " imposed " on the
world were the result of following the "silver-
tongued Virgil." as he calls him. That's i-ight.

Virgil was a perfect ignoramus in regard to

the habits of the bees. Our authorsaysof him:
"Though Virgil was a great poet, in treating
of bees he writes more like a poet than an ex-

perienced bee-master." Again: " Hon^^y putre-
fieth not: but by its conservative virtue doth
prevent other bodies from putrefaction." This
proi)erty of honey was well known to the
Egyptians, who used it. we ai'e told, in embalm-
ing. Again. Mr. Warder says: "Eggs are laid

only in the middle cells, while those all around
the hive are reserved for honey—nature, or,

rather, the God of nature, having taught the
bees that, if they should cast their eggs near
the outside of tlie 'hive or box. there would not
heat sufficient come to hatch them." That
sounds as if frames were not used. Mr. Warder
is opposed to the killing of drones, and says it is

as foolish as for a man having ten rams and a
thousand ewes to kill the rams in order to in-

crease the flock. Thiit would be a more forci-
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ble illustration if the male sheep made a prac-
tice of sitting on spring lambs to •' keep them
warm."
The enemies of the bee are mentioned as the

moth, mice, earwigs, hornets, and wasps. The
part on bees winds up with very " full " direc-
tions on how to make "old budge" out of
honey. They called it mead, and equal to the
best Spanish wines.
The second part of the book consists of 200

pages in refutation of the papal dogma that
communion bread is the actual body of Christ
and not symbolical of it. The author is

Edward Lewis. He handles the subject in a
masterly way.
The third part of the book is " Directions to

the Clergy of London, in 1734. Amen Corner,
London, 17.38." Aside from its special bearing,
I wish that those who do so much toward ren-
dering the Bible unattractive by their wretched
reading of it could read what the author, the
Lord Bishop of London, says in regard to read-
ing sacred words. This one book, or three in

one, is certainly one of the most unique and
interesting I have ever examined. W. P. R.
Medina. O., July 24.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

THREE COLONIES 15 YEARS OLD.

I have three colonies that are 15 years old.

They are in two-story L. hives, 20 frames.
There has not been a frame moved in those
hives for that length of time. They winter in

a shed, packed in straw and chaff, with sealed
covers, air-tight. 1 have had as many as 160

lbs. of comb honey from each in a good year,
and not less than 30. F. P. Clark.
Parkman, Ohio. July it.

AN IMPROVEMENT ON THE HEDDON METHOD^OF
TRANSFERRING.

Friend Root:—I notice in several late num-
bers of Gleanings references to the Heddon
method of transferring. I wonder that you
should have overlooked or forgotten that there
is a still better method, which allows the whole
transferred colony to remain together, while
the brood is hatching out of the old combs. It

was published in the American Bee Journal of

1891, page 386. I tried it that year with perfect
success. You may remember that I got some
all-zinc perforated honey-boards from you,
which I used for this purpose. Others, here,
have borrowed my honey -boards and used them
for this way of transferring.

VVm. Muth-Rasmussen.
Independence, Cal., July 14.

Bee Culture, under the head of " Queen-rear-
ing." The fact was, the young queen hatched
out, and, as young queens often do, she gnawed
the cap of the cell nearly off, leaving it hinged
on one side. She crawled out, and in the mean
time the woiker-bee crawled in; the cap fell

back into position, and litted so tightly that a
casual observer would never think it had been
opened. But the bees go on and seal up che
cell tight. If you observe closely those cells

from which queens have just emerged you will

find that the cap resembles somewhat the cover
of a coffee-pot, hinged on one little narrow
edge. Sometimes these caps are gnawed en-
tirely oft', but oftener not.]

HOW DID THE QUEEN GET OUT ?

I am reading your books on bee culture, and
like them very much. Now, I wish to know
if I haven't discovered something new. I had
a queen-cell about to hatch out. It was a
novelty to me, so I watched it every day. On
Saturday it had not hatched. On Sunday it

-was hatched out, but I did not find the queen.
On Monday I looked again, and found that the
queen-cell was all nicely sealed up again. I

looked for and found the queen. I then cut out
the queen-cell and cut it open, and out popped
a worker-bee and flew directly to the hive.
How came the worker in the cell, and sealed up
after it had once been occupied by a queen?
Did you ever hear of such a thing before ?

Delhi, Wis. C. F. Appley.
[This sort of thing has been mentioned be-

fore. You will find it spoken of in the A B C of

A message from the STARVING IN INDIA.

In our issue for Aug. 1, 1892, we spoke of star-

vation in India, and gave a picture of some of

the sufferers. Contributions came in to a mod-
erate amount—nearly $35.00—and that amount,
together with our own, was forwarded to Mr.
Van Allen, and here comes his report:

To A. I. Root, Esq.:—1 have just now received the
inclosed note from one of our native pastors, to
whom I iuid sent $3.00 of tlie money which you were
so good as to send me for the relief of those suffer-

ing- from famine in our district. 1 send it to you, as
I know that it will be an item of perhaps considera-
ble interest. Tlie money which you, and others
with you, kindly sent me, has principally been ex-
pended in buying- rice, and giving- out to our poorer
native Christians on Sunday, in our churches, at the
close of worship. Tkank Vajs Allen, M. D..

Medical Missionary, Madura, So. India.

Below is the letter from the native pastor,
mentioned above:
Rev. and Dear Sir;—The people who were fed by

the money whicli you were good enough to send to
me, tliauk you very mucli for your kindness and
care toward tliem. For the ten rupees! bouglit 60

measures of rice, whicl) gave one good meal for 240
people. Some of those tliat received help said that
Christianity is tlie best religion because it cares for
others. Yours obediently, Y. J. Taylor,

Native Pastor, Aruppukotti Station,
Madura District, Soutli India.

The letter above refers to only 13.00 of this

amount, and that sum gave a good meal to 240

people—just a cent and a quarter a meal. Now,
does it not si-cm. dear friends, that, with wheat
at only .50 or GO c. a bushel, the United States of

America ought to be able to come at least pretty
near stopping absolute starvation anywhere on
the face of the earth. Of course, we have got
to have railways and other means of travel to

carry supplies speedily to the suffering ones of

the earth: audit just now occurs to me that
the modern wheel may play a very Important
part in this labor of love; and I think I should
enjoy ever so much more carrying wheat to

starving people, on a wheel, than even running
the mail up lo the postottice so as to give our
patrons prompt returns and responses. May
God bless the efforts, and help us in seeing to it

that nobody is starving to death in this whole
wide world of ours.

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

Bees are booming.
Newton Falls, O., July 5.

F. F. Main.

Bees are doing well on basswood.
Hastings, Mich., July 9. F. S. Clarke.

My bees are fairly piling up the honey this

year. Some years ago I ordered some shipping-
cases, but never had any use for them until

now. Wm. Ballantine.
Mansfield, O., July 1.
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My bees will average over 135 lbs. of comb
honey this year. How is that?
Syracuse, N. Y., July 7. H. E. Hessler.

The honey crop in this section, so far this

year, is immense. S. F. Newman.
Norwalk, O., July 7.

I have taken 9(1 one-pound sections from No.
46, and still it comes. T. M. Moltz.
West Fairview, Pa., July 10.

Bees are booming here. One hive fills 6

crates: 7 five; 7 four; all white clover and
some linn. I shall have two tons this year.

Montpelier, Ind.. July 13. W. B. West.

The bee-keeper should wear a broad smile,

and be thankful this year. Bees are working
in second and some in third tier of sections.

Basswood just begins to open here with us.

Parkman, O., July 8. F. P. Clark.

I never saw white clover blossomed more pro-
fusely, and there is more honey in it than there
has been for four years. Basswood is budded
very full: but being disappointed the last three
years. I dare not let my hopes run too high
until I see what we get.

E. R. A. Brainard.
Postvllle, Iowa, July 9.

Ourselves and our Neighbors.

For the preaching- of tlie cross is to them that per-
ish, foolishness: but unto us which are saved, it is

the power of God.- 1. Cor. 1:18.

Mr. A. I. Boot:—On page 488, June 15. you quote
your proof-reader as saying-: "Christianity is ac-
cepted and taught in our colleges, where the high-
est order of intelligence and virtue prevails." To
which you add: "And, of course, our colleges teacli
and advise prayer to God. If the highest order of
intelligence in the world accepts prayer as a real
power in this world, what shall we say?" This
seems as mucli as to say, tliat, if a number of college
professors are Christians, and teach Christian doc-
trine, then, of course, Christianity must be a truth.
(I say "a number." for it is certain that not all the
learned men in the world are Christians, but that
many of the greatest thinkers that ever lived and
are now living have been and are unbelievers.)
Following this line of argument one could say that,
as the wise men of ancient Greece and Rome, in
which countries "the highest order of intelligence "

once prevailed, believed in and taught their res|)ec-

tive pagan religions, then, of course, they must
have been truths.
Again, on page 489, you say, In reply to Mr. R. H.

Randall, that God originally made the Devil a good
being, and that he made himself bad. Now. I should
lifeeto ask you a question: Is your God all-know-
ing? If he is, then he knew, when he created the
Devil, exactly how he would turn out. If he did
not know, and if he is almighty, why did he not kill

the Devil when he found out what a lot of mischief
he could do ? Yours for truth,

—

Yorktown, Tex., June 28. Robt. Westphal.

Friend W., in regard to the first part of your
argument, I would suggest that the intelligence
of the present day is at least a little in advance
of that of ancient Greece and Rome, especially
when, we are told, it was "easier to find a god
in Athens than a man." This age stands on
the shoulders of all preceding ages, and hence
can see farther. Surely you would not think of
comparing the present age with the age of
idolatry. Again, the fruits of the Christian
religion are all I'ound about us. I am tempted
to drop this part of your letter by saying, " By
their fruits ye shall know them." I will, how-
ever, cite one illustration here.
About the year 1830 a youth of 18 or 19 was

passing along through the streets of London.
He was a remarkably bright mechanic, and
was employed at good wages in a factory where
wood and iron work was carried on. In the
evening, after his work was over, it was his
custom to find recreation in various places of
amusement. He had learned to drink, or was
learning to drink, and could play different
games of chance. He was on his way to a place
of amusement, something like the beer-gardens
of the present day. A Christian lady with
whom he was well acquainted met him and
urged him to go with her to an evening meet-
ing. He did not like to give up the enjoyment
he had planned for the evening, so he objected.
She urged, and finally implored him to go with
her just once. Out of good will to her, but
without any idea that he should care for the
religious meeting at all. he consented to go.
The meeting was led by a returned missionary.
In fact, he was one of the pioneers in the work
of carrying Christianity and civilization to the
cannibals of the South Sea islands. Before
young Williams knew it (for it was indeed
John Williams himself), his whole mind and
being were absorbed by an account of the great
work that needed somebody to give his life to
it. Before the meeting closed, his mind was
made up. That one little circumstance of
yielding to the lady's entreaties was the
turning-point in his whole life. He never vis-

ited another drinking and gambling place in

his life. He went to work quietly and patiently
to fit himself 10 go to the South Sea islands as
a missionary. I wish I had space here to tell

you of his subsequent history, which reads
more like strange fiction than stern reality. In
a year or two he determined to start out. His
employers offered him big wages if he would
stay, as he was an exceedingly valuable man.
But big pay was to him of no consequence. He
had enlisted under Christ Jesus, who has said,
" Inasmuch as ye did it unto one of the least of

these my brethren, ye did it unto me." Let me
give you a glimpse of what he did.

He rejected the advice given him, to educate
himself for learning the language. He thought
it would take too much time. He had made up
his mind that he could learn the language of

the people by a short cut of his own, and he
did it. He depended largely upon his wonder-
ful skill in mechanics to make friends with the
natives, and so he learned their language.
Almost as soon as he got into the island he
became a favorite. A crowd was continually
following him, and looking on. as he exhibited
his marvels of skill in building houses, boats,

machinery, and every thing that was needed
for their comfort and civilization. After he
had been on the island only ten months he had
learned their language so well he could preach
a sermon to them in their own tongue. Let me
tell you what more he did in just one year's

time" among savages, cannibals, and pagans.
He celebrated the anniversary of his landing
by having a Sunday-school picnic. At this

picnic the children dressed as children^ had
never been dressed before on that island. They
carried banners, and on these banners were
inscribed, in their own language, " We are the
children who would have been put to death in

our infancy had it not been for the gospel of

Christ Jesus, which has come to us." At this

point in the ceremonies the king himself arose,

and begged permission to speak. It was an
interruption to the program, but he said he
must speak. With tears in his eyes he said

something like this: "Dear friends, what the
children tell you is true. I am now a childless

old man; but God has, in time past, given me
nineteen children in all. May God forgive me
that thev have been all put to death, as the
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children have told you." He sai down with
streaming eyes, and groans and tears convulsed
the whole audience. What he said was indeed
true.
Now, before I tell you more about John

Williams, let me say to you, friend W., that it

was the gospel of ChrjSt Jesus that wrought,
that wonderful change in just one year's time
in that island of Raiatea. Has any other re-
ligion, or what you may call religion, done any
similar worl\ ? Has infidelity ever turned a
single young man from gambling and drink, to
a work like that? You need not answer me.
Answer the question, each one of you, before
God and In your own hearts. Do you know any
thing like it? Let me now go on a little with
my story.
As soon as young Williams had got the work

established in this island—yes, even before it

was established, he put the work into the hands
of native workers, and pushed on to the next
island and then to the next. The people em-
braced the new faith in a way that seemed al-
most miraculous. Instead of putting their
children to death, and the old people too, they
clothed and fed and cared for them as Chris-
tians do everywhere; and they were soon filled

with a wondrous zeal to go and assist in the
work of their leader in carrying the Bible and
Christianity to neighboring islands.
Let me give you a little glimpse of Williams'

discouragements. Somebody became envious
of him. and the ship that had been at his dis-
posal was withdrawn. He stated the matter to
his native helpers, and told them that, with
their help, he would build another ship right
there on that island. The first thing he needed
was tools; and he must have a forge and black-
smith's bellows. To make the bellows they
killed the few goats that had been brought on
to the island by a missionary ship; but during
the night the rats, which infested the island in
swarms, ate up his bellows—that is, the leather
part. Then he went to work and made a bel-
lows with a board moving in a wooden box.
He made his tools, cut down the trees, hewed
them into shape, forged the iron work, making
his own nails and bolts, and actually completed
a sailing-vessel inside of a year, that did mis-
sionary work for several years afterward. The
man's energy, industry, and wonderful inven-
tive powers, seemed almost miraculous. The
kings of many of the islands were, of course,
hostile, and forbade him to laud or teach. In
such a case his only resource was prayer; and
in answer to prayer, these very savages and
pagan kings became "clothed and in their
right minds." They gave up cannibalism, and
sat at his feet and were taught as little chil-
dren, the people of their islands following them.
Some of you may be tempted to believe these
statements to be untrue. They are the whole
facts, however, right in print, and are as well
substantiated as the history of the Fourth of
July in our own country. Since Williams' time,
wondrous strides have been made in converting
the inhabitants of the islands of the sea until
cannibalism, infanticide, and other like hideous
crimes, are now hardly known on the face of
the earth. Every reader of Gleanings knows
more or less of this work. The man who dis-
putes the result of Christian work is'about on
a par with the man who would tell the child
that the Fourth of July does not mean any
thing, and that the stories about our indepen-
dence are only fables with no truth in them.
Now in regard to your last point. I do not

know whether you know it or not; but you are
striking on one of the most difficult points for
the finite human mind to grasp that has ever
troubled the world. I am not a theological
student; in fact, I do not exactly know what

our doctors of divinity would say in regard to
this matter. I am quite sure, however, they
will tell you that this is only one of the many
points which the human intellect seems inad-
equate to grasp. Suppose you had said tome,
"Mr. Root, how far does space extend? Is

there any limit to the number of constellations
of the heavenly bodies that fill out space? If

there is a limit, what comes next? how thick is

that, and how far does it extend, etc.?" I can
not answer; you can not answer; no living
being can answer. We almost reject the idea
that there is no end to space; and, In fact, I

believe I have read somewhere that the latest
investigations in astronomy show that suns
and stars and \\orlds do not go on for ever and
ever; that the best telescopes we have even
now have probably caught a glimpse of all the
stars there are in the universe. Well, that is a
little comforting; but the comfort is short-
lived, however, for the average Yankee wants
to know what they do have when they have
stopped having stars; and how far off is it

through "nothingness" until we come to a?i-

ot/ier plantation? Oh dear me! it makes one's
head swim.

Well, now, the question you propound is, in
some respects, a parallel one; viz., "How or why
did sin come into the world?" And then,
again, in regard to foreknowledge—does God
know beforehand exactly how every thing will
turn out? Now I will try to answer your
questions. Of course, it will tax my intelli-

gence and understanding clear to their fullest
limit. As we grow older, certain questions
seem to get a little clearer. I think I can com-
pass some things now that I could not a few
years ago. In the first place, does God know
all the future? In one sense, I believe he does.
But we may push this very idea to an extent
where it becomes foolish and harmful. You
have all heard of the same sort of reasoning. I

presume, something like this: If God knows
just how a thing will turn out, then, of course,
it will turn out that way and no other. And
then somebody stupidly adds, " What is to be
will be, and it does not make any difference
what we do; it will turn out all the same, any
way." Now, this latter is about as stupid and
foolish as any thing can well be in this world
of ours. Why, just think of it! A farmer
might say, " God knows whether I am to have
a crop or not. It is decreed beforehand, from
the foundation of the world; and if it is de-
creed that I am not to raise any thing, it will

not make a bit of difference wlaether I work
hard or not; so I might as well let the thing
go." Such a man is crazy. His place is in the
asylum; and if he does not get there, he will
get to the poorhouse eventually. But I have
actually heard men blame God the Father and
God the Creator for their bad luck by just this
line of argument. I once heard my good
mother say she did not believe that God knew
every thing beforehand. When I was about to
lift up my hands in astonishment, however,
she added, "At least, I do not believe he has
any kind of foreknowledge that cuts off human
free will and human responsibiUty." You see,

her addition to her first remark made her in
line with the orthodox people of the world.
Friend W.. the Devil is a free agent, like the

rest of us. From the beginning ^le has been
honored with liberty to do good or to do bad, as
he chooses. God has seen fit to permit this
kind of liberty, just as he has seen fit to give
you and me liberty. If you feel like finding
fault because God gives so much liberty, let us
suppose he had created human beings that had
not the power of sinning. I do not know just
how he could have done it unless we were cir-

cumscribed or in bonds. A locomotive can not
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run off across the country, because it is confined
to a certain line by an iron tracl<. The iron
track is a good thing, but neither you nor I

would like to be circumscribed in just that way.
We should like to ramble over the whole uni-
verse. By his permission to ramble he places
a responsibility upon us. We have to take care
of ourselves and our bodies. If we were slaves
in bondage, and had a master or a guardian to

look after us, and see that we did not get into
mischief, we might be spared from sin and
crime; but our liberty—in fact, the very liberty
we boast so much of in our United States-
would be cut off. We like liberty. It is a com-
pliment to humanity, that God has seen fit to

give us liberty. But with this liberty comes
the possibility of sin and crime. When help-
less innocent women and children are called
upon to suffer, it seems to us to be awful, and
we are inclined to ask why God made humanity
in such a way that the helpless and innocent
are so often called upon to suffer.

A neighbor's little girl once suffered severely
with the earache. Once, when the pain let up
a little, she asked, ' Mamma, do little girls ever
die of the earache?" For many days and
nights she suffered the most excruciating pain.
Why does God permit such things'? I can not
tell. I only know that the world seems to be
fashioned in this manner. The last word on
the lips of this little girl was the little prayer
that her mother taught her to say just before
she went to sleep at night. She might have
reasoned, after a childish fashion, that God
had been so very cruel and hard toward her she
would not say her prayer any more: but is it

not far better—oh I a thousand times better-
that no thoug*ht ever entered her childish heart
that God could do any wrong, or make a mis-
take ?

It may be hard for the human intellect to
comprehend or compass the thought of God's
foreknowledge and, at the same time, free
hinnan agency. Yet common sense tells us—
yes, it tells even a child—that we are free to do
right or wrong. If we do wrong, the conse-
quences fall upon our heads; and it is through
trial and discipline that we learn wisdom. In
our experiment stations they have trial-grounds
where they test things, in our grounds at
Columbus, O., the soil on the rich river-bottom
was too good for an experiment station. The
farmers all over our State complained that the
tests were not fair; and finally the experiment
station was moved so that a part of it was on
some of the hardest and poorest clay ground in

the State of Ohio. The old farmers wanted
our college boys to try their hands and make
experiments on some of the poor and unpromis-
ing soil of the State. They were right. », «

Now, if God had decided to have this world
of ours a trial-ground to let us fight our way
through, and thus bring out the best there is

in all of us, could he have planned it very
much better? I have told you about a time
when our Medina schools were so very bad that
Mrs. Root questioned the wisdom of letting our
boy go to school. Should we keep him at
home? By no manner of means. A boy kept
out of scliool would be like a potato grown in

the dark. Let the boy go. But talk to him;
encourage him, and exijlain to him the evils he
must encounter, and fortify him so that he will
come out unharmed; then go to work and help
the teachers. Exhort, entreat, and ftglit, if

nothing but fighting will do the work, until
you fight the tilth, obscenity, and blasphemy
out of the school. Now. if you will promise not
to think I am boasting, I will tell you what the
superintendent of our schools said a few days
ago. He asked me if I remembered, when I

was on the school-board, of going through the

schools and exhorting the boys on tlie subject
of profanity, obscenity, cigarette-smoking, etc.
I told him I remembered it quite well. " Well,"
said he, " there has been a better state of af-
fairs in our schools from that day to this in
consequence of the plain talk you gave them."
I remember that I was full of business at the
time, and felt as if I could not stop my work;
and in ray want of faith I feared ft would not
do any good anyhow. Now, I throw this out as
a suggestion. If your schools get in just such
shape, remember what one individual may do
single-handed in encountering evils of this
kind. Let the work be followed up by half a
dozen good men and women, and it will help
the rising generation.
Now, friend W.. which is wiser—to throw the

blame on God for creating human beings,
knowing that they will bring evil into the
world, or to open your eyes, accept the state of
affairs, and go to work with energy and faith
to bring good out of evil ! Again, God surely
knows what a lot of mischief Satan has done.
Now, will you think me reckless when I sug-
gest that Satan also does good? The Bible
tells us that God shall so manage things and
events that the wrath of man shall praise him.
Now, right here is another chance for infidels
to put in and find fault. You may say, " Well,
if bad people do good in a community, I think
I will be bad a while. I shall rather enjoy it;

and if I do good by the means, what is the
harm?" We are never to do evil that good
may come of it. Jesus once told his disciples,
" It must needs be that offenses come; but woe
to that man by whom they come." Wickedness
is coming; it will continue to come; and we
are going to be strong and good, courageous
and brave, because we have to meet wick'edness
and sin. But this is no excuse at all for the
man who does wickedly; for Christ himself has
said, " Woe to that man," etc. The childien of
a drunken father often develop great powers of
mind, perhaps somewhat by the trials that are
thrown upon them in early Tie. The indigni-
ties they suffered made them fierce battlers
against the evils of intemperance; but no credit
to the drunken father who subjected them to
these trials. We can not tell how far space
or how far the planetary system extends; but
for all that it behooves us to keep making bet-
ter telescopes, and to keep searching the starry
vault above.
In the same line, we can not tell exactly ivhy

sin is in the word; but it is here, in your neigh-
borhood, in mine; in your heart, and mine.
Shall we lay the blame on God, and say that
he need not have placed these possibilities and
evil appetites within us? Then we should be
on a par with the farmer who sits down and
says, " There is no use in trying;" or one who
says, '"God did not make things right, and I

am not going to exert myself against such odds
as there are against me." You see, our text
sums ii all up: " For the preaching of the cross

is to them that perish, foolishness." It is to

them that perisli. you notice, and to them that
perish because they would not try; but on the
other hand, dear brother (I call you such be-

cause you sign yourself " Yours for the truth "),

"unto us which are saved, it is the power of

God." The whole thing lies before us. Sin is

here, and Satan is here. We can follow sin

and Satan, if we clioose; but these very things
that might discourage us—these very things
that pull us down—arc a mountain of .s'/rcdy'/i'

to the one wlio is loyal to his God and loyal to

himself. These very tilings may be a cause of

rejoicing to him who goes forward in faith

believing, to liim who is loyal to his country
and to his (iod; to him who sees a thousand
things in nature on thi' earth beneath, and in
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the starry vault above, and cause for thanks-
giving and praise instead of cause for lamenta-
tion and complaint, and sloth and inaction.

Now, dear brother, you may be against me in

o?ie sense; butif yoil are for the truth, as you
say, we ai'e side by side in another sense. You
certainly would lend a hand and rejoice at the
hope of helping in a work like the one mention-
ed by John Williams. By the way, I forgot to

say that he finally died a martyr. He was
killed by the cannibals on one of those very
islands. He gave his Ufe for the ignorant
savages. And may God help us that we too

may be ready to give our lives when the good
of humanity— of poor forsaken humanity —
shall demand it.

Notes of Travel

NOTES OF TRAVEL ON THE WHEEL.

It was just getting dusk when I reached
friend Crawford's. Somebody was swinging a
little girl in the front yard. It was too dark to

recognize anybody: but as soon as I heard
friend Crawford's voice I felt quite at home.
The reason why I did not know just where he
lived was because he has recently changed his
residence. Like myself he decided that there
are so many advantages to the grower of
strawberry-plants on sandy soil he actually
sold out his home, let the underdraining go,
and the heavy manuring, in order that he
might start a new place on sandy soil. Instead
of moving my plant-beds to a sandy region. I

bring in the lake-shore sand by the carload.
The one who grows strawberry-plants for sale
must be prepared lo take up plants in the
spring just as soon as frost is out of the ground.
Well, if you have tried this kind of worlv in a
stiff clay, such as we have here at Medina, you
probably know something about it. Think of
being stuck in the mud when it is all you can
do to lift your feet— said feet being incased in a
clod of mud about the size of an ordinary coal-
hod. It is not altogether the disagreeable feel-

ing of having so much on your feet, but it is

ruinous to walk through the nice rows of straw-
berries when the soil is in just that condition.
We avoid it by having our paths between the
plant-beds covered with cinders, and by using
a good deal of sand mixed with the soil of the
bed. Friend Crawford, perhaps, made a shorter
cut by starting a new home.
Mrs. C. excused herself for not getting up to

welcome an old friend because she had her lap
full of old letter envelopes. Shall I tell you
what she was doing with them? Why, she
was cutting out the stamps from the accumula-
tion of letters of years past. Somebody had
offered something like 15 cents a thousand for
the canceled stamps. Just a word in regard to
this stamp-traffic. It may be all right. The
good women who collect them and use the
money for charitable or other purposes are
certainly right; but it keeps occurring to me
that I remember of reading in the Scientific
American, some years ago, that it seemed well
nigh impossible to stop the business of fixing
these stamps up to be passed off as new ones.
Again and again several considerable establish-
ments have been broken up by the police; for
just as soon as the government hunted up a
new kind of ink, these counterfeiters—if that is

their name—would find some chemical that
would perfectly obliterate the cancel, and the
stamps were cleaned by certain chemicals,
gummed over, and peddled out. Making col-
lections of rare, curious, or foreign stamps, is,

of course, a legitimate business; but what can

honest people want of thousands and tens of
thousands of ordinary postage-stamps'? I hope
my good friend Mrs. Crawford will not think
that 1 mean to find any fault with her work.
The same kind of work is being done right here
in Medina, and even in my own home; and one
of our otfice girls, who is a member of the
King's Daughters, received .$7.50 for ten thou-
sand stamps, saved out of our own castaway
envelopes.
Another little gem of a sleeping-room was

placed at my disposal. As I thanked God that
night for the mercies of the day, a feeling kept
coming over me that I did not deserve such
good friends and such dainty accommodations;
but it gives me a thrill of pleasure to know that
there are so many such pleasant homes in this
land of ours.

I was up and out among the strawberry-
plants before anybody else. In fact. I had in-

spected everything in the line of strawberries
and gladioluses almost before friend Crawford
made his appearance. We discussed the mat-
ter of sending out plants that had been kept in

the cellar or somewhere else, to be ready for
shipment; and friend C. entirely agreed with
me, that no plants should be s(Mit out except
those in full life and vigor, tal<en right from
the open ground. Like the rest of us, he some-
times runs short of certain varieties; and to get
along he buys of those who have a surplus;
but before such plants are sent to customers he
heels them in in his nice rich sandy soil. A
little furrow is made, perhaps two or three
inches deep. The plants are laid in this furrow,
two or three inches apart, with the roots prop-
erly spread out. Then the soil is pulled over
them in such a way as to make another furrow
while you close up the first. Said furrows
ought 1:0 be five or six inches apart. The plants
are all heeled in in this way, watered and
shaded if the weather is hot, until they have
made new white roots. He pulled some up just
to show me how he wanted the roots of his
plants to look before he sent them out. I tell

you, friends, it is not luck and chance that
have given friend Crawford such a trade as he
has in new varieties of strawberries. At this
juncture I asked him the question why it was
that he advertised plants nowadays only by
the dozens or hundreds.

" Why, Mr. Root, I can not afford to grow
plants, and put up them at the prices they are
advertised in the various papers. Of late there
seems to be a sort of agreement—at least among
a certain class of strawberry-plant growers—at
about .K.OO or $3.50 per 1000. Now, I can not
sell plants, put up as I think they should be,
for any such price as that."

I told him I heartily agreed with him, and
thSit, although our prices had been for years 75
cents per 100 or Ki.OO per 1000, our trade was all

the time increasing; and during the past season
we have had more orders for plants by the
thousand than we could possibly fill. At the
same time, we have been so pressed with orders
that we have sent out a good many plants that
were not what they ought to have been. I go
over this matter rather freely here in print,
because a good many readers of Gleanings
advertise and sell strawberry-plants, and a
much larger number purchase plants almost
every spring and fall; but the demand is so
much larger than the supply, that the price
will probably be high during the coming
season.
Friend Crawford has been for years an origi-

nator of new varieties of strawberries. If I

am correct, he succeeds in getting improved
varieties, very much as friend Livingston gets
his new varieties of tomatoes. He plants a
great lot of seeds. These seeds are, I believe.
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selected from the best varieties of strawberries
known. Each little plant is given a place, and
carefully watched until it bears fruit. Then
the fruit is examined critically. Nowadays,
while we have so many extra nice strawberries,

it is a pretty hard matter to get hold of one
really valuable. Perhaps not one of the new
plants in ten thousand is worth fussing with;
and it may also be true that a really valuable
berry is sometimes dropped and passed by for

many years before its good qualities are recog-
nized. Friend Crawford originated the Sterling
strawberry in just this way, a good many years
ago. He took samples of it to the city of Cleve-
land, and submitted them to men who make a
business of buying new varieties. Somebody
who was not quite at home in that business
was very much taken up with the Sterling, and
paid friend Crawford something like a thou-
sand dollars or two for his entire stock of plants
of that variety. The owner, however, did not
understand introducing a new berry. He
advertised it in the American Agriculturist
and some of the other papers; but people did
not seem to know him very well, and he did not
have a recommendation from anybody that the
berry folks did know; therefore he never got
any thing, scarcely, for the Sterling strawber-
ries. A good many people who probably
thought a strawberry must be sweet to be good,
pronounced this Sterling too acid, and but
little attention was paid to it until friend Terry
called attention to the fact that it was a strong
grower, late enough to be usually safe from the
frost, excellent color, nice shape, and of a
beautiful flavor after it had been sweetened
sufficiently. He also found it was very firm,

hard berry, and would bear shipment well; and
just now a great many people are beginning to

call for a berry that is tart, like ihe wild straw-
beiries that we used to gather in our childhood
days; and. all together, the Sterling, after all

these years of neglect, promises to be a standard
berry. Very likely friend Crawford saw all its

good qualities when it was his pet and the new
plant of his creation—that is, so far as we ever
create anything in this line; and it must be
refreshing to him to see it brought forth again,
after it was so many years dropped and passed by.

Now, after I had been all over the grounds,
and had had a Icjng chat in regard to the new
berries, it was not near the usual breakfast
time; in fact. I rather think the people in the
neighborhood were not yet up; but I felt in

just the mood for a spin on my wheel before
breakfast; and friend Crawford showed that
he, like friend Terry, knew exactly how to

make a guest feel pleasant and happy. He
said that, if I really preferred to start out be-
fore breakfast, to do so by all means, although
it seemed a little uncourteons to send off a vis-

itor without any refreshment. How I did
enjoy that wheel-ride from Cuyahoga Falls to

Akron, in the early morning I Some of the
grandest scenery in the State of Ohio is right
along here where the Cuyahoga River cuts
itself a path through the sandstone, sometimes
200 feet below the surface of the ground. Just
as the clerks were hanging out their pretty
little card, •' Breakfast is now ready," at that
same "City Restaurant" in Akron. I sat down
and informed them that I wanted some straw-
berries. The waiter replied they hadn't any so

early in the morning. Said I. " Look here, my
fi lend. I just passed some beautiful strawber-
ries right above here. Will you please get
some, and charge me what you think proper
for the trouble? "

Pretty soon she came back, looking a little

bit undecided.
'• Did you wish the tvhole quart served up for

your breakfast?"

I assured her that I wanted the whole quart.
I presume she had not read friend Terry's
strawberry book. But, wasn't that a nice
breakfast

!

When I started out with my wheel, however,
it began to rain. I was so determined to go on,
that, for a time, I thought I would stick to the
wheel anyhow. But I soon decided that pru-
dence was the better part of valor, and, with a
long-drawn sigh as I gave my wheel to the bag-
gagemaster on the train, I came home on the
cars. When it slacked up and did not rain
much, I felt a good deal disappointed. Just
think of comparing a wheel-ride of 20 miles to
taking it on the cars, where you have to sit

still on a cushioned seat, and you yourself are
no ' part and parcel " of the motive power that
sends you spinning across the country.

High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

PUI>VERIZING THE SOIL.

How much has been said in regard to this

matter, especially by the manufacturers of the
various farming-tools for pulverizing the soil!

The manufacturers of the Acme harrows have
frequently told us that " tillage is manure.'" I

do not believe, however, that the truth has been
half told in this direction. However, we want
to be consistent, and use reason. Since Terry
and others have said so much about working
the ground until it is tine and soft, there have
been some — myself among the number— who
have carried to an extreme, under certain con-
ditions, this matter of continual working. Dur-
ing the wet springs we have had of late, I have
several times, I am well satislied, worked the
ground when it was too damp to pulverize nice-

ly, in a way that made it worse instead of bet-

ter; that is, the tramping of the horses and the
weight of the heavy implements compacted the
soil more than it made it light. The disk and
cutaway harrows have been a help in this di-

rection. But there- are times when even these

tools do more harm than good. When the soil

is dry euough, however, the more you harrow it

and roll it, the better. A great many times,

after we have got our ground in perfect order, a
long heavy rain comes on that compacts it so it

is almost as if it had not been worked at all. I

have told you how my relative, Mr. Wilbur
Fenn, of Tallmadge, O., managed in such an
event. He waited till the ground was dry
enough, and then plowed and harrowed it all

over again. One year I had a piece planted to

melons that had be(Mi started all right; but the

rains were so heavy that the ground was liter-

ally covered with water, and, of course, the

crop threatened to be a failure. I saved it by
taking a nice steel garden-rake, just to my no-

tion, and digging away the dirt around the hills

until I could see the white roots of the plants.

In fact, I dug so close and so deep that some of

the plants wilted a little after this severe treat-

ment. Then 1 made the ground fine and soft,

and pulled up a "dust blanket," heaping it up
in a hill about a yard wide, all around each hill

of melons. I have done the same thing with to-

matoes and other plants. When Terry raised

almost a carload of Freeman potatoes from one
barrel of seed, he said, in telling about it, that

they did an enormous amount of work on the

potatoes. During one of my recent visits I said

to him:
" Friend Terry. I want to know what sort of

work it was that you gave tho«e potatoes with
the divided eyes, that produced such a tremen-
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dous crop." And then I told him my experi-
ment with melons and tomatoes, and added,
" Now, was not this work you speak of some-
thing similar to what I did with my melons'?
With suitable tools you made the ground tine
and soft clear down around the roots of those
little feeble divided potato-eyes?"

" Yes. Mr. Root, that is just exactly what vve

did; and it cost so much because it was hand
work. With the new Iron Age and Planet cul-
tivators, we aim to do the same thing as nearly
as possible by horse power."

Well, during the present season, with the two
cultivators mentioni^d. the dirt has been kept
finer and softer on our grounds than ever be-
fore. In fact, Mrs. Root objects to going
through the lots to see the crops, because the
ground is so soft that her feet sink at every
step, and it is very hard work walking over the
cultivated ground. Our " Palmer " raspberries
were given the same treatment as the potatoes,
and there we have had the finest yield of black-
cap raspbfrries I ever saw in my life. The re-
cent drouth seemed to have but little or no ef-
fect on the fruit at all. In rows where' this
constant cultivation had been omitted, the soil

became as hard as a brick, and opened in great
fissures. Right through my field of rye adjoin-
ing, there are now cracks big enough to drop in

a hen's egg. We had a magnificent crop of rye,
notwithstanding; btit I mention it to show you
what a contrast there is between that and land
adjoining the potatoes, that had no cultivation
at all. The potatoes stood the drouth grandly,
and just now we have had two pretty good
showers right on that soft ground. It was just
fun to see how that mellow earth took up the
water just as a sponge does. Not a drop of it

ran away; but on the rye-field the water filled

those big cracks, and then ran off into the road.
So much for fining up the soil for farm crops.

Now, we want to do the same thing for plants
in our plant-beds. . For many years I have been
running the ground on our plant-beds through
the sieve that has been pictured in these pages,
and is now to be seen in the tomato-book. A
good many times I have speculated on a ma-
chine that could be operated by simply turning
a crank, or. better still, pulled by a team of
horses. The machine should be something like
the Hoover potato-digger, but it should be so
arranged as to put all the stones, rubbish, and
lumps of dirt in the bottom, and the fine soil on
top. You may take almost any ground — the
poorest in the world— and if you will sift it so
as to have the tine soft particles on top. and all

the rubbish and coarse lumps underneath, you
can get a crop providing you have water. If I

could have my way I would have the surface
just like sifted road dust; have it so that, when
you pass your IWigers through it, it will seem al-

most like wheat flour or middlings; and I have
wondered why greenhouse-men did not have
some such arrangement to work up their fine
manure, and mingle it most thoroughly all

through the soil. For instance, sift your dirt
first as I have recommended, and tlien get some
old fine manure and sift that. Now pass the
manure and dirt togetlier through the sieve,
taking first a shovelful of one and then a shov-
elful of the other: thus you will get a combina-
tion that will do wonders. If you have some
old decayed sods, so well decomposed that they
can be put through the sifting-machine also,
then you have about the best material for rais-
ing plants and starting seeds that can well be
compounded. Now, I had begun to think that
I was th« pioneer in this matter of having a
suitable machine for sifting dirt; but our friend
E. E. Wolf, of Springfield. O., it seems, has been
working right along in this line. He has in-
vented a machine, and put it on the market, a

cut of which we give below. Permit me to say,
before I describe it, that we found we could not
get manure or rotted turf to go through our
sifting-machine without rubbing it through
with the back of a rake or something of that
sort. The machine shown below anticipates
this need.

wolf's machine for sifting compost for
gardeners and florists.

The machine stands very solid and secure on
four feet of stout hard wood. The sieve is

made, as you will see, so as to rock or swing;
and then there is a series of blunt rake-teeth

—

see letter B in the picture—and these rake teeth
rub back and forth on the sieve A. A series of
coiled springs, E, make these blunt teeth rub
just hard enough on the heavy galvanized-wire
screen. The operator takes hold around the
wooden bar at A, and pushes the sieve back
and forth, the teeth B being fastened on the
stationary part E C. While one man works the
screen back and forth, one or even two other
men are needed to shovel the compost into the
hopper C. The action of the teeth is such that
sods, coarse manure, and every thing of that
nature, are pulverized and worked through the
screen. Where the compost is in proper condi-
tion, the inventor says it keeps two men busy to
shovel it into the hopper C. To prevent the ac-
cumulation from getting in the way under the
machine, the apparatus should be set upon a
platform, or, better still, over a hole in the
floor, so as to let the pulverized potting soil, or
whatever you may choose to call it, fall into
the cellar beneath. We have had a machine
here on trial, and it does excellent work; but it

seemed to be rather better adapted to the needs
of florists than to the average market-garden-
er. For our use, on our quarter-acre of plant-
beds, something like the machine shown in the
tomato book seems to be handiest. The price of
the above machine is, I believe, about $25.00.

THAT PIECE OF BYE—SEE PAGE H12.

Yesterday, July 24, we thrashed, and I was
considerably disappointed (1) in getting 140
bushels of exceedingly nice rye when I had
planned to get but about 100. As there were
only three acres, and it was here and there in
little patches, most of it, you may be sure I felt

as if I had done pretty well for a one horse
farmer. You see, that is almost 50 bushels per
acre; and if I had done the raking- up myself I

feel quite sure that I could have made it quite
fifty to the acre. We were obliged to borrow
a liorse-rake to follow after the harvesters;
and before I knew it my man had finished and
taken the rake home. Every time I go over
the field it makes me feel bad to see the great
plump heads of grain scattered right and left,

and almost all through the rye stubble. We
put in rye the last thing after taking off our
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crops; and I fully believe, with Terry, that it

is much better for the ground to have some
growing plant on it every month in the year.

Just think of seeing rye and clover looking
bright and green every time we have a warm
rain in fall, winter, and spring! If I could get
any thing like the old price for my rye I do not
know but it would pay almost as well as some
of my garden crops.
Hold on! there is something more in regard

to this rye business. A part of it was on a
piece of ground where I plowed under red rasp-
berries after ripening their crop, say just about
one year ago. After the raspberries were
turned under we put on buckwheat and got at
the rate of 40 bushels per acre, as I have told

you. Now, inside of a year two crops of grain
have been grown on this ground—one crop of
40 bushels per acre, and a crop of rye of about
47 bushels per acre. Did I use any phosphate?
Not a particle: but I did put on some bonedust
with the buckwheat, and some more with the
rye—about 200 lbs. to the acre; but, more than
that, I put on at the rate of perhaps 25 loads of
manure to the acre, that came from a neigh

-

boi''s barn near by. It had been piled up
against the barn so that it was rotting" out the
sills and the wv^ather-boarding of the barn, and
he finally let me have it for a dollar a load.

Mrs. Root feared that I was putting more dol-
lars on that poor piece of ground than the crop
would bring. The buckwheat has been sold
for about $1.00 a bushel, and the rye will bring
perhaps 75 cts. a bushel. It is very fine and
plump, and we shall sell the greater part of it

for seed.

SOMETHING VALUABLE FKOM OUR OHIO EX-
PEKIMENT STATION.

Friend Root:—The question asked by J. W.
Nicodemus, about how much hot-bed a ten-
horse-power engine would heat, I may be able
to help a little. Last winter we used sufh an
engine for underground heating in our green-
house, which was very much like a hot-bed.
The amount of space we heated was 13 feet
wide and about 85 feet long. This would
amount to over 10 rods of six-foot hot-bed. In
heating the amount of bed that we did, I do
not think we used over one-fourth of the steam
that was made by the boiler, the rest being
used for heating other parts of the hou>es. So
your estimate of a ten-horse boiler heating a
quarter of an acre is not far out of the way.
The difficulty we found was, that the steam
went into the ground at too high a pressure,
and would burn the plants; so. in getting all

there is in such a boiler there is some danger
where the steam is first let into the pipe. A
larger boiler at a lower pressure would be bet-
ter. The lettuce-plants that we grew over this
underground heat did far better than they
would without it. and so did the lettuce rot.

which at one time threatened to spoil the crop.
But I think that, for hot-beds during the
spring months, it will be a good thing.

MUSHROOM SPAWN THAT DON't GROW—WHO IS

TO BLAME?
In the matter of poor mushroom spawn,

Johnson & Stokes are not alone. We bought
our spawn of A. W. Livingston & Sons, of Co-
lumbus, and it was poor. The reason I know
this is because spawn obtained from Hender-
son, planted at the same time and under the
same conditions, produced a fairly good crop.
I do not think it best to blame the seedsman
too much for such things; but where it can be
proven that they have sent out poor stock they
should be willing to do something to make it

right, for their loss would not be so great as the
planter's. I would give as much to be able to

tell good spawn, or for some way to test it in a
reasonable amoun; of time, as I would the
vitality of seeds. Can any of the readers of
Gleanings tell us how? E. C. Gkeen.
Wooster, Ohio, July 14.

heating hot-beds by steam; a home-
AfADE ARRANGEMENT.

I notice on page 536, July 1, inquiry is made
about a boiler to heat hot-beds. I have been
having some thoughts on that line myself, and
have been thinking why a large sap-evaporator
could not be covered tight with matched
boards, like your kettle for making steam for
melting wax, and produce a large amount of
steam in a cheap way. I suppose the evap-
orator could be fixed in some way to indicate
the stage of water in it, so as not to run dry.
I should also like to ask you how deep you
would lay tile in an asparagus-bed to put
steam through. G. W. Lawson.

Centerville, O., July 10.

[Yes, friend L., you could cover any sort of
large kettle, or even a maple-sap evaporator,
with wood so as to generate steam with suffi-

cient pressure to warm hot-beds; and if the
man who makes and owns the machine were to

run it himself, and not let anybody else touch
it, I think he might get excellent results from
it; but let the hired man take hold of it. and if

the steam be confined at all, he would be likely

to have a blow-up. or, at least, have the top
blown off. If he failed in that he would boil

all the water out; and, therefore, all things
considered. I think a second-hand steam-boiler
would be cheaper in the end; besides, it would
be much greater economy in point of fuel,

besides being much more convenient. Where
one has a large kettle, however, and has not the
money to buy a boiler, I think he might heat
his beds very well. A very little steam gives
all the heat required, and almost no pressure at
all is just as good as or better than an ordinary
boiler pressure. As asparagus goes down pretty
deep I think I would have the tile 2 or 2^-2 feet

below the surface of the bed. Asparagus,
rhubarb, and all such rank growers, respond
very quickly and readily to any gentle steam
heat.]

A STRAWBERRY REPORT, ETC.

I am now out of the bee-business entirely,

and have continued Gleanings only for the
strawberry talk. Please give us all you can of

it. I am now a full-fledged strawberry-crank,
for which Mr. Terry and A. I. Root are mainly
responsible. I must tell you about my Gandys.
One acre. 175 bushels, ^g assorted fancy, brought
me $4.00 per bushel straight : K, seconds,

brought 10 cts. per quart. I picked .54 bushels
one day, which sold for $200.00 Ordinary ber-

ries have no show when the Gandys come.
They were sold in the city of Jackson, IS miles
distant. All went by wagon. They had never
seen such berries, nor I either. The Haver-
lands are the heaviest bearer, and are a good
selling bei-ry; also the Warfield, whicli were as

large again as the Wilson, and the best canner
on the list. The Bubach is extra large and fine

this season. The Parker Earle did well. The
Michals were fine, and yielded quite well. I

have quite a number of new varieties, includ-

ing the Timbrel!, of whicli I bought 50. I left

one plant to fruit, and they have certainly a
fine flavor, and exceediniily firm. Where can I

get a good barometer, such as you sold a year
or two ago ?

Leslie, Mich.. July 17. C. N. Flansburg.

[Well, friend F., if your success was in con-

sequence of reading the strawberry book, I
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think it was truly a good investment. As there
was not very much demand for the barometers,
we took them out of our price list; but we can
still furnish them at ^2.r^6\ lu cts. extra if sent

by mail. And, by the way, I can not under-
stand how it is that so few barometers are used

by farmers and market-gardeners. Our own
saves us several times the cost of it, over and
over, in a single day. I told you a year ago
about getting my rye harvested without having
a drop of rain touch it: and. again, how we put
all hands to drawing it in and stacking it so as

just to escape a heavy rain. Well, we did the
same thing again this year. When the rye was
Just right to draw in, the barometer began fall-

ing rapidly. By putting all hands at work it

was nicely stacked, topped out, and perfectly

protected just as the big drops began to fall. A
good many would say this is luck. It was not
luck at all; it was watching the barometer, and
laying our plans accordingly. A few days ago
a neighbor ordered a lot of cabbage-plants
taken up, just as it began raining. The clouds
and the wind certainly looked as if there was
going to be a big rain; but the barometer was
running up rapidly. I told my neighbor we
should be very glad to sell him the plants, but
that he certainly would have to carry water to

save them if they were set out at such a time.

He finally stopped having the boys take them
up, and it turned out just as I told him it

probably would. When Ernest and I were out
riding our wheels we made inquiries in several
small towns for a barometer; but nobody knew
of such a thing anywhere around. Now, I do
not say this because I want to sell these instru-

ments. If you propose to buy a barometer, and
then pay little or no attention to it, you had
better not have one. You must get aajualnted
with it if you wish to have it be a real help. 1

am glad to hear your good report of the Tim-
brel 1 strawberry.

Id with the experiment. Sowed to oats, and seeded
to clover in 188.5. The season being favorable, a
g-ood catch of clover was obtained, and about 15
bushels of oats per acre. Tiie latter part of June
following- 1 plowed the clover under, about 1>^ tons
per acre, and sowed to buckwheat, harvesting'
about 18 bushels per acre. The following- season I

harvested 30 bushels of oats per acre, with a line

catch of clover. Season of 18^8 I harvested about
2y2 tons of clover per acre. Season of 1889, I har-
vested 30 bushels of buckwlieat per acre. Season of
1890 I liarvested 40 bushels of oats per acre, iliough
a very unfavorable season for oats, many fields be-
ing plowed up for buckwheat, the grass-catch this
f-easou being a perfect mat. Last season I harvest-
ed .50 busliels buckwheat per acre, and the land is

now sufficiently fertile to raise any kind of crop.
This rotation gives two full crops in one season, and,
by giving the soil tlie Ijenelit of tlie first, you im-
prove the soil mucli more than the second one ex-
hausts it, and still have the most profitalile crop of
the three rotations left. I consider it the most
profitable grain crop I raise; always ready sale im-
mediately after harvest, for casli. at a fair price.

For good, rich, dry soil, I tliink tlie Japanese variety
does best, but needs to be .sown much tliicker, as it

does not brancii so mucli. The later it can be sown
and ripened befoie frost, the larger the crop. Next
to the Japanese I would sow the American Gray. I

never liad any luck with the silverhull.
Granville Summit, Pa. M. M. Luther.

A GOOD WORD FOR COMMERCIAL FERTILIZERS,
ETC.

Bees are doing very well, bringing in the fin-

est honey I have ever had. I will say, also,

that I tried commercial fertilizers this year

—

the first we ever used. On squashes there is a
marked difference in favor of the fertilizers. I

have 4.500 celery set the new way, and think the
fertilizer is a great help on them. I should be
glad at any time to have you visit us. We are
near the station, our land running up to it.

Fairlawn, O., July 18. Chas. W. Frank.

ANOTHER STRAWBERRY REPORT.
" My bees are just booming this summer, and
are piling in the honey almost faster than we
have time to take it out, and must therefore

still have more goods in order to keep things
going. I am a market-gardener and a bee-

keeper, and sell my fruit and vegetables to the
consumer, peddling them out from house to

house to regular customers over town, and thus
dispose of my honey the same way at the same
time. Prices for fruit (l)erries), vegetables, and
honey have been very satisfactory this summer
thus far, being a good demand for almost every
thing. I tell you the Bubach No. .5 and the
Haverland are regular dandies in the strawber-
ry line, and the Lloyd's Favorite among the
raspberries. Well, I dare not let myself in any
further just now, for I am in too big a hurry.

Martin D. Wenger.
Elkhart, Ind., July 18.

EXPERIENCE WITH BUCKWHEAT.

The followins; is clipped from the Practical
Farmer. It may be a little late in many locali-

ties; but we have had excellent success here
with buckwheat sown even after the first of

August. The particular point in the following
is, that buckwheat may be used to bring up
land, and still give profitable crops. Another
thing, it shows how two full crops, even of farm
products, may be obtained in a season.

I have best success witli buckwheat In regular
rotation, buckwheat, oats, and clover, three-year ro-

tation, mowing only one year. If left longer, the
clover kills out, and the gro-wth is not so large to
plow under. Eight years ago I liad a ten-acre field

that would hardly raise white beans. I tliought
that a three-year rotation, as stated above, would
brifig it up to a good state of fertility, and started

For he doth not afflict wiUingly. nor grieve the children of
men.—Lam. 3 ; 33.

The Hon. Eugene Secor, of Forest City, la.,

we notice by the American Bee Journal, has
been appointed judge of the apiarian exhibits
at the World's Fair. Mr. S. is a " fair " man,
and we feel sure that all the exhibitors will be
pleased with his appointment.

Bro. Alley has found one "stray testimoni-
al" favoring the Funics, and desires us to take
notice. Having read a very large number that
were decidedly unfavorable, we too have been
of late watching for a " stray testimonial " that
was favorable, but without success. Friend Al-
ley is to be congratulated.

The Colorado Magazine is the name of a
new illustraterl periodical that compares, in the
character of its articles and its illustrations,

very favorably with the Century. Why we
speak of it is because a prominent writer for

the American Bee Journal, Will M. Barnum,
is its assistant editor.

The Langdon non-swarming arrangement,
according to the Bee-keepers'' Review, and a
few scattering reports that we have had in our
own mails, so far is not proving to be the suc-

cess that was expected of it earlier in the sea-
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son. Inaeed, the bees in some cases seem to be
more inclined to swarm with the attachments
than before. The donble dose of bees suddenly
poured into one colony sets them wild, and they
swarm anyhow. Hut perhaps—at least we hope
so—later reports will justify our earlier expec-
tations.

The Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse, is

the name of a sprightly little work intended
especially for beginners. It has been issued
from the press for some time, but it has been
only recently that a copy came into our posses-
sion. It seems to be correct in method, and
reliable and orthodox in its teachings. It cov-
ers the whole range of practical apiculture, and
yet is sufficiently full so as not to be misleading.
It is published by the Leahy Manufacturing
Co.. Higginnsville, Mo. It can be obtained of
the publishers, or of us. Price by mail, 2.5 cts.

Referring to the Weed artificial comb. Mr.
E. E. Hasty says, in the Bee-keepers'' Review:
' Gleanings pleads not g'uiity about the '^eed
comb. It looks like a bad case of blundering on my
part. I must investigate dates ii little (when bees
are not swarming^; and if the description was
promptly given, before people had largely learned
the thing from otlier sources, I will eat " humble
pie" as if I liked it. Humble pie is good for hasty
folks any way, but it doesn't taste good.

We are all liable to err. and we will not lay
up any score against our friend, especially wheii
he acknowledges his error so gracefully. Would
that more " hasty folks " were of that kind!

In our last issue we reported that the Cana-
dian Bee Journal office was destroyed by fire.

We have since learned, with regret, that the
entire plant of the Beeton Publishing Co.. of
which the Canadian Bee Journal and Cana-
dian Poultry Joiirnalwere a part, was burned.
The loss is estimated at $.5000.

Later.—Since writing the above we are pleas-
ed to announce that the Goold, Shapley & Muir
Co., Limited, have purchased the Canadian
Bee Journal, and that R. F. Holtermann is to
be editor and manager. We are informed that
the journal will be '* issued monthly, enlarged,
and the appearance as well as the material will
be considerably improved.'' We extend our
hearty good will to the new owners.

Although it is now the 2()th of July, honey
seems to be still coming, although the flow is

perceptibly easing up, as is evidenced by the
few robbers now poking around the exposed
tops of hives while being manipulated. The
reports for the North are still good, and so far
we have received only three adverse ones—two
from Illinois and one from Missouri. There is

no doubt now but that 189,3 will go on record as
the " great clover year," or, as we sincerely
hope, the beginning of a series of good years.
Basswood has yielded fairly in some localities;

but with most bee-keepers it is the " ofif year."
The reports from the South do not show any
thing out of the ordinary; in fact, on account
of dry weather the season has been rather poor.

It would seem from Rambler's article, else-
where, that the big stories about large crops of
honey have a tendency to reduce the prices of
honey in California. This is no doubt true
everywhere. Perhaps the encouraging reports
that we have been inserting elsewhere, togeth-
er with our editorial notices of late, showing
that 189.3 is a phenomenal honey year, will have
a depressing effect on prices. We hope not,
because this year there will be very little en-
couragement to glucose-mixers; and because of
this when extracted honey seems to be scarce,

the price does not go up according to usual law
of supply and demand; and when honey is
plentiful, the price remains largely the same.
We may expect a slight reduction in prices, but
the large yield will more than offset that. It
is the very small yields of from five to ten
pounds per colony that dishearten almost any
bee-keeper, no matter what the price is. The
very fine quality of honey this year will tend
greatly to keep prices up.

Bulletin No. 96 from the Michigan Agri-
cultural Station, entitled "Honey Analysis,"
by Prof. Cook, has been received. It treats of
the recent developments on the subject as
gleaned by Prof. Cook, and which were intro-
duced by him some months ago in our columns.
The conclusions arrived at are essentially the
same as there stated; viz., that chemists can
easily detect adulterations of honey with glu-
cose or cane sugar; that honey-dew honey can
probably be distinguished from glucosed honey;
that chemists can not distinguish between
sugar-syrup honey and honey from flowers.
Regarding this last proposition, we have to
say we received a letter I'ecently from Prof.
Wiley, to the effect that chemists do make the
distinction. Whether the knowledge of the
method by which it is done was obtained after
the preparation of this bulletin, we can not say.
The bulletin is sent out for free distribution to
residents of Michigan by applying to the Secre-
tary of the Agricultural College.

the qualities that should go to make up
A GOOD experimenter.

The Michigan Experiment Apiary is boom-
ing, and there is promise that the bee-keepers
not only of Michigan, but of other States as
well, will gather much of value from the ex-
periments reported in the Bee-keepers' Review.
Brother Hutchinson has a good article on ex-
perimental apiculture in his last issue. There
is one paragraph that we wish especially to in-
dorse, and it reads as follows:

It is not every bee-keeper who is "cut out" for an
experimenter. It needs a person of a judicial east
of mind—one who is perfectly willing, so to speak,
that an experiment sliall prove the truth. Too
many of us are inclined to make a decision first, and
then go to work and try to prove what we already
believe. This will not answer. An experimenter
ought to be wholly disinterested in the results—that
is, be willing that an experiment should prove either
side of the question.

Too many experimenters, much to the disgust
of the careful and conscientious observer, and to
the very great hindrance of real progress, fig-
ure out in advance just how a certain thing
ought to work. Yes, they will twist their ex-
periments and then look at the results cross-
eyed. Now, we should expect and desire to see
in the candid experimenter one whose previous
conclusions would be sometimes modified. Such
a one who has never had occasion to change
his mind after a series of experiments, we should
consider not altogether a leliable guide: for no
one has ever yet been able to form correct con-
clusions before he has tried. Yes, indeed, too
many experiments turn out just as the experi-
menters want them to. From what we know
of our friend Mr, Taylor, of the Michigan Ex-
periment Station, we should not expect any
thing of this kind in him,

DO SWARMS unite WITHOUT A QUKKN?
The editor of the Revii iv made a visit to the

Michigan Experiment Apiary, He finds that
the apiarist, Mr, Taylor, will devote more or
less of the whole 3(XJ colonies to experimental
work. After speaking of the pleasant location
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of the apiary, and the slope of the grounds, etc.,

Mr. Hutchinson says:

From eight o'clock in the morninis: until lialf-past

one in tlie afternoon (when I left for home) tliere

was scarcely a moment when there was not a swarm
in the air, and sometimes two or three. Tliere were
queen-traps on almost all tlie hives. As two or
more swarms would unite and then go piling- into

one liive. perhaps one from which a swarm had not
issued, Mr. Taylor would remark with a smile, "I
wonder what Mr. So and So" (mentioning some
man who had said that bees always go back to their

own hives when the queen is not with them) "would
say if he were here now."

We suspect that " Mr. So and So " means us ;

at any rate, we will assume that it does. We
did not say that bees would ''always go back to

their own hive" when the queen was not with
them ; but we did say, on page 275, that swarms
in the air. without queens, were "not nearly so

apt to unite." We have just been down to ask
our neighbor, Mr. Burt, his experience in this

line. He clips all his queens ; and although he
has a good many swarms he tells us that it is

very seldom that he finds that two swarms in

the air will unite. In the great majority of

cases, each swarm will go back to its own hive.

But then, friend Taylor, you know bees have a

way of doing things differently for different

bee-keepers.
Later. — Since writing the above we ran

across one of Dr. Miller's straws (this issue)

wherein he says his bees '"are worse than usual
about uniting and going back to the wrong
hive when they swarm without a queen." We
suppose friend Taylor will smile broader than
ever when he reads that straw. Nevertheless,

Mr. So and So doesn't give up yet but that
swarms without a queen are more apt to go
back to the old location.

ANOTHEK WHEELING-TOUR AMONG BEE-KEEP-
EKS; A VISIT AT H. R. BOAEDMAN'S.

A FEW days ago a small party of wheelmen
invited your humble servant to accompany
them to Norwalk, a town some 43 miles west
of Medina. In the company was a cousin of

ours. Miss Gray, the only lady. Some fears

were entertained as to whether she would be

able to stand the trip; but we agreed to let her
set the pace, and accordingly she rode ahead,
taking such a pace as would be to her perfectly

easy. When we reached Litchfield, 10 miles

away, we found we had taken just one hour.

Wellington. 10 miles further on, we reached in

the same time; and still our lady pace-maker,
instead of being fatigued, was jubilant with
spirits, and eager to go on. However, we stop-

ped at the hotel for a half or three-quarters of

an hour. After resuming the journey the next
point we reached was Norwalk. 23 miles fur-

ther on, over roads less easy of travel. With
Miss Gray as pace-maker we made the time in

two hours and a half, making the whole jour-

ney of 43 miles in four hours and a half. Our
pace-maker was somewhat tired ; but after

dinner she seemed to be as fresh as ever, and
ready to finish her journey to Sandusky, mak-
ing a total of 70 miles. At Norwalk we left the
party to make our way back home, intending
on the wav to visit, perhaps a little out of our
road, Mr. "H. R. Boardman, a bee-keeper who
needs no introduction to the readers of Glean-
ings. Reaching his apiary at East Townsend we
found that the bees were still working strongly
on clover and basswood, and the merry hum of

thousands of workers was delightful indeed, for

so late as July 31. . We looked about the apiary
and saw no one. Finally we discovered one of

the helpers crating up honey in the honey-
house. We feared that Mr. Boardman might be
away—possibly at an out-apiary; but as for-

tune has usually favored us on these bicycle-

tours, we were told by the young man that he
was in the house. A knock at the door brought
the response, "Come in I'" A moment more
found us in the presence of our East Townsend
bee-keeper apparently sending out bills for
honey shipped. We had given him no intima-
tion of our visit: and after he had recovered
from his surprise we began to talk bees at once.
We arrived there about 3 o'clock, and told our
friend that we could not remain long, as we
wished to get home that night, and there were
some 40 miles ahead of us. As usual, we found
our friend full of bee-talk. About the first

question we asked was, as to

WHAT HAD BEEN THE HONEY-FLOW.
"In some respects it has been remarkable,"

said our friend. "My honey is not all off yet ;

but one of my men estimates that my crop of
comh honey will be somewhere about 10,000 lbs.,

from one apiary of less than 175, spring count."
" But you have more than one yard, haven't

you?"
" Only the one. I had some forty colonies

last fall in an out-apiary, that I did not feel dis-

posed to put any more expense upon, and just
left them out of doors, to take their chances,
with the result that they nearly all died; and
what lived were too weak to be of any use.
But," said he, " I lost none at the respository
here at home, wintered on my plan."
" Then," said we, " your loss was not due to

any fault of your method, but to lack of atten-
tion."
"That is justit."
As our time was limited we changed the con-

versation pretty often. We next asked our
host if he could explain why clover had begun
to yield in the good old-fashioned way this
year, and had failed to do so for the past four
or five years.
"I don't know anything about it," he an-

swered.
We then suggested the theory that all sorts

of crops have their cycles of four or five years
of yielding well, and also their cycles of yield-
ing little or nothing.

" That is one of things that I ' don't know,' in

the language of Dr. Miller,'" said our friend.
" But I know." he continued. " that all kinds of
clovers have been yielding remarkably this sea-
son. Sweet clover seems to be doing more than
usual."

" Yes," we remarked, " as we came along it

seemed to skirt the roadsides almost our entire
journey, and we observed that it was thickly
covered with bees. But how do you account
for the fact that these sweet clovers seem to
select the roadsides for so many miles? Down
in Medina they say, in spite of our protests,

that A. I. Root goes out nights scattering
sweet-clover seed along the roadsides."

" Yes," said Mr. Boardman, " they are accus-
ing me of a similar thing. The fact is, the
seeds drop down by the roadside, and during
muddy weather they are picked up by wagon-
wheels and extended over miles of road."
"There, there! you have given us a new

idea," we exclaimed. " We have tried before
to convince our Medina farmers that we did
not scatter the seeds; but here we have the
real explanation."

" Yes,'" said Mr. Boardman. " within the last

few years sweet clovers have taken a wonder-
ful growth throughout the country. We never
used to see them.'"
Again we changed the subject, for we desired

to pump our friend as much as we could before
we left.

" Do you still cut out combs from the brood-
nest of your side-opening hive?"
" I do," he replied, " but I am using more
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built-out combs than formerly. I find that
the bees are more apt to build drone comb dur-
ing the swarming season; but after that lime
they are quite inclined to build nothing but
worker comb: hence, early in the honey-flow I

give drawn-out combs: and, later on, frames
with only starters of combs."

It will be remembered that Mr. Boardman
has a side-opening hive, and his practice in the
past has been to cut out combs in the brood-
nest from those that did not have brood in,

compelling the bees to carry their surplus up
into boxes for the want of storage room below.
These combs that contain honey are extracted,
and are rendered in the large Boardman solar
wax-extractor.
Once more we changed the subject.
"What about the I^angdon non swarmer?

have you tried it?
"

•' I have not; and I do not know that, for my
purpose, I want to. I desire bees to swarm.
Just come with me."
"We took our hats and started for the apiary.
"There is a colony," said he, pointing to one,

" that was bringing in, by the scales, from four
to five pounds of honey daily. The new swarm,
after being hived, brought in over double that
amount daily. Besides that, the old colony
was doing something, and that is ;,bout the
case with more of them. Yes," he added, by
way of emphasis. ' I inint my bees to swarm."
We do not remember exactly, but we think

he said that, for him, the parent colony and
the swarm would gather considerably more
honey than any colony would gather with the
same force of bees, with the swarming impulse
taken away, if such could be done.
As we passed along. Mr. Boardman, pointing

to a number of hives in which there were cone
bee- escapes at the entrances of the upper story,

said, "There is the best bee-escape out. I just
simply attach one of these escapes, fastened to a
thin strip of board 2 inches wide, and the width
of the entrance. There," said he, " by turning
this wire button over it, you see it can be
attached and detached in an instant. When
a super is full I put this on at night, and the
next morning the bees will be all out, with the
possible exception of two or three."

boardman's hive.
The bees, instead of going through the bee-

escape into the brood-nest direct, come out into
the open air and go down to the entrance be-
low, with which they are familar. As our
readers may have forgotten what the Board-
man hive looks like, we reproduce a cut which
was shown some time ago in Gleanings. The
bee-escape is shown in position. It was friend

Boardman, we beiii've, who gave the first pub-
lished account of the successful working of the
cone bee-e.^cape. But the matter seems to
havi- been dropped at the time, and no particu-
lar proininence was given to it until about a
year lati^-. when our enterprising friend J. S.
Reese introduced it to the bee-keeping world.
As we walked through the apiary. Mr. Board-

man called our attention to his bee-feeder. We
pronounced it the best entrance feeder we had
ever seen, and requested him, when he had
time, to write up a description of it for Glean-
ings.

" Did yon notice," said Mr. Boardman, " that
the grass is all kept down in the bee-yard."

" Yes, we did notice it."
" The weeds were shaved down," he contin-

ued. " only once this spring, and you see how
clean the ground is now."
We continued walking through the yard un-

til we came before three of the mammoth
Boardman solar wax-extractors. These are
kept constantly going, and Mr. Boardman is

constantly accumulating some nice beautiful
wax of first quality; for you know he cuts
combs out of the brood-nest to force the bees
into the supers; and these combs must be dis-
posed of. You will remember, some time ago
we raised the question as to whether or not the
solar wax-extractor rendered all the wax out of
the cocoons. We challenged our friend to send
us 25 lbs. of slumgnm, or refuse, saying that we
thought we could show that there was still

wax in it. We did show the presence of wax,
and that was all. We secured, after a great
deal of labor, by the use of sulphuric acid, wax-
press, etc., a few ounces. The test proved that
Mr. Boardman secures practically all the wax
there is in the old comt)S. and that the only
reason why this slumgum makes such a fire is,

that the propolis, melting at a higher tempera-
ture than is reached by solar wax-extractors,
remains in the slumgum. We were pleased to
notice that Mr. Boardman uses tlie extractors,
not only for rendering out combs, but for dry-
ing out fruit, corn, etc. By the use of ventila-
tors near the top he lets the moisture escape as
the fruit dries.
As we looked at tlie bottom of the extractors,

w^e asked him what it was that prevented tlie

boards from shrinking and letting the wax run
through the cracks.

" I had some little trouble in that direction,
and an old carpenter told me that butternut
was the least liable of any wood to shrink or
swell. After using that kind of wood I liad but
little trouble."
We will explain to our readers, that the

Boardman solar wax-extractors have, for the
bottom, only matched boards, and, of course, it

is desirable that the stuff be put together as
tight as possible.
We intimated several times that we should

have to get on our wheel, because we had to be
at home that night. It was very hard to break
off in the midst of so many interesting topics.

We finally told our friend that we hoped we
could call upon him again this same season,
and take a little more time. We mounted the
wheel at 4:20, having stopped an hour and 20
minutes. At 10 minutes of 6 we w(>re in Well-
ington, some 20 miles distant. We did not stop
to talk long, but sped ov(^r to a restaurant for a
lunch, and at i):() we were on our way again.
At exactly 7:4.5. standard time, we were in front
of our own door, the last 20 miles being made
in 1 hour and ;{".• minutes. Our entire run that
day was 90 miles; and Sd perfect are the wheels
nowadays that we felt little or no fatigue. In-
deed, we felt as if we shduld like to go another
20 miles.
Perhaps some of you will not believe this

—
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that is, those of you who have never ridden
wheels. But such feats are of rather common
occurrence now. and we mention them only to

show that the bicycle is a rapid and practical
means of conveyance to ])oints within 100 miles.

Indeed, we could not have taken a train and
visited the various points we did, because the
trains seldom or never go so as to start and stop
whenever we want them to; and while the or-

dinary passenger trains make much faster time
when traveling, we often have to wait several
hours before we can take them, and, of course,
valuable time is lost; but the ever ready wheel
stands at our bidding.

.JOHN CHINAMAN, AND THE " PICTER " ON
PAGE .'jTl.

If it hadn't been for the aforesaid picture, I

think I might have forgotten to say any thing
about how John carries tremendous loads by
means of his pole. Near Los Angeles I went
out to visit the Chinese gardens. The rows
of cabbages were so long that Mrs. Root got
tired, so I wandered off by myself. The China-
men were not very communicative in this gar-
den, but I managed to get a few answers to my
questions. One of them was gathering cauli-
flower. He had two baskets, each one of which
would make a pretty fair half of a one-horse
wagonload. He tilled these brimming full, and
then adjusted his ijole; and after he had got
his load vibrating just right he skipped along,
making the vibrations keep time to his steps,

and moved his immense burden with astonish-
ing ease and celerity. I dou't suppose a Yankee
could ever learn to carry a burden in that way,
and I am afraid he would never learn to carry
as much, and as safely and quickly, as a China-
mau. even if he could. In Portland, Oregon, a
Chinaman had a job of carrying firewood up-
stairs. He did it with a couple of baskets and
a pole; and tin- way he trotted upstairs, with-
out bumping a basket, with more wood than
an Irishman could have carried ou a wheel-
barrow, was a wonder. Somebody told me
that they could not carry these large loads if it

were not for those peculiar vibrations. It

probably works something like the sprocket-
wheel on the modern Columbia bicycle. No
matter; if you haven't seen a Chinaman carry
a small wagonload on a pole, just watch him
the next time you have an opportunity. Now,
Rambler may succeed in swinging his pole of
honey Chinaman fashion; and he may possibly
get some wooden shoes and a starched skirt
coming down a little below his regular coat;
but I don't believe he will ever be able to carry
any such load as they do. I have several times
wondered why it was that the rest of the world
did not learn how to carry heavy burdens as the
Chinese do.

Trade Notes.

A SURE WAY OF PREVENTING SPARKS FROM
HOT-15LAST SMOKERS.

A few days ago we were favored with a visit

from Dan White, that bright and enterprising
bee-keeper of New London, O. Like all the
rest, he has experienced a phenomenal honey-
flow; but like the rest, too, he had let a portion
of his bees die during the past winter, because,
the last four or five years, it had not paid him
to keep them. He now says that, if he had
given those that died about $50.00 worth of
sugar, he would have received in return over
«;3no worth of honey.
He was greatly pleased with the principle of

the Cowan extractor and the new Crane smoker.

He has always used the Bingham, and likes it.

While we were discussing smokers he mention-
ed, incidentally, that he had got rid of the
spark nuisance by inserting in the nozzle a
piece of common window-screen wire cloth,
about S}4 inches square. " But," said we,
" doesn't this fill up and cause trouble? " " Once
in a great while," said he; "but it is so little

trouble to get hold of one corner and pull it out,
and give a few raps on the bench, and replace
it, that I would never think of going without
the wire cloth again, because it prevents the
throwing of the sparks from the smoker-nozzle
absolutely."'
We considered the idea so valuable, cheap,

and effective, that we have decided to insert it

hereafter in all the Crane nozzles; and we feel

quite sure that Bro. Bingham will favor his
trade in a similar way. AH bee-keepers now
owning Crane or Bingham smokers, or. in fact,

any smokers with detachable nozzles of the hot-
blast type, will find it a decided advantage to
put the wire in now; and then when their smo-
ker gets nearly empty they will have no trouble
from sparks.

THE LANGDON NON-SWARMER; A REPORT OF
HOW IT IS WORKING THIS YEAR AVITH

THE INVENTOR.
On page .576 we asked for reports as to how

the Langdon non-swarming device was work-
ing this summer; and among others a report
from the inventor himself. He has kindly re-

sponded as follows:

Mr. Boot:—In regard to the non s"'armer8, 1 am
oblig-ed to s<iy that, for some reason, tliey have not
done quite so well as they did last season with me.
Also, I have had a few reports of failures by those
using- them. One neighbor makes his go all right,
and is getting a lot of honey from the two hives.
Another liad three swarms from ten devices In use.
Eugene Secor writes that his did not work right;
also Mr. Gemmill, in Ontario. A few others are all

I have heard from.
How much the difference in mine depends on the

season is hard to tell. There has been some swarm-
ing—a small per cent—from the 60 non-swarmers
in operation on my house, and I find, from my ex-
perience this year, and from the few reports I have
received from those using them, that there are
three points i hat it will not affect; viz., occasional-
ly a queen is killed, and hatching cells make trouble
afterward. If the queen is old, and the bees try to
supersede her, they will build cells in the closed
hive; and then if it is opened soon after, she might
lead out a swarm. This can be .stopped by keeping
all queens in their prime as every bee-keeper should
do.
Again, it is known that they will sometimes swarm

in the ordinary way with only eggs in the queen-,
cells that they leave. Running so many bees into
the same hive seems to encourage this extreme of
the swarming fever, and it has been done more fre-
quently witli the non-swarmer in place than before.
To what extent shading the hive would help this, is

yet to be seen. Also, there might be a great differ-
ence of bees as to ttiat point. I liave only Carni-
olans, and .so do not know what Italians would do
under the same circumstances.
These are exceptions; but they may stand in the

way of having the plan largely adopted. I can
make it of important use to mj'self in combination
wiih my house-apiary, even a^ it is ho m, because,
with the loss I have had. I am ahead in the saving
of work. They were put in operation and on the
market late, and I think that will account for the
failure of some. But I made one mistake in my
circular, in instructing them to make tlie change of
bees and cases from one hive to the other once in
seven days instead of not over five.

A natural queen-cell hatches in nine days; so if

the bees have the swarming fever very badly, and
start a cell from a larva just hatched from the egg,
or one day older, they can seal it and swarm on the
fifth or sixth day from the time they are turned in-
to the other hive if they start it the same day.

I think this is where the most of the failures lie;

and that, by a careful working-up of these points,
under the different conditions found in the various
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parts of the country, tlie plan will finally ho brought
out so tliat it will work with but few exceptions.

I liAve not tried it for extracted honey, so I do
not know what it will do for that.

I hope all your readers will tell of their experience
with it, g-ood or bad; for if it has too many faults to
come into general use, it may as well be known;
and if there are more tliat iiave made it work well,
I should like to know it foi' my sake. I hope, when
they report, they will try to tell the reason of the
failure, if they can H. P. Langdon.
East Constable, N. Y., July 20.

A HANDY TOOI, FOI! THE APIAKV.
A subscriber, whose letter we have mislaid,

sends us a drawing of a tool which he finds to
be very handy in the apiary. It is simply a
screwdriver and scraper combined. He says it

is very handy for prying frames apart, loosen-
ing covers, or anywhere that a screwdriver is

useful. It Is also handy for scraping propolis
out of wooden rabbets, or anywhere that disa-
greeable gum finds its way. We used such an
implement a year or so ago in our Shane yard,
and found it very handy; but as it is a little

difficult to keep track of a special tool of this
kind, we concluded that it was a little more
handy for us to rely upon the ever-present .iack-
knife. When working among the bees, we al-

ways carry one of these indispensable arti-

cles. It has a small narrow blade, for cutting
queen-cells, and a good strong blade for prying
up covers, etc.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
1-230. Ottumwa, la. South side.

•••ITALIAN qu «««^ , sPECIACTy.
-CLOVER SEEDS -^tMs AND B E £3^- BUCKWHEAT
;^Sampleofourbeejour,nalThe WESTERN i

BEEKEEPER ALsoOur CATALOGUE F" R El EI .'.

JOS.NYSEWANDER. DEsMoiNEsrft'ivA.

Golden Queens
Pf*rkm Trp»"V«lC My bees can not be sur-
I I VIII 1 CA.Clo» passed for business, beau-
"^^^^^^^^^""^^^—i ty, and g-entleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction g-uaranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early orders, $1M each. Order
early. Send for price list. .5-16db.

J. D. GIVENS, Box 3, I^tbttoii, Tex.

yi COMPLETE PRINTER'S OUTFIT for
A^ newspaper and job office for sale for 1-3,50.00
cash. This sale is to reimburse the endorsers of a
note, and is a rare barg:ain. For particulars write
to E. M. Count & Co.. New Smyrna, Fla.

WANTED.—To sell 75 colonies of Italian bees, in
8 and 10 frame I'/i and 3 story L. hives, cheap,

and if bought .soon, I will give honey-crop, fixtures,
and all, in a never-failing hjcality. Address

Louis Werner, H. l«7, Edwardsville, III.

ONE DOLLAR
Will purchase a lEN^nOLLAR QUEEN by return

mail.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, IWIass.

If you wish to

Smile,
Try my fine Italian (lueens. Either 3 or
5 banded, bred in different vards, 75 cts.
each; «4.25 for 6. or *8.00 per doz. Prices
to dealers, and by the quantity, on ap-
plication. Fine breeders, 5*5.00; always
on hand. Prices for those that produce
strictly 5-banded bees, on apphcation.
Remember, I g-uaiantee safe arrival, and satisfac-
tion in the bounds of reason.

MRS. JBNNIIi ATCIIT^EY,
Gre&nville, Hunt Co., Tex.

Mrs. Jennie Atchley,
Greenville, Tex.

'

M\i Dear Madam : —The nuclei reached me in
splendid order, and the queen is a very fine one.
You would have been delighted to hear the excla-
mations of delight, as the children and Mrs. L.
gathered around to see the "queen Mrs. Atchley
sent." I thank you for your promptness, and for
sending: me such a fine queen. "Very truly yours,
Aurora, Tex., July 3, 1893. L. P. Lowry.

JOLDEN ITALIAN QUEENS, 60c each, or 6 for .$3.00. Ital-
1 ians, same price. ALBERT HINES,

Box 532. Independence, Iowa.

,^ Read what J. 1. Parent, of
Charlton. N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaflf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,000
honej-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e

V, have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say^it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Addi-ess W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

23tfd

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
whic*i they wish to dispose of. we wiU insert notices free of
charge, as below. We do this because there is hardly value
enough in these queens to pay for buying them up and keep-
ing them in stock ; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommo-
dation to those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have a number of good extra fine Italian queens,
that prove not quite pure in mating, but are good
hustlers, that I will dispose of at 4uc each, or 4 for
$1.50. C. L. Hill Mfg. Co., Box 130, Dennison. O.

Hybrid and mismated queens 20c each, part this
summer queens. W. W. Kulp, Pottstown, Pa.

About 20 fine yellow mismated Italian queens for
sale at 30c each, or 4 for ifl.OO. They are all young
and prolific; a good majority of their bees are yel-
low. W. F. Stuart, Box 439, Ottawa, Kansas.

Hybrid and mismated Italian' queens for sale, 30
and 30c each. C. G. Fenn, Washington, Ct.

Hybrid and mismated queens, 20c each. Address
C. A. Bunch, Nye, Ind.

I have about 30 black and hybrid queens that I

will sell for 25c each. W. R. Tate,
Bowling Green, Miss.

A few leather-colored and bright hybrid queens
for sale at 2fic each; only a few. Speak quick.

Chas. H. Thies. Steeleville, III.
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Bingham Perfect Smokers.

J
CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

Patented 1878, 1882, and 1893.

The Doctor, 3i4incli stove, laigest smoke and fuel capacity made, $3.10; Conqueror, 3-

incli stove, $1.75: Large, $1.50. Postpaid per mall. They all have wide shields, movable
jjent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Bingham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in
e^ery country.
Tlie Bingham & Hetherlngton uncapping-knife also belongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

^m Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=Smokers.
Our smaller smokers are as we have always .made them. Little Wonder, narrow

sliield, IM-inch stove. 65 cts.; Plain, narrowshield, 2-ifich stove, $1.00; Extra, 2-inch
stove, wide shield, $1.26.

'

They are a great convenience in handling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keepers
as being just the thing.—Quein & Fyke, Ettawanda, Cal.
The best to be had.— C. J. Donaldsoij, Lapeer, Mich.
As perfect as need be.—H. M. Seelv, Harford, Pa.
It is just what I wanted.—J. C. Keithi.ey, Shacklefall, Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Walter S. Poudeb. Indianapolis, Ind.
I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.

—

Henry F. Hagen, Rocky
Ford, Col.
To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to J", p_ BINGHAM, Abronia, Mich.

Keepers Supplies.

In writing advertisers please mention this paper.

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SHCr/O/VS, EXTf?ACTORS. ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
tSIn respoiiflinjr to tliis advertisement mention Ri.kanin'';s.

The Coming Game Bird.
The Chinese Pheasant,

or riongolian Ring Neck.
Send for descriptive catalogue to

,J^S. A. SUMPSON, Alexis, 111.

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

STAHL'S

EXCELSIOB

FRUIT DRIER
Evaporate? Fruit DAY
an'l NIGHT. Catalogue
free upon applioation.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
OUmCY. ILL.

Flease iiiuntiun thii> paper

Bee-|4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalogue 23 22db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN PER-
liSt RETS. ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP. ___
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O. - -

r'leii.-e mention this paper. 4tfdb

-^-^^^ IVIuth's

Honey - E:>^ti^actot^.

Sqaare Glass fLoney-'tSeivs,

Tin Buekets, Beei-.hii/es.

Jloney-SeGtions, &e., &c.
Pcpfeetion Cold-Blast Stnokefs.

APPLY TO
^^^^^^%.^^^-v^^^v^

CHftS. F. IHTJTH & SOU, Cincinnati, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing- your orders for SUPPLIES, write

lor prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hi\es, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
litldb New London, Wis.
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READY AGAIN

!

Mv locatiou enables me to rear those nice
Golden Queens, by Doollttle's method, as
cheaply now as at any time in the North.
Untested, 7.5c; 6 for $4.00; 1^, $7.50. Last
year's tested, $1.^5; select, $1.7.5; breeder, $a.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction g-uaranteed.

5tfdbJR r'A^P Po""* Orange,
• t>. V^/\OL«, Vol. Co.,FIa.

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, 75c; 6 for $4.25.

Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Catalogue free.

Q-tfdb C/ias. H. Thies, Steelevillf^, 111.

Drk^t'o Onr^Aa ^T ROOT'S PRICES can
r\OOl S VaOOaS hjid at Des Moines, Iowa,
dress Jos. Nysewander.

be
Ad-

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-

•alogue free. Address
QEEE BEOS., St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. QEES, ITashville, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for cataloRue free. Address
SAMUKL .lONKS, Highland Park
Colleg'e, Des Mijines, Iowa. l-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

The Gov. of N. Carolina

To Gov. of 5. Carolina
"Tt's a long- ways between posts." That's what

he would say if he should see a string of our regular
flve-foot farm fence now serving on one side of a
pasture for deer. End posts 33 rods apart, and
only one post between. Send for particulars.

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
tr^hi ff^iM'iicliin; to til's a/ilvyrtjssnjent ments'j" jLeanings

IF YOFWANT BEES^
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
.strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
VVm. Stevenson, Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers,
but have found none that equal your strain."
Reduced prices: Warranted queens, 8Uc each: 3

for $2.00. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $2.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who liave never dealt with me, 1 refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600
queens. Circular free.

ll-12d Alorg-aji, J'endleton Co., liy^.

«S"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleaninps.

The above cut shows our new-siyle all-datted
husMl box. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in three
pieces called the slatted hut<In:l hox. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and sicies, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the galoanizedhound
hiix. These bo.xes were devised by T. B. Terry for

j

handling potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
lie handier. The potatoes are pickrd up into the
boxes in tlie field and left in them till sold. Other i

crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are I

being handled in these same boxes. They are of
!

such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14i^xl6%xl2X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
f)' 15 alongside; 13 of the 15 are in tlie flat, packed
inside the otlier two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and galvanized hound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
iibout 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 .50

Slatted bushel box, per crate of 12 1 .50

Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, 18, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 20-page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlicalion.

A. L ROOT, Medina, O.

S-Banded Golden Red-Clover Bees.
If you want bees that

will work on Red Clover,
try one of ourflve-banded
queens. Queens in .Tuly,
untested, 75 cts. ; }i doz.,
$3.60; tested, $1.,50; select,
$2; the very best, $4. De-
scriptive circular free.

LEIININGEK BRO S,
ft. Jenuings, O.

Please mention this paper. 5tfdb

cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.50

TESTED QUEENS 80 CTS.
I requeen my

whole yard every
year, and now again offer about 5iiflne Italian tested
queens at SOc each, or two for $1.50. Mismated
(jueens at 30c each. My queens are etjual to the
best. Uy return mail. T. H. lU^iJEK.

14-1 fbd 426 Willow St.. Terre Haute, Ind.

Sasterxi Supply Sovise.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at b ttom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM. 105 Park Place. N. Y.
21 20dL' Plc.-isc mention this paper.

Casli for Beeswax!
Will pay 21c per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for hest
Kclected u-ax.
Unless you put your name on the hux. and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by exyress.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Special Notices.

Notices will J>e inserted under this head at one-half our usu
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed Hvo lines, and you must say you want your
ad v't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over live lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such ourregular rates of 20 cts, aline will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

1 U'ANTED - Wj. chi'ster shotg-un or offers, for a
!

Vs til,, of Enplisli Beiigle hounds three months
old, two females and a male. The best rabbit hounds
on earth. D. S. Halt., So. Cabot, Vt.

HONEY MARKET.
We have received a good deal of new honey since

our last report, both comb and extracted, all of

very choice quality. We are able to offer it at the
following- prices:
Choice white comb honey, in 1 - lb. sections,

mostly 24-lb. cases, 1 to 3 Ciises, 17c per lb.; 4 to 9

cases or over, 16c per lb. Write for prices on 50

cases or over.
Choice clover extracted honey, in 60-lb. cans, 2 in

a case—one 60-lb. can, 9c per lb.; 1 case of 2 cans,

8V4c per lb. ; 3 cases of 3 cans or over, 8c per lb.

We hope to have Western honey to otter in our
next issue.

SPECIAL 10 PER CENT REDUCTION
FOR 30 DAYS ON

WIRE NETTING.
SHORT ROLLS, ETC.

We submit below, corrected from last issue, a
list of the short rolls and remnants of wire netting
that we have received from the factory. We
still have a g-ood supply of 3-inch No. 19 netting 4

feet hig-h, which we still offer at these special prices:

1 roll, $3.60; .5 rolls, $17..50; 10 rolls, $34.00. Tins you
notice is 10c a roll higlier than our last offer on this

size. We have the 3-inch Nos. 19 and 20, 60 and 72

inches wide only, other widths all sold. We have put
the price on the following pieces at the same rate as

full rolls, except on tlie 73 inch, on which we offer

an extra 10% discount.
Of 3-inch mesh No. 19 wire, we have the following

remnants and short rolls at %c per square foot.

The figures at the left give the width in inches, and
the other figures give the length of each piece in

feet. Multiply this by the width in feet, then take
two-thirds of the result to find the price of each
Diece. "~ '

4.5 50 60, 62, 64, 70. 90, 91, 101, 107, 123. 137, 140, 144, 146. '^'— .flW
9 16 18 18. 19. 26, 38. 40,40,40, 49, .50, 60. .50 .53. ,54. .55. 56, .58, 64,

73 73 73,74,75, 82, 83, 84, 84, 87.90,90,92,94,96,96.96,99,115,

100 ion, 100, 100, 100, lOO, 102, 102, 102, 105, 105,109, 110, 111, 114, 143,

116 118, 120, 120, 122, 124, 124, 125, 125, 128, 129, 129. 138. 142, 142, 143,

144.144,147,147.

n' 20
' 25, 29, .32, 35, 38, 40. 48. ,55, .5.5, 61, 67,68,7.5, 75,82.83,84,

86' 87,90,94, 96, 119, 120,122, 123, 123, 124, 130, 138, 138, 140, 143,103, 144,

144 144. 144. 145, 145, 145, 146.

.54 72. 88, 88, 143.

60
I

.53 78, 96, 101, 101, 101, 105, 107, 110, 120, 123, 124, 138, 140, 144, 144,

72 1 16 20 42, 42, 42, 47, 48, 57, 71, 73. 75, 75,81, 82, 85, 85, 88, 93, 100, 100,

112,119,120,12.3,124,125,134,142.

Of 2-inch No. 20 we have the following pieces at three-fifths

of a cent per square foot. Arrive at the pride in precisely the

same way as above, taking three-fitths of the number of feet

instead of two-thirds, to get the price in cents.

30 I 32, 39, 73, 105, 120, 140, 140, 140.

36 22 381 39. .56, 57, 66, 79. 81,88,100, 100,100,110,119.120, 122,126,

128, 128, 134, 136, 138. 140, 141, 144. 145.

42 142. 143.

48 41, 55, 60, 66, 70, 85, 86, 92, 98, 105, 114, 140, 143, 145.
,

.54 145.

60 46, 48, 60, 73, 119, 139, 139.

72 I 25, 38, 44, 45, 70, 75, 76, 79. 100, 100, 128, 137, 139.

)stin lots of .5 pieces, any one or assorted kinds, de-

duct 5% ; 10 pieces, 10% ; 3.5 pieces or more, 15% . On
the 72-inch netting you may also deduct 10% on
single-piece orders; or, in addition to above, on
quantity orders. First come, first served. General-
ly these pieces go off very rapidly, and it may be
well to name a second or third choice in case your
first may be gone.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA. O.

n/ ANTED. —To exchange Perfection winter cases,
Vi fit any hive, 13 and 24 lb. honej' shipping-crates,
one-piece sections, foundation, etc., for extracted
and comb honey, or offers. Any quantity.

C. L. Hill. Mfg. Co., Box 120, Dennison, O.

WANTED.—To exchange a farm of 60 acres, large
new buildings, fruit of all kinds, plenty water;

land level and fertile, for bees and supplies.
J. O. MuNSON, East Lansing, Tompkins Co., N. Y.

WANTED,—To exchange a solid-tire Juno Ladies'
bicycle, bought new last fall, for 3.50 lbs. of

good clover honey in tin cans.
A. W. Smith, Shelton, Buffalo Co., Neb.

wANTED.—A first-class photograph outfit. Must
be in good order. Write me at once.
Scott Brillhart, Millwood, Knox Co., Ohio.

WANTED.—To exchange a 810 plater for offers.
Plants of Begonia V^ernon for plants or offers.

B. Thomas. Boyer, Wright Co., Mo.

WANTED.—To sell or exchange for hooey or of-
' fers, one Shipman oil-engine, 3-horse power,

used but little. Address
E. M. Tennant, Willett. Cortland Co., N. Y.

WANTED.-To exchange safety bicycle and gold
watch for bees, queens, supplies, or offers.
Bert W. Hoppb, Garden City, Kan. Box 324.

WANTED.—To exchange a new parlor loung-e
worth $16. for honey, wax, L. combs, or offers.
Aug. Hillmann. 290 13th St., Brooklyn, N. Y.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For the benefit of friends who have black or hybrid queens
which they wish to dispose of . we will insert notices as be-
low, first insertion free of charge. After the first, 10c per
line. We do this because there is hardly value enough in
these queens to pay for buying them up and keeping them
in stock; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommdation to
those who can not afford higher-priced ones.

I have got 4 hybrid queens, good ones, that I will
mail to any one for 25 cts. each, any time before the
first of September. Speak quick,

Calvin C. Phelps, East Windsor Hill, Conn.

A few mismated and hybrid Italian queens of this
and last year's rearing, 2.5c each, or 5 for $1. Most
have one one wing clipped.

Jesse F, Smith, Liberty, Clay Co., Mo.

Fifteen black and hybrid queens at 20 cents each.
Order at once.

W. H. Laws, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

A few more liybrid and mismated Italian queens
for sale at 30 and 30 cts. each.

C. G. Fenn, Washington, Litchfield Co., Conn.

A few beautiful Italian queens that are mismated,
by return mail at 30c each.

S. P. Roddy, Mt. St. Marys, Md.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
CHiCAfiO. — Haney. — The receipts of lioney are

quite liberal; the very best grades are l)riug-ing'

15@16. The demand just now is liardly equal to the
supply, and we are receiving many inquiries con-
cerning- the market. We are of tlie opinion tliat it

will not lie any higher, but may go lower, as money
is very scarce, and people seem to economize in the
way of honey purchases. The darker grades dre
not meeting with any demand. Nearly all of the
new crop is of I'cry line qualitj*. Extracted is

bringing from 5@7, according to color, flavor, and
style of package. Beeswax is verv dull at about
20@'23 per lb. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Chicago. — Ho?iey. — Honey this year is being
placed on the market earlier than last season, hut
the demand is restricted and will be light until
small fruits are out of the market; and with the)

prospect of a large crop, buyers will be particular
as to quality, and the best will find ready sale upon
arrival. No. 1 comb, 16; extracted as to quality,
5@7. Beeswax, 2'2@2i.
We extend to all bee-keepers who visit the city an

Invitation to call on us, likewise to make use of our
office, in care of which they can have their mail
addressed, and from which they can write their
letters. Hotel accommodations secured.
Aug. 4. S. T. Pish & Co..

189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Honey.—Although the honey market is

not fairly open yet, we are receiving a few lots that
sell well, and indications are thnt honey marketed
early this year will bring best prices; especially
comb honey. We ai-e selling -white comb, 15(S>17;
medium, U@15; dark, 13(5*13. Extracted moves
slow yet, although white is not plentiful, and sells at
7/^@8; iimber, 7@7>^ ; dark, 6@7. Beeswax quiet,
26@28. Write us for prices when any are i-eady to
sell; your correspondence solicited, promptly and
cheerfully answered. H. R. Wright,
Aug. 3. 326, 338, 330 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.
P. S.—Honey a specialty; sales last season, 300,000

pounds.

Albany.—Honey.—We have already received 10
consignments of comb and i consignmenis of ex-
tracted honey. Comb honey is nu^ving off freely
considering that it is still very early, and weather
warm. We quote white clover. U@i6; buckwheat,
11@13. There is but very little d^'mand for extract-
ed yet. Fi'om present indications the crop of buck-
wheat honey will not be very heavy throughout
New Vork State unless we get rain soon.
Aug. 11. Chas. McCuLr>ocH & Co.,

Albany, N. Y.

New York.—Honey.—Onr market remains very
quiet. E.xtracted continues to arrive freely, the
market is well supplied, and the demai.d light. We
quote: Southern common. (iOc gallon; fair to choice,
65@75c per gallon; California, 6@6'/ic per lb. No
new comb arrived as yet. Beeswax, 3.5c, and gradu-
ally declining. Hildreth Bros. & Segelken,
Aug. 10. 38 & 30 West Broadway, N. Y.

New York.—Honey.—Some new crop, white clo-
ver honey, arriving, selling at 14@15 for fancy 1-lb.

sections. Extracted, slow of sale. Southern in
hbls.,60@65. California. 6)4@6M. Beeswax, prime,
clean and good color, is wortli from 36@28 according
to quality; trade is very quiet.
Aug. 7. Thuisber-Whylanu Co.,

New York City.

Buffalo.—Honey.—There is not sufficient demand
as yet to warrant the encouragement of shipping
much honey to Buffalo just now. Three to four
weeks later, probably a little sooner, we can handle
8omt; few sales. No. 1 comb, 1-lb., 14@15, occasion-
ally 16. No. 3, 12c downward. No sale for extracted
yet. When demand thoroughly sets in we can han-
a hundred tons or more. Batterson & Co.,
Aug. 7. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—Hojiey.—Prices for comb honey are
nominal, with small lots .of new on tlie market The
best sells at 14@lti in a jobbing way. Extracted
fhoney brings 5@8. Demand from manufacturers

is slow, arrivals fair. Beeswax Is in fair demand
at 20@33 for good to choice yellow.

Chas. P. Muth & Son.
Aug. 7. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas City.—Hojiey.-Receipts of honey, light,
with a fairly good demand. We quote: 1-lb. comb
white at 17; 1-lb., light weight, 15; extracted, white,
T-A; amber, 6!4®7; dark, 5@5V^. Good demand for
extracted. Beeswax, none on the market.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Aug. 7. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas CtTY.—Hancy.—Receipts moie liberal;
demand fair. We quote: Mb. comb white, lt)(gH7;
1-lb. amber, 13@15; extracted, white. 6@7; amber,
6@6. Beeswax, 18@30.

Clemons, Mason & Co..
Aug. 8. Kansas City. Mo.

MiNNKAPOLis. — Honey. — Our honey market is as
follows: Extra fancy white. 1-lb. comb, 18; extra
choice, white. 1-lb.. 16; fancy dark, 1-lb., 14; choice
dark, 13; strained honey in 30-lb. kegs, 8. Demand
light. J. A. Shea & Co.,
Aug. 7. Minneapolis, Minn.

St. Louis.—Honey.—There is very little doing.
Demand very light. No change in values. Prime
beeswax, 33. D. G. Tiitt Grocer Co.,
Aug. 8. St. Louis. Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.—Best white comb honey. )4@16;
demand increasing. Extracted, 7@7i4. Beeswax,
33@34. M. H. Hunt,
Aug. 7. Bell Branch. Mich.

Boston.—Honey.—New lioney is coming in slowly,
selling 16@18 for best one-pound sections. Extract-
ed, 8@.9. No beeswax on hand.

Blake & Ripley.
Aug. 7. Boston. Mass.

Wanted.—Comb and e.xtracted honey, best quali-
ty only. Walter S. Pouder,

17.5 E. Walnut St., Indianapolis, Ind.

Wanted.—500 lbs. dark extracted honey.
H. G. Camp, Winona, Ohio.

Wanted.—Comb and extracted honey, white clo-
ver. F. S. McClelland, New Brighton, Pa.

Wanted.—To buy .50,000 lbs. of white comb honey
in small single-tier cases.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. of choice white honey in 1-lb.
sections, 34-lb. cases, and 3(Xi0 lbs. of fine extracted
clover and basswood honey in 60-lb. square jacket
cans. Samples by mall on application.

"Ezra Baer, Box 1873, Dixon, 111.

.5000 lbs. extracted honey, 2000 of clover and 3000
of linn, in 300 to .5001b. lots. Honey is excellent.
What do 1 hear bid for the lot ?

J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTEHSQN & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission fiflerchants. igtr,,,, and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St.,. N. Y.

WHOLESALE DEALERS & Hnnpv '^^'- Rpp<:u/ny
COMMISSION M3E0H.\iiTs.

noney p<^ aeeswax.
Established 1875.

White SHIPPINQ=CASE57
To have your honey sell well, use oiii- beautiful

cases, 13 and 34 pound sizes. Send fur illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the aiiiarv.

in. H. HCNT, Bell Bran< li, mieb.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address .los. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

FLORIDA.
For Sale—ten acres of good
land, five in young grove, part
bearing; house, barn, and

out-houses, apiary, and store building, with stock
of general mercliandise. Apply to

H. P. WILLIAMS, Richmond, Lake Co., Fla.
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Experiments
With Laiigdon's Non-Swarmer, Pratt's Self-

Hiver, different makes of foundation, both old
and new, light and heavy, are being made at the
Michigan Experimental Apiary. Swarms are be-
ing hived with starters only in tlie brood-nest,

upon foundation, and upon drawn combs Bees, hives, cases, etc., are all being carefully weighed. Other
experiments will be talien up as the season advances; at all times of the year will experiments be under
way The Bee=Keepers' Review gives full reports each month of these expeiiments. Send 75 cts. and the

Review will be sent from July (when the Experiment-Apiary reports began) to the end of the year, and
with it will be sent the 50-ct. booli, " Advanced Bee Culture." Stamps taken, either TJ. S. or Canadian.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

___.__._—» nr-F- ce»^^ A or^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORTER BEE C.oC/Ar*t.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas F Mjth Jno. S Keese. J. H. Martin. John Andrews. F.A. Gemmell. Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circuUir and testimonials mailed free,

p" ,_ "i . ?Each post-paid, with directions. 20c.; per doz., $2.3.). Return them and qet your money back

after trinl if not satmed. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN. ILL.

Q««i=ki=k^^ Yellow to the
UCwIl^ Tip.

Great big yellow beauties, worth many times their

weight in gold. That is the kind of queens Trego
raises.

Who Buys Them ?

Geo. E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, W. S. Hart, J.

F. Mclntyre, Jas. A. Green, and about 600 others not
so well known. For the rest of the season there will

be very few drones near me except very yellow
ones, and nearly every queen should get 4 and 6

banded bees.
" Morocco, Ind., .July 34, 1893.

" S. F. Trego:—I have bought queens of ,

, and [he names three prominent
breeders, S. F. T.], and yours are the />est in every
respect. Geo. Zobaboskey."
Mr. Z. ought to know something about my queens,

as he buys them by the dozen.
One warranted queen, $1.00; six for $5.00. Money-

order office, Cable. 111.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = ni.

lyin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings

Now Ready.
(ALWAYS^ Untested Italian queens, 75 cts. each.

N ~^ '^^'^ golden or leather-colored kind. Also

YqpW hee keepers' supplies. Send for circular.

JOHN NEBEL & SON,
High Hill, Mo.

Il:^"ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

FRIENDS,
I have a fine strain of Italian bees, and my apiary

will be located six miles from other bees, so perfect
mating of queens is assured. Will be pleased to re-
ceive your orders. Prices are as follows:
1 untested queen, $1.00 I 6 untested queens, $4.75
3 " " 2.75

I
13 " "

6.50
Tested queens, each, $1.50

Safe arrival guaranteed. Address

A. S. PARSON,
SUCCESSOR TO FRANK HOWARD,

GARDEN CITY, KAN.
^yin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Tilts ^o Sagr i« Brood-frames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Hanufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. V.

Oh, Mamma

!

' ;' Have you heard of the

200-Page lle<!-'*.o(ik

given to every I\EW
Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest, Best.
Cheapest and the only
M'^eelily Bee -Paper
in America. o2-pag s

;

^1 a year. Sample fr^e

GEO.W.YORK&CD
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILI'

To new subscribers: the journal alone sent
for 3 months for 20 cents.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

) Please mention this paper.

QUEEMS.
Queens, either .3 or .5 banded, 75 cts.

each; M dozen, $4.35; 1 dozen, $8.00.

Breeding queens. $2.00. Circular

free.

J. F. MICHAEL, German, Darke Co., 0.

Please mention this paper

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb.; brood, 40 cts.

No. sections, $2.7.5 per M. Every thing cheap

,

price list free. E. H. Trcmper, Bankers, Mich.

BIG DISCOUNT
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STRAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

White clovek at Marengo yielded honey Sj^
weeks, closing July 20.

A FEW SEASONS like the present and I shall
have to get a new stock of sections.

Bkood-combs \% in. from center to center
leave a bee-space of % to ]i inch where brood
is raised, being nearly double that left at the
upper part where the sealed honey is.

R. F. HoLTERMANN. the new editor of the
Canadian Bee Journal, is a live bee-man and
an enthusiast, and ought to give the Kanucks
a wide-awake, practical bee-journal.

Combs of honey were put into my shop-
cellar during fruit-bloom, for the bees to clean
out. Except an occasional bee, they wouldn't
touch it till the close of linden and white clover.
Then they made short work it.

The Larrabee escape is nearly as good as
the little mosquito-net tents to put on top of a
pile of supers, and is handier. It has the ad-
vantage over other escapes for this purpose,
that it lets more light through.

What makes the terribly offensive smell
that sometimes comes in hives, like that from
dead mice? This year it was just at the close
of linden and white clover, but I don't know
whether it was at the same period other years.

One advantage, and not a slight one, that
a record-book has over any system of tem-
porary markings, such as stones on a hive or
slates, is, that you can refer to your book years
afterward. In "this way the experience of a
past year can be drawn on for future guidance.

I MEASURED the space left between sections
without separators. As nearly as I could
measure, it was a quarter of an inch. When
separators were used, the same space, }4 inch,
was left between the face of the comb and the
separator. Is this the uniform measurement,
or do the bees vary?
A NEW BEE-ESCAPE from R. J. Stead, of Can-

ada, strikes out in a new line; keeps the bees
shut up in the super for half an hour or so till

they get crazy to get out, then lets them all out
like a flock of sheep. If it always works as
well as during the one trial I have given it, it

will stand at the head for rapid work.

W. C. Frazip^r thinks many reach conclu-
sions too hastily—" go off at half-cock." Cases
reported of worker eggs changed to drones, and
queens raised from some of the unchanged

eggs, would, he thinks, if patiently investigat-
ed, prove to be the work of laying workers, and
the supposed queens to be nothing but drones.

I HAVE BKOOD-COMBS that have stood out-
doors in hives for two years without being
troubled by worms. They stood unoccupied
without any protection of any kind, and might
stand thus for many years after being through
the first winter's freezing. But they get very
dry and brittle. They keep in better shape in
a dry cellar.

" Once a robber always a robber," seems to
be the traditional belief with regard to bees. I
don't believe it's correct. Don't you know how
robbers will sometimes whip you out, and then
the very next day not trouble at all ? They
haven't all died in the meantime, have they?—
just gone to honest work, a fresh flow of honey
having started.

The word " bee," in addition to the various
ways in which it is used in different languages
as given in last Gleanings, has the following,
for which I am indebted to W. P. Root, the
man who puts my commas in the right place
and straightens out my English: Hungarian,
mehe; Roumanian, albi; Slovak, v'cha-la;
Servian, p'cha-la; Turkish, ahroo.
The good yield of honey, it seems, has not

been universal. July 17, E. Kretchmer, of
Iowa, had received no response to 1000 circulars
sent out asking for honey for the World's Fair,
and reports not a single colony of his own bees
working in sections. A correspondent south of
me in Illinois reports no surplus from clover,
and some colonies nearly out of honey.
My Punic half-bloods (I have two colonies)

have proved themselves good workers, although
cross, their most prominent characteristic aside
from the glossy black color of the drones being
their manner of filling sections. No air seems
to be left between the honey and the capping,
giving the sections a disagreeable, greasy ap-
pearance, the worst I ever saw. For comb hon-
ey they're no good.

The other day I saw a laying worker lay-
ing in a worker-cell. She looked very uncom-
fortable with her wings all pushed up about
her head, and I suspect that accounts for the
fact that laying workers always prefer drone-
cells. They are more comfortable. Then they
keep on laying over again in the same cells,
rather than to take the more narrow and un-
comfortable worker-cells.

A HYBRID colony may sometimes prove to
have better workers than a pure one; but it
doesn't follow from this that it is better to
breed from the hybrid. There is not the fixed
type in the hybrid that there is in the pure
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blood, and it can not be relied on to reproduce
itself. I'm not saying by this that careful

breeding may not fix a valuable type of hybrids,

but I doubt if such a one exists that equals the

pure Italian.

I don't know for sure, but I am of the opin-

ion that queenless bees will store honey almost
if not quite as well as those having a queen,
provided they have empty combs to store in;

But if comb has to be built, queenless bees

seem a good bit behind. At any rate, after a
good deal of experence with caged queens and
queenless colonies in harvest time, I am strong-

ly of the opinion that I never want a colony

working in sections to be without a queen lor

a day.

ROBBING.

DOES IT OCCUR DURING THE HONEY SEASON?

A correspondent wishes me to tell him,
through the columns of Gleanings, whether
bees are subject to robbing during a flow of

honey, and writes thus: "I see it recommended
in a certain book that we should not try to

remove the surplus honey from the hive im-
mediately after a sliower, in the honey season,

for fear of robbing, thereby causing the bees to

become very cross; the reason therefor being
given, that the shower has washed the honey
from the flowers, hence the bees are eager to

rob. Do you find this so? With me the bees

do not off'er to rob till a day or two have elapsed
after the bees have been gathering honey plen-

tifully."
I would say that bees are not subject to rob-

bing during a honey-flow, for this is the time,

above all other times of the year, when they
can fly, that they are the least inclined to rob.

My bees act just as the correspondent says his

do, for I never knew bees out in search of honey
immediately after a heavy rain which came in

the height of the honey-flow. During a heavy
yield of honey the bees seem almost glad of a

rest for at least 24 hours, especially if the
weather is dull. I have taken off hundreds of

times immediately after a shower, without
being bothered by the bees trying to rob in the

least. At such times each bee is so full of

honey that, if squeezed a little, it will throw
the honey out on its proboscis; and if jammed
a little too hard the honey-sac (filled with hon-
ey) would burst through the sides of the ab-
domen. When bees secure honey rapidly, each
bee takes all it can into its honey-sac, then
throws it out on the tongue, draws it back
again, then throws it out again, and so on to

evaporate the watery part of it; for all nectar,

when gathered, is so thin that it needs much
reducing before it is of the right consistency to

be sealed over. After all the thin nectar has
been evaporated, then the bees begin to look
around for more; and if the flowers fail to

secrete any, robbing is the result where honey
is left exposed; and all wise persons will avoid
leaving honey exposed at such times. It takes
about the length of time spoken of by our cor-

respondent to reduce all the thin nectar in the
bive to the consistency of honey after it has
rained during a good honey yield.

BLACK bees; HOAV LONG DO THEY LIVE?
Another correspondent wishes me to tell

" how long the German (or black) bee will live."

This all depends upon the season of the year
when the trial is made, and the condition of

the colony. If in the summer or working sea-

son, 45 days will be about the length of life the

worker-bee will enjoy; while if during the fall

and winter months, the time will be found to
be from six to eight months. For instance, if

we take away a black queen about the middle
of June, and introduce an Italian queen in her
place, we sh. 11 have Italian bees hatching 21
days thereafter, which date we are to mark on
the hive as the time we are to count from, as
there will be no black bees hatched after this.

At the end of 40 days the black bees will be
found to be very few in numbers, while at the
end of the 45th day not a black bee will be
found in the hive. If the colony is made queen-
less at 20 days after the Italian queen was
introduced, then the length of life to the
workers will bn prolonged, on account of their
not laboring so hard, for queenless bees never
have that <Miergy shown by those which have
their mother with them; and it is the amount
of labor done which has to do with the length
of life given to our pets. Again, if the change
of queens is made during the fall months we
shall find plenty of black bees in the latter part
of spring, although they soon disappear after
the active labor of honey-gathering comes on.
This length of life has much to do with spring
dwindling, with preparation for winter, making
new colonies, our surplus crop of honey, etc.,

and therefore should be understood by all. It

is impossible to secure a good crop of honey
where the most of the bees are nearly worn out
with age just as the harvest is commencing;
and where bees become uneasy in winter, and
wear themselves out with worry, spring dwin-
dling is sure to occur. So, all old bees in the
fall will result in empty hives the next spring;
and a divided colony, so made that one part
contains all old bees results in no profit from
that part. Let us be practical along these lines.

IMPORTED QUEENS BETTER THAN HOME-BRED.
I am asked by another party what I think of

the claim made by some, that imported queens
are superior to those bred in this country. 1

do not think that any proof can be found to

substantiate such an assertion. In fact. I be-
lieve the balance of proof is on the other side.

Very many have written me that they would
not exchange their home-bred queens for im-
ported stock on any account, as their honey-
yields are much increased above what they
were when they first obtained Italian queens
from the old country. Queen -breeders on the
other side of the water do not take the pains in

breeding that we Americans do; for, if I am
correctly informed, the most of the queens sent
over here, unless it is very lately, are from a
promiscuous selection, mostly taken from
second and third swarms, on account of these
swarms not being liable to winter. How much
different the mode practiced by our best breed-
ers! Queens are selected for generations, each
selection being made from those which are tbe
most hardy, and give the best results in every
way; then the very best specimen is selected
from the next generation, and so on, always
selecting the queen each time which scores the
highest number of points, till perfection is well
nigh reached. It seems strange that any one
can believe that queens from a promiscuous
importation will equal queens bred with such
care and painstaking. Where people are not
satisfied with the stock they have, my advice
would be. for all those so situated, to buy an
imported queen, if they think them supei'ior, and
a home-bred one from some reliable party, and
try the two equally, rearing as many queens
from one as from the other, when they soon
can tell which is the best for them. If they do
not choose the home-bred queens, then I am
greatly mistaken. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y.
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RAMBLE NO. 90.

AT BRODBKCK S ; DKVIL S CANYON. ETC.

It would be a very Interesting study for some
patient antiquarian to looli up all the various
names, formations, and peculiarities of the
thousands of canyons in this great State. Like
" Old Mortality" among the graveyards of wScot-

land, he would grow gray before he could com-
plete thi^ j(jb. Tn this State, among the various
distinguished pfisonages whose names are at-
tached to canyons is that of the Devil. Devil's
Canyon has its entrance near thf> town of San
Bernardino; and from the number of saloons,
and wickedness generally, in that ancient town,
I should judge that the canyon was rightly
named, and fully occupied by his satanic majes-
ty. I had some curiosity in relation to that
canyon, and. in answer to my many questions
in relation thej'eto, a resident of the country
near said that its wild and rough nature was
one reason for its name; and. furthermore, that
it was a very unlucky place in which to travel.
Deaths and serious accidents had been of fre-

quent occurrence ; hunters have been found
dead, or with broken limbs: horses have sud-
denly died ; dogs utter long and unearthly
howls, and animals of all kinds have a subdued
aspect. My informant said that he never went
through the canyon without^a mishap of some
kind, and he regarded it as an evil locality.

Although Devil's Canyon bears such an unen-
viable reputation, it has no visible manifesta-
tions of its nearness to the infernal regions be-
low; but if we travel a little distance to the
east, and climb into the mountains, we find all

these visible manifestations ; and hot water,
steam, and sulphurous fumes greet us on every
side ; but here, instead of stumbling upon mis-
fortune at every step, the traveler finds plea-
sure; and If an invalid, he finds healing for his
disease ; and the portion of the earth upon
which we stand is widely known as the Arrow-
head Hot Springs. The name is derived from
an immense Indian arrowhead embossed, as it

were, upon the almost perpendicular side of the
mountain—the mountains here having an ele-

vation of several thousand feet. The great
sign. 1360 feet long and 450 wide, is plainly visi-
ble from nearly all portions of the valley below,
and from the Santa Ana Mountains, 30 miles
away. As a curiosity it is as great as the " Old
Man'" on Mount Washington, in New Hamp-
shire, or the " Holy Cro.ss " in the mountains of
Colorado. This sign was here when the white
man first made his appearance upon the scene,
and it is supposed to have been made by Indi-
ans hundreds of years ago to indicate tin; loca-
tion of the springs, which were held in high re-
pute by them for their healing powers. It is

also '^aid that the Mormon chief. Brigham
Young, had a vision of this region, and sent a
body of his followers to make a settlement here.
They were instructed to travel until they should
find the figure of an arrowhead upon the side of
the mountain. After much hardship in cross-
ing mountain and desert the weary emigrants
found the sign and a permanent restingplace in
the fertile valley below. Thus San Bernardino
came into existence as a Mormon town, and
there is still enough of the element here to sup-
port a church of the Latter-day Saints.
Ever since 1 entered the valley, nearly two

years ago. I had desired to visit the pl.^ice, and
render my impressions to your readers through
camera and pen. Our friend Mr. Brodbeck. of
Los Angeles, having located an apiary in the
immediate vicinity. I have taken the first op-
portunity after the busy .season to pay my re-
spects to him and Mrs. B. in their new and ro-
mantic home.
Mr. B. met me at Arrowhead Station, and at

the first glance I found that outdoor life had
given him a good healthy tanned skin, and I

felt that he was one of us; and it also seemed
more appropriate to talk bees with him out
where the bees were humming than it would be
in a drygoods store.

It required but a few minutes to find that Mr.
B.'s horse was made after the^same plan as Mr.
Mclntyre's, and it was necessary to push on the
lines some in order to get him along. The own-
er also, like Mclntyre, is a very indulgent driv-
er, and Prince had nearly his own way, and he
seemed to enjoy it, for it was a very warm day.
It is a pleasure to say right here, while I think
of it. that bee-keepers, as a general rule, and so
far as my observation goes, have good horses,
and they show good treatment. Truly, the bee-
keeper is a merciful man.
When we left the station I remarked that it

was about a mile to the point of the arrowhead.
" Yes," said Mr. B., " it is a good three miles,

with some sharp grades to get up at that;" and,
sure enough, our journey proved that, in this

case, as well as in many others in this country,
the vision is no guide with which to judge dis-

tance. When we arrived upon the mesa, near
the point of the arrowhead, we found that the
hotel, which you can also see from the valley, is

a very commodious and elegant building, pat-
ronized by tourists and invalids from all parts
of the world. It has been establisluid several
years, and the grounds are finely shaded with
gum and pepper trees, while the open spaces
are beautified with various-hued flowers found
only in this climate. The manager of the in-

stitution. Dr. W. Chapman, looks to the com-
fort and well-being or his many visitors. The
elevation of 200<J feet above sea-level, shaded
walks, the sound of rushing water in the can-
yon below and in the fountain near the hotel
make it a desirable retreat from the heat and
dust of the valley. From the hotel veranda a
magnificent view is obtained, and the many
thriving towns over a great area of country are
plainly visible. We find here, close by. a cold-
water and a hot-water canyon. The e,xtremes
meet in one common canyon below the hotel
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In the hot- water canyon we find the greatest
wonder of the place—the hot and boiling medic-
inal springs. The principal and oldest spring is

about three feet in diameter and one foot deep.

The water bubbles up at a temperature of 193°,

or withiu 19° of the boiling-point. It is a favor-

ite practice to boil eggs in the spring. After an
immersion of about ten minutes they are cook-
ed hard. Mr. B.. upon one of our journeys to

the spring, provided the eggs and tea, amd we
had the pleasure of having our cooking done in

what Mr. B. termed INIother Eve's tea-kettle:

and what a nice provision it would be if the
bachelors of California could have such an in-

stitution in their cabins! It would takeaway
half of the vexations of cooking. As it is at

present, a Mother Eve's tea-kettle means a
Mother Eve to take care of it. and bachelors
arc not equal to such a situation.

A further stroll down the canyon revealed
many other springs steaming from the fissures

of the rocks, and the rocks themselves were hot
from internal heat. Water from the cold-water
canyon is brought in pipes to the bottom of the
gorge, where there is hardly room for the little

building, and under sufficient pressure to run a
dynamo, giving light to the hotel and surround-
ing buildings. Several home-made Pelton wa-
ter-wheels are also in use for pumping water
and various other purposes.
Invalids indulge in mud baths, vapor baths,

and. in fact, baths of all kinds, to suit their va-
rious ailments. The advantages claimed for a
mud bath consist of the poultice operation of
drawins out tlie disease. That these baths are
of great benefit is attested by the fact that
many persons aftlicted with rheumatism have
made their permanent abode in some of the sur-
rounding cities in order to be near the curative
agent. A mud bath, it is said, is a very agree-
able and soothing experience. My rheumatism,
however, would have to become quite acute to
induce me to get into one.
The great arrowhead upon the side of the

mountain gives an opportunity for every kind
of business that is established within ten miles
of it to prefix the word and represent them-
selves as an Arrowhead company. Thus at one
time there was an Arrowhead Honey Company.
The business was to be conducted on the nickel-
plate style. The hives were placed in long
sheds, and the stands were provided with anti-
ant-climbing supports, with various other fix-

tures in the same line ; but the Arrowhead
Honey Companv was a failure, and ruins of the
enterprise are all that is left of it. Mr. Brod-
beck secured the right to place an apiary near
the grounds occupied by the former company,
and, having collected over 80 colonies in vari-
ous nondescript hives, and transferred them to
new L. hives, they were successfully moved by
rail and wagon to their mountain home. His
apiary is within ten minutes' walk of the hotel,
in a beautiful wooded dell where you will next
be taken bv the Rambler.

TWO USEFUL INVENTIONS.

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPE AND THE FLANS-
BURGH SCREEN BRIDGE A SUCCESS.

For a number of years I have been and am
still a reader of Gleanings. Among the many
useful appliances invented by bee-keepers dur-
ing its existence are two. which to me are
indispensable. The first is the bee-escape in-
vented by R. it E. C. Porter, Lewistown, 111.

This little automatic device for ridding bees
from surplus boxes, etc.. to any extensive bee-
keeper producing comb honey, is as indispensa-
ble as is the movable-comb hive to improved

bee-keeping. If I should have to be deprived of
its use, and also of the use of the screen bridge,
invented by me a few years ago for cleaning
section boxes on, I should choose to give up
bee-keeping in my advancing years because the
escape lessens labor, and the bridge keeps the
sections clean, and saves time.
Before using the screen bridge I had to stop

frequently to brush away the scrapings and
wipe up dripping honey in order to keep the
sections clean: but with the screen bridge both
are avoided, as the scrapings and drips both go
through the screen, and you keep your sections
clean, and save the time of brushing away the
debris. Shortly after I devised it I gave you a
description of it, and was surprised to receive
by retui'n mail from you $2.50. 1 described its

use for you and other bee-keepers producing
comb honey, expecting you would manufacture
them for sale.

TO make the screen bridge.

Get out four pieces. 2x3.^ inches; two pieces 11

in. long: two pieces;i2 in. long; nail the ends of

the pieces together so when nailed you have a
square frame 12 iu. each way. Get a piece of
tinned wire cloth, cut 13 in. square, of about
No. 14 wire. ».;-inch mesh; fold the edges >o in-

over the edges of the frame; tack the edges out-

side the edges of the frame with small wire-

netting staples; lay the screen on your table,

and clean off your sections on it and be happy.
In a former issue of Gleanings I noticed

that B. Taylor has invented a machine for rub-
bing or melting down partly drawn-out cells in

section boxes, to be used the following season.

I will give you a description of mine and how I

do it. When the day is cool and the comb is

brittle, I take a section in the left hand, holding

it in a horizontal position, the fingers of the

left hand supporting the comb on the under
side; use the index finger of the right hand for

a demolisher; rule off the drawn or partly

drawn-out cells down to the septum on both
sides of the comb; scrape them with a sharp
knife on the inside and out, on the screen bridge

described above, and thev can be used with
profit G. J. Flansbukgh.
South Bethlehem, N. Y., July 17.

[The screen bridge referred to by our corres-

pondent is no doubt a good thing. We presume
the reason we did not make them in the first

place was because they were so easily con-

structed that any one could make them. We
find, however, we have in stock what is called

our ten-cent ash-sifter. It is a shallow tray, or

box. 3^.>' inches deep and a foot square, with a
wire-cloth bottom, with hall -inch mesh. These
sifters are madeby the carload, and are sold at

retail for only 10 cts. Of course, if sent by mail

the postage will be extra. They can be used

for their legitimate purpose of sifting ashes;

or, if turned upside down, they may be made
to answer as a bridge for holding sections while

they are being scraped.
By the way, we should like to inquire here

what sort of devices our comb- honey produc-

ers have been using for supporting the sections

while being scraped. It would not do to set

them on a bench, because the scrapings would
adhere to the sections. Perhaps some have
been using a barrel with coarse wire cloth

stretched over the top. Please tell us how you
do it. for within the next 30 or f.() days a good
many sections will be scraped, and we shall

want to know the best way of doing it.

Referring to friend Flansburgh's method of

reducing the cell- walls to the septum, we would
say that, no doubt, it can be done as he de-

scribes; but the B. Taylor implement is very

much superior, both in point of speed and qual-

ity of work.)
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THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES.'

The next book that claims attention has, a ti-

tle that is " all Greek " to me, for it is a Greek
word .printed in large Greek letters. It may be
spelled in English, " Melisselogia," meaning a
discourse on bees. The title continues: "Being
an enquiry into the nature, order, and govern-
ment of bees; with a new and easy method to

preserve them, not only in colonies, but in com-
mon hives, fi'om that cruel death to which their

ignorant, injurious, and most iugrateful owners
so commonly condemn them.'' The author's
name is Rev. John Thorley, of Oxford. '" Lon-
don, 1744. Sold at the Angel in the Poultry,
Cheapside." Something besides " angels " gets

into ])Oultry around here.
This book contains 208 pages, about the size of

this, printed in large clear type. It contains a
considerable number of copperplate engravings,
of a very high order. The first one represents

three bees, each 2}o' inches long, and drawn with
wonderful fidelity. It gives a view of the bee
from above, beneath, and from the side. Ex-
cept for the bands on the bees the picture would
be a credit to a modern bee-book. Another
plate tells us what a storifying hive was in

those days. It consists of four eight-cornered
hives, one on top of each other. The top one
contains comb: under that we find the queen;
under her, in his own hive, the drone; under
him the worker. The whole hive reminds one
of a concertina, and perhaps worked tolerably
well. It seems rather top-heavy for windy
weather, however. No mention of a frame is

made as now used.
The author of this book had handled bees for

forty years when he wrote; and his chief mo-
tive in doing so. apparently, was to counteract
some of the infidelity of his time. He speaks of

his day as '• an age of reigning infidelity, when
vice and immorality are under no restraint, but
practiced with impunity, and without control,

triumphing over all laws, both human and di-

vine; when men not only attempt to degrade
and villify the Sacred Oracles ; look on the gos-

pel as no better than a cunningly devised fable,

and the most important truths as the greatest
impertinences, and treat the blessed Author of

our religion as a vile and wicked impostor, and
even deny the being of God." This was the
time when Wesley was beginning to beat back
the torieut of skepticism which seemed even
worse in the church (so called) than out of it.

Voltaire's doctrines had poisoned the minds of

even the elect, but yet many stood firm. Mr.
Thorley tries to show God through the works of
nature. The following quotation lacks nothing
of sublimity: " Who. but a being of infinite per-

fection, could raise so noble and glorious cano-
py as these visible heavens, beautified and em-
bellished with sun, moon, and stars? or lay such
an area or floor as this terraqueous globe on
which we tread and in which we fail—furnish-
ed with so great a number of proper inhabit-
ants? An humble and serious view of these
would lead men to the acknowledgment of a
Supreme Being who formed both."' Infidelity

has assailed England as, perhaps, it has no oth-

er land ; but Christianity has never yet been
torn from its anchorage there.

In this book the names of about .500 persons
appear who are "subscribers" to it; that is,

they agreed to support it. Among these names
I am pleased to ;see that of Philip Doddridge,
the author of many of our best hymns.

In speaking of the incomparably greater skill

shown in a bee-sting as compared with human
works, Mr. Thorley describes some of the latter

as follows:

"The author of Baker's Microscope says he
saw in London a chaise made by Mr. Boverick,
a watchmaker, with four wheels, and all the
proper apparatus belonging to them, turning
easily on their axles; together with a man sit-

ting in the chaise; all formed of ivory, and
drawn along by a flea. The whole weighed
barely one grain. The same artist also made a
quadrille-table, with a drawer in it, an eating-
table, side-board table, a looking-glass, twelve
chairs with skeleton backs, two dozen plates, .

six dishes, a dozen knives, as many forks and
spoons, two salts, a frame and casters, together
with a gentleman, lady, and footman, all con-
tained in a cherry-stone, and not half filling it."

The argument from the above is, that the mi-
croscope shows that God has made a million
times more than these things, and put them
into a millionth of the space they occupy; and
that, no matter how much we magnify, we find

God has been at work before us, and that an in-

finity of his wonders can live and move in the
eye of a needle as freely as the planets circle

round the sun.
In speaking of the sex of bees our author

seems to be in doubt, and says, " The decision
must be left to future time, and to the genera-
tions which are to follow." Huber was born
six years after this, and unraveled the mystery.
Mr. Thorley reviews all the writers I have
mentioned, in the vain hope of discovering what
a drone is for. He concludes that, as colonies
increase all summer without drones, " we may
very justly draw the conclusion that drones
are not males, neither have they any instru-
mentality in the generation of bees." [Laugh-
ter.] Here are some more of his conclusions:
Bees do not breed by copulation ; common

bees are neuter; they can not fill a hive with
their own kind; without a queen-bee they can
not breed.

O happiness! liow far we Uee
Thine own sweet paths in- -

Tlie make-up of a lioney-bee!

Medina. Aug. <x W. P. R.

DO BEES GATHER SYRUP FROM FIGS 1

W' HERE THE " HOLY LAND " BEES CAME FROM.

Fig-trees are suggested for plantations by
one of your correspondents on page 537, July 1.

Although some kinds of figs will have a drop
or so of syrup at the opening, when the figs are

really past maturity, I think bees will never
profit much by that. In Palestine, figs are

grown to a great extent in some parts of the
country: and an apiary that we had vei-y near
Bethlehem was near fig-orchards. Part of

them had their roots above the water, and con-
sequently the fruit was a good deal more syr-

upy; and bees, in fact, visited them, but never
any great harvest was had from them; while
the trees planted along the mountain-side, far

from water, are more solid. The fruit, although
juicy, does not exude that sweet drop which,
in fact, is considered as prejudicial to the fig.

All around Bethlehem, fig-trees abound; and
bees have been abundant there many years;

but since all the environs have been planted to

olive-trees, fig-trees, and vines, apiculture is

impossible: and I do not know whether a bee-
hive still exists th(;re.

About two miles from Bethlehem there is an
old citadel, and three big pools, said to have
been built by Solomon. They are called by the

Arabs, Solomon's pools. They supply Jerusalem
with water—or. at least, they were built for that
purpose, and the aqueduct still exists leading

to the midst of the temple in Jerusalem. You
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know, the place where the temple of Solomon
stood is now occupied by a mosque built by one
of the followers of the first Mohammedan con-
queror of Jerusalem, Abd-el-Maleic; still, as
Omar Ben Chaber. the conqueror of Jerusalem,
first built a small wooden mosque there, the
beautiful building now there bears the name
" Mosque of Omar." The Mohammedans call it

the " Mosque of the Rock." The rock is believed
to be the altar on which Abraham was ready to

oflfer Isaac. But. to go back to our bees in the
citadel. At the head of Solomon's pools and
Solomon's sealed fountain, referred to by the
king in Solomon's Song, 4:l'i, is a citadel to
protect the waterworks. A garrison was kept
there, from time immemorial. Gradually this
has melted down to one soldier, or, rather, Turk-
ish irregular "Bashi-bazuk." In the citadel, bees
have been kept also. My father had bees there
for nearly forty years. In fact, the first Holy-
Lands imported to America by Benton and Jones
came from this place, whence they have been
transported to Mt. Zion. and where the above-
named gentlemen visited them. In the vicinity
are fig-orchards too. but bees never gather any
honey there, nor do they do so in the Greek
convent northwest of it

—
" St. George's insane-

asylum.'" All these bees gather honey from the
thyme, abounding in the mountains of Judea.
The honey is taken from the hives at the feast
of the cross, Sept. 1.^), and figs go on ripening till

October: but no surplus honey is gathered after
September, this being very late, for thyme
ceases to blossom at the beginning of August.
I'll send you, as soon as I can get them ready,
a few views' of the citadel and waterworks,
combined with the bees.

Ph. J. Bai.den.sperger.
Nice, France, July 21.

PAINT FOR BEE-HIVES.

PAINT SLIGHTLY TINTED WITH YELLOW
OCHER, VS. PURE WHITE PAINTS.

I notice in Gleanings for July 1st that you
have changed your base on the paint question
again: and I must say I think you "flop
around " on this question the worst of any one
I ever saw. The first 12 years of my bee-keep-
ing I used pure white lead and oil: but for the
last four or five years I have used a paint made
of pure white lead and yellow ocher, as describ-
ed and offered for sale in Gleanings, and I am
much pleased with the ocher and lead paint.
White lead is bound to chalk or scale off. while
the ocher and lead paint will do neither. My
object in changing the color of paint in my
apiary was to save my eyes, which the reflec-
tion of the white on the hives was going to put
out; and I find that the yellow does not hurt
them. You say that dark paint draws heat.
This is so: but what if it does? I have some 30
hives painted a jet black, and the bees suffer
no inconvenience so far as I can see. My object
in painting black was to s(!e if the bees would
winter or spring any better in dark hives;' but
I can see no difference. One color is just as
good for the bees as the other. My hives are
chaff packed in single hives. Color would have
more effect; but the light straw color, as de-
scribed and advertised in Gleanings, will be
all right on any hive; will cost much less and
last twice as long. Geo. A. Wright.
Glenwood, Pa., July 1.5.

[From the experiments we made last summer
in this matter, placing hives side by side, one
of the pairs being painted with pure white-lead
paint and the other with pure lead tinted with
ocher, we found that there was considerable

difference in the relative temperature of the
cover-boards on very hot days. The yellow
covers were so hot that we could not bear our
hands upon them, while the white were very
comfortable. Remember, these hives were side
by side. The same sun was shining upon them
the same day. We observed, also, that the col-
ony in a yellow-tinted hive was fanning harder
than the one in the white hive; for you remem-
ber that bees regulate the temperature of their
hives by artificial currents which, they make
with their wings. Now, we do not take back
one word we said in favor of the qualities of
the ocher paint, and its tendency to harden and
render more durable any pure-lead paint; but
yellow is what is called by painters a " warm "

color. The actinic (or heat-giving) rays seem
to have a decided affinity for yellow- more so
than for other pale tints. While owr bees will
get along very comfortably, there are localities

where bees under yellow covers or in yellow
hives would be seriously inconvenienced.
Shade-boards might obviate the trouble: but
in our wanderings among bee-keepers we find

that shade-boards are rarely used. Now, there
is another pigment that is, in its way. as dura-
ble as lead; and that is zinc. Experienced
painters tell us that the most durable «>/iite cov-
ering is a coat of pure lead on the wood as a
primer: then a coat or two of zinc and lead, mix-
ed half and half. Pure white lead alone is liable

to chalk. Pure zinc alone will flake. Combin-
ing the two we get a paint that neither flakes

nor chalks: therefore, for bee-keepers' use we
have decided to "flop" back again to pure
white paint; and we therefore recommend pure
lead for a priming coat; and for second coat,

zinc and lead, both strictly pure, half and half.

While the ocher tint—that is, a pure lead hard-
ened up with a slight amount of ocher—may
be more durable, the slight advantage gained
in point of lasting quality is more than over-
balanced by the fact that it is a warm color;

and as a pure white paint put on in the above
combination is about as lasting, we have
decided to recommend it in preference to the
other, even if we do have to •' back water."
Now with regard to '" flopping." Should we

not be excusable on the ground stated on page
613? Does it not give evidence of candor?
You remember we said that an experimenter
who' never changes his o])inion is one whose
opinion should not be trusted implicitly.]

THE NUMBER OF BEE S IN A POUND.

how it was figured out by professor
KOONS.

Friend Root:—In Gleanings for July;1.5l
saw the question asked as to the number of
bees in a pound. Therefore I went to my
apiary and took one bee from each of ten

swarms, taking care to capture the bee as it

came out of the hive, presumably intent upon
an excursion for honey; for thereby I should
be more likely to get all in a like condition,

honey-sac empty, etc. I have pure Italians

and hybrids; and in selecting the colonies from
which to take each fjee I took care to visit some
of each; however, in making up the following
table I paid no regard to whether the bee was
Italian or not. I took the bees and placed
them immediately in my cyanide-of-potassium
jar for killing ins(>cts: and as soon as they
"were stupefied, which required but a very few
minutes, I weighed them, thereby securing the
bees as nearly as possible in their nornuil con-
dition and weight. In our laboratory we have
delicate chemical balances, capable of weigh-
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ing an object much less than a ra.Uionth of a
pound. Upon these I weighed each of the ten
bees separately, and from these weights it was
a simple problem in arithmetic to determine
how many of the same size as each it would
require to make a pound of bees. The follow-
ing are the results:

No. 1—4141 bees in lb. No. 6—486(5 bees in lb.
" 2—4335 " " " 7—4936
" 3—4420 " " " 8—5291
" 4—4476 " " " 9—5551
" 5—4670 " " " 10—5669

From the above you will see that, of the
largest bee, it would require 4141 to make a
pound; and of the smallest, 5669; and an aver-
age of all these ten would require 4832, which,
perhaps, it is safe to say is a fair average of
bees in general. I should be glad to get the
extremes. If any have very large or very small
bees, and will send me a dozen, I will weigh
and report upon them. B. F. Koons.
Connecticut Ag'l College, Storrs, Ct., July 28.

[We are greatly obliged to Prof. Koons—not
so much because he has given us any new facts,
but because he has corroborated with accurate
instruments the estimates that have heretofore
been made; namely, that a pound of bees, on
an average, contains about .5000 bees; and this,
we believe, is the number we gave in answer to
our correspondent. Some eleven years ago
E. E. Hasty, with scales of his own devising,
verified these results very closely. See Glean-
ings (Juvenile), page 61, 1882. We do not now
sell bees by the pound; but knowing the num-
ber in a pound, and knowing the average num-
ber of pounds in a colony, we can approximate
very closely the numberof bees that go to make
up that colony. We have bought swarms that
weighed 9 lbs. ; but the average of good swarms,
such as we used to buy of the farmers when
they brought them in (for we always bought
by the pound), weighed about 4 lbs.; so that
there may be anywhere from 20.000 to 25,000
bees in a fair colony. Perhaps Prof. Koons
would be interested in ascertaining the average
weight of a bee-load. Mr. Hasty found that
one bee could carry of honey considerably more
than its own weight. His scales showed that,
of unloaded bees, there were 4666 to the pound;
and of those loaded, there were only 1832.]

A NEW SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR.

B. TAYLOR TELLS HOW HE USES ARTIFICIAL
HEAT TO HELP.

What a nice thing it would be for every bee-
keeper if he could have a solar wax-extractor
for turning waste scraps of combs, and big
pieces too, for that matter, into nice yellow wax,
provided it would really do the work in good
shape! I have tried nearly all the machines in
the books, mentioned for that purpose. We
always had lying around large quantities of
big and little pieces of waste combs that were
either melting in the sun, or, what was still

worse, furnishing breeding-places for the bee-
moth, that disgusting nuisance of the bee-
keeper, and which we may well name "the
bee-keeper's plague." But none of said ma-
chines gave entire satisfaction. They were
slow and uncertain in operation. We made
one on a large scale that took a glass 2x5 feet to
cover it, the machine costing $10.00; but it did
not prove to be what we needed, and I gave it

to my daughter to set in the cellar to keep
bread and other foods secure from mice and
roaches. All the machines tried would work to
some degree, under favorable conditions, but

they all had one radical fault—lack of sufficient
heat at the bottom.
This summer we went to work to conquer

this " Petersburgh." even if it took the whole
season; and after lying awake some time, for
several nights, studying over the problem, we
went to work. We procured a large tin dish-
pan; made a hole in the bottom near the edge;
soldered in a half-inch tube two inches long to
convey the wax into a dish below. We next
cut a circular piece of tin a little larger than
the inside of the bottom of the pan; cut a piece
out of one side, running to a sharp point at the
center; drew these edges together, riveted them
so as to have the center raised, in pail-cover
fashion; trimmed down the edge to stiffen it,

and laid it in the bottom of the pan. This cir-

lar piece is to keep the waste from the bottom
of the pan. and to prevent choking the flow of
wax.
We next took a glass as large as the top of the

pan; put a sash around it, said sash being just
large enough to go over the top of the pan and
let the glass rest tightly on top of the pan.
The extractor proper was now complete. We
next made a can out of galvanized iron, some-
thing like an extractor-can without bottom,
two feet high, and large enough in circum-
ference so the extractor-pan would go into it

half up its sloping sides. We wired the bottom
end of the galvanized can. but left the top end
sharp so it would tit the extractor-pan tightly.
When pushed down properly inside of the gal-
vanized can we cut a square hole, 6x8 inches,
6 inches from the bottom, and covered it with a
movable slide. We next set the bottom can on
a suitable board bottom and screwed it fast as
you do your extractors. This can we now set in

a protected corner on the smith side of our
shop, where the sun would shine most of the
day. and set the extractor-can in the top of it,

with the hole for the escape of wax at the
south side, with a suitable vessel in the lower
can for catching the wax. We set the lower
can level, but the round sloping sides of the
extractor-pan allowed it to beset at any needed
angle to face the sun properly at different times
of day. and the circular sloping sides of the pan
keep it constantly in focus as the sun moves
around. We next took a small hand oil-stove,

that costs 75 cents h<>re, and. lighting it. un-
covered thp square hole in the lower can, and
-et it in boside our pan for catching wax. leav-
ing the door half open to give the stove needed
air: filled the extractor with a quantity of
combs, replaced the glass, and went into the
shop to await the new birth. After a little

time we returned to examined the new babe.
Eureka! a bee-keeper's savior is surely born I

Carry the news to Medina! The old black
combs were gone, and the dish below was filled

with splendid yellow wax. You can change
the pitch of the pan to any needed angle in a
moment by tilting the extractor-pan in the top
of the open can below. This extractor will do
the work certainly, and to perfection; can
remain stationary for all time; is cheaply
made; will not get out of order. Good-by. old
carts. You have served your time. Adieu,
old rheumatic friend. I shall make one of the
new extractors on a large scale, mount it on
our abandoned revolving hive-stand, where it

will remain as a permanent fixture, and where
itcanbekepr, facing the sun at all hours by
turning tlio hive stand by a touch of the hand.
Before closing, let me say that the honey

crop here is fair. We put 24 colonies into our
new house last spring, but four proved queen-
less, leaving 20 colonies. We made new colo-
nies from the.se to fill the house, and it now
contains 38 colonies. On these hives we have
used to date 105 supers of 24 sections, and 90
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per cent of them are filled with splendid capped
clover and basswood honey to-dny, and with
half the honey season here yet to come. Why
should we cry? The comb-leveler is to be charged
with a large share of this mischief. The non-
swarming hives are working nicely, and I hope
to settle the non-swarming problem; but I

shall not halloo until 1 know I am out of the
woods for certain. B. Taylor.
Forestville, Minn., July 37.

aUEEN-CELLS FROM DRONE COMB.

VALUABLE HINTS FROM .7. D. FOOSHE.

placing a colony in proper condition by feeding,
etc., we can rear about as good queens out of
season as in swarming season. I don't claim
that we always do it, but that it can be done.
Coronaca, S. C, July 23. J. D. Fooshe.

Friend Root:—l wrote an article some few
days ago, giving the plan that I liked best for

queen-rearing, in which I said that I preferred
the cup plan: but before writing I had been
experimenting with royal jelly by smearing the
bottom of the cup with it; but it was a little

awkward to apply. Since then I have struck
on to a plan by which royal jelly can be applied
to the cells, and the cells grafted will live, at
least two out of three, and that without the
cups having to hang in a hive for the bees to
glaze the bottom; and. would you believe it?
also a plan to do away with the cups entirely
by using drone comb for the purpose. Cut
drone comb in strips and paste on bars, known
as the Alley plan. I usually use three. Apply
royal jelly to as many cells as needed, and hang
the frame in the hive made queenless and
broodless a few hours previous; but graft the
cells immediately after applying the jelly or it

will become dry and hard in a short time.
These cells should be grafted at Intervals, so
when cut out they will leave other drone-cells
on the bars for further use until all are used up,
when they may be renewed. Rather shallow
cells are better than the deeper ones.
The process of applying the jelly is this:

Take a goose-quill, say 3 inches long; cut
about two-thirds of its length about half away,
forming a trough to hold jelly. Take a small
wooden paddle and dip the jelly from any cell

having been started about two days. Remove
the larva and rake it into the trough, and,
when ready to apply it (which should be at
once after taking it from the cell), take a wire
nail, holding the quill in the left hand, and,
with the right, cut olf as much with the head
of the nail as wanted in a cell, and push it in

to the bottom. The jelly in this way sticks
only to the head of the nail toward the bottom
of the cell.

There are two advantages in the jelly. 1. It

seems to suck or pull the larva from the point
of the instrument used, as soon as it touches it;

2. It is a suggestion to the bees as to its purpose.
I don't think they use this jelly so much in
feeding, but it answers the purpose to float the
larva. Only a little in each cell is needed

—

enough to cover the bottom.
In putting the bars into the frame to receive

the cells for the purpose, they should be'fasten-
ed at each end with only one nail, so that they
can be turned at any angle to suit the operator.

I give you this as I think it will prove valu-
able to me. For aught I know others may.have
adopted the same plan for cups; but if so I

have not seen it: so if there is anything new
in it you may publish it. By adding young bees
once a week, and feeding gradually, the same
colony can be induced to rear (lueens for an in-
definite length of time, provided the cells are
taken from the bees before they are capped,
and let them (the bees) remain so for five or six
hours; they then realize their helpless' condi-
tion. I believe that, with proper care, and

HONEY FROM CUCUMBERS.

CUCUMBERS A VALUABLE CROP TO RAISE.

We have a '" pickle-factory " here that does a
large business, and gardeners and truckers
plant hundreds of acres of cucumbers annually
to supply it with green " pickles." The vines
are now loaded with beautiful yellow bloom,
which the bees daily visit, and which, when
the weather is favorable, yields considerable
honey. They also yield a rich yellow pollen
which assists the bees greatly in building up
for the fall harvest.
The honey from cucumbers, although gener-

ally limited in quantity, is of good quality, be-
ing of a rich golden color, and of good flavor,

resembling very much the famous orange honey
of California and Florida.
Cucumbers begin blooming at a time when

there is very little other bloom, and not only
serve a good purpose in assisting brood-rearing,
but, continuing to bloom all through the month
of August, they help to swell the supply of fall

honey, and aflord some excellent food for the
bees to winter on. Besides affording pasturage
for the bees, cucumbers are a source of much
profit to those who engage in their culture, and
furnish employment to hundreds of people in

picking, and afterward in sorting and han-
dling them in the factory; so that, taken all to-

gether, they are a valuable crop to raise. This
year the factory pays .50 cts. a bushel for the

green pickles; and as it costs only 1.5 cts. a bush-
el to have them picked, this leaves .^.5 cts. for

the producer, fully half of which is clear profit.

They will yield ordinarily about 200 bushels
per acre.
Notwithstanding the fact that certain physi-

cians have pronounced them a useless factor in

our diet. I regard them as a pleasant relish and
good appetizer, and as for such they are chiefly

used I would pronounce them a valuable culi-

nary adjunct. Then, too, the honey they yield

is all right. W. J. Culijnan.
Quincy, 111.. July 31.

A QUERY.

WHY ARE BEE-MEN SO GENERALLY' GOOD?

I have often wondered at the difference, es-

pecially of character, between people of differ-

ent professions. In thinking along this line,

the question that oftenest presents itself is this:
'• What is there in bee-keeping that has so

happy an effect on the moral nature of those
who follow it for a livelihood ?"

Perhaps you have never thought much about
it; but are not most bee-keepers of your
acquaintance honest, honorable, even Christian
people? I don't mean by " bee-keeper " every
one who owns a hive of bees, and perhaps sets

great store by the old idea that bees work for

nothing and board themselves, but that one
who gives a fair proportion of his time to the
care of an apiary—wiio is acquainted with his

bees and his business.
What a contrast such an apiarist and a cat-

tle-raiser present! Does the business;] make
the difference? Or, were the ranchman and
the apiarist always or naturally people of thus
different temperaments, and choose their re-

spective professions because of this difference ?
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Or will neither of these questions bring out the
truth ? But however accounted for, the dis-

similarity has long made and still continues to

make Itself very noticeable. Notice the tone
of those old bee-books W. P. R. has been re-

viewing to our edification. If you are acquaint-
ed with books on live stock, you can not fail to

he struck by the difference of the authors" style

and spirit.

I am aware that the entire quota of the good-
ness rightfully belonging to the manipulators
of the royal family is not equal to 'he sum of
human goodness (1 am not a bee-keeper my-
self): but take note of the uniformly good char-
acter of the apiarist—big, little, and indifferent
—of the bee-editor: of bee-men and bee-women
generally: contrast it with that of the members
of other rural or mechanical professions, and
account for it if you can. Jessp: W. Newell.
Farmersville, 111., July 10.

NON-SWARMING ATTACHMENTS.

E. KF.ETCHMER EXPLAINS THE CAUSE OF THE
REPORTED FAILURES.

Friend Root:—l have just read some of the
difficulties encountered by several parties with
the Langdon non-swarming attachment, which
so nearly eorrespond with the troubles I en-
countered while using a similar arrangement
in 1891. and which, we think, we have here in
our apiary entirely overcome.
One of the causes of swarming is in attaching

it too late after the bees have the swarming
fever. We now overcome this by making the
first change back after three days'. Another is,

insufficient ventilation. At first we gave addi-
tional ventilation by setting the bee-controller
^s inch from the hive; later we constructed
ventilators through the controller, but we soon
found the chief cause of swarming arose from
insufficient ventilation of the supers, and evap-
oration of the honey in the uncapped cells.

When but one super is placed on the hive, the
vapor is removed by fanning it out at the en-
trance, with considerable loss of labor: but
think how much greater the labor must be
when four or five supers are placed on one hive,
with no increase in the size of the entrance,
while the amount of vapor to be removed is

not only fourfold in quantity, but the distance
from the upper super to the entrance is also
greater: all of it must be forced in an opposite
direction, which, by the action of heat and at-
mosphere, rises instead of falling. The bees,
iiuiible to stand the almost suffocating vapor,
desert the hive. It is not what I understand
the word "swarming" means, as, under the
circumstances above described, no queen-cells
are started until after the queen has left the
hive. I obviated this trouble by raising the
roof and placing a ten-penny wire nail under
each corner, which raises it enough for ventila-
tion, yet admits no bees. To show my assistant
what quantity of vapor does escape through
this creviee I placed some ice in a glass globe
with closed cover, and, after it became cool, I

held its smooth sides near the opening under
the roof, and I must confess it even surprised
me to see what a large quantity of moisture
condensed against the cool glass', just near the
opening under the roof. When this condensing-
glass was placed near the entrance of a colony,
about equally strong, with the same number of
supers and no upward ventilation, the amount
of moisture condensed against the glass from
the entrance was not one-fourth as much.

I am, therefore, of the opinion that, as soon
as these special manipulations are more thor-

oughly understood, we shall have fewer reports-
of failures. E. Kretchmer.
Red Oak, Iowa, July 25.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

THE CHEAP PAPER ESCAPE.

The cheap paper bee-escape, described in
Gleanings, Jan. 1, 1893. I find will not work
when there is a lot of drones and very young
bees in the supers. I am sorry for not dis-
covering this fact sooner, especially since so
many agricultural papers have copied the
article. But you see I had very little early
honey the past two seasons, and therefore none
to take off until late, when every thing favored
the escape, such as cool nights, etc. But I am
glad to give you and the readers of Gleanings
apian that will clear supers of bees so quick
that' the average bee-keeper can afford (for the
fun of it) to stand and watch them pop out and
make a bee-line for home. The plan is, to place
the supers to be cleared of bees on a bottom-
board, with the entrance against that of the
hive (cover up securely against robbers). Now
for the escape: Stretch a light curtain across
the entrance in such a manner that it will
swing outward only. Probably the easiest way
to accomplish this is to allow half an inch or so
of the curtain to trail outward, or lie flat on the
aliffhting-board.
To make this escape (those who have loose

bottom-boards handy), nothing is required but
a two-inch strip of very thin muslin, as long as
the entrance, and a stick, or a stiff wire that
will reach across for a roller.

Will the editor please take a few minutes'
time and make one? Fasten it in front of the
exit of a super filled with bees: place it up
against, either in front or side of the entrance
of the hive. You will have lo wait only a few
minutes when you will see a sight that will
remind you of a lot of little pigs in a garden
with a dog after them, and only one place to-

get out. John Handel.
Savanna, 111., July 39.

CLEATED hive -covers, ETC.

Friend Root:—Gleanings came to hand the
10th. In regard to the honey-crop in this

vicinity I will say that it is very spott^^d. Some
apiaries will make nearly half a crop, while
others seem to be just making a live of it. I

don't think the average will be a quarter unless
things take a very favorable turn, which is

hardly possible at 1:his stage of the game. My
own bees will probably make half a crop.

In regard to the cleats on the hive-covers, I

think the present way of making them is much
better than the diagram published in Glean-
ings for July 1st. If the cleat is nailed solid

—

that is, in more than one place on each cleat,

the board will not be left free, as at present, to-

expand and contract with the changes in the
weather; consequently the board will crack
and split. I make my covers and cleats out of
redwood, and have no trouble from splitting.

I fasten the cleats to the covers with one screw
in each end, which is the usual way, I think.

In regard to the size of sections, p. .528. if Mr.
John Kersteiner, and a few others, will only
just keep quiet for a while, the whole swarm,
'from bee-man to buyer, will settle on the 414'x

IX section: then we can hive the whole lot,

and every thing will be lovely. Bro. Kersteiner
is very mathematical—too much so for my
bees. If a section 12x12x4.5 cm. will hold just a
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pound of honey, I wish he would just go ahead
and tell us how to prevent the bees puiting a
little more than a pound into the section during
a good honey-flow; and, vice versa, during a
scant flow of nectar. My bees are now putting
17 or 18 oz. of honey into the Alix\% section;
later they will put less than a pound into the
sections. How can we help it ? A. B. Mellen.
Acton, Cal., July 13.

CULLING OUT UNDESIRABLE QUEENS.
.

In kindness to those who can not afl'ord to

lose a good honey-flow by poor stock. I urge
that Gleanings "continue to insist upon my
motto: Supersede any queen that will swarm
out from under empty sections, and raise no
daughters from her, provided the super is all

right. To learn this, cost me some dollars in

years gone by. This year I have a daughter of

an imported queen to supersede (a magnificent
queen) on account of contrariness in comb-
building. Another daughter Is a splendid comb-
builder, but she does not finish her sections
until a long time on the hive, and always leaves
a few uncapped cells, with unfinished spots
around the edges.
Another daughter of the same imported

queen built but few burr-combs, even with the
old saggy frames; finished her sections neatly
all around the edges as she went along; swarm-
ed once; left just one queen-cell behind her,

went to work like tigers in the new hive, draw-
ing out my brood foundation: worker-cells
clear to the" bottom -bar. I need not tell you
I am taking eggs from that queen for all super-
seding. Of course, when I speak of the queen
doing work I mean her bees, her household, her
army, the same as Grant took Vicksburg.
Ingram, Pa. Philo S. Dilvv^orth.

FLAT C0VP:RS WARP.
In a late issue of Gleanings you ask if the

flat covers of the Dovetailed hive warp. They
do in early spring, here. I have 20 of the first

you made, and 40 you made the next year.
Many of the end-cleats are cracked so that I

will use them for bottom-boards, as they are
unfit for covers now. Warping causes but little

trouble during the summer months; but in the
early spring it allows the heat to escape, and
sometimes the robbers get in. As a remedy I

would suggest that you use a cutter-head in

grooving these end-cleats, cutting them smooth.
Before nailing them, give the end of the cover-
board and groove in the cleat a good coat of

paint; this will keep the water from swelling
the joints, which, in my opinion, is what cracks
the end-cleats and weakens them, allowing the
board to cup. If I use any more flat covers I

will test this. E. F. Quu;ley.
lUnionville, Mo., July 37.;

[Any one can. just before putting the cleats in

the covers, paint the groove and the end of the
cover. This, doubtless, would be quite an im-
provement in localities where there is trouble
from warping.]

THE FERGUSON QUEEN-CAGE—IIOW DO THE
BEES GET TO IT ?

I do not understand how the bees are to get
into, or the queen get out of, Ferguson's cage,
pictured on page 506. Please explain it. From
the picture, I think it a tight wire box with
cover. E. D. Howell.
New Hampton, N. Y., Aug. 1.

[We had not noticed, until friend Howell
called our attention to it, that our engraver
made a mistake in sliowing th(^ F'erguson cage
on page .566. The blocks A A should have
conif^ up flush with the wire cloth, and an open-

ing should have been made through the wire
cloth at B. The space between the two blocks
should then be filled with candy. The bees
enter between the two points A A, and eat out
the candy up as far as the perforated zinc C.
Here they gain access to the queen. After the
bees have become acquainted with her in small
squads at a time, the candy will, in the mean
time, have been eaten out, so the queen can
pass between the sticks and escape from the
cage.]

THE JENKINS CAGE FOR INTRODUCING.
We wish to call your attention to one thing.

We have been using a little queen-cage made
by J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Ala., for an in-
troducing-cage, for three seasons, and have
never lost a queen with it. Can you account
for it? We believe it is because the queen will
not come out of this cage as readily after the
candy is eaten out as she will most of the other
cages in use. You know with the Benton cage,
and almost all others, that, when the candy is

eaten out, the bees are out. It is not so with
this cage (the Dixie), with the hole in the wire
screen. With this cage the candy is eaten out,
and the bees enter the cage; but there is no
danger of their hurting the queen while she is

in the cage, and she can not find the hole in the
center of the wire very easily, and she will re-
main in the cage so long as there is any danger.
If that is not, the secret, we do not know what
it is; but we do know that, when we put queens
in with this cage, we are just as sure to find
them laying in five or six days as that we put
them there. Cleveland Bros.
Decatur, Miss.

PUTTING IN STARTERS BY HAND.
I saw a novel way of putting starters in sec-

tions, descnbed by Rambler, and I thiuk I have
a way that is as good, or
better, for small fry. as
one does not have to fit

up any thing. Just place
the sections on a table in
the flat, groove side up,
and cut starters the de-
sired size, and place at
the left hand. Take a
piece of wood in the right

hand, made as in diagram, and kept wet. Place
a starter on one .section, and press down with the
paddle; then put a starter on No. 2. and press;

go across them all in this manner. Then be-

gin at the last one and fold up the section,

placing in a super .so the starter will hang
down: and the weight of the wax, if the room
is warm, will bring it into place. I find this

very rapid, and it does not require a perfect cut
of the edge of the starter, as it does when glued
in. M. C. Di.MiCK.

Bowling Green, O., July 29.

r\.

A L_.~\

the tomlinson closed -end- fr.a.me hive;
questions answered.

A. I. Root:—I fe(>l like returning you many
thanks for your notice of my " Ideal " hive in

your Trade Notes. It would destroy, in a great
measure, the utility of the hive to have the

rods put in the other way—to press the frames
together. To loosen the frames sidewise re-

quires a good deal more room or loosening

capacity than endwise. Only a very few turns

of the nuts loosen the sides—say V, or, at most,

li of an inch: while, to renu)ve the frames
apart easily, re(iuires j.j to 1 inch or more.
Wedges close the frames together much more
rapidly than screws, and are equally ef'ticient.

Youdo not see how the end-board is wedged
up against the frames left in the hive alter
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contracting the brood-nest. Simply by wider
wedges; or, if several frames are taken out, by
sticks cut off the required length.
One of the chief advantages of compressing

the brood-frames endwise is, that the frames
may be perfectly even, so that the ends of the
frames shall present on the inside of the brood-
nest a surface as smooth as a board, allowing
no projections for propolis. I think you are
much mistaken in regard to the durability of
the hive-cover joints. Julius Tomlinson.
Allegan, Mich., July 32.

HONEY AND—CIKCUSES.
Basswood is in full bloom here, but I don't

think the bees are doing as well on it as they
did on white clover. We have got more honey
this season than we got all together in the last
three years; but if we do not get some rain
soon we shall not get any more honey this year.

CIKCUSES.
Mr. Root, 1 am glad some one is not afraid to

give an opinion of circuses. We went to one
the other day. It was the Irwin Brothers'
show. I wanted ihe children to see the men-
agerie. They had only a few animals; but, oh
such wicked gambling that was going on in the
side show! My heart ached as I looked on and
saw young men and boys lose their hard-earned
dollars trying to beat a man at his own game.
Those gamblers took in hundreds of dollars in
a few minutes. How I wish all of the people in
this world could take Gleanings! You seem
always to hit on the right subject. I don't
know how many tim(>s we liave opened oiii' new
Gleanings and found in the Home talks the
same subject that we had just been talking on.
It is really remarkable. Mrs. F. T. Hall.
Barron, Wis.

BEES ORNAMENTAL AS WEI,L AS USEFUL.
I thought, up to July 1, that keeping bees out

here on the open prairie was a purely ornamen-
•ri pastime. Since then I have had reason to
change my mind, as every surplus box is full of
honey gathered, T believe, from horsemint and
a yellow nettle. I need an extractor badly, and
would have ordered one, but the freight charges
are enormous. However, I will get one early
in the spring. I think by that time I shall have
inaugurated a bee-fever around here, as it has
already broken out. I live only sixty miles
west of Mrs. Jennie Atchley. of Greenville.

J. Harry Wilson.
Orphan's Home, Tex. July 38.

BEES DYING FROM SPRAYING WHILE TREES
WERE IN BLOOM.

My bees did finely, considering the loss by
poisoning during apple-bloom, from spraying
with Paris-green water by farmers across the
White River, west of the city. I lost no colo-
nies; but my best, that had the early morning
sun. got very weak. Such as were more in the
shad<' did not suffer much. For three days my
garden was literally covered, every inch of it,

with wriggling and dying bees. On Monday
following, a big rain stopped it.

Geo. L. Hollenbach.
Noblesville, Ind., July 30.

[Spraying does little or no good if done on
the full bloom. It should be done after the
petals have fallen. Then there is no danger
to the bees. Your neighbors need educating.]

WHAT SHALL WE DO WITH THE BARLEY IF WE
STOP DRINKING BEER?

Bees are entirely idle for the past few days.
The weather is very dry; vegetation is suffer-

ing badly. A good deal of the corn, and many
potatoes, are drying up. We shall not get
much fall honey if we do not get rain soon.
The honey we got so far is of excellent quality,
and I am well satisfied with the quantity I got
of white honey so far.

I should like to ask A. I. Root what we should
do with the large (luantities of barley that are
produced here if nobody would drink beer. No.
1 wheat at 48 cts. per bushel won't pay. Barley
pays best here of any small grain, therefore we
sow it. C. Theilman.
Theilmanton. Minn., July 37.

[Friend T., that is a good square question,
and one that we have got to meet in a Chris-
tianlike and temperate way. I myself raise
rye. as you know, on a small scale. Almost
every season somebody asks me how I know
that it is not used for making whisky. Well,
as all I raise is sold for seed, I feel pretty sure
that the product of my grounds is never used
directly for making whisky. The people who
buy of me, however, may sow it for the purpose
of raising grain for a distillery: but my opinion
is, that we are going too far when we under-
take to circumscribe ourselves to that extent.
Rye is used, at least to some extent, for bread.
The crop is also largely raised to plow under;
and rye straw is quite a commodity for various
paper-mills. It may be that barley is used
principally for making beer; but not altogeth-
er, for in California it is their great hay crop:
and it is used largely for feed in the form of
hulled barley. I would not make a business of
raising rye or barley either, on purpose to sup-
ply a distillery; but with my present light on
the subject I would raise either one of them, if

it were convenient for me to do so, and sell the
product to the grain-dealers for whatever they
would pay. Some good Christian people of my
acquaintance once complained because I bought
ice of a saloon-keeper. Now, this saloon-keeper
also had a farm, and raised potatoes. When I

asked the question if I should refrain from buy-
ing potatoes of him because he was a saloon-
keeper, thev thought I ought not to buy even
potatoes of him. I thought, and still think,
that it was my duty to encourage him in every
honest industry, whether it be putting up ice
or raising potatoes. In other words, I certainly
would not aid, either directly or indirectly, any
thing in the way of production or sales of in-
toxicating liquors; but at the same time I

would take great pains to encourage the very
people engaged in this trafific in obtaining a
livelihood by some other means. Please remem-
ber that corn and even honey can be used, and
are used, for making intoxicating liquors.]

THE LANGDON NON-SWARMER A FAILURE.
As you call for reports on the Langdon non-

swarming device I send mine. Bees swarmed
out in six days after putting on. I then hived
the bees in a new hive, and put the boxes on
the swarm. I then adjusted the device to two
other hives, and it smothered about all of the
bees in the two. I then tried it on two more
and smothered them, and then concluded to
quit. It seems that, when you have a very
large lot of bees in a hive with the device on,
and close the slide, the bees bank up at the
inch hole where the cone escape is, and con-
clude they are fastened in, and then get up
such a heat as to melt the combs down and all

die in a pile. Henry Marden.
Roodhouse, 111., July 35.

[It would be possible to remedy the trouble
from smothering, but perhaps not so easy to
prevent the very things we want to prevent

—

swarms.]
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Here is one report against the Langdon non-
swarming attachment. It is non-swarming,
sure. It runs the brood nearly all out of both
hives, and does not increase the amount of
bees or honey, so far as I can see.

Worcester, N. Y. W. H. Mallory.

I adjusted one of the Langdon devices to
guard colonies, and the one shut in smothered
to death. The bees just covered the device so
they could not get out. Every bee died.
Rodney, Iowa. C. J. Barber.

AN INGENIOUS RECEPTACLE FOR GATHERING
FRriT.

Friend Root:—Your mention, on p. tiKi, of
•lohn Chinaman's expert way of carrying loads
behind and before, so as to be self-balancing,
calls to mind a way of gathering and carrying
fruit which I learned in Florida, which I think,
if not generally known, will prove a boon to
some shoulder-blistered fruit-gatherers who
still use the fruit-bag slung on the side, and
its weight all borne by one shoulder, which is

cut and blistered by the narrow strap.
Down there, for gathering oranges they use

a sack made in the shape of a shirt—a long one
—strong Osnaburg is the material. In the
lower hem, which reaches below the knees
when put on, a cord is inserted, with eyelet
holes in front, for the ends of the cord or tie-

string. The fruit-picker puts on the shirt over
his other clothing, and. adjusting this bottom
hem about his waist, draws the strings tight
and ties, thus ma.king a bag all around him, of
commodious dimensions, into which he can
rapidly pass the fruit, through the opening in
front.
When loaded, his burden is distributed evenly

around his body, the weight being borne by
both shoulders, and. to some extent, by the back
and waist: his equilibrium is still maintained,
and he can descend the ladder, and, generally,
handle himself with far greater ease than
when using the lop-sided satchel plan, which
not only hurts his shoulder but throws him out
of plumb, and makes his movements awkward
and clumsy. When emptying out his fruit the
picker simply stoops over the box or basket and
allows the fruit to roll out, breaking the fall

with his hands.
It is easy to see. that not only is this way of

carrying fruit the least trying to the workman,
but it enables him also to carry more at pvery
load, and he can gather fruit faster, it is claim-
ed, than by any other plan. C. P. Coffin.
Pontotoc, Miss., Aug. 5. o

[Friend C. we are verv much obliged indeed
for your suggestion. The only trouble just
now with us, around here, is to find the fruit to
gather. A very small bag would hold pretty
much all we get on any one tree.J

HUMBUGS AND SWINDLES.

ground and roasted, makes a fair substitute for
coffee, and is used for this purpose quite a little in
parts of Indiana and Illinois. The "American"
part of it is the clieek of the " introducer," who calls
it a new thing- and wants to cliarse 10 times what it
is worth. Tlie Gt'oreia Experiment Station lias sent
out a bulletin describing tlie matter.

H. W. COLr.iNGWooD, Editor Rural New-Yorker.

Friend M.. will you please tell us where you
saw the American coffee-berry advertised?
and. if you can, forward this to the editors ac-
cepting such advertisements. We had heard
of it before, but wanted to be sure we were
right.

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

This is the best sea-
T. DOOLEY.

Bees are just boomin
son in five years.
Sweet Springs, W. Va.. July 31.

I shall have over 3000 lbs. of honey from 45
colonies, many of them in a weak condition in
the spring. B. W. Peck.
Richmond, O., July 31.

Bees are just "humpin" themselves. Some
colonies have made me over 100 lbs. each, and
going on the fourth set of sections.
Alexandria, Ind. E. E. Edwards.

We will give the correct weight of the num-
ber of pounds of honey one swarm gathered.
The swarm was hived July 15. on empty combs
from the extractor, and we set it on the scales.

Honev from white clover—July 16. stored lii:^

lbs.; July 17, stored 13 lbs.; July 18, stored 9

lbs., all from Italian bees and queens reared in

our apiary. Coi.e it Lowers.
Latona, Wash., July 19.

20 TONS OF honey FROM 176 COLONIES.

As you asked for reports, I will give you ours
up to date. We have made 20 tons of honey
from 176 colonies. They were weak in spring;

but by giving close attention we got them in

fine condition for the first honey-flow. The
honey here is of a very fine quality this season,

as the bees could get it more easily from the
sage than from any other flower. The apiarists

of this locality are holding their crop at 5>.^

cents. Emerson Bros.
Santa Ana, Cal., July IS.

the best of success.

I am having the best of success. I am still in

the Smilery. I have 27 stands, 30 of which are

on Hoffman frames, so you see I am making
haste toward an apiary. Your suggestion of

giving new swarms frames of brood and honey
is just perfection. I owe ray entire success to

this und the A B C. lam much elated now;
but by spring I may be in Blasted Hopes, and
may feel just like the fellow you pictured sit-

ting on an inverted bee-gum. But I hope I

may never look like him. J. J. Temple.
Lewisville. Tex., July 30.

THE AMERICAN COFFEE-BERRY.
Mr K(»>^-—What is your opinion of the American

coffee-berries that are being advertised? Do you
think that they will become very popular among
the farming class of people ? J. McQueen.

Baltic, Oliio, July 24.

As the above is a little out of our line, we
forwarded it to the editors of the Rjiral New-
Yorker, who make the following reply:

r.This " American coffee-berry " seems to be the
Japanese Soy bean, which has been tested at several
of our Experiment Stations. The bean, when

REPORTS Discouraging.

No honey from my 19 hives this season.

Dardenne, Mo. Willie C. Wilson.

Bees did scarcely any thing last season, and
they are the same this. Drouth was partly the

cause. About half died last winter, caused by
lack of stores, cold weather, and candied honey.

For two or three years the honey has been can-
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dying in the combs as soon as gathered—at
least, a considerable part of it.

Nokesville, Va., July 21. W. T. Allen.

POOR HONEY YEAR IN NEBRASKA.
The honey crop with us so far has been a fiat

failure, with no indications of a fall flow.

White clover, the chief source of honey, was
practically all killed out last spring, and, owing
to the excessively ^ry weather, other honey-
producing plants have not made a, very rapid
growth. To add to the drouth, the grasshop-
pers are plentiful, and are doing considerable
damage. But we have no cause for complaint,
for we have had good honey crops the past two
seasons, and will prepare for one next season.
Crete, Neb., July 24. F. M. Trout.

NOT A GOOD HONEY Y'EAR FOR MISSOURI.

Friend Root:—In Stray Straws. July 15, Dr.
Miller says: '" The ' great clover year ' will be
the way 1893 will be referred to in the future."
I wish it were true on this side of the Big
Muddy. I also see 1(5 encouraging reports, in
Gleanings. Would not a very blue report set
off those bright ones, and make them look
brighter? This is the poorest season since 1887.

That year I did not get a spoonful of honey
from 12 colonies of bees, spring count. Last
year (1892) was very poor, getting only about
one pound from a hive, on an average. This
year I have tak.^n off six sections, and there are
not more than 15 or 20 more that are nearly full.

Now the bees are getting almost nothing.
There was no nectar in the white clover.
What little basswood there is here yielded no
honey. The sumac was also about dry. This
is what you call "blasted hopes," I suppose. I

have never known any surplus honey after this
time of the year, gathered here. That Crane
smoker is a dandy. R. D. Beck.
Niangua, Mo., July 28.

Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEL.
On page 612 of our last issue you will notice

an invitation from C. W. Frank to go and see
his 4500 celery-plants, etc. It was not very
many days after said invitation before I pre-
sented myself, as Fairlawn is only about 17
miles east of Medina. Friend Frank is a young
man only 24 years old. He lives with his father
and mother. I found him putting out celery-
plants in the garden, for they had just been
having a tremendous rain. The garden is a
rich sandy loam; and as I kicked into it with
my foot I concluded it had been treated most
liljerally with manure for, very likely, a good
many years back. Just as soon as I told him
who I was, he put his plants in a shady place
and marched me into the house, and introduced
me to his folks. There was a mischievous
twinkle in his eye as he made the announce-
ment, "Here is Mr. A. I. ' Gleanings ';" and
then there was quite a laugh all round. Right
in front of tlie door is a huge wooden pump,
and it brings up just the kind of soft spring
water that Summit Co. is noted for. It was in
the middle of a hot day; and, didn't I just
enjoy taking drink after drink of that beauti-
ful, clear, delicious soft water! In a minute or
two my eye caught glimpses of some pails of
huckleberries. They were unusually large and
fine; and when I found that they grew on their
own land, and that the family "had made some
attempts at cultivation, I telT you I felt glad.
They had been doing just what I had thought

of—cutting out all other forms of vegetation,
and letting the berries have the swamp all by
themselves. The first they carried into the
Akron market, only three miles from their
place, brought, if I remember correctly. IS cents
per quart. I wanted to go straight to the
huckleberry-swamp, and see them grow: but
Mr. Frank laughingly remarked that there were
lots of other things I must see first—notably,
the 4.500 celery-plants. They were in a rich
garden-spot, such as I have described, and
partly shaded by trees. A large quantity of
manure was put on to the ground and worked
in; then the plants were put out just 7 inches
apart. They were White Plume and Self-
blanching. Sure enough, they stood, some of
them, nearly two feet high, and the ground was
densely covered. Boards a foot wide were set
up along the outside of the bed. Some of the
plants were large enough for table use, but they
were not sufficiently bleached as yet. In fact,

they were rather tall and spindling, and hardly
thick enough at the bottom to fill up the space
so as to bleach fairly. After he and I had look-
ed it over and talked it over, we both concluded
he had hardly given sufficient water during the
past drouth; and I am afraid the ground was
hardly rich enough. To grow celery in this
way the ground should be almost half manure;
and my opinion is, that it ought to be worked
in certainly a foot deep, and may be 18 inches
would be better. Commercial fertilizers may
be a help, but I am sure we want stable
manure down in the ground for them to fall

back on. A windmill over their barn furnishes
water; but just then somebody had left the
valve open, and the tank was empty. Besides,
the windmill was out of order, and did not
stand very square in the wind, as it ought to do.
I want to digress enough to say that I have
never yet seen a windmill that would stand
before the wind and govern itself under all

circumstances as I think a windmill can be
made to do. In fact, a great part of them that
we vSee throughout the country do only about
half the work that they ought to do, and from
that down to a quarter and even nothing at all.

Before I came away, however, there was an
abundance of water, and I saw just how they
used it. To give ail the water with a hose and
sprinkler is, however, considerable work, and
such great quantities are needed for such a
method of growing celery that I am inclined to
think that sub-irrigation is going to be the
thing. This is, simply laying tiles on a dead
level right through the bed. They should be
from a foot to 18 inches below the surface. An-
other celery-grower, of whom I am going to
speak later on. said that, if he could have his
way, he would have these irrigating tiles only
three feet apart. This, however, was for plant-
beds for raising celery -plants.
After the celery, we visited his acre of can-

taloupes. Some were already as large as goose-
eggs, and the show was very nice indeed. A
part of his first planting came up poorly; in

fact. I am inclined to think that melons and
squashes came up poorly almost everywhere
when we had those heavy rains in May. Part
of the field was very nicely cleaned out; but
our young friend had to apologize a little for
the weeds in the remaining part.
Then we visited a field of Hubbard squashes;

and he showed me where he put in the fertilizer.

Yes. there was a larger growth of vines on
those special rows, but not enough so I should
have noticed it had he not told me where tlie

fertilizer was put on and where it was not.
Another thing, in the city of Akron he says he
can get stable manure, great big loads, for 25
cents a load; and during the months of July
and August, when it accumulates, and nobody
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seems to want it very much, he says he can
find several places where he can have it for

taking it out of the way. He is only three
miles from the city. Now, wiili this condition
of affairs, I am quite sure that the money he
paid for the fertilizers would have gone ever so
much further if paid out for manure and a
team to haul it.

During the recent heavy rain, a great amount
of his richest and most fertile soil, together
with the fertilizers and stable manure, had
washed down into the swamp: but this time
friend F. had the advantage of most of us; for

the good ground and fertility had gone right
around the huckleberry-bushes instead of going
to waste. This surface-washing is getting to

be a serious matter, and something must be
done to stop it: at the same time, if we can
have some sort of crop to catch it before it goes
into our creeks and rivers we shall be heading
oflf loss in another way. This huckleberry-
swamp has no outlet. The soil is so porous
that the water ordinarily gets away before it

rises up very high. Such swamps are scattered
all over our State, and one can imagine some-
thing of the fertility they contain by the enor-
mous growth of weeds, swamp - grass, etc. I

tell you, if I had some huckleberry-bushes un-
der cultivation, so situated that they would
catch and save the fertility during a time of
tremendous rains, I should feel happy. If I

am correct, the huckleberries would stand be-
ing covered with water for quite a long period,
and not be injured. When a boy, I used to

gather the berries when wading in water near-
ly a foot deep. No matter how severe the
drouth, there is but little danger of losing a
crop of huckleberries on this account.
Toward evening my good friend Frank took

his smart horse " Rush" (I think that was his
name), and we went to visit my cousin. Mr.
Atwood, whom I mentioned on page 485. Oh
what a sight met our gaze! Mr. A. has been
busily at work ever since my last visit. Twenty-
five acres of that swamp land have been
brought into subjection, and the beautiful rows
of celery are not only as straight as you can
draw a string, but so even and regular in size

and color that each row—in fact, each plant—
seems to be a perfect counterpart of its neigh-
bor. As we passed along the road and looked
up first one row and then another without get-
ting a glimpse of even a bit of " pusley " I really
felt like giving a whoop to express my satisfac-
tion. When we came to where another man's
land commenced, where he had started into
celery also, the contrast was almost painful.
Crooked rows, plants missing, weeds and dis-
order, made one realize that he was not in a
fairy land after all. The boy told us that Mr.
A. was not at home. He said he had gone over
to a neighbor's after a jug of water. You
remember my exhortations to friend A. Well,
I asked the boy if he knew whether there were
any nice young ladies living over where friend
A. had gone. We went over, and brought him
back with his jug—that is, after he told us he
was not particularly engagid for the evening.
He is quite a scholar as well as gardener; and
after I had teased him some he commenced
with a solemn air:
" Mr. Root, do you remember a certain

French general who once said, when asked
why he did not pay more attention to the ladies,

that his affections, his heart, and his soul,
were bound up in France? For France he was
going to live, and for France he was going to
die, therefore France was his mistress and his
'all in air."
" But, friend A., I do not see the point.

Where is your France ?"

With a dramatic air he waved his hand over

the beautiful lines of green as they stretched"
out in the distance in the moonlight, and said
something like this:
"For the present, making a success and a

thing of beauty of these vast acres of swamp-
land takes all of my time and energies and
affections."
"But you have succeeded; you have 'got

there' already," interrupted friend Frank.
Whereupon the boss of the celery-farm shook
his head sadly, and then I added:

" No. perhaps you have not succeeded—at
least, as well as you may succeed in lime to
come. But, my dear sir, it will be a long time
befoie I am convinced that a good man will not
succeed quicker, and his success be greater, in
any honest, praiseworthy undertaking, with a
good ivoman to help."
The plant-beds that so delighted my eyes on

my former visit were now about vacated, the
contents having been so beautifully spread over
those wide acres.
"But, look here, friend A., how does it come

that, during this severe drouth, every thing
looks so bright and green, and your swamp-
ground is such a beautiful jetty black ? Surely
you have not been irrigating this whole 25

acres, have you ?
"

My young friend right here suggested that
he had got a new plan of irrigating, and then
he pointed to the water shining in the moon-
light in one of the ditches right at our feet. I

started.
"Why, see here, old fellow; how does that

water come way up there, within a foot of the
top of the groiiiid ?

"

There was a twinkle in the eye of the propri-
etor as he replied:
"Why, I put it there. After that dredging-

machine that you heard panting and blowing
off through the woods got up here and let the
water out of my way, I found there was danger
that I should soon want the water that I was so

anxious to get rid of. So I found a place in the
creek high enough up where I could let the
water in on my grounds, and that is the way I

have kept things growing at such a rate."
" But you toid me there was a little fall from

one side of the swamp to the other—enough so

the water would run off in your tiles. If this is

true, how do you keep it at the right height here
without having it come up down there by the
road so as to give your plants too much water? "

' Well, we did have just that obstacle to meet,
and we met it very simply. We fix a piece of

heavy tin on tiit- end of a board ; then we dig
down so we can see the tiles, and push the tin

down through a joint so as to hold the water
back. The dirt can then be thrown in back
around the handle sticking up; and by raising

or lowering this you can control the fiow of the
water."
There, my friends, you have an ideal celery-

swamp. Right in the same neighborhood I

found a market-gardener. Mr. Chas. C. Miller,

who made me open my eyes and stare at his

early White Phime celery, and his beets and
radishes that he was raising for the Akron
market; and as he said his boys w.'re going to

get up at four o'clock in the morning, to gather,
wash, and load the stuff for an early start to

the city, I decided to stay all night, so as to be
around in the morning to see them work. I

left home in the middle of a hot day. and there-

fore came away in my shirt-sleeves. I would
have taken my coat along, but tliere was a
heavy wind right against me. and the coat
would have been a hindrance any way I could
fix it; therefore I did not take any. When I

went away in the evening with friend Frank
he kindlyloaned m(! a coat. But the weather
turned so cool by morning, especially in the
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low land near the celery-ground, that I was
very glad to borrow an overcoat also; so you
can Imagine what a nuisance I am likely to be
if I should ever happen to come around your
home on my wheel. I will tell you about that
early morning visit next time.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

He that is not against us is on our part.

—

Mark
9:40.

Friend BooL-—I had not any intention to interfere
with your discussions on religion, but I can not
let pass without protest your assertion that men
who do not frequent churcli regularly are more
ready to clieat than good Cbrisbians. Since we luive
been in the foundation business, the only two
workers that we have had to discharge, on account
of dishonesty, were regular churcli-members. Most
of our workmen do not go to church at all, yet I
dare you to find more honest men. Besides, if you
desire it, I will name two ministers of the gospel
who have tried to cheat us, and 1 will furnish the
proof of it.

It is tlie usual practice amongst the preachers to
calumniate skeptics. This habit lias induced free-
thinkers to retaliate; and now you can buy, for 3.5

cents, from the Investigato); of Boston, a small book
in whicli about 1700 crimes of preachers are shown.
I have never seen that book; but you can get it,
and prosecute tlie publishers if you can prove that
some of these crimes, committed within a few years,
are invented slanders.
In answer to Mr. Kaufman, who wrote that a

man must act the way he is l^uilt, you borrow the
idea of Mr. W. P. Root that such views would be
cheered and accepted throughout all the haunts of
vice. Although I think that Mr. Kaufman was too
positive in his assertion, yet I will say that the
principle of his idea is accepted bv all the anthro-
pologists who have thoroughly studied the question.
As soon as the Europeans took possession of

America, 4-00 years aa-o, they tried to ci^•ilize the In-
dians. Continued attempts were made also to
civilize the savages of Australia, of Ceylon, of
South Africa, etc. Why did they not succeed?
Because these savages act the way they are built.
Every man is endowed with different desires and
aptitudes. England produced Darwin; United
States, Edison; France, Pasteur. You could not
make an Edison of a Darwin, nor a Pasteur of an
Edison.
You imagine you feel Satan teasing you without

intermission. As I have never felt him around me
I do not believe in his existence; and, of cour.se, I
think that it is the way you are built which gives
you this imagination. Furthermore, you were born
especially a business man in the full acceptation of
the word; don)i(mt doiinant (giving to receive), as
we say in France; and not only your success in bus-
iness, Out your ideas on religion prove it.

You wrote, page 568, "Dear friends, we have a
plain and clear Bible promise that we shall receive
tenfold more than we give up, here in this present
world, and eternal life beyond;" and, page 569:
"The Master answers that every one who has fol-
lowed liim. every one who has forsaken houses lor
brethren, etc., shall ^receive a hundred-fold, and
shall inherit everlasting life," etc. ISo, uncon-
sciously, you consideroreligion mainly from a busi-
ness standpoint—giving something in exchange for
more.
Whip or candy? All the Christian religion is

expressed in these three words; yet I think man-
kind is old enough not to be dealt with as with our
tame animals, and thafc it would bei'better to devel-
op conscience in our children than to use the fear
of hell and the hope of heaven.
My parents neverj mixed their doctrine of good

behavior with the hereafter, of which we know
nothing. They used to say, " Remember that your
duty is to act according to your conscience; that
" bonne renommee vaut mieux que ceinture doree "

(a good name is worth more than a golden belt), and
that you can not get a good name unless you be-
have well and act honestly and friendly toward all.
My father had seven children. They have never
given him the smallest cause to regret his method
of teaching themmorality independently of religion.

I liave used the same means with my children, with
the same results.
We free-thinkers do not work in view of reward,

but we act for the love of what is right. If we
make something wrong we do not fear hell; but our
conscience grieves us till we have tried to make
amends. If we help some poor man out of a sad
position, we do not do it to go to heaven, but we
find our reward here in the satisfaction of having
acted right. We do not care for the hereafter, of
which we know nothing.
To the question of Mr. Randall, "Who made

Satan?" you answered: "God made him good, but
he made himself bad." I desire to complete the
question: " Wlien God made a good Satan, did he
know that this good Satan would turn bad?"
" Yes, certainly, since God knows every thing!"
Then, according to your creed, God had foreseen

that Adam would disobey, and that nine-tenths of
mankind would be damned, notwithstanding the
sacrifice of his Son; and you believe that God. who
foresaw all these evils, created Satan and Adam all

the same, and without remorse.
You may retort that God made us free agents.

I can not accept this sliift as an answer. My ques-
tion is: "Before creating Satan and Adam, did God
know that the nine-tenths of mankind would be
damiied ?

If you can give an answer which proves that the
God of the Christians acted right in creating men
who did not ask to be born, wliile he did know
beforehand that most of these people would suffer
eternally by their own fault—if you can prove that
such an act was just, you will convert millions of
skeptics and free-thinkers.

I have laid down this question to scores of priests
and ministers. Nearly all of them turned their
back directly. A few answered that we have not
the right of questioning what God did. But I do
not question what God did. I question only what
you Christians say that he did. Such a belief as
yours is not only an insult to God, l5ut a monstrous
slander, which has diverted from religion all those
who did not fear to consider it squarely; for, if your
religion is true, God is worse than all the monsters
which can be imagined.

I have noticed that Christians fancy that it is on
account of their wickedness that free-thinkers do
not believe in the tenets of Christianity, while it is

just the reverse; for everj' honest man who will
dare to consider the monstrous character attributed
to God by religion will reject it, to look for some-
thing more in accordance with his ideas of kindness
and justice.

I hopp that, since you try to answer all those who
are really seeking the truth (page 569), you will pub-
lish my letter, especially as I write in answer to
your slandering us free-thinkers.
Hamilton, 111. Chas. Dadant.

Dear friend D.. it gives me a feeling of pain
to think that you and I should even seem to be
taking opposite sides, especially in public, as
we stand before the world.'when the truth is. I

am sure, that we both love honesty, purity,
temperance, and virtue; or, in other words,
that we are both seeking righteousness. You
certainly misunderstand me, and perhaps I

misunderstand you. Yes, I have heard of that
book that tells of the crimes committed by
ministers. You say we calumniate the skep-
tics. I certainly did not mean to do so; and if

it is true, and that skeptics also calumniate us,

then there is a very bad state of affairs indeed.
Jesus said, " Love ye your enemies, and do
good to them that hate° you." Now, suppose
that Christian" people should get out a book
and publish the crimes ^committed by free-

thinkers—would anybody buy it? Why, I

should be ashamed to think that either Chris-
tian ^people or free-thinkers would buy such a
book. I certainly would not read it. If I knew
exactly what it was, I would burn it up as soon
as I could get hold of it. In past ages it may
have been necessary to build up a creed by
pitching into other people; but surely not now
in this age of the world. If I did pitch into
free-thinkers, or seem to do so, I humbly beg
pardon.

First, you say I have said, "Men who do not
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frequent church regularly are more ready to
cheat than good Christians." I did not mean
to say exactly that, friend D. What I did say
was this: " If I wanted a good man for an im-
portant place, and wanted somebody I could
trust when I was not in sight at all, I should,
other things being equal, greatly prefer a man
who attends church regularly, and who takes
some part in the Sunday-school, weekly prayer-
meetings," etc. You see, I was giving my own
experience. If your experience is so different

from mine, I am sorry. In the closing words of

your first paragraph are the words, " good
Christians." Friend D.. is it not true that the
whole difference between you and me may be
summed up in this? You consider Christians
hypocrites. I believe them to be honest in

their profession. The good Christian stands
before the world and stands before men taking
a sacred obligation to be honest and pure and
temperate, etc. You pay me a great compli-
ment by calling me a business Christian. I

do believe that Christianity should be a busi-
ness. A Christian man is like a bank. He
stands before the world prepared to live up to
his profession. A bank stands before the world
agreeing to make good its promises to pay, etc.

When the bank fails to pay hard cash, accord-
ing to the promise, it fails, and becomes a by-
word and a reproach. When the Christian lets

Satan lead him astray by dishonesty and im-
purity or intemperance, he becomes a reproach
and a disgrace to the cause. There are cer-
tainly some good men among Christians. If

they are all hypocrites, the state of affairs

would be like a nation where the money was
all counterfeit.

I wish you would give me the names of the
two young men who were discharged on ac-
count of dishonesty, and were regular members
of the church: or, better still, just lend them
this journal, and tell them to write me an
explanation. Please excuse me. friend D., if I

can not help thinking that there is some mis-
understanding, or that you are a little too hard
on them. I am exceedingly glad that the rest

of your men are honest, even if they do not go
to church. Yes. I do desire you to name the
two ministers of the gospel, but do not do it in

public. Give me their names privately, or. as I

said before, show them this journal, to remind
them of what a serious and grave thing it is to
dishonor, by their business methods, the sacred
cause to which they have given their lives.*

Ministers are no doubt sometimes slandered;
but I myself do not believe they are very often
slandered unless they are at least somewhat to
blame. If one should make a business of hunt-
ing up all the ministers of the United States
who have yielded to temptation, and denied
their Savior, as even Peter did. no doubt it

would make a good-sized book; but remember,
dear friend, our country is a large one. There
are three or four ministers in every little town,
besides many more scattered throughout all the
rural districts. They are sprinkled like salt
throughout all this vast wide country. You
know Christians have been called the salt of
the earth; and my experience has made me
think they are really the salt of the earth, not-
withstanding these exceptional cases you have
mentioned. Ministers are human. A good
many of them are poorly paid, and some of
them, I am sorry to say, ought never to have
been in the ministry. Unprincipled men of
education and ability frecjuently take up the
ministry for sr-lfish ends. It would be strange
if some did not. In this case they are not
Christians at all, but simply h]i])ocrltes. Pretty
soon they are found out, and they give up their
profession, or they are put out of it, and go
back to where they belong. This book you

mention would, no doubt, contain the names of
all of these. Why, the temptation is tremen-
dous to manage to get into the pulpit in order
to further some scheme to defraud. I knew of
a "patent-right man" who called himself a
minister, and actually preached a pretty fair
sermon in one of our churches. He stayed here
several weeks, and accordingly won the confi-
dence of the people; and when he had got quite
a lot of money he "lit out" for a new field.

Such cases will, of course, go into that book.
Then there are now and then instances of
where a good man—a man who has, perhaps,
preached faithfully for, may be, several years.
Once in a great while we find such a man who,
in an unguarded moment, yields to temptation.
Down he goes, shaking community, filling the
papers with scandal, dishonoring the cause of
Christianity, and spoiling the faith of, perhaps,
good people as well as bad. But when we con-
sider the number of ministers of the gospel
there are in the United States. I think the 1700
crimes you say are mentioned in that book do
not make a big percentage, after all. But how
does it render the teachings of Christ obnoxious
to you, even if these men were false? You
should consider the men and not the gospel.
They were not bad hcrnuse the gospel taught
them to be so, but hi spite of it.

Friend D., please remember that I have for
years visited, talked with, and got acquainted
with all the inmates of our county jail. More
than that, I have visited prisons in other places
in my travels. I have made this matter of
crime in our land a deep study. When I spoke
about a man acting the way he is " built." I

had the inmates of our jails in mind, and I was
thinking of the many times new criminals try
to excuse themselves by saying they could not
help it. An intemperate man tells me that his
father drank before him, therefore he inherited
an appetite that he can not resist. He is hxiilt

that way, therefore he is not to blame; and
criminals excuse themselves for all sorts of
crimes in that same way. Now. the Christian
religion teaches us, as you are well aware, that,
even though a man has inherited appptites and
passions, there is help for him. He can bi." re-
constructed, emancipated, " built over " again,
and may God be praised that thisi§ indeed true.

Why, old friend, you need not be surprised to see
me full of energy and enthusiasm and faith in

* Most of our readers are already aware that we
have for years sent goods right along to ministers
without pay, and without even consulting Dun or
Bradstreet. All we want to know is, that he is a
minister of tiie gospel, and preaching regularly to a
parish of people. Sometimes the clerks remon-
strate; but I tell them to keep on until we find a
minister who does not pay his debts. This has l)een
our oust(>m for years, and we have not lost any
thing yet. A few days ago we had an order for
celery-plants. Our customer said that, if we had a
certain kind he wanted, we might send them along
also C. O. D. "No. no," said I; "do not send them
C. O. D. Don't you see he is a minister ? " But the
clerk objected, saying, " But he says we are to send
them C. O. D., and he will be quite willing to take
them in that way." But I objected again. " It will

cost him some money e.\tra to have them sent C. O.
D., and we certainly do not wisli to i)ut a minister
of the gospel to needless expense. He will surely
pay for whatever he ordisrs."
During the > ears that have passed since this has

been our custom I have been a few times obliged
to write to them that, if they failed lo make good
thtnr promises, they would be the first to break the
fair record that their calling has so far given us;
and as ministers, like other people, are often be-

hindhand, and have sickness, we have sometimes
been oliliged to wait on them. Now, I can not tell

you how this record would compare with that of
the free-thinkers; but I should be very glad indeed
to know that this latter class are olsn jjrompt and
upright in all business deals.
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being built over again, for J have been so built
over, and emancipated from what would have
been despair and ruin. Others have been
emancipated and saved under my own eve—

I

speak it reverently—through the results of my
own labors and teachings.
Now, I :>o not mean by the above that this

being "built over." or "born again," as the
Bible teaches, would transform an Edison into
a Darwin or vice versn. These natural gifts

are in a different line. Th<' emancipation from
sin is a spiritnal work. When any one feels

himself hopeh-ss against these evil impulses
then I can say 10 him confidently that there is

help. hope, and a refuge. The gospel is de-
signed to transform an enemy of society into a
friend of society: and that transformation ren-
ders all other human progress nioi'e easy and
more probable. This seems to be recognized by
even the railroad corporations—the most un-
sentimental and conservative class we can find;

for a recent number of the ScienUfic American
says that the Railroad branch of the Young
Men's Christian Association receives upward of

$100,000 a year from the railroads in order that
theif hands may be drawn from the saloons and
gambling-dens, into such associations as make
the best men for railroad purposes. The rail-

road companies are just now turning off men
by the thousands: but th*^ Cleveland paper said
last night that these satne companies were
making every effort to retain the "best" men:
and I f<^el very sure that, aside from the me-
chanical skill of these men. a strong preference
is invariably shown for thos,:- whose lives are
most in accord with Christian morality—sobrie-

ty, and a general air of respectability. But I

am aware that you will put as high an estimate
on such virtues as anybody, and claim that
such principles can be maintained outside of
religious belief. Granting that a few excep-
tions seem to prove your assertion, when we
come to take humanity as it is all over the na-
tion the best reply I can make is to quote a few
words from the Farewell Address of George
Washington. If his knowledge of men was not
wide enough to make us thoughtful in what he
says, the case seems almost helpless. Please
r^'ad this, written just at the close of the most
bloody revolution in history—one that rent
your own native land from center to circumfer-
ence:
"Of all the dispositions and habits which

lead to political prosperity, religion and moral-
ity are indispensable supports. In vain would
that man claim the tribute of pairi(-tism. who
should labor to subvert these great ])illiirs of
human happiness, these firmest props of the
duties of men and citizens. The mere politician,
equally with the pious man, ought to respect
and cherish them. A volume could not trace
all their connections with private and public
felicity. Let it simply be asked. Where is the
security for property, for reputation, for life, if

the sense of religious obligation desert the
oaths which are the instruments of investiga-
tion in the courts of justice? And let us with
caution indulge the supposition that morality
can be maintained without religion. Whatever
may be conceded to the influence of refined ed-
ucation on minds of peculiar structure, reason
and experience both forbid us to expect that
national morality can prevail in exclusion of
religious principle."

I am glad to hear you say that friend Kauf-
man was too positive. I am really afraid your
anthropologists have not investigated Chris-
tianity. They have simply put man on the
dissec'ting-board. and treated him as if he were
a mere animal. The matter of .soul has been
entirely overlooked by them.
In the issue before this I told you what John

WMlliams did in the islands of the South Sea,
where they swarmed with cannibals; and we
have right here among us educated and talent-
ed people from among the Indians, the colored
people, the Chinese; and, in tact, since the
Endeavor society has made such wonderful
strides, they are educating and bringing to the
front scholars from every nation and every
tribe and every clime. Mr. Calvert, with whom
you are acquainted, attended the great En-
deavor meeting, and could tell you wonderful
stories of succe.^s attending the attempts I0

civilize the savages of the world. I grant you
that it is a pretty big task to take a savage
fi'om his native wilds, and wean him from
heathenism in a few short years. In my trip

through the West I visited the Indian schools,
and I inquired carefully into the discouraging
features in the attempt to educate them. I

know a great many people give it up, and say
they are not worth the time and pains and
money that have been expended on them; and
I feel ashamed of some professing Christians
who talk and act in just that way. You are
quite right in saying that Darwin could not do
Edison's work, and Edison could not do Dar-
win's. God in his wisdom has given us partic-
ular fields to labor in. We have all been called

to some appointed work, and no doubt you are
right in thinking that God has called upon me
to preach and teach, in season and out of sea-
son^ that there is such a being in existence as
Satan, and that he does go about as a loaring
lion, seeking whom he may devour.
Now, my good friend, please excuse me for

taking up your assertion, "I have never felt

him around me." Surely you, like the re?t of
us, have evil impulses. Did yon never get vex-
ed when, in thinking about it afterward, you
felt bad about it? Did you never feel the
"swear words "coming up when it seemed as
if you would have to shut your teeth to keep
the words back? I take it for granted that
you do not swear, for a little further on you
acknowledge, or. at least, I take it so, the ex-
istence of God. Any man who believes in God
as the ruler and manager of the universe would
certainly be untrue to himself and to his God if

he spoke lightly or disrespectfully of this great
ruler, or if he allowed himself to take his holy
name on his lips when he was angry or provok-
ed. Do you never feel a tremendous inclina-

tion or desire to do things which you ought not
to do? Have you had no experience of the
wonderful attractions there are in the racing or
gamblins' mania? Have selfish impulses never
prompted you to be unfair toward your fellow-
men— that is. if you listened to such impulses?
In short, has it never cost you a struggle to put
down selfish and evil feelings, and to encourage
generous and good ones?
Pardon me for the illustration I am going to

use now. It may not apply to you at all. lam
sure I do not know you well enough in your
home relations and in your own neighborhood
to have any thing to say about it. The illus-

tration is th'is: Once, when I was a boy, in vis-

iting some relatives I found a little boat tied

up by the side of a river which ran near by.

Without saving a word to anybody I pushed off

into the stream. Without thinking much about
it I thought I would go doumstream first.

There was not a bit of trouble, and no exertion
was needed on my part to have a most delight-

ful ride. In fact,! said to myself several times,

"If boat-riding on a river is so delightful as

this. I certainly am not going to live much
longer without having more of it." By and by,
however. I thought it would be prudent to see

how much work it was to get back. I shall

never forget the tussle I had to get back to the
landing-place, nor the huge resolve I made as.
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dripping with sweat, and worn out with the
unusual exertion, I tremblingly tied my boat
where I found it. The obstacles and resistances
came only when I tried to row upstream in-

stead of floating down with the current. Well,
there was a time in my life when I was ready
to say, as you do, that I liad no reason for be-
lieving in Satan at all. I had seen no evidence
of such a being, for I was going rapidly down-
stream, unmindful of the cautions and warn-
ings of good Christian friends around me.
After that eventful time, however, when I

tvu'ned about to retrace my steps, and with a
resolve to tight against the current of sin and
evil, then I met resistance, and I meet it every
day.
Only last week word was brought to me that

a man was most cruelly beating and misusing
a horse because it would not work. The horse
was blind in one eye, and had a defect in one
of its feet that would make it hopelessly lame
forever. Nearly everybody around there said
it was not their affair, and they did not like to
meddle with the man in question. It was a
good deal easier to go doivttstream with the
current. Now, my obligation as a Christian
demanded that I should leave my business, go
several miles and look the thing up, and take
the part of the poor dumb beast. I too dreaded
to stir up ill feeling and get myself into a quar-
rel: but the prospect is, 1 shall have consider-
able '"rowing upstream " before I get through
with it. Tne Humane Society, however, and
other good people, will very likely give me a
lift; but I micilit have gone on sailing down-
stream with the greater part of the rest of the
world, and not got any glimpse of Satan at all,

much less having a square hand-to-hand fight
with him.
You speak a little further along about con-

science. Good ! I was very glad to see that.
You believe in a conscience, and you be-
lieve in God who implanted this conscience
within ns as a monitor and a guide. Why,
you and I arn not far away from each other,
even if we do call things by different names.
Now just a word about that expression of

yours, ' whip and candy." This thing is thrown
up to us a good many times, and yet I am sure
we think nearly alike about it. Now, would
you not teach young people that there is a
reward for doing right? Would you not say
that hfrnesty is the best policy? and yet this
homely old proverb is a selfish one. People the
world over (let alone children) are continually
getting the idea into their heads that they can
get along /o.ster, and accomplish rmn'c, by tell-

ing lies and stealing, than they can by telling
the truth and rvorking for what they want.
Every little while some young man (or old one)
gets an idea that the ordinary methods of ac-
quiring property are too slow or humdrum, or
they want something with more excitement
about it. Our teachers and our preachers—our
good men and our good women —almost con-
tinually urge and exhort such to the idea that
there is more haiipincss and more money in
sticking to the steady duties of life, and in
making their money in the orthodox way. A
great part of our people are every little while
getting crazed by the gambling mania. They
think they can gei rich faster by buying lottery
tickets than by working on the farm. What
can we do but to hold uj) both whip and candy,
as you term it? Every thing we do is for some
anticipated good, or from a fear of evil if we do
not doit. We are continually grasping for a
gain of some kind, or fleeing from evil of some
kind. There can be no movement of the will
aside from these two motives—one positive and
one negative. You doubth^ss remember N. C.
Mitchell, a talented lawyer and a man of great

ability—in fact, once the editor of a prominent
bee-journal. This man put out circulars,
established companies, and did a great amount
of work, and took a great deal of pains in order
that he might get money for which he never
rendered any equivalent. Father Langstroth,
in commenting in regard to Mitchell's career,
said that, if the man had expended the same
amount of energy and zeal in some honest
undertaking, he might have been well off. He
worked hard, and yet probably received nothing,
and ruined his reputation and good name be-
sides. Father Langstroth pointed out the fact
that it did not pay, and that it really paid
better to be honest than dishonest. Why,
friend D., if you could convince the criminal
class of this, there would no longer be any
crime. Now, this other line of teaching Is good
and right also. We should be honest and pure
because it is our duty to be so, whether it pays
or not. Sometimes it costs us a big lot—yes, a
big lot of money—to be strictly honest; but we
should be strictly honest, all the same; audit
is in this line that the scripture text comes in.

When one tells the truth, even though it costs
thousands of dollars to do so, he shall, in the
course of time, get his thousands of dollars back
a hundredfold; perhaps not in money, for
money does not necessarily make people happy,
but often quite the contrary; but the Bible
promise is, as I understand it, that one who
loses, for the sake of duty or honesty, will in the
end be a hundred times better off, in the best
sense of the word, than if he had sacrificed
truth and honor for the sake of gain. Now,
you and I both agree exactly in this, do we not,
friend D. ?

You say you do not fear hell as a consequence
of doing wrong. I believe that the latest
teachings of theologians is to the effect that
heaven may commence here on earth —in fact,

does commence here; and in the same line I

believe that liell very often commences here on
earth, if, in fact, it does not always do so. Tak-
ing it in this light, yon and I pretty nearly
agree again. If we steal we have an uncom-
fortable conscience, and that is punishment.
Furthermore, if we are successful in our steal-
ing it opens the way for more work of the same
kind; for a thief never stops till he gets caught;
therefore his troubles multiply upon him, and
he commences very soon to reap that which he
has sown. You speak of the satisfaction of
having acted right. Why, that is a part of the
reward that a Christian is promised; and, in

fact, that satisfaction and peace of mind is

what we call God's blessing. You say you do
not care for the hereafter. Well, in one sense
lam like you in this. I seldom think of it. I

am snre it will take care of itself. God knows,
if I do not; and I have such a loving trust in

him that I do not feel uneasy or troubled about
it at all.

Now in regard to your concluding point

—

God"s foreknowledge. "and the matter of sin in

the world. You reject most vehemently the
idea that (Jod has foreknowkidge. if I under-
stand you. Very well. Suppose you say ho
has not. Perhaps that is according to your
belief, and perhaps not. If he has not fon?-

knowledge, then he is. to a considerable extent,
human, as we are. He. does not Know how
things will turn out, and tliis universe of his

creation may be a failure or a great l)lunder.

The anarchists and some of that class. I believe,

insist that it is a l)lunder, and therefore blow
themselves up .with bombshells in order to

express their disgust for (Jod's woi'k. If God
has not foreknowledge, it relieves him of re-

sponsibility, and you might say he is not to

blame for the sin and crime that exist. Now,
this doctrine may be agreeable to you: but I
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confess it would give me a rather uneasy feel-

ing. It would destroy my faith in God, for I

can not but think that he knows what he is

doing; and although his plans may be beyond
the conception of our human minds, yet I pre-
fer to believe that he is infinite, and knows the
future as well as the past. As I suggested in

our last issue, this is deep water for all of us.

If I understand you, you do not accept the
doctrine that we are free agents. That relieves
Its of responsibility, and it would relieve the
criminals in our jails of responsibilitv. I con-
fess I should not have very much faith and
energy in tilling some poor feeble brother,
steeped in sin and crime, that he probably
could not do any better if he tried to. " What-
soever a man soweth, that shall he also reap,"
seems to be written not only in the Scriptures
but all over the face of nature. No, friend D.,
I am not able to prove or to show you exactly
how it is that God could consistently create
human beings knowing beforehand that they
would go to ruin. Now. mind you, when I say
that I can not understand it. I by no means
mean to say that it can not be explained. I think
I can get a qlimpse of the matter, as I told vou
in our last issue. This thing we know: The
choice is before us to do wpH or to do wickedly;
and every man is responsible for his acts unless
he is crazy. If he is crazy, then his responsi-
bility ceases. But I prefer not to be crazy, even
though it involves responsibility. You say you
have laid this question to scores of priests and
ministers. I can readily imagine how they
might turn their backs. If they judged by
your talk and your manner that you simply
wished to find fault, they might have decided
that that course was best; and the few who
told you that we have not the right of ques-
tioning what God does, perhaps gave in sub-
stance something like what I have said. You
reject the orthodox God of the Christian. Now.
without any desire to provoke controversy, I

should be very glad if you would tell us just
what you do think or believe in regard to fore-
ordination. If you say as I do. that it is some-
thing you can not fully understand or explain,
any more than the rest of us, then we stand
side by side; and is not that the sum and sub-
stance of it all. anyhow? Christian people
regard God as a father who loves his people,
and is doing every thing he can to lead them to
the highest and best that this universe affords.
" Shall not the Judge of all the earth do right?"

High-pressure Gardening.

MULCHING TOMATOES WITH PEAVINES.
In visiting my neighbor Green I noticed he

had a plot of tomatoes looking unusually fresh
and vigorous during this severe drouth; and
the ground between the plants was entirely
covered with peavines. After harvesting his
early peas, the vines were pulled up and carried
a short distance to the tomato ground. Said I:

"Friend Green, where in the world did you
get that idea?"

" Why, to tell the truth I did not get it any-
where. I sort o" worked into it. I hare been
protecting them from the dirt, and at the same
tim » mulching the ground in this way for two
or three years past."
"And is this the way you raised those extra

nice clean tomatoes that you sold me so cheap
for canning two vears ago?""
He assented. Now, preparing stakes, driving

them in the ground, and tying up the plants, is

a great deal of work, as I know by experience.
Another thing, it is a sort of disagreeable piece
of work that is liable to be neglected, gathering
up the stakes and storing them away for an-
other season; whereas the pea and tomato
vines may be all plowed under right where
they are, after frost has wound up the crop.

HIGH-PRESSURE GARDENING DURING A
DROUTH.

We are at present having one of the most
severe drouths I believe I have ever had any
thing to do with since I have been in the gar-
dening business. Besides the dry weather, we
have had drying winds that seemed to lick up
every bit of moisture, and almost make light
of our efforts at watering. We have not yet
sent out a strawberry-plant. We gather from
letters and from the papers that the drouth is

so general that it would be hardly wise for us
to send out the plants, even if we succeeded in

getting thom in good order. Of course, all

kinds of garden stuff are high; so are fruits

and berrits. Besides the good prices, this gives
us an opportunity to test fairly a good many
plans of irrigation. It is true, we can make
the strawberry-plants boom by giving them
plenty of water; but the amount of water
needed is so great during such a time that it

wants a millrace in place of a windmill. Our
windmill would do pretty fairly, perhaps, for a
quarter of an acre; but hardly that, however,
when we have so many still days that one
hardly knows which way the wind blows. We
have soaked up our strawberry-beds where we
are raising plants, a good many times: but the
water must be put on again and again until it

has a chance to get away down. I heard of a
man who had been trying to make his lawn
grow by sprinkling. The sprinkling did not
do much good, however. Finally, one night he
forgot to turn oft' the hose, and left the water
running on a small spot all night. This had
the effect of soaking up the ground a foot deep
or more, and it made the lawn so mushy that,
when he attempted to walk out near the end of
the hose, his foot went down as if he were going
into mire. After this the grass started and
grew to his heart's content on this little spot;
and that is just about the way we must do
watering to make it avail. Of course, our 1600-

barrel tank is pretty nearly full of water; but
as we do not know how long this state of af-

fairs will continue, we do not dare to draw it

out much faster than the wind pumps it in.

There is one kind of irrigation that greatly
pleases me. I knew of a friend of mine who
was drawing water for his plum-trees, and so I

decided to take my wheel and pay him a visit.

I found something like 100 young trees bending
down with fruit. He had mulched them
around the roots with coarse manure, swamp
grass, straw, spoiled hay, or any thing he could
get hold of. Then he drew the water on a
wagon, in barrels, and kept this straw mulch
wet. vSome of our own plum-trees were begin-
ning to look sickly, and the plums were shrivel-
ing up and dropping oft'. I at once had a little

dam made ai'ound the trees, so as to have a.

circle about six feet away from the trunk;
and this dam was filled with water by means
of a hose from our windmill tank. Then the
water was filled with coarse strawy manure.
This kept it from evaporating, and kept the
ground moist. Well, you just ought to see
those plum-trees pick up, start out new growth,
and see the plums swell out and look plump
and green. It is a decided success: and while
plums are worth from four to five dollars a
bushel, there is no sort of question but that it

will pay—yes, even if you have to draw the
wat<'r in barrels. Where the water is not too
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far away. I think it will pay on peaches also,

and possibly on apples. It will certainly pay
to utilize all the slops and dishwater from the
house, in time of drouth. Mulch the ground
around the roots, and then pour on your slops.

You see. after the fruit is nearly grown it takes
only a little water to finish it up. Where
blackberries are not attacked with the blight,

it would surely pay to furnish water to finish

up the ripening.
The only kind of plants we have now in our

plant-gardens is c<'lery—that is, aside from
strawberry-plants; and to keep the celery doing
well we have to keep soaking the beds with
Avater almost every day. Our celery out in the
fields is coming to a standstill, unless it be
some on the lowest part of the creek bottom
that is always wet.
Our two plants of the Timbrell strawberry

have now increased to something like .30 or 40
strong plants. Half a dozen Greenville have
Increased to almost a hundred. This has been
•done, however, by an unstinted application of

fine stable manure and plenty of water.

POTATOES DURING A DRY TIME.

The Early Ohios are just about dried up. and
the tops are dead. As it is pretty nearly time
for them to ripen, it is not altogether due to the
drouth. The potatoes, however, will be small,
and few in number. The Early Puritan held
out better; but in a few days its stalks wMl also
be dead and dried up. The Freeman potato
held out quite a little better still; hut the only
real green tops on our upland are Lee's Favor-
ite. These are looking passably green and
luxuriant; but they are also an early potato.
Now. down in the creek bottom we put out
•quite late some Rural New-Yorkers, and these
are just a pleasure to look upon. The vines
are dark green, rank and luxuriant, and they
do not seem to be affected by the drouth at all.

They are just now beginning to cover the
ground pretty thoroughly. Last year, you may
remember, the Rural New-Yorker gave us the
only real fair good-sized potatoes we had; and
it looks as if it might be something so this year.
We should remember it is a late potato. It was
planted last of all, and is on ground that is

mostly low and wet, with a gravelly subsoil.
Some parts of the patch, however, run upon
tolerably high ground, and the potatoes look
rank and strong, even here. I am beginning to
think a good deal of the Rural New-Yorker.
Somebody asked to-day the price on Early Ohio
and Freeman potatoes. Now, this dry weather
seems to be so widespread that potatoes are
going to be pretty well up. In fact, they have
advanced in the Cleveland market from 12.25

up to .*3.00 a barrel already within a few days.
I told our friend that I would not dare to offer
seed DOtatoes at present for less than SI. 50 for
the Early Ohio, and S2.00 for the Freeman; and
may be the price on the Freeman will have to
be put up higher yet.

AMERICAN PEAKT. ONIONS.

Ours were all sold in the Cleveland market at
about .$2.00 per bushel; and Mrs. Root urged
me to plant all our ground to onions, and not
try to raise so many things. If I knew that
these white onions would bring S2.00 a bushel,
no matter how many I raised, I do not know
but I would think seriously of doing so. They
were ripe and dry. and ready to ship, just a
little after we picked our last strawberries.

POTATO^ONIONS.

The only kinds of potato onions we tested th's
season were the new white ones. They are some-
times called the White Multipliers. One thing
that pleases me exceedingly about this White

Multiplier is, that it never sends up seed-stalks.
Y"ou have not got to go through the patch and
watch for them, and snap them off; neither
will yon have in your crop any tough hard
onions caused by letting the seed-stalk grow a
little before it was snapped oft'. The only draw-
back with this onion is, that it is not very pro-
ductive—at least. I have not made it so. I first

bought a pint of these white potato onions.
They were not very small, any of them, so I
succeeded in raising only about two quarts
from the pint. I planted every one of the two
quarts last September, and this spring all I
have is a heaping half-bushel. How is that
for yield ? It is a little queer how multipliers
behave. If you plant a little onion it grows
the whole season and makes a big one. If you
plant a big onion, this, too. grows a whole
season, but it splits up into a lot of little ones

—

no going to seed at all. If I had to deal with
them, however, I can not help thinking that
some of them, sooner or later, would go to seed.
There is another thing in favor of these potato
onions: The work is nearly all done in the fall
of the year, when you have plenty of time, and
when the ground is nice to jjrepare. Fix your
ground rich and fine in September; plant your
onions, little and big, and they will almost take
care of themselves until they are ready for har-
vesting. This year they were ripe almost as
soon as the American Pearl; but perhaps the
dry weather hastened their ripening, and very
likely it made the onions smaller than usual,
and thereby decreased the amount of crop.
These White Multipliers. I understand, are
now offered for sale so that they can be retailed
at about a dollar a peck, or $3. .50 per bushel.
They are about the handsomest onion in the
world, but they are not qiiite as large, at least
this season, as we should like to have them.
But there are no thick necks at all. The tops
all dry up and drop off by themselves. There
is no topping to be done, if I understand them.
That low creek-bottom land is about the only

place where we are aroing to have any kind of
crop this season. We have already more cu-
cumbers than our town can take care of. The
seed was hastily drilled in, and has had very
little attention since.
Just a word more about onions. About a

year ago we sowed some White Victoria and
Prizetaker seed on some very poor ground, hop-
ing that they would make sets. They got to
growing, however, during the fall rains; and
when winter came they were rank green onions,
looking nothing like making sets. We .sold

some of them for plants, in March and April,

as I have told you; but as they were in an out-
of-the-way place they never got hoed nor cul-

tivated once; in fact, there was never anv thing
done to them after sowing the seed. Oh. yes!

we did break off the tops once or twice, that
were trying to run up to seed. Well, about the
middle of July one of the men mowed off the
weeds and clover so we could find where the
onions were, and we harvested several bushels

of very nice White Victorias and Prizetakers.

Of course, they were small in size, because of

being so close together, and for lack of cultiva-

tion; but the above is certainly a very cheap
way of getting a small crop of onions providing
it will work every time as it did then. The
ground was so very poor that weeds did not
grow of any account until April showers
brought them along. Just now we are improv-
ing the dry whether in overhauling our wind-
mills, repairing our pumps, and fixing larger

reservoirs to save up and hold, till a time of

need, the great floods of water that will soon
come and run away if we do not hold on to

them. Water, water, water, is the one thing to

make gardens boom during a time like this.
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POTATOES—BEING IN HASTE TO DIG THEM.
Unless I wanted the land very much for some

Other crop I would not dig potatoes until the
vines wei'e entirely dead and dry. One season
I had a patch of Early Ohios;' and during a
severe drouth they were so near dead that I
gave them up. In fact. I began digging; but
the yield was so siuall that I stopped in disgnst.
Soon after, abundant rains came, and the vines
started a second growth. Now, eveT though
these were early potatoes this second growth
kept on until frost; and, to my astonishment, I

had an excellent yield of nice, smooth, good-
sized potatoes. Friend Terry, in his new book,
relates two similar experiences. If blight does
not set in. I think it will pay to irrigate pota-
toes, even herein Ohio, providing arrangements
are made so as to have water that is available.

STIRRING THE SURFACE, VS. IRRIGATION.

A good deal has been said on this matter, and
no doubt there is much in it. For instance, I

had five plum-trees that blossomed full; and,
under the influence of spraying, all five started
out loaded with fruit. Four of them were on
ground bearing a crop of rye, and, of course,
they did not get any surface cultivation. The
fifth, only a rod or two away from the other
four, was in the corner of a patch of corn,
therefore the surface was cultivated and hoed,
and the ground was kept soft and tolerably
loose. This last one held its fruit fairly, while
the others dropped the most of theirs. In fact,
two of them had lost all their fruit before my
attention was called to it. Then we dug up
the ground loose, and applied water to all of
them, as I have told you elsewhere. Keeping
the ground loose and mellow certainly answers
to a great extent in place of water; but with a
heavy crop of fruit, even this surface stirring
of the soil, no matter how well it is done, dur-
ing a very severe drouth, would probably be
insufficient to mature all the fruit. Of course,
if the tree contains more fruit than it ought to
bear, thinning out by hand should accompany
the stirring of the soil, and perhaps also the
watering. I am fully satisfied, however, that
many crops of fruit that are lost, even after the
fruit is almost matured, might be saved by
judicious care just before ripening. Where
fruit is scarce and high, as it is now, a little

labor will afford a tremendous reward. We
ourselves have lost a good deal by waiting for
rain that we felt sure was just going to come.
The barometer went down, and the Weather
Bureau gave notice of local showers: but the
showers were so small that they amounted to
only a sprinkle. It would have paid us better
to put on the water without waiting; for when
the ground gets so very dry, there is not much
danger of the possibility of getting on too vnuch
water. When the ground is only a little dry, I

have known a heavy application, just before a
series of soaking rains, to give the crop too
much wet for its good. But this can not very
well happen when the ground is as dry as it is

now. One thing more: Please remember that,
even if a crop does not pay the entire cost, it is

better to apply water when the fruit is almost
matured than it is to neglect it, and have it an
entire loss. In other words, it is better to add
a little more expense, and get half a crop, than
it is to go through all the motions of preparing
the ground, sowing the seed, and cultivating,
and then get nothing at all. It is better to have
half or three-fourths pay expenses than to have
nothing at all toward paying those expenses;
and a good many times, where there is a gen-
eral scarcity, the crop can be sold at a price so
much greater that it will cover all expenses
and give a profit. Have you carefully figured
this all out? When I first began riding the

wheel, Ernest told me I fell a good many times
when I did not need to. I lost faith in myself
and in the wheel, and tumbled off. Said he,
" Just keep your seat, and keep trying to keep
up. and pretty soon you will be surprised to
find that there is almost no need of falling off
at all." It is just so in raising crops. While
there is life in the crop, there is hope; and a
great many times you may be surprised to find
yourself coming out ahead, when you are sorely
tempted to give it all up and let it go.

Trade Notes.

BEE -ESCAPES AN ASSURED SUCCESS.

If there is any one implement, brought out in
the last two or three years, that is proving to
be a great boon to the bee-keeper, it is the bee-
escape. Reports show that there is little need
now of smoking or brushing the bees out of
section -crates. A dozen or so escapes placed
under well-filled supers toward night will show
as many supers the next morning with scarcely
a bee in them. These supers can be taken off,

and empty supers be put in their place, and no
time is lost to the bees. The old way of remov-
ing sections was to smoke the bees down
through the sections, following up the opera-
tion with brushing and shaking. Bees that
have been smoked and shaken up in this way
will not get into good working trim again for
some little time. Perhaps the bee-escape that
has given the best satisfaction is the Porter.
Our neighbor Burt is very much pleased with
its workings. We do not remember to have
ever read of more than one unfavorable report:
and even that bee-keeper later on acknowl-
edged his mistake and gave a big testimonial
as to the success of what he had once con-
demned.

It seems that, over in England, they are ex-
perimenting with bee-escapes, or what our
English cousins call "super-clearers." We find
the following in a late issue of the British Bee
Journal:

WEBSTER'S CHEAP SUPER-CLEARER.
The clearer illustrated below is a very simple ar-

rangement. A thi-ee-quarter-inch board has tln-ee
circular holes, about one inch in diameter on the
upper, but " countersunk " on the under side; and
although the whole of the enlarged under surface
of the hole is covered with woven wire, two chan-
nels cut in opposite directions and deep enough to
allow passage for a single bee at a time effect a
clearance. Concerning the appliance the maker
says:

NO. 1.

"Tlie price is very low, and you get a 'clearer'
which I find, Mfter two seasons' trial, acts .iust as
effectively as the original ' Webster's super-clearer,'
or any otlier, up to a certain limit of time; but it

must not be left on the hive more tlian twelve hours,
as the bees commence to find tlieir way back after
that time; perhaps a dozen will get back during
the next six or seven hours."

MEADOWS' "B-OFF" STTPER-CLEARER.
This is neither more nor less than an'adaptation of

the American "Porter bee-escape," the difference
consisting of providing two exits for the bees
against one in the latter. Tlie illustration shows
only the escape proper; but it should be added that,
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in ordor to complete the Mppliaiice. the "escape"
must be affixed to a platform similar to that used
with the " Portei'." Mr. Meadows, hov^'ever, pro-

vides bee-spate on both sides of the platform, so
that supers may be cleared of bees either on the
hive or after removal from it, by reversing- the
platform as required.

A GL.4SS HONEY-PAIL.
Many housekeepers wlio are also honey-users, will

consider that Mr. T. B. Blow, of Welwyn, has filled

a want by introducing- this article as a new " bee-

struction, I arrang-ed with Mr. Lang-don for Its useunder the patent.
We have to-day some 60 colonies, arranged mostly

with our bee-controllers, and also quite a number
with the Langdon non-swarmers; and in order that
^he reader may g:et a fuller idea of the workine-s of
these devices I must refer back to the end of the
winter.
Our bees came out of the bee-cellar in good con-

dUion— not a single colony was lost in winter, nor
by spring dwindling. Now, one of the essentials to
the successful working of either of the.sc devices is,
to set the colonies in pairs wlien first set on their
summer stands; this we did witli perh;ips half of
our bees, in order to continue the experiments of
the year before. During- apple-blooming we had
splendid warm weather, and bees gathered honey
to a considerable extent. Impatient to see the
workings of the bee controller, we placed several
on some of our strongest colonies; gave them
supers with coml) built the previous year, and for
the first time in thirty years of bee culture in Iowa
we secured some comb honey from apple-bloom.
Elated with our success we began nioviim some of

NO. 3.

appliance." The cut shows what it is like, and
we may add that the pail is of clear glass; the
bands—also of glass—above and below, giving it

strength and durability. It holds about eight
pounds of honey, and has a strong screw-cap of
plated iron, with handle (as shown). It is not in-
tended to l)e used once and then cast aside, as with
ordinary glass jars, but as a " family jar," to be
refilled as required.

Model 2 is quite similar in principle to the
Porter, and we judge it may be a slight im-
provement. We commend it to the attention
of the Porters.

Since publishing the article from Mr. H. P.
Langdon. on his nou-swarmer, the following
has come to hand from E. Kretchmer. The
device, although the same in principle, so far
as we are able to judge, is a decided improve-
ment over that sent out by Mr. Langdon. The
bees are dire-:ted toward the entrance more
naturally, and the attachment to the hive does
not require the boring of holes through the
hive itself. It is quite impracticable to attach
the Langdon device to chaff hives. That of
Mr. Kretchmer can be fastened to any kind
without boring holes. If the Langdon princi-
ple can be made to work, the Kretchmer im-
proved device would have the preference.

BEE-CONTROLLERS AND NON - SWARMING ATTACH-
MENTS; SOME FURTHER EXPERIENCE AND

OBSERVATIONS.
For some years I have been experimenting with a

device for co?itrolling the movements of the bees
at the entrance of the hivps, but lately more as a
non-swarming- attachment. When, later, I learned
th,'^t Mr. Langd.jn had a patent on a device similar
in principle, although differing in mechanical con-

our other colonies into pairs; but we presume we
were too hasty. These last-moved bees did net re-
tain all their flying bees. No doubt ma.iy of the
returning bees, finding their hive awav from its
original location, became confused aiid entered
.some other hive; and may not this be one cause of
failure on the part of tl-.ose who try the device too
late in the season ?

In the construction of the bee-controller we have
placed the escape-cones in front, on top. on the end,
and used them without cones; but we now prefer
them in the end, with additional ventilat(n-s on top,
as well as small return-holes, for the following rea-
sons: Friend Langdon sent me a non-swarmer. On
the morning of a warm day we placed it on two
strong colonies. At noon we noticed several colonies
hanging- in front of their hive, the Langdon non-
swarmer being completely covered. Next morning
I found the closed colony dead—smothered—perhaps
no fault of the device, but my carelessness in not
shading the hive. It seems the bees clustered over
the cone before all the bees had left, confining and
smothei-ing the remainder. By placing the escape-
cone in the end of the controller, and partly con-
cealing it within it, as it were, the it'turning" bees
do not seem to find it, but alight at the place of the
usual entrance, run along the diagonal front, and
are in the other hive before they seem to be aware
that they are shut out from Iheir own liive.
Tliat but little or no honey is carried to the closed

hive can quickly be seen without opening the hive.
Usually on the second day the remaining bees begin
to drag out the drones, and the drone bi-ood soon
follows. In a similar manner, then, when the
hone.v-flow is suddenly cut short in the fields, if the
weather is hot and dry, the worker brood soon fol-
lows. To prevent the destruction of the worker
brood, we make a small hole in the /"p of the con-
troller, away from the usual entrance-place, where
scarcely any of the older bees find it; or. if they do,
the downward entrance, leading to daikness, does
not seem to induce them to use it; but a part of the
young bees, thit leave the hive for the first time.
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leave the hive by way of this hole. They carefully
note the place of their first exit, and return the
same way. If these bees are permitted to re-enter
their hive in the manner indicated, the worker
brood is not destroyed ; but if no after lioney-flow is

in immediate prospect, and tliis brood is of no
apparent benefit to tlie bee-lieeper, closing' this
hole with a little tin slide will soon end the open
brood.
While the devices named are a great aid to the

harvesting and finishing of comb honey, by pre-
venting swarming, perhaps just when the combs
are nearly ready to be capped, there are in this no
rules without some exceptions. Usually when the
controllers are adjusted no attention need be given
them for a week; but if both colonies are quite
strong they may have made preparations for
swarming before the controller was adjusted; and
while it prevents swarming from tlie hive from
which the bees are excluded, as it were, it may
heighten the swarming fever in the other colon\ ;

and a swarm may issue from that colony before the
end of the expiration of the usual week's work.
This may take place but once in 50 colonies (we had
but one in 60); yet even then it may be avt)ided.
Depopulating one colony for three days seems to

effectually remove their desire to swarm ; therefore
this colony, having been placed in a non-swarming
condition for about a week, at the end of three days
we change supers and bees over to the other hive,
and now have this colony under control for ii week,
and work goes on uninterruptedly for a week. At
the end of a week we remove full supers, set vinfin-

ished cases over to the other hive, add more supers,
swing the metal door over to the other entrance,
and work goes on another week. At the end of the
week we again remove full cases, change back to
the other hive, and so on once a week to the end of
the season.

If, when first adjusting the controller, the colo-
nies are of unequal strength, the supers are first

placed on the weaker one, which may not be in con-
dition to swarm for a week. Under such condition
no change need be made until the end of a week.
The value of these bee-controllers has demon-

strated itself to us very forcibly this season, at
least so far; for, contrary to the reports received
from our brethren east of us, we are receiving but
little honey in sections. Colonies working singly
are gathering just honey enough to place them in
good swarming condition, neglecting the sections,
while those colonies supplied with controllers are
the only ones working in sections.
Red Oak, Iowa, July 18. E. Kisetchmer.

Keep thee far from a false ni.atter; and the innocent and
righteous slay thou not: for I will not justify the wicked.

—

EXODUS 23: 7.

We have just made two "century runs."
The first day we covered lOG miles, and the sec-
ond day 110. A lady in the same party covered
the same distance. We expect to make that
"bike "visit quite a number of apiaries this
summer. Of course, we expect to go along
with it.

Some complaint has been made about the
shiny paper that has been used on Gleanings,
because the light would reflect and make the
pages hard to read. The last carload is a heav-
ier paper, with a less glossy surface, and we
feel sure that the superior printing will be ap-
preciated by our subscribers. This number is

printed on it.

The editor of the American Bee-keeper is

riding a bicycle. Good ! It will be in order
now for Bro. Hutchinson to get down off from
his three-wheeled tricycle, and mount one of
the luxurious pneumatic-tired safety bicycles.

Bro. York, of the American Bee Journal, if we
may judge from the advertisements in his pa-
per, is also riding a safety.

YE.STEKDAY we Sent out .54 queens bv mail
from our own and neighbor H.'s apiaries, to
Australia; and we expect that a very large per-
centage of them will get through alive and in
good order. We do not say this to boom our
own trade in queens, but to indicate to other
queen- breeders that the business of sending
queens half way around the world is now a de-
cided success; and not only have we been suc-
cessful, but other queen -breeders as well.

It just now occurs to us that we are not hear-
ing from our lady contributors as much as
formerly. We do not wish them to feel back-
ward about "speaking in meeting." A very
seasonable as well as decidedly fruitful theme
upon which to write is the canning of all kinds
of fruit in honey—is it practicable, and, if so,

how? Incidentally, it would be in order to give
us a few good recipes for making various kinds
of honey-cakes. Mrs. A.xtell and Mrs. Harri-
son, some time ago. gave us some hints on this
subject. Perhaps they can tell us more about
it; and Miss Wilson too, we are sure, is in a po-
sition to give us some valuable hints also. Let
us hear from many of the ladies.

Veky recently we have had sent us several
little consignments of broken comb, to be ren-
dered up by us. and the senders to be credited
with the amount of wax secured, less the ex-
pense of rendering. We never really thought
that this paid. Old combs necessarily takesev-
eral times the bulk required to take the actual
bulk of wax when melted into nice clean cakes.
It is far cheaper to render out your wax at
home, and send on the product to us, than to
send comb that is all dirt and cocoons, paying
extra freight for the extra bulk and dirt. Three
lots of broken comb were sent us recently, from
as many different parties. By mistake they
were all mixed together. Although the broken
comb made several bushels of " stuff," we se-
cured from the lot, after a great deal of labor
—a half a day's time—only 5 lbs. of wax. The
combs had been worm-eaten, were dirty, and
we almost hesitated to undertake the job at
all. Let us say right here. that, if you ex-
pect good wax out of your combs, do not, for any
consideration, let worms get into them. If you
are going to render them up at all, put them
into the solar wax-extractor at once.

KIND WORDS FROM THE BEE-KEEPERS' ENTER-
PRISE.

During years past, some exceedingly kind
and encouraging words have come from time
to time in regard to the department of our jour-
nal called the Home Papers; but among them
all I do not remember of any thing like the fol-

lowing, taken from the Bee-keepers' Enterprise

:

As to the world at large, I do not believe there is

a religious paper published that has done more
good than Gleanings' Home Papers.

Now, friends, please do not imagine that I

am vain enough not to think the above only a
good-natured mistake. If it were true, I should
be sorry for the religious press of our land.
The main point I would direct attention to is

this: The above appears in another journal,
and in a bee-journal too. For many years it

was the custom for bee-journals to pitch into
each other, and especially to hold up the faults
of brother-editors; hence it makes the above
worthy of note. Does it not indeed foreshadow
the coming of the new heavens and the new
earth, when God's will shall be done on earth
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as it is in heaven ? By the way, permit me to
say that, although the Bee-keepers^ Enterprise
is young, it is a very clean and pure little jour-
nal. May it receive the support and encour-
agement it justly merits. A. I. R.

Bro. York, of the American Bee Journal,
commenting on the fact that the Bee-keepers'
Review is going to try to have bee-keeping rec-
ognized at all the State Experiment Stations,
s;ates that he can not see why every State
should spend its money for conducting its ex-
periments. He suggests that, as Michigan
already has one. that suffice for the North. He
would have another one in Texas, for the
South; and for the East, one in New York or
Vermont; and for the West, one in California.
We do not understand that Bro. Hutchinson
would try to secure an apicultural experiment
station in every State; but by making the
effort there might be four or five States, vari-
ously scattered, that would establish such a
station. Of course, it would be unnecessary
to have every State experimenting and cover-
ing about the same ground. Some intelligent
effort, supported by the bee-journals, ought to
be made by some responsible body representing
bee-keepers' interests; and the Bee-keepers'
Union, as has been suggested, is just the or-
ganization to do it; for, under its new consti-
tution, it can act in this matter as well as upon
any other, with the consent of the Advisory
Board.

FREE DISCUSSION, ETC., THROUGH GLEANINGS.
Since I have given a little space of late to

those who wish to challenge the Christian i-e-

ligion, or, at least, some phase of it, a great
many communications have come in, some on
one side and some on the other, and many from
men who take extreme views in certain direc-
tions. First, space will not permit us to use
many of these articles; secondly, while we wish
to give a full and free discussion of all subjects
connected with home interests as well as bee
culture, perhaps it may be well to add that the
present managers of this journal are so well
satisfied that the teachings of the Bible exhort
to a higher state of morality, purity, and tem-
perance than any other book in the world, we
can not consistently give space to any thing that
is decidedly irreverent toward that book. At
the same time we are always glad to make room
for any thing that will help people along in
their search for truth and purity. A very few
may charge us with being narrow-minded; to
which I reply, that it is better to be narrow-
minded than to poison the minds of the rising
generation by something that leads only down
to ruin and despair. A. I. R.

EXPERIMENTS AT THE APIARY OF VERNON
BURT; A SHORT "' BIKE " TOUR.

Last week we took a short bicycle run down
to our neighbor's apiary, and, as fortune usual-
ly favors us on such occasions, we found the
proprietor in the yard, evidently "waiting for
something to turn up." We leaned the bicycle
against a tree, and in a few minutes more were
talking with "the bee-man we didn't know be-
fore.'" After we had both deposited ourselves
on hives for seats we remarked:

" Your bees seem to be working some."
" Yes, they are bringing in some honey."
"Our bees have been getting honey from

some source, but we can not decide what. We
think it is probably from white clover."
"My bees," said our friend, "seem to be

quite busy on common thistle."
"But." said ve, "we did not know you had

enough of them around here to make such a
hum."

Although the sheep had gnawed the grass
down closely throughout the yard, they had
left the thistles entirely alone. It was about
the only herbage of any kind that they did not
touch. These Mr. Burt left, knowing that they
sometimes produce honey.
"See," said Mr. Burt, rising from his seat;

" here are tive bees on one head."
True enough. We counted three on one

head; four on another; several others, five;
and on another one, six bees, all busy, almost
standing on their heads trying to gut down to
the treasured sweets. We never saw bees
working on any plants—not even the Chapman
honey-plant—more busily than they were on
these few thistles within range.
"This," said Mr. B., " is about the way bees

are working on all the thistles."
" You must have a good many of them in

your vicinity."
"Yes, a good many. I take no particular

pains to cut them down. In dry seasons they
are more apt to yield honey; and they can
stand a drouth, because they send their roots
down so deep into the ground."

" What is the quality of the honey ?
"

"It seems to be equal to clover," said he;
"but it is not possible, following so closely on
the heels of clover, to detei'raine its quality
exactly; but it certainly will not injure the
fine quality of the clover."
Glancing at a few more thistles we said that

we noticed that there were a good many more
heads to open up.

'• Y'es," said Mr. B., " they will yield honey
for a good while yet."

" How did those five-banded yellow bees pan
out?"

" Good," said our friend. He then took us
over to a couple of hives containing queens
that came from Mrs. Atchley's apiary. They
were beautiful bees, and they piled in a large
amount of honey.
"Do you find them gentle?"
"I do," said he. "I am going to put in a

good many more."
He had already placed his order, and his

queens were coming in, in small installments,
to take the place of hybrid queens.
" By the way, how do your hybrids compare,

any way, with pure Italians?"
"Not any better, so far as I can see,'" he re-

plied. " and they are not nearly as nice to han-
dle."

" But don't they make whiter honey ?
"

"Perhaps a little; but I run principally, you
know, for extracted honey."

" You certainly find that they shake oif the
combs better for extracting, don't you? " said we.

" That is of little importance," said he, " for

I use bee-escapes. There, you can see them on
the hives now."
" How long before the bees are out?

'

"I do not know exactly," he replied; "but I

know that the supers put on the night before

are clear the next morning, with the exception
of, perhaps, two or three bees."

" What escapes have you been using ?
"

"Mostly the Porter; and you remember that
I got at your place two or three of the Lareese
escapes.' They are doing equally wc^ll."

"Oh! how about those Langdon non-swarm-
ers that we gave you to try?" we e.xclaimed,

changing the subject.
" It was so late that I did not have an oppor-

tunity to put them on; and, besides, I used

chaff hives, and the liangdon devices require

the boring of a hole right through the front of

a hive. I do not think they will work; but
another season I intend to give them a careful

trial."
Some weeks previously we had given to Mr.
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Burt a number of the 1893 Pratt automatic
hivers.

'• How do these work ? "' we asked.
" Perfectly. Every one caught its swarm,

and tlie bees went to work in their new apart-
ments just as though they had been hived
there in the good old-fashioned way."

•• That is, you regard the Pratt hiver as a

success?"
"I do, decidedly," he answered; "and when I

establish my out-apiary next year I expect to

use quite a number of them. I notice," said he,

changing the subject this time, '' what you had
to say about swarms without queens generally

going back to their own hives. I never had
any trouble fioni two or mOre swarms without
queens uniting in the air and going into the
wrong hive, and I have practiced clipping
queens for a good many years. I can not under-
stand why Mr. Taylor's experience should be
so different from mine."
"Well, there is one thing," we remarked,

"when bees get on a perfect craze for swarm-
ing they will do almost any thing contrary to

rule. At the time of Mr. Hutchinson's visit,

we should judge that the swarming mania was
having full sway."
"To change the subject, we notice that your

hives are painted the ocher tint."
" Yes, I like it, and I don't see why you

•changed."
"Principally because the hive-covers got too

hot."
" But," said he, " I paint my covers all white."
"Yes. we noticed that. As your hives are

principally double-walled, the ocher tint would
have the advantage; and painting the covers
white would render them nearly as acceptable
to the bees as any cover could be."

We hope, in a few more numbers, to present
you a picture of Mr. Burt's apiary—not because
it is a model in its way, but because it is a

place where many of our new appliances will

be tested, and the reports made in Gleanings.
Mr. B. is a honey- producer. That is his prin-

cipal business, although he has a farm of 25

acres that he runs in connection with the bees.

A honey- producer is in position to test certain
appliances intended for that class of people
more thoroughly and more carefully than any
one else. One may be a good experimenter but
not a good honey-producer. Mr. B., as nearly
as we can judge, combines the best qualities of

both.

On page 635 of this issue, Mr. J. D. Fooshe,
who raises for us in the South so many queens,
gives some valuable improvements which he
has made in queen-rearing. The idea of using
drone comb for queen-cell cups is as novel as it

is unique. If it will work successfully with
others it will prove to be quite a boon. Queen-
breeders will do well to read his article care-

full v; and we hope that many of them will

give his method a test before the season is over,

and report for Gleanings.

THE WELSH FOB THE WORD "BEE."

The editor of Y Drych, a Welsh paper print-

ed in Utica, N. Y.. kindly informs us that the

word bee in Welsh is gwenynen; bees, gwenyn;
honey-bees, mel-wenyn; a honey-bee, mel-we-
nynen; the honey-bee. y fel-wenynen; the hon-
ey-bees, y mel-wenyn.

TWO SWABMS UNITE WITHOUT A QUEEN, AGAIN.

As an additional proof of our proposition

some time ago. that swarms in the air, without
queens, are not nearly so apt to unite, the fol-

lowing, just received, will speak for itself:

In regard to wliat Mr. Hutchinson says on page
614, about swarms without queens returning and

going int« the wrong hive, I wisli to say tliat, for
tlie last ten years, I have liad aU my queens chpped,
and never knew a swarm to go back into any other
liive tiian their own. During tliat time I have
averaged about 40 colonies eacli year. I can not
see wliy Mi-. Taylor's bees should act so differently
from mine. John Ma.jor.
Cokeville, Pa., Aug. 4.

Remember, we do not say that swarms will
(iluutys go back to their hive when not accom-
panied by the queen. We are simply trying to
get at the general rule. It may appear that no
particular importance attaches to this; but if

swarms are less apt to unite when the queen of
the parent colony is clipped, it is one point in
favor of clipping, or, what maybe practically
the same thing, using drone-guards or Alley
traps over the entrances. Let's have reports.

THE BUSINESS OF COLLECTING POSTAGE-
STAMPS.

One of our subscribers, Mr. H. A. Bricker, of
Bellevue, Pa., who makes a business of collect-
ing stamps, suggests to me, in a pleasant letter,
that I probably made a mistake, and that those
who collect stamps at the present time do not
let them go into the hands of those who would
defraud the government. He explains that a
collection of the stamps that have been used in
the United States, since they were first intro-
duced, teaches us both history, geography, and
politics, besides giving ns excellent portraits of
some of America's best and greatest men; and,
further, that this craze for stamps teaches the
child, man, or woman, a great deal that they
might not have known otherwise. The boy
who is a stamp-collector will often know very
much more than his teacher, in regard to mat-
ters connected with the history and politics of
our country. I am always glad to be corrected.
I will simply say that I got my information in
regai'd to the matter of passing canceled stamps
from no less authority than the Scientific
American. As a proof of what friend Bricker
says, he tells us that one-cent stamps used be-
fore 1870 are worth 3 cts. each: five and ten
cent stamps, 15 cts. each, etc. Of course, no-
body would advertise to pay more than tlie

face value of a stamp, if he were going to try to
defraud the government by using it again.

POTATO-BUGS—THE OLD-FASHIONED KIND
THAT FLY.

Since the dry weather, the new old-fashioned
bugs, or old new-fashioned bugs, as you may
choose to call them, have been doing a great
deal of mischief in our vicinity. I remember of
seeing them when I was a boy. between thirty
and forty years ago: but the later generation
hardly seems to know what to make of them;
and. in fact, they are getting to be a rather
serious problem with the old as well as with
the young potato-growers. On our ranch we
tried pyrethrum. then Paris green; but as that
did not seem to bother the bugs very much we
began to drive them off as we used to do years
•ago. This, however, is too slow and uncertain.
They come back again and do a pile of damage
in just a little while. Finally I told the boys
to take hoes, sticks, and their feet, and just
'• make 'em sick." That did the business. You
lake a man with big feet, and he can get away
with a good lot of bugs by trampling them in
the dirt. Where the ground is as soft as ours
is, however, lie has got to give his heel or toe a
twist, or Mr. Bug will get up, shake off the
dust, and scamper off, not very much hurt. I

wrote to friend Terry, and told him I wanted
to know right away what to do—that is, if

there was any thing better than our way. He
says he does not know that he can help us
much. He says, however, after driving them
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off they will sometimes cluster ou bushes or
fences, etc.; and since he mentions it. I have
seen them cluster on the side of the barn,
almost like a swarm of bees. Well, he says
that, when clustered in this way, he burns
them up with a little straw, shakes them into
boiling water, or into water with a little coal
oil on the surface. Some people imagine that
Paris green seems to do good because the oper-
ation scares the bugs and drives them away.
I put this in here because it may be helpful to

some who have been wondering, like myself,
whether thei-e was not a better way. On my
wheel-rides I have several times seen fields of
potatoes where the owners were driving flocks
of sheep through them in order to frighten the
bugs. No doubt it would do the business; but
with the potatoes only half grown, I should fear
that the remedy might be "' worse than the
disease."

FRANKLIN COLLEGE,
New Atheus, O., opens 69tli year Sept. 4. Board, rent
of books, and room, ^l.SO to S'J a week. Board,
room, books, tuition, fuel, and liglit cost only Sl'^O
a year of 40 weeks; total expenses, S135. Diplonuis
for classical, scientific, commercial, normal, music,
art, shorthand, anil elocution coutses. Sent out U.
S. Senators, Governors, etc., and 263 ministers, ^ of
total alumni. No saloons. Healtlif ul. Largest at-
tendance yet. Send for catalogue.

W. A. WILLIAMS, D. D., Pres'L

SAY!
Did you know TBSTED
that Green sold QUEEIfS
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HUSTLERS

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50.

Mismated queens. 35c. i i

Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low pi'ices. 13tfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

Golden Queens
Pf*r»m Tr^a^V'lC My bees can not be sur-
* IvJlll 1 CA.Clo. passed for business, bean-
~"^~^^~^~"^"""^"^^— ty, and g-entleness. Safe
arrival and satisfaction g-naranteed. Untested
queens—March, April, and May—$1 each. 50 fine
Tested Queens for early orders, fl.,50 each. Order
early. Send for price list. 5-16db.

J. D. GIVENS, Box 3, I^lbson, Tex.

A COMPLETE PRINTER'S OUTFIT for
^n newspaper and job office for sale for $3.50.00
cash. This sale is to reimburse the endorsers of a
note, and is a rare bargain. For particulars write
to E. M. Count & Co., New Smyrna, Fla.

ONE DOLLAR
Will purchase a TEN=DOLLAR QUEEN by return

mail.

HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, Mass.

IMPORTED ITALIAN QUEENS
Sl.OO each for their tested daughters; untested,
eOc. WheTi we say tested we mean the very best-
queens that produce all three-handed workers and
are tine tor breeders. For gentleness and industry
there is none better. Safe delivery. Send P. O.
money order on Decatur, or monev by registered
letter. No stamps. CLEVELAND BROS.,

Decatur, Newton Co., Miss.
"

' 11 responding to this advertisement mention Glbakdigs.

By Return Mail,
From that queen-spi'cinlist Jas. Wood, No. Prescott,
Mass. Queens yellow to the tip. mated witli hand-
picked drones that have solid-yellow abdomens.
These drones are from a different strain than the
queens, hence a direct cross is secured. As there are
no other bees within several miles of my yards I
can warrant them to pi'oduce a large per cent of
golden workers. I have several that produce work-
ers showing 4 segments solid yellow, with a little
yellow band on the Pth : and nearly all will produce
from 60 to 95 per cent of the so-called 5-l)anded
workers. These queens will be sold at my regular
price during the past eight years, 76 cts. each.

Please mention this paper.

FIR5T ORDER
Comes, first sent. 50 colonies of bees in 8-frame L.
Simplicity hives with portico front, with yellow Ital-
ian queen, large, young, and prolifii'. Moderately
light with honey, so they can be shipj^ed safely, $3.00
each ; with tested queen, $3 .50. Untested queens,
75 cts. each: tested, $1.00.

HRS. OLIVER COLE,
Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

I'i';ili;in R^^'P'C iSG.OO in Dovetailed hives,
ll.ciiici.li L»ct;^» in good condition. Root'schaff
hives, $2.00. Bee supplies cheap. I am moving to the
city to practice law. and must sell.

J. BASSETT, 368 Ridge Ave., Allegheny, Pa.

Queens, Yes, Queens,
And good ones too. My .sales have been so large I
have just caught up witli orders. But I am now pre-
pared to send by return mail:

Tested, each $1.50
Warrant ed, each ^0

" per X dozen i'SO
" per dozen 8.00

Untested, each 70
per 10 6.00

Now, if yon want good stock at a low price, send
in your orders at once. Address

\V. \V. CA.R^', Colerain, illass.
One of the oldest and largest breeders in America.

16-tftDd Mention Gleanings.

If You Wish to Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or 5 l)anded,
Ijred in ditt'erent yai'ds, 75 cts. each; *4.25 for 6. or
$8.00 per doz. Prices to dealers, and l)y the quantity,
on application. Fine breeders, $5.00; always on
hand. Prices for those that produce strictly .5-hand-
ed bees, on appUcation. Keniembci-. 1 guarantee
safe arrival, and satisfaction in the l)i)unds of rea-
son. MKS. aHJS:XIIS ATCIIT^EY,

Greenville, Hunt Co., Tex.

A
large, yellow, prolific queen, 75c; 6 for $4.

Breeders, the vei'y l)est, strictly pure,
guaranteed to breed all yellow queens, $3.

Satisfaction given. Reference, A. I. Root.
W. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co., Ark.

ITAL-IAN QUEENS at 75 cts.. or three for $3.00.

Mrs. a. a. Simpson, Swarts, Pa. Box 48.
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f i'#. Bingham Perfect Smokers.
^ j CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

~~^ Piiteiited 1878, 1883, and 1893.

The Doctor. 3H-incli stove, largest smoke and fuel capacity made, $3.00; Conqueror, 3-

inch stove, $1.75: Large, $1.50. Postpaid per mail. They all have wide shields, movable
bent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, with Bingham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in

every country.
The Bingham & Hetherlngton uncapplng-knife also belongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=Smokers.
Our smaller smokers are as we have always made them. Little Wonder, narrow

shield, l?4'-incli stove. 65 cts.; Plain, narrow shield, 3-inch stove, $1.00; Extra, 3-inch

stove, wide shield. $1.35.

They are a great convenience in liandling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keepers
as being just the thing.—Quein & Fyke, Ettawanda, Cal.

The best to be had.-C. J. Donaldson, Lapeer, Mich.
As perfect as need be.—H. M. Seely, Harford, Pa.
It is just what I wanted.—J. C. Keithley, Shacklefall, Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind.

I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.—Henry F. Hagen, Rocky
Ford, Col.
To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to X. F. BINGHAM, Abroilia, Mich.

7^i«SLEAHY MFG . Co. HlGGlNSVlLLE- Mo.
In writing advertisers please mention ttvis paper.

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIOfS/S, EXTRACTORS. ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
SS'ln respoiirtiiii-' to tills artvertir-fiiieiii imntiiin (^i.ka.mv

we are up with orders forONCE MORE
Golden Italian Queens

that have given such general siitisfaction. If you
want the heat, send in your orders. Single queen,
.$1; six lor $4 50. Circub-r free.

- CHAS. D. DUVALL, Spencerville, Hd.

MAKE MONEY
While You Sleep.

STAHL'S

EXCELSIOR

FRUIT DRIER
Evaporate? Fruit DAY
BH'l NIGHT. Catalogue
Tree upon application.

Address
WILLIAM STAHL

EVAPORATOR COMP'Y,
OUmCT, ILL.

h'lease mention this paper. 9-24db

3ee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-su))plies.

W)ite lor free catalogue :i3 3idb
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

California Bee-Keepers I

Can obtain ROOT'S GOODS, also California-
made Supi)lie8. from

WM. STYAN, SAN MATEO, CAL.
(t5f"lii respoiuUnt; to this advertisenient mpntlon ULEANlNaa.

For PURE ITAUAN BEES ANO
new QUEEtvs, and white
price and brown fer-
liSt RETS.AODRESS
of N. A. KNAPP.

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO.. O.
r.iii-e iiieiiti.., tliitpaper. 4tfclb

JVTuth's

Honey ^ E:j^ti^aGtor.

Squave Glass Honey-Jars,
Tin Buckets, Bee^liives.

Jloney-Sections, &e., &c.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokcfs.

APPLY TO
^..^vx^^-^-^v^-^^^^^^

CHjRS. F. IWIOTH & SOfl, Cincinnati, O.

SendlO-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention this paper.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London, Wis.
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READY AGAIN

!

My k)cati()ii eniibles me to rear tliose nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, as
cheaply now as at any time in the North.
Untested. 7.5c: 6 for f4.0(); V.. $7.50. Last
year's tested, Sl.lio; select, $1.7.5; breeder, $a.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction g'uaranteed.

J. B. CASE, •**»•*

^rfo'.. Fla. 5tfdb

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or live banded (jueeiis, each, 75c ; 6 for $4.25.

Nuclei and full colonies ciicap. Catalogue free.

9-tfdb C/ias. H. Thles, Steelex^ill^, 111.

Rnnt'Q flf\f\A<t AT ROOT'S PRICES can benOOl S VaOOUS ii;ici ;ttDes Moines, Iowa. Ad-
dress Jos. Nysewatider.

Eis aiin Plants.
SEEK BROS.. St. Marys, Mo

Several varieties. Rest
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
alogue free. Address

or H. B. (JEER, Nashville, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for cataloKue fiee. Address

SAMUFli .lONKS, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. I-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new-s'yle all-slatted
hi(,tlicl box. We have two other ^.yles; one lias
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in thi'ce
pieces c/dUed t\n' slatti'dhiishd bur. 'i'lie other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes. and is Ijound
with galvanized iron and called t\ie galva)iizedh(nuid
h(i.r. These bo.ves were devised by T. B. Terry for
handlin-"" potatoes, for wliich purpose nothing could
be liandier. The potatoes aie pick, d up into the
boxes in the flel<l and left in them till sold. Other
crops, siich as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in these same bo.xes. They are of
such a --ize that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14J^xl6%xl2>^ deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon anolhcr. The above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
0-' 15 aiongsitle; i;f of the 1:5 are in the tlat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are in -hided. The slatted and galvanizeil bound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 13
in a pai-kage instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 911 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 .50

Slatted bushel box. |ier crat" of I'J 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel b;)X, per crate ol la. . .:.' 10

Inloisof ten crates, .5 |)er cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 1.5, 1«, and 33 ctiits,
respectively, a 20 page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlicalion.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

A Safe
investment.

In these days of big Bank failures, and lack of
confidence everywhere, what can be better than
periiiaueiit tarni iiuproveiueuts? You knew
your biink was all right, but went early to avoid the
rush, and now what will you do with the money?
Answer. Build Page fence, and the panic wiU
prove a blessing to j'ou.

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
i^"hi I f-iMMHiini4* to thMi' adlV'srtitvement. mentfor Gt^k.avings

IF YOU WANT BEES
that will just "roll" in the honey, try Moore's
stiain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
Wm. Stevenson, Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers,
but have found none that equal your strain."
Reduced prices: Warranted queens, 8Uc each: 3

for $3.00. Strong 3-frame nucleus, with warranted
queen, $3.50. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who have never dealt with me, 1 refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600
queens. Circular free.

a. P. A£OORE,
1L-I2d Alori^an, Pendleton Co., liy.

larin responding to this advertisement mention Gleakinps.

50 cts. each for untested queens from best import-
ed mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

rXAliIAN QITEENS at 75 cts., or three for $3.00.
^ Mks. a. a. Simpson, Swarts, Pa. Box 48.

jfx^Ld^ER SEMS 'C-iii AND; b c. -- ,,^ BUCKWHEAT
!«^SAtoL'E*LOUR beejournalThe WESTERN 1

BEEKEEPfRWLsoOuR CATALOGUE F" R E E !.

:JOS.N>^SBWANDER. Des MoinesJqwa.

Eastern Supply House.
We furnish everything used in the apiary, and

at b ttom prices. Illustrated circular free.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21 20db Ple.'isr mention this paper.

Gash (or Beeswax!
Will piiy 31c per lb. cash, or 34c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our K. R. station. The s-tme will be sold t« those
who Avish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected war.
Unless you put your name on the box. and notify

us by mail of amoui.t sent. T can not hold myself
resiioiisible for mistakes. It will not pai' as a gen
eral thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Q 4^^d=kr%iz Vellow to the
LlCCIIi^ Xip,

Great big yellow beauties, worth many times their
weight in gold. That is the kind of queens Trego
raises.

Who Buys Them?
Geo. E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, W. S. Hart, J.

P. Mclntyre, Jas. A. Green, and about 600 others not
SO well known. For the rest of the season there will

be very few drones near me except very yellow
ones, and nearly every queen should get 4 and 5

banded bees.

Inclosed find $1.75 for one of your special mated
queens. One of your queens gave me 70 lbs. sur-
plus and the other 40 lbs. Three-fourths of the bees

here have made no surplus. J. F. Tbuesdell.
Duncan Falls, O., Aug. 9, 1893.

* * * * Stanley Bros, say slie is the yellowest
queen they ever saw. H. C. Mellen.
Dixon, 111., Aug. 10, 1893.

The quietest colony I have is from the dollar
queen I got of you; they have given the most honey
I have got from any one colony this season.
Pances Park, Fla,, July 31, 1893, John Abbott,

Inclosed please find $1.00 for a queen. I can get
them nearer home, but yours are the best I have in

my apiary. C. W. Brenner.
Newburgh, Ind., Aug. 8, 1893.

The 6 queens came to hand yesterday, in fine con-
dition, not a dead bee in the lot; the queens looked
as fresh and plump as though just taken from the
hives. They are decidedly the finest-looking queens
I ever bought; a friend from another county helped
me introduce them, and he said he had never re-

ceived one that came near them for beauty, and
had bought of the most noted breeders. I received
one from yesterday, and can say nothing in

praise lor looks. Jas. L. Gkav,
Wholesale and Retail Supply Dealer.

St. Cloud, Minn , Aug. 10, 1893.

One warranted queen,

order office. Cable. 111.

1.00; six for $5.00. Money-

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = III.

|yIn responding to this advertisement mention Glkaninos

FOK SAL,E OR EXCHANGE.
Ten colonies in double dovetail. Van Deusen re-

versible frames, winter cases, wood-wool cushions,
mineral-wool packing (see articles in Gleanings,
May 1, '91, and subsequent No,). Will exchange for
clover comb honej% or offers.

J. B. ENOS, Connellsville, Pa.

If you want bees that
will work on Red Clover,
try one of ourflve-banded
qlieens. Queens in Sept.,
untested, 80 cts. ; >^ doz.,
$4.00; tested. $3.00; select,
$3,.')0; the very best, $4.00.

LEININOER BROS,
Ft. Jennings, O.

Please mention this paper. 5tfdb

BEES FOR SALE.
Tliirty colonies in No. 1 sliape, mostly in new L.

hives. The lot for $100.00, or $3.50 each in small lots.

Pure Italian, $5.00.

^V. D. SOPER, ./acfcson. Alicli.

SAY!
Did vou know TESTED
that Green sold QUEEISTS
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

Oi' YELLOW HUSTLER

For Only $1.00?
It's so. Before July 1st, $1.50.

Mismated queens. 35c.
Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low prices. 12tfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you must SAY you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can iiave the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To sell or exchange for honey or of-
fers, one Shipman oil-engine, 3-horse power,

used but little. Address
E. M. Tennant, Willett, Cortland Co., N, Y,

WANTED,—To exchange strawberry and raspber-
rj- plants, bee-hives and fixtures, 100-egg Relia-

ble incubator, in.structive books and periodicals,
etc., for Italian nuclei or offers.

MiCKEL Farm, New Lisbon, N. Y.

ANTED.—To exchange veterinary library and
instruments, almost new, for bees or nuclei.
H. C. Dbnslow, 6 Edmond St., Rochester, N. Y.

W
WANTED.—To exchange small improved place of

4X acres in northern settlement on Cumberland
Plateau; climate fine for lung troubles. Will trade
for small place north or for cash. Also electropoise
for sewing-machine or offers.

A. F. Ames, Grand View, Tenn.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Albany.—Ho/iej/.—We have received 30 consign-

ments of honey up to date, of which 7 are all sold
nd acc't sales rendered to consignors. The other

lots are moving off freelj'. We have obtained 14 to
15c for most of it, none of whicli could be called
fancy stock; the latter would sell at lti@17c. Ex-
tracted moving very slowly at 6@«c. From informa-
tion received the crop will not be as lai-ge as ex-
pected; bees are not doing much on buckwheat.
Aug. %i. Chas. McCulloch & Co..

393, 395, and 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Chicago. — Honet/.— The receipts of honey con-
tinue liberal, and there is very little cliange in the
price of the best grades of white comb, which brings
15@16c per lb. So far there is very little accumula-
tion, as we have been successful in selling soon
after arrival. The darker grades are not meeting
with verj- much demand. Extracted is ruling easy,
at from o@7c, according to color, flavor, body, and
style of package. Beeswax is inactive, at from 30@
22c per lb. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Aug. 18. 161 So. Water St., Chioago, 111.

CHIC.A.GO. — Honey. — Honey this year is being
placed on the market earlier than la-st season, but
the demand is resti'icted and will be light until
small fruits are out of the market; and with the
prospect of a large crop, buyers nil! be particular
as to qualitj', and the best will find ready sale upon
arrival. No. 1 comb, 16; extracted as to quality,
5@7. Beeswax, 22@24.
We extend to all bee-keepers who visit the city an

invitation to call on us, likewise to make use of our
office, in care of which they can have their mail
addressed, and from which they can write their
letters. Hoi el accommodations secured.
Aug. 18. S. T. Fish & Co.,

189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

MinneapoIjIS.—Honey.—The honey market has
been very brisk this week, and there has been one
carload of California honey received here l)y brokers
and sold at 14c. The color is equal to that of the
finest Wisconsin honej% consequently it will stop
the sale to some extent. Eastern shipments of hon-
ey also have a tendency to lower prices at least two
cents. Fancy white, in 1-lb. sections, 16c; extra
fancy California Mb. sections, 14c; choice white
honey, 1.5c; choice dark, 10c; fancy dark, 13; ex-
tracted, 3U-lb. tubs, 9c; 300-lb. barrels, 7c.

J. A. Shea & Co.,
Aug. 22. Minneapolis, Minn.

Buffalo.- Honey.—The demand foi' strictly fancy
1-lb. comb honey is improving just a cittle, and sell-
ing fairly at 14@15c. No. 2, 7@12. No demand as
yet for extracted. We would advise holding all
kinds a while unless funds are badly needed. If so,
advise us, and perhaps we can advance 10c per lb.
on a few tons of fancy 1-lb. comb, and remit the
balance when sold. Batterson & Co.,
Aug. 17. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati.—Ho/(f{/.—Demand is fair for extract-
ed honey at 5@8c per lb. on arrival, with a fair sup-
ply. Quite a number of small arrivals of nice comb
honey found a ready sale during the last few weeks.
Demand is fair. The close money market causes
slow collections and makes itself felt on the demand
for all merchandise, including lioney. There is a
fair demand for beeswax at 20(@23c per lb. for good
to choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Aug. 22. Cincinnati, O.

Boston.—//onej/.—Comb honey in 1-lb. sections
selling at 16@17c. Extracted, 7@8c; demand high.

Blake & Kipley,
Aug. 19. Boston, Mass.

San Francisco. -Hofiej/.-Crop verv choice. We
quote white at 5®5i/4; light aml)er, 4,'4'@5. One-lb.
comb is in good demand at 10@11. Beeswax, 24@26.

Schacht, Le.mcke & Steiner,
Aug. 22. San Francisco, Cal.

Detroit.—jffonei/.—Comb honey selling at 13@15c;
the latter figures for fancy. Extriicted, 7@8. Bess-
wax, 23® J4c. M. H. Hunt,
Aug. 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

Kansas City.—Honey.—The receipts are fair; de
mand light. We quote 1-lb. sections, white, 16@l7c;
amber, 12@15. Extracted, white, 6V4@7; amber. 5®
6. Beeswax, 18@20c.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Aug. 19. Kansas City, Mo.
Albany.—Ho«ej/.—Demand is improving for comb

and while extracted honey. We have received
about 600 cases so far, and sold well. White comb
is selling al 15@16; mixed, 13@14; dark. ]2@,13. Ex-
tracted, white, 7X@8; mixed, 7@7>^; dark, m-&Vz.
Beeswax, steady, 26@27. Correspondence solicited.

H. R. Wright,
Aug. 25. 326, 328, 330 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Cleveland. — Honey. — During the very warm
weather there has not been very much call for
honey; but we think that, as it gets cooler, demand
will brighten up. We are placing good No. 1 white
1-lb. sections at 16i4@17. Beeswax, 23.

Williams Bros.,
Aug. 18. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Kansas City.—Hojiey.—Receipts of honey light.
White comb, 1-lb., 17; light weight, 15. Extracted,
white, 7'/4; amber, 6i/2@7; dark, a®Wi. Stock very
light. Beeswax in good demand, 22@25.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Kansas City, Mo.Aug. 19.

St. Louis.—Honey.-No material change; market
well stocked with both comb and extracted. We
quote comb at 10@16; extracted, in barrels, i%@hK;
in cans, 6@6>^. Beeswax, 21.

D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Aug. 21. St. Louis, Mo.

Wanted.—To buy 50,030 lbs. of white comb honey
in small single-tier cases.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

"Dead Ripe" Honey—clover and linn. Been
"tiered up" on the hives through the hot weather.

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of fine comb honey, in 1-lb.
sections, 24-lb. cases, and 2000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 601b. square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

Ezra Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants. igtr,,b and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEr& BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALERS & HnnPV V^ Rt^t^ownv
COMMISSION MERCHANTS, noney 9<^ Deeswox.

Established 1875.

Whlt^ShippinqVcases.
To have your honey sell well, use our beautiful

cases, 12 and 24 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the ai)iary.

TI. H. HUNT, Bell Brantli, ,^Ilch.

Root's Goods for the West.
Address Jos. Nysewander, Des Moines, la.

ONE DOLLAR
Will purchase a TEN=DOLLAR QUEEN by return

mail.
HENRY ALLEY, Wenham, M ass.

FOR SALE AT A BARGAIN.
One 5 H. P. engine, one 6 H. P. boiler on combined

base, in good working order.
1'. \V. TiBIi:\BY, ShirlancI, III.

A BARGAIN.
One A. 1. Koot's best Imported queens 2 years old,

$1.50; one A. 1. R(jot's extra .select tcslcd (jueens,
one year old, $1,011; a lot of young tested (lueens. 6(t

cts.; untested, 40 cts. Above air all extra ttne
queens. Safe delivery.

L. H. ROBEY, Worthington,W. Va.
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QUEENS I have a larg-e lot of flue, untested, Italian queens, and to dispose of
them as quickly as possiljle, tliat tlie nuclei may lie united, I offer
tliem at 75c each, or a queen and the Keview from July iwhen the Ex-
periment Apiary reports bejian) to llie (mkI of i he year loi' an even$l 00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

PORTER BEE ESCAPES are used and pronounced a great labor-saving
implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Queens, Yes, Queens,
And good ones too. My sales have been so larg-e I

have just caug-ht up with orders. But I am now pre-
pared to send by return mail:

Tested, each 81.50

Warran ed, each .>Q
" per X dozen 4'50
" per dozen 8.00

Untested, each 70
per 10 6.00

Now. If you want good stock at a low price, send
In your orders at once. Address

\V. W. OARY, Col&rain, Jl/as-.
One of the oldest and largest breeders in America.

16-tfbd Mention Gleanings.

FIRST ORDERS
Comes, first sent. 50 colonies of bees in 8-frame L.
Simplicity hives with portico front, with yellow Ital-

ian queen, large, young, and prolific. Moderately
light with honey, so they can be shipped safely, $3.00

each; with tested queen, $3.50. Untested queens,
76 cts. each; tested, $1.00.

HRS. OLIVER COLE,
Sherburne, Chenango Co., N. Y.

PI Anm B ^or Sale—ten acres of good
^|IIKII|II land, five in young grove, part
' ^^rill**^! bearing; house, barn, and
out-houses, apiarj', and store building, with stock
of general mercliandise. Apply to

H. P. WILLIAMS, Richmond, Lake Co., Fla.

By Return Mail,
From that queen-s)3i cialist Jas. Wood, No. Prescott,
Mass. Queens yellow to the tip, mated with hand-
picked drones that have solid-yellow abdomens.
These drones are from a differeiit strain tiian the
queens, hence a direct cross is secured. As there are
no other bees within several miles of my yards I

can warrant them to produce a large per cent of
golden workers. I have several that pi'oduce work-
ers showing- 4 seg-ments solid yellow, with a little

yellow band on the .^th ; and nearly all will produce
from 60 to 95 per cent of the so-called 5-banded
workers. These queens will be sold at my regular
price during- the past eight years, 75 cts. each.

Please mention this paper.

If You Wish to Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or 5 banded,
bred in different yards, 75 cts. each; *4.25 for 6, or
$8.00 per doz. Prices to dealers, and by the quantity,
on application. Fine breeders, $5.00; always on
hand. Prices for those that produce strictly .5-band-
ed bees, on application. Remember, I guarantee
safe arrival, and satisfaction in tlie bounds of rea-
son. MRS. iJJSAiSIE ATCIIT^EY,

Green\^ille, Hunt C'o., Te^v.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE,
New Athens, O., opens 69th year Sept. 4. Board, rent
of books, and room, ^l.SO to ^'2 a week. Board,
room, books, tuition, fuel, and light cost only S120
a year of 40 weeks; total expenses, Sl.'ii*. Diplomas
for classical, scientific, commercial, normal, music,
art, shorthand, and elocution courses. Sent out U.
S. Senators, Governors, etc., and 263 ministers, f of
total alumni. No saloons. Healthful. Largest at-

tendance yet. Send for catalogue.

W. A. WILLIAMS, D. D., Pres't.

A
large, yellow, prolific queen, 75c; 6 for $4.

Breeders, the very best, strictly pure,
guaranteed to breed all yellow queens, $3.

Satisfaction given. Reference, A. I. Root.
W. H. LAWS. Lavaca, Seb. Co , Ark.

Oil, Mamma

!

J Have you heard of the

200-Page liec-^iook

given to every I^KW
Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest. Best.
Cheapest and the only
"Weekly Bee -Paper
in America. o2-pag s

;

~ §1 a year. Sample fr-^e

GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILI-

To new subscribers: the journal alone sent
for .3 months for 20 cents.

Great
Reduction.

Sections at greatly reduced
prices. Hives, Shipping - cases,

etc. , at Bed - Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, Wis.

Please mention this paper.

BIG DISCOUNT
No. sections,
price list free.

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb.; brood, 40 cts.

3.7.5 per M. Every thing- cheap,
E. H. Trumpek, Bankers, Mich.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
IIii^ I^o Say ill Urood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Pishtoae in the Surplus Honey.

Being- the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.
(^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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A WEITER in Biencn-Yater quotes from
Gleanings the account of bees changing work-
er eggs to drone eggs, and then slyly pokes fun
at the idea.

Propolis of a new kind appears in some of
my hives this year. It sparkles to a slight ex-
tent like what the ladies call diamond dust. I
wonder what it comes from.

The raking motion of bees at the hive-
front can hardly be a sign of swarming, as sug-
gested by some one, for I saw it this year after
all swarming was over, and didn't notice it

before.

In a number of cases I have found young
queens wrong end to in their cells, but never a
worker. Does this position always prove fatal
to a queen, or has she the power to turn around
in the cell?

Contrary to my expectations, and contrary,
too, 1 think, to the reports of others, when my
bees were kept a full week with the Langdon
non-swarmer on, none of the worker brood suf-
fered, so far as I could see.

"A RECORD OF 75 pounds of comb honey per
colony, spring count, for eight consecutive
years,"' is attributed to Hon. Geo. E. Hilton, in
a biographical sketch in A. B. J. That makes
some of us green with envy.

More and more it begins to seem that, while
the season was a grand one in some parts, in
others it was one of the very worst. As yet I
think no good reports come from west of the
Mississippi; some reports that do come, say,
" Not a section finished."

Henry Alley says that young bees up to
three days old will not molest a strange queen.
If so, then inswad of giving a valuable queen
to hatching brood without any bees, it would
be just as well to inclose this queenless brood
three day.s before giving the queen.
D. C. Leach reports an experiment in ^. B.

J. His bees were working on linden two miles
away. At night he shut in one colony, opening
them next morning when other colonies were
fairly at work. In just 1.5 minutes the first bee
returned, others being as long as 18 minutes.
Did you ever notice how suddenly bees

lose interest in a robber the instant it is killed ?
One or more will be holding on to it for dear
life; but the minute you kill it with the end of
a chisel they lose all interest in it, and act as

if they didn't see it. But a strange queen will
hold their attention long after it is dead.

"Somnambulist" talks delightfully in his
sleep, as reported in the really progressive Pro-
gressive; and that usually shrewd guesser,
Hasty, paid me the compliment of laying Som-
nambulist's work at my door; but you're away
off this time, brother Hasty. Look closer at
the ear-marks.

'• Don't start out to invent the best hive on
earth," says J. W. Rouse, in P. B. K., '* until
you have become a judge of what is best, by
practical experience." Oh, dear! if that advice
is followed, it will strangle at tne birth ninety-
nine out of every hundred of all the new " best
hives " that are invented.

Pasturage around the home apiary, so far
as I can judge from outside appearances, is as
good as or better than at the Wilson apiary.
But for years the Wilson has taken the lead,
the bees storing there when they have stopped
at home. It shows that I don't know how to
select a location as well as the bees.

The enlarged scope of the Bee-keepers'
Union makes it seem desirable that it should
have a yearly meeting. If some plan were de-
vised by which every member of the North
American Society could be made a member of
the Union, the way for a yearly meeting of the
Union would seem easier.

"The eight-frame hive has been a detri-
ment rather than a help toward getting large
crops," says R. C. Aikin, in P. B. K. He argues
that the extra frames in the large hives have
only to be filled with honey once, making things
ever after in better shape. I'm afraid there's a
good deal in what he says, and it's been trou-
bling me for years.

Sweet clover can hardly make the black
honey credited to it by some. This year my
bees have had more sweet clover than ever
before—enough, I should think, to make a per-
ceptible impression, and my honey was never
finer. I had some of that sooty honey one year,
and have no idea from what it came, but I've
had none of it this year.
' I DO not believe a swarm works with any

great degree of vigor above that of the same
colony when it does not swarm, even though
prevented from swarming. There is an appar-
ent gn^iitev L-mn-gy, for two reasons. First, the
swarm has no brood—nothing to do but build
comb. The second reason is, they get a lot of
honey in a short time."—!?. C. Aikin, in P. B.
K.
The Aptculturist wisely reprints an exceed-

ingly interesting article from father Langstroth,
in which he shows by experiment, that, under
favorable circumstances, a queen may hatch in
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from 15 days 2 hours to IGK days from the egg,

and a worker from 19 days 3 hours to 32 days
3 hours. Queen and worker larviB may have
their cells capped over In at least 7 days 15

hours after the eggs were laid.

Alberti cut off a branch of a pine-tree which
was covered with tree-lice and honey-dew,
cleaned this branch very carefully, so that no
honey-dew or tree-lice were any more on the
twig, and placed it in his room. The next
morning the twig was again covered with
small drops of honey-dew—a stubborn fact that
honey-dew does not always consist of the ex-

crements of Ijhe tree-lice.— JGT. Reepen, in

A. B. J.

In the discussion as to prevention of burr
and brace combs, it seems to me that hardly
the merited attention has been given to the
matter of the space between one top-bar and
its next neighbor. If a quarter of an inch is

the space left by the bees between two vertical

surfaces, and if that is the proper distance
between top-bar and section, will some good
brother please rise and say whether there is

any I'eason why J4 inch is not the best distance
between lop- bars?

MORE ACCURATE OBSERVATIONS.

WHAT AND WHAT IS NOT SWAKMING-FEVER;
HOW IT MAY BE DISTINGUISHED FROM OR-
DINARY SWARMING; SOME VALUABLE

DATA FROM E. E. HASTY.

There has been a little breeze, in which
friends Doolittle and Alley participated, as to
whether eight days or nine days after the prime
swarm is the time to expect a second swarm.
It strikes me that here is the place to put,in an
earnest plea for more accurate observations
and real records. Most of us are trusting too
much to general impressions and memory; and
this sort of thing is not worthy of the high rank
which apiculture is taking as a science as well
as an art. Let us have the actual records of
two or three apiaries where swarm-fever has
prevailed, and also of two or three where the
swarming is normal, and of as many more
where swarming is scanty. Then we shall
have something on the question to which we
can. without blushing, invite the attention of
scientific men. I can open the ball by contrib-
uting a record of the first sort mentioned. If

the owners of large apiaries have all left off

keeping records, will they not next year favor
us with the actual dates of their second swarms'?
Sw!\rm- fever is a real something, which is

sometimes present and somelinies not present
at swarming-time. Many use the term as a
mere expression for a troublesome amount of
swarming when every thing is perfectly nor-
mal. A dozen colonies may send out their
prime swarms the same forenoon, and make
their keeper sweat considerably, when there is

not a hit of swarm-fever in the yard. One of
the plainf^st manifestations of swarm-fever is

in causing the second swarms 10 come out later
than sdiedule time. A novice would expect
the opposite result—earlier time if the bees felt

in a hurry. The explanation is, that the mania
causes the first swarms to come out with less
preparation than usual, or none at all. Then, as
there must be a queen of some sort before the
seconds can get away in condition to set up in
housekeeping, there must be a longer period of
waiting for the young queens to emerge.

I have for the present very swarmy year of
1893 the full records of 33 second swarms. Of
course, if either the first or second swarm gets
out without my seeing it, or without my seeing

where it came from, the record is likely to be a
blank so far as that hive is concerned. Also
the cases of superseding queens at swarming-
time put out the colonies in which they occur.
These 33 second swarms were timed as follows:

At 8 days 5 At 12 days 2

At 9 days 2 At 13 days 2

At 10 days 5 At 14 days 1

At 11 days 4 At 17 days i

The 17-day colony gave a third swarm at 19
days from the prime. On the previous day (the
18th) 1 examined the hive and found things as
they should be during after-swarming. So it

was not a case of the old queen returning and
coming out with another swarm later. Once
or twice before, I have had the last swarm 17
days from the prime. It seems to me that Mr.
Alley's assertion, in his new serial, that, if no
swarm comes out by the twelfth day, none need
be expected, is misleading and bad, except as to
locations where swarm-fever never prevails.
Mr. Doolittle remarks that cutting queen-cells
on the sixth day will result in swarms on the
16th, 17th, and 18th: but in the above case no
cells were cut; and I should fear to trust Mr.
D.'s sure plan (cutting on the 8th day), lest a
considerable percentage should swarm anyhow,
and leave the colonies queenless.
Another manifestation of swarm-fever is the

great number of swarms that go back to their
hives again. June 14th I had 8 swarms in suc-
cession come out and go back, and not a clipped
queen in the yard. Fourteen of the 23 swarms
in the table above went back; so one day
should be added if the time when the second
swarm is ready to be hived is wanted. A fif-

teenth one came out three times the same day,
clustering the third time. A novice would sup-
pose going back into the hive indicates at-
tachment to it. and reluctance to go away.
The fact seems to be, that a few hot-heads get
so impatient to be away that they start a rush
prematurely, before the queen is ready, or. at
least, before all things are ready; and the
result is a fiasco. Three of the five eight-day
swarms clustered the first time. The fourteen-
day swarm went back and came out the next
day.
As to authorities on the question, Quinby

says 8 or 9 days; Cook, 7 or 8 plus 2 or 3; i. e.,

9 to 11 days; King, 8 or 9 plus 1; i. e.. 9 or 10
days. Langstroth says usually 9, but on rare
occasions as few as 3 or as many as 17. My A
B C seems not to go on record on the point.
The table of my this year's experience, as you
see, makes the average time between lu and
11 days. There being more than twice as many
on the eighth day as on the ninth may be a
slight indication that eight days is the true
normal.

It is very well to have experiment stations
and paid experimenters; but there is much
work yet to be done which almost any intelli-

gent and enthusiastic young student could do.
For instance^ bees have twenty different styles
of swarming. Who will take eyes in his head,
and watch and note-book in his hand, and
describe each style accurately, as a scientific

work would require? Occasionally a swarm
comes out riding upon each other's shoulders,
and hurls itself in ragged heaps upon the
ground in front of the hive, sizzling and fum-
ing. Perchance, after a long time spent thus,
they get back on the front of the hive, and
gradually cool down—like an overheated cook-
stove slowly simmering itself into quiet. Oc-
casionally a swarm comes out rather slowly,
and half the bees quickly alight, scattered
everywhere, on the leaves of vegetation, on
surrounding hives, and on the ground, as if

there were going to be a ball-game, and they
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wanted to get into position to see. Thus they
alternately fly and rest, keeping some show in
the air all the time, until a regular cluster may
develop somewhere later on. Occasionally
each bee seems to come out almost as if shot
from a pop-gun. and goes directly high up in

the air; and, before the rear end of the swarm
is out, the advance guard is gone, nobody
knows where; and part of the company have
to return for want of any thing else to do with
themselves. Thus the swarm is like one of
those great swift comets that almost touch the
sun: a piece of the tail gets pulled ofl" in pass-
ing. So many reliable apiarists Hnd the foun-
tain pump of some use in controlling swarms,
while the same is absurdly useless with me,
that I judge that the dense, just-like-a-picture
style of swarming is common in some yards.
Otherwise I should be tempted to say that bees
never swarm that way. Who will collect all

these facts, and get them salted down some-
where where they can be referred to '?

Richards, O., August .>. E. E. Hasty.

[It seems to us, friend H., that you have pret-
ty well salted down the facts. However, we
shall be glad of more data from other sources,
and from yourself whenever you are prepared
to furnish them. To tell the truth, we had
rather accepted the eight-day rule as being
quite reliable; and even yet we are inclined to
regard it as more reliable than any other day
for us to cut out cells. If we were to cut them
out before or after, we are not much better off.

In the one case more cells may be started from
larvie not yet too old ; and in the other case we
may have swarms when the eighth day ar-
rives. Can't you or somebody else straighten
out these facts so that wo may have a rule that
will work a little better? Your last paragraph
describes more minutely and more accurately
all the phases of swarming with which we are
acquainted than any thing we have before read.
Referring to the fountain pump, we may say

that we are among the "reliable apiarists"
who have found its use a decided advantage.
Indeed, there have been times when we know
we should have lost swarms without it; but as
it was. we could drive them like a drove of
sheep where we wanted them, and almost make
them cluster on the identical spot desired; but,
if we remember correctly, you have at your
apiary a large amount of shrubbery — low
bushes, high bushes, lots of posies, big and lit-

tle, and trees large and small. There are so
many convenient places on which a swarm may
cluster that a fountain pump would be "ab-
surdly useless." When A. I. R. planned the
location for our present apiary here at the
Home of the Honey-bees, he decided that there
should not be a single tree inside of the ever-
green inclosure. This is all very nice at swarm-
ing-time, but it is not so very pleasant during
the very hot days of summer, for the apiarist.
The big evergreens cut off the fine delicate
breezes that are so pleasant, and leave the sun
to pour down inside of the small square, as it

were.l

THAT PADDLE, ETC.

DOOLITTLE ARGUES FOB ONE OF SOLID WOOD.

In Dr. Miller's "Stray Straws " for August
1st I find this: "Doolittle makes a paddle of
peculiar construction with which to kill bees
that persist in chasing and scolding. Avery
good substitute for this is a piece of heavy wire
cloth. It will fetch the bee every whack, while
the stick will miss nine times out of ten."

Now, I should like to ask Dr. M. if he has
tried a stick and a piece of wire cloth, both of
equal dimensions, and found out that the wire
cloth was superior to the wooden piece. Soon
after I gave the item of how I killed cross bees
that persisted in following me about, and by
so doing kept things so peaceable that visitors
could walk about the bee-yard without danger
of being stung, some one wrote me privately, or
through one of the bee-papers, I do not remem-
ber which, that, if I would make a skeleton
paddle, and cover each side with wire cloth,
it would be superior to the wooden paddle,
inasmuch as that the air would pass through
the wire cloth so that the bee would be hit
every time, while the wooden paddle tended to
blow the bee out of the way of the stroke, thus
making it difticult to hit the bee the first time.
Thinking that this writer had struck the right
thing, as it looked so reasonable, I made two or
three of these wire-cloth and wood paddles,
and, upon a thorough trial, I found that I could
hit a bee just as often with the wooden one as
„lt,h the other. To be sure, I could hear the
air hiss, as the force of the blow drove it
through the wire cloth; but when it came to
hitting the bee. I could do so every time with
either, unless it happened to dart out of the
line of the blow just before the paddle got to it.

But there was one thing I found that was in
favor of the all-wood paddle that the wire
cloth did not possess; and that was, that,
every time I hit a bee with it, the bee was a
dead bee; while with the wire cloth, fully one-
half were only maimed, to die a lingering
death, or to come back at me with redoubled
fury. Now, of all the things which hurt me
the most, it is to see any thing die by torture:
and a bee maimed and hurt takes me many
steps out of my road to finish killing it. while a
dead one is thought no more of. In striking a
bee with the wire cloth, if the bee's head or
thorax goes between the wires or in the meshes,
it is not killed; while with the wooden one the
head and thorax are paralyzed at once. At
least, this is my experience. Keeping down
cross bees in this way saves lots of stings and
annoyance, and I think it pays as well as any
of the little things in the apiary.

DEAD BEES ATCTHE ENTRANCE WHEN INTRO-
DUCING.

Another " Straw " which atti-acted my atten-
tion in the same number was this: " Dead bees
to a considerable number are often seen in
front of a hive to which a queen has been in-
troduced, their curled-up position showing that
they have been stung to death. I think that
this is an indication that the queen will be re-
ceived all right. The bees which make an at-
tempt on the queen's life are stung to death."
To this I take exceptions; and were it not

that Dr. M. says " I think," we should " lock
horns" over the matter in a way that might
not seem so funny to those fellows who are
so anxious to say "seek" when it comes to
Miller and Doolittle—not but that I have had
queens accepted all right where a fight has
occurred in a hive where a strange queen was
being introduced, till a handful or more of bees
were killed; but where I have had one accepted
all right, I have had fully two queens either
killed or hugged till they were good for but
little, or worse than nothing, because they had
been tortured till they could hold the place of
a queen, but not fill it. Many a queen have I

known, under such circumstances, to be kept in
a ball of bees so long that they were shiny all

over, the fine hairs being all scraped or gnawed
off, and many times the wings were torn in
shreds, with one or more of their legs stiffened,
till they were useless. After keeping them in
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this way for two or three days they would be
allowed to have their liberty, and be fed and
accepted as the mother of the colony, only to

be a poor substitute for the same. This will I

say: I never knew a queen to be so used unless

there wei'e from KjO to a pint of dead bees
brought out at the entrance; while, when the
queen is killed outright, there may be dead
bees at the entrance and there may not. After
years of careful watching and experimenting I

feel like saying that any plan of introduction
which allows the bees to have a quarrel over
the queen while she is loose among them is

faulty in the extreme, for not one queen in ten

comes out of such a tight as good as she was
before. This is why I recommend using a large
wire-cloth cage to fasten the queen under on
the combs; for with such a cage, should a fight

result, it always does so before the queen is

out among the bees, consequently she is un-
harmed. When bees, fairly hissing with rage,

crowd tightly around a cage having a queen
under it (in which case friend Root has so often
told us it is not safe to let the queen out), they
would ball the queen in the same way were
she out of the cage; and if it is not safe to let

her out when the cage is thus balled, it is cer-

tainly unsafe to have her loose among the
bees at such times. After the bees cease to

hover around the cage, the fight is over, and
then the queen can safely go out among the
bees. I have known as many as a pint of bees
to be killed when a cage was thus covered,
yet the queen would not be harmed at all; but
let half that number of bees be killed when the
queen is among the fighting bees, and she will

be materially injured, if not spoiled entirely—
at least, this is my experience after scores of
experiments along this line.

Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Dooi.ittle.

RAMBLE NO. 91.

MK. BKODBECK S APIAEY.

The location of Mr. Brodbeck's apiary, near
the outlet of Cold Water Canyon, is especially
adapted to the comfort of the apiarist. The
large house is not only surrounded by a broad
veranda, but the comfort is further enhanced
by a wealth of shade. The tall sycamore and
the blue-gum interlock their branches, while a
tangle of small trees and blooming shrubs
grows in profusion and lends a charm. The
water from the dark recesses of the canyon
above has to leap many rocks and boulders:
and its subdued roar, like a distant waterfall,
adds another charm to the place. An ample
ditch conducts some of this water to the very
edge of the veranda; and such cool and refresh-
ing soft water as to give health with every
draught.
A person living where rains are frequent, and

springs of water abundant, will never appre-
ciate the wonderful value of water until he has
lived in a dry country; and the appreciation
will be strengthened if he has lived several
months where the precious fluid is a mile away;
and where the only shade is that of a buck-
thorn bush, scarcely large enough for a jack-
rabbit to waggle his ears uuder, water and
shade will be appreciated as never before. Ow-
ing to this fact, the canyon is a popular resort
and picnic-ground for the inhabitants of the
plains below.
Mr. Brodbeck is now the happy owner of 83

good strong colonies of bees, and can no longer
be ciilled the little bee-man with one swarm.
He is one of us, sure, in point of numbers. The
bees were moved to this location too late to get
the early honey- flow, and, as a consequence,

his yield is not so great as that obtained by
some of his neighbors; but, nevertheless, it

makes a good showing. I found that Mr. B.
was a very careful and painstaking workman
among the bees and fixtures, and every thing
about the apiaiy was kept in first-class order.
The hives are all new L. hives; and, instead of
piling unsightly stones on the covers to hold
them on. the cleat on the ends of the cover
shuts over the hive far enough for its lower
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YlirCA-PI.ANT, OR SPANISH BAYONET.

edge to come even with the lower edge of the
cleat on the hive. A button on the cover-cleat
secures the cover firmly to the hive. The fine
strain of Italians found in the hives are bred
from an imported queen which came through
the Home of the Honey-bees, and the nectar is

extracted with a Cowan extractor from the
same place. The honey-house is a temporary
concern, like many others in California, and is

covered with cotton cloth, and makes a very
pretty appearance among the peach and apri-
cot trees among which the hives are located.
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These temporary honey-houses are usually
covered with burlaps, which are not very beau-
tiful to look upon.
The honi-y-pasturage extends into the various

little canyons, and is extensive, with white
sage pri'doiniuating. The young oi'angc-groves
on thi' plains below will soon add another bloom
in abundance for the busy workers. The dried
stems of the yucca, or Spanish bayonet, are
seen in every direction on the mountain-sides.
The blossoms of this unique plant put fortli

early in the season; are borne in prolusion on
great spikes, and are of short duration. The
bees, however, work" upon them for both pollen
and honey; and, though it may not amount to
much as a honey -pi ant. it is interesting to bee-
keepers as the producer of the yucca brusli for
brushing bees from combs. The leaves at the

intricate whys and wherefores are patiently
studied. Among his improvements, he has
constructed a new smoker, upon which he has
secured a patent. The main features embodied
in the smoker are an air-space all around the
fire-barrel, and a peculiar and elflcient arrange-
ment of the blast-tube. Other improvements
are to be made; and when the proper time
comes the smoker will be put upon the market
to compete with the other members of the
smoker family.
Although Mr. B. is one of us so far as the

bee keeping pursuit is concerned, he is not one
of us in the bachelor line. A better half pre-
sides over his residence, his cook-stove, and his
wardrobe, and keeps things in order; and.
although Mrs. B. remarked that she felt as
though they were camping (for their household

i!i;oi)iU':( Ks Ai-i.\i;v.

base are long and lanceolate, and provided wiih
a point as sharp as a needle: hence the teiiii

"Spanish bayonet.'' The brush is obtained
from the base of the leaf and from the dead
leaves that are on the stalk. There an; several
species of this yucca. On the desert they grow
to quiti' sizable trees, I obtained a plioio of
a tine specimen of this plant in full bloom, and
present it herewith to your leaders.
The other honey-produi'ing jjlants on this

range are too numerous to mention, and are of
the same class as those further down in the
valley.

In his maiuigement rif an apiary. Mr. B. has
an eye coii>taiilly for improvements; and the

utensils were mostly in Los Angeles), the
order in the house was many degrees su-
perior to the order found in a bachelor's
cabin: but after all. there is a freedom
and easy stvle about a bachelor's cabin
that compensates in a great measure for
the lack of order.
Like all other busy men M'-. 1>. has his

hobby, and I think Mrs. B. is also pos-
ses.sed of it. The hobby is dogs. Three
English bull terriers, of undoubted ped-
igree and purity, race each other around
the ranch, and make things lively; and

as thre(> dogs n'quire too much whistling to call
them, and as Mrs. B. has the usual feminine
weakness in the whistle line. Mr. B. ha* an
instrument with a half-whistle and halfhusle
tone that makes the welkin ring when blown
upon: and every tinu^ its notes resound through
the canyon the dogs really climb over each
otlier to get to their master or mistress.
The house occu))i(Kl by our friends was erect-

ed by a Dr. Smith; and, whei'i not acting in his
medical pi-ofession. he practiced spiritualism.
He had a son. "Dave" by name, and report
says that the son was ill treated to such an
extent that no, died of starvation: and even
after he had passed to the spirit-land. Dave
couldn't get over his feeling of resentment
toward his parent, and he came iiack and
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walked the earth on dark nights, and haunted
the old doctor until he died and was laid away
to rest on the hill above the house. Rumor
went even further, and said that Dave liked

the haunting business so well that he continued
it until this day; and the old house has had the
.finger of scorn pointed at it by the passersby,
and it is called the haunted house. Before I

was informed of the fact, I saw a written
scrawl on the side of the house, in these words:

"As you are now, so I have been;
As I urn now, so you shall be.

Beware! Spirit of Dave Smith."

I was considering what that meant, when
Mr. B. informed me that the house was haunt-
ed, and that I should have to sleep in the
haunted chamber. I immediately wished my-
self back m my lonely cabin, where no spirits

keep nightly vigils; but I thought that, if Mr.
and Mrs. B. and the dogs could stand a haunt-
ed house I could, and I tried to be outwardly
calm when I retired; but there was a terrible

feeling about the roots of my hair. I have read
a great many ghost-stories in my day; and just

as soon as I had blown out the light and retir-

ed, I began to think about the ghostliest ghost-
stories I could remember; and I almost imag-
ined cold clammy hands grasping my feet, and
I involuntarily drew my feet further up In bed;
grinning skeletons and rattling bones were
evidently lurking behind the veil of darkness,
and I was almost in an agony of terror, when—
haikl what is that? 1 removed the sheet from
over my head, and listened. There were several

boxes in the room, and in one of them there
was a loud rap, and in a moment it was repeat-
ed. I was somewhat relieved to think that
Dave wanted to talk with me by rapping in-

stead of a ghostly presence, and so I commenc-
ed the old way of repeating the alphabet, for

him to spell out his message; from a to g, then
a rap; a to o. and another rap; a to s, another;
a to h. another— (yos/i.' and 1 couldn't get an-
other word. I repeated the alphabet fore and
aft. Then I fell to considering what Dave
wanted to use that slang word for, just as

though he had stepped on a tack or had been
stung by a bee. I considered it so thoroughly
that I fell asleep, and was disturbed only by
now and then a ghostly dream un'il Mr. B.
blew his bugle for his dogs, in the morning. I

said not a word to Mr. B. about my diversions
in thi' haunted chamber; but a few days after

I conlidid Dave's imly expression to- a friend,

when h.- hurst into laughing, and said, •' Why!
don't yuu see Dave appeared in the spirit? and
as soon as he understood that the Rambler was
going to interview him he hastily said 'gosh'
and departed." Then my friend laughed again.
"No," said he, "Dave will never appear again
in Cold Water Canyon. No more will that
house be ftaunted."

I did not deem fit to join in my friend's hi-

larity, and soon changed the subject of conver-
sation. I am. however, fully persuaded that, if

I had allowed myself to think of ghosts and
ghost stories. I sliould have seen one before
morning; and a couplet on witches, often re-

peated by my grandfather, came to mind:
Where tliey do believe, there witches are;
Where they do not believe, there is none there.

This holds true in relation to modern ghosts
and haunted houses.
Mr. Hrodbeck again saw me safely to the

train, and for the first outing after a very busy
season it was duly enjoyed by the

Rambler.

We are well pleased with Gleanings, and feel
that we could not afford to do witiiout it.

Hiawatha, Kan., July 15. M. A. Butts.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

In 1766, Mr. John Mills, a member of the Roy-
al Society of England, published a book entitled
" An Essay on the Management of Bees." It

was printed in Paternoster Row. London. Pa-
ternoster Row is a comparatively small street

running nearly east and west parallel with the
north side of St. Paul's Churchyard—the latter

taking its name from the immense cathedral
there, named after St. Paul. It is the largest
Protestant chui'ch in the world, and, as I have
before suggested, it is a great literary as well as
religious center. It forms, in this respect, a
complete contrast to St. Peter's, in Rome, whose
surroundings are familiar to all who read the
concurrent testimony of those who visit Rome.
The erection of such mamtuoth church edifices

is always an indication of a low state of spiritu-

ality bordering on heathenism; and although
we may be glad that there are so many of them
standing in Europe, let us hope that this age is

satisfied to build more and cheaper churches.
Mr. Mills wrote this little book of 157 pages

at the request of the Society for the Encourage-
ment of Arts, Manufactures, and Commerce, in

order to show bee-keepers a better way of man-
aging their bees than to kill them with brim-
stone. Although Huber was then 16 years old,

of course his investigations were not yet made,
his "Observations" Mrst appearing about 1796;

but I believe it was about ttiis time that he had
his first premonitory symptoms of what after-

ward proved to be the woi'st of misfortunes-
blindness. The inducement offered by said so-

ciety was as follows:

The society will pay a sum, not exceeding two
hundred pounds, for collecting- wax and preserving-
the lives of the bees, in tlie following- pmpoition: To
every person wlio shall collect from stocks uf bees,
liis own property, within the year 1767, ten pounds
of clear merchantable wax, witliout desirnyiuf; the
bees, leaving- a sufiieient quantity of honej' lor their

sustenance, five pounds.

The apparatus used was exhibited in the
Strand; " and," the writer adds, " at Mr. Thor-
ley's, opposite the Mansion House." This Mr.
Thorley was the man whose book I noticed in

the previous issue, and this reference shows the
esteem in which he was held in London.

In regard to the location of an apiary, he
quotes from Columella as follows:

The apiary sliould face the south, in a i)l ace nei-

ther too hot nt>r too much exposed to the cold. It

should be in a valley, in order that the loaded bees
may with the g-reater ease descend to their homes.
It should be near the dwelling-house, on account of
the convenience in watching them, but so situated
as not to be exposed to noisome smells, nor to the
din of men or cattle. It should be surrounded by a
wall, which, however, should not exceed three feet
high. If possible a running stream should be near
them; or, if that can not be, then water should be
brought near them in trouglis, with pebbles or little

stones in the water for the bees to rest on while they •

drink; or the water should be confined within gen-
tly declining banks, in order that the bees may have
sale access to it — they not being able to produce
either combs, honey, or food for their larva?, with-
out water.

He also recommends about such an apiary as

Ernest says Mr. Hasty has, in respect to trees

and bushes. (See Mr. Ilasty's letter in this

number.) That description of an apiary is po-
etical from beginning to end ; and yet from a

practical standpoint what could be better?
Among the sources of honey, he advises (fol-

lowing Columella) thyme, oak, pine, cedar, and
all fruit-trees. He is enthusiastic over broom
as a honey-plant. I am not sure that he means
broom-corn, and yet I know from my experience
in cutting it that parts of it are at times very
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sweet. Yes, right here he speaks of two kinds
of broom—the common and the Spanish. Quot-
ing from Mr. Bradley, wiiom I mentioned be-
fore as a celebrated gardener who lived a centu-
ry before Mr. Mills did, " An acre of Spanish
broom will afford honey and wax enough for

ten good stocks of bees." He speaks of flowers
as '• making wax," but perhaps he means in the
sense that clover makes butter.
Concerning the removal of bees to new loca-

tions to get the honey, Mr. Mills says, on the
authority of Pliny, the celebrated Roman writ-
er who lost his life in the pursuit of science, at
the time Mount Vesuvius covered the cities of
Herculaneum and Pompeii, Aug. '24, a.d. 79:

As soon as the spring food for bees has failed in
tlie valleys near ovir towns, the liives of bees are put
into boats, and carried up ajiaiiist the stream of the
river, in the iiiglit, in searcli of ln'tter pasture. Tlie
bees go out in the miming, ill quest of provisions,
and return regularly to their liives in the boats,
witli tlie stores they have collected. This method is

continued till the sinking of the boats to a certain
depth in the water shows tliat the hives are suffi-

ciently full; and they are then carried back to their
former homes, where the honey is taken out.

In speaking of Egypt thi^ same thing is re-
peated in substance. Those who have Glean-
ings for 1889 will find, on page 83. another ac-
count which I translated from a German jour-
nal; also a good picture. The original of this
German account is here found in Mr. Mills'
book, so I find that I did considerable of this
work ovei' four years ago. He speaks in detail
of how bees in France were prepared for mov-
ing. Hi^ considers the whole plan as very ad-
vantageous under some circumstances. There
is no need of telling here how the Greeks and
Romans, even before our era. took honey and
yet saved the bees; but here is a passage rela-
tive to the famous honey of Mount Hymettus,
from the travels of a Mr. Wheeler, in Greece:

Mount Hymettus is celebrated for the best honey
in all Greece. We ate of it very freely, finding it to
he very good, and were not at all incommoded with
any gi'ipings after it. This mountain was not less
famous ill times past for bees and admiralile honey,
the ancients believing that bees were first bred here,
and that all other bees were but colonies from this
mountain; which, if so, we assured ourselves that
it must be from this part of the mountain that the
colonies were sent — botli because the iioney here
made is the best, and that here they never destroy
tlie bees. It is of a good eonsistence, of a fair gold
color, and the quantity sweetens more water than
the like quantity of any other doth. The natives
wondered at my comrade, in that he preferred the
white honey of France, telling him that white honey
is raw, and not rightly concocted either by nature
OE the bees.

Mr. Mills says that, where aromatic nowers
abound, much honey can be gathered, as sheep
will not eat such. He quotes from one writer
who refers to the prodigious number of bees in

Spain as being entirely attributable to the fact
that that country abounds in aromatic flowers,
which sheep will not touch. His author says,
" I am almost ashamed to give, under my baud,
that I knew a parish priest [in Spain] who had
."iOOO hiv(>s." Good I I've long wanted some-
thing that would take the starch out of those
California folks. But Spain to-day shows no
such resources in honey as that would seem to
indicate. But it may be well to remark here,
that Spain has probably more natural resources
than any other portion of the globe of its size,

even if it is at present a little run down at the
heel.
This book is. as a whole, very interesting, and

shows great progress in England betwefui 1744
and 17G6. The author says that the anatomy of
a queen shows that she lays many thousand
eggs, and that these are impregnated by the
drones ; her ovary may contain 500() eggs at

once, and she may produce 13,000 bees in two
months. Dissection shows the sex of the drone,
and observations '• have assured us that they
couple with the queen." This is one of the few
books I wish were longer. W. P. R.
Medina, Aug. 34.

GONE BACK TO THE DOOLITTLE CELL-CUP.

DO DARK BEES KEAK DARK QUEENS? A BRIGHT
BREEZY LETTER FROM S. F. TREGO.

I see. on p. 600, that Mr. VV. J. Ellison believes
that dark bees rear dark queens, no matter
what kind of brood is used for queen-rearing.
Now. I can not believe it. I have been very
short of queens this season, consequently my
big cell-building colonies had black queens;
but over half of my young queens are solid yel-
low, and the rest come very near it. T sent you
to-day the darkest queen I have had hatch this
year. She is a virgin, hatched Aug. 5, and is

also rather small. If she is of any use to you,
all right: and if not, kill her.
Since writing about my method of getting

cells, I have gone back to the Doolittle method
for nearly so). You see, I am a changeable
sort of fellow, and do not believe in sticking to
my pet hobbies when there is something better.
In reading the article on p. .538. Mr. .las. S.

Klack. a queen-breeder of Urban. Pa., wrote to
me and asked me to try again. He gave care-
ful directions how to do it just right, but there
was none of it new to me. I concluded to try
again, so I got a lot of ctips that had been in

the hives some time, and were trimmed down
just as the bees wanted them.

I have forgotten how many there were, but I

think it was about 70. I fixed them carefully,
and put them into a big colony that had been
made queenless and broodless a few days be-
fore, and they accepted about 7.5 or 80 per cent
of them. Next day I distributed them among
my cell builders, and they accepted and finish-

ed most of them. Since that I have kept those
bees at work on the cell cups, and they never
destroy over a quarter of thpm. and sometimes
accept nearly all. In the last lot, 33 were ac-
cepted out of 35. I leave them in this hive only
30 to 40 hours, as they can not care for so many
properly. I have a batch in their hives now,
and shall stop right here and go and see how
many are accepted.
JLaier.—Well, who can beat this? They have

accepted (iOoutof 63 ! I think a good deal de-
pends on the colony. Some will build lots of

cells, and others are no good at all. I intended
to buy the queen of that colony back, even if

she cost me S5.00 (she was a $1.50 queen) ; but
before I got around to it. I got a letter stating
she was lost in introducing.
Mrs. Atchley wrote me about Willie's cell-

cups some time ago; but I have not tried it yet.

By the way, did you ever see rivals in any
business who are as friendly as queen-breeders?
Last week I got five cards and two letters from
as many (lueen-breeders. and all began " Fiieud
Trego.'' except one, and that began " Dear
Friend."
TREGO'S EXPERIENCE WITH THE "WHEEL."
I see A. I. has almost gone wild on the

"wheel." Well, I know from experience that
the •' wheel " is a great promoter of health.

A few days ago I "wheeled " about five bar-

rels of water and put it on 14 hills of cucum-
b<M's. and you would have to look a good while
to find any thing healthier than they are now.
right in this dry hot weather; but I did not
use a "Safety." It was an ordinary railroad
wheelbarrow; and the ease with which I could
carry 15 gallons of water would surprise you.
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Put me in "Blasted Hopes," so far as honey
is concerned. There was a light flow of black
honey-dew all through June, and then for two
weeks in July basswood did extra well; but
there are not many trees here, so the bees will

have only about enough to carry theTii to the
fall flow, which we consider a '"dead-sure
thing " here. White clover was an entire failure.

Swedona, 111. S. F. Trego.

[When friend Ellison and one or two others
suggested that dark bees rear dark queen*:, we
doubted it very much. We never saw any thing
in our queen-rearing operations that led us to

believe that such could be the case. Many and
many a time have we reared beautiful yellow
queens from dark hybrids or black bees. The
queen referred to was light-colored, and we
have introduced her.

We are glad you are having success with the
Doolittle cell -cups; and it shows that one is

progressive, lo be just changeable enough to

throw aside old pet hobbies when there is some-
thing better. You know we have recently been
accused of "flopping" from one thing to an-
other; but we believe that, whenever it is to

the interest of the fraternity at large to do so,

we should do it.]

QUEENS FIGHTING.

SIMMINS' METHOD NOT A SUCCESS, ETC.

Mr. Root:—I read an inquiry in Stray Straws,
" Who has ever seen laying queens show fight?
and, having seen them fight, will they relate
how it came about ?

"

Seven or eight years ago, in replacing some
black queens with Italians, the idea sprang up
that two queens might be mailed in one cage
without a partition, if they would not fight. To
test the matter, two were placed on a table,

with a goblet inverted over them. They ran
about trying to get out, not appearing to notice
one another's presence for three or four min-
utes: but finally, about the time I commenced
to think they would not fight, they clinched,
hugged, and grappled with one another; part-
ed, and came together again. They scratched
so it could be easily heard, showing their sting,

but neither one used it. The queens were then
liberated, I believing they would wear one an-
othc'i' out, even if they were dehorned or de-
stinged; also, having more assurance that what
our bee-books tell us is tried before putting
them before the public.
Having introduced queens successfully by the

Sinimins fasting method, I wish to say that it

was not satisfactory, though a success. Queens
were removed from three colonies, and queens
given them about one day later. They were
Introduced at dusk, after having had no food
for about 40 minutes. They ran down at the
top of the frames (young, vigorous laying
queens), not disturbed for three days, when, on
examination, queen-cells were plentiful in all.

"Just what I expected." thought I ; "so much
for expecting they would be received." So oth-
er queens were placed upon the comb, caged in

a Feet cage, and kept there for about two days,
when they were examined, with the intention
of releasing the caged queens; but in doing so

the former queen was seen near the cage. She
looked like a virgin queen, and no eggs nor lar-

vae were found, hut plenty of capped queen-
cells. The two other colonies were found also,

with their queens first given, and they looked
as though bees did not regard them as queens
at all — no eggs, etc. — just like those first de-
scribed. The caged queens were then removed
from all colonies, and queen-cells destroyed.
Afler a few days the queens began laying. If

my memory is correct it was about ten days
after they Were introduced before they began
laying, hence I never tried that method again.
Wishing to ascertain, if possible, why virgin

queens over four or five days old are generally
lost, one was placed in a wire cage with one end
open. She was taken to a queenless nucleus,
and the open end was placed over two worker-
bees that were sucking honey from the comb.
The sprightly virgin queen, without a moment's
warning, pounced upon one of the workei'S and
stung it quicker than it can be told. The work-
er acted as though stung by a worker, and soon
died. So in introducing virgins the best time is

when they are less than 24 hours old, as they
are then looking out for themselves: and I be-
lieve the queen is often the cause of bees ball-

ing and killing her, especially when she is lay-
ing only a few eggs, as none is more easily in-

troduced than one laying vigorously, which can
be given to nearly any colony, without fear of
loss. J. N. COLWICK.
Norse. Texas, July 3, 1893.

VERMONT BEE-KEEPERS' ASSOCIATION.

ITS TriiRD ANNUAL SPRING REUNION.

In the early days of the Vermont Bee-keepers'
Association two meetings were held—one in the
late fall or early winter, the other in the spring.

As the association expanded from a local

county organization to the dignified State
organization of to-day, the semi-annual gather-
ings were merged into an annual.
Three years ago, V. V. Blackmer, of Orwell,

then president of the association, conceived the
idea of partially renewing the semi-annual
feature in a modified form, and this was done
by an informal gathering at his home late in

May. Those who attended this reunion were
anxious for the next spring to come, and were
again royally entertained by President Black-
mer.
One of the pledges required of our president,

W. G. Larrabee, at the time of his election last

winter, was " to have a reunion In the spring."

Nothing daunted by the undertaking, he plan-

ned for and successfully carried out his part.

Those who were so fortunate as to be present
at this reunion will, I am sure, all unite in a
hearty vote of thanks to President Larrabee
and his parents for the day's entertainment had
on the 19th of May, 1S93; and now it is with
great pleasure that! am permitted to inti'oduce

to the readers of Gt-eanings some of the mem-
bers of the Vermont Bee-keepers' Association,

as they sat and stood in front of the home
apiary of W. G. Larrabee, at Larrabee's Puint.

The first gentleman at the left of the picture

is R. H. Holmes, of Shoreham. one of the oldest

menibcrs of the association, as a member, and
chieflv noted at home and in market for the
excelU'uce of hi* liouey. The gentleman next
in order is H. H. Burge. of Shoreham. a new
member, but one who has made bee-keeping
profitable. Then comes Miss Marcia A. Doug-
las, who believes that a lady is not entirely

"sweet," regardless of the quantity of bees and
honey, except she wears a becoming bonnet or

hat. The tall lady back of Miss D. is Mrs.
V. N. Forbes: at her left we recognize the
pleasant features of Mrs. Larrabee, mother of

John H. and W. G.. while in front is Mrs.
Blackmer, and at her left sits Miss Larrabee,
apparently watching the kitten in Mrs. Stead-
man's lap. Between the two young ladies we
find Mrs. Steadman, back of whom sits the
writer, apparently gazing into the far distant.

At his back stands Mrs. H. H. Bascom, of Or-
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well. Mrs. R. H. Holmes is at her left, with
Mrs. E. J. Smith sitting in front. At Mrs.
Holmes' left stands Allen Plue, who is assisting
Pres. Larrabee, who sits in the foreground just
in front of Mr. V. N. Forbes, of West Haven,
present member of the Vermont Legislature
from his town. At his left stands Mr. P. B.
Wolcott and mother, and in front sit Mr. E. J.
Smith and Mrs. H. H. Burge. In the rear are
the bee-hives and the honey-house and shop
combined. The entire apiary is not shown;
but in this glimpse of a Vermont apiary and
members of the Vermont B. K. A., much more
can be learned from the picture than from a
long article. H. W. Scott.
Barre, Vt., July 17.

CALIFORNIA.

W. A. PRYAL'S impressions of the WORIjD'S
FAIR, HONEY EXHIBITS, ETC.

Editor Oleanings :—I have just finished read-
ing several interesting articles in your journal.
Those that took my fancy the most were the
account of the World's Fair by Dr. Miller and
Mr. Martin's California ramble. I was inter-
ested in the former, because I had "done" the
big fair myself, and knew what the doctor was
talking about. I had even seen it up to a later
period than the genial correspondent of Glean-
ings had covered. The "sage" part of Mr.
Martin's was interesting to me. because I had
made a study of the famed California honey
sage, and had, in fact, had the drawings of the
plant and flower that figures in the A H C of
Bee Culture made from a plant that grew in
front of my apiary here. That was just ten
years ago. The plants grow more robust here
than tliHV do in thnir native wilds in the south-
ern counties, which may account foi' the slight
difference in the shape of the flower. I am
glad thnt so good a critic as the Rambler finds
no fault with the flower and plant as engraved.
As Dr. Miller has stated a good deal about

the fair, at least about the honey exhibit, I

shall not go into any description of it. I visited
the honey department in the Agricultural
Building several times. There was an interval
of ov'ir two weeks between my first and last
visits. The first time I went there was in com-
pany with the able and gentlemanly editor of
the American Bee Journal. Mr. G. W. York.

It was on the occasion of my first trip to the
sweetest corner of the Agricultural Building
that I met a couple of the prominent apiarists
of America. It is true, there were not many of
them present: but those of whom I had the
pleasure of making an acquaintance were men
who are the peers of any men in the calling in
this land. As Dr. Miller has referred to the
exhibits they have in charge, it will be unnec-
essary for me to repeat any thing more about
them than to give their names. These gentle-
men were Mr. E. Whitcomb, of Nebraska, and
Mr. Allen Pringle. There was one other per-
sonage who, I believe, is an apiarist of no mean
degree, and that was Miss Pringle. This young
lady was assisting her father with the Ontario
exhibit. It is needless to say that much of the
attractiveness of that province's display is due
to the exquisite taste and thn deft fingers of
Apiarist Pringle's charming daughter.
Aside from one or two of the honey exhibits, I

was not greatly impressed with the way in
which they were cooped up in those long show-
cases. It seemed to me that something better
for the purpose might have been devised. I

was also surprised that so few States were mak-
ing exhibits. I should have been surprised at
seeing my own State unrepresented, but for the

fact that I knew, some months before I went to
the fair, that we were not going to make any
showing, for the good reason that our World's
Fair Commissioners refused to allow the Cali-
fornia bee-keepers any money or other aid in
getting up an exhibit. They were given $300,000
by the State legislature, and this they used for
purposes that were not altogether for the best
interests of the State. Still, in some other
lines they have made a good showing for the
Golaen State. They did not have even an ex-
hibit of our wool. We excel in bees and wool,
though both don't go well together in this
State.
A visitor to the fair would think that we

were the biggest part of the fair, from the
many natural products we are showing; but if

he were to see some of the good things that we
are not showing he could not help believe that
we are the greatest portion of the earth. You
know a Californian does not think of asking for
the earth, as some people elsewhere do, for the
reason that we already have the best part of
the globe. We are satisfied; why should we
want more? Even with me, a Californian who
had never been out of the State before, there is

no inducement that would make me give a
small slice of California for a whole division of
the eastern country with a fence around it. I

went east to see the East, and I saw the greater
part of it as far as New York " town," and as
far south as old Virginia. There was one place
I wanted to call at. and that was the Home of
the Honey-bees. As I had only one day remain-
ing in which to go from Washington to Chicago,
I could not remain over without losing my
ticket. If I ever pass through Ohio, as I did on
the 9th of this month, I shall surely try to
make it convenient to drop around to see the
establishment of the Messrs. Root.

W. A. Pryal.
North Temescal, Cal., June 30.

BALDENSPERGER'S LETTER.

something about the writer s family.

The citadel of wSolomon, referred to in my
previous letter, is an oblong inclosure for cav-
alry, having one heavy iron door. Rooms and
stables were built all around inside, against the
walls. My father lived, near there 4.") years ago,
when he was sent out as a missionary; but he
soon gave up, continuing to work among the
people in another way than by the prescrip-
tions given. He was about a year or so follow-
ing agriculture and apiculture in what was
then the primitive way. I send you a picture,
but it will be too dim for you to reproduce.* It

represents one of father's apiaries as it existed
and still exists. There is a large arch built in
the court of the citadel. It is made of heavy
masonry, to protect the bees from sunshine
and rain. The jars containing the bees are
piled one on the other, and an entrance behind
permits the apiarist to operate with his bees
without disturbing them in their flight. My
father has been out there among the Bf^douins
in a time when civil war cut up Palestine into
a vast military camp. He went about his busi-
ness, and was never touched by any of the rob-
bing and murdering bands of the vicinity.
When the picture was taken he was sitting on a
large stone near the top of the arch, while the
bees were flying below.

*As suggested above, the photographs are alto-
gether too dim to admit of a reproduction here. We
regret this very much, as they greatly help the
description, some of which we have been obliged to
omit on that account.—Ed.
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In 1849 he was asked to take place, tempora-
rily, as steward in Bishop Gobat's orphanage
on Mount Zion, until the right man could be
found, and only under such conditions. He
left the desert of Judea, where he lived in

peace with every man; and, having married a
young Alsatian, who came out to Jerusalem to

join him. they occupied the place. The bishop
died ten years ago. The orphanage passed
into the hands of the Ciiurch Missionary Socie-
ty, and both of my parents are still waiting the
arrival of the " right man '' to occupy the place
held by them temporarily for the past 44 years.

I send also a picture of the orphanage on
Mount Zion. Near by may be seen the walls
of Jerusalem. In the center is the Tower of
David, held by Mohammedans. In the same
building is also shown to visitors the room in

which Christ and his disciples had th.^ last

supper, on the evening before the cruciii.xion.

Beside the school house is the Pretestant ceme-
tery. Behind the cemetery is a Russian tower
on lop of Mount 01iv(^s, several miles away
from Mount Zion. Near the center of the or-
phanage is a small arch in which bees were
kept tor 30 years in the (»arthenware jars till

friends Jones and Benton taught us bettf^r

ways in 1S80. and took the first Holy- Lands
introduced to Europe and America from this

spot.
The rain water gathered in Solomon's pool,

below the aboved-named citadel, originally
flowed to Jerusalem along the mountainsides
for about 13 miles, and was designed for the
ablutions of the faithful in the temple court.
The aqueduct passes Ijelow the orphanage, and
goes around Zion to Mount Moriah, where now
only Mohammedans enter freely, and have use
of the water when ihei-c is any. Christians are
admitted only by paying a fee. and under the
protection of the consular agent of their
respective countries. Jews are not admitted
at all, under any circumstances. In fact, it is

only since the Crimean War that Christians
have been admitted, in compliance with a
treaty of peace between England, I'Vance, and
Turkey. Any attempt before that period to
enter disguised was severely punished, and in

many cases the transgressor was brutally
murdered by the mob. Although the sultan
allowed some distinguished persons to enter,
the sly mufti interpreted it tiius: "You have
permission to enter, but none to goout," where-
upon the parties declined. The first person
who entered the Holy of Holies was the king
of Belgium, soon after the Crimean War.
Since then almost every visitor to Jerusalem
has been admitted. Ph. J. Bai^denspergek.
Nice. France.

THE EIGHT-DAY RULE FOR SWARMS.

THE EFFECT OF THE PRESENCE OF THE QUEEN
ON THE SIZE OF THE CELL.

I think I see the twinkle in Doolittle's eye as
he caught me upon that "straw " about cut-
ting queen cells. He knows very well, that,
whatever may be the proportions of swarms of
one kind and another, when we talk about pre-
vention of swarming, if the expression is not
modified in any way. prevention oi first swarms
is always meant. And I don't know of any
problem that has been more steadily growing
in interest than that same one to prevent all
swarming. And if we can prevent all first

swarms, we need worry little about after-
swarms. And let me say right here, that, if

my "straw" was the means of bringing out
Doolittle to give the rule for cutting out cells
8 days after the first swarm, or, better still,

after hearing piping, then it was a good thing.

But. just for the sake of paying him back,
Fm going to say that his rule can not be relied
on in all cases; for too often a cell will be
missed. A cell may be curled up between the
comb and bottom-bar in such a way that even
the experienced eyes of Doolittle would miss it.

Still, these cases will be few with sufficient
care.
One thing 1 do not remember seeing mention-

ed. It is. that you are five times as likely to
succeed in cutting out all cells if they are
started with a queen present as you are if they
are started after a queen is taken away or
caged; for with a queen present I think queen-
cells are always started with a cup larger than
a worker-cell and from the egg. If the queen is

absent or cagi-d. then grubs in worker-cells are
chos(Mi; and when these are completed they are
often very insignificant-looking and hard to
tind. Sometimes they are liidden in corners,
and sometimes they are on the middle of a
comb, right among sealed worker brood, the
only thing to show them being that the queen-
cell is a little larger than the worker cells

around it, but scarcely projecting any more
above tiie surface. And yet such cells may
produce large queens, for aught I know as good
as any. Still, I must confess a preference for a
cell that looks like a big peanut.

SHALL WE TRY TO PREVENT PRIME SWARMS'?
With some little trepidation I attack that

last sentence of brother Doolittle which sug-
gests that cutting out queen - cells before
swarming may result in a loss of honey. In
the main it may be true, and I am not sure that
I shall ever cut another queen-cell to prevent
swarming; but the statement seems to draw in

its wake a sort of belief that it is best in general
to let bees take their own course with regard
to swarming; in other words, that we should
entirely give up the problem of prevention of

swarming—that problem in which such a keen
interest has been awakened.

I have no doubt that there are cases and
places in which more honey can be oljtained

from a colony and its swarm than from the
colony alone without any swarming. But for

a great many of us, where swarming comes
right in our harvest, with little or no prospect
of any after-yield, the colonies that never take
it into their head to swarm, other things being
equal, are the ones upon which we can rely for

best work.
Besides, we are not merely to count which

will give us most honey—a colony with or

without swarms. That may do for those who
keep bees for the pleasure of it. I have no
quarrel with the man who takes more pride

and pleasure in getting .500 pounds from one
colony than in getting 1000 from ten colonies.

He is working for the pleasure of it, and he has
his reward; but for those of us who swap our
honey for bread and butter, the case is differ-

ent. I am notso much interested in the amount
I can get per colony as I am in the total crop.

An average of 30 pounds per colony will suit me
better than 100. providing that the plan thai
gives 30 pounds per colony will allow me so

much less labor per colony that I can have a
greater total crop.
Just here I slopped and looked up my as-

sistant and said to her. "Emma, what propor-

tion of our work, in your opinion, after the bees

are out of the cellar, is given to the prevention

or managenuMit of swarming?"
She looked thoughtful for a minute, and then

with a little laugh said, " 'Most all of it."
" That's putting it pretty strong," said I; and

yet Fm not so sure that it's far out of the way.
Given a strong colony of such a breed that I

know it will have no thought- of swarming, and
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the labor of putting on and taking off sections
will be very light. If I had such a breed, and
it would give an average of 40 pounds per colo-
ny, I think I could do better than lo have a
swarming breed that would give 100 pounds per
colony. The case would be different if I were
limited to a certain number of colonies; but
with most of us it is a limit of time and labor
rather than a limit of numbers. So I say, give
me the non-swarming kind, with a small aver-
age, rather than the swarmers with a big aver-
age. You see, the labor that would take care
of 100 colonies of the swarming kind, with an
average of 100 pounds, would easily care for 300
of the non-swarmers with their average of 40
pounds. The former would give me a total
crop of 10,000: the latter, l:i,000. The first

might give me a bigger name, but the second
would put more money into my pocket.
At this point I think I hear brother Doolittle

saying, '• Yes, but all your tinkering to prevent
swarming and interfere with nature's plans are,
in the main, failures, and involve just as much
work as to let the bees have their own way."
I hang my head at this, but rally after a min-
ute, and say, "But all things in the line of real
progress come about generally through a series
of efforts and failures, and you mustn't try to
discourage us, brother D., while we're trying to
work 'along that line.'" In "A Year among
the Bees" I said, "The problem which I am
most anxious to solve is, how to manage to have
no swarms, and still allow the queen to remain
laying in the hive all the time. It may never
be solved; but it is worth some dreaming over."
I am of much the same mind still, only with
more hopefulness that the dream will become a
reality. With so many all working on the
same problem, sooner or later I look for a favor-
able solution. Very sensibly, bee-keepers are
giving up talking so much about a big yield
per colony, and are bending their energies
toward linding how to get the biggest yield per
man. Some day we'll get there—at least, I

hope so. C. C. MiLLEK.
Marengo, 111.

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

AXOTHER CHAPTER.

We clip the following from thi^ Maytlawer.
You may laugh when you read it. but I believe
it is true, and I believe the dii't-pile would not
only be cheaper tlian doctors" stuff', but ever so
much more eflicacious with every baby the
world round. Now read it.

BABY AND THE UIKT-PILE.

She wa.s puny from her birtli. For tlie first .six-

teen niontli.s she required Ciire iiiglit and day. It
was the young- mother's first baby, and Jiow she
longed for a well, happy chill ! An old g-reat-aunt
visited lier, wlio had seen ten buys and girls grow
up. " What shall I do with her?" said Ijaby's niotlier.
"Try the dirt cure," said great aunt. "But slie'll
soil lier frock, :ind get herself all dirt." "So she
will, dear heart, but it may save her life. ' A blank-
et was spread on the ground, and the baby, that
could just sit alone, was put on it. She seemed to
like it right away, and in a few days could work
herself to the edge and take up the soft dirt in her
fingers. But what a looking child after an hour or
two's play! She was possessed to throw the dirt
into h(>r hair, down her dress, and get her shoes and
stockings fviU. But mamma was happy to see the
little one hungry when brought iiito the house, and
glad to drink her milk. After a warm bath she
slept soundly, and this she had never done. It was
wonderful how the child picked up, and what "dirt
cure" did for her. As years went on, her mother
bought a set of light garden-tools and encouraged
her to have a garden. If from any cause she stayed
in the house for several days a severe cold and sick-
ness was the result. So she became an outdoor en-

thusiast. Even when sewing or reading she had
her chair on the sliady porch. One day T saw the
child setting out plants in the rain. "Won't you
take cold?" said I. •'No,' said she, "I shall rub
ott and put on dry clothes when I go in, and it is de-
lightful to be outdoors when the aii' is so moist."

SiSTKu GuACious, Mich.

That winiling-up part about si'tting plants
out in the rain is just exactly according lo my
experience. Being out in the rain never hurts
me a particle; but. on the contrary, it does me
good, providing I do not get the least bit chilly.

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

H. D. P.. of Kansas, inquires whether, if he
begins with the pure Italians, they will be like-
ly to remain pure. Ans.—They can be kept
pure by using perfoi'ated zinc, and destroying
the impure drones in the neighborhood. See
"Drones." in the ABC book.

T. B. S., of Arizona, wants to know where
the royal jelly comes from fof grafting queen-
cells after swarming-time. Aiis. — Usually
there will be enough cells from the queenless
colonies in the various parts of the apiary, con-
taining royal jelly with which to supply graft-
ed cells.

O. A. M., of Ohio, wants to know whether
bees can be successfully transferred by the
Heddon short way, at this season of the year.
^7is.—They can. In fact, now is a very good
time to do it. Any time is good to transfer
when the bees are not working heavily in the
fields, though perhaps the best time in the year
is in the spring.

T. D., of Michkjan, asks whether the bees
would not destroy the queen on the Langdon
non-swarming plan. Ans.—Although we have
not tested the plan ourselves, if we are correct
the bees do not kill the queen. The trouble
seems to be. at present, that the bees are apt to
die from sutt'ocation: and that the plan, instead
of preventing, actually encourages swarming
in some cases.

W. H. S., of New Jersey, has a lot of second
swarms, all of them weak, and he wants to
know what to do with them. Ans.—We would
first see that each has a laying queen; and
then by stimulative feeding we would cause
them to rear as much brood as possible, so as to
be of good strength for winter. If so many col-
onies are not desired, tinite them, as given
under the head of " Uniting," in the A B C of
Bee Culture, which you say you have.

M. M. B.. of Pennsijlvanla, hsiS some 25 lbs.

of last year's foundation. He says it is too old
and brittle, and wishes to know if there is any
practical way of restoring it to its original con-
dition, or a condition soft enough so as to be
used over again, .dns.—Some one recommend-
ed, some time ago, putting such foundation
into a warm tepid bath for a while, and claimed
that it would make it so the bees would take to
it as readily as any foundation. We have
never tried it, and can not speak positively as
to whether it would work or not.

A. B. S., of Ohio, wants to know if there is

any law lo protect bees from being trapped
and scalded, or poisoned. Ans.—A case of this
kind came up some time ago; and, if we re-
member correctly, the destroyer of the bees was
compelled to pay damages. A good deal hinges
on the point as to whether the bees in the first

place were trespassing—that is, robbing from
broken fruit. This is one of the nice questions.
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and should be submitted to competent legal
authority. We would advise A. B. S. to cor-
respond with the General Manager of the Bee-
keepers' Union, Mr. Thos. G. Newman, Chicago,
111. If not a member, he should become one at
once.

C E., of Cfjlorndo, wants to know why bees
will cluster on the outside of the hive. Atis.—
The clustering on the outside is usually caused
by too hot weather or an entrance that is too
small, or both. Of course, it is assumed that
they would not thus cluster out were it not for

hot weather: and, the eniranci' being small,
they are unable to keep the hive suiliciently

cool by fanning. You can smoke the bees into
the hives again, but they will come out. If the
hive is too small, give them more room by
means of an extra super, and see that the whole
hive IS properly shaded.

L. U. T., of Xew Jersey, says that, the honey-
flow having now ceased, he has divided his

bees, and would like to have them build up
strong for the fall flow. He asks whetln-r
sweetened water would cause them 10 do this:

and if so, is there any liability of its renuiining
in combs unevaporated or souring. A)is.—
Sweetened water given in small amounts daily
ought to cause the bees to rear enough brood so
as to put them in fair shape for winter.
Sweetened water will give no trouble, because
the bees will soon evaporate it down. It is

usually preferable to mix the sugar and water
in about the proportion of -.; of the former to )4
of the latter, by bulk.

R. N. L., of Nchraska, asks how far drones
and queens will fly from the' apiary in mating.
.d-HS.—No one can tell positively; but it has
been observed that, of two apiaries five miles
apart, one containing Italians and the other
black drones, there will be hybrids in both in

time, even when it is known that there are no
bees between—cerliainly no Italians except those
in the Italian apiary, showing that, if the queens
and drones each fly about luvlf way. it would
luake it 2J^ miles. Fi'om various facts that
have come up, it is evident that mating may
occur two miles from the apiary, or about that,
though, as a general rule, it will take place
within half a luile. and generally a little remote
from the apiary at least.

J. L. A., of Kentucky, inquires whether it

ever gets so hot that the bees can not make
comb. Ans.—If the hive is painted a dark
color, and is not sheltered in some way from
the direct rays of the sun, it may be so hoi that
the bees would refuse to build comb, or, in fact,

do any thing else. Indeed, there are times
when the inside of the hive becomes so hot that
the combs melt down, and then, of course,
nothing can go on decently and in order. As a
general thing, however, bees can keep the hive
cool by means of the artificial currents they
make with their wings: and it is only when
they can not do this that the combs melt down.
We must not expect our pets to accomplish loo
much. Give ihem a little assistance in the way
of a shade.

C X. W.. of Neil' York, ask< why the bees
uncajj sealed brood. Atis.—'^I'he brodd may
have been overheated or chilled at some time,
or possibly moth-worms may be making their
way unobserved by you under the cappings.
Any or all of these causes may result in the
bees uncapping the brood. He also asks why
the bees sometimes come tumbling out of
the hive in lots of two or three, clinging togeth-
er by the feet. and. after struggling a while,
free themselves. This is evidently a case of a
robber or two getting past, the sentinels at the
entrance, and. Anally, being discovered by the

workers farther in the hive, they are grabbed.
A struggle immediately follows, in which more
of the bees grab the robber: and the result is,

they come tumbling out of the hive as stated,
but, as a general thing, the robber frees itself.

<S. F. T., of Illinois, wants to know how to
make his bees work on buckwheat that is two
miles distant from the apiary. ^ti,s.— It is not
hhvays that buckwheat yields honey; and un-
der such circumstances it would be impossible
to get the bees to work on it, even if it were
within a few rods of the apiary; and in the
second place, bees do not usually work to ad-
vantage at points further distant than a luile
and a half; so that, even if the buckwheat in
question did yield a little honey, it would be
just a '•little fur off." In this connection it

would be proper to remark, that bees have been
known to work, and work well, on fields two or
three miles from the apiary. In some instances
they have been known to go seven miles over
water or over prairies: but all of these are ex-
ceptions 10 the general rule.

B. T. S., of West Vmjinia, asks how to get a
black queen out of a patent hive, without mov-
able frames. Aiis.—Turn the hive upside
down, if it has an open bottom, and place over
it a small inclosed box, on the under side of
which is a hole smaller than the patent hive.
Drum on the sides of the hive until all or nearly
all of the bees run up into the box. Presum-
ably, the queen will go with them. As black
bees run and scamper over each other, it is very
dii'ficult to find the queen, especially if you are
not an expert. Place perforated zinc over the
hole in the box; set the patent hive back on its

stand, or, better, put a new hive with movable
frames on the old stand. Now place the box,
with its uerfoiated zinc, in front of the hive;
smoke or drum the bees out. As the queen is

larger, she will not be able to pass the per-
forated zinc, and will be detained in the box.
If no zinc is at hand, shake the bees out on the
ground in front of the liive, a short distance
from the entrance; and then, as they crawl
into the hive, look sharp for the queen. We
might add. as a second thought, that it may
be bettei' 10 put the perforated zinc in front of

the entrance. The queen will, of course, be
barred from passing into the hive.

Heads of Grain
FROM Dl F f=^ERENT FIELDS

When the bees swarm I take and give the old

colony a pulled queen from some choice stock,

and this i)revents ail aft<>r-swarming and Ital-

ianizing at the same time. Emkhy Nelson.
Bishop Hill, 111.. July 30.

WIRE SrUEEN IN S.MOKEK- NOZZLES.

About a dozen years ago I placed a wire-

gauze spark-arrester in the nozzle of my Bing-
ham snuiker. and was much pleased with it. I

wrote to Mr. Bingham, sugsresting this as an
improvement. He replied, thanking me for the
suggestion, but said thai he had already tried

and discarded it, and thought 1 would soon dis-

card it. I did. and have never u.sed It since.

Excelsioi-. Minn. John \V. MruK.w.
[Yes. but read this:J

WIIiE CLOTH FOK AHKESTLVO SI'ARKS IN
.SMOKER -NOZZLES.

As to using the window-screen wire cloth in

smokers. I will say I have used a Bingham
smoker for ihree years, and did not have it a
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month until I threw away the " riggin' " Bing-
ham sent to hold the fire in, and inserted a
piece of window-screen wire cloth in the nozzle.

Had I to do without the wire cloth in the
Bingham, I would do without it.

Atherton, Ind., Aug. 7. G. F. Ayres.

AN EIGHT-VEAR OLD WHO CAN FIND (QUEENS.

I can not let Leah Atchley and Ralph Benton
take the honor of being the only little folks
who take great interest in bees, and love to
work with them. We have a little boy, eight
years old June 1. who works among them with-
out gloves or veil. His mamma died before he
was two years old; since, he has been his
" auntie's boy." When I work among the bees,
" Ed ' does too. He can see a queen as quickly
as any one, and always looks to one side of the
frame while I examine the other. He owns an
interest in the bees, and next year will manage
a part of them alone, if the Lord spares us till

that time. He is named George Edward Davis.
Mrs. Sarah E. Dawson.

Montrose, Col., Aug. 8.

color, mine would have been pronounced a case
of the "'nameless bee-disease" by everybody
versed in bee-literature. Chas. F. Muth.
Cincinnati, O., Aug. 19.

HOW I SCRAPE SECTIONS.

On page 631 you use this language: " By the
way. we should like to inquire here what sort
of device our comb-honey producers have been
using for supporting the sections while being
scraped." My super, or section case, has slats
for the section to rest on, so there is very little

bee-glue that gets on the bottom, and none on
the ends; and before the sections are taken out
of the case I lay it on a shelf where it is con-
venient to get at, and with a piece of glass I

take both hands, so as to apply considerable
strength, and soon clean the tops of a whole
case; then when taken out of the easel hold
the section in my left hand while I finish.

Being in the case solid, they need no holding
while I scrape the tops. The piece of glass
should be large enough so you can use both
hands to advantage. O. B. Barrows.
Marshalltown, Iowa, Aug. 19.

THE nameless BEE-DISEASE.
Friend Root:—Many are the illu5ions under

which bee-keepers labor, and more especially
beginners. P'or their benefit I wish to relate
an experience of my own during last June. I

had a colony of Italians whose queen I prized
highly for her size and color, and also for the
deep orange-colored workers she produced. On
my arrival at the farm one day, I saw what
seemed to me to be the "nameless disease "in
its worst form. A large lot of bees were lying
in front of the alighting-board, some dead and
some kicking. Every thing about the hive
looked very quiet; bu*- bees kept bringing out,
leisurely, half-dead sisters, adding them to the
pile of dead in front of the hive. " The name-
less bee-disease, without a doubt," said several
of my bee-keeping neighbors. However, I

knew my golden -colored queen and her deep-
yellow workers, and saw that, now, half of the
bees of the hive were blacks and hybrids.
Upon opening the hive I found that a dark
queen had taken the place of my bright Italian
one, and my golden workers were about half
mixed with hybrids—no dead bees in the bot-
tom of the hive—no fighting; but the bees
were still at it, carrying out half-dead workers.
All was plain to me; to wit: A hybrid swarm
of one of my neighbors had taken possession of
my hive of Italians, and killed my queen.
Peace had been or was about to be established
when I saw them, although, for several days
more, dying bees were carried out. I super-
seded to-day the hybrid queen by a fine yellow
one. If both colonies had been of the same

CARNIOLANS; THE GRAY VS. THE GOLDEN.
What are the distinctive marks of the Carni-

olan bee? 1 see in the journals so many asser-
tions, pro and con, that it seems to me about
impossible to come to any conclusion on the
subject. I have what were bought for Carnio-
lan bees; but after reading, and comparing the
ideas and conclusions of different writers, I

don't know whether I have them or not, or
whether I have Italians or a mixture of Ital-
ians and something else. I think that, if any
one is capable of giving a satisfactory solution
of the question. " What are true Carniolans?

'"

you should be a reliable referee. If the gray is

the genuine Carniolan, then what is the golden?
Is it a variety, as the white and brown are va-
rieties of the" Leghorn breed of fowls? And if

a variety, how has it been produced? Please
give your ideas in Gleanings.

Denison, Texas. C. Fisher.

[Frank Benton, who handled the bees for
years in their native home, says that the typi-
cal Carniolan is a dark steel-gray bee. The
so-called " golden " Carniolans seem to be noth-
ing more nor less than Italians with, perhaps, a
little Carniolan blood; for Mr. Alley admitted
that his golden Carniolan queens were mated in
an apiary but a little over a mih- from a large
apiary of Italians. Plenty of proof has been
pioduced to show that qtieens will mate, not
only a mile from the apiary, but sometimes
three or four miles. The source of the yellow
in Mr. Alley's Carniolans is plain. See J. A.
Green's articli' in the ^/nerican Bee Journal,
page 467, vol. xxviii.]

the langdon principle without the device.
The principle of Langdon's swarming-device

can be used without using his device. Simply
put two colonies close together, and put on one
an Alley trap and nail over the zinc a thin
board. Now it will act as an escape. All bees
going out can not get back; and, being so close
together, the bees will go into the open hive.
In a week change places with the brood-cham-
bers. This gives the bees the same entrance,
and all bees now coming out of the hive, with
the escape, go right into the hive that is open,
without any fussing, as the entrance is in the
same old place; you have simply changed
places with the brood -chambers. I think the
principle is a success, tor the colonies are work-
ing nicely. They have 40 sections pretty well
along. They work like extracting swarms.
By placing the hives with entrances facing

each other, and bottom -boards touching so the
bodies will be about 4 or .5 inches apart, and
using an escape-cone in front of the hive
that has no sections, you would not need to
lift the hive to change the brood-chambers,
for the entrance is exactly in the same place,
and bees would find it sur(\ It would make no
difference which hive had the escape in regard
to bees finding entrance. By the above it will
cost only the coet of a box with a bee-escape, to
try the plan. Those having th<' Alley trap can
use it as a i)ee-escape by nailing a thin ijoard
over the zinc. For the trap, entrances should
be 7 inches apart. F. A. Salisbury.
Syracuse, N. Y., June 20.

Inclosed please find $1.00 to continue our sub-
scription for Gleanings. We consider it to be tlie

best bee-journal that we liave ever taken, and do
not intend to ever be without it in the future.
Santa Atui, Cal. Emerson Bros.
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REPORTS Encouraging.

My bees are doing splendidly this season.
Little Elm, Tex., Aug. 7. Poke Martin.

Bees in this section have not done so well in

ten years as they have thus far this season.
Canastota, N. Y.. July 3. A. H. Root.

Reports Discouraging.

I am well pleased with Gleanings, but my
bees have not done any thing this year, and I

am not able to take it at present. It has been
the worst honey season this year I have ever
seen. I have .50 hives, mostly Italians, in a
house 8x3() feet. J. W. House.

Hollins, Ala., July 23.

Friend Root:—I am glad to hear of so many
good reports this year from neighboring States;
but we here have to record this the poorest of
this series of very poor seasons. I got, on an
average, a little more than a pound to the hive;
but I may get some honey this fall.

A. T. McKlBBEN.
Flag Spring, Ky., Aug. 10.

A large district in this part of Colorado, and
how much more of the State I do not know,
has very little honey. The good reports have
been coming in. The bad will be along by and
by. For two years now Colorado has been be-
hind in honey, and can not send a respectable
exhibit to Chicago. I did want so much to be
at the meeting in Octoberl but it looks now as
if we should have to walk if we get there.
Loveland, Col., Aug. 8. R. C. Aikin.

DISCOURAGED.
I shall have to request you to stop Glean-

ings. Bees have made a failure this year. I

am discouraged. We got no clover honey, and
what honey we did get is very dark and hardly
fit to eat. 1 can't imagine what was the mat-
ter with the clover. It bloomed well, but it

was a month late, and gave no honey.
Springfield, Mo., Aug. 13. W. H. Ritter.

POOR SEASONS IN INDIANA.

The Progressive Bee-keeper says, " Hope, the
bee-keepers' bank account, is often over-
drawn." Well, the name of the bank here has
been " hope " for four or five years at least;
and at last thei-e has been a run on the bank.
The bank is " busted," and not likely to re-
sume: but we are a little better off tlian S. E.
Miller, for we have enough to spread our bus-
cuit—providing we don't use too many buscuits,
and spread the honey a little thin. I have kept
a strict honey-account for the last four years,
and have keptsupplies (from you) for sale all the
time, to help out. I have had each year about .50

colonies. I never lost any colonies except those
that became queenless or did not gather enough
honey to build upon, and had to be doubled up.
I had .50 colonies in the spring of 1S9.'}; bought
?3().00 worth of sugar, and commenced to feed a
pint a day about April 35th (scarcely any thing
from outside) in evening to each colony. I had
them in very fine shape. I read, " Prepare for
the honey-shower." Hope brightened and I

took courage; invested $15or.'?30'more in Root's
Dovetailed hives. Well, one consolation—when
I read next year, " Prepare for the honey-
shower," I shall have 20 dollars' worth to fall

back on that have never been opened. Well, I

increased from .50 to 70, and did not get 300 lbs.

of honey—did not get half as many pounds of
honey as I fed sugar. As a result of the four
years, I shall have, say, .50 colonies, and may
have to feed to winter yet some 30 or 40 empty
hives; an extractor (no use for), a sun wax-
extractor (for sale cheap), and about $40.00 of a
balance on the credit side of the account. So I

shall step over into the ranks of blasted hopes.
Atherlon, Ind., Aug. 7. G. F. Ayres.

Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEL, AUGUST 5.

Happening to be in the neighborhood of Mr.
Wilbur Fenii"s. whom I mentioned visiting on
page 533, I thought I would take a look at his
potatoes. You will remember that, about June
1, I saw his potatoes that be intended to plant
spread out in his cool cellar, with scarcely a
sprout on them; and on this present visit, Aug.
5, we had just been having a nice rain, and I

supposed he would be out among them. On
inquiry I learned that such was the case. A
bright little girl and a couple of boys volun-
teered to take me down to the field where their
papa was at work. As we passed through the
garden I began to make exclamations of sur-
prise to see it looking so well during our severe
drouth. The children, I found, knew all about
it. They could tell me just where the Snyder
blackberries were, the Agawam, and all the
other varieties. My youngest brother, who
was just then paying me a visit from his far-
away home in Tempe, Arizona, declared some-
thing as follows:
" Why, brother Ame, I believe I am more

interested in looking at the blackberries than I

shall be with the potatoes. Perhaps you had
better go on, and leave me here for a little

while."
I accordingly did so. Of course, I enjoyed

the blackberries (in two ways); but when I got
to where I could see around the rank growth of
canes. I did indeed enjoy a glimpse of that po-
tato-field. The hundred bushels of seed had
been spread over about nine acres, and it was a
great deal like friend Terry's clover. There
were no bad spots, and very few extra good
spots. The foliage was rank and green, and
the cultivators' were just stirring the soft fine

soil in a way that ought to make any one who
loves farming feel happy. There were a few
weeds scattered here and there; but my friend

said the cultivators would destroy the greater
part of them. Said I:
' Why, look here, Wilbur, where are the

bugs? What have you done to get rid of
them ?"

" I haven't done any thing."
"But haven't you had any bugs at all ? has

your potato-patch looked just like this all

through this season, when everybody else has
been having such a terrible time with the old-

fashioned kind and the new-fashioned kind
too ?"
" No. we did not have any; and, what is more,

I did not expect to have any."
May be you think this pretty cool, dear

reader; but I t((ll you, a farmer who has studied
into the matter, and has become acquainted
with nature and nature's laws, can often pre-
dict a successful crop in just this way. I did
not have time to get at the full particulars;
but I think his success in evading bugs is. first,

by planting late; then by having .soil and
every thing else in such shape that he can get
such a rank growth that the bugs do not relish
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them or make much headway in their work of

destruction. He has visited friend Terry, and
they have compared notes, and talked matters
over. Now, a great truth comes in right here,
and one which. I am sure, friend Terry will

fully indorse. It is this: Mr. Fenn, as he is

situated, and as he has been working, does not
deem it best to follow Terry exactly. In the
first place, he does not put in wheat after his
potatoes; therefore he plants them late—just
as late as he can and avoid frost; and so with
other things. But a visit to friend Terry's
stimulates him to more energy and harder
study in the line he is working on, even if it be
a little different from that of Terry's. That we
may learn to thmk and act for ourselves, is, if I

am right, what Terry is trying to teach. His
potatoes are planted on clover sod; but there is

a heavy growth of timothy mixed in with the
clover. He plants with a machine. He said he
agreed with friend Terry about hand-planting,
and would prefer it; but as he is situated, it is

hardly possibly for him to take time to plant
by hand. As we went over the field, we fovmd,
as Terry has said, here and there a hill entirely
missing. Sometimes two hills pretty close
together were missing. These misses amount
to more than I had supposed until friend Terry
called attention to it. Mr. Fenn cuts to one
eye, or pretty nearly, as Terry does. I asked
him if there were no remedy for these missing
hills when planting by machinery. He said he
knew of none. Of course, there will be less of
thi^m if you set the machine so as to put two
pieces in occasionally instead of one; but when
you reach the proper limit, the remedy is as
bad as the disease, or even worse. Now, I am
inclined to think the men who make the plant-
ers will in some way get around this objection.
I suggested putting something else in to fill up
these empty places: but in that case vou have
two crops on the same piece of ground, and the
fuss and bother would he more than the crop
wotild be worth. Another thing, the value of
the land has a bearing upon the question of
missing hills. In my comments on Mr. Fenn's
farming, on page ^M. by a slip of the tongue I

said Empire State when I meant to say Monroe
Seedling. He calls my attention to it in the
following extract which I make from one of his
letters:

I tell you. cousin Amos, g-ood plowing is absolutely
necessary for the best success in farming-; and tlie

farmers who plow as they .should are very scarce.
The variety of potatoes that I gTow is the Monroe
Seedling instead of the Empire State, as you put it.

I wish you woiild coi-rect tins, for a year ago last
spring I advertised the Monroe Seedling for seed,
saying that! sliould plant them entirely myself.
Now, people will think that, while I phur striilght I
don't inik straight. Tlie Empire State is heliind the
times, and run out. I have grown tlie Monroe
Seedling for three years, and tliinli lots of it.

Tallmadge, O., Aug. 13. W. W. Fenn.

I am ashamed of this blunder, for we our-
selves discarded the Empire State from our
catalogue some years ago.
Before we left. I wanted to see the crop on

that ground where that straight plowing was
donp. It seemed almost incredible that there
should be a good stand of corn where he was
plowing so recently as June 1. But there it

was. I tell yon, friends, there is not a more en-
couraging sight in this world than an enthusi-
astic and successful young farmer: and one
secret of the success I have mentioned was the
bright intelligent young wife who shows by
her looks that she is in full sympathy, and
knows all about the work that is going on out-
doors as vvell in the hou.se. Yes, and this is all

true, even if she did have a fine healthy-look-
ing baby in her arms, that was no jiart of the
household during that other visit. June 1.

Ourselves and our neighbors.

Watch ye, stand fast in the faith, quit you like
men, be strong.—I. Cou. 16:13.

Since something has been said about the way
men are "built," or, if yoti choose, exctising
mankind for various sins on the ground that
they were " built that way," or could not help
it, the matter has been a good deal in my mind.
Perhaps the fact that so many communications
or suggestions have come in through the mails
in regard to the matter has something to do
with it. I hope no one will feel hurt when I

say that it seems to be those who reject the
Bible as the word of God who claim that a man
acts the way he is built, and that the blame,
therefore, rests upon the builder rather than
the man himself. Here is a letter right before
me, from away off in California, in this line:

Friend A. I. Root:—If I rightly understand, you
claim that all human beings are " free agents "

—

I. c, capable of choosing and doing the right or
wrong at all times and places. It is said of Jesus,
that, at a certain time and place, he could )iot do
many mighty works because of their unbelief. St.
Paul says, "The good tluit I would, I do not; but
the evil which I would not, that I do." Was Paul a
free agent ? If not, why not ? J. H. Bemis.
Ontario, Cal., Aug-. 13.

Friend B.. I thank you for addressing me as
you do—"Friend Root." I take it from this,

that, even if you do not agree with me. you
cherish friendly and brotherly feelings. A
good many times, in discussing matters of this
kind, before making a decision I take a glimpse
of what the results of such decision may be.

Although you do not say so, I take it that yoti
do not accept the doctrine of free moral agency.
Now, let us look the world over and consider
what results will follow from your position or
from mine. I should say to every man, woman,
and child. " You aie responsible for your acts;"
and then I would add, in the language of our
text, "Stand fast in the faith, quit you like
men, be strong." Will it not be better, as a
rule, to preach and teach in this line? Of
course, there is a limit to human responsibility.
After we have done all we can with a man, or
for him—that is, all that we can consistently,
and he still persists in error and crime, our
responsibility is ended. Even if we are respon-
sible for our own acts we can not undertake to
be responsible for the acts of others; and, in

fact, even the Ma'^ter himself was helpless in a
certain degree on account of unbelief. Just
one illustration: A good friend of mine was
greatly elated a short time ago because he had
found a medicine at the drugstore that would
cure the appetite for tobacco. He was going to
do mighty things among his friends and ac-
quaintances. After the drug had performed
several wonderful cures, however, he met a
man where it entirely failed; and this last
friend finally gave as a reason for the failure,

that, to come right down to it. he "didn't want
to be cured." Now. the unbelief of the Scrip-
tures, I suspect, was right along in this line.

Jesus could not do any mighty works of healing,
because they did not really want to be ctired at
all; and, while we are about it. perhaps I

might say that this illustrates what is so often
meant by the word " unbelief" in ibe Scriptures.
Your second case, in regard to St. Paul. I

would explain tbus: Paul realized that he was
human, and that to err is human. The best of
us. even when we have the best intentions,
make grievous blunders; and before we know
it we have done just that which we would not
do; and it is not only mistakes that we make,
for we are sinful as well as erring. The Bible
tells us, "The heart of the sons of men is full
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of evil, and madness is in their heart while
they live." I know that some of our unbeliev-
ing friends reject this; but after having tried

my level best to do right in the sight of God,
and for a period of a good many years also, I

have discovered again and again to my sorrow,
that not only is the human heart sinful, but
that )ny heart is sinful. Evil impulses and
sinful thoughts sway me this way and that.
My opinion is, that Paul had a like experi-
ence of his own in mind when he uttered these
words: and that very passage you quoted has
been wonderfully helpful to me again and
again. When 7 fail (or jxtrtly fail), even after
having battled earnestly, 1 rind that even St.

Paul himself did the sann*: for he has left on
record his own experience where he says, "The
good that I would. I do not; hut th(> evil which
I would not, that I do." Let me remind you.
dear friend, that we are not apt to discover
these imperfections in ourselves until we com-
mence rowing upstream, as I explained in our
last issue. It is only when we begin to strive
with real earnestness and vigor to root up and
put down the inborn sin of our natures that we
find these obstacles, and are reminded that the
path that leads to eternal life is not only
straight and narrow, but it is an up-hill path.
It is climbing up. up, up, like the trail I told
you about up Wilson's Peak. But yet, dear
friend. St. Paul was a free agent so far as the
choice of his mind was concerned. Like you
and me he was created in God's own image, in
that the power was bestowed on him of choos-
ing right or wrong. And this is where respon-
sibility lies. We are not always responsible for
the result, but we arc responsible for choosing
the path in which we intend to go. Paul chose
the straight and narrow path, and therefore he
could say, honestly and truly, when near his
end. "I have fought a good tight, I have fin-

ished my course, I have kept the faith; hence-
forth there is laid up for me a crown of right-
eousness, which the Lord, the righteous judge,
shall give me at that day."'
Another thing, free agency belongs to other

people as well as to ourselves. Other people
have their rights in this very matter of free
agency. When any thing we wish to do con-
flicts with the free agency of our neighbors, of
course there is difficulty in the way. When we
decide, in a theological sens?, that man is a free
agent, we do not mean that he is free to trespass
on the rights of his neighbors, nor even to do
any thing that would interfere with their free
agency. When a man says that he could not
help stealing, and urges as an excuse for so
doing that he is not a free agent, then we have
a right to question.
Here is another letter from a very good friend

of mine, as you will see from the way in which
he addresses me. I have taken the liberty to
cross out considerable of it, as it was rather too
long for our space.

Did)- Bra. Root:—! take a ^reat Interest in your
talks in Gle.vnings under the head of Ourselves
and Neighbors, and I believe they are calculated
to do ;i jrreat deal of good. I ^vas much interested
in J. D. Kaufman's letter, and your reply to it.

You liave done it well. But tlie principal object of
tliis letter is to draw your attention to the low
St mdard of Cliristianity wliicli jou teach when
compared witli tlie te;icliint;- of Clirist and tlie
apostle-s. I sliould like to se(; you put the standard
up wliere Christ puts it: " Tliy will be done on eartli
as it is done in lieaven;" " Be j'e therefore perfect,
etc.;" and as Paul puts it in the 8tli chapter of
Romans. Paul says in Galatians, "Walk in the
Spirit, and ye sliall not fulfill the lust of the flesh."
And the Savior says in John, " He that abideth in
me, and I in him, the same brareth much fruit."
Now, We do not find anjjer. noi' any thing- of tluit
kind, in the fruit of tlie Spiiit. Don't depend on a
drink of milk, Bro. Root, to keep you from giving'

way to temptation, or you will surely fail; hut if
you fully trust God, never. I am not writing about
something that I kuow nothing about experimental-
ly. I have been trying- to live a Christian about 25
years, but have learned only within the last two
years the privilege of having my heavenly Father's
will done continually, allowing- the Holy Spirit to
teach and guide, to work in me to will and to do of
his good pleasure. Moses Pierce.
Brinsley, Out., June 2.5.

You will notice that these two letters are
from opposite standpoints. The former takes
me to task because I place too much responsi-
bility on humanity; the latter, because I do not
place enough responsibility. I like this latter
letter, however, and agree in the main with all
the writer says. ] do know it is our privilege
to stand on higher ground spiritually if we will;
but I am not yet satisfied that even God him-
self intended that we should live on a plane so
far from earth and so near to heaven that we
do not have struggles with temptation. I fear
I can not quite agree with him where he says,
" Do not depend on a drink of milk." If he
means that I must not place too niuc/j depen-
dence on a drink of milk, then all right; but if

he means that we need not even take the trou-
ble to nourish our bodies before meeting hard
trials, then I think he is going too far. A part
of the Lord's prayer is, " Lead us not into
temptation."' By this I understand that we
are to avoid danger; that we are to take all

reasonable precaution against being surprised
by the enemy, or taken unawares. Perhaps it

may be well to define what anger is. I know
there are Christian people among us who say
they never get angry; and much credit is due
them, certainly, if they have so much regard
for Christ Jesus, whom they are trying to serve,
that they never let it be evident to those about
them that they are disturbed in spirit. I al-

ways look with respect on a man who has
grace enough to keep still and not say a word,
even though he may show by his face that he
is vexed and sorely tried. For instance. In an
altercation between neighbors, one strikes
another in the face. If the man who is struck
has any spirit at all, the hot blood of resent-
ment will show itself in his countenance; but
if he can, under such provocation as this, keep
still and hold steady, I for one should call him
a soldier. I do not care if his Jace is flushed,

nor do I think a whit less of him, even though
his voice be so unsteady that he can scarcely
speak. Now, there are these, and some excel-
lent Christians too, I grant you, who insist that
one should be cheerful and .siniling, even under
such a trial. If I am mistaken in this, I wish
to be corrected. Dear friend Pierce. I hope
you will bear with me when I say that I should
like to inquire of your neighbors whether it is

really true that you have so far succeeded in

what you advise, that you never need to apolo-
gize for having given way just a little to some
wrong impulse. There is in our community, as
well as in most communities, I believe, a class

of people whom we designate as • sanctified "

or "holiness "" people, and they are most excel-

lent people too. We have much cause to com-
mend them; but I do think they go to extremes
in just the matter I am speaking of. They
hold up an exceedingly high standard, and they
exhort with much energy that others shall

come atid stand b(^side them on this higher
plane. One good friend of mine spoke so ear-
nestly on this matter in a public meeting that I

made the remark that I should really like to

inquire of this man's neighbors whether or not
he lived up to his preaching. Now, please do
not think that I mean to be harsh or unkind
when I tell you that I did have an opportunity
of finding oiit in regard to this very matter.
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The report came, and I think it was fairly

given, thai he did not love his enemies, nor
even pay his debts, any better than the common
run of the members of our various churches.
Another point comes in right here: When I

was away from home four months on that long
California trip, I was for several weeks entirely
relieved from responsibility. The doctors in-

sisted that I must be free from care and worry.
Well, one day I was thinking it over and won-
dering what the matter was. For several
weeks I could not remember that I had had
even the least feeling of vexation. I was trav-
eling most of the time, and was exposed to all

the annoyances attendant upon travel. I

was sick, and laid up for many days: but my
mind was all tranquil and at peace. It was so
unlike my usual self that I began to wonder

—

now, please do not think that 1 am irreverent if

I say something that seems almost like joking
on sacred subjects. What I started out to say
was this: I was so free from temptation of every
sort, and it was so easy to love everybody, that
I began to wonder whether the old self was not
sort o' fading away, and that, perhaps, I was
getting, as people sometimes express it, "too
good " to live very much longer. Now note the
rest I have to tell you. I came back home;
and gradually, as returning health permitted
(and the boys and the rest of the family), I

began to take up cares and responsibilities.

My friends, if you expect a man who has charge
of a hundred workmen to keep his tranquility
as does one who has nothing else to do in the
world but to please himself, you are making a
big mistake. When care and responsibilities
had adjusted themselves upon my shoulders, as
they were before my sickness, I was a little

saddened to tind that A. I. Root was just about
the A. I. Root of old—no more, no less. Other
temptations, that seemed to have faded, trooped
forward again, and I was fighting and praying
over life's battles as before. Now, then, where
does God want me? where does the world at
large want me—free from care and worry and
responsibility, with my spirit unruffled and
untried, or bearing my share of the burdens,
tempted and tried as before? In the one case I

should not be here to answer your letters or to

look over your needs and wants at all. In my
absence a good many would have to be out of
employment: and if I knew nothing of life's

trials. I could not write these papers of encour-
agement to those who have, perhaps, harder
trials than mine to bear. Jesus said of his dis-

ciples, when he prayed for them, just as he left

this world, "' I pray not that thou shouldest
take them out of the world, but that thou
shouldest kept them from the evil." I do not
mean to say that friend Pierce is wrong. He
is right, and I thank him for his brotherly
I'ebuke; but I hardly believe that a man can do
very much in this world—that is, very much
for his fellow-men—unless he meets trials and
conflicts. Let me give you one more illustra-
tion in closing, that seems to bring this matter
up in its proper light. The Savior once said,
you know, that he came into the world, not to
call the righteous, but sinners to repentance.
There was once a man who. from childhood

up, seemed to have a special fondness for all

womankind. He was "built that way " some
of the friends would tell us. Well, in one
sense we all ought to be "built" that way,
especially when this trait, or whatever you
call it, is sanctified by the love of Christ Jesus.
In this case this peculiarity was not sanctified
until the man was well along in life. While
he was naturally honorable, upright, and fair
in every thing else, there seemed to be a sort of
looseness about him in this one direction—not
that he was vicious or bad, or meditated any

sin or crime. Even in childhood he sought the
society of the opposite sex, in his plays; and as
he grew older, it seemed to be the most natural
thing in the world for him to single out some
special one and show a marked preference for
her above all of her sex. If he was away from
home, it seemed to make but little difference;
and his particular sin, or inconsistency, seemed
to be in the fact that he would give each new
favorite to understand that she alone was the
particular object of his i-egard. If he did not
say so in words, he said it in manner. It might
seem a little strange that such a man as this
should happen to unite himself with one of the
best of women; but so it was. and for a lime
he was loyal and true, as every man should be.

Without the grace of God in his heart, how-
ever, as a restraint, it is nothing strange that,

as years passed, his old fashion, or the way in

which he was "built "—if you will excuse me
for using the expression again—began asserting
itself. His sense of honor, however, and his

keen discrimination of what is ordinarily ex-
pected of a man with a family, kept him with-
in the bounds of propiiety at least. As he
moved about in the world, however, and espe-
cially when business called him from home and
into remote places where no one knew him, the
temptation was very great to let it appear, at
least for the time being, that he was not a man
of family. Satan seldom lets opportunities
slip. The Bible tells us that he \& constantly
going about, seeking whom he may devour;
and this individual ere long felt, as some of
the friends have expressed it, that the impel-
ling power to evil was so great that he was
hardly responsible. He was " built that way,"
and he " couldn't help it." However, before he
had gone over to the adversary entirely his

early religious teachings, with other influences,

brought him fairly and squarely face to face
with the gospel of Jesus Christ. He prayed
that the image of his Savior might take the
place of all and every thing else that had
tempted him. Deliverance came to him. as it

has to thousands before, and, in spite of the
way he was " built." he was a new man. Yes,
he was literally " built over " again, and that,

too. when he was well along in life. For a
time, at least, his experience seemed to be like

that of many of our intemperate friends. No
trace remained of his former great and grievous
trials. Like a new-born child he had nothing
to do but to wait and watch for the " Lamb of

God who taketh away the sin of the world." to

lead him step by step in that path that leads
from earth to heaven. As the years passed,
however, God seemed to call him into new and
untried paths and experiences. Like the hum-
ble followers of Christ Jesus, it seemed to be
the divine will that he should not be taken out
of the world, but that he should mix a good
deal ()( with the world. Need I tell you that,
little by little, temptations began to creep
back? For a time he was stumbled and was
perplexed. Was it God's will? was it right
that he should be obliged to fight day after day,
in season and out of season, against these pow-
ers of darkness that would pull him doNvn?
There was a time in Paul's life, you may
remember, when the reader of the sacred his-

tory would be tempted to say. "Why, Paul
must surely have been making a mistake and a
blunder. What earthly good could he accom-
plish by going to city after city, only to meet
with persecutions by mobs, only to stir up
bloodshed and crime. only to get himself stoned
and dragged out of the city, narrowly escaping
with his life at every crook and turn?" Ire-
member thinking of that very thing, and I

wondered why Paul did not get discouraged.
It was cheering to me, however, to find that,
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even at this very crisis, an angel came to him
in the night, saying. " Be not afraid, but speak,
and hold not thy peace; for I am with thee,

and no man shall set on thee to hurt thee."
One day this man of whom I have been tell-

ing you had occasion to visit his home in the
middle of the day. He wanted some book or
paper, that all at once became important. He
felt sure that his wife would be able to find it.

In fact, she always found every thing as soon
as she knew it was much needed by him. A wife
might say, " Well. I can not tell you where it is

now, I am sure. I do not see but you will have
to get along without it." His wife never said
such a thing to him. Her love and sympathy
and kindly good will toward him all through
the years they liad lived together were such
that she would drop every thing in an instant
when she found she could be helpful to him.
As he needed her help a good deal, she knew
all about his things, his clothing, his books,
his papers. Even when he threw things into
the waste-basket, thinking he should never
need them again, when something that had
been deemed useless came to be of great im-
portance, she would bring just that thing to
light. Sometimes he found she had worked
hours in accomplishing some little thing that
he had at some time expressed a slight wish to
have. Such was her fidelity and devotion to

every thing that concerned his whole life, that
he almost began to be afraid to suggest to her
his wants and wishes. Some of yon may be
tempte I to say she had no individuality of her
own. Not so. by any means. Was she not the
mother of his children? and was not that fact
alone sufficient to make her feel that, what-
ever was his interest, was her interest also ?

Let us now go back to the point where he
came into his home. The weather was vvarm,
and the doors were all open. As his feet touch-
ed the carpet it gave back no sound. She was
intent on her work, and did not hear him. It

was his purpose to ask her whether she could
possibly find such and such a book or paper.
He stopped, however, without saying any thing.
She was intent on her work—something, doubt-
less, for their home. The setting sun threw a
ray across her head as it was bent over her
work, and revealed here and there a thread of
silver. Every hair in that dear head was loyal
and true to him and his, and the gray hairs
had come thus through "unwearied toil, that he
and the children might be a blessing to the
world, and that they might honor Christ Jesus.
As he stood there he remembered a temptation
he had just pas.«ed through. Please do not
misunderstand me. dear reader. This man had
learned, long before then, not to betray by any
outward act the confiict that was going on
within. The battles that he fought then were,
as a rule, seen only by the God above and him-
self. As he stood on the carpet and looked
toward his comrade and helper through life, he
said to himself, " No, no, NO I If Satan should
tear me limb from limb, while there is a sin-
gle drop of the blood of life in me, I will not.
even in thought, be unfaithful to her who has
been sucli a companion and helper thus far
through life."* He went away and did not ask

* T tjelieve that God does at time.s see fit to lift

men at once clear from tlielr temptations. I think
that those who are far down with strong- drink are
often so lifted and freed from bondage; but I do
not 1)elieve that It is true, and I do not believe that
it is wisest or best for any iiuiit to l)e so emancipated,
that he nevermore has any more struggles with
temptation. In the case I have cited, after this
man became well rooted and grounded, and able to
withstand temptation, God in his mercy seemed to
think best to try him. Even our Savioi- said on the
cross, "My God ! my God ! why hast flimi forsaken
me V" And I believe that, thnmgh the ages since

for the thing he wanted; and, in fact, he soon
forgot pretty much all about the whole affair;
but before he knew it, a strange heavenly
peace was hovering over him. A voice seemed
to say, "Well done, thou good and faithful
servant;" and for hours afterward it seemed to
him that angels were near. After the Savior
was tempted, we are told that " angels minis-
tered unto him." Do yon not see, friends, that
this man had simply followed the injunction of
the stirring text at the head of what I have
written—" Quit you liUe men, be strong "'? Do
you not think he was a better teacher to his
class of boys in Sunday-school than if this thing
had never happened? Was he not better able
to judge and decide, as cases of sin and crime
came up before him. than if he had never had
any such experience? I may be mistaken,
dear friends; but it seems to me as if some of
you who have written me think it is wrong for
a man to be tempted—or, at least, if he did his
duty as a Christian he would never have any
glimpse of what Satan has to offer.

Think gently of the eiring;
You may not know the power

With which the dark temptation came
In some unguarded hour.

And now. fiieiid Bemis, have you not more
respect for a man who acts contrary to the way
he is " built," or, in other words, who. through
the grace of God, builds himself over, than for

the one who yields to evil impulses, and then
excuses himself afterward by saying that that
is the way he was built, and he can't help it?
And, friend Pierce, I am sure that you too
agree with me that it did not hurt this man a
bit to be sorely tempted and tried. Yielding to

temptation is what hurts us, and we need not
be ashamed to acknowledge that we do have
lierce battles now and then. Why, we have
the Bible for it—" Count it all joy when ye fall

into divers temptations." And. lastly, let me
suggest to these other friends who have chal-
lenged me to say how God could consistently
permit sin and evil to tempt us or lead us
astray. Why. see here. A man could not be
manly unless he were human enough to know
what it is to be tempted. If God should raise

us to such a spiritual height as would entirely
free us from temptation, we should be men no
more; and our text, where it says, " Quit you
like men, be strong," would not apply to us.

Shall I define temptation a little more? Why,
it is simply having a keen love and zeal for the
things that this world furnishes. Mostof these
evils are all right if taken right; and the sin

and crime are often in the excessive, selfish, or
perverted use of God's gifts. A good strong
well man has strong and powerful impulses
from his physical unreasoning nature; and the
God part that is in him—the mind and soul that
God has given—are to rule and govern this un-
reasoning physical nature; and a man. to be
manly, must go out into and through the
world. He must be exposed to temptation and
sin; he must feel these sinful longings coursing
through his veins, or else he would not be man-
ly or worth any thing. It does him good to

hold back on these lower impulses. Tnless

then, God has many times seen fit to let us pray
this same prayer in great distress. For the time
being he see ns to think best to let us battle alone,

as the father lets the child, when he is a little older,

make his way uiuiided. This world is to be redeem-
ed from sin, not by God alone, nor yet by man alone.
Eithei' way would be bad. Man and God are to

work together. He who expects that God is g()lng

todoitallwi^ go to ruin; and he who expects to

reclaim himself without God will also speedilj- tind

himself in the dust o1 humiliation. Yet t lieic is a

crisis often reached, when God seems to be pleased
to see his beloved children "quit themselves like

men, and be strong," as in the case I have cited.
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there were a possibility of and a sympatliy for

selfishness in his nature, he could not be manly.
If he felt no temptation, and knew nothing of

what it is to be tempted and tried, he would
not be worthy of the love and respect and con-
fidence of any fiuod woman, neither would he
be worthy of the respect which God himself
showed him when he created him in his own
image.

AN EXCEEDINGLY KIND LETTER.

SOME VAIATABLE MORALS BESIDES.

Dear Bro. Root:— I address you thus, for in

your " Home Talks " I feel you are a brother to
all mankind. I never saw Gleanings till yes-
terday. My aged father had some old copies
given to him. which fell into my "lap," as it

were, at an opportune time. Sickness- in my
family, of wife and children (we have buried
four babies), with loss, of property, has made
me poor, and my health is poor. I have a
dependent family on my hands, so I want to
get at some kind of work. I was terribly
'•blue," when I got hold of half a dozen copies
of Gleanings, printed in 1887 and "88. I felt

$100 better after reading your Home papers
and Our Neighbors.* Thoughts like this flit

through my mind: Five years have gone by.
Perhaps A. I. Root has gone to his " home
above," and his sons are doing his life-woi'k.
Do they mix religion with their business as did
their father? Well, I hope A. I. Root is still

preaching his sermons by the '' wayside," still

living to help others. I feel I shall go forth to
battle anew with life and its dilficulties since
reading Gleanings.

I write this line to you to thank you for writ-
ing such good little sermons that are so help-
ful to us struggling mortals. God bless you, if

alive; and if dead, you still live.

Houlton, Me., July 36. S. R. Smith.
P. S., 24 hours later.— \ have a hobby. It is

and has been potatoes. I have tried lots of new
kinds—most of them disappointing. I like
Terry. He raised a lot of Freemans from a-
barrel of seed. I was much elated when I dug
a hill 1 raised in 1891. Joseph (i. e., T. Greiner)
sent me an ounce potato by mail. I got 8 lbs.

from the hill. My ideas were up to high-water
mark. Maule said he would give me a barrel
if I got 60 subscriptions for the Practical
Farmer. Well, I soon got the number and .?50

premium. I got another lot of 60 subscriptions,
and got another premium of ?.i0. I always
like to do good, so I told my brother-farmers
the story of the ounce potato. I pulled in lots

of subscriptions for the Farmer by promising
two Freeman potatoes as a prize. In the spring
of 1893 I got my barrel of potatoes. I gave 1.50

farmers their potatoes. All were more than
pleased. In the fall, 90 per cent of my farmer
friends would say, when they met me, " Pro-
liflcs." I went to the field and dug two bar-
rels, and I said, "Prolifics." Now, you know
Aroostook Co. is the banner one for potatoes.
Maule says he sent me Freemans. I think he
believes it. Still. I feel as if I had a mean dirty
trick phiyed on me. I used to be great author-
ity on potatoi'S, and many took the Farmer for
the sake of the potatoes. So. being poor, I feel

very bad about the affair. I think it wicked to
?alm off something worthless for a good article,
f these potato(^s were Freemans, they are no
good in Aroostook Co.

* May I call friend Dadant's attention 1o the above
expression ? Of course, oui- friend speaks a little
recklessly; but after all, Is not the Christian faith
—the falLii T have been trying- so hard to teach—
worth something- ?

Next spring I want to buy some new kinds of
potatoes. If you are alive, and I am on the
shores of time. I want to get a few pounds of
Early Chios from some one you can recommend.

I used to keep bees, on a small scale, but I

really think Aroostook Co. too cold; the win-
tei'S are too long. Terry is great on straw-
berries. I often wonder if he keeps bees. I

have been much interested in the six-year-old
copies of (tLeanings I found as stated; but
there is an undertone of sadness about reading
advertisements, and pieces you and your co-
workers wrote six years ago. No doubt death
has laid you or some of these writers low. I

hope A. I. R. is preaching these short sermons
by the wayside. I do like to help my brother-
man. I meant well when I sold the Freeman
potatoes. God knows this: still, a host of
farmers think I took this nie'hod to get sub-
scriptions. Now, I believe Maule is a good
honest man; still, all seedsmen exaggerate
awfully. Would it not be a beautiful world if

all cheat, deceit, bickering, and strife, were
blotted out? I wish Satan were bound hand
and foot, for all time and eternity. I hear you
say amen ! I don't care whether you are a
Methodist or not. I feel to say, " God spare A.
I. Root."

I have read eight back numbers of Glean-
ings, and I feel well acquainted with you. Is

the good wife still alive? Is Huber and the
rest of your family still alive? Death took a
beautiful girl, nearly five years old. from u^. one
year ago. She was a wonderful child: was one
of the happy kind. Her favorite piece was
" Rock of Ages." How little I thought the
dear child would so soon be sheltered behind
Christ, our Rock of Ages'. I suppose you know
all about these things. If death has not visited
your family, it has your friends' and neighbors'.
You must pardon this long, poorly written

letter. I am laid up in the house with a second
edition of pneumonia, so I have had a feast
with the eight numbers of Gleanings, and am
having a pen-chat with the editor. 1 have got
some encouragement from your Home letters.

I hope you are still alive, pounding away for
the good of men. S. R. S.

[Yes, friend S.. I am still alive to thank you
for your exceedingly kind and encouraging
words. I know of few things that have helped
and encouraged me more through life than
such instances as you mention, where even an
old cast-away number of Gleanings has fallen
into some one's way and given him help and
encouragement in battling against life's trials.

You will see, from some recent numbers we
send you. that the boys (my son and son-in-
law) do mix religion with business—perhaps
not exactly as I do, but in a way that I think
indicates they are not living altogether for self.

I have been so much interested in your potato-
story that I have, as you see, given it entire. I

am glad you told it, as it illustrates how many
times we meet with grievous disappointment,
even in our efforts to serve our fellow-men:
and it pleases me exceedingly to have you still

say, "Now. I believe Maule is a good honest
man." I do too. friend S.; but with the im-
mense business he has on his hands it is almost
impossible for him to avoid disappointment,
and perhaps fraud, in some of these little de-
tails. I will tell you what to do. Send to us the
address of every one of those farmer-friends,
and we will mail them this copy of Gleanings,
marking this letter: and I will also mail one
to Maule: and if he does not send to those 130

farmers some genuine Freeman potatoes, then
I shall be disappointed. There was a great
strife for the Freemans. as you may remember;
and, even during this last spring, Maule was
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sold out; Terry could not scrape up another
one, not even a small potato; and we advertised
for them all over the land. The consequence
was. that, by awkwardness, or perhaps by dis-

honest greed, some who paid for the genuine
P'reoman potatoes got something else. I am
glad to say that all we received in answer to

our call for them seemed to be genuine. Every
time I made a purchase I inquired carefully
into the character, standing, and reputation of

the man who sent me the potatoes; and in

every case I was told that they were good trust-
worthy people. It is quite a little credit, I

think, to the great world at large, that no one
even offered me any thing else for Freemans.
There is a general and widespread desire among
all our agricultural people, if I am correct, to
avoid any sort of fraud or deception in this
matter of new and rare seeds. Do not feel bad,
friend S.. even if somebody did play a trick on
you or on Maule. I think every one of those
farmers will admit that they received their
money's worth in the Practical Farmer; for
Terry's writings alone are worth the subscrip-
tion price to almost anyone. No, Terry does
not keep bees. In fact, he has not a pig, chick-
en, sheep, nor dog, on his premises. He keeps
only one cow to furnish milk and cream for the
berries he raises. He is a specialist farmer—

a

man who believes in having a few things, and
doing those things well, and buying of his
neighbors wliat he needs, that he thinks it best
not to raise himself. Hold fast to the Rock of
Ages, dear brother, and trust (xod for the rest.]

Trade Notes.

THE PORTER BEE-ESCAPE; THE ENGLISH MOD-
IFICATION OF IT, AND WHAT THE

PORTERS SAY OF IT.

Friend Root:—Referring to the English
modification of the Porter escape, illustrated in
the Aug. 1.5th No. of Gleanings, and your com-
ments thereon, permit us to say that we infer
that you have not seen one of them. To be
appreciated, or, rather, not appreciated, this is

necessary. We have. The top is made of wood,
and the body stamped from one piece of tin and
fastened to the top with nails. The springs
are passed through the slots in the sides of the
body, and soldered direcily thereto, no means
of adjusting them bping provided without or
aside from bending them directly. Without
this, accurate and uniform work is impossible.
Such strips of spring metal as are required for
the spring of a bee-escape, if brought to place
by bending them directly, will not remain there
for any length of time. Adjustment in some
way is necessary, as it is impracticable to
solder such delicate pieces exactly where re-
quired in the first instance. In gpneral the
workmanship is execrable. We should hardly
expect to be able to give away such (^scapes,
much less to sell th^m.
This open-at-both-ends idc^a is old to us, we

having made and tested such escapes t)efore we
ever sold one of any kind. We inclose one
made on this plan. If it is in any way superior
to our regular form, we have been unable to
find it out. In fact, we believe that the latter
will free the super of bees a trifle the more rap-
idly as a rule, though there is but little diffcsr-
encein them in this respect. The reason that
escapes of large capacity free the super of bees
no more rapidly, if as rapidly as those of much
smaller capacity, lies in the fact that, as the
exit room is increased, the desire of the bees to
desert the super decreases proportionately.
We tested some escapes this season having 1.5

exits, and I have placed a number of such in the
hands of others. We find them no more rapid
than the single-exit form, and in no other
respect superior. This is also the experienc e of
others so far as we have heard from them.
Such large escapes, when used with very large
supers, may produce less excitement of the
bees than the small ones; though our experi-
ence is, that the latter produce none to speak
of, except in very rare instances, when used
with shallow supers, say of a depth of 7 inches
or less.

Regarding the outside-exit idea, now some-
what to the fore, we have been over the ground
carefully. The arrangement has serious ob-
jections, and no advantages over the brood-
chamber-exit plan. As a rule, it is not as rapid
as the latter, unless the bees are confined till

very much excited before being permitted to
escape. But this plan will never become popu-
lar, because, aside from the extra work Involved,
colonies so confined require too careful watch-
ing to prevent smothering.

R. & E. C. Porter.
Lewisto\\ n. III., Aug. 19.

THE TAYLOR WAX-EXTRACTOR.
Friend Root:—l send you to-day the photo

of the •' Handy " solar wax-extractor. I think
it will make the machine plain. We had to
turn the door to the front to make the lamp
show. When in use the slide door is at the
back. A good-sizpd lamp will answer for a
small extractor. The platform on which the
extractor-can is ftistened is made from a dis-
carded hive-cap. This is fastened on a post so
as to revolve. This is an easy way to keep the
can facing the sun. The thing will work with-

out the revolving stand, but there must be
some place for it, and there is nothing cheaper
than a post set into the ground in some warm
nook, where the extractor may remain during
the season.

I have neen using this extractor every clear

day lately. We had a large number of extra
combs, advancing years making it necessary
for me to curtail the number of my colonies. I

never expected to be able to melt so many
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combs in so small an extractor, but I have
made such progress that we shall try to finish

the job without the large machine, as I intend-

ed. I think that, in making a large machine,
I wou'd have the pan square or oblong, with
only the highest side made sloping to reflect

the sun's heat, as, by the aid of the revolving
stand, the machince could easily be kept fac-

ing the sun. The advantage of the oblong pan
would be in more easily making the glass cover.

However, a 30-inch dishpan will make an ex-

tractor large enough for most bee-keepers' use.

Forestville, Minn., Aug. 13. B. Taylor.

[A detailed description of how to make this

extractor, as above illustrated, is given in our
August 15th number, page 634.]

LANGDON NO'N-SWARMING DEVICE.

Your welcome favor of May 29th from Switz-
erland was received in due time, and now that
I have had the present year's experience and
the benefit of the few reports that I have re-

ceived from those using them, I will make a

report to you about the non-swarmer. You
have my thanks for the manner it is shown in

the B. B. J., and for the information and advice
in your last letter.

I regret to say that the non-swarmer does not
do for me just as well as it did last year. How
much this depends on a difference in the season
is hard to tell. There has been some swarming,
a small per cent, from the sixty non-swarmers
In operation in my house-apiary, and I find from
my experience, and the few reports from those
using them this season, that there are at least

three points that it will not affect; viz., once in

a while a queen is killed, and hatching cells

make some trouble afterward. If the queen is

old and the bees try to supersede her, they will

build cells in the closed hive; and then if it is

opened soon after she will lead out a swarm.
This can be stopped by keeping all queens in

their prime, as all bee-keepers ought to do.

Also, it is known that they will sometimes
swarm with only eggs in the queen-cells that
they leave. Running so many bees into the
same hive seems to encourage this extreme of

the swarming fever, and it has been done more
frequently with the non-swarmer in place than
before. To what extent shading the hives would
help this is yet to be seen. Also, there might
be a great difference in races of bees as to that
point. I have only Carniolans, and so can not
tell about the Italians yet.

These are exceptions; but they may stand in

the way of having the plan largely adopted by
those who can make self-hivers a success, or

those who can care for their bees in swarming-
time. I have over 500 on trial in different parts
of the country this season, and will know more
about its success before long. I can make it of

important use to me in my house, even as it is

now, and have set the ball rolling, so that if

there is any possible way to bring it to absolute
perfection the way is clear and a good track
laid.

It was late in the season before the non-
swarmers were put on the market, and for that
reason may be explained the failure of some;
but I made one mistake in instructing them to

make the change of bees and cases from one hive
to the other once in seven days instead of not
over five. A natural queen-cell hatches at an
average of nine days. Now, if the bees have
the swarming fever very badly, and start a cell

from a larva just hatched from the egg, or one
day older, they can seal it and swarm on the
fifth or sixth day if they start it the same day
they are turned into the other hive. I think
that is where the most of the failures lie, and
that by a careful working-up of these points,

and not taking too much for granted (as I am
afraid I did last year) the plan will finally be
brought out so that it will work with but few
exceptions.
Thanking you for your kindness, and hoping

to see this plan help all the bee-keeping fra-
ternity, I am yours truly, H. P. Langdon.
East Constable. N. Y., July 30.

—British Bee Journal, August 10, '93.

High-pressure Gardening.

GARDENING FOR SEPT. 1, IN A DRY TIME.

Well, friends, I have not any thing very en-
couraging just now: and. to tell the truth, I

am afraid I have been losing enthusiasm. The
drouth continues, and almost every thing is at
a standstill. It is true, we have had local
showers; and about once in ten days we have
had rain enough so the water would run down
the roadsides—that is, where the roadsides
were favorable. But not one of these showers
seems to have got down to the roots of the
plants. Push a spade into the ground, and the
dry dust comes up every time, even immediately
after a shower. I suppose the showers do some
good, and very likely we are better off here
than the folks in some other places. We have
no lack of water for man and beast, and we
have some to spare for irrigating; but what
perplexes me most is, even the use of water
does not seem to work as it ought to. There is

plenty of manure, and the weather is warm
enough, sure. But even when we put on the
water without stint, a good many things do not
grow as I want them to. For instance, we put
out a lot of celery, and used a hundred barrels
of water to wet the ground up thoroughly.
The plants do not grow; and when I dig into

the rows to fill up vacancies, I find the ground
almost as hard as a brick, where I put the
water. Why. before planting it was worked up
as fine and soft and deep as any one could wish.
Perhaps the result was owing to the fact that I

did not throw some dry earth over the surface
where the water had been applied, as I usually
do. I felt sure it was going to rain, and per-
haps this is one reason why we have not used
more water. The use of water on the straw-
berry-beds has worked nicely. We have filled

all our orders with nice strong well-rooted
plants. I only hope the friends who received
them have had water to keep them growing.
Now, there is a big moral to look after right

here. Gardeners are becoming discouraged by
the wholesale—or, perhaps I should say. the
young gardeners are. The old.veterans have
learned better. We want to keep right at work,
and we can prepare the ground and sow spin-
ach now. We want to sow seeds of lettuce for

plants just right for forcing under glass, and
we want to put out plenty of seeds for cold-

frame cabbage-plants. Remember how much
cold-frame cabbage-plants were worth last

spring, and nobody had any. Sow rye on all

your vacant ground. Why, my 47 bushels of

rye to the acre that has nearly all been sold at
65 cts. a bushel (taking out the price of bags)
has been a more profitable crop than much of

my market-garden stuff. A general scarcity

and a general abandoning of the business only
means big prices for those who have something
to sell when there comes a great demand. We
are getting excellent prices for what we have
to sell, even now; and wax beans, lima beans
of all kinds, and several other vegetables that
stand drouth, are yielding quite a fair crop that
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sells at excellent prices. Now, mind I tell you
to look out that you do not " get left,'" and let

some other fellow make a " big thing" while
you are only standing and looking on. Remem-
ber the prices we paid for clover-seed, pork, and
—oh dear me I I almost forgot to mention pota-
toes. They are worth a dollar a bushel here in

Medina, and not very nice ones at that; and
who knows what they will be between now and
a year from this time?

Tobacco Column.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WK GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who have given up
tobacco in consequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco In any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to nelglibors or personal acquaintances wliom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, providing he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-
bacco again, he (the subscriber) will pay forthe smoker The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

M. Peden has quit the use of tobacco, and
says if you will send him a smoker he will not
use the weed any more. If he uses it again I

will pay for the smoker. H. Peden.
' Perdue, Tenn., May 27.

One more county heard from. Mr. O. A.
Hend wishes yon to send me a smoker for him,
as he has quit tobacco, and ordered live Dove-
tailed hives of J. M. Jenkins, through me. I

will pay for the smoker should he ever use the
weed again. Wm. B. Enochs.
Eupora, Miss., May 27.

8ix years ago you sent me one of your smo-
kers on the tobacco pledge. I have never used
tobacco since, and I think I have saved over
?20() by so doing, besides ridding myself of a
filthy habit. M. E. Holmes.
Indianola, Neb., May 22.

I received the smoker in good sh;ipe. and
will say that, if I ever use tobacco again. I will

pay for the smoker. My father also keeps bees;
he said that, if yon would send liim a smoker,
he would never use tobacco any more.
Quebeck, Tenn., May 27. C. H. Stewart.

I see you offer to give any one a smoker who
will quit tobacco. I saw it this morning in
Gleanings. I pledge to you that I will never
use tobacco any more. If you are willing to
send me a smoker you can do so. If I use to-
bacco any more I will pay for the smoker.
Quebeck, Tenn., May 21. C. H. Stewart.

Please send Mr. Frank .lackson a smoker.
He was as much of a slave to tobacco as a man
ever gets to be, but has (luit. and I think he
deserves a reward for it. If he takes up the
habit again I will pay for the smoker. He is a
new bee-keeper, and has hardly gotten a start
yet. L. L. Neyland.
Berwick, Miss., May 7.

I received your letter a few days ago in re-
gard to that smoker as a pledge. I can say
that I am a subscriber to Gleanings, and have
been induced by its readings to give up tobacco;
and if I ever use it again I will pay for the
smoker. T. A. Chambers.

Bartlett, Iowa, July 23.

I send you the name of Rev. J. A. Patton, of
Cherokee, Ala., who has quit the use of tobacco.
Please send him a smoker. If he ever com-
mences again I will pay for the smoker. Mr.
P. is a bee-keeper, and uses Dovetailed hives
from friend Jenkins. G. E. Geise.
Dickson, Ala., June 3.

Find 70 cents inclosed to pay for the smoker
you sent to O. Goodmensen for a pledge. He
has commenced smoking again, so I send you
the price of a smoker, as I agreed to. He said
the mosquitoes were bad, and that he had to
keep them .smoked out of his face.
Jewell. Fla., July 27. A. J. Hu.skey.

We all think a great deal of Gleanings, and
think you are very liberal in offering a smoker
to those who promise to quit tobacco. One of
my aunts, Mrs. T. R. Pearman. wishes to take
advantage of your offer, and promises to quit
smoking if you will send her a smoker. If she
doesn't I'll pay for it. D. B. Thomas.
Odin, Mo., April 21.

I have two friends who have been keeping
bees for three years. They both used tobacco,
but promised me to stop the use of it. They
have not used any in six weeks. I want you to
send them a smoker apiece; and if they ever use
tobacco again I will pay you for them. Their
names are T. A. McBride and S. Anderson,
both good men. J. J. Keith.

Louisville, Ga., May 24.

A friend of mine, G. W. Bouher, Boyd, Ky.,
has signified his intention of quitting the use
of tobacco; and after looking over the Tobacco
Column, and seeing your advertisement prom-
ising a smoker to all who quit, he asks that I

have one sent to his address. He promises
that, if he ever begins the use of the weed
again, he will pay for the smoker; but in case
he should fail to do so I will remit the price of
the smoker; but you need not fear. I think he
is fully converted. H. C. Clemons.
Boyd, Ky., May 16.

After reading Gleanings concerning tobac-
co, etc.. and being appointed teacher over the
Bible class, I was sickened, whipped out, to-
day. I went into the church, and there I was
chewing and spitting on the floor. I looked
down and beheld myself as I never did before,
and I have made a pledge to quite tobacco,
and I made it before my good wife. If yon
will send me a smoker I will keep it as the
fruits of my pledge; and if I ever begin to use it

again I will pay you for the smoker.
Rover, Ark., May 4. A. J. Allen.

HOW TOBACCO KILLS.

We clip the following from the Farm, Stock,
cmd Home:

It is said that tobacco smoke will kill grubs in
slieeps' heads. Quite likelj', for it killed a neighbor
g'irl's regard for a cigarette-smoking beau.

KIND WORD FOR GARDEN SEEDS, ETC.

The garden seeds I got of you in the spring were
the best I ever planted. Tliey came quickly and
grew rapidly. The Grand Kanids lettuce made me
enough alone to pay for alt my work. May God
bless 3'ou, and spare you among us for the good
woik you are doing, is my praj'er.

Alexandria, Ind., July 7. E. E. Edwards.
[Friend E., it troubles me to get such very kind

words from you and others as the above concluding
sentence; and the reason why it troubles me is be-
cause it brings up again and again the feeling that
I so poorly deserve them.]
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For a small moment have I forsaken thee; but with great
mercies will I gather thee.—ISA. 54: 7.

We do not very often introduce choice bits of

poetry at the head of our editorial columns;
but the following, from the Neiv church Mes-
senger, is so unique that we can not forbear
giving it place here:

As I sat a-dreaming.
And thought the world a-seeming,
With nothing true
Or old or new.
A little bee flew nigh me,
And buzzed as he went by me

:

" Up ! up and do !

' Tis such as you
That makes the world a-seeming."

We have on hand an article from one of our
correspondents, who pronounces the Langdon
non-swarmer a perfect success. We will try to

give it in our next issue.

At just about this time of the year, propolis

acts the meanest. It is more or less sticky, and
decidedly tenacious. There is one thing com-
forting—at other times it gives but very little

trouble. Indeed, even our Hoffman frames
with the V edges work nicely even now. That
V edge works all right, even if theory does say
no.

In the department of Replies to Questions, in

the American Bee Journal, it is asked whether
self-hiving arrangements are a success. With
three or four exceptions the respondents vote
against them. With only one exception, those
who vote adversely have not tried them; and
with one exception, again, those who have tried

them vote in their favor.

so noticeable on the walks in 1884. Strange as
it may seem, little or no honey-dew is getting
into the hives. Very possibly it is an off year
for plant-lice. We sincerely hope it is. So far
we have had no reports of the bees gathering
honey-dew anywhere in the country, although
we have seen on the bushes and trees an unu-
sual number of plant-lice up to date in our
locality.

Stray vStings is the title of a new depart-
ment ill the American Bee Journal. The title

might lead one to expect something caustic or
disagreeable. On the contrary, it is very pleas-
ant. Here is a sample of one of them:

It has long been supposed that millers grind out
flour; but the Miller of Gleanings reverses the
operation and grinds out straws. It' the good doc-
tor had got a little further down in the straw he
would have been able to use roots in his gristmill.
It is a long way, comparatively speaking, from the
head of the straw to tlie roots, and, perhaps, tlie doc-
tor chose the medium instead of the extremes, at
the same time hoping to work toward the ends. If
this be so, we should like to know which he pro-
poses to grind first—the Roots or the Heads of
Grain.

We find the following in the last issue of the
American Bee Journal:
Mr. J. T. Calvert, the most excellent son-in-law of

A. I. Root (and also manager of their great bee-
supply business in Medina, O.), recently paid Bro.
Holtermanii and the C«»((dio« Bee Jdioiial a, visit.

Mr. Calvert was on a bicycle tour, taking in the
glorious Christian Endeavor convention at Mon-
treal. QueDec. We shouldn't be surprised to hear
that Mr. Calvert, with Bros. A. I. and Ernest Root,
were going to the World's Fair on their wheels, as
they are all expert bicyclists. If they do, we'll
agree to wheel into line our best and truest—wel-
come.

Manv thanks, Bro. York. We extend our
grateful acknowlfi'dgments; and if, indeed, we
should go on a wheel, one or all of us, we
should be very happy indeed to have you
wheel in line with us. By the way, we have
kept in line in apicultural matters so far, and
may we continue to do so.

Volume I., Nos. 1 and 3 of the new series of

the Canadian Bee Journal, are on our desk.

In the make-up and general selection of matter,
and in the printing, there is quite an improve-
ment over the old journal. There is a good
field for a bee-journal in Canada, and we see

no reason why one should not be made, under
the present management, a decided success.

We have so improved the Crane smoker that
it is giving great satisfaction in our apiary and
in others. If any of our customers have pur-
chased some of the earlier smokers, and they
do not work, we hope they will kindly send us
by mail the check-valve chamber, and we will

remodel and return it without cost, so as to

make their smoker a " thing of beauty and a
joy for ever."

The biographical department of the Ameri-
can Bee Journal has been maintained vigor-
ously for over a year now. and in every issue of

the weekly. We thought, some three or four
years ago, that we had " done up " pretty near-
ly all the prominent bee-keepers; but new ones
are coming to the fore, and it is a pleasure to
make their acquaintance. Brother York is a
good introducer.

We notice from our upstairs office windows
small festoons of bark-lice on thrifty growing
basswood-trees, a few feet distant; and on the
sidewalk beneath there are little drops, or, rath-
er, spots of stain that look exactly like the drops
of honey-dew or exudations from the plant-lice,

Bro. Hutchinson, of the Bee-keepers'' Re-
view, is finding pleasure and delight in the
camera. We doubt not that, later on, he will

find profit also. Very recently he sent us a
verv pretty photo of " Baby Fern," taken by
himself. As we admired the picture the camera
fever seized us, with the result that we took
several pictures of the babies of Rootville. We
were almost tempted to have the picture of

Mr. H.'s last baby reproduced in half-tone,

and present It to bur readers. But then we
thought that, perhaps, we might be taking a

little too much liberty.

By the way, we are about to start into some-
thing in the line of biographical pictures. In-

stead of showing only a view of the pater
farnilias, or the principal bee-keeper, as for-

merly, we propose showing the whole family of

a few prominent bee-keepers who will give

their consent. In our next issue we will pre-

sent the apiary and members of the family of

Mr. F. L. Snyder, of Orion. Wis. This will be
followed later by a view of the Atchley family,

every one of whom is a bee-keeper.

wooden versus wire-cloth paddles for
KILLING bees.

In another column friend Doolittle seems to

give the preference entirely to the solid wooden
paddle for killing those cross bees that will per-

si-^tently follow the apiarist about for hours at

a time. In one of his comments, made a year
or so ago, in answer to an item In the ABC
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book, on the subject of cross bees, friend Doo-
little wrote:

T carry a piiddle, made of wood and wire cloth, in
my wovk-bdx; and if any bee insists dii following-
me two rods from its liive, I always kill it with tliis

paddle, and thus my apiary is always kept free from
angry bees. The wire clotli is inserted in the cen-
ter of the wood, so as to allow rlie air to g'o throug'h
the paddle, thus making' sure of hitting the bee
every time, instead ot blowing it on one side, as is

often the case where only solid wood is used.

From the above it would seem that our friend
has changed his mind. That's all right: we
do it ourselves sometimes. Now. we have tried
both the solid wooden and wire-cloth paddles

—

the wire cloth itself being reinforced at the
edges by a rim of heavy wire. The latter, in
our hands, proves to be much more effective.

It hits the bee every time without fanning, and,
so far as we can remember, it makes a pretty
sure job of killing. We made quite a lot of
them for use at the candy-stands at our county
fair, giving one to each stand, with instructions
to kill the first bee that came around; and you
will remember how, last year, we reported that
the plan was a complete success. With the
wooden sticks and paddles we used to give
them, they were quite sure to only fan the bee
—possibly receive in return a sting for their
misdirected effort. Now, Mr. Doolittle, have
you not been a little too hasty in giving up a
good thing?
When we want to make a wholesale job of it,

we simply clap a couple of boards together,
about as one would a pair of cymbals; and as
soon as every last bee is killed, peace reigns for
a while. But when we desire to kill only an
ocaisional bee, a wire-cloth paddle, in our esti-

mation, is ahead of every thing else. Now,
either friend Doolittle has lost the knack of
killing bees with the wire cloth or else he has
forgotten what he wrote above; for, observe,
he said, " I always kill it with this [v/ire-cloth]
paddle." Italics are ours.

THE BOARDMAN .SOLAR WAX-EXTRACTOR; HOW
IT WILL SAVE MONEY FROM " STUFF "

USUALLY THROWX AWAY'.
We have been saving up for several months

past the refuse from the wax-rendering from
our wax-room, until we have now an accumu-
lation of several barrels. By any process by
which we may treat it in the wax-room, even
by sulphuric acid, we can get no wax out of it.

It seems, in fact, to be nothing but dirty dirt.

Very recently we set up one of the Boardman
extractors, placed a few shovelfuls of this stuff
in it. spreading it evenly over the bottom of the
tuachine. The results were astonishing. At
the present rate we shall get a large quantity
of wax of beautiful color, of what could not
otherwise be obtained by any mechanical
means indoors. Indeed, from our four or five
barrels of dirt we shall get. at the present rate,
about half a barrel of beautiful wax; and with
this style of extractor the labor of shoveling the
stuff' into the wax-extractor and removing the
residue after the wax has been extracted, is

very small indeed. We are coming to the
belief that the solar wax-extractor does its

work the most thoroughly of any method of
refining known. The first few times we tried
the ]}oardman it did not seem to do the work
satisfactorily; but we now know that it was
because we thought we could make a "slight
improvement'" on his machine. It will be
remembered that the bottom of his tray is

simply made of matched stuff—that is, narrow
strips of lumber tongued and grooved like
flooring or ceiling. Well, our improvement
consisted in covering this flooring with tin, but
its bright surface reflected back so much of the

sunlight that we actually lost considerable
heat, and really spoiled the practical working
of the machine. The last time we visited
Mr. Jioardman we were reminded that the
bottom of his extractor consisted principally of
matched stuff, and we began to think that was
really the reason why his worked so nicely.
Soon after arriving home we put out an ex-
tractor exactly as Mr. Boardman makes his,
with the result above mentioned. Lest some
may have forgotten how the Boardman is
made, we will simply state. that it is a large
wooden tray, made entirely of wood, 4 or .5 in.
deep, and about :^ by 5 feet. An ordinary hot-
house sash may be used to cover, but we find it
very much better to use one large glass. Glass
is now made so cheaply in large sheets that it

adds but a small amount to its cost, and con-
siderable to the effective working of the ma-
chine, because the ordinary sash bars tnake
shadows, along which the wax fails to melt. If
you do not wish to make a Boardman solar
wax-extractor, you can obtain one at the Home
of the Honey-bees for #(5.00. We shall soon put
in use some four or five of them. Indeed, every
foundation-maker will find that their use will
many times make up for their first cost. They
will likely earn for you in one day SIO.OO from
dirt that would otherwise be turned over to the
garden as just so much fertilizer.

HOW TO TAKE AWAY THE DISPOSITION OX THE
PART OF THE BEES TO ROB AFTER

THE HOXEY-FLOW.
Every' summer, after a honey-flow and dur-

ing the early part of the fall, we have been
troubled greatly by robbers. As is well known,
our apiary is run almost exclusively for con-
ducting experiments, rearing queens, and rais-
ing choice bees. This requires the almost
incessant opening of hives; and the result has
been, that robbers have bothered us continually
—so much so that many days we have been
obliged to discontinue work. This year we
have not been bothered at all; and it is not
because nectar has been coming in in small
dribs right along, but because we have discov-
ered a way of keeping the robbers busy.
Nearly a year ago we described in our issue

for Oct 15, page 182, our method of transferring,
and, in connection with it, how to get extracted
honey from the old crooked combs, without an
extractor. The latter was accomplished in this
way: Old combs containing much or little hon-
ey, that were crooked or otherwise undesirable,
were placed in four or five hive-bodies, said
bodies being stacked up in one tier four or five

high, A wire-cloth screen* was placed on top,
and shaded; and an entrance at the bottom
was contracted to a space sufficient to admit
one or two bees at a time. As it took the bees
some little time to get in and out of the hives,
to say nothing of the time of crawling up and
down the combs, no robbing was induced. The
very thing that will get an apiary in an uproar
is, to let the bees get a large quantity of honey
at a time. But if, on the contrary, the bees
can get the honey very slowly, about as they
would from natural sources, nothing tinusual
is apparent in the apiary: and. on the other
hand, the undesirable combs are emptied and
cleaned up. Having bought qtiite a ntimber of
colonies in the spring, we had quite a lot of just
such combs, all containing mort! or less honey.
We stowed the.se away until the honey-flow,
when they were put in tiers of fotir of five hives,
as described above. Our purpose at tlie time
was simply to get the honey out of them. But,
incidentally, we stumbled on to something more

*This is necessary to prevent the bees from
smothering- while ia the hive.
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valuable than this; namely, that the apiary,
during all the time that bees were working in

these hives, showed no signs of robbing. In-
deed, for the last two months we have been
able to open the hives just as we did during the
honey-flow, without a single robber poking its

nose around to investigate. Those that would
otherwise be robbers, and make much annoy-
ance, seem to be occupied in getting honey out
of the stacked-up hives. Incidentally also we
discovered another decided advantage. We
found we could introduce queens from queen-
cells, and do iwery thing else, in fact, as easily

and successfully as during a nice moderate
honey-How; for it is a well-known fact that
bees will accept queens and queen-cells much
more readily during a time when honey is com-
ing in than at a time when none is coming, and
when robbing seems to be the order of the day.
This discovery has been worth to us many dol-
lars. Dr. C. C. Miller was the first one to give
us the idea of letting bees rob quietJy in this

way; but he did not then anticipate how many
valuable results would grow out of it.

By the way, did it ever occur to you, dear
reader, how much of an experimental apiary
ours has come to be? We are constantly test-

ing new ideas and inventions, and reports from
the same are being given in nearly every issue.

The most valuable thing this summer that we
have come across is a perfect working scheme
for keeping the bees quiet during a dearth of

honey, thus rendering a bee-tent and other
things unnecessary, and work in the yard pleas-

ant and profitable.

In another column it will be noticed that the
reports c/iscouraging are more numerous than
the reports e?icouraging. The e.xceedingly dry
weather has rather put a quietus on the usual
late honey-llow: hut the reports discouraging,
it will be noticid, apply to territory where the
seasons have been poor, and have been so re-

ported along with the reports encouraging when
he scales turned the other way.

THE BEE.

DIRECTIONS FOR USING MEKCURIAI. AND AN-
EROID BAROMETERS.

We have had a lot of these printed, and will

mail them free of charge to any one who will

send us a stamped envelope directed to himself.
As it is all pi'inted matter, a one-cent stamp
will be sufficient. They will apply to the
barometers we have sold, or to any mercurial
or aneroid barometer. Please take notice, how-
ever, that they have no reference to a cheap
kind of glasses that have been sold by agents
all over the country. What I mean is, some
sort of powder dissolved in a liquid. When it

is going to rain, the liquid becomes cloudy—at
least, that is what the directions say. A true
barometer records the pressure of the atmos-
phere; and, in fact, it can be used to tell the
altitude of a hill or mountain as well as to fore-

tell the weather. If you go up a high moun-
tain, of course there is not so much air above
you, so the pressure is less. The aneroid ba-
rometers work on the same principle as the
mercurial, except that the scale is, for conven-
ience, made in the form of a circle. Please
keep in mind that, when we use the term '• high
barometer " or " low barometer" we mean high
or low pressure. The average pressure, but
little above sea-level, is about 39 inches; there-
fore, when the indicator moves toward 28 inches
we mean "down." When it mov^s toward 39
or 30, it means " up." I mention this, because,
unless you look at the figures on the aneroid,
you may get confused, because sometimes the
hand is really going down when the mercury in

the mercurial barometer is going up.

Oh tlie bee! tlie bee! the liouey-bee!
He's just the fellow I like to see.
His life is g'ay as the day is long-.

And overflows with a flood of song;
He bathes in the dew of a new-born day.
And revels like schools of children at play.

Oh the bee! the bee! the honey-bee!
A marvelous creature is lie to me.
I watcli him often with raptured eye
As he wends his way and blends with tlie sky

;

He flies to the fields, and, lo ! lie dips
His tiny bill in the drop tliiit drips
From the clover-blossom's laughing- lips;
And he leaves a, tunc and he leaves a kiss,

But he takes a globular world of bliss.

Oh the bee! the bee! the honey-bee!
It teaches a truthful lesson to me.
Patiently toiling from day to day,
Wearing by little a life away;
Each load you gather, each drop of sweet
You lay in store for others to eat

—

Yet, uncomplaining, you toil along,
Rejoicing in labor and filled with song.

Oh the bee! the bee! the honey-bee!
God's wisdom is manifest plainly in tliee.

And may we ever be steadfast and true,
Devoting our lives to the good we can do;
For the world is a meadow of sweet-clover

bloom.
And we, like the bee, have plenty of room
To gather the nectar of kindness and love
Tliat drops like the dew from the heavens

above.

Alexandria, Ind. Evan Er^LEisy Edwards.

CONVENTION NOTICE.

The North .American Bee-keepers' Association will hold its

24th annual convention on the 11th. 12th, and 13th of October,
1S9.3, in Chicagro. III.

Pl.\i'E of Meeting.—a hall for the use of the convention
has been secured in tlu' " Louisiana Hotel," at the <rovner of
71st Street and Seipp .V venue, only a few minutes' walk from
the south entrance to the W(]ild's Cohunljian Exposition, This
hall is large, well lisihtcd. and in a quiet lUace.
Hotel Accommodations —The Louisiana Hotel itself will

furnish comfortable accommodations to a largre numbei- of the
members, at very moderate prices. For a small room two
persons pay daily 75 cts. each. Larger rooms occupied by two
at $1.00 per person. Four persons occupying a room having
two beds will pay .50 cts. each. Meals can be obtained in the
hotel at reasonaole rate.s, nr at numerous restaur.ants in the
vicinity. It is Vic^t to eniratfe rooms )iy letter lifforehand. The
proprietors of the L.iuisiau.t Hnti-l jjive us tlit- use ot the hall
free, expecting tliat many of tin- imiubeis will t;ilce rooms
with them; and as the prices are moderate, and the rooms are
neat and coiivciiieut, it is but .just for all who can well arrange
to sfojp the'-c to ilo SI). For this purpo.se. address " Manager of
Louisi.-iiia Hotel, coiner 71st Street and Seipp Ave., Chicago,"
statint;' what priced room is wanted.
Railway Tk kets and Baggage —Most of the railwxys ticket

to til" Expo<ition Depot, ne ir which the Louisiana Hotel is lo-

cateil; and baKnage should be checked to that station, thus
avoidins- extra charges, a'* it is about seven miles from the
cit.y stations lo the World's Fairgrounds. IiifDrmation as to
rates . if travel, time liekets are good, etc., <-:in be obtatained
of all loc.nl ticket agents. From many points—especially from
cities having numerous coiiiiieting lines—excursions will be
starting which will permit those who can take advantage of
them to go and return at the usual rate for one fare.
Programme and .Attendance —The programme, of which

further notice will be given, consists of interesting papers by
well-known specialists, and discussions of top'-s which will
interest honey-producers, queen-breeeders, manufacturers of
apiarian supplies, publishers and e litors of bee-literature, and
dealers in hinev and wax. Viewing the various foreign and
home exhibits in apiculture at the World's Fair will form an
attractive and instructive feature of the meeting, and the
number of a]iiarists widely known here and abroad who will
be present and take i.art iii the proceedings is of itself a guar-
antee that this will be a highly interesting and enthusiastic
meeting. Counting, therefore, upon a large attendance, the
Executive Committee of the society has made arrangements
accordingl,v. Let every State in the Union send tho strongest
possible delegation, an I let ever,v In-anch of our industr.v be
represented at this great Columbian gathering. No other oc-
casion is likely to occur in our generation when so much of
interest can lie seen and heard at the time of one of these
meetings; and it is earnestly hoped that a much larger num
ber of the bee-keepers of North .America than has ever met at
any previous convention will be able to avail themselves of
this grand opportunit.y. A .special invitation is extended to
the bee-keepers of eveiy foreign country.
Notice of Attendance or of Presentation of Papers.—The

Secretary is desirous of obtaining, as earl.v as possible, the
names of all who contemplate being present Kindly notify
him by card or letter; also any who may wish to present papers
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the titles of which have not yet been handed in. are requested
to send to the Secret.avy at as eaily a date as |Kissil)le the exaet
title and a very brief abstraet of the artieh'. u hicli will eu.ible
him to assign the topie its proper jjlaee in Ilie pri)t,'raiiiiiie.

Frank Benton,
Secretary North .imerican Bee-keepers' Association.

U. S Department of Agriculture. Washington, D. C.

Special Notices.

AVINTER OR EGYPTIAN ONION-SETS.

Until fiirtlier notice we will fill order.s at the fol-
lowing veiy low prices: 13 cts. per quart; 75 cts. per
peck; $3.5U per bushel. If wanted by mail, add at
the rate of lu cts. extra for postage.

AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

We are expecting daily our first shipment. Prices
will be, pint, 15 cts.; quart, 25 cts.; peck, $1.75;
bushel, $6.0(1. If wanted liy mail, add 10 cts. per
quart extra. There has been so much discussion in
regard to these that we need not go over it asain
this year. In our locality we liave t'oi' ihree seasons
had nice crops from sets put out in September. We
shall plant them again largely tliis season. From
the numl)er of orders that are coming in. I presume
a grea; many of our customers have, like ourselves,
succeeded with them.

HONEY MARKET.
We find that while, in most places, a good honey

crop has been secured, there are manj^ places where
there was little or no honey gathered; consequently
there is a good demand for honey in these localities
as well as in the large centers. Except for the gen-
eral financial depression caused by hoarding on the
part of the people generally, the honey market
would be much more active, and prices better sus-
tained. There is a tendency, however, toward lower
prices, when they are already as low as they ought
to go to bring any profit to the producer. We have
already disposed of one carload of sage honey from
California, as well as two or three tons of Ohio and
Michigan honey, comb and extracted. Almost all
the honey we have sampled so far this season seems
to be superior in quality. We offer choice white
comb honey in 1-lb. sections, in 12 and 34 lb. cases,
crated so as to go through by freight safely without
breakage, in lots of 100 lbs. or more, at 16c per lb.;
smaller lots, I7e. Choice extracted clover honey,
in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, WtC per lb. ; lots of two
cases or more, 8 cts. per lb. Write for prices on lots
of 1000 lbs. or over.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

I am well pleased with the Crane smoker. I think
it a noble one, but rather too lieavy. G. W. Reams.
Franklin, Tenn., July 21.

I believe I get more orders through Gleanings
than any other journal I advertise in.

Steeleville, 111., July 33. Chas. H. Theis.

I received my goods in splendid order some time
ago, and am much obliged. Geo. H. Sayers.
Montague, Mich., July 3.

My potato-eyes all grew, and are looking very
nice; and tlie Stratagem peas—why, I never saw the
like— sucli pods, four inches long! I will save every
one for seed. Mary Moffatt.
Glidden, la., July^O

I have taken Gleanings 11 years. It is worth
more than it cost, even if one had no use for the
bee part of it. The various travels are excellent,
and the Rambler is a bonanza of himself. Dr. Mil-
ler is the seasoning of the cake, and a host more of
them make up the foundation. Long may it live.
Cuba, 111., July 8. M. W. Murphey.

THE new crane SMOKER.
I put on the valve that you sent me. The old one

was shriveled up, but I tried the new one the 29th,
also to-day. I have had it in constant use for eight
hours, and I can not see but it works just as well as
when it was first put on. In short, I will say I
think, all points considered, the new Crane smoker

is the liest I ever saw, and I have used nearly all of
them. c. H. Austin.
Allen. Mich., July 31.

I received those labels in good shape. 1 am very
much obliged for being so prompt in filling the or-
der. I was more than surprised when I went to tiie
postoffice and found them there. I would advise
any one who produces comb or extracted honey to
send to A. I. Root for one of his honey-label cata-
logues, and be surprised. R. R. Welsh
Portage Creek, Pa., July 31.

AN A B C scholar's SUCCESS.
Inclosed find $1.00, for which please send me

Gleanings. About three years ago I bouglit vourABC book and a swarm of pure Italian bees,' and
had four or five swarms of other bees, said to be
Italians, and now I have 30. They are the strongest
of swarms. I have had the grandest kind of suc-
cess, and I want to give you all the credit, for I
went according to your instructions—bought my
supplies of Nysewander. I iiave done so well that I
am going to let my farm next year and give all mv
attention to my bees. I expect to take in $100 this
year for bees and honey. I am taking off tlie supers
now that aie filled with the most beautiful white-
clover honey, all capped over. P. H. Morris.
Webster City, la., July 30.

Mr. Boot;—Friend James, of Gordon, N. S. W., has
been taking prizes for his tomatoes and other veg-
etables wherever shown this year, and he " blames "

your seed for it. Well, I also want to take some
prizes next year, and so am sending to you for a
small assortment of seed. I wish the " boss printer "

had followed your suggestions in the March 15th
numlier (1 think that was the date) to condense the
catalogue and publish it, as I do not know what to
order.
Gleanings is fully appreciated here. The only

fault we find in it is, that it is so long between the
numbers, and that the " High-pressure Gardening "

column is so short. That column alone is worth the
subscription.
Please send the seeds by return mail. I shall get

them in time for oui spring in this part—Septem-
ber. I shall have a J. W. Day calico frame ready
for them when they arrive. Herbert J. Rumsey.
Boronia, Barber's Creek, New South Wales.

KIND WORDS FROM CALIFORNIA, AND A GOOD
HONEY REPORT AS WELL.

Friend Boot .-—Proceed with j^our blessed religious
talk. It doeth good like a medicine. It does good
even to those who sneer and ridicule and say, " fool-
ish" and "silly" and "superstitious." Even they, in
the still small hours, will think and ponder, and
say, " Perhaps Mr. Root is right;" and if it does not
do him a vast amount of good, certainly it does not
seem to hurt him any. Proceed, Bro. Root, as I
know you will any way. My father, Oliver, went
to Mantua, Portiige Co., Ohio, in 1805, where I was
born in 1828. There were Roots in Mantua, but I
was young when we left there. Myself and sons
have often sent to you for goods—always been sat-
isfied, I believe. I liave kept a few bees for many
years. 1 have two colonies now, from which I took
200 lbs. this season. Mr. Holly, 50 rods from me,
took 15 to 16 tons, from about 300 swarms. Mr. Ken-
ny, a mile away, has between 100 and 200 colonies,
and says he is getting rich this year. Mr. Mclntyre.
2 miles from here, has still more bees and is doing
well. I forgot how well. This is a prosperous sea-
son for bees in this locality. Throughout the State,
however, I think the result is only fairly good. Our
season is now over. Bees are working on other
plants than the sage, and the honey is inferior.
The first of the lioney is unusually good. In Santa
Barbara, where I kept bees 15 years, the honey sea-
son continued till October, bees working in the
numerous fiower-gardens of the city, often working
on tarweed, with the result of excessively bitter
honej . In parts of Santa Barbara County honey is

usually very good, but scarcely up to the Ventura
Co. sage lioney. According to a printed statement
now before me, Mr. Archer, in 1876, near Santa
Barbara, increased t)ne swarm to 36, and took from
it 1576 lbs. of strained honey, and 65 lbs. comb honey.
I am well acquainted with Mr. Archer, and consider
him reliable, but there may be some mistake some-
where. It seems almost incredible. S. P. Snow.
Fillmore, Cal., July 18.
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Bingham Perfect Smokers.
CHEAPEST AND BEST ON EARTH.

Patented 1878, 1882, and 1892.

The Doctor, 3V4-lnch stove, largest smoke and fuel capacity made, $3.00; Conqueror, 3-

inch stove, $1.T.5; Large, $1.50. Postpaid per mail. They all have wide siiields, movable
bent nozzle, coiled steel wire handle, and inverted Bingham bellows, witli Bingham
cleated joints. Perfect in principle, perfect in detail, and 14 years the standard in

every country.
The Bingham & Hetherlngton uncapping-knife also belongs in the Perfect series; $1.15.

Original, Unimproved Bingham Bee=Smokers.
Our smaller smokers are as we have always made them. Little Wonder, narrow

shield, IM-inch stove. 65 cts.; Plain, narrow shield, 3-inch stove, *1.00; Extra, 2-inch
stove, wide shield, $1.25.

They are a great convenience in handling the cone and smoke. We can recommend it to all bee-keepers
as being just the thing.—Quein & Fyke, Ettawanda, Cal.

The best to be had.— C. J. Donaldson, Lapeer, Mich.
As perfect as need be.—H. M. Seely, Harford, Pa.
It is just what I wanted.—J. C. Keithley, Shacklefall, Mo.
They are a desirable attachment.—Walter S. Pouder. Indianapolis, Ind.

I would almost as lief do without the smoke as without the attachments.—Henry F. Hagen, Rocky
Ford, Col.
To sell again, or rates or circular, send card to f, p, BINGHAM, Abroilia, Mich.

In wiiting advertisers please mention this paper.

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
G^Iii respoiKliiitr to tliin adverti.-cniriit iiifiition (tI.kanini;-;.

ONCE MORE we are up with orders for

Golden Italian Queens
that have given such general satisfaction. If you
want the best, send in your orders. Single queen,
$1; six for $-1 .50. Circulnr free.

CHAS. D. DUVALL, Spencerville, Hd.
t^ln respondintr to this adveiti^einent mention Glea.ninr'-

OTTUMW'^ 3EE-HIVE~FACT0RY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thin^;

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on liand

Price list free. GREGORY BROS. &. SON,
l-23ci Ottumwa, la. Soulb side

^^In responding to tliis advertisement mention Gleaninos

Read what .1. 1. Pakbnt, of
Charlton, N. Y., says — "We
cut with otie'of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chati
hives with 7-inch cap, lOii lioney-
'•a ks, 5U0 broad frames. 3.iii

lioni y-boxes, and a greai deal ol

other work. This winter we
have doubled thenmoum of bee-
hives, etc.. to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this shw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Fooi-
Power Machinery may I'C sent to me. A. I. Root.

33tfd

Bee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of Ijee-sujiplies.

Write for free catalogue 33 3-.idb

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list,

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
list RETS, ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP,
ROCHESTER, l-ORAIN CO., O.

I lease mention ttiis paper

Honey ^ E^tt^actot^.

Square Glass floney-Jans,
Tin Buckets, Beewhives.

Jloney^-Seetions, &e., &e.
Pepfeetion Cold-Blast SmokePs.

APPLY TO
..^^^^^-^-^^^^N.^-v^

CH^S. p. IVIOTH & SOfl, Cineinnatl, O.

SendlOct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."

Please mention tliis paper.

BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write
for prices on One-Piece Bassw(^od Sections, Bee-

Hives. Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
Ijers. etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14Lidb New London, Wis.
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READY AGAIN

!

My location enables me to rear tliose nice
Golden Queens, by Doolittle's method, us
cheaply now as at anv time in the North.
Untested, 75c: 6 foi^ f 4.0(1; i;:, $7. ."in. Last
year's t est cd.^l.-T); select.* 1. 7."); breeder, $a.50.

Safe arrival and satisfaction guaranteed.

I R TA^sF Po""* Orange,
*l. D. V^/AOL,, Vol. Co., Fla. 5tfdb

we are up with orders for
ourONCE MORE

Golden Italian Queens
that have given siicli general satisfaction. If you
want the best, send in your orders. Single queen,
II; six for $4 50. Circul-ir tree.

CHAS. D. DUVALL, Spencerville, Hd.
Ij^ln responding: to this advcfti. ement mention Qi.EA.viNr:'

Several varieties. Best
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-

•alogue free. Address
OEBE BEOS.. St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. (JEEK, Nashville, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAJWUKl. JONKS, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

All these you can have

and still be unhappy.
A little farm well tilled,

A httle barn well filled,

A little wife well willed,
A little horse 'mo.st killed

On the cruel barbed wire. The use of Page Coiled
Spring fence would liave prevented such a catas-
trophe.

1 PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
i:?n I •~u.Hi.iiiii^ tc tlu.saiivertissment inenfo'? jLe^-VLS'.".

SAY!
Did you know TESTED
\ hat Green sold QUEEI^S
OF HIS CHOICE STRAIN

OF YELLOW HUSTLER

For Only $i.oo?
It's so. Before July 1st, 11.50.

Mismated queens, 3.5c,

Have your orders booked now.
Full colonies and nuclei at

low prices. IStfdb

J. A. Green, Ottawa, Illinois.

5=Banded Golden Italians.
Three or five banded queens, each, 7.5c; 6 for $4.25.
Nuclei and full colonies cheap. Catalogue free.

9-tfdb Ciias. //. Thies, SteeJei'f/le, III.

The abo\e cut shows our new-s'yle all slatted
tnishel hor We lici\e Invo othti styles, one ii is

slatted bottom and sidiswith solid inds in thiee
pieces cn\\e(.\ t\\eslaUedhus]\el}i()X. 1'he other has
solid ends and close bottom and slaes. and is bound
witli galvanized iron and called X\\ii galvanized hound
box. Tliese noxes were devised by T. B. Terry for
handling potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be liandier. The potatoes are pick' d up into the
boxes in the field and left' in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in these same boxes. They are of
such a size tliat two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14.^xl6%xl2)^ deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. Tl)e above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
of 15 alongside; 13 of the 15 are in the Hat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of tlie proper kinds
are' included. The slatted and (jalvaitized hound l)oxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 16 $1 50
Slatted bushel box, per crate of 12 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15. 18, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 20-page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlication.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

ms^siKiv
STct^VRSEfoS'^ENS AND BEE^r^ BUCKWHEAT
^'S:^mpleo!fourbeejourisalThe WESTERN i

BEEKEEPERVALsoOuR CATALOGUE F" R E E !.

JOS.NrSBWANDER. DesMoines.Iowa.

"Winter and Shipping Cases
Are now in sc;is in. Get our prices lui same.

I. J. STRINGHAM. 105 Park Place. N. Y.
21-20dL' I"l>:isi' mention tliis paiier.

Cash for Beeswax!
Will paj' 21c per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. stati(»n. The s-ime will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected war.
Unless you put your name on the box, and notify

us by mail of anion r.t sent. I can not liold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
era! thinjr to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing- your orders for SUPPLIES, wrlu

for prices on One-Piece Btisswood t^ections, Bcf
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, ijSmii-

kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
Utfdb New London. Wis

~^^—JVLuth's

Honey - Extractot^.
Square Glass Jloney-Japs,

Tin Buckets, Bee-hives.
Jloney-Seetions, &e., &e.

Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Snookers.

APPLY TO
^^-^-^^-^^-^^^.^^^^^

CH^S. F. ^VIOTH & SOfl, Cineinnatl, O.

SendlO-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

3ee-lp4ives.
Dovetailed or otlierwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free ftittilogue 33-33dt)

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis,

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
liSt RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPP,
ROCHESTER, l-ORAIN CO., O.

Please mention this paper.

Only 75c
for $4. Mi-smated,

Wept. 1.5.

for choice tested queens of
Green's select strain, bred for
business as well as beautj-. Six
J.5c. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted undei this head at one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and you nnist say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you pleiu^e,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regtllar
rates. This department is intended only for bona-tide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted tinder this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will he put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

w7ANTED.—To cxeliange rifle, revolver, and tele-
scope, for ferrets, P. C. pig, or offers.

E. F. Brabham, Bradsliaw, York Co., Neb.

TO TRADE—For honej—ext'd or comb—3 safety
bicj'cles, one 30-inch and 3 38-inch wheels, \k-

inch cushion tires—3 brand new, one used some.
Address Jno. A. Thornton, Lima, 111.

TO EXCHANGE—A tine lot in the beautiful city of
Ft. Worth, for 100 lbs. of comb fdn., or .3(10 ex-

tracting- combs, L. safety bicycle, or bees. Speak
quick. A bargain. $60.00 cash will buy.

G. R. RouTZAHN, Menallen, Pa.

WANTED—To exchange full colonies Ital. bees in
Dov. lilves, for pure-bred Jersey or Alderney

heifer that will drop first calf in coming winter or
early spring, or Dov. hives. C. S. Younkin,

Confluence, Somerset Co., P;i.

WANTED.—To exchange 13 swarms of bees, 12
empty hives, 48 crates filled with sections,

starters, and separators, 800 brood-frames, 60 wide-
frames in Simplicity hives, for poultry, pigeons, or
live stock. W. H. R. Olmstead,

316 North Center St., Bethlehem, Pa.

WANTED.—A turning--lathe; also Barnes com-
bined saw. P. M. LocKWOOD,

Sand Lake, Kent Co., Mich

IV^ANTED.—To exchange a new Whipple spring-
VV tooth harrow, cost $3,5.00, for watch, gun, or
any thing useful. W. A. Sanders,

Oak Bower, Hart Co.,lGa. :i

Fruit Trees, Small Fruits,

Vines, Roses, Ornamentals.
All the best new and old varieties. The celebrated

TIllDDCI I
Strawberry. New Fruits a specialty.

IIMDilLLL Buy direct and save one half. Price List

E. W. REID, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO

In writing advertisers please mention this p per

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIOI\/S, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-RAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
C^In responding to this adverti.--eiMint mention Gi.kani.nhs.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Buffalo.— Hojiey.—There is still )io activity in

the honey-market as yet, and prices are unchanged.
There are fancy pails and moderate No. 1 comb, at
14@15;,very small weight, large lots, could liardly be
placed at that; yet, as sonn as peaches are done, we
should presume the value would Improve—at least,
the demand increase. We are in the market to use
a few lots at moderate prices; and if those having
them wish to sell them for spot cash will write us
we will do our utmost to i)lease them, or we will ad-
vance 10c per lb. upon any reasonable amount of
No. 1 comb, and do our utmost with it, and remit as
soon as it is all sold. E.vt racted is in very moderate
demand, and we would not advise shipping here as
yet. Very poor grades of honey are also at a range
from 7 to 10c. Battekson & Co.,
Sept. 6. Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago. — Hoaei/.—Re(;eipts and sales of comb
honey are quite good, the best grades bringing 14,

15, and Itic. As yet there is not very much of a sur-
plus, and it may be that we shall not have any great
amount for some little time. Extracted honey sells
at from 5e to 7c, according to tiie color, flavor, and
style of package. Beeswax, about 22c.
We are having a good many calls from bee-keepers

who are visiting the Fair, and expect increased
favors of this kind as time approaches for the con-
vention. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Sept. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

New York.—ifoney.—Our market remains quiet.
New comb honey is arriving freely. Demand is

rather light as yet. We quote fancy wliite, 1-lb.

tections, 14@1.5c; off grades, irregular and not want-
ed. Extracted is selling slow. We quote: California,
')*4@6e per lb.; Soutliern, common, 6J@6.5c per gal.;
ch(jice, 70c. Beeswax dull at 23@24c per lb.

HiLDRETH Bros. & Segelken,
2S & 30 West Broadway, New York.

Chicago.—Ho/ie;/.—We want honey, and ask you
to ship all you have at once. Quote fancy selling at
16c; choice, Ifjc; No. 2, 13@14c; poor, 12c. With pros-
pects of a large crop, we a<lvise early shipments to
the market, and can guarantee satisfaction. E.x-
tracted selling at 5'/4@7, di'p-'ndirig on color, flavor,
style of package, and (]uaiititv buser will take.
Beeswax, 22@34, and we have no stock on hand.
Sept. 1. S. T. Fish &Co.,

189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Albany.—Ho uej/.—Receipts of comb honey have
been smaller thus far in Sept. than during latter
part of 4ug., and from information received up to
date the crop will be cnmparativeiy light. Comb
honey selling freely at Itir for fancy wliite; 14@15c
for No. a; 12@13 for mixed; 1(1(0)13 for Ijuckwheat.
Extiactecl moving very slowly at 6@8c.
Sept. 12. Chas. JMcCulloch & Co..

393, 395, and 397 Utoadway, Albany, N. Y.

' 'Albany.— Honey.— Honey market firming up
some, as the crop is not panning out so large as re-
ported a month ago. White comb, 14(§)16; mixed,
13@14c; dark, ll@12; extracted, white, 7'/4@8; mixed,
7c; dark, 6@6i/4. Beeswax, 2o@'i6c.

H. R. Wright.
""Sept. 15. 326, 328, 330 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

nosTo.N.—Honey.-New comb lionoy is arriving
quite freely, selling slowly ai 15@|6c per lb., in a
small way. With co >ler wt ather we expect it will
move belter. Extr icted. ther(> is a liberal supply on
tills market, .selling at 7(@He. No beeswax on hand.

Blake & Ripley,
Sept. 6. Boston, Mass.

K.\xs.\sCiTy.—Honey.—The receipts of honey lair;
<lemaiid fair. We <iuoie white 1-lb. comb, 15@16c;
amber, 12@14. Extr.icted, white, 7(<57!4 ; amlwr, 5@6c.
Beeswax, 2il@22.

Cle.mo.ns, Mason & Co.,
Sept. 7. Kansas City, Mo.

Detkoit.—/Joncy'.- B.'st white comb honey. 14c.
No dark lots offered. Extracted, 7(§i8c. Beeswax,
24c. M. H. Hunt,

Sept. 11. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland. —Honey.—No. 1 white selling at l(j)i@
17X in 1-lb. sections. Market slow. Not much call
for No. 3 goods at present. Selling at 14@15c. Bees-
wax, 23c. Supply limited.

Williams Bros.,
Sept. 5. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Kansas City.—Honey.—Receipts of honev light.
White comb, 1-lb., 16; light weight, 14. Extracted,
white, 7'^; amber, 6i4(®7; dark, 5@5Vi. Stock very
light. Beeswax in good demand, 22(^25.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Sept. 7. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Honey.—Honey very quiet, apparently
no demand. We quote comb, 10(t^l6c, according to
quality. Extracted, 4i4@5X. Prime beeswax, 21c.

D. G. TUTT Grocer Co.,
Sept. 6. St. Louis, Mo.

WANTED.—Comb and extracted honey, on com-
mission or spot cash. I have a ready sale for both
white and buckwheat. I. J. Stringham,

105 Park Place, New York city.

FOR SALE.—Extracted clover and basswood
honey at 8c per lb. M. Isbell, Norwich, N. Y.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igt^db and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALERS & Hnnpu "^^^ Rf^t^Qu/nv
COMMISSION MEEGH.^iTTs. noney .9^ oeeswax.

Established 1875.

White SHIPPINQ=CASES.
To have your honey sell well, use our beautiful

cases, 12 and 34 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the apiary.

M. H. HUIVT, Bell Branch, Mich.

To Get Acquainted,
We will .send the Bee=keepers' Enterprise from now
until Jan., '95 (16 months), for .5(i c; or 3 months for
15 cts. You will be pleased with your investment,
in either case.

Burton L. Sage,

New Haven, = = Conn.
C^ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Aurora Farm for Sale.
Owing to p(jor health, and wishing a change, I will

sell my farm to an immediate pnrchaser, on ea.sy
terms. Here are the advantages and facilities.
Fine climate, good soil, adapted to potato-raising
and high-pressure gardening; abundance of water
for irrigating and house nse; four R. K. stations;
and two good cities within an hour's di'ive; beauti-
ful, hard, smooth, level roads into tlie cities. For
further particulars address, at once,

THEO. V. JESSUP,
P. O. Box 367, Greeley, Colo.

t^In respondiiiK to lliis iiilvfiti-eniiiit mention Gleaninos.

BEES FOR SALE.
Thirty colonies in No, 1 shape, mostly in new L.

hives. "The lot foi- SlOll.tM). or $3..50 each in small lots.

Pure Italian, $5.iiti.

"IF. /->. SO/^K/e, .TacliHon, Miah.

California Bee-Keepers !

Can obtain ROOT'S (JOODS, also California-
made Supplies, from

WM. STYAN, SAN MATEO. CAL.
ltS''ln respondinif to this advertisement mpntion Gleaninos.
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QUEENS I have a large lot of fine, untested, Italian queens, and to dispose of
them as quickly as possible, that the nuclei may be united, I offer
them at 7.5c each, or a queen and the Review from July (when the Ex-
periment Apiary reports be^an) to the end of the year for an even $1 00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

_t ^.y —, .—^ r^ __ —. ^ p*^/^ A C»C^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORTC-H PC-t. C.OOAr't.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook.

Chas. F. Nluth.'jBO. S Reese. J. H. Martin. John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

Prices -—Each, post-paid, with directions. 20c.; per doz.. $2.2:). Return them and get your money back

after trial if nut satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. &, E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

Q

Queens, Yes, Queens,
And good ones too. My sales have been so large I

have just caught up with orders. But I am now pre-

pared to send by return mail:
Tested, each $1 SO

Warran.ed, each 80
" per >^ dozen 4"50
" per dozen 8.00

Untested, each 70
per 10 6.00

Now, if you want good stock at a low price, send
in your orders at once. Address

\\^ AV. CARV, Coleraiit, Masx.
One of the oldest and largest Ijreeders in America.

16-tfbd Mention Gleanings.

ueens Yenow ^^
Great big yellow beauties, worth many times their

weight in gold. That is the kind of queens Trego
raises.

Who Buys Them?
Geo. E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, W. S. Hart, J.

F. Mclntyre, Jas. A. Green, and about 600 otliers not
so well known. For the rest of the season there will

be very few drones near me except very yellow
ones, and nearly every queen should get 4 and 5

banded Ijees.

Ventura, Cal , Aug. 18, 1893.

S. F. r»e£f();—Enclosed find $5.00 for 6 queens.
Since I have been in California I have bought
queens of nearly all of the principal breeders in the
U. S.. but I never had queens that gave me the satis-

faction in all points that yours do.
L. E. Mercek.

Mr. M. is one of California's great houey-producers,
and ought to be a good judge of queens.

One warranted queen, $1.00; six for $5.00. Money-
order olMce Cable, 111.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, = = = m.

j^"Iii ruspondlne to this advertisement mention GLBLtNiNas

If You Wish to Smile,
Try my fine Italian queens. Either 3 or 5 banded,
bred in different yards, 75 cts. each; *4.25 for 6. or
$8.00 per doz. Prices to dealers, and by the quantity,
on application. Pine breedeis, 85.00; always on
hand. Prices for those that produce strictly 5-band-
ed iDees, on application. Remember, I guarantee
safe arrival, and satisfaction in tlie bounds of rea-
son. MRS. i7JEAAJI5 A^TCIIT.BY,

B&e^ville, Kee Co., T&xas.

P/\TENT WIRED 00MB FOUNDATION
Has iVo Sajr in HrooO-t'rames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishlione in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually worked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

er» '^^^- each foi' untested queens from liest impoj't-
O" cd mothers. W. C. Frazier, Atlantic, Iowa.

A
large, yellow, prolific queen, 75c; 6 for $4.

Breeders, the very best, strictly pure,
guaranteed to breed all yellow queens, $3.

Satisfaction given. Reference, A. I. Root.
VV. H. LAWS, Lavaca, Seb. Co , Ark.

Oh, Mamma

!

Have you heard of the

200-Page Bee-Hook
given to every I^E^^
Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest, Best.

Cheapest and the only
Weekly Bee -Paper
in America. b2-pag s

;

^^ S>1 a year. Sample fr^f^
GEO.W.YORK&C:)

56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILJ-

To new sub.scribers: the journal alone S(Mit

for 3 months for 20 cents.

Great
Reduction.
Sections at

prices. Hives,

BIG DISCOUNT

greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc. , at Bed - Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

G. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Ittclb i»lease mention this paper.

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb.; brood, 40 cts.

No. sections, $3.75 per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumpek, Bankers, Mich.

FRANKLIN COLLEGE,
New Athens, (>., opens 69th year Sept. 4. Board, rent
ot books, and room, ^l.f-iO to S'J a week. Board,
room, books, tuition, fuel, and light cost only S120
a ye.ir of 40 weeks; total expenses, SlSki. Diplomas
for classical, scientific, commercial, normal, music,
art, shorthand, and elocution couises. Sent out U.
S. Senators, Governors, etc., and 263 ministers, J of
total alumni. No saloons. Healthful. Largest at-

tendance yet. Send for catalogue.

W. A. WILLIAMS, D. D., Pres't.
Cyin responding to this advertisement mention Gleakings.
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STRAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Are you going to Chicago October 11 ?

A YOUNG bf:e sheds its skin about half a doz-
en times while in the larval state.

Say. Doolittle. the wire cloth I use to kill

bees has throe meshes to the inch; and when
one of its wires hits a bee it hurts.

A REMEDY FOR ANTS is giveii in Revue. It
consists of pulverizpd crude napthaline scat-
tered in the places frequented by the ants.

Crossness, especially late in the season, is

given as the leading characteristic of Funics, in
Bulletin No. 3(). Department of Agriculture.

Drones from unfertilized queens, and even
those from laying workers raised in worker-
cells, Cheshire thinks, are just as good as any.

A Fi>YiNG BEE is supposed to vibrate its

wings from 200 to 400 times in a second —say
20.000 times in a minute. Lively work, isn't it?

PoLT.EN is used by the French as a ferment
for hydromel. Why doesn't some enterprising
Yankee start the manufacture of yeast from
pollen ?

A WOMAN sometimes thinks she isn't in very
big business when she's busy at housekeeping.
But the rest of the family don't think it's very
little business if she drops out of it for a while.

A QUEEN has about 5000 eyes; a worker from
that to 0000, and a drone twice as many as a
worker. I'm glad Tm not a bee, for with only
two eyes I can see much that ought to be done.

A queen's brain is not so large as that of a
worker, and Cheshire thinks a quoen doesn't
know as much as a worker. The queen lays
eggs, and the workers run all the other business
of the hive.

People are more inclined to get fat as they
grow older. Not so with bees. A perfect bee
weighs little more than half as much as it did
when, in the grub state, it commenced spinning
its cocoon.

Reversing frames has been little mention-
ed of late. In reply to a question about it in
A. B. J., only three out of twenty-five think it

of any use beyond getting frames filled with
comb to the bottom-bar.

Are bees very regular about the time of
sealing up queen-cells? It seems to me that I

have sometimes, when destroying queen-cells,
found them containing grubs much too small
to be of the regulation age.

"Just AS SOON as it is warm enough in the
spring for bees to fly," says Hutchinson, in ^.
B. J., ' I would remove them from the cellar."
You wouldn't keep that up many years, W. Z.,
if you lived at Marengo.
Drones are said to be free commoners. I nev-

er had much proof of it till this year. I have
two colonies of half-blood Funics, the drones
being pure, and those ebony-black gentlemen
are scattered all over the apiary.

Fulled queens, according to H. F. Coleman,
in ^. B. J., should not be handled, the end of
the cell being opened and the queen allowed to
run down of her own accord. I handle mine;
but the other way might be safer.

Funics are just like blacks in their readiness
to run and fall off the combs, but exactly the
reverse of blacks in their way of finishing up
combs, the blacks making very white combs
and Funics the greasiest-looking of all.

" By feeding each colony seven or eight
pounds of sugar syrup at the end of the season,
it will be stored in the center of the hive, and
it will be largely this food that the bees will
consume during their confinement."—ifutc/iin-
son, in A. B. J.

A NOVEL PLAN for stopping robbing is given
by M. D. Andes, in A. B. J. He " removed the
queens from the hives that were robbing, and
in 30 minutes the robbing ceased." After being
queenless 48 hours they had their queen re-
turned, and all was lovely.

Brood in sections never troubles me much,
although there is nothing to hinder queens go-
ing up into supers if they want to. This year,
however. I have not seen brood in a single sec-
tion. Is it because the honey-flow was unusu-
ally heavy this year?

Gallup, the old original Gallup, says, in

A. B. J., that it is so common for stray swarms
to take possession of vacant chimneys, etc., in
California, that "in letting a contract for a
house it is now customary to insert in the con-
tract that it must be bee-proof."

That bad smell that I complained of. com-
ing in the hives this year directly after clover
harvest, M. B. Bergey thinks is a disease. A
few of his colonies liave it yeai'ly. tlu^ bees dy-
ing in droves. I doubt whether mine is the
same. I think no bees die in my case. Is his a
new disease ?

WiNTEHiNG IN RussiA, whether it be from
hardier bees or a moister climate, or what not, in
spite of the S(>vere cold, seems more successful
than here. Mme. Levaschof reports in Revue,
that, out of 40 colonies, she lost only one, and
that by her own fault—this with five months of
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10 to 35 degrees below zero, and no flight. Col-
onies in open air wintered best, those suttering
most being strong colonies packed too warm.
Friend Root, between you and Hasty and

Doolittle you're getting the rule for cutting
queen-cells twisted into pretty bad shape.
Doolittle's old rule, 5 days after swarming, and
again 5 days later, worked well with me; but
you'll miss cells, no matter what the number of

days.

The quality of honey in this country this

year, so far as reported, seems unusually fine.

On the contrary, in the region of Revue Inter-
nationale, Switzerland and France, the quality
is unusually bad, honey-dew being abundant,
and darkening all honey. Nearly all kinds of

trees seem to afford the trotiblesome stuff'.

I AM ASKED to tell how I came out with those
big bees from Florida. Unfortunately I lost the
queen by swarming before I could test them on
red clover, but I had a chance to find whether
they built larger cells than other bees. They
built them larger than five to the inch, but I

found other bees did the Scime.

Starting queen-cells is not always a sign
of queenlessness when a frame of brood is given
to a nucleus. Often, if not generally, if a frame
of brood is given just after a young queen is

hatched, the bees will start cells, only to tear
them down a little later. Perhaps they want
them as security in case the young queen is lost.

A TOOL that will easily and quickly start the
dummy when lifting it out of a Dovetail hive
is one of the things that I should like. Who
has the best? and what is it like? I think the
worst thing about the Dovetail hive with fixed

frames is the trouble of getting out the dummy.
That's as much as to say there isn't any thing
very bad about the Dovetails.

A LARGER BATCH OF STATISTICS.

E. E. HASTY COMPLETELY DISPROVES ALL THE
OLD-TIME RULES.

"rafts." Here are the figures for 300 swarms,
lacking one.

I didn't feel satisfied with so slender a show
of statistics as I made out of this year's second
swarms, on page 064. With so few as 22 swarms,
the chapter of accidents has almost as much to
do with results as general principles have. I

did not relish the big job of collating my whole
14 years of records; but the upshot of it was,
that I went and did just that. I found record
of the time of 299 second swarms—a number
large enough to pretty well swamp the acci-
dental elements of the calculation. So the fig-

ures given below I'epresent *" bed rock " so far
as this apiary is concerned. As I intimated
before, I think similar records from other apia-
ries where "swarm fever" is unknown are
likely to vary widely from these. And yet (the
world is so full of misconceptions) I feel a little

shaky, even about that conclusion. I think we
are entitled to know in this "end of the age"
whether Langstroth's declaration, that the sec-
ond swarm usually comes nine days after the
first, is "a mile off'" from the truth or not.
Those words, strictly construed, would imply
that more than half the number of seconds fell

on the ninth day. With me, as you see, it is

only one-sixth. The figures given before seem-
ed to indicate that eight-day swarms were
much more numerous than nine-day swarms.
This is simply one of the errors resulting from
not having a sufficient number of swarms under
cousideration. and the aggregated record re-
verses it. JJoth eight-day swarms and nine-
day swarms are a little inclined to come in

At () days 3

At 7 days (i

At S days :i2

At 9 days 48
At 10 days 4G
At 11 days 48

At 12 days 39
At 13 days 34
At 14 days 24
At 15 days 6
At 16 days 9
At 17 days 4

Just look at this table, and think of the aD-
surdity of saying that the second swarm is
" sure to come out the eighth day," or " sure to
come out the ninth day "

1 Granting these fig-

ures, swarming reaches a maximum the ninth
day and continues unchanged three days, the
slight decline of two the tenth day being evi-
dently accidental.
To show how easily one's impressions may

get wrong, I remark that, before collating these
records, I thought that twelve days was my
maximum. The fact is, that there is a plain
though not very heavy falling-off' the twelfth
day. As ninth, tenth, and eleventh days are
alike, so there are three other days quite near-
ly alike—the eighth, the twelfth, and the thir-
teenth—the twelfth slightly preponderating.
Then there is a considerable fall, and the four-
teenth day has just half the maximum number.
Also the three concluding days, during which
swarms are occurrent, but rare, differ but little.

As to the few six-day and seven-day swarms,
probably some of them, and perhaps nearly all,

are not really normal second swarms. VVhen
the superseding of a queen and swarming come
on together, the second swarm is usually timed
to the first as noi-mal thirds are to normal sec-
onds; but I see no reason why occasional ones
might not come out six or seven days after. So,
to be worth any thing, records of seconds at six
and seven days must be verified by looking at
the prime to see if it really had a fertile queen
at hiving time. This I do not remember of do-
ing in either one of the tabulated instances.
Concerning your practical inquiry about bet-

ter time rules for cutting celh, I'm afraid that
is rather hopeless. Some of us will be content
to give up altogether the job of cutting cells to
prevent swarming; but cutting ripe cells when
we want them to use is also one of our needs;
and it is quite vexatious to go to a hive that we
think ought to have ripe cells, and find nothing
but very green ones; and waiting until the
cells are sure to be ripe, and having them all

destroyed, isn't very funny either. And we do
not all feel "solid " as to whether a cell is ripe
or green from the looks on the outside. The
prevalence of eight-day swai'ms brings in a
difficulty about destroying cells the eighth day
which should not be overlooked. If the bees
have made their minds up during the night
and early morn to swarm, I do not think the
destruction of the cells will change that I'esolu-

tion at once. I should expect them to swarm
just the same, and leave the old stand with no
queen, and no means of rearing any.

E. E. Hasty.
Richards, Lucas Co., Ohio, Sept. 7.

WHAT SHOULD THE GOVERNMENT DO FOR
APICULTURE T

WHAT IT HAS DONE FOR OTHER INDUSTRIES.

In order to find what the government should
do for apiculture we must see what its relative
importance is to other industries, and what it

has done for them; then we are in a position to
see what aid it would be reasonable to expect
and to what it should be applied.
Some years since, the government created a
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Bureau of Animal Industry. Through this bu-
reau they have investigated the diseases of
animals, their cause and prevention. This has
employed some of the best talent in our land.
It has cost very large sums of money, and has
accomplished much good. The investigation
into the cause and prevention of "'Texas Fever,''
alone, has been worth to the country many
times the cost of the whole investigation.
This bureau has giv(Hi the country a large

and well -written book on the horse and his
diseases; on cattle and their diseases, and a
special report of the sheep industry of the
United States, of an even thousand pages: also

a book on the animal parasites of sheep. No
more valuable books than these can be in the
hands of those interested in these several
branches of animal industry. But so far the
general government has done nothing for the
bee-keepers. There are in the United Slates
about 4.5 million sheep. These have received
attention from the govi^rnment in proportion to
their importance as an industry.
There are no reliable data by which we can

determine the number of colonies of bees in the
United States. There can be no doubt, how-
ever, that there is from one-third to one-half as
many colonies of bees as there are number of
sheep; and a colony of bees will average as
much income as a sheep; therefore the bee-
industry in the United States should have one-
third as much attention from the government
as the sheep-industry. Should it receive one-
third the amount of aid that has been given to
the sheep-raisers, and the money be judiciously
used, it would solve many problems that are
now mysteries. It costs the bee-keepers of
America thousands of dollars each year trying
hives, fixtures, and experiments, which they
abandon as useless long before they are worn
out.
How much money have the bee-keepers of

America paid for Simplicity hives? How many
of them are now in satisfactory use? Who can
tell the thousands of dollars sealed covers have
cost the American apiarist? What has been
the cost to the country of swarm-catchers, self-
hivers, and non-swarming attachments, and
other similar devices? and how many of them
till the bill?
While all these things are a step upward, and

in this respect are to be encouraged, yet they
should be tested more thoroughly before Lhey
are given to the people in such a wholesale
manner. To test such things we need an ex-
periment station, with an appropriation of
llS.OOO per year, the same as is now given by
the government to the several wState experiment
stations. This would suffice to have one gen-
eral station, and have parties in several parts
of the country to try experiments in their parts.
If such work were properly conducted it would
be very valuable. Besides investigating things
of a practical nature, such a station could in-
vestigate things of a scientific nature on which
apiarists are not now agreed.
We should like to know how many pounds of

honey an iivcrace colony consumes during a
year. How many pounds of honey does it take
to make a pound of beeswax? Do bees ever re-
move eggs from one cell to another to raise
queens? Do worker bcu's. in order to become
"laying workers." mai-e with drones? Will
the drones from laying workers fertilize queens?
Will the drones from unmated queens fertilize
(lueens? Would a strain of bees inbred, be-
yond the range of any other bees, degenerate?
Besides these we want to know how much
foundation it pays to use, both in brood-cham-
ber and in sections; just how much more ex-
tracted than comb honey (if any) bees will
make. In fact, the things we do know are very

few; and the things we do not know are in-
numerable.
Some may say, " Why, I have conducted

some of the experiments mentioned, and have
settled them beyond a doubt." Friend, you are
too fast; you hn,ve gone off at "half-cock."
The number of experiments thoroughly dem-
onstrated is very small. When a man makes a
discovery, or thinks he does, the first thing he
does is to write to his favorite bee-journal, an-
nouncing his discovery (?) in the most glowing
terms, calling upon the whole world to "see
our light;" when the fact is, in nine cases out
of ten, there is no light. It's peculiar how each
leader in apiculture makes all his efforts tend
to demonstrate some pet idea. If he believes a
certain kind of hive is the best, all his efforts
and experiments tend to show that it is. If a
certain strain of bees meets his fancy, all his
experiments seem to confirm his belief: but
such seems to be the tendency of life. If a
government station were established, much of
its efSciency would depend upon the apiarist in
charge. If he were a man of hobbies, its use-
fulness would be limited; if open to conviction
much good would result. We are fortunate in
having in America just the man to conduct
such a station—one in whom we all have im-
plicit confidence—a man with but one hobby;
that is, he believes the pure Carniolan bee is as
good a race as can be found; and although I
breed and advocate another race, I do not know
but he is correct. I refer to Mr. Frank Benton,
of Washington, D. C, one whom I believe we
should all be pleased to see placed at the head
of an experiment station, if such a thing were
to be established by our government.
Atlantic, Iowa. Aug. 28. W. C. Fraziek.

GIVING QUEENS TO COLONIES IMMEDIATELY
AFTER SWARMING.

G. M. DOOLITTLE STATES HIS OB.JECTIONS.

I am asked to give an article in Gleanings
on the plan of giving each colony a laying
queen immediately after swarming, as is recom-
mended by some, and also telling whether I

consider the plan a good one or not. As I do
not consider the plan a good one, I will try to
give my reasons for so thinking.
For years we have been told that no colony

should go without a laying queen for a single
day, if it were possible to give it one; and plans
for introducing queens which required that the
hive should be queenless a week or so previous
have been severely criticised. We have also been
told that the bee-keeper who wishes to secure
the best results from his bees should havfc a
laying queen ready to give to each colony as
soon as it swarms, as the time lost to the old
colony in rearing a queen is equivalent to a
swarm of bees. Being eager to know for my-
self all of the plans which would give the best
results, I liave experimented largely along these
lines; and the truth of the statement, that the
time lost to the bees in rearing a queen in natu-
ral swarming is equivalent to a swarm of bees,
is the first n^ason that the plan has not been a
success with me. If it were bees that I were
after, the case would be different. With us the
white clovf'r yields only enough to keep the
bees breeding nicely, and prepares them so that
they swarm mainly from June '.'Oth to .luly 1st.

Our honey-harvest is principally from bass-
wood, which blooms from July .^th to IGth.
Now, all who are familiar with natural swarm-
ing know that the bees are comparatively few
in spring, and increase by the rapidly increas-
ing brood produced by the queen, which in due
time hatch into bees, until a swarm is the re-
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suit. By giving a laying queen to a colony im-
mediately after it has cast a swarm, we bring
about the same result (natural swarming) as
before, or we place the bees in tlie same condi-
tion. The only difference is, that, having plen-
ty of brood, they build up quicker and are pre-
pared to swarm in a shorter time. As this sec-
ond swarming, brought about by giving the
laying queen, comes right in our basswood-
honey harvest, it cut^ oflf the surplus honey;
for it is well known that bees having the swarm-
ing fever do little or no work in the section
boxes; and if allowed to swarm, the object we
have sought (section honey) is largely beyond
our reach.
Having given my experience on this point, let

us see how the same colony would work had we
not given the bees a laying queen.
Eight days after the swarm issued, the first

young queen would have emerged from her cell,

as a rule, when the apiarist should remove all

the other queen-cells from the hive, so that sec-
ond swarming is entirely prevented. In ten
days more our young queen is ready to lay.

which is about the lime basswood begins to
yield honey largely. During this period, be-
tween the time the swarm issued and when the
young queen commences to lay, the bees, not
having any bees to nurse for the last half of the
time, consume but little honey; hence, as fast
as the young bees emerge from the cells they
are filled with honey; for bees not having a
queen nor any unse^Jed brood seldom build any
comb in the sections. Thus, when the young
queen is ready to lay she finds every available
cell stored with honey. At this point the in-

stinct of the bees teaches them that they must
have brood or else they will soon cease to exist
as a colony, and a general rush is made for the
sections. The honey from below is carried
above, so as to give the queen room, and in a
week we have, as a result, the sections nearly
filled with honey, as this honey carried from be-
low, together with that from the fields, now
gathered with renewed vigor, rushes things
along wonderfully. I have had such colonies
fill and complete section honey to the amount
of sixty pounds in from ten to twelve days,
while those to which I had given a laying queen
immediately after swarming did little else than
swarm during the same time. Different loca-
tions may give different results; still, I think
nearly all locations give a large flow of honey
at a certain period during the season, rather
than a steady, continuous honey-harvest the
whole summer. To such sections these remarks
are applicable.
My second reason is, that, after basswood, we

have a lioney-dearth, hence the bees from the
introduced queen are of no real value, but, on
the contrary, become consumers. On an aver-
age it takes 37 days from the time the eggs are
laid till the bee goes to the field to labor; hence
the eggs for the honey-gathering bees must be
deposited in the cells that length of time before
the honey -harvest ends, or else they are of no
value as honey-producers. As the basswood is

all gone before the eggs of the introduced queen
Isecome honey-producing bees, and as the larger
part of them die of old age before buckwheat
and fall flowers yield honey, it will be seen that
a great gain is made by letting each old colony
having cast a swarm rear its own queen; for
thereby we save the expensive feeding of the
larvte, which are to become expensive consum-
ers of the honey of the hive. The chances also
are, that, where the colony rears its own queen,
it will be better stocked with younger bees for
wintering in November than where a queen
was introduced immediately after swarming.
The one point worth knowing above all oth-

ers in bee-keeping is a thorough knowledge of

the location we are in, as to its honey resources,
and then secure the largest amount of bees pos-
sible at that time or those times to gather the
honey, having just as few at all other times as
is consistent with the accomplishm<'nt of this
object. In working so that we have the bees
out of season, we have to pay the same price
for them that we should to secure them so that
each one becomes a producer instead of a con-
sumer.

If all who read this article will study their
locality, and then rear the bees in reference to
that location, I think they will find that their
bees will do as well as those of their more suc-
cessful neighbors. We often hear it said, that
one colony in an apiary did much better than
the rest; and, had they all done as well, a large
crop of honey would have been the result. The
reason that one colony did so well was because
it happened to have a large proportion of its
bees of the right age to gather honey just in the
honey-harvest; and if we can get all in this
condition we can secure a like result from the
whole apiary. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y., Sept. 5.

A GLIMPSE OF A WISCONSIN APIARY.

OUR OLD FRIEND F. L. SNYDER, AND SOME-
THING ABOUT THE HONEY CROl'. THE

FAMILY, ETC.

Friend Root:—Do you remember that, just
four years ago to-day. you left our home for
Mr. Pickard's, Freeborn's, and Hatch's ? It
seems many years to me since then; and as I

read in Gleanings about your travels, I thank
God that he gives you health and strength that
you may go and see, and tell us of the wonders
there are to be seen. I have not so much honey
now as then, but my garden is much nicer.
My Early Sunrise and Potentate potatoes are
wonderful, while the Freeman and Polaris are
trying to outdo each other.
While I am talking with you in regard to my

garden I will spud you a picture of a part of our
bee-yard and home, just as it looked two weeks
ago.
Last year was a total failure here, except,

while many of the best bee-keepers had to feed
sugar, mine had enough honey to winter on:
and this year we are working them " for all

there is in them." We have had the worst
spring dwindling in 1893 we ever had. We lost
fully half, hence not so much honey as in other
years. We do not use queen-excluding honey-
boards, so you see the boys are after the queens
in the top-boxes. Charley, on the right, is now
14 years old. All he knows in bee-keeping is

what he learned in our yard, and by reading
Gleanings and the ABC; yet I think he is

able to take care of and make it a success with
a thousand colonies, if he had men to do the
lifting. You see, he has his bee-hat in his
hand. He will work but very little without it,

and he will use no smoker but the Bingham.
He does^not like the bees, and they do not like

him; but he will not be driven out of the yard.
Then he has his smoker, but he declares he will
never have a bee on his place when he gets to
be a man.
Right in front is Grover C, 9 years old. His

hands are not strong enough to blow a Bing-
ham, so he takes the Clark. He thiuKS the
Clark is better, for it does not make the bees so
hot when the smoke hits them. He is, perhaps,
the most restless boy in the bee-yard, living.

More than half of his time he is without hat or
stockings or shoes on. He has been working
with the bees about four years himself; and he
and his brother Ernest, two years younger,
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have bees of their own, and they must have the
best of care in the spring when bi'ought out of
the cellar. By the picture you will notice
Grover has forgotten himself, and is taking a
sly look at the strange lady taking the picture.
It was taken about 11 o'clock. The bees were
flying strongly, yet you can see by his looks he
does not care for them. Just back of him is

Helena. She has worked with bees ever since
we have had bees, till within the last two or
three years, when she had enough to do to help
her grandma take care of the rest of us. She
will keep bees when she gets a home of her
own.
That other lady is the new queen in the

" Snyder hive." I brought her home last win-
ter. I can not name her race, for in size she
resembles the little brown or German bee; in
color and disposition, the Italian; and when
any one tries to drive her she shows the
Cyprian. In a moment of energy you would
call her perhaps a hybrid—a rather mixed-up
mess; but she was not imported; she is full
American; and should we ever be so lucky as
to have you come to this part of Wisconsin and
our place, you can get a good glass of lemonade,
and she will be happy to see you; and I know
she and grandma will do their best to make it

pleasant for you or any one else from the Home
of the Honey-bee.
Those four in the background just happened

to be here. Ernest R. and his grandma are in
Minnesota this summer. At the left, and back
of Charley, is vour humble servant-

Orion, Wis., July, 1893. F. L. Snyder.

[Those who have Gleanings for 1S89 will
find, by looking on page 680, that I greatly
enjoyed myself once on a time when I found
this pretty home on the banks of the beautiful
Wisconsin River. We had beautiful soft
water and just the nicest lemonade; and before
retiring at night friend S. gave me the big arm-
chair and the old family Bible; and while we
were having a little visit that I shall always
remember, he told me he had learned through
Gleanings to make that Bible his friend and
counselor, and his hope, even when grim death
laid its hand on' one of that little household.
I remember the vine-covered porch to the
honey-house, and the stairs that led to the
little room above. I remember, too, the fruit
and the flowers, and the pretty garden. The
memory of that visit makes me long to repeat
it. May God ever bless and watch over your
little flock, friend .S.; and may he give wisdom
and understanding, both to you and the " new
queen " as you together lead them all in the
way of eternal life.—A. I. R.]

WILL TWO QUEENS FIGHT I

interesting facts from observation.

I wish you would say to that jolly old fellow
and fun-maker, Dr. Miller, that we Southerners
had thought he was a real practical apiarist
until we saw in Stray Straws where he said, " I

never saw two laying queens show fight—did
you?" Why. bless the doctor's heart! If he
had put it, " I never saw them fail to show
fight—did you?" then we should have had the
same high opinion of him that we have always
had on any thing pertaining to the bee-business.
His queens haven't got the grit ours have here
in the South, or else he has not tried the exper-
iment often of caging two laying queens to-
gether. I have tried it often, and never failed
to see them show fight, and that to the death
of one of them.

DO virgin queens meet the drone more
THAN ONCE BEFORE COMMENCING TO LAY?
I say she does, for I have witnessed it the

third time this summer; that is, I have seen
three different queens this spring and summer
return to the hives showing signs of having
met the di'one the second time. The circum-
stances were these: I was sitting by a hive one
afternoon, that I knew contained a virgin
queen. I saw the queen come out and make
the thii'd trip that afternoon. The last time
she was gone quite awhile, but returned, show-
ing all signs of having met the drone. As I was
in need of some queens (that I had promised a
friend), I kept close watch of this queen, look-
ing into the hive every few days for about a
week, to see if she was laying; but all to no
purpose, when at last one day I opened it and
found she was gone. I then closed it, and went
and got a queen-cell, and was about to put it

into the hive, when, to my surprise, I saw the
same queen come in at the entrance, showing
all signs of having met the drone the second
time. I have also seen the same thing twice
since that, as above stated. Who says I am
wrong? It's the case with all of our domestic
animals; why not with the queen-bees?

I witnessed a queen laying in a queen-cell.
I believe it is claimed by some that a queen
never deposits the egg in a cell from which a
rival queen is to be reared; but I had always
doubted such being the case, and . now I know
they do at least deposit eggs in them some-
times, for I have jusi witnessed the sigiit. I

have a hive in my yard, the ([ueen of which
has been showing signs of failure for some
time. I have just had the hive open; and,
while holding a frame in my hands, I saw the
queen depositing eggs in drone comb right close
to a queen -cell. I watched her for a f"W mo-
ments, and she crawled up to the queen-cup,
and peeped in (as she always does before de-
positing eggs in any cell), and curved herself
up and deposited an egg with as much uncon-
cern as she did in any of the drone comb.

THE HONEY CROP A FAILURE FOR THREE
Y'EARS.

The honey crop has been a failure here for
three years. It doesn't stop at the honey crop
being a failure this year, but crops of all kinds
are a failure this year—that is. in this part of
the State. L. B. Smith.
Lometa, Texas, July 30.

[Dr. Miller replies:]

I am sorry to lose the good opinion of Bro.
Smith, but I suppose it's better to tell the
truth, even if I lose caste with the whole Smith
family; and the plain truth is, I never saw two
laying queens fight. It is true, I never saw
them put to the test in a great number of cases,
but I have known a number of cases where they
got along peaceably together.

I am well aware that some stoutly insist that,
whenever two queens get together, there's
bound to be a funeral, but I can hardly under-
stand how they can insist there are no excep-
tions to the rule in face of the considerable
number of those who have reported finding two
queens in a hive. Only lately there was re-
ported in Gleanings a case in which two
queens were dwelling together in a sisterly

manner, and that right in the sanctum of
(tLEANINGS. What object would there or could
there be in such cases for false reports?
From the fact that Bro. Smith has seen so

many cases in which laying queens fought, I

suppose my experience in the matter is some-
what exceptional, but that doesn't alter the
truth. At the present lime I have no less than
three colonies with two queens in each, or, at
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least, they were there the last time I visited
them, only a few days ago. In one case both
queens are laying, and in the other two the
younger Queens have not yet commenced to lay.

I doubt whether two queens often continue to-
gether very long in one' hive, the older one
being about played out. I think.

I think there is a tendency to pin our faith a
little too closely to established tradition in a
good many cases, and there is also too great a
tendency to settle rules upon too limited an ex-
perience. Not very long ago I raised the ques-
tion whether laying workers were ever present
before all brood had disappeared. I was prompt-
ly answered that laying workers often com-
riienced their work while brood is present, and
since then I have had more than one case of
the kind, in some cases a young queen being
either present or on the way. I once saw a
queen sting to death a worker, and reported it.

It was a somewhat dangerous thing to do, for
my veracity was called in question, simply be-
cause the one who disputed it had never seen
any thing of the kind himself.
Now. at the risk of being called an idiot and

a liar. I"ra going to say that, in a number of
cases. I have seen two virgin queens together
for some time before there was any tight, al-

though the queens could not but be aware of
each other's presence, as they touched more
than once. On the other hand, I have seen two
virgins fight to the death not a minute after
emerging from the cell.

There are exceptions to all rules generally,
and sometimes the exceptions are so many that
it is hard to say which is exception and which
is rule. C. C. M.

[Referring to the matter of a virgin queen
being fertilized more than once before laying,
we would say the facts observed by our corres-
pondent are rather new. Has any one else
observed the same? We have always taught,
and have been taught, that once meeting the
drone sufficed.]

TAYLOR'S NON-SWARMING PLAN.

WHY THE I.ANGDON PLAN WON'T WOKK.

Friend Root:—The fact that I am and have
been experimenting on a non-swarming hive or
system of manipulation to efl'ect that purpose,
is generally known to the readers of the bee-
journals, t se<' that tlie Langdon devic(! has
failed lo come to time, the results and reports
of R. L. Taylor and Mr. Secor settling that
fact. Tlie editor of tlie Bee keepers' Review
knows that I have never had any hoj^e of the
Langdon plan succeeding, there being more
than one reason for expecting failure, to one
who liad already practically explored the
ground occupied by both Langdon and Aiken.
My experiments this year have not darkened

the hope of yet perfecting a practical plan
whereby swarming can be controlled, even if

we could not get quite so much honey. A phin
that would enable us to escape tiiat constant
watching thiough the whole woi'king season
that is now a necessity, and enable us to keep
either a home yard or out-yards by visiting
them and giving a little attention once a week,
would be a great boon. This much I will as-
sure the bee-keepers: I will not offer anything,
either for sale or even trial, until I have some-
thing certain to offer. The plan I am now
working on is radically different from the
Langdon plan. There is a similarity in some
respects; but the radical difference is. that the
plan of Mr. L. contemplates two hives and two
entirely distinct families, with entirely separate
entrances: while my plan is one hive with

practically but one family, all the bees using
one common alighting-board and entrance,
but with two queens, these queens to be kept
separated by a wire-cloth partition through the
center of the hive. This partition, however,
serves other purposes than keeping the queens
apart, as it is entirely necessary in order to ma-
nipulate the bees as desired. The possibility
of working a single colony of worker bees with
two queens in a single hive divided by a gauze
partition is no longer an experiment. 1 now
state here the fact that I am working such col-
onies with entire success, the whole colony of
workers using either side of the hive, and ac-
cepting either queen, without the least dis-

turbance. This is what I claim as my discov-
ery, and I shall keep myself protected legally
in its use, so that, if it ever proves successful in
serving a useful purpose, there will be no ques-
tion of priority to dispute about.
The bees I used in the new hives this season

were blacks; and to determine whether the
bees did fully fraternize I removed one black
qtieen from each of two hives early in the sea-
son, and replaced them with pure Italians.
Thus there was a black queen in one side of

each hive, and an Italian in the other. The
point aimed at was to see whether the Italian
bees, after they hatched out, would all retnain
in their own side of the hive with their mother,
or would accept the whole hive and both
queens as their home. After several examina-
tions I found, to my great joy. that the yellow
Italians were equally distributed in both apart-
ments, and were indiscriminately intermixed
throughout the hive.

I next tried removing both black queens and
substitttting Italians, to see whether the bees
from the other side would regard them with
disfavor; and, after releasing the new queens
and waiting several days. I examined the hives
and again was overjoyed to find my pet queens
peacefully and quietly doing duty.
Now, friends. I have good reason to hope that

I shall yet succeed in accomplishing my task
of working out a successful non-swarming hive.

I have had a higher motive in my ni'.e years'

work in this line than the making of money;
and if I succeed I will never use it other than to

benefit the bee-keeping fraternity.

I see that friend Secor smothered two of his

best colonies in trying the Langdon machine.
I should have exp'cted this result where a full

colony was given no greater means of exit than

a passage large enough for only a single bee to

pass out. In my own device there is no danger
of smothering the bees, as the closed hive may
have the entrance at the back opened the

v/hole width of tlie hive if necessary. I have
frequently noticed that, where bees from differ-

ent hives get mixed together in natural swarm-
ing, they are ([uite prone to swarm out again
after being hived. They seem to be in an ex-

cited and unnatural condition. Now. when
two swarms are thrown together, as in Mr.
Langdons plan, the bees are entire strangers,

and I think \\V\< accounts for their strong pas-

sion for swarming, as reported by U. L. Taylor.

In my plan tlie bees are not strangers that are

S'lddenly thrown together, but members of a

common family, and they will be free from

that excitement that would naturallv follow

from the home being suddenly crowded with
strangers, aud I believe I sliall not fail from this

cause. In Lungdon's hive, every bee that

leaves the closed hive had to go into the al-

ready ovei-crowded one. In mv hive no b(M'S go
to the full hive. After those used to flying

have left the closed hive, tne young bees that

have their first fiight will My from the back
entrance and will return there. Friend Lang-
don tried to criticise this feature: but I regard
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this as being the strong point in my hive, as
these bees are just the needed nurses for the
unsealed larvie, and are absolutely needed to
maintain a healthy condition, and enable the
queen to continue her work. If 1 live and have
the strength next year, I shall finish my woik
with non-swarmers; for if this fails I shall
' throw up the sponge."
But whatever comes of the non-swarmer, the

house-apiary is a complete success with me,
and I greatly wish, friend Root, that you could
be here and be convinced. I have boomed the
house-apiary; i have nursed it as my choice
pet; and now, after three seasons' trial, I de-
clare that I made no mistake when I said that
the house-apiary had come to stay, and that
soon most good bee- keepers would keep their
bees in that way. li. Taylok.

Forestville, Minn., Aug. V.K

[So far the non-swarming plans have not
given us any great hope of success; but we are
all the time willing to '" grasp at a sti'aw.'' with
the hope that some time a plan or method may
be discovered. We would recommend a care-
ful reading of the article above, and we are
sure that all the bei'-brethren would be willing
to accord to Mr. Taylor whatever originality
in plan may belong to him.]

RAINFALL AND ITS DISTRIBUTION IN CAL-
IFORNIA,

A LETTER FROM COREY. OF SMOKER FAME.

Mr. Root:—The district in which I am locat-
ed is known as the Santa Clara Valley. The
stream of the same name rises in the mountain
above Acton. Los Angeles Co.. and is called the
Solidad Canyon for the upper 30 miles. Streams,
both from north and south, flow into it; and
from Saugus to the Pacific it is Known as the
" Santa Clara.'' Bees are distributed along this
valley from its source to its mouth; and long
canyons, most, of which flow into ii from the
north, are well known to all Southern Califor-
nia bee-keepers, many of whom occasionally
contribute to the columns of Gleanings.
The rainfall for the past season was very ir-

regularly distributed over this district. The
uppi'r |/ortion. vvheni the downpour has gener-
ally bern most lileral. was scant, in many lo-
calilif> ihe fall being less than 13 inches. The
amount gradually increased toward the Pacific
Ocean, uniii at Santa Paula our rainfall was
over 30 inches.
The lioney-llow appeared to be more uneven

than the rainfall, the crop being quite light un-
til a point about 12 miles above Saugus; and
from that point west to the Piru the flow ap-
peared more even and abundant than higher
up and lower down the valley; still, some very
fair crops were made outside the district de-
scribed.
The generally accepted theory, that uniform

warm weather is most favorable for a good
honey-flow, has received a backset this season,
as the weather was quite cool during all the
60 days of our flow; and so constant and even
was the flow that bees would not pay any at-
tention whatever to honey in any form'; in fact,
we paid no attention to the doors of ourex-
traenng-house, as bees were too busy to notice
the doors.

In ^umming up, it would appear that less
than 12 inches of rainfall diminishes the honey
crop in this district; that 1.5 to 20 inches is

more favorable for a good crop than 2.5 to 30
inches, and that uniform temperature is of
more importance to bee-keepers than higher
temperature, a,g, in most cases, very hot weath-

er is followed by cool weather, which cuts off
the honey-flow.
The average per colony, over the higher por-

tion of this district, where the rainfall was 12
inches or less, was not over 100 lbs. of extracted
honey; in the central portion, about 200 lbs.;
and in the lower, or coast district, 1.50 lbs. per
colony, spring count.
The vexed question of new or second- hand

cans and cases has nearly settled itself by the
bulk shipments of oils and gasoline from the
east, thus making gasoline and coal -oil cans
scarce, and high in price, and more difficult to
obtain in sufficient quantity. Heretofore the
bee-keeper who bought second-hand cans and
cases at from 2.5 to 50 cts.. planed the cases and
cleaned the cans, and packed his crop, had the
advantage of from *5.00 to *S.OO per ton over his
careful painstaking neighbor who paid 90 cts.

each for his cases and cans. Dealers ure help-
ing to bring about this much -needed reform in
style of putting up our honey for the market;
and, in the language of the country, '" soap-fat
cans " are doomed.
Bee-keepers are gradually abandoning "gums

and boxes," and are using beit(^r hives and
frames. Better management in all departments
connected with the apiary is being brought
about by bee keepers' meetings in which all

the latest appliances are shown and their mer-
its canvassed. J. G. COKEY.
Santa Paula, Cai., Sept. 1.

RAMBLE 92.

PULLED HONEY.

" Pulled queens " seems to be the topic in cer-
tain ([uarteis lately, and it seemed to me that a
few words in I'elation to pulled honey would
not be amiss. This kind of honey is not par-
ticularly indigenous to California, any more
than pulled queens are indigenous to Texas;
for 1 hav.^ heard of it as being known in early
times in the far East. For instance, my grand-
sire had a fine low of Weeks hives, suspended in

the old-fashioned way upon two horizontal
scantling. One night some persons pulled sev-
eral boxes of honey fioiii the surplus chamber,
and kept pulling them until they were several
miles awiy. Suspicions and constables follow-
ed the pullers; suspicions materialized into
certainties, and the pullers were punished.
But the pulling did not end there. A few
nights after the unpleasantness had been set-

tled, the same pullers, presuiuably, smarting
under the infliction of justice, pulled one of the
scantling that supported the hives, and the
whole row was wrecked. Against this pull
there seemed to be no remedy; and from those
days of my grandsire the episode was handed
down to us grandchildren, with the solemn
admonition that pulled honey always had a
demoralizing elfect upon the puller—and a sort
of reflex action upon the puUee. The admoni-
tion was good; and, having no children of my
own to hand it down to, 1 wish to luake the
effect as widespread as possible, and therefore
hand it to other bee-keepers' children. Chil-
dren never pull honey.

After a two-years' sojourn in California, I

find that honey-pullers are not confined to the
ancient days, but they also grow here in this
balmy clime.
When I first commenced rambling with our

happy California bee-keepers, and saw their
honey in great piles in remote places, I ques-
tioned them in relation to the amount of pulled
honey, and was surprised to find that, in a
majority of cases, it was none. It was, there-
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fore, with happy thoughts that I commenced
work in the apiary assigned to me. feeling sure
that, whatever else might befall me, pulled
honey would not be on the list. After the sea-
son was well advanced, and my cases of honey
were piled up ready for the teamsters, I left it

707

had a genuine case of pulled honey. Two fiO-
Ib. cans of my hard-earned honey had been
pulled out of the cases and were missing I
had some very blood-thirstv thoughts for some
time; passed several resolutions in which flash-
light cameras, shotguns, revolvers, and dyna-

'f^mf^ J^# P

in that condition and spent Sunday in River-
side, attending church I'Hgularlv. morning and
evening: and after having ind'ulged in good
thoughts I went out to the apiary Monday
morning, and, soon after arrival, found that I

mite figured conspicuously. I really got to
quarreling with the Scriptures. Scripture
says, " If a man take your old coat, heap coals
01 tire on his head by giving him your best
overcoat also." Somehow I couldn't make this
portion of Scripture match on to this case of
pulled honey. If a man pulls two cans of honey,
shall I pull four morfe and give them to him '?

I suppose I was very wicked, but I said I
Wouldn't do it, Scripture or no Scripture. The
puller of the honey was not found, however,
and this season was entered upon with a de-
termination to keep a close watch of our pre-
cious sweets. The first and second lots of
honey, several tons each, were successfully
landed in the railroad depot. The third and
last lot was nearly ready for the same destina-
tion, and one evening I gave neighbor Clark a
call, and was away from the ranch two hours.
Upon my return, evidences of a visitor were
visible, and I found that one can of honey had
been pulled. I did want to heap coals of fire
on that puller's head: but as I found tracks the
next morning that gave me strong suspicions
as to where the honey was pulled to, I suspect
that, if I have the coals all readv. I can heap
them upon his head through a shotgun the
next time he makes the visit.

The pulling of honey, however, is not wholly
done by the vicious class. As I hinted in
Ramble 89, there is a class of dealers who try
to pull honey. They pull it toward a lower
price, and thereby pull several cans, or the
price of several cans, into their pockets. For
instance, a dealer wished to pay me 4^., cts.
per lb. for a few thousand pounds of honey.
However, I sold it on commission to an eastern
dealer, realizing r>}^. The difference, $.57.00,
which the dealer wished to pull into his pocket,
dropped very nicely into my own. 1 might
further follow ihe honey-pulling business into
the realms of glucose and other adulterating
schemes, but the above will suiih'ce.

While standing between our honey and the
pulling propeusiti(^s of others, tliere are some
days when tinu' drags along somewhat irksome,
and almost any kind of recreation that brings
a change is embraced. It thus happened that
a great rabbit-drive came off near our apiary;
and knowing that a few sketches from such an
unusual field of iiclion would interest the bee-
keeper. I herewiih present rhem with a few
comments.
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Rabbit-drivii^g is an institution peculiar to
California. The long - eared jack -rabbit is

very destructive to tender vegetables and to the
bark of young fruit-trees which are so rapidly
invading his domain. The coyote is a natural
enemy of the rabbit; but a State bounty of
$5.00 on his scalp so decimated his ranks
that the balance of numbers was thrown in

favor of the rabbit family, and a consequent
increase of vexation to tlie rancher. The pest
is endured until every rancher receives more or
less damage; then a grand rabbit-hunt is or-
ganized.
There are two metliods employed to make a

wholesale slaughter. Sometimes a corral is

constructed with wide-expanding wings. The
drive is carefully organized, and noise and clubs
are the chief implements used. All of the
rabbits from a mile area are concentrated into
the corral and killed.

Another plan is to form a long line of men,
armed with shotguns. As the line advances,
the rabbits take alarm; and. leaping from their
cover, attempt to run along in front of the line
of shotguns; its life is soon cut short, if not by
one shot then by half a dozen in rapid succes-
sion. The line on our rabbit-drive was nearly
a mile in length, and was composed of a non-
descript crowd of over 200 men. boys, and
women. There was a cavalry contingent on the
flanks, made up of Mexicans and boys, whoop-
ing in the rabbits and giving chase to those
that were likely to escape. The front rank of
the shotgun brigade was on foot; behind came
several wagons loaded with women and chil-

dren to see the fun; and still further in the
rear were two big wagons with batr^ls of lem-
onade, for this is a very thirsty countiy. The
whole force was under the direction of a grand
marshal; and hi.s orders to halt, to wheel and
to march, vvere obeyed with the precision of a
drilled sirmy. A baking-powder can, with a
few pebbles in it, was vigorously shaken by the
marshiil lo attract attt^ntion; orders were then
givt-n in a stentorian voice, iind also imparted
to the outlying wings by several mounted sub-
ordinates, who went to their posts at a break-
neck speed and a series of whoops. The rapid
advance of the whole line, and the continuous
bang of guns, made a novel and exciting pic-
ture.
The little army made Bloomington its objec-

tive point for dinner, and here the hungry
crowd was bountifully fed. A rest, and then a
final drive in the afternoon. This time the
swing was made to within half a mile of the
Rambler's apiary, and he dropped out and
sought his cabin, where the watch over the
honey was resumed. Over a thousand rabbits
were shot that day. and the pest was that much
abated. While our line was marching through
the low bushes, two or three miles from any
habitation, we came upon a bee-ranch that
was just being established. The hives, cans,
extractor, and cases were in a protniscnous con-
dition, and the only residence was a bougli
house. The situation was decidedly pictur-
esque.
Quite a number of bee-men were in the hunt,

with their families. They did valiant service
with the shotgun, for all bee-men are good
marksmen, with, possibly, the exception of the

Rambler.

The queen-C!ig"es and other things wo ordered of
j'ou arrived all right, and are tlie nicest lot of g:oods
we have ever boug'ht. We did not ex-pect you to
send wire clotli for the large cages, lun- did we ex-
pect the covers printed. In tlie future we shall
know where to send for a choice lot of goods.
Decatur, Miss., July 25. Cleveland Bkos.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHp;i: PEEP AT THI<: "GOOD <)I,D TIMES."

The second edition of Thomas Wildman's
"Treatise on the Management of Bees" ap-
peared in London in 1770— the year famous in
American history for what is known as the
Boston Massacre. The book in question is a well-
printed octavo volume of .320 pages, large clear
type. The old-fashioned long S is used, except
at the end of words—lometliing this fafhion, fol

On the title-page i-ome former owner has writ-
ten " excellent," and also added side-notes all

through the book. For instance, on page 3.3 the
author says he has seen bees come home loaded
with wax the same day tliey emerge from the
cells. The commentator adds, ' Mr. Wildman
is certainly mistaken here."
Some very interesting information is to be

found all through this volume. For instance,
before the Europeans took possession of the
West Indies, honey was very much more exten-
sively used than then (130 years ago); but, on
the other hand, luxury had greatly enhanced
the price of wax. it being ust d for candles in
all polite assemblies, but more particularly for
wax candles in Roman churches. Our author
says honey was raised mainly for the mead and
wines made from it; but as the Mohammedans
were forbidden tlie use of wine, "' Africa affords
the great supply of wax to tlie western parts of
Europe as Asia and Greece do to the eastern."
This is for the benefit of those who don't like to
raise rye.

In n.''!" an ordinance was passed in Rouen, a
city in ihe north of France, to encourage the
cultivation of bees. A diminution of the capita
tax was promised, proportioned to the number
of hives kept each year. The weight of taxa-
tion suffered at that time by the wretched in-

habitants of that loveliest of lands can best
be realized when we read of the awful hoiTors
of the French Revolution of ]789-'94.

As honey was then an article of very great
importance, a French writer, quoted by Mr.
Wildman, "recommends it as worthy the par-
ticular attention of the schools of agiiculture
which he proposes should be established in dif-

ferent districts of France." That is in line

with what Mr. W. C. Frazier advocates in this
number—see page 700.

The author is confident that he has the best
hive in use, and that his system combines all

the advantages of the others. It seems from
this that the desire to make a new hive is no-
tliing new; and that same desire to improve
our condition is what makes the difference be-
tween France, England, and the United States
on the one hand, as contrasted with the stag-
nant and effete Egyptians. Arabs. Turks, and
other peoples cursed with a religion based on
fatalism, or predestination. Some nice copper-
plate engravings show his hive, which is 7 in.

in height and 10 in. in width. As showing how
two persons sometimes adopt the same idea at
the same time, each ignorant of what the other
is doing, Mr. Wildman says that the Count de
la Bourdonnaye, in Brittany, France, did prac-
tically the same thing. Each hive held about
a peck.
In one of our exchanges lately, somebody was

wailing because the honey-extractor had ever
been invented; but in order to get along with-
out one, Mr. Wildman tells us. " Before the
combs are laid to drain out their honey, they
should lie carefully cleaned of every sort of filth

or insects. The crust with which the bees cov-
er the honey in them should be pared off with a
sliarp. thin, broad knife, and the combs them-
selves should be divided through the middle, in

such a manner as to render the cells open at
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both ends, that the honey may flow the more
freely out of them. The combs should be laid

in this state on sieves, or some otlier contriv-
ance which will afford the honey a free passage
through. It will run ([uite clear; and the hon-
ey thus obtained should be kept by itself, as
being the purest and best."
That's good, but too slow for Cuba at least.

What a revelation to the writer of the above to

see the large extractors of to-day I

All have heard about the poisonous honey
which Xenophon's soldiers ate during his fa-

mous retreat. Mr. Wildraan gives the words of

the famous writer and soldier as follows, from
the Greek, written about 400 years B. C.

:

" The soldiers sucked some honey-combs in a
place near Trebizond [in Asia Minor, on the
Black Sea. latitude 41° north], where there was
a great number of bee-hives. All who sucked
them became intoxicated; vomited and purged;
not out! was able to stand upon his legs. Those
wlio had taken but little were like men drunk:
but, ihosH who had taken a good deal were like

mad men, and some lay like men dead. The
next day. about the same hour, they recovered
their senses; but it was three or four days be-
fore they were entirely restored, as if they had
taken a poison."

It is believed that this honey came from the
chamiErhododendros ; and if we were certain
that those soldiers pronounced that word many
times it would account for much of '" that tired

fei'ling" that so(mu'< to have overcount th(im.

In the previous Issu" I spoke about the advan-
tages of Spanish broom as a honey-plant. Mr.
VVildman speaks wen more highly of it than
Mr. Mills did; but it must not. I am now sure,
be confounded with common broom, which is a
sorghum. Spanish broom isdescribed as having
many long flexible rushlike twigs, and yielding
a largi^ crop of honey to those who formerly had
but little. I believe this plant is what the
French call (jenet or pUtnte de ijenet. which was
the insignia of the Plantagenet dynasty in Eng-
land, commencing with Henry II.. in 1154, and
ending with llichard III. in 1485.

The island of Corsica, just west of Italy, is

spoken of as a remarkable place for bees. When
it was "subject to the Romans a tribute was
imposed upon it of no less than 200,000 pounds
of wax yearly. Indeed, the laurel, the almond-
tree, and the myrtle, in t he flowers of which the
bees find so much swet^tness, are very common
there; and the hills are all covered with wild
thyme and other fragrant herbs."
in the A B C of Bee Culture is related the ex-

perience of some mathematicians in finding the
angles of a figure which would contain the
most, or have "he largest area. Koenig, by a
most elaborate sstem of figuring, put it down
as 109° ;26' for the larger angle, and 70° 34' for
the smaller one. or 180° together. Owing to an
error in the book used, this was corrected to
109° 28' and 70° 32'. That is, a six-sided cell or
cup will hold more than any other cup of the
same diameter and depth. It seems hard to
believe that any blind force worked out this
problem, for the great Maker of all things has
no problems to work otit nor experiments to
make along this or any other " line."

It seems that the great enemy of bees in Eng-
land when this book was written was the wasp.
Many pages are devoted to this insect— how to
destroy it, etc. In our day. however, this crea-
ture is better undi^rstood. and is seldom if ever
mentioned as a disturbing clement in the apia-
ry. But locality may make a ditt'erence, for in
a late number of the Jlrilixfi Bee Jonrnal the
matter of their destruction by means of cyan-
ide of potassium was discussed. They are spo-
ken of as a " plague."
Mr. Wildman inserts a good deal of Latin po-

etry in the fore part of his book, which might
be of interest to those who have a taste for the
classics. W. P. R.
Medina, Sept. 8.

RESTRAINING RUNAWAY SWARMS.

THE FUN (?) OF NOT HAYING CLIPPED QUEENS.

If I were to take my choice of running my
apiary with undipped queens or going out of
the business. I think I would step down and
out. I do not see how any intelligent bee-keep-
er can run an apiary of 50 or more colonies, and
take any pleasure or comfort with undipped
queens. Let me draw you a real picture.

I chanced to call on a noted bee-keeper one
day in the height of the swarming season. I

found him with an assistant looking over two
or three bushels of bees in as numy empty
boxes and baskets, looking out the queen. At
another part of the yard were seven large first

swarms that had been clustered for over an
hour in the hot sun. just getting up steam to
take French leave. Such a time I In less than
a minute the whole lot was high in the air.

I called to the owner, saying that there was a
cloud of bees leaving the yard. He looked up
and over in the direction where the bees were,
and. calling to his help, shouted, "There, them
cussed bees have all left the pear-tree, and ar
going for the woods. Hurry up I bring that
pail of water I fetch me the looking-glass I get
the shotgun I V/here is the force-pump? I

thought I left it by the wood-shed—run 1 there,
Henry, pelt them with dirt — throw stones
among them;" and before the pump could be
got in motion or a focus could be got on them
by my friend, who was running backward and
whirling a large looking-glass over and about
his head, or the shotgun loaded, the bees were
moving outside of his place and going across a
neighbor's rye-field, with a half-dozen wild and
excited men hot in pursuit. As they passed the
house of the man who owned the rye I heard
some angry and crooked language, and I'll "bet
a quarter" that, if that man had had all of my
friend's bees inside a pile of straw, there would
have been a fire, and my friend would have had
fewer bees. If those queens had had their
wings clipped, would such a state of affairs

have happened? No.
Still another, and a pictui'e that is later.

Only this past summer one of our neighbors,
who is a farmer, and keeps about 30 colonies,

lost over 20 nice first swarms of Italian bees
that nearly all went in one direction for the
hills. Only one of the 20 was found that we
know of. The rest, I suppose, found lodging-
places, and perhaps will never be heard from.
Does this pay? I guess not; and when he

comes to tak<' off his boxes I think he will see

the result of these 20 swarms that were lost.

Would this have happened if the queens' wings
had been clipped? No.

I could call to mind lots of just such pictures
as this. Yes, friend Root, I want all my queens
dipped as soon as they are laying, and, what is

more. I will have them clipped. I always carry
a pair of scissors; and every queen I come to

that is ready, off goes one of her wings. For
the last 17 years I have controlled from one to

two hnndi'ed colonies, and I have; never had a

case come under my observation where a queen
was superseded on account of her wing being
off. I have not lost one first swarm in 17 years
by going off; and this season one day I had
over a dozen swarms, and I did not sweat or
worry one bit. Every one cami' back to its own
starting-point. Yes. I would go out of the
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business if I had to run ray bees with undipped
wings. N. P. BooMHOwER.
Gallupville. N. Y., Aug. 31.

LADIES' Conversazione.

SCRAPING SECTIONS.

HOW EMMA WILSOX DOES IT.

You want to know, Mr. Editor, how bee-keep-
ers scrape sections. As that part of the work
falls to my lot I have scraped a good many
thousands. Formerly I scraped them on the ta-
ble. If you set your seciiun- directly on the
table to be scraped, you will Hnd trouble in two
directions: 1. When you scrape down your sec-
tion your knife will strike ihe table, not allow-
ing you to scrape clear to the bottom of the
section; 3. The accumulating bee-glue will be
constantly in your way. So, instead of setting
the section directly on the table I use a block 6
in. long, .5 in. wide, and IJ4 in. thick. Of course,
any of these dimensions may be varied. With
this block I can rapidly scrape the edges and
sides of the sections, clear to the bottom, as the
section stands solid on the block, and the bee-
glue falls on the table, out of the way. Latter-
ly, instead of a table I use a board, usually a
flat hive-cover, holding the board on my lap,
the scraping-block on the board. I find it a
great improvement. Holding up the arms to
scrape over a table is tiresome. It is much less

tiresome to scrape in the lap, as the arms hang
in an easy position.
WMienever too much bee-glue accumulates on

the board, so thei'e is danger of its falling on the
floor, I lift the board and dump the bee-glue
into a box standing neai'. For scraping I use a
common steel case-knifi^ kept sharp, not hold-
ing the knife flat against thr surface so that it

can cut into the wood, but, at right angles to the
surface being scraped. While a sharp knife is

desirable, a coarse rather than a fine edge Is

needed. It will pay well to stop and sharpen
the knife whenever it needs it. I like to have
the sections to be scraped piled in front of me
on the table, with the case I am filling at my
right hand, sufficiently raised so that I neither
have to stoop down nor reach up to put the sec-
tions in. Every little extra move counts when
doing a hard day's work.

If more than one grade is to be scraped, more
than one case must be at hand. As each super
is put on the hive, a memorandum is penciled
on one of the central sections, giving the num-
ber of the hive, date of putting on. and number
of super put on that hive. When scraping I

keep a cake of scourine handy, with which to
remove these pencil-marks. This is easily done
by dampening a cloth and rubbing the marks
with a little of the scourine.

If I were allowed to select my own time to
scrape honey, I would always select a cold day
when bee-glue is brittle and easily removed. It

is hardly possible to do as good work when the
bee glue is warm enough to be sticky, besides
being a much more tedious job. It is true, the
dust from the bee-glue is worse when cool and
brittle, affecting one very much as if he had a
hard cold ; and people peculiarly sensitive in
this direction may prefer to have warmer wea-
ther and take the sticky bee-glue in preference
to the dust; but I would rather stand the dust.
Whatever may be the advantage of using

partly drawn sections left over from a previous
year, when it comes to the matter of scraping I

very much prefer those that have been on only
once. Sections which are left on late in the

season are much worse to clean than those ta-
ken off earlier.
The way in which sections are put into the

super has much to do with the amount of bee-
glue on them. They will be more easily clean-
ed if they are wedged up tight in all directions
so that no cracks are left. Scraping a single
case of sections may seem to be fun : but when
I have scraped 1000 or 1500 in a day it seems like
work, and hard work too. I don't know that
all of my plans are best, and hope that, in the
reports that come in from others, I may get
some hints that will make the work easier for
me. Emma Wilson.
Marengo, III., Aug. 33.

AN OPEN LETTER TO RAMBLER.

SOME GOOD ADVICE FKOM ONE OF THE KIND-
HEARTED SISTERS.

Dear Rambler :—l[^ \y\\\ be putting it in mild
terms to say that we enjoy immensely follow-
ing you to and fro in your rambles in the golden
State of California, through the medium of
Gleanings; but we always think of you as a
" poor lone bachelor," subjected to aches and
pains, difficulties and disappointments, battling
through life on a lonely ranch, without the ten-
der aid and assistance of a noble helpmeet. We
can not think of your lonely cabin as being a
home, for the organization of a home depends
mostly upon the gentler sex, who are especially
adapted to the management of the household
and the comfort and well-being of man. It is

true, wedded life may have thorns and cares;
but they are fruitful, while all others are dry
thorns. Why, my dear friend Rambler, don't
you know that God ordained wedded life, the
family, its natural laws and science? Obeying
these laws renders wedlock happy. It is only a
breach of them that causes domestic unhappi-
ness. Matrimony would only bring out the
better part of your nature, and cause you to
cherish and be cherished, while, on the contra-
ry, many good qualifications in a bachelor's life

are allowed to sleep a deep sleep. There are
plenty of industrious, methodical young women
over this vast land who would be very much
elated over the espousal of an energetic influen-
tial bachelor of your standing, and who would
be very agreeable, and make life worth living

—

who knows how to discharge her household du-
ties in a quiet and easy style, without fuss or
dust-clouds, and without usurping authority
over man, or causing him to lose his freedom,
which some men love so much ; and if you
should ever be so fortunate as to captivate such
a one you would have no more need of brown
birds, squiirels, and rabbits to entertain and
keep you company in your lonely hours. Why,
bless you. matrimony need not hinder you from
holh'rin" and singin', or stompin' the dust off

your feet, or hangin' your coat on any nail you
choose. The dear wife would only add a charm
to the merriment, and, instead of entering the
fo.saken cabin (with a big pile of dirty dishes
stored away in some corner, a smutty flapjack
griddle, a bed flattened by many a night's rest-

lessness, a concrete floor as dirty as mud), you
would enter a snug, clean, tidy house, which
indeed would he a compensation for your daily
toil. You would have no more occasion for eat-
ing cold potatoes, cold pancakes, cold coffee,

etc. You would find a genuine art displayed in

getting up your repasts. Labor and toil would
then be linked with pleasure and happiness;
and the very atmosphere around your cabin
would be sweetened. This is no humbug. I

know whereof I speak. Anonymous.
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MRS. HARRISON'S NON-SWARMING BEES.

WHY THEY DON T SWARM, ETC.

Mr. Root:—Perhaps some of your readers
would like to know "thai I've a strain of non-
swarming bees, and I've had them on trial for
four years. Previous to this time I had to get
around lively during swarming time, but of
late years I've had it easy—plenty of time to
swing in the hammock and read about what
other bee-keepers are doing.

LIGHT HONEY-CASES FOR WOMEN.
I've lots of 'em. A child can lift them, and

they do not need a bee- escape either. Lay
them down on the grass; they will not get
damp, for it is brown and sear.

WOMEN AS BEE-KEEPERS.
Any woman can keep bees like mine. Let

them have their own way; that is the way I

have done this summer. I furnished a recepta-
cle, and asked them if they would please to
give down a little extracted honey after bass-
wood passed by. They gave me a three-gallon
jar full, which I prize highly for cakes, compa-
ny, and coughs.
I've been resting upon my honors as a bee-

keeper for the fourth season, and there is an-
other in prospect, for white clover can not stand
such severe drouth. I look out from my win-
dow upon a beautiful May cherry-tree. The
spray is fine; I can see ii distinctly, for the
leaves have nearly all fallen. The ground un-
der the green ash is covered with dry leaves.
How they rustle under my feet ! Very fine
dust can now be gathered for the fowls to dust
In during the coming winter. Every leaf and
twig is covered with it.

COOKING WITH HONEY.
What extravagance ! I'll be satisfied if I can

get honey for the outside of my cakes, and not
the inside. Cooking with it is one of the lost
arts. Mrs. L. Harrison.
Peoria, 111.

CHOCOLATE CREAMS,

CARPENTER BEES.

Take one pound of granulated sugar and one
teacupful of water. Stir together until the
sugar is thoroughly moistened; then place over
a hot fire, and boil without stirring until a few
drops dropped into cold water will retain their
shape and not mix with the water. If it gets
crisp in the water, it is overboiled and must
liave a little water added and be tried again.
If it mixes with the water it has not boiled
enough. By a little practice you will learn the
exact degree; and when this is reached, the
sauce-pan must be immediately taken from the
fire and set in ice, snow, or very cold water,
that the candy may chill quickly, as the candy
changes rapidly. When the candy is cool
enough to bear your hand in it. begin to beat it

with a spoon; then, as it stiffens, with the
hands, working it as if it were bread dough.
Work about 10 minutes or until it is smooth
and shining. Flavor with a teaspoonful of
vanilla as you work it; tiien form it into balls,

and dip into chocolate prepared as follows:
Take a piece of unsweetened chocolate and

melt it in a cup. Soften it by adding a tea-
spoonful of water, and then add of the cream
until it is fairly sweetened. Set the cup con-
taining the chocolate mixture into a bowl of
hot water, and dip tlie balls into the mixture
one by one. The sugar and water should be
boiled in a thick sauce-pan, and should not be

stirred once while boiling, as that would make
it coarse-grained.
The above recipe and directions were given

me several years ago by a confectioner whose
candy-kitchen was located in a building at the
rear of our hardware store. His stove had a
habit of " balking," and on such occasions he
would bring his candy over to our store and
finish it on a gasoline-stove which we kept
filled for exhibition purposes. As the stove
stood beside my desk I had a good opportunity
to observe him while at work. I do not think
that he ever boiled over three pounds of sugar
atone time, as he said a larger quantity would
not chill quickly enough to prevent the candy
from changing. In testing it he disturbed it as
little as possible, merely dipping the spoon
into the top of the boiling mass.
While preparing some candy for the holidays

last year we were interrupted by callers, and the
candy was taken from the fire too soon. It was
so soft that it could not be worked with the
hands; yet after hard and continual stirring
with a spoon it became smooth and shining,
but it was of the consistency of very thick
molasses. As it was entirely too soft to mold
into balls we planned to make cocoanut creams
of it by stirring in shredded cocoanut; but be-
ing interrupted again, the candy was placed on
a shelf of an unused cupboard, there to repose,
forgotten, for a couple of months. When final-
ly it was remembered, and the dish containing
it brought forth, it was found to be soft and
moist, with a thin glaze or film of hardened
candy over the top. Beneath the film the
candy had thickened somewhat; for, on turn-
ing the dish sidewise, it would not run out, but
just tremble, as thick jelly does when the dish
containing it is turned. It is said that choco-
late creams improve with age, and this candy
certainly did, for it had a fine flavor not possess-
ed by fresh candy.

I believe that those insects which Mrs. Ax-
tell inquires about, page 499, July 1, 1893, were
bees. As this is a timberless country, abscond-
ing swarms take possession of abandoned
cayote- holes and such other holes as are found
among the bluffs and in the tablelands. There
is a sort of bee here which resembles a bumble-
bee in every respect, except that it is smaller,
probably not more than one-fourth as large.
It makes the same " hum " as a bumble-bee.
It works in holes in old sod houses. The holes
are just large enough for it to pass through.
It appears to work singly and not in swarms.
I mean by that, that I have at different times
watched holes from which a bee had passed
out. but no other bee passed out; and after
a time a bee returning would pass in; and.
after remaining in some little time, it would
pass out again. While it remained in the
hole, no other bee passed in. The holes are
usually situated just under the eaves. They
are not cross. Not one has ever offered to

sting me. and I have dug into their holes
quite a little way; but I never reached the
end of the passageway, therefore I am not
able to say whether they store honey or not.
There an' but, few bumble-bees here. There is

also another variety of wild bees here. They
are small and woolly, and are called black bees.

We have never had the conimon black bee in

our apiary, nor have I ever visitcid one in which
they were kept, therefore I do not know wheth-
er they are th(> same or not. When transferred
to a hive, the wild black bees are said to store
more honey than the Italians in the same api-
ary. Lona H. Bohrer.
North Loup. Neb., Aug. 7.

[Bees described in your last paragraph are
evidently carpenter bees.]
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Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

aldkich's bee-escape.
I send you by mail to-day a new bee-escape

which I devised. If yon find it worth while to
tell us what you think of it, I shall be much
obliged. If not, all right. With me it works
to perfection. The block I send you is designed

to represent a board. The escapes can be made
for ten cents apiece. Cyrus C. Aeoktch.
Morristown. Minn.. July 19.

[We have no doubt that the escape would
work nicelv. Whether it would be cheaper
than the Porter, which we know gives satis-
faction, we can not say.]

PECOS valeey; a report from onr who
LIVE8 THERE.

There have been great fradulent advertise-
ments gotten up regarding the Pecos Valley,
which is a great ruin to many people who leave
their homes and come here. Will you publish
a true description of the coiuitry if some one
will write it up? These fraudulent advertise-
ments are gotten up by land agents who are
robbing many poor people. G. W. Wood.
Monahans, Texas. Aug.. 1893.
[Yes, certainly.]

OIL-STOVE TO KEEP HONEY.
Can any one at the Home of the Honey-bees

tell me whether or not the gases generated by
oil-stoves will have any deleterious effect on
comb-honey? My honey-room shows a tenden-
cy to dampness, which, as you know, is ruinous
to honey stored for any length of time. Here-
tofore I have overcome this fault by keeping a
small wood heating-stove in the honey-room;
but as a wood fire needs almost constant atten-
tion I have thought of replacing it with a ker-
osene-burner. F. M. Crane.
River Sioux. Iowa, Aug. 11.

[This was forwarded to Dr. Miller, who re-
plies:]

I don't think an oil-stove is a fit thing to be
in a room where people want to breathe: but I
doubt whether it would have any bad effect on
honey. A small cylinder stove with haid coal
might please better, and is very little more
trouble.

experience with bee-paralysis: salt a
doubtful cure.

A. I. fJoot;—At your request I write to report
my experience for the last 13 months with bee-
paralysis. One colony, purchased from a dealer
in South Carolina, brought the disease into the
apiary. It spread from one colony to another
until, by the close of last year, it had infected
all but two. At times the dead bees were
strewn very thickly over the ground in the
apiary, and it seemed as if every colony would'
perish; but the loss at last was only one.
Many were so weakened that they bare"ly sur-
vived last winter. The disease broke out
again in the spring, and showed itself in nearly
every hive during the honey season, but grad-
ually disappeared, until now there is only one
that appears to be infected. The only remedy

used was a handful of salt, thrown early in the
spring on the bottom-board. In wet weather
the salt would melt, and the bees had to wade
through salt water to get on the combs. In dry
weather the water would evaporate, to reap-
pear again with a damp atmosphere. At this

season the salt is promptly removed by the
bees: but in the spring they did not do so. The
salt thus applied may have had something to

do with the cure, but then' is room for doubt.
Our honey-flow in the spring was lost by rea-

son of the constant rains from April 20th to

May l.^)tli. Extracting from some ten colonies,

and from the super only, there was a yield of
about 1.50 lbs. of dark honey. The extracting
might be repeated now with a similar result,

but the surplus is reserved to build up weak
colonies this winter. T. S. Ford.
Columbia, Miss., Aug. 11.

probability of swarms uniting without
QUEENS.

Referring to Mr. Major's item on page ().)'.' of
Gleanings, you will see that he says nothing
about swarms uniting — it is in regard to their
returning. A swarm out (done almost invaria-
bly returns to its own hive or location. With
only 40 colonies there would not often be sever-
al swarms out at the same time. I should like

to have not only Mr. Major but any one else

say, if two swarms are out at the same time,
tliey are not almost certain to unite, and, after
they are united, do they ever separate, except
to a small extent, and return to their respective
locations? In my experience, swarms without
queens with them are more likely to unite than
are those with queens. They spread out more
in hunting for their queen, and remain longer
in the air without attempting to cluster; be-
sides, they are in a mood to join any thing or
anybody with the hope of getting a queen.

Flint, Mich., Aug. 18. W. Z. Hutchinson.

[It is true, that Mr. Major does not say in just
so many words any thing about two or more
swarms uniting ; but we feel quite sure that he
implied that, or, at least, had it in mind, be-
cause, you will observe, in his last sentence he
says, " I can not see why Mr. Taylor's bees
should act so differently from mine ;

" for Mr.
Taylor said his bees without queens united, or
were quite inclined to do so ; and Mr. Major
says his bees did not do that way. If we misin-
terpret him we should be glad to have him cor-
rect us.]

the langdon non-swarmer not a failure.
I have visited apiaries, and seen frame hives

filled with bees and honey, with the frames all

at one side of the hive, or the combs built cross-
wise of the frames, etc. Now. would you con-
demn a frame hive because a few had failed
with them ? Certainly not. I used 18 of Lang-
don's non-swarmers this season, and I think I

secured honey enough more with them to pay
their cost. I did not succeed as well with tiiem
as I liop(>d to, and I think my lack of success
was due to myself, or partially at least. I did
not get the non-swarmers attached to the hives
until the bees were about ready to swarm.
They had the swarming fever on, consequently
some of them swarmed. I then moved the hive
that the swarm came from, to a new location,
and put ail empty hive, or one filled with full

sheets of foundation, in its place, with the
supers on. and hived the swarm into it. and
had no more trouble from their swarming.
Such swarms worked well, and I got nearly all

my surplus from them. Colonies that I put the
attachment on before they got so near ready to
swarm did not swarm.

I had no trouble from swarms smothering. I
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do not see how such a thing could happen
unless the hole in the hive did not match the
hole in the non-svvarmer.
Sealed covers are not a failure, but we want

plenty of bottom ventilation, and enough pack-
ing on the sealed cover to keep it warm. Then
we shall not be troubled with dampness or

mold. Egbert R. Magoon.
Malone, N. Y., Aug. 22.

DRONE-CEr,I,S vs. QUEEN-CUPS; FURTHER EX-
PERIENCE SHOWS THEM TO BE A COM-

PLETE SUCCESS, SAYS J. D.

FOOSHE.

I mail you three cup queens by to-day's mail.

These queens are as tine as I can raise in the
swarming season. I hav(; no doubt now about
the drone comb for cups. I had about 200 wax
cups on hand when I found it out, but have
never used one of them since. The bees never
tear them down in upper stories as they some-
times do the wax cells. I was troubled a good
deal with that with the wax cups. Bees will

build cells or larvit in any kind of cells, when
they are in proper condition—that is, queenless
and broodless, whether there is jelly or not;

but the jelly facilitates the transferring of the
larva so ranch that I would not dispense with
it; and then the bottoms of the cells are so thin
the larva on the end of the instrument used
will not come off without a little pressure,
which is liable to puncture a hole in the bot-

toms of the cells; but with thi- jelly it takes
off the larva. I am elated with this plan, as it

does away with making cups, which took a
good deal of wax. J. D. Fooshe.
Coronaca, S. C, Aug. 25.

[A full description of the drone-comb plan
referred to by Mr. Fooshe is given on page 63.5

of our Aug. 15th number. It strikes us that
our correspondent has contributed something
exceedingly valuable and practicable; and
were our own queen-rearing operations not at
the close we would try it in preference to any
other method that has been produced.]

SERIOUS RESULTS FROM A SINGLE BEE-STING.

The following, clipped from the Express, of
Monticello, la., under date of Aug. 11, gives
another example of the occasional serious ef-

fects resulting from a single bee-sting. Why
do we publish it? Simply because we wish to
give the bad as well as the good—indeed, the
whole truth.

Miss Jeaiiette Himebaiifih, a young- lady, the
daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Geo. L. Himebaugh, who
lives four uiiles south of Monticello, was nearly
killed by tlie sting- of a bee last week. Within five

minutes after being- stung she was in spasms, and
there was little hope of saving her life. Slie was in
the yard when stung, and started dli-ectly for the
house, with the exclamation that she had been
stung by a bee, and that she felt its effects through
her entire body. Before she had walked three rods
she needed the assistance of her mother, who
laid her upon a sofa, and, to ttie liorror of the mem-
bers of the family present, slie was attacked by
spasms 111 a few minutes. These were so violent
that it was not supposed she could live until a pliy-

siclan could be summoned. Her uncle, however,
started to Monticelk) for a doctoi-. and in less than
an hour from the time of the stinging. Dr. Mirick
was at the side of the unfortunate girl. Ten mln-
nutes before his arrival. Miss Hiniebaugh revived
sufWclently to whisper the request that her arms
be put about her father's neck, but she immediately
relapsed into an unconscious condition, and the
doctor found it was impossible to force any medicine
or stimuliint into her mouth. Antidotes and ri^me-
dies were administered by means of hj'podermic
injections into the arm. Slie was wholly insensible
to the pain thus produced; but aftei- a time the
medicine thus in.iected into the blood took effect,

and the jaws rela.xed siillicieiitly to allow the ad-
ministration of brandy. After three hours of work.

Dr. Mirick brought the patient out of danger. Slie
was aljed for se^eral d;iys. Mr. Hlmebaugh. in
speaking of the niatter, says that the poison acted
much llKC a i';itt lesnake bite, and that tlie treatment
was nui(-h the same as pursued in such cases. Miss
Hlmebaugh was stung directly over the eye, but
not until after her return to consciousness was the
locality known. Her hands and feet commenced to
swell Immediately, but the wound did notcommence
swelling until a day or two later. fe: C d_
We are assured by a subscriber that the facts

are correctly stated. This does not prove that
the bee-business is a dangerous one, any more
than it would argue, on a similar line, that
horses and railway trains are dangerous because
of the occasional deaths which they occasion.
It simply goes to show that there are some peo-
ple in rare instances who are affected very
seriously.
Following the above is an item which we

clip from the last issue of the American Bee
Jounuil:
The daughter of Mr. J. B. Frith, Secretary of the

Oxford Bee-keeiiers' Association, living at Prince-
ton, Ont., died suddenl.v after having received a bee-
sting on the temple.

Reports Discouraging.

My bees have not made any thing for four
years ; and the prospect is, they won't get
enough to winter on, as it is so dry the Spanish
needle is almost all dead, and that is our only
source here. Luke Snow.
Lamar, Mo., Aug. 11.

This has been a very poor season for bees
here. I have not used a section that I got of

you. I had 45 stands in the spring, and at
present I have 70 and little honey. Bees will

starve in the spring if there is no feeding done.
Deshler, O., Aug. 28. Thos. Oberlitner.

I had 50 colonies, spring count, and they have
not stored one pound of surplus up to date, and
at present there is very little honey in the
brood-chambers, and I had but one natural
swarm. If they get no honey from fall flowers

I shall have to feed sugar syrup.
Brookfield. Mo., Aug. 17. J. D. Blood.

Bees did very poorly this season in this part
of the country. They scarcely made a living

after July 1st. The drouth was partly the
cause. It was the poorest season in four years.

I went into winter quarters with 48. and lost all

but 3 in my old reliable chaff hives.

Portage Creek, Pa., Aug 29. R. R. Wells.

The honey crop in Northeastern New York is

poor—not any better than last year: the same
in Vermont, so far as I can learn. There were
lots of clover-blossoms, but the dry weather cut
the crop short, and basswood did not amount to

much. Others are giving such good reports

through (Ile.\ning.s I suppose commission
merchants will take advantage of it and start

the sale of honey low. E. L. Westcott.
Addi.^on .1 unction, N. Y.. Aug. 21.

I see In Gleanings reports of some wonderful
crops of honey in nearly all the Middle and
Western States, but can find nothing from the
South. The crop has been a complete failure

in this immediate neighborhood, and I should
like to know how it is in other parts of the
Southern States. I got about 1.50 lbs. of honey
from .50 colonies. The very few other bee-

keepers in the county have fared about as well.

Americus, (ia. D. P. Holt.

[The season has been poor throughout almost
the entire South.]
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Notes of Travel

ox THE WHEEL.
Ever sincp our Ohio Experiment Station lias

been moved from Columbus, O.. into our neigh-
boring Wayne Co., bordering us on the south, I

have proposed paying them a visit; but I never
got around to it till Thursday, Aug. 31. I

started about (i o'clock in the morning, and
reached Creston, Wayne Co., between seven and
eight, where I stopped to visit the celery and
onion farm of Johnson A Jordan. They work
for the early market on celery, and succeed in
getting three crops on the same ground in a
single season. They use boards for bleaching
the first and second crops. These are one-foot
boards, set on edge each side of the plants, and
held by bits of wire bent like this [. the wire
being long enough to draw the boards up
close against the celery. The White Plume
and Self-blanching are the kinds generally
bleached between boards. About the time the
boards are put up to the first crop (which
comes ofT about the first of July), another crop
of celery is put between the rows, the rows be-
ing set in the first place three feet apart. When
the first celery is taken from the ground, the
boards are moved away, and the place where
the first crop stood is thoroughly cultivated,
and the sjround stirred clear up to the new
plants. Of course, the hands have to be care-
fully trained in order to avoid stepping on the
new plants while they are working with them,
and taking up the old. In fact, the boss him-
self will tramp on the new crop if he does not
mind where he puts his feet. Of course, in get-
ting three crops off the same ground in one
season there has to be heavy and constant
feeding of the soil, and water applied whenever
it is dry. As they can not get stable manure
for their many acres of c(!lery, they were using,
when I was there, finely ground bone and
phosphate mixed together. To apply this to
the growing plants, the ground was pulled
away by hand cultivators, or otherwise, until
the roots of the plants were visible. Then the
bone and phosphate were sprinkled in this
trench. Lastly, a stream of water from a hose
was turned on so as to fill up the In-nch com-
pletely; and then, the dirt was thrown back,
some tine dry soil being pui over tlie wet sur-
face so as to prevent baking. 1 told them my
impression was, that bone would hardly act so
soon as to do the crop that it was applied to
much good; but they assured me that, where it

was applied, the celery was much larger, and
they could see a difference in eight or ten days.
Now, mind you, during our recent drouth they
had been putting on the water quite liberally;
and this very thing which faces us right here
troubles me exceedingly. I asked them if they
had tried the phosphate and bone without
water, or the water without the fertilizer.

They said they had not. All together it did
the celery good; but it was not clear to me
whether the phosphate and bone had any thing
to do with it. Water alone would certainly
have produced a marked i-esult; and even
plowing away the dirt so as to expose the roots,
and putting it back again, would of itself pro-
duce a considerable I'esult. You see, we are
doing a great amount of labor, and we are put-
ting on different fertilizers; and yet who can
tell us whethei' it is stirring the soil, putting on
the fertilizer, or adding the water, that pro-
duces the result? I submitted the matter to
E. C. Green, of the Ohio Experiment Station,
in the afternoon of that same day, and he told
me this was just what our whole country
greatly needed—decisive experiments in lines
like this. No\V a word about the water:

Their swamp has ordinarily been too wet;
and, in fact, for crops where the roots get clear
down, like corn and cabbage, it has been just
about right during this dry season. But for
celery, especially when the plants are first put
out, water is an absolute necessity. They pump
it up into a big tank by means of windmills;
and then, by means of iron pipe and hose, they
carried it all over their grounds, running
it in a little furrow close to the row of plants.
But during the past drouth the windmills were
inadequate. They were only ten-foot mills,
however: and to back up the mills they were
using a little steam-injector run by a ten-horse
boiler borrowed from a thrashing - engine.
This injector would raise, perhaps, ten feet
high into a tank .30 or 40 barrels an hour, and
they thought it was cheaper than any sort of
pump. With a pump there is machinery to get
out of order, and wear. The injector, however,
had no machinery about it, the steam acting
directly on the water. Of course, it warmed
the water a little, but this was all the better
for watering the plants.

1 found them selling their refuse stalks, or
trimmings, for 50 cts. a bushel, for pickles. The
latter price was where the trimmers pack it up
in bushel boxes. If people come and pick it up
from the refuse heap, the company gets 35 cts.

a bushel; and people were there all the while,
and took away the trimmings just about as
fast as they were thrown down by the packers.
They get 20 cts. a dozen for their celery packed
in cases, ready for shipment; and it retails two
stalks for a nickel.

All around the city of Wooster there are im-
mense hills. By 11 o'clock I began to feel tired,
hungry, and considerably longing for my ac-
customed nap. I had already ridden 20 miles
since breakfast, and I thought I would keep on
just five miles more; but I began to meditate,
that, if I did, I should get there pretty well ex-
hausted; and I believe we ought to avoid such
exhaustion all we can — especially where we
have been invalids. On the top of tlie hill I

came to Madisonburg, a cosy little town of half a
dozen dwellings, with one which seemed to be
a postottice, grocery, and general store com-
bined. I asked a boy if there was a hotel in the
place. He shook his head. Said I, " Is there
not a place somewhere in the town where I can
get dinner? '"

He put his head into the store, and finally re-
plied, " I guess you can if you will eai a cold
dinner. We don't have no cooked dinm-rs now-
days."
Then I petitioned first for a place to lie down

fifteen or twenty minutes. This was granted
at once, and I was shown into a rather pretty
sleeping-room; but the furniture was mostly of
a masculine character, notvvitlistanding the bed
was nice and clean, and in a few minutes I was
lost to hills difficult to climb, and every thing
else. At the end of the appointed twenty
minutes I opened my eyes and began to specu-
late, as I often do under such circumstances:
"Well, old fellow, where are you this time,

and what are you doing }iere, any way ?
"

I rubbed mv eyes, and gathered up the broken
threads where I left off. Pretty soon I opened
the door, and announced myself ready for din-
ner. The proprietor of the store looked a little

troubled, and said he did not know what he
had for dinn-^r, after all. unless it was what
they had on the shelves.

' Well, give me some crackers and cheese, if

you can't do any better."
"Well, to t( 11 tiie truth, stranger, the cheese

is just out."
'•Then let's have the crackers," said I.

He rubbed his head with his hand, and then
replied. " Well, the fact is, the crackers are just
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out too, unless you want some of those sweet
ones;" and he pointed his thumb at the glass
cases containing crackor-i upon the shelf. Now,
I never liked sweet crackers, and here was a
dilemma. Pretty soon my eyes rested on a case
that was labeled " PretzeN;" and there, sure
enough, were the crooked things right up
against the glass. When I recovered from that
spell of fever, one of the first things the doctor
prescribed for me was pretzels and cold coffee,

half milk. They allowed me to have these five

times a day, and I used to think them the most
delicious food in the world when I was so
hungry. I instantly replied, "Oh! you have got
some pretzels—hand them down.'" Next I

espied some ten-cent boxes of sardines; and
with the help of the good appetite given me by
my brisk riding. I made a very satisfactory din-
ner on the pretzels and sardines. There is a
moral right here, and I guess I will whisper the
moral to the good housewives who may happen
to read these pages. If your husbands are in

the habit of finding fault, and complaining of
the bill of fare, just get them to riding a wheel,
and then you will see them thankful and happy
—yes. in a frame of mind to give thanks to God.
even if they should not happen to have any
thing better for dinner than crackers and
sardines. This matter of going to the expense
of purchasing a wheel confronts me constantly;
but a great many timi'S a wheel will take the
place of a horse, or a horse and buggy both;
and when we consider that the expense of keep-
ing a whnel is nothing to that of keeping a
horse, it may not be such a piece of extrava-
gance after all; and when tho women-folks get
to riding, as they are here in Medina, one wheel
belonging to a family, and so arranged that it

can be used for men and women both, it seems
to me such a wheel might many times be a sav-
ing of expense instead of biMng considered an
extravaffance.

I pulled out some money, and asked the store-
keeper how much I owed him.
"Just 23 cents."
I gave a whistle, and said, " Why, didn't you

forget to charge me for my bed ?"
" Why, I didn't expect to charge any thing

for that; but if you have a mind to, you may
make it an even quarter."
Now. who will say this is a hard world to get

along in? This man had not even learned my
name: and yet. after having shown himself so
neighborly, and bidden me make myself at
home in his bachelor quarters, he consented to
accept the twu coits odd change for the ac-
commodation I If I had gone on four miles
further, and asked permission to lie down, even
on a lounge, in one of the large hotels of the
city, the charge would have been .50 cents.
Give me the country, or little town, even if the
postoffice. store, and grocery are all in one.

I passed through the beautiful city of Wooster.
stopping again and again to admire that grand-
looking pile of buildings called the Wooster
University, which is Sft upon the hillside so
that it is not only a conspicuous object, but a
thing of such beauty that it is a joy to the be-
holder for miles and miles in every direction.
When I was half way up one of those longest
hills south of the city I decided to wait till the
man who was before me slioild come up, so as to
inquire of him where E. ('. or VV. ,1. (ireen lived.
Did you ever! It was E. C. Cueen himself!
That was one of the hiippy surprises that I

blunder into now and then. I was tired enough
to accept his invitation to load my wheel into
the back end of his buggy, and then he turned
around and \v9.ninp hill in-^tead of down. lie
evidently divined that I would want to visit
their new greenhouses first. There are four of
them, and they are something over 100 feet

long, and perhaps 20 wide. They are built with
the intention of testing every thing belonging
to greenhouses, evidently. For instance, one
house has the glass lap; another butted, and so
on; one house has the "meat-saw" ventilator;
another the Hibbard. and the other some other;
and I was greatly pleased to be able to put my
hand on the cranks, and raise the sashes by all

of the modern methods of raising and lowering
sash. The heating is to be done on a similar
plan; also the watering; and I saw beds made
expressly for sub-irrigation, others for sprink-
ling, etc. Finally I heard something said about
the Rider hot-water engine that pumps the
water from a deep well into the tank elevated
above the buildings. A brand-new machine
has been recently set up in the basement, and
the courteous and obliging engineer fired it up
expressly for my benefit. It will pump ten bar-
rels of water an hour, elevating the water
something like 100 feet, and the expense is only
2K cts. per hour, even when run by kerosene
oil. Now, here is a triumph of genius. A six-
horse-power engine can be run at only 2,1.2 cts.

an hour (cheaper still, I suppose, if coal is used
instead of oil), and yet there is no boiler nor
steam—nothing to explode nor blow up; no
water gauge, safety-valve, nor any thing of the
sort. I believe these engines are mostly used
for pumping, or for something where no great
amount of power is required. One of them is

used. I am told, in Wooster, for running a print-
ing press. When you want to start it, you take
hold of the fly-wheel and set it going. When
you want to control the power or stop it, turn
off the oil. After the apparatus is fully heated
up. however, it will run for fifteen or twenty
minutes after the fuel is cut oft' entirely. It is

very simple, clean, and neat. I was not able to
learn the cost. Finally some one came in to

say that the engineer was to keep on pumping,
for ihi'V wanted considerable water for the
steanidilcher.

" Steam-ditcher, did the man say? Why,
friend Green, have you really got a steam-
ditcher at work on your grounds?"

' Why. yes; and that is one of the tliinss. Mr.
Root, that you want to see." and so we started
off across the fields. But this paper is getting
to be so long I think I shall have to tell you
about it in our next.

Ourselves and Our neighbors.

For the Lord thy God brhigeth thee into a good
hind, a land of brooks of water, of fountains and
depths that spring out of vallej'B and hills.—Deut.
8:7.

And Isaac's servants digged in the valley, and
found there a well of springing water.—Gen. 26:19.

And the Lord shall guide tbee cO!itinnally, and
satist'x liiy soul in droutli, and mal<e fat thy bones;
and tliou shalt be like a watered garden, and like a
spring of water, wliose waters fail not.—Isa. .'iS:!!.

Perhaps it is the present severe drouth that
still prevails that has set my mind to running so

much on springs of water; and very likely it is

owing to the fact that I have be.n somewhat
out of health, and find it difticnlt to drink to

my heart's conK'Ut unless I can find very pure
water. This latter has induced nie to rejoice

when I have found springs an I wells of pure
soft \s ater in my various trips on the wheel.
There is on(> locality in M(>dina Co.. about ten
miles from my home, where I especially love to

go. It is in the vicinity of a natural curiosity
called Spruce Run. A few weciks ago two of

our Sunday-schools here in the village held a
picnic in that vicinity. I had told the boys in
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my class something of the springs of pure water
and the wonderful caves—not very extensive
ones, it is true, but wonderful to myself and a
class of urchins about a dozen years old, not-
withstanding. Dinner was served near an
immense spring that comes out of a cave on
what is called the Waltz farm; but as the
gorge called Spruce Run was almost a mile
away, over a very rough country, it was
thought difficult and dangerous for the greater
part of the women and children. After the
repast was over, however, I called for volun-
teers for an exploring party: and a great crowd,
not only of boys bui of girls also, and many
women, followed. I lirst directed the boys to
let the fences down very carefully, and showed
them how to take the fences down without
injury to the fences or the property where the
owners had been kind enough to permit us to
pass through.

It was a hot day in August, and all hands
were almost as enthusiastic as myself in regard
to finding springs. We first started in at the
source, or near the source, of Spruce Kan. A
little rivulet commences cutting down gradual-
ly into a level field. In a little time it strikes
sand rock: and as it cuts its way down into the
rock, various springs start out and unite with
the stream. The first one we found trickled out
of the stone formation, perhaps two or three
feet above the bed of the stream. I have many
times decided that I will be sure next time to
have plenty of tin cups when I start out on a
trip like this: but, as usual, the ones who car-
ried the cups had strayed somewhere else, and
all we had to quench our thirst from was a lit-

tle gem of a tin cup holding perhaps half a
teacupful. I held it under the stream of cool
solt water until full, and then passed it around;
but it took so long to give all a drink that the
first one wanted more by the time we got
around, and so we might have stayed there all

the afternoon. We finally decided to wait for
a larger spring before fully quenching our
thirst.

A few rods further down, and the stream has
cut in so deeply that even thi^ schoolboys of our
crowd were unable to climb up the rocky sides.
Further on, the cut became a gorge, or " can-
yon," as they would call it in California, and
the cliffs were reafly dangerous. In fact, in
some places the perpendicular sides seemed
almost to come together overhead, while beau-
tiful ferns and green vines and mosses started
forth from every crack and crevice, making a
most luxuriant growth, as'^isted by the spring
watei', and cutting off the light from overhead
until it was a wonderfully cool and cavernous
retreat on that hot summer day. Further
down we came to a waterfall that had worn
for itself a basin in the rock that has for years
been called the " Bottomless Pit." I presume,
however, the ground they had for terming it
" bottomless," was, that one could not touch
bottom in some places with a fence-rail of tol-

erable length.
A little below the fall we have what is called

" Table Rock." The water had cut under until
the sandstone clilT had broken away from the
main rock, and stood aloft in the air. the only
means of access being a bridge made of a cou-
ple of poles. Table Rock is large enough to
contain some good-sized trees; and at the bot-
tom of the chasm made by the breaking-away
is a pathway carpeted with leaves and soft
mosses. Dark caverns abound here and there
in this vicinity; but none of them go in very
far beyond where daylight reaches.

It had been reported that there was a won-
derful cave somewhere in the vicinity, that, in
earlier times, used to extend a quarter of a mile
or so into the hills, but I had never been able to

find it; and, besides, at some recent date a
fragment of rock had broken off and tumbled
down, closing the passageway. I had made
a good many inquiries, and tried to find it my-
self. On one occasion I found a fissure in the
rocks, where I could, by listening, hear the
splashing of a waterfall away off at its further
end. Not having lights with me I pushed on
in the darkness to get a drink of the delicious
cool water; but the passageway finally grew
too small for me. The boys were full of enthu-
siasm to explore these caverns; and after we
had gone through Spruce Run they volunteered
to follow me on some explorations. A woman
who lived in the vicinity said she knew where
the cave was which we wanted to find: but the
day was too hot, and she was too old for such a
tramp. Her daughter, however, 16 or 17 years
old, thought she could direct us: but she evi-
dently felt a little backward about such a
scramble through the brush and over the hills.

Finally a young man was found who admitted
he could pilot us to the spot, but he threw in a
little discouragement. Two boys had started
out about a year ago. just as we were doing,
and they spent some little time in the cave:
but one of "them died shortly after. I looked at
the boys inquiringly after this piece of news, to
see whether they would want to push ahead.
Their verdict was quite unanimous.
" Go ahead, Mr. Root. If you lead we will

follow, and the cave won't kill us, you bet."
So we pushed on. The weather was so warm,

and climbing thi' hills so fatiguing, that it is

not any wonder if the whole crowd of us were
pretty thirsty all the time; and as we neared
the sxjot. on looking about we saw quite a few
of the girls and even some ladies slowly bring-
ing up the rear of the procession. The entrance
to the cave was in the side of a cliff' on the hill-

side. The water had cut a sort of slit in the
rock; and where it came out it was entirely
too narrow for even the smallest boy to get
through. By climbing up a little distance,
however, the opening was wider, and one after
another we got inside; and when once through
the opening we climbed down to the floor and
found ample room for the whole crowd. Then
it became evident that, if we went further, we
should have to have a lantern. What would
the mothers say if I should lead their boys off
into a wild cave like this, and they should be-
come lost in some subterranean chamber, such
as we read of in the vicinity of Mammoth
Cave? I told them that we should have to
have a lantern before we could think of going
beyond where the glimpses of daylight reached:
and almost as soon as I mentioned it there was
a volunteer to go to the nearest house, about a
quarter of a mile away, and borrow a lantern.
Something was said about matches, but one of
the boys said "' Johnny " had some in his pock-
et. While we were waiting for the lantern, as
our eyes became accustomed to the gloom we
found we could see a good deal. The floor of
the cave was covered with beautiful grayish-
white sand. The shallow streams of spring
water were deliciously cool as they passed over
this sand. vSomebody found a broken crock:
and by sinking it into the sand we got some of
the water to drink. The tin cups were all gone
this time—even the diminutive one. Almost
as long ago as I can remember. I have greatly
enjoyed drinking water from a piece of broken
crock. My earlier days were passed in the
vicinity of shops where crockery was made:
and all around Mogadore. Summit Co.. O.. as
every one knows who has been there, there are
springs of soft water gushing from the sandy
and gravelly hillsides. These drinking utensils
of broken crockery were usually left in the
spring; and the stone surface, as one presses it
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to his lips, is deiiciously cooling. Now, this
fragment of crockery that we found in that
cave, even though it held only about half a
teacupful. seemed to me to furnish about the
most delicious beverage that it has ever been
my pleasure to taste; and I rather think the
boys thought so too by the way they kept
passing the dish from one to the other. Pretty
soon there was a hurrah as the lantern was
passed in.

" Now pass along your matches," said I. But
the reply came.—

" Why, I have got some matches, as I said;
but they are in my coat pocket."

In the scramble through the woods the boys
had taken oft' their coats.

" All right; but where is the coat, Johnny '?"

said I.

"The coat? Oh! that is hanging up on the
tree over there where *ve took dinner. Don't
you know, Mr. Root, you urged us—every one
of us— to take oft' our coats and hang them up
before we started out?"
There was a big laugh all around at this.

Wasn't that an excellent specimen of boy logic ?

And here was a predicament. Here we were, a
pretty fair-sized Sunday-school, crowded into
the dark cave with a lantern, it is true, but
" nary a match." Another boy was sent off to

get some matches; but by this time I was a
little impatient about the delay as well as the
rest; so I told the boys that those who were
barefooted might push out in the dark, provid-
ing they were very careful not to slip or fall, or
get out of hearing distance. In fact, I kept
talking to them as they crowded back and ex-
plored the various crevices and openings
through the white sandstone. Sometimes the
passage went down quite steep, and again we
had to climb up; but before the lantern reached
us we had explored every passage except one.
Pretty soon somebody sang out, '" Light is com-
ing 1" and then we made the cavern ring and
echo again with our hurrahs for a real lantern
with a burning light inside. After the whole
crowd had pushed off up into one of the pas-
sages where it was dry, the music-teacher
struck up

" Rock of Ages, cleft for me !"

and, wasn't it grand I Then we took another
drink from the broken crock; but I stayed after
all the rest, dishing up the water; but even
then I did not get enough. I am going some
day to that cave again, and you may be sure I

shall have a tin cup large enough so that I can
drink to my heart's content from the cooling
and life-giving waters.
After we emerged from the cave, in order to

make a short cut to thedining-place we ascend-
ed an immense hill. It is, perhaps, one of the
longest hills in Medina Co.; and when we
reached the top we were rewarded by a most
magnificent view. On the north and west was
the valley of the Rocky River, with its green
hills and beautiful farms dotting the hillsides.
On ihe south was the valley of the River Styx,
and so on clear around on all points of the
compass. I told the boys that "down east" the
Boston folks call themselves the " Hub of the
Universe;" but it seemed as if this hill was
ahead of Boston. At a farmhouse, right on the
summit, our pilot informed us there was a well
over 100 feet deep, cut full size clear down
through the solid sandstone. It was made
years ago, before bored wells were much known.
Two buckets were arranged on a chaiti. to bring
the cool and sparkling li(|uid from the lower
depths; and it took a pi'etiy good boy to pull
the bucket with its weight of chain when it

first started up. Our small tin cup had been
brought to light: but as there seemed but little

prospect, by the way things were going, that
they would get around much before night, I
went over to the well to interview proceedings.
One boy had the small cup; and while his
thirsty companions looked on with envy he
took sufficient time to drink three cupfuls.
Near by were some stone milk-crocks. They
were of the. kind that are white on the out-
side and black inside. This black glazing has
a shiny, sparkling appearance; and whenever
I see a piece of crock of this kind it always
makes me thirsty, because it is the kind they
used to make in Mogadore—the very kind we
used to have around those springs. I took out
one of the smallest milk-crocks and poured it

full, and then passed it from one boyish face to
another, telling them meanwhile that this water
was not only the purest and coolest and most
delicious in the world, but very likely it came
fron) one of the deepest wells in Medina Co.
Well, pretty soon I found that even the tin cup
with the help of the gallon crock was not going
to furnish water as fast as they could drink; so
I borrowed another crock and put a stout boy
at the windlass; and then when a party of ladies
came up I borrowed still another crock; and,
oh! but didn't we have fun drinking that cool
spring—no. no!—not si>ring, but well water,
pulled to the surface with two veritable "old
oaken buckets "I
Now, friends. I am making quite a long story

in order to make my point. I am sure those
children, as well as myself, enjoyed that pure
soft water more than they would have enjoyed
any kind of beer, soda-water, or even lemonade,
and a thousand times more than they could
have enjoyed any intoxicating drink. And if

my story has made you thirsty for just such
pure spring water, then I have accomplished
my end. In climbing hills and taking such
rambles as this, I believe almost every one can
drink' freely of such pure soft water, provided
he keeps on climbing. Were one to drink to ex-
cess, perhaps, after such a tramp, and then sit

down or lie down, the consequences might be
unpleasant; but I am sure not at all so if he
keeps on with hisi'amble. Another thing, I am
quite certain that there are few people who can
drink hard water, or water impregnated with
any mineral substances, as they can soft water
from these sandstone rocks. Again, I have told
you many times before that such rambles and
such great quantities of pure water are. to my
mind, one of the best medicines for old and
young that this wor'd att'ords. Perhaps lh(>re

are those in strong and robust health who take
water from hard-water wells and springs just
as well as the pure soft water; but I am sure it

is not so with those whose health is ])Oor. In
my various wheel-rides through the northern
part of the State of Ohio I have learned to my
sonow that it will not do for me to drink freely
of hard water; and so many others agree with
me. that I do think better provision should be
made for furnishing soft water to people who
can not drink the other. In old tinu^s the man
who dug a well for the convenience of the
people was considered a public benefactor.
You remember what the Bibh; says about the
well that .Jacob dug; and in one of our texts we
are told that Isaac's servants found, by digging,
a well of springing water. The margin calls it

a well of living" water. Now, we want ever
so many more of these. Our tempei-ance people
have; done a. little, but they want to do a big
lot more. At the present writing I do not know
of a real nice soft-water spring within h^ss than
six mi!es of where I now sit; bnt when I have
plenty of time I just enjoy going that distance
on my wheel in order to enjoy the fun of drink-
ing cupful after cupful of this delicious life-

giving beverage. The spring is In ashady nook
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in the woods. It is back perhaps 40 rods from
the road, and there is a sufficient volume of

water to run a hydraulic ram, and send it clear

up to the roadside; but it has never been done.
The man. who lives right opposite the spring,

has been drawing water with wagon and bar-
rels, day after day and week after week, to put
around "his plum-trees and blackberries. His
crop of plums was sold for several hundred dol-

lars, and, without doubt, paid him well for

drawing water in barrels. But an expenditure
of about !?.")().00 would send the water of this

spring right up before his door and into his

house. There are thousands and thousands of

placi-s throughout our land where soft-water
springs may be thus utilized. Of course, here
and there we tind a person who has done it.

Our State of Ohio, some years ago, offered a
little by way of encouragement, but nobody
seems to have taken advantage of it very much.
The watering-troughs by the roadside, kept

full and running over by means of a pipe from
a spring on a little higher ground, are mostly in

the hands of some person who has done it at
his own expense, just because he happened to

be "built that way." May God grant that
more and more people may be built after that
fashion I

I know, by talking with other people, that
there are others like myself who are hungering
and thirsting for pure drinking-water. We
have scores of people whose digestion is weak,
and whose stomachs seem to be fastidious about
water. If it has a woody taste from tlie wooden
pump, or a limy taste from tlie cistern, or a
roofy taste from the wooden roof, it stirs up an
unpleasant feeling in the digestive apparatus.
Sometimes I have thought it was a notion.
Again, I have tliought that Nature knew what
she wanted, and that the craving v/as a right
and proper one. Many times I have set a crock
out in the rain, and enjoyed hugely drinking
the pure water right from the clouds, to my
heart's content; but nothing else to be found at
any of the wells and cisterns in the neighbor-
hood would till the bill. I told you that the
nearest real nice spring I knew of to wliere I

write is six miles away. Is there no other way
than to go all this distance for the delicious soft
spring water I love so well ? Yes, I can have it

stored up in clean crocks or jugs, and kept in

the cooler. But there are two difficulties here.
One is, the water that has been standing is not
nearly as good as that fresh from a spring. It

may be that it lacks aii'. and of this 1 shall
speak further on. It is also very apt to become
tainted from the cooler. It may be fastidious-
ness, and notion, you may say. It may be so.

and may be not. But the principal attraction
tliat the spring six miles away has, is that a
six-mile ride puts me in just the trim to enjoy a
drink of spring water. But. wait a little.

Last week, after riding 3.5 miles it was my
great privilege to spend a few hours with one of
the Oberlin professors. All round about Ober-
lin they have hard well water. I tasted the
water from the waterworks; but that, too, con-
tained chemicals that I knew would not be safe
for me to take. I had been threatened with a
fever; and only one who has been there can tell

how I longed for some of the pure clear spring
water. Now, I have learned by practice to tell

by the looks whether the water is hard or soft.

Hard water has more or less of a bluish tinge,
as seen through a tumbler. Another thing, in
hot dry weather it will begin to evaporate
around the edges very quickly, and show a
faint chalky incrustation. As we sat at the
table I noticed a glass of water near me that
looked exactly like the spring water I craved.
The tumbler was very thin, and the material
of it was remarkably clear. I felt so sure that

I was right, that, as I took the glass in my
hand. I said. "This is filtered rain water, is it

not?" My hostess smiled and nodded. It was
perfect—just as good as that from my favorite
springs. Then we commenced talking about
the difficulty of keeping it. even in the cooler.

Then she mentioned an experience which has
been much like our own. She said that, one
day, she wished to keep a pailful, and thought
that, if she pressed down the tightly fitting tin

cover, it certainly could get no taint from the
contents of the refrigerator. A ripe muskmelon
was part of said contents. A few hours after-
ward, on tasting of the contents of the tin pail
it was so flavored with muskmelon that it could
not be u.sed. On this account it seems best to
filter the water only about as fast as you will
want it for use.
Ernest and John have each just completed a

nice cistern holding about .50 barrels. Their
buildings are covered \vith slate. The water
from only half of the roof has heretofore been
used. These new cisterns are to be filled from
the other half; but after they have been emp-
tied and filled a great many times, in order to
remove the limy taste from the water, they are
to be filled up each winter some time during a
long rain, and when the weather is as near the
freezing-point as possible. After that, no sum-
mer rains are lobe allowed to go into them at all.

This fifty barrels of ice-cold water is supposed
to be enough to furnish drinking-water through
the season, and it is to stay cold and pure; but
it is to be HltenMl a-* wanted. I believe this is

the only safe way. The delicious springs I have
told you about are filtered through great coarse
sand rocks. If you put coarse building-sand-
stone near the well in a dry time you will find
that you can pour pailful after pailful of water
on it; and if you put it on slowly it will soak it

all up. It is like a sponge. Well, a trough
made of this porous stone would make a very
nice filter, but the water would be a long while
in getting through it.

I suppose there is no end of filters in the
market: but we are just now using one with
great satisfaction, illustrated in the cut.
You will notice in the picture a filter-disk.

This is made of a certain kind of natural stone.
The whole thing is made of the same kind of
stone crockery I have mentioned as being such
a nice thing for drinking-utensils. You lift off
the stone cover, and pour the water in at the
top. It drips slowly through the disk. There
are several sizes. The smallest size will filter

about 4 gallons a day; the largest, about 12
gallons. You may take water that you consider
very nice and clear; but place two clear glasses
side by side, one filled with filtered water and
the other with unfiltered, and you will see a
difference very quickly. Again, you may have
some water that you consider remarkably pure,
and think it is good enough. Brush off the
stone surface and wash it clean. Now run
through, say, a gallon of your nice pure water.
The deposit left upon the surface of the stone
will startle you. The pores through the stone,
while they are open enough to admit water,
are so close that I feel sure they will strain out
every particle of vegetable or animal life that
so quickly develops and grows in most kinds of
water during warm weather. This is one
reason why I think the water should be filtered

just before it is used. This stone diaphragm is

perhaps a little thicker than roofing slate. It

rests in a channel, and is fastened around the
edges with cement. If it gets broken or worn
out, it can be replaced. It should be cleaned
every day; and if the water is very impure,
twice a day. By lifting off the top and taking
a little brush you can wash the stone in a very
few minutes. A common whisk broom answers
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very weU to wash it. There has been some
dispute as to whether such a filter would entire-

ly remove the germs of lyphoid fever, cholera,
diphtheria, etc. I am not prepared to state
positively that it will do so: but if the water is

first boiled and then tilfered, I believe it is

<ihsolutelu safe. One objection to boiling is,

that it expels the air aiid gives the water a

flattish tasle. To remedy this, various devices
have been brought forward to ivrate drinking-
water. One of these is a pump for a cistern or
a well, that carries as much air down under
the water as it brings water up. After having
had quite a few jangles and discords in regard
to drinking-water for our factory hands, we
finally dug a well some little distance away
from the buildings. We reached water at about
30 feet, just where we struck the rock. Sec-
tions of sewer-pipe. 2 feet across, were then
used to curb the sides, cementing each joint
with water-lime cement until we came to the
top. All the earth taken out of the well was
banked around the outside, so as to make a
strong slope away from the stone-pipe curbing.
This was pounded down so as to prevent, abso-
lutely, any surface water from getting through
Into the well, even during the very wettest
weather and heaviest rains. Then we put in
an lerating pump, manufactured by the Van
Nett Water-purifier Co., Tiltin, O. Of course,
the water is hard; but ever since that pump
has been in place I have not heard of a single
instance of any one of our hands going to the
neighbors for water because they had a notion
that it was better than our own. lam quite
satisfied that this leratinij; pump gives the
water a peculiar clearness and purity. The
claim is. that the quantity of oxygen carried
down into the water by the buckets oxydizes or
decomposes all organic matter, so as to keep
the water pure and wholesome. I don't know
whether this is sound logic or not. I give it to
you as it came to me. I think this is as nice

water for drinking-water as any /la re? water I
ever saw or tasted.

It is well known, and has been abundantly
proven by experiment, that the water of any
well or spring, to be nice, must be constantly
running water. If a spring is dammed up so
that there is not sufficient force to overflow the
obstruction, the water becomes dead and stag-
nant. Open it out and let it run, and keep the
channel clear, and it will soon become clear and
pure. It is so with the well. In order to have
water nice, you want to keep drawing on the
supply constantly. The more water there is

drawn out, the better will the water be that is

obtained. This illustrates the beautiful text—
"Give, and it shall be given unto you." Fix
your well so that all your neighbors can take
water from it, and you help yourself as well as
them. A family once had two wells. One was
near the house, and the other was off near the
barn. Everybody agreed, however, that the
water near the barn was so much nicer than
that near the house, that they carried all their
drinking-water from the barn well, even though
it made quite a little more labor. Finally the
pump was broken, and they were obliged to use
the water from the house well, close by the
door, not only for drinking - water for the
family, but to water the horses also. When the
pump was finally fixed, lo and behold I the
water at the house well was good, and that
near the barn bad. All that was needed to
m.ake one well better than the other was to let
all the horses drink from it. Don't you see?

In the city, I suppose wells for drinking-water
are wisely ruled out; but in the country and
country towns they are probably the thing for
most of us—that is, because most people do not
object to hard water, as I have described; but I

would use filters, especially during the hot
months when fevers and like maladies prevail.
I think, also, that every farmhouse should have
its ice-house. It has been proven that blocks
of ice, even after freezing, on a pond of impure
water, are not wholly free from germs of dis-
ease. I myself have tasted water cooled from
lun\ps of ice, where the ice was so bad that it

would make ine sick to drink the water. Freez-
ing is a remedy for certain forms of impurity,
but not all. Therefore, if you wish to drink ice
water, put the ice in the upper chamber of the
filter, and have the water from the ice filtered

as well as the other. Of course, it may not be
as cold as if the ice were put into the lower re-
ceptacle, but I am sure it will be cold enough.
Recent investigations seem to show that the

fevers that afflict us are more due to the water
we drink than to any other one cause. At our
Ohio Experiment Station, two members of a
family were sick with malarial fever. Investi-
gation made it quite probable that the fevers
were caused by the water from the well. The
family moved into another house, simply be-
cause of the bad state of the water. With these
facts before us, it seems to me there is hardly
any other one thing about our homes that so
urgently demands the most careful attention as
the water w<> drink. You may say filters and
such carefully constructed cisterns as I have
described are a good deal of expense and
bother. My friend, the typhoid or malarial
fever is a hundred times more expense and
bother; and think what your feelings must be-
think of the'remorse that would probably follow
you through life if a loved one should be taken
away—i)ossibly the mother of the family, just
because you had been negligent or careless in

regard to this one matter—the water we drink.
Then, again, please bear in mind that in no
way in the world can you show forth Christ's
spirit and teaching to better advantage than in

providing plenty of good water for the commu-
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nity about you. The last day of our county fair,

the horses and people drank, probably, a hun-
dred barrels of water from our stone trough in

front of the store. There was a brisk wind,
and the big windmil did its best all day long In

bringing water right from the bottom of the
well. But the people took it so fast it made
almost a constant stream. The well out in the
apiarv, that terates the water, was also kept
going" pretty nearly to its fullest extent.

Neither of the wells, however, gave out.

Now let me close with a little text which it

seems to me may be taken in a temporal sense

also, as well as spiritual:

And whosoever shall give to drink unto one of

these little ones a cup of cold water only, in the
name of a disciple, verily I say unto you. lie shall in

no wise lose his reward.

High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

SEEDS THAT MAY BE SOWN IN THE MIDDLE OF
SEPTEMBER.

In most northern localities it is .iust about the

time you want to sow your seeds for cold-frame
cabbage-plants. Go to work just as you would
to get cabbage-plants in the spring. When
they are of just a nice size to transplant, put
them into beds that can be covered with sash.

Plant them down much deeper than usual—in
fact, clear down to the first leaf, or a little

more. Give them room enough so they can
make good strong stocky plants, say two inches
apart in the row, and the rows three inches
from each other. Have the ground rich, then
use your sash in such a way as to harden them
gradually, but protecting them with sash when
the weather is most severe. Onions, spinach,
cauliflower, and many other hardy plants and
vegetables, may be kept over in cold-frames in

just this way ; and my opinion is just now,
especially after the experience of last spring,

that sucli cold-frame plants are worth more

—

at least generally speaking—than any plants
you can possibly raise in the greenhouse or
hot-bed. Now is the time, also, to sow spinach.
Get it large enough to use before severe weath-
er comes, if you can. The larger it is without
going to seed, the better, and it will frequently
winter away into February or March without
any protection at all. Of course, much depends
upon the quantity of snow on the ground when
we have our most severe freezes. A little help
from sashes will make your spinach much nicer
and safer. Last year we got 10 cts. per lb. for

outdoor spinach, and ;iO for that rai.sed under
glass; the same with winter kale. You want
the ground exceedingly rich for all these win-
ter plants. Grand Rapids lettuce should be
sown now so as to get nice plants to transplant
into the greenhouse or into cold-frames or hot-
beds. It is managed very much as we manage
cold-frame cabbage-plants, only you want some
bottom heat if you want to make it mature in

the winter time. The best lettuce we raised last

spring was wintered over in a cold-frame with-
out any bottom heat at all. It looked as though
the life was frozen out of it along in March: but
after the sun had warmed the ground up
enough to give it a start, it took hold and grew
amazingly. It takes but very little time or
ground to grow the seed; and if you should
raise more plants than you need, it will not be
a very big loss. If, however, you and every-
body else happen to be short of plants, as it

was last spring, it will be a very big gain, and
a nice speculation, to have a lot of nice ones.
If you already own the sashes why not make

them earn something in the latter part of the
winter as well as in the fore part? Ours are
now nicely covered up by cases or boxes, and
have been so all summer long; but as soon as
the first severe frosts come, we expect to have
them newly painted and utilized, every one of
the 300, by having them covering cabbage-
plants, cauliflower-plants, onion-plants, kale-
plants, little beets that started to grow before
the warm weather was quite gone. etc. Nice
vegetables out of season will almost always
find a purchaser, especially when it gets to be
understood that there is something nice and
good to be seen and purchased at your garden
every month in the year.

SOMETHING ABOUT LOOSE WAGON-TIRES.

During every dry time, like the season we
have just been passing through, for instance,
there is always more or less trouble about wag-
on-tires getting loose ; and. with a careless
driver, tires have been run oft', and expensive
breakdowns are the result. Where one watches
his tires, however, he will notice quickly when
they are getting out of place. The usual meth-
od of getting them back again is to get a ham-
mer or a stone, and pound the felly or the tire.

If you have tried it, you know it is very unsat-
isfactory, besides bruising up your wheel. An
hour or two ago a man showed me a neat trick.

It was this: When your tire gets to slipping oft'

the felly, get a common adjustable wrench — a
pretty good-sized one. Open it so while one
jaw rests on the edge of the tire the other is

against the felly. Now bear down on the han-
dle, or raise up,"as the case may be. and one jaw
will crowd the tire forward while the other
pushes the felly back under it. In a few min-
utes you can get all of the tires exactlyover the
felly, where they should be. Now wet your
wheel, and the tires will stay in place until the
wood becomes very dry again. A few years ago
I was greatly taken up with the idea of soaking
the wood with linseed oil—boiling hot. I bought
the machine, and carefully went over every
wheeled vehicle on the premises. Perhaps it

did some good; but my opinion is, that, had I

expended the same amount of money by send-
ing the wheels to a skillful wagon-maker, I

should have been better oft'. Later yet. some-
body talked about putting a washer of leather
between the end of the spoke and the felly. I

spent some more money in having a man go
over the wheels in this way; but my decision is

as above, "Every man to his trade." A good
wagon-maker or wagon-repairer who has care-
fully watched all of these things for years, and
made it his study to see how he can do his cus-
tomers the most good for the smallest amount
of money, would be cheaper in the end than the
plans I have mentioned. If, however, you have
leisure time at odd spells, or during bad weath-
er, it may make a difference. Whenever I wish
to do such work I have to hire a man at !fl.25 or
.$1.50 a day, and we usually have plenty of in-

door work "for all of our help during bad weath-
er. Whatever you do. don't let your wheels go
without having the tires properly set. being
properly painted as often as they need it. etc.

A stitch in time certainly saves nine in the care
of wheels of vehicles.

ONLY 44 CENTS FOR WHEAT, AFTER HAULING IT
17 MILES.

Friend Root: — Find inclosed one dollar at

last. They are hard to get now, with wheat at

44 cts. a bushel, and 17 miles to haul it. A tre-

mendous drouth has cut all other crops short,

honey included: but I don't see how I can get
along without Gleanings. I have read it for

16 years, and should be lost without it. Give
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us lots of high-pressure gardening, Home talks,

and other things of a like natui'e.
f-: I can make a reservoir to hold fiO.OOO barrels.

How much ground will that irrigate? How
large an outlet will it take to let the water on
the ground?
My six-year-old bee-man wants to know if

that roaring in the apiary is bees snoring in

their sleep. J. T. Shumard.
Golden, Mo., Sept. 4.

[Friend S., 44 cts. for wheat is rather lower
than any price I have heard of yet. Now, if

other crops are cut off, wheat is certainly going
to be in better demand before long; and if it

can possibly be kept, I would not De in a hurry
to sell it. Thanks for your kind words.
During a season like the present, I have esti-

mated that it needs a reservoir of about 3000
barrels for a quarter of an acre—that is, where
we depend upon a windmill; and if your pur-
pose is to store rain water when it comes, you
should have perhaps even more than that.
According to the above, your reservoir would
be sufficient for only about 15 acres ; but. of
course, all these figures must be very indefinite
with the various circumstances that will affect
each case. I should say the outlet would need
to be a pipe from one to two inches in diameter;
but here, again, much depends upon the head
of water, the porosity of the soil, the slope of
the land, etc. If you are going to run your
water in ditches through your ground, you
must let on water enough to go from one end of
the ditch to the other. If your stream is too
small it will all soak i.nto the ground before it

gets from one eud of the lot to tlie other.
Your six-year-old bee-man is not so very far

out of the way, perhaps: but I would suggest
to him that, instead of snoring in their sleep,
they are simply purring like kittens, because
they are happy. After the bees have brought
in a great lot of honey during the day you will
hear this contented roar at the entrance of the
hives. It has been suggested that roaring is

caused by the effort they make to evaporate
tiie surplus moisture in the new honey. My
opinion is, however, that, inasmuch as bees
express themselves by the humming of their
wings, this peculiar sound you speak of is also a
note of contentment, as I said before: and who
can say that it is not a way they have to ex-
press thanksgiving and praise to the great
Father above, who gave them life and being?
Very likely they have no conception of God ;

but I think that they, in common with other
animals, have a way of expressing gratitude
and thanksgiving, nevertheless.] A. I. R.

Our own has not started yet, but I am watch-
ing every day to see it do so.

MUSHROOM SPAWN THAT WILL NOT GROW.

On page 536 we published a letter complain-
ing of our mushroom spawn, and also acknowl-
edged that it came from .lohnson & Stokes.
Again, on page (111 E. C. (ireen, of our Ohio
Experiment Station, says Johnson <.*iL' Stokes are
not alone in the matter, etc. Weil, just now
here comes a later report from friend Kartow,
as follows:

Mr. Root :—l take it all hack. Some of the mush-
rooms have grown. The flrst I gathered to-day
were ]ilanted as soon as I gathered them.
Milan, O., Aug. 30. Ar.LEN B.\rtow.

Friend B., I am exceedingly obliged to you
for letting us know so promptly that the fault
is not entirely in the spawn, after all. I have
seen this sam*^ thing so many times that I bd-
gin to suspect that, after one lias given up that
the plant will grow, it is pretty sure to come up
after all, providing temperature, moisture, and
other conditions happen to be just to its notion.

" I.EE's FAVORITE " POTATOES.
I have for the last 20 years experimented

more or less with potatoes, and in that time I
have tried all the new and popular varieties as
they came along, and I must say that, in all
my experience. I have never had a variety that
could come up to Lee's Favorite. This season I
planted Lee's Favorite, New Queen, Early Sun-
rise, Crown Jewel, Charles Downing, and a few
more varieties, and I shall abandon all. and
stick to Lee's Favorite. New Queen, and the
good old Early Rose. With these three sorts,
planting one or two eyes in a place, in drills 15
inches apart in the drill, level culture, and, in
dry weather, by keeping the cultivator run-
ning, I can raise lots of beautiful potatoes on a
small area of ground. The Rural New-Yorker
is the worst potato to rot, with me, of any I
have tried. Lee's Favorite is the least subject
to rot of all I have tried; in fact. I do not re-
member of ever seeing a rotten one of this va-
riety. N. F. BOOMHOWER.
Gallupville, N. Y., Aug. 31.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Susquehanna Co. Bee-keepers' Association wiU meet at
Jiiy's Hotel, in New .Milford. on Thnisriav. Oct. 12, at 10 a.m. All
are cordially invited. H. M. Seblev, Harford, Pa.

The North .\inerican Bee-keepers' .\ssoeiation will hold its
24th annual convention on the 11th. 12th. and 13th of October,
189.3. inChicafro, HI.
Place of Meeting.—A hall for the use of the convention

has been secured in the " Louisiana Hotel," at the corner of
71st Street and Seipp .\venue, only a few minutes' walk from
tlie south entrance to the World's Colnmliian Exposition. 'This
hall is larue, well litrhlcd. .-md in a quu't ]ilaee.

Hotel Ai-ciim> .\ti>>ns The Louisiana Hotel itself will
furnish conifoitalile ai'comniodations to a larg'e number of the
members, at very moderate prices. B'or a small room two
persons pay daily 75 ots. each Larger rooms occupied l)y two
at $1.(10 per perse*. Four persons occupying: a room having
two beds will pay .TO cts. eacli. Meals can be obtained in the
hotel at reasonable rate-, or at numerous restaurants in the
vicinity. It is best to engage rooms by letter luforclianil. The
proprietors of the Louisiana Hotel give us the use ut the hall
free, expecting that many of the membeis will take rooms
with them; and as the prices are moderate, and the rooms are
neat and convenient, it is but just for all who can well arrange
to stoji there to do so. For this purpose, address " Monager of
Louisiana Hotel, corner 71st Street and Seipp Ave., Chicago,"
stating what priced room is wanted.
Railway Tickets and Baggage.—Most of the railwa.ys ticket

to the Ex]iosition Depot, near which the Louisiana Hotel is lo-

cated; and bagK'ii;;'!' shmild l)e checked to that station, Ihus
avoiding extra rlKOLie-. .is if is about sevm :;;iles tioni the
city stations to the World's Fair groinids. liil.iiin.-Ui(in as to

rates of travel, time tickets are good. etc.. c.-in lie (btatained
of all local ticket agents. From m.iiiy )ioints—especially from
cities having numerous competing llm-s- excursions will be
starting which will permit those win. <a]i take advantage of
them to go and return at the usual rate for one fare.
Programme and .\ttevdani'E —The programme, of which

furtlier notice will be given, consists of interesting papers by
well-known s))ei-ialists, and discussions of topics which will
interest honev-prodtiec is. (lueen-breeedeis, maniifacturers of
apiarian supplii s, iiiilili-^lins .ind editors ..t bec-litcr.iture, and
dealers in hiniev :iiid w:i\. Viewing the v;i lioiis fi.ieign and
home exhibits in .iiiieultuie at llie Woild's Fair will fdiin an
attractivf and instructivr featuie ot llic im-i'tjng, and the
number of ajiiarists widely known here and abroad who will
be present .ind take p.-iii in the proceedings is of itsill a guar-
antee th.at this will be a highly interesting and intliu>Kist ic

meeting. Counting, tln-ri fore, upon a laige atteiidanee, the
Executive Committee id' the society li.as made arrangements
accordingly. Let every state in the I'nion send tlif strongest
possible delegation, an I let every branch of oui- industry be
represented at this great Colninlii.an g.itliej-ing. No other oc-
casion is likely to occur in our generation when so much of
interest can be seen and heard at the time of one of these
meetings; and it is earnestly lio|)ed that a much 1,-uger mini
ber of the bee keepers of North America than has ever nud at

any previous cimviiilioii will be able to avail tlieiiiselves of
this grand opportunity. A special invit:ition is extended to
the l>ee-keciiers of every foreign eountiy.
Notice hi.' Atteni>-v.xi i'. oi; ok Phese.vtation ov Papers.—The

Seeretarv is desirous ol olitaining. as early as jiossible, the
names cit all who cioiteinplate being present KiniUy notify
him hv can! "i letter; a I -o any who may wi-li to present i)apers
the tiiles ol \s Inch have not yet been li;uideil in. ;iie requested
to send ti. tlie Secietarv at as early a dale as pus-ilde the exact
title and a vei \ l.i iel abstract of the article, which will enable
him to assign the topic its proper place in the pidgrainnie.

FUAXK Bknton,
Secretary North American Bee-keepers' .\s--ociation,

V. S Department of Agriculture, Washington, D. C.
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The woman saith unto him, Sir, thou hast nothing: to di-aw
with, anil the well is deep: from whence tlieu hast thou that
living- water? Art thou greaier than our father Jacob, which
gave us the well, and drank thereof himself, and his children,
and his cattlt !—John 4: 11, 12.

The second number of the new series of the
Canadian Bee Journal shows further evidence
of improvement.

Last week we sent a consignment of 40
queens by mail to Australia. Of the 50 we sent
some months ago in a previous consignment,
only three or four have been reported dead; the
rest we have not heard fi'om as yet.

We regret to learn, through the Illustrated
Home Journal, that C. P. Dadant, the founda-
tion-maker, has been down for several weeks
with the typhoid fever; but as he is now con-
valescent we hope he will soon be himself
again.

So far the indications show that there will be
a very light crop of fall honey. A very little

yield "is reported from buckwheat. The honey
on the market will be almost entirely of the
light order, made up of California honey; and
in the East, clover.

N. F. Boomhow^ek, an extensive and practical
apiarist, gives in another column, quite inci-

dentally, some facts that strongly support our
position that swarms unaccompanied with
queens do not unite, and that those with queens
do quite the contrary, or did do so in the in-

stances he records^

The Australia7i Bee Bulletin is a monthly
bee-journal that has been coming to our desk
for a few months back. Up till- recently the
Australian bee-journals have had a rather hard
pull to maintain an existence; but the above
seems to be going on with flying colors, and
gives every evidence of long life.

There, we are all at sea again. Hasty, in the
leading article in this issue, has given a batch of
statistics that leaves us without any rule. But
say, friend H., if we succeed in cutting out all

queen-cells in five days, and again in five days
more, as explained in Dr. Miller's Straw, won't
that stop second swarms'? Or is it a fact that
second swarms iaay come out, cells or no cells ?

In our last issue the Reports L>iscouraging
rather overbalanced the Reports 2?ncouraging.
In this issue we have no Reports Encouraging,
but quite a batch of the other kind. Yes, in-

deed, there will be a good demand for all the
crop of white- clover honey, and prices ought to

be good. As soon as fresh fruit is off the mar-
ket, the demand for honey will begin to in-

crease.

In our last issue, on page G87, an omission oc-
curs in the fifth line from tlie bottom of the last

column that almost destroys the full foi'ce of the
editorial. The sentence should read :

" We
stowed these [the combs] away until after the
honey- flow, when they were put in tii-rs of four
or five hives." The important thing omitted is

the word " after." It is easy enough to stop
robbing during the honey-flow; but the point
we wanted to make was. that we could stop it

after the honey-flow.

We have never taken very much stock in

drug remedies for curing foul brood; and after

having made several experiments with them
we are less in favor of them than we were at
first; but naphthaline is suggested in the British
Bee Journal as being a very efficient remedy

;

and we suggest to R. L. Taylor, the experi-
menter at the Michigan Agricultural Station,
the wisdom of testing this remedy. Mr. Taylor
has had considerable experience in handling
foul blood, and it would be far cheaper for him
to test it than for several bee-keepers to trouble
with it. with the possibility of i's failing to
cure.

One of our correspondents, Mr. S. B. Kimmell,
of Diamante, Cal., writes:

The estimate for Southern California is about 500
tons; but prices for extracted honey are quite low
—4 cts per pound is all that is ottered, and buyers
are scarce on account of the nK)ney crisis at this
time. But honey can be lai.'-ed with a profit at this
price lierc in any faiily good season.

Samples of California honey, so far as we
have tested them (and samples have been sent
us from scores of bee-keepers), show that the
crop is unusually fine—light in color, and very
heavy in body, and the flavor unusually pleas-
ant.

We notice in the Illustrated, Home Journal,
of which Thomas G. Newman, formerly editor
of the American Bee Journal, is editor, a de-
partment entitled "• Apicultural." It is a plea-
sure to read again bee editorials fiom the " Old
Roman;" we are very glad indeed to hear of
his improved health. In answer to some in-
quiry as to why he did not have an exhibit at
the World's Fair, Mr. Newman says:
Early in tlie season for preparation, Bro. Boot

wrote, asking if ] would make an e.xliibit, and sug-
gesiing- that we liad some one in common to look
alter boili. I liad then another an ack of la grippe
whicii left me without ambition enough to under-
take it, and I replied that I hoped to be in heaven
long before the fair materialized, and should not
attempt to make a display. But since then my
health has improved and 1 am still here to see the
Fair and be seen, and now hope to put in an appear-
ance at the National Convention next month.

May we suggest to those who have papers or
essays to be read at the convention, to bring or
send extra copies for the use of the bee-journals
and the reporters of the regular newspapers?
At almost every convention we have attended,
there has been more or less confusion or bother
because there has been only one copy of a pa-
per. A reporter of one of the daily papers
would borrow it to make a brief resume of it.

It may get lost; and if returned, and several
bee-journal editors want a copy of It, there
is apt to te no little trouble in "getting it

all around." Indeed, when the report of the
last Washington convention was made, sin-
gle copies of the ditt'erent papers that wei'e read
at the convention were scattered among the
different bee-journal editors; and it was no
little trouble for the reporter. Mr. Hutchinson,
to get them all together so that they could be
put into the oliicial report. We hope the es-
sayists will bear this in mind. If you do not
care to go to the trouble of making extra copies,
get some member of your family to do it for
you. If you use a typewriter, extra copies can
be made as easily and conveniently as one.
Now. all of this is said in the interest of accu-
rate and careful reports.

GIVING UP A GOOD THING TOO HASTILY.
We have all seen instances of the folly of

testing ei'eriy new thing as soon as it is barely
mentioned. On the other hand, we have seen
the folly of rejecting many of these new things
before they were lairly tested. We at flrst re-
jected the Boardman solar wax-extractor at
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our apiary; but we have sinco learned that the
first extractor was not properly tested. We
now find the machine to be a most magnificent
success, and it actually earns moi'e dolhtrs
than any thing else we have put in the apiary
for a long while. There was a time when fixed

frames, or, more correctly speaking, self-spac-
ing frames, were regarded as nuisances, and
impracticable, and all this because they were
nor candidly and carefully tested ; but now the
whole bee-keeping world is adopting them
right and left, in some form or other ; and the
evidence seems to show that they have come to
stay. Now, is there not any danger that a few
of us may decide against the self-hivers and
the Langdon non-swarmers before they have
been fairly tested. We are satisfied that the
Pratt hiver is a success. At first we were not
favorably impressed with any form of hiver;
and some preliminary tests that we have made,
as well as some reports that come in, led us to
believe they never would be practicable; but
more careful tests convinced us to the contrary.
In this issue we give the report of one who has
tested the Langdon non-swarmer, and found it

to be fairly successful. Let us not throw aside
something hastily, that may prove to be of
great value. There is no use in scoring the
editors of bee-journals because they give promi-
nenc^ to something that may prove to be a
failure. Let the watchword be, '• Prove all

things and hold fast that which is good." But
in order to do the proving we must give the
bee-keeping world a chance to " prove."

THE AMERICAN COFFEE-BERRY.

After publishing what we did on page 639,
we are told that the American coffee-berry is

advertised by Samuel Wilson, of Mechanicsburg,
Pa. It was also my pleasure a few days ago to
see it growing on the grounds of our experi-
ment station at Wooster. O. If you will turn
back to page 639 you will notice that the Rural
New-Yorker says: " The " American ' part of it

is the cheek of the ' introducer' who calls it a
new thing, and wants to charge ten times what
it is worth." In Wilson's catalogue it is called
'• Cole's Domestic coffee-berry." An exaggerat-
ed picture Is given, and a tremendous puff,
with several testimonials from those who have
used the coffee. Then follows the offer of 25
cts. a packet, or five packets for a dollar. It is

true, the plant is exceedingly prolific, for it is

one of the soy-bean family, and the seeds could
be sold for five cents a packet, and good-sized
packets at that. I have tested the coffee, but I

should say it could not be compared with even
the poorest grades of coffee. It might, how-
ever, prove more healthful and nutritious ; for,

while beans are a most nutritious food, they
are in no sense a stimulant. I do not know
that anybody would be very much harmed by
investing, only that it seems too bad. when
money is so hard to get hold of, to be asked to
pay 2.5 cts. for a small package of beans; and,
by the way. I do not think I ever saw any
thing in the whole range nf the bean family.
where there are so many pods on a single plant.
As the beans are small, however, we probably
shall not get so many bushels per acre, after
all.

Just a word right iiere in regard to exaggerat-
ed pictures and exaggerati'd recommendations
in our seed catalogues. We should hardly
want to call the seedsman a humbug oi" swin-
dler; but if he persists in thus booming every
thing he catalogues, his customers will most
surely begin to calculate each spring, as the
seed catalogue comes out, that it will not be
safe to believe more than a small part of what
the pictures and description claim. A. I. R.

PERFORATED ZINC; IS IT POSSIBLE TO MAIvE A
ZINC THAT WILL EXCLUDE ALL QUEENS, IN-
CLUDING VIRGINS, AND YET ALLOW THE

WORKERS TO PASS FREELY WHEN
LOADED ?

Whex perforated zinc was first introduced
into this country, it had perforations very near-
ly -M) of an inch wide; but it was soon discov-
ered by us and others that queens would go
through it; and, not being able to buy zinc
with perforations ^^f^^ wide, we constructed an
automatic machine for punching the metal in
large quantities; but ere long, when this zinc
was introduced among bee-ke(>pers. it was dis-
covered that queens would occasionally get
through this. About this time, Dr. G. L. Tin-
ker, of^ New Philadelphia, O., made perforated
zinc iV^ wiue. From numerous experiments he
had made, he concluded that this size was cor-
rect: that it did not hinder loaded workers in
passing through it, but always excluded queens.
This size was generally accepted as correct. We
then made an entirely new machine, and a new
set of dies that made zinc ^\y inch wide; but by
a slight miscalculation the dies were a trifle
larger than ^V„, and again queens were report-
ed as going through. Two years ago we made
zinc a trifle scant i^'^, thinking that this time
we should make a sure thing of it; but in the
course of time, reports would come in that vir-
gins and sometimes laying queens would go
through this very zinc; and Dr. Miller himself
wrote us that he had almost despaired of get-
ting a perforated metal that would absolutely
exclude the queens. We said nothing about it

in print, but concluded that our dies must have
worn since they were first made, because we
have turned out the metal during the past few
years by the ton. We were about to set our
machinist to making new dies, when it occurred
to us to make some careful measurements. One
of our men has a micrometer that will record
the one thousandth part of an inch. We first

measured Dr. Tinker's zinc, and found this to
show exactly i\,'4 as its width. The Chicago
zinc showed a measurement of iV^if,;. As we
heard good reports from Dr. Tinker's, we natu-
rally concluded that our zinc was something
over -ii,Vm, or, at least, larger than Dr. Tinker's.
To our great surprise, we found that the holes
measured only ii^il. Three of the holes showed
nearly Jij'o'},; but all of the rest of the holes in
that die of 64 holes showed a measurement of
t'nHi^ and under, though none recorded less than
iWiT- We concluded that Dr. Miller and others
who reported queens going through our zinc,
must, by some mistake, have gotten some of our
old zinc. We accordingly wrote to Dr. M.. ask-
ing him to send us some of the zinc from the
honey-board through which the queens went.
As Dr. Miller's hives are all numbered, and rec-
ords are kept in a note-book by number, he had
no difficulty in going to the identical hoiK^y-
board through which, he knew positively, his
queens had gone. He forwarded us the zinc,
and. by actual measurements, we found it to be
—what do you think"? Exactly -ji,,';/;,

! Now, by
some very careful and elaborate experiments
that W(; made in our apiary we have found that
zinc as small as the Chicago, having perfora-
tions only A'iAi- hinders greatly the workers,
when Uxtded, fiom going through. Indeed,
there were large numbers of the bers that could
not pass through at all. W(» then and there
concluch^d that such zinc would never do for the
passage of loaded bees. Well, now. zinc as small
as iVifi, is as small as we dare go; so we must
naturally conclude that there is, perhaps, one
queen in a hundred that may be able to get
tlirough zinc iW„ inch wide at the narrowest
way of th(i perforation. Obviously, it would be
folly to try to reduce the size any more than
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this. If there is a larger percentage than one
queen in a hundred that will go through a zinc of

this size, we should like to have our readers fur-

nish us the facts. But so far, as a general rule,

the exceptions are so rare that the jVt^ff width
works in a perfectly satisfactory way. Now, is

it not possible that queens reared from large
larvfe would be smaller than queens reared
from smaller larvse? and may not this one in a
hundred be accounted for by the fact that they
were partially developed as a hec before the
bees decided they were to be queens ?

Now, this matter of excluding queens is an
interesting and important one, and we suggest
that R. L. Taylor procure zinc of various sizes,

and try various races of queens, and various
queens of the same race—not forgetting, also, to

try queens from the same mother, some queens
reared from large larv«. and some from small.
Manufacturers can easily produce any size of
perforation that will always exclude. It is ex-
ceedingly annoying to have queens go through
the zinc; and if there is a possible way of mak-
ing a sure thing of it, and yet not hinder tlie

workers from passing through it. we want to

know it. It is barely possible that Dr. Miller's

bees, even when loaded, would go through zinc

^"ij inch wide; and, on the other hand, we
know almost positively that certain Carniolans
could not get through it; and also some Italians

that we have had—indeed, we think all of them.
Let us hear from the brethren who have tried

our latest zinc.

We clip the following [from the Farm <md
Fireside: ^

;WHAT THE RELlGKJNcOF .JESUS DOES.j

It gives a peace that tlie world can not take away.
It makes men pay debts that the law can not col-

I(>Ct.

It makes women stop talking- scandal.
It makes children ol)ey tlieir parents.
It makes men do g-ood with their money.
It makes those wlio have been vicious strive con-

tinually to control themselves.
It makes the drunkard stop buying' beefsteak for

the siiloou-keeper, and g-o to providing- for his own
family.
It throws the jailer out of employment and raises

the woi'kman's wag-es.
It builds hospitals and asylums, and furnishes the

money to run them.
It makes men unselfish and women more lovable.
It throws a bright light into the valley of death,

and shows that there is a city of eternal beauty just
beyond it.

Special Notices.

GRAND RAPIDS LETTUCE SEED.

New crop right from Eugene Davis, the origina-
tor. Oz.,20c; pound, f 1.75.

EXTRA EARLY AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.
Now is the time to put these out. We have a good

supply at the prices given in our issue for Sept. 1.

We iiave made arrangemeiUs with tlic publishers
of tliat maynificent magazine, tlie fyosiiuipnUtari,

whereby we can clul) that journal and Gleanings
for two years for $a.OU a year. Up till very recent-
ly the C(w/»(()")/(f('*i was $8.U0ayear, Send in your
subscriptions at (ince. Old or new subscribers may
take advantage of this offer.

RADISH SEED FOR SEPTEMBER SOWING.

Wood's Early Frame or Chinese Rosi' Winter, will,

with ordinary fall wi'alhcr, make nice i-adislies in

the open air if sown at once. If you wish to pro-
long the cro]), put them in beds so you can put on
sash about the time severe freezing sets in. We
can furnish a nice strain of either at 10 cts. per oz.;

75 cts. per lb. If wanted by mail, add the usual 9

cts. per lb. for postage and packing.

"world's fair" EXHIBIT.
Thosi' of our readers, and others who may be at-

tending tlie World's Fair during tlie i-orning six
weeks, will find our exhibit in section 33, H, in the
gallery of tne Agi-icultural Building, near the
honey exhibits of the various States and countries
represented. Surmounting the exhibit is a fine
watei--color drawing, 25x40 inches, giving a very
good idea of how we appear at the Home of the
Honey-bees. In the glass case will he found a line
of the goods we manufacture.

HONEY market.
We have no change to report in the situation on

honey, except that, in many localities, the amount
secured does not seem to hold out to what was first
expected. Prices are no better, and demand fair.
We quote choice extracted clover or basswood

honey, in 60-lb. cans, at 9c per lb.; by the case of 2
cans; 854c; two cases or more, 8c.
Choice white comb honey in 1-lb. sections, 24-lb.

cases, 17c per lb.; in lots of 100 lbs. or more, 16c. In
four-case lots or more we crate it so will ship safely
by freight without having the combs broken down.

THE STONEWARE WATER-FILTER.
In order to save correspondence it may be well to

say here that the price of the stoneware water-filter,
figured on page 719, is, for the four sizes manufac-
tured, respectively, $3.00, $3.75, $5.00, and $0.25. Ad-
dress the Zanesville Stoneware Co., Zanesville, Ohio.
Or if you are ordering goods of us, or if for any oth-
er reason you prefer to send here, you can do so.
While we do not, as a rule, intend to advertise goods
in our reading-rolumns, yet where any thing is so
manifestly beneticial to the liealth of community
we are pleased to give the manufacturers a lift by
mentioning things which, in our juda-ment, merit a
free advertisement.

REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF EGYPTIAN OR WINTER
ONION-SETS.

Until further notice the price will be 10' cts. per
quart; 50 cts. per peck; $1.75 per bushel. If wanted
by mail, add 10 cts. per quart extra for postage.
These can be planted any time this month or next;
but the .sooner the better. They will grow wliether
it rains or not. In fact, the Egyptian or winter on-
ion is the most hardy and vigorous plant to take
right hold and grow, under all circumstances and
conditions, of any plant I ever saw, of any sort. Aft-
er you once get them in the ground tliey will be
there for evermore unless you plow or dig them up.
You may cut off the tops, or let them grow up to
weeds or any thing else you choose. Tliej' will keep
on growing, splitting up and multiplying, and fill-

ing the ground ; but, of course, they will make ever
so much nicer bunch onions if you give tliem deep
rich soil and lots of manure.

HONEY-PACKAGES FOR SHIPPING AND RETAILING.

On the second and third cover pages of this issue
we print a couple of pages from our catalogue, of
seasonable goods, to which we call your attention.
The No. 25 jar is one of our leaders in glass pack-
ages for retailing, and it deserves to be. It is made
of clear Hint glass, and holds a pound without
crowding: has a glass cover with rubber ring: and
the screw rim, instead of being tin as we have here-
tofore represented it, we find to be nickel-plated on
brass, or some metal that will not rust. This adds a
decided advantage to this jar. The jam-jar screw-
top pails and i umblers are all quite popular, and are
not expensive, esitecially the latter. We have a
good stock on hand to ship pi-omplly.
There is nothing equal to ilieej-ll). cans for ship-

ping extracted honey. Many use kegs and barrers
because the first cost is some less than cans. Our
experience has been, that, after paying for the loss
from leakage, they co.st more than cans. Two cases
of leakage have come to our notice the past week.
One shipment of two barrels went a distance (jf two
or three hundred miles without transfer, and a
week on the way. When the barrels were delivered
there was 152 pounds of choice honey gone from
one bari'el In the other case the shipment did not
g-o much farther; and in one barrel of .5W) pounds,
only 1.') pounds was left. We know another man
whose honey was leaking so badly during this very
dry weather we have been having tliat he was com-
pelled to get cans and empty the barrels into them.
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These m;iy be exceptional cases; but tliey go to

prove what we have l)eeii tryinji- to teach for the past
live years or more, and wliat wo liave found true in
our own experience— tiiat cans are by far the most
satisfactory package to ship lioney in, aud tlie

cheapest in the long- run.

SPECIAL PKEMIUJI FOK OCTOBER.
During- the next tliree niontiis very many sub-

scriptions expire, and liave to be renewed. In order
to avoid sending- you notice of the expiration of
your subscription", and to induce you to liave the
date on the wrapper of your paper advanced one
year, we have decided to otter special pi-emiums.
These will be offered for only a limited time; and,
if taken advantage of at all. liuist be accepted with-
in the specified time. Our tirst otter we will not
agi'ee to hold open beyond the month of October.
To every present subscriber wIk) is not already in

arrears, and who will send Ids renewal, with $l.tKl

before his subscription expires, and before Nov. 1,

1893, we will send free postpaid one of those won-
der fvil

AUOITE STOVE-MATS.

We first ottered this article for
sale in November, of last year

;

and since that time we have dis-r>\ posed of about 150 gross, or over
^ 2(1,1100. Very many ot our readers

are alnaflysupplied, and appreci-
ate the blessing they have been to
them. They are, in fact, a hou.se-
hold necessity. Probably many
of those first sent out now need re-

placing- with new ones, or per-
haps an extra one would not come amiss during- the
fruit-canning season, especially when it will cost
you nothing. Certainly you could make no worse
use of it than to present it to a neighbor who has
not yet learned of its value. If your subscription
is in arrears we will require that you pay all arrears
and a year in advance in order to secure this pre-

miuTi. If you secure a new .subscription to send
along with yours you may ott'ersuch person Glean-
ings till the end of 1894 from the time you take the
subscription for 81.00, and we will give you another
stove-mat for securing- the name and .sending- it

along- with yoursl^together with $2.00 to cover both
subscriptions, "^v

5!S^E ladies' TOILET-CASE.

This is something- that many ladies will find in-

valuable. It contains 238 useful articles as follows

:

100 sewing-needles (4 papers) ; 1 highly polished
steel bodkin; 2 double long yarn-darners; 2 medium
long: yarn-darners; 2 fine long yarn - darners ; 2

double long cotton-darners ; 2 tine cotton-darners ;

2 wool - darners ; 2 short yarn-darners ; 2 looping
needles; 2 crewell needles: 2 straw or milliners'

needles ; 2 glovei-s' needles ; 2 button needles ; 1

chenille or lace needle ; 1 tapestry or rug needle ; 2

bonnet-pins; 2 hat-pins; 2 shawl-pins; 2 cloak-pins;
6 toilet-pms; 96 white pins; 1 crochet-needle.
These, if bought separately in stores, would cost

from one to two dollars. The price printed on this

case is 3.5 cents. We will send one postpaid for 30

cents; 4 for $1.00, or 10 for $2.01); or to any one who
will send us a new subscription to Gleanings, and
$1.00, we will present free postpaid one of these val-

uable cases.

Black and Hybrid Queens For Sale.

For tlie l)eneflt of friends who have black or hyl)ri(l queens
which thev wish to dispo-^e of . we will insert notices as lie-

low, lirst insertion free of charge. .Vfter the tirst, IDc per
iine. We do this because theie is hardly value enough in
these queens to pay for buying them uji and keeping them
in stock; and yet it is oftentimes quite an accommdation to
those who can not afTord higher-priced ones.

I have fine hybrid queens by return mail, for 25
cts. each. W. A. Sanders, Oak Bower, HaitCo.,G!i.

About 1 dozen fine young mismated queens at 35c.

P. J, Thomas, Fredonia, Kans.

I have a number of mismated Italiiin (pieens, all

young and of this year's rearing—mostly all pro-
ducing from 2 to 3 bands, good .-md nrolific, that I

will take 40c each for, or 3 for $1.15. Speak quick.
M. H. DeWitt, Sang- Run, Md.

Warranted Golden Queens,
80c; 6 for *4,25; do/en, *«.(I0; young- tested, iBI.dO up.
Write for prices on select and breeders.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
AnyoftUese books on which postage is not given will be

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt ot price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if WK make a purchase without seeing the article
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as he has them tor sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would lie the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can. that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that 1 approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, »*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines, t ;

foreign, §. The bee-books are all good

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.
As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by

freight or e.xpress, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can .judge of the size of the
books very well by the amount required tor postage on each.

8
I
Bible, ynod print, neatly bound 20

10
I

Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
20

I
Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 75

This is a large book of 425 pages and 17-5 illustrations, and
would usually be called a $2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I

First steps lor Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the .same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 35
3

I
John Ploughman's "Talks and Pictures, by

Kev. C. H. Spurg-eon* lo
1 1 Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3, and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05
2

I

Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words aud music, small type, board

covers 45
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers 75

3
I
New Testament in pretty flexible covers ... 05

6
I

New Testament, new version, paper covers

.

10
5 1

Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10
4 Stepping Heavenward** 18
15 1

Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

5
I

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25
8

I
Same in cloth binding 50

I

•• The Life of Trust," by Geo. MuUer** 1 25
1

I

Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 05
5

I

Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it, and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLYJ;fOR| BEE-KEEPERS. r"^

Postage

]

jPrlce without postage.
15

I
A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth 1 10

5 A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller. . . 45

i

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50
3

I

Amtiteur Bee-keeper, by .1. W. Rouse 22
14

I

Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I.§ 2 m

31
I
Same, Vol. 11. S r 2 79

or, $5.25 for the two, postpaid.
Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 1 00

"
' 90

95
10

Cook's New Manual. Cloth .

Doolittle on Queen-Rearing
Dzierzon Theory
Foul Brood; Its Managrement and Cure;

I). A.,Iones 09
Honey as Food and Medicine 05
Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-IJeeT.

.

1 26
Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.. 1 25
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping 140
Thirty Veais Among- the Bees, by H. Alley 50
Success in Bee Culture, by .lames Heddon 46
Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 25

The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

95
British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England* 40

Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root 15
Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46
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MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
3 I A B C Of Potato Culture, Terry** 35
This is T. B. Terry's tirst and most mastei-ly work. Tlie book

has hai an enonuoud sale, and has been leprinted in foreign
languages. When we are thoroughly conversant with friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.

5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Flnley 35

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture, by T. B. Terry
and A. I. Root, 144 pages; 33 illustrations 35

5
I
An EM'tr-F'iirm, Stoddard** 45

I
Aniai-eiir Pliotojiraplipr's Hand-book**. .. . 70

I

Barn Plans aud Out-Builduig-s* 1 -'lO

I

Canary Birds. Paper 50

I

Draining- for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 .5(1

10
I

Fuller's Grape Culturist** 140
1 Farming For Boys* 76

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ought to make farm-life tascin.itiug to anj
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.

7 I
Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing** 90

This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the
only book on gardening that I am aware of that tells how
market-gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest their
own seeds. It has 166 pages.

12
I

Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
While '• Gardening for Profit "is written with a view of mak-

ing gardening pat, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gardennig for Pleasure " takes up this matter of be.iuti-
fyingyoiir homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of inaking monev out of It. I think most
of you will need this it yon get " Gar(^ening for Profit." This
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

13
I

Gardening for Profit, new edition** 1 85
This is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making markets gardening a science and a fasci-

nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it be the
above'. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** ... 1 25
Triis is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort Although it

goes over the same ground occupied hy Peter Henderson, it

particularly einphnsize- thorough cultivation of the soil in

preparing your ground; and this matter of adipting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happy
vein If your children have any sort of fancy for gardeningit
will pay von to make them a present of this hook. It has 187

pages and 46 engravings.

10
I

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 75

I
Gray's Sclmol and Field Book of Botany. .. 1 80

5
I

Gregory on Cnlibjia-es; paper* 2f,

5 Gregory on Squashes; paper* 25

5 I
Gregory on Onions; paper* 25

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val-
uable. The book on sqna.shes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of
business.

15
I

How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35
By i'. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
ooid-frames. cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

1
Handbook for lAimbermen 10

10
I
Household Conveniences .. 14*'

3 i How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15

3
I
Injurious Insects, Cook 25

U)
i
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

<>hard, Stewart* 1 40
This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work

on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently, tfsing water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 pages
and 142 cuts.

3
I

Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 35
By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at

my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi-
astic 'over of all farm industries, he is better fitted, perhaps, to
handle the suhiect than any other man. The book is written
in Prof Cook's h.appy style, combining wholesome moi-al les
sons with the l.Ttest and best method of managing to get thf
finest svrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expend!
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes siierar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 36 cuts.

1
I
Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10

11
I
Practical Floriculture, Henderson* 1 36

10
I
Profits in Poultry* 90

2 I Practical Turkey-raising 10
By Fanny Field. This is a 25-cent book which we offer for 10

cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody's Webster's Dictionarj' 10

Over 30,000 words and 250 illustrations

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
iicter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein

that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I

Silk and the Silkworm 10
lu

I

Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 1 40

10
I
Success ill Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives in Arlington, a subui-b of Boston,
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the crops. The book has 208 pages, and is

nicely iUustratetl with 110 engravings.

I
Ten Acres Enoug:h 100

I

The Silo and Ensilage, by Prof. Cook, new
edition, fully illustrated 26

I Talks on Manures* 1 75
This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter is

considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.
2

I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15
10

I

The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led
Captive 75

3
I

Treatise on the Horse and his Diseases 10

5
1
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Just out. Fully illustrated, containing every thing of Im-
portance clear up to the present date.
The single chaiiter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, shuuld alone make the book
worth what it costs, to every one who has oc easioii to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing aliiii>st anything el>e; and liy ftdlowing the plan
diierteil in this hncik one man "'ill often du as much as two
men witliuiit tliis knowledge. The hook embracesevery thing
connected with tlie subject, and was written by the '^author
while he was enga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson, O.

5
I

Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part first—by J. W. Da.v. of Crystal Springs,

Miss . treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by A. I Root, adapting it to the North. Part second

—

By D Cummins, of Conneaut. O.. treats of tomato culture
esiieciuliy for canning-factories. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plunt-giiiwing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general Tlli^ little book is interesting beuaiise it is one
of the flr-t rural books t come fri>in our friemls in the South.
It tells of a great industry that li.as been steadily ui-owing for
some- yeai's jjast ; iiamelv, tomato-yrowing in the South to
sii|ipl.y till' Northern markets The little book, whu-h is fully
illusti'ateil. givis lis some pleasant glimpses oi the iiussibili-

t.es and )ii obaliilities of the future of S.mthe! n agiiculture.
Even though you do not grow tomatoes tu any considerable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agricultu! e and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

2
I

The New Celery Culture 15
This summing-up of this new Industry amounts to this:

You fix your ground just as rich as you can possiblj- get it,

with stable m.iuure. ihemical fertilizers, or any thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way. and give them water enough to make tliem boom
right along ft om the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 1892 to demonstrate that, like the new-
onion culture, it promises great possibilities.

3 I Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35
This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;

but it is so intimately connected with hit potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you havt only a hot se or a
cow. I think it will pay you to invest in the book Itha-^ 44

pages and 4 cuts.

8
I

Whal to Do and How to be Happy While
Doing It. by A. I. Root .50

3 1 Wood's Common Objects of ihe Micro-
scope"'* .... 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.

3 1 Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25
The first really full and complete book on celeiy culture, at

a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolbo.y ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-

tance except from the book.

3
I

Onions for Profit 45
Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-

ture and the new method The book i;- fudy illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Greiner. Even if one is nut particularly in-

terested in the business, «lmost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make and How to Use
them ; i n paper covers 45

6
I

The same in cloth covers S5
Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be

found on the farm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers

from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W, Sempers,

7
I

Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landreths are the pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth fully as much as we might expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth the price, before it had
been in my hands fifteen minutes. It is exceedingly practical,

and tells what has been done and what is BRING done, more
than it discourses on theory.

.-J. '. ROOT. Vedinn. O.
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3ee-]p4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free catalog-ue 23-32db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
liSt RETS, ADDRESS
Of N. A. KNAPR.

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing- your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece liasswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14t^b New Lon don. Wis

Several varieties. Be.st
quality. Any quantity.
Finely illustrated cat-
ulog-ue free. Address

&EEK BEOS.. St. Marys, Mo., or H. B. (JEER, Nashville, Tenn.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for catalofivie free. Addi-ess

SA3IUFI. .lONES, Higliland Park
Colleg-e, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

"BUSHEL B0XES7

Tlie abo\t i iit show-, oui iievv-.jlc. (Ul-t>h(tted
hiishel box We ii,i\e Uvo otbci sijies; one lias
slatted bott( J ni and --idtswith xjIhI ends in tliiee
pieces cuWeA X\w slotted husludhox. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes. and is bound
with galvanized iron and culled XhngnJvanizcd hinuid
box. These ho.xes were devised by T. U. Teiiy for
handlinir potatoes, for wliich purpose nothing could
be handier. Tlie i)Otat()es are picked up into the
boxes in the lield and left in tlieni till sold. Other
crops, sucli as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being- handled in these same bo.xes. Tiiey are of
such a size tiiat two go ciosswise in an ordinary
wagon-bo.\. Outside mensure is I4Ji'xl6Tgxl3X deep,
and they hold a bushel of iiolatoes level full so tliej'

can be piled one upon anotlier. The above cut
shows two iiH-sIattrd bo.vcs nailed up, and a bundle
o'? 15 alongside; lli of the If) are in the Hat, packed
inside the other two. and nails of the projjer kinds
are im-lnded. The slutlid iind ijitlriuiizitl luniiid boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 1-

in a pai'kage instead of ]."). Each |)ackage weighs
about 8.5 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 .5(1

Slatted bushel box, per crate of Vi 1 .50

Calvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

In lots of ton crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, J.S, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 2(i-page pamjihlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlicaiion.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Why not

Advertise Prices?
many inquiFers~asE Well, there is"somucirto' say
about this fence that we can't attempt to tell it all
in a small ad. For years we have published a month-
ly paper devoted wholly to Page Fence. This is sent
free with descriptive price list to all Inquirers.

IPAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.

GOOD NEWS TO THE
HELPLESS.

For illustrated catalogueof INVALID-LIFTER
by which a child can lenderiy lift you to and from
Chair, Bed, Bath, Carriage, turn over in bed. hold in
reclining position, or on a stretcher until vour bed
ismade. A. BEESON, Loveland, Colo.

Wishing to quit the
supply business 1 otter
at Root's prices and

Root's make one No. 15 Cowan extractor at 110; two
No. 5 Novic-e extractors, $14; one second-hand No. 5
Novice extractor at 15: one second-hand four-frame
Stanley automatic extractor. $15. Both second-hand
extractors are in good repair, but have been used.
:i 00 white sections, 2000 cieani sections, for Dove-
tMiletl hive; .50 lbs. brood foundation at 45c; 25 lbs. of
surplus foundation, 55c; two (^rane and two Clark
smoker:-; two B. \- H. honey-knives. Speak quick,
as 1 will have no more when these are gone. Make
money-order payable at Clifton, Tex.

J. N. COLWiCK, Norse, Tex.

Selling; Out!

;• ITALIA)
•'•.CLOVERSESOS'C'-'VS AND Dt-",^^ BUCKWHEAT
!^C:^ample*ourbeejournalThe WESTERN i

JOS.NYSBWANDER. Des MoiNES. Iowa.

Winter and Shipping Cases
Are now in se:isiin. Get cmr (irices un siirne.

I. J. STRINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y.
21 20(1 U IMcasi' meutiun tliis paper.

Gasli tor Beeswax

!

Will pay 31c per lb. cash, or 34c in trade for any
quantity of good, fair, aver.age beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The sime will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected uar.
Unless you put your name mi the box, and notify

us by mail of atnout.t sent. I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not p;iy as a gen
eral thinvr to send wax by erveKs.

A. I. ROOT, Medina. Ohio.
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Special Notices.

STILL ANOTHER REDUCTION IN THE PRICE OF
WINTER ONION-SETS.

As our suppl.v of sets still holds out, we make
another reduction in prices as follows: Peck, 4(1 cts.;

bushel, $1.5(1. If wanted by mail, add 10 cts. per
quart extra for postage and packing-.

FREEMAN POTATOES FOR SEED.

Our Freeman potatoes are now dug and put into

the cellar, and* am sure the seed is pure and reli-

able, for there is not a potato in the lot that differs

in color, sli;ipe. or in afi.y way, from the rest. At
present we can make the followliig- prices, 8ul)ject

to advance or decline, as the ni:irket may demand, I

would, however, suggest otderiufj- now, lest we have
the same stampede for thein ne.xt spring that we
had last spring: 1 lb, by mail, 2:') cts.; ;j lbs. by mail,

60 cts. ; 1 lb. by express or treiglit !sent with other
goods), 10 cts. ; 1 peck by express or treight, 75 cts.

;

1 bushel, $2.00; barrel, containing 11 pecks, $4.00.

The above prices are for large selected potatoes.

For small potatoes, running, say, from the si7A' of

a hickorynut up to that of a small hens-egg, 1 lb,

by mail, 20 cts,; 3 lbs. by mail. 45 cts.; 1 lb. by ex-

pre.ss or freight. 7 cts. ; 1 peck by express or freight,

40 cts.; 1 bushel, $1.25; barrel, containing 11 pecks,
$3.00. Now, as there are going to be a good many
small potatoes this year I want to say a word or two
in their favor. During the past season T. U. Terry
had better potatoes from small seed than from large;

but--the small seed was saved by liis method of

burying, so the potatoes were not sprouted at all at

the time of planting. They were just as solid and
firm as when dug; and the large potatoes that did
not do so well were some he bought because he ran
short, and they had put out sprouts enough so that
.some of the sprouts were broken off when they
were planted. This, however, only goes to show
that small potatoes well kept are better for seed than
large ones not in good condition at tlie time of

the planting. One thing more: The Freeman pota-

to is perhaps the nicest potato to bake that we
have in the market, unless it is the old-fasliioned
Snowflake. Well, tliese second-sized potatoes, es-

pecially the largest of them, are just a nice baking-
size, and I should not wonder if they were worth
$3.00 a barrel (the price we charge) for table use, espe-
cially if potatoes are high and not of very fairquali-

ty where you are located.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Susquehanna Co. Bee-keepers' .Vssociation will meet at

Jay's Hotel, in New Mllford. on Thursday. Oct. Vi. at 10 a.m. All

are cordially invited. H. M. Sekley, Harford, Pa.

The eighth semi-annual convention of the Missouri State
Beekeepers' Association will be held at Pertle Springs, near
Warrensb\irpr. Mo., Oct. 18. 19, 20. 1893. The M. P. R. R. Co. will
sell tickets 1,!<; fare, certiHcate plan. All are invited.

P, Baldwin, Sec., Independence, Mo.

BEE - KEKPEKS OF NORTH

The North American Bee-keepers' .\ssociation will hold its

24th annual convention on the 11th, 12th, and 13th of October,
1893, in Chicago, 111.

Place of Meeting.—A h.all for the use of the convention
has been secured in the " Louisiana Hotel," at the corner of
71st Street and Selpp Avenue, only .a few minutes' walk from
the south entrance to the -World's Columbian Exposition. This
hall is large, well lighted, and in a quiet place.

HdTKL .\t'roMMODATlONS —The Louisiana Hotel itself will
furnish comfortable accommodations to a large number of the
membeis. at very moderate piices. For a small room two
persons jiay daily' 76 cts. each Larger rooms occupied by two
at $1(1(1 per person. Four persons occupying a room having
two beds win pay .^d cts. eai'li. Meals can be otjtaineil in the
hotel at reasonable r,ate>. or at niiiiieiouh restaurants in the
vicinity. It i> best to engage rooms by letter bef.ireliand. The
proprietors of the Luuisiana Hotel give us the use of the hall
free, expecting that many of the membeis will take rooms
with themr and as the prices are moderate, and the rooms are
neat and convenient, it is but just for all who can well arrange
to stop there to do so. For tin- purpose, address " Manager of
Li'Uisi.ina H.itel, corner 71st Street and Seipp Ave., Chicago,"
statinir wli.it priied re 'om is wanted.
Railway Tie ickts and HAnfiAGE —Most of the railways ticket

t.. the Expo-ition Dep..t ne:ir which the Louisi.ma Hotel is lo-

cated; and bag^iage sliotild be checked to that st.ili. n.thus
avoiding extra ebarre^. as it is about seven :i:iles from the
city stat'ons to the World's Fair grounds. Information as to
rates of travel, time tickets are good. etc.. can be olitatained
of all local ticket agents. From many points—especially from
cities having nuiiierous competing lines—excursions will be
starting whicli will ])erniit those who can take advantage of
them to go and retui n at the usu.al rate for one tare.
PRfKiKAMMK AND Attkndanc E —The programme, of which

further notice will be given, consists ot interesting papers by
well-known sjieeiaiists, .mil disc-iissions of topics which will
interest li(.ney-pr()iln<-( r-, (|Ueeii lireeeders. manufaettirers of
apiarian supplies. publi>liei> ;iii(l editors of bee-literature, and
dealers in iMiiev and w:ix. Viewing the various f(U-eign and
home exhibits in apiculture at t lie -World's Fair will form an
attractive and instruetivi' feature of the meeting, and the
numbei- of aiii.irists widely known here and abroad who "will

be present and take part in the proceedings is of itself a guar-
antee that this will be a highly interesting and enthusiastic
meeting. Counting, therefore, upon a large attendance, the
Executive Committee of the society has made arrangements
accordingly. Let every State in the Union send the strongest
possible delegation, anil let every branch of our industry be
represented at this great Columbian gathering. No otlier oc-

casion is likely to occur in our generation when so much of
interest cai lie seen and heard at the time of one of these
meetings; and it is earnest Iv hoped that a much larger mini
ber of the bee-keeiiers of North America than has ever met at
any previous convention will be able to avail themselves of
this grand opportunit.y. .\ special invitation is extended to
the bee-keeiiers of every foreign country.
Notice of Attexhance or ok Presentation of Papers.—The

Secretary is desirous of obtaining, as early .as possible, the
names of all who contemplate being present Kindly notify
him by card or letter; also iinv who may wish to present papers
the titles of which have not .vet been handed in, are requested
to send to the Secretary at as early a date as ))ossible the exact
title and a very brief abstract of the article, which will enable
him to a.ssign the topic its proper place in the programme.

Frank Benton,
Secretary North .Ameiiean Bee-keepers' As- ociation.

V:. S Department ui .\gi iculturc. -Washington, D. C.

$ I f\f\ ^ Thoroughbred Cockerel,
•'^^

S. C. Wliite or Brown Leghorns and
[} < < 1 r^ '^- Plymouth Kocks if sent to E. An-DUyS DEHSON. Comanche, Tex., in Oct. 1893.

,___ for clioice tested queens of

y^C Green's select strain, bred for
^m^^mmm^m^^^^ buslness as well as beauty. Six
for $4. Mismated. 25c. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

Only

IF YOU WANT BEES
tliat will just " roll " in the honey, try Moore's
strain of Italians, the result of 14 years' careful
breeding.
Wm. Stevenson. Pasadena, Cal., says: "I have

tried queens from several of the best queen-raisers,
but have found none that equal your strain."
Reduced pi'ices: Warranted queens, 80c each: 3

for $3.00. Safe arrival and satisfaction guaran-
teed. Those who have never dealt with me, I refer
to A. I. Root, who has purchased of me over 600

queens. Circular free.
a. j^. MaaRE,

ll-12d Moriinn, P&iidletoxi Co., Ky.

White SHIPPING=CASES.
To have vour honey sell well, use our beautiful

cases, 13 and 34 pound sizes. Send for illustrated

catalogue of every thing needed in the apiary.
m. H. Hl'lNT, Bell Braneli, Mich.

Do You Know
THAT THERE ARE

Degrees of Reward
in Heaven, and that some will enter there "saved
so as by Are"? For proofs and encouragement ad-

dress A. H. VAN DOREN, Box B, Camden,
N. J., for 140-page cloth-bound book, 50 cts.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
St. Pauc. and Minneapolis.—Ho/it';y.—Tlie re-

ceipts of lioiiey are quite lihi'ral. espeoially since
the last two weeks. A great deal of Wisconsin
comb lias arrived, and is in very g'ood condition;
this is being- sold at 13>4 to 16c; the lower price be-
ing- for darker honey, which, however, does not
meet with an active inquiry. California 1-lb. sec-
tions are selling at 14®16c. Two or three carloads
of extract eti honey have recently arrived, and sold
at63^@7c, (her(> being little or no difference between
white and amber as to price obtained in this market.
Market steady; fair demand. The higli prices quot-
ed by near-by cities and other firms are not obtain-
ed. As the best of the season for comb honey is
now coming- on, we are willing to make liberal ad-
vances on both comb and extr.icted on application.

Smith & Austhian,
Sept. 18. 290 East Si.xth St., St. Paul, Minn.

BUFPALO.-Hroiey.—The honey-market is virtual-
ly tile same as last quoted in values, but tlie demand
has increased considerably, and will continue to as
small fruit goes out of market. 14@15c is the top of
the market for No. 1 one-pound combs, and 10@13c
for No. 3; larger sizes and fuller boxes sell propor-
tionately. We shall now be able to handle very
liberal (piantities of honey, and a little later more
liberally than now. To those who wish to consign
we will advance 10c per pound on all No. 1, and pay
the freiglit; or we will make other arrangements to
handle it immediately and settle for it in full, if

people will send us a sample case of their honey so
we can judge just what it is, at the same time name
the very lowest ju'ice delivered in Buffalo.

Batterson & Co.,
Sept. lb. Buffalo, N. Y.

Chicago.—^HooPiy.—Choice white comb lioney con-
tinues to sell at 1.5@16c per lb. The demand has
been quite good up to this time. We have been able
to have receipts ulo.sed out very soon aftei- arrival.
Dark honey in the comb does not seem to be wanted.
Sales are made at from 12c to 13c, some lowei'. Ex-
tracted honey not very active, selling at from 6c to
7c, some darker grades lower. Beeswa.v selling at
i'Zc per lb. So far the quality of the honey received
this season is equal to any tiling we liave ever
handled, and oui- customers are using more of it

than usual. R A Burnett & Co.,
Sept. 13. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

Chicago.—Hooei/.—We want honey, and ask you
to ship all you have at once. Quote fancy selling at
16c; choice, l.")c; No. 3, 13®14c; poor. 12c. With pro.s-

pects of a large croi>, we advise early shipments to
the market, and can guarantee satisfaction. Ex-
tracted selling at 5'/4@7, depending on color, flavor,
style of package, and quantity buver will take.
Beeswax. 22@24. and we have no stock on hand.
Sept. 19. S. T. Fish & Co.,

189 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

MiNNEAi'<)Lis.—/f())it'i/.— Honey ra irket in fine
shape, only a few shipments of fancy honey arriv-
ing, and is being taken readily at from 16 to IHc per
lb. Most of the honey ai-riving is rather broken or
leaking. The tiade will buy only fancy goods, dark
honey being poor sale. Fancy white, 16@18c; choice
white, 1.5(fi'U>c; choice dark, 12@13e.

J. A. Shea & Co.,
Sept. 13. Minneapolis, Minn.

A(,H\NV.-H(<)K7/.—No change to note in our honey
i

marUet since OUI- last. Rec-ei|)ts are light for this
nionlli, and prici'S firm for de9iral)le size combs,

j

Fancy white comb, 16c; good white, l-t@l.'')c; mixed.
13@l4c; buckwheat and dark. llC^lSc. Extracted
more plentiful, especially mixed and off' color, with
light i-eceipts of wliite. We heai- of a good many
bee-keepers who have produced extracted honey
instead of comt>. which may have been bad policy,
as comb honey is much the best selling- this vear.

H. K. WKUiHT.
Sept. 22. 336, 328. 330 Broadway, Albany. N. V.

Cincinnati.— Wo»ie;y.—Demand is slow foi e'x-

tracced honey with plentiful arrivals. It biings
.")@8e on arrival, (j'hoice comb honey is in good de-
mand at l.'ifaiiec foi- l)est white in the jobbing way.
Ari-ivals are good. Beeswax is in slow demand.
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with large arrivals at 20@23c for good to choice vel-
^"?'-

^ , ,
Chas. F. Muth & Son,'

*epr- i"- Cincinnati, O.

ALBANv.—Hodcy.—Receipts of comb honey liber-
al, and demand increasing. Extracted moving very
slowly, and stock accumulating. We quote fancy
white clover, 16@17; No. 1, 14@15; mixed, 12@13;
buckwheat, 11@12. Chas. McCulloch & Co;
Sept. 30. 393, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, n! Y.

Ne;w York.- C-<mb Hoficj/.—Demand light, Mb
sections, white, 13@14c; fair, 11@13. One-pound
sections in glass or paper cartons are preferred in
this market. Beeswax, there is not a large stock in
the market; it is worth from 24@37c, according
Sept. 19. Thurber-Whyland Co.,

^ New York City.

Kansas City.—Ho/jej/.-Stockof comb honey very
light. Demand is good. We quote fancy white, 16c-No 1 white, 15c; fancy amber, 14c; No. 1, dark, 13c.
Extracted, white, 7c; amber, 6Kc; dark, 5c.

„ ^ , ,
Hamblin & Bearss,

°^Pt- 1*>- Kansas City, Mo.
St. Louis.—Hodej/.—We note no appreciable

change in values, but sales are few. We quote
comb, I0@14c; extracted, 4V4®5Vc. Beeswax, 30'/, c

'

„ , ,^ U. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,
Sept. 18. St. Louis, Mo.
Kansas City.—Honej/.—Honey has been in light

demand. We attribute the same to the excessively
hot weather. With cool weather we look for better
demand. We quote white 1-lb. sections, 1.5®16; am-
ber, 12@14. Extracted, white, 6^@7>i; amber, .5@6.
Beeswax. 30@23. Clemons. Mason & Co.,
Sept. 30. ^Kansas City, Mo.
Cleveland. -Hone;/.—Honey in fair demand. No.

1 white .selling at 16>^@17>^ in 1-lb. sections. Notmuch call for No. 3 goods at present. Selling at 14®
16c. Beeswax, 33c. Supply limited.

Williams Bros.,
Sept. 18. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Detroit.—i?o/(ei/.—Comb honey in good demand
at 13®loc for white. No dark now offered Ex-
tracted, 7@8c. Beeswax, 33@,24c. M. H. Hunt
Sept. 19. Bell Branch, Mich.

"Dead-kipe" Honey.—Mostly clover and linn.
Been tiered up on the hives tlHx>ugh the hot weath-
er; *4.5U per can ;60 Ibs.l; darker, $4.00. Samples In-
mail, .5c each. 19tfdb

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co , Iowa.

For Sale.—5000 lbs. of extracted white -clover
and basswood honey; it is No. 1 honey, thoroughly
ripened up in hives. It is put up in 60-lb. tin cans.
I will take 7c per lb. delivered on cars here.

F. W. Holmes, Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Mich.

For S\lh:. -3011(1 lbs. of tine comb honey, in 1-lb.
sections, 34-lb eases, and 3(K)0 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60-lb. squaie jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

E/ra Bae r, Dixon, Illinois.

Wanted.—To buy ,50,000 lbs. of white comb honey
in small single-tier cases.

B. Walk er, Evart, Mich.

FOR S.ILE.—Extracted clover and basswood
honey at 8c per lb. M. Isbell, Norwich, N. Y.

For Sale.- -About 800 lbs. white clover honey in
Ml), boxes, packed in 24-lb. single-tier ca..ses, at' 14c
per lb. (Ielivci-c(l ;it R. R.

W.M. \' AN AiiKi<;.\. Woodville, Jeff, Co.. N. Y.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants. ,K,rih and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROs7,lTo Hudson St., N/Y.
WHOLEaALE DEALERS & Unna„^fi^^ Dr.^r>...r^^
COMMISSION MERCHANTS. Honey P<^ beeswax.

Established (875.

"TTT-ANTKI*. BEESWAX
''^ i-ash price for same

Wil pay highest

I. .1. .'-<TkIN(;HAM, 1(15 Park Place, N. Y city.
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QUEENS
I have a larg'e lot of fine, untested, Italian queens, and to dispose of

tliem as quickly as possible, that tiie nuclei may l)e united, I offer
tliem at 75c each, or a queen and the Review from July iwlien the Ex-
periment Apiary reports bfRinn to the end of the year for an even$l 00.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

PORTER BEE ESCAPES nrouspfl and pronounced a ijreat lahor-savina

^_^ iiiipKiiiint by Chas. Dadant & Son, Prof. A.J. Co'k,

Chas. F. Muth, J.io. S Keese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-iveepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

PRICE"? '-Eiich. post-paid, with directions. 20c.; per doz.. $3.3'>. Return them and f/et nour money hack
titter trii'il if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LCWISTOWN, ILL.

Oh, Nauiiiia

!

Have you heard of the

200-Page \m-:m^
given to every !\KH'
8ul)scriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest. Largest. Best.

Cheapest aud the only
WeeliSy Bee -Paper
in America. o2-pag s

.

^1 a year. Saiiiph: ; r^t

GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILI-

To new subscribers: the journal alone sent
for 3 months for 20 cents.

Queens Yellow to the
Tip.

Great big yellow beauties, worth many times their
weight in gold. That is tbe kind of qvieens Trego
raises.

Who Buys Them ?

Geo. E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, W. S. Hart, J.

r. Mclntyre. Jas. A. Green, and about 500 otliers not
so well known. For the rest of the season there will
be very few drones near me except very yellow
ones, and nearlj- everj' queen should get 4 and 5

banded bees.

Ventura, Cal , Aug. 18, 1893.

S. F. Treyo;—Enclosed find $5.00 for 6 queens.
Since I have been in California I liave bought
queens of nearly all of the principal breeders in the
U. S., but I never had queens tiiat gave me the satis-
faction in all points that yours do.

L. E. Mercer.
Mr. M. is one of California's great hoiiey-producers,

and ought to be a good judge of queens.

One warranted queen, $1.00; six for $5.00. Money-
order office Cable, 111.

S. F. TREGO,
Swedona, III.

BIG DISCOUNT

PATEt\IT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
IIlis IVo Say ill Urnocl-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers,

Sprout Brook,- Montgomery Co., N. Y.

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb.; brood, 40 cts.

No. sections, $3.75 per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

Great
Reduction.

Sections at

prices. Hives,
greatly reduced
Shipping - cases,

etc., at Bed -Rock Prices. Write
for free Illustrated Catalogue and
Price List.

Q. B. Lewis Co.,
Watertown, = = = Wis.

Itfdb Please mention this paper.

AUQITE STOVE=MATS
We first offered this article for

sale in November, of last year ;

and since tliat time we have dis-
posed of about 150 gross, or over
30,000. Very many ol our readers
are already supplied, and appreci-
ate the blessing they have lieen to
them. They are, in fact, a house-
hold .necessity. Probal)ly many
of those first sent out now need re-
placing with new ones, or per-

haps an extra one would not come amiss during the
fruit-canning season, especially wlien it will cost
you nothing. Certainlj' you could make no worse
use of it than to present it to a neighbor who has
not yet learned of its value. If your subscription
is in arrears we will require that you pay all arrears
and a year in advance in order to secure this pre-
miuT). If you secure a new subscription to send
along with yours you may offer su(;h person Gi.,ean-
INGS till the end of 1894 from the time you take the
subscription for $1.00, and we will give you another
stove-mat for securing the name and sending it

along with yours together with SS.OO to cover both
subscriptions.

Ladies' Toilet=case.

This is something that many ladies will find in-

valuable. It contains 338 useful articles as follows:
lOU sewing-needles (4 papers) ; 1 liighly [lolished

steel bodkin; 3 double long yarn-darners; 3 medium
long j'arn-darners ; 3 fine long yarn - darners ; 3
double long cotton-darners ; 3 fine cotton-darners;
3 wool - darners ; 3 short yarn-darners ; 3 looping
needles ; 3 crewell needles ; 3 straw or milliners'
needles ; 3 glovers' needles ; 3 button needles ; 1

chenille or lace needle ; 1 tapestry or rug needle ; 3
bonnet-pins; 3 hat-pins; 3 shawl-pins; 3 cloak-pins;
6 toilet-pins; 96 white pins; 1 crochet-needle.
These, if bought separately in stores, would cost

from one to two dollars. The price printed on this
case is 35 cents. We will send one postpaid for 30
cents; 4 for $1.00, or 10 for $3.00; or to any one who
will send us a new subscription to Gleanings, and
$1.00, we will present free postpaid one of these val-
uable cases.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C C. MILUER.

Louisiana Hotel, Chicago, Oct. 11. 13, 13.

September is broke the long drouth at Ma-
rengo.

Prices of honey haven't come down yet,
and I don't believe they're going to me down
much.
Now Rambler's mind will a be torn to

pieces till he finds out whether " Anonymous,"
on p. 710, is a widow or—or—what.

More bee-keepers will probably meet in
Chicago Oct. 11 than have ever met at one time
and place before—on this side of the big pond.

A GRAND noNEY-ELOw and a big crop don't
always go together. In some places there was
a tine flow but not bees enough to take care of it.

"We have NEVER seen so fine and so com-
plete a work on apiculture as Root's A B C,"
says the editor of Le Rucher. There's a French-
man of good judgment.
Quite a picture gallery is given in the

last Nebraska Bee-keeper, which, with sketches
of the western bee-keepers shown, makes an
interesting number.

W. C. Frazier make some good points on
page 701. Now, how shall we focus on these
points the gaze of those to whom we must
look for proper appropriations?

The California output of honey, at least
in the southern part of the State, according to
C. N. Wilson, in R((ral Californian, is not
more than two thirds of the average.

In answer to your (luestion on p. 705, friend
Root, a late Bienenzeitaiig gave among other
items from an apparently careful observer, an
account of a queen fertilized the second time.

At the wori-d's fair some of the finest-
looking sections are sliown lying on the side.
It helps to make a better show, for the wood of
the case covers up any imperfection at the
sides of the section.

Beet sugar is still bitterly opposed in Eng-
land as food for bees. If there is any chance of
cane sugar being any better, I'm sure the cane
may as well be used. But how are you to tell
whether sugar has been made from cane or
beets ?

Just when we think we have something
settled, along comes a batch of statistics from
that troublesome old bach. Hasty, and knocks
things endwise. Taking his table as a basis

(p. 700.) it seems we might cut queen-cells 5^

days after swarming, and again 6 days later.
But I wouldn't pin my faith to cell-cutting
anyhow. All the same, that's a valuable table.
The St. Louis market, which I visited a few

days ago, hadn't a single section that I saw
that a bee-keeper would want to set on his own
table, even if there were no company present.
That market seems to be largely for extracted'
honey.
Gravenhorst agrees with Dzierzon, that one

reason of the fatality in winter and spring in
America lies in single hives and another in
hives with movable covers. Remember their
covers are fast, and the frames handled from
the side or bottom.

The women-folks from our house are going
to be represented at the Chicago convention.
Why not from everywhere? Let's have a fam-
ily gathering, and have a jolly time getting ac-
quainted. How many women are going from
Medina, Bro. Root ?

Prevention of swarming is one of the live
topics; but too often an article on prevention
begins, " When a colony swarms," and then I
sadly pass it by without further reading. I
don't want to know what to do when a colony
swarms, but how to keep it from wanting to
swarm.
Quite a discussion is going on in A. B. J.

as to the amount of honey on exhibition in the
World's Fair by the State of New York. But
there will hardly be an agreement so long as
one figures only the sections that can be seen
as on exhibition, and the other counts all that
are in the case.

Starvation is sometimes mistaken for pa-
ralysis, according to H. F. Coleman, in A. B. J.
When no honey is coming in, he says the bees
do not feed each other: and young bees hatch-
ing out of the central combs starve to death,
although plenty of honey may be two or three
comb away—a new idea, whether correct or
not.

Dr. Tinker reports, in A. B. J., an apiary of
11 colonies of the ugliest bees to handle he ever
saw. located close to the business center of a
city, and they have never stung any one out-
side of the fence that incloses them, altliough
several families live very close, and one not
over 40 feet from the bees. He doesn't say how
high the fence is. but I suspect it's pretty well
up.

The L.\ngdon non-swarmer has been re-
ported as smothering swarms because there is
room for only one bee to get out at a time. I
have doubts about that. I suspect that the
passage was stopped entirely. Mine was by a
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dead drone. Bees ought to be able to get out
of a hive one at a time before danger of smoth-
ering. But the exit of the cone can easily be
made larger.

My experience does not agree with that
given by Bro. Hutchinson on page 713. Swarms
uniting, and swarms returning to the wrong
hives, are sources of trouble with clipped
queens, without doubt. But I see no reason
why swarms without queens should unite more
readily than those with queens, and a large ex-
perience through many years makes me think
they do not. And when they do unite, I think
a majority of the bees get back to their own
hives.

C. H. J. Gravenhokst, the editor of that
ably conducted German bee-journal, Illus-
trierte Bienenzeitimg, is no stranger to the
readers of Gleanings, having contributed to

its columns. From his writings, and the vigor-
ous manner in which he edits his paper, I

have always thought of him as a man in the
thirties or forties. What was my surprise to

learn lately that he had just reached his three-
score years and ten ! He must grow on good
soil.

CELLAR WINTERING, ETC.

A SEASONABLE ARTICLE I5V G. M. DOOLITTLK.

A correspondent writes: "' I desire to try cel-

lar wintering with my bees the coining win-
ter, as I have not been very successful in

wintering out on summer stands. Will it do to

put the bees in a cellar where persons ai'e going
in after vegetables everyday? and how is it

best to arrange the bees and cellar? Please
reply through the columns of Gleanings.'"
A cellar which will keep vegetables will an-

swer very well for the bees; and the going into
it every day need not disturb wintering bees if

the persons entering are cautioned about jar-
ring them, or needlessly disturbing the hives, es-

pecially if the bees are placed so that the light
from the lamp does not strike wlierc it will

shine into the hives. If the cellar is kept dark
during the winter, all that is necessary to do is

to hang a thick blanket in front of the hives to

dim the rays from the lamp; but if the cellar is

light, a place in one corner should be partition-
ed off so as to make the part which is to con-
tain the bees dark. Bees have been wintered
well in cellars where the light of day was
allowed to enter ; but as a rule, bees winter
best in a cellar into which no light from the
sun ever enters while they are in it. The hives
should also be up one or two feet from the cel-

lar bottom, the bench or platform on which
they stand resting on the ground, instead of be-
ing nailed to the sleepers above, otherwise the
jar caused by any movement on the floor above
would disturb the bees, and tend to make them
uneasy, thus causing their loss. Rats and mice
should also be excluded from the cellar where
bees are to be wintered ; for of the two I would
rather chance the jar of children playing over
bees than of rats and mice running about and
through the hives. Many bees are lost each
year from rats and mice in cellars during the
winter. The full entranci' to the hive should
be given where fast bottom-boards are used ;

and with movable botiom-boards the same
should be left on the summer stands, and the
hives raised two or more inches above the
bench or hives on which they rest. Where
honey-boards are used, I prefer to remove
them, substituting several thicknesses of old
carpet, or else a chaff or sawdust cushion two
or three inches thick, through which the

moisture from the respiration of the bees may
escape, but still keep them dry and warm.
The bees should be set in about the middle of
November, and taken out about the time the
soft maples and elms are in bloom. Some rec-
ommend setting in later and taking out earlier;
but my experience has been that the sudden
changes, both in the late fall and early spring,
are very damaging to bees, whether wintered
in the cellar or out of doors, and it is best to
avoid them where we can as well as not, as is

the case in cellar wintering.
A few still recommend taking the bees out

during a warm spell in winter, to give them a
fly, so they can void their feces; but if they are
quiet, I consider it much better to leave them
undisturbed. Bees can retain their feces five
months in the cellar much easier than they can
three and one-half months out of doors, pro-
viding the cellar is suitable to) winter bees in
at all. The right temperature of a cellar to
winter bees well is from 42 to 45°; but if fixed
as above given, they will do very well as low as
3.5 to 40°. If the cellar is one where the tem-
perature goes as low as the freezing-point, and
stays there any length of time, I should prefer
to leave the bees on their summer stands, unless
I had some suitable means of warming it

which was easily controllable: for a continued
temperature at about the freezing-point, or a
little below seems to be very injurious to bees.

unitingI'bees.

Another correspondent writes, saying: " I have
some weak colonies of bees which I fear will
not winter as they are. How would it do to
unite two of these weak colonies together for
winter ?

"

This is the proper thing to do, for two weak
colonies kept separate will consume nearly
twice the stores which both would united, and
very likely perish before spring; while, if put
together, they would winter as well as any
large colony. My way of uniting such colonies
is as follows: If one of thequeens is known to be
feeble or inferior, hunt her out and kill her, so
that the best queen may survive; otherwise,
pay no attention to the (lueens, for one of them
will soon be killed after uniting. Having the
queen matter disposed of. go to the colonies
you wish to unite, and blow smoke quite
freely in at the entrance, pounding on top of
the hive at the same time with the doubled-up
fist. When both have been treated in this way,
wait a moment or two for the bees to fill them-
selves with honey, when one is to be put on a
wheelbarrow and wheeled to where the other
stands, and both opened. Now select out the
combs from both hives which contain the most
honey, setting them in one hive. In thus set-
ting in. it is always best to alternate the
frames, whereby the bees are so mixed up that
they generally have no desire to fight, for each
bee touched by another is a stranger. After
the hive is filled, arrange the quilt or honey-
board, and put on the cover. Next put a wide
board in front of the hive, leading up to the
entrance, and proceed to shake the bees off
the remaining frames, taking first a frame
from one hive and then one from the other,
thus mixing the bees as before. After all are
in, set a board up against the front of the hive,
sloping over the entrance, so that the next
time the bees fly they will bump against it,

thus causing them to mark their location anew,
so that they will not return to their old place
and get lost. Also remove all relics of the old
hive, so there is no homelike^ look about their
old location to entice them back. Put the re-
maining combs away in some safe place for the
next season's use, and the work is done.
Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.
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RAMBLE 93.

NEW OK OLD fOMBS.

The delightfui and invigorating experience I

enjoyed in Cold Water Canyon gave me a desire
for a still further experience of nearly the same
kind in the higher altitudes of the noble San
Bernardino Mountains: and on Aug. lOlh the
Rambler might have been seen astride a line

horse, loping across the country from Redlands
to San Bernardino, a distance of nine miles.
The benetits of a horseback ride, from the

point of view of health, can not be overestimat-
ed. There is not a corpuscle of blood, nor a
ganglion nor a nerve center, but gets shaken
up; and there can be no stagnation in the
system of an habitual horseback-rider. The
fresh morning fragrance of the gum-trees, in

the shade of which I galloped, and the com-
panionship of a strong and noble animal, were
also factors not to be lightly considered. A
recent writer claims that the evidences of rev-
elation and reason prove that there is a future
life for horses; and if any animal deserves the
honor of a happy future it is surely the noble
and useful horse. When we descend from the
horse and get astride the cycle we lose the
companionship, for the latter is only a machine,
and that is where it fails in its comparison to a
horse.
My destination was the ranch of our bee-

keeping friend Mr. Geo. Ferguson, a little be-

yond San Bernardino. At this rendezvous our
friend Wilder, the expert hunter and camper,
was to miM>t me. and from thence we were to

strike direct for the mountains for a sojourn of

several days. Arriving some little time ahead
of my friend I had the opportunity of visiting
awhile with Mr. Ferguson, who was busy ir-

rigating his Held of corn. We gradually drifted

to the house and the shade, and our conversa-
tion there naturally fell into the topics of bee
culture: and old versus new combs were fully

discussed. While we find now and then a be<'-

keeper who advocates the renewing of his

combs with new foundation every four or five

years, we rarely find one who puts it into
practice. Mr. F. said that he never renewed a
comb as long as it could be used, and he had
some in his hives that he knew were fifteen

years old. The Rambler had also used combs
in his eastern apiary that were twelve years
old, and in both cases no had results were visi-

ble. In the use of old combs our experience
was similar, in observing that be(;s will store

honey in an old comb in preference to a new

one. If four old combs and four new ones are
inserted in a super, either alternate or each
four by themselves, the four old combs will be
filled with honey before the new ones show
much honey. Experiencing this inclination of
the bees in such a marked manner, we conclud-
ed that the reason why the honey was stored
in the old combs was their better heat-retaining
qualities, and that the ripening process was
more rapid in such combs. Another point,
these old black combs ai'e renewed to a much
greater degree than many think. The uncap-
ping process, the inroads of the moth-miller,
and various mishaps to the comb when used for
several years, renew the outer ends of the cells
if not the base; and we left the discussion of
old versus new combs with a resolve to never
throw away a good comb, even if it were black
with age.

We also agreed upon the gen-
erous use of foundation; and
upon a comparison of notes
found that there was much dif-
ference in the working of mills,
even from the best of care in
the manufacture. Although the
Root mills are made with care,
and nicely adjusted machinery,
there seems to be one occasion-
ally that refuses to do good
work. The Rambler brings viv-
idly to mind a California bee-
keeper who was struggling with
a mill that had a kink for con-
trariety in it; and said bee-
keeper was not only sweating,
but using very profane language

with every thing connected with the mill. A few
days after I called again, and satisfied smiles
wreathed the face of the former profane man,
and the cause was a new Root mill which
woiked like a charm, and beautiful section
foundation was being rapidly rolled out with-
out a hitch.
Mr. F. had experienced trouble of a similar

kind, except the swearing: and I mention the
above fact as a sort of hint to the makers of
foundation-mills in the Home of the Honey-
bee, that their best machines are real mission-
aries among those who are inclined to be pro-
fane when crosses are laid upon them. This
should surely be an incentive to make every
mill a perfect one, as I have no doubt they now
are. for the bad-working mills were made at an
earlier date.
In the midst of our conversation my traveling

companion Wilder came brushing through the
orange-trees, mounted on a large gray horse,
and leading the bronco Vick, with a jack sad-
dle loaded down with camp equipage and two
guns.' Our friend, who is very urbane and well
poised in demeanor, was evidently laboring
under great excitement; and, leaping from his
horse, he proceeded lo inform us. with much
suppressed emotion, that the greatest advance
ever made in bee culture was about to be
accomplished.
"Do tell!" said I.

" You don't say I" said F.
' Well, gentlemen, the working time of the

honey-bee is about to hv doubled. It may
seem to be a mean trick to play upon the al-

ready overworked bee; but the fact is, a; report
comes froTU the World's Fair that a California
bee-keeper, not yet satisfied with his wond(!rful
yields of hon(\v. is trying to breed a cross be-
tween! the Italian bee and the American light-

ning-bug. The great advantage is apparent

—

th<^ bee can then carry its own light, and work
night and day."
'•Wonderful I remarkable! eureka!" shouted

Mr. F. and I, rising in excitement to our feet.
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" There is one obstacle, however, to over-
come," said our friend; " and that is, to get the
light located in a position of the bee's body
where it will do the most good; and it is

thought best to turn the matter over to some
expert breeder of bees. Now, gentlemen,
whom would you suggest?"

THE ele;ctric bee.

" Well, gentlemen," said I. " you know that I

haveadmii-ed and advocated Henry Alley's sys-

tem of queen-rearing, and, furthermore, Mr.
Alley has a way of getting there second to none
in the bee-keeping world. He has bred the
yellow Carniolans from a gray 'race, and says

he can also get there with yellow Funics, and I

haven't the least doubt in the matter. Now
let's give him a chance upon this lightning-

bug scheme."
We all arose with a cheer for Alley and an-

other for the California lightning honey-bee.
So far as California bee-keepers are concerned,

I never saw a class of men so enthusiastic over

a project as they are over this when it is first

mentioned to them. They literally hug them-
selves with delight. With the many other im-
provements in progress there is nothing to pre-

vent California from supplying the whole wide
world with honey.
Our discussion of these great questions de-

layed our dinner somewhat, but we got to it at

last with sharpened appetites. At precisely

three o'clock, after the heat of 103° in the shade
had somewhat subsided, we started for the

mountains, loping off across the plain, kicking

up a big dust, and shouting to our pack-horse

to keep her on the gallop. In the twilight hour
we entered Devil's Canyon. Above us, upon an
immense and precipitous hogback, is pointed

out to us the old Mormon trail by which the

first white men came into this valley. One
can almost imagine their surprise and delight,

after davs of hardship over the Mojave Desert,

with their slow-moving ox-teams, to look down
from this lofty height into a broad and fertile

valley. Thus the Mormons came; better passes

were soon discovered, and the old trail aban-
doned; but the washings of winter rains have
so deepened the trail that the old landmark
bids fair to remain there for ever.

The cooling streams of the canyon, and the

agreeable shade and change from the hot
plains, makes this a resort of many camping-
parties; and I have no doubt that many more
would be found hero but for the rough nature

of the place, which, with huge boulder and
precipice, leaves but scant room for pitching a

camp. , , ^, . ,

There is an abundance of honey flora in the

mouth of this canyon, and it is taken advan-
tage of by Mr. Joe Marshall, who has an apiary

located here. It required something of a climb

to get to the cabin, for it is hung, as it were,

upon the steep side of the mountain. We found
the house well anchored to the ground with
brace-poles, for at times the wind howls
through this place with great violence—Devil's
Canyon! ^ , ^We found the cabin a very good place to

spend the night; and, in the absence of the
owner, we picketed our horses in what we
thought a patch of weeds; but when the light
of morning came we discovered that our horses
had spent a comfortable night in the garden;
but inasmuch as our animals ate more weeds
than "garden sass," we thought the damage
not beyond our limited means, and stand ready
to make amends for our blunder, which was
made under cover of darkness.
Our night's rest was comfortable in the cabin

—the last one we were to have for many nights.
Partial to a good spring bed is the

Rambler.

THE ATCHLEY FAMILY.

AN ACCOUNT OF THE LARGEST QUEEN-REAB-
ING ESTABLISHMENT IN THE AVORLD

;

METHODS EMPLOYED, ETC.

I will begin on the left. The first person is

Willie. He is holding two frames with cells on
them. The frame in his left hand has 3.5 cells
nearly ready to hatch. They were built by
two colonies, but all put into one after they
were sealed. In his right hand is a frame with
cell-cups just grafted, ready to place in a hive
for the bees to go to work on. On the right-
hand corner of the table are his two wax-cups.
One of them is to be placed over the lamp; and
at any time when the wax happens to get too
hot he slips it off and puts on the other one; or
when the wax gets too low in one cup he uses
the other, etc.

Leaning up against the wax-cups are the
cell-sticks, five in a group. Every time he dips
he makes five cells, dipping six to eight times
to get good stout cell -cups. Next you will no-
tice a little box full of jioles. This is about the
size of a common cigar-box. with ;*« -in. holes.
This is where the cells are placed while being
moved. All are set in the holes point down,
and can be carried quite a distance without in-

jury. The next box is a similar one, containing
his grafting-tools. You can see the razor with
which he pares down the cells before lifting out
the cocoons. Willie's main work is to dip his
cell-cups in the early morning, while it is too
cool to graft. In about half an hour he can dip
what cells he will need during the day; then
he goes to moving cells that are ready to hatch,
into nuclei. This he usually works at till about
ten o'clock. Then he and his ma begin graft-
ing, one doing the grafting and the other plac-
ing the cell-cups in the cell-building colonies,
taking it time about as we get tired. Then
when the grafting is done for the day, Willie
cages queens and looks after all the yards the
remainder of the day.
The next person is Charlie, with his saw and

hammer in his right hand, and his plane in his
left. His post has been to nail up nuclei and
prepare all shipping-boxes, etc. He also has a
yard of nuclei to attend to, where he may be
found, every chance he gets, doing his own
grafting and caging. He has raised some sec-
tion honey.
Just in front of Charlie is little Leah. She is

one of the best helpers in the yard, for her size;

and all during the day can be heard the words,
" Leah, bring me a frame of brood from num-
ber so and so;" or, " Bring me an empty comb;"
or, " Go cage a queen from No. 3u," and ail such
as that. She can graft cells too. and has a
yard of her own.
The next personage I will call your attention

to is little Ives, sitting on a bee-hive. He has
a frame of bees in his hands; and while the
artist is trying to draw his attention he looks
up at him, but goes right on blowing the bees
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away and taking a bite of sealed honey. He is

just two years old, and has often been found in
different parts of the apiary with a hive open
and a frame out, eating honey without smoke
or veil; and when asked what he was doing he
would say, '' Awful good honey."
Just behind little Ives stands Mr. Atchley,

who has been in bad health for many years, not
being able to do any hard work; still, he is able
to help keep up the correspondence, and works
about the house at any thing needing to be
done. While he has opened but few hives this
year, he is thoroughly posted, and is a great
teacher in apiculture. You will notice his left

hand resting upon an A li C book, which he
thinks stands without an equal as an instructor
on bee- matters.
The next is your humble servant, with right

hand hold of a type-writer, and left hand rest-
ing on " Doolittle on Queen rearing," to which
we are indebted forgiving ns the inside track
on raising queens on a large scale. It is useless
for me to try to tell you what part of the work
I perform, as I do some of all, going here and
there pointing out things to be done, then, after
the day has faded, I often hear the clock strike
eleven before I lie down, and have gone to
sleep with pen in hand. I looked a little care-
worn the morning the photo was taken, as it

was on the morning of July 14th, about 8 o'clock
(my birthday). I had been going at breakneck
speed to get the house set to rights before the
artist came. I am now 3(5 years old.

The next person, and standing close by my
side, is little Rosa. She has a queen-cage in
her hand, and she carries queens from the apia-
ry to the hou'^^e, where they are fixed up for the
mails. While she does not take to the bees as
does her sister Leah, she has her own bees also,

and is said by Willie to have the best luck of
any of the children, with her queens, as she
seldom loses one in mating or' otherwise.
The next is Amanda. She makes the most of

the queen-candy, and she has become an expert
at it too. as we liave lost only a very few queens
this year. She has bees of her own, and helps
at any thing that comes up. including the cook-
ing and housekeeping, and sometimes helps
Willie dip cell-cups, grafting, etc., and is a fast
hand at the extractor, she and Willie going
three miles to an outyard this year and taking
in one day a barrel of honey, besides doing oth-
er work in the yard. She is one of the best
bee-keepers I have; and from the correspond-
ence I have noticed lately from New York, I

am getting a little scared, as I can not afford to
lose one of my best bee-keepers just at this
stage of the game.
The next is Napoleon, standing by the baby-

carriage, with a frame of bees in his hand,
resting it on the corner of his wheelbarrow. He
does nearly all the hauling, as well as attend to
his bees. He has raised quite a lot of queens
himself this year, and has now just come up
from his bees, and set his smoker on his wheel-
barrow. He can place a hive of bees on his
barrow and carry it to Charles, to be made into
nuclei, and then scatter the nuclei quickly, or
can do almost any thing that is to be done. He
is going to be a bee-man some day, if he lives,

notwithstanding he loves chickens. He sent to
Mrs. Axtell last spring, and bought him a sit-

ting of fine Plymouth Rock eggs; and out of
thirteen he has raised nine fine chickens.
Last and least is little Thomas York, two

months old; and his advent into the world
made but little check in the queen-yards, as
his mamma lay on the bed and grafted 200
queen-cells when he was but two days old. be-
sides changing and recaging some queens that
had come in by mail. He is trying to see how
loud he can cry while the artist is trying to

catch him quiet. He has good lungs, so says
the artist.

Now I have given a part of the work that
each performs; and when any branch of the
work is getting behind, any or all take hold of
it and help up. We can all be seen around a
table at times, some making queen-candy, some
fixing cages, some dipping cells; and while
each one usually knows his line of work, he
is often called on to perform any duty that
comes up in the yards.
That part of the house shown is the south-

west corner of the front gallery, and a portion
of one room, with a cluster of running rosa-
vines and morningglories for a background.
While we have bought only about GOO queens
this year, we are above the 4000 mark, and shall
likely reach .5000 this year. There has not been
a single day's work done in the yards by any
one except the family: but we hired a man to

transfer two days. So, dear readers, I leave
you to judge as to whether we have worked or
played. Jennie Atchley.

Greenville, Texas, Aug. 16.

[The following is a letter from a correspond-
ent who had visited the Atchley yards:]

I have just come from Mrs. Jennie Atchley's.
the greatest queen-breeder in the world, and I

saw the boy that raises the most queens of any
one in the world. Willie Atchley is the best
and most extensive queen-breeder in the world.
I saw him dip his cell-cups, and saw him ex-
tract the larva from the comb, and place it in
the cells. He puts up, on an average, 150 cells

a day, and grafts and removes as many ripe
cells, besides caging a large number of queens,
and does other work. Mrs. Atchley has be-
tween 800 and 1000 hives. All are run for

queen-rearing. I visited all of their yards.
They have five out-yards and one at home.
They have 500 or 000 hives at home. They re-

ceive orders from all parts of the globe. They
received two ordi-rs on the lutli from New
Zealand and from Queensland—one for half a
dozen, and the other for 30 pounds' worth. You
ought to see little Rosa and Leah cage queens.
Miss Rosa is 8 and Leah (1 years old.

Ozan, Ark. J. W. Taylor.

EXPERIMENTS IN APICULTURE.

SOME VALUABLE WORK DONE KY .). H. LARRA-
UEE, FORMER APICULTURAL EXPERIMENT-

ER AT THE MICHIGAN AGRICXTL-
TURAL COLLEGE.

A few weeks ago we received Bulletin No. 30,

of the United States Department of Agricul-
ture, containing in the latter part of it the re-

port of the experiments in apiculture by J. H.
Larrabee, at the Michigan Agricultural College.

We intended to make notice of it before; and
now having read it over, at least the apicultu-
ral part of it,?we have decided to publish it

entire, although our space is, as usual, crowded.
Mr. Larrabee made an excellent experimenter:
and we hope the department will see its way
clear some time to engage his services again.
We commend the following report to the

careful attention of our readers:

During the season of 1893 the branch station for
experimenting- in bee culture at the Michigan Ag-
ricultural College was continued at the expense of
the U. S. Department of Agriculture, Division of
Entomology, and of the Michigan State Experiment
Station.
An effort was made to undertaken a line of experi-

ments closely connected witli tlie practical work of
the apiary. While all of the experiments under-
taken have not given results of practical value,
some have. Especially gratifying are the results
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oblaiiied in tlie experiments upon tlie subject of
wax secretion and tlie evaporation of honey, for the
reason that thej' were nearly free from those ele-
ments of uncertainty that must necessarilj' enter
into nearly all experimental work in the apiary,
sucli as season and condition of bees.
Wiien the bees were taken from the cellar, on

April 18, they were in rather poor condition, due
doubtless to the dampness of the cellar and the
character and amount of the stores. The loss dur-
ing' the winter and spring was about one-third of
the number placed in the cellar.

In May and June the bees of the whole apiary
were ti-aiisferred from the old hives into the modern
dovetailed hives, and from the old reversible frames,
of thi'ee distinct sizes, to the new, wide, thick-top-
bar fi'araes of the Langstroth size. In this opera-
tion all drone comb or otiier imperfect combs were
rejected and rendered into wax. By this change
the apiary was placed upon a modern footing, the
hives made uniform, the operations and manipula-
tions of the apiary rendeied more rapid, and its
beauty and value increased.
The spring was very backward and rainy. During

fruit-bloom the bees Hew but little, and their influ-
ence upon the fertilization of the flowers of our
fruits is seen in the almost complete failure in this
vicinity of al! tree fruits and others largely depen-
deni upon the bees for the dissemination of pollen.
As tlie rainy, cloudy weather did not cease until
about the first of July, the eai-ly part of the
clover Ijloom was lost to the bees. No supers were
put on until July 8, and at that time strong colonies
were swarming, with almost no honey in the hives.
All of the white surplus was taken from basswood,
which yielded well. July 2."> the season for white
honey closed. A little surplus of late honey was
gathered dui-ing August, and the bees filled up the
hives well for winter. A yield of about 26 pounds
of surplus per colony was obtained, and there are
now in the apiary tiftj^-flve colonies in excellent
condition for winter.

BREKDIN(i.

During the year 1S91 the apiary was entirely re-

(jueened, only a few old queens being reserved for
breeding. This season the opportunity was taken
to replace all those of the former year's rearing
tiiat liad proven themselves inferior. A number of
Carniolan queens were introduced, and queens bred
from them. Added familiarity with the cross of
the Carniolan bee with the yellow race increases
my satisfaction with their v^aluable traits. They
have proven themselves fully as desirable as either
race in its purity, and they have some points of su-
jK-riority.
A test was made of the claims advanced for

Tunisiin, or so-called "Punic" bees. During the
early part of the season they exhibited no traits
that would distinguish them from the native black
bee. showing the same nervousness under manipu-
lation. They build large numbers of queen-cells,
and do not cap their honey with that peculiar
whiteness characteristic of the common black bee.
After the close of the honey season they best show-
ed their origin and distinctive peculiarities. When
ever attempts were made to handle thera they be-
came exceedingly angry. This trait of excessive
iiTit:ibility seems to be their most distinctive mark.
As tio point of superiority was discovered, their
several manifest defects make them a race not to
be recommended as desirable for introduction
am luir our Americ:i,ti bee-keepers.

REMOVING THE QUEEN TO I'REVENT SW.\RMINr:.

As the bee-keeping industry develoiis and new
methods and devices come info use, each tending to
lower the price of the product, an increased ten-
sion is placed upon the apiarist in an effort to man-
age large numbers of colonies to increase his annu-
al yield. The natural tenderu^y of bees to increase
by swarming and the care and attention occasioned
thereby have given rise to various plans for its
prevention or control. One of the best of thi^se
plans, yet one little used, is outlined in the follow-
ing, the value of which, at the suggestion of Mr.
Aikin, of Loveland, ('olo., I undertook to test:
Early in spri.ig two colonies were select etl, as nearly
alike in strength as it was possible to get them.
These were kept at the same strt-ngth, the amount
of brood in the hives having been equalized several
times. The harvest did not open until about July 6,

and upon the 8tli supers were given them. July 13,

queen-cells were found partly constructed in colony
No. 1. The queen was removed, and four days and

also eight days afterward all queen-cells were de-
stroyed. On July 35 (thirteen days after her re-
moval) the queen was returned. This colony did
not swarm at all. The other colony (No. 3) was
allowed to work without interference, and it was
not until July 31 that they swarmed. As the har-
vest from linden was about closing, the swarm
was returned and all queen-cells destroyed, in the
hope that they would not attempt to swarm again
before the close of the season. They did not swarm,
yet it may be supposed that this interference with
their instincts tended slightly to decrease their en-
ergy. The rt'sults in total amount of honey gather-
ed are as follows: ^fo. 1 gained in weight 37 pounds
between July 6 and 35. and No. 3 gained W pounds
during the same time.
If from the total gain of No. 3 we sulitract 5

pounds as the weight of brood it contained in excess
of the brood in No. 1 on July 25, we still have 4
pounds as the amount of honey gathered by No. 3
greater than the amount gathered by No. 1. These
colonies were both worked for comb honey with
like treatment of supers.
This experiment is valuable testimony to prove

that the removal of the queen to prevent swarming
does somewhat affect the amount of honey gathered
by the bees. The supers showed even a larger
difference in the amount of honey stored in the
sections, for the reason that, where tlie queen is ab-
sent, tlie bees till the brood-chamber with honey.
When the queen is returned this w II to a greater
or less extent be removed to the sections. Although
the interference in this manner with the economy
of the hive probably always reduces the amount of
honey stored, yet because of the lessening in tlie
labor and watching necessary during the swarming
season, I deem it advisable to follow this method
when any similai- plan seems necessary.

WAX SKCRETION.
To determine the amount of honey consumed by

the bees in secreting one pound of wax, this experi-
ment, first undertaken in 1891, was repeated tliis

year. As the conditions were much more favorable,
the results were very gratifying. There was entire
absence of a natural honey-flow, the weather was
favorable, the colonies were of the same strength,
and in prosperous condition, they took the food rap-
rapidly, and built comb readily. The result gives a
less amount of honey as necessary to be fed the
bees in order to have one pound of wax secreted than
was obtained in this experiment last year. This
was to be expected because of the more favorable
and exact conditions. Two colonies were taken
which I have designated as Nos. 1 and 3. No. 1 was
given a virgin queen and no comb or honej". No. 2
was given a virgin queen and empty combs. It was
noticed that the bees did not fly from either of
these hives as vigorously as from the others of the
apiary, and that No. 1 was the more quiet of the
two. Twenty-four a (I a hnlf pounds of food were
given, and almost e.xactlj 1 lb. of wax was secreted
by No. I. By weighing the combs both before and
after being melted and taking the difference, the
amount of pollen was ascertained. In both colo-
nies the young ((iieens had besun to lay. having-
been fertilized during the ten days the e.xpei'iment
was in progress. 1 now feel confident that more
careful work on the i)art of ollitTs who have under-
taken to solve this question will give practically the
same results as are summari/,ed on the ne.xt page.

PI.ANTINO FOR HONEY.
There were in bloom at the .station this season

three acres of sweet clover {MeAilotiis nllm) sown in
June, 1891. It was sown on rather poor clay soil,

yet it made a fair growth last fall and camethVough
the winter in good condition. It began to bloom
July 8. and continued in bloom until the 30th of
Septembei'. Tlie period of greatest bloom and hon-
ey seci'etioii was from ,Tuly ;.'() to September 1. It
grew rapidly and was very rank, reaching a height
of about six feet. The amount of bloom was great,
and the bees were continually busy upon it; yet
during the period from July 34 to .August 10, while
it was in full liloom and while all other natui'al
sources were absent, no honey of any appreciable
extent wasgathei'ed, and tlu' hive upon scale lost in
weight. Probably some honey was obtained during
the season from this sweet clover, but in such limit-
ed quantities as to make any estimate of tlie value
of the plant as a honey-producer impossible. At
the (iresent time the ground is covered with brush,
so thiit labor will be necessary in clearing the land
befoi'c plowing can be done.
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"With the idea of obtaining an opinion of the value
of sweet clover as a silage plant an alcohol-barrel
was filled with the cut stalks, solidly packed, and
sealed air-light. This was done on July 14, just as
the clover was getting fairly into bloom, and while
the stalks were yet tender and nutritious. On Sep-
tember 23 the barrel was opened and the ensilage
was fed. A horse tliat had previously eaten corn
silage ate it very readily, bxit another horse and a
cow that had never eaten silage would not touch it.

Several experts on the subject pronounced it excel-
lent. There is no doubt but that it would be a very
desirable plant for the purpose if the feeding value
per acre could be made equal to that of corn. An
estimate from the amount tut for silage gave be-
tween 6 and 7 tons per acre. Although its feeding
value maybe much higher than that of corn, it is

still doubtful if it will pay to use it for this purpose
alone, from the above estimate.
In concluding these experiments in planting for

honey carried on by Prof. Cook, and now concluded
for the present, 1 desire to saj' that no results have
been obtained with any plant sown or planted for
lioney alone that will wairant the bee-keeper in ex-
pending money and labor in this direction. Bee-
keepers have in the past spent much time and mon-
ey in the effort to cultivate some plant for the hon-
ey the bees may obtain from its flowers. In no
case coming under my observation have these
efforts been a success, and the practice has never
been continued at a profit. Therefore let me cau-
tion all apiarists ngainst spending money in the
attempt to cultivate at a profit any flower for honey

sure method to assist the bees in this work. For
tliis pnriiose there were constructed a series of six
shallow iians, 19 by 28 inches in size, with partitions
3 inches in height, open on alternate ends, similar
to the partitions in a maple-syrup evaporator.
These were arranged in a cabinet, one above the
other, so that honey entering at the top was obliged
to flow some 75 feet before passing out at the bot-
tom. An oil-stove was placed beneatli the whole,
and a pipe at the top caused a current of heated air
to pass upward over the honey. The fumes of the
stove were carried off by means of a second pipe, in
order to avoid all danger of their injuring tlie flavor
of the honey. Honey of average body, with 10 per
cent by weight of water added, was reduced again
to the normal condition by passing twice through
the pans at a temperature of 12ti°, and about 100
pounds per day was evaporated at that tempera-
ture. Thin nectar, extracted from the hives very
soon after being gathered, was evaporated to the
thickness of good honey at about tlie same rate.
This apparatus was kept in oi>eiation aboutten days
upon honey of various thickness and upon clear
water with the above definite results. Iheflavorof
the first honey was injured—probably by the first

acid action of the honey upon the outer coating of
the tin. Afterward this was not as apparent. The
color was also somewhat affected. The heat of the
sun was also tried for purposes of evaporation.
A shallow pan 28 by .54 inches in size was filled 3
inches deep with thin honey. This \va§ covered
with glass 8 inches above the honey, and left in the
sun for four days, when about a per cent of mois-

Wax Secretion.

Weight of bees
Gross weight, Aug. 3, with bees
Gross weight, Aug. 13, with bees
Gross gain in weigiit 10 days
Feed given
Minus honey extracted
Leaves honey consumed
Honey consumed by No. 1 in excess of No. 3: 13-4=8 pounds
Wax secreted by No. 1

Pollen in combs at close
Honey, wax, and pollen removed i8 pounds honey consumed in
secreting 15^ ounces of wax)

Colony No. 1.

Lbs. Oz.
7 6

154
8

Lbs. Oz.

27
43

Colonv No. 3.

Lbs
7

Lbs. Oz.

34
56

alone. Bee-keepers should cease these useless
efforts and turn their attention more persistenly to
extending the area of all wild honey-producing
plants, and urging upon all the superiority of alsike
clover and Japanese buckwheat as farm crops and
the linden as a shade-tree.

EVAPORATION OF HONEY.
Nectar of flowers taken into the stomach of the

bee undergoes certain chemical changes before it is

finally deposited as honey in the cells of the honey-
comb. The recent analyses, by direction of the
United States Government chemist and tiiose insti-
tuted at the Michigan State Experiment Station,
prove that there is no' chemical change made in the
honey by the bee after it is deposited in the comb.
There remains, however, much water in this honey
that must be evaporated by the heat of the hive
and the current of air through the hive caused by
the fanning of the bees. It is well known that this
labor of evaporation and the room occupied by this
thin honey interferes greatly with the rapid gather-
ing of nectar. In this opinion I am confirmed by a
study of many records of colonies placed upon
scales during tie honey flow. It is often desirable
to extract all of the honey gathered from one
species of honey-plant before the flow from other
sources begins and before the former has ripened
to the usual consistency of good honey. The prop-
erty of granulation in honey is so troublesome that
its prevention would be very desirable. The ex-
periments in this line have plainly indicated that
the "water of crystallization " can be easily expelled
by a proper artificial heat and the product sealed,
so as to preserve it in a liquid state for an indefinite
time. For tliese reasons it was thought best to ex-
periment in this direction with various forms of
artificial heat in the effort to devise some cheap and

ture was evaporated. As the lioney lies at rest, the
water rises to the top, somewhat aiding evapora-
tion. The flavor and color :ire not affected as much
as by the method of running through pans. In this
way honey with 30 per cent, and even 40 per cent, of
water added was evaporated to the consistency of
very thick honey in three weeks' time, so thick that
it has not at this date showed any signs of granula-
tion. During favorable periods of sunshine a tem-
perature of 165° was reached. By this method a
tank 4 by 6 feet, with 6 inches of honey, and weigh-
ing 1300 pounds, should be evaporated 10 per cent,
or from the consistency of fresiily gathered honey
to that of average body, during about two weeks
in July or August.
The common method of exposing to the air in

open vessels in the warm upper story of a building
was also tested with honey to which 10, 30. 30, and 40
per cent of water had been added. That having 40

per cent added became strongly fermented in a
week's time, while only a slight change had taken
place in the 30 per cent dilution, and at the end of a
month it tasted like a very poor qualitj' of commer-
cial extracted honey or like honey-dew. The 30 per
cent dilution was not nearly as bad, and the honey
with only 10 per cent of water added was, during
the month, returned to the consistency of very fair
hones*.
Nectar extracted two or three days after the

combs were placed in the hives contained, during
the drj' weather of Julj' and Augu.st, from 10 to 15
per cent of water above the amount always found
in honey that has been sealed in the comb by the
bees. This was determined by evaporating in test-
tubes in hot water.
Swnmaiy.—il) The method at present promising

best results for artificial evaporation is that by
solar heat under glass well ventilated. A small
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portion of a g'i'eeiihouse or forcing-house arrang-ed
for conserving the heat of tl:e sun, and so located
tliat honey could be run into the shallow v;i,ts di-

rectly from the mouth of the extractor, and drawn
off from the bottom of the vats into marketing-
receptacles, should give gotjd practical results.

(2) Very tliin honey or lu'i-tar will not sour as
quickl.v as supposed by many, and may be safely
kept during- any period of cloudy weather we may
have during' the hot summei' months.

(3) Tlie method of exposing- to air in a warm room
can not be depended upon to I'lpen very thin honey,
altliough it maybe serviceable for evaporating a
very small percentage of w;iter.

(4) The method of cvapurutiiig by artificial heat
of stove or furnace is i;xpeiisive and troublesome,
requiring- constant watcliing- and care, and not giv-
ing as good results as had been hoped for.

(5) The possibilities in the line of evaporating
honey for the purpose of increasing the yield and
preventing granulation are very great. A series of
experiments to determine the increase in produc-
tion by extr;ieting- freshly gathered honey would be
next in order and value. Wlicn the utility of tliis

metliod is fully demonstrated, supers with fixed

frames and extractors holding whole cases will be
used, and other apparatus conformable to the needs
of the new system.

FEEDING BACK.

Feeding btick extracted honey to secure the com-
pletion of unfinished sections at the close of the
harvest is practiced l)v some apiarists, but with
varying fiiuincial success. Extracted honey can be
transported long distances with much greiiter safe-
ty than can comb lamey. For this reason it has
been thought it might l)e profitable to feed bees ex-
tracted honey costiiiir 7 or s cents per pound to pro-
duce comb honey selling- ;it 13 to 1.5 cents, lo(;ating-

the apiary designed for lliis purpose near ii large
city or otfier favorable market. With theideiot
adding light upon this subject, extracted honey
was fed to a number of colonies under the following
conditions: The hives were contracted, and the
queens kept in the brood apartment by means of
excluding zinc. Five colonies were given two
crates each of unfinished sections, the sections of
the whole weighing 113 pounds. Three hundred and
thirty-eight pounds of lione3' were fed these five
colonies during twelve d;iys. The honej' was thin-
ned with I'Z per cent of water, and warmed before
feeding. The amount of finished lioney obtained
was 367 pounds, or a gain of 2.54 pounds by feeding
338 pounds of honey. Tlie hives were weighed both
before and after the honey was fed, and a gain of
36 pounds during the feeding recorded for the five
hives. The following gives the results from a
financial view:

254 pounds comb honey by feeding at 14 cents f35 56
36 pounds stored in hives, at 8 cents 3 88

38 44
Minus value of 338 po\inds fed, at 8 cents 27 04

Profit as pay for labor, etc 11 40

Two colonies were given crates of sections with
full sheets of foundation, and were fed extracted
honey, under the same conditions as the five colo-
nies above

:

Pounds.
Amount of honey fed each colony 66Vi
Colony No. 1, flinshed comb honey 41>^
Colony No. 1, gain in weight of hive !t

Colony No. .".'. finished comb honey 3S
i^olony No. 2, gain in weight of hive 7'/4

Takhig these two colonies as a basis, the follow-
ing financial statement Is made:
79V4 pounds comb honey at 14 cents $11 13

16J4 pounds honey stored in hives, at 8 cents. . . 1 32

13 45
Minus value of i:i3 pounds honey fed, at 8 cts. . 10 64

1 81

Deducting from this profit the value of the sec-
tions and foundation used, the actual profit, as
pay for lalior, etc., is, at most, nominal.
When this whole experiment was begun, and dur-

ing the time it was in I'rogress, no honey was
gathered fi-oni the fields: but before the scaling was
all accomplished, the fall honey-How began, and for
this reason the experiment was ended and the hon-

ey removed sooner tliari would otherwise have been
advisable.
The results obtained in this work or in any experi-

mental work of a similar character might vary
under more favorable or unfavorable conditions of
environment, and a continuation in various seasons
and under other conditions would alone give really
reliable results. The above trials are, however,
very encouraging, and k)ng-er and varied work in
this line is desirable.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHEK PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

James Bonner's treatise on bees was printed
in Edinburgh in 1795. The book has no partic-
tilar title other than "' Plan for Increasing the
Number of Hce-hives." Mr. Bonner was also
the author of a work on " Warping;" but just
what was " warped "' does not appear—possibly

a political speech or a sermon. The author's
name is well known to all persons who have
read much about the history of apiculture. His
brief account of himself is full of interest. He
had from the tirst a deep interest in bees, and
he consideis these especial bents of mind as
gifts from God. His father was a devoted bee-
keeper— devoted to the feeding of twelve chil-

dren — and boasted that, in good seasons, he
made as much money by his bees as nearly pur-
chased oatmeal enough for the family for a
year. He purchased a large qtiarto Bible with
the wax prodticed in one year.* A Scotchman
and a quarto 151 ble are as much to be expected
to complemetit each other as the two blades of

shears. Who can fail to notice the connection
between that tuition of IJible students and the
virtue, independence, and intelligence of the
Scotch? The elder Botiner was a weaver, and
followed his trade till within a few days of his

death, which occurred when he was 86. Prob-
ably that weaving accounts for the *• warping "'

I have referred to.

Our author says that he himself was so much
interested in bees that, when he was :.'0 years of

age, he went to London to converse with Mr.
Wildman, the author of the book which I re-

viewed in the previous issue; but Mr. Wildman
had gone to Prance, and so Mr. Bonner con-
tented himself with purchasing every book he
could find relating to bees. and. strange enough,
he mentions every book I have so far reviewed.
During the honey season he was so intent on
the work of the bees that he hardly allowed
himself to sleep for weeks together. He speaks
of • the inhnite number of mellifluous flowers "

in his land. How many of the readers of these

pages ever realized that Edinburgh is as far

north as parts of Alaska, our arctic possessions,

and that all of Scotland is east of lltidson's

Bay ? The idea of flowers in such a latitude as

that seems strange ; but as the land is so deep-
ly indented all around by the ocean it is ren-

dered a very good place for bees.

The year 1794 was memorable in Scotland for

its retnarkable flow of honey, and this led Mr.
Bonner to believe that, if the number of bees in

Scotland had been increased twenty or even
fifty fold, all would have done well. So mtich
carried away was our author with the idea of

possible increase in bees that it reminds one of

P. Benson's remarks on the iticrease of swarms
and apples, as seen on p. 3Si). CtLEAnings, 1S87.

Mr. lionner says :

'• Were there but one hive in

all Scotland, in a cold rainy summer, even that

hive would produce but a very small increase,

periiaps swarm only once, and that swarm pro-

ducts only one pint of honey; wliereas if there

* It should be remembered tliat Bibles, ;i8 well as
books in general, were mucli more expensive in 17911

tlian now.
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are 100 hives, granting tiie weather to be eqnal-
ly bad, the produce must be at least 100 pints.
Estimating the number of parishes in Scotland,
capable of raising bees, to be only 800, the fol-
lowing calculation will give a view of the im-
mense quantity of honey that might be pro-
duced in ordinary years: Suppose J hive to pro-
duce 4 pints of honey, 1 hive in a pai'ish, 800,
produces 3200 pints : suppose the number in
each parish is increased to 30, the 34,000 will
produce 96,000 pints: but suppose (which is still

moderate) the number in each parish is further
increased to 100, the 80,000 will produce 330.000
pints: and 400 in each parish would produce
1,380,000 pints of honey: and 1 lb. of wax to each
colony would be 80.000 lbs."
Mr. Bonner says that his own parish, in 17U4,

would have supported 1.500 colonies abundant-
ly. He claims that all of Scotland could pro-
duce two million pints of honey, a pint being
about a pound, besides 80,00O lbs. of wax. lam
confident that Scotland can do better than that
to-day. Can we have any statistics from there?
Some counties in California, if I mistake not, do
more than that.
While Mr. Bonner does not seem to think it

would pay to plant or sow for honey alone, he
shows the advantage of raising some things for
the honey they produce besides food of other
kinds; and his views are sound, and as applica-
ble to this country as to Scotland. He says:
"Should we plant some trees, with a view to
assist bees, we have their wood: if we rear tur-
nips, we have their feed; if we sow white clo-
ver, we have the best of pasture; and if we al-
low furze or broom to overspread waste ground,
we can be at little loss, as even these have also
their uses by supplying us with hedging, fuel,
shelter for sheep, etc. I wish not to be here un-
derstood as if I meant to recommend the sow-
ing of large fields purposely with food for bees,
excepting white clover, which provides food for
larger animals."
One of the advantages of cheap honey. Mr. B.

assumes, would be the manufacture of mead, to
take the place of ale and porter. Further. " A
weaker kind of mead, called bragwort. could
also be made of it. This is an agreeable whole-
some liquor, much esteemed by manv who use
it as a substitute for small beer. When proper-
ly made it will keep long; and when of a proper
degree of strength it is so highly exhilarating
that many persons have been sent home half
intoxicated with it."

The latter part of that quotation. " sent home
half intoxicated." is a good reply to those who
would substitute the light wines of California
for some of the hi^avier drinks. The Spanish
have a proverb which says. " As well eat the
Devil as the broth h<vs boiled in :

" that is, the
essential spirit of all sins is the same. Wheth-
er the persons who were only " half intoxicated
with it" were "sent home" on foot or on a
shutter carried by friends, I can not learn.
Mr. Bonner is confident that 33,000 colonies

could be doubled for six years in the United
Kingdom, making 3.048.000 in all ; but as the
United States probably has not as many colo-
nies as that. Mr. B.'s estimate seems too large.
Nature has a delightful way of keeping things
to an ordinary level. Mr. B. was so desirous of
increasing the bees in Scotland that he regrets
he has not .f.'iOOO in cash to get a shipload of
them from Dantzic, in Germany. He says he
would rather take tliem 4000 miles by ship than
100 by land; but that was liefore railroads were
built.
In speaking of the process by which bees rear

a queen from a worker egg by floating it in roy-
al jelly, Mr. Bonner treats the matter in such a
way as to make it intensely interesting; but he
seems to conclude from this, following vSchirach,

that bees are quite independent of drones so far
as brood is concerned. All through the ages
there has been a disposition to throw a club at
the drone simply because it does not and can
not gather honey— as if life consists entirely of
something to eat. Where nature always pro-
vides something, we may conclude that its ab-
sence would render the chain useless.
In the matter of candying. Mr. Bonner says

that honey in even the same hive varies great-
ly, some candying immediately and others re-
maining liquid till December. The latter kinds
have a slightly greenish tinge.
No reference lo Huber is made in this book.

This seems a little strange when we consider
the fact that the fame of the blind Genevan had
already gone around the world.
One of the most delightful things about these

old books is the froquent glimpse one gets of
life among what Aliraham Lincoln called "the
plain people." Now we find ourselves in the
quaint kitchen beside tne blazing hearth, melt-
ing wax; anon we are in the garden or flowery
meadows, or on the rugged crag. With such
books th(- past is still present, and old Father
Time stops by tln^ roadside while wp read.
Medina, Sept. 33. W. P. Root.

E. FRANCE'S REPORT.

INDIFFERENT AVINTERING, BUT NEARLY TWEN-
TY TONS OF EXTRACTED HONEY.

Such is the subject of an article \\hich may
be found in Gleanings for May 1,5, 1S93, pages
388 and 389. At the close of that article, April
30, we were in the midst of a snowstorm. Now,
I propose to give a report from that time on
until the present. At that time I was in hopes
of saving 400 colonies; but we dwindled down
to 333 with queens, and about 30 queenless.
Most of the queenless ones we built up into good
colonies; but we had to draw so heavily from
those having queens that it would have been
better if we had thrown the queenless ones
away.
We moved all the bees from the Whig yard,

to fill up vacancies in the Adkinson and Gun-
lauch yards, so now we have yards instead of
7. Now, why did we have so much loss in the
spring? You will see by my spring report,
that, on April 30, we had snow and cold weath-
er. At that time the queens all stopped laying;
and, do all we could, we could not get those
queens to laying again for three weeks; and
the consequence was, when the clover com-
menced to bloom, all the bees were weak—few
bees in a hive, and many of the hives with no
live bees in them at all. We had a hard fight
with fate to save as many as we did. We fed
sugar syrup freely. If the syrup was put into
feeders right over the bees, they would take it

down; but there was no vim nor ambition
about them. We tried to get the bees to work
on the combs of the dead ones. No, they
would not do it; open up the hives, set the
combs out, there they would stand, with very
few bees about them. When the dandelions
opened out, then the bees woke up, and the
queens went to laying rapidly. The bees spread
out to cover the brood; and as the weather was
warm they increased fast. Dandelion blossoms
were very plentiful—the most I ever saw. We
took brood from the strong to give the weak, so
as to save as many queens as possible.

White clover commenced to bloom about the
first of June; but the bees did not work on it

until about the 18th of June. We commenced
to extract June 19th. At that time the bees
had picked up considerable dandelion honey;
and as for losses of colonies, we were out on
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solid ground, and could now count up the stock
and see how many we had. Queenless ones we
did not count, as the other colonies had to fur-

nish bees for them until they could get a queen
—in fact, until their own brood was hatching.
White clover this year was the best I ever

saw. Pasture fields looked as white as a field

of buckwheat. There was so much of it that
the bees very nearly all worked within one mile
of home; and our honey this year is the best
grade we ever had, taking the crop all through.

Yard.
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place and mine; but I should advise him to ex-
periment on a somewhat small scale before set-
tling on nine frames in an eight-frame Dovetail
hive.

It is true, that the difference as to distance
from center to center is not very great; but I

am afraid that little difference is on the wrong
side. Let us figure a little. The inside width
of the hive is 13>8 inches. Divide that up for
the 9 frames and 10 spaces, and you will find
your 9 frames about L3;3 inches from center to
center—only about ^\ of an inch closer than the
1^^ with the 8 frames—less difference than one
would suppose: but then, you must remember
that we have gained about an inch of space by
throwing out the dummy. Without knowing
any thing positive about it. I suspect that there
is hardly any gain in spacing closer than \%,
and it is possible that there may be some loss.
By throwing out the dummy, and letting the

frames occupy all the space, you are obliged to
give up fixed distances; for you couldn't get
out a frame with nine at lixed distances, and
must rely on crowding together to get the first
frame out.
With nine frames you might do better, but I

suspect the nine frames would better have full
room, and I would have a larger hive for them.

SPACE BETWEEN TOP-BAKS.

Now some words as to the real idea that was
in that straw. The matter of getting rid of the
sticky, dauby nuisance of burr and brace combs
is one of very great importance—at least, it is

with me. I can't say how it may be with oth-
ers, but in my experience I am satisfied that a
good many more bees are killed with brace-
combs than with close-titting Hoffman frames,
shoulders and all—that is, before any brace-
combs ar(! built in the Hoffmans.
But I am obliged lo say that, with the Hoff-

mans as sent out. th(Me arn too many brace-
combs. So 1 have hpcn doing some experiment-
ing. One strong colony had frames with top-
bars % thick, and a space of -^8 between them.
In this there were no brace- combs to speak of.
But thnie may be a difference in colonies, and I

think I have seen top-bars of the same thick-
ness with occasional brace-combs.
Knowing that he^s when left to themselves

build out their combs of honey so as to leave a
space of about a quarter of an inch between
two surfaces of comb, I could see no reason why
they should want any larger space between top-
bars, and it seemed to me that a wider space
than nccessiiry was only inviting brace-combs.
I had a number of frames with top-bars J4
thick and an inch wide. These, when spaced
1% from center to center, left a space of % be-
tween the top-bars. In order to reduce this
space I nailed on the side of each top- bar a
strip \ in thickness. The strips I had for this
purpose measured ^ in width, so that, when
the frames were spaced ]'^„ from center to
center, the space between top-bars was }4 of an
inch for the upper -j'ij, and ^s for the lower t^,.

I did not think this so well as to have a uni-
form space of I4 inch; but 1 happened to have
just those strips, and for experimental purposes
it turned out all the better.

In ordei- to have theexperiment as general as
possible I distributed these frames in a number
of hives, putting two frames in a place, the re-
maining frames in the hives being loose hang-
ing frames with ^h top-iiars. The result was
the same in each hive. The spaces between the
old and new frames were pnmptly filled with
a plentiful supply of brace-combs—of course,
that was to be expected; but the space between
the new top-bars showed in no case a brace-
comb. Lifting out the combs, however, I found
that, in mosi cases, the bees had built more or

less comb below the added strip. That is, in
the lower f^i, where the space l)etvveen top-bars
was ^4. the bees had built more or less comb
directly on that part of the top-bar where the
strip was deficient. One might have supposed
that they would have built brace-combs from
one top-bar to the other, but they didn't. They
merely put on a thickness of i^ inch, leaving H
inch space clear.

I would rather have waited another year be-
fore giving the result of my experiment, and do
not now give it as any thing positively con-
clusive; but as it is an important matter I

should be glad to have others experiment and
report. It is just possible that, with longer
time and under other circumstances, the bees
may conclude to fill up with wax or propolis
that ^4 space. Yet the questiim comes back,
Why should they, if that's the space they leave
of their own accord ? iSo I hope others will ex-
periment and report. C. C. Miller.
Marengo. III.

[We should like to have a report from others
in regard 10 the brace-comb qui stioii; :ind when
we say " brace-combs" we mean those bits
built between the top-bars. When we speak
of burr-combs we mean those built between
top-bars and cover or super. Now. we can
widen the top-bars, as Dr. Miller suggests;
but it narrows up still more the projections of
the top end of the end- bars, so that there may
be danger of their splitting off. These projec-
tions, or forks, as it were, are narrow enough
already. Before the end of this year we hope
there will be enough reports in so that we can
decide intelligently.]

FIGS.

LITTLE OK NO HONEY FKOM THOSE RAISED IN
CALIFORNIA.

Editors Gleanings

:

—I have found the issue
of Gleanings for the 1.5th of August a very
inteivsting number. After reading it I am
constrained to supplement some of the articles
I saw therein, with the following observations:
The article " Do bees gather syrup from

figs?" reminds me of that passage in the Bible
where it says something about our not being
able to gather figs from thistles. But as I can
not draw any lesson between the two quota-
tions. I will content myself by saying that here
in California we grow the finest figs in the
world. We have had them on our place for
years. The trees grow very luxuriantly. We
are opposite the Golden Gate—about some
twelve miles from that strip of water which
connects the finest harbor in the world with
the great Pacific Ocean. The figs produce two
crops of fruit a year. The first is now ripening;
in fact, they have been gradually coming in for

the past three weeks, and one crop will run into
the other, so that we shall have ripe figs almost
up to Christmas, if early frosts do not set in
before that time.
Though several varieties are cultivated all

through the State we have but one kind, and
that is the black sort. These figs are large and
luscious. When fully ripe they are the nicest
fruit that I know of. It was only a few days
ago that I learned of a new way of eating
them. Heretofore the strawberry was my
favorite fruit. I have changed my "taste"
since; in fact. I think Isaak Walton, had he
only lived at this time, and could sit down and
eat figs in the way I am about to tell of, would,
in all probability, move to amend that saying
he made about the strawberry being the best
of fruits. What I was going to say about eat-
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ing figs to perfection is this: Select fine, ripe
fruit; remove the sl^in: place on a saucer or
dish, and cover with fresh cream. When eaten
in this way there can be no richer or pleasanter
dish served. It is said that the Japanese per-
simmon is called the " fruit of the gods;'" but I

am inclined to think that, if the Japs had
learned to eat figs and cream they would never
have raised the insipid persimmon to the exalt-
ed place they have otherwise seen fit to give it.

The fig is the easiest tree that we can grow,
outside of the willow; in fact, it is as easy to

propagate as the willow. Ail one has to do to

get a Mg-tr(>e is to take a twig off a fig-tree and
stick the end in the ground as he would a wil-
low cutting, and it will spring up into a large
tree almost before he has time to get his wits
together. Right here I will tell a little story
about the fig-tree in this State.
This tree, as well as a number of other fruit-

trees that have made California famous horti-
culturally, was introduced here a century and
more ago by the Franciscan friars, who founded
21 missions from San Diego to a point .50 miles
north of San Francisco, for the conversion and
civilization of the Indians. One day a party of
Spaniards were traveling from one of these
missions to a distant place in California. Be-
fore one of these men set out he cut a stick
from a fig-tree to use as a whip to urge his
bronco along faster. As the beast began to jog
along nicely after a while without the aid of
the rod. the rider got down from the animal's
back and stuck the end of the fig-shoot into the
soft earth, that it might become a tree. But
he was greatly surprised, when he returned a
few months later, to find that its growth had
more than exceeded his expectations. He
hoped to see a tree four or five feet high; but
when he found that his whip was now a tree
that could shelter himself and his beast, and he
on the latter's back, he was thoroughly aston-
ished. It was one of the wonders of the new
land which, not a great many years later, were
proclaimed the world over.
The Old Mission figs have given place to the

newer and better varieties from Europe and
Asia. Thousands of acres of tigs are planted in

some counties of this State. They are sent to
market in their ripe state, they being sent to
the Eastern States during the past few years.
Then the greater portion of the crop is dried.
Some of these are put up in nice boxes so as to
tempt the lover of dried figs: then some, and.
I think, the greater part of the product of our
fig -orchards, is sacked and sent to market.
To my liking, this is not an inviting way to
place them before customers. Figs in this
shape are apt to become wormy. Then, of late
years, the fruit is made into confections; and,
again, it is used to a large extent, I have heard,
for making medical preparations.
But it was the relation of this fruit to the

bees that caused me to begin these lines.

Though we have had figs on our place for a
score of years, I never saw a bee at work upon
the ripe fruit. There is always more or less

broken fruit on the trees, as the birds are very
fond of figs; and if they are not gathered as
soon as they show signs of riixming. the birds
will begin to depredate upon them. Then,
when they get fully I'ipe. the skin breaks,
thei-(^by giving the bees plenty of opportunity
to feast upon the juice of the fruit. Still, I

have not the least doubt that where bees are
short of food they will go to the ripe figs and
gather the rich syrup.
In the city of Sacramento, this State, where

this tree is growing in many streets as a side-
walk-tree, one may sei' the sidcnvalk all covered
with the ripe fruit in tfu- fall. In walking
along some of the streets of the capital city, a

person has to be careful where he steps; for, if

he should place his foot on a ripe fig, his fall
will be as sure and swift as if he hau trodden
upon a banana-peel. At both Sacramento and
vStockton, the latter city being some fifty miles
south of the former, and in the great San Joa-
quin Valley, while the other is in the celebrated
Sacramento Valley, the fruit is never gathered
for the market. It is simply left for whoever
wishes to help himself. I suppose this is main-
ly owing to the fact that the fruit is of the
common variety, and also because there is so
much of it that, if it were put on the fruit-
stalls, no one would purchase it, as there is so
ranch to be had everywhere in the city.
Last year, while visiting the great wine and

raisin vineyards in the vicinity of Fresno. 307
miles south of San Francisco, in the San Joa-
quin Valley, I saw some fig-orchards of the
white variety, which must have covered several
hundred acres. This section is the greatest in
the world for drying fruit. Every thing is

dried by the sun in the open air. Here is lo-
cated the largest raisin vineyard in the world.
It is over 600 acres in extent.
There is one more thing that I should have

said about the fig. and that is this: They make
the nicest preserves that one could well wish to
eat. At our house we have them prepared in
pretty much the same way that peaches are
put up in sweet pickle. I have never seen them
anywhere where I have been, in this way. It
seeriis to me that, if housekeepers and. in fact,
canning companies, knew how to put them up
in this way they would do so. for there is no
finer and more palatable dessert than pickled
figs. VV. A. Pryal.
North Temescal, Cal., Aug. 38.

Concluded next issue.

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

how to ci>ean pkopolis from skctions; j. e.
crane's way.

The best way to remove it from boxes, to my
mind, is to first keep it in a hot room and let it

ripen with the honey; then with a sharp knife
in the right hand, made of the best stuff, and
holding the section in the left hand, you can
clean faster than with any thing to lay the
section on. A good worker can clean 1000 sec-

tions a day. J. E. Crane.
Middlebury, Vt., Sept. 12.

hasty's statistics verified.

I never saw so many queens as this year from
a second swarm. I shut the entrance of one
hive with queen-excluding zinc, and I removed
it a week after, and I found 7 dead queens be-
hind it. Some hatched as late as the 17th day
from the issuing of the first swarm. My expe-
rience i-; the same as E. E. Hasty's. I have
had a good many swarms issue 14 days after the
first one. ^^i

I tried one Langdon non-swarming device;
bees swarmed in two hours after I turned them
into the oth^r hive; then after 7 days I shut
them up again 7 days to prevent a second
swarm, and they became queen less. The oth-
ers swarmed one morning at G o'clock.
Columbus, Wis. ^Supkr Lifter-Tj

SECOND swarms ON THE EIGHTH DAY.
I see that G. M. Doolittle handles his second

swarms on the same principles that I do, only I

let my second swarm come out and cluster, then
cut out the queen-cells, and then run them
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back. I have not had them swarm again the
same season. I have practiced this plan for
three years, also for others. I always look for
second swarms on the eighth day. weather per-
mitting. I have had them swarm on the sev-
enth, never after the fifteenth day.

Lisbon, Me., Sept. 11. Ben.i. Merrill.

SCRAPING sections; using fanning -mill
SCREENS.

You ask for a device on which to scrape sec-
tions. I arrange a rather long low table, just
high enough to clear my lap when seated at it

in a chair. For a rest for sections I use a couple
of fanning-mill sieves with half or three-fourths
inch mesh. On one sieve at my loft I turn the
case of sections upside down and slip the case
oflf, and they are easily separated. On the oth-
er sieve I rest sections and scrape them. I

think it pays me well to save the separators if

they are not too much eaten away. I scrape
them only where they come in contact with the
sections. The bees are not nearly so apt to
build brace-combs to the glazed surface of an
old separator as to a clean new one. They are
also less inclined to curl, an'd are cheaper than
new. W. C. Simons.
Arlington, Pa., Sept. 4.

THE LANGDON device NOT A NON-SWARMER,
BUT A SWARMER; in THE ROLE OF THE

LATTER. A SUCCESS.
Friend Root:—You call for reports with re-

g ud to the Langdon non-swarmer. I have
used it this sea^^on, and with me it has proved
a success. 1 think, however, that it does inter-
fere with brood rearing. It was predicted last
spring that this device would bring about great
changes in the apiary, and I think it will. But
in my opinion its real value lies in its being used
as a swarriier and not as a non-swarmer. Next
year I expect to use it for that purpose. When a
colony begins to look like swarming I will set an
empty hive by their side, into which I will
place a few frames from the colony, including
the queen, and then put on the device and send
the field bees into the new hive. Then I will
remove the device, set the new hive on the old
stand, and give the old colony a queen or a
queen-cell, if they need it. I think the above
plan will work, for this years experience has
proved that field bees can be run into another
hive. C. H. Sherwood.
Newton, N. J., Sept. l:.'.

HOW TO MAKE A MODIFICATION OF THE POR-
TER BEE-ESCAPE.

After reading the article in the Aug. 15th
Gleanings, page 648, on bee-escapes, the idea
.struck me that I could improve on our English
cousin's method. I took a %-inch board, 16x:21

inches, and with a l^.j-inch auger I bored half
way through from the under side, finishing
with an inch auger. I then cut a channel, as
described in Gleanings, but cutting on one
side of the hole. The channel is 9^ inch wide
and one inch long, cut sloping. The v/ire screen
was cut a little longer than the hole, say 2K
inches long, and then the wire was unraveled
for half an inch on one end, leaving the points of
wire half an inch long. These were all bent back
except the four center wires which fit in the
channel and allow the bees to pass under, but
do not allow them to return. I have three of
those boards at work in my apiary, along with
the Porter escapes, and they do the work fully
as well. The .boards that I use have two holes,
or escapes, but I think that one hole would do
the work as well as a Porter escape. Make one
and try it, and see how cheap an escape can be
made. It cests practically nothing.

Our honey crop is poor this year. The drouth
spoiled it. W. S. Fultz.
Muscatine, Iowa, Aug. 31.

There is a general complaint of dull times.
All farm products are ruinously cheap; and,
though our honey is also cheap, the bee-men
are about as well off, and I think a little better,
than the producers in other industries.
Redlands, Cal., Aug. 4. Rambler.

FAITH IN GOD CONTRASTED WITH UNBELIEF.
Since the time when I thought best to per-

mit some of the friends to express in Gleanings
their unbelief, there has been a sort of ringing
in my ears and a hungering in .my heart, that
these poor mistaken brothers might see how
awfully cruel it is to take the stand they do
in their antagonism to the gospel as revealed in
the Bible. Just now a little Christian tract
comes floating through the mails into my
hands. As I looked it over and caught the in-
spiration from the pure loving spirit it unfolds,
I wondered, "Will not this little story touch
some heart, and lead it out of the darkness of
unbelief into the light of faith in God ?"

THE CAMP MISSION.

Let us glance at a typical lumber-camp. Tlu'ough
a lumber-road in a deep forest we come to three
long, naii'DW sliantics of logs—one forliorses, mules,
and oxen, and the otlier two for men; the sleeping-
building tilled with liard Ijunks; the dining-building
liaviug a long table set witli tin dislies, piled witli
COM rse food. A blast from a tin horn lorings from
twenty-five to one hundred men in lieavy mackinaw
or toboggan suits. Tlie men are known as " shanty
boys," and some are only boys in years, while some
old loggers have spent nearly all the winters of
their life in camp; but the majority are strong-
young men in their prime, mostly rough liard fel-
lows from everywliere, of nearly all nationalities.
Some whole camps are French, German, or Norwe-
gian, but usually they are a mixed lot, representing
sometimes lialf a dozen countries.

Tliis great army of woodsmen, equiiiped witli
axes and saws, and stationed here and there
throughout the great forests, are numbered by the
hundi'ed thousand. They fell the timber for tlie

churches of tlie land, but are banished by their
worli far beyond the sound of church-bells. They
provide tlie material for tlie homes of the nation,
but are themselves outside of liome comforts and
saving influence, only as Ihey are reached by camp
evangelists. No congregations receive gospel mes-
sengers more gladly. No camp-meetings in the
world liave such results as these winter camp-meet-
ings, where swearing men have become praying
men; where gospel hymns have taken the place of
vilest songs. Almost every camp has good singers.
A hymn lias brought up old memories, leading to
lasting good. Whole camps have been changed.
One Sabbath a camp-meeting was held where the
Salibath before there had been a drunken carousal,
and men liad been chased out of the camp by
drunken companions with axes. Strangely, murder
had not been the result, and oneweelr brought a
great change. Oh if we only could reafh more of
the multitude of cami)sl e have been able to
send out only a few of the many evangelists needed
for this gospel work in the forest. Yet. as the re-
sult, hundreds of lumbermen have been brought to
God, and there has been untold good that we can
never know until the recording angel unfolds the
eternal history.
In a work like this, shall we lack money '? Only '>

cents will buj' a New Testament, and 3 cents a go.s-

pel song book with a hundred familiar hymns; and
only 1 cent will Tiuy twenty gospel cards, all of
which have been blessed in the saving of souls. It
is strange how eiisily rough hearts are sometimes
reached. Testaments are read in camps sometinies
by hardened men who would not look at the little

book at home. A gospel hymn rings through a
canip, and is caught up by other voices and awakens
tender chords, recalling holy memories that seemed
buried for ever A gospel card or tract is slipped
into the porket, and read some lonely hour to call a
homesick soul to God and heaven.
How far this gospel work shall reach into the
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dark pineries and into the lives of burdened men
depends on the amount of help received. Showers
of fragment dimes and nickels and pennies wonid
bring' "sliowersof blessings."
Can you help our winter camp-nieeting's ?

In his name,
Emma r. Nason.

Blodgett Mills. N. Y.
Chairman of the Lumbermen's and Miners' Mission
of the King-'s Daughters and Sons.

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

I can report 2:.'.000 lbs. of extracted honey
from my 110 colonies the past season.
Riverside, Cai., Aug. 19. H. E. Wii.dek.

The honey crop in this section Is the largest
we have had in some years—white clover most-
ly. My 4.^ colonies gave l.'iOO lbs. comb honey,
.500 lbs. extracted. It is dry now, and they are
at a standstill. Chestei; Belding.
Middletown. N. Y.. Aug. 12.

I see ill (iLEANiNfis Some Very bad reports
from our State, so I will report my success,
which I think is good. I had 13 colonies, spring
count, and goc 764 lbs. of comb honey (white
clover and alsike), mostly in 1-lb. sections. I

increased to '.'7 colonies, and went through the
hives S days after swarming, and cut out queen-
cells, but got an after-swarm from one hive, as
I must have missed a queen-cell in it. Bees
rested through August, but have been doing a
land-oftire business on smartweed, that grows
on low land. All my honey last year was from
smartweed. and I got 47 lbs. per colony surplus
from that source. I use the 8-frame Dove-
tailed hive. J. W. Cook.

Poneto, Ind., Sept. Kl

Ourselves and our neighbors.

Charity vauntetli not itself: is not puffed up;
dotli not bi'have itself un.seeml.v.—T. Coh. 13:4, .")

writes as follows

Only one sentenct' in friend Austin's letter trou-
bles me. He says: " Mr. Terry, in a iate article in
the P. F., does not g'ive the name of the farmer wlio
wroti' him about potato-bugs, very considei'att'ly,
tliinking- hi' had just laid him out." May God take
away tlie strength from my right hand when I use
my experience with the pen to simi)ly " lay out"
a bi'oiher-farmer wliose jjractici's are different from
mine; and may he help me to always try to show
friends in a simple and kindly way liow it seems to
niethey can Improve.

Now. I do not know that, among all of friend
Terry's utterances, there is any tiling that has
pleased ine so much as the point made in the
above. In newspaper controversyfand we have
a good deal of it) it has long been a custom for
the readers to take ,sides with different promi-
nent writers, and to -set them on. by couns(!l

and encouragement, as it were, in order that
they may get the upper hand, or demolish one
another. The strife or contest seems to be like

a couple of boys wn^stling. Each bends all his
energies to get the other do\\ ii under, while he
keeps above him. In a newspaper contest the
aim of each party seems to be to show how
smart he is, how much experience he has had,

what great crops he has grown, and how able a
teacher he may be compared with the other.
Then the friends on either side will send in
encouraging epistles of congratulations —
"Didn't you lay him out most beautifully?'"
etc. The matter has been brought prom.inent-
ly before my mind in my recent replies to
friend Dadant. Several would say, " Brother
Root, you can not tell how much it pleased us
to have you lay out Dadant so beautifully."
Now please notice that some of the friends on
the other side have said, at just about the
same time, *' Brother Root, I rather think that
Dadant laid you out pretty well in your dis-
cussion. Why, you didn't even answer him at
all." Perhaps ihey meant these communica-
tions as kind and friendly, but yet they gave
me pain. I surely did not want to"layoixt"
friend Dadant, and I do not think he wanted to
lay me out: yet in spite of our good intentions
the thing got quite a start in the way of laying
each other out. 1 judge so because of the
great number of communications that came in

on both sides, and by the urgent requests that
are made to have me publish more on the sub-
ject. I am sui'e. however, it is not best. I

have seen this thing go on and on through dif-
ferent periodicals for months, and it has always
grown worse. The good editor several times
protested and urged both parties to give up,
but they persisted so strongly on having just
one more reply, to make it even on both sides,

or to set themselves right before the public,
that the editor would reluctantly give way,
hoping there would be a better time to stop it

further on. But the better time never came.
If permitted to go on, all rules of courtesy were
soon violated, hard words came out, and person-
al and private matters were pretty soon push-
ed out before the world in a way that must be
painful to every one who had not become en-
snared in the strife. Our text tells us that true
Christian charity, or love, " vaunteth not
itself" (the margin says, "or is not rash"):
" is not puffed up: doth not behave itself un-
seemly:" that is. if we have the rule of love in

our hearts for our fellow-men (or, what
amounts to the same thing, the spirit shown by
Christ Jesus when he was here on earth), we
shall not want to get above anybody nor <ihend
of him: we shall not want the best of the bar-
gain: we shall not even wish to have the world
know how smart we are; and we surely shall
have no desire to become raltiicmaires at the
expense of keeping thousands in poverty.

I suppose likely friend Terry reads these
Home Pap<'rs of mine—at least, a good part of
them. Now, 1 wish he would stop reading
right here, and skip on. say, till the next page.
I say this because I am afraid that what I have
to sav will give him pain. I do not believe
that his wife and children will particularly
object to what I .say. and so they can read on;
but even at the risk of giving him pain I want
to speak of and comment upon the spirit he
has shown—at least in the greater part of his

newspaper writings. Friend Terry is just now
one of the brightest and most able agricultural
writers we have in the world. His articles are
picked out and read lirst: his books are having
a run that lew books of a similar character
have ever had. And now perhaps I am saying
something that I liardly ought to say, for we
are the putilishers of all his books but one.
There are thousands of writers for the agri-
cultural papers who would give almost any
thing if they could write like friend Terry, or
in as able and helpful a way as he does. What
is th(^ secret of if.' Why, it seemsto me the
great secret lies in the fact that what he says
in that newspaper extract I have made is liter-

ally true. He has no desire in his heart to
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"lay out" or silence any other newspaper
writer or any other brother- farmer. He has at
times been abused and misused; he has been
shamefully treated, not only in print but in
public. I was present at one farmers' insti-

tute where he was sent for. and where they
paid him for coming and teaching; but even
there this disposition 1 speak of came up so
strongly that he was publicly insulted, almost
at the outstart. I do not know that they
intended it as such, but there had been a great
deal of outside talk and fault-linding. A good
many indulged in saying that they did not be-
lieve he had ever done what he claimed; and in

his first talk, or, rather, answers to questions,
he did not take time enough to make full ex-
planations, therefore somebody thought he saw
a place to get even Terry himself into a corner,
or, in other words, to catch him in an untruth;
and, even though our friend was an invited
guest, this critic did not hesitate publicly to ac-
cuse him of misstatements. Now. friend Terry
has abundance of opportunities to retaliate.
He is a strong man physically, mentally, and
morally. He could, if he chose, "lay out'" the
biggest part of us in a physical contest, or in a
contest with intellect; and perhaps if wewere
boasting of our good clean lives, he might, if he
chose, show a better record than most of us
there. Yet I have never seen him take any ad-
vantage of this sort. His honest desire seems
to be to help everybody up a little higher, and
never, by any means, push anybody down or
hurt his feelings.

I do not know where this e.xpres'^ion "lay
out" came from. In our prizefighting (oh how
it pains me to say our- prizefighting I) I believe
the contestants do their utmost to lay each oth-
er out if they can. I have never witnessed such
a sight, and I am quite certain I never shall,
and so perhaps I am wrong; but my impression
is, that, when one can deal the other such a
blow that he lies stunned and still, he is said to
be "laid out." I do not know what the crowd
does on such occasions. Perhaps they cheer the
victor, and gather round him to shake hands
because God happened to give him more muscle
and skill than he gave to the other fellow who
lies helpless and still. Now, in newspaper con-
troversies where one writer can so effectually
use up the other that he quits writing, and does
not appear any more in print, I suppose he may
be said to be " laid out;" or if his opponent can
go away back and rake up some disgraceful
episode in the other's life, they lay him out in
that way; and then the crowd or the readers
laugh and shake hands over it. Is this Chris-
tianlike? Is it even gentlemanly ? Sometimes
we hear it urged in extenuation, "But just
look, will you ? at what he wrote about me."
Well, this sort of reasoning would do very well
were this not a Christian nation; and were it

not that every civilized individual assents to
the injunction, " Return good for evil, and do
good to those who h.'ite you." Terry says,
" May ( Jod take away the strength from my
right hand when I use my experience with the
pen to simply lay out a brother-farmer whose
practices are different from mine." The con-
test, it seems, was about potato-bugs. Terry
preaches and practices hand-picking the moth-
er-bugs before they lay any eggs or raise any
brood. One bug in April means a host in June.
Quite a number of very successful potato-
growers do not like this plan. They think it is

too much pains and fuss; and when friend
Terry has, at the different institutes, very mod-
estly given his vvay of doing, there have been
some rude and almost unkind replies. Howev-
er, after he has given the full particulars of his
plan, they usually look at it a little differently.
But even where unkind and harsh speeches

have been made, my heart has been rejoiced to
hear him reply so gently, and in a way that
makes it so evident that he never lays up any
thing.
On one occasion, some individual at an insti-

tute where W. I. Chamberlain was sjjeaker
would have it that friend C. had a grudge
against him for something that happened at
some previous meeting; and friend C. could
hardly convince this man that he did not even
remember the circumstance; and even if he did,
he would by no manner of means have cher-
ished any ill feelings because of it. Prof. Cook
once made the remark, that this life is too
short, and there are other things of too much
greater importance for us to indulge in grudges,
even if we feel tempted at times to do so; and I

believe this is the spirit of the age.
As a rule, the speakers at our institutes are

men of enlarged views and generous feelings;
if it were not so they would not be employed by
the different States in these important posi-
tions. The great busy world oftentimes does
not seem to be able to comprehend that they
have no time nor disposition to take up little

things, or feel hurt at trifles.

Last week one of the clerks told me that a
man below was very anxious to see me. He
apologized for taking me from my work, but
said he was about to change his location, and
wanted advice relative to the change. He
was a grower of small fruits, and lived several
miles from market. He had found a piece of
land in a brisk little town, at only $100 an acre.
Should he pay that price rather than give $30.00
or .f40.00 an acre for equally good land three or
four miles from market? He wanted to grow
strawberry-'ptants as well as berries, and it was
quite necessary for him to be near the post-
office. After asking me quite a number of
questions I told him [ thought it would pay him
to go into town. Then I asked him if he had
not already seen our book on strawberry cul-
ture, r—l I 3 1-31
"You mean one that was written by Terry?"
" Yes. by Terry; the latter part of it by my-

self. We call it o»r book because we are the
publishers."
"I don't want any thing to do with Terry or

his books."
I was astonished at his reply, and said, "Why,

my good friend, what should induce you to
speak in that way ? Have you ever visited his
place?"
He replied that he had not, although Terry's

home was hardly more than twenty miles from
where he lived.
" Have you ever heard Mr. Terry speak at an

institute?"
Again he replied that he had not, but gave as

a reason for his position that he did not believe
Terry had ever accomplished any such results

as he claimed; and what do you think was
the ground for his want of faith ? It was some-
thing like this:

" Now, look here, Mr. Root, if Terry ever
raised any such amount of extra strawberries,
on clover sod, as he tells about, why in the
world doesn't he plant his whole farm to straw-
berries, and make a big thing out.of it?

"

He evidently seemed to think he had got a
clincher on me this time. I replied:

" Before we go any further, my good friend, I

want to tell you that ther« are a feir men in

this world who are not working solely to make
money, and who have no ambition to make a
" big thing," especially if the big thing would
be apt to bring a load of care, and interfere with
other things of far greater importance than
simply getting money."

I presume that, when he received my reply,

he thought what I was saying was kind o* put
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on—that may be I was a religious crank, or

something of that sort. There are so many
people who seem ready to sacritice a qniet home,
and rest and peace, for the sake of making a
big thing, that I do not know but that others
will feel as did this friend, that my talk about
other things being of more importance than
making money was something put on for effect.

But there is a sad moral right here. The man
who, in his anxiety to make a big thing, would
sacrifice his home, make his wife a drndge, and
let his children go without an education, in

order that he may get rich, does not. as a rule,

get rich after all. He wrecks his own happiness
and that of those who should be near and dear
to him. and becomes bankrupt in the end.*
The Bible tells us, " Whosoever will save his

life shall lose it"—that is, he who makes his
sole anxiety the accumulation of property and
money, and in so doing neglects to make things
pleasant and easy for his wife, and to look out
for the education of his children—in short, to

attend to the higher and graver responsibilities
—shall surely lose even that which he works so
hard for; but, on the contrary, the one who is

willing to lose his life for lietter and higher pur-
poses shall find after all that he has made the
very shortest cut toward the thing he especial-
ly coveted.
Now, in this connection let us consider this

matter of spending one's time and energies in
the pursuit of what this world has to offer—or
in ministering to self and selfish demands.
Jesus said, ' Not to be ministered unto, but to
minister." Below is a clipping in regard to a
man who spent his life in ministering to self . It

is taken from the ChvLstidn Standard, of Cin-
cinnati:

A methodical man died in Berlin re-
cently at the ap-e of 73. Wiieii 18 years
old he began keeping- a record -which
lie continued for .53 years, whicii is the
best commentary we liave >,een on the
life of a mere worldling;. His life was
not consecrated to a liigli ideal. The
book shows that, in r>2 years, tliis " nat
ural man " had smoked 63,871 cig-ars, of
which lie had received i3,693 as pres-
ents, wliile for the remainder lie had
paid several tliousand dollars. In 53

years, according- to his book-keeping-,
he had drunk 27.78t) glasses of beer
and 3<i,ll.S6 g-lasses of spirits, tor all of
whicli lie spent *ij34 . Tlie diary closes
with these words: "I have tried all

tilings, 1 have seen many, 1 have ac-
complished nothing-." A stronger ser-

mon could not be preached than to
put this testimony ag:ainst that of the
first missionary: "I have louj^ht a
g-ood Hght, I have finished my course,
I have kept my fiiith; henceforth
there is laid up forme ;i crown of right-
eousness, wliich the Lord, the right-

eous Judge, shall give me at that day."

No wonder his decision was, at the end, ' I

have accomplished nothing." But he is not
alone. We see illustiatioiis in this line all

around us. Perhaps we have been ourselves
doing the same thing moi-e or less. How this

little story brings out in sharp relief the pure.

unselfish life of Saint Paul I Yes, we have also
the exaiuple of such lives right around us. in
our very midst—perhaps in our next-door neigh-
bor. These, however, are so quiet and unassum-
ing that the great world seldom notices them
particularly, unless some unexpected incident
brings it to th(> front, and lets people have a
glimpse of the unselfish lives they are living.
Who shall finally inherit the earth ? Not those
who have ministered unto themselves; but the
meek, the lowly, the humble, and the unselfish.
'• lih^ssed are the meek, for they shall inherit
the caftli.'"

Notes of Travel

ON THE AVHEEL.

You will remember that, in our last. I started
to see that steam-ditcher. In our book on tile

drainage, page 79, friend Chamberlain says:
"Such stones, in such numbers as they usually
occur on boulder clays that need drainage,
make machine digging at any time of the year
unprofitable." As soon as I got in sight of
the machine I was most pleasantly astonished
by seeing rows of ditches so straight and true
that it seemed almost as if it must be some fine

piece of mechanical work instead of such ditch-
es as we usually dig by hand for laying tile.

The dirt was piled up in a beautiful, straight,
true, sharp ridge, just neai- enough the ditch
so it did not tumble back into it, and the ma-
chine was puffing and blowing and traveling
along at a rate that was really astounding to

*I want to pause right here long- enoug-h to say the
man went away without buying- the strawberry
book after all. I spent about iialf an hour of my
valuable time with him; yet all he wanted to know
was told a great deal better in that strawberry book
than T could possibly tell it. A nd the book also took
in the outside matters that must be considered in

arccpting the advice I gave him; and yet he was
not willing to pay 35 cts. for it. Please do not think
tliat I feel hard toward him. I am quite willing to
do as much wlienever I can help anybody; but if he
is g:oing to raise strawberries and strawberry-plants
for a living, he is the loser-. I feel sorry that he
should stand in his own light

.

A MACHINE FOH DIGfilNG lillCUKS FOK LAY-
ING TILE.

my inexperienced eyes. It was my great plea-

sure to find the inventor and builder. Mr. James
B. Hill, of Bowling tireen, ()., there at the time
running the machine himself. Before we go
any further I want to tell what it looks like.

The special feature of Mr. Hill's invention is

the large wheel at the left hand. This wheel
is peculiar in tliat it has neither shaft nor
spokes. In fact, it is just a big stout ring of

metal, made of plates of malleable iron secinvly

bolted tog<'ther. There are teeth along the in-

side edge of this great wheel, and a stout gear-

wheel works in these teeth. Thus you observe
the enormous power needed is applied at the
rUn of the wheel. In fact, no sliaft nor spokes
would stand the tremendous strain. Well, this

big whe(>l is quickly raised or lowered by turn-
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ing the proper crank-wheels. The operator
stands near this large wheel, near the side of the
ditch. His position is where you see the vari-
ous levers center for pulling and pushing. Of
coarse, I soon began to talk, and ask questions.
Mr. Hill is an enthusiast on his invention, as
you may suppose. I think he has been at work
at it for something like l.i years. He commenc-
ed in the ditch, digging ditches by hand, and
has slowly worked out the machine he was
handling. In a little time he began to look
me over, perhaps wondering whether it was
worth his time to stop work and bother with
me. My good friend Green said something to
him, I could not quite understand, as the ma-
chine made such a racket; but I noticed all at
once Mr. Hill was very courteous and obliging.
In fact, he .^eemed to forget all about his ma-
chine, and it was going ahead of itself ; but he
did not seem to care very much, any way. I

was just wicked enough to wish it might run
against a stone, to see him fly around and take
care of it. Sure enough, in a minute more
every time that big wheel came around it be-
gan to make the most unearthly shrieking and
grunting and groaning—enough to frighten one.
I was thinking about running, for fear the ma-
chine would go to pieces with a crash, and that
the boiler would blow up, or something else
direful would happen; but the invenior stood
his ground and let the thing have quite a tussle
with a stone. It made me think of a father
who watches his sturdy boy while he is having a
contest with a colt or some other unruly ani-
mal. After much sweating and puffing the
machine actually scooped the stone out. dump-
ed it. on the broad rubber belt that carries
away the dirt, and carried it outside on the
dirt-pile. Then on it went again. Pretty soon
another stone was struck; but this one was so
large I feared the machine would actually
crawl out of the ditch in its frantic efforts to
go ahead in spite of the stone. Said I.

•' Why.
Mr. Hill, it will surely tear those steel cutters
all to pieces if you do not do something to help
it out.'"

" Well, suppose it does break a cutter or two.
In that wagon over ther(> I have a wiiole load
of repairs. If a cutter gets broken in running
against a stone, it is only a minute's work to
put in a new one, and so with every thing that
is likely to break in the whole machine. The
broken part can be taken out and a new one
put in its place so quickly and easily that
breakdowns are of very little consequence."
Here is another great point in the invention

of this machine. The inventor takes into ac-
count that different parts must get broken:
therefore each part is interchangeable, and the
pieces of the whole machine are mostly small.
They are made of malleable iron and cast steel,
and all the cutters are kept on hand in the
wagon, tempered and sharp, ready to take the
place of any that become dull or broken.
After a while we got along where there were

not so many stones, and friend Hill turned on
the steam until the thing fairly hummed. Why.
it was almost like plowing a furrow r.'i.; or 3

feet deep. The sides of the ditch were beauti-
fully true and accurate, and in the bottom was
a little round channel for laying the tile. If a
stone of any size is encountered, that big wheel
is raised until it scrapes it all around. The
operator makes the cutters scrape hard enough
so as to cut into the stone if it is not altogether
too hard to be cut by steel tools. If too hard,
the big wheel simply goes over it down on the
other side, and then goes on its way. Stones
that can not be taken out by the machine must
be either broken to pieces or the tiles laid
around the stones, as described in '• Tile Drain-
age." There was not very much hand work.

however, to do in the field where I saw it work-
ing. The ground was upland, and clay land at
that, with the average number of boulders
scattered along. The ground was already the
proper grade along the surface, so no lines
were stretched. It cuts to any depth not ex-
ceeding 4i.< feet. It cuts from ten to twenty
rods per hour, and I believe the price paid by
the Experiment Station was 15 cts. per rod for
30 inches deep. This is just half what I paid
for hand work. It requires only a tive-horse-
power engine. The steel cutters that do the
work are furnished at the factory at a cost of
less than a cent apiece ; and this one fact, it

seems to me. is the crowning feature of the in-
vention. For the work that a steam-ditcher
must be called on to do, the cutting tools must
become dull very rapidly, or get broken; there-
fore provision is made for replacing them, as I

have told you. The apparatus weighs about
2X tons, and the price is $1000. Mr. Hill has
already built seven machines. The one I saw
him working with was No. 7; and I tell you it

was worth more than—shall I say a circus ?—
to see the man who built it operate ir. and hear
him talk, and answer questions. When I told
him I was going to describe it in our journal he
seemed greatly pleased, and offered to pay me
what was right and fair; but I told him I was
running around the country on my wheel,
hunting up things that were interesting and
valuable, and that in that line of work I did
not take any pay.
After we sav/ the steam-ditcher I found

there were some nice springs at the bases of
the great hills on the experiment farm; and as
you know one who rides a wheel is always
thirsty. I took great delight in visiting the
springs.

I had read in some of the papers friend
Green's plan of training tomatoes on stakes,
said stakes being of common lath driven into
the ground, supported at the upper ends by stout
galvanized wire. This galvanized wire is

stretched the whole length of the field, being
held firmly by stout posts well braced at each
end. I remembered of thinking, when I read it.

that these posts and wires and lath stakes
would be quite a little trouble; but I did not
realize what a handsome plantation or vine-
yard, if it might be so called, could be made
with this arrangement. Why. that tomato-
garden was one of the prettiest sights I ever
saw in horticulture. The large fine fruit was
just then ripening. It was up off from the
ground, and the rows were, of course, as
straight as a string could be stretched, for that
stout wire held them straight and true, and the
whole thing was so pretty that the people for
miles around were coming there to buy the
tomatoes as fast as they were ripe enough to
pick. He said the fruit and vegetable dealers
of Wooster had objected to the Experiment
Station putting their products on the market;
but there was not any need, for the people came
after the stuff as fast as it was ready. The
trial-grounds for the different kinds of toma-
toes were on the same plan, but on a smaller
scale; and I assure you it was a sight to see all

the diff'> rent kinds that have been talked about
and advertised in the catalogues there in full

bearing. Of course, the dry weather had af-
fected their work more or less, especially as
they have not yet got sufficient water at their
command for their various experiments in irri-

gation.
Somewhere about this juncture friend Green

said he was sure supper must be nearly ready.
Said I, "Why. friend Green, your wife has
been sick with a fever, as I have been told, and
I fear you are not in shape to entertain com-
pany."'
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He assured me. however, she was able to be
around, and especially wanted to see me.
"But a ma", down town told me you were

moving into a new house. When folks move
into new houses they do not want to entertain
company, even if they arc old friends."
To this he replied that Mrs. Green would be

disappointed if I didn't come, for he had man-
aged to send her word that I would be there for

supper. I wonder whether I shall be telling

stories out of school if I tell you confidentially
that Mrs. Green was once in my employ. I

remember of telling Mrs. Root what a splendid
girl we had in one special department. She
seemed to gather by intuition what needed to

be done. Besides that, she accomplished al-

most double what even smart women do. Mrs.
Root then volunteered to tell me a secret. She
said she had heard it whi!!p(>red that this nice

girl expected to get married soon, and probably
it was this fact that lent her energy. Now,
didn't I tell you. a long time ago, that getting
married always gives any man or woman more
energy and enthusiasm, and of more value in

the world ? Yes, and this kind of energy holds
out ton. Another thing you may not believe

;

but there are lots of grand good people in this

world who once served an apprenticeship at

the Home of the Honey-bees. Not all of them
have professors for husbands, but as a rule they
are filling important positions somewhere.
After having had my accustomed nap, and a

nice supper, I was urged to stay all night, as a
matter of course: but, to tell the truth, I was
longing to'get hold of tha; wheel once more,
and use my muscles in making it spin over the
hills aloug the river- banks and across the
country. Oh ! hold on a bit. While we were
partaking of that most excellent supper, I ate so

heartily that I did not know but I should have
to apologize a little to the assembled company.
Thereupon I rested a little while. I remarked,
" Friend Green, didn't you ask me, when I first

came, if I had been to dinner? "

He nodded.
• Well, I told vou I had been to dinner, didn't

I •?
•'

Then I told the siory of my dinner of pretzels

and sanlines : and, didn't we have a laugh all

ai'ouiid ?

High-pressure Gardening.

BASPBERRIES FOR HONEY AND FOR BER-
RIES.

HOW TO GET GOOD Cltol'S WITHOUT VKKV
MUCH Ol'TI-AY OF I-ABOK AND MANURE.

Mr. Editor:— I am interested in Mr. Glean-
ings from beginning to end. As I am some-
what of a gardener I like the talks about high-
pressure gardening very much. He says so

much about strawberries I have often wonder-
ed whv he doesn't touch on raspberries. I

think they would certainly go better with bees,

for the honey they would get would add con-
siderably to the profit of raising them. I have
a small patch, and the bees are at work on
them from the time the lirst blossom appears
until the last berry is picki'd; that is, they will

eat the berries if there is nothing else for them
to work upon. But this year the sumac kept
in bloom until we were nearly through picking,
so there was but little trouble compared to

what there usuallv is.

I had about 17 square rods of ground occupied

by raspberries this summer, and I sold over $23
worth of berries besides what we used. I got
from 15 to IS cents per quart for them—L5 when
I sold to be sold again, and 18 cts. at retail. I

should have had a little more, perhaps $25 worth,
if it had not been for the dry weather and bees
eating them. Yes, the bees do eat raspberries
if the berries get very ripe, and do considerable
damage even if I do not like to confess it. You
see, if I raise $25 worth on 17 rods of ground I

should raise .$215, or a liU-le more, on an acre if

the conditions were the same. Is not this about
as good as you can do with strawberries? Then
there is not as much expense in their culture.

Mine have been set out about five years now:
and after hoeing the first year and some the
second I have not touched a hoe to them, and I

don't expect to for years to come. I cut mine
back, and cut out the old ones every summer
after they have done bearing. I then mulch
them with leaves, old swamp hay. or any thing
that does not contain seed that might germi-
nate and cause them to become weedy. The
best of any thing is the bedding that is taken
out from under the horses, as this will fertilize

them about right. But if you do not have bed-
ding they should be fertilized with manure of

some kind. Tlie object of tnulching is to keep
down the weeds and prevent the canes from
drying up. It will not prevent them from be-

ing winter-killed unless you cover to nearly
the top of the vines.
The better way, if you want to keep them

from being winterkilled, is to wait until the

first snow, then fill between the plants on top of

the snow, which will prevent them from thaw-
ing and freezing (which causes them to die).

Cut paths about two feet wide lengthwise of

the patch, and about four feet apart, so as to

keep them in rows and make it convenient in

picking. You should fill these paths with
plenty of straw, which is needed to keep the
grass' down and the ground from becoming
trodden down too hard.
The bearing plants should not stand any

closer than three feet. Cut off the tops while
growing, so as to cause them to branch and
liarden. The young shoots will be the ones

that will bear the next season. No more of

these should be left standing than what is

needed for fruit, unless you should want to sell

some. The plants could be sold at a profit

among your neighbors at .50 cts. per dozen.

I know that there is more than one good way
of doing the same thing: but this way. so far

as I have given it a trial, suits to a dot.

Pomfret Landing, Ct., Aug. 31. J. L. Hvde.

[Friend H., raspberries are already quite ex-

tensively raised by bee-keepers; and i f I con d

manage as you do. and still get good crops, I do
not know but I should grow them more exten-

sively. I recently saw a statement that friend

Terry had not had a hoe nor cultivator among
his raspberries, blackberries, or currants for

the last three years. I have visited his patch
many times, but did not know that it was so

long since he liad done any cultivating. The
only drawback is the expense of straw sufficient

to keep down the weeds, and keep the soH

damp; and as we have lately purchased some
damaged straw for only $4.00 a ton, delivered, I

began to think it would be the cheapest way to

manage tliem. We used large quantities of

stable manur(\ but most of that we purchase
contains a fearful amount of seed. I suppose it

comes from the weeds in the hay that the
hor.ses pull over into their bedding. Where
some sort of mulch can l)e bought at a low
price, it seems to nie this will be the cheapest
way to manage raspberries, blackberries, cur-

rants, and perhaps gooseberries.] A. I. R.
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MUSHROOMS—HOW TO TELL THE GOOD ONES
FROM THE POISONOUS, ETC.

A SEASON ABI>E COMMUNICATION.

For several years past, at about this season
of the year I have noticed an abundance of

mushrooms or toadstools in the pastures about
here, especially among the pine-trees. The
cattle seem to consider them a great luxury. I

have but one cow, and I have watched her
gather them by the hour. Now, it seems to me
that, if these had been toadstools, the cow
would have been poisoned past recovery. What
is your opinion about it '? Only this week I saw
in the New York Tribune an account of a fam-
ily poisoned by eating a mess of mushrooms in

which was found to have been cooked but a
single toadstool. Now, it seems to me that, if

toadstools are so extremely poisonous, these
that my cow makes a business of eating each
season must be mushrooms. What is your
opinion? How can I be sure which they are?
The old woman's test was, to eat them; and if

you lived they were mushrooms; and if you
died, they were toadstools. I should like a sure
test, but still a different one. Would it not be
well for you to give an antidote for toadstool
poison? N. LuMAN Gerkish.
Nottingham Center, N. H.. Sept. in.

[Friend G., if mushrooms are in your locality

so plentiful that the cows are eating them up,
you ought to have a bonanza. They are worth
in most city markets from 50 cts. to a dollar a
quart. Even those that grow wild are usually
sold for about half as much. There is no doubt
that those you mention are the edible mush-
rooms. At certain times during the present
dry weather they have been quite plentiful,

even around here; but they must be gathered
promptly or else they become wormy. I do not
know what the customary rules are for detect-
ing the poisonous from the other; but the old
woman's remedy is all straight, only you must
not eat enougJi to kill you. Have your wife
cook some, anil taki! one taste and set the dish
away. If no unpleasant symptoms follow, the
next meal you can eat more, and after that eat
heartily of them if you choose. In this way
the scientists experiment to determine whether
the new varieties are fit for food. Now, my
description of the edible kind would be: First,

they are, when fresh, pink on the under side.

Toadstools are white all over, and especially on
the under side. The edible kind has a pleasant
smell, as if it were good to eat. When they
first burst out of the ground they are pink on
the under side; but if they are not gathered
until the sides open out so the top is nearly flat,

then the under side becomes black. These
black ones are just as good for food, but they
are very apt to become wormy. On breaking
them open, if you see the worms have hatched
out don't use them. When the edible kind first

break the ground they are round like little

balls, with a hole in one side where the stem is

attached. These young ones are very nice, but
it is a waste to take them when they are so
small. I presume much of the danger comes
by letting children, or somebody who is care-
less, mix in the white toadstools. A careful
person should gather them, and then the cook
should carefully examine them. When you are
out in the woods, and have not any dinner with
you, you can make a very nice dinner of mush-
rooms—that is, if you can find them. Just
build a fire in some safe place where you won't
burn up property. When you have got a bed
of coals, just set your mushrooms on them, with
the hollow or open side up. As soon as they
begin to cook, this cup will become full of a

rich juice. If you have a little salt along,,

sprinkle it in this juice and it will make a
delicious gravy for the mushrooms. It seems
too bad that so much really valuable food
should go to waste simply because of the ig-

norance of the people in regard to its value.
We consider them fully as good as oysters, and
they are the best substitute for meat of any
vegetable that grows. We shall have to de-
pend on some of the doctors who read Glean-
ings, for a remedy. I do not see how people
can be poisoned unless they eat very freely of

the poisonous kind; and I would advise all who
wish to learn to eat mushrooms, to eat sparing-
ly at fii'St. If you are sure they agree with you,-

eat more, and so on. As to whether the poison-
ous kind would hurt a cow, I can not answer;
but I hardly think a cow would eat toadstools.
It would take a good many more to poison a
cow; and perhaps what would be poison to us
would not be so to so large an animal. I once
fixed some Indian meal and arsenic to kill rats.

The cow got at the dish and ate it all up with
much evident satisfaction. In great fright I

consulted our family physician: but he told me
it wouldn't hurt her. and it didn't.]

LIMA BEANS, strawberries, ETC.

Dear Bro. Root:—In " High-pressure Garden-
ing" in Gleanings for Sept. 1 you speak of
"all kinds of lima beans standing drouth and
yielding a fair crop." I planted several rows
of pole limas in good ground, well fertilized

with wood ashes They grew rank, and blos-
somed profusely, but didn't yield a tenth of a
crop. Burpee's bush limas did some better.
They had no wood ashes. Bush beans planted
on the west side of my stable, shaded the early
part of the day, planted in ground enriched by
rotten manure, but not with wood ashes, yield-
ed enormously. Were the ashes the cause of
failui'e?

I have a seedling strawberry that sprang up
in the garden, that had leaves on 4 inches wide
and 41^ inches long. I have the Sharpless and
Crescent strawberry-plants. But this seedling
has stood better in the hill, borne larger leaves,

and is supporting more plants (over 30) from
runners than any strawberry plant on the place.
It blossomed profusely but bore no fruit: so, as
it is quite secluded from other plants I set out,
it must be pistillate. I intend to try it another
year to see what it is worth.

I have three hives of Italian bees. I had to
feed them for winter. Not content with that,
they pitched on to a weak colony of a neighbor's
and took its honey, then began on five of his
other stands. His were black bees. I told him
to close up his hives to half an inch, but it was
no use; his bees woulrln't fight. So, to save my
neighbor's apiary I sent my bees to a friend two
miles in the country to winter, and that ended
the robbing. Rev. W. E. Dean.
Tunnelton, W. Va., Sept. 2.

[Fri( nd D., I hardly think it was the wood
ashes that prevented your pole limas from bear-
ing. Ii might be, however, that it was. Our
lima bians always bear. 1 do not know that
we "vei had the ground too rich for them unless
it was wlien I tried to raise them down on the
creek lottom. They grew there, but they did
not bear any beans of any account; while upon
our clay hills, where the ground is heavily ma-
nured, we always get heavy yields. Your bush
beans were probably a variety that always
yields any way. Was not your new strawberry-
plant ou very rich ground ? It seems to me it

is a little strange that it does not bear at all.

Even if this late variety bears imperfect ber-
ries, if you get it to bear fruit we shall be very
glad to "hear further from it.J
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•ONION SEED THAT IS NOT USED—WHAT SHALL
WE DO WITH IT?

Of course, it is pretty well iinderstood that
onion seed is not safe to sow more tiian one sea-
son. Sometimes it grows pretty fairly, but it is

so important many times that a good stand be
secured without thinning out. that we wish to
know exactly how much seed to put in. or as
nearly as may be. I do not know what is usu-
ally done with the old onion seed, but I think I

have heard of burning it up. Some seedsman
asked, through the papers, \\ hetlier it would be
safe to feed it to horses. Well, I will tell you
what you can do with it, and not wrong any-
body. Use it for raising onion-pJ((7ifs ; then
sell your plants, or plant them out, and you can
have just as perfect a stand, or more perfect, for
that matter, than the most perfect seed-drill
can give. The nicest bunch onions in the world
can be produced by sowing yourionion seed in
the latter part of the summer or during the fall,

depending upon where you live, and the severi-
ty of the winters. If you can winter them over
they will make a much liner onion for bunch
onions than the winter or Egyptian onion. Let
them get just as large as they will without
shooting up to seed. Watch closely; and just
as soon as you see one making toward sending
up a seed-stalk, " yank 'im out." This is some
trouble, but it utilizes all your crop, and those
that do not run up to seed at all will make large
handsome onions far in advance of seed sown in
the spring. My opinion is, that the White Po-
tato onions and the White Multipliers are going
to be a great acquisition right in this line. They
will furnish us tine bunch onions very early, and
it is claimed that they never send up any seed-
stalks at all.

THAT HOME-GROWN PEDIGREE ONION-SEED.

I do not know whether the above is the right
name for it or not; but what I mean is, the on-
ion seed that I raised from those great big
Spanish onions that I found in the Cleveland
market. Let me see. I paid about *3.00 for the
dozen or so large onions tluit I planted to get
the seed. I picked out the very biggest, and
some of them weighed al3out 2 lbs. apiece. Then
I got only about 2 ounces of s<^ed. So you see
the onions for the seed cost something like ^^LOO
an ounce; and put the labor at 35 cts. an ounce
more, and my seed cost me toward $30.00 per lb.

Never mind if it did. I wanted to know wheth-
er the seed would be any better than that to be
found in the hands of seedsmen. Well, after all

my pains and trouble I came very near slipping
up on it. The ground was so wet in the spring
that we didn't get any onion ground in just the
shape I wanted it for these expensive plants un-
til quite late; then the sevf-re drouth set in sud-
denly; and at present writing we haven't any
onions much larger than a hen's egg. Part of
them we watered; but I kept thinking it was
going to rain; and I am sure now that they
were not watered enough. So you see my ex-
perimentapparently amounted to nothing. But.
just wait. There is a sequel to this. One of
my friends canu^ along a tVw days ago in his
buggy, with his wife. Said he:
'"Mr. Root, when shall we pull tho.^e great

big onions? Will they stop growing of them-
selves, or shall we have to break the tops
down ?"

What onions do you mean ?" said I.

" Why. we bought the plants of you. I think
yon call them I'rizetaker."
One of the boys who stood by me suggested

that they had let this nuin have a few of
my choice onion-plants ; but when he came
again, and wanted some more to fill out a row,
they told him that I had forbidden them selling
any more to anybody. You may be sure my

countenance brightened up, and I walked to-
ward the buggy quite brisk and smart. We
happened to have some Spanish onions, bought
in the Cleveland market, on the stand near by,
and I picked up a couple as I walked toward
the buggy. Said I :

•' Why, let them grow, by all means. If our
season is long enough they will get to be like
these."
As I held them up I expected to astonish my

friends in the buggy; but Mrs. H. replied :

" Why, Mr. Root, we have got them almost if
not quite as large as those in your hand, al-
ready, and they are still growing rank and
green; and what we want to know is, when
they are going to stop and when they must be
gathered."
As soon as I could spare the time I jumped on

to my wheel and went over to their place lively.
After I had looked at the two rows of onions I
said:

" Why. neighbor H.. suppose you had an acre
like these—what would they be worth this sea-
son ?

"

His wife, however, replied :

' Mr. Root. I am very glad indeed we haven't
got an acre like those, especially if I were oblig-
ed to carry water for them as I have been doing."
Th(m it transpired that she had carried water

by hand, and watered those two rows of onions
nearly every night all through the drouth: and,
besides, somebody told them the dirt would
have to be pulled away from the bulbs as soon
as they began swelling. This they had done,
and kept the ground cultivated nice and clean,
and there were two rows of Spanish onions like
those that are now quoted in the market at
*1.40 a crate, or about 5 cts. per lb.; and thou-
sands of people pay this enormous price, or oft-
en 10 cts. for a single onion, just because they
are showy and handsome, and keep hard and
solid and dry almost the whole year round.
Now, I have not any seed like that to offer

you. I do not know that there is any in the
world. I can raise some more, however, by
planting some big onions next spring. One
thing I do know; and that is, I never had any
onion se(>d, and never saw any, that would pro-
duce a crop of all nice big onions, almost exact-
ly alike, as these have done. Another thing,
there is not a red onion nor a white one, nor any
sort of hybrid or mongrel, in the whole crop.
We went right honu^ and cultivated and water-
ed ours, and are going to pnsh them: but I fear
it is now (Sept. 14) almost too late.

TO GET GOOD ONION SEED, AND StiMKTHING
ABOUT WHITE MULTIPLIERS.

Mr. Root:— We got soim^ Prizetaker onion
seed of you last spring, planted and cultivated
a la "Joseph," and made tine large bulbs; but
your seed is mixed. We hav(> been trying to
"keep up with the procession "" in the onion
business, and know from cultivating the im-
prov<'d sorts, that, among that lot. we found
Prizetaker. Red Rocca, Yellow Rocca, Maule,
White Silver King, and one other sort we are
not acquainted with. We prefer Prizetaker
because it does not rot so badly here as other
big sorts. No harm done iiere, however.

.ABOUT WHITE MULTIPLIERS.
You are partly wrong. They are a standard

sort here, and have been for 30 years or more.
To note their points in order named by your-
self, they never send up seed-stalks, hence no
tough ones. The yi<dd we find to be equal to
any. under good treatment. They make the
pounds. You are wrong about the little onion
growing iill season and making " a big one."
The true While M ultiplier carries within itself
the embryo cluster, which it will be sure to
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develop without failure. Cut the dry onion in

two midway between root and stem: and if you
do not see the future cluster clearly outlined in

the one bulb, your seed is mixed or some other
kind. If true, you can count the chickens he-

fore hatching as well as after. You can tell

just how many onions you will have next
season — i. e., in numbers. When we want
to make them grow larger we plant on better
ground and cultivate better. To make still

larger, pull out part of each cluster. I will

send a few by mail of the kind I am talking
about. They were raised on poor ground, and
crowded for setfi. We grow them by the
qua^ntity. This onion does not rot.

D. D. FORMAN.
Slatonville,'Ark., Aug. 28, 1893.

[Thanks for your kind criticism, friend V. I

believe it is customary for seedsmen to excuse
themselves for sending out such onion seed

as you mention, by saying that the new va-
rieties are greatly inclined to sport, and also

to run back to the original variety; and the
fact that other people have had red onions and
white onions when they planted Prizetaker
seed, no matter where the seed was bought,
may lend countenance to this way of getting

out of it. But the Prizetaker seed that I men-
tion in this issue, raised from Spanish onions
bought In market, gave us onions all alike in

color, shape, and in every other way. There is

not a red onion or a white onion — not a single

one—to be seen anywhere among them. From
this and other similar experiences. I am satis-

fied that it i-v possible to have onion seed true

to name. Where seedsmen get it raised by the
ton, however, I am afraid we are not likely to

get that kind. It can not be afforded at the
price the seed is offered. Then comes the ques-
tion, " If we buy seed of somebody who asks a
good deal bigger price, shall we get it then?"
I have paid as high as $6.00 per lb. for Prize-

taker onion seed; but I am sorry to say it

was not a bit better than some that cost less

than half as much. I am greatly interest-

ed in those potato onions. The few you sent

me by mail are exactly as you sny. In the
middle of each onion is a division line, so that
we can really count our chickens before they
are hatched. It is not clear to me even yet,

however, how you manage to get big onions
and little onions. White Multipliers I have
raised seem to grow in a sort of haphazard way.
Some of them seem to split up into a multitude,
and others grew just one or two big ones. If

you have a strain of White Multipliers that
yields well, it is just what we are after.]

ONION -SETS, ETC., ONCE MORE.

You know, a year ago we had quite a con-
troversy about onion -sets. I said they were
too big, and would all go to seed, etc. Well, a
good many went to seed too. Last spring I

got another bushel of sets, which I thought a
good deal better: but on account of the
drought at least 90 per cent went* to seed; but
it happened that I did not have quite enough
to fill my patch, so I went to a store and got
two quarts to fill out with, and they were the
nicest sets I have seen—a good deal smaller
than yours, and not one sprouted. They were
planted on the same ground, the same day, and
had the same culture as yours; but I am sure
not over 10 per cent went to seed. They made
beautiful onions, only a little later than yours.
They came from L. L. Myer & Co., St. Paul,
Minn. This made me think about the boy in

your employ who had procured some onion
seed from the West, and raised such nice sets

that you gave him so much for them that you
sold them without a margin, for the mere fun

of sending out nice sets. This brings me to
the belief that the western-grown seed is better
than the eastern for us.

About the American Pearl. I got a quart
last fall. They grew immensely; but how dis-
appointed I was to find, with most of them,
from 5 to 10 little onion-sets. They must have
been "running" with Potato onions, like an
old box-hive keeper's queens with my Italian
drones. Said he, " Mr. J., since you have kent
bees here my bees change color. Is it pussible
that your drones run with my queens ?"' Well,
I think they must, and so with the onions.
They are mixing in. Julius Johannsen.
Port Clinton, O., Sept. 18, 1893.

[Friend J., I do not know but some of the
friends will think that this is an "onion"
number. The sets you speak of came from
Landreth, and he says he raises them and
ships them by the carload, and that no one
but you and me have any trouble. Now, with
the big prices they charge us—five and six dol-
lars a bushel— it does seem to me as though we
might have better sets. The boy who raised
such fine ones for us last season has mostly
failed this year on account of drouth. If pay-
ing high prices would be the means of getting
something extra we should feel better about it.

But the boy bought seed that was a great deal
cheaper than our own, and then beat us all to
pieces in raising sets. I have never noticed the
American Pearl doing as badly as you state.
Although a great many of ours have split up
into two or three onions instead of one, there
would usually be one pretty good-sized onion,
and the others small. I wonder whether any-
body else has had the same experience with the
American Pearl sets. We are just now waiting
for a rain so we can plant a big lot of them.

A HOME-MADE GREENHOUSE.
Under the heading of '"High-pressure Gar-

dening" I have been very much pleased to
learn in many ways about new plants and new
ways to garden, so as to have early vegetables,
and nice ones. We had never had any experi-
ence with greenhouses until we built one. Then
there was a new building, and also a new work
to run it; but, to tell the truth, the greenhouse
nearly ran itself; and. aside from watering the
beds to keep it moist, the plants grew them-
selves, and we looked on with joy; and I must
say that we never raised as nice radish and
lettuce as in the greenhouse. It beat outdoor
gardening in quantity and quality. Now, I

think that it is or was owing a great deal to the
way we heated it. Our greenhouse is 10x30 ft.

on the ground, with double roof, all glass, board
side up to plate of building, and sheeted with
paper between sheeting and siding. For our
furnace we took common hard red brick and
made it 20 inches by 24. grate surface. In order
to get very fine grates I made the pattern of
them and had them cast here at the Ballston
iron-foundry. I think a set of grates cost a
little over a dollar. We covered the smoke, or
gas and smoke, all around the greenhouse, in

under the beds through a common 6-in. glazed
tile, which gave a part of the heating surface.
There is another thing. I took a lli-\n. steam-
pipe and went to the blacksmith shop and had
it bent. The furnace was at the entrance of
the greenhouse, and at the other end was a
barrel with one head taken out. and stood on
end, top open, filled about half full of water;
and this coiled or bent pipe is placed in the top
of the furnace, and with another straight pipe
coupled on, and going to the barrel of water;
and from the other side of the barrel more
straight pipe back to the coil or furnace; and,
in fact, back to both coil and furnace. Now,
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you see both ends of the pipe go in opposite
sides of tlie barrel. Steam goes through one,
and water comes back to the furnace and coil

always, when the end of the pipe is covered
with water; so if you 1111 the bai'rel one-half or
two-thirds full of water once in r.'4 hours, all is

well, and water will boil in the barrel if all

works right. One great advantage is, this bar-
rel of hot steaming water holds the heat, even
when ihe tire is very low; and, the top of the
barrel being open, gives steam or vapor circu-
lating around in the air among the plants,
which furnishes moisture, and things grow
finely, and of a beautiful dark-green color.

Now. this barrel of ours was a kerosene-oil
barrel, and cost 50 cts. We took out one head
and put some straw in the barrel and set fire to
it and let it burn till it began to char a little,

then tipped it upside down. It will smother
out. Now. these (i-inch tile will crack, about
half of them, as they start from the furnace;
but take a wagonload of old broken brick, or
some that are not broken, and some common
mortar, and lied and cover the tile with brick
and mortar, and you have a safe thing against
fire, and a good heat-retainer. We never set
up a night to keep fire with this arrangement,
and yet never froze our stuff in the greenhouse;
and in weather 20" below zero, although the
fire would be quite low in the furnace, the mor-
tar and brick, and hot water, steam, and all,

kept things all right.
This arrangement will work in any kind of a

greenhouse. Of course, I could tell you much
better and easier than I can write, how to ar-
range to get good draft, etc There are two
good things about this way of heating green-
houses. First, it is the cheapest way that one
can heat, and the best, I think, unless one goes
to the great expense of steam-boilers. I have
seen some of the greenhouses which are heated
by steam boilers, and, as neaily as I can get at
the amount of coal they burn to the square
foot, we beat it our way. It does not cost ten
dollars a year for fuel to run the lOx.HO-foot

greenhouse. One reason we have the furnace
grates very fine, or close togethi^r, is that, when
the weather is mild, we can use quite a lot of
€oal dust, which you can buy here for .50 cts. a
ton, and sometimes the coal-dealers will give it

to you to have it drawn out of the way; and
with the fine grates there are no cinders in the
ashes. All fine ashes fall through. When you
rake out the grates, in this barrel at the further
end of the greenhouse you can at any time dip
out hot watei- and put it with cold to have it as
you wish for watering beds or any other i)ur-
posesyou may need warm water for. We had two
faucets in the pipe, running tVom the furnace
to the barrel—one at the furnace and one at
the barrel, so we could draw water at either
place without carryi-ig it. The bottom of the
barrel should stand a little higher than the coil

of pipe in the furnace, so that the water can
run from the barrel to the fiirnace.

Wm. H. Gray.
Ballston Spa, N. Y.. Aug. :.'.'>.

GARDENING IN OfroUKK.
We have just been having a most beautiful

rain, and it rained long and slow, so as to soak
into the ground very thoi'oughiy. The soil now
works most Ix^aulifully, and it really s(^ms as
if it had been greatly benefited by the long
severe drouth; and the turnips, cabbage, straw-
berries, onion-plants, and especially the ccUery,

are just booming. I never saw things grow
faster. About the first of October, almost (ivery

season something seems to give me a wonderful
enthusiasm for making things grow. When the
leaves are falling and so many things are dying.

it is just delightful to see hardy plants like
wheat, rye, spinach, turnips, etc.. come up and
grow as if they knew their lives depended upon
getting in every inch of growth possible before
winter. Then how delightful it is to stir the
mellow soil and give such i)lants encouragement
when the air is so cool and invigorating! And,
by the way, it begins to be pretty well settled, I

believe, that celery grown on upland, or in rich
gardens, is nicer and of belter flavor than that
from the swamp and muck lands. We have
been purchasing celery from the swamps almost
all summer, on account of the drouth; but just
now we have some most splendid White Plume
of our own raising.
Now, then, what can we plant, and what

gardening can we do in October? Well, you
can sow rye, anywhere and everywhere, just as
fast as a crop is gathered, or as soon as the
frost kills tender crops. You can put out win-
ter onions if you have not done it already.
I do not know of any other things that may be
sown in October, in the open ground; but. of
course, you can put out radish, lettuce, etc., to
be covered with glass when frosts come. Small
fruits and fruit-trees, grap(!Vines, etc., may, of
course, all be planted in October; but as a rule,
I believe my experience would be in favor of
spring planting unless it is strawberries; and
perhaps you had better not put out strawberries
in October unless you know from past experi-
ence that you can make it succeed. We are
going to put out many thousand duriuff the
present month of October, and we do not ex-
pect to lose one in a hundred—oftentimes less

than one in a thousand. I know many others
succeed in fall planting, because we are having
considerable orders right along every day.
Yesterday we had a telegram for 1000 Jessies.

One reason why I love the strawberry-plant
is because it is so exceedingly hardy, and you
can cultivate it and make it grow. You can
manure it and make it throw out runners, not
only throughout October, but even in Novem-
ber; and strawberries often make considerable
growth with us in December. No matter how
much you push them, the sudden advent of

severe freezing does not seem to hurt them a
bit. The only thing to De guarded against is to

keep the frost from heaving them out by the
roots; but even if the frost does heave them
out, it does not seem to kill them; for if you go
over them in the spring, and put them back
down in the ground, they will grow almost as

well as if they had not been clear out on top for

quite a spell. In fact, you can work for straw-
berries, and make garden, almost every month
in the year. If you have some choice variety
like the Timbrell, that you wish to push '• for

all it is worth," by putting them in rich beds
and covering them with sash when the weather
is severe you can make them keep growing and
extending their roots almost every month in

the year.

Trade Notes.

McINTYRE'S NEW EIGHT-COMB HONEY-
EXTRACTOR.

ONE THAT KUNS ItV WATER POWER, AND HK-
VEKSES I.\ FUM- MOTION BY CENTHIFl-

GAL FORCE.

On page <i:.'<> of Gleanings for 18W, Mr. Mc-

I Illy re described an automatic reversible honey-

extractor, one that would reverse under full mo-

tion. At that lime he had not tested the idea,

but he seemed to be very confident that it
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would work. Since then he has put It into

practical application, and describesit as follows:

This extractor was
built last spring,

and has e.xtracted
44,000 lbs. of honey,
reversing in full mo-
tion without injury
to the combs or ma-
chine. We found it

quite a saving of

time to be able to

reverse the eight
baskets in one in-

stant by simply rais-

ing the lever shown
above the machine:
but I do not think
it would amount
to very much with
a small machine, as

they are so easy to

stop and start. I

built this machine
largely to show my
faith in the princi-

ple : but when I

found that it work-
ed so well I was al-

most tempted to get
it patented.

The engraving
shows the inside
gear connected with
the water - motor.
The water is turn-
ed on and off by rais-

ing and lowering the
large lever at the
right. The motor makes about 5.50 revolutions
per minute, and the speed is geared down 3 to 1.

The center-shaft is l>8-inch cold-rolled steel

shafting, with a ball bearing at the lower end,
and a babbited box near the upper end. On

the upper end of this shaft is a 4-inch iron
wheel with a 2-inch face. A band of iron 2

inches wide and Jg
thick, with a piece
of tliick leather riv-
eted on the side
next the wheel, fas-
tened at one end.
and passing almost
around the wheel,
and terminating in
a piece of % gas-
pipe about 2 feet
long makes a splen-
did brake.
The hubs which

support the arms
are cast iron, and
the arms are screw-
ed into them. The
arms are ^^ gaspipe,

^ outside. A gas-
pipe T,with a flange
cast on each side to
fasten the heavy
wire braces to, furn-
ishes the bearing for
the axle of the bas-
kets. This basket-
axle is ,?< round iron,
and the baskets are
fastened to it by
means of a mal-
leable casting that
runs around the top
and bottom of the
baskets, and is held

FIG. 1. in place by a set-
screw. The edges of

the baskets are No. 23 galvanized iron, with a
flange turned over the ends of the folded tin
braces that support the wire cloth. Near the
lower end of each basket-axle is a 5-inch
sprocket-wheel fastened with a set-screw. A

FIG. 2.—m'intyre's automatic reversible extractor.
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steel sprocket-chain passes around these wheels,
and also around a 5-inch whepl on the center-
axle when the baskets are turned : i. e., the
center-wheel is locked by a key wnich runs up
the center-axle, and connects with the lever
above. When we think the tirst side is extract-
ed clean, this lever is raised, which draws the
key and liberates this center sprocket-wheel,
when all the baskets whip around to th(! out-
side of their own axle as quick as a wink. The
combs do not let go of ihe wire cloth instantly,
consequently much of the honey is out before
the combs jump to the outside of the basket.
The outside, or, rather, the last side extract-

ed, is not bruised a fourth as much as the tirst

side extracted. The little levers on the upper
end of the basket-axles are to turn the baskets
in before starting. This is done with the left

hand while the right hand is raising the water-
lever. A machine built on this principle should
be strong and well made, and will require a
larger can than the Stanley. A four-comb ma-
chine requires a can about as large as a six-

comb Stanley. The can should also have a rim
around the top. extending in about four inches
to prevent any thick honey from flying out of
the can.
Since the honey season closed I have spent a

whole day experimenting on centrifugal force.

I can run my extractor at any desired speed by
turning on more or less water, and I had a
splendid opportunity to test this force at differ-

ent rates of speed and at different distances
from the center. I took a piece of lead weigh-
ing exactly 1 lb., and attached it to a spring
balance fixed to register in beeswax the number
of pounds which it drew out, which would
show exactly the number of times centrifugal
was greater than the force of gravity. I tried
it at four different distances from the center, 12,

1.5. 18. and 31 Inches, and at four rates of speed
at each distance: namely. l:.>0, 140, 160, and 190
revolutions. The following table shows the
result:

No. of rev.
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seems to make but little difference whether
the atmosphere is dry or moist. After having
lost pretty heavily in experimenting with can-
dies other than the sugar and honey of the
Good old sort, we have decided to " stay where
we are at," and let Good enough alone.
In midwinter you may find some colonies

short of stores, aiid the only way to pull them
through is to give them a lump of candy: or it

may be well to have a stock on hand, ready for

an emergency.

W^hosoever shall exiilt himself shall be abased; and he that
•shall humble himself shall be exalted.—Matt. 33: 12.

Say, Rambler, the idea of crossing lightning-
bugs with bees is older than the hills.

In our last issue we expressed a doubt as to
whether the fall flow of honey would amount to
much throughout the North; but so far reports
in our own locality, as well as those in many
oihers, show that the fall flow of honey will be
pretty fair in spite of the prevailing drouth.

We have had several inquiries as to how
many there would be in attendance at the big
convention in Chicago, from the Home of the
Honey-bees. Both of the editors of Glicanings
expect to be there, accompanied by their better
halves. The latter, however, do not promise to
be present at all of the meetings, because thev
say the World's Fair has greater attractions.

We find it necessary for us to say again, as
we have often said before, that articles from
small bee-keepnrs are just as acceptable as
those from bee-keepers who number their colo-
nies by the several hundred. It is not the
numerical strength of an apiary that decides
whether the owner's articles shall be used, but
the value of the article itself. Other things
being equal, the owner of a large' apiary is more
experienced than one who has a small number
of colonies.

We have just been down looking over the
progeny of the extra yellow queens of the five-

banded stock obtained from Mrs. .Jennie Atch-
ley. These queens were placed in the apiary of
our neighbor, Mr. Vei'uon Burt. who. as you
may know, is testing for us bees, devices, etc.
Weil, the bees are very yellow and quite in-
dustrious, and our friend Burt seems to think
they are a little bit ahead of the ordinary stock.
We have protested against this tendency on the
part of queen-breeders to running to yellow
stock; but when the facts show that industry
as well as beauty are combined together, we
protest no longer. It biggins to look now as if

the American Italian queens would excel any
other queens of this race in the world.

We extend our grateful acknowledgements
to the Bee keepers' Revieiv and the American
Bee Journal for the pleasant things said of our
co-worker and friend. W. P. Root, regarding
those book reviews he has been writing up of
late. We knew all along that these reviews
would be appreciated: and when we came into
possession of that gold-mine of old books it

occurred to us that our friend would be just
the right person to look them over. This he

has not only done, but read nearly every thing
in them. Those of our readers who have not
read the reviews would do well to go ioack to
the June 1st number and read them clear
through. The writer's excellent knowledge of
the times in which they were written enables
him to make these reviews doubly interesting.
By the way, the last paragraph in the review
for this issue is exceedingly well put. Some oi
the domestic scenes referred to remind one of
the "Cotter's Saturday Night."

Quiet robbing, as spoken of on page 687, has
been a great boon to our apiary. Usually, dur-
ing the month of September there has been
very little egg-laying; and this is just the time
we want brood-rearing to be doing its best.
Barring good protection and good stores there
is nothing that insures successful wintering
more than a lot of young bees raised in the
early fall. Well, this quiet robbing has stimu-
lated our whole apiary to brood - rearing.
Queens have been reared, and eggs have been
laid during the month just past just about as
we find it in the height of the honey-flow, when
every thing is booming at its best; and the
result is, we shall have a large force of young
bees and young queens. It should not be for-
gotten, however, that young queens are far bet-
ter fall layers than old ones; and this will
account in part for the egg-laying.

Various methods are now being proposed for
scraping propolis oft' the sections. This is all

proper in its place, and is just what we called
for; but it may be w(^ll to suggest that much
scraping may be avoided by using the right kind
of surplus appliances. When sections are put in-
to section-iiolders or shallow wide frames with
wide wooden separators placed between, separa-
tors wide enough to cover up entirely the per-
pendicular edges of the sections, and the whole
keyed up, very little scraping will have to be
done. The surplus arrangement of the Dove-
tailed hive—not that we want to boom that
particular hive in this department—was made
along these lines, after having carefully ex-
amined the surplus arrangements of prominent
bee-keepers, right in . their own workshops.
When the sections are keyed up tight it closes
up the interstices between the sections and the
separators; and the tighter these are closed up,
the less propolis will be chinked in; in fact,
when the crop is stored rapidly, little or no
scraping will be necessary when the sections
are placed in the arrangement we have de-
scribed above.

One of our correspondents, Mr. John B. Ma-
son, of Tasmania, calls our attention to an ex-
periment that was performed by Sir John Lub-
bock and Professor Darwin for the purpose of
showing for what particular color, if any, the
bees have a preference. " The experiment," he
writes." was performed by spreading on a white
cloth small squares of variously colored glass,
with a dab of honey in the center. The bees
were found to always crowd on to the blue."
Our correspondent goes on to state that, if bine
is the favorite color of the bees, a flag at con-
ventions can be displayed as an emblem of the
industry. It can be made of " blue bunting,
with a bee in relief, having gold thread for bars,
and an old-time straw skep in gold." If the
bees do show a decided preference for blue, such
an emblem would be very pretty and appropri-
ate; but from some very casual observations
with hives of variously colored fronts, we could
not discover that the bees showed any particu-
lar preference. As to whether bees may prefer
one color above another is not a point of any
particular importance; but it may be interest-
ing to know, nevertheless.
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•'The Stingkk," midor "Stray Slings." in

the Aniericrm Bee Journal, charges Gi,ean-
INGS with being somewhat of an imitator. He
says that the Bee Jon )7i((' started the picture
business in the biographical work, and that
Gleanings ought to have waited till our es-

teemed cotemporary had "exhausted the field."

Evidently, The Stinger is a new hand in the
field or else he is not acquainted with the back
numbers of Gleanings. Several years ago,
biographical work with engravings was a very
common feature of our journal. In fact, a
goodly number of pictures of bee-men which
have appeared in the Joitrvif// were printed on
plates from this office, all of which our esteem-
ed friend Editor York has generously acknowl-
edged. Say. Stinger, didn't you pretty nearly
copy after Stray Straws in your heading? The
style is much the same, the first part of the
name is the same—well, well—" we do not in-

tend to sting hard over this little matter :
" and

if our friend vStinger is present at the big con-
vention in Chicago we hope we shall have the
pleasure of getting a good grip of his hand.

Among all the interesting pictures we have
put in Gleanings, we do not think we ever
inserted one that is more so than the group
showing the Atchley family—the most exten-
sive queen-breeders in the world. In 1893

they raised (or will have done) .5000 queens;
in comparison with which no wonder Bro.
Hutchinson said in the Review that noone in the
North, has any business rearing queens. The
Southern breeders have every advantage in the
world over those of the North. We clip the
following from the Houston. Texas, Post, of
Sept. 18:

Mrs. Jennie Atchley, the noted bee-breeder of the
South, has moved her outfll to ReevlUe, and will In
future make tliis her lieadijuarters. Tlieir apiary
In all consists of about fiOd stands, mostly of im-
l)roved stock. Slie was heard to remark yesterdaj',
wliile unloading, that she had some queens worth at
least $1(10. To one not up in " beeology'" this seems
ver.v extraordinary for a single bee, and we so re-
marked; but tlie lady replied tliat she had one
queen from which she luid realized $1000 this year.
Mrs. Atchley seems perfectly at home among- her
" pets," as she calls them, and realizes a handsome
income each year. Her family consists of ten, all

of whom are welcomed to Beeville's society. What
has been Greenville's loss by tlieir removal from
tliat city has been Beeville's gain.

HINT TO EXTRACTED-HONEY MEN; QUIET ROB-
BING, AND HOW IT MAY BE OF SERVICE

IN CLEANING OUT COMBS JUST
EXTRACTED.

Some nine years ago our neighbor Burt dis-
covered accidentally that quiet robbing, such as
we described in our issue for Sept. 1, was all

that we claimed for it in that number. Verily
there is nothing new under the sun. He dis-
covered it in this way: After one extracting
he had placed a lot of combs, just extracted,
tiered up in the honey-house. The top of the
tier was carefully covered, and, as he supposed,
every thing was secured from robbers. Very
shortly after, he noticed the bees were going
under the building. Suspecting that they
were at these combs, he pulled open the hives,
and. to his hoiTor, found them full of robber
bees. On examination he discovered that there
was a small knot-hole in the fioor, just under
the hive. Through this the bees had been
making their way, one or two at a time. On
the principle that it is best to let robbers clean
things out when they once get started, he
closed up the hives and let the bees have their
own sweet will. Quite to his astonishment
there was no tiproar in the apiary, and the
combs were cleaned out beautifully. The plan

worked so well that he stored other combs,
just extracted, over the knot-hole, and these
were cleaned out in the same way. As this
was after the honey season, brood-rearing was
stimulated, extracting-combs were cleared, and
every thing was done quietly, decently, and in
order. It is almost needless to say that he lets
the bees clean all his extra combs, just extract-
ed, in that very way, up to the present day.
We give this point as we think it will be

seasonable and valuable to many who have not
yet extracted their combs, because there will
be warm days in Indian summer when the
extracting can be done very easily.

The American Bee Journal for Sept. 28 is

just at hand; and in relation to the big conven-
tion to be held in Chicago, we find that the
following are some of the subjects that will be
discussed:
Production of comb honey; winter losses; the

Bee-keepers' Union: prevention of swarming;
grading honey; apiculture at experiment sta-
tions.
Also that the following named persons have

signified their intention of being present, nearly
all of whom are bee-keepers of world-wide
reputation:
Frank Benton and family; O, R. Coe; H. D.

Cutting; A. N. Draper; J. A. Green; J. M.
Hambaugh; R. F. Holtermann; W. Z. Hutch-
inson; W. G. Larrabee; Dr. A. B. Mason; Dr.
C. C. Miller: Thos. G. Newman: A. I. Root;
C. F. Muth; Barnett Taylor; Mrs. J. N. Heat-
er; L. C. Axtell; W. S. Ponder; O. L. Her-
shiser; F. W. Jones; R. B. Leahy; M. H. Man-
delbaum; Dr. P. J. Parker: J. A. Stone; C. C.
demons; G. E. Hilton; G. R. Pierce; C. H.
Thies; H. C. Mellon; C. Theilmann; T. Ober-
litner: F. A. Gemmill; G. B. Brown; S. T.
Petti t.

n nRinA ^^o** sale, 7.5 hives of bees; inquire ofrUUniUn. Aug. Leyvba/, Francis, Fla. 19tf

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head at one half ovir usu-
al rates. All advertisements Intended for this department
must not exceed five lines, and yuu nuist say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can have the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over Ave lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

WANTED.—To exchange 13 swarms of l)ees, 12
empty liives, 48 crates filled witli sections,

starters, and separators, 800 brood-frames, 60 wide-
frames in Simplicity hives, for poultry, pigeons, or
livestock. ' W. H. R. Umsteau,

316 North Center St., Bethlehem, Pa.

TO TRADE—For honey—ext'd or comb—3 safety
bicycles, one 30-inch and 3 28inch wlicels, Ij^-

iiicl) cusliion tires—3 brand new, one used some.
Address Jno. A. Thoknton, Lima, 111.

WANTED.—To excliange pneumatic-tired safety
bicycle, for pure comb lioney, or sporting

goods, electric dynamos, etc.

ROBT. B. Gedye, 668 Todd St., L;i Salle, 111.

We received the sewing-machine, and it works all

right. This makes tlie second one we sent for, and
tliey both sewed as nice as any of tlie other ma-
ciiines. W. A. Floka.
Eaton, O., Sept. 2.
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To Get Acquainted,
We will send the Bee=keepers' Enterprise from now
until Jan., '95(16 montlis). for5(ic.; oc :! montlis for
15 cts. You will lie pleased with your investment,
in either case.

Burton L. Sage,

New Haven, = = Conn.
Oriii re.spondintr to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Warranted Golden Queens,
80c; 6 for $4.25; dozen, $8.U0; young- tested. $1.00 up.
Write for prices on select and breeders.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

BEES FOR SALE.
Thirty colonies in No. 1 sliiipe, mostly in new L.

hives. The lot for $100.00, or $3..50 each in small lots.

Pure Italian, $5.00.

W. D. SOF'BR, ,Taakson, Mich.

— JWuth's—--

Honey ^ E^tPactoi^.
Sc(uave Glass Ho^^y-Japs,

Tin Buckets, Bee-hives.
floney'-Sestions, &e., &g.

PefJeetion Cold-Blast SmokePs.

APPLY TO
^^-^^^-..^-^^^^^.^-^^

CH^S. F. IvrxJTH & SOpi, Clnelnnati, O.

SendlO-ct. stamp for "Hractical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

If You Wish to Smile,
Try my tine Italian queens. Either 3 or 5 banded,
bred in different yards. 75 cts. each; S4.25 for 6. or
$8.00 per doz. Prices to dealers, and l)y the quantity,
on application. Fine breeders, $6.00; always on
hand. Prices for those tliat produce strictly 5-band-
ed bees, on ai)plicati()n. Remember, I guarantee
safe arrival, and satisfaction in the bounds of rea-
son. il//^.S. .//iXAJJ5 ATCHT^EY,

Hec^'ille, Hee Co., Texas.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Every thing

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand.
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. Sl SON,
l-23o Ottuniwa, la. South side.

Read what J. I. Pakent, of
Charlton, N. Y., says — "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, .500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. r. &
JOHN BARNES, .545 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

33tfd

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

itfd JNO. VANDtiRVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

Gleanings

Bee Culture

For only 50 cts.
The journal has a big circu-

lation l)ecaiise it is made up
„ of practical ideas, good print-

iuM' and pai)cr, and tirst-class oiiginal engravings—yes, lots of
Cnj; in fad, l)ecaii.se it has MERIT. But mfvit alone won't
1h)()1.i tlie circulation; so we pi-opose to offer it TO NEW SUB-
SCRIBERS, fi-om now on till Jan., 1S95. for $1.00. Foi' $3..50 we
will send the journal to new subscribei'S from now till Jan.,
lWt5, and one of those new iininoved Crane smokers, postpaid.
Ci.ine smoker alone $3 01). Send foi' oiu- fi'ee illusliated .52-page
cjitalogue of Bee-keei)ers' supiilies, and sample copy of
(iMANiNGs. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

^ Fruit Trees, Small Fruits,

Vines, Roses, Ornamentals.
AH tiie best new and old varieties. The celebrated

Tiiinnri I Strawberry. New Fruits a specialty.
lilnOnLLL Buy direct and save one half. Price List .''7 ee.

E. W. REID, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

KKPER5 Supplies.

in willing advertisers please mention this p per

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SHCr/OA/S, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

GO-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itf

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
|IS"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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Bee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otlierwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free ratalojrue 23 22db
W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

For PURE ITALIAN BEES ANO
new QUEENS, ANO WHITE
price AND BROWN FER-
liSt RETS, ADDRESS
of N. A. KNAPP. ^^^ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

-" --^-^^.i--

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece JJasswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14tfdb New London, Wis.

Warranted Golden Queens,
80c; 6 for iji-t.25; dozen, $8.(iO; young- tested, $1.00 up.
Write tor prices on select and breeders.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send lor cataloKue free. Address

SAMUKl. JONKS, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new sijle all flatted
hu^hel hor. We have two othei si\les, one lias
slatted bottom and sides with solid t nds in thiee
pieces caWed the slatted httsliel box. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes. and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the galvanized bound
box. These bo.xes were devised by T. B. Terry for
bandlinar potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in these same l:)oxes. They are of
such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14ii'xl678xl2X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two all-slutted boxes nailed up. and a bundle
oris alongside; 13 of the l.i are in the Hat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and (jalvai)ized bound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted husliel box, per crate of 16 . $1 .50

Slatted bushel box. per crate of 12 1 .50

Galvanized bound l)ushel box, per crate of 12 2 10

Inloisof ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, 18, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 20 page pumphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, lelling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apnlication.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

k
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CONVENTION NOTICES.

The lyth annual meeting of the Vermont Bee-keepers' Asso-

ciation will be held in Burlington, Vt , Jan. 24, 25, 1894. Partic"

ulars soon.. H. W. Scott, Sec, Barre, Vt.

The 14th annual convention of the N. E. Ohio and N. W. Penn-
sylvania Bee-keepers' Association will meet in the parlois of

the Coleman House, Union City. Pa., Oct. 25th, at 10 a.m., for a
two days' session. All interested are invited. Union City is

located on two roads — the New York. Pennsylvania & Ohio,

and the Philadelphia & Erie. Hotel rates, $1.00 a day.
Geo. Spitler, Sec, Mosiertown, Pa.

Special Notices.

winter cases, but not to honey-packages and ship-
plng--cases for immediate use.

EXCELLENT SEWING-MACHINES.
We have for about five years been .selling- sewing-

machines, during- which time we have disposed of a
nviniber of hundred machines. Here is a sample of
many kind wt)rds we receive:

Tlie sewing-maciiine arrived in good order last
Saturday. I am more than pleased with it, and
thank you for the price you gave me on it. I don't
wonder at the business you do. You always make
your customers happy. M. T. Williamson.
Trumansburg, N. Y.

The favorite style machine, and the one we rec-

ommend, is called the Columbian. It is high-arm
iind high-g-rade, warranted for ten years, and sold
for $16 to $20, depending on the number of drawers.
No. 3, with 2 drawers, one side $18.00
" 4, " 4 " 19.00
" 5, " 6 " 20.00

Shipped direct from Chicago. Send for circular
with further description.

extra early AMERICAN PEARL ONION-SETS.

As so many wanted them after the rains, we have
just received another barrel of sets. For prices, see
page 689, Sept. 1.

GAULT'S PERPETUAL RASPBERRY.

Since the matter on page 791, giving the price of

the above raspberry, was in print, I have received a
letter from friend Gault, saying his whole 10,000 are
practically sold already.

CHAFF HIVES AND WINTER CASES.

These are seasonable goods for this month, and
you will find none better or cheaper than those
listed on pages 23, 24, and 2.5 of our catalogue. Our
winter case is larger than it was last year, and a
mammoth cover telescopes down over it, making it

the most desirable winter protection for single-

walled hives that you can obtain. Price in flat, 60c

each; SB.OOforlO; nailed and painted, 16c each extra.

HONEY MARKET.
We are still filling orders for choice comb and

extracted honey at the same prices as heretofora;
viz., choice comb honey in 1-lb. sections, in lots of

100 lbs. or over, 16c per lb. We have a little dark or
buckwheat honey that we will sell at 13c, or, for a
full crate of about 200 lbs., 12c. Choice extracted
honey, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, 8>^c per lb.; two
cases or over, 8e. Single can, 9c. Comb lioney in

lots of 100 lbs. or more is crated so as to reach des-

tination safely by freight.

GLASS HONEY-PACKAGES.

Owing to the long-continued strike among glass-

workers there is beginning to be a scarcity of many
items in glassware. The stock of one and two
pound Muth square .jars has been exhausted for

over two months, and no hope of getting more till

the glassblowers begin work again. W^e are also out
of V4-lb. "Oaken Bucket" pails in full packages.
We have a few yet for small orders. All other glass
packages in our list we can supply promptly from
stock here.

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT.

Forehanded bee-keepers are already beginning to

plan for next season. Many know now, or will very
soon, many things they are sure to need. It will be
to j'our interest to get your order in before Dec. 1st;

for, during the time intervening- before that date,

we allow 5 per cent discount from our catalogue
prices, pages 10 to 30, on goods ordered for next sea-

son. This applies also to hives of all kinds, and

TVANTED. — BEESWAX. — Will pay highest
cash price for same.

I. J. STKINGHAM, 10.5 Park Place, N. Y city.

or $10.00 for 6, Finestror Oj Brown Leghorns,
^^^J • Plymouth Kocks. Other varieties.^^ Circular tree. Addre.ss Geer Bros., St.

Marys, Mo., or H. B. Geer, Nashville, Tenn.

Apiary for Sale.
Fine opening for queen-rearing. Five months'

honey-flow. No failure in 15 years. No disease
among bees. No loss or expense in wintering.
Pure Italians only, in this valley. Best climate in
America for persons aftlieted with bronchitis, ca-
tarrh, or incipient consumption. Address

S. W. SHERFEY, Las Cruces. N. M.

Young Tested Italian Queens,
Bred from best imported stock, $1.00 each; untest-
ed, 60c; these queens are all very prolific. Safe ar-

rival guaranteed. H. G. Quirin, Bellevue, Ohio.

PflR QAI F A f^r™ of 56 acres; 185 colonies of
I Un OrlLb. bees in good condition; 2 acres of
fine strawberries; 2 acres of blackberries; 1 acre of
raspberries; with good buildings on. Honey crop
for this year 4700 lbs. comb honey.

Address Box 419, Lima, Ohio.

WANTED.~A buyer for 27 acres of '-Winter
garden" land, amidthe Palmettos, Mangroves,

Bays, etc., on the INDIAN RIVER, Fla. Water
front. R. R., \H miles. Ocean, % mile. Address

LOUIS K. SMITH, Grant, Brevard Co., Fla.

V\ nQinA For sale, 75 hives of bees; inquire of
rLUnlUH. Aug. Leyvraz, Francis, Fla. 19tf

For Sale. One trio each of WHITE and
GOLDEN WYANDOTTBS at $5.00.

One pen of 5 White Wyandottes, $7.00. Fine birds
of last spring's hatch.

a. S. ]S.IASaiS[, Medina, Ohio.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED.—To buj' or rent a small farm, in good
locality for bees. If the place has bees on it,

all the better. Address J.E.Henderson,
Valley Grove, Ohio Co., W. Va.

WANTED.—To exchange extracted honey for a
good bicycle.

W. C. Gathright, Cameron, Texas.

WANTED.—To exchange printing-press and sev-
eral fonts of type; prints 4^x9 in., self-inker,

for safety bicycle.
C. L. Brooks, Deansville, N. Y.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.— Ho/iey.—We are receiving;' liberal ship-

ments of wliite comb honey, wliich i-ontiiuies to sell

at 15 and 16 cts. per lb. very soon after arrival. The
demand continues equal to the receipts, which
makes a very satisfactory market. We liave very
little sale for dark honey of any kind or quality.
When sold it brings about 13 to 13 cts. Extracted
honey is without special change either in demand
or supply from our last quotations. It sells at 6 to
7 cts., according' to color, quality, flavor, and style
of package. Beeswax sells at 22c. The quality of
the honey in the comb continues to be ibove the
average of other seasons. This is one of the best
months in the year for disposing of honey, and
tho.se intending to market elsewhere than at home
would do well to ship before the cold weather sets
in. We are receiving; frequent calls from bee-keep-
ers who are here vit-iting the Fair, and we extend a
cordial welcome to those who are yet to come. We
are benefited by meeting- parties interested in hon-
ey. R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Oct. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, 111.

Minneapolis.—iioHt-y.—We have a very strong
market on almt>st every thing in the fruit line, but
honey seems to move very slowly at present. Our
receipts consist of a veiy poor quality of honey, as
a rule. Fancy comb honey, 1-lb. sections, is picked
up quite fast at from 17 to 20 cts. Most customers
are not willing to pay over 16c for a very choice
wliite grade of honey. Our to-day's sales are run-
ning about as follows: Extra fancy white, 18@20c

—

mostly 18; amber, 14@15; dark, 12® 13. Extracted,
fancy white, 7X@8; dark, 6@6=^4.

J. A. Shea & Co.,
Sept. 28. Minneapolis, Minn.

New Yokk.- -Com/j Hducy.—There is a fairly good
demand for fancy stock, with a large supply. One-
lb. sections sell at 14@l!); 2-11)., 12(g>l3. Tiie demand
for off grades is very light, and slow sale at 12@l2X
for 1-lb., and lie for 2-lb. Buckwheat is scarce, and
sells at ll@l-'c for 1 lb., and 10c for 2 lb. The mar-
ket for extracted honey is very quiet, with plentiful
supply of all grades. We quote: White clover and
basswood, 6(a}6>^ ; California, 6V46; Southern, com-
mon, 55@60c per gal.; choice, B.")@(70c per gal. Bees-
wax is in fair demand at 23@2iic as to quality.

HlLDUETH B^l()^. & Skgelken,
Oct. 10. New i'ork.

Buffalo.— HdHey.—The market is virtually un-
changed In every particular. The hard times have
evidently affected the demand, as at 14 and 15 cts.
the .sales are somewhat limited, and have to be
pushed quite sharply to realize these prices quickly.
Nevertheless, when the weather gets -^liarp and cold
the demand must increase. The receipts in tliis

market we hardly think are as large as they were
last year at this time. We continue to advance 10
and 11 cts. per lb. on strictly fancy 1-lb. combs de-
livered here, and believe we can handle as much as
we usually do. Write Us for further particulars.

Batterson & Co.,
Oct. 7. Buffalo, N. Y

AijBxtsy.—Honey.—The comb honey season is now
at its height, and stock is selling off nicely. The
bulk of receipts is No. 2 clover, which sells at 13@14
Cts. Fancy white and buckwheat seem to be scarce.
The former sells at 1.56> 16c and the latter at ll@12c.
Extracted honey is selling very slowly and stock is

accumulating, so we would advise producers to
hold it back for a month or so. We quote light at
7@8c; dark, 6c. (has. McCui.loch & Co.,
Oct. 8. 393, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

St. Paul and Minneapolis.—Ho>?ejy.—Our mar-
ket for comb lioney is improving, and receipts .since
our last report have moved off' fairly well, prices
unchanged. We quote best white comb, 14@15 cts.

Califoi-nia extracted, lower. Under free offerings
from the coast, we quote 5'/4@6c for white or amber
in 5-gallon tins. Smith & Austrian,
Oct. 9. 291) East Slxtli St., St. Paul, Minn.

Boston.—jfforitvy.—We quote honey as selling fair-
ly well. Best white, 15; extracted, 6@7. Beeswax,
25@28. Blake & Ripley,

Oct. 9. Boston, Mass.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—Arrivals are large of ex-
tracted honey, with a slow demand at 5@8c on ar-
rival. Arrivals of comb lioney are fair, with fair
demand at 14@16c for best white in the jobbing way.
There is a fair demand for beeswax, with good sup-
plies on the market. Good to choice yellow brings
20@23c on arrival. Chas. F. Muth & Son,
Oct. 10. Cincinnati, O.

Kansas CiTy.-HoJiey.—Honey market still little
slow. We attribute it to the continued hot weather.
We quote No. 1 white comb, 1,5@16; No. 2, 13@14; No.
1 amber, 14@15; No. 2, 11@13. Extracted, white, 6@
7; amber, 6>^@6; dark, 5. Beeswax, 20@22.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Oct. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Houey.—Market very quiet. There
.seems to be little demand for either comb or ex-
tracted. We quote comb at 10@14; extracted, 4@4^.
Prime beeswax, 21. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Oct. 10. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.—Ho/iej/.—Stock of comb honey
good. Demand fair. We quote fancy white at 16;
No. 1 white, 15; fancy amber, 13; No. 1 dark, 11. Ex-
ti'acted, white, 7; amber, 6^; dark, 5.

Hamblin & Bearss,
Oct. 9. Kansas City, Mo.

Detroit.—iJo)ieiy.—Best white comb honey finds
a ready market at 14@15c; dark at 12®13. Extracted,
7@8. Beeswax, 23@24c. M. H. Hunt,
Oct. 9. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland. -Honey.—No. 1 white honey contin-
ues to be in good demand. We believe cold weather
will bring a good call for comb honey. At present
it is selling at 16@l7c. Williams Bros.,
Oct. 7. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

"Dead-ripe" Honey.—Mostly clover and linn.
Been tiered up on tlie hives through the hot weath-
er; $4.,50 per can (60 lbs.); darker, $4.00. Samples by
mail, 5e each. 19tfdb

Oliver Foster, Mt. Vernon, Linn Co., Iowa.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of tine comb honey, in 1-lb.
sections, 24-lb. cases, and 2000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60-lb. square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

Ezra Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

Wanted.—To buy .50,000 lbs. of white comb honey
in small single-tier cases.

B. Walker, Evart, Mich.

For Sale.—Linn and white clover extracted hon-
ey, by the 6J-lb. can and barrels.

J. B. Murray, Ada, Ohio.

Wanted.— .500 lbs. dark extracted honey.
H. G. Camp, Winona, O.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, mtah and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALERS i Unna,, •^A-?^ Pr,r.^..„.^
COMMISSION MEKGHAHTs. noney p^ Deeswax.

Established 1875.

BY W. I. CHAMBEELAIN, A. M., LL. D.,

t'ormerly Secretarv of the Oliiu State Bnaid of Agriculture
and late President of the Iowa State Agrioultural Col- '

letre At present As.sooiate Editor of the
Ohio F.armer.

This is a valuable companion to our other rural
books. It embraces the experience of forty years
of one of our foremost practical agriculturists, who
has laid with his own hands over 15 miles of tile.

Price 35c; by mail, 40c.

A. I. ROOT, MEDINA, Ohio.
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-« Y y^ '% J J \ j^ wliether it is profitable to use foun-
\/ /-v* < l4 'i />*'l^ 'r w" C\ \%. 'i^/^^1L7 dation ill tlie brood-nest wlienliiving-

Y U LI \j LI^ 1 1 L WJ fV 1 1 VlW swarms, and wiiich is tlie more prof-
^5 itable, large or small swarms. Ex-

tensive and elaborate experiments have been made upon these points the past season at the Michigan
Experiment Apiary, and a report appears in the Oct. Review. Tlie reading t)f tliis report may be a sur-

prise to some. The publishing of these reports Is one of the best tilings the Review has ever d(me. lam
sincere when I sav that no bee-keeper can afford not to read them. They began in July, and tlie Review
will be sent from that time to the end of the year for 75 cts., and with it will be sent the .50-cent book.
"Advanced Bee Culture yy 2. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

—1 4^ r^ ii—^ >-k r* ^ r- ^c*^^ A ^CC are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPOn

T

LH PC-C. C.OOMr^t.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Son, Prof. A. J. Cook.

Chas F. Muth, Jno. S. Keese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews. F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

PRICES •-Each, post-paid, with directions. 20c.; per doz., $2.2:). Hctnrn them and get your money hctxik

after trial if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

Oh, Ilamma

!

Have you heard of the

200-Page Bee-llook

given to every NEW
Subscriber to the old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest, Best.

Cheapest and the only
Weekly Bee -Paper
in America. b2-pag .s

;

$;1 a year. Sarnj^lefree

.-GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, ILI'

I^^To New Subscribers, the balance of

this year will be sent free.

Yellow to theQueens Tip.
Great big yellow beauties, worth many times their

weight in gold. That is the kind of queens Trego
raises.

Who Buys Them ?

Geo. E. Hilton, W. Z. Hutchinson, W. S. Hart, J.

F. Mclntyre. Jas. A. Green, and about 600 others not
so well known. For the rest of the season there will

be very few drones near mo except very yellow
ones, and nearly every queen should get 4 and 5

banded bees.

Ventura, Cal , Aug. 18, 1893.

S. F. T/efefo;—Enclosed And $5.00 for 6 queens.
Since I have been in California I have bought
queens of nearly all of the principal breeders in the
U. S., but I never had queens that gave me the satis-

faction in all points that yours do.
L. E. Mercer.

Mr. M. is one of California's great houey-producers,
and ought to be a good judge of queens.

One warranted queen, $1.00; six for $5.00. Money-
order office Cable, 111.

S. F. TREGO,
5wedona, 111.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has 2Vo Say- in Brood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole Hanufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Notice Is Jobbers
6. B.Lewis Go,, Watertown, Wis., IllUif

Invite all Whole.salers and Jobbers

of Bee-Keepers' Supplies to write

tliem for contracts for Hives and

Sections the coming season.

Itfclb Wease mention this paper.

DIO niOOnilllT "•! Foundation and Sec-

um UltSuUllll I tions. Thin foundation. 50

No. sections, $a.75 per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

Honey - Extractotr.
Square Glass Hc^ey-Jans,

Tin Buekets, Bee-hives.
{loney-Seetions, &e., &c.

Pepfeetion Cold-Blast Smokefs.

APPLY TO
^^v./-^^%^^^^xvy--.^

CJ4RS. F. IVIUTH & SOfl, Cineinnatl, O.

SendlO-ct. stamp for "Practical Hints to Bee-keepers."
Please mention this paper.

To Get Acquainted,
We will send the Bee=keepers' Enterprise from now
until Jan.. '95 (16 mouths), for 50 c; or 3 months for
15 cts. You will be pleased with j^our investment,
in either case.

Burton L. Sage,

New Haven, = = Conn.
C^ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

,__-., for choice tested queens of

y ^C Green's select strain, bred for
.KBaMHiBB business as well as beauty. Six
Mismated, 35c. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

Only
for $4.

White SHIPPINQ=CASES.
To have your honey sell well, use our beautiful

cases, 13 and 34 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the apiary.

M. H. HUNT, Bell Branch, ITIlcli.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MIUUER.

Kanucks have reason to be proud of editor
Holtermann. He's making the C B. J. shine.

The panic has come and gone—at least it is

going—and it seems to have troubled bee-keep-
ers about as little as any other class.

Ye'.aks ago we got big prices for honey; but a
pound of honey then would buy no more calico
or sugar than it will now, so where's the differ-
ence ?

" Let NO ONE fear that apicultural experi-
ment stations may be either too numerous or
too well equipped."—-Ba:;pcrime7iter Taylor, in
Review.

Wasps are talked about sometimes in Eng-
land as something very destructive to bees. I
never heard of their being troublesome in this
country.

The honey show at the World's Fair has
been brought to a high state of perfection, but
the exhibitors are putting on finishing touches
every day.

Bees in this part of the country will have
little to do but to sleep for the next five or six
months. Some of their owners would like to do
the same.

Hutchinson thinks I ought to have mention-
ed that, when he takes bees out of cellar as
soon as they can fly, he gives them protection.
I think so too.

Heavy rains have brought green again to
the pastures that looked entirely dead two
weeks ago, so we will hope that some of the
white clover will be left alive for next year.

Phrenology, as applied to bees by Dr. J. D.
Gehring, appears in A. B. J. Dr. G. has been
examining the heads of drones, and finds they
have bumps indicative of their usual charac-
ter.

Strikes have taken place among all classes of
laborers, skilled and unskilled, except among
the laborers of the bee-keeper. His laborers,
skilled laborers of the highest class, never
strike.

Early granulation of honey, both comb
and extracted, is making trouble in England
this year. One man complains in B. B. J. that,
early in July, honey was granulated solid while
in the hives.

Queer thing, how one country is all taken
up with one thing, while something entirely

dififerent is all the go In another. In this
country it'snon-swarmers and self-hivers, while
in England it's the Wells system of running
two colonies under one set of supers.

Make youk plans now, to keep rats and mice
away from your bees in winter. If you can't
fasten them out of the cellar, you can fasten
them out of the hives, with wire cloth three
meshes to the inch.

I didn't think it. I didn't believe Rambler
was so hard-hearted as to deliberately tie a
strap to a donkey to hold on by while he kicked
the poor beast, as shown on p. 737. I wouldn't
have believed it if I hadn't seen it.

Drones are free and easy in their manners,
entering other hives than their own with safe-
ty. Hasty thinks this may extend to their
going to other apiaries, and thus a drone may
by successive stages get 30 miles from home.
The Louisiana Hotel is the place which

will seem like home to a good many bee-keep-
ers. I spent the last week in September at the
big show, and stopped at the Louisiana so as to
get used to it before the convention. It's a
good place.

Hasty, in Revieu\ mentions my obituary in
Api, and then forebodingly adds :—And as for
the rest of us, we can fairly hear the grim edi-
tor humming softly to himself

—

" Ye living men, come view the ground
Where you must shortly lie."

Friend Root, on page 754, tells how to make
a dinner of mushrooms when you are out in the
woods, by building a fire in a safe place. I know
a heap easier and safer plan. Eat 'em raw.
I've done it lots of times. But they'i-e better
fried in butter. Yum ! yum I

Foundation from bleached wax. says the
B. B. J., has become a chronic cause of com-
plaint in England for the last few years. Bees
refuse to use it, and, if forced to use space
where it is, often make crooked combs beside it.

Light yellow foundation is good enough.
Now comes the time to put up stoves for

winter. Before commencing the job, make a
bandage of seventeen thicknesses of cheese-
cloth, and tie it over your mouth. It will strain
out the cross words before they reach your
wife's ear. Wash out the bandage when you
are through.

The honey crop in Central Europe, accord-
ing to the Revue, has been more than average,
but much darker than usual. The darkness is

attributed to the dry season developing more
than the usual amount of honey-dew. But as
they get about 10 cents a pound' for extracted
they hardly ought to complain.
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Smith had some sections sent by freight;

He ordered them when 'twas too leight,

Some time in June.
Sad, sati, alas ! then was his feight:

Next time he will not want to weight;
He'll order soon.

Poultry-netting two feet high has served
for several years to keep hens out of our flower-

beds. This year We fenced in a poultry-yard of

half an acre with poultry - netting three feet

high. It isn't a big success. Many of the

hens get over it, although their wings are clip-

ped.
" Place hives in cellar a foot or two from

the bottom " is the general rule. I suppose it's

a good one ; and yet for the sake of saving
room I have always put the lowest hives close

to the cellar bottom, and I never could make
out that it made much, if any, difference. Still

it may have made more difference than I real-

ized.

IS POLLEN FED TO LARVAL BEES 1

opinions of authorities on the question.

A correspondent writes me thus: '"Do larval
bees, at any stage of their existence as larvte,

eat pollen, or is their food of some other mate-
rial? I see it is claimed by some that the young
bee in the larval state does not eat pollen, but
its food consists of a purely animal secretion.
Please tell us through the columns of Glean-
ings what yon think regarding this."

I am very glad the correspondent wanted on-
ly " my think," for I am not posted in these
matters to an extent sufficient to be considered
an authority on this subject. However, I am
glad this question was brought up, for it will be
one of interest to most of us, and it will be a
good time during the fall and winter months to
discuss the same through the columns of
Gleanings, with the editor's permission.
From many careful observations regarding

the food of larval bees, I have been led to be-
lieve that such food was composed of about two
parts honey or saccharine matter, four parts
pollen or flour, when used in early spring as a
substitute, and one part water, the whole being
taken into the stomach of the nurse-bee and
formed into chyme, after which it was given
to the larval bees in the cream-like form we
see it in the cells. Right here I wish to di-

gress a little and give some other observations
as bearing on the eating of pollen by the old or
hatched bees.
The older readers of Gleanings will remem-

ber that, some years ago, I gave a description
of how I starved some colonies of bees outright,
and others partially so, in trying to make them
eat pollen in the fall, and at other times when
there was no brood in the hive; and that, so

far as I could see, not a cell of pollen was
touched. At another time some of the colonies
had to be fed. when I again tried an experiment
which I had formerly tried several times, which
was to see if the bees in hives which had
scarcely a cell of honey in them, but plenty of

brood in all stages, woiild live if provided with
pollen. As the weather at the time of this latter

experiment was so bad that the bees did not fly

for several days, it was with much anxiety
that I waited to see what would be the out-
come of the matter after the honey was gone.
The first thing noted was that, as soon as the
fevv cells of honey were gone, the larva was
scrimped for food, and the eggs were removed
from the cells or eaten by the bees (I incline to

the latter opinion), while a little later there
was a general eating of the larvas. A day or

two later the sealed drone brood was taken
from the cells and sucked dry, while the harder
parts were scattered about the entrance and
bottom-board of the hive. At this time I no-
ticed the bees putting their tongues together as
they do when young bees feed the queen, this
thing being continued till nearly all the pollen
was used up, which lasted for several days,
when it came good weather again, so new sup-
plies were gathered. From these observations
I formed the opinion that old bees partake of
pollen only in the form of chyme, and that this
chyme is prepared only when there is, or has
been, brood lately in the hive.

I have thus wandered, to show that pollen
can become a factor in our wintering troubles,
as I believe, only in connection with brood-
rearing, and that, where no brood-rearing is

carried on, pollen can have nothing to do with
the so-called disease, bee-diarrhea. But, to
return.
That the larval bee subsists wholly on this

chyme, or creamy food, I think no one will
deny; and if from my observations I am cor-
rect, the largest element in this food is pollen.
As the larva absorbs this food, the grosser part
of the pollen forms itself into the yellow streak
seen in the larva when taken out of the comb,
but most plainly in the drone larva, which
streak is Anally inclosed by the intestines of
the newly hatched bee, and evacuated on its

first flight. If I had time it might be interest-
ing to digress here again, and tell how I have
found by experimenting that newly hatched
bees which have not had a cleansing flight are
practically worthless to ship with queens long
distances, and that I always avoid, as far as
may be, catching such bees when sending
queens to Australia and other distant countries,
because they are liable to daub the cage and
queen with their excrement, or die from over-
distended abdomens; but I will not take the
time here.
To show that I am not alone in the belief

that larval bees eat pollen, I wish to give the
testimony of others who incline to a like belief.

Gundelach says: "The larva? art; immediately
fed by the worker-bees, with a pellucid jelly
prepared in their ' chyle-stomachs ' by the di-
gestion of honey and pollen mixed with wa-
ter." Neighbour says: "A portion of this pol-
len is taken at once by the nursing bees, which
are supposed to subject it to some change be-
fore offering it to the larva." Kirby says:
" With this pollen, after it has undergone a con-
version into a sort of whitish jelly by being
received into the bee's stomach, where it is

probably mixed with honey and regurgitated,
the young brood immediately upon their exclu-
sion, and until their change into nymphs, are
diligently fed by other bees, which anxiously
attend upon them, and, several times a day,
afford a fresh supply." Gallup says: "Every
bee-keeper ought to know that bees do not feed
pollen directly to their young, but it is elabo-
rated in the stomach of the bee, into chyme to
feed the young on." Quinby says: " How this
food is prepared is mere conjecture The sup-
position is, that it is chiefly composed of pollen;
this is strongly indicated by the quantity which
accumulates in colonies that lose their queens
and rear no brood." Prof. Cook says: "The
food is composed of pollen and honey—certainly
of pollen, for, as I have repeatedly proved,
without pollen no brood will be reared." A. I.

Root says: "It is supposed that this larval food
is pollen and honey, partially digested by the
'nursing bees.' Bees of this age, or a little

older, supply the royal jelly for the queen -eel Is,

which is the same. 1 think, as the food given to
very small larvte. Just before the larvte of the
worker bees and drones are sealed up, they are
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fed on a coarser and less perfectly digested
mixture of honey and pollen."
In the above I have told what I think in the

matter, and given the " think " of several oth-
ers, who very nearly if not quite agree with
me; and I for one should be very much pleased
to hear from those v\ ho do not agree, but think
instead that the larval bee is fed on an animal
secretion. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino. N. Y.

subject of apiculture from the time of Virgil's
Georgics up to the present time, etc.. goes on to
describe minutely the large bee-keepers' supply

ENGLISH APICULTURE ILLUSTRATED.

A GLIMPSE OF THE MANNER IN WHICH OUR
ENGLISH COUSINS MANAGE BEES; THEIR
HIVES AND GENERAL APPLIANCES; AN
INSIGHT INTO ONE OF THEIR LARG-

EST BEE-HIVE FACTORIES.

By E. R. Root.

The Hertfordshire Illustrated Review for

June, 1893, published in England, contains a
handsomely illustrated article entitled "A No-
ble Hertfordshire Industry." As this article

describes in a delightful manner English api-
culture, the manner in which bee-keepers in

that country manage bees, and as it was ac-
companied by some beautiful half-tone engrav-
ings, we at once solicited the privilege of pub-
lishing extracts from the article, and at the
same time asked for the loan of the plates, all

of which was freely granted. We thought this

f)eep into English apiculture would be particu-
arly interesting to our American readers, as it

shows just how apiculture is carried on in good
old England. The author, Mr. Arthur Smith,
after giving the natural history of the bee, the
number of writers who had contributed to the

FIG. 1.—HIVING A SWAJ;M UNDER DIFFICULTIES.

FIG. 2.—DRIVING BEES OUT OF A STRAW SKEP.

establishment of Mr. Thomas B. Blow, in Wel-
wyn, Herts, England. But before giving what
he has to say regarding our friend, we wish to
call attention to some of the half-tone engrav-
ings from photographs furnished by Mr. Blow,
showing how the English bee-keeper hives his
swarms, how he "drives" them from one skep
to another, etc. It may be interesting to our
readers to know that Mr. W. B. Carr, a distin-
guished bee-keeper and one of the editors of
the British Bee Journal, is the gentleman
whose figure appears in these engravings. We
take special pleasure in introducing him here
right while he is at work among the bees.
The first engraving to which we call atten-

tion, Fig. 1, is somewhat interesting—the more
so as almost everyone of our readers at one
time or other has had a similar experience.
The next one. Fig. 2, represents an operation

that is much more common in England than
in this country—that of " driving bees "from
one skep or box into another. In England,
straw hives are much more common than in
this country. Indeed, in all our travels among
bee-keepers throughout the United States, we
have never yet seen a straw hive actually in
use. They are a rarity indeed, even when
empty. But the use of straw skeps in England
does not necessarily mean that the bee-keepers
of that country an; to that extent behind the
times. It simply means that those hives are
used because of their cheapness. If lumber
were as expensive here as it is in England,
many of our bee-keepers of moderate means
would probably be using straw hives. But the
English—at least the poorer classes—use these
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largely, we understand, and are very successful
with them. Indeed, the most enlightened bee-
keepers in this country are coming to acknowl-

FIG. 3.—THROWING THE BEES FROM THE SKEP
IN FRONT OF THE BAR-FRAME HIVE.

edge that it is not so absolutely necessary toi

manipulate frames in the brood-nest as it was
formerly considered; for it is now known that
many of the operations, such as queening and
unqueening. dividing and uniting, etc. (all of

which was so ably explained by our friend C. J.

H. Gravenhorst, in his article some time ago),

can be performed, and very successfully too,

without the use of movable frames. Well, our
English cousins know just how to do this.

A very common illustration is a straw skep
with an ordinary modern super put on top; and
those English bee-keepers, we doubt not, pro-
duce just as nice and beautiful comb honey as

their wealthier neighbor who has movable

But, to return to the engraving where Mr.
Carr is driving the bees from one skep to an-
other. Whether he is transferring, or whether
he is dividing one colony and giving its surplus
strength to another, or whether he is giving
the surplus of the first colony to another empty
skep. matters not. But for various reasons,

English bee-keepers find it very convenient to
" drive " the bees from one skep to another.

This is accomplished by inverting the skep
from which it is desired to remove the bees, and
placing on top of it another skep, so that the
mouths cover each other. With a series of

blows, either with the palm of the hand or with
a stick, the apiarist can soon drive them from
the lower to the upper one. Mr. Carr is driving

the portion of the bees up, and possibly is now
watching for the passage of the queen. Indeed,

we understand that very often in this way
queens are caught.

The next engraving. Fig. 3, shows our friend
in the act of transferring the bees from a straw
skep to a movable- frame English hive. This
scene is, perhaps, more common to bee-keepers
in this country, as essentially the same means
are employed for getting the bees out of box
hives, at least, on to a white sheet. This sheet
enables the bees to crawl into ihe new hive,
and gives the apiarist an opportunity to catch
the queen if he so desires, as she makes her
way along in the general procession toward the
new home.
Fig. 4 shows a further stage of the same

operation, and Mr. Carr is evidently enjoying
the sightof seeing the little fellows tuiiible over
each other in their glee, all turning their heads
toward the new hive.
Fig. 5 is interesting, in that it shows the

comparative size of the English frame and the
typical HiUglish hive. Their frame is more
nearly square than ours—the Langstroth. It

is about the same depth but shorter; and per-
haps, for their purpose, it is better adapted to
their requirements. It is also interesting to
note the prominent position of the Bingham
smoker—or, at least, we judge it to be one—one
of the old standbys in England. Indeed, as the
manufacturer has advertised, it is a standard in
every country.

Fig. 6 shows a few of the styles of hives used
throughout Europe. There are no American
hives in the lot. that we can discover. The
oblong straw skep on the left, while having
the same outward appearance, and made of the
same material as the old straw skeps, has mov-
able frames—said frames being removed by
turning the hives upside down—an operation
that to us Americans might seem to be very
awkward and clumsy; but our friend Graven-
horst, editor of the German lUustrterte Bienerv-

4.—THE BEES RUNNING INTO THE BAR-
FRAME HIVE.
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zeituiKj, as well as his own countrymen, who,
we understand, use this style of hive largely,

succeeds with it very nicely. Indeed, there are
many features in that hive to commend it. It

has no removable cover; and those who believe
thoroughly in the idea of sealed covers get it

perfectly in this kind of hive, because the cov-
er is ahvays fast. The top of the brood-frame
(or what would be the bottom when the hive is

turned upside down) is circular, to conform to
the shape of the roof of the hive. Right next
to it is a hive that is used largely in Italy. It

is in this kind of hive, we believe, that the
Italian queens are reared in their native home
to be sent over to this country. The general
appearance of the hive resembles very much
our old-fashioned American box hive. Whether
it has movable frames or not. we are unable to
say. Just back of it is one of the standard
English hives. We believe it is called the
Cowan, because its general features were first

devised by our esteemed friend, the editor of
the Britisli Bee Journal. Oh dear I we thought
we might be able to tell you something about
every one of the hives, but we are '• up the
stump" already. Those hives that form the
center of the group may possibly be the shallow
brood-chamber hives that are used so success-
fully in Germanv, or. rather, have been used,
for centuries back. The hives at the extreme
right, we should judge, are other patterns of
English hives—one of them, at least, being the
Cowan that we have already mentioned.

Continued.

CHIPS BY E. FRANCE.

BEE-BKUSHES ; HOVP MUCH MORE EXTKACTED
THAN COMB HONEY CAN BE PRODUCED?

FIG. 5.—EXAMINING THE FRAMES OF THE BAR-
FRAME HIVE.

We think a brush-broom, made of broom-
corn, is the thing. We go to the broom-makers
and order them made out of the finest broom
straw they have: make them thin, about one-
thii-d the thickness of a common brush-broom.
Spread them out as wide, and sew them three
times across; length about the same. That
makes a good brush—light, easy to use—one we
can brush fast, and not hurt the bees. It is much

FIG. <).—GROUP OF ENGLISH AND FOREIGN HIVES.
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better than a wing or any soft fibrous sub-
stance.
How muchi more extracted iioney can we get

from tlie bees than we can of comb honey V

Much depends on the season and management.
Butlthinliwe can get more than double—in

fact, I am sure thiat is the case; and then, it is

less work to handle the bees for extracted
honey; and when we get it, it is easier tai<en

care of. Just put it into a good barrel, and
then it is ready for market. We can keep it if

we don't sell right off: worms won't spoil it,

and it is a great deal safer to handle. I3ut,

how much more can we get? Let me tell you
what happened with us this year. When we
extract, from the first hive tliat is opened in

the morning, we take the combs and carry
them all into the extract! ng-tent and shut the
hive up without combs. Then we open up an-
other hive, take out the combs, take them to

the tent., then take the first set of combs, which
will be extracted by this time, and put them
into the second hive opened. We leave the
first hive empty until the close of the day's
work, then the first hive gets the last set of
combs. Well, it just happened that we used
up one set of combs more than we counted on
in making new colonies, and one hive was left

empty of combs. The bees were there. Now,
when we came again all the hives were tilled

with honey—that is, the combs were. The
yard averaged 2.5 lbs. of extracted honey to the
colony. That empty hive had to build combs
for their honey. They did not have 5 lbs of
combs, all told—honey, bees, and all making a
difference of five to one. It was as good a col-

ony as the average— I think better. How is

that, R. C. Aikin?

TWO OR MOKE SWAKMS IN THE AIR AT A TIME.

When two, three, or more swarms are out on
the wing, with no queens among them, they
are pretty sure to return to one of the hives
that has cast a swarm. The question is asked,
" What is best to be done to prevent them from
all going into one hive, or on to it, as they can
not all get in ?" We have had just such cases
happen with as many as six swarms at one
time. When they began to return, all hovered
over one hive and would all have gone there.
But when we thought the hive had its share
we drove the others away with smoke. Then
they soon pitched at another hive. We let as
many go in as we thought best, then drove
them away from there with smoke. We kept
smoking and driving until they were all settled,

and were pretty evenly divided. You want a
smoker and some one to use it at each hive, or
they will get the start of you.

SMOKER FUEL.

We have used planer-shavings, both pine
and hard-wood—old rotten wood, straw alone,
straw and tobacco-stems mixed; planer-shav-
ings and tobacco-stems mixed. I have tried
almost all things that have been recommended,
but have settled down to straw and tobacco-
stems mixed. The tobacco-stems that I use
are leaf-stems—the refuse from cigar manu-
factories. We can get all the stems we want
for nothing—in fact, we have hauled several
two-horse loads of them for manure. The
tobacco makes a strong smoke; the straw helps
to burn the tobacco. If you use the smoke
strong with tobacco, don't use smoke too freely.

Just a little«ivill make the bees scamper.

NO USE FOR BEE-ESCAPES.
When the bees are run for extracted honey,

can the escapes be used to advantage ? Some
say yes, some say no; and I say no. I have
never used them and don't want to when
working for extracted honey. Contrary ? No,

I am not. There is no one more ready to take
to any useful improvements than I am when I

am convinced that the thing is useful. I have
had something to say on this subject before,
and one man who makes bee-escapes sent me
some samples for trial. They came during the
exti'acting season; but to use them I sfiould
have to make escape-boards, and I could not
afford the time during the busy season. They
may bean advantage wlien raising comb honey,
but I donbt it even then. I should like to work
against time with any man in taking off ten
supers of sections of comb honey, he to use
escapes and I use smoke. But it is only when
extracting honey that I thought to direct my
remarks. First, to use escapes we have to be
bothered with and have the expense of escape-
boards and escapes; then we must put those
escape-boards under the supers; bees have to be
smoked, super lifted, and board put under,
llow long will that take, and how many bees
will be killed in doing it? I should call itia

heavy job to lift those supers off and on again,
full of honey. Mine would weigh, super and
honey, 50 lbs., most of them more, after the
boards are on; then wait awliile for the bees to
get out. One man says, " Send a couple of
boys the day before the extracting is done, to
put on the escapes—that is, for an out-apiary."
That is pretty good. Two boys and a team one
day cost, say, $4.00. That is nothing, if you
tliink so; but I don't. When tlie extracting is

done, the escape-boards must be stored away
until the next time. All makes work, and
takes up valuable time. We have in mind the
L. frame when we are talking. Now, I will
tell what I can do without the bee-escapes. I

work my home yard in three-story L. hives.
When I was extracting I took my tools, cart,
and smoker. I would go to a hive, raise the
cover, pry up the honey-board, give the bees a
smoke, then scrape the burr-combs off the
honey- board, then loosen the combs in the
upper set, smoke the bees down again, then
take the combs right out, brush the few bees
off, put the combs into my carriers on the cart,

then take off the upper super, and then smoke
the bees down from the second story, and take
those combs out, the same as I did the third
story; put those into my carrying-boxes on the
cart, ready to go to the extractor, 18 frames in

all. I was particular to get every bee off. Now,
how long does it take to do that? Just five

minutes—that is all. I have done it by the
watch, time and time again, and can do it any
time. Once I got them out and on the cart in
just i}4 minutes; once it took me 6 minutes;
but some of the boys were talking to me about
some other matter, and bothered me. I have
timed myself on over 20 hives, and can do it in

.5 minutes. Now tell me if it can be done
quicker with escapes. I don't want to inter-
fere with any man's business in making and
selling escapes. That is not the object of this
article; but let the truth be told.

Platteville, Wis., Sept. 18. E. France.

[Our very practical friend Mr. France seems
to describe exactly the Coggshall bee-brush,
the implement recommended by W. T. Cogg-

U .-=

shall, of West Groton. N. Y., a prominent ex-
tracted-honey man of that State. We have
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had some made on purpose, and have been
selling them for a couple of years back. To
give you an idea of what they are like, we here-
with present an engraving which shows it to
be an ordinary whisk-brush with the strands
slightly thinned out. and selected especially for
giving a soft gentle brush.
Friend France makes a strong argument

against the use of bee-escapes. He makes his
points so clear that one is almost inclined to
tjelieve with him that bee-escapes make more
work and expense than they save, were it not
for the fact that he says he has not tried them,
and does not want to. We know that friend
France is a practical man. and is ever on the
alert for best methods and short cuts; but we
are of the opinion that, if he were to apply
those same qualities in testing the bee-escape,
he might possibly modify some of his conclu-
sio7i8. A large number of quite extensive pro-
ducers of extracted honey declare quite strong-
ly in favor of the bee-escape. There are times,
we think, when the escape will be found to be
exceedingly convenient and a saving in time;
and there are times when the bee-brush can be
used more to advantage. By the way, suppose
we have an expression from a number of those
who are producing extracted honey, or comb
either, for that matter, as to the value of bee-
escapes.]

BAMBLE 94.

BEE-KEEPERS TAKE AN OUTING IN THE
MOUNTAINS.

In the morning the apiary, several rods above
the cabin, was duly inspected. Eighty colonies
are here neatly arranged upon terraces, with
provisions for much expansion. The honey-
flow has not been so bountiful in this locality
this season as in other portions of the county;
in fact, all along the north side of the valley
the honey-yield was moderate as compared
with the south side. Parties, therefore, who
hear of the wonderful yields of honey in Cali-
fornia will bear in mind that the yield is liable
to De spotted here as well as in the East. From
near the Marshall cabin, ranches devoted to
fruit - production can be discerned in nicely
watered niches further up on the sides of the
mountain. One of these, attained only over a
heavy grade which wound around a spur of the
mountain, was a most lovely spot; and, the
best of all, it was the abode of a bachelor. The
cosy cabin was completely (unbowered in trees;
and the water gushing from many springs gave
fertility to the soil, and fruits are grown here
that can not be grown with success in the val-
ley below. Notable among these fruits is the
apple. The altitude of the San Bernardino
Mountains averages about .5000 ft. above sea-
level, and almost any kind of climate can be
found, suitable to almost any kind of vegeta-
tion. A certain altitude suits the apple, which
can be grown here to perfection.
Our winding way up the canyon was inter-

rupted by only two little incidents —the killing
of a rattlesnake and being overtaken by a toll-

gate. Toll-roads that I have hitherto traveled
upon have a permanent toll-gate, and usually
a lady in attendance. This one, however, was
built in the form of an Irishman, and moved
over the road whithersoever it willed. After
observing his old patched overalls and dirty
shirt and general forlorn appearance, I sus-
piciously remarked something about authority
to collect toll.

" Be gorra, is it authority yes want ? I have
the authority of ivery mimber of the corpora-
tion; besides, it's meself that's living in the

cabin below, hard against the road, and it's a
lonely bachelor I am too, so now."
Now, if I had any suspicions before, they

were all dispelled when I learned that he was
a brother-bachelor; and my comrade and I

forked over our six bits toll without another
murmur. We went our way rejoicing, and were
soon in our new camp in what is known as the
saw-pit. In this deep valley there was former-
ly a sawmill; but where, a few years ago, all
was business, the forest is now silent, and there
are only a few reminders of the former busy
scenes. A goodly portion of tliese mountains
is now set apart as a national park, and they
will never be entirely denuded of their timber.
We found but little game here, and less forage
for our horses; and. after a night's rest upon a
bed of sweet-smelling ferns, we climbed out of
the saw-pit and leisurely followed the top of
the mountains for ten miles, and about noon
entered Little Bear Valley.

It was quite interesting to note that bees
were at work in great numbers upon the varl-

¥a#§JlL4^||.
: Gorra Jur.'

.^*—^Ccbio. down beija.-ni;Surl
,^ejabben' Its authorrity yezwant.'

ous mountain flowers; and as no apiaries were
located here, they were wild bees from the
rocks and trees. It would be very easy to prac-
tice migratory bee-keeping in this region, be-
tween the valley and the top of the mountain
range. In certain seasons the honey-flow is

quite abundant in these higher altitudes, and
it comes, too. after the flow has ceased in the
valley. The bee-keepers I have conversed with
in relation to this migratory matter nearly all

think it would not pay to move bees over these
troublesome roads; but it might pay to estab-
lish a permanent out-apiary in the mountains,
and the bee-ke(>per do the migrating between
the two or more apiaries.
There are many oak-trees on the mountains;

and during certain seasons there is a great
abundance of honey-dew. As this dew exudes
from the leaf instead of from an aphis, the hon-
ey is not of a bad quality.

In Little Bear Valley there are several saw-
mills, which give employment to a large num-
ber of men. The immense logs are drawn in
from the surrounding canyons with a number
of oxen and huge trucks. After being convert-
ed into lumber it is four and six horse teams
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that convey it to the valley below, where the
beautiful sugar-pine is converted, to a large
extent, into dwellings, and in a small way into
bee-hives. At this elevation it is very comfort-
able working. The days are most agreeable,
and the nights cool, almost to a frost. The
Little Bear Valley is, consequently, a great
resort for campers from the lower and infernal-
ly hot and dusty regions of the plains.

Upon our arrival we found Mr. Ferguson had
arrived just ahead of us. His family had been
occupying a cottage here for several weeks, and
he migrated often from ranch to mountain.
By the side of his cabin was a neat striped
tent, occupied by Mr. Raynor and family.
Messrs. Ferguson and Raynor were neighbors
in the valley below, and thought it fitting to

keep up the intimacy here upon the mountain,
as all good bee-keepers should do. The camp
bore the odd cognomen of O. de Swine.
The authorities who run the mills had an

abundance of well-watered grasslands, and hun-
dreds of cattle and horses were grazing therein.

sober, decorous men. it wouldn't do to say that
Deacon Raynor would do such a thing as to
stuff a pair of old overalls into the stovepipe
that projected from Deacon Whitcomb's cabin.
Nevertheless, when Deacon V/. started a fire

one morning the smoke persisted in filling every
corner of the cabin, and driving the occupants
ill outdoors with more or less tearful eyes. A
glance at the top of the stovepipe revealed the
uate of affairs; and it is said that the worthy
deacon, while removing it, made several strong
remarks in which milldams and Ed Raynor
were more or less mixed. A mild revenge, how-
ever, was gleaming in the deacon's eye. and
something was expected to happen. That was
the state of affairs when we two wandering
bee-keepers arrived upon the ground; and
when we spread our bed under the big oak-tree
in the rear of Mr. Ferguson's cabin we were
told to take our guns to bed with us, for we
might need them for defense before morning.
The advice was taken; but we were not very
anxious over other people's jokes, and were

1 IstTte 6E*.RVAt-L£y

The sloughs from the various springs made fine

wallowing-places for swine; and, from the
number of pigs of all ages that were roaming
at will, it was a healthy place wherein to rear
them. O. de Swine, therefore, meant that
swine were plentiful all around the campers'
tents, and an intolerable nuisance. The fem-
inine portion of the camp had just a few good
words for the pigs, for they were great scaven-
gers, and, above all, they were death to snakes,
including the dread rattlers. The half-grown
swine were also useful for the boys to amuse
themselves with. The chief amusement in this
line was the throwing of the lasso; and, when
the pig was caught by the leg, there was music
in camp. We found that California people,
while out camping, act much as they do under
such circumstances in the far East. Some of
the restraints of decorous neighbors are thrown
aside, and the practical joker comes to the
front. Owing to this there was a smouldering
commotion in camp upon our arrival. Our good
friends Ferguson, Raynor, and Whitcomb, were
deacons in the San Bernardino Unitarian
church. Now, as deacons are known to be

soon sound asleep. It must have been after
eleven o'clock when we were both suddenly
awakened by the report of a gun and the rat-

tling of a score of pans and cowbells. We sat
upright, guns in hand, on our blankets, and
found ourselves almost in the midst of a genu-
ine charivari. The attacking party of men
and women had set out to cut down Deacon
Raynor's tent; but our presence upon the
picket-line, as it were, and the rapid firing of

our guns, with several others from the cabin,
caused the attacking party to abandon their

designs. Of course, the guns were pointed up-
ward, and no harm done; but the pandemoni-
um was such as to stir up the whole camp.
Things quieted down again after a time, and
nothing occurred to mar our slumbers until

near morning, when a pig tried to get away
with the Rambler's shoe.
Sunday dawned light and beautiful; and if

our minds were in a frame for worship we
should have to do so according to the dictates

of our own consciences, and under the big pine-

trees, for there was no preacher on the ground
to edify us. The three deacons before mention-
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ed proposed that a few of the most intimate
families each put up a little lunch, and that a
few hours be spent in a social way in a beauti-
ful park about a mile up the mountain. The
project was put into effect; and when upon
the ground, a clam chowder was prepared, with
Deacon VVhitcomb as master of ceremonies;
and, owing to our climb, we mastered the
chowder without much ceremony. When the
chowder had been duly disposed of, a few hours
were spent in social converse, the woods re-
sounding now and then with vocal music, led
by Mr. Squires, the gentleman with a guitar
and the big green spectacles.
The pine needles beneath the noble trees

made a couch upon which to recline; and, but
for so much feminine talk, the Rambler would
have tried to regain some of the sleep lost dur-
ing the previous night; but it was out of the
question, with a dozen women talking all at
once.
That night, when we had all gathered around

the big camp-tire in front of Mr. Ferguson's
cabin, we concluded that at last on this Sunday
night we would have a quiet time. It was,
however, hinted that the parties who were foil-

ed in their designs on the tent-ropes would
seek revenge upon us for helping to defend
them, and that we might be served to a few
buckets of water or some other disagreeable
experience. It was suggested that we move
our bed; but we finally concluded to stick to
our post, come what would, and retired quite
early. Now, it happens that there is a large
number of young men employed in the saw-
mills, and others in the construction of an irri-

gating-tunnel. These young men, hearing the
shotgun fusillade the night previous, made up
their minds to outdo all efforts previously made.
Therefore, promptly at 12 o'clock, after Sunday
hours, ;\n explosion occurred that shook the
solid earth for miles around, and it was follow-
ed by another and another. Mr. Wilder and I

were enjoying a sound sleep; but with the first

explosion our dazed senses realized that a dozen
water-buckets might be in the air, and, with
one spasmodic motion, my comrade grabbed all

the clothes that were over us, and plunged up
hill into the bushes. I grabbed what was un-
der us, and went down hill, among the bushes
that way. What a racket those mill hands
made — Indian yells, gongs, and dvnamitel
Thirty sticks of the latter were exploded, and
every one of them made a report like a ten-
pound cannon. It is needless to say that Camp
O. de Swine was thoroughly aroused. A half-
hour of such a racket exhausted their resources,
and quiet again reigned. Comrade and myself
perched ourselves on stones, rubbed our eyes
open, and found our limbs all intact; got back
to our couch with our wraps, and got a little

more fitful slumber. Toward morning, another
foraging pig, seeing the disheveled condition of
our heads", tried to put bangs on us; but instead
the pig was banged with a stone. I have thus
tried to describe how bee-keepers sometimes
spend their outings in California.
A tragedy, and the sad end of a bee-keeper,

will be the next theme of the Rambler,

CHALON FOWLS AND HIS NEIGHBOR.

SE.\.SON'ABLK HI.NTS O.V WINTEIUNG, ETC.

"Hold on. neighbor Fowls, I want to pump
you a little on bees."
" Well, pump away if you think you can get

enough to satisfy your thirst. Neighbor John,
what is it ?

'"

' Why. about wintering. Just come and look

at some of these swarms, and tell me how you
would tix them if they were yours. Now, here
is a big swarm in a chaif hive. Would you
contract the brood-chamber?"
"No; there are bees enough to cover eight

frames heavily. They won't feel the cold any
more than a big fat Newfoundland dog."
" Now, here are some combs of sealed honey

in the upper story. I guess they'll need some
of this. The frames are rather light below."

" How many frames have brood in ?
"

" Four in the middle."
" Well, take the others out; shove the brood

all to one side, and replace the others with
frames of honey. There—but, hold on!—those
sealed clear to the bottom on the very outside,
and those with the lower part unsealed next to
the brood."
" But, now, we have changed the brood-nest

to one side; wouldn't it have been better to
leave it in the middle and put the honey both
sides?"

" I think not. During a long cold spell they
might cluster on the honey on one side of the
hive, and, after consuming it, starve without
being able to reach the honey on the other side
of the hive."

" Your idea is, to get them started on one side
of their stores so they won't miss any."
"Yes, so they'll take a clean sweep, like the

old long potato-bugs."
" Shall I put any thing across the frames for

winter passage?"
" Yes, some sticks will do, and a piece of bur-

lap or old carpet, and you are ready for the
cushion."
" Well, here is another swarm in a two-story

chaff hive, that is queenless, and has been so
since the fore part of July, when they cast a
swarm, and the young queen was lost in mat-
ing."
"Did you give them any brood in that time?"
"No; as the top story was full of frames of

honey that I was saving for winter stores, the
lower story was not easy to get at, and 1 took it

for granted they were all right without looking
to see. They are strong in bees, but rather old,
as they were all hatched before August. Would
you introduce a queen now?"

" No; I think not, Her eggs laid in October
would hatch in November—too young and ten-
der for wintering, and the July bees are too
old. They are a bad case."
"How would it do to unite them with a late

second swarm having a good queen and brood
hatching since July ?

"

"The second swarm is all right as they are.
Even if it is not a large one, you can easily give
them their winter stores if lacking. But this
old swarm is all wrong. They would just be a
damage to the young swarm."
"But these bees don't look like old wornout

bees; in fact, there has been nothing for them
to do for two months."
"Well, I don't know' but they would be all

right if the swarm was in a normal condition;
but they are not; and, if given a queen now,
they would wear themselves out, either by
unseasonable breeding this fall or too early in
the spring."
" So you would brimstone them now and

avoid spring dwindling."
" Exactly, and save their winter stores."
"See here, what a nice lot of brood-combs I

have that I am going to put in where they are
needed."
" Yes, they are a good thing to have—almost

too good."
"Ha! ha! ha! too good! how is that?"
" Why. they are all solid with honey, clear to

the bottom—no empty cells for the bees to clus-
ter in."
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"But, won't the bees eat out a semicircle in
the lower side before cold weather?"
"Possibly; but, likely as not, they won't,

especially as they are not breeding much late
in the fall."

" I might uncap a semicircle in the lower part
of the combs, and extract before putting them
in."

" Yes, I have done that in some cases; but
you can accomplish the same object by mashing
the capping, and you will then have the honey
all in the hive, as the bees will remove it and
store it elsewhere. But I must be going. Come
over to my place some time, neighbor A., and
we'll compare notes again."
" Thank you, neighbor Fowls. I believe I will,

for I like this kind of bee-keepers' convention in
which all take part."
"Yes, so do I; and think we remember ideas

picked in this way much better than if simply
read over in a journal. Chalon Fovv^ls.

Oberlin, O.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE "GOOD OLD TIMES."

In 1796 there appeared in London a bee-book
entitled " The Ancient Bee-master's Farewell."
It was written by John Keys, and printed in
Paternoster Row, as might be presumed. It
contains 373 pages the size of this. The print is

excellent, and a real relief to the i^yes after
reading some of the very shiny magazines. The
cuts used are the old-fashioned copperplates :

and for distinctness and beauty they are ahead
of any thing now in vogue. They are not
numerous, however. The writer comprises in
this book the best conclusions of all the authors
whose works I have so far reviewed. This
book is marked on the titlepage as "very
scarce." and the price is high. Probably that
accounts for the fact that two copies of it have
tumbled into our sanctum here, just back of
where Ernest sits. What lover of old books
wants one ?

There is an air of freshness about Mr. Keys'
style that is pleasing, for it combines good sense
with vivacity. How's this?

" The most likely means to establish the bee
art. I believe, will not be accomplished without
the patronage of agricultural societies."
The idea is, apparently, to have apiculture

recognized as a handmaid to agriculture; but
the trouble now is. in some parts, to get the
agriculturists to see it in that light.
Here is a vigorous and well -deserved slap at

the misers of 179(; as well as those of today:
" Rnral curates might considerably augment

their two frequently niggardly stipends by the
cultivation of bees, and act at the same "time
consonantly with their clerical profession, as it

is an innocent amusement, both healthy and
profitable."

It may be interesting to notice some of the
terms used by Mr. Keys: "Apiator" is now
called apiarist; " bee-herd," one who watches
the rising of swarms ;

" casts," second and
third swarms; "duplet." the hive set over or
under another; "fume-box," now called smo-
ker ;

" hackel," or " coppet," a straw covering
set over a hive to shelter It; " nadir," the hive
which is set under another; "storify"—still

used in England, but called "tiering-up" in
the United ;States; " triplet," a stock that has
three hives.
One paragraph shows how strangely men

sometimes change their mind, and that, too, for
the worse. The suffocation of bees had, at
that time, been almost universally condemned;
but Mr. Keys says, " The suffocation of bees in

common [single] hives is not prejudicial to the
interest of the owners." This was contrary to his
previous principles, prejudices, and practice;
but he condemns the practice very severely
where tiered-up hives are used. In the single
hive, he says, but few bees would be left till

winter, and they would die anyhow. Surely
we have improved since then.
By a happy coincidence, straw hives are

spoken of and shown in another part of this
number in a very conspicuous manner. It may
be of interest to quote a few words from what
Mr. Keys says of them. Of course, they may
not apply to those Mr. Carr is using, but yet
assist us somfi-what. He says straw is a good
material, as it is a practical non-conductor of
heat, and keeps dry if exposed to the air. Un-
thrashed rye straw is best, cutting the heads
off in a straw-cutter. Bees dislike shaggy
straw. These hives are the shape of a half-
bushel, 9 inches high and 13 wide in the clear.

Three of these are used for each stock.
Mr. Keys says he lost bees heavily in Hert-

fordshire (see cuts on page 773), but in Pem-
brokeshire (Wales), near the sea, he never lost

one from dysentery in winter.
Just here I discover that Mr. Keys winds sp

his book with a review of Mr. Bonner's work,
which I described in the previous issue. Now,
please turn back and see what Mr. B. said
about doubling colonies every year for a certain
number of years, and then read the following
as to what Mr. Keys says:

" On the supposition that bees will increase
double every year, and therefore that five hives
the first year may increase to ten the second
year, etc., I will not dispute; but will there be
double the quantity of honey and ^vax? I doubt
it; for, supposing the five hives (the bees of
them) can collect from the vicinage, as far as
their flight for pastui'age usually extends, only
enough to fill their five hives; the second year
being increased to ten, the same quantity of
flowers will yield only the same quantity of
honey, admitting the season similar to the first.

I infer, therefore, that the produce will be no
more, though double the number of bees. To
this we may add (which friend B. acknowl-
edges) that seasons are often bad ; rendering
hives impoverished instead of increasing, and
they often die in winter. The second link of
this golden chain being broke, down falls the
whole mass of honey and wax appending there-
to, and there I leave it.

" No ! say its advocates, that is not fair ! We
can increase the flowers in proportion to the
number of bees. Can the cottagers extend their
land ? or will they extirpate from their little

allotment the vegetables of their daily support,
to give place for bee-flowers ? Will gentlemen
(whom B. chiefly addresses) plow up their grass
and corn lands, to cultivate such flowers?
Surely corn and cattle are of more value than
honey ! We had better be without honey than
bread. But B. has a resource in heath, which
covers, he says, more than half of Britain! If

true, I am sorry to hear it; and hope most part
of it will speedily be plowed up for corn,
though it should prove the ruin of this new
plan of increasing of hces. I should sooner
prefer Virgil's method of raising bees from a
dead heifer, or of Samson's procuring honey
from a dead lion.

"I sincerely hope, as Mr. B. has been a practi-
tioner for twenty-six years, he has accumulated
a snug fortune, to compensate for his labors
and ingenious discoveries. But as his native
land so much abounds in white clover, heath,
furze, etc., it is wonderful that honey sells at
ten -pence and twelve-pence per pound, at
Edinburgh. It is also observable that he gives
no account of the produce of his own apiary,
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and only tive instances of other persons of

whom he bought honey and wax. To one, in

particular, he paid five pounds for one hive,
which was weighed in the market-house of

Edinburgh: but unluckily he omits theweightor
dimensions of the hive. The reader is therefore
left to his own calculations. Mr. B., besides

his grand resource of fiowers, relies on preserv-
ing the bees of the stocks taken, and uniting
them with the stocks left."

Later experience fully vindicates what Mr.
Keys says.
The matter of decoy hives has been discussed

in these columns. Mr. Bonner claimed it is a
fraud to put out empty hives with combs, even
in our own lot, to entice bees. Mr. Keys makes
the following points, which, I believe, cover the
entire matter righteously:

" It is proper here to remark, that Mr. Bonner
represents the setting of an old hive of combs in

a person's own garden or apiary as a fraudulent
practice, as such hives may allure his neighbor's
swarms to settle therein. So may a field of good
pasture allure his neighbor's cattle or sheep to

feed therein. What then I must he not have bet-

ter pasturage than those in his own vicinity? If

strange bees visit his hive, which he set, bona
fide, to entice his own swarms, should any es-

cape unperceived, and his neighbor's bees take
possession of it, ivltJiout being followed by a
person who saw them rise, he seems to have a
good title to keep them ; for who can swear
whose property they were? They should have
been better watched. The loss they deserve for

their negligence, which I hope will make all

bee-owners more careful in this point, if for no
other reason. No honest person will refuse the
restoration if they can make good their claim.
If a person sets such hives with a view of tre-

panning his neighbor's swarms, it is certainly
wicked. The motive constitutes the crime."
Medina, Oct. 9. W. P. Root.

EASTERN IMPRESSIONS OF CALIFORNIA COR-
RECTED.

YELLOW OCIIEIJ IN CALIFORNIA.

We Californians are given the credit of hav-
ing a hot climate, one that will melt wax with-
out much trouble. At times some parts of the
State are pretty hot: even sometimes here,
opposite the Golden Gate, we have a few days
of very hot weather. This year we had some
glorious days when the thermometer climbed
up to the ninety mark. This has been quite a
warm summer any way, for we have not had
the usual dash of rain in the latter part of
spring or during summer. Now, though some
twenty or more of our hives are painted with a
mixture of yellow ocher and white lead, there
has not been the least trouble with the paint
making the interior of the hives uncomfortable
for the bees. In fact, here in California where
the salt air of the Pacific is so destructive on
white lead, we want a paint that can resist the
action of the atmosphere. This we get when
we use the mixture I have just mentioned or
one composed of some of the mineral paints and
white lead. As far as our climate is concerned
yellow ocher is not any too hot in summer for
the bees; then in winter and spring it will draw
enough heat to make it better and more com-
fortable for the inmates than any white paint.
During the past year I notice that many people
have been painting their houses a straw color,
ocher being largely used in frhe mixture. The
fashionable style in house-painting hereabouts
is to liave the body of the house in some shade
of straw and the trimmings white. These
colors make a building look very pretty.

CUCUMBERS AND HONEY.
The article on page 635 is a little too colicky

for me to pass unnoticed. I do not believe that
encumber honey can resemble the orange-blos-
som honey of the two leading orange States of
America, and I say this svith all due respect
to tlie opinion of Mr. Cullinan. As the most
of tlie orange-blossom honey of this State is

gathered at a time when the bees use most of
it in brood-rearing, I am afraid that the deni-
zens of the East have not yet got much of a
taste of our honey of the kind I have been
referring to. Much of that bearing the name
of "'orange-blossom honey" is not orange-
blossom honey at all. It is a very nice name
for canners and adulterators of honey to place
on a label in order to make the contents of the
package sell the faster.

I am aware that bees do gather honey from
the blossoms of cucumbers, for there were great
fields of this vegetable raised here a few years
ago to supply one of the largest fruit and veg-
etable canneries in the world, and which estab-
lishment was located at this place. Our bees
gathered some honey from the flowers of this

plant, but it did not amount to any thing,
though, as I have said, there were big fields of
the vegetable right near us. If cucumbers
were great honey-yielders this county ought
to be as great a cucumber-honey county as
Ventura County is a bean-honey-producing
locality. I think there are more cucumbers
raised in this county than there are in any
other county in the United States; for nearly
all of these vegetables that are consumed in

San Francisco and on this side of the bay, as
well as all that are used in the pickle-factories
in three counties hereabouts, are raised in this

county. Perhaps if the vegetable yields much
nectar the bees do not gather mucli of it, as

they may be afraid of taking cholera morbus.
Perhaps Dr. Miller l\nows something on this

point. What say you, doctor?

CKACKED COVERS.

I have not been troubled with the covers of
your hives warping, as some of your patrons
have been; but I find that a few crack badly.
It is possible that your Eastern pine is not
adapted to our climate. I think I will substi-

tute some of our native redwood covers for the
ones that came with your hives. We can get
such nice wide boards here, free from knots, at

a cheap price, tiiat I think it better to have
covers that project over the edges of the hives
on all sides. This your covers do not do, I am
sorry to say.

CALIFORNIA HAY.
Your remark about barley, etc., on page (538,

is not correct, please let me say, so far as the
kind of hay that is used in this State is con-
cerned. You speak of its being the great hay
crop of California. I know not where you got
your information; but I do know that the hay
that is used, almost to the exclusion of all

others, is oat hay. I have traveled nearly all

over the agricultural portion of this State, and
I have seen very little barley hay raised. Bar-
ley is cut for hay only where the land is too
dry to raise any other cereal. It matures ear-

lier, as is well known. All through Central
and Northern California, which is really "Agri-
cultural California," and where the great bulk
of our population is, we find the great wheat-
fields of America; there, too, is grown nearly
all the hay that is used to supply the markets
of the big cities in the vicinity of the bay of

San Francisco. Large quantities of hay are
used to feed the horses in those cities. As I

have said, this hay is chiefly oat hay. The best

hay that goes to market is a mixture of oats
and wheat. This sort of hay is cut when the
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grain is in the "dough" state, and Is raked
into winrows as fast as it is cut. A day or two
later it is cocked. Some farmers let it remain
a couple of weeks in the cocK and then stack
it. where it may remain several weeks ere it is

baled. Other farmers do not stack it, but
carry it direct to the hay-press, and bale it

without sweating it in the stack. Oat hay
brings about $12 a ton.
We have a fine hay that is used mostly as a

fodder for neat cattle, but seldom for horses.
It is a native oat. In the early days of our
history it was nothing to ride for days through
our valleys and rolling hills through the wild
oats, the tops of the grass being above the tips
of the horses' ears. Strange as it may seem,
this native oat vanished before the foot of the
new comers. It is seldom that a person meets
with a field of this grass nowadays. Still, there
are some places where it is grown extensively.
Where it is raised, the farmer does not have to
sow the ground with its seed, as it is self-
seeding.
There is another sort of hay we have, and

one that is largely grown, and profitable alike
to the farmer, stock-raiser, and the bee-keeper.
It is alfalfa. As you are aware, several crops
are harvested a year. It is grown almost en-
tirely upon irrigated land—the great alfalfa
districts being in Kern and Tulare Counties, in
the upper San Joaquin Valley. I am sure there
is a great deal more alfalfa hay raised than
there is barley hay, and yet you have got the
Idea that the latter is our chief feed for horses
and cattle.

It seems to me that in one of your interesting
"Notes of Travel," published some few years
ago, you spoke of the coarseness of our "hay.
True, we have some hay that is coarse at times;
but the most of the oat or wheat hay that one
sees in our hay markets is not so coarse. It is

not as fine as the timothy or clover hay of the
East. Withal, we have what appears to you to
be little better than straw. We raise the fast-
est horses in the world upon this very " straw."
It seems strange, does it not? Our hay. with
the exception of alfalfa, is raised without irri-

gation. If we were to irrigate our hay-fields
the stalks of hay would be as large as bamboo
fishing-poles.

WHERE DIFFEKENT CALIFORNIA CROPS ARE
GROWN.

The average Easterner, when he thinks or
talks of California, does not consider that, as a
general thing, diffei'ent sorts of crops are grown
in different portions of the State. The only ex-
ception to this may be said to be in n'gard to
oranges, which are generally believed to be
grown in the lower part of the State. This
fruit is grown as far north as Mt. Shasta, in
the extreme northern part of the Stale, some of
the finest orchards being in some of the coun-
ties above Sacramento; yet the great orange
district is in the lower part of the State.
Grapes are grown all over the State with

perfect success; yet the products differ in this
way: The finest dry wines are raised in the
vicinity of San Francisco; that is, 40 miles to
the north, south, and fast of that city. This
radius may be eN tended KJO miles to the east
and south, and a good deal more north. From
the Fresno district south, the best sweet wines
are produced. The best raisins are grown in
the Fresno country, though excellent raisins
are grown in the more southern and even in the
northern counties. Thi^ great French-prune
district is in lower Alameda County and the
whole of Santa Clara County.
The great bean district is in Ventura County.

The honey region is in the southern counties,
as is pretty well known; it is there, too, where

most of the yellow corn is raised. The vast
onion-seed fields are in Santa Clara County;
the hop-fields are in Lake and adjoining coun-
ties in the north-central part of the State.
Cherries come to the greatest perfection in
Alameda, Santa Clara, and wSolano Counties.
They can not be grown with any degi-ee of
success in the southern part of the State; while,
on the other hand, apricots do better in the
southern counties than they do in most of the
counties further north. TIih finest peaches are
raised up in the foothill regions in some of the
old mining counties. Tlie great strawberry-
fields are in Santa Clara and Santa Cruz Coun-
ties, where they are irrigated by means of ar-
tesian wells. The growing of English walnuts
is mostly confined to the lower counties, while
almonds are mostly grown in the counties ad-
jacent to the bay of San Francisco oi' those bays
running out from it on the north. The Liver-
more Valley, in Alameda County, is said to
produce the finest almonds. The best apples
come from the Sierra Nevada foot-hills, above
Sacramento County. Though potatoes are
grown abundantly about the bay of San Fran-
cisco and on the islands of the San Joaquin and
Sacramento Rivers, still the finest potato coun-
try is to be found in Humboldt County, while
Marin is not far behind it. These counties lie

north of the metropolis. The great dairy
ranches are along the coast above the Golden
Gate. The sheep ranges are to the south.
This list could be extended; but the above

will suffice to show that certain localities seem
to be better adapted to the successful growing
of certain products than others. While this is

so, still a crop that may be raised in one part of
the State may be found growing in every one
of the counties of California. Dates have been
known to ripen in San Diego as well as in
Solano County, which is well north of the Gold-
en Gate. Oranges may be seen growing and
fruiting in almost every part of the State, yet
they do not do well for general purposes except
throughout the celebrated "orange- belt" of
the south, and that in the northern section
already referred to. W. A. Pryal.
Norih Temescal, Cal., Aug. 28.

NATIONAL GOVERNMENT APICULTURAL
STATIONS.

THE OTHER SIDE ; AN ANSWER TO W. C. FRA-
ZIER, RELATIVE TO THE SUBJECT.

I should like to say a few words in reply to
W. C. Frazier, page 700. It seems to me this
government has all the expense it can well bear,
without further burdening it with the expense
of swarm catchers, self-hivers, non-swarming
attachments, etc., which are not only as a rule
useless, but an expensive nuisance to the prac-
tical apiarist. I would not give a dollar for all

this class of articles ever manufactured. If

bee-keepers would let Nature take her course,
as far as practicable, I think the financial result
would be quite different, aside from saving the
expense of these patent humbugs, which are
manufactured, not for the advanc(Mnent of our
chosen pursuit, but for the money there is in it

for the patentee. What the government has
done for the farmer is for the protection of do-
mestic animals against contagious diseases,
which is perfectly right, and of general benefit,

not only to the farmer but also to the apiarist.

It takes no action as to the kind of barn, saddle,
harness, collars, pads, or other fixtures best suit-

ed to the proper manipulation of our domestic
animals. As to the number of pounds of honey
consumed in a year, it depends on the strength
of the colony, and especially the locality. The

\
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number of pounds of honoy required to produce
a pound of wax would depend on the honey-
flow, the same as feeding L-orii to a hog pro-
duces fat. If fed scantily, the gain will be very
slow; but if fed all they can eat. the gain will

be larger in proportion to the feed. As to work-
ers removing eggs from one cell to another, or

mating with drones, or drones from such, or
mismated queens, fertilizing queens, or the de-

generation of inbred bees, if correctly answered
would only satisfy our curiosity without better-

ing our financial condition a particle. The
amount of foundation to use depends also on the
honey- flow, the same as the wax production. If

you wish to decide the question as to the differ-

ence in amount of honey production, take two
colonies, of the same blood and equal strength,
and perfect queens. Run one for comb honey
and the other for extracted, and I think we can
satisfy ourselves on this point. The fact of our
knowing so few things is due largely to our de-
pending too much on others; or. in other words,
jumping at conclusions of ourselves and others.
Let us prove all things, and hold fast to that
which is good.

THE VA.RIATIONS OF E. E. HASTY'S SECOND
SWARMS.

I should also like to say just a few words in

regard to the variations of second swarms as re-

corded by E. E. Hasty, page 700. As to the sec-

onds cast on the 6th. 7th. and 8th days. I would
say that the first swarm is delayed either by
bad weather or else some trouble with the old
queen; those on the 9th are natural, and, I be-
lieve, in accordance with the rule; those on the
10th to 17th are those where the first swarm is-

sued ahead of time, varying from one to eight
days. The better way. I think, is to avoid sec-

ond swarms, and not be bothered with this rec-
ord. I had over 30 swarms this season, and no
seconds, without cutting out queen-cells. I had
a honey-crop of 4600 lbs., extracted, from 32,

spring count. Elias Fox.
Hillsboro, Wis., Sept. 28.

[There is much of truth in what our corres-
pondent says. We should take account of Na-
ture's ways, and then adapt our appliances so
far as practicable. As to the national govern-
ment testing appliances, we quite agree with
him. For the government to indorse one man-
ufacturer's goods over another's would hardly
be just the thing, although the goods of the
first mentioned were actually better.
Perhaps more discussion on all these ques-

tions may not come amiss.]

WILL TWO QUEENS FIGHT T

DR. MILLER DEFENDED, ETC.

I see in the Sept. 1.5ih issue of Gleanings
that Dr. Miller has been taken to task for the
statements he made in Stray Straws, to the
effeLt that he never saw two laying queens
fight. Now. I hardly think that Dr. M. has
lost the good opinion of tlie bee-keepers up here
(at least not all of them), regardless of the fact
that he never saw two laying queens fight.

Perhaps the circumstances under which the
queens were put to ti'St, that Dr. Miller wit-
nessed, were not the best to make them fight.

Queens that have been caged for a day or two
are less liable to fight than queens taken direct
from the hives. Virgins one day or more old
are as liable to fight as laying queens. Dr. M..
to sustain his claim, asserts that he has no less

than three colonies with two queens in them;
and, by his article. I take it for granted that he
did not put them together, but that nature

brought it about. Bless the doctor, he wouldn't
expect either queen to show fight in such a
case, more than he could expect a honey-flow
at Christmas in his locality. Say, Dr. M., sup-
pose, when you unite nuclei, you watch and see
how long two queens will remain together.

an experience with fertile workers.

Along in midsummer I had a colony that lost
its queen. I can not say positively, but I think
it was presumably from old age. The bees, at
any rate, built queen-cells, and therein were
deposited eggs; and in due time there were two
capped cells in the hive; but when, within two
or three days of maturity, the cells were de-
stroyed by the bees, I in turn gave them a caged
queen-cell; but I suppose the queen was kill-

ed on emerging from the cell. I again gave
them a caged cell, which hatched, and the
queen was allowed to live for about four or five

days, when she must have been killed, as I

could not find her.
At about this time fertile workers made their

presence known by eggs appearing in the cells.

I now left the fertile workers alone until the
bees began to cap the cells, when the combs
the cells were on were taken from the hive, and
three combs with bees and brood were put in

their place, with a laying queen. The fertile

workers were shaken off' their comb in front of
the hive, and left to unite with the bees having
a fertile queen, which they did without any
fighting, as no bees were killed through the
union. Four days afterward I examined them
and found the fertile queen all right and lay-
ing: consequently I supposed that the fertile

worker was no more in the land of the living.
In two more days the queen was removed, and
a caged queen-cell was given the bees, which
hatched, and the queen was allowed to live

three days, when the queen was killed by the
bees. Now comes what causes me to write this

article on fertile workers. I soon found that a
fertile worker was present, and had been from
the time I united the bees with the fertile

worker and the bees with the laying queen.
Of course, the fertile worker was never killed,

but continued laying right along with the lay-
ing queen. This I can prove, as drone brood
was scattered miscellaneously over the combs,
in the ratio of one-third drone-cells to two-
thirds worker. Now, why did the bees harbor
a fertile worker when they had a good laying
queen? This latter part overthrows Dr. Mil-
ler's plan of giving pulled virgins to colonies
having fertile workers, but seems to be in har-
mony With his experience as regards laying
queens not showing fight.

I see there are some reports quite discourag-
ing in Gleanings of Sept. 15th. even from the
good old State of Ohio. The honey crop in my
section has been somewhat better than usual
this season. My colonies run for extracted
have yielded about 210 lbs. each, and for comb
honey 165 lbs. The queens in these colonies
were reared from one of Doolittle's breeders,
and crossed with drones from leather-banded
stock. Tliere is no linden, in my locality, the
honey being gathered mainly from white clover.

We also have an abundance of clover growing
along the roadsides and ditches. This is the
kind winch A. I. R. and friend Boardman have
been accused of going out at midnight and
scattering the seed along the roadsides. Of
this there has been more this season than any
year that I know.
Along in the spring Dr. Miller made some

remarks about dandelions opening t-arly. Well,
they have not only blossomed early in my lo-

cality, but they are still open—that is, about a
square rod of 'em. They have been in blossom
a few days only, while it was warm enough for
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the bees to work on them, in which time they
gathered pollen, and no doubt honey as well.

Bellevue, O., Sept. 28. H. G. Quirin.

TWO PROLIFIC QUEENS IN THE SAME HIVE.

A PECULIAR CIRCUMSTANCE.

Perhaps a very recent experience of my own
in this particular will be worth relating, as it

occurred under circumstances a little out of the
ordinary, and will serve as additional proof, did
he need it, of Dr. Miller's position that such ex-

ceptions to the rule are by no means rare.

Some untested queens had been ordered from
Eouse & Co. early in the summer; but they had
had so brisk a trade that it was found impossi-
ble to send mine till the last week in July, the
queens arriving on the 28th, and were intro-

duced on the 39th. The time happening to be
under conditions about the very worst possible

for introducing, and robbers rampant, I decid-

ed, after introducing all but one very yellow-

queen, by the ordinary plans, to make a "* dead-
sure " thing of her safety by making a nucleus
of sealed and hatching brood, according to the
plan laid down in the ABC book, page 157, and
which I had always been curious to see worked
out. She was accordingly turned loose on three
such frames, after every bee had been brushed
off ; and during the process her escort all es-

caped, so that the beginning of this colony was
a queen absolittely alone for a few seconds, in a
hive containing mostly sealed brood in three
frames between division-boards. Young bees
hatched rapidly, of course, but it was some lit-

tie time before there seemed to be much evidence
of a community interest or acknowledgement
of the one sovereign authority. Nor was it all

as "plain sailing" as at first supposed. The
weather permitting It, the hive had been placed
on the stand where it was to remain, and ants
took possession, killing young bees and worry-
ing the queen. Getting rid of this nuisance, and
placing the hive on legs in cans of water, things
progressed satisfactorily, and from time to time
brood was added—a small entrance, of course,
having been opened up about the fourth day.
About this time the queen was known to be lay-

ing; bees were going to the fields, and in a short
time there was a fair-sized colony with six

frames and a division-board; honev was begin-
ning to come in, and, as the frames were well
covered with bees, the entrance opened half
width, and was well defended. The hive was
not looked into till the 24th of August, when a
dead queen was found in front of the hive. On
looking in, queen-cells were seen, in different
stages, one or more having the appearance
common after the young queen has crawled
out, and drones were nearly ready to hatch.

It will thus be seen that preparations for

swarming had begun very early in the life of

this colony, and escaped my notice until the
dead queen was found ; but I can not be positive

in regard to the source from which these prepa-
rations to swarm began, because both drone and
worker eggs or young larvae might have been
present before the new queen laid an egg ;

yet
I feel sure the eggs that hatched drones and
queens were all hers, from the fact that the
drones (which required the longer time to

hatch), when they began to fly, proved to be of

the beautiful solid golden color claimed for R.
& Co.'s golden queen's progeny, and entirely
unlike any ever before seen in my apiary.
The queen-cells having been cut out and

used, and more room given, no further atten-
tion was given the colony, other than a glance
in, once or twice, to make sure the queen was

there and laying. The disposition to swarm
was apparently over with.
Sept. 20 a drone-laying queen was discovered;

and, to save the colony, after killing the queen
I went to the hive above mentioned, to get eggs
for them from which they could raise a queen,
expecting to have to help them along with
brood from other hives, or at least get them
started with a new queen before cold weather.
The first frame lifted had a queen on it. and it

was put back, one frame skipped and the next
held up, when there, too, was a queen. Holding
the frame in one hand I lifted out again the
first one, and there was no mistake. With a
frame in each hand, and a queen on each frame,
I saw a better thing for my queenless colony
than eggs and the long delay before workers
could hatch. Knowing the old queen at sight,

I put her back and at once introduced the other
into the queenless colony, and she began laying
at once, proving, if her shape had not (the full

rounded abdomen of a laying queen), that both
mother and daughter had been laying together
in the other hive. The mother in the artificial

colony is very prolific, and, like the others pur-
chased, was untested, hence young. Why did
this colony want to swarm this late in the sea-
son? Did the artificial formation of it instigate
the impulse? Who ''raised the row"— the
queen or those young white baby-bees ? Why
did the queen permit one daughter to live and
lay after one or more had Ijeen killed? If both
had been left in the hive, would swarming have
taken place next spring without further prepa-
ration? These are some of the questions that
arise which, may be, that " experiment station"
will solve and answer. C. P. Coffin.
Pontotoc, Miss., Sept. 36, 1893.

FLORIDA.

SELF-SPACING FRAMES; BEE-ENEMIES, ETC.

This is a decidedly off-year for honey, around
Orlando. The bee-keepers here report little or
no surplus gathered, and many colonies have
been destroyed by worms, ants, etc., which loss,

I suspect, is due mainly to short stores and loss

of queens. However, my own bees are in excel-
lent shape. I have lost no colonies, and all have
sealed stores, except two or three. From 24

colonies, spring count. I have taken to date
about 600 lbs. of honey — .500 lbs. of which was
extracted, being an average of 35 lbs. per colo-

ny, which I consider, under the circumstances,
a most gratifying result. My present number
of colonies is 37.

THE BEE-HAWK.
I have found a new and destructive enemy to

the bee; and that is, the bee-hawk. These pi-

rates come by the hundreds around the apiary,
late in the afternoon, and catch and swallow
the bees in great numbers. I have had to arm
with paddles, and open war upon them.

A SUGGESTION FOR SELF-SPACING FRAMES.
If those who object to self-spacing frames

would try having the projections, or spacing-
strips, in one piece attached to one side of the
frame, instead of projecting on both sides of the
frames, I am satisfied they would find less cause
to complain of glue, by reason of the angle be-
ing less acute, the connections being more at
right angles, which prevents them from being
so badly propolized.

PINKVINE A HONEY-PLANT.
I send you by mail a specimen of the Antigo-

non leptopus, or pinkvine. the queen of vines,
unrivaled in grace and beauty. The vine cov-
ers 80 to 100 square feet, all this year's growth,
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the top a perfect mass of pink blossoms; and
over this sea of bloom the bees swarm by tens
of thousands, from morning till night, for six to

eight months in the year. Its attraction for the
bees is wonderful. I have stood, with watch in

hand, and counted 37 bees in 5 minutes seel\ing

nectar out of the same flower. I have done this

several times, and found the average to be a
fraction over 5 bees a minute. I believe this is

ahead of all other record'* of the kind, and
marks the Antigonoii leptopus as foremost
among honey-plants, in point of attraction for

the bees, by the bountiful secretion of nectar
and duration of period of bloom.

James K. Duke.
Orlando, Fla., Sept. 22, 1893.

iYou will find the bee-hawk mentioned under
Inemies of Bees," in the ABC of Bee Cul-

ture, and also in " Cook's Manual."' We do not
often hear of their depredations, however, and
we understand they can easily be driven away.
Regarding the self-spacing frames with pro-

jections on one side, we would say that we ad-
vertised them for sale, but there was very little

call for them. The trade is wholly for projec-
tions on both sides. There is no difficulty in

handling either kind, so far as propolis is con-
cerned, when you once know how ; and the
many advantages they possess over the non-
spacing kind place them clear at the head.]

CAN HONEY BE CORRECTLY TESTED 1

EXAMINATIONS BY DIALYSIS, ETC.

The adulteration of honey has for a long
time been a question of great interest to all

bee-keepers, and a ready means of detecting it,

is anxiously looked for by all those having the
interest of the industry at heart. In the
American Bee Journal of July 4, page 105,

Professor Cook gives a summary of the con-
clusions he arrives at from the experiments
made under his directions at the Michigan
Agricultural Experiment Station. The Bulle-
tin 9fi, " Honey Analysis," contains experiments
made with about Go samples of honey by Prof.
H. W. Wiley, of the Agricultural Department
at Washington, by Prof. M. S. Scoville, of Ken-
tucky Agricultural Experiment Station at Lex-
ington, and by R. C. Kedzie. Chemist at Mich-
igan Agricultural College. These experiments
show that professional "'chemists can easily
distinguish honey adulterated with glucose,"
and that they detected two samples which
were adulterated "purposely."
This is certainly so far very satisfactory; but

had the analyses been made from some of the
spurious honey, said by some to be on the
market, and the source of the adulteration
detected and exposed, it would have been much
more to the purpose. Chemists are. no doubt,
able by laborious processes to detect adultera-
tion in almost any thing; but what bee-keep-
ers, and those interested in pure honey want, is

some ready method by which a person of or-
dinary intelligence can detect adulteration for

a certainty, never mind the source, when this is

ascertained; then the chemist can be applied
to for confirmation and details.Vc

EXAMINATION OF HONEY' BY DIALYSIS. CU
Dr. Ihienle, of Strasburg, has experimented

with various samples of honey, and has given
the public the benefits of his research. He
describes the process, and the apparatus
required, and appears to think that dialysis is

a sure and simple method by which the purity
of honey can be ascertained. That the process
Is simple will readily be conceived when we

find his fee was only two marks (50 cts.) for the
analysis of a sample of honey sent him. This
honey had been purposely adulterated, and in

his report he says, "There is an adulteration of
23 per cent with glucose." This was practical-
ly correct, I believe.
But chemists generally do not accept his pro-

cess, as will be seen from the following, taken
from the CJiemiker Zeitung: .-"ZD

REPORT OF TH. WEIGLE, OF NUREMBUBG, ON "THE
DIALYTIC EXAMINATION OF HONEY," PRESENT-
ED AT LINDAU AM BADENSEE, AUGUST, 1893,

I 'AT THE ANNUAL MEETING OF THE AS-

_ SOCIATION OF BAVARIAN REPRESENT- ZDj^IS
C^; ATIVES OF APPLIED CHEMISTRY, ^^^j,-

Weigle concludes from various experimeiits con-
ducted by him, in an apparatus made at Strasljurg,
precisely aecoiding- to Hienle's instructions, with
careful observation of tlie conditions given by tlie

hitter in his lidok, that tlie dialytic examination of
honey is applicable only in cases in wliich there has
been considerable adulteration with impure starch
syrup (glucose); and even then, only when the ab-
sence of coniferous honey is assured, as this
behaves dialytically in essentially the same manner
as honey ndulterated with Impure starch syrup.
Additions of cane sugar, or invert sugar, as they
occur at present in the market under the names of
fruit sugar {Frucht-zitckcr), or honey sugar (Zucker-
honig) are not to be detected by dialj'sis.

A quantitative determination by dialysis, of the
extent of the adulteration witli impure starch
syrup, is, according to Weigle, quite impracticable.
Weigle concludes that tlie dialytic process does

not, under any conditions, possess any such de-
cided significance as attributed to it by Haenle—

a

view which was unanimously joined in by the
association.

After this report of Weigle's, and the consen-
sus of opinion expressed by a large body of the
Bavarian association, experts in applied chem-
istry, bee-keepers can hardly accept H*nle's
process as conclusive; and the simple plan by
which we can with certainty detect spurious
honey has not yet been made plain to us.

John M. Hookek.
Philadelphia, Pa., Sept. 15.

[We think there is a simple way of detecting
glucose; see Gleanings, p. 103, for particulars,
this year; also pages 254, 275.

J

WATER-CURE, GRAHAM BREAD, ETC.

HOAV TO MAKE GENUINE GKAHAM GEMS.

I have often felt a desire, as the years have
come and gone, to thank you for the outspoken
words of Gleanings in behalf of water-cure.
It is nearly fifty years since Henry C. Wright,
an American, a public speaker and a co-worker
with William Lloyd Garrison, lost the use of

his voice. He placed himself under the care of

Pressnitz, the founder of water-cure, at Graf-
fensburg, (Jermany. During his stay at this

wonderful cure (from which he returned home
with health and voice restored), Henry C.

Wright wrote letters weekly which were pub-
lished in Tlte Liberator, the paper then publish-

ed by th(i immortal Garrison. In all the years
since the initial education of the American
people in water-cure by those letters in the
Liberator I have taken a quick and increasing
interest in it. Water-cure implies letting alone
all manner of pills, big and little, as well as all

sorts of bottle stuff. It embraces good air and
wholesome food.

I should like to tell you about graham flour.

It is the product of the whole wheat. Dr.

Graham, in " Science of Human Life," devotes
forty pages to bread-making, where he tells the
reasons why the whole-wheat flour is better.

That which is made at Akron, and sold by
grocers everywhere, is not to be compared with
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real graham flour. The real graham flour will

not keep long. Better to procure it 25 lbs. at a
time. Have the miller catch it as it comes
from the roller. The graham by the roller

process is vastly superior to that by the old
way. Try this and verify my words, and then
publish good words for the plain graham flour

in every issue of Gleanings for a year.

TO MAKE GRAHAM GEMS.

Take graham flour, and water sufficient so
that the mixture will flow very freely; add a
tiny pinch of salt. Have the cast-iron gem-
pan on the top of the stove, and made very hot;
grease with a swab and a bit of butter, and
quickly fill the gem-pan with a spoon, and
place from the top of the stove in a hot oven.
Serve hot.

TO MAKE GRAHAM RUSK.

With water and graham flour make a pretty
stiff dough; knead, and roll as for biscuit; cut
out with a cup, or slice in strips; bake. These
served warm ai'e preferred by some persons to

the gems. But to make the rusk, after baking,
place in a warm oven, not hot, for half a day,
or until all the moisture is dried out. Now
break these dried crackers or strips in pieces,

and grind in a hand-mill. Serve with cream
and milk. J. Cadwal,l,ader.
North Madison. Ind., Sept., 1S93.

Heads of Grain
FROM Dl f=FERENT FIELDS.

HONEY-DEW IN IOWA.
After looking Gleanings for Sept. 1st over,

and seeing no report from this part, nor from
the State, and also your statement on page 668,

Sept. 1, that there were no reports of honey-
dew in the country. I thought I would try to
put you right on this question so far as this
section is concerned. I will give a short report
of my own apiary, which is about an average
of the country up and down the Cedar River
for 25 or 40 miles. The timber skirting the
Cedar River is about 10 to 12 miles wide. I live
just on the edge between prairie and timber.
The bees came out of the cellar all right, for
that is the way most are wintered here; but the
spring was cold and wet. I lost 23 out of 75 by
spring dwindling. Clover came out nice, and
made a big growth, but no bees worked on it.

They commenced on honey-dew as soon as the
leaves were half-grown—burr-oak first, then
on hickory and all kinds of trees. I got 2 bbls.
of honey-dew. almost as black as tar. They
stuck to the honey-dew till linn came in bloom,
then went to the linn and clover for ten days or
so, from which I got 2 bbls. of pretty fair honey,
and this is about the ratio of all the honey in
this section. I sold my 4 bbls. at 5 and 6 cts. to
cracker- factories. We have had four seasons
before this, so we are not feeling very rich.
The above amount of extracted honey was from
45 stands, spring count. The other 7 ran for
comb honey. Robert Quinn.
Shellsburg, la., Sept. 4.

your combs. Fill with combs, then putthe boxes
in a dry place; set the first box on four little

blocks. The air will k«ep your combs dry. I have
combs that are just as nice as when made, that
I kept for three years. If there are any moth-
eggs laid in combs you will have to brimstone
them or the eggs will hatch.
Moulton, la., Sept. 3. S. S. Buckmaster.

[Combs kept in a tight room or box, after a
good winter freeze, will be perfectly safe. There
is no excuse for moth-worms getting into combs
out of the hive.]

the old-fashioned HOFFMAN FRAMES.
In the ABC you mention, as an objection to

the straight-top-bar Hoffman frame, the fact
that bees will propolize it more than the Sim-
plicity, since it always rests in the same place.
Why not occasionally change the division-
board from one side of the hive to the other ?

This will move all the frames, and give no
more opportunity for sticking propolis than
with the loose frames. J. A. Ressler.
Ronks, Pa., Aug. 30.

[This would help the matter, but not obviate
the trouble entirely.]

preserving brood-combs FROM MOTH.
I see persons advising us bee-keepers how to

preserve combs. I will tell how I keep them.
I take a box or empty hive, and nail common
door-screen on the bottom. I then take a crate
or another empty hive, and tack wire on top,
the same as on the bottom of the first one; set
one on top of the first one. and so on as high as
you can, then put on your top box. If your
joints aie good, the moth can't lay their eggs in

DATE OF SECOND SWARMS.
I see the experience of those keeping a record

is requested as to the length of time between
first and second swarms. The past season, of
those which I have a clear record, one sent a
second swarm in 5 days; one in 7 days; one in
8 days; one in U days; one in 10 days; two in 13
days; one in 17 days, and in looking over my
record for three or four years I find but little if

any more uniformity. 0. B. Barrows.
Marshalltown, la., Sept. 18.

MATING THE SECOND TIME.

On page 705 of Gleanings for Sept. 15 you
ask if others have observed queens mating
more than once before laying. I have had one
or two cases of that kind, but it was always
where the queen was balled on her return to

the hive; and their struggles to fi"ee themselves
from the ball of bees may have caused them to
mate a second time. I have also noticed that
some queens thus balled became worthless,
and were superseded before the close of the
season. Fred Bechly.
Searsboro, la.

Reports Discouraging.

POOREST SEASON IN 14 YEARS FOR JOHN
NEBEL & SON.

This has been the poorest season for bees
that we have ever had in all of our bee-keeping
experience, which has been fourteen years

—

not a single pound of honey nor a swarm, and
we have had to feed to get our colonies strong
enough for winter. We lost SO colonies by
spring dwindling in April and May. Another
year like this, and we shall be out of bees.

John Nebel & Son.
High Hill, Mo., Sept. 26.

REPORTS ENCOURAGING.

good pall crop.

Our fall honey crop has been excellent; all

the surplus boxes were filled in three weeks.
One of our farmers said to me, " This has been
a poor year for honey." I afterward found out
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he had never looked into his hives. I bought
them for ^1.50 each. J. Harky Wilson.
Orphans Home. Texas, Sept. 35.

7000 LBS. OF HONEY FROM 55 COLONIES, SPRING
COUNT.

I had 55 stands last fall. I lost five during
the winter and spring, and had two more that
lost their queens so they did not amount to any
thing, and were of no use at all. That left me
48 stands. I went to work with them in the
spring to get them in shape for business, as I

partly expected a good flow of honey. I put
sections on one hive, and extracted from 47. I

got in all 7000 lbs.—4000 lbs. of clover and 3000
of basswood, all as tine honey as I ever got in

my life. There is no one around here who got
so good an average as I did, nor any thing like

it. I think it is all in the way that I managed
my bees. They now number 63 stands, all very
heavy with honey for winter. Mont VVyrick.
Cascade, la., Sept. 2().

Answers to Questions
FROM BEGINNERS.

A. P. D., of Texas. Your question is answer-
ed under the initials " H. C. R.," below.

S. W. P., of Maine, asks whether bees can be
transferred in the fall. Ans.—Any time when
bees can fly; but it should be done early enough
so that they will have time to patch up the
combs and take in a little extra syrup if it

should be necessary.

H. O. S., of New York, wants to know wheth-
er it is advisable to crowd a ten-frame colony
on to six frames. ^?i.S'.— If the colony is good
and strong, we would not reduce the ten-frame
brood-nest to less than eight frames nor an
eight-frame to less than six.

C. L. W., of Peinisylvania, has a considerable
quantity of honey-dew in his combs, and wants
to know whether it would be safe to give it to
his bees lor winter. Ans.—We would risk it,

because the majority of the reports show that
bees have wintered successfully on such inferior
stores. Of course, it is safer to give the bees
sealed clover or basswood honey, or, better
still, sugar syrup that has been fed in the early
fall.

H. C. R., of South Carolina, asks what causes
honey to sugar in the hive during midsummer.
Ans.—We can not explain the reason, only that
we know that honey from some sources has a
peculiar habit of candying almost as soon as
gathered. If H. C. R. could tell us the source
whence it comes, we might tell him more about
it. He also asks, further, how to get this can-
died stuff out of the combs. There is no prac-
tical way that we know of. We would set
aside the combs containing such honey, and use
them for supplying bees with stores when they
require it. In your locality you will, quite like-
ly, require to use them before next summer.

R. H. S., of Ohio, has several colonies in his
apiaries that have only virgin queens, and asks
whether it would be advisable to replace these,
or whether, if left, they will be fertilized n<'xt
spring. Ans.—Virgin queens left over dui'ing
winter are sometimes fertilized the following
spring; but the cases aro rather rare; and in

many of the instances when it was thought
that such delayed mating took place, the
queens were actually fertilized the previous
fall; but as it was past the lime for egg-laying,
they passed for only virgin queens. Referring

particularly to the question, we would recom-
mend that the virgins be removed, and laying
queens be inserted in their stead. The latter,

at this time of year, can be bought for a trifling

sum.
E. N. R., of Michigan, asks what sort of

packing material we recommend, and whether
it would pay to send out into the country when
he has planer-shavings or forest - leaves in

abundance on hand. Ans.—After experiment-
ing with the various packing materials, we can
discover but very little ditt'erence in favor of
any of them. We have wintered bees as well
under planer-shavings as under the best wheat
chaff. Chaff has the preference for cushions
because it is lighter, and is more available for
the average farmer. Where forest-leaves are
used, the packing should be made thicker, and
pressed down so as to be more compact.

A. P. H., of Illinois, inquires vvhether it is

too late too feed. Ans.—If colonies are short
of stores we would feed even up to and into cool
or cold weather; but the syrup should be next
thing to hot when given to the bees ; and if

placed under chaff cushions, we think there
will be no trouble about the bees taking it

down; but when they are fed so late, the syrup
should be a little thicker than usual. The
usual proportion is 20 lbs. of sugar to a gallon
of water. During cold weather we would make
the syrup about 25 lbs. of sugar to a gallon of
water, because during cold weather the bees
will not be able to evaporate the honey down
as well. If the weather is freezing, or down
near zero, we would give the bees cakes of hard
candy. Full particulars of how to make are
given under "Candy," in the A B C of Bee
Culture

C. F. F., of Minnesota, wishes to know
whether we would advise him to winter his
bees in the cellar, or outdoors in double-walled
chaff hives. Ans.—In the very coldest climates,
or, at least, where the winters are severe, and
the temperature runs for several weeks below
zero, cellar wintering seems to prevail. Wheth-
er this is because bees can best be wintered
that way or not, we can not say; but it is usu-
ally safer to follow the prevailing custom.
Indeed, some bee-keepers say it is impossible
for them to winter on summer stands, even
when packed in hives of the most improved
pattern. On the other hand, there are some
bee-keepers—tor instance, E. Sturgeon, of Kin-
cardine, Ont., Can.,—who can not winter in-

doors, but always have success in outdoor pack-
ing. For the latitude of Northern Ohio, the
outdoor method gives generally the best result
—that is, the beginner seems to succeed better.

C. C. & S., with several others, say that their
bees seem to be suffering from fits; that they
come out and flop and crawl around and finally

collapse; that they have a sort of tremulous
motion to their wings, the bees themselves hav-
ing a swollen and greasy appearance. Ans.—
This is what is called "bee-paralysis,"—a dis-
ease that is getting to be quite common, al-

though it has never proven to be any thing
serious except on one or two occasions, and is

generally confined to two or three colonies.
We have, in the past, recommended removing
the queen and introducing another; but reports
show that this does not always work. Some
recommend giving the bees a fine spray of
slightly salted water, the si)ray being scattered
over the combs and the bees. Some insist that
this always cures, while others say it has no
effect. As the disease sometimes disappears of
itself, we are obliged to confess that we know
of no remedy that can be sun^ly relied upon,
although, if wc; had diseased colonies, we would
administer the salted spray.
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Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEL—CONTINUED FROM OUR LAST
ISSUE.

By the time I had made a little circle with
my wheel through the streets of Wooster it was
so near dark that I found I should not be able
to reach any point to stay over night if I trust-
ed to the wheel alone; but as I had already
got started, and wanted to go somewhere, I

decided to take passage on a new railroad for
Lodi, Medina Co., O. This place is only ten or
twelve miles from my home, and close by the
town is the large Harrisville swamp I have
before alluded to. There is very nearly a square
mile now devoted to onions and celery. 1 told
the landlord I wanted him to explain to me the
manipulations of the lock on the front door, for
I wanted to take a run on my wheel through
the celery and onion grounds before breakfast.
I was accordingly out at the first gray streak of
dawn. But a fog had settled over the swamp,
so I could hardly see a rod before me. I enjoyed
my ride greatly, however, and investigated the
improvements they are making in their ditch-
ing, and arrangements for letting off the sur-
plus water better. This dry time gives ample
opportunities for doing many jobs in the way
of ditching or deepening ditches, that could not
well be done at any other time. I did not do
very much of the swamp, however, before
breakfast. I lost my way in the fog, but/o(i7i(7
an excellent appetite. After breakfast, when
the sun had got out a little, I made very much
better headway. I was greatly pleased to see
that men and women both were out in large
numbers, diligently clearing the weeds from
acres and acres of onions, even if they were
almost ready to harvest. It is quite customary
in many onion-fields to let the weeds go toward
the end of the season; but the different fore-
men Informed me here that the proprietors had
decided that weeds were a detriment, even
when onions were just linishing up; and an-
other thing, more or less of them would be
maturing seed almost before one knew it. Ac-
cordingly, the weeds were all deposited in
ditches—now dry ditches—between the beds.
They were afterward drawn out and spread in
the roadways. If they wanted to grow after
being tramped down and ground under foot,
they could do so. The White Plume celery,
with its plumes just surmounting the sharp
mass of black earth, was a most beautiful
sight to behold ; and as one looks over these
broad acres, extending off almost too far for the
eye to distinguish onions from celery, he won-
ders where they will find a market for their
immense crops. The managers, Messrs. Wean,
Horr, Warner & Co., decide that their present
crop will reach nearly 13.5,000 bushels. You
need not think there is a mistake in the figures
here. It is really 135 thousands and not so
\a?kny hundreds; and these people have learned
by experience how to dispose of such an enor-
mous crop as this, and at good prices too. They
have immense warehouses, something like
corncribs. The onions are carefully sorted, and
placed in these cribs to cure. After being stor-
ed a certain length of time they are sorted
again. Those that seem likely, to the experi-
enced sorter's eye, to decay, are disposed of
first; and as the winter advances the best ones
are moved into the buildings with more and
more protection. Nothing is ever lost by frost or
freezing, here on these grounds; and sometime
during the winter the very best specimens of
each kind of onions are sorted out for seed next
year. Most of the seed they sow is of their own
raising. They have learned by experience on a

large scale what I learned about raising good
onion seed, as described in our last issue.

I am naturally friendly toward the women-
folks ; but I was inclined to take exceptions,
even if it was not any of my own business, to
the way the women went to work on this special
morning in the great Harrisville swamp. They
seemed to be just standing around. Sometimes
one of thorn would pull a weed, and then hold
it in her hands a long while, and then another
would pull a weed, and then they looked this
way and that. If they were working by the
piece, of course it was their own business; but
I do not see how they could be doing this kind
of work by the piece unless they had, indeed,
the job of cleai'ing from weeds a certain bed or
field. 1 finally spoke to one of the men about
it, and he said they had " not got a going yet."
The dense fog had made the onions and weeds
very wet, and their clothing was such that it

would get wet and draggly. He said that, when
the sun got out so it was not quite so disagree-
able for them, if I took notice I would see that
they did about as much as the men, before din-
nertime. So you see we need to have charity.
Some of the small boys did not seem to think it

was the nicest kind of work in the world, so I

got down on my hands and knees and tried it

myself. Why, 1 think it is just beautiful work,
getting the weeds out of the way, and giving
such handsome onions a chance to do their
best.

" Why, look here, friends; why don't some of
those several thousand men in the city of
Akron, only a few miles away, come here and
pull weeds ? They certainly can earn enough
to keep their families from starving while they
are out of employment."

" See here. Mr. Root. We have had several
of those very chaps, and tried to get them to
pull weeds. What do you think they said?
Why, some of them, when they had just looked
at the job, and hadn't even tried it, went away
with oaths in their mouths to express their dis-
gust, and saying that they would not work at
that kind of employment for anybody.-^
Now, I do not know how true this story is;

but I am afraid there is at least some truth in
it. Pulling weeds by hand is no doubt tiresome,
back-wearying work; but before I would com-
plain, and ask for charity of the city, I would
weed onions, even if I did not get more than 25
cts. a day.
The younger ones were very curious to see me

ride around on my wheel, and spring off, leav-
ing it standing of itself anywhere I chose to
stop. Several days after, I met a friend who
had come on a wheel all the way from J. A.
Green's, in Ottawa, 111. After he had seen me
leave my wheel right on the stone pavement
just where I left it, he spoke:
" Oh, yes I you must be the chap they told of

when we were down in the swamp. They said
somebody had a wheel that would stand up of
itself anywhere he left it."

I find the device very convenient, and per-
haps I had better give a cut of it in some future
issue.

In one part of the swamp I saw some immense
red onions. They were almost as large as the
Spanish onions I told you about in our last
number. I asked them if they would sell me a
barrel of all big ones. They said they would if

I could afford to pay 11.50 a bushel. This I

very cheerfully agreed to do. I want to enjoy
the fun of holding them up before people'seyes,
telling them they were raised in some of the
worthless swamps (that is, swamps that used to
be called worthless) of Medina Co. For years
and years this ground was voted of no account
whatever ; and the present proprietors were
laughed at as a pack of fools for being so crazy
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as to think they could grow crops where good
people had sunk money and made failures for

thirty or forty years past. The secret of their

success was in first getting an outlet for the
surplus water, and getting it under control;

next, discovering the precise kind of fertilizer

that was needed on this swampy muck. At
present they use mostly wood ashes, the greater
part being brought from Canada. Stable ma-
nure does excellently on celery.
There are some parts of the swamp where

they are raising, during this very dry season,
magnificent crops of corn. Some of the ears

were about the largest that 1 ever saw; but
perhaiJS the quality of the corn is not quite
equal to that grown on upland. The same may
be said of their immense cabbages; but with the
present small crop on the uplands, people are
well satisfied with not only corn and cabbages,
but even potatoes, raised in the muck.
How easily I made the ten or twelve miles

home on my wheel! Hy the way, I want to tell

you that not only health but strength is in-

creasing while I take these long rides every
week or ten days. Nature seems to be building
both bone and muscle, and reinforcing the
weak points: and. even though I am almost
fifty-four years old, I find myself growing more
able to climb high hills day by day. There
is something a little singular, and something
also most wonderfully inieresting about this.

For a time, when I had ridden a great many
miles, the first part that gave out seemed to be
my knees. There was hardly sul'ficient bone
and muscle to stand the strain in a certain

weak part; but even though I tasked this weak
part until it seemed sore and lame, it did no
harm. In a week or ten days there was a very
perceptible repairing and enlarging and build-

ing at just these points. Nature did not seem
to be displeased, nor inclined to protest at the
unusual and severe exercise. Under the in-

fluence of the tremendous appetite that came
with the hard exercise, a process seemed to be
going on much like that of young animals.
Other wheelmen have corroborated this very
point; and I feel like saying just now, that
not only do I consider the wheel one of the
greatest achievements of the present age, but I

am inclined to think that no such stride has
ever been made in preventing and throwing off

disease since the world began as has been
given us since the advent of the new safety
bicycle with pnuematic tires. In fact, while I

write I can not remember that I ever heard of

anybody who ever injured his health by riding

a wheel; neither have I ever heard of anybody
who once got started who did not begin to sur-

mount any sort of disease whatever. There
have been one or two reports of people who
have died from heart disease while riding a
wheel; but the disease was not contracted by
wheeling, neither was it clear that the wheel
had any thing to do with hastening their death.
Now, if any of you have had a different experi-
ence, or if I am exaggerating its benefit to

health, I shall be glad to be set right.

High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

THAT VINEYAKD AI'IARY.

It was ever so many years ago that I was full

of enthusiasm over the idea of training Concord
grapevines so as to shade bee-hives; but it was
not till this terribly dry season of 1893 that I

realized what my project might amount to in

the way of a crop of grapes. Let us see. I

have advocated this plan for shading the hives,

and it has been sent out till 53,000 copies of the
ABC book are scattered over the world, and
yet I did not know what a good crop of grapes
really was. We are just now gathering our
grapes fi'om 400 or .500 vines, and these vines
have had no cultivation whatever, and no sort
of fertilizer for several years. The grass is cut
away with a sickle and lawn-mower. . Three or
four years ago we did give each vine a good
dose of ashes, with a quart of bonemeal—that
Is all. Well, they are now so loaded with
grapes that many have broken their fastenings
and gone down on to the ground. In fact, we
frequently get a half-bushel basket full of fruit

from a single vine. Of course, this is not much
for an average grapevine; but, remember these
are pruned down and cut back until they have
only a trellis about three feet wide and the
same in height. It is true, grapes are down to
a cent and a half a pound; yet 4000 or .5000 lbs.

at even this low figure make quite a little sum
of money from a fruit-garden that is no expense
whatever, except a little pruning, and tying up
the vines each year. What shall we do with so
many grapes while they are sold at such low
prices? Well, we are taking out the seeds and
canning the grapes for pies; and, I declare,
grape pies are about as nice as any pies in the
world. Ernest adds right here that grape jelly

is better; and just now they are running a new
machine down in the kitchen, that, by just turn-
ing a crank, the dry seeds, skins, and pulp go
into one pan while the pure juice drips into
another. The machine is called the Enterprise
fruit-press, and costs $3.00. Another thing, we
are going to have a good lot of unfermented
wine—communion wine I believe it is usually
called. It is simply grape juice and sugar can-
ned up, exactly as you can up fruit. When
anybody is sick it is a most delicious and re-

freshing drink; and I have seen some folks

who found it delicious and refreshing to drink
when they were not sick at all. It is true, we
can not have apples—at least, in our locality

—

but when you can get a big paper bag full of
grapes for a cent and a half, how much would
it matter about the apples?

A WONDERFUL NEW RASPBERRY.

A few days ago a couple of friends were out
looking at my Timbrell strawberries. When I

went over and shook hands with them I found
they were visitors. One man was a bee-keeper,
but the other was not. I soon began to surmise
that the one who was not a bee-keeper had
something special on his mind. Pretty soon he
told me he had some raspberries in a basket,
which he wanted to have me look at. I was a
little surprised to hear him talk raspberries
during the last days of September; but when I

came to look into that basket and get in my
fingers a sprig containing the largest and finest-

looking black raspberries I ever saw in my life,

I too became enthusiastic. In the picture
below you have a life-size engraving of one of
the clusters that I found in that basket. Some
of the branches had not only a clusteron the tip

of the branch, but great luscious berries were
all the way down the stem; in fact, wherever a
leaf came out, there were berries. Said I:

" My good friend, where do you live ?
"

He replied, " I live near the town of Ruggles,
some six or seven miles from New London, on
your new railroad. My home is in Ashland Co."
"And have you some more berries like these,

now growing on your grounds? "

He said he had, and in a few minutes more I

had planned making him a visit the very next
day. I would have made the whole trip on the
wheel, but I was just getting ready to go to the
convention at Chicago, and so my time was
precious. At 10 o'clock next morning I stepped
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from the train at New London and mounted
my trusty wheel. The roads were beautiful,
and it was one of the finest September days.
The seven miles to the home of Mr. Gault was
made in just 45 minutes. I found him out by
the gate, waiting for mo; and in a little time I

was among the raspberries in a little inclosure
by the side of his dooryard. From the looks of

the foliage I should call it a red raspberry, as
it grows, when allowed to have its own way.

He got out and picked the berries, and the
next day went back with a spade and took up
that little spindling bush; and during these six
years he has been busy trying to propagate it.

For the first three years he made very slow
progress because the thing acted differently
from any ordinary raspberry; and the only
way he could get more plants was by dividing
the roots. Three years ago, however, he
"caught on." and has since then been multiply-

GAUI-T S PEKPETXJAL, RASPBERRY.

some three or four feet high. The canes bend
over, however, more like the black cap; and
many of them just then were bent clear to the
ground by the weight of these wonderful great
berries. About six years ago friend Gault, on
his way home from church, was startled by an
exclamation from one of his family.
"Opa! just see those great raspberries down

there in the weeds, hanging on that little bit of
bush."

ing them quite rapidly. In fact, at the present
time he lias something like 10.000 roots ready to
sell in the spring. He said he did not believe
in planting raspberries in the fall at all. After
I had sampled the berries, and satisfied myself
in looking over the large bearing ones, we ad-
iourned to a half acre near his dwelling, where
he has been raising plants. I took the trowel
out of his hands several times, in order to dig
down into the soil, and see if there was not a
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great lot of manure plowed under, or something
of that sort. The berries were growing on
ordinary farming land, a little inclined to be
sandy. A crop of potatoes was grown there
last year, and this year he has had potatoes
between the rows of raspberries. The astonish-
ing thing about this plant is its wonderful ten-
dency to bear fruit. For instance, if you buy
one of the little plants, with perhaps two or
three inches of old wood attached to it. as soon
as it commences to grow in the spring a lot of
great berries will start on this little short
stump or cane. It is not best, however, to let

this little stump bear fruit. Pick the berries
off or it will overtask the new root; but when
several little shoots of new wood come up, you
may let them indulge their propensity and bear
fruit. Why. one would almost think the plants
were strawberries instead of raspberries, for

the clusters ar^^ sticking right up out of the dry
soil but a little higher than strawberries ordi-
narily grow. I examined the ground all over
the patch, and it certainly is not nearly as good
or rich as my creek-bottom ground where I

grow strawberries and vegetables. He said he
had not put on any manure this year because it

would be pretty sure to make scabby potatoes.
May be you think I am not posted in regard

to all the raspberries there are in the world.
Perhaps so; but if this raspberry grows and
bears fruit in every locality as it does on the
farm of friend Gault, it seems to me it is cer-
tainly something in advance of any thing we
have on the face of the earth in the way of
small fruits and berries. Please consider that
it bears a crop of fruit just about the time that
ordinary raspberries do. This crop is. of course,
on the old canes. Just as soon as this first crop
is gone, a crop is coming forward on the new
canes of the present season's growth. And
then it just keeps bearing as if the plants had
gone crazy on the single idea of bearing fruit.

There had been a heavy frost the night before
1 was there, and a good many of the berries
had been frozen so as to make them soft. Quite
a few had dropped on the ground; but the
frost had not spoiled them for my taste. I ate
berries until my mouth was red, and my fingers

so stained that I was almost ashamed to go in

to the dinner-table. Mrs. Root would, perhaps,
toll you that that ride of seven miles over good
roads in 4.5 minutes had unfitted me from being
a fair and impartial judge of berries; and, by
the way, notwithstanding the great lot of
berries I ate, didn't I do justice to that excel-
lent dinner? late quite a spell after the rest
were through; but Mrs. Gault apologized for
me by saying that I talked so much during
dinnertime I didn't have half a chance, as the
rest did. We had stewed chicken and cream
biscuits dipped in the broth; and maple molas-
ses, beautiful potatoes, and, finally, grape pie.

1 thought it was rasp/>errj/ pie; but whatever
it was, it was of a kind to make a wheelman's
heart glad. We had so much talking to do in
regard to the berries and potatoes (friend Gault
is a grower of new varieties of potatoes as well
as berries) that I came pretty near being too
late for my train. However, by making the
seven miles in 40 minutes, instead of 4.5, I reach-
•ed home safely a little after 3 o'clock in the
afternoon.
The question now comes, " How shall the

readers of (tLeanings get some of these new
berries to try ? " Well, friend Gault is trying
to get some nurseryman or fruit-grower to take
hold of his discovery. If he does not do that,
he will probably offer them for sale in the
spring. Perhaps it may save correspondence
by saying here that he has at present decided
on 50 cts. for each plant, or $5.00 per dozen; and
at present he prefers not to tell of his discovery

in the way of propagating the plants, unless it

is to those who purchase <iuite a number of
them. If it were I, I think I would tell every-
body just how it is done; but, of course, it is

his privilege to do as he likes with it. The
plant is in many respects like the Everbearing
raspberry, mentioned in Gleanings a year or
so ago. Its immense size, however, and its tre-
mendous tendency to bear fruit, also the differ-
ent appearance of the foliages, marks it as a
different thing without question. I feel very
anxious to see what the plant will do on some
of my very richest ground for market-garden-
ing. The tendency to bear so continually,
stands in the way of any very rapid method of
propagation. I have asked friend Gault to give
us a brief statement in regard to it, and here is

what he says:

Mr. Root :—You requested me to give you a few
items in reference to those raspberries. I expect to
name it " Tlie Gault," or " Gault's Perpetual." Tliis
berry was a stray secdlinf^- 1 found by the roadside,
not far from my place in Rufjgles, Ashland Co., O.
The vines are extremely liardy, and tlie fruit of
delicious flavor. As to size, tliey are immense, some
crown berries liaving' measured three inches in cir-

cumference. When I found the plant it was quite
small, and had but three clusters of berries on it.

The size of the fruit was that which attracted my
attention. Tt was a year later before I discovered
that it was a popefiia?; and during- the six years
since I discovei-ed it I have frequently been surpris
ed by new points of merit.
The first crop, which ripens about eight days after

the Gregg, is very abundant, and will produce t)ne-
third more fruit to the same ground, and it contin-
ues in bearing for about three weeljs, by whicli time
the uew canes commence bearing, and continue till

checked by frost. This latter crop is not composed
of a few scattering beri-ies at tlie axils of the leaves,
but immense clusters - often numbering 100 berries
on a single cane—sometimes resembling a cluster
of grapes in form. The photo I left with you was
taken from the tip of a cluster which was not more
than an ordinarj' one, and was cut Aug. 31.

Tobacco Column.

CONDITIONS UNDER WHICH WE GIVE SMOKERS TO PERSONS WHO
STOP USING TOBACCO.

First, the candidate must be one of those who havegriven up
tobacco in con.sequence of what he has seen and read in this
department. Second, he promises to pay for the smoker
should he ever resume the use of tobacco in any form, after
receiving the smoker. Third, he must be a subscriber to
Gleanings. Any subscriber may, however, have smokers sent
to neighbors or personal acquaintances whom he has labored
with on the matter of tobacco-using, oroviding he give us his
pledge that, if the one who receives the smoker ever uses to-
bacco again, lie (the subscriber) will pay for the smoker The
one who receives the smoker in this case need not be a sub-
scriber to Gleanings, though we greatly prefer that he be one,
because we think he would be strengthened by reading the
testimonials from time to time in regard to this matter. The
full name and address of every one who makes the promise
must be furnished for publication.

TOBACCO—THE USEKS OF IT ARE NOT THE ONLY
SUFFERERS.

Why are sudden deaths so much more numer-
ous now than in former years? Because we
had no matches nor cigars until 1830. hence
smoking was more difficult, and confined to
persons sitting in their chimney-corners (light-

ing their pipes by the embers, which were never
allowed to go out), and the smoke ascended the
open flues; while now in tight-stove rooms all

of the inmates are obliged to breathe the poison;
so, even " if you let it alone '" it will not let you
alone. T. B. Terry tells us of a beautiful
home, surrounded by wealth and every evi-
dence of refinement, in which a lady lay dying.
Her medical attendant, who is a celebrated
physician, told him that, although this woman
was an idolized wife, yet her husband had
killed her; that he had become so literally

steeped in tobacco that the insensible perspira-
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tion from his body was a deadly poison, and the
wife had absorbed enough of this to kill her.
He said that he had known such things before,
and that some constitutions can bear the poison
while others can not. and that he had seen ex-
periments tried at establishments where they
treat patients for the cure of the tobacco habit,
in which flies were dead in less than five min-
utes after coming in contact with the perspira-
tion of a tobacco victim. Another simple proof
of the poison of tobacco smoke is where birds
have been confined in it, and they died in a very
short time. Reliable physicians assert that
children are killed in the same way when
obliged to breathe the poisonous fumes which
act on the weakest organs of the body. Then
if many must be given up to their deplorable
fate, let us diligently endeavor to teach the
young, whose veins are yet untainted by this
body-destroyer, soul-injurer. to shun it as they
would the deadly viper or poisonous upas-tree.
If they must imitate others, better do as the
boy did who bought 25 cents' worth of licorice.
When asked whether he liked it he replied,
" No; but I want to spit black, like pa." We
are great imitators! Then how necessary to
teach by example as well as precept!
Sumner, III. Ei,la T. Griffith.

KEMEDIES FOR THE TOBACCO HABIT, ETC.

Mr. Root:—Please tell a reader what you know
regarding good tobacco cures. Hill's bichlo-
ride of gold cures many, but injures the minds
of some; so it is claimed by one editor. No-to-
bak, he said, generally cures, and never hurts
folks. Probably he had reason for his views,
but I find folks are slow to believe, and I want
to convince them if possible.
Decatur, la., Sept. 18. Miss A. M. Boyle.

[My dear friend, I neglected to sav. when I

spoke of the tobacco remedies, that I had but
little faith in any of them, and for the reason
that I mentioned—there are so many who do
not want to be cured. If one who is usine to-

bacco really wishes, from the bottom of his
heart, to give it up, God helping him. I am sure
he can do it. Now. it may be that this " no-to-
bak " and some of these other things would be
of som,e assistance to such a one. But even if

it is, you tell us that one of the remedies some-
times injures the mind. I am afraid that any
drug so powerful as to break a sinful appetite
which has been encouraged to grow for years
and years would be very apt to injure the mind
or something else. A few confess that they
have been helped by no-to-bak : but some of
my particular friends who say they gave it a
faithful trial declare it amounts to nothing.
The fact that the venders agree to pay back
the money if it does no good (and I believe they
do this), would seem as if it must be a help.
But this thing is certainly true: He who is

cured of the appetite for liquor by the gold
cure, or for the appetite for tobacco by some-
thing else, can learn it over again in a very
short time if he undertakes to do so. The
trouble with sin and sinners since the world
began is principally that they do not want to
be cured. They prefer to be sinners; and any
thing that cuts off what they call their liberty
to sin again when they feel like it does not
seem to suit. The Master said, ages ago, "Ye
must be born again :

'" and I believe that is

what we ought to think and say now.]

Perhaps I am not eligible under your offer of

a free smoker. I used to smoke, but have pretty
much quit it; but having a few bees, and hav-
ing to work with them more or less. I am oblig-
ed to light a cigar, and give them the benefit of

a smoke. Of course, if I had a smoker I should

not need to smoke. I would pay for the same
if I should ever again take to the weed.
Ashtabula, O., July 28. A. D. P. Young.

Please send a smoker to James Pig, High-
tower, Ky. After seeing your offer of a smoker
to all who quit the use of tobacco he has con-
cluded to quit, and promises, if he ever uses the
weed again, to pay for the smoker; but in case
he should fail to do so, I will remit the price of
the smoker. H. C. Clemons.
Hightower, Ky., Aug. ii.

A neighbor of mine said he would quit using
tobacco for one of your smokers. He said if he
ever used it in any way he would pay for the
smoker. His word is good. His name is C. J.
Wagoner. Thornton Wagoner.
Twiggs, W. Va., Aug. 17.

I see in Gleanings you send a smoker to
those who quit the use of tobacco. I have used
the weed for 15 years; but the 18th of last April
I quit, and haven't used it since. Now. if you
think I am entitled to one you may send it; and
if I ever use it any more I will pay you for the
smoker. R. H. Treeve.
Mt. Blanchard, O., Sept. 9.

My son, G. F. Von Lienen, has quit using
tobacco on account of reading the Tobacco
Column. You can send him a smoker. He
quit about 3 months ago. I am satisfied he will
hold out. His health has improved since he
quit. Should he at any time commence again I
will pay for the smoker. H. L. Von Lienen.
Somerset, III., Sept. 7.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Tliv will be done on earth as it is In heaven.—
Matt. 6:10.

Wednesday morning, Oct. 4th, we opened our
eyes in a beautiful private residence where we
had obtained rooms, in Windsor Park, in the
suburbs of Chicago. While the women were
dressing, Huber and I started out to explore, as
we came in the night before too late to know
where we really were. A copious rain had
made every thing lovely, and we pushed for the
beach to see the sun rise out of the water. A
fog rested over the deep; and as the sun peeped
out it began to assume fantastic shapes, and
finally stood like a lamp on a base, a great
glowing ball of fire, with the lower part reach-
ing down to the water, and then spreading out
to form a pedestal. In a second or two the ped-
estal parted, leaving the globe to rise up. while
the base remained for some time, gradually
spreading out on the silvery surface of the wa-
ter. Then Huber turned, and we caught our
first glimpse of the " White City." A great hill

or bluff seemed to loom up near the lake, much
to my astonishment, for I never knew before
there was any such bluff near Chicago. Imag-
ine my astonishment, as the fog lifted, to find

that this great hill was a building made by hu-
man hands — the Liberal Arts building of the
great fair.

We started to go back for breakfast, but we
had, it seems, pushed out when we first woke
up, for all the world like a couple of bees when
somebody has moved their hive in the night.
We had crooked and turned evei' so many ways,
and neither of us knew either street or number
where we slept, nor any thing at all about it.

Huber finally piloted his father to the spot,

when said father was pretty sure it was just
the other way. Windsor Park, and, in fact, all
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about Chicago for miles, seems just now to be
devoted to entertaining strangers. Everybody
is very pleasant and accommodating, and we
have front rooms and lirst floor of a gem of
rural residence, for only 50 cents each per day.
You may think my text a singular one for

such a subject as the World's Fair, with all its

worldliness and show, but I think I am right.
As I write on our front porch, several hundred
Indian boys and girls are on the sidewalk before
me. They are going to the fair. They have
overcome their natural reticence and timidity,
and have come forth from their forest homes,
and are now laughing and chatting as merrily
as if they were white people. Each has a lunch-
box. They evidently enjoy the fair as much as
or perhaps more than we whites. They are,
without doubt, educated, and many of them
look like intelligent and able men and women.
The great fair will be a school to them they will
never forget, and I am sure it is a school that,
on the whole, elevates. These Indians are
taken by the government of the United States
from all over the Union, and, when taken when
they are children, there has been very little

trouble in making eflicient and law-abiding
citizens of them. Mr. Dadant said, page G42,
" As soon as the Europeans took possession of
America, 400 years ago, they tried to civilize

the Indians Why did they
not succeed? Because these savages act the
way they are built."' If he sees these boys and
girls go through their military and other drills
I think he will at least modify this somewhat.
Now, this great exposition. I think, is the

biggest step the world ever took, in the way of
.an object-lesson to all nations of the earth.

In the arch of the great building of Manu-
tui-es and Liberal Arts (the largest building in
the world) we read, "The United States of
America bids the whole world welcome.

1492—1893."
And over the peristyle we read, " Ye shall

.know the truth, and the truth shall make you
free."
And again:
"I Freedom dwell with Knowledge ; I abide

with men by culture trained; and fortified con-
science my scepter is, and law my sword."
Now let me take an illustration:
lu the machinery building is a great Corliss

engine of 3000 horse-power. Take a look at it

:and the machinery connected with it, and then
glance at the swarms of human beings all

.about and aloft in the galleries, and reflect that
this complete and ponderous machinery is the
work of these comparatively tiny beings, di-
rected by the spark of intellect in a single
human brain. Does it not all seem almost
ridiculous?
Let us single out an illustration again, and

take only one line of discovery. Even 7 can
remember when electricity was in its infancy
•(or hardly yet born, to tell the truth). We
tried all metals, and, after careful experiments,
found copper the best conductor for this new
agency. Other careful tests decided what sized
copper wires were best for the work we wanted
done; other tests and trials told how these coils
should be disposed. Still other tests and trials,

made by hard-working hands and brains,
brought out the modern dynamo, in all its

varied forms, as we see it in Machinery Hall,
and, in fact, almost all nations of the earth are
at work at it. The discoveries that crowd
thick and fast are like a romance to those who
are familiar with it. Edison's wonderful in-
ventive genius startled the world as if a meteor
had suddenly come in among us; but 'Other
Edisons are now coming thick and fa^t— per-
haps none quite his equal, but after he, like
•Columbus, had opened the way, it was compar-

atively easy. Another thing, Edison could not
very well have done his work had not the
times been ripe for it, and had not helpers and
facilities been near. Men and money were near
to back him. We were beginning to work to-
gether. Capital and labor and brains were
beginning to help each other. When the great
Corliss engine was wanted, some one may have
said, " Mr. Brown, can you make me a 3000-
horse-power engine ?

"

Mr. Brown takes the job, and puts it into
the hands of trusted and tried men. vSome one
man takes a general supervision, but even he
has a sort of advisory committee to counsel
with. Then a host of lesser intellects grasp
the minor details. The modern engine has
been evolved exactly as the dynamo has been.
We feel our way in the dark, as it were, but we
are continually making progress. Every year
shows how far we have advanced ; but the
footsteps of advance are wonderfully crooked
and devious, and oftentimes as intricate as a
labyrinth. Those who follow us discover thou-
sands of short cuts. There seems to be no
other way. God has, it seems, thought best to
let us labor through these devious ways to get
at the best way only after ages of " cutting and
trying."
Have you ever felt like saying, " Does God

himself really know all these things it takes us
so long to find out?" Why, to be -S'U7-e he does.
He is " Alpha and Omega, the beginning and
the end." He would not be God otherwise.
We can not for a moment entertain the thought
that weak blundering mankind is going where
no gi'eat superior intelligence has gone before.
Some great astronomer, I believe it was Kepler,
is reported as saying, "I thank thee, O Lord,
that I am permitted to think thy thoughts
after thee."
And now let us go back to the Indians from

the various Indian schools in America. Watch
the young men and women both as they gaze
with wonderful curiosity at this scene of won-
ders. In our factory at home is a 100- horse-
power engine. I have heard much talk about
the automatic cut-off, etc., but I never under-
stood it until I saw one here at work, with the
whole top of the cylinder and steam-chest sliced
off. The whole was so plain and clear before
the eye, that even Huber (as well as the Indian
boys) could understand it perfectly. Well, this
same working model was moved by a little

electric motor. You see, we don't have to put
up expensive shafting and have long belts
nowadays to get power where we want it. The
immense battery of boilers, and the great en-
gines, move massive dynamos that send cur-
rents of electricity (or power in a new form)
even miles away, and then these wires (some as
large around as your thumb) give us the power
anywhere it may be wanted. But that isn't
all. The lagoons and bays of water are swarm-
ing with electric boats that scud with wonder-
ful power and speed, shooting here and there,
stopping or starting with wonderful celerity,
and yet no steam nor smoke nor even engine is in
sight. How should electricity be made to reach
these boats ? Why, it is the wonderful storage
battery that does it. Before it came it was not
possible to get such energy in so small a space.
One can hardly resist the thought that it is not
a big step toward a machine that may rush
through the air.

While Huber and I were having a real " pic-
nic "in Machinery Hall, Mrs. Root and Con-
stance were listening to a lecture on bread-
rnaking, in Ladies' Hall, by Mrs. Ewing. Mrs.
E. is an Edison among women (or she wouldn't
be called to such a place), and her talk was
really a lecture on health. When she was
married, her husband was a poor dyspeptic.
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Now he is a fine-looking, gray-haired, but well
man.
To-day the women were almost wild with

enthusiasm over a lecture on dress, with practi-

cal illustrations, by Mrs. Jenness Miller. Now
the Indians agaiii. Somebody said when they
took the children, there is almost no trouble.

We can educate the " Injun " out of them—at
least practically so. It isjtrue, they still prefer

to lie down on the floor before the fire, to sleep-

ing in beds ; but they can be educated, as a
rule. We shall have to give up many of these
fathers and mothers, but. strange to tell, their

untrained parents are all ready and anxious
to send their children off to school. Are they
so very much different from us whites ? Aren't
there some of us who haven't lost all the " In-

jun "yet? O dear friend! there is a great lot

of Injun yet in my poor self, and I could only
say again and again, " May God have mercy on
me a sinner." If it were not for the promise
that the blood of Christ shall cleanse from all

sin, I do not know but that I should lose hope,
and sometimes almost give up in despair.

02 HEBYEARj

And in their mouth was found no guile; for they are without
fault before the throne of God.—Rev. U: 5.

The Progressive Bee-keeper, although its ed-

itor is comparatively new in the business, is al-

ready in the front rank of bee-journalism.

The beginner will find seasonable questions
with seasonable answers under the department
elsewhere of Answers to Questions.

Although Gleanings enjoys the distinction

of being an illustrated journal, this number in

particular is rich in high-class engravings.

By the time this journal is out. the big Co-
lumbian convention will be a matter of history.

In our next issue we propose to give, as usual,

a brief report of the first sessions.

A shokt time ago, comparatively, it was our
Eleasure to announce that Bro. Newman's
ealth seemed to be improving; but from the

last American Bee Journal we learn that he is

very unwell again. However, Mr. Newman
expects, at this writing, to be present at the
Columbian convention.

Perhaps many of our readers will be wonder-
ing whether it would be advisable for them to

try sealed covers in wintering outdoors. We
would say, let them alone except for experi-

mental purposes in a small way. After all the
evidence was secured last spring, the conclusion
was irresistible that upward ventilation and
absorbents gave the better results.

It seems from the American Bee Journal,
that, years ago, Adam Grimm found, in his

experience, that the bright yellow Italian bees
were less prolific; but if we may judge from a

few of the queens of the yellow sort that have
been reared in these latter days we should say
they are just as prolific. We hope, since the 23

years that have elapsed since Mr. Grimm wrote
his article, that queen-rearing has progressed
to such a plane that beauty as well as general
usefulness have been combined.

Le Rucher is the title of one of our most
valued French exchanges, which enters upon
its tenth volume next January. It is edited by
Mr. Alexander Leroy, one of the most progres-
sive bee-keepers, so far as we know, in France.
It is fully up to the times, and is published at
Amiens, France. Those of our readers who
can "lire la langue fran(;aise" can not do bet-
ter, we believe, than by subscribing to this en-
terprising paper.

Glucose, unless there is a large amount of
it, does not prevent honey fi'om candying. It

is a mistaken notion that all honey that candies
is pure. Last spring, when we were experi-
menting to determine how reliable a good edu-
cated taste was in detecting glucose in honey,
it will be remembered that we placed various
quantities of the stuff in the honey, varying all

the way from 10 to 75 per cent. We have the
samples on hand now, and all show more or less

candying, with the exception of that which is

about 75 per cent of glucose. Bro. Hutchinson,
some years ago, tried similar experiments with
the same results; but there is a difference
between the candying in glucosed honey and
that which is absolutely pure; and only one
who has carefully compared the two side by
side, knowing the contents of each jar, could
detect the difference.

In the Bee-keepers' Review, a correspondent
makes some criticism on Mr. Taylor's experi-
ment with the Langdon non-swarmer, referring
to which Mr. T. caustically replies as follows:

In replj' to the criticisms of friend Rauchfuss, I

de.sire to say tliat I write for those who think and
who read before they criticise. Time and space
would fail me were I to write at .such length as to
compel acceptance witliout the exercise of thought.
I know my readers have knowledge, and I expect
them to use it in interpreting- me. Tliis is not for
friend R. especially, but for certain others also,
and, at all events, let the criticism come; it will
help to get at the truth which we are all seeking.

We insert the above because there is a good
deal of truth in what Mr. Taylor says, and we
ourselves have been many times misinterpreted;
but at the same time, the language seems to us
"a leetle bit'" harsh; but as friend Taylor has
said it, we will let him do the clubbing for our
benefit as well as his own.

For the last two days we have had the very
great pleasure of having with us a distinguish-
ed bee-keeper clear from Australia—Mr. J. W.
Pender, who is vice-president of the Hunter
River Bee-keepers' Association—a society that
occupies the same position relatively as our
North American of this country. Mr. Pender
is father of Mr. W. S. Pender, who has written
more or less for Gleanings, and through whose
instrumentality queen-bees are admitted by
mail to all parts of Australia. Mr. Pender goes
with us to-day, Oct. 11. to the big convention in
Chicago. It is not often that our society has
been honored by the presence of so distinguish-
ed a delegate from so distant a country. We
hope to have more to say in regard to bee-keep-
ing in Australia, as we gathered it from some
very pleasant conversations. Oh. yes! we are
also honored with a visit from Mr. Karl Rudolph
Mathey, of Kesmark, Hungary. Mr. Mathey
is a German bee-keeper of no small note, and is

thoroughly well versed in apicultural subjects
for the whole world. Although he speaks sev-
eral languages, he can not converse in English;
but our old standbys, Mr. Borger and W. P.,

managed that part admirably, so our conversa-
tion has had to be carried on somewhat in the
form of a triangle—Mr. B. and W. P. forming
one side, Mr. Mathey another, and we forming
the base. But we hope to have more to say in
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regard to both of these friends who have visited
us, and also in regard to apiculture as now car-
ried on in their respective countries.

Although we had a little tilt with "The
Stinger," in the last issue of the Americdn Bee
JouriKil. we can not refrain from compliment-
ing him on some of his bright sayings. Some-
times they sting, but more often the effect is

more pleasant than otherwise. Here is a sam-
ple:

Away "out West." where grow big mountains.
And "rocky" hills with cooling- fountains.
There wanders a man who pictures "scenings,"
In a beautiful paper that is known as Gleanings.
The fellow's quite "queer " though not a gambler;
He's neither a bachelor—just simplj- a "Rambler."

Here Is another:

Doolittle, Root, and Miller have an argument un-
der waj' in Gr^EANiNGS concerning tlie respective
merits of wooden and wire paddles for " shooting "

bees on the wing. It looks as if one side had been
used to wiolding baseball bats and the other tennis
bats, the latter being much like the wire paddles
used in killing obnoxious bees. "Paddle" your
own canoes, boys, and may the best man win.

We suppose The Stinger means that Doolittle
is the one who wields a baseball bat. and that
Miller and "us" are the fellows who wield
tennis rackets. Yes, and here is another equally
good:
Doolittle's perennial little advertising man is

"always on the square," as I suppose Doolittle him-
self is. But the poor little fellow has been compel-
led to support himself so long in a perpendicular
position that he must have become tired of tlie ver-
tical attitude, and, as a relief to his vertebra, he has
assumed a liorizontal position. (See advertising,
page 288 of this issue.)

The last report from the Michigan Experi-
ment Apiary, on the use of foundation in the
brood-chamber, is an exceedingly valuable one
—the more so as the experiment was conducted
so carefully, and with such elaborateness in
detail. Mr. Taylor, it seems, hived four normal
swarms on frames of empty comb. These he
called group A. Group B consisted of the same
number of swarms hived on full sheets of foun-
dation; and group C, four swarms on starters
only. The result of the whole experiment is

boiled down so well by Mr. Taylor in the last
paragraph of his article in the Review, that we
can do no better than to give it here :

If, then, we may trust our tables, they show for
the last half of the summer honey season: 1. That
for profit, foundation in the brood-chamber for
swarms has a decided advantage in point of surplus
comb honey over both drawn comb and frames with
starters only; that drawn comb stands second and
starters third. 2. That in point of total gain in both
brood-chamber and surplus, the same order holds,
and to nearly the same extent. 'S. That fairly strong
colonies show a very decided advantage over light
ones in point of comb-honey surplus, and also to a
small extent In the total gain. 4. That light colo-
nies sustain their rate of gain in all cases better
than fairly strong ones. 5. That swarms on starters
only, sustain their rate of gain decidedly better
than do those on comb or on foundation. 6. That of
the light colonies, those on starters are decidedly
more profitable than those on either comb or foun-
dation. I ought to explain here that each swarm
was hived on a brood-chamber equal to that requir-
ed to hold five L. combs.

If we understand Mr. T. correctly, the result
shows that full sheets of foundation give a de-
cided advantage over the two other conditions
in point of comb honey; but our friend Mr.
Hutchinson seems to think that the starters
may be. after all, the most profitable, because
the light swarms gave the best results when
hived on starters, while the heavy swarms
gained on the others from the start. From this
he argues that, if the flow had been continued

for a considerable length of time, it would he
fair to assume that swarms with starters would
give the best results; but with most of us there
is only a short honey flow of from three to four
weeks; and therefore we are of the opinion
that a majority of the bee-keepers would secure
better results with full sheets of foundation.
We hope friend Taylor will try this experi-

ment again another season, for dilTerent years
may modify results somewhat.

Tr/ide Notes.

AN AUTOMATIC REVERSIBLE EXTRACTOR; A
SUGGESTION FOR THE FOUR AND SIX

FRAME COWAN EXTRACTORS.
Some time ago a correspondent wrote us that

he had an improvement on the manner of
reversing the baskets to the Cowan extractor.
At our request he furnished us a drawing and
description, which we herewith present to our
readers.

M)-. A. I. Boof ;—In answer to your request I will
try to explain to you the working of my extractor
in connection with your new Cowan, a cut of which I
find on page 364 of Gleanings. The only difterence
between that and mine is this: Instead of the solid
shaft running through the hubs of the reel, mine
would be a ?4-inch gas-pipe, as long as the reel is

deep. Through this I put my shaft, a size that will
play easily through the hole in the pipe, the shaft
to be a few inches longer than the tank is deep,
with a socKet secured in the bottom of the can, for
the lower end of the shaft to revolve in. On this
shaft, under the lower hub of the reel, at the prop-

er height, I fix with a set-screw a sprocket-wheel
about twice as large as the ones on the lower ends
of the basket-shafts. An endless chain connects
the basket sprocket-wheels and the sprocket-wheel
around the center-shaft (as per drawing), with the
crank on top of the shaft (to reverse the ba.skets,

reverse the motion). Of course, every sprockets
wheel would want to be lield in place by set-screws,
so as to adjust every basket alike. There you have
the best reversible extractor that it is possible to
make. If the chain and wheels could be placed on
top of the reel without interfering with putting in
tlie frames I think it would be nuich better, as it

would bring them up out of the way of the honey.
I think you will l)e able to get my ideas with tlie

description I have given you, with the aid of the
rough drawing of the chain and wheels which I

inclose. The center-wheel, piece of pipe, and a little

longer chain, would be the difference between my
machine mid yours.
My extractor, which I have used for two years, is

a home-made affair. I made the sprocket-wheels of
galvanized iron, over which I run a small steel wire
chain, such as we buy at the hardware store for
halters. I think it would work as well as the regu-
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lar link belt, if we liad wheels to match, and be
much cheaper. Every one who has seen my ex-
tractor work pronounces it a success.
San Jacinto, Cal., Aug-. 39. J. H. Dustin.

To save the reader the trouble of looking up
the cut on page 3(i4, we produce it again here,

in order that the comparative difference—or,
rather, that the improvement itself—may be
more clearly understood by comparison. As
our correspondent states, the two extractors are
exactly the same, except that reversing the
crank in Mr. Dustin's extractor reverses the
baskets; while in the regular Cowan, one hand
catches one of the baskets while the reel is

revolving, retards its outer edge, causing its

other surface to be turned to the other side of
the can. As the baskets are all connected to-

gether they will all move at the same time.
Now the question might arise right here,
" Which extractor will reverse quickest, and

with the least trouble?" It will be admitted,
we think, that the regular Cowan has fewer
parts, and is more substantial; and if it can be
reversed as quickly, it would have the prefer-
ence. There is no doubt that friend Dustin's
plan will work; indeed, for a cranfc-reversing
device his principle is superior to and vastly
ahead of any thing else of the kind. But, we
ask, is cranfe-reversing necessary when the
work can be done in a far simpler way, with
less cost and without loss of time? As long as
the operator has two hands—one to turn the
crank—we can not see that Mr. Dustin gains
any thing. On the other hand, he loses in the
cost of extra reversing gear. And again his
crank -reversing device would, it seems to us,

take more time to reverse, for the reason that
the reel wouKi have to come to a dead stop.
The inertia of the reel in motion would have to
be entirely overcome, and the inertia of the
reel at rest would have to be again overcome,
all of which would take time; whereas, by the
plan used on the regular Cowan, the reel does
not have to come to a standstill at all during
the reversing process.
We could make for our customers either

form of extractor. The Dustin crank-reversing
gear would. howev(>r, cost about flO.OO more for
each machine.

Apicultuie is a subject I have been trying- to
learn about. I went to Harper Brothers, tliinking-
they had matter ontlie subject. They sent me to the
Amoican Aijrieulturist. where I found three works,
your ABC amonj;: them. It pleased me most. I

bought a copy, and have read a g-ood part of it.

This took place two days ago. I would not take S50
for the book and be without it. Theclassiflcation is

complete ; the information is general and to the
point, and the Christian spirit manifested in the
management of your work delights me.
Brooklyn, N. Y., Aug. 28. Mrs. N. J. Ashton.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Any of these books on which postage is not given wiH be

forwarded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price-
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as he has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desire that those who favor
me with tiieir patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent it by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that I approve I have
marked with a *

; those I especially approve, •*
; those that

are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for
the price, large type, and much space between the lines, t ;

foreign, §. The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD BOOKS.

As many of the bee-books are sent with other goods by
freight or express, incurring no postage, we give prices sepa-
rately. You will notice, that you can judge of the size of the
books very well by the amount required for postage on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, neatly bound 30
10 Bunyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30
20

I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 76
This is a large book of i25 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a $2.00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 26c more.

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. Abetter book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 36
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
1

I
Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3, and

4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 06
3

I

Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 46
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers 76

3
I
New Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
6

I

New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10
5

I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4
I

Stepping Heavenward** 18
15

I

Story of the Bible** 1 00
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

5
I
The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25

8
I
Same in cloth binding 50

I
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. MuUer** 1 25

1 Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*. . 06
5

I

Tobacco Manual** 45
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it. and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.
Postage]

I
Price without postage.

15 A BCof Bee Culture. Cloth... .. 110
6 A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller... 45

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50
3 Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse 22
14

I
Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,

England, Vol. L§ 2 36
31

I

Same, Vol. II. § r 2 79
or, f5.35 for the two, postpaid.

i

Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 1 00
10

1
Cook's New Manual, Cloth 90

5
I

Doolittle cm Queen-Rearing 96
3

I
Dzierzon Theory 10

1
I
Foul Brood; Its Management and Cure;
D. A. Jones 09

I
I
Honey as Food and Medicine 05

10
I
Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee$.. 1 25

15
I
Langstrotli Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son.. 1 25

10
I
Quinbv's New Bee-Keeping 1 40

I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H. Alley 5(i

4
I

Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon 46

I
Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant 08

I
Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker 35

5
I
The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

95

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, Englandi 40

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root 15

4
I

Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce 46
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MISCELLANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
3 I A B Cof Potato Culture, IViry** 35
This is T. B. Terry's first ami iii..^t masterly work. The book

has hai au enoriuuus .sale, ;iiiil has Ijieii leiiriiiteil in foreifjn
languages. When weare thoi-ouH-hly cinversant with friend
Terry's system of raisinLC potatoes, we shall he ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successf ullj'. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.

5
I

A B C of Carp Culture, by Geo. Finley 35
5

I
A B Cof Strawberry Culture, by T. B. Terry
and A. I. Root, 144 pages; 32 ilhisti-ations 35

5
I
An Eati-f^'urni. Stortflard** 45

I
Amai-pur PhotouTiiplier's Haiifl-bdok'*'*. .. 70

I

Barn Plans and Oul-Buildings* 1 oU

I
Canary Birds. Paper 50

I

Draining for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 50

10
I

Fuller's Grape Culturist'^'^ 140
I
Farming- For Boys* 75

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ouyht to make farm-life fascinating to any
boy who has any sort of taste for gardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening, and Seed-Growing-** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on irardening that 1 am aware of that tells how
market-gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest their
own seeds. It has 166 pages.

IS
I

Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85
while " Gardening for Prolit "is written witli a view of mak-

ing gardening pay, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti-
fying your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making money out of it. I think most
of you will need this if you get " Garrieiiing for Profit." Thif
work has 404 pages and 203 illustrations.

12
I
Gardening for Profit, new edition** 1 85

This is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.
Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done so
much toward making market gardening a science and a fasci-
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the head, without
question, although we have many other books on these rural
employments. If you can get but one book, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I Gardening for Young and Old, Harris** 1 35
This is Joseph Harris' best and happiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, it

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil iij

preparing "your ground; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happy
vein. If your children have any sort of fancy foi gardening it

will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages arid 46 engravings.

10 I Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 75

I
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany. . . 1 80

5
I

Gregory on Cabbages; paper* 25
5

I

Gregory on Squashes; paper* 25
5 1 Gregory on Onions; paper* 35
The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val-

uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of
business.

15
I
How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35

By !. Greiner. This is a new book, just out, and it gives the
most explicit and full directions for gaidening under glass of
any book in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-houses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, can not afford to be with-
out the book.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10
10

I
Houseliold Conveniences 1 4(i

2
I
How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 15

2
I
Injurious Insects, Cook 25

10
I
Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-

chard, Stewart* 140
This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work

on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especially
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to
take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great
problem before us at the present day. The book h.as 274 pagei-
and 142 cuts.

3
I
Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 35

By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at
my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi-
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better titled, perhaps, to
handle the subject than any other man. The book is written
in Prof. Cook's happy style, combining wholesome moral les
sons with the latest and best method of managing to get the
flne.st syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 3.5 cuts.

1
I

Poultry for Pleasure and Profit** 10
11

I
Practical Floriculture, Henderson* \ 3r>

10
1
Profits in Poultry* 90

2
I

Practical Turkey-raising 10
By p-anny Field. This is a 2.i-cent book which we offer for 10

Cts.; postage. 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody's Webster's Dictionary 10

Over 30,000 words and 2.i0 illustrations.

2
I

Kats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as other Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not? It is written in such a happy vein

that every member of the family will read it clear through,
just about as soon asthey get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm 10

10
I
Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller 140

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This is a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market-gardener who lives in Arlington, a subui-b of Boston,
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the crop-*. The book has 208 pages, and if
nicely illustrated with 110 engravings.

!
Ten Acres Enough 1 00

I
The Silo and Ensilage, by Prof. Cook, new

edition, fully illustrated 26
I

Talks on Manures* 175
This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter is
considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.

3
I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses. 15
10

I

The New Agriculture; or, tlie Waters Led
Captive 75

3
I

Treatise on tlie Horse and his Diseases 10
5

I
Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35

Just out. Fully illustiated, containing every thing of im-
portance clear up to the present date.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof. Chamberlain, should alone make the book
wortli what it costs, to every one who has occasion to lay ten
rods or more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing almost any thing else; and by following the plan
directed in this book, one man will often do as much as two
men without this knowledge. The book embraces every thing
connectetl with the subject, and was written by the author
while he was enga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson, O.

5
I

Tomato Culture 35
In three parts. Part first—by J. W. Day, of Crystal Springs,

Miss., treats of tomato culture in the South, with some re-
marks by.\. I Root, ad.apting it to the North. Part second-
By D Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especiall.y for canning-factories. Part third—By A. I. Root,
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interesting because it is one
of the first rural books to come from our friends in the South.
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years ))ast; namel.v, tomato-growing in the South to
supply the Nortbern markets. The little book, which is fully
illusti-ated, gives lis some pleasant glimpses of the jiossibih-
ties and piobabilil ics of the future of Southern agi-iculture.
Even though you do not grow tomatoes to any considerable
extent, you will find the book brimful of suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of market-gardening.

2
I
The New Celery Culture 15
This summing-up of this new industry amounts to this:

Yon fix your ground just as rich as you can possibly get it,
with stable manure, chemical fertilizers, or any thing else that
will do the business. Then put out your plants 7 inches apart
each way. and give them water enough to make them boom
right along from the word go. The idea is somewhat new;
but enough succeeded in 1892 to demonstrate that, like the new
onion culture, it pi'omises great possibilities.

3
I
Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35

This is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;
but it is so intimately connected with hi; potato-book that it

reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only a horse or a
cow, I think it will pa.v you to invest in the book. It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

8
I

What to Do and How to be Happy While
Doing It, by A. I. Root 50

3
I
Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-

scope** 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.

3
I
Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25

The first really full and complete book on celery culture, at
a moderate price, that we have had. It is full of pictures,
and the whole tiling is made so jjlain that a schoolboy ought
to be abh- to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book.

3
I
Onions for Profit •. 45

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-
ture and the new method. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author. T. (lieiner. lOven if one is not particularly in-
terested in llie business, abiiost anv person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make and How to Use
them; in ptiper covers 45

6
1
The same in cloth C(jver8 65

Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be
found on the firm, refuse from factoiies, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. .Sempers.

7
I

Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by
Burnett Landreth 90

The Landretbs are the pioneer seedsmen of .America; and
the book is worth fully as much as we iriiglit expect it to be. I

think I received hints from it worth tlie juice, liefore it had
been in my hands lifteeii minutes. It is exceedingly practical,
and tells what has been done and what is being done, more
than it discourses on theory.

A.. I. RaOT, Aledina, Ohio.
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Fruit Trees, Small Fruits,

Vines, Roses, Ornamentals.
All the best new and old varieties. The celebrated

TIUDDCI I
Strawberry. New Fruits a specialty.

IINiDiilLL Buy direct and save one half. Price List/ree.

E. W. REID, BRIDGEPORT, OHIO.

Gleanings

Bee Culture

For only 50 cts.
Tlif .inuinul lias a big circu-

lation bt'caiisclt is made up
of juactical ideas, good print>-

ing and paper, and tii'st-class original engi'avings—yes, lots of
em: in fact, l)ecauselt has MERIT. But merit alone won't
hooi.i tlie circniation; so we propose to otter it TO NEW SUB-
SC'HIBKKS, from now on till Jan., 1S95, for $1.0(1. For J3..50 we
will send tlie journal to new !^bscribei-s from now till Jan.,
IW);"), and one of tliose new improved Ciane smokers, iiostpaid.

Crane smolter alone $2.00. Send for our fiee illusti-ited 53-page
catalogue of Bee-keepers' supi)lies, and sample t'opj' of
Gleanings. A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

¥^S1
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Bee-flives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free i-atalogiie ~3 3"<idb

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis,

For PUKE ITAUAN BEES AND
new QUEENS, AND WHITE
f)riee anc3 brown fer-
ist RETS, address
of N. A. KNAPP, -^^ o£^

ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O. —

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing- your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping'-Crates, Frames, Foiuidation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14ttdb New London. Wig

Warranted Golden Queens,
80c; 6 for UM'^; dozL-ii, fS.UO; young tested, $1.00 up.
Write for prices on self<'t and breeders.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

"YeThivesTnd^pplies
Send for i-atalogue free. Address

SAlTlt'Fl. JOMiS, Highland Park
College, Des Moines. Iowa. l-19db

Bushel boxes.

The above cut shows our new-style all-slatted
bushel hijjc. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in three
pieces caXled the slatted huslicl box. Tlie other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called tho galvanized bound
box. These bo.xes were devised by T. B. Terry for
haudlinif potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being handled in these same boxes. They are of
such a size tluit two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-bo.\. Outside measure is 14^xl6'^8xl3>^ deep,
and they hold si bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon anotlier. The above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
t)f 15 alongside; 13 of the 15 are in the flat, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and galvanized boundhnxes
are put up in the same way, except thei'e are only 13
in a package instead of 1.5. Each package weighs
about 85 to 901 1 js.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 15 $1 50
Slatted bushel bo.x, per crate of 13 1 50
Oalvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 13 3 10

In lots of ten crates, 6 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, IH, and 33 cents,
respectively. A 30-page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
free on apulication.

A. 1. ROOT, Medina, O.

n
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Special Notices.

Choice extracted honey wanted. Send sample.s.

FIVE PER CENT DISCOUNT.
Forehanded hee-keepers are already beginning- to

plan for next season. Many know now, or will very
soon, many things they are sure to need. It will be
to your interest to get your order in before Dec. 1st;
for, during the time intervening before that date,
we allow .5 per cent discount from our catalogue
prices, pages 10 to 30, on goods ordered for next sea-
son. This applies also to liives of all kinds, and
winter cases, but not to lioney packages and ship-
ping-cases for immediate use.

HONEY MARKET.
We are still tilling orders for choice comb and

extracted honey at the same prices as hereto for j;
viz., choice comb honey in 1-lb. sections, in lots of
100 lbs. or over, 16c per lb. We liave a little dark or
buckwheat lioney tliat we will sell at 13c, or, for a
full crate of about aOO 1I»., 13c. Choice extracted
honey, in 60-lb. cans, two in a case, 8>^c per lb. ; two
cases or over, 8e. Single can, 9c. Comb honey in
lots of 100 lbs. or more is crated so as to reach des-
tination safely by freight.

VEGETABLiE-PLANTS FOR NOVEMBER.
If any of our friends in the South or anywhere

.else want onion-plants we can furnish them nice
White Victoria, Prizetaker, or American Pearl, for
15 cts. per 100; JSl.OO per 1000, or $7.50 per 10,000
plants. If wanted by mail, add 10 cts. per luO extra
for postage.

GRAND RAPIDS LETTUCE-PLANTS.
If any of you neglected to sow seed for plants in

September, we can give you nice transplanted ones
for 5 cts. per 10; 40 cts. per 100; $3.50 per 1000. If
wanted by mail, add 35 cts. per 100 for boxing and
postage. Seedling plants, directly from seed-bed,
half above prices.
Horseradish-roots, 35 cts. per 100; S3.00 per 1000.

If wanted by mail, add 30 cts. per 100 for postage.
Horseradish we think perfectly safe to put out in

the fall; in fact, horseradish will grow at almost
any time and under almost any circumstances.

PRICE OF FREEMAN POTATOES FOR NOVEMBER,
1893.

LARGE AND MEDIUM SIZE.

1 lb., by mail, 2!! cts.; 31bs S 6»
1 lb., by freight or express with other goods lo
Ipk., • " '•

7.5

Ibush.," " " '•
1 7"i

1 bbl. (.11 pecks), " " "
4 00

SECOND SIZE.

1 lb., by mail, 20 cts., postpaid; 3 lbs $ 43
1 lb., by freight or express with other goods 07
Ipk., " " " ••

40
Ibush.," " " "

1 2.5

1 2-bushel sack, " '• "
2 2.5

1 bbl. (11 pecks), " " "
3 00

SECOND SIZE.
In regard to the size of these, I picked 14 potatoes

at random out of the sacks, and they weighed .iust
1 lb.; and they run so evenly all through tliat I
think there will not be very mucli variation. Take
out 14 nice smooth potatoes of .your own, that
weigh just 1 lb., and you have a fair idea of the
size. As I have said before, these make a very nice
table potato if you tjake them skins and all.

THIRD SIZE.

These were sifted out, with a suitable screen,
from the second size. Tliey run from an inch in
diameter down. Tlie only reason why we saved
them was, that there has been such a demand for
Freeman potatoes a great many would have been
glad to get any thing, to get a start. I do not know
how they will answer for seed, as 1 have never tried
any so small. With very rich ground, however, I
havenodoubt that Ihey will make a good yield. 1

should think they would be very good for sending
by mail. We have only four or five bushels. While
they last, the price will be, 1 lb. by mail, 15 cts.; 1

lb. l)y express or freight with other goods, 5 cts.;
peck. 35 cts.; bushel, 75.

By the last Practical Farmer I see that Wm. Henry
Maule states, " We ai-e now booking orders for
Freeman potatoes, for fall shipment, at $6.50 per
barrel. Price for spring shipment will be $7.50 per
barrel." You will notice he takes this plan to avoid
the great rush and crowd and disappointment in
the spring. J can not tell how long we .shall be able
to maintain the above prices.

PRICE OF OTHER POTATOES FOR FALIj SHIPMENT.
We can furnish the following kinds of potatoes

besides the Freeman : Early Ohio, Early Puritan, same
prices as Freeman : Lee's Favorite, Beauty of Hebron,
Monroe Seedling, Rural New-Yorker, at the following-
uniform prices: 1 lb. by mail. 36 cis.; 3 lbs., 45 cts.; 1

lb. by express or freight with other goods, 7 cts.; peck,
40 cts.; bushel, $1.35; 1 bbl. of 11 pecks, $3.00. Judg-
ing from former experience, we feel quite sure that
most if not all of the above will Ije much higher next
spring. Second size of any of tlie above, while we
have them, by the peck, bushel, or barrel, half the
above prices.

n flRinA For s.ile, 76 hives of bees; inquire ofrkUniUn. Aug. Ley VRAz, Francis, Fla. 19tf

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list,

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyville, Pa.

Cf\ Fnr ^ "^'^ UQM for 6, Finest
Qll ' W O, Brown Leghorns, or

i

Plymou til Rocks. Other varieties.
Circular free. Address Geer Bros., St.

Marys, Mo., or H. B. Geer, Nashville, Tenu.

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
Charlton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter .50 chaff
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 3,000
honey-boxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter w e
have doubled the amount of bee-

^ hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
/ peet to do it all with this saw.
' It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W. F. &
JOHN BARNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power .viachinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

$5

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SHCT/O/VS, EXTRACTORS. ETC.

FUL.L UNB OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-RAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama. '

|t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

J
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.—Ho)iey.—Tlie limited demiind for comb

honey docs not permit our quoting' it above 16 c,

with no sales of white selling below 14@l4i4- The
stock that we have received this year is of fine

quality, and we advise forwarding to market at
once, so as to be rei^eived here before the cold
weather sets in. Exti-acted is selling at, 6@,6i4.
Beeswax, 33. S. T. Fish & Co.,
Oct. 18. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Minneapolis.—Ho/iey.—The honey market is im-
proving, and the best grades are advancing. Ex-
tracted honey is moving quite freely at 7@8, accord-
ing to quality and size of packages. Dark honey is

slow. In 1-lb. sections, fancy white, 17@18; choice
white, 16; fancy dark, J4; choice dark, 11@12. Ex-
tracted in 20-lb. tubs, 8; in kegs, 74; in barrels, 7.

J. A. Shea & Co.,
Oct. 21. Minneapolis, Minn.

Cincinnati.—Honey.—Demand is fair for best
white comb honey at 14®16 in the jobbing way.
There is a slow demand for extracted honey at 5@8
on arrival. Time-killing of demagogues seems to
bear heavy on all kinds of manufacture. Tliere is a
fair demand for beeswax, at 2. @23 on arrival, for
good to choice yellow. Chas. F. Muth & Son,

Oct. 23. Cincinnati, O.

AiiBANY.—Honey.—Market firm for comb honey,
although receipts have been liberal. We never had
freer sales of comb honey than this season. Ex-
tracted doesn't sell so well. We are selling white
comb, fancy, 15@16; medium. 14@15; mixed, 12@.13;
dark, 11@13. ' H. K. Wright,
Oct. 17. 326, 328, & 330 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Kansas Citv.-Honey.—The demand is improving.
We look for still better demand as the weather gets
cooler. We quote: No. 1 wliite comb, 1.5@16; same.
No. 3, 13@14; No. 1 amber, 14@15; No. 3 am tier,

13@13; extracted, white, 6@7; amber, .5@6. Bees-
wax, 30@23. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Oct. 18. Kansas City, Mo.

Kansas City.—Honey.-Honey in fair demand.
Supply good. No. 1, white comb, 15@16; aml)er,
14@15; extracted white, 6@7; amber, 5^@6; dark, 5.

Beeswax, demand light, supply fair, price 20@33.
Hamblin & Bearss,

Oct. 23. Kansas City, Mo.

Buffalo.— Honey.—The market remains very
quiet. Fancy mostly sustained at 14@15; choice,
12@13. Poorer grades, 9@11; buckwheat, 8@10. The
market is very quiet, and demand li^ht.

Batterson & Co.,
Oct. 18. Buffalo, N. Y
St. Louis.—Honey.-Markets continue quiet, and

until cold weather we anticipate no improvement
In the h(juey situation. Stocks are ample for cur-
rent wants, and prices remain unchanged.

D. G. TUTT GitOCER Co.,
Oct. 30. St. Louis, Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.—Comb honey in good demand,
and selling at 13@15; the latter for fancy wiiite.
Extracted, 7@8; beeswax, 23@24.
Oct. 20. M. H. Hunt,

Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland. —Honci/.—Demand for No. 1 white
comb honey is very firm at 16; No. 3, 13(gil4. Bees-
wa.x, nice yellow, is selling at 2.i((^26c.

Williams Bros.,
Oct. 18. 80 & 82 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Boston.—Honey.—We quote our market on comb
honey as fairly a<-tive; best 1-lb. comb selling 14@15.
E.xtracted selling slow, 6@7. Blake & Ripley,
Oct. 21. Boston, Mass.

For Sale.—About 800 lbs. of white-clover honey
In 1-lb. boxes, p icked in 24-lb. single-tier cases, at
14c per lb., delivered on cars. Wm. Van Auken,

Woodville, Jetf. Co., N. Y.

For Sale.-White extracted honey, in kegs of
300 lbs. capacity. Ward Lamkin, Goodyears, N. Y.

For Sale.—2000 lbs. of fine comb honey, in 1-lb.
sections, 34-lb. cases, and 2000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60-lb. square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

Ezra Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

Wants or Exchange Department.

To exchange.—Bicycles, 56-inch Champion, 53-in.
Eagle. Will exchange either for 120 lbs. of

good extracted he iiey. Send sample. Al&osevera
good safeties to exchange. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange fruit-trees for harness,
single and double. Geo. Gould & Son.,

Villa Ridge, Pulaski Co., III.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALEES 4 Nnnow §>.•&.

COMMISSION MEECHANTS. nuney
Established 1875.

%?^ Beeswax.

EVERY FAMILY NEEDS ONE.
Here is your chance for a winter's job. Buy them

in the lliit. Learn to set them up, and control the
sale of tliem in your locality. For full particulars
address U. S. HJILL, S. Cahnt, ^^t.

If you keep BEBS,
suliscribe for tlie Pro=
gressive Bee=keeper, a
jouinal devoted to Bees,
Hniiey, and kindred in-
dustries. 50 cts. per
\'ear. Sample copy,

also a beauiifully illustrated catalogue of Bee-
keepers' sup|>lies, pkee. Addn ss
LEAHY MFG CO.. HIGGINSVILLE, MO.

BBB'S!

For Sale Cheap. If '" "' ""^ °^^
Saw, almost new,
$3(1; new incuba-

tor, copiier tank, self-regulator, 200-egg size—cost
$50; |3"> will buy it. Inclose stamp for information.

C. \V. \AjSm)LTTE,2<, Stnithfi<?lil, 111.
31, 33d

DptTIRmht^t* This is tlie last month for theiV^iii^iiii^^i f 5 per cent early-order discount.
II. G. Acliliii, Northwestern Ag't for A. I. Root's
goods, St. Paul, Minn.

FOR SALE,
I

12.5 Colonies of Bees, with hives;

Nov. 3, at Newn!« "ee-luves, 40 Sliipping-cases;

MSI* I.A r\ 1^^ Bee-houses; Queen-nursery,
minora, U. | Honey-extractor, 36 Feeders, etc.
Mrs. M. L. Bingham, Admix., Rootstown Sta., O.

ANTED. - BEESWAX. - Will pay highest
ish price for same.

I. J. 8TKINGHAM, 105 Park Place, N. Y city.

VT
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You Ought to Know

Notice!!!Jobbers
G.B. Lewis Go,, Watertown, Wis.,

Invite all Wholesalers and Jobbers

wliether it is iirofltaljle to use foun-
dation in tlift brood-nest wlien Living-
swarms, and which is tlie more prof-
itable, large or small swarms. Ex-

tensive and elaborate experiments liave been made upon these points the past season at the Michigan
Experiment Apiary, and a report appears in the Oct. Review. The reading- of tliis report may be a sur-

prise to some. The imblishing of these rr ports is one of the best things the Revikw h;is ever done. I -.im

sincere wlien I sav that no bee-keeper can afford not to read tliem. They began in July, and tlie Review
will be sent from that time to the end of the year tor 75 cts., and with it will be sent the 50-cent book,
"Advanced Bee Culture ^ 2. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

w^^^wt^^ w\ w-t^wr ^e»^^ A I3«r^ are used and pronounced a great labor-savingPORTER PLC. t.oOAKC.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Sod, P.-of. A. J. Cojk.

Chas F. Muth, Jno. S Keese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, W'm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce.

and many otlier prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

p_,P^-...^E;^,.|(, post-paid, with directions, 20o.; per doz,. $2.3>. Return them and get your money hack

after trial if not satUified. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, III.

Oh, NaniDia

!

Have you heard of the

200-Piige M-M)k
given to every I^I^W
Subscriber to tne old

AMERICAN
BEE JOURNAL?

Oldest, Largest. Best,

Cheapest and the only
"IVeclily Bee -Paper
in America. b2-pag s

;

$1 a year. SanijjleJ^re

GEO.W.YORK&CO
56 Fifth Avenue, CHICAGO, TLl'

IW^jQ New Subscribers, the balance of

this year will be sent free.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

St. Jo is the place for the next pow-wow.
Now BEGIN to polish up hopes for next year.

Hauled home last bees from out-apiaries
Oct. 19. The later the better, so they get one
good fly after hauling before going into cellar.

Never before. I think, were so many bee-
keepers assembled in one place in this country
as at the convention at Chicago. When shall
we see the like again ?

Gallup is on the war-path, in A. B. J., with
the vigor of old, giving heavy blows against
extra light-colored bees, quoting Adam Grimm
and Chas. Dadant as backers.

The prevailing idea, that bees carry ants
away from'the hives and drop them. E. S. Love-
sy says in A. B. J., is a mistake. He says the
ant grabs the bee and never lets go till the bee
gives up in death, no matter how far it flies.

Which end foremost should bees go when
being put into a cage? I always supposed head
foremost was the orthodox way; but friend
Graham, of Texas, told me he saw the young
folks at Mrs. Atchley's putting them in very
rapidly tail foremost.

"PszczoLA," the Polish word for "bee," is

"put out" for me to spell, in C. B. J. Not
much, friend Wilkins; I've no notion of going
around with a broken jaw. Possibly I might
try it if the last half of the word had its vowels
extracted, so as to be like the first half.

Hasty, in Review, seconds Phin's dictionary
in objecting to the use of the word hatch as
applying to any thing except hatching from the
egg; instead of hutchimj brood, emcrgliuj brood
being the proper term. He's undoubtedly right,
unless a b-'tter word than emerge can be sug-
gested.

Honey is of a gallant cleansing quality, ex-
ceeding profitable in all inward ulcers in what
part of the body soever; it opens the veins,
cleanses the reins and bladder. I know no vices
belonging to it, but only it is soon converted
into c[\o\n\—Nlch(ihis Culpepcr, A. D. 1653.

How easy it is to make a wrong impression !

I find that I have given the impression that I

got a big crop of honey this year. I didn't. A
fine flow of honey is one thing, and a big. crop
quite another. The fine flow was liere, but I

didn't get the big crop. Hadn't the bees. Died
last spring.

One trouble with the Chicago convention
was, that there were so many there that one
hadn't time for half the visiting he wanted to
do with each one. ISome that I'd been wanting
to see for years were there, and Pd only time
for a few words with them; and the same with
many old friends.

Pity every thing in the bee-keeping line
could not have been in one place at the World's
Fair. Many bee-keepers never saw the fine
honey from England, it being in the British
exhibit among other things, and there were
other interesting apiarian exhibits scattered
over the grounds.

Ants, according to E. S. Lovesy in A. B. J.,
are kept out of hives by setting the hives on
posts. He paints a two-inch ring around each
post, putting on two or three coals of tar as a
body, then a mixture of equal parts of lard,
axle-grease, and tar, with one-ninth white lead,
renewing if necessary.

Killing bumblebees, according to a corres-
pondent of the St. Louis Olobe-Democrat, is a
laudable enterprise, and he somewnat gleefully
tells how a farmer destroyed several colonies.
But after that farmer gets all the bumblebees
killed ofl", he may wonder why his red clover
doesn't seed any better.

A swarm-announcer is described in Cen-
tralblatt. It is a patent electrical arrangement.
An entrance of ^V is allowed, over which hangs
a swinging gate, and the swarm crowds open
this gate and sets a bell to ringing in the house
or office. Non-swarmers and self-hivers must
fail in this country before announcers get a
hearing.

Australia, as represented by J. W. Pender
at the convention of Chicago, must be a land
flowing with honey, however it may be with
milk. Think of an average yearly crop of 234
pounds extracted to a colony, with a price of 5
to 8 cents a pound! But even at that rate it

would take the proceeds of a good many colo-
nies to bring a man 12,000 miles to a bee-conven-
tion.

Elias Fox, on page 782, says government
helps farmers in protecting domestic animals
against diseases, and seems to think that's all.

Why, what is there in the line of farmers' work
that government has not experimented on?
Full particulars as to how and when to plant
potatoes, how far apart, which end of the pota-
to for seed, how many eyes, etc., and so of every
crop the farmer raises—except honey.

Cucumbers don't give bees cholera morbus
in this region, Bro. Pryal (see p. 781)—at least,
I don't see them going around doubled up with
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their hands clasped below their waists any
more when cucumbers are in bloom than at any
other time. But I am sorry to say that, after

several years' experience, I am losing faith in

the cucumber as a honey-plant. With four or

five hundred acres around Marengo this year, I

have seen no very marked results.

Vakious devices have been discussed for

carrying bees, and some of the brethren have
rather scoffed at the idea, saying that, when
you wanted to carry a hive of bees, the way
was just to pick it up and carry it. 1 could
sympathize with their views as I watched my
son, a stout young fellow, loading and unload-
ing bees with no straps, ropes, or other device,

this fall, doing it rapidly with apparently little

effort; and for him, that's the best way. But,
alas! we don't all have the strength.

TWO NUCLEI IN ONE HIVE.

UNITING, ETC.

If the reader will turn to page 252 of the

April 1st number of Gleanings for this year
he will find these words: " As this article is

already long enough, I will tell some other time
how I keep two nuclei in a hive, how I dou-
ble them for winter, etc.,"' at the close of

my article entitled, " What Size of Frame shall

we us-e in Queen-rearing?" It had nearly slip-

ped my memory during the hurry of the sum-
mer months; but I guess this article will be in

time for the larger part of our queen-rearers,

as the most of these live farther south than I

do, and I have only just finished uniting my
nuclei. Several years ago I made a lot of hives
especially for working with the side and top

storing plan combined, for comb honey, as was
given to the readers of Gleanings at the time.

These hives were two feet long inside, but the
brood-chamber was cut down to the size I

wished by using a thin slotted partition, five

inches from either end, the side boxes being
used in this tive-inch space. After I adopted
the lateral plan of working for comb honey,
given in later numbers of Gleanings. I had no
use for these hives for comb honey, so I thought
to use them for nucleus hives by tearing out
the partitions at either end and putting in a
thin partition in the middle, the same being

solid except a hole bored in the center of this

partition- board, said hole to be filled with a

plug except at times of uniting. The nuclei,

when formed, were placed next to this thin par-

tition, with the entrance at the opposite side at

the bottom to prevent robbing, as I gave in

that article in April 1st Gleanings In this

way each nucleus helped to keep the other
warm, and I found that fewer bees would
answer for a nucleus in these hives than in

those where only one nucleus occupied the
whole hive. These nuclei would also build up
faster, so that by fall I should, as a rule, have
frames of comb and honey built during the
season, to an amount sufficient to winter a fair

colony of bees; and when ihe two were put
together, ihe bees would make the fair colony
desired. In this way I have half the number
of good colonies of bees in the fall that I start

nuclei in June, which is an item worth looking
after. I assure the reader. When I have decid-

ed not to rear more queens, the queens from
one side of these double hives are taken to fill

orders, and in a day or two the plug is removed
from the hole in the thin partition-board,
which allows the bees to pass backward and
forward as they please, thus becoming ac-
quainted with each other without any danger
to the renuiining queen. In five or six days
after taking out the plug, the whole are taken

out of this hive and set over into a chaff hive
and fixed for winter, allowing the chaff hive to
remain on the stand occupied by both nuclei
during the summer, while the double or
nucleus hive is put away till another season.
In this way I have my nuclei united without
the loss of a single queen or bee, and no trouble
about the bees returning to their former stand;
and, as far as I can see. they winter just as
well as will any colony of the same size.

But it sometimes happens that I am obliged
to use more nuclei than these double hives will
accommodate, when I use other hives which
will accommodate only one nucleus, as has
been the case this year. These have to be
united for winter also; and as they are nearly
always the last formed, and do not build up as
fast as those in the double hives, I have to put
three or more together to make a colony of suit-
able size for winiering.

All are familiar with the old ways of uniting
bees by drawing the colonies to be united a
little nearer each other every day till both
occupy the same stand, so that none are lost by
returning to the old location, so I will not de-
scribe the method more fully here, but will
simply say that this was always too much work
for me; and to overcome it I have used various
ways, such as shutting the bees in their hives,
and pounding on the same till they were so
scared that they were willing to mark their
location anew, when as many as were to be
united to form one colony were wheeled togeth-
er, and all put into one hive. This worked well,
but was still too much work; so I brought out
the following, which I have used with perfect
success the past three years:
When it has been decided not to rear any

more queens from certain nuclei, they are pre-
pared for uniiing. when taking their queens
away, by taking all but two or three frames
away from them, if they happen to have more,
these frames being placed in the center of the
hive, and spn^ad from half an inch to an inch
apai't, according to the number of bees the lit-

tle colony may have, making it a point to leave
the frames having tbe most honey in them, so
that the united colony may have honey enough
for winter.
To unite, we wait till some cold cloudy day,

or some morning when there has been a slight
frost, or when it is cold enough so the bees
have clustered compactly together on the
frames we left with them. The object of
spreading the frames apart when we prepared
them for uniting was, that the bees might
cluster on the combs in such shape that they
would not touch the hive in any place; for if

they do we shall of necessity leave a few bees
sticking to the hive; but if spread apart prop-
erly, the combs and bees may be taken out
without leaving a single bee behind, and car-
ried to the place of uniting, and .set right in the
hive where we wish. To do this, carefully re-

move the cover from the hive where the queen
has been left, and where the united colony is to

stand, so that there need be no delay when we
come with the other frames of bees; then go to

one of those prepared as above, carefully re-

move thiscover also, when we put the index fin-

ger and the finger next to it between the frames,
closing upon each side with the other fingers and
thumb, when the whole are lifted—combs, bees,

and all, and carried where we wish, and set in

the hive with hardly a bit of disturbance. It is

well to have a veil on, and smoke handy, should
they be needed by any blunder of ours; and it is

well to keep the cover over the combs in the unit-

ed hive as fast as set in, else some of these bees
will be apt to fly out at us when bringing the
next lot of combs. Remove the empty hives
from their places so the bees need not find them
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on the old stand, and none will go back to be
lost.

This is by far the easiest and quickest way
of uniting bees which I know of, and in all of
my practice no queens have been killed, no
fighting resulted, and no bees lost by adhering
to the old stand. G. M. Doolitti.e.
Borodino, N. Y., Oct. 18.

[We have been using for queen-rearing an
ordinary 8-frame Dovetailed hive. A thin,
tight-titting division- board, that may be re-

moved easily when desired, divides the hive
lengthwise through the middle. A nucleus is

put in each compartment, with an entrance to

each—one at/ each end of the hive. This sort of
hive economizes the heat of the two nuclei,

as Doolittle says. In fall we draw out the
division-board and let the nuclei unite. The
plan so far is very satisfactory.]

special pleasure that we are able to present
him to our readers. We will now make an ex-
tract from that delightfully written article
referred to in last issue from Arthur Smith.
Indeed, we believe we will let him tell all the
rest of the story.

Born at Welw} n in 1853, Mr. Tliomas B. Blow
soon advanced to the front rank of progressive bee-
farmers. The actual manipuhition of bees was
commenced by liim at tlie age of fourteen, when he
accomplished tlic delicate task of taking- up twenty-
stocks In straw skips by means of an Improved
method of apiilyins' the sulphur fumes, and using a
pair of common house-bellows, with a hollow ball in
the nozzle containing the burning sulphur. The
Idea of saving the bees' lives was then being enter-
tained, and very soon afterward he made his first
wooden hives with his own hands, beginning with
driven bees with very successful results. These
hives were built on the Woodbury principle, being
rather massive and cumbrous, weighing- one hun-

MR. THOMAS B. BLOW, F. L. S.

ENGLISH APICULTURE ILLUSTRATED.

A GLIMPSE OF THE MANNER IN WHICH OUR
ENGLISH COUSINS MANAGE BEES; THEIR
HIVES AND GENERAL APPLIANCES; AN
INSIGHT INTO ONE OF THEIR LARG-

EST BEE-HIVE FACTORIES.

Continued from page 775.

We take great pleasure in introducing you to

our friend Mr. Thomas B. Blow, a bee-keeper
and dealer in supplies in England, of no ordina-
ry distinction. As he probably has the largest
supply-establishment in England, -it is with

dredweig-ht. Year by year increasing interest was
taken in beekeeping, smd wc soon find Mr. Blow
laying- the f()und:Lti()ii of his present large business
by commencina- the nianufai-l are of appliances.
Mr. Biow was one ot the tirst to take the position

of an expert, and in this capacity he assisted the
late Mr. Peel in tl»e active work of organizing the
Hertfordshire Bee - keepers' Association. Many
pleasant years of work were carried on without a
hitch, until the death of Mr. Peel in 1887. This part-
neiship with liis colleague was made by Mr. Peel
more especially to promote the industry in the
county of Herts, though he himself actively assisted,
by means of lectures, etc., to form several similar
associations in other parts of the kingdom. At the
end of three years the Hertfordshire Association
numl)ered several hundred members; it was refer-
red to everywhere as a model for others, the secret
of success being tlie individual attention given to
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considerable force has then to be used, frames and
combs are broken, hives are jarred, and the opera-
tor is compelled to act more like a burglar breaking-
into an iron safe than any thing else, with the
result that tlie bees are thoroughly maddened with
rage, and their owner soon brought into a simihir
condition. On the otlier hand, with every thing
properly fitting, there need l)e no more fuss re-

quired in taking out a few frames or sections from
the hive than books from a library shelf. Of course,
the old-fashioned straw skeps are now little used,
aithougli the demand is (much to our surprise)
sutficientlj' great as to cause Mr. lUow to employ a
man regularly in making them.
The greatest departure tliat modern bee-keeping

has made from the old method is in the use of wax
" foundation," to the manufacture of which we are
next conducted. This is liere produced with as
much care as butter in a model dairy factory; tlie

thermometer is used at every operation, the quality
and general satisfaciory natui-e of the complete
"foundation " Ijciiig dependent on the temperature
at which the melting, dipping, and rolling are
accomplished. The larger portion of the wax used
comes from abroad, as the production of English
wax is necessarily limited; Madagascar, Chili, and
India each sending a considerable quantity. African
wax is often adulterated in a unique manner by
the natives, who suspend blocks of quartz or other
he.avy rock into the melting-pot with the wax,
which, of course, can not be discovered until the
block of wax is remelted or broken. Australians
(not the aborigines) adulterate the wax itself by
melting' mutton-fat witli it. Mr. Blow, however,
taises good care that nothing but pure wax be used
on his premises. That from India is colorless, the
absence of color being due to bleaching, and it is

used to lighten the hue of the darker wax in mak-
ing "super foundation."*
Mr. Blow's arrangements for the manufacture of

foundation are on tlie newest and most elaborate
scale. The wax is first melted by steam in a large
cauldron, so that it is impossible to exceed a cer-
tain temperature, and during this process it is clar-

D*" Foundation " is mainly divlrled into two kinds, brood and
super, the difference being in tlie color and thickness of the
sheets.

ifled, after which it is strained into a deep, oblong
vessel, where it is still kept in a liquid state by
steam. The sheets are prepared by dipping smooth
wooden boards (whicli have been previously ilipped
in water of a temperature of 60° F. and diained)
into the melted wax and quickly withdrawing them,
and then the sheet of wax is readily stripped otf.

The next process is to impress each sheet with the
/V(cNi//i(7e of the basis of the cells, and this is done
by first placing it in a trough containing water at a
temperature of about 1UU° F., then passing it

through embossed rollers, the latter being hesited
to a temperature of 70° F. Mr. Blow dispatches
twenty tons of foundation per annum, and is proud
of the fact tliat there has never been a complaint
as to its quality. There is a great deal of adulter-
ated foundation in the market, which appeals to
some by reason of its ajipnrcnt cheapness, but those
who have tried it soon discovered that, in compari-
son with the pure wax, it is dear at any price.
On the same fioor we are shown several metal-

working machines, most of them having been de-
signed by Mr. Blow. Metal section-cases, of which
a quarter of a million are now turned out yearly,
pass through several of these machines. The
"smokers " are made of tinned steel, with the best
quality of morocco for the bellows. Some idea of Mr.
Blow's connection can be imagined from the fact
that, up to the present, he has sold between forty
and fifty thousand smokers; and as each of these,
with fair usage, will last many years, it is fair to
assume that nearly every order for a smoker comes
from a fresh customer. In this department we see
excluding zinc, dividers, metal tops for feeding-
bottles (for the use of bees, not babies), and various
other metal flttiiig-s^. K^^-"^
Mr. Blow shows us, in passing, Jiis simple gas-

making apparatus, which turns out splendid gas at
the cost of .5.S. per thousand, the price charged by
the Welwyn Gas Company being tlie extraordinarily
hi^gn 0]ie of 6s. Hd. per thousand.
On the next Moor we find the imaking of bar-

frames in full swing. Here are tiers of crates con-
taining glass bottles, " sections," etc., and at one
side are stored bee-appliances of all kinds, tjg
numerous to mention. For the past twelve ye.irs
an annual average of one million sections has b jgn

THE FACTOKY—MAKING BAB-FRAME IIIVF.S AND BEE-KEEPING APPLIANCES.
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sent out from these works. We are much pleased
with Mr. Blow's new patent section. Among- api-
culturi.sts it is well known that for some time at-

tempts have been niaile to introduce sections willi

glass dividers, so tliat, after tl)ese sections were filled

witli comb, they could be removed with the glass
attached, and thus be ready glazed for market.
Previously the great drawback was that the glass
has always been inserted in grooves, so that, when
the lioney was completed, the glass could be remov-
ed for clearing only with difficulty, and was often
broken. To send sections to market with the glass
soiled by the constant traffic of the bees over it

would reduce their chances of finding a ready sale.

After numerous trials, Mr. Blow devised an ingen-
ious expedient—one so simple that, as he said, it

seemed surprising that it should not have been dis-

covered before. A rebate is made in the corners of
the section, so that the glass has only to be dropped
into position, and, when the section is full, tlie

glass is easily lifted out, cleaned, and replaced,
while a neat label all round not only affords a sulta-

than the completed bundles could realize. There-
fore, in order to make any profit, it was found
necessary to carry it out much more extensively,
and, accordingly, special machinery was put down
and W(jod purcliased for the purpose. About 20,000
bundles are turned out per week, a smart boy tying
KHiO bundles per day, and earning from ten to
twelve sliillings a week. These boys are thus kept
in employment all the year round, and the bundles
they produce are dispatched in truck-loads to all

purts of the county.
Descending to the ground floor we pass out into a

detached workshop where the metal ends for the
bai-frames are being cast. Here we find a very
simple and ingenious arrangement for melting and
molding the metal by means of an oil-lamp, the
burner of which, being constructed on the Bunsen
principle, Ijurns with a blue frame, and is capable
of melting 4U lbs. of metal per hour. The mold is

held in the hand of tlie operator, who lets in the
molten metal, opens the mold, and turns out the
complete ends as quickly as shelling peas.

MAKING STRAW HIVES.

ble finish but keeps the glass iu its proper place.
Each section has to pass through eight different
machines during its manufacture.

Next we come to the packing and forwarding
room, from which a large truck is being loaded.
Mr. Blow's goods find their way to many parts of
the world, substantial orders often coming from
the Cape, and a few days before our visit a large
selection of appliances had been ordered for the
Khedive of Egypt.

The question of railway rates is one in which Mr.
Blow is naturally much interested; and if any ma-
terial rise take place it will have the effect of con-
siderably checking, if not wholly annihilating, this

industry.

As an adjunct to his other business, Mr. Blow has
established a large trade in bundles of firewood. A
considerable number of boys are employed during
the busy season in the spring and summer for
whom it wi»8 impossible to find labor during the
winter. To obviate the necessity of throwing them
out of work, Mr. Blow hit upon the expedient of
thus utilizing the waste wood from tlie factory; but
as it is of all shapes and sizes the co<»tof cutting
and tying into bundles proved to be much greater

We now visit the bees, for whose assistance the
hive of industry we Jiave just inspected is kept
going. Between two and tliree hundred hives are
placed on a gentle slope and arranged in horseshoe
form, while between each row of hives there is a
gravel walk and border planted with fruit-trees,

among which have been sown seeds of honey-pro-
ducing fiowers. It has a southern aspect, and is

situated a few hundred yards above tlie river Mim-
ram, which meanders through the lovely valley.

In a season like the present the proximity to the
river is very important to tlie bees, as in any season
they must have water. Altogether, it does not
seem possible to design an apiary in a more perfect
manner.
Among the fruit-trees are several hundred goose-

berry bushes from one to two feet high, and which
cost a penny eacli last autumn. They are absolute-
ly laden with fruit, many of them containing as
much as two quarts, tli us strikingly exemplifying
the value of bees to fruit-growers. The presence of

a few hives—the more the better—in the vicinity of
fruit gardens and orchards is not simply a benefit

to the grower, but is a matter of the first impor
tance; and those who wish to secure the nearest
approach to constantly recurring profitable crops
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will And it an absolute necessity to encourage the
presence of the honey-bee.
The stock of bees at the time of our visit is getting-

comparatively low. This is not to be wondered at,

for Mr. Blow disposes of upward of two hundred
stocks annually, and no swarms have yet appeared
by whicli to replenish them. In reply to an inquiry,
we learn that, after testing all varieties of bees,
hybrids (that is, English bees crossed with either
Italians or Carniolans) are better than any pure
breeds, the latter cross being much preferable.
Mr. Blow devotes a considerable amount of atten-
tion to queen-raising. We were not surprised to
hear tiiat lie finds Englisliraised quee.is much
better than imported ones, as naturally the former
are more capable of withstanding the cimngesof our
climate. Apart from this, he lias found it necessary
to give up importing queens, uecause foreign ones
can no longer be depended upon. The increased
demand of late years has made the raisers unscru-
pulous, who either send old queens or unfertilized
young ones. Mr. Blow's apiary of English bees is a
few miles distant.*

DRONE-CELLS FOR ftUEEN-CTJPS.

AN OBJECTION TO THEIR USE; AN INGENIOUS
WAY OF EXTl^ACTING THE KOYAL .TEI.I.Y

FKOM OEIX-CUPS; POSSIBILITIES
OF PRODUCING LARGER

QUEENS.

Mr. jRoot.-—Page 63.5 of your August 15th
number contains an article, "Queen-cells from
Drone Comb," indorsing the Alley plan for
grafting cells to hatch queens. Having experi-
mented extensively in the different methods
recommended for queen-rearing, this disclaimer
asserts that, in his opinion, no method yet con-
trived can equal the Doollltle cup-cell In pro-
ducing large valuable queens. Apiarists are
aware that worker-cells average ^2 of an Inch
in diameter, while drone-cells are y^"^"flush; also
that all drones matured in worker-cells are
much smaller than those hatched in drone-cells.
It is fair to assume that a queen reared in a
drone-cell would invariably be much smaller
than if reared in a queen-cell, the measurements
of which are generally ^^ or /^ of an inch in

diameter, and round, therefore longer than a
hexagon of the same diameter. It is true, also,
that the smaller cells always produce the small
queens.
Taking into account this difference in the size

of cells, I was induced to experiment with a
larger cell, of which the Doolittle cups afforded
the only means of enlarging (satisfactoi'y to the
bees), to produce a superior queen bee that
would not pass through Dr. C. C. Miller's zinc
excluder, even in virgin purity. It looks rea-
sonable to suppose that an increase in size
would add value to the bee, in the enlarged
capacity for eggs, and therefore a prolonged
usefulness, as doubtless all germs of eggs are of
equal size in a small or large, queen. Follow-
ing up the experiment, cells were used fj of an
inch, from which were hatched vei-y siiiperior

bees as to size, exceeding the average of natural-
swarming i^roduction; and then the poetry of
motion of her majesty on the combs at work
pleases the eye of tiie connoisseur.

It is unnecessary to place the cups in the
hive to be notched by the bees before introduc-
ing the jelly and larva. By the use of a glass

*Mr. Blow makes tlie foHowing acknowledgments
to different parties who assisted liim in getting to-
gether the ab(ive tine lot of engravings: To Percy
Lund & Co., propi'ietors of tiie " Practical Photogra-
pher," for two photo blocks; to Messrs. Newton &
Co., Fleet St., London, for permission to make bhx^ks
from their tine series of photos on "Bees and Bee
Culture," for the use of technical classes. The por-
trait of Mr. lUow him.self is from a negative by
Maull & Fox, of Picadilly, London.

instrument called a dropper, costing a dime,
the jelly can be placed In the bottom of the
cups as fast as one can pick up tacks. The bar
holding the cup can be placed on the knee of
the operator, while before his face, at an angle
of about 35 degrees, is placed the frame from
the hive containing brood to be transfeiTed.
Having cut away the quill one inch from the
point, half the diameter, with it break down
the lower wall of cell containing the larva
wanted. This enables you to incline the quill
and scoop out the larva without danger of in-
jury.
By this management the larva is transferred

without trouble and without any material in-
jury to the comb, which is then placed back in
the hive without commotion among the bees.
It is doubtless a fact that improvement can be
obtained in this line of work, which will en-
hance the value of queens. In improving my
bees, as pure strains as possible are obtained
from various sources, and the difference in the
size of the queens obtained demands improve-
ment in the method of breeding. Just before
the cups are converted into cells, and capped,
those havingthe least jelly should be removed,
and the jelly used to start other cells.

HOW TO PRESERVE ROYAL JELLY FOR FUTURE
USE.

If you are not ready to do so at the time, suck
out the jelly with the dropper, and deposit it in
a wax cup formed the same as cell-cups are,

^4 inch in diameter, and }.2 to % inch deep.
Cover by using a small piece of tin heated.
Shave off the top of the cup. and this will cause
a thin film of wax to be spread over. Press
down on the cup, and two or three days may
elapse, when the jelly can be used if kept from
the air. In dipping the cells, use slightly salted
water to dip the stick in before dipping into the
wax. It is grateful to the bees.
Des Moines, la., Oct. 5. James Cormal.

[Our correspondent's objection to drone-cells
for queen-cups, as recently suggested by Mr. J.

D. Foosbe, does not seem to be sustained by the
facts. Mr. Fooshe is quite an extensive queen-
breeder in the South, and rears for us the larger
part of the queens that come from the South.
We have carefully examined the queens that
have come from these drone-cell cups, and can
assure our correspondent that they are not one
whit smaller than and In no respect inferior to
queens reared by other methods. It should be
remembered that the drone-cells themselves
form just a mere starter for the bottom of the
cell; and, if we understand Mr. Fooshe, the
bees soon enlarge it, making it into good-sized
queen-cells.
Our friend Mr. Cormal has struck upon a very

ingenious way of extracting royal jelly from
the cell-cups. We never before thougiitof the
dropper (or, as it is often called, " pipette ") for
this purpose; but we feel certain that it would
do the work far more satisfactorily and expe-
ditiously than any other method. They can be
obtained at drugstores, usually, at from 10 to 15
cts., and we suggest the wisdom of Southern
breeders—particularly Mr. Fooshe and Mrs.
Atchley—testing the pipette immediately, and
reporting on the same.]

WAXING QUEEN -CAGES.

PREPARING THEM FOR SITIP.MENT, ETC

When queens are reared by the hundreds and
even thousands, the breeder must make every
move count, and even then he sometimes has
more work than he knows how to get through
with. I have, from necessity, picked up several
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addressed, and stamped. I put in from 8 to 25
bees, according to distance and size of ciige.

Swedona, 111., Oct. 10. S. F. Tiskgo.

[Friend T.'s suggestions are good; but if he
will use paraffine instead of wax, and apply
the same while hot, with a small sash-liush,
such as painters use. he will do the work more
rapidly still. Paraffine melts at a lower tem-
perature, and soaks better into the grain of the
wood. We have tried wax, but the other, in

our estimation, is far better.]

RAMBLE 95.

TilE MURDER OF A BEE-KEEPER, AS TOLD BY
RAMBLER; A HONEY-EXTRACTOK THAT

EXTRACTS BOTH SIDES AT ONCE.

The pigs that sought to put bangs on our
hair aroused us, as we desired, at a very early
hour; and long before sunrise four hunters
with their guns, and mounted on horses, disap-
peared in the forest. It was the intention to
hunt both small and large game. Messrs. Fer-

little time-saving devices, and will try to ex-
plain some of them.

It is an established fact now, that the feed-
hole in a queen-cage must be waxed; and to do
this rapidly I till the oven of the cook-stove
(that is, cover the bottom with one layer of
cages), having the feed ends all in one direction
[from you as you take the cages out). Get the
cages as hot as you can handle them, and have
some hot wax in a basin or tin pan on the stove
before you. Now take a seat directly in front
of the oven, and take a cage out with your left

hand. Dip a teaspoonful of wax with your
right, and hold the cage at an angle of 30 or 40
degrees, feed end down, over the wax-pan, and
top (or open) partof cage turned slightly toward
you; pour in the wax; turn the top of the cage
quickly/rom you; lower the upper end slightly,
and dump the wax out quickly on the side from
you, and drop the cage on the floor (have a
paper to catch the wax that drips out, or your
wife may dump you and the wax and cages all

outdoors). With a little practice you can wax
them very rapidly, and very little of the wax
will be in the queen's "living-rooms" or on the
outside of the cages.
By having the cages hot, the

wax penetrates into the wood,
and is not so unsightly as when
it is put on to cold wood.
Now you have your cages

waxed, we will put in the candy
and get ready to catch the queens.
Have your candy made up two
or three days before you want to
use it, and just stift' enough so
that it will not run or look wa-
tery on the outside. Get as many
cages as you want to use at once,
and pick the cage up in your left

hand and put the candy in with
your right; smooth it off with
your thumb, so the hole is just
full, and lay aside, etc. Now cut
as many pieces of foundation as
you have cages, and, if conven-
ient. 1 .y theni out on the top of
the reservoir on the stove (or any-
where that they will get soft,

but not too soft to handle). Put
the wax on; press it quickly all

around with your thumb, and lay
aside. Now get your wire-cloth
covers (as many as you have
cages) and put them on, leaving
them drawn back far enough at
one end to admit a queen easily; fasten the wire guson and Wilder carried Winchester rifles,

on by putting a %-inch rubber band around the while Mr. Squh-es, the man with big green gog-
cage. As you put the queens in. slip the wire
over the cage, and the rubber band will liold it.

Continue until you have thecages all full; then
take them to the house (or wherever you have
a workbench) and drive four i^g'-inch flat-head

wire nails, one in the upper left-hand corner.

gles, and the Rambler, carried shotguns. Mr.
Ferguson took the lead, and our horses had
some dil'flculty in surmounting the steep and
ragged hillsides. However, we kept together;
and, while clambering down the side of a can-
yon, Mr. F. suddenly leaped from his horse.

and another a little to the right of the middle threw his gun to his shoulder, and shouted
of the upper edge; another in the lower right
luind corner, and another a little to the left of

the middle of the lower edge. I use a magnet
hammer, as it picks up the nails easier than
one can do it by hand. As you nail on the
covers, slip off the bands and save them for an-
other time. Get all the wires on, then pile up
as many as each customer has ordered (say half

a dozen) ; tack a strip of strong pasteboard
along the ends, to hold them together, as it

saves putting on extra addresses and cards (or

thin boards); put a card on the top one, and
address. If the weather is hot, slip a piece of

thin wood between the cages as you pile them
up, to admit more air.

I recently went into the apiary with eight
cages, and in 22 minutes they were nailed up.

"Here she goes!" and tired. It was quickly
followed by another shot. Friend Wilder had
also dismounted, and his rifle awoke the echoes
of the forest. We that were in the rear had
our minds on deer, and expected, when the fir-

ing commenced, to see a noble buck, with
antlers broad, plunging in his death-throes
through the forest; but, no—the game was
nothing more nor less than a mountain sheep.
With a bound or two it ceased its earthly ca-
reer, and in an incredibly short time it was
duly dressed and hung up in a tree against the
time we should come back. Our next game was
a few gray squirrels.

About eight o'clock we entered a beautiful
park under the lofty pine-trees, and. picketing
our horses here, we separated in various direc-
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tions, with an understanding to meet at tiie

rendezvous at three o'clocl<. The Rambler
hunted so fast, and secured so little game, that
he arrived at the rendezvous at 11 o'clock.

That bed of pine needles at the foot of a tall

pine-tree, and that delightful shade, and that
saddle, so nice for a pillow, were all so inviting
that I threw myself down at full length, and,
such a refreshing nap as was enjoyed! When
I awolve I found Mr. Squires frying bacon over
a little fire a few rods away, and we had our
dinner. We were just discussing about what
we should do about waiting for the rest of our
company, when Mr. Ferguson tramped into

camp. His game was a gray squirrel. The
deer that he went after did not materialize;
but he had some very important news for us,

and said that he came by the ranch of Fred
Heap, about a mile distant, and learned that
Gustav Bohn, a bee-keei)er, had been killed,

shot by Charley Button. Mr. Squires and my-
self were immediately interested, and, leaving
a written notice to our absent hunter where to

find us. we saddled our horses and went over to

the Heap ranch, and arrived at about the same
time the coroner did, and all three of us were
immediately empanneled on the jury. Eight
jurymen answered for the purpose, and we
were conducted to the barn where the remains
of Gustav Bohn lay upon a pile of straw, rolled

in a blanket.
The uncovering of the body revealed to us a

bloody spectacle. The bullet that had ended
Mr. Bohn's earthly career had passed through
the fleshy portion of the forearm, entering the
left breast, and, passing diagonally through the
body, came out near the right armpit. Besides
this wound and its attendant blood there was a
deep gash under the right eye, and the frontal
bone appeared to be broken. The story of the
killing is, briefly, as follows:
Early one Sunday morning in August four

men and a boy met in a camp known as Deep
Creek. A man named Clark had a cabin there;
and, though he had no license to sell whisky,
he had brought in for that purpose fifteen gal-
lons. The four men and the boy set out to have
a little Sunday picnic, as they lermed it, and
were going a few miles further to Fish Camp
to hold it. Previously to starting, the treating
process was indulged in, and the party began
to feel remarkably well. There was, further-
more, a quart and a pint bottle taken along for

future use. The principals in the tragedy, Mr.
Bohn and Mr. Button, were strangers to each
other, having met here for the first time. From
the first their conversation took a chafing
turn, and continued to increase in acidity as
the party proceeded, and as they from time to
time stopped to partake of the contents of the
pint bottle. The party were all mounted, and
Mr. Bohn had the quart of whisky in his pos-
session. On the way to Fish Camp, Mr. Bohn
fell from his horse, being partly dismounted by
a lead horse. Arriving in camp, the horses
were unsaddled and picketed. The lad, who
bad not drank any of the whisky, aud who was
the only sober one in the party, was directed to
build a fire; and, while gathering the wood, he
saw Mr. Bohn lie down with his head on a
rock. Button and Bohn continued to bandy
profane and angry words, and Bohn, having
lost his quart bottle of whisky, accused Button
of stealing It. This angered Button, so that he
shouted to Bohn to stop his talk or he would
smash him. This only angered Bohn the more,
and the volley of words continued; and, be-
sides, Mr. Bohn laid his hand on ihehiltof a
dirk-knife wliich he carried in a sheath in his
belt. Button, suiting his action to his words,
kicked (or, rather, stamped) Bohn in the face
with his heavy nail-clad shoe, making the se-

vere wound before mentioned. Bohn immedi-
ately staggered to his feet with dirk in hand,
and with blood streaming down his face; but
Mr. Heap snatched the knife away from him,
and threw it into the bushes. Mr. Bohn then
grasped his gun, which was leaning against a
large pine-tree, and, raising it, snapped it at
Button. There was no cartridge in the cham-
ber; and as he moved the lever to throw a car-
tridge into place. Button leveled his rifle. The
men shouted to Bohn to put down his gun, but
he drew it to liis eye; but before he pressed the
trigger. Button fired. Bohn dropped his rifle,

threw up his hands, stepped back three steps,
and fell upon his back a dead man. This un-
looked-for event had the effect of sobering the
party somewhat, for they were in a state of
deep intoxication. Not one of them had the
courage to stay with the body in that lonely
camp until the coroner could be summoned;
and the ghastly operation was performed of
lashing the dead body to the saddle that had
brought in a live man, and he was thus carried
to the residence of Fred Heap, where we saw
his remains.

bohn's extractor.
The jury of eight rendered two verdicts. One

said that Mr. Bohn came to his death by a gun-
shot wound at the hands of Charles Button.
The other four, evidently taking a little dift'er-

ent view, desired to exonerate Button by put-
ting in the plea of self-defense. The court
afterward, in the preliminary examination,
held that Button was blamable to such a degree
that he was put in jail without bail, and is now
awaiting trial upon the charge of murder.
After the coroner's jui'y arose, the body was

rolled in blankets again, and taken to San Ber-
nardino for interment. The little log cabin in

which we neld our deliberations was perched
upon one of the most picturesque points upon
the top of the mountain. All of the valley be-

low, with its towns, was before us, while fully

60 miles away we could see the haze of the
Pacific Ocean, and the little mountain project-
ing through it from Catilina Island.
Gustav Bohn was a German, aged 35, a stout,

medium-sized man, with dark complexion,
black hair, and full beard. He had been in this

country 17 years, and for a few years past has
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been quite successful in the bee business. His
apiary, located at the entrance of City Creek
Canyon, contains 500 colonies. Connected with
the apiary is a fruit-farm of 1.5 acres, and on
the mountain he had anoth(>r ranch with 1.5

horses upon it. All together his property in-

ventoried $7000, all earned within a few years.

The general verdict of friends was that Mr.
Bohn was a very industrious and exemplary
man, and had a host of friends in San Bernar-
dino. He was seldom found under the influence
of liquor, and one person said that this was
only the second time he had been known to be
drunk. Mr. Bohn led the life of a bach, like

many other California bee-keepers; and while
studying the habits of the bees and their ma-
nipulation his mind was busy with inventions
to lessen labor, and he had constructed an ex-
tractor for throwing the honey from the combs,
both sides at once. This principle of whirling
the comb edgewise has been tried before; but
Mr. Bohn placed his in a wheel, much like a
wagon-wheel. Seven combs would fit around
the periphery. The wheel was so constructed
that 14 combs could be inserted at once. It was
provided with heavy gearing, and the operation
was so simple and easy that the eleven-year-old
boy Claud Henderson extracted with it 13 tons
of honey during the past season.
The Rambler parted with the pleasant friends

in Little Bear Valley, and returned to Redlands
through City Creek Canyon, while friend Wilder
returned by Devil's Canyon. My ride was
nearly 30 miles that day. The toll-road through
the canyon is a most tortuous route, the grade
having to take advantage of many spurs of the
mountain that led a long distance around them.
At the mouth of City Creek Canyon I called at
the apiary of Mr. Bohn; but the gentleman in

charge, Mr. Bledsoe, said that the extractor
before mentioned had been taken to pieces, and
the honey-house had also been nailed up for
the present, or until the property was disposed
of. It is supposed that a patent has been ap-
plied for upon the extractor. The reader can
get a general idea of how it works from the
diagram presented on the preceding page.
A lope of nine miles across the valley landed

me safely in Redlands, with no further mishaps
than a sunburnt face and a very much peeled
nose, the result of the hot sun on the mountain
grade. Red noses are sometimes caused by
whisky; but whisky does not affect the nose of
the Rambler.

THOSE OLD BEE -BOOKS.

ANOTHER PEEP AT THE " GOOD OLD TIMES."

The next book on the docket is a small one of
47 pages, equal to 6 pages of Gleanings. It is

entitled "' Collateral Bee-boxes; or, a new. easy,
and advantageous Method of managing Bees;
in which part of the Honey is taken away in an
easy and pleasant Manner, without destroying
or disturbing the Bees." It was written by
Stephen White, M.A., Rector of Hoi ton, Suffolk,
and printed in London in 1764. This was at a
time when the relations between England and
America were greatly " strained." and the war-
clouds were becoming black. There is some-
thing about Mr. White that makes one like
him ; and the reason which he assigns for fol-

lowing bee-keeping ought to commend itself to
all. He fully believes, with Paul, that a man
who preaches the gospel has a riglit to live by
it; but his wife's dolorous drumining on the
bottom of the meal-barrel reminded him pain-
fully that Elijah was not, filling it miraculously
as he did that of the poor widow. The follow-
ing beautiful passage was born in poverty, and

would never have seen the light to^ bless the
world if Mr. White had had the princely income
of some of the English bishops:
" The smallness of my cure [pastoral charge]

has afforded me more leisure hours than usual-
ly fall to the share of a great part of my breth-
ren. Many of these hours, during almost the
whole space of a now declining life, have been
spent in my bee-garden, wirh as much inno-
cence, I hope, and a great deal more to my taste
and entertainment, than if they had been spent
with a gun and pointer [dog] in the fields, or in

my parlor with a pack of cards. These fashion-
able amusements (especially the latter) can af-

ford but little entertainment to a contemplative
mind; but the surveying of the works of nature
(particularly the instincts and polity of many
living creatures and the wonderful methods
they make use of for their sustenance and safe-
ty) will give a real and high delight to a ration-
al soul; and as it is next to impossible to turn
our thoughts to the observation of these crea-
tures without lifting them up at the same time
in adoration of Him who formed them, this will,

in a manner, sanctify our pleasures, and turn
even our diversions into a sacrifice to our divine
Maker."
DJust what Mr. White thinks of implements
for preventing swarming may be seen from
what he says of the Gedde hive. It seems that
this Mr. Gedde drew up a formal approbation
of his plans, in the name of the Royal Society,
but really without its authority. Mr. Gedde
proposed " to free the owners from the great
charge and trouble that attend the swarming of
bees." Mr. White adds, '"That means, in other
words, to deprive the poor bee-master of all the
profit and one of the highest pleasures he can
expect from bees." The trouble was, one man
looked at it from a business standpoint, and the
other from that of fun. I rather suspect that
most bee-men would side with Mr. Gedde. The
latter mentions several non-swarmers, but none
were as good as his. Mr. White asks, further,
with some warmth, " Why should these gentle-
men deprive me of a pleasure I so ardently look
and long for every spring, and which I am more
delighted with than all the other pleasures of
the month of May?" Such men ought to be
allowed to have swarms in peace; but still his
question reminds me of one which was put to me
by a German during the crusade in 1874; "Mr.
R., would you deprive me, a poor man, of my
beer ? " I replied, " I would deprive you of that
which mnhes you poor and sick, and is fast
making a wreck of you." Mr. White intimates
that, if a man really wants a non-swarmer, he
need not beat his brains out in devising one.
Just gel straw enough to make a hive that will

hold two bushels, and—there you are ! It may
be of some comfort to friend Langdon to know
that inventors of non-swarmers have not al-

ways been successful. Mr. White deposeth ;

" In spight of all our swarm-preventers, behold
I see a cloud of bees overshadowing my garden,

. exulting in the presence of their
sovereign." If Mr. White could have looked
forward 129 years he would have seen bee-men
still discussing the matter. I dwell on this
matter so much in extenso because the discus-
sion is still before the house.
The Mr. Gedde referred to above was the in-

ventor of what is called the " octagonal " hive,
putting it before the public in 1675—about a
century before Mr. White's time.
The wanton destruction of bees arouses Mr.

White's deepest abhorrence; and although it is

not now customary to brimstone them, the fol-

lowing words will certainly tend to inspire all

who read them with more mercy for the lower
animals:

•• No true lover of bees, I am persuaded, ever
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lighted the fatal match that was to destroy his

little innocents with livid flames, and a smoke
that strikes them dead with its intolerable
stench, without much concern and uneasiness.
Besides, we are not to imagine that the bounti-
ful Creator, who has indeed given us all things
richly to enjoy, has likewise given us such an
absolute right of life and death over all of his

creatures that we may kill them wantonly at

and for our pleasure. I know no right we have
over the life of the meanest insect or vilest

worm that creeps upon the earth, unless the
killing of it be in some way or other useful and
beneficial to us. We may take away the lives

of our cattle in order to support our own ; but
It would be a criminal piece of cruelty as well as

folly to butcher an innocent sheep merely for

its fleece, which we might take again and again
without hurting it. . . . Avarice often
mistakes its own interes'. It can never be
made to understand that strange proverb, 'the
half is more than the whole.' It is more to our
advantage to spare the lives of our bees, and be
content with a part of their stores, than to kill

and take possession."

The above was written at a time when the
death-penalty in England hung over a person
for stealing a shilling. Few things are funnier
than for a press-gang to steal a man for the
navy and then hang his '• widow " for petit lar-

ceny. This government can be justly criticised
" along this line " too.

Mr. White disapproves entirely of the old
straw hives, and uses a box '.!% in. deep, long,

and broad. That would be about equal to a
peck and a half. Each hive has a long narrow
slit near the top, so that, when two hives are
placed together, the bees can go from one to

the other as they need room. If they do not
need extra room, a board is shoved between the
hives. Considerable glass is used, so that the
hive has nearly all the advantages of an observ-
atory hive. But Mr. White did not care so

much to see the bees at work as he did to know
when the moths were beginning their ravages.
He speaks of these latter as more to be feared
than all other enemies combined.
Our author is rather severe toward the old

writers who have suggested that the crop of

honey is limited only by the number of bees to

gather it. He says that, in his own town, a
large one, only sevi-n colonies were kept in his

hives and two in other kinds — nine in all. He
says:

" I have often thought it very surprising that
neither the authors who treat of bees nor the
keepers of them ever imagine that any place
can be overstocked, or that any one's bees fare

either better or worse for the larger or smaller
stock that is kept in his neighborhood. They
think, it seems, that every flower they see is a
never-failing cruse of honey. Let me here ac-
knowledge the bounty of our Creator, and with
due thankfulness and admiration confess, that,

in some sense, it is so; for when a bee, with its

little lambent trunk, has cleared a flower of all

its present store, another comes, 'tis likely, in

less than a minute, and iind? soinething ; for the
delicious juice is continually sweating through
the pores of the plant. But it is certain, for all

this, that, the more of these guests visit a flow-

er, the worse must each of them fare. They
will have the less to carry home, or, which is all

one, they must go further and spend more of

their precious time before they can make up
their burden."

The perusal of this little book has pleased me
very much, and I am glad to be able to put
some of Mr. White's favorite ideas before a
larger audience than he did; for just so far he
lives again through us. vV. P. Root.
Medina, Oct. 31.

CALIFORNIA.

an eastern bee-keepers experience in
transferring; reversing combs; section-

al brood-frames; moving bees.

After using the Langstroth, Quinby, Gallup,
American, and Heddon frames for several years
in the East, in starting an apiary in this State
it was concluded to begin at the lowest notch
and adopt altogether another form. Bees, as
procured, therefore, had to be transferred from
the old into new frames and hives, in conse-
quence of which it was just as well and cheaper
to purchase colonies in nail-kegs and soap-boxes
as in the best of hives.

If the subject to be first dealt with is a box,
it is the best plan to drum upon it, and, with
smoke, drive as many of the bees as possible
from the combs into a convenient box from
which they may be easily shaken down before
the new hive when wanted. If it is a movable-
comb hive, the queen should be found and
caged, and the cage laid among the bees; then
i-emove two or three combs containing brood,
and transfer, and hang in the new hive which
is to take the place of the old one on the old
stand, and then the remainder of the combs are
taken out and the bees brushed down before,

and allowed to run in the new entrance, accom-
panied by the queen.

It has become little short of a habit, in cut-

ting the combs loose from the old frames or box,

to take them into a warm room to avoid crack-
ing the combs, and lay a heated knife down
flat, so as to make a square cut through the top
of the comb close to the wood to which it was
attached. Then the new brood-frames are pre-

pared with bottom-bars a full inch (or the
same width of the other parts of the frame) in

width, so when the frame is set up on the bot-

tom-bar, and the wide, squarely cut honey
edge of a comb is placed on it, the frame and
comb will usually stand alone while the twine
is being tied around them. Thus the comb is

inverted as to its former position, and it is con-
trived to have all or nearly of the combs crowd
upward against the top-bars; and as this empty
edge is clean and workable it is very quickly
attached to them; when, otherwise, if the hon-
ey or brood edge were above, the honey and
brood would need to be cleared away, and some
comb removed before a firm attachment could

be made, in which case the upper edge of honey
will lean heavily out against the strings; or, if

the honey edge is narrow, its weight will cause
the thin comb below to bow outward and finally

break, allowing the honey to fall down. At
the same time, the bees assist to make the bad
matter worse by cutting the wax out where it

strikes the strings, in some cases cutting the
combs entirely through.

In using narrow bottom-bars a difficulty is,

to make the edges of narrow combs stay on
them; and as the bottom slides off on one side

on to the bottom of the hive, the upper edge
leans outward against the strings on the other,

and leaves a wide space from the top of the

comb to the top- bar of the frame, when the

comb will have ample time to settle, bend, or

be gnawed into crookedness before new comb
can be built to form the attachment to the top-

bar.
It is probable that these difficulties are what

cause the use of sticks instead of strings, or the
adoption of the Heddon driving method and
melting up all the combs and giving sheets of

foundation. Strings are easier to get and use,

and the bees can usually remove them from the
frames.
As the combs rest closely against the top-

bars, it requires only two or three hours before
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the bees will fasten them with borrowed wax,
and at the same time they begin to pick and
pull to get the strings loose to drag them out of

the hive. This causes the strings to lengthen
and diminish until they are gnawed away. In-
stead of the comb being cut out, the bees talce

the strings to be the aggressors, and save the
combs. A prevalent fault with transferring is

the expectancy that the bees are to build new
comb to fill up spaces and make the attachment
to the top-bars. Bees can not build combs
from the word go, but must first consume hon-
ey, and wait for the secretion of wax.
There should be nearly as much of the comb

in contact with the top-bar as the greatest
width of the comb. If the comb is in narrow
strips they should be stood up endwise so as to

reach both the top and bottom bars; and where
one edge contains honey it should be made flat,

and the honey placed in a leaning position
against an end-bar. Nor should a part of a
comb be cut away because it contains honey.
A rather heavy article of grocers' cotton

twine is just right. When the strings are too
light it will be removed by the bees too soon;
and if too heavy it will cause the mutilation of

the combs, and the combs are never full of

ridges and hollows as when sticks and wires
are used.

It is a pleasure to transfer by the "driving"
plan; but it is not a good practice during a
dearth of honey, when the colonies are not
strong in bees, or when the combs contain
brood, and it is desirable to save labor for the
bees. Then there are also just as perfect combs
in the old hives as could be produced from
foundation. Last fall I took a colony out from
between the studding of a schoolhouse where
there were only three combs, but each was 15

x40 inches in size, clear and straight. There is

no reason why transit rred combs should not be
clear and straight if the imphnnents. frames,
and combs are prepared to the best advantage
—good enough, at least, for the first season's
use. after which they may be elevated to the
upper stories, and foundation-drawn combs sub-
stituted in the brood -nest.

Up to May loth the bees were kept in the
valley, where they gathered honey from wil-
lows, eucalyptus, oranges, and pepper, at which
time all but 60 of the weaker colonies and the
latest hived swarms remained, while the rest
of the apiary was taken into the mountains.
On returning, in the latter part of July, the
hives in the valley were found to contain 50 to

80 lbs. each of dark, unsalable honey, and it

was thought, "What a fine winter supply !"

But it was about the 8th of August when
streams of honey were noticed creeping out of

the entrances, and running off down the hill,

and the new occupation was begun of wheeling
hives up alongside and dumping the contents,
combs, frames, brood, honey, bees, and all, into
the solar wax-extractor. This was kept up
until about three-fourths of all the swarms
whose combs had not been reversed, and \\hich
had not been built down to the bottom-bars,
were destroyed. Shading the hives seemed to

be of little use.
Heretofore it has been my practice, as soon as

the combs were built out, usually at the time of

the first extracting of honey, to put the frame
in a vise and saw the projecting arms off the
top-bar, to make it into a bottom-bar; then
remove the old bottom -bar and nail a new top-
bar on in its stead, thus having the combs se-

curely attached to the bottom -bar before inver-
sion. But this season, having more work than
usual, the valley apiary was neglected, with
the foregoing result.

When I came to this State, and visited api-
aries a year ago, I was shocked at the way the

bees were literally robbed of their winter stores
by their merciless owners; but after this ex-
perience I have changed my mind, as it is bet-
ter to lose bees by starvation than by the melt-
ing down of the combs.

A few weeks ago, in Ventura Co. I was at an
apiary of 140 colonies which yielded 18 tons of
honey, and the apiarist said that 40 colonies on
wired combs were destroyed by the combs melt-
ing down last year, and 60 more starved last

spiing. These 100 colonies should have pro-
duced 25,000 lbs. could they have been saved,
which, figuring from his actual yield from the
remainder of the apiary, would have given him
$1.00 per comb to pay "for the trouble of invert-
ing and securing the fastenings to the bottom-
bars.

How to leave in the combs sufficient winter
stores and not have the combs melt down,
seems to be almost as vexatious a problem in

California as the wintering problem is in Iowa.
When the combs contain but little honey, and
they fall, it results only in crooked combs; but
with considerable honey it smothers the bees,

queen, and brood, and all is a total loss. To
guard against this, many apiaries use combs
9x10. 12x12, with dividing-bar through the cen-
ter, and 8x12 with and without wire; and this

adoption of small and irregular-sized frames is

largely the cause of the non-production of

comb "honey. Small frames are also advan-
tageous in moving bees into the rocky canyons.
In Iowa, when bees are to be moved it is usually
cool enough to make the combs strong, and also

prevent the bees from raising the air to a melt-
ing temperature; but here it continues warm
all the time, so that a small disturbance makes
the warmth excessive. In one instance last

June, in moving 100 colonies from the valley to

the mountains, where the whole size of the
brood-nest was covered with wire cloth, less

than ten colonies arrived at their destination
alive.

As a result of keeping the bees in the valley,

many which were only nucleus colonies of three
and four combs on Feb. 1st built combs from
half-inch starters so rapidly as to fill two upper
stories besides the brood -nest by the 15th of

May. Such hives of new combs, partly filled

with honey, were almost immovable, except
over the smoothest roads; where, if they had
been able to stand a rough twenty-mile haul,
from 80 to 100 lbs. more honey per colony might
easily have been secured. Had the colonies

been taken to the sage-fields in March, they
would not have built the new combs until the
opening of the honey harvest in May.
When an apiary has been established long

enough to have surplus combs already built, it

may be advised to keep the bees in the sage
region permanently; but even in that case,

when sage yields honey only now and then a
year, and as the valleys yield honey every year,

it seems to be highly advantageous to have an
apiary readily movable; and instead of using
a smaller frame it would seem to be a better

plan to put in upright bars in the center and a
cross-bar midway between the top and bottom
bars, dividing a 9xl3-inch frame into four, and
a 9xl7-inch frame into six divisions. This
method is quicker than wiring, and absolutely
safe from sagging of combs and warping of

foundation, and at the same time adapted to a
lightning method of putting foundation in

brood-frame divisions with the Daisy fastener.

Probably the best plan of fastening frames
for moving is with the notched sticks, or with
strips of tin an inch wide having small leaves
cut out and bent downward in the spaces. A
spacer is needed on each end of the frames on
the top, and one under the center of the bottom-
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bars. The bent wire described in Langstroth
Revised is a good implement also.

These matters may seem to be of little mo-
ment; but it is found that there is scarcely an
hour in the morning or evening best suited for

the loading of the hives on the wagon, to say
nothing about fastening of bottoms and covers,
frame-fastenings and entrance-stoppers. When
we once get off on the rough roads, it is very
comforting to be sure that no comb can break
down, no colony smother or bees get loose. I

may speak about ventilation and entrances in

another communication. C. W. Dayton.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 10.

[If you use self-spacing frames you won't have
to be bothered with spacing-sticks and the like.

Say, you don't tell us what kind of a hive and
frame you are now using in California, after
having had experience in Iowa with Heddon,
Langstroth, and other frames.]

NEW MEXICO.

AN ENGLISHMAN'S EXPERIENCE.

Mr.Root:—\Y\\\ you permit me to relate my
experience in bee culture? 1 should be extreme-
ly obliged if I could obtain information upon
one or two points that have arisen in connec-
tion with it. To begin, I must say that, pre-
viously to coming to the States, I had no prac-
tical acquaintance with the methods that are
in vogue here, and I do not remember having
seen any other kind of hive in operation than
the old-fashioned one pictured upon the cover
of your journal, and I knew of no other way to
obtain the honey than by destroying the bees;
so you will see my knowledge was a long way
behind the times. I had formed an opinion,
from reading, that the Americans were much
further advanced in apiculture than the Eng-
lish were, and that bee-keeping was far more
general here than over the water. I have
since found this to be true, although I have
also learned that British apiculture is in a
much further advanced stage than ever I sus-
pected it to be.

Before I left London I had made up my mind
that, if this country here was suitable for
keeping bees, I would enter upon it as soon as
practicable, despite my ignorance of the sub-
ject; and so in March last I purchased two
colonies of Italian bees and commenced to get
experience. I soon became intensely interested
—fascinated, perhaps, would be the better word
—in my new acquisition; although I was ex-
ceedingly timid at first, and every time a bee
began to buzz I felt like bolting.
As soon as I saw that they were beginning to

bring in honey I placed a super on one of the
hives, and this was tilled during the month of
May.
The other hive I began to experiment upon

by dividing it and forming two nuclei from it,

but without having any queens. I was anxious
for some time lest I had done wrong, and
thrown away a lot of time. I watched them
closely until they had reared queens for them-
selves, then I feared lest they were merely fer-

tile workers; but they have proved to be
excellent queens in every respect, and produce
brood at a rapid rate. Of course, if I had known
more of their habits I might have saved a good
deal of unnecessary worry.
My next experiment was in driving a swarm,

to prevent natural swarming; and in this,

after consulting the A P. C. Gleanings, etc., I

succeeded in doing beyond my expectations,
and have a capital colony from them. I was in
doubt as to how I should manage if I had a
natural swarm come off, and so ray first efforts

were to prevent them doing so, as we have no
trees near here upon which they could alight,
and I did not wish to run the risk of losing
them; but one morning my son came in, saying
that the bees were swarming. Fortunately
they alighted on some old pieces of timber 1

had near by, and I quickly got a hive, stole a
frame of brood from another colony, and had
them quickly fixed up, and now they are doing
well, and I am taking a nucleus from them in
the course of a few days when I get a queen. I

have divided and subdivided until I have eight
colonies and one nucleus. I should like to ask
if I have divided them too much or too quickly.
I am without experience on the subject.

I had heard, and have read in the journals
and periodicals, that alfalfa is an excellent
honey-producing plant. I should like to ask if

this is an opinion only, or is it a fact based upon
the practical observation of competent persons.
This district is an alfalfa country. It has been
in bloom here since the middle of April; but,
though I have watched, and my son has watch-
ed closely, we have failed to find any bees
working upon it at any time; and when it has
been in bloom within a few yards of the colo-
nies, I have observed the bees to go in exactly
the opposite direction, where there has been no
alfalfa within a mile. The honey-flow began
in the latter part of April, and continued dur-
ing the month of May; and as soon as the
mesquite- bushes ceased blooming, the flow
stopped. The honey obtiiiued was water-
white, and of a most delicate and delicious
flavor, while the comb also was very white
indeed. During the months of June and July
the bees in this neighborhood did practically
nothing. In one hive they ate up nearly all

their stores, but during this month (August)
they have been exceedingly busy, and accumu-
lated honey very fast; it is, however, brown in

color, and strong in smell and taste, altogether
unlike the honey obtained in May. I believe it

is obtained from a species of wild sunflower
which blooms profusely just now, and there
is the same kind of smell with both honey and
flower. I may say, that alfalfa has been in

bloom the whole of the time from the middle of
April until the time of writing, and upon
inquiry among other bee-keepers my observa-
tion as to bees not working it is confirmed.

I purchased one queen during this season,
and introduced her into a queenless colony.
She began to lay di'ones in worker-brood comb,
and continued for some time producing beauti-
fully marked small drones. She then changed
over to worker brood, and was going on very
well; but before the hive was full a queen-cell
was started and capped over; and as at that
time I had lost a queen I concluded to take the
queen from this hive (leave the one cap])ed
over to come on), and introduce her to the
queenless colony. After a week or so I saw she
had begun drones again; and during a period
of more than six weeks she produced only
drones in worker comb, so I determined to get
rid of her at once. I should like to ask what
the cause was of her producing the drones,
when she was changed over, as already there
was a large number of drones in the hive. The
queen raised from her is doing excellently, and
filling up the hive fast with working bees.

Eddy, New Mexico, Aug. 31. W. Huggett.

SHALLOW COMBS.

THEIK advantages.

Mr. Root:—On page 537, July 1, 1889, Mr.
Heddon says: "If I could get the capacity de-
sired, as cheaply, and still keep the standard
length and width, I would not have my combs
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over four inches deep. The fact Is, the shal-
lower the better." If he is willing to tell why,
and you are willing to give his answer in

Gleanings, I should be glad to have it so.

John S. Callbbeath.
Rock Rift, N. Y., Oct. 3.

[We submitted the matter to Mr. Heddon,
who kindly replies:]

Dear Gleanings:—In response to a solicita-

tion from Bro. Callbreath, I will say that I am
as greatly in favor of shallow combs as I was
on the 10th day of June, 1889, when I penned
the article found on page 537 of Gleanings for

that year. When I first adopted the Lang-
stroth hive, my brother bee-keepers were all

about rae expressing apprehensions of dire re-

sults from its extremely shallow combs. Time
has proven the application, to this case, of the
following appropriate adage:

Half of our troubles are half our inventions;
And often, from blessings conferred.

We've shrunk with wild apprehensions
Of evils that never occurred.

No doubt most of your readers are very well
aware of the numerous advantages of shallow
combs, but very many have been, and some
are still, fearful of disadvantages arising from
what they are pleased to call extreme shallow-
ness. The work of T. F. Bingham, and those
who adopted his hive, invented some thirty
years ago, has utterly disproved the theory
that combs can be so shallow as to injure the
successful living and working of the bees.

While the use of Mr. Bingham's hive was never
widespread, and is now, perhaps, nearly aban-
doned, it was not because of the extreme shal-
lowness of the combs, which were only A^-i

inches deep, but wholly for other reasons. He
used 8 frames, 22 inches long; and his method
of combining these combs, or, I might say, his

hive construction, didn't come into general
favor. I used one of his hives eight years, and
I wintered a colony in it outdoors eight winters;
and while several were very severe, and many
colonies in my apiary died, the one in this small
brood -chamber, with its extremely shallow
combs, never showed even any sign of disease,
except once, when it di.^d with the winter mal-
ady, the same as others. My experience and
observation warrant a positive belief, something
akin to absolute knowledge, that extremely
shallow combs are not excelled by any other,
for safely wintering the bees. We are all aware
of the fact that shallow frames are more easily
handled, better adapted to the storage of sur-
plus honey, less liable to brace and burr combs,
and, I beli(>,ve, better adapted to early and ex-
tensive brood-rearing. While they have other
advantages, I will not take the space required
to enumerate them, as most of your readers are
aware of what they are.

I know, Mr. Editor, you prefer short articles;

and since entering the profession I more fully
appreciate the reason why; but if the above
doesn't seem to you or your readers to cover the
ground completely enough, I shall be pleased
to go farther. James Heddon.
Dowagiac, Mich., Oct. 16.

[Mr. Heddon has told us of the advantages of
shallow combs, but has not told us exactly why
he would have them shalUnvcr th&n his regular
combs. We should be glad to give more space
to this question, if it is desired.]

THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE-KEEPERS' CON-
VENTION AT CHICAGO.

A BRIEF REPORT OF IT BY E. R. ROOT.

As I sit before my desk this morning I feel

my utter incompetency to do justice on paper

to that mammoth convention that has now gone
into history. In our last issue I alluded edit-

orially in various places to the " big conven-
tion." little dreaming, however, that the little

word "big" would so fitly describe it. I had
expected a large attendance, because the Co-
lumbian Fair would draw bee-keepers from all

over this great land. But if any one had asked
me how large the convention would be numeri-
cally, I should have said, " Not much to exceed
125." But the records show that there was an
enrollment of 225. At the former meetings at
which I have been present, 100 has been con-
sidered a large attendance; but what may we
think of the number at Chicago? It was
the most representative gathering the asso-
ciation has ever had or perhaps ever will

have. At one of the sessions a show of hands
was called for from each State and Province.
The following table shows the number of rep-
resentatives from each as they wei'e called off:

California, 2. Ontario, 14.

Colorado, 3. Quebec, 1.

Illinois, 43. Maryland, 2.

Iowa, 23. Michigan, 20.

Indiana, 6. New Hampshire, 1.

Kansas, 1. Minnesota, 6.

Kentuclcy, 2. Missouri, 4.

Nebraska, 2. Vermont, 4.

New York, 15. Texas, 3.

Ohio, 30. District of Columbia, 5.

Pennsylvania, 3. Australia, 1.

Wisconsin, 9. Chicago, 8.

Our former conventions have been largely
local; and the small attendance even th.-n has
been somewhat discouraging to an association
having such a high-sounding name—a name
that is supposd to take in the whole of the
North American continent. As Dr. Miller says
in Straws, "There never was a time when so
many bee-keepers assembled at one place as at
the convention in Chicago: and, we may add,
there never was a time when so many promi-
nent bee-keepers, who have been known by
their writings or large crops, were present to-

gether," many of them coming great distances.
As the table above shows, there were represent-
atives, not only from far-distant States, but
one from Australia, in the person of J. W.
Pender—a delegate from the Hunter River As-
sociation—a society that occupies a position
quite similar to that of the North American.
Then we had an attendance of just those bee-
keepers whose familiar faces we can not afford

to miss—those who have the faculty of enliven-
ing the proceedings and making what other-
wise might be a dull and tedious meeting some-
thing lively and exhilarating.
The firstthingon the program was an address

of welcome by Mr. G. W. York. We do not
usually publish in our convention reports the
full text of an address; but as this is short, and
happy in style, we give it entire.

ADDRESS OF WELCOME.

Mr. Presiident, Ladies, a7id Oentlemen:—
It is with a feeling of sincere pleasure that I am

permitted to welcome to our Western metropolis,
and at present the Mecca of the world, the grandest
association of bee keepers this continent has ever
known. As a represetitative and resident ot "Chi-
cago the Peerless," 1 offer to you not only "the keys
of the city," tliat shall open the gates to all its

pleasures and wonders, but I also extend to you a
most hearty and cordial welcome.
Many of those wlio are here before me have come

from distant climes, and ;iro now indeed in a "far
country:" but, nevertheless, remember that you
are still in your "blessed homeland," and that the
same God reigns liere as in the sunrise East, in sun-
crowned Canada, in the sunset West, or in the sun-
kiseed Southland. I trust that, during your brief
sojourn within our borders, you may all feel per-
fectly at home; and that, when your conventional
labors are ended, your inclinations for sight-seeing
be fully gratified, and you return once more to the
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loved ones around your various hearthstones; and
permit me to express the hope that you may carry
with you memories that shall serve as an inspira-

tion in future days to nobler and better living, both
for time and for eternity.

I realize tliat it is no small thing to welcome to

our city the representatives of so honored and
ancient an industry as bee-keeping; for ever since

bees and honey were found in the ribbed carcass of

the lion in the time of Samson, until the present
hour, honey and its production have been the de-

light iind profit of the sage as well as the peasant;
and to-day I Know, from my own experience with
men and women, tliat many of the very best people
in all the world are devoted to the honorable pur-
suit of apiculture.
Bee-keepers of America, while the horologe of

time is striking the eleventh hour of the century, I

bid you welcome to Chicago—the eighth wonder of

the world. Welcome, also, to the untold splendors
and matchless magnificence of the beautiful " hite

City," within whose doors is tlie most marvelous
collection of the handiwork of mankind that earth
ever beheld. Yes. welcome to all these, for all tliiiigs

are theirs who believe.

Welcome, then, ye bee-folks, welcome!
To our cities grand and free;

May thy meeting prove as " blessed"
As thy little busy bee.

Chicago, 111., Oct. 10, 1093. George W. York.
Continued i)i ncxtoissue.

QUEENS TO IRELAND

FitoM >ip:dina.

Friend Root:—Some of your readers might
like to liear about the arrival and reception of

the queens forwarded by you to the Hibernian
Apiary in far-off Ireland, so I shall proceed to

furnish some particulars. On .Saturday after-

noon, July 1, I went to the postoffice. and. to

my delight. I was handed the two cages, which,
I need not tell you, we examined then and
there. In both the queens were lively, and there
were a few more dead bees in that marked No. 1

than in the other. The postmaster, who had
received reiterated instructions from me as to

their treatment on arrival, seemed considerably
relieved to know that at last his responsibility
was at an end.
After exhibiting them to a lady friend heavily

stricken with bee-fever, I proceeded to our
church-choir practice, where, after the exercise
was over, the bees were duly admired, more
particularly by our worthy parson himself.
No. 1 was placed on a comb of sealed brood

in a hive long queenless, but regularly supplied
with brood from another hive.

No. 2 was introduced under a drone-cage by a
plan of my own, which consists in caging the
queen of the hive till its inmates are personally
aware of the fact, when she is removed, and the
stranger is substituted under the same cage.
The stranger is then left undisturbed till the
bees have again clustered on the cage, when it

is usually safe to liberate her. Of course, she
must be watched: and if anysymptoms of anger
are shown she must be again confined till her
reception is cordial.

On the following day I liberated them; but
as hostilities ensued they were once more im-
prisoned till the next day, Monday, when they
were kindly received.
No. 1. which I took to be of " Neighbor H.'s "

strain, and which I destined as a drone-mother,
has taken kindly to her duties, and several
drones are now in the larval stage in a drone-
comb placed for their reception in the brood-
nest.
No. 2 is also busily at work, and I hope that,

by heather time, which is usually in August, I

shall have a goodly band of Italians eager for

the spoil.

FOUI. BROOD.
I wish to add a word on foul brood. This

terrible disease has made fearful havoc among
the bees in this neighborhood. I purchased
a hive a short time since, transferred them
that night, and on exatnining them by daylight
I discovered to my horror that the combs which
T had transferred were full of it. As you may
imagine, after discovering the plague I lost no
time ii\ making preparations to tight it. For-
tunately I had on hand Frank Cheshire's in-

valuable work on bees, and, as 1 had already
posted myself on his foul-brood treatment, I

soon had a sprayer at work, charged with a
strong solution of carbolic acid. The carbolic

fumes quickly drove out the bees. The queen,
however, I secured and caged. The bees thus
driven from their hive joined two other colo-

nies, and were peaceably received. I was then
left with the queen and the combs; the former I

dispatched, and the latter were secured and
ultimately melted down. I then had to watch
the two colonies which the infected bees had
entered. By occasionally spraying with a car-

bolic solution any suspicious spots, I effected a
cure. This treatment, I am sure, is the best

and most reliable. In all cases it is advisable
to destroy the queen, as, in most cases, her
ovaries are infected, and consequently every
egg she lays contains the germs of the disease.

H. S. G. Stephenson.
Cor Castle, Inneshannon, Co. Cork, Ireland,

July 12.

[We have tried this spraying of carbolic acid

here at Medina, and it seemed to have no
effect.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

;VOODEN W^AGON-WHEEI.S DURING A DROUTH;
MORE ABOUT I.OOSE WAGON-TIRES.

Friend iJoot;—Since reading yours in Sept.

15th Gleanings about "loose wagon-tires," I

have thought I might help some one. if not
yourself, by contributing my "mite." When I

came to Texas, 2t5 years ago, I experienced the
same trouble you speak of with loose wagon-
tires. In fact, as we have longer drouths, and
the sun shines hotter, the trouble is intensified

—more especially so since nine out of ten farm-
ers let their wagons stand out in the weather
the year round. However. I soon learned that
wheels made of our native hois d'arc (bow
wood), when well seasoned, never shrink, but
the tires keep tight till the wagon wears out.

Nor is this all; for our black limy soil soon de-

stroys oak or other timber, while it has no ef-

fect on bois d'arc. No one ever lives long
enough to see a fence-post of this timber rot.

I have known posts of it shipped 2.50 miles or
more to be used. I now have had a wagon In

constant use for six years; and although we
have just passed through a severe drouth, the

heat sometimes at 102° in the shade, the tires

are as tight as the day I bought it; while all

along the road may be seen oak wagons with a
broken wheel from the tires coming off.

When I came here a bois d'arc wagon cost

f!150.()0. The one I now have cost $8.5.00, all

complete with top! box, bows, and sheet and
spring seat. A good northern-made oak wagon
costs here $75. t,

I use boiling linseed oil with good effect on
my buggy and sulky wheels. The wheels
should stay in the oil about one hour, and
should be applied at least once a year. You
can get bois d'arc wheels made here, or you
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can have the timber shipped north and made
up. A good deal is being shipped already.

I like Gleanings mostly for its home talks
and useful hints in general, as I have but few
bees now, and will never change the Simplicity
hive for any other.
Honey crop is light here. I aim to raise hon-

ey only for my own use. J. G. Fitzgerald.
Brookstown, Tex., Oct. 9.

[We are glad to give place to the above letter,

even though the principal point is, getting tim-
ber from a place as far away as Texas. While
reading it the idea kept coming to my mind,
that wagon-wheels made entirely of metal
would never get loose in dry weather; and, in

fact, I have seen wheels with tires five or six

inches wide made in this way. I presume they
would v/eigh something more than a wooden
wheel; but is it not possible, at this stage and
age of progress, to make a wheel entirely of
steel as light as one made of wood ? I feel quite
certain that wide tires of some kind are soon to

come into use generally; in fact, the great trav-
eling public can well aflford to pay the team-
ster a pretty good sum of money who will travel
the roads with a wide-tired wagon; and the
man or woman who rides a wheel could afford

to give him still more; for you can follow a
wide wagon-track for miles and miles, with
scarcely a bumb or jar, compared to picking
your way where only narrow tires are used.]

SCRAPING SECTIONS.

In our honey -house we have a stove, on the
hearth of which I this year placed a board long
enough to range four sections facing forward,
and as wide as the hearth, to put the cleaned
sections on till ready to place them in the ship-
ping-case, which was on top of the stove,
all ready for use. In front of the hearth I

placed a bee-hive upper to serve as a table; at
the right of this a tier of supers—six or eight on
a low box. to raise them a little from the floor.

On one side of the open a large old tin milk-
pall was placed to catch the scrapings. On the
other end of the hearth was a chisel to loosen
frames with sections; a strong knife for pry-
ing; caseknife with straight edge to shove
scrapings out of the way or off the board into
an old pail; a jack-knife and razor for cleaning
sections. I use the first mostly. Having every
thing thus at hand 1 would seat myself on the
remaining side of my table, upon which rests a
planed board long enough to reach across the
table from the old pail on one side, and on the
other, close up against me, thus keeping most
of the scrapings on the board till I push them
to one side, or off with my caseknife into the
pail. What does not go I shake or scrape off

when I arise to put the clean sections into the
shipping-case. Another year we may try Mr.
Flansburg's " screen-bridge " or something sim-
ilar.

Mr. Root, you did a nice thing when you got
W. P. R. at those old bee-books. I am more es-
pecially pleased that I have been doing some-
thing of the same kind for a number of years,
only I did not have the books to work at.

Tiffin, O., Aug. 24. R. Moore.

VALUE OF THE DIVISION-BOARDS.
In May 1st Gleanings Dr. C. C. Miller, in

Stray Straws, asks, "Are division-boards of
real value?" etc. In reply I would say that
they are for certain purposes, to-wit:

1. A small swarm, covering only two to four
frames, hived on starters late in the season, will
start to build comb in one end or corner of the
hive, covering, may be, the corner of five to
seven frames, and will, if left alone, start to
draw those out simultaneously, slowly and to

disadvantage; and should the honey-flow, and,
in consequence, the building of comb, stop ab-
ruptly, there would be so many unfinished
combs on hand. The proper use of a division-
board will prevent this. Confine the swarm by
means of it to a space they will comfortably,
yet completely, fill, thereby concentrating the
heat and their united labor, and you will get
full sheets of comb as far as possible, instead of
half- finished ones.

2. This applies equally to section honey.
When, late in the season, your sections are,
probably, not going to be finished, crowd the
bees by the use of one to three division-boards
inserted into the hive above, and watch results.

3. In wintering, too, I should prefer to have a
division-board or two joining the sides of the
hive, instead of an empty comb. This is the
extent to which I find them useful and will

stand up for. C. Winter.
Piru City, Cal.

HOT-AIK ENGINES FOR PUMPING WATER.
We ran short of water this summer, and put

in a 6-inch Ericsson hot-air pumping-engine,
at an expense of .f180. It pumps 225 gallons an
hour, and burns two gallons of gasoline in 13
hours. If I had put it in earlier in the season I

think it would have nearly paid for itself this
season. Eugene Davis.
Grand Rapids, Mich., Oct. 5.

[I may explain to our readers, that the ad-
vantage the hot-air engine has over the wind-
mill is this: With the windmill you must have
a large tank or reservoir for storage, in order
that you may have water to use when the wind
does not blow. With the hot-air engine, how-
ever, and a good supply of water, you may
pump the water just as you want to use it. Of
course, some sort of reservoir is a great conven-
ience, but it need not be of so great capacity as
for the windmill. Friend Davis does not tell us
how high the engine lifts the 22.5 gallons of
water in an hour. Of course, this makes quite
a difference.]

HONEY NOT FIT TO EAT; DR. KELLOGG'S SLAN-
DER STILL AFLOAT.

I inclose herewith a clipping that is going the
rounds of the press, and should be glad to have
your opinion of it through Gleanings. I pro-
nounce the whole thing false, but there are
thousands of people who will believe it true.
Fort Smith, Ark., Aug. 22. Z. Wills.

[The clipping referred to was given on page
235, 1892. It came from Dr. Kellogg, of Battle
Creek, Mich., and is one of the wildest state-
ments that ever came from the pen of a man In
his position. Honey, as all human experience
proves, besides its place in the Bible economy,
is one of the best articles of food; and while
some kinds may not be good, it by no means
follows that 7(o>ie is good. So far as cleanness
and purity are concerned, honey may well be
the standard of comparison. Mr. K. is no au-
thority on honey.]

GOLDEN COREOPSIS.
Inclosed are a few flowers of the large flower-

ing Spanish needle. Since I saw it in Iowa in

1890 I have seen it in this part of the State.
About three miles from here are two large
patches of it, one on each side of the Musking-
um River, and about a mile apart. Both are
on waste land, with a depression in the ground.
I went last spring to look after them, and car-
ried home with me half a dozen little plants
and put them in my garden, and now they are
a perfect blaze of beautiful yellow flowers, and
the bees work on them from daylight till dark,
the same as on the scrophularia. That and the
blackheart are about all they have just now to
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work on. It would be an acquisition to any
flower-garden, blooming as it does at this very
dry time. But it would not do to call it Span-
ish needle. Let's call it "'golden coreopsis." I

haven't seen the needles yet, but I don't think
they amount to any thing, as the other kind
does. W. S. Imlay.

Zanesville, O., Sept. 4.

Notes of Travel

MY WAY
This cut represents

the way I clean sec-
tions. With a pocket-
knife in the right hand,
and by dextrous move-
ments of the left, I can
scrape them very fast.

A 43^x434 is easily held
in the hand, but larger
sizes can not be.

R. B. Kidder.
Columbus, Wis.

OF SCRAPING SECTIONS.

\

^^5^

REPORTS Encouraging.

Here is my bees and honey report. Last win-
ter I lost 2 out of 24; doubled up to 19, and got
400 lbs. of comb honey, and 800 of extracted.
One colony made 260 lbs. of extracted.

Peters, Mich., Oct. 7. Fred A. Hund.

My bees have done very well this season. I

got 1200 filled sections ready for market from 32
colonies, spring count, from raspberries, clover,
and wild cotton; no basswood here. White
clover was very plentiful, and yielded much
honey. J. S. Ki-ock.
Urban, Pa., Aug. 1.

one hundred pounds per colony for
GEORGIA.

In Sept. 1.5th Gleanings friend Holt, of
Americus, Ga., says that the honey crop in his
vicinity is a failure. In this section (57 miles
southwest) it has been immense. I have had
several hives give me 100 lbs. of comb honey,
without any attention except to put on sections
(or frames in some), with only small starters in
them, and take off the honey when i could get
a chance. L. A. Duggan.

Cuthbert. Ga., Sept. 27.

Reports Discouraging

Bees have made but very little surplus honey.
I have seven stands, and have not had a swarm
this past summer, and not over 85 lbs. of surplus
honey. This is about the same with my
neighbors. H. M. Kume.
Bancroft, Neb.. Sept. 11.

Inclosed please find ^1.00 for Gleanings for
another year. Although our honey crop was an
•entire failure this year. lean not afford to do
without Gleanings. It looks as though our
crop of honey for another year would be a fail-

ure also. Last winter killed out all the clover
that would have bloomed this year. There
was a tine crop came up from the seed this
spring that would have bloomed next year; but
the sever(i drouth that \\r. are having now, and
have had for the last two months, has killed all

the young clover, so there will be very little for
bees to work on next year in this part of the
country, and that is what we depend on for our
surplus honev. as we h}«ve no basswood here.
Delhi, 111., Sept. 14. H. D. Edwards.

ON THE wheel.
But his disciples came and besought him, saying,

Send her away; for slie ciieth after us. But he
answered and said, I am not sent but unto the lost
sheep of the house of Israel. -Matt. 16:23, :i4.

I do not know, friends, but I am getting
things mixed up a little in this issue. Perhaps
what I have written under the title of Our
Homes ought to be here, and this ought to be
there. At any rate, I am going to talk to you
just now about some of the homes of our land.
I had asked Mrs. Root for a very early supper;
and while we were eating, there was some talk
about my thirteen -mile ride l^efore dark. The
barometer was falling rapidly, and the clouds
in the west looked rather " portentous of a
storm." Mother suggested that perhaps I had
better give it up; but I replied there was a
special engagement, and that I must get to
Wadsworth, 13 miles, in some way, rain or no
rain. I remember one of the children saying
something like this:
" I really believe father likes to get caught in

the rain, or get lost, or get somewhere on the
wrong road, just so he can have some new ad-
ventures, and something exciting to tell about."
These may not have been the exact words,

but it was something in that line; and as my
daughter ended, I began to think that she had
come pretty near the truth after all. Dear
friends. I do enjoy mishaps or emergencies that
make it necessary for me to go into the homes
scattered about our land. The homes where
our people live are a matter to me of great in-

terest—especially the homes of our farming
people in this great nation of ours. I sympa-
thize with them and I am anxious about them.

I should not have been quite so late in getting
my start, but we have just succeeded in con-
fining the exhaust steam from our 100-horse-
posver engine so as to carry it through large
drain-tiles under ground, from the factory to

our home. A pipe containing hot water is sup-
ported in the center of this big tile, and the
radiators all over the house are now so hot as
to blister your hand if you are not careful how
you touch them. Not only while the steam is

passing through the tiles, but even 12 hours or

more after the steam has been shut off, they
are scalding hot. Furthermore, we are build-
ing plant-beds, and some of them are already
planted to lettuce, right over the pathway of

this underground passage.
Before mounting my wheel I had to take

just one more look and give my last directions

to the men who were busy at work on the bods.

At a quarter past four I was spinning along the
river road on my way. As I reached River
Styx, a little more than half way. it began to

be quite dark, and I heard the noise of the
rushing wind as the great black clouds began
to come directly overhead. The road had just
been patted down smooth since the rain; and
the bioad-tired wheels belonging to the German
wagons used in that neighborhood made just a
beautiful track for the wheel. Even when it

got to be quite dark I could see the shining
wheel-tracks, and I kept my wheel in the path
with but little trouble. Pretty soon there
seemed to be a wonderful ease and freedom to

my wheel. I went up hill and down as if some
unsecMi power were lifting me and sending me
along. Now, I have had this feeling before,
and I always forget the cause: and it was not
until I saw the leaves from the trees whirling
along beside me that I recognized that it was
the wind from that black cloud that was car-
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rying me along almost as if I were flying. You
see, the wind was just behind me. and my speed
was just about equal to that of the wind. So I

sailed along in company with the flying leaves,
feeling no wind at all. There is something
strange about this—feeling yourself in a dead
calm when there is a tremendous wind going
along with you. I was thinking I should make
Wadsworth in ample time if I could only keep
my wheel in the beaten wagon-track. But,
alas! the big drops of rain put an end to my
flights of fancy. Just ahead of me I saw a
bright light. It was so dark I could scarcely
see the building; but I knew it was a little

piece off from the road. I tried to And the
gate, but ran past it and up into the barnyard.
By the time I had found the door of the house
I was pretty thoroughly drenched with rain. I

tried to get the man whom I found there to
hitch up and carry me to Wadsworth. But he
said his wife did not like to stay alone in the
night; and as they hadn't lived there very long,
they were not very much acquainted with any-
body. In fact, the neighbors had not been very
neighborly to the new comers.

It was getting late, and I was damp and wet.
I do not really relish riding in a buggy any of
the time; and then it occurred to me that, be-
fore I had the wheel, I used to be pretty good
on a walk; so I borrowed an umbrella and was
going to start out, when my friends very kindly
tendered me the use of a lighted lantern. The
lantern was bright and clean. There was not a
bit of dust on the tin work, nor a particle of
smoke or soot on the glass; in fact, it was just
such a lantern as I should not feel ashamed of.

evf'U if I were to go among crowds of educated
and intelligent people. Why do I speak of
such trifling things? Because they always
mean something. I made up my mind that
that woman was a Christian, whether her hus-
band was or not; and I got my impressions a
good deal from that lantern. My friends, if a
stranger should come into your house out of the
dark, what would the lantern look like which
you would have to offer to him ? More of this
anon.

I found the roads quite sliopery, and I did not
make very rapid progress. In fact, it took me
over an hour to walk three miles and a half.
About a mile ahead was one of those beautiful
soft-water springs I have told you about. If I

rode in a buggy I could not enjoy a drink from
that spring; but by the time I got there with
my lantern and umbrella I was quite ready to
enjoy a cupful, and to thank God for it.

The town of Wadsworth has, for a number of
years, been a '"dry." or prohibition town, and
this in spite of railroads and coal-mines in the
immediate neighborhood. Within the past
year, however, some strange state of affairs has
come about, and the saloons have been called
back—hence this special temperance meeting.
I sat a little while by a hot stove, turning my-
self until I was pretty thoroughly dried, when
I was called upon the platform. The house
was tilled, and the clergymen of the place were
together on the platform. Before the speaking
commenced, the pastor of the church leaned
over and whispered to me something like this;

' Mr. Root, you have no conception of the
apathy, indifference, and general discourage-
ment that have got hold of our people here in
Wadsworth. The whisky men have crowded
on to us. and six new saloons are now bright
with new paint, and doing business full blast.
A part of our people think there is no use try-
ing—they are too much for us any way. An-
other part seem to think things are not so
terribly bad, and there is no use making any
fuss about it; still another part have become
discouraged, and do not care. If you and

brother Russell can wake us up to a sense of
our shortcomings we shall consider you a God-
send."
Howard H. Russell was the speaker. I was

simply to introduce him, and to back him up
when he seemed to need backing. But I am
not going to talk temperance to yon just now.
By dayliglit next morning I picked up my

umlirella and lantern, and started back on foot.
Permit me to say I did not take a particle of
cold; and, like my friend Wilbur Fenn in re-
gard to the potato-bugs, I did not expect to
take cold. I have learned, by years of experi-
ence, that a thorough drenching by a summer
shower does me no harm at all. providing I can
keep up some sort of exercise so as to keep
warm. In fact, I was just getting over a cold
contracted by staying out too long when look-
ing at the fireworks at the World's Fair; but
my wetting did not aggravate the cold a parti-
cle. As I passed the spring I had another de-
licious drink of that beautiful soft spring
water. If any man who is addicted to intem-
perance enjoys his drinks as much as I do
quenching my thirst at these springs that God
has given, then I am mistaken. Any way, my
drinks are taken with a clear conscience and a
thankful spirit, with the conviction that God's
love is over and around me. The man who
drinks any intoxicant does not have this feel-

ing. Am I not right?
I told the friends I stopped with the evening

before, that I should like to take breakfast
with them. Accordingly a nice breakfast was
in waiting as I came up the front walk. I

could find thi> gate easily enough by daylight.
We had potatoes and ham, and fried corn -meal
mush with syrup. When I asked them where
they attended church, the husband and wife
exchanged looks. Finally Mr. T. replied:

" Why, Mr. Root, we do not go to church
much anywhere since we have got married."
The wife looked from me to her husband,

and then added with a smile, " Please tell Mr.
Root whose fault it is that we have not been to
church since we were married."
The latter was not said in a complaining

tone, but with an appealing look that I under-
stood. He answered;

" Well. I am hired to work this farm of over a
hundred acres, and I do it almost all myself.
Of course, we exchange work some, but I am
sure I work for them more than they work for
me; and on Sunday I am too tired to do any
thing but rest and get ready for the work of
the next day."

" Look here, friend T., you have been a
church-member and a Sunday-school teacher.
Now tell me truly, don't you feel a great deal
more tired when you stay at home than when
you attend worship and do your part toward
remembering the Sabbath day to keep it holy ?"

I had to smile pretty broadly when his
answer came out, bright and clear:

" Yes, sir. I have noticed that very thing."
As his wife and I both laughed at his frank,

candid admission, he added:
"Another thing, a body feels mean Sunday

night, when he has not attended church nor
worship of any sort."
Just a mile and a half away was a Methodist

church that was in sad need of members. Two
miles in another direction was a Lutheran
church. The good wife, before marriage, had
attended the latter, while her husband was a
Methodist. How often we come upon such a
state of affairs as this ! and how sad it is that
the result is also too often the case that they do
not go to church at all as a consequence! I ad-
vised them to attend service where the wife
and mother (a child just a year old sat in a
high-chair) felt at home; and as this was Sat-
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urday morning I put in an earnest plea to have
them talie that same horse and buggy that was
to take me to Wadsworth, and go to church on
the morrow. Mr. T. urged that it was so late
In the fall the weather would be bad; but that,
when the weathei' would he good next spring,
they would start going to church regularly. I

had become pretty well acquainted by this time,
and I commenced pleading:

"No. no 1 don't wait until next summer.
Make a start to-morrow. The Weather Bureau
says it will be a fine day. I am sure the baby
will bi'have all right; and even if she does not,
it will not, by any means, spoil the services.

Go and tell that Lutheran minister I sent you."
Here the wife put in, that they (at that par-

ticular church) could not afford preaching oft-

ener than once every other week, and the mor-
row was the wrong day.

'• Well, my friends, if you do not go to-morrow
give me your promise that you will attend the
Sunday after, providing it does not rain. I do
not want to leave this pleasant home of yours
until I see you both started once more back in

the straight and narrow path from which you
have been so long straying."
As I rose up I took some money from my

pocket, and was going to pay for my breakfast.
My host, however, insisted that he would not
take any pay from any one who had tried so
hard to have them do what they ought to do.

1 have seen this state of affairs before. When
I have undertaken to exhort people toward
God's kingdom and his righteousness they will
not let me pay what is justly their due. But
this time I was equal to the occasion. I laid a
half-dollar on the table, and told them that, if

they would not accept pay for the breakfast,
they must take that coin as their first offering
to the church from which they had so long
absented themselves; and I got the promise.
The little incident I have mentioned is what

suggested my text—especially the fore part of
it referring to the lost sheep of the house of
Israel. Go where I may, I find much of this
state of affairs—people who used to be church-
members, but who have backslidden; and very
often they confess, as frankly as did friend T.,
that there is no happiness nor satisfaction in
deserting God's cause. How bright the morn-
ing seemed, and how easy it was to spin over
the ground after that little bit of spiritual
exhortation! I was happy because I had had
just a little taste of laying up treasures in
heaven instead of on earth. " where moth and
rust doth corrupt, and where thieves break
through and steal."

Shall I tell you why those six saloons have
just started up in full blast in Wadsworth?
Why, it is just because Christian people have
backslidden and deserted. Do you remember
the text from Malachi—" Bring ye all the tithes
into the storehouse; prove, me now herewith,
saith the Lord of hosts "?—you know the rest.

The whole trouble with the temperance cause
—the whoU» trouble with our nation—is because
of the indifference of professing Christians.
Last wt^ek somebody went into my neighbor's

carriage-house and took not only his double
harness, but his single harness; in fact, they
stole all the harnes.ses he had. When I wa'^ off

on my wheel in the adjoining county of Sum-
rait, a relative told me that his new buggy
harness had just been stolen. He is not a
professor of leligion; in fact, he has been
known far and wide for bi'ing a good deal the
other way; but when I said, " Look here,
friends, the shortest and quickest remedy for
this state of affairs is to start more Sunday-
schools, and all of us lend a hand," he said he
heartily agreed with me—at least, he believed
that the shortest and quickest remedy was to

educate our children so that they should not
grow up thieves, I have bi^en told that thiev-
ing is getting to he more common all over our
land. Stealing harnesses is a new departure,
and there are other new departures coming on.
Let me give you a hint.
The man who owned the farm where I got

my breakfast is the owner of ./Jve farms. He
has five, and his neighbors do not have any.
Yes, I agree with a great lot of you who insist
that this is a wrong state of affairs; but the
blame by no means rests entirely with the man
who has five farms. What effect do you sup-
pose those six new saloons will have on the
state of affairs where one man has five farms
and his neighbors do not have any? Will it

help matters? And then suppose the people all

around get into a fashion of staying at home
from church. Will tlmt help matters? Cer-
tainly not.* "Seek ye first the kingdom of
God, and his righteousness," and all these
things will be mended. The Bible says so. It
will stop saloon-keepers from getting the upper
hand; it will stop folks from stealing harnesses;
it will bring about a pleasant and friendly so-
lution of the difficulties between labor and cap-
ital. How shall we proceed toward seeking
God's kingdom and his righteousness? Why,
wake up and help to fill the places of worship
that our fathers have scattered over our land.
Go next Sunday; take everybody along you
can get hold of. Do not wait till spring; do
not stop on account of the weather; lend a
hand toward hunting up the lost sheep of the
house of Israel, and ye shall have pi'ace on
earth and treasures in heaven. By ih^way,
some of our unbelieving friends suggest that we
Christian people are looking toward heaven
after this world is done with. Well, I want to
tell you that such people are behind the times.
The Christian people of the present day—that
is, the intelligent and wideawake ones—be-
lieve in heaven here on earth, and they believe
in it right along every day. and are trying to
bring it abouL "Thy kingdom come, thy will

be done on earth as it is in heaven." Does that
mean that we are to wait until we are dead f I

am rather afraid the Christian who does not
try to make a heaven or to hunt up a heaven
here on earth will never find one when life is

past.

High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

HIGH-PKESSURE GARDENING NOV. 1.

Did you ever! This month of October—at
least the latter part of it—has been almost the
best month for gardening during the whole
year. There has been no frost, but abundant
warm rains, and every thing that was not kill-

ed by the frost three or four weeks ago has just
been booming. The value of elevated land for
late garden crops comes in finely right here.
Potatoes and tomatoes on a hillside are still

green and growing, when on tln^ low grounds
they wi^re killed long aco by the frost; and the
late tomatoes bring fully as good prices as they
did during the first of the season.

*The professor of relig-ion wlio stops going to
cliurcli will be just the man to listen to a sugges-
tion from Satan, that tliere is somctli ng unfair
about his neighbor having^rr farms while lie has
none at all. After awhile he will lie ready tor the
suggestion that it is no more tliaii fair tlijit he
should help himself, in order to make things right.
May be he would not lake a harness rigiit away,
but he will after awhile. When he becomes harden-
ed a little more he will be ready for bloodshed and
all the rest.
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Beets that were pat in late are just growing
famously; and cabbages that we despaired of
are heading up as nice as any thing I ever saw.
The only real nice cauliHower of the season is

now being harvested; and, by the way, I am
satisfied, from several years' experience, that
the very best time in the world to raise cauli-
flower is in October—sometimes clear into No-
vembei'. Sow the seed in July, and put out
your plants in September and October; keep
them cultivated; and by having them thus late
you will have very little trouble from the cab-
bage-worm or blue aphis.

We are also going to have a nice lot of extra
fine celery; in fact, we are now selling about as
fine celery as I ever saw. It stood all through
the summer without making any growth of any
account; but since the fall rains it has started
up and is doing beautifully.
We might have had some cucumbers, and

done well with them, if we had only put them
in our plant-beds and covered them with sash
when we had those frosts.

Our Grand Rapids lettuce, in those beds
spoken of elsewhere (over the exhaust-steam
pipes between the house and factory), are just
doing grandly. Some of our late onions, that
would not grow on account of a lack of rain,
have started again; and although they will not
ripen bulbs, we are selling them on the wagon
for bunch onions pretty fairly.

Who ever heard of green peas the first of
November? Well, we are having real nice ones.
The frost made some of the pods look speckled;
but since then the peas have made a new
growth, and are now full of blossoms and new
peas, and we are having quite a good many
pickings. They brings cts. per quart readily.
It is a little funny that frost hurts peas in the
fall, whiie in the spring thoy will stand quite a
freeze.

Everybody is wanting peppers now; but ours
were not planted so we could cover them, so we
have not any at all.

You remember I told you about the Rural
New-Yorker potatoes. Well, we dug from that
piece 04 acre) IIG bushels of the finest potatoes
I ever saw in my life. Some old farmers said
that, during a dry season, there might be a
great growth of vines, but there would not be
any potatoes wortli speaking of. Well, all the
potatoes of this particular crop are large and
smooth. One great smooth nice-shaped potato
weighed 1 lb. 11 oz., and there are hundreds of
them that weigh over a pound each. The
ground was heavily manured last fall, and sow-
ed to rye. The rye was turned under just be-
fore the sixty-hour rain, and this rye l^ept the
ground up comparatively loose. After the rain
was over, as soon as the ground was sufficiently
dry we worked it up fine, soft, and mellow, and
planted our potatoes. It was so late in the sea-
son they had long sprouts on, and were a good
deal wilted; but we cut them carefully, without
breaking many of the sprouts, and covered
them nicely, and gave them good cultivation.
If it had not been for this crop of Rurals I

should have begun to think my ground was not
suitable for potatoes, and that I did not know
how to raise them, even if the ground uiere
suitable.
We are now having the only real clean smooth

radishes we have raised this season. All sum-
mer long our radishes, and, later, our turnips,
were scraggly. wormy, and bitter; now they
are smooth, clean, and crisp. We sold our first

crop of turnips at 10 cts. a peck, and could not
get rid of them at that price; but before I knew
it the boys were getting 25 cts. a peck for the
late ones. When I remonstrated for charging
so big a price, they said the turnips were so
handsome and crisp that folks paid it without

saying a word, and that seemed to be a conclu-
sive argument. If the people only knew how
many of our crops had not paid the cost of the
labor during the late drouth they might have a
little charity for us, even if we do take big
prices when we have nice stuff.

HORSERADISH ; HOW TO FIND A MARKET FOR IT.

Mr. Root:—Do you handle horseradish in any
shape? If so, I could furnish you almost any
amount of roots this fall or next spring. Do
you know of any machine for grinding or grat-
ing the roots, and is there a market for it put
up in bottles? Any information in regard to
the horseradish business will be thankfully
received.
We had the best run of clover honey this sea-

son I have known for many years; but bass-
wood and buckwheat was a failure.
Mexico, N. Y., Oct. 3. Geo. T. Wheeler.
[Yes, friend W., we do handle horseradish-

roots, but I do not believe it would pay you to
ship so far as this. We pay from one cent to
three cents per lb. for roots washed and scraped,
ready to grind up. The price depends upon
whether the roots are smooth and clean, or
scraggly and not very well cleaned. The
machine for grinding them is very simple.
A tin tube about the size of a pint cup is

fastened to the end of a wooden mandrel. This
tube is punched full of holes, like a horseradish
grater—the burr, of course, being outward.
You can revolve the cylinder by hand, by foot,

or by steam power. It should be on an incline,

so the grated horseradish will drop out from
the open end. The roots are pushed into a
suitable hopper, so as to strike against the
rough tin cylinder. We put it up in Muth's
1-lb. honey-jars, such as are advertised in our
price list. We retail it around the town at l.'>

cents per bottle, and when the men go round
the next time they pay Scents back again for
the empty bottle; so the consumer pays only 10
cents for the horseradish. The whole expense
of the horseradish, grating it up, and the white-
wine vinegar, is only about 4 cents per bottle.
You can use cider vinegar if you choose, but
the product is not so attractive to customers;
and, besides, it will not keep nearly as long as
where you use the best white-wine pickling
vinegar. If put up with the latter at this sea-
son of the year, and kept in a cold room, it

ought to keep till spring. We think, however,
it i-: best to put it up about once in two weeks.]

WHV SOME OF us HATE CONFLICTS WITH SATAN ;

A SUGGESTION.
I read a story, when a boy, of a learned judge in

the South, who was an unbeliever, but who liad a
colored servant in whom he bad g-reat confidence,
who was an earnest Christian. They talked freely
tog'ether on tlieir journeys over the judge's circuit,
and the servant often complained of his troubles
with "de debl)il." The muster, liowever, was not
troubled in that way, and did not believe in tlie ex-
istence of Satan. On one occasion, tlie circuit
liaving been completed, the judge decided to go
liunting ducks. Approaching a pond witli a goodly
number of birds on its surface, he crept cautiously
witliin shooting distance, and tired both barrels of
his gun. Four or five ducks were killed and as
many more wounded. Leaving the dead ducks
where they were, the judge began running and
splashing around in a great hurry after the wound-
ed ones, collecting the dead ones at his leisure.
On returning to the carriage with his game, he

was accosted by Sambo with, " I got it now, massa."
"Got what?" asked the judge.
" Bout de debbil," replied Sambo; "you pay no

'tention to de dertii ducks, but go splashing 'round
after dem dat's tryin' to get away. So de debbil sees
me tryin' to get away from him, an' he keep at me
all de time, but he jes' let you alone, cause he knowfi
he got you. shore !

" Burdett Hassett.
Bonair, la.
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OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

The truth shall make you free.—John 8 : 33.

There are so many grand lessons to be learn-
ed at the World's Fair that I shall never be able,

probably, to even speak of all of them; but I

am going to take them up from lime to time as

they occur to me. The first thing that met my
gaze and pleased me were the arrangements
for pure drinking-water on the grounds— first,

the free drinking-water. Large tanks were to

be met with all over the grounds and through-
out the buildings, labeled something like this:

"Sterilized filtered water:" and this water is

very fair—much better than we ordinarily find

in traveling through any city or country. It

•comes from the lake, eight miles from shore, if

I am correct. The great city of Chicago has
been at great expense to provide good water for

her people. But besides this were other stands
for drinking-water also, scattered everywhere,
so that one would scarcely be obliged to make
an inquiry. These booths were plainly letter-

ed, ' \Vaukesha hygeia spring water—a penny
a glass." A good many may complain of being
obliged to pay for drinking-water; but I don't.
I find it a great privilege to get the most beau-
tiful spring water at any time I feel thirsty, for

only a penny a glass. Let me digress a little.

In this big world of ours, it is a very hard
matter indeed to keep any sort of institution in

good running order without pay. One of my
hobbies has been for years to furnish the public
good drinking-water, free of charge or annoy-
ance, and I am at it yet. But let me tell you
some of the difficulties. If the water is to be
pumped, almost any pump that can be procured
will soon be out of order, and pi'ove to be a bill

of expense. To get rid of the pump, our big
windmill on the hill keeps the watei' so it runs
itself by opening the hydrant. Well, in this
case even the best hydrants are soon worn out.
You see, we have a liberal patronage here.
Another thing, the expense of drinking-cups is

quite an item. One might think the great
thirsty world would be so thankful that they
would not carry away the bright new tin cup.
Alas for human depravity! every little while
our cups are carried away. Tie them up with
a string? Yes, we tried that; but even the
stoutest string was broken and the cup gone.
A chain did some better; but it was an annoy-
ance by getting tangled up and hindering peo-
ple. Sometimes two or more vehicles would
stop at once near the hydrant. Ladies would
like a drink without the necessity of getting
out. If the cup were chained up they would be
bothered, and we should be bothered by their
coming into the store for a cup that was not
chained.
Now, it is not altogether vicious people who

take away our cups. A few days ago a car-
riageful of ladies stopped for a drink. The cup
was passed from one to another without oblig-
ing them to get out. When they were gone the
cup was missiug. They seemed to be intelli-

gent, well-bred people, and I knew they did not
steal it. Let me tell you what they did do. In
the afternoon they came back laughing and
chatting. As they passed along, one of them
took our tin cup, and, to save getting out or
stopping the team, she threw it toward the hy-
drant. Then they had a good deal of merri-
ment and drove olt. Had I not seen it, and
picked it out of the dirt, the next, team would
have crushed it into the mud. People are
thoughtless; so 1 have decided to foot the bill

for tin cups and repairs to the hydrant, and get
my pay in seeing people refreshed and made
happy, and many times induced to drink water

when they otherwise might be induced to drink
something else.

Now, while there are vicious people and
thoughtless people in the world, there are also
thousands upon thousands of good people who
love humanity, and who came not into the
world to be ministered unto, but to minister to
others. It is these people who furnish drinking-
places and cups; and there are many of these
people who would be glad to help pay the ex-
pense of public drinking-places if they were
permitted. This enterprise on the grounds of
the World's Fair is the brightest invention in
this line that has ever come under my observa-
tion. The whole establishment, or little booth,
is neat and artistic. Then there is a lot of
drinking-glasses made of pure flint glass, and
so thin that, even in hot ueather, the drinking-
cup is not heavy enough to cool off perceptibly
the contents. A great heavy glass, or a heavy
dish of any kind, is not the thing for a drink,
unless, indeed, your heavy dish is deposited in
the spring under water when it is not in use.
Well, when you want a drink of Waukesha
spring water you put a penny in a slot. The
glass is all ready, right under the outlet. This
penny, by £\utomatlc machinery, lets out a little

more than a cupful of water. The surplus
rinses the tumbler all over—outside as well as
in; and as this pure spring water leaves no
residue, the sparkling glass, wet all over, as if it

had been dipped in a spring, glistening with its

contents, stands before you. For fear you may
not have a penny handy, a lady sits at the
counter, with heaps of pennies—heaps of five

and ten. She swaps the pennies for nickels or
dimes, sees that the glasses are put back ready
to be tilled, and looks after the machine so that
nobody steals the beautiful glass cups. The
pennies pay her for her supervision—pay for
the automatic machinery, and, I suppose, pay
for laying the pipes away up into Wisconsin,
more than a hundred miles, to the locality of
these beautiful springs. I for one feel glad to
think that it was my privilege to contribute
pennies to help pay for this wonderful enter-
prise. Why, if such an arrangement could be
started and kept going on the streets of our
towns and cities, furnishing water absolutely
pure, it seems to me it must be patronized tre-
mendously by a grateful public. During the
warm days, all these places for drinking-water
were patronized heavily; but by far the greater
part of the people seemed to prefer to pay the
penny rather than to go to the free places. The
fact is, everybody seemed to pronounce the
spring water the nicest and most beautiful
water they ever tasted. I am glad to see that
I am not alone in my decision that pure soft
water is more wholesome than the various hard
waters containing such a large amount of
chemicals. I want drinking-water so pure
that, when it evaporates on the surface of a
glass, no cloudiness, indicating the presence of
chemicals, is to be found.

Of course, there were drinking-places for
other things than water. A great many of the
foreigners, and perhaps a good many who were
not so foreign either, patronized the beer-estab-
lishments. A glass of beer could be bought
anywhere for .5 cents, while a cup of colfee or
lemonade was always 10 cents. Let me say, to
the credit of the Fair people, however, that a
glass of milk was also 5 cents. But I want to
say a word about the beer. I do not know in
regard to its quality; but these friends of ours,
whom perhaps we do not know very well, seem-
ed to have a fashion of sitting down and sip-
ping their beer leisurely. Young America
would take a great big glassful at one swallow,
and perhaps another and still another. Our
German people sit down to a table, and sip
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leisurely while they eat their crackers and
cheese—perhaps taking 15 minutes to drink a

single glass. In this way they feel little or

none of the intoxicating effect; while if a whole
glass or more were poured down into an empty
stomach it would produce at least a little intox-

ication. Our cousins from across the water
have been so much accustomed to their way
that they would not only regard it as pretty

hard, but unkind and uncourteous, if they could

not come to the World's Fair and do as they do
at home in their fatherland. Now, I am not de-

fending the sale of beer at the grounds of the

World's Fair, nor on any other fairgrounds. I

am simply suggesting that we ought to take all

these things into consideration when we act,

and go forward in our temperance work with at

least a kindly and charitable spi/it.

It seems to have been the intention of the

managers of the World's Fair that the princi-

pal part of the eating and drinking, as well as

all sleeping. should be done outside of the gates.

In fact, there is not room inside. And in this

line I would have tried, had I been one of the

managers, to make these foreign friends feel

that it was not so very unkind after all to ask

them to drink their beer outside of the grounds
if they must have it at all. While beer was
five cents a glass, lemonade was 10; soda water
10 also, and with ice-cream 1.5. The only five-

cent beverage besides beer and milk was orange
cider; and the orange-cider stands were patron-
ized to such an extent that, on Chicago day, a
great many stands sold out entirely—could not

get enough. During the afternoon 1 saw a
great string of people. It was in the form of a

circle, starting from a refreshment-stand, and
going out in a great big loop, coming around
again to the stand. It was formed of people

getting in line so as to get their turn in getting

orange cider. They did this thing at the Ferris

wheel, at the ticket-offices, and many other

places where there was liable to be a dispute

as to whose turn it should be to be served

first. The multitudes had, it seems, adopt-
ed it, deciding it to be the only fair and
courteous way; and these loops ot humanity,
during the days of the greatest rush, were an
amazing spectacle. It rejoiced my heart to see

them; and in the light of our text I believe it

was GocVs work. In this way women and chil-

dren, as well as great big stout men, must take
their proper allotted place in waiting; and
nobody seemed inclined to make'' might right."

In fact, these exceedingly nice people-the
Columbian Guards—would have interfered if

big peoole, presuming on their bigness, had
undertaken to be selfish. The Columbian
Guards are good -sized men—that is, they are

tall if not large around. They are supposed to

be tall enough to look over the crowd and see

what is going on, and they will tell you any
thing you want to know, with the most pleasant
good nature, even if a line of people stands
waiting for a chance to put their questions. I

was asking them for information almost con-

stantly, sometimes waiting for my turn, but I

did not hear an uncourteous or uncivil reply

while there.
My talk to-day must, necessarily be rambling,

and I want to digress a little here. One of the

first things Mrs. Root did was to lose her silk

umbrella. wShe left it in a closet. One of the
guards, however, told us just what to do; and
next morning when we presented ourselves at

the "Lost and Found Bureau," and described

the umbrella, the officer in charge put his hand
on it instantly, and handed it to her. Did any-
body ever hear of having a lotof officers employ-
ed to pick up things people leave around with-
out their names attached, and deliver them
safely, before? It is the same way with chil-

dren. On Chicago day, I am told, seventy little

friendless wanderers were taken charge of by
the bureau devoted to this pui'pose. They
were fed and amused, and catechised in regard
to their parents, until said parents found out
about the '• Lost-Children Bureau," and came
after their " property."
But I have not got through with drinks yet.

Enormous quantities of orange cidir were used
up. People laughed at me v\hen I maintained
it was genuine I told th< m I had S( en heaps
of cull oranges at Riveiside, Cal.. almost as big
as a meeting-house. The only use made of
them was to get out the seeds by machinery,
and use the steds for raising seedling stock to
be grafted. I sobeily assure d the incredulous
that this orange cider was made of these refuse
oranges: and in difl'erent pans of the grounds
you might have heard the venders of orange
cider saying. " Oiange ciderl absolutely pure
juice of oranges from Florida." As I looked at
these men 1 did not think it possible that they
could so unblushingly tell an untruth. Pretty
soon I heaid another vender say. " The only
pure oiange juice sold on the grounds!" and
then some other vender took up the strain and
said his was the only absoluti Ij pure orange
juice. To cap the climax, a frii nd of mine who
runs a chair told me that an Oberlin student
was offered a position at good wages; but one
of the conditions was, he was to tell the great
crowds that the orange cider was absolutely
pure orange juice, while he and all the rest of
the officers knew perfectly well that it was
manufactured at that very time, right under
their eyes, every day. right on the grounds, as
fast as the public demand required it. Thank
God there was at least one Oberlin student who
would have nothing whatever to do with such
a business, no matter how much pay they offer-

ed him. Now, I did not start this paper with
the view of complaining. I made up my mind
to accept what I found at the great World's
Fair, and do very little criticising; but in the
name of the government of the United States,
and in the name of the great God who made us
all, and who made us brothers, even though the
wide seas separate us, I do protest against this
awful untruth; and to the officers of the
World's Fair, or whoever else permits this
thing to go on unreproved. I call them to order,
and ask them if they can hold up their heads
and look an honest man or woman in the face
while being a party to this thing that should
make every citizen of our country blush and
cry out for shame. May God help us if we
have got to such a pass that this thing can be
carried on publicly and unblushingly. If orange
cidt r is not orange cider at all, but something
manufactured from chemicals, how about our
tea and coffee, our butter, our maple sugar, and,
finally, our honey ?

Ever since this thing was told me, I have
been wondering whether it were not a mistake,
and that some real orange cider has been
brought from California or Florida. I am told
there is not a drop of real orange cider offered
for sale in our land; and yet the so-called stuff'

is to be purchased in every little town, and at
almost every refreshment-stand. God forbid!
How can we teach our children the grand
truth that stands over the arch of the peristyle,

•' Ye shall k\^ow the truth, and the truth shall
make you free," and then admit to them that
all the orange cider sold on that great fair-

ground is not made of orange juice at all— no,
not even while the venders vie with each other
in making themselves hoarse by insisting again
and again, with all the vehemence that long
practice has taught them so well, that it is

pure orange juice when they know it is a vile

falsehood ? The excuse has been urged, that
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(physicians pronounce it a refreshing and
healthful drink, and the people like it, and
hand over their nickels. But I do not think
this excuse helps it a particle. If people want
it. and it is a healthful drink, by all means let

them have it; but call it ivhntitts. For the
sake of the example before our children; for
humanity's sake, and for God's sake, give it

some name that does not brand all who have to
do with its sale as liars and cheats. I think it

quite likely that, under certain conditions of
the system, a little tartaric acid and sugar with
drinking-water may be wholesome and bene-
ficial to the health, just as lemonade is whole-
some and beneficial, or just as soda water and
seidlitz powders are beneficial. But lies ^are
never beneficial to humanity. Jesus said.o > •

Ye are of your father tlie devil, and the lusts of
your father j'e will do. He was a murderer from
the begiiHiing-, and abode not iti the truth, liecause
there is no truth in him. When he speaketh a lie,

he speaketh of his own; for he is a liar, and tlie

father of it.

THE INTERNAL WATER - CURE; DOCTORING
WITHOUT MEDICINE, ETC.

Several of the friends are Inquiring for the
results of my experience, and perhaps experi-
ments, in the above line up to the present date.
In regard to the water-cure, I have no reason
to change my opinion, with the following
exception: Where one gets into the habit of
using hot-water injections every day he will
soon find that he is losing the benefit of at least
a part of the food he eats. This is indicated by
exhaustion, more or less, just before meal-times.
The point is, that a considerable part of the
nutriment contained in ibe food, and very
likely a most essential part, is taken by the
proper organs while the residue is in the colon.
In good health it should remain in the colon
until every particle of nutriuient is extracted.
The excrement should be in hard compact
lumps or balls. It reminds me of getting bees-
wax out of old combs. Unless the residue is

put under heat and pressure both, a liiile wax
will remain. If the hot-water treatment be
used in the morning, before breakfast, very
likely the result is not as debilitating; but if

your digestion is disordered you will, perhaps,
sleep a good deal better at night by having the
contents of the colon removed. Now, where
there is headache, distress in the bowels, or
perhaps sick headache, it is better to remove
the cause of the mischief than to let it remain.
But a much better way is to get the digestive
apparatus to work all right itself, without
assistance in the way of the water remedy.
Perhaps this can not always be managed; but
I think it can a great many times by being
very careful not to eat more than your system
can properly take care of. Do not overeat,
zvhdtever, you do. Another thing, when your
food distresses you, and digestion is a long
while under way. try cutting otf liquids while
at your meals. A good many times 1 think one
receives lienefit liy omitting even milk; or per-
haps you can use only a little milk while eating.
An hour or more after a meal, if you still feel

thirsty, take some water, or milk if you choose,
or a little fruit, that you have found by experi-
ence agreas with you. I think a good many
people sutt'er from indigesiion because they
keep diluting the gastric juice by too much
liquid while eating. I would still also recom-
mend having your supper quite early, or, if

you can manage it, skip supper entirely; or
have for supper new milk right from the cow

—

nothing else. If you find some graliara gems
wvith the new milk do not distress you, take

them also. Now a word more about the water-
cure.

Where your digestion has got into a .sort of
chronic fashion of looseness, so that the hard
balls that I have mentioned are not formed in
the colon at all, the hot water is one of the best
remedies to get nature into the right channel I
know of. The simple operation of thoroughly
washing and rinsing the colon seems to assist
nature greatly in getting things in line* and I
think this method of doctoring without medi-
cine is ever so much better than the use of any
sort of drugs or even medicine of any kind.
But after these things begin to go in the nat-
ural way, I would drop the water-cure. It has
been suggested that, after depending on arti-
ficial means so long, nature will get so she will
not work without it. I do not think this is

true. I used the hot water every night for sev-
eral months at a time: and then on going away
from home I dropped it suddenly. Nature
managed all right, but 1 did not sleep so well
nights for a wliile. After a very few days,
however, every thing seemed to go just about
as well as when the hot water was used; and I
am of the opinion that the colon should retain
its contents until morning. In fact, I am quite
sure one has more strength and endurance
when he does so. There seems to be a final
working over, and squeezing the contents of
the colon, that is important—at least, you will
find you have more endurance when the colon
is given plenty of time to get through with the
work; and I believe I feel the best when I am
admonished, some time during the forenoon,
that every last bit of nutriment has been ex-
tracted, and that nature has no further use for
the accumulation.
The facts given above are not from my own

experience alone, but I have talked with others
in regard to the matter, and I feel pretty sure I
am right. The proper use of the internal water-
cure is a wonderful invention for humanity;
but be sure you do not abuse it. When I find I

have eaten something that does not agree with
me, and that old peculiar headache begins to
set in, I start at once for the hot-water treat-
meut, no matter whether it be morning, noon,
or night. Jietter get rid of the cause of the
mischief, and commence over again, than to
suffer headache and distress in the digestive
organs.
One thing more: If you have reason to think

that nature has not of herself, or will not of
herself, empty the colon as thorowjhln as it

ought to be emptied, try the water after iiature.
Let nature do the work if she will, and give her
full sway; but when she will not, and when
you can, by so simple a means as the use of
pure water, fit yourself for your duties in life,

use the water; and. above all, when you feel
your ignorance in regard to the workings of
this complicated piece of mechanism God has
given you—the human body—do not be back-
ward in going to him and asking bin) to give
you wisdom and undeistanding in that very
line. Shall not he who fashioned these curious
and intricate abiding-places for the bunuui soul
give us wisdom and guidance in regard to them
when we come to him ?

*You know doctors have been teiling us of the ter-
rible diseases that result from letting the e.vcrenient
of a sick person, in consequence of proxinUty oi
privies to wells or cisterns, g'et into the drinking-
water. It is a terrible poison. Well, I have thought
that, when one's liealth is out of oidiT, the poison-
ous matter remaining in the colon may act like
yeast tu renew the disease day by day; but the
thorougli rinsuig, with sulHcient water, cleanses
tlie colon, and permits the fresh good matter in it

to perform its pi'oper office.
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He that followeth me shall not walk in darkness.—John
8:12.

OuK bees are all in their winter quarters—in
fact, they have been, for that matter, for some
time back. How are yours? Better late than
never; but—better never late. Better still, if

we had not been so last fall.

saloon-keeper will come in for his fair share of
criminality; and, in our opinion, it should be a
good big share. We regret to say, however,
that the bee-keeper was the first one to resort
to the use of the deadly firearm, and he was
just as great a murderer nt heart as the one
who killed him—yes, more guilty, because his
opponent may have been acting in self-defense.

The official report of the North American
will appear in the American Bee Journal, and,
later on, will be published in book form, for

particulars regarding which, address G. W.
York, editor Amei-ican Bee Journal, 56 Fifth
Ave., Chicago.

After the season's sales of queens and nu-
clei, and after the fall's uniting, we have, all

told, only 106 fair colonies put up for winter.
They are all outdoors, packed in chaff or planer-
shavings. Some are in two-story chaff hives;

some in the one-story, and the rest in winter
cases. All the clusters are under absorbing-
cushions, with the exception of one, and that
has a sealed cover. This is really all we care
to risk that way, after last winter's experience.

Mb. Alley, of the Apiculturist. has a char-
acteristic, almost pleasant way of criticising

those who differ with him, even if he does go at

them sometimes with a club. Our opinions
have come in the way of his criticisms at
numerous times; and although his views, in

our estimation, are. sometimes, extreme, his

comments, instead of irritating, rather please
us. Of late, our Massachusetts editor has been
firing his gun at Dr. Miller. When we saw the
doctor last he did not look as if he had been hit.

Mr. Alley is evidently shooting too high.

Elsewhere Rambler refers to an extractor
that throws out the honey from combs that
revolve edgewise. He says that a 12-year-old
boy, Claud Henderson, extracted with this

machine 12 tons of honey, and that the machine
runs easily. Our readers will remember that,

three or four years ago, we were experimenting
with an extractor built on this principle. As
the combs did not have to be reversed, the idea
at the time struck us very favorably, and sever-

al times we were on the eve of success. But
our experiments showed that extractors of this

description did not do the work as clean and
with as little expenditure of power as those
that receive the combs in the regular way.
However, the fact that that boy extracted 12

tons with such a machine is enough to com-
mand attention. Perhaps Mr. J. F. Mclntyre,
who has made the subject of extractors quite a
study, can give us some further hints along this

line.

In his article in another column. Rambler
tells quite graphically of the murder of a bee-
keeper. Both the murdered and the murderer
were well-to-do people. Mr. Bohn himself
seldom drank, this being only the second time.

The question comes up, as it does every time,
" VVho was the real murderer—the saloon-keeper
who sold the liquor that crazed the men and
made them not themselves, or the man who
pulled the trigger with result so fatal?" The
probabilities are, that both are responsible; but
how far either one may be guilty, only God can
tell. The time is surely coming when the

THE BIG ATTENDANCE AT THE CHICAGO CON-
VENTION, AND WHAT IT MEANS.

Elsewhere we have referred to the large at-
tendance at the North American convention.
(Some of our European bee-keepers, seeing this,

might feel that we have not much to brag over,
considering the fact that they sometimes have
as many as 400 or 500 at their conventions—at
least, we have been so informed. But if our
European friends will consider for a moment
the vast extent of the United States, and that
some of our States taken alone are larger than
France or Spain, and that England is no larger
than Illinois, they will see that the bee-keepers
who attended had to come in some instances
thousands of miles, and thus they viill get a
better idea of what our 225 enrollment means to
us Americans. Or let them imagine the whole
continent of Europe under one government,
having one central bee-association, and that
we are to have a convention in Constantinople.
How many bee-men in Scotland would feel like
taking such a trip? or how many would travel
from Moscow to Paris, or fiom London to
Athens? These tremendous geographical dis-
tances actually confront us here. When a bee-
keeper goes from San Francisco, on our Pacific
coast, to St. Joseph, Mo., at our next conven-
tion, it is equivalent in distance to a man in

London going clear across Europe to the Ural
Mountains; and yet such a trig takes him only
half way across our country, in a bee-line fiom
San Francisco to New York. Another thing,
our population does not exceed the fifth part of
Europe, hence we have five times the area for
gaining a subsistence without resorting to api-
culture; and this alone would greatly reduce or
keep down the number of bee-keepers. Every
thing considered, the attendance at Chicago
was very gratifying.

PHOTOGRAPH OF THE CHICAGO CONVENTION.
An attempt was made to photograph the bee-

keepers while in attendance at one of the ses-

sions of the Chicago convention. The results
were very good, considering the poor light, and
the fact that the bee-keepers were scattered
over the whole room. Some of the faces are
necessarily out of focus, but the majority of
them come out very well. In the foreground
appears the familiar face of Hon. R. L. Taylor;
also that of Hon. J. M. Hambaugh. Between
these two is W. L. Coggshall, an extensive bee-
keeper of New York. Toward the center of
the room will be found the editors of the Re-
vieiv, Canadian Bee Journal, the American
Bee Journal, and Gleanings. The last two
sit in one chair, arm in arm. While this was
purely accidental (there being a scarcity of

chairs) we are glad to say that it indicates
pretty fairly that the editors of two bee-jour-
nals can not only be on good speaking terms,
but they can sit together in one chair, sleep to-

gether in one bed, or ride together in one sleep-
er, all of which is literally true, as we speak
from personal knowledge. At one other time
Bro. Hutchinson and Bro. Holtermann occupied
the same chair, and tliere is no Indication that
these pleasant relations on the part of any of

us will ever be " strained."
Near the editors of the bee-journals will be

seen Mrs. Lucinda Harrison; Dr. C. C. Miller,
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president; Frank Benton, secretary; Dr. A. B.
Mason, an ex-president. In other parts of the
room are the faces of prominent bee-keepers,
but they will scarcely be recognized, as they
happen to sit in such unfavorable positions.

Mr. VV. Z. Hutchinson, of Flint, Mich., owns
the negative from whicli this photo was made,
and he will supply mounted prints of it at 50cts.

each. He also photographed himself (by the
way, he is a tirst-class amateur photographer)
and all of the principal honey-exhibits, a print
of any one of which will be sent for .')0 cts. The
question may be asked whether we ourselves or
Mr. H. will reproduce the photograph above
mentioned. As for ourselves, we would say
that the picture is not ours to engrave, even if

it would come up well in half-tone.

TRAGIC DEATH OF TWO YORK-STATE BEE-
KEEPERS.

One of the greatest enjoyments at the Chica-
go convention (as it is in every convention)
was to greet old - time faces—faces of those
whom we have either met before or have known
quite intimately from their writings. Little

did we think, however, when we shook the
hand of that kindly old gentleman, Mr. J. Van-
Deusen. of J. VanDeusen & Sons, manufactur-
ers of flat-bottomed foundation, of Sprout
Brook, N. Y., that he was so soon to meet with
so great a sorrow as that of the loss of his son
and main stay in the business—C. C. VanDeu-
sen—and his estimable daughter-in-law. The
worst part of it is. they suffered death in a ter-

rible railroad accident at Battle Creek, Mich.,
on the morning of Oct. 20. The accident was
tfie result, as perhaps most of our readers know
by this time by the press reports, of a terrible

collision of railway trains. Among the 2.5 or
30 who were killed are included the names of

our two bee-keeping friends. Mr. VanDeusen,
it seems, was injured, and died shortly after
his wife. His wife was pinned between the
telescoped cars, and at first had no doubt of her
escape; but as the wreck took fire it began to

be evident that she was in danger. Before
she could be released by the strong men, the
flames had claimed their victim. We clip the
following from the Cleveland I-eatter;

" You sha'n't burn, we'll get you out," cried the
men lieroically, as they wrestled frantically witli

the splintered timbers. There was a lull of speech
for five minutes. The rescuers had become giants
in strength and madmen in desperation, and they
struggled wildly with the tangled mass of wood and
iron. The woman was silent, and gazed imploringly
and inquiringly into the faces of the firemen.

A martyr's strength.

"My God! O my God!" suddenly burst from the
lips of one of the heroic workers, and in that de-

spairing heart-cry tlie lielpless woman read her
death-warrant. She gave one agonizing wall, and
then her woman's weakness gave way to a martyr's
strength.
" I can die—oh, yes! I can die if I must," she said

soothingly to the strong men who were weeping in

their impotent efforts. Again they struggled
breathlessly to the rescue, but the flames were en-
circling tliem. " I am a Christian," she said resign-
edly, and a moment Inter lier voice was raised in

prayer. The flames completely encircled the help-
less victim, and the firemen were driven away. As
the blaze caught her arms, and as she fought to

keep the flames from her face, she told her name
and address, and left messaKcs of love to her Inis-

band and family. Tlie closing minute was a pathetic
struggle against the inevitable; but it was tlie flesh

that fouglit, and not the spirit. The white face of
the woman gazed heavenward, and her lips moved
in prayer. Even the fury of tlie flames that wreath-
ed her limbs and blistered and curled the white
flesh of her artns, was powerless to provoke a
scream. Suddenly there was a swaying and surg-
ing of burning timbers around her. A wild groan

burst simultaneously from the lips of the spectators,
and strong men wept. Through their tears they
saw the flames sweep around the face of the mar-
tyred woman, and her lialr burned wildly for a
moment. Tlie liead diopped to one side; as the vic-
tim itdialed the flames, the praying lips were stilled,
and the soul of Mrs. VanDeusen had passed beyond
the fury of the elements of earth. An hour later
the husband, for whom she had left a loving mes-
sage, it)ined her in the world to come.

In one sense the story above is awful, and in
another it is most beautiful. Bee-keepers all

over our land maybe proud to know that, in
their ranks, was once a woman who could die so
heroically and bravely such an awful death,
and yet without fear and without a scream.
Our business acquaintance with the VanDcu-

sens has been exceedingly pleasant. Mr. C. C.
VanDeusen, the one who died, was the bee-
keeper of the lirm, and our back volumes years
ago show that he wrote a number of valuable
articles. Along about this time a very pleas-
ant correspondence sprang up, and it was evi-
dent that both our friend and his wife were
earnest Christians. May the story told above
so graphically, show that there is something in

the life beyond to sustain one in the terrible
hour of physical torture. We would not give
the details as above, except that they teach a
beautiful lesson.

Trade Notes.

PERFORATED ZINC.

THE EXACT SIZE THE PERFORATIONS SHOULD
BE, ACCORDING TO DR. TINKER.

A short time ago we wrote a letter to Dr. G.

L. Tinker, of New Philadelphia, O., asking his

opinion with regard to the size of perforations

as discussed editorially on p. 723. He has kind-

ly replied; and as the article is a valuable one

we commend it to the careful consideration of

every one who is interested in keeping queens

out of the surplus apartment of the hive.

Friend Root:—Your kind favor concerning
an editorial on page 723 is at hand. I had only
just read it, and shall be pleased to give what
information I have on the subject.
The sample of zinc through which one of Dr.

Miller's queens passed was tested by my steel

gauge, and the perforations were found to be
smaller than in my zinc, proving beyond ques-
tion that the queen was not a fully developed
one. I am aware that such undeveloped queens
can be easily reared in full colonies, and it can
be done as follows: Select a time during the
season when little or no honey is coming in.

Remove the queen from a strong colony and let

them rear a queen. The usual number of cells

will be started, but, without exception, every
one of the young queens will be small or unde-
veloped—not intich if any larger through the
thorax than a worker. These queens will also

prove short-lived and comparatively unprolific.

They are generally super.seded the second sea-

son. I once reared a lot of queens in the man-
ner described, and had eight of them in one
colony in queen-rearing chambers. I soon
found" that they could all go anywhere through
the zinc like the workers, so that all were killed

but one. Queens reared by the usual approved
methods, or by natural swarming, were always
safe in these chambers unless they flew out
and entered the wrong place. On one occasion
I had 30 of them in o\w colony. The zinc work-
ed perfectly, and not a single queen passed it.
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The trouble was, that the workers would feed

only the young queens they had selected for

mating, and the rest would not fly out to mate
at all; so, out of 30 virgins I got only three or

four laying queens.

Again, for many years I have every year had
queens above and below my queen-excluders
in every colony, and the excluder proves to be
a perfect barrier to all queens reared in a proper
manner. The conclusion, therefore, Is, that,

in the few instances where queens pass the ex-

cluder zinc, the fault lies not in the zinc but in

the method by which the queens were reared.

Hence it is important, first of all, that queen-
excluder zinc should be of such size that the
workers can readily pass, and that it shall in

no way prove an obstruction to them.

I send you herewith three samples of queen-
excluder zinc. The two-rowed strip has per-

forations exactly the right size. The perfora-

tions may be just a little larger, and work all

right, but no smaller. The larger sample with
opposite perforations will let many queens that
are fairly developed pass it, so that the perfora-

tions are too large. The sample one- rowed
strip has perforations too small, and yet it is

probable that the perforations are only smaller
than those in the two-rowed strip by 5j^n of an
inch. Well, now, the question will arise, "How
do yon know there is such a small ditt'erence?"

It is simply by testing it by the steel gauge,
and by observing the bees in passing it. The
size is not quite large enough to let the bee's

head through without a liability of being
caught by the top of the head and the tip of the
mandibles right in the zinc. I have seen bee
after bee caught in this manner, and often it is

a minute or two before they can get loose. At
first I supposed these queerly acting bees to be
trying to gnaw a larger opening; but after a
little I observed that they were really fast in

the zinc. I then discovered how they got fast

thus. It seems that a bee, before trying to pass
a narrow crevice, tries first its head by bobbing
back and forth. If it passes freely it then goes
through at once, otherwise there is sure to be
considerable delay, although it can just squeeze
through. It appears, then, that the bee's head
is longer than the diameter of its thorax, al-

though I have never measured it. Your new
zinc, from which Dr. Miller's sample was made,
is so small that the worker- bee's thorax can
just pass it easily, simply brushing down the
hair on its back in passing, but too narrow to

let the bee's head pass freely. It is probable
that the bees get used to it, and each time in

passing thrust forward the mandibles, or turn
the head sidewise. However, if the bee is load-

ed it is very difficult for it to get through, and
on this account I believe the perforations
should be as large as I m.ake them, and espe-

cially so since my zinc has proved so reliable as

a queen-excluder.

1 also include a sample of my drone-excluder
zinc, to show how large the perforations must
be to let the largest queens pass freely. I got
this size also by careful tests, and it is pro-
nounced perfect by Mrs. Atchley. Mr. Trego,
and others who have used it largely, and have
got the art of mating queens to select drones to

perfection. There seems no longer any need of

mating queens in confinement.
New Philadelphia, O. Dk. G. L. Tinker.

[In the light of the above, and in the light of

•our own experience and that of Dr. Miller's, it

becomes evident that it is impossible to make a
perforated zinc that will exclude all queens. As
Dr. Tinker well says, if the queen gets through
a zinc it is not the fault of the ?neta?, but be-

cause such a queen is not normally developed.
If these small queens are little if any larger

than worker bees, so far as the thorax is con-
cerned, and are below the normally prolific

point, their heads had better be pinched. That
being true, it may be laid down as a rule that,
if zinc not exceeding ^^ inch wide does not ex-
clude, it is because the queen is not all that she
should be.
We have carefully measured the samples of

zinc Dr. Tinker sent, and find that the two-
rowed strip referred to by him as being just ex-
actly the right size measures in the width of
the perforation tVjWff- The larger sample to
which he refers, having opposite perforations,
and which he says will let many qneens that
are fairly developed pass through it, has perfo-
rations ^'(^%. This, he says, is too large, and
tallies perfectly with our experience. The sam-
ple of one-rowed strip that he mentions as hav-
ing perforations too small, measures ^%^ ; and
as between this and those first mentioned, the
reader will see, by comparison of fractions, that
there is, in fact, by actual measurement, a dif-
ference of T^snn— confirming exactly what Dr.
Tinker said would be the actual dift'erence.

The next and last size mentioned—that is, the
one that will let through normal queens and
exclude drones—measures only -^oV^- We know
that thei'e are some queens that have actually
gone through metal that measures only t't^i^,
and this would leave a dift'erence between the
smallest queens and those normally developed,
so far as the thorax is concerned, of rSMd- As
this figure is a little hard to understand, we
would say it would approximate very nearly
^2 of an inch. Now. perhaps in all this you may
think we are splitting hairs pretty fine; but as
we happen to possess a very delicate micrometer
we might as well speak exactly as to approxi-
mate: for approximate figures would not show
the dljference between sizes of zinc that are so
nearly alike.
Referring to the exactly right size of the per-

forated zinc, we would say we have experiment-
ed also upon this considerably; and we find that
zinc j^o'lfrT or lulAi is too small ; and that, while it

will admit workers fairly, without loads, it will
exclude them when filled with honey, or, at
least, it is a very difficult thing for them to pass
through. In our experience we have found no
difficulty with zinc as small as t'n'tHT- foi' ^'1 Pur-
poses in the apiary. Loaded and unloaded
workers seem to pass through it quite freely.
Now, in view of the fact that there are some
small queens, and if it is a fact that ilie jV^
does not hinder loaded workers, would not this
size be nearer the '"exactly right size"? Dr.
Tinker is one of the "' doctors " on the subject of
zinc, and we should like to hear from him fur-
ther in reference to this last point.

It might be well to suggest, however, that his
bees are possibly a little larger than the normal
Italians, for he has been making a specialty of
the yyrio-albinos; and we belii-ve he has had
some Carniolans. We know it to be a fact that
this latter race is a trifle larger than Italians—
just how much larger we do not know. In the
mean time we wisli to express our thanks lo the
doctor for his very able article on a subject that
has been more or less perplexing in regard to the
reason why queens will sometimes get through
zinc.

Now. Dr. Miller, it will be in order for you to
give a history of that queen which got through
perforations only -^{^^^ inch wide.]

^ I—

^

HOFFMAN FRAMES.

A SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT.

Herewith I send you a corner of one of the
frames you made me last spring, which, so far
as my experience goes, is a complete answer to

your note following Dr. Miller's article on page
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746. You made me 800 of these frames, and let

me say that the material and workmanship of
ail were as perfect as the specimen sent. I

have always used top-tars Pa inches wide and
% thick, with interspace ^{ to^^^j, and was never
troubled much with burr-combs. Such frames
were too wide at the end, and unhandy to get
hold of. This frame has Hoffman ends, 1% in.

wide: top- bar }i thick, 1^5 wide, with projec-
tion °^ square, which gives you a good finger-
hold, and, what is important, gives the bees a
free passage to the end sections above, directly
up the ends of the hive.
Nine frames, when tightly wedged together,

measure IS'^s inches, leaving the interspaces ^"W

of an inch wide. The aggregate width of
frames is reduced ^ inch by indentation of the
corners. This frame is strong, and always
keeps its shape. Dr. Miller, I think, is right in

the 14-inch interspace between top-bars; and
if it falls only a small fraction below this the
bees will close it with propolis, as noticed in the
space of fV between the outside frames and wall
of hive. Any unnecessary space that crowds a
bee in passing will be closed.

I have used frames K thick, and am getting
rid of them as fast as I can. Rees, in reaching
the surplus apartment, don't like to travel too
far through dead timber; and in my experience
they will commence work sooner over thin top-
bar's than very thick ones. With a f4 top -bar
and a full V interspace, my queens, not once
this summer, have entered the supers. I have
no use for honey-boards, queen-e.xcluders, nor
any such fi.xtures. Five-eighths is thick enough
for strength, and vvill, if the space is only 3€
inch, prevent burr-combs. J. A. Scudde'r.
Washington, Ind., Oct. 14.

[We have given Mr. Scudder's improvements
on the Hoffman frame no little thought; and
the more we think upon it. the moi'e we appre-
ciate at least one of the changes; and that is,

narrowing up the projection or end of the top-
bars so as to give more finger-room in handling.
This also obviates the trouble of the spliiting-
off of the edges of the end-bars. and. to a great
extent, to stiffen the frames. We would make
the change on all of our frames were it not for
the great expense. Such frames would cost
considerably more. We commend a careful
reading of Mr. Scudder's article, and we should
be glad to receive suggestions and criticisms.]

STOKING UP HEAT FOR FUTURE USE.

Since the world began. I can not find that
anybody has, before my time, done any thing
worthy of mention in the way of storing up
heat for future use—at least, no one has suc-
ceeded in saving it in sufficient quantities so as
to warm a building 36 hours after the fire that
furnished the heat had gone out. If so, I should
like to hear from such. Not only are our
greenhouses warmed in this way over Sunday,
but our dwelling also. 400 feet away from the
fire. The heat is stored up in the heated earth
under ground, and is carried where it is wanted
by means of hot-water pijies. A. I. R.

THE NEW CELEliV CULTURE.
Heigh-ho ! I have finally succeeded in get-

ting nice crisp celery by tlu^ new culture. It is.

however, on our exceedingly rich plant-beds,
where the ground is nearly half manure. The
plants were thinned out to about 7 inches apart,
and allowed to grow in the bed. Unless they
are about so close, and there is a full stand, the
stalks are apt to sprawl around, not compact
like those banked up with earth; but when you
succeed, ihe product is nice and the stalks are
brittle and of beautiful pearly whiteness, and
hardly need washing. A. I. R.

FREEMAN POTATOES.
In answer to a good many questions, I answer

that the Freeman is an early potato—say a week of
ten days later than the Ohio. The shape is much
like the Ohio, only iterhaps a little more fiat or
elongated, although many specimens are rovind.
It has the smoothest eyes of any potato I have ever
seen; and it is the cleanest and'handsonie8t potato,
I think, I have ever seen. The tiesh is white the
skin is white, or, rather, straw color In quality it

is almost if not quite equal to the Snowtlake. Un-
der favorable circumstances the yield is enormous;
and if you plant them too far apart they will often
grow too large. Notwithstanding, I have never
yet seen a prongy Freeman, or one with small
potatoes growing on the side of a large one.
It is especially suited to the one eye system
practiced by Terry. The fact that T. B. Terry
plants his whole farm to the Freeman, and
nothing else, ought to lie a sufficient recommend for
it. Ever since the tirst year of its introduction
the crop has been sold out long before planting-
time; and thousands of dollars have had to lie re-
turned because the orders could not be filled. In
view of this, I think it will be well to lay in a stock
this fall, before freezing weather renders it unsafe
to ship. For prices, see page 803. The small pota-
toes that we offer at P.00 a barrel are pronounced
by T. B. Terry himself to be genuine Freemans.
I mention this because there has been quite a, little
complaiTit that the seed received from different
.sources was not all true. When it was so hard to
get hold of Freemans, it would not be very strange
if something else by some mistake not to say in-
tentional wrong—were sent out.

Books by T. B. Terry and Others.
The long winter evenings bring extra time for

reading. A pait of this time covild not be more prof-
itably siu'iit than in reading the following rural
hand-bonks which we send bv mail at the uniform
piiceof 40c each. Tlie new edition of the A B C of
Potato C'liltiuc, lewritten this season bj- T. B. Terry,
will be c()nii>leted in Decemlier. For 10c e.xtia we
will send at once a copy of the old edition and the
new also when finished.

==^=fr The A B C of Potato Culture.
Pajier. 2-M pages. 4x5, illustrated. This
isT. B. Terry's first and most masterly
work. The liook has had a large sale,
and has been reprinted in foreign lan-

• — - _- .Ullages. The second edition, reset and
CULTUnL almost entirely rewritten, is just issued.

(rSD«a?<2>G/' When we are thoroughly conversant
with fi-iend Terry's system of raising-

potatoes, we shall be ready to handle almost any
farm crop successfully. Price 40c. postjiaid.

The A B C of Strawberry f^
Culture. Paper. 150 pages, fully il-

hi'-ti i(t(l This i> Terry's latest .x;(i((;?

book ind h 1-1 III ( ived some very high
^^olds of pi iis( Who among rural
l)i<ipli (lo( s not have a little garden-
p iti h ' If \ou would learn to raise in
It til it most liis( lous of all fruit, the
sliiwbiiiN with the best results, you
I in not bi without this littlebook. Even if you don't
^low sti iwbi 1 1 u s yon will be the better for reading it.

Tile Drainage. By w. i. Cham-
1 1 lin. This is a valuable companion

to our of her rural books, li embraces
till t xperience of forty yi'ars of one of
0111 foreniosl practical agrieultiirisls,
w ho has laid with his own hands over
1> miles of tile. P;iper, 15(1 jiages, il-

usi I ated. Price 40c, postpaid.

\n\ am of <bo\ e books sent free for one new sub-
si 111 1 1011 Willi \ our own renewal and $3.(K), tlie new
siibsiiiliti to It ( eive Gr-EANINOS the rest of this

M. 11 111(1 ill ot ls<it.

Terry's First Large=Sized Book.

We have .iiist icceived KHIcopies of "Our Farniiiig,"
from Win. Henry Maule. Price, by mail, iiostpaid,
$2Ml If ordered by express or freight with other
goods, you may deduct the i)ostage, 1.5c.; or we will
send the book b\- mail, post paid, with Gi,k.\mn(JS,
for $2.50.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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For November Only.
Two Papers for the Price of One.

Tilt' F(uin Journal, of Philadolphia, one of tlie cleanest, brightest, and most valuable of the agricultu-
ral nionthlifs, has made such favoialile clulibing' terms that we are able to Give a Year's Subscription Free
on the folldwinv conditions: Send us $1.(11) to i-enew >-our sul)scrii)tioii Ix'forc tlie time i)aid foi- is \\\). If you
are in arieais for (inKAMNCis in BiiK ('tltuhk >ou must jtay up to the end of this year and for a
year in advance, when you will be entitled to the Faiin Jounidl for a yeai- also. If you secure a
new subscription to Gleani.nos, and send j^l.tlO for the same, you ma.\- have the" Fai-m Jnurnal a year to pay
for your trouble, or you may have it sent to the new sulisi'rilier if you wish. All new sul)scriptions to eitlier
paper will receive the rest of this year remaining-, after your sul)sciiption is iec<'i\'ed, and all t)f next year.

This offer is good only for this Month of November.
After this month the club price will be $1.10; and to tho.se wlio are in arrears for Gleanings, the best

clul) price i.s $1.20, unless all arrears are paid and a year paid in advance. That you may know wliat others
think of the Farm Jmirnal we give here a few testimonials from leading agricultural writers and editors as
to what they think of it.

What a Practical Connecticut Fruit=grower
and Nurseryman thinks of it.

I read the Farm Journal because it is bright, point-
ed, and interesting, from beginning- to end, adver-
tisements and all. Life is short—I am busy—and
there is often the pith of a column article in a half-
inch paragraph in tlie Farm JouiiuU. If 1 want the
paddings and trimmings, I can make them up in my
own mind nights and Sundays, when at work or on
thawing: Fa/-w J«i/;-/i((; does not intrude them on
me. The whole paper is full of sunshine.
South Glastonburij, Ct. J. H. Hale.

From the Department of Agriculture.

The Farm J(nir)ial is unique, practical, valuable.
There are points sometimes in a single number
worth the subscription price for a whole year.

Edwin VVillits,
First Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.

Washington, D. C.

Just as Good for California.

I hope you will get the one million subscribeis you
are trying for. I am sure your paper merits them.
It is certainly the best farm paper I have ever seen,
as it fairly bristles with suggestions and wrinkles
that are most useful in every-day life on the farm.
San Diego Co., Cal. j. Jessop.

It is Doing a Good Work.

The Farm Journal carries to its readers a large
amount of helpful information in condensed, avail-
able form. It is doing a good work, and I wish it

continued success. Prof. W. A. Henry.
Madison, Wisconsin.

Crisp, Newsy, Never Prosy.

The Farm Journal is crisp, newsy, tells much on a
page, is up to the times, often in advance, and with-
al practical. Its contributors are among the best,
and never prosy, and one wants to read all the pages
first, and each one is the best. This is why I read
the Farm Journal. John Gould.
Aurora, Ohio.

Word from Joseph Harris.

The Farm Journal is full of good things. I do not
see how any intelligent farmer, gardener, or fruit-
grower can help reading- it.

Morcton Farm, N. Y. Joseph Harris.

Yes, I do read the F«7-m i/oiirnnL ^liy? Because
it is the cleanest, brightest, and best paper of its class
—in my judgment

.

E. S. Car.m \n. Editor of the Rural New-Yorker.
Riverside Park, N. J.

If you wish to judge of its merits yourself, address a request for sample copy either here or to Farm
Jowrjial, Philadelphia, Pa., and you will receive it iirnmptly. If you want to take advantage of this offer,
do it now. Remember that a month passes very lapidly, and with ii will pass one of the best opportunities
of the yeai-. If you are already a reader of the'F((r/» Joi/j-nn/ you can have vour subscription advanced a
year on this offer.

AUQITE ST0VE=MAT5.
We have decided to continue our October premium for another month; that is, we will send free post-

paid one of thc;se indispen.sable household articles, on the same conditions that we send the Fnrm Journoi
above—as a premium for a new sub-
scription, or to those who pay for a
year in advance before the time paid
for is up, or who pa j' all arrears up to
the end of this year, and for a year in
advance. Tins offer will jiositively be
withdrawn December 1st. After that
date, to get the mat will require 10 cts.

extra.

Canva-ssing time is here again, and
many are improving their time and
their revenue by selling these stove-
mats. It is one of the most ready sell-

«ji ay ers of any thing that an agent can
\^ /v/ carry. We furnish them at $1.00 per

doz.; 6 doz.. $.5.50; la doz., U0.50; sent at
j'our e.x-pense. If sent by mail, the
liostage is 6c each ; tide per doz. We get
II) gross from the factory every two or
three weeks, and rejoice when "the sales

ncrease, because of the blessing they bring to every housekeeper who uses them

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Bee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free i-atalogue 33-23db

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis,

FOR SALE.^.500 Ferrets, a well-
,

trained bird-dog-, Srotcli Col-
lie, and Coon dog- puppies.
Price list free. _

A/. A. KNAPP. "^ ^' .^^
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
14tfdb New London, Wis.

Warranted Golden Queens,
80c; 6 for $1.3.5; dozen, *8.(I0; young tested, Jl.OO up.
Write for prices on select and breeders.

J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

BEE-HIVES AND SUPPLIES
Send for catalogue free. Address

SAItlUFL JONES, Highland Park
College, Des Moines, Iowa. l-19db

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut shows our new-style aU-alatted
bushel box. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in three
pieces caWed the slatted i)Usliclbox. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with galvanized iron and called the galvanized bound
box. These bo.xes were devised by T. B. Terry for
handling potatoes, for which purpose nothing could
be handier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples arc
being handled in these same boxes. They are of
such a size that two go crosswise in an ordinary
wagon-box. Outside measure is 14Ji^xl678Xl3X deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can l)e piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a butidle
of 15 alnngside; 13 of the 15 are in tlie flat, packed
inside the otiii^r two, and nails of the proper kinds
are inrhided. The slatted and galvamzed bouiul boxes
are put up in tlie same way, except there are only 13
in a package instead of 15. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 16 $1 50

Slatted bushel box. per crate of 13 1 50
Galvanized bound busliei box, per crate of 12— 2 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 1.5, 18, and 33 cents,
respectively. A 3(ipage pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produc-e, telling all about tliese boxes, mailed
free on application.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

'
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Special Notices.

MONROK SEEDLING POTATOES.

In another column I said something- about pur-

chasing- a carload ot Monroe Seedling- potatoes.

They are the nicest lot of potatoes I ever saw, with
the exception of tlie Freemans. In fact, the Monroe
Seedling- -was the potato of Terry's deliberate choice

before Hie Freeman made its appearance. Well,

now, if you want these potatoes this fall, we can
make you a price on them so you can afford to use
them for the table if you do not want them for

seed. They are stored in nice new white l:)asswood

potato-boxes, and you may have them for *1.00 per
bushel, box and all, or S3.50 per barrel of 11 pecks.

If you look at the prices of potatoes in the catalog's,

you will see that $3.50 per barrel is a low figure for

even grood eating potatoes; and if you want a nice

medium early potato for seed, you can not find any
thing better than the Monroe Seedling. If you
wish to see a sample of the potatoes, we will send
by mail, postpaid, a pound foi- 15 cents. If you
wish to buy a carloaa, perhaps you had better cor-

respond with Wilbur Fenn, Tallmadge, Summit Co.,

O., direct. Now, these potatoes were purchased
and are to be sold for seed; and if you want to know
what seedsmen propose to charge per barrel, just
look in any of the seed-catalogues where tliey have
begun to quote poUitoes. 1 do not believe any of
them have got a mucli better potato than the Mon-
roe Seedling; but notice liow many dollars per
barrel they are charging for them,

WHITE MUI.TIPL1EK ONIONS,

We have finally succeeded m getting a dozen
bushels or more of these new white onions. So far
as I can learn they are very much like the Potato
onions, except that they are white—as handsome.
In fact, as the American Pearl onions. They are
just as early, and will sell at the same price, and
they never send up a seed-stalk—that is. they do not
so far as I know, I believe they are usually planted
out in September, usually in rows a foot apart and
8 or lU inches apart in the row. You may remem-
ber, however, that a number of the readers of
Gleanings have suggested that they succeeded
better with Potato onions when planted in Novem-
ber than at any other time. I know thej- are very
hardy, because we have had them outdoors all win-
ter for two winters past. Some of them, set out
about two weeks ago, have started, and are growing
nicely. The prices so far have been very high.
Peter Henderson, in his autumn wholesale cata-
logue, quotes them at $3,50 per peck, or $8.50 per
bushel. Surely it oug-ht to pay to grow onions when
they bring such prices at wholesale. Well, our
price, while our stock lasts, is only f 1,00 per peck,
or $3,50 per bushel. In smaller quantities the price

will be 10 cts, per pt.. or 15 ets. per quart. If wanted
by mail, add at the rate of 10 cts. per quart for post>
age and packing. If any of you have White Multi-
pliers or White Potato onions to sell, you might tell

us how many you have, and what you want for
tliem; or. if you prefer, I think an advertisement in
the pages of Gleanings would bring you custom-
ers. There seems to be a great call for these kinds
of onions, as well as for onion-sets; and I think we
can help each other by comparing notes and making
an interchange.

GAULT'S PERPETUAL RASPBERRY.

Since what I have said in regard to the stock be-
ing sold out, fi-iend Gault informs me that one lot

of plants that he had sold is likely to be thrown
back on his hands and he promised them to me to
use as premiums for subscriptions to Gleanings;
therefore I make the following offer: For 3 new
subscriptions to our journal. Gleanings in Bee
Culture, T will present to the g-ettei'-up of the club
one of Gaulfs Perpettnil i-aspberi-y-plants; the same
for 4 old stiljsciibers or 7-eiiewals; or we ^\\\\ send
the rasi)berry-plant, and give a subscription to
Gleanings for one year, for %\StiS. Plants will be
sent by mall, postpaid, next spring, any time when
you get ready for them.

Wants or Exchange Department.

WANTED,—To exchange a Pelham foundation-
mill, dipping-tank, waier-tank, and dipping-

boards, for nice extracted white-clover honey,
J. Q. A. Haughey,

203 Washington St., Battle Creek, Mich.

WANTED.—Extracted honey in exchange for "Our
Domestic" Clothes-drier. See ad., p. 803, Nov.

1st Gleanings. D. S. Hall, So. Cabot, Vt,

TO exchange,—Bicycles, 56 inch Champion, 52-in,

Eagle, Will exchange either for 130 lbs. of
good extracted honey. Send sample. Also several
good safeties to exchange. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111,

WANTED,—To exchange for honey or offers, Tou-
louse geese, English dorkins, Scotch collies,

and ferrets. Fine stock. Wynn Smith,
Lock Box 335, Aurora, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange 38 colonies, mostly Ital-
ians in fine condition, in L, hives, for a young-

mare, or pure-bred poultry, at $3,00 per colony for
the lot, or S3,50 each. Wm. Caswell,
33-33 Sacramento, Cal.

WANTED.—To exchange a good 4x5 photographic
outfit, cost $30, for Odell typewriter.

23-23d Respess English, Bnglishville, Ga.

WANTED.—Partner, in apiary and queen-rearing-
busiuess; some capital needed; must thor-

oughly understand the business, and must be will-

ing to pitch in and help make the business cro. I

must be absent most of the summer. Address
O, S, Davis, Selma, Cal,

P. S,—If you don't mean business, don't write,

WANTED.—To exchange for extracted honey, I

Stanley 4-frame automatic extractor, two Van-
dervort foundation-mills, one 10-in. and one 6-in,,

nearly new; 8 horse-power engine, one-piece section-
machine, one No. 6 Appleton feed-grinder, 25-ft. 8-in.

rubber belt, new; 1 Badger corn-sheller, 3 hole, 50
Ini. per hour, hand or power, new, 1 large crank
pipe threading machine, cuts from ii^ to 3 in. pipe,
good as new. A. D, Wood,

811 Mich. Ave., E,, Lansing, Mich,

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

60-PAGE CATALOGUE. It'db

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
I^*In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicaoo.—Honey.—C(imt) hdiiey that grades as

choice wliite continues to sell at 15c per lb. For
ordinary g'rades of white honey 14c is the prevailing-

price where tlie combs are not well filled or where
they are discolored by i ravel -stains. Sales have
been quite good up to this time so that our stock at
present is lig-ht. The receipts, however, are equal
to the demand. Some lots are coming to market
the frames of whicli have been pjiitly filled last

year and finished this season. They do not sell at
over 13c per lb., and it is difficult to find a purchaser
for this class of honey when there is plenty of white
goods to select from, the price not being high for

any fine honey. Extracted continues to sell in a
slow way at from five, si.v and seven, cents per lb.,

according to the body, flavor, color, etc. Beeswax,
33c per lb.

We do not consider that there is any probability
of an advance in price for some time, stocks at
producing points being quite large.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Nov. 7. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, II.

1

New York.—Ho/icjy.—The market on white honey
is weak, and shows no activity. The arrivals are
large and the demand very light; hence prices have
a downward tendency and concessions have to be
made to effect sales. We (luote: Fancy white 1-lta.,

14; 3-lb., 13; fair white, 1-lb. 13; 3-lb. 11. Buckwheat
is not plentiful, and finds ready sale at 11@13 for
1-lb., and 10 for 3-lbs. Extracted, no change since
last report. Plenty of supply of all kinds, and
limited demand. We quote: White clover and bass-
wood, 6@f)^; California, r)J,'@6; Southern, .5.5@65c

per gallon. Beeswax, doltig a little better, 34@.35.
HiLDRET}! Bros. & Segelken,

Nov. 7. New York.

Albany.—Honey.—There is an ample supply of
clover honey in both small and large sections, but
buckwheat continues scarce. We quote white
clover. i;S@15; mixed, 13@.13: buckwheat, 11@13. Ex-
tracted begins to move more freely at 5X@7 accord-
ing to quality. Receipts up to date, 3355 cases comb
iind 54 packages extracted.
Nov. 10. Chas. McCulloch & Co.,

393, 395, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honey.— I'lie weather continues
waim, consequently the demand is not as good as
if the weather were cooler. Wequote: No. 1, white
comb, l'.@lfi; No. 3, 13@I4; amber. No. 1, 14@15;
No. 3, 10®13; extracted white, 6Jtf@7; amber, 5@6.
Beeswax, ao@33. Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Nov. 8. Kansas City, Mo.

Chicago.—Honey.—The limited demand for comb
honey does not permit our quoting it above 15c,
with no sales of white selling below 14®14'/2. The
stock that we have recpived this year is of fine
•quality, and we advise foi'warding to market at
once, so as to be re(;eived here before the cold
weather sets in. Extracted is selling at 6@6i4.
Beeswax, 33. S. T. Fish & Co.,
Nov. 8. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Buffalo.—Honey.—The demand is very easy on
•our market. At present, a little fancy selling 14@15;
choice, 13@13; buckwheat, 8@9; beeswax, 35@,28.
We still look for an imi)rovement in the i.oney
market; no doubt Buffalo will be able to handle it

to as good advantage as any market you can ship it

to. Battekson (Ss Co.,
Nov. 7. Buffalo, N. Y

Albany.—Honey.—Market not so firm, and tend-
•encj' of prices lower, especially on the bi-tter
grades. Prices of clover, 14(fsl5; mixed, 13@13; but
to make ready sales, concessions from these prices
have to be made. Buckwheat comb wanted, 11@13;
extracted clover, 7@7'/4; mixed, 5H(g>6; buck-
wheat, .5@5S4. H. R. Wright,
Nov. 6. 336, 338, & 330 Broadway, Albany, N. Y.

Kansas City.—Honey.—Stock of comb honey good.
Demand fair. We quote: fancy, white, 15; No. I

white, 14; fancy amber, 13; No. 1, dark, 11. Ex-
tracted, white, 7; amber, 6'/4; dark, 5.

Ha.mblin & Bearss,
Nov. 8. Kan.sas City, Mo.

Detroit.—Honey.-Best white-comb honey sells
readily at 15; other grades, 13@14. Extracted, 7@8;
beeswax, 34@35.- M. H. Hunt,
Nov. 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland. —Honey.—No. 1 white honey in good
demand, selling to-day 16@17. No. 3, 14@15. Ex-
tracted has rather slow sale at 3c.

Williams Bros.,
Nov. 7. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

St. Louis.—HoJiey.—We quote: Snow-white comb,
16; water- white, 15; light amber, 14; amber, 13^.
Extracted, in cases, 6@7; in barrels, 4@4K. Bees-
wax, prime, 31. 1). G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Nov. 8. St. Louis, Mo.

For Sale.—34,000 lbs. honey. I have a choice lot
of buckwheat honey; price 6c per lb.; basswood,
7>^c, f. o. b. ; 30J-lb. kegs. Sample on application.

W. L. Cogoshall, West Groton, N. Y.

For Sale.—1000 lbs. extracted honey in 60-lb.
square cans, price 7c per lb., or will exchange for
bee-keepers' supplies. Sample sent on application.

W. D. Bunting, Uvalde, Texas.

For Sale.—3 barrels of fine heart's-ease extracted
honey. Jno. A. Thornton, Lima, Adams Co., 111.

For Sale.—601b. cans of extracted honey (fall
flowers) at J5.0J per can. Address

Eu. W. Cole, Kenton, Ohio.

For Sale.—3000 lbs. of Hne comb honey, in 1-lb.

sections, 34-lb. cases, and 3000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60-lb. square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

E/RA Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.

BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants, igtfdb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS.. 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALERS S HnnPV '?^ Rpp<iwnv
COMMISSIONMEEOHAITTS. """t?/ -^ DeeSWOX.

Established 1875.

-TX^AMED. — BEESWAX. — Will pay highest
^"^ cash price for same.

L J. STRINGH AM, 105 Park Place. N. Y city.

n flRinA For sale, 75 hives of bees; inquire of
r UUniUn. aug. Leyvraz, Francis, Fla. 19tf

White SHIPPINQ=CASE5.
To liMve your Imney sell well, use our beautiful

cases. 13 and 34 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalogue of every thing needed in the apiary.

in. H. HUNT, Bell Branili, Mlcb.

Galifornians, Attention

!

I will furnish you with snow-white No. 1 sections
at $3.00, and No. 1 cream at $3.50 per M. These
prices are for orders received in November. Orders
received in Dec. and Jan.. 35 cts. per M. more.
Cases to hold 34 lbs., one-piece covers, 13 cts.; tliree-

piece coveis. 10 cts. Goods delivered at Acton. Los
Angeles Co., Cal., at these prices; expect to ship in
Jan. or Feb. Cash with all orders. Orders in Nov.
and Dec. to be sent to 1901 N. Mill St., Kansas City,
Kansas, afterward to 3.">6 Cypress St., Pasadena, Cal.
Reference, R. E. Nichol, Agent, Acton.

F. J. FARR.
CnR CAI C Apiary outfit: Extractor, Smo-run ijnUb. k^rs, extra frames, etc., and 40
colonies of bees in 3-story Simplicity and Dovetailed
hives, in best of shape for wintering, for $100.00.

C. P. COFFIN, PONTOTOC, MISS.

#K ^ C »•% Fnr Q ""' $10.00 for 6, Finest
SC *^ OU ' "' "» Brown Legliorns, or
%0 %J • Plymontli Kocks. Other varieties.^ ('ircnlar free. Address Geer Bros., St.
Marys, Mo., or H. B. Geer, Nashville, Tenu.
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THE REVIEW FOR 1894.
As tlie occasion demands, the Spec/a/ Topic feature, timt of bring-inp together in one issue the

latest views of the best men upon some one topic, will be continued. In tlie Extruded Dejjart-
inent will be given the most valual)le articles to be found in the other journals, //a.st^- will continue
to give, each month, about three pages of his Inimitable "Condensed View of Current Bee Writings."
R. L. Taylor will write each month under the head of " Worlz at Alialiiii-an'H Mxperiment
jipiarx.'" Next summer. In company with his camera, the editor expects to visit a large uumber of
bee-keepers, making extended trips tlirough Canada, the Eastern, Middle, and Western Slates; and the
Review will contain r7/»i.str«tions and descriptions of the bee-keepers visited, their homes, fam-
ilies, apiaries, implements, methods, etc. The principal Varrespondents are successful, practical
men, most of whom have numbered their colonies by the hundred, and sent honey to market by the ton,

and who can write, from experience, articles containing information of real benefit to honey-producers.
In short, the Re\'ievv will strive most earnestly to stand in the Pront Rartlc, to publish advanced
ideas, to be interesting, enterprising, wide awake, up with the times, and of such a character that .no
practical bee-keeper can afford to do without it. Price $1 00 a year. The Re^^ievv and " Advanced
Bee Criifiire" (a fO-cent book) for $125. New subscribers will receive balance of this year tree.

Three late but different issues of the Iie^'iew for 10 cents.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, flich.

1^]?1?P 1 Whole Year's Suteription
JL JLIJJ_JJ_J TO THE WEEKLY "AMERICAN BEE JOURNAL."

For the Full Particulars of this Liberal Offer of America's Oldest, Largest
and Best Bee-Paper,

SEND AT ONCE FOR A FREE SAMPLE COPY.
Address, GEORGE W. YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICAGO, ILL.

I^^To New Subscribers, the remainder of tliis year will be sent free.

PORTER BEE ESCAPES are used and pronounced a great labor-saving
implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Cook,

Chas. F. Muth, Jno. S. Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, Wm. McEvoy, A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

Prices ---Each, post-paid, with directions, 20c.; per doz., $2.3.>. Return them and act your money back
after trial if nut satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

Twelve flonths.
The (Saiiadiaii llee .7ourn a/, a live

bee-paper, edited by R. Holteimann, will he sent
to any new subscriber {for '!<> datis inilj)) for twelve
months for .50 cents. Renewals $1.00 per year;
stamps or silver. Address GOULD, SHAPLEY &
MUIR CO., Ltd., Brantford, Canada.

50 Cents.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has iVo Sag: in Urood-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishtone in the Surplus Honey.

Being- the cleanest, it is usually w 01 ked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
Sole rianufacturers,

Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

Jennie Atchley's
is the place to ariange for your queens
for 1894. Siie will have them ready.

Beeville, Texas.

If you keep BEES,
subscribe for the Pro=
gressive Bee=keeper, a
journal devoted to Bees,
Honey, and kindred in-

dusti'ies. 50 cts. per
vear. Sample copy,

also a beautifully illustrated catalogue of Bee-
keepers' supplies, FREB. Address
LEAHY MFG. CO.. HIGGINSVILLE, MO.
I^In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

BBB'S!

Notice to Jobbers
G. B.Lewis Co,, Watertown, Wis.,

Invite all Wholesalers and Jobbers

of Bee-Keepers' Supplies to write

them for contracts for Hives and

Sections the comins: season.

Please mention this paper.

BIG DISCOUNT
No. 1 sections,
price li.st free.

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb. ; brood, 40 cts.

2.7.') pel' M. Every thing cheap,
E. H. Thumper, Bankers, Mich.

To Get Acquainted,
We will send the Bee-keepers' Enterprise from now
untilJan.. '9,5 (16 mouths), for 50 c; or 3 months for
15 cts. You will be pleased witli your investment^
in either case.

Sage,

Conn.
C^In re.sponding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

Burton
New Haven,
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MIUi-ER.

Sealed coveks seem to have their fate

sealed.

Make a note of that plan of uniting colo-

nies on different stands given by Doolittle on
page 806. Ifs capital.

One- CENT postage is having some discus-
sion. I'd rather go back to the old three-cent
rate, and have free rural delivery.

President WHiTCO>rB and Secretary Stilson,

of Nebraska State Association, are making a
push to have an experimental apiary at the
State University.

The bicycle is proving quite a benefit to

me. It is stirring up public opinion as to the
necessity of having good roads. Bad roads are
expensive things.

The relations between the two editors sit-

ting on one chair at the Chicago convention
may never be "strained," but I thought the
chair seemed a little strained.

Your bees are ahead of mine, friend Root.
Mine wouldn't be so well off in winter quarters
yet (in the cellar), for these first days of No-
vember are almost like summer.

If a. I. Root should see the springs about my
old home among the mountains of Western
Pennsylvania, some of them coming right out
of the side of the rocks, you couldn't get him
away from them.

Look here, friend Root, what are you going
to be up to next? hauling last week's heat 400
ft. and using it over Sunday ! Next you'll be
sealing up condensed heat in tin cans, and ship-
ping it to the North Pole.

After reading a late number of Aj)i I sup-
posed myself dead and buried. An editorial in

last Gleanings shows I was only shot at and
missed—shows what my imagination will do
when I'm in a dangerous place.

Honey is slowly working its way into the
market quotations as an article of commerce.
Yet many papers even now quote beeswax and
not honey, seeming to think that beeswax is

still a more extensive commodity than honey.

Friend Root, you ask if wheels all steel

can't be made as light as wood. Of course, they
can, just like the wheels of bicycles and little

boys' express wagons. I think sulky-wheels
are now made that way. Why not wheels for
heavy wagons?
Those ten thousandths of an inch, on p.

830, remind me of a little discussion in Chicago,

where some objection was made to going into
too fine measurements. Got to have them,
brethren, if our experiment stations are good
for any thing.

Washday has much of its terrors taken
away if the work can be done without rubbing.
Nearly all the rubbing can be saved by the use
of kerosene. Farther on you'll learn how.
Some succeed, some fail. Perhaps those who
fail don't implicitly follow directions.

That plan of having two nuclei in a hive is

good—saves heat. But why "draw out the
division-board and let the nuclei unite" in the
fall? They seem to winter just the same with
the division-board left in. I've tried it lots of
times. Then you have another queen in the
spring.

Ignorance as to bees gives way very slowly.
Even so intelligent and reliable a paper as the
Rural New-Yorker seems to think there should
be no laws against spraying fruit-trees in
bloom, but that the owners should be compelled
"to keep his bees at home by providing bee-
pastures there" I

I KNOW the answer to that tin-cup conun-
drum on p. 8;.'"), friend Root. The tin cup at
the town pump in Marengo is never stolen.
The bottom is punched full of small holes. The
cup is of good size, and you get all the drink
you want before it leaks out. But it isn't
worth stealing.

Guenther, the well-known German authori-
ty, says, in Centralblatt, that queens fertilized

in his locality before the middle of May were
not prolific or long-lived, while those fertilized
so late that they did not lay till the next spring
were eminently satisfactory. He thinks the
usefulness of drones is not impaired by age.

Jas. R. Bellamy, in A. B. J., says he has
had colonies with 8 frames of brood full from
April to August, yet not strong in bees, while
others with the same amount of brood would
have three times the bees and honey. He
thinks the difference was caused by the longer
lives of the bees in the second case. If he is

correct it would pay to breed for longevity.

I do.n't know exactly what to make of that
editorial on page 828 about the large " area for
gaining a subsistence without resorting to api-
culture." Does that m<!an that a man will re-

sort to apiculture only when crowded out of all

other imnins for gaining a subsistence, or does
it mean that, as population increases and civ-
ilization advances, a great(T number will re-
sort to the more refined and elevating pursuit
of apiculture?

Eucalyptus honey is a bone of contention
between Australia and the mother-country.
Londoners say it is valuable on account of its
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medicinal qualities, but can never gain a mar-
ket in England for table use on account of its

strong flavor. Australians defend their euca-
lyptus as of best quality, and say that England-
ers want pure sweet without flavor. Educa-
tion of taste may have much to do with it.

No LICENSE has prevailed in Marengo for 30

years. One of the largest stove-factories has
been moved here, turning out two carloads of

stoves a day; and with the influx of factory
hands the '"'wets" thought their time had
come, and managed lo have an election on the
one question alone, " Yes" or "No" for license.

A remarkably full vote showed 3 to 2 for no
license. No license was a main reason for lo-

cating the factory here.

How TO WASH CLOTHES. Fill a boiler two-
thirds full of soft water. Shave into it 1 lb.

soap. When it comes to a boll, add 4 table-

spoons kerosene. Mix thoroughly. Save out
about one-third for the second boiler of clothes.

Put dirty clothes in cold water and wring out
without rubbing. Put clothes into the boiler

and boil 15 or 20 minutes. Take out. and put
into tub of cold soft water previously blued.
Much soiled parts may need a little rubbing.
Wring out and rinse thoroughly.

DOOLITTLE ANSWERS QUESTIONS.

how to straighten brood-combs; upward
ventilation; wax and propolis.

I am requested to reply through Gleanings
to the following questions, which I will do with
the editor's permission.

1. " What is the best course to pursue with
brood-combs that are buckled or bent, so that
some of the cells are not deep enough for breed-
ing'? Is there any way of bringing them
straight? The foundation became bent before
the bees built up the comb."
There was a neglect on the part of some one

In having the foundation bent when it was
given to the bees, or in giving it at such times
that the bees did not commence work on it at
once, before it had a chance to warp or twist
about in the hive. It is best to give brood
foundation to bees only at such times as they
are wanting more combs; for unless they do so

want, they will not be touched by the bees,

unless, perchance, to mutilate them, because
they have nothing to do except mischief. But,
having combs as described, there are two ways
of fixing them fit for use by the bees. The first

is, by melting them up and working over into
foundation again — a plan recommended by
some of our most advanced bee-keepers, but a
wasteful plan, as I consider it, unless the combs
are too crooked; and, secondly, straightening
them in the spring of the year when pretty
much free from brood or honey. Take them
from the hive to a warm room—one whose tem-
perature is up to 90 or 100°, and, when thus
warm and pliable, lay on a flat surface and
press them in conformity to that surface, cut-
ting out a little strip of comb if necessary,
where the worst bulged, so that the combs
will come straight without spoiling too many
cells by pressing them out of shape. Years ago
I straightened hundreds of combs in this way,
before foundation was known, so that the combs
in all of my hives were as straight as a board.

2. " Is there any way to get bees to build
comb when they are disinclined to do so'? I

fed some colonies until all the vacant comb
was filled, but they would not build out the
foundation. This has reference to the brood-
combs exclusively."

I do not see why you failed here, unless your

foundation was adulterated; for, in all my ex-
perience in feeding, the bees would work foun-
dation as soon as they began to secrete wax to
lengthen out the cells or cap over the feed; but
had the bees been persistent in using the combs
in the hive rather than work out the founda-
tion, you could have made them work it by
taking their combs away from them and giving
nothing but foundation. In this case they
would have to work the foundation in order to
find a place to store the feed, after they had
their honey-sacs well filled.

3. " What is your remedy where bees ball a
queen '? Why do bees ball a queen of their own
raising, after all queen-cells have been destroy-
ed, and they can have no hope of any other
queen'? "

The last part of this is a mystery that I never
could really solve. It is easy to say that, in

opening hives, the bees fear that their queen is

to be injured, so bail her for safe keeping; but
I have known scores of instances where a vir-

gin queen has been balled in coming home
after meeting the drone, and at other times, till

they were killed, or nearly spoiled for future
usej being led to the discovery that the queen
was being balled by th" general appearance of
the colony at the entrance, such as an unusual
commotion denoting queenlessness, or doubled-
up bees having the appearance of being stung.
Who can tell us why such balling occurs'? The
remedy is the same as in introducing queens

—

that of caging them till the bees behave them-
selves and are peaceably inclined toward them.
Smoke the bees till they release the queen,
then cage her and leave her till the bees pay no
more attention to the cage than they do to any
other part of the hive. When you find this to

be the case it is always safe to let any queen
out.

4. "Do you believe that bees know better
than we what is best for them '? If it is best for

them to have upward ventilation, do you not
suppose they would provide therefor instead of
sealing every thing up tight'?"

I have my doubts whether bees know what
they want along this line, but accept the sur-
roundings as they find them. It is their nature
to seal up ail cracks and holes not large enough
for their exit or return, and this they will do,

no matter whether in a tree or hive; but after
seeing them prosperous in trees that had only a
hole large or small at the bottom of their
combs, and all the way from there to a crack
large enough to put your hand in the whole
length their combs occupied in the tree, I have
concluded that they accepted things as they
found them, as said above, without asking
whether such were best for them or not.

5. "To what extent can bees be induced to

work over wax'? Do you not suppose wax
could be incorporated with thick sugar syrup
in some way so that the bees would work it

the second time'?"
There has been considei'able experimenting

along the line of having old wax worked over
by the bees, such as shaving it up in syrup, etc.,

biit I believe it has been acknowledged, by all

who have tried it, to be a waste of time and
wax, when compared with having tlie wax
made into foundation.

0. " What is the difference, chemically, be-
tween beeswax and propolis'? Is propolis a
special product of the bee, as wax is'? Do bees
consume any thing to produce propolis'?"
Beeswax is a fatty substance peculiar to the

bee, and produced by the consumption of honey,
on a plan similar to animals, such as the hog
and cow consuming grains of various kinds to

produce lard and tallow, the same being of a
fatty nature, but differing from beeswax to a
considerable extent. Who can tell us more on
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this subject? Regarding propolis, bees do not going on with the work in the super. At the
produce it at all, but simply gather it from the same time, it does away with introducing
resinous exudations of certain plants or trees, queens in requeening, as they are already intro-
ntiH frnm n]f\ hivp« ptt- wliore it. hns hppn ni'P- rlin'tiH T'lin i-rvunrr ,^. ,«,.>, ic ..,^.,..^,-1 n,^r\ +v..f;l_and from old hives, etc., where it has been pre
viously placed by other bees. The tree known
as the balm-of-gilead, and the horse-chestnut,
give the most of the propolis gathered here, the
buds being well covered with tliis resin during
the preater part of the summer season.
Borodino. N. Y. G. M. Doolittle.

TWO QUEENS TO ONE COLONY.

TO MAKE A SUCCESS OF IT ; AN INGEN-
IOUS WAY OF REARING QUEENS.

In Gleanings for Sept. 15, we have an arti-

cle from Mr. B. Taylor. Forestville, Miiiii..in

which he informs us that he is working on a
system of manipulation to prevent swarming.
He then proceeds to condemn the Langdon
device, and tell us of his " more excellent way."
He tells us that he keeps two queens in the
same hive, separated by wire gauze, the bees
accepting both queens, etc. Now comes the
claim that this is his discovery, and that he
will keep himself prot^fted legally in its use,

etc. Now, the brother is simply misinformed.
There are other bee-keepers who have made
the same discovery, and have been making use
of it for some time—myself for one. I keep two
queens in every colony, from early spring until
I go into winter quarters—not, however, for the
same purpose that Mr. T. does, but for various
other purposes; and in place of wire gauze I

use zinc with front and rear entrances. I will
send you a sketch of my device, with explana-
tions, etc.

Now, Mr. Root, we can't afford to allow one
man to grab more than belongs to him without
entering our protest, even if, as he tells us, he
is inspired by a higher motive. The fact that
two or more queens can be kept in the same
hive, separated from each other, and that the
bees will accept them all. has been known for
some time; and for one man to claim it as his
discovery, and send legal notice on us to " keep
off the grass," is just a little too thin. I will
just say that I am not working on a non-
swarmer—don't want one, as I have never been
troubled with too much swarming; but I hope
that Mr. Taylor may succeed with his machine
so that others who need them may have them;
neither do 1 object to his patent on his hive or
device—that is all right enough, but to his in-
tended monopoly of using two or more queens
in one colony, which would work a hardship on
others that he has no right to inflict.

My device for queen-rearing, etc., consists of
a comb-basket attached to the rear of the hive,
holding two or more frames crosswise of the
main hive, and same size as in the main
hive, with rear entrance to basket, and fas-
tened by a cleat on each side screwed to both
hive and basket. You will see by the sketch
that the main hive is drawn back over the bot-
tom-board an inch, so the bees can go down over
the bottom-board to the bottom -board of the
comb-basket, then through a strip of perforat-
ed zinc into the comb-basket, and out at the
rear entrance. This keeps the queens apart
while the workers pass back and forth, using
both entrances at will. The sides and bottom
of the comb- basket are made to project under
the back of the hive, to fill up all the space, the
comb-basket having two sides, with back end
and permanent bottom-board and entrance.
This gives you an idea of its 'construction. It
does away with making nuclei in queen-rear-
ing, as every hive is a nucleus, and every nu-
cleus has a full colony to back it, the colony

duced. The young queen is reared, and fertil-
ized from the comb-basket, and remains there
until sold or used. It rushes brood-rearing by

H. I, cover; C. cleat; D, F, doors, showing end of zine strip,
E, entrance ; dots show end of zinc strip. A, side view of main
hive witti coinbbaslcet.

MITCHELL'S QUEEN-REARING COMB-BASKET.

trading combs of brood for empty ones as need-
ed. You have at all times an extra queen for
each hive, so if one fails all you have to do is to
take your young queen out of the basket, comb
and all, and set it in the main hive, and while
you can change queens back and forth at will.
If you take the queen from the basket the bees
will very readily raise another, provided they
liave the larvte in the basket to make one of.
The zinc strip should run entirely through
from side to side of basket, and should be 1>^
inches wide, so the basket sits that much lower
than the main hive. I use Root's ^(^ zinc, as I
think it is just right. While it lets the workers
through all right, not more than one queen in a
hundred gets through.
This gives you an idea of the principle of the

device, so any one wanting to try it can vary it

to suit. My hives are square, so I use it on the
back. It could be used on the side with en-
trance on back end. I should like others to try
it, and report. There is no patent or " higher
motive " about it. A. C. Mitchell.

Enfield, 111., Oct. 13.

[Friend M., you are just a "leetle" bit hard
on Mr. Taylor. If you could but be acquainted
with him you would know that he is not selfish

or grasping, whatever his published statements
might indicate. We do not understand that he
claims the idea of two queens in a hive except
in combination with the non-swarming idea.
Whether he is original in this remains to be
proven.
Regarding your queen-rearing basket we be-

lieve you have a good and practicable device
for certain seasons of the year. It is not orig-
inal with you probably, because both Dr.
Tinker and G. M. Doolittle have been working
along these lines. Both of their plans are de-
scribed in detail in their books, published some
three years ago. Rearing a queen in connec-
tion with a full colony already having a laying
queen, if we may judge from" reports, has not
proven to be an entire success. They were too
liable to be killed by the same bees that were
too loyal to their old queen-mother. When
honey is coming freely, bees will tolerate con-
ditions not allowed during a dearth, and hence
sometimes plans will work when at others they
will not. We should like to hear, not only from
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friend Mitchell, but Dooliltle and Tinker on
this question.
Hello I here is another article on the subject,

from J. A. Golden.]

KEEPING TWO QUEENS IN ONE HIVE.

HOW THEY MAY ENSURE A LARGE
HONEY.

CROP OF

Friend Root:—I see by Gleanings of Sept. 15

that B. Taylor is claiming for himself a new
discovery — namely, a process in which two
queens are kept permanently in one hive, and
their progeny worli promiscuously in all the
apartments of the same. Now, please allow me
to call to your mind a period some three or four
years ago when I wrote an article for your jour-

nal, on my experiment relating to the same
process and manipulation, but which, for some
reason, was not published. I supposed it was
some old project tested before I went into the
bee business, and was found to be impractica-
ble ; notwithstanding, had the honey-flow con-
tinued I should have proved, to my own satis-

faction at least, that it is the greatest honey-
producing theory of any that I know. I think I

stated in that article, that every thing was
working harmoniously—bees were crowding the
surplus arrangement, and had fairly commenced
the storing of surplus, when suddenly the hon-
ey-flow stopped, and drones were driven from
the hives, surplus crates taken from the hives,

and I thought I would try the experiment the
following season; but as circumstances and re-

verses to some extent prevented, the experiment
was conducted in the house-apiary. The fol-

lowing winter I had made several ten-frame
dovetailed hives with two entrances, for out-
door use the following season ; but as my bees
were suffering from paralysis, I still abandoned
the experiment until this fall, when 1 have been
and am now doubling up my stocks in proper
order to put in operation next season, should I

be permitted to live, and if my bees get through
the winter safely. I am pretty certain that I

stated my plan of operation in my article, but
will state it again here, as follows:

I build up a strong colony. A wire-cloth di-

vision-board is placed in the center, and a queen
is introduced to the queenless side, after which
a queen-excluding zinc division-board takes the
place of the wire cloth. Queen-excluding zinc
is placed over the brood-combs, and a surplus
arrangement is put on, the same as for single

colonies; and by using the house-apiary with
troughs in place of hives, one can manipulate
and use as many queens as he wishes in the
combined arrangement, all workers having ac-

cess to all apartments, with no fears of molesta-
tion. My experiment was very convincing to

my mind, so far as tested, that the plan would
be profitable so far as surplus honey was concern-
ed; but I have £ome doubts as to the non-
swarming idea, for I think that, when bees take
a notion to swarm, they are going to have their

way about it; and all we can do to prevent only
causes the bees to become dumpish, sullen, and
habitual loafers. As for me, I ivant my bees to

swarm, and I will continue to manipulate them
in the same home with profit, which I expect to

mai<e known to all bee-keepers next year, free

of any patent.
Now, if friend Taylor commenced his experi-

ment prior to my article to Gleanings four
years ago this past season, then he has the
right, as being first to discover the aforesaid
practical manipulating, so far as I know; if not,

then I claim the title he lays claim to, and free-

ly donate the right to all bee-keepers to use, if

desirable, without any legal restrictions what-

ever; and in conclusion I voice friend Taylor's
views as to the house-apiary, for it is a source
of pleasure as well as a safe repository, in all

branches of apiculture. J. A. Golden.
Reinersville, O., Oct. lO.

[This is a very practical question, and we
should be glad to receive contributions from a
large numbt-r who have had experience along
these lines.]

CALIFORNIA.

ANSWERS TO MR. PRYAL; SOUTHERN VERSUS
NORTHERN PART OF THE STATE.

I notice on page 781 that your correspondent
from North Temescal, Mr. Pryal, gives us some
valuable infoimation about California; but,
like every writer and talker who lives near
San Francisco, he allows his vision to extend
but a little beyond the northern portion of the
State, and gives that part below the Tehachapi
Mountains a short shrift. The persistent ignor-
ing of the capabilities and resources of our
portion of the State by our northern friends
leads some of our people to talk quite strongly
of State division, and with a desire to see
Southern California stand upon its own unri-
valed merits. The Rambler is, however, not a
State divisionist. but would rather cultivate
harmonious feelings, and try to educate our
erring brethren of the North into the fact that
we have quite a fine country down this way.
In writing about orange-growing we are

aware that there are localities in the northern
portion of the State where they can be grown;
but the area planted is like garden-patches
beside our miles and miles of orchards; and
where, in the northern counties, two or three or
more towns join to load a car. Riverside alone
has this year shipped over 2000 carloads, while
other towns have shipped their hundreds of
carloads. When you realize the acreage of
trees required to produce the above amount of
oranges you can realize something of the value
of the orange-blossom for honey. During its

bloom the bees work upon it with as much
vigor as they do upon the basswood in the East.
The orchards being under irrigation, there is

something of a yield every year; and when the
irrigational and atmospheric conditions are
just right, the yield is indeed bounteous; and,
instead of building up the colonies for a future
work, the orange honey is nearly all surplus,
for they have been made strong in brood from
alfilaree and other honey- producing plants.
Several bee-keepers around Riverside, recog-
nizing the value of the orange-blossom for
honey, locate their apiaries in or near the
orchard districts; and, after securing a bounti-
ful flow therefrom, move their bees a few miles
to the foot-hills, and get the benefits from a
great acreage of sage. In this move the bees
are interrupted only a few hours, and it seems
to make no difference to the bees how abrupt
the change may be; they continue just as vig-
orous work if they can find the sage-flowers
laden with nectar.

It is very true, that eastern people are im-
posed upon in tlie quality of honey that is sold

to them. The dealer is just as liable to sell the
orange honey under the name of sage, and sage
for orange honey, as any way. While orange
honey is a trifle darker than pure sage, it is

very easy to sell them both under the same
name. I think it is the same with the various
grades of honey, both east and west. The
dealer is always ready to sell what is called for,

even if he has to substitute another kind. It is

possible that, when the thousands of acres of
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young orange-trees that have been planted
within the past three years, and are now being
planted, get into bearing, there may be such a
great preponderance of orange honey from this
portion of the State that it will all be sold for

orange honey. Our friend P. doubted at first

that the beans of Ventura produced a surplus
of honey; but he finally had to believe it; and
it will turn out the same, we predict, with the
orange.

1 wish also to say a word in defense of the
editor of Gleanings, where he states that bar-
ley hay is the California staple; and I would
state that he is just as near right as our friend
of the North; for barley hay is certainly the
staple all through Southern California; and
during my two years' residence here I have not
seen a bale of oats upon the market. Barley is

sown here upon the dry lands, just before or at
the commencement of the rainy season. If the
rains are abundant, the barley crop will be
good. Alfalfa, as the irrigation area is extended,
is becoming more and more a competitor of bar-
ley; but as it is cut just before bloom it is of
little value to the bee-keeper.

I have several other bones to pick with our
friend in relation to our cherry and apple local-
ities, whicli can not be excelled. Even our
Spanish bayonets are not of the scrubby kind
he is familiar with in the foggy atmosphere
that surrounds the bay where he lives. We
bee-keepers invite our friend to a more extend-
ed trip in our country, where ht^ will be certain
to find many new things to interest. When, a
few years ago. the Rambler held the lucrative
office of school trustee in his eastern home, an
Irish lad wished to secure the position of teach-
er for his sweetheart, and said, in conclusion to
his ardent solicitation, "Sure. Mr. Rambler,
along with the rist of the applicants ye's must
give her a s/ioo " (show). It is so with the
people south of the Tehachapi. We want our
northern friends to give us a " shoo," and we
are bound to have it. Rambler.

ADVANTAGES OF SELF-SPACING FRAMES.

DR. MILLER ASKS, WHAT HIVE AND FRAME
SHALL A BEE-KEEPER ADOPT IF CIRCUM-

STANCES ARE SUCH THAT HE IS IN
POSITION TO START ANEW ?

When one has settled on a frame, he has
gone a long way toward deciding the hive he
shall use. As I prefer the frame that is used
in the Dovetail, with only such variations as
shall make no difference in the size of the hive,
perhaps I can do no better than to adopt the
Dovetail. But it will do no harm to talk the
matter over before deciding.
On looking at a Dovetail hive, my first

thought was, " I shall never be satisfied with a
hive having only hand-holes for handling, with
no cleats." And thafs my last thought on that
point, after quite a little experience. A hand-
hole doesn't give you so good a hold as a cleat
made of % stuff. The cleat gives a choice as to

what spot you will lake hold, and it is often
more convenient or easy to take hold at some
other point than right at the center of the
width of the hive, where the hand -holes are.

Then, too, I don't always handle a hive alone,
but often want to lift it with some one else.

Two persons can very readily pick up a hive
with cleats, but it's a V(!ry awkward affair if

there are only hand-holes. You may reply.

"It's much better for one to handle a hive
alone." You may not always say that. Be-
sides, you can handle it alone better with cleats.

The weakest part of a hive is the thin piece
left by rabbeting the upper part of the ends.

This is often split off. Put on a cleat flush
with the upper surface, and there is no dan-
ger of splitting.
But I suppose there is no law against putting

cleats on the Dovetail, and that can be done
whether it has hand-holes or not.
The distinctive feature that gives to the

Dovetail hiv(^ its name—that is, the dovetail
joint—is the joint desirable, I think, above all

others. In strength for holding the parts
together without warping, and for convenience
and surety in rapidly putting together with
exactness, it excels.

If I am not mistaken, friend Root, you have
made the length of the Dovetail hive such
that the space between the end-bars of the
frames and the ends of the hives is f\^, or -^^ less

than that which has been in common use. A
sixteenth of an inch is not a matter of very great
consequence, perhaps; but so far as it makes
any difference, is that difference for the better
or worse? So far as it makes any difference,
it makes it just so much harder to lift out a
frame without striking it against the end of the
hive, and thus makes manipulation slower.
In my old hives, with a ^s space, with a varia-

tion in the end of the hive, or in the end-bar of a
frame, or in both, it sometimes happens the space
becomes so much less than 9^ that the bees fill it

withglue,and then there is trouble. The f,; space
makes less probability of combs built in the
space, but that doesn't often occur with •?^'. and
perhaps never if the space is exact. But even
with exact spacing, if the bees were somewhat
crowded for room it is possible they might do
some building in the -'^ space. There is also
very little chance for the hive-ends to warp
with the dovetail joint, and frames may be so
strongly made that they can not get out of
square, in which case there would be no danger
of bee-glue in the space. So it is not well to
conclude too hastily that 9's would be better.

In making the hive for frames at fixed dis-

tances, how far shall the frame be from the
side of the hive? If the combs are built true,

and if the upper parts are filled with sealed
honey, there will probably be left between two
such sealed combs a space of about J4 inch.
Now, if one of these combs be pushed tight up
against the side of the hive, it will make a space
of ,V inch between the combs and the side of
the hive. To make the space }4 it will be nec-
essary to move the comb out3t of an inch, so we
must nail in each corner of the hive little strips

}-s in thickness.
So far as my experience has gone with the

Dovetail hive and fixed distances, I think the
worst thing is the trouble of getting out the
dummy. If wedged in with a stick, that stick

is glued in tight, and it takes no little tugging
and prying to get it out, if, indeed, it is not
broken in the operation. Is there any need of
wedging in ? The main object of fixed frames
is to have exact spacing; and if the frames are
all pushed up snug to place, isn't that enough
without wedging? And is it necessary for the
dummy to fit in so tight? In my old hives with
loose hanging frames, the dummy hangs loose

like the frames, and I don't see any great ob-
jection to the same thing with fixed frames.
We are not planning to have the hives turned
upside down; and in hauling or handling there
is no danger that the frames can move enough
to do any damage, even if the dummy has a
little play.
Let us see how the space will figure out in an

eight-frame Dovetail. We start with an inside

width of 1~^-H inches. After nailing in each
corner the V^-inch strips, there is left 11%. The
8 frames will take 11 inches, leaving %. In
that J< space we are to hang a dummy, say ^
thick. In order to make sure the dummy shall
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not crowd too close against the comb, we must,
either by an end-bar on the dummy, or by
some other means, have a projection of Vg inch,
and, indeed, we want this >8 projection on both
sides of the dummy, for the little strips in each
corner of the hive will keep the dummy only
>8 inch away from the side of the hive, allowing
bees to be crushed. If the end-bars of the dum-
my project 38 on each side, that will make sure
always of a space at least >!" inch between the
dummy and the side of the hive, and also be-
tween the dummy and the first comb. That
makes the end-bar of the dummy take up ^ of
the %" space we had, leaving V inch play.
Now push the dummy close up against the

frames, and this ?^-inch play, together with
the }^'-inch strip in the hive-corner and the 3^
projection of the end-bar, will make a 3^-inch
space between the dummy and the side of the
hive. The question may arise, whether there
is any danger of bees building in that half-inch
space. I think hardly; but in actual pi'actice
there will probably be less than half an inch
space; for as soon as the bees have a little

chance at gluing, the 8 frames will not be got
into 11 inches, and my only fear is, that the
3^-inch play will hardly be enough. Possibly
it might be better to make the dummy of 3^
stuflf, and thus get }i more play.
Of course, planned as I have indicated there

is nothing to hinder any one from wedging up
the dummy if he wishes. A wedge could be put
in for hauling, or in any case where the hive
was to be rolled over and over, and left out for
ordinary usage.
Now, what's wrong in such a hive? Should

the space between end-bar and hive be ^ or %'?

Should the dummy be ^{ or ^g" stuff?
Marengo, 111. C. C. Miller.

[Before we proceed to the several points sug-
gested by Dr. Miller, we want to go on record
as saying, with our -rood friend, that we are
willing to be converted from the error of our
ways—that is. we do not wish ever to get into a
rut where we can not get out—or, more specifi-
cally, into accepted lines of bee-appliances
whon there may be something better.
We will admit, with the doctor, that there are

some decided advantages in the old-style Hoff-
man frames having top-bars widened at the
ends so as to fill up the space and cover up en-
tirely the rabbet; but we could not adopt that
style of top-bar without changing the length
of the standard Langstroth top-bar; and for a
supply-dealer this would be an insurmountable
obstacle. Mi-. Hoffman uses a rabbet only
about ^g wide and J4 deep, the tops of the
frames coming exactly flush with the top of the
hive. To make the rabbet only 3^ inch wide
would shorten the Langstroth top-bar to 18;?^

inches, and this is out of the question, especial-
ly when we take into consideration another
fact—that, in order to get the full benefit of
this rabbet, the bee-spaces must be changed
from the top of the hive to the underside, so
the frames will, in every case, come Hush with
the top edges of the hive. Enamel cloth, ac-
cording to Mr. Hoffman, would then be laid
squarely on top of the frames. This would
cover up entirely the widened ends of the top-
bars, preventing accumulations of propolis
from the top side, all of which is very nice; but
bee-keepers nowadays do not want enameled
cloths; neither do they want bee-spaces dis-
carded from the top of the hive. This being
the case, we were under the necessity of mak-
ing a compi'omise, using the tin rabbet and
straight top-bars.
But you say, doctor, " Why not have kept on

with the same original Hoffman frames we
started out with?" Because the rabbet in the

hive had to be }{ inch wide—so wide, indeed,
that we found it killed a good many bees when
these widened ends came down into place.
Then we found, also, that the average bee-
keeper will not nail end-bars so they will
come exactly flush and even with the corres-
ponding widened part of the top-bar; there-
fore to preserve the bee-spaces as they were,
and preserve the length of the top- bar, and to
simplify its construction as well as reduce the
expense, we adopted what seemed to us then,
and what seems to us now. to be a better ar-
rangement. So far we have had a good many
letters, approving of the change in the Hoffman
frames where the two have been tried side by
side, and our experience points in the same way.
Now in regard to that V edge. We are well

aware that, theoretically, this is objectionable,
and perhaps it is so from a practical point of
view in some localities ; but we are of the
opinion, doctor, that, if you were to try the
square edges and the V edges for a couple of
years, side by side, you would decide with Mr.
Hoffman, Mr. J. H. Nellis, and the other bee-
keepers who were pioneers in the use of this
frame; and, besides, you may remember that
we first started with the square edges, and were
very glad to change to the V edge. We should
be pleased to have more reports from those who
have tried the old style and new-style Hoffman
frames together. VVe should like to know
particularly whether the V edge proves ob-
jectionable.
There is no need of wedging the dummy un-

less Hoffman end-bars having square edges are
used. This is one of the reasons why we prefer
the V edges. The dummy for 1894 will have a
slight bee-space on each side, and a top-bar
that will enable the manipulator to draw it out
easily.
Your objections to loose hanging frames, and

points in favor of the self-spacing frames, are
all well taken. We have tried for two or three
years back to preach that sort of doctrine; and
the result is. that bee-keepers in the West are
beginning to agree with the bee-keepers in the
East, who have generally held to the self-

spacing frames for many years. But, taking it

all in all, we do not expect that the bee-keeping
fraternity will adopt them exclusively. If

propolis were ten times worse than it is in

Medina (and we have never been in a locality
where it seems to be any worse, so far as we
could discover from hive-appurtenances), we
would use loose hanging frames. At the same
time, we recognize that there are many other
competent bee-keepers who think differently,
and, very possibly, can produce their crops of
honey as cheaply per pound as do those of us
who hold to the other view. Of late we have
said little or nothing in favor of thick bars for
self-spacing frames, and had thought that we
would say nothing, but let them speak for
themselves. We should have said nothing at
this time except that Dr. Miller calls for this
footnote, and here it is.]

THOSE BEE-ESCAPES.

CIKCUMSTANOES ATIKN THEY ARE AND ARE
NOT INDISPENSABLE.

I see by your footnote to the article of E.
France, page 777, that you ask for more opin-
ions on the escape, from those producing either
or both extracted and comb honey; and as I

have tried both, and the escape for both, I will

contribute some proof both ways, for' and
against the escape.
Now, I must say that Mr. France is right

about not wanting the escape, and can get
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along without it. I liave proved to others a
great many times that the escape was useless,
and just as many times I have proved it to be
an indispensable article of the apiary. There
are two chief conditions wherein it is contra-
dictory both ways. If I am working for comb
honey, using separator-section supers, and a
good flow of honey, I would not take any bee-
escape as a gift, and be paid to use it, because
they are a nuisance, from the fact that the
apiarist usually picks out sections here and
there, but does not take the whole sui)er clean;
and the smoker does, as Mr. France says, send
the bees out of the way. and a brush will finish
the few left. But if th(! non-separator-section
super is used like the Heddon, the escape does
very well, and in that case the bees can be
nearly or quite all driven out as quickly as the
escape can be used, the super overhauled, re-
filled, and returned lo the hive without any
trouble. It has proved just the same with me
when using the second and third stories for ex-
tracting, or for the wide frames for sections.
We will now look at the other side, taking

the meager, light, and dashy honey-flow where
there is a rush for a few days, then a stop for
two or three days, then another dash of a flow
at the closing- up of a flow of honey, and there
are hundreds of sections to come off, then the
bee-escape is a boon, or, as some have said, a
Godsend to the apiarist, and a thing that he
can not do without unless he wants to have his
nice sections spoiled by the bees puncturing
them, as they nearly always do when there is a
poor flow of honey, or at the end of the season;
then the escape has proved with me to be indis-
pensable. And then, repeated trials have con-
vinced me that the double-cone Reese is the
best, with cones at leasts inches deep {214 inches
is better), with the space between the board the
cones are on and the tops of the sections or
frames below not less than three to four
inches, so that the bees may have plenty of
room to cluster.
At these necessary times referred to I would

just as soon have six or eight escapes as to
have a good helper to take off sections, or to
clear extractor- cases; and for their benefit,
when they are needed, any one can afford to
house them when not needed. Another time
when they are extremely valuable is, that there
are in some places, and in some seasons, times
when the bees are gathering to their utmost
ability from daylight till 9 to 11 a. m. ; and dur-
ing the rest of the day, or till perhaps 5 p. m.,

there would be robbing at every move or ai
every hive that is opened. At such times, put
on a dozen or more escajx^s, as the case may be,
late in the afternoon. The next morning, or
during the forenoon, take ofl' the cases free of
bees, or do such other work as is necessary
while the bees are busy; and during the time
from 11 A. M. till late in the afternoon you have
the benefit of the escape, cleaned sections, or
extracting-cases. Therefore the argumenta-
tive expert bee-keeper, taking season, location,
honey-flow, and number of colonies, and wheth-
er there are other bees near, all into considera-
tion, can, if he chooses, prove that the bee-
escapes are worthless or unnecessary, or one of
the indispensables in the apiary, and that it is

next to impossible to do without them. I have
seen the need of them, and I have thrown them
aside; then perhaps in three days or a wet^k I

have been obliged lo use them again.
But I would say, have some of them, and

don't be satisfied with only one exit in a board.
In my Reese's I have six or eight cones. I

prefer eight in the place of six, because, the
more escape-holes, the less pricking is done to

the sections, and the freer they are cleaned of
bees, whether section or extracting - supers.

But if extracting supers, and there are any
larva> (uncapped brood) in the case, don't
expect any known escape to clean the case,
although it mav- H. L. Jeffkey.
Woodbury, Ct., Oct. 21.

[You have corroborated and added facts in
proof of our statement to the effect that there
are times when the bee-escape can be used to
advantage, and there are times when it can
not. This is a practical question, and we
should be glad of further testimony.]

AN EXPERIMENT "WITH GRAPES,

HOW TO SAVE THEM AND HOW TO MAKE JEL-
LY WITHOUT SUGAR.

I see, by the last Gleanings, that you have
been using up your grapes in jellies and unfer-
mented wine. This is good. The grape is good
food in any way you can use it, if it is not al-
lowed to ferment, when its food qualities disap-
pear and its power to " deceive " and " bite

"

takes their place.
This year I had a good many grapes, and I

resolved to try an experiment. I am not my-
self partial to fruit that is sweetened. I

want the natural sweetness combined with the
natural acid. To get them from the grape, the
skins must be worked with the pulp; for the
acid and coloring matter seem to be in the skin.
We usually get both when we cook the grape.
Could we get them by treating them as apples
are treated at the press ? And then, could the
expressed juice be turned into jelly, as apple
juice is turned into jelly by the steam-evapora-
tor ?

To settle these questions I sent some 400 lbs.

of grapes to the cider-mill to be ground and
pressed, and the juice evaporated into jelly—if

it could be—using no particle of sugar in the
process. The grapes were ground, then pressed,
making some 33 gallons of juice, which was
run over the evaporator immediately, and came
out very fine jelly. The 33 gallons made 5}4
gallons of jelly, at a cost, all together, including
grapes, hauling, pressing, and jellying, of $1.00
per gallon. This jelly I can eat every day, and
three times a day, without satiety—a thing I

can not do with any of the fruits put up in
sugar. It answers as a table sauce, and, in an
emergency, can be reconverted into wine—sweet
as the ancient Jews used in their passover
feasts, when all leavened or fermented things
were by law put out of their houses.
This experiment I made in the interests of

temperance, to show that our grapes need not
be turned into grape juice, to be fermented and
alcoholized, and labeled as "Champaign,"
" Port," or " Heidsick," etc., and put on the
market for the simple to " look upon " and be
" bitten " by them.
The result proves this:

1. That the ripest and best grapes make the
best jelly.

2. That no sugar is needed to make jelly.

3. That all oui' extra grapes can thus be kept
in a convenient form for continual use.

4. That there will be no excuse for turning
the surplus grapes into the vvine of commerce, as
soon as the preceding facts are made known to
grape-raisers; and it is certain that they need
to know them, now that grape-raising has come
to be so general, and the crop so large, that
good grapes from Northern Ohio were selling
this month in the Cincinnati markets for 15 to

20 cents per 10-1 b. basket. G. A. Adams.
Perrysburg, O., Oct. 21.
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RAMBLE 96.

RAMBLER OUT PHOTOGRAPHING.

It has often been said, that the occupation
of bee-keeping in California enlists the atten-
tion of the bee-keeper for only a limited time;
and the saying has some force to it when a per-
son has been in the field for only a year or more.
That the bee-keeper could spend more time
with his bees, and that some do, is also evident;
but the great majority of the fraternity give
attention to their apiaries only through the
honey-season, and scrimp the time to the least
number of months possible; therefore, accord-
ing to the investment and labor performed, and
the tolerable certainty of a crop, California is

the buggy were two dogs, and behind was a led
horse. The outfit did not fail to attract atten-
tion. I consented to take the place of the senior
member of the firm for a few days; and with
the junior member, a young man of various ac-
complishments, I set out from San Bernardino
lor fresh fields to conquer.
The plan pursued by a traveling outfit of this

kind is, to enter some of the smaller towns and
proceed on speculation, or " speck" the town,
as the fraternity say. Instead of going around
and asking persons if they wish a photo taken
of their house or store, or an interior fiash-light
in the evening, and which would result, in a
majority of cases, in a negative answer, the
camera is taken out on the main street, and sev-
eral exposures made. Here our junior member

,teTk Outfit.
^-^-^

equal to any country in the world for the cheap
production of honey; and to a bee-keeper who
owns a grain, fi'uit, or poultry ranch, which
needs more or less attention through the year,
the profits from the apiary seem to be a clear
gain; while the few weeks spent in the cabin
In the foot-hills, where the apiary is generally
located, is regarded more as an outing than as
a period of labor.
Many bee-keepers, however, who have nut

invested in a home of their own, with all of the
concomitants of wife, babies, dogs, cats, and
quarrelsome neighbors, take up with almost
any kind of honorable labor between times;

and it was owing to the fact that idleness
stared him in the face that the Rambler con-
sented to go for a while with a traveling photo-
graphic outfit. As a large number of bee-
keepers are interested in this art, and a larger
number are interested in the half-tones made
from time to time, I will give a few episodes
from my brief journey with the outfit.

The apparatus consisted of a covered wagon,
which served as a dark-room, and in which
were carried all accessories of the art. and a
compact camping-outfit. Two black horses,
of uncertain age and certain spareness, were
attached to this. A buggy trailed behind. In

put in practice one of his accomplishments;
and that was, in getting people out and in
range of the camera. When a few exposures
are made, the plates are taken to the wagon,
developed and dried, and a proof taken. This
proof is then shown to the various individuals,
and several orders are taken, provided the town
has not been "s;jccked " recently by other par-
ties.

Our first halt was for a few hours in Riverside,
where our junior fell in love with a mule team
for which he traded our team of horses. The
mules were matched by contrast—one large
white mule, with huge ears and cocked ankles:

the other, a pudgy black mule of
uncertain age and disposition. Upon
going forward we discovered that the
black mule required considerable
whip-work to get him along. His
hide seemed to be remarkably tough;
but, like the Kodak, if the right spot
was touched, the mule's heels would
do the rest. The mule team was,
however, put through the whole
length of magnificent Magnolia Ave-
nue, fifteen miles, to South River-
side, where, late in the evening, we
l)itched our tent. Here we stopped a
few days and "specked'" the town
with profit, and where my junior got
into two foot-races and was beaten.

From South Riverside we followed
the Santa Ana River toward the sea;

and as the shades of night began
to fall we lost our road and were

compelled to camp. Finding a grassy plot

where our mules and led horse could feed, we
pitched our tent; but, alas for our own appe-
tites! we had not a morsel of food with us. and
not a drop of water near. So we retired, hun-
gry and thirsty. My junior, who had been
singing and whistling '"After the Ball '" all day,
crawled into his cot as demure as a jack-rabbit,

and we were both quite silent until next day at

ten o'clock, when we arrived at a little Mexican
grocery where we found eatables in the shape
of crackers and sardines, and didn't feel much
hunger after all. In our camp the previous
night I discovered the utility of having two
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dogs along during the daytime. The dogs very
kindly carried the fleas, and, during the night,
we carried them, or, rather, dug our fingers
after them. There's nothing like having a mu-
tual understanding with our domestic animals.
Gin Santa Ana we made a stop of several days,
and worked the flash-light branch of the busi-
ness on interiors. While in Santa Ana we
camped near the race-track, where there was a
number of horses of all sizes and degrees. By
the exercise of persistent endeavor, my junior
traded the pudgy mule for an old. poor, and
blind pinto. The pinto, however, had the go in

him, and made a very good match for the white
mule.
The stables at the race-course were occupied

by quite a number of noted horses, all in train-
ing for the races that were soon to come off.

In contact with the horsemen here, as in other
places, and especially around livery-stables. I

notice that those who have much to do with
the noble horse are usually very profane men,
and their conversation is interlarded with oaths.
Texas Jack seemed to he the chief sinner in

this crowd, as well as something of a singer,
wherein his songs were of the race and bets.

A well-regulated stable for a fast horse has
almost as many traps as one will find in an
apiary. Pads, toe -weights, heel -weights, hoof-
cleaners, and many other things come into daily
use while the horse is in training.

oS„uTT<;^s.-S,,

hollow, and acts as an air-cushion to hold the
plant upright in the water.
During our stay at the beach my junior got

hold of another song; and the refrain, "Oh!
then let us kiss and make up," was frequently
rung in my ears; but owing to the fact that the

FROM THE SEA.

junior's best girl was at the beach also, and the
song was warbled for her benefit the greater
share of the time, the bore was not so great as
it otherwise would have been. But, oh dear!
when we were all ready to depart, what a wait-
ing-time I had of it for them to bid each other
farewell I and, Mr. Editor, will you please tell

your anonymous ladies and others, that I won't
be hampered that way. nohow? After we had
returned to Santa Ana, and the senior photog-
rapher had taken up the line of work, how
nicely I did take up my old black pancake
griddle and swing it over my head and shout
the shout of freedom ! No, Miss or Mrs. Anony-
mous, don't you dare to say any thing more to
me about matrimony. I am a confirmed, crusty
old bachelor: and the more you say in favor of
matrimony, the '-confirmder" I get: and to
express to you how I feel here in California, I

will ask you to read the following quotation:

Since I came to California,
Like a vision I recall

How the winters used to ling'er

Just to greet the comiiiK- fall.

There was just a breath of summer
'Twixt the autumn and tlie spring,
And frozen ear.s and noses
Were a very frequent thliig.

But here's the land of sunshine.
Where blizzards never blow-

Where llie bees are always busy.
And the roses love to grow-

Where nature seems a smiling
In happiness and glee;

Right here in California, baching's
Good enough for me.

The Rambler.

LANGDON NONSWARMER A SUCCESS.

We left the active scenes around Santa Ana
and dropped a few miles further along, and
camped at the noted bathing and summer re-

sort of Newport Beach. Our visit was, how-
ever, ill timed for l)usiness, for the pleasure-
seekers were rapidly leaving for their homes,
and the beach was a dull place indeed. About
the only thing to be done was to bathe once a
day. and then roll in the white pure sand, said

sand beinff composed of pulverized sea-shells.

A further recreation was to go out on the long
wharf and fish, or look at others patiently
waiting for a nibble. I found our bee-keepers,
Mr. and Mrs. Bonfoey. of .South Riverside, nere.

Mr. I'>.'s hobby was the spearing of large fish.

His method of spearing was radically different
from mine. While he was fond of throwing his

four-tined Neptuni>-like spear with great pre-
cision into the finny deniziuis of the salt sea, I

prefer to spear tlicm with a four tined fork at
the breakfast tal)le, and am (luite an expert in

my liiH! as .VI r. H. is in his. Mrs. IJ. is an ex-
pert cook in the lish department.
Old ocean throws up many a curiosity in the

shape of shells and sea- weeds. The kelp that
is thrown up is provided with a perfectly round
ball six inches and over in diameter. This is

A SLT(iCTESTKD IMl'ROVKMEXT.

I have wanted to report about the Langdon
non-swarmer for some time, but there seem to

be many reporting failures. They have been

an entire success with me. and 1 think they can
be with all practical bee keepers. I don't think
I maKe mine quite like Mr. Langdon's. I don't

have to bore any hole in my hives—the Dove-
tailed. The bees should be turned from one
hive to the other (!very four or five days during
swarming time. One needs to be very careful

to get them adjusted bee-tight. I never had
any trouble with bees di-stroylng brood except
eggs. This will cause the colonies to be a little

weak for the fall flow, if there is any. I had
trouble when I tried to requeen the.se colonies.

Bees enough would get back through the cone
so that thev would l)all the ([ueeu. To remedy
this I closed thi^ cone, then all went well.

Here is the only plan by which 1 can procure
honey here: T place a case of half-d(>pth frames
on hives for extracted honey without any
queen-excluder between. Tht^y will soon go to

work in these, and the ([ueen will soon com-
mence laying. As soon as thev are nearly filled

1 raise them (be sure to run the queen below).
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put on an excluder with a case of sections be-
tween this and the upper case, and you will get
honey if there is any to be had. I have secured
30 lbs. extracted honey and 24 lbs. comb honey
from colonies worked this way, when others
have not made over 1.5 to 20 lbs. per colony,
comb. Now, my colonies worked with non-
swarmers on have stored two pairs of 70 lbs.

each, comb honey; two pairs of 60 lbs. each,
extracted lioney.
In the way of feeding back I have secured

these results: I have fed one colony 70 lbs. ex-
tracted, and received 60 lbs. comb; I also fed
one colony 60 lbs. extracted, and received .50 lbs.

comb. C. S. Np:vins.
Wagstatf, Kan., Sept. 16.

[We sent the above to Mr. Langdon, who re-
plies:]

My experience during the past season shows
that my circular is wrong. The slide should be
changed once in four days instead of seven. It

also says (which friend Nevins likely did not
see), that, if a rim were nailed on the back of
the device, no hole would be needed in the hive.
I shall make them all so the coming season.

I did not finci that the bees were light for the
fall flow, though I have had them heavier.
One thing is sure— if they are lighter than
they would otherwise be, there is not a great
army of bees to board duiMng the interval be-
tween basswood and goldenrod. The effect is

the same as though the queen had been caged,
and there is a saving in that The plan of
ventilation given by friend N. is along the line
that I have adopted for use next season.
Mr. Nevins' experience is another straw to

prove that running two working forces together
can not be excelled or equaled for getting bees
to woik in the supers, especially if there is a
short crop.

I claim as strongly as ever, notwithstanding
the adverse reports that have been given
against the non-swarmer, that, if the bees are
given proper room in the supers, with gnnd ven-
tilation, so as to be comfortable, they can In-.

kept from swarming with an increased yield of
honey by the use of my device. My succe-s
with them on my house-apiary is better proof
on this point than most of these reports have
been that they will not work. Something was
at fault that could have been remedied.

H. P. Langdon.
East Constable. N. Y., Oct. 4.

THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE-KEEPERS' CON-
VENTION AT CHICAGO.

Continued from last issue, page 818.

In our last issue we left off with the address
of welcome, from the editor of ihe American
Bee Journal. Following this was the

pkesident's addkess.
The doctor said, in looking over the publish-

ed list of names of those who were to be at this
convention, he could count a quarter of a hun-
dred, any one of whom it would be a real
pleasure to spend a solid day with in bee-talk.
The opportunity of meeting all of these, and
more, at one time and place, was a red-letter
event. They were not assembled for bee-talk
alone. No m(^aii part of the enjovment was
tlie meeting of old friends, and the cordial
grasp of the hand; and why should they not
have a sociable time? The doctor, while ac-
knowledging the propriety of going through
with the formality of an introduction, the third
person making the other two acquainted,
thought it also proper, as they were all bee-

keepers, for two strangers to get acquainted
after this fashion: '" My name is Smith—who
are you ?" Continuing he said, "Our journals
are invaluable: but the rapid exchange of ideas
allowed in discussions at a convention has
brought to light many a truth that otherwise
would not have become public property."
There were many interesting topics for dis-

cussion, but he luade an earnest exhortation
for the full use of the question-box; for in no
other way could they meet the wants of all.

This address was followed by a report from
the treasurer, showing a balance due of $4.22.

Following this was an able address from Prof.
A. J. Cook, entitled

BEE CUI/rURE AT OUK EXPERIMENT STATIONS.

Bee-keeping, he said, had merits that very
few of even the bee-keepers themselves appre-
ciated. It not only gathered up the most
wholesome article of food, but conferred an
added benefit in the important work of pollen-
izing flowers. There was no question but that
the productiveness of many of the fruits and
vegetables was often tremendously increased
by bees. It was true, that other insects aided
somewhat in pollenizing but to a very small
extent in comparison with the bees, and the
latter were ready early in the spring. Our
experiment stations were the product of the
civilization of the nineteeth century, and the
United States government, recognizing the im-
portance of agriculture, and the added impetus
given to any business, had donated $15,000
annually to each vState. to be expended in

experiments in agriculture; and 47 States and
Territories had availed themselves of this.

Thus three-quarters of a million of dollars were
spent annually in the interest of agriculture.
Apiculture was a very important branch of
agriculture; yet in the face of all this, only 4 of
the 47 States had done any thing to promote
:he interests of bee - keeping. Probably not
12000 was spent in experiments in apiculture,
against three-fourths of a million spent annu-
ally for agriculture. This, he thought, was a
stupendous injustice, and that, in all modesty,
bee keepers had a right to claim $1000 annually
in behalf of thiir pursuit; then $40,000. instead
of the scant $2000, would be expended. He
suggested that each State association appoint a
good committee of live, wide - awake bee-
keepers, 10 wait on the Board of Directors of
the several stations and set forth the reasona-
bleness of their demand. This act should be
supplemented further by personal letters. Bee
culture, had met with many disasters during
the last few years, and wise experimental work
and assistance from the State was what was
needed. If there should not be awaking-up
along the line, it was because bee-keepers were
asleep to their own interests.
A discussion followed, in which it was asked

what vStates had made a move in this direction.
Prof. Cook named Rhode Island. Iowa. Colora-
do, Maryland, and California. In the White
City the display of the bee-keeping industry
was not what it should be. For instance, in
the California building all other industries
were represented, but honey was not shown.
A paper was then read, from Mrs. Axtell, on

the subject

—

WHAT OUR EXPERIENCE WITH BEES HAS
TAUGHT US DURING THE PAST

FEW YEARS.
They had learned that it was not wise for

tliem to make bee-keeping a specialty, but,
rather, a side issue; and yet they always aimed
to let nothing cause them to neglect the bees.
Thus, if bees failed them the other business
would enable them to make a living Again,
experience had taught them that large brood-
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nests pay best, taking one season with another,
because they save time in taking out and
replacing combs for the purpose of reducing the
brood-nest in winter and in expanding it at

other times. Where one lias 100 or 200 colonies,

they think the handling of combs made quite
an item. It was better to have too large a
brood-nest than one too small. They had
learned, also, that, so long as bees paid so poor-
ly, it did not pay to try to build up weak colo-

nies by feeding, unless they had valuable
queens; and, lastly, that a good colony with a
large brood-chamber left alone, and not drawn
upon for either honey or brood, would seldom
pass a season without getting enough to winter
on.
Some little discussion followed this paper, in

which it was held that the points were more
applicable to the locality of Mrs. Axtell. R. L.
Taylor asked, why, if she liked large hives
because of the trouble of handling combs, not
have the Heddon? C. P. Dadant said that
those colonies that do not swarm from year to

year supersede their queens as readily as those
that do swarm. The question was asked:

WHICH IS BETTER— EIGHT OR TEN FKA.ME
HIVES ?

Considerable discussion took place. Some
held that a ten-frame hive, when necessary,
could be reduced to 8 frames by means of dum-
mies. As usual, some preferred one and some
another. When a show of hands was called for,

it was found that Ki favored the ten-frame hive
and 42 the eight - frame. The rest pres(^nt
evidently did not know. It was then asked
how many had changed from an eight to a ten
frame hive. A rising vote showed only one.
When it was asked how many had changed
from ten to eight, 24 responded. R. L. Taylor
thought it was a question of locality, and what
th(f queen could do br^fore the honey-flow.
There was such a thing as having too much
room. J. M. Hambaugh wanted all the bees he
could get, and therefore preferred a large brood-
nest.

THE LANGSTKOTH FUND.

At this point a letter was read from the Rev.
L. L. Langstroth, extending his greetings to
the convention. As Mr. L. was in somewhat
straitened circumstances, Mr. Thos. G. Newman
made a strong appeal, and urged that bee-
keepers, inasmuch as they owed Mr. L. a great
debt, should give such sums as they felt able.
In response to this, the sum of $44.00 was col-
lected on the spot, and the rest was arranged to
be sent to Mr. G. W. York, 5(5 Fifth Ave., Chi-
cago.
The question-box was resumed again. It

was asked. " Have the Syrians any points of
superiority?" Mr. Taylor thought they excel-
led in the hinder point. Mr. Frank Benton, the
secretary, who had handled them in their puri-
ty at Beyrout, Syria, said they had some good
qualities. They required a sparing use of
smoke: were very prolitic—too much so: but
this could be regulaied. In reply to the ques-
tion as to how the Carniolan bee could be dis-

tinguished from the blacks, he said they were
slightly larger, with light silver-gray band-J,

giving them a ringy appearance. As to tln-ir

action, they do not run off their combs as do the
blacks. When he handled them in their native
country he rarely iiad us(^ for the veil. When
found to be cross in this counti'y he u'ould
hardly think them to be pure. In comparison
with the Italians he thought them generally
gentler.

HAS THE MATING OF QUEENS IN CONFINEMENT
BEEN SUCCESSFUI/?

Dr. Miller thought not. Dr. C. V. Riley,

entomologist at Washington, had been deeply
interested in the question, and, in spite of the
failures in the past, he thought the problem
might yet be solved, ani that the Departmen
of Agriculture would investigate the question.

STANDING VERSUS HANGING FRAMES.
The question was asked how many preferred

standing frames. A vote showed 9, while 49
preferred loose hanging frames.

EVENING SESSION, FIRST DAY.
The place of the next meeting was then dis-

cussed. Several places were named, among
which were Toronto, San Francisco, Denver,
Los Angeles, Buffalo, Columbus, and St. Joseph.
After some discussion, a vote showed that St.

Joseph was preferred by a majority.
The election of officers was next in order, and

resulted as follows: For president. E. T. Ab-
bott, of St. Joseph, Mo.; vice-president, O. L.
Hersheiser; secretary, Frank Benton; treasur-
er, G. W. York.
Next followed a question on the subject of

—

HOW CAN THE MEETINGS OF THE N. A. B. K. A.
BE IMPROVED?

It was urged by some that the society be
more representative. At present it was getting
to be too local, as the list of members showed;
that the society should be thoroughly organized
and affiliated with State organizations, and
that each alHliated society should send one or
more delegates. Comparison was made with
the European societies, and it was urged that
the N. A. B. K. A. be more like them. The
president acknowledged that our meetings
were not as large as those in Europe, and asked
the secretary, Mr. Benton, in regard to it.

The latter said that, at one meeting in Frank-
fort, Germany, they had an attendance of 400;
that they also had a large exhibition of bee-
appliances, fruits preserved in honey, etc. The
society included Austria and Germany. Prof.
Cook, while acknowledging that, while all this

was very nice for Europe, it was entirely im-
practicable in the United States. Our country
was, he said, too large, and the traveling
expenses too great; but in spite of this we
needed not to feel bad, because we had good
conventions as it was; and as the bee-papers
gave reports, those who were not able to attend
were able to get the discussions. C. P. Dadant
agreed with Prof. Cook, and added that he had
tried very hard to get the State and Provincial
organizations to affiliate with the N. A. B. K. A..

but failed.
Contuiucd.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

HUBER'S WORKS.

Those who have Gleanings for 1889 will find

on page 389 for that year a picture of the cele-

brated man whose works I have before me; also
as much of his history as will be sufficient for

our purpose. We giv<^ the picture here again.
Huiier's method of conducting experiments with
bees by the help of his wife, and a servant
named Burnens, is. I assume, familiar to all.

The praise lavished on Huber by the civilized

world has been unstinted. By almost universal
consent he occupies a front seat among natural-
ists and bee-men; and my talk to-day will, I

fear, run more on the man than on his book.
The high position occupied by Huber is due to

several causes, tln^ first oi which I would attrib-

ute to the real merit of his discoveries. But no
matter how valuable or otherwise those discov-
eries were to the world, the very fact that they
were the result of a purely mental effort on Hu-
ber's part would enlist our sympathy to a great-
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er extent than if he had used his own eyes in-
stead of those of his servant. The boy pianist,
Hoffman, when in America, would bring an au-
dience to tears by his marvelous rendition of the
best worlis of the great masters; but if he plays
the same pieces better and better till he is of
middle age the tears will dry up, and at best
nothing but a clap of the hands remain. We
are very apt to make allowance for the weak
and unfortunate, and it is well that we do.

It is impossible for me, and I presume it is for
anybody, to state just how much originality
maybe found in Ruber's " Observations," and
just how far his conclusions are now accepted
by bee-keepers. In Mr. Kellen's article, refer-
red to above, which I translated from the Ger-
man, he says:

FRANCIS llUBf^K—BOKN 17.50, DIED 1831.

"Francis Huber. by his investigations and re-

searches in apiculture, did more to promote this
science than all his predecessors who had em-
ployed themselves in the study of this interest-
ing insect. It is his discoveries alone that
marked that golden age in the histoi-y of api-
culture which is destined to remain for all ages.
Ruber's observations are not only of the great-
est importance in themselves, but wonderful for
the manner in which they were made ; for Hu-
ber was blind."
Now, that is a strong statement, and yet I am

not ready to deny it in any particular; but how
are we to account for what seems to me to be a
fact, that, so far as honey is concerned, no ap-
parent increase in its production is noticed or
recorded in the fifty years after Ruber's works
were published, over the fifty years preceding
that event? That is, how much did he help
the producer of honey? Certainly his works
cleared the sky of most of the abominable su-
perstitions connected with the bee up to his
time, and after that the ground seemed cleared
off and leveled in anticipation of an edifice
which should endure as long as bees swarm.
But why does the scientific world make so much
of Ruber, and the bee-keeping world never
mention him except as an ornament? I do not
know that the name of Huber is now used by
any association of bee-men. or in connection
with any hive or frame now in vogue; and yet
the man and his works have occupied a place in
the literary world, the glory of which the lapse
of about a century has not dimmed : and as time
passes, the inquiring face of the blind philoso-

pher will sink deeper and deeper into our affec-
tions, and cause us to rejoice that his inherit-
ance is (or will be some time) in a land

" Brig'ht, brigiit as day " —
where eyes, if needed, will not be dimmed by
tears nor blindness.
The fact is, there are two sides to this matter,

just as there are two blades to a pair of shears,
and each is the complement of the other; at
least, we will " play so," as friend Hasty once
put it about Virgil. The work performed by
Huber was, in the main, in reference to the bee
as such — its habits, social economy, methods of
propagation, etc. He covered a ground in this
respect far in advance of what the scientific
world then held, even if later writers have mod-
ified these conclusions in some of their minor
details. He spread a canvas on the frame, on
which a later genius put the picture which will
remain; but which of the two men deserves the
more credit is of no more account to me than it

is to determine whether the paper I write on is

of more consequence than the ink, or the ink
than the pen. The three are very convenient.

I.ANGSTKOTII

is the one who, doubtless, will always be men-
tioned as the complement of or successor to
Huber. Beginning his researches at about the
time Ruber died, he so enabled the bees to di-

rect their efforts that, within the memory of
nearly all of us, the production of honey has as-

sumed such proportions as to elicit the greatest
expressions of surprise in those parts of the
world where '"the good old way" still largely
prevails. Honey, in our country, has ceased to
be a luxury, in my opinion, on account of its

cheapness, although some do not so consider it.

From this we see that Huber determined the
thing itself, while Langstroth modified essen-
tially the surroundings. We see an analogy to
this when P'ranklin proved the identity of elec-
tricity and lightning. That was necessary; but
it remained for Morse to provide a medium for
the fiuid that now compresses the world within
the compass of a daily newspaper, and for oth-
ers to light our cities with it, draw cars, and
revolutionize the very framework of commerce.
If, then, the relation which a bee sustains to
the world may be so materially improved by
better surroundings, who shall say that a man's
conditions and environments do not materially
affect his usefulness as respects society at large?
A bee can never do any thing not peculiar to a
bee; in other words, within certain limits it

must •' act as built."' Huber largely determin-
ed those limits, while Langstroth gave the best
possible opportunity for the exercise of what
nature made. In a like manner, society should
provide the best facilities for the exercise of hu-
man action in a profitable channel, and dis-

courage, as much as possible, the wrong use of
human ability. A man is not "'built" until he
has, at the end of life, passed through this
channel. Life consists of '" being built."

I have used the word " Langstroth " in a
rather comprehensive or generic senses above,
and I mean by it not only the Langstroth hive
and frame, pure and simple, but every modifica-
tion of either, or any hive whatever which has
been invented under the incitement of what
may be termed Langstrothism — a periud of
time which may be said, in general terms, to
reach from 18.53 to 1893.

Although Ruber's works are not, I believe,
now in type, they may be easily obtained, espe-
cially in French, the language in which they
were written. They have been translated into
several languages;* but their real value, aside

* 111 Gleanings for July 1st, 1884, will be found an
article of great interest, from the pen of Thos. Wm.
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from a literary point of view, i? absolutely noth-
ing when compared with Dad a n t's " Revised
Langstroth," Cowan's or Cheshire's apieultural
works. Cook's Manual, and some otliers. But
the perusal of Huber can not, it seems to me,
fail to add largely to the interest of bee-keep-
ing, and that alone is worth a great deal. A
farmer friend of mine once became tired of his

farm, and thought of leaving it: but becoming
interested in geology he studied the nature of

the rocks and ravines on his place, and actually
fell in love with it. Instead of plowing in un-
interesting dirt he felt glad to dig in soil where
the deinotheriums, iguanodons. and plesiosau-
ruses used to wage battle and root around.
Knowledge makes work pleasant, and changes
a star into a beautiful world through the medi-
um of the inner eye. By all means, read Hu-
ber, even if he is a yesterday's sunrise. One of
his last sayings is well worth remembering:
"One thing I have never been able to learn;
that is, to forget to love."
Medina. Nov. 3. W. P. Root.

POOR QUEENS.

HEREDITY IN QUEENS, AND HOW FAK BACK GOOD
AND BAD TRAITS MAY COME.

For the benefit of those who want queens
from the one described by me in August 15th
Gleanings, and for the benefit ot all beginners,
I should like to say a few words further. That
queen, along with the others in my yard, seem-
ed to get a bad chill last winter. I feared she
could not survive another winter. I made
haste to get from her what young queens I

needed; then, as she seemed to be failing, I

pinched her and put in a capped cell.

Beginners err in thinking they will be "fixed"
if they get a queen from some great one. Extra-
good queens will be likely to transmit their

good qualities. At the same time, the daugh-
ter may mate with something objectionable.
From that imported queen I got just one that
mated to suit me. Now she is dead. I have
nine of her daughters. I hope some of them
possessing their mother's good qualities may
mate to suit me. CZI
On page 637 I said the queen left only one

cell. I hunted for cells for perhaps three or

four days to requeen with, and then, being
busy, gave it up. When time to hatch, 1 looked:
but the cell was hatched. That queen had
destroyed three or four very fine cells that the
bees had built in the meantime. That scored
another good quality, the young queens de-
stroying cells to prevent after-swarming.
For those yomig queens to mate three-banded

Italian will be a small consideration. A good
comb-honey season will be the test. I also in-

tend to breed for bees that will go into the sec-

tions without bait sections.

Every bee-keeper in the land should interest
himself in the destruction of poor queens. Poor
people sometimes buy them. They not only
lose the few cents paid for the queen, but lose

the product of that colony for a year; or. if

good hon^^-y-gatherers. they may be so cross as

to be a vexation. Some seem to think even a
poor queen will do to winter a colony. What
good is such a colony after it is wintered ?

A few days ago I killed a daughter of that
great queen because I scored so many points
against her. First, the colony built and cap-
ped several queen-cells while she was a virgin

Cowan, relative to all tlic works of Huber — time of

Frintini?, etc. He refers to the edition of 1841. which
have used. He also speaks of 1(X)4 "old hee-books,"

reaching down from 1473. Of the.se, ."jOS were in Ger-
man; ISJ French, 98 English.

in the hive. I concluded to tolerate that. I

tried to blame that on the cussedness of the
bees. Next she was a day or two late in be-
ginning to lay when the weather was good for
her to mate. If yon investigate closely I think
you will find that a bad trait, not in itself, but
as an indication of a poor quality. After she
had been laying a few days, with but little

honey coming in. I found two queen-cells with
eggs m them. That settled it. I pinched her,
and abandoned the colony.
Inbreeding queens, the grandmother should

be as good as the mother. If the mother be
good and the grandmother bad, then the bad-
ness of the grandmother's family will develop
or crop out in the grandchildren, on account of
the drones. That great queen of mine had a
good mother, an imported queen whose bees
jumped right into the sections last year as soon
as there was honey for the sections. So you
see those nine young queens have a good pedi-
gree, both in mother and grandmother. Oh if

I could only have controlled the mating of
those nine virgin queens I However.we will hope
for the best. Do not sell poor queens. Kill
them. Kill every queen that swarms out from
under empty sections, provided the super, ven-
tilation, etc.. are all right. Try to supersede
all queens whose bees persist in after-swarming,
viciousness, excessive burr-combs, and all such
traits; much depends on the drones in your
yard and neighborhood. Philo S. Dii.worth.
Ingram, Fa.

EXPERIMENT STATIONS AND WHAT THEY
ARE DOING.

do you receive full value for your five
cents?

On page 782 Mr. Ellas Fox takes exception to
the article recommending that the government
establish an apieultural station. It has been
said by one of our American sages, " It is one of
the special dispnnsations of an all-wise Provi-
dence that every board has two sides, and
that no man is able to see both sides at
once." I have no quarrel with any one who
does not see the same side that I do; but to
some of the arguments used I have somewhat
to say.
There are but few who have not heard of the

"Billion-dollar Congress." Since it has been
demonstrated that it requires about this
amount to run this government successfully,
we do not hear so much as we formerly did of
this expen"e. This is supposed to be used to

pay the expenses of this government for two
years, which would be somewhere about five

hundred millions for the expense for one year.
We are prone, as Americans, to boast of our

vast population In this we will be conserva-
tive in this article, and for convenience will say
we have only sixty millions of population. Of
this number there are nine millions engaged in

agriculture, fruit-raising, gardening, and kin-
dred pursuits. This is about one-seventh of

our population who are engaged in agriculture.
Now. the burden of the expcuise of this govern-
ment is borne (or at least we constantly hear it

is) by the agricultural population. Now. in all

justice and equity there should be expended
for their benefit one-seventh of the expense of
the government. Now, what is the fact ? Why,
simply that the expense of the Agricultural
Department is /c.s-,s thati three million dollars.

This makes ati expense, for (>very individual in

this nation, of about live cents. The question
now is, "Is this well expended?" If it is,

would it not be reasonable to infer that an
appropriation to solve some of the mysteries of
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bee- keeping would be also well expended?
While I am free to confess, that sometimes such
funds ar(> worse than wasted, and there might
be some one who had a '" political pull " receive
an appointment as experimenter in apiculture
who would be a clog in the wheels of progress,
yet such a one would not last long. It would
take a man who had an inherent love for the
business to stay by it for any length of time.
But there is no use speculating in the future
when we have/acfs in the past to refer to. It

is the principle of this and other governments
to aid science financially. Thousands of dollars
have been expended in sending expeditions to
Iceland, Cape of Good Hope, or Kamtschatka
to view an eclipse of the sun or a transit of
Venus. Such things benefit none financially,
and satisfy the curiosity of but few; yet no
man, with any love for his country, can object
to such expenditures.
Let us see how some of the money of the

agricultural departments has been spent, and
see if we can give a good account of your five
cents.
The several experiment stations which re-

ceive aid ($15,000) from the government have
expended it in many ways, not all alike. Some
have purchased the best blood of thoroughbred
sheep of the various breeds; tested and com-
pared them, and in their reports are carefully
prepared tables of the amount of feed each
kind consumed, and amount of gain each made,
while no kind is recommended; yet at a glance
there can lie seen which kind makes its owners
the most money, and each one can draw his
own conclusions.
Others have purchased cattle of various

breeds and ages, and fed them for the market.
The amount of grain and hay consumed by
each is carefully noted, and the gain of each
breed, and at each age; so that the farmer now
knows how much he may expect his cattle in

the feed-lot to gain in a named length of time;
also how mucli grain and hay they will con-
sume; and. months before, he can tell how
much they are going to cost him when ready
for the market.
Others have conducted similar experiments

with swine. On investigation, we find the
government has done a vast amount for the
farmer besides investigating diseases of domes-
tic animals. Other experimcMit stations, and
Wisconsin leads in this, havi- l)een looking after
the dairy cow—the amount she eats of the
various foods, the atnount of water she con-
sumes, the amount of milk she gives daily, and
for the year, its per cent of butter-fat. The
nutritive ratio of the food fed to the cows, and
its costs, have all been subjects of experiment
and investigation. While the kind of barn lias

not, so far as I know, Iwen investigated yet
(though it should bo), the kind of silo has
received much attention—how to build it. and
its cost, with instructions for its construction
and material. Specifications are all prepared
at government expense. The implements for
testing the amount of butter-fat in milk have
the indorsements of the experiment stations.
These cost less than one dollar, and yet how
many there are who keep cows that do not now,
never did. and never will pay the cost of their
keeping! The time is coming, almost now is,

when the purchaser of a cow will insist upon
knowing the amount of butter-fat in the milk
of a cow he purchases.
To arrive at conclusions by running one hive

for comb and another for extracted honey
would not establish the reputatiou of the exper-
imenter as an infallible authority on matters
of apiculture to any alarming extent. There is

just a little too much such work done now.
Just one more reference to the experiment

stations, though many others could be cited,
and we will quit with this; that is, the matter
of testing small fruits, especially strawberries.
Do not the stations give some varieties very
high praise, and condemn others severely ? and
is not their judgment valuable, especially in
their own locality? Many kinds are especially
valuable in certain soils and climates, and
worthless in others; and no doubt apicultural
implements will be found similar. Some places
require a t<'n-frame hive; in others an eight is

sufficient. A deep brood-chamber would give
best results, perhaps, in some places, while in
others shallow frames would do best. Foul
brood could not possibly be developed from
chilled or dead brood in Texas; but in the
North, where sometimes there is a change of
temperature of 70 degrees in four or five hours,
it might. There may be degrees in deadness.
There are several experiments with bees that
should be conducted in places far removed from
bees of any kind except those taken to be used
in the experiments. Five years since I knew of
such a paradise for bees, not then occupied;
but now it teems with bees. I still know of
alfalfa-fields on which there is not yet a single
bee. How long such places will remain unoc-
cupied, I know not—surely not long.

In view of the importance of agriculture to
this nation, and of the small proportion of the
funds that are expended in its behalf, and of
the importance of apiculture, a branch of the
agricultural industry which has as yet received
practically nothing. I am firmly of the opinion
we should have some aid from the government.
We must remeiuber there are a good many of
us. and any additional expense would not be
felt. What kind of a farmer would it be who
would willingly aid in the expense of painting
the house of his neighbor (who lives in the
city), giving him a cement sidewalk and a
painted picket- fence, and when he could have
his farm fenced from the same purse for the
asking, but would, from motives of economy,
insist upon allowing his farm to lie out to the
commons? Have you gained full "value
received" for yoiir- five cents? If not, why
not? W. C. Frazier.
Atlantic, la., Nov. 4.

Heads of Grain ,

FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

IJROOn-FRAMES; WIDTH OF SPACE, ETC.

I have used brood-frames made of % lumber
for some time. Two years ago I happened to
get a board Pg thick, and cut it into top-bars,
and have used them in several hives. I find
that is just exactly the thickness the bees build
their combs. I space l^g from center to center,
and then frames are perfectly clear of brace-
combs. The combs are much nicer than those
on X ffames, all covered with lumps, no dif-
ference how thick. I like a frame ,9h thick,
top- bar 1^8 wide, dovetailed all round.

THE HIVE I USE.

I have improved the Simplicity hive to suit
the climate. The l)ottom has cleats run length-
wise, projecting in front 5 inches, sloped down
to take a thin alighiing-board on the slope. A
3x^^-inch hoard and 2 three-cornered boards are
nailed on to make a Simplicity alighting- board,
with slope in front. Two pii'ces, %x%. rabbeted
out. are nailed on <>ach end of the bottom for the
frames to rest on. The rabbet holds them so they
can'tshift endwise. They are closed -end frames.
There is a dummy on each side, and the body
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rests over all. They are wedged up. making a
double-walled hive; and when you lift the
body off, the frames stay there ready to be
separated as you choose. The upper story is

made an inch larger all round, or both ways,
than the lower, and is shiplapped in the side at
the lower edge: and when it is on it fits down
on the lower part like a lid, and the super rests
on the lower story all round, and keeps the
bees entirely away from the joint. It has a
bee-space under it. and it comes off easily. I

use 9 brood -frames, L. size. The top or roof of
this hive is shiplapped on the top story, and
has a gable roof for the extractor. I use two
brood -chambers with IS frames. vSection-hold-
ers work nicely on this hive.

I want to say here, that salt properly used
will cui'e bee-paralysis. I have done it, and
can do it again. It must be given to them in

the unsealed honey in the combs.
Gales Creek, Ore., Oct. 14. J. H. Bekry.

busy for a week killing them. To prevent their
breeding, clean the stable every day, and spread
the manure in the sun so it will dry out quickly.
Fillmore. Cal. J. F. McIntykk.

PRATT HIVER AND A MISSING QUEEN.
Mr. Rnot:—Woa\d it be infringing too much

on your time to ask you to answer the following
question ? I put a Pratt hiver under a hive of
bees and an empty hive underneath; and on
the 25lh of May about a quart of bees went into
it. and, I supposed, the queen with them. I set
the under hive on a new stand, giving them a
frame of brood and a few empty frames, and
also shook about 2 quarts of bees from the orig-
inal hive into the new one in question. In a
few days T found they (the new one) were start-
ing queen-cells, indicating the absence of a
queen. Yesterday, May 31st, I examined the
original hive and found queen-cells with the
sides eaten out. as though a queen had been de-
stroyed by a rival, and also sealed queen-cells
and a number half built, containing larvas.

What, in your opinion, does the condition of
that hive indicate, taking the foregoing facts
into consideration—I mean in regard to a queen.
There are no eggs in either hive, but the origi-
nal one has plenty of small larvae.

Philadelphia, Pa. E. Brubaker.

[It would be hard to give a' satisfactory
answer. We would suggest that the original
stock did not cast a swarm and that the surplus
of bees simply went into the lower hive, as they
will be quite sure to in the event of no swarm.
The queen—there is the puzzle. She may have
been superseded in the upper hive; she may
have been injured in trying to pass the zinc: she
may have done a dozen other things. As to the
presence of a rival in the lower hive, it may
have been the incoming of a queen just fertiliz-

ed. Instead of going into her own hive she
went into the wrong one. and, of course, com-
menced to seal (or, rather, unseal) the fate of

her would-be rivals.]

HOUSE-FLIES ; AVHERE DO THEY COME FROM ?

How often do we hear people complain, day
after day. about the troublesome house-fly I

and yet they never take the pains to find out
where they are bred. Most ])eople seem to think
that flies just come — that they have no power
to prevent their coming, and spend their ener-
gies the year round in trying to kill them as fast

as they come. The truth is, the fly does not go
far from where it is bred; and if you live on a
farm, say half a mile from a neighbor, at least

95 per cent of your flies are bred in your own
stable. If your horse-stable has not been clean-
ed for a few days, the mnnure. packed solid by
the horses' feet, will be found full of maggots
about half an inch long. They are the larvcV of

the house-fly; and you may depend upon it, if

they are not destroyed you will soon have a
swarm of flies sufficient to keep the good wife

A DAIUV HIVE RECOKD OF INCREASE IN CAL-
IFORNIA.

On the morning of April Kith I took 1(3 lbs. of
honey out of a super of a colony of hees near my
rustic seat under tlie shade of a juniper-tree,
and placed a second super on it. as most of the
combs in lioth hive and super were full of brood.
I then opened up a daily record of increase in
weight, a copy of which is given below:
Apr Increase May Increase .Juu. Increase

16 7 11 11 .5 7

n 4 12 30 6 7
18 4 13 10 7 7^
19 7 14 13 8 Wi
20 8'/2 15 10 9 4

31 4 16 6 10 6
92 1 17 13 11 ,5

23 1 18 12 12 3
34 3 19 18 13 4

2h 5 20 21i/2 14 .5

26 8 21 12 1.5 .5

27 4 22 13'4 16 4
28 23 10 17 3
29 .T 24 6 is 4

30 4 2.5 13 19 4
May 26 16 20 2

1 8 2T 13 21 3
3 13 28 1.5 22 1

3 17 29 17 23 2
4 10 30 10 24 2
5 10 31 8 25 3
6 10 Jun. 26 314

7 13 1 7 27
8 (I 2 6 28 2
9 3 10 29 1

10 13 4 10 30

I extracted as follows: April 16, 16 lbs.; April
30, 44 lbs.; May 9, 73 lbs.; May 16, 75K lbs.;

May 34, 88 lbs.: June 3.91; June 15,863<$' lbs.;

June 30, 38 lbs. Total. .503.

The record was not kept properly for a few
days in May. as the scales were balanced in the
morning, which gave the gross increase with-
out taking into account the decrease in weight
from night until the next morning, which
varied from }., to 43a lbs., which will account for
the 50 pounds of increase more than was ex-
tracted.
July 1st this colony was found decreasing

rapidly in strength: and upon examination the
queen had almost ceased laying, and capped
queen-cells were found. Further examination
showed young queens laying, and Sept. 12th
there was found brood in five frames, with
abundant stores for winter, one super having
been removed July 1st. This colony of bees
was selected to place on scales on account of its

"location, and proved to be the best one in my
apiary, as my average was 300 lbs. per colony,
and I made an increase of 65 colonies from 140.

Thompson, Cal.. Sept. 20. J. G. Corey.

A SUGGESTION ON TRANSFERRING.
In a recent issue I noticed an article about

'"transferring bees at the beginning of clover,

as there is less honey to transfer." May I sug-
gest letting it swarm first, then putting it on a
weak colony with second story full of frames?
I'ut the box into the third story, with a Porter
escape between, which will let the bees go down
and build up the weak colony as fast as they
hatch. Of course, this plan will work only
where the old box hive will go into the mova-
ble-frame hive; but as a rule the old boxes will

go in. or can be torn away until they will. In

this way there is no brood at the end of three
weeks, and also no honc^y exc(!pt what is left —
usually a few pounds. There are no bees, no
honey, "no nothing," except the combs, to

transfer. I use the Langstroth hive.
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Another idea has gained ground—that honey
is flavored with formic acid by the bees. May I

suggest tasting honey in which several bees
have drowned, so that their poison is in the
honey? The flavor is certainly not the natural
honey flavor.

I have learned another lesson— never pay in

advance for sugar for winter feeding. I did it

last fall, and received my barrel Dec. 3d, which
delay caused the death of 75 per cent— a dozen
medium and half a dozen weak colonies from 48

in the fall, in good condition. I did not want to

order it till I had the cash, and then they de-

layed it three weeks. Cold weather set in then,

and that settled them.
I have only about 600 lbs. this season; but I

am building up and buying some more, and
getting ready for next season, as there will be a
larger acreage of clover than this year, on ac-

count of the continuous wet season. It has
been another poor season here. One apiary of

liSO colonies produced 200 lbs. of comb honey;
another of 60 colonies brought in 600 lbs. of ex-

tracted honey. All around me for several miles
report the same. I have an extra good range
here, or I should have fared worse.

George E. Fraoenbukg.
Kansas City, Mo., Sept 19, 1893.

[Your plan of transferring would work, ex-
cept that, as soon as the box was set on the
movable-frame hive with a bee-escape between,
the brood would all be deserted in a very short
time. It would probably chill and thus leave
no chance for it to hatch.]

SWARMSctLTNITING AND SWARMS RETUKNING;
MR. MA.JOR EXPLAINS.

In regard to Mr. Hutchinson's reference, on
page 712, to my item on page 6.52, I will say that
I was speaking of swarms returning to their
own hive when their queens were clipped. At
the same time I believe that swarms seldom
unite and go into the wrong hive. I think
that, on an average, not more than one-third of

my bees swarm each year, and it is not often
that two swarms come out together. I lemem-
ber that, in 1892, two swarms came out at the
same time, and united ; but after hanging
awhile they separated, each swarm going into
its own hive; and a few days after. I had two
swarms come out. fly around for awhile, then
go back to their own hives without settling.

A few years ago I had three swarms in the
air at once—when a nucleus hive swarmed out,

and all united in one huge swarm. Of course, I

had to hive them. That same year three
swarms came out and united; but when they
went back I thought that one of the hives got
more than its share of bees. I have so few
cases of two or more swarms coming out at the
same time that I can not tell the rule from the
exception. I only know that one swarm out
alone is sure to go back to its own hive—at
least, that has been my experience during the
last ten years with clipped queens.
Cokeville, Pa., Sept. 22. John Major.

and bottom-boards far outweighed any small
benefit there was in having the combs " cleared
up." If you can give a word of advice in the
matter, it may be of use to more than one.
We report 56J^ lbs. per colony, spring count.

Wm. Russei.l.
Minnehaha Falls, Minn., Oct. 17.

[You must have failed to follow directions in

some respect. You say you closed the en-
trance to one bee-space. In a stack of four or
five hives there should be only one entrance for

the lot. When you first start the bees going,
apparently there will be a bad time of robbing,
but it will soon quiet down. We are quite sure
you will have no trouble, providing only one
bee is allowed to go in and out at a time. Our
own experience all this season corroborates it,

as well as reports that are coming in. Dr. Mil-
ler has tried it, for instance; also Mr. Vernon
Burt, years before we ever tried it. We, like

yourself, could not be convinced but that it

would make mischief, hecaiise we concluded,
from the apparent uproar at the heyimiing^
that the whole thing was dangerous, and there-
fore closed the entrance without giving the
plan a test sufficiently prolonged to see how it

would actually turn out; peihaps you did this.

We would advise you to read our article on the
subject over again very carefully, and see if

you have not omitted some important detail.-

Others are making it work—why not you '?

As a result of this stack-hive feeding, we
have had brood-reaiing going on quite vigor-
ously, even up to and within this last week of

October. We never had such a state of things
before, and we attribute the result largely to
" quiet robbing."]

WINTERING qualities OF QUEENS RAISED IN
THE NORTH AND SOUTH.

[Z'Will you tell us whether there is any differ-

ence in the wintering qualities of queens raised
in the North and South? Some claim that a
Northern queen will stand the winters best.

D Anita, la., Oct. 17 ;1C. H. Talbot.

"[If there is any difference in the wintering of

the two kinds of queens we were not aware of

it. We have had both in our apiary for many
winters; and although we have made no care-
ful comparison we have not noticed but that
one would winter as well as the other.]

A NEW PLAN OF WINTERING.
Friend Root:—To those who winter on sum-

mer stands, the time has arrived to fix up the
bees for the winter. I will give you my plan,
which differs a little from yours. I use the Hill
device and burlap as you recommend; but in-

stead of making a cushion I take 13^ yards of
ch(>ese-cloth, and spread it evenly on the super,
and then fill it with chaft' or dry sawdust: then
draw ihe four sides of the cloth together on top
of the super; put on the cover, and the work is

done. I tried this plan last winter, and it work-
ed to perfection. C. H. Sherwood.
Newton, N. J., Oct. 7.

QUIET ROBBING—IT DOES NOT WORK.

I have read with a great deal of interest the
accounts of "'quiet robbing" that have appear-
ed in (irLKANiNGS lately; but after trying it two
seasons I have almost concluded that it can't
be done successfully—at least with the bees I

have. After the last extracting we stacked up
the supers six high, 30 feet from the yard, clos-

ing the entrances to one bee- space, and the first

warm day made me almost wish I had never
seen a bee. They crowded the entrances, hung
all over the front of the hives, and fought like

furies. The amount of dead bees on the ground

I commenced keeping bees a year ago with
seven colonies. In the spring I had three good
colonies, and three very weak ones, having lost

one entirely. I have now 16 colonies in good
shape, except one queenless. I got no surplus.
This immediate vicinity was so extremely dry
that very little honey was secured by any one.
Would you consider this report " encouraging "

or "discouraging '" for a beginner? I have and
read the A B C of Bee Culture, Cook's Manual,
and other standard works. O. F. Knisrley.
Port Col borne, Ont., Oct. 7.

[We should consider it encouraging.]
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Our Homes.

Thou slialt teacli tliese words diligently unto thy
fhildren, and thou shalt talk of llieni when thou
sittest in thine liouse, and when tliou walkest by
the way, and when thou liest down, and when thou
risest up.—Deut. 6 : 1.

A good many years ago. when there was but
one little boy and one little girl in our home, a
dear friend o\ mine, who had also settled down
and started a home in another State, wrote me
a letter. In this letter he urged upon me the
importance of not only leading a Christian life,

but of reading the Bible daily in the family.
He said I would be a better man, and escape
many trials and troubles, if the reading of the
Scriptures were a part of every day's duties.
He especially urged upon me the effect it would
have upon our children, of having the father
read to them from the Bible, and asking God's
blessing on the home every day. This letter

came to me with a peculiar significance, for this
friend was a younger man than myself. I knew
he was honest, and meant what he said; and I

rather think I knew, too, at that time, that he
was right. I did not take his advice, however,
for there were good reasons why I could not
take his advice. If I read the Bible to my chil-
dren, and asked God's blessing on my home, it

would require, in the first place, that I should
be a ditt'erent man from what I was at that
time. Nevertheless, this exliortation from this
friend took a deep hold on me. The letter was
soon lost, and, I was going to say, forgotten

—

no, not forgotten. It was engraven on the tab-
lets of my heart and memory. Oftentimes I

thought of that quiet friendly appeal. It had
the greater effect because he had never made
any profession of Christianity that I knew of at
the time. 1 was surprised to learn that he was
a Christian. In fact, he had always been such
a rollicking, reckless, outdoor sort of boy, that
I could hardly imagine he could sober down his
face enough to ask a blessing at the table, and
lift his heart to God in prayer before a family
of his own. My friend, did you ever write a
letter like that to some one whom you knew
would take it kindly from i/on., when perhaps
he would not take it kindly from any one else?
If you have, then you have at least once or
twice in your life been laying up treasures in
heaven, and may be you did not know it or
think of it.

Years have passed, and I find myself not only
trying to teach these same Scriptu.'es in my
own liome, but sometimes I try to teach them
in other homes Thank God for the recollection
that I Jidiie tried to do so. Well, not very long
ago I heard more or less of the family I have
mentioned in my opening paragrapji; and what
kind of news do you suppose it was that I

heard ? Why, that this man and especial
friend of mine—this one whom I had loved
from my childhood up (and I loved him more
when lie urged me to be a Christian), well, it

was said that this man and one of his grown-up
boys—at least, the boy was pretty nearly grown
up—could not get nloiig together. Some friends
who do not believe as we do would suggest that
even his Bible-reading and prayers did not
avail very much after :ill. Steady, friends.
Let us look into the matter. I finally happ<'iied
to meet this boy who did not get along well
with his father, and he and I had a very friend-
ly talk. He said at the outset he, guessed it

was all his own fault, for he owned up that he
had not been a very good or obedient boy. I

questioned him more closely. I believe he is

now between IT and IS. It did not seem to me
as if he could be a very bad boy when he seem-

ed so frank and honest, and so ready to admit
the fault—at least the greater part of it—as his
own. Like his father (is it not funny that this
boy should be so exactly like his father in many
things'?)—well, like his father he was impa-
tient of restraint—especially any sort of restraint
that kept him indoors. He liked to be teaming
around at something, and to have something
going on. Of course, he rides a wheel; and, by
the way, he won a prize among a lot of wheel-
men, leaving them all behind, old and young.
He does not like to go to school; but neither
did his father. Dear me ! what a time the
parents did have to make that/<)t?ier get even a
tolerable amount of schooling when he was a
boy I The boy likes to push things. If he is

set at work sweeping out a store he will have
it done in about a fourth the time it would take
a good smart sweeper to do it. But he would
not do it Kwli. And then he would make things
hustle to such an extent that, very likely, some
of the goods would be knocked off the shelves
on to the floor, and, may be, swept out with the
dust and dirt. Now, this very thing is an ex-
cellent trait—that is, this disposition to push
things and get along; but it needs to be under
proper restraint. I have had to do with many
boys of both kinds; but I believ(> I would rather
prefer a boy who likes to make things get along
than to have one so slow that you never have
the heart to charge anybody what it cost if you
have him do the work. Both sorts of boys need
careful watching and training. They need a
good kind mother to show them how, with gen-
tleness and love. Oh, yes! they also need a
good kind fatJier to show them how, with gen-
tleness and love. Does that latter part describe
you, my friend—that is, if you are the father of
grown-up boys? May God help you if it does
not. Well, I did not mean to "tell stories out
of school '

if I could help it; but for the sake of
helping fathers and boys to get along in love
and peace, I wish to tell at length of one little

transaction in this friend's family.
The father and two sons have charge of a

postoffice in quite a considerable town. When
the father secured the office, all three were very
ambitious to do the work faithfully and well.
Their reports to the Postoffice Department
were most carefully made out, every copper
was accounted for. and the cash was balanced
regularly in a most model manner. As the
town was a growing one. different plans were
discussed among the three for serving the great
public more quickly and easily, and enabling
them to do their work more expeditiously. It

was a real pleasure to me to see how prompt
they were in all the appointments of the office.

A very early morning train made it necessary
to deliver the mail quite a spell before daylight.
I never heard one of them grumble about being
obliged to gi t up at such an unseasonable hour.
Their mails were always ready, and Uncle Sam
was never annoyed by any delay on their part.
Like most other towns there were two factions
in this one, and the opposite faction was quite
disposed to watch for some chance to criticise

or catch the new postmaster napping. For a
long while there was no chance for complaint
in any direction. Finally an extensive business
concern deposited some letters one afternoon,
to go to a neighboring town. At just about
this time the father and boys were moving the
office from the back part of the store to the
front, and things were necessarily more or less

mixed up. Tliey supposed, however, that every
thing was carefully looked after as usual.
Some time next day. however, this business
man found that the hstters he put in th(>. office

were not carried to the next town as they ought
to have been. As the distance was not great,
and some of the letters were especially impor-
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tant at just that moment, he went back to the
office where they were deposited, to investi2:ate.
The father and elder son declared that all the
mail left in the office had gone forward. The
man was vexed, and, in his impatience, prob-
ably charged them with criminal negligence

—

perhaps dishonesty— I do not know much about
it. Just as they were probably getting their
tempers pretty well up on both sides, the young-
er son came in. When the matter was referred
to him he at once understood it all, and the
missing letters were brought to light. Perhaps
no one will ever be able to tell just whose fault
it was. The change they were making in the
office was perhaps the primary cause, and it may
also be true that the younger son had disobey-
ed his father's orders or it would not have hap-
pened. The father was very angry. The boy,
however, insisted that the father and elder son
were as much to blame, or more >o, than he
was. Even if this were not true, it looked so to
him. Dear parent, have you not yet discovered
that boys of 18 often have queer ways of reason-
ing? Sometimes older people havequeer ways of
reasoning; but a young person is more likely to
make mistakes of this sort. That is one n^ason
why I stoutly insist that only people of mature
judgment should hold important positions. I

do not believe that any man should be intrusted
with the running of a locomotive—at least a
passenger locomotive—until he is, say, 30 or 35
years old. There may be exceptions to this;
but yet men and boys, as a rule, have not learn-
ed by experience the terrible results that often
follow from just a little forgetfulness or a little

taking of risks. Just inquire into the railroad
accidents and other disasters, and see if I am not
about right. Well, the father, in his vexation,
used a terribly hard, bitter word. The boy
thought he did not deserve it.

Of course, I was anxious to establish right
relations between the two, and I conversed with
both father and son. The incident I have men-
tioned was not the only one, and each seemed
to think it was rather improbable they could
get along together. May be I am making a
mistake in this; but, at least, so it seemed to
me. The boy confessed that he had a fearful
temper, and said it was of no use for him to try
to control it when circumstances were particu-
larly aggravating. When I questioned the
father in regard to the kind of language he
used toward his son, he admitted that it was
not the kind of talk for a Christian to indulge
in, and said he had never spoken so before since
the time he became a Christian. But the cir-
cumstances were such that he absolutely could
not help it. Here we had it on both sides.
While each admitted he had done wrong, he
seemed to settle down to the idea that he could
not help it. What a sad, sad state of affairs!
If we hadn't any Christianity or Bible, we
might well be discouraged; and I had for some
time been surmising where the trouble lay.
What do you think? It reminded me of my
story in the last issue, about the man and wife
who had not been going to church at all. I

may not have gotten the full particulars; but
as nearly as I can make out it was something
like this:
There was some difficulty about holding

meetings in that new town, because there were
not churches enough; and the Congregational
people were, it seems, waiting a little until they
could build a church; therefore they did not
have any preaching. There is a Methodist and
a Baptist church in the town, and they are
doing excellent work too; but this father, like
a good many other people, did not go very
much, because he preferred his own denomina-
tion. Worst of all, the family worship had
been postponed or put off. The principal reason

given was, that, since they had the postoffice,
somebody would come after his mail just as
sure as they attempted to read and have pray-
ers. I suggested that one of the three could
take care of the office while the rest of the fam-
ily held fast to the regular daily worship. But
some way or other it had not been done.* The
boy had some ideas of his own in regard to re-
ligion, and, no matter how earnestly I talked to
him, it did not seem to change him very much.
There are some features of Christianity he was
quite willing to Indorse and accept; and then,
again, there were others that he did not, to use
a slang phrase, "take very much stock In."^

Have any of you ever heard boys talk that vvay
before? Now, friends, do not blame the boys,
even though they have some queer ways of
reasoning, and draw some erroneous conclu-
sions. I think there is a good deal of common
sense in this young boy sense, after all. The boy's
convictions, and his notions as to how a Chris-
tian should deport himself, are not so very far
out of the way. If that father had held fast to
the spirit that prompted him to send me that
letter years ago, I feel pretty sure there would
not have been any serious disagreement be-
tween himself and his eighteen-year-old boy.
Oh, what a beautiful thing it is to see father
and son, or father and sons, if you choose,
working harmoniously together 1 How I do
love to hear the boys speak of the father's busi-
ness as our business! how I do love to see them
act and talk as though they were p(trt?iers in
the concern—as though the father were simply
an older brother who rather took the lead in

directing affairs! and how I do love to see boys
tender, careful, and respectful of the father's
feelings, and the father, in turn, tender and
careful of the boys^ feelings! A boy who is

associated with his father in this way plans
and thinks about the business, and suggests
improvements. Sometimes his plans are not
just in harmony with his father's plans; but
they may be good ones after all. A smart boy
likes to invent and to devise new things and
new ways; and what father does not like to see
him do so? Sometimes, of course, the boy
makes a blunder, and perhaps his ideas are
crude and impracticable. But suppose they
are; and suppose, too, he takes a little too much
liberty, and makes a muss of things. Does not
your boy do that now and then ? But you do
not lay it up against him, do you, my friend?
Why, no, of course not. Perhaps you some-
times remonstrate because he went ahead with-
out asking advice a little more; but if your
relations with each other are right, these things
are easily adjusted.
Now a word about disobeying a parent.

There are a good many kinds of disobedience
If a young man wanted to go off with a crowd
of intemperate companions, the father would
be justified in forbidding his going. Of course,
the matter should be talked over fully. If the
boy disobeyed after a plain command, the
parent would be at fault if he let the matter
drop without doing something. If, however,
the parent gave plain directions about doing a
certain piece of work, and the boy should think
he had a better plan, and therefore disobey,
even though disaster followed, as the boy's
Intentions were right he should not be punish-
ed—at least, the punishment should be light.

It makes a vast difference whether the boy
means well in his disobedience, or whether he

*The postoffice had been a great boon to them. I

think it quite likely tliey asked God to help them
get it, and tliaiiked liim for it after it came; but the
very blessing- they craved liad in time come to be
the very thing that led them to forget tlieir daily
worship.
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does not. I very much prpfer to have a boy, or
even a hired man, who disobeys orders when
circumstances seem to justify so doing. I have
loeen exceedingly vexed with a certain kind of
people who go on and obey orders, when they
can see plainly it is going to bring disaster and
loss. Of course, the hired man or boy does not
nlways know what to do. It depends on who
the boss is. He is likely to get scolded either
way if he has a fault-linding employer or father.
Where one does the best he can. according to
his knowledge and ability, but after all errs in

judgment, he should certainly be dealt with
very leniently. May God help me to practice
exactly what I am preaching now; and I cer-
tainly ivill try harder to remember what I have
said right here.
Now a word about admitting you can not

help doing certain things when you are " real

mad." I remember a person who admitted that
« it is very ungentlemanly and wrong to swear;
but he said that, wIkmi he was real mad. he
could not help it. Let us look into this a little.

A good many people seem to think it a very
light thing to admit they do not have command
of themselves at certain times and under cer-

tain circumstances. Suppose somebody should
tell you that he had spells of being crazy, and
that, during these crazy spells, he might swear
or tight or commit murder, but that there was
no help for it. By the way, I have in years
past, as you know, made this matter of insanity
a study. I have often wondered why crazy peo-
ple are invariably so exceedingly provoking.
If one's mind is unhinged, so that he is not at
all responsible for what he does, why should he
seem to take delight in exasperating everybody
around him beyond measure? I have some-
times thought that these people have a Satanic
ingenuity in devising ways to vex their best
friends: and I have sometimes decided that
crazy and idiotic people are at least partly re-

sponsible. There are many phases of insanity.
Sometimes it seems hard to tell whether the
person is crazy or only tremendously ugly.
Well, of late I have been wondering whether
one who has symptoms of insanity could not,

by a tremendous mental effort, hold it back—at
least a part of it—or keep it in check. I have
wondered, too. whether God would not help
those who are really anxious to keep back in-

cipient insanity. And. by the way, if I am cor-
rect, one of the writers of some of our most
beautiful hymns, during most of his life, battled
and prayed against this very thing. And, final-

ly, what is an unruly temper, after all. but a
kind of insanity—a kind of madness that grows
fearfully if we give it sway? Do not. I beg of

you, O my sister or brother, say again, if you
ever have been guilty of saying it, that you can
not help giving way to temper under certain
circumstances. The mayor of Chicago has just
been foully murdered. Was the assassin crazy,
or was he simply ugly ? Are anarchists crazy,
or are they simply individuals who have gotten
so very far away from Christ's teachings that
they take delight in trampling law, order, and
decency, and common sense in regard to the
rights of others, under foot?
Now. then, my friend, if you have at times in

in your life felt afraid insanity was lurking
near, please believe me when I tell you that the
best remedy in the whole wide world for every
thing of this sort is to make God's holy word
your daily companion and guide; and if you
are a father or a mother, please believe me
when I tell you that nothing in this world will

hold together the family circle in loving har-
mony as will the sentiment conveyed in the lit-

tle text I started out with.

Thou shalt teacli tliese words dilig-ently unto tliy

childreti, and thou shalt talk of them when thou

sittest in thine house, and wlieii thou walkest by
the way, and wlien thou liest down, and when thou
risest up.

Notes of Travel

ON THE WHEEL.
My cousin, Wilbur Fenn, notified me the first

week in November that he was digging that
nine acres of Monroe Seedling potatoes; and on
Monday, Nov. 6, as it was a beautiful Indian-
summer day, I started out. Was there ever
any recreation invented like the pleasures we
get from a wheel when we have such beautiful
weather in November? My first drink of de-
licious spring water was a little beyond Sharon;
and there I got an idea of a roadside watering-
trough. This trough was but an ordinary one
—made. I think, of sione—but the water poured
into it from a f4-inch pipe standing at an angle
of 4.T degrees. The stream went up into the air
perhaps three or four feet, and then came over in

a beautiful curve, dropping in the center of the
trough. Its splashing and spattering on that
bright morning seemed to me a thing of beauty
and a joy for ever. As it is in the vicinity of
Spruce Run. the water was pure and soft. The
owner had taken the precaution to have a part
of the trough inside of his own dooryard; and
on the edge of the trough was a rather nice
drinking-cup. I took it to be originally silver-
plated, but I may be mistaken. It bore the
marks of use; and I am inclined to think, from
the simple fact that it was inside of the door-
yard, nobody had seen fit to carry it away.
Another thing, the proprietor had made care-
ful provision for the overflow, so that it should
not make a sloppy and muddy place outside of

the gate. Now, I believe in this kind of religion
—furnishing pure water for the thirsty traveler;
and I rather think everbody believes in it. Let
us have more of it. Here is one common basis
on which we can all unite. Perhaps the saloon-
keeper might object; but I hardly think that
even he would. Look here, friends; are there
any saloon-keepers who take Gleanings? If

so, and we have been too severe on them, or
even if they think so, I wish they would speak
out, for I will publish any thing they think fit

to send us.

In a little more time my wheel brought me to

Mr. Atwood's celery-farm. I was anxious to

know whether he had yet put his celery into
winter quarters. Sure enough, it was right out
there in the open swamp, as bright and green
as it was in August—yes, brighter and ranker;
for he has now a beautiful stream of pure run-
ning water, like that from the trough I had
just visited. He has succeeded, too, by a series

of gates and dams, so that this bright stream
of running water can be made to flood any part
of his whole celery-farm if need be. I tell you.
when I saw how our Creston neighbors had
worked with a steam-boiler and injector, so
that they might run water in a hosc^ along the
rows of plants. I thought Mr. Atwood ought to

be a happy man, and I rather think he is.

There is one thing, however, he did not feel

very happy about that bright morning. His
White IMumc celery is not all disposed of.

Some was out in the field; but the greater part
of it was stored in an immense celery-house.
This house has a roof of boards low down, with
doors at each end, and ventilators about every
20 feet along the ridge. Then, in order to keep
the celery from wilting, he raised the water so

the ground was quite moist inside of the build-

ing. Well, the White Plum(! did not take very
kindly to this plan of being housed. I should
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say its feet were too damp, and that it did not
have air enough. In fact, he had packed it

tight together, leaving only one main alley

through the center, and it was rotting to some
extent. The tops were wilting at the same
time. It looked a little like blight. I do not
know but the frost was a little too severe for it

before it was put inside; but this is certainly
true—that White Plume celery has not the vi-

tality and constitution of the dark green and
the red celeries. Mr. Atwood thought, how-
ever, it would be all right the way he put it up
for storing, for the fall market; and he is now
going to send wagons around from house to

house through the great city of Akron, and
close it out. At both ends of the building were
the Giant Pascal celery, which was keeping
just beautifully, and seemed to actually enjoy
the dampness and lack of sunlight. Friend At-
wood declares he has always had better luck in

leaving celery out until quite late. The greater
part of his crop, of course, is fixed for winter
right in the muck where it grows. He moves
six or eight rows up close together, banks the
soft black earth up all around them, and, final-

ly, almost clear over them, and they stand un-
harmed right outdoors. This soft muck will

keep out frost, when it is light and fine, almost
as well as stable manure; and during even the
most severe winter weather there is no trouble
in taking it out of the trenches after you break
through the crust of frost that forms on the
outside.

I found cousin Wilbur just where I wanted to

see him. He was out in that nine-acre field of

Monroe Seedling potatoes. Four horses were
moving the Hoover digger, one man driving,
with a boy following after to wait on the driver,

throw potatoes out of the way that might be
covered when they came back, and, if I recol-

lect, six men were picking the potatoes up. I

expected something of those potatoes that had
not seen a bug or a bit of blight; and as they
are on upland, and rather sandy soil, they had
kept right on growing almost into November.
The yield was about 200 bushels per acre, of the
finest looking potatoes I ever saw spread out in

the field. I was astonished to find almost all of

them of a nice table size—very few small ones,

and almost no prongy potatoes, or those with a
little potato growing out at one side. I sup-
pose the variety and his method of manage-
ment had much to do with it. The ground was
just loamy enough so the potatoes tumbled out
bright and clean and handsome. I fell in love
with them at once. Now. here is a point that I

want you to observe: When I came into the
field every thing was going on like clockwork,
and those potatoes were being deposited in his

nice cellar in almost a steady stream; but, of

course. I had to stop and ask questions. Pretty
soon the team stopped, and could not go on un-
less the " boss of the ranch " gave directions.
Perhaps I might as well tell you that I got to

bantering him for a carload of potatoes, and, of

course, he could not very well neglect a chance
to sell a carload, even before they were taken
into the cellar. But there were several details
to be arranged about shipping, furnishing box-
es to put them in, etc.; and in a very few min-
utes the whole gang of workmen came to a
standstill. The moral is. be careful how you
bother a man when he is bossing a job that
requires half a dozi'u or more expert helpers. I

told him it was too bad, and so I made my visit

quite a hurried one.
One thing that threw him ont occasionally,

was, they did not have quite enough potato-
boxes. I told you six men were picking up
potatoes. As fast as they get a load the team
comes around and the potatoes are set on the
wagon, and taken directly to the cellar. You

can do this with a crop of potatoes that are
just ready to dig by the first of November.
The air is cool then, the potatoes are cool,

and friend Fenn assures me that he piles them
right into the cellar, even four feet deep. Under
such circumstances he carries them through
until the following May, or even up into June,
with scarcely a sprout and not a particle of
wilting. I saw the 100 bushels that he planted
in this field the last day of May.
Before I started for home we looked into the

cellar, and saw how he unloaded. An inclined
plane made of strips of wood runs from the
wagon clear down to the bottom of the cellar.

The bushel boxes are set on this inclined plane,
on a sort of carrier. The man wiih the wagon
lets this down with a rope. Another one in the
cellar bottom pours them on to the pile. The
boxes are pulled up with the same arrange-
ment, and, without any lifting or lugging, the
load is disposed of very quickly.
Farming doesn't pay I Doesn't it, though?

Friend Fenn is getting more for the [potatoes

that grew on this land than the land itself

would sell for. What do you think of that

—

paying for a farm with the proceeds from a
single season ? and a regular farm crop at that!
You mav ask about the expense of growing this

crop. Well, it was not very expensive. The
only manure was clover and timothy—that is,

if I am correct; and the cultivation was all

done by horse power, the driver riding on the
cultivator. The potatoes were also planted
and dug by horse power. I do not know what
he values his farm at; but I do know that,
within less than a mile of his home, there is

land that can be bought for $40.00 an acre-
may be less than that; and what he is doing is

on a farm that was called, only a few years
ago, a poor rundown farm, and not of very
much account.

High-pressure Gardening.

BY A. I. ROOT.

EATING POISONOUS MUSHKOOMS.

A HINT AND A CAUTION.

Mr. Root:—Jn Oct. 1st Gleanings you say,

"I do not see how people can be poisoned un-
less they eat very freely of the poisonous kind."
Now, on principle I should not wish to interfere
with anybody's orthodoxy — especially yours;
but about luushrooms. that is different. I am
interested in them for two reasons: First, I like

them—that is. the wholesome ones; and. sec-

ond, I have been poisoned with their imitation
once, which was certainly once too often. Shall
I tell you how it was ?

I was living at the time in a village suburb of
Chicago — a university town — perhaps three-
fourths of a mile from the postoffice. I was, at
the time, alone. One morning I wished, for

some reason, to reach the early post, and went
before breakfast. My way lay through Univer-
sity Campus, part of which was well shaded
with forest-trees; and as I returned I spied, as

I thought, a group of mushrooms, and said to

myself, " How good these would be with my
breakfast! " Suiting action to thought, I gath-
ered three or four. When my breakfast was
about ready I peeled two of my mushrooms,
placrd them on a hot pan. and put a trifle of
butter and pepper and salt into the cup of each,
and left them to cook, anticipating a dish fit

for the gods; but, alas! it proved a dish cer-

tainly fit for none but gods. Before I had tast-

ed breakfast, a neighbor came in, with whom I
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offered to share my dainties, but I said I didn't
know but they might be poisonous. She thanl<-

ed me. but said she had "no hankering for

them." Whether the doubt hindered me. I do
not know; but T sipped a little of the broth, bit

the fleshy part of one. but swallowed none of it.

Some one tapped at the door, and I answered
the call. While I stood a moment at the door I

felt ill. but thought it was only from standing.
However. I ate no more mushrooms that morn-
ing. I was going to work with the bees: and
almost as soon as I was alone I raised a cover;
but before I could do much more I was so sick
that I went to the house for repairs. I returned
to the yard, closed up the hive. and. again feel-

ing very sick, went back to my room, having
first told my nearest neighbor that I was glad
she had not " hankered "' for ray mushrooms, for

I was sick. I grew so much worse that I con-
cluded I would write a note to the doctor: but
before I was ready to write I was too ill to do
so. A young schoolgirl friend came in to take
my note and find a messenger for me. I said to

her. "Just take those two mushrooms that I

have not cooked, and show the doctor what I

had for breakfast. Tell him I am sick — to
come, or send me some remedy, as he thinks
necessary." That was the longest speech I

made that day. My neighbors, one and anoth-
er, were with me all day, and at one time sever-
al were there at one time. They wanted me to
make my will. But I said. " The boys will not
quarrel over what little I have; and if I have
poisoned myself with mushrooms, I'll never let

father know." I was reminded by the friend
who had " no hankering for them" that T should
not have that to do. Well, I was cold. cold,
cold, all through. I did not know but I should
die. Well, probably thanks to mv good neigh-
bors and the doctor. I could eat a dish of mush-
rooms to-night—if they were the approved sort;

but if I were not sure, I should prefer to first try
them on a mad dog, or something that had to be
killed.

I fear the difference can not always be well
marked. I had gathered mushrooms from my
childhood, and had reason to feel ashamed not
to recognize the false from the true. " Mush-
rooms proper to be used in cooking grow in open
pasture-land ; for those that grow near or under
trees are poisonous." So says Home and Health,
and the reference is doubtless to the variety you
describe; but I have found truffles growing in
woods, and some edible varieties even grow on
trees. A pamphlet published by the Agricultu-
ral Department, Washington, which I presume
could be had for the asking, gives very good il-

lustrated descriptions of several varieties. I

have read it, but have not now access to it.

Tiffin, O., Oct. 10. Ruth Moore.

[My good friend, I read your article through
with almost breathless interest. I wanted to
have you tell us clearly and plainly whether
one could not tell at first taste, even by the
broth, that the mushroom is not of the edible
kind. If the poisonous mushroom, when cooked
and seasoned, tastes like the edible, and at the
same time such dire effect** follow as you de-
scribe, then indeed there is danger ahead. I am
very glad that the government has been so
thoughtful as to send out a bulletin on this sub-
ject, and I will try to get it at once. My princi-
pal test has been that the mushroom should be
light red or pink underneath — that is. when it

is small, before the pink has turned to a dark
brown or black ; and 1 should like to know
whether there is anv poisonous varif^tv having
this pink color on the under side. The toad-
stools that grow out of manure-heaps, or in the
woods, are always perfectly white on the under
•.side as well as on top.]

EVERBEARING RASPBERRIES IN GENERAL.

Dear Mr. Root:—I have just been reading
what you have to say about the new everbear-
ing Gault raspberry; and referring to the May
number, page 402, I find you telling friend Al-
len, of Salisbury, Md.. " Don't let a thing be
boomed—at least editorially—until some experi-
ment station has tried it, and declares it possess-
es merit."' As I have no faith in everbearing
raspberries except under forced or artificial

conditions. I should like to look into the causes
that lead to its productiveness. What you say
is very favorable to the fact; but, did you ask
Mr. Gault some important questions? He
seems to have a secret (?) as to propagation.
May be he might tell you. as I can, how to
make most of our raspberry-bushes bear twice
and bear big berries. As for his secret, he has
none with people who have already practiced
both stem and root cuttings with raspberry
culture: and if his plants are very distant from
others he might propagate also by seed-plant-
ing. The trouble about most people, when
they find small fruits fruiting out of season, is,

that they fail to look into causes. Ten or
twelve years ago my sister, who lives on the
"Eastern Shore " of Maryland, called my at-
tention to some raspberries which she had for

dessert during September, saying that they
bore every year from June till October. My
fondness for horticulture soon brought me to

the spot where they grew. The plants were on
the west side of a close-boarded fence. It did
not take me a minute to get my chin over that
fence and find the chief cause of their bearing;
for, close to it. ran a gutter which carried off

the wash-water from a pump up the street. I

did not tnke up any of these plants, which were
of the Brandywine sort, for transplanting,
knowing that, without half shade and great
moisture, they would not differ from other
raspberry-bushes, because they could not. Mr.
Gault's bushes, you will find when the hot suns
come on. will quit, unless he shades and waters,
which won't pay. As for fall bearing we have
S'^veral sorts that will do that without urging.
The English have many of the "twice-bearing"
sorts. The Antwerps do best with me. but they
have to have special cultivation, just as I be-
lieve Mr. Gault's must have.

Now, instead of sending to an experiment
station, suppose you get six of Mr. Gault's new
prolifics. and plant, alongside of them, six Ant-
werps. or Cuthberts. for that matter, and give
the usual out-field cultivation, and notice
whether there is any difference. I venture to

say that there will be none, after the second
year at least. Should you wish to get a suc-
cession of frujt, treat them again alike, as I

suggest, and note the difference, if any. In the
first experiment, give them no more water than
the heavens afford, and no pruning. In the
second experiment, cut down all of the suckers
and shoots within two or three inches of the
ground, and both Mr. Gault's and yours will

bear in the fall. If you desire the fruit to be
unusually large, cut down to the ground all

suckers, leaving a strong shoot or two.

The impossible nowadays seems always hap-
pening, so Mr. Gault may have a berry with a
greater tendency to fruit successively than any
now in cultivation; but I don't believe it will

fruit during the drouthy months. Raspberries
fruit on old wood; and yet. if the old wood
("growth of the preceding year) is cut down to

two or three inches from the ground, from this

stock will spring shoots that will fruit in June;
and yet you seem to claim this as a feature

(see article) of the " Gault Perpetual." when it

is common to other sorts, and makes me think
that, notwithstanding your knowledge of small
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fruits, friend Gault can give you a point or two
about them. Arthur T. Goldsborougii.
Wesley Heights, D. C, Oct. 33.

[Thanks for your hints, friend G.; but you
are certainly wrong in thinking that Mr. Gault
gave his plants water or extra quantities of
manure. His old plantation, with tall canes,
was on pretty rich garden ground, and he gave
them some water which he drew in barrels;
but his new plantation, and by far the largest
plot, had no water whatever during the most
severe drouth that I can remember, and the
ground has not been manured lately, for he
had potatoes between the rows, and he objected
to manure because it made his potatoes scabby.
The ground certainly was not nearly as good as
my market-garden ground, and yet every little

plant seemed bent on bearing fruit almost as
soon as it was out of the ground. I am to have
plants enough to give them a good trial in the
spring. If the plant does as well in other
places as it does on friend Gault's farm, it

seems to me it must be a wonder among berry-
plants. Yes, I remember what I said about the
experiment stations taking hold of new things,
and I belii^ve they are to try this next season.
At present I have not a plant for sale, and I

think friend Gault has sold all he has to spare
for next spring.]

SHALLOTS.
Well, what are shallots? All I can tell you

is, that the Cleveland Nursery Co., of Rio Vista,
Va., say in their price list: " These are a great
multiplying variety. This onion is suitable for
bunching after the winter onions—often 15 to 35
onions from one. but they do not run to top-
sets. This, no doubt, is a valuable onion to
many market-gardeners for spring bunching.
They need planting one foot apart in the row,
and rows about 18 inches apart. They need
plenty of room." When shall werever know all

about all the different kinds of onions? Why
not call this a potato onion ? I suppose because
it never gets large, and is suitable only for
bunching—probably something like the Egyp-
tian; but then, again, we read that they do not
run to top-sets; therefore the only means of
propagation is by dividing or multiplying.
This, certainly, would be a desideratum. So
far I have not seen a potato-onion or a White
Multiplier run up to seed.

OTHER KINDS OF-ONIONS.
I wish there were a book in the world that

would sive ns a full description and directions
for cultivation of all the onions in the world—
or, say. of all the onions in the United States if

the world is too large; then we could tell some-
thins where we are. I do not know but I

would gro a thousand miles to see an onion-
garden where all kinds of onions were growing:
and then this onion-garden could furnish us
seeds and multipliers and potato onions to
nlant: and I do believe they could manasre. by
some hook or crook, so that they need not
charge us $5.no a bushel for onions and sets.

Why, it is ridiculous. Potato onions can cer-
tainly be grown at a profit for a dollar a bushel,
and I think the white ones might be grown for
$1. ,50 any way. I do not know about shallots.
Eevptian or winter onion -sets can be grown for
$1.50 per bushel, easily: and for an immediate
order I will sell them at that price, or bottom
onions (same variety) for SI .00 a bushel. These
latter are the best thing I know of to put in
greenhouses and cold-frames.
Now, then, have I got hold of all the different

kinds of onions grown ? When I was a boy,
some English friends of mine had something in
the onion line that they brought over from

England and they called them '"chives." They
grew in great clumps; and when they wanted
some for the table they jusi sliced the tops off

with a pair of shears. The more they sliced
them off. the more they grew. Do any of our
readers know any thing about chives, and will
they please mail me a root or two? And. by
the way. when my creek-bottom ground was
cleared up, there was a very pretty wild onion
found. It made little bulbs about as large as
on ion -sets, and it also produced seed on top.
Somebody told me these were garlics. Is garlic
an onion? I remember one day our butcher
said the only kind of bologna he had on hand
was some flavored with garlic. I did not like
the garlic kind; but he said it was because I

was not brought up right. May be friend Da-
dant would say I was not " biiilt " that way.
Now, before I write that onion -book you see I

want to know all about onions.
A great many are asking lately about grow-

ing onions under glass. If you have a hot-bed,
cold-frame, or greenhouse, it is the simplest
thing in the world to grow onions under
glass; and if you have any old onions that
are rotting and sprouting to such an extent
that they will not sell for any thing, just put
them in rich dirt as close together as you
can set them, and with a little dirt between
under your greenhouse - benches, or right in

your hot-bed or cold-frame. After they have
inade long green shoots, peel off the outside so
they look white, like nicely bleached celery.
Tie" them up in bunches, and they will sell

tiptop almost any time in winter. Along in

January or February, when people are hungry
for green stuff, we often get 5 cents for }-4 lb.

Now, I suppose shallots, potato onions, multi-
pliers, and may be chives, could be thus forced
in the same way. Oh, yes! in growing onion-
plants for sale last February they got too rank
and tall in that new greenhouse, and we cut
the tops off with shears, and sold them around
town by the peck and half-bushel. Some of
them were sheared off twice. Now, what do
you know about onions ?

HANDLING SASHES.

When Huber was only nine years old he often
used to help me handle the sashes on the plant-
beds. Frequently the air would turn frosty
Sunday evening, when the men were all away.
Sometimes, in laying the sash down on the
edges of the beds, he would get his fingers
pinched. Boys—especially small boys—have to
learn to take care of these soft pink fingers. I

wonder whether the father always has it in

mind to protect these little fingers and toes, and
endeavor to avoid pinching them and giving
them pain. The mother does, as we all know;
but I think that fathers, ofttimes, should be a
little more motherly. The first I knew, Huber
was handling sash quite rapidly, without even
letting a finger get a brush. Boy as he was. he
had invented a plan for dropping them. The
plan has been adopted by all of our men since
then; and as some of you handle sashes, I think
I will tell you about it.

Suppose the sashes are piled up at the end of

a long bed. You commence at one end—two of
you—and lay the first sash in place; then you
take the next one, and drop one edge so as to

have it come close up against the first sash
already on the bed. Now, when you lay down
the opiiosite edge, if the sash should not be any
longer than the width of the bed, one of you
may get a finger pinched. Huber's plan is to

cross the free hand over the one holding the
corner of the sash, and let the last edge down
gently by placing the free hand along the side
of the sash instead of under the end. The side,

you know, lies over the edge of the bed. and
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touches nothing; so. of conrse, you can not
|

pincli your fingers.
I

tehry's new book—our farming. I

When I mentioned this book in the last issue
j

I had not yet seen a copy. 1 presume tlie pub-
|

lishers forgot to send me one, so the first I saw
of one was when we got our first hundred copies

j

by freight. It is a boolc of oCiT large-sized pages,
beautifully illustrated witli half-tone and wood

1

engravings. First we have a most excellent '

half-tone picture of Terry himself. Almost
any one would pronounce it a beautiful photo-
graph. On the cover we read in large gilt

letters, "Our Farming;'" right under it, in

smaller type, " How we made a rundown farm
bring both profit and pleasure.'" The book is

really a story; and to my mind it is the most
entertaining story—that is, the most entertain-
ing story with a moral to it—that I have ever
read in my life. He goes into the full details
of how he and his wife, with two little children,
struggled with poverty in their earlier days.
He tells how he learned to be careful and sharp
by making foolish investments when h>^ was a
boy, and finally found himself $3700 in debt,
and the owner of a poor rundown farm, only
thirty or forty acres of it being fit for much if

any thing. Then he tells how he worked up.
A great many say they can not do any thing
for lack of capital. Friend Terry tells us (and I

believe it from the bottom of my heart, and have
done so for years), that lack of capital is a help
to any good man or good boy, rather than the
reverse. There are now stored around my
home, in the various out-buildings, tools and
implements that cost me a good deal of money,
that never would have been purchased if I had
always been so situated that I could not have
a thing until I needed it "' bad." Terry and his
good wife learned in early days not to purchase
a thing until they needed it very much. After
they got it, as a matter of course they took good
care of it. His tools have never been left out
in the rain. He thinks so much of them, and
looks after them so carefully, he rarely if ever
hav* expensive breakdowns.
This book is not only entertaining, but the

writer has the happy faculty of getting you
interested in such humdrum occupations as
cleaning the stables; nailing battens on the
stables to keep the stock warm; underdraining
the wet places about the house and farm; sav-
ing doctor-bills by avoiding infection, and. in
short, making a locality exceedingly healthy
where the former residents had died from sick-
ness and fevers until the doctor felt almost
ashamed to be seen so much in that one neigh-
borhood. The book is the most exceedingly
practical of any thing I ever got hold of. There
is not a sentence in it that is useless, and it goes
down into the minute details, explaining how
certain conclusions were arrived at, and telling
of the success he and his wife achieved after
repeated failures. It was himself and his wife
working together that did it all; and even now
all his writings are submitted to her before
they go into print. Such a book could never
have been written without the aid of a careful
woman to supplement and put the finishing
touches on the work of such a man as Terry.
I feared at first it would be too much of a repe-
tition of the books we have already published
for him; but to my surprise I find it is not.
While he goes over the same ground, he throws
on each subject different sidelights, making it

a valuable supplement to all his previous works,
and bringing his experiments clear up to the
present date. In short, if any reader of Glean-
ings purchases this book, and says it is not
worth what he pays for it, he may send the
book back, and we will return him his money.

CULTURE

OTRAWBER^

Books by T. B. Terry and Others.
The long- winter evening-s bring- extra time for

reading'. A pjirt of tliis (ime could not lie more prof-
itably spent tiiiin in reading' tlie following- i-urnl
haiid-liooks wliicli we send by mail :it the uniform
priceof 40c each. The new edition of the A 15 C of
Potato Cultiiie, rewritten this season by T. B. Terry,
will be completed in December. For 10c extra we
will send at once a copy of the old edition and the
new also when finished.

The A B C of Potato Culture.
Paper, :2:H) pages, 4x.5, illustrated. This
is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly
^vork. The liook has had a large .sale,

and has been reininted in foreign Lan-
auag-cs. The second edition, reset and
almost entirely rewritten, isjnst issued.
When we are thoroughly conyersant
with fi-iend Tei-ry's system of raising-

potatoes, we shall be read.y to liandle almost any
farm crop suecessfully. Price 4(ic, post|>aid.

The A B C of Strawberry
fj

Culture. Paper, 150 pages, fully il-

lustrated. Tins is Terry's latest N»/i((//

tiook, and lias received some very high
words of praise. Who among rural
people does not liave a little garden
patch? If you would learn to raise in

it that most luscnous of all fruit, the
strawberi-y, with the liest results, you
can iu)t lie without this little book. Even if you don't
grow straw berries you will be the better for reading- it.

Tile Drainage. ByW. I. Cham-
berlain. This is a valuable companion
t<i our other rural books. It emlnaces
the experience of forty years of one of
nui- foremost piactical agricidtinists,
who has laid with Ins own liands over
1") miles of tile. Paper, 1.50 p;ig-es, il-

lustrated. Price 40c, postpaid.

Winter Care of Horses and
Cattle. This is friend Terry's second
boolv in regard to farm matters; but it

is so intimately connected with his
potato book that it reads almost like a
sequel to It. If you have only a horse
or a cow, I tlnnk it will pay you to in- ,

A-est in the book. It has 44 pages, 7x10, |!p2
illustrated. Price 40c. postpaid.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar=
Bush. Ijy A. .7. Cook. Paper, 44

ig-es, 7x111, illusti-ated. This is most
iluable to all who areinterested in tlie

pioduct of our sugar maples.. No one
who nialtes maple sugar oi- syrup sllould
tie without it. If .you don't make maple
syrup you m;ij- want to know liow it is

niiide, and how to judge of a g-ood ar-
ticle when you buy it. Priee 40c, postpaid.

Tomato Culture, in three parts.
By J. W. Day, D. Cumnuns, and A. I.

Root. Paper, 1.50 pages, illustrated. A
most valualile tieatise embracing- field

culture, forcing- undei- glass, and rais-

ing plants for market. Valual>le tt)

any one raising- garden .stuff of any
kind, aside from tomatoes. Price 40c,

postpaid.

A B C of Carp Culture, in pa-
per covers, illusti-aled. This is a woi-k
of 7tl iJages, 7x10. written by Geo. Finle.v
and A. t. Root, iintl the best authority
onthesubjeet of carp culture yet in

.iriut. The leai-ing-of c-arp is a pleasant
and pi-ofitalile amusement. This book
will tell .you all about it. Price 40c.

An.y one of aboye books sent free for one new sub-
scription with your own renewal and lf;J.0O, the new
sul)scriber to ieceive Gi-i:ani.n()s tlu' rest of this

year and allot IS'.ll.

Terry's First Large=Sized Book.
We have j\ist recei\efl lOOcojiies of "Oui- Karnnng,"

from Wm. Henry Maule. Prici-, by mail, postpaid,
k'ZM). If ordered by express or- fri'ight with other
g-oods, you ma.v deduct the jiostage, 15c.; or we will

send the tiook l)v marl, postjjaid, witli Gleanings,
for *3..50.
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Ye fathers, provoke not your children to wrath.—Eph. 6:4.

We (that is, the junior part of us) were not
present during the tirst day's sessions of the
convention. We are, therefore, indebted to

Bro. Hoi term an n, of the Camidian Bee Jour-
nal, for a part of the material to make up the
report in another column.

The Crane smoker, as it was improved some
two months ago. has proven to be almost fault-
less, so far as the perfect working of the valve
is concerned. The problem of keeping smoke
out of the bellows, and of making an inclosed
and a strong blast, is solved in the Crane
principle.

One of our men. with a delicate micrometer
(an instrument for measuring thousandths and
ten thousandths of an inch), is now measuring
the base of foundation that has been drawn out
into comb. The results are quite interesting;
and as the work is being done under the in-

struction of the Michigan Apicultural Station,
the report of these results will be issued from
that station in due time.

We have just had a delightful visit from one
of the oldest manufacturers and dealers in bee-
keepers' supplies in England—Mr. S. J. Bald-
win, of Bromley. Kent, England. He had been
to the World's Fair. After making a short tour
to Wisconsin to see the (J. B. Lewis Co., he
made a bee-line to Medina. We found our
friend to be exceedingly well posted in all

that pertains to bees. He is a correspondent of
the British Bee Journal, a lecturer, and an
expert. "Expert'" in England means more
than it does here. Such a onu is not only expert
in the ordinary sense of the word, but is ap-
pointed, if we understand the matter, by the
British Bee-keepers' Association to deliver lec-

tures in various portions of the United King-
dom, and to perform various operations in the
presence of those who are seeking instructions.
Mr. B. enjoys the distinction of making an
exceedingly tine article of foundation, and has
taken many medals at the shows for this and
other supplies. He will visit, before his return,
the establishment of W. T. Falconer & Co., and
thence proceed homeward.

HONEY ON A STICK.

Some time ago. as our readers will remember,
a short item appeared in our columns, entitled
' Honey on a Stick." Our correspondent told
how a race of small bees placed the comb around
a small twig. This was done so nicely by the
bees that these sticks of honey weie sold in the
markets. At the time this item appeared we
had some doubts about the existence of such an
article; but Mr. Benton assured us that the
facts as stated were essentially correct; and in
proof he showed us a sample, not of honey on a
stick, but a comb encircling a small stick. The
latter appeared to be about ^ of an inch in di-
ameter: and the comb encircling it. as nearly
as we recollect, about % of an inch—the length
of the whole being some 4 inches, the stick pro-
jecting at one end, leaving a convenient han-
dle. The manner of eating the honey would be
just about as you would pick meat off' a chick-
en-leg, holding the same in the fingers in the
good old way.

keeping two queens in a. hive; some of
THE possibilities.

The question of keeping two queens in a
hive, for the purpose of ensuring a tremendous
force of bees, so that either swarming may be
prevented or larger honey crops secured, is a
very important one. While the possibilities
along this line have been hinted at in the past,
they have never been thoroughly discussed.
We should like to have those of our readers,
who have had experience along the lines point-
ed out Dy friends Mitchell and Golden, tell us
what they know, and whether it is possible and
practicable to keep two queens in a hive at all
seasons of the year.
Assuming that it is practicable, more brood

can be reared in a given time, and consequently
the colony can increase more rapidly; in other
words, the two queens, if only average layers,
would give all the advantages secured from a
queen that was extra prolific. If we can not
always get individual queens up to this high
standard, perhaps it is possible to make two
queens do the work of one extra good one.
There are other possibilities, such as the almost
absolute immunity from unexpected queenless-
ness, and the rearing of an extra queen in the
hive while the old queen-mother goes on doing
her duty.

honey-exhibits at the world's fair.

Theke has been considerable discussion in
several of the bee-journals as to which honey-
exhibit at the World's Fair was the largest or
finest. With some exceptions we could not see
that any one State greatly excelled any other.
New York had the largest amount of honey on
display; but in our estimation it was not as
attractive as those of Michigan, Ohio, or Canada.
Of course, we might be biased in our opinion
regarding our own State; but, observe this: It

was with R. L. Taylor that we were looking
over the various State heney-exhibits. Coming
to a certain one, we remarked that we thought
that exhibit was a little bit the finest of any of
them. We supposed that we were speaking of
the display of honey from Michigan; but, lo

and behold I it was from Ohio. We stood a
little bit at one side, and in a position where
we could not see the lettering indicating the
State the exhibit was from. For the consola-
tion of our Michigan friends, we may say that
their comb honey itself, in our estimation, was
the best filled out; indeed, as nice a lot as we
ever saw on exhibition. It came from the api-
ary of R. L. Taylor.
just about as we were leaving Agricultural

Building for the last time we learned that sev-
eral of the foreign countries had honey-exhibits.
We did not happen to see any, except that from
the British Bee keepers' Association, and that
indeed was fine, and did great credit to our
English cousins.

the small, attendance at ouk bee-con-
ventions; HOW THEY MAY BE INCREASED.
One reason for the small attendance at some

of the meetings of the N. A. B. K. A., and the
consequent failure to secure reduced rates of ISi
fare, is because a bee-convention is hardly suf-
ficient to draw the far-away bee-keeper, con-
sidering the great expense of travel; and, to be
honest about it, there really is not enough in

the average bee-convention to pay one, ordina-
rily, to come several hundred miles; and then,
too, he will get the very best part of the pro-
ceedings in the reports that appear in the bee-
journals. It is true, he misses the pleasant
handshaking, and face-to-face personal ac-
quaintanceship; but he feels that he must fore-

go all this. Taking all these things into con-
sideration, we have always maintained that
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our conventions should be held at the time
of some other meeting— for instance, a farmers'
institute, or, perhaps belter, the time of some
other big gathering, such as the Cr. A. R.
reunions, when a large number of people will

be present anyhow, and reduced rates will be
assured independently of the bee convention.
The last meeting of the N. A. B. K. A. was held
at the World's B"'air, and the result was the
largest attendence the association has ever had.
The bee-keeper reasoned, probably, that, if he
could not afford to go several hundred miles to

attend the convention, he could afford to go to

the /air, because that alone would fully war-
rant him in the expense of the journey; that, fur-

thermore, if he could afford to go to the World's
Fair he could go to the convention of the N. A.
B. K. A. also—in fact, kill two birds with one
stone. The very large attendance—the best in

the history of the association—at the last
convention proves that this is about the way
the average bee-keeper views the situation.
This being the case, does it not behoove the
executive committee to take pains to set the
dates at the same time when reduced rates will

be assured, and when people generally—partic-
ularly bee-keepers—will have other interests as
well as the convention to draw them? But
some say that the other, interests spoil the
convention because the bee-keepers will be
running from one to the other. While we
admit this has been true to a slight degree, the
large attendance many times over makes up
for it; and as 'o the last meeting at the World's
Fair, no one can say there was any annoyance
from bee-keepers coming and going from the
fair. Now, then, if we may be permitted to
make any suggestions, we would advise that
the date of the next meeting at St. Joseph be
made simultaneous or nearly so with some large
gathering that will take place during the next
twelve months in that city. Whether it be a
big agricultural fair, a (r. A. R. reunion, or a
farmers' institute, we would by all means
arrange to have the meeting at some such time;
then the question of reduced rates will not
remain uncertain, and the bee-keeper will feel

that he can afford to go because of the other
good things outside of beedom that he will get.
For instance, if it be a farmers' institute—and
most bee-keepers are farmers—the meeting
could be held a day or so in advance of or fol-
lowing that institute. Before or after the
convention, as the case may be, he can attend
the institute, and thus feel that he has an
additional incentive for going so many miles.
The attendance at the N. A. B. K. A. at Wash-
ington a year ago was very small. There was
some talk of having it held during the (r. A. R.
day in .September previous; but the idea was
abandoned because of the great crowds that
would be present, and the accommodations for
bee-keepers would be unpleasant. Better have
put up with a few unpleasant accommodations,
and have had a large attendance. We always
have good and profiUihle conventions when
there is a laige number of bee-keepers.

Specml Notices.

FOUR CARLOADS IN ONE SHIPMENT.
We have just shipped to F. L. Possen & Son over

80,000 lbs. of bee-keepers' supplies in four curlonds.
Tliey will g:o iicross the condncnt on tlie Nortlioin
Pacific K. R., together with 13 cars of garden setMls,
in a sohd train load, all for this one enterprising
firm. This amount of supplies for Oregon and
Washington indicates lliat bee-keeping is a grow-
ing industry in those rapidly developing States.
This hipment includes about two tons of comb

foundation, over 120() hives and three hundred tliou-
srtod .S('c/i'((/),s'. and other supplies too numerous to
mention. Almost all the staple article of bee-sup-
plies vvill lie found in lliis stock; and our friends
in the Northwest can be supplied with goods which
can not be surpassed in quality and workmanship
near liome without the excessive freight and delay
incident to shipping from here direct in less than
carload lots.

MUTH .lARS IN STOCK AGAIN.
We have the following from Chas. F. Muth & Son,

on a postal, dated Nov. 3, whicli explains itself:

We shall have again a full supply of honey-jars
in about one week from now. when we shall ship all
orders on hand promptly, and be ready for new or-
ders. Chas. F. Muth & Son.
Cincinnati, Ohio.

daisv folding flower-pot bracket.

Above we show a very neat and convenient flower-
pot bracket. The bracket is of wire that hooks into
two screw-eyes in the wall, so it may swing around;
and tlie pot-holder is a tin basin securely fastened
to the bracket, so it may also be tipped down to one
side. All is neatly japanned and striped. Intro-
duction price, 15 cts. each; by mail, 7 cts. extra for
postage. Given free for a new subscription to
Gleanings, and 7 cts. to pa> postage.

family grindstone.

In (he cui ;il)o\e we sliow a very convenient, ami
useful tool tliat shcjuld be found ;ibout every liome.
Wi' have been si'lliiig these small grindston<!s for
years, .and have had tliem listed in our catalogue,
but have not before brought them so prominently
Ijefore our readers. Of course, those who have a
larg< grindstone in good ruiuiing order will not
need 1)110 of these so much; but even then I think
the good hou.sekeepers could keep (heir knives and
tools in better condition for use if they had one of
these small stones. The stones are mounted in
malleable-iron fixtures. There is a trough for
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water to keep the stone wet wheu in use, the whole
mounted on a wood base. 'L'hey arc made from 6
to la inches in diaraetei'. We have in stock ready
to ship promptly tlie following- sizes at prices an-
nexed ; and, being situated witliinafew miles of
the factory, we can set larg-er sizes if tliey are
wanted. Tlie 6-incii stone is hirge enough for ordi-
nary use, and the one tliat most will prefer. Price
60 cents. We have also 8-inch at 80 cents, and can
furnish 10-inch for $1.00 each; will sell the 6-inch
by the dozen at $6.00.

COMFORT FOOT-.STOVE.

A. sure cure for cold feet and the many ills that
result from or are aggravated by them.
An enterprising inventor in this county has dis-

covered a principle for extracting from bituminous
coal that part which produces heat, and yet gives
no smoke or odor in burning. There are a great
many uses to which this fuel may be applied. It
has already been successfully used in hand and foot
stoves. Tlie hand-stove is a small metal box cover-
ed with velvet, alfcut an inch thick and i inches
square, with sliding cover, and slightly oval, to fit

on the curves of the face or body. It is used in the
place of a rubber hot-water bottle in applying- heat
in cases of neuralgia, earache, bowel complaint,
and such ailments. As it gives a'n unvarying- lieat
for over two hours from one charge of fuel, it is

readily seen to be far superior to a water-bottle
Many physicians who have tried it are greatly
pleased with it. The fuel, in a slightly different
form, is used in a foot-stove called "Comfort," as
shown above. One charge of fuel in this will give
an unvarying- heat of 30iJ degrees for ten hours,
more or less, according to the draft you give. It is

of inestimable value in keeping warm on long drives
in cold weather. It may greatly add to your com-
fort by being- placed under your feet in office or
home when other means of heat are not needed, or
are not sufHcient. The fuel lights with a match,
and the stove is ready for use in three minutes.
Two dozen charges of fuel for the hand-stove

weigh only 4 oz., and the stove itself about 6 oz.
Price of stove and 3 doz. charges of fuel, 50c; by
mail, 6Uc. Fuel alone at 15c per doz.; 2 doz., 35 cts.;
5c extra for postage. Price of foot-stove, $1.50.
Fuel for same, per box of 50, $1.50. A Comfort footr
stove weighs about 3 lbs., and a box of fuel 8 lbs.

They can not be mailed. We will make special
prices on these goods to agents ; and, from the ex-
perience of the inventor, I should say tliey would
be very rapid sellers.

CONVENTION NOTICES.
The Central Michigan Bee-keepers' Association will meet in

Lansing, in Pioneer Hall. Nov. 22. J. H. Larhabke, .Sec.

The Carolina Bee-keepers' Association will hold Its third an-
nual session at the Court-house, Charlotte, N. C, Dec. 7, 1893.

A. L. Beach, Sec.

There will be a meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-keepers'
Association at the Supei visors' Room of the Court-nou^e, in
Rockford. HI., Dec. 19, 20, 1893 B. Kennbdy, Sec.
New Milt'ord, lil.

The Eastern Iowa bee-keepers will hold their annual meet-
ing at Delmar Dec. 13 and 14, 1893. All interested in bee culture
are requested to be there, and to bring with them any thing of
interest to bee-keepers. Frank Coverdale, Sec.
Weltun, la

The Illinois State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its annu-
al meeting at Springfield. Dec. 12 and 13, 1893, in the Senate Ju-
diciary Room, at the Statehouse. The Illinois State Grange,
the Illinois Horticultural Society, and the various live-stock
associations, will hold their sessions at the same time and
place. Railroad and hotel rates have already been secured.
The fare on all the leading railroads will be one and a third for
the round trip, on tlie certificate plan. That is, the purchaser
of a ticket will ask the agent tor a eertiticate showing that he
paid full fare going, and he will get a return ticket for one-
third. The leading hotels have given us a late of $1.5U a day,
where two full days' board is paid. Come, and let us have a
grand meeting. The bee-keepers and horticu turist- will have
their headquarters at the Hotel Palace. .1. A. Ston'e. Sec.

Books for Bee-Keepers and others.
Anyoft.'.ese book.s on which postage is not given will be

forwai ded by mail, postpaid, on receipt of price.
In buying books, as every thing else, we are liable to disap-

pointment if we make a purchase without seeing the article.
Admitting that the bookseller could read all the books he
offers, as he has them for sale, it were hardly to be expected
he would be the one to mention all the faults, as well as good
things about a book. I very much desiie that those who favor
me with their patronage shall not be disappointed, and there-
fore I am going to try to prevent It by mentioning all the
faults, so far as I can, that the purchaser may know what he
is getting. In the following list, books that 1 approve I have
marked with a* ; those I especially approve, "*

; those that
are not up to times, t ; books that contain but little matter for

the price, large type, and much space between the
lines, t .foreign § The bee-books are all good.

BIBLES, HYMN-BOOKS, AND OTHER GOOD
BOOKS.

As many of the bee-books are sent with other
goods by freight or express, incurring no postage, we
give prices separately. You will notice, that you
can judge of the size of the books very well by the
amount required for postage on each.

8
I

Bible, good print, neatly bound 30
10

i

Buuyan's Pilgrim's Progress** 30

20
I

Illustrated Pilgrim's Progress** 76
This is a large book of 42-5 pages and 175 illustrations, and

would usually be called a 82 00 book. A splendid book to pre-
sent to children. Sold in gilt edge for 25c more.

6
I

First Steps for Little Feet. By the author of
the Story of the Bible. A better book for young children can
not be found in the whole round of literature, and at the same
time there can hardly be found a more attractive book. Beau-
tifully bound, and fully illustrated. Price 50 c. Two copies
will be sold for 75 cents. Postage six cents each.

5
I

Harmony of the Gospels 36
3

I
John Ploughman's Talks and Pictures, by

Rev. C. H. Spurgeon* 10
I

I

Gospel Hymns, consolidated Nos. 1,2, 3, and
4, words only, cloth, 10 c ; paper 05

3
I

Same, board covers 20
5

I
Same, words and music, small type, board

covers 46
10

I
Same, words and music, board covers .

.

76

3
I
New Testament in pretty flexible covers. .

.

05
5

I
New Testament, new version, paper covers. 10

5
I
Robinson Crusoe, paper cover 10

4 I Stepping Heavenward** 18
16

I

Story of the Bible** 1 GO
A large book of 700 pages, and 274 illustrations. Will be read

by almost every child.

The Christian's Secret of a Happy Life**.. . . 25
Same in cloth binding ... 60
" The Life of Trust," by Geo. Muller** 1 35

I Ten Nights in a Bar-Room, T. S. Arthur*.. 06
5 Tobacco Manual** 46
This is a nice book that will be sure to be read, if left around

where the boys get hold of it. and any boy that reads it will
be pretty safe from the tobacco habit.

BOOKS ESPECIALLY FOR BEE-KEEPERS.

Postage] IPrice without postage.
15

I

A BCof BeeCulture. Cloth 110
5 I

A Year Among the Bees, by C. C. Miller.. . 45

I

Advanced Bee Culture, by W. Z. Hutchinson 50
3

I

Amateur Bee-keeper, by J. W. Rouse 22

14
I

Bees and Bee-keeping, by Frank Cheshire,
England, Vol. I.§ 3 36

31
I

Same, Vol. II. § r 3 79
or, $5.35 for the two, postpaid.

I

Bees and Honey, by T. G. Newman 1 00

10
I

Cook's New Manual. Cloth.

5
I

Doo little on Queen-Rearing.
3

I
Dzierzon Tlieory

1
I

Foul Brood; Its Management and Cure;
D. A. Jones

1
I
Honey as Food and Medicine

10
I
Langstroth on the Hive and Honey-Bee*..

15
I
Langstroth Revised by Ch. Dadant & Son..

10
I
Quinby's New Bee-Keeping

I
Thirty Years Among the Bees, by H. Alley

4
I
Success in Bee Culture, by James Heddon

I
Handling Bees, by Langstroth. Revised
by Dadant

] Bee-keeping for Profit, by Dr. G. L. Tinker

6
I
The Honey Bee, by Thos. William Cowan.

.

I

British Bee-Keeper's Guide Book, by Thos.
William Cowan, England §

3
I
Merrybanks and His Neighbor, by A.I. Root

4
I

Winter Problem in Bee-keeping, by Pierce

90

95
10

09
05

1 25
1 35

1 40

5U
46

08
35

95

40

15
46
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MlSCEr.LANEOUS HAND-BOOKS.
3 I ABCof Potato Culture, Terry** '. 35
This is T. B. Terry's first and most masterly worlc. Tlie book

has lial an enoriiiuus sale, and has Ijeen leprinted in foreign
lanyruages. When weare tlioroughly conversant witli friend
Terry's system of raising potatoes, we shall be ready to han-
dle almost any farm crop successfully. It has 48 pages and 22
illustrations.

5
I
A B C of Carp Culture, Ijy Geo. Fiiiley 35

5
I
A B C of Strawberry Culture, byT. B. Terry
ami A. I. Root, 144 piig-es; 33 illustrations 35

5
I
An Esfi-Fiirm. Stoddard** ... 45

I Amateur Pliotoura|)lieT''s Hand-book**. ... 70

I
Barn Plans and Out-Buildirigs* 1 .5U

Canary Birds. Paper, 50
Draining- for Profit and Health, Warring.. 1 50

10 Fuller's Grape Culturist** 140
Farming: For Boys* ^r>

This is one of Joseph Harris' happiest productions, and it

seems to me that it ought to make farm-lite fascinating to an.^
boy who has any sort of taste for g.ardening.

7 I Farm, Gardening-, and Seed-Growing** 90
This is by Francis Brill, the veteran seed-grower, and is the

only book on gardening tliut I am aware of that tells how
market-gardeners and seed-growers raise and harvest theii
own seeds. It has leOpages.

12
I
Gardening for Pleasure, Henderson* 1 85

While " Gardening for Profit "is w rltten with a view of mak-
.ing gardening pay, it touches a good deal on the pleasure part;
and "Gardening for Pleasure " takes up this matter of beauti
tying .your homes and improving your grounds without the
special point in view of making monev out of it. I think most
of you will need this if .you get " Gardening tor Profit." Thi;
work has 40i pages and 203 illustrations.

12 I Gardening- for Profit, ne-\v edition** 1 Hb
This is a late revision of Peter Henderson's celebrated work.

Nothing that has ever before been put in print has done SC'

much toward making marketrgardening a science and a fasci
nating industry. Peter Henderson stands at the liead, without
question, although we have manv other books on these rural
employments. If you can get Tint one book, let it be the
above. It has 376 pages and 138 cuts.

I

Gardening- for Young and Old, Harris** 1 25
This is Joseph Harris' best and liappiest effort. Although it

goes over the same ground occupied by Peter Henderson, if

particularly emphasizes thorough cultivation of the soil in
preparing your ground; and this matter of adapting it to
young people as well as old is brought out in a most happj
vein. If your ehiJ-dren have any sort of fanc.v foi gardeningit
will pay you to make them a present of this book. It has 187
pages and 46 engravings.

10
I

Garden and Farm Topics, Henderson** 75

I
Gray's School and Field Book of Botany. .

.

1 80
5

I

Gregory on Cabbages; paper* 25
5 Gregory on Squashes; paper* 25
5

I
Gregory on Onions ; paper* 35

The above three books, by our friend Gregory, are all val-
uable. The book on squashes especially is good reading for
almost anybody, whether they raise squashes or not. It strikes
at the very foundation of success in almost any kind of

15
I
How to Make the Garden Pay.** 1 35

By "T. Greiner. Tliis is a new book, just out, and it gives the
1

most explicit and full directions for gardening under glass of
any booK in the world Those who are interested in hot-beds,
cold-frames, cold-greenhouses, hot-hou.ses or glass structures
of any kind for the growth of plants, cannot afford to be with-
out the book.

I

Handbook for Lumbermen 10
10

I
Houseliold Conveniences 1 40

2
I
How to Propagate and Grow Fruit, Green* 16

2
I
Injurious Insects, Cook 35

10
I

Irrigation for the Farm, Garden, and Or-
chard, Stewart* 140

This book, so far as I am informed, is almost the only work
on this matter that is attracting so much interest, especiall.y
recently. Using water from springs, brooks, or windmills, to

|

take the place of rain, during our great droughts, is the great '

problem before us at the present day. The book has 274 page^
and 142 cuts.

3
I

Maple Sugar and the Sugar-bush** 35
By Prof. A. J. Cook. This was written in the spring of 1887 at

my request. As the author has, perhaps, one of the finest
sugar-camps in the United States, as well as being an enthusi-
astic lover of all farm industries, he is better fitted, perhaps, to
handle the subject than any other man. The book is written
in Prof. Cook's happy style, combining wholesome moral les-
sons with the latest and best method cjf managing to get the
finest syrup and maple sugar, with the least possible expendi-
ture of cash and labor. Everybody who makes sugar or mo-
lasses wants the sugar-book. It has 42 pages and 35 cuts.

1 Poultry for Pleasure and Profit**
11 Practical Floriculture, Henderson* ...

10 Profits in Poultry*
2

I
Practical Turkey-raising . ...

By Fanny Field. This is a 2r)-cent book which we offer fo
cts.; postage, 2 cts.

4
I
Peabody's Weljster's Dictionary

Over 30,000 words and 2.50 illustrations.

2
I
Rats: How to Rid Farms and Buildings of
them, as well as otlier Pests of like Char-
acter 15

This little book ought to be worth dollars instead of the few
cents it costs to any one who has ever been troubled with these
pests, and who has not' It is written in such a happy vein

10
1 3.T

90
10
10

10

that every member of the family will read it clear throu<>-h
just about as soon as they get hold of it. It contains a com-
plete summing up of the best information the world can
furnish.

1
I
Silk and the Silkworm ly

10
I

Small-Fruit Culturist, Fuller '.".'.'.'..'
1 40

10
I
Success in Market-Gardening* 90

This IS a new book by a real, live, enterprising, successful
market^Kardener who lives in Arlington, a subuilj of Boston
Mass. Friend Rawson has been one of the foremost to make
irrigation a practical success, and he now irrigates his grounds
by means of a windmill and steam-engine whenever a drought
threatens to injure the ciop-i. The book has 208 pages and is
nicely ilhistraUd with 110 tiigravings.

hs .

!
Ten Acres Enough j m,

I
The Silo and Ensil;i<:e, by Prof. Cook, new

(edition, fully illustrated 2,5

I
Talks on Manures*

1 75
This book, by Joseph Harris is, perhaps, the most compre-

hensive one we have on the subject, and the whole matter is
considered by an able writer. It contains 366 pages.

2
I

The Carpenter's Steel Square and its Uses, 15
10

I
The New Agriculture; or, the Waters Led

Captive 75
3

I

Treatise on the Horse and liis Disea.s^es!
'.'

'

10
5

1

Tile Drainage, by W. I. Chamberlain 35
Just out. Fully illusi rated, containing every thing of im-

portance deal- up to the presentdate.
The single chapter on digging ditches, with the illustrations

given by Prof Chamberlain, should alone make the book
vvorth what it costs, to every one who has occasion to lay ten
rods 01- more of tile. There is as much science in digging as
in doing uliiiost anything else; and by following the plan
directed 111 this I k, one man will often do as much as twomen without 1 liis U nowledge. The book embraces everv thing
connected Hitli the subject, and was written by the 'authoi-
while he was eiiga ed in the work of digging the ditches and
laying the tiles HIMSELF, for he has laid literally miles of
tile on his own farm in Hudson. O.

5
I
Tomato Culture 35

111 Ihiee parts. Part hist-by J. W. Day, of Crvstal Springs,
Miss treats .d tomato culture in the South, with some re-
iiiaiksbyA. I Root, adapting it to the North. Part second-
By U Cummins, of Conneaut, O.. treats of tomato culture
especially for i-.uming-factories. Part third—By .4. I Root
treats of plant-growing for market, and high-pressure garden-
ing in general. This little book is interestingbecause it is one
of the tir-t rural books to come from our friends in the South
It tells of a great industry that has been steadily growing for
some years past; namely, tomato-growing in the South to
supply the Noi-tiiern markets. The little book, which is fully
Illustrated, gives uf scMiie pleasant glimpses of the possibili-
ties and piol..iliilities of the future of Southern agriculture.
Even though you do not glow tomatoes to any considerable
extent, yon will find the book tiriniful of .suggestions of short
cuts in agriculture and horticulture, and especially in the line
of niarketgardening.

3 I Winter Care of Horses and Cattle 35
This Is friend Terry's second book in regard to farm matters;

but it is so intimately connected with his potato-book that it
reads almost like a sequel to it. If you have only a horse or a
covjr, I think it will pay you to invest in the book. It has 44
pages and 4 cuts.

8
I
What to Do and How to be Happy While

Doing It, by A. I. Root 50
3

I
Wood's Common Objects of the Micro-

scope**.. 47

NEW BOOKS ON GARDENING.
3 I Celery for Profit, by T. Greiner 25
The first really full and complete liook on celery culture, at

amoderate price, thnt \m- h.ive had. It is full of pictures
and the whole thing is made so plain that a schoolboy ought
to be able to grow paying crops at once, without any assis-
tance except from the book.

3
I
Onions for Profit 4,5

Fully up to the times, and includes both the old onion cul-
ture and the new inetliod. The book is fully illustrated, and
written with all the enthusiasm and interest that character-
ize its author, T. Gi einer. Even if one is not particularly in-
terested in the business, almost any person who picks up
Greiner's books will like to read them through.

5
I

Manures; How to Make and How to Use
them; in paper covers 45

6
I
The same in cloth covers 65

Covering the whole matter, and discussing every thing to be
found on the firm, refuse from factories, mineral fertilizers
from mines, etc. It is a complete summing-up of the whole
matter. It is written by F. W. Sem|iers.

7
I

Market-gardening and Farm Notes, by
Burnelt Landietli 90

The Landretlis ill!' the pioneer seedsmen of America; and
the book is worth fully as much as we mightexpect it to be. I
think I rceeived bints from it worth the price, before it had
been in m.v li.inds lifteen minutes. It is exceedingly ju-actical,
and tells what has l)een done and what is BEING 'done, more
than it discourses on theory.

A. I. ROOT, Aletlina, Ohio.

For Sale or Exchange.
Barnes foot- power saw, si.x saws, three cutter-

heads, IX horse-power engine. Wanted, comb honey.
R. B. GEDYE, La Safle, 111.
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For November Only.
Two Papers for the Price of One.

Tl>e Farm Journal, of Pliiladelphia, one of the cleanest, brightest, and most valuable of the agricultu-
ral monthlies, has made such favorable clubbing terms that we are able to Give a Year's Subscription Free
on tlie following conditions: Send us !fl.(K1 to renew your subscription before tlie time paid for is up. If you
are in arrears for Gleanings in Bke Crr/ruRE you must pay up to the end of this year and for a
year In advance, wlien you will be entitled to the Farm Journal for a year also. If you secure a
new subscription to Gleanings, and send $1.00 for the same, you may have the Farm Journal a year to pay
for your ti-ouble, or you may have it sent to the new subscriber if you wish. AH new subscriptions to either
paper will receive the rest of this year remaining, after your subscription is received, and all of next year.

This offer is good only for this Month of November.
After this iiioiilh the clui) [ii-ice will be $1.10; and to tliose wl[() ai-e in arrears for Gleanings, the best

clublprice is ^f l.~(i, unless all aircars are paid and a year paid in advance. That you may liuow what others
thinli of tlie Funn JaKriinl we give here a few testimonials from leading agri<-ultiiral writers and editors as
to what they think of it.

What a Practical Connecticut Fruit=grower
and Nurseryman thinks of it.

I read tlie Farm Journal because it is Ijright, point-
ed, and interesting, from beginning to end, adver-
tisements and ail. Life is short—I am busy—and
there is often the pith of a column article in a half-
inch paragraph in the Faint Journal. If I want the
paddings and trimmings, I can make them up in my
own mind nights and Sundays, when at work or on
the wing: P((/»i ./((((/'uai does not intrude them on
me. The whole paper is full of sunshine.

Soulli OlantonJnirij, Ct. J. H. Hale.

From the Department of Agriculture.

The Farm Journal is unique, practical, valuable.
There are points sometimes in a single number
worth the suljscription price for a whole year.

Edwin VVillits,
First Assistant Secretary of Agriculture.

WasMuijton, D. C.

Just as Good for California.

I hope you will get tlie one million subscribers you
are trying for. I am sure your paper merits them.
It is certainly the best farm paper I have ever seen,
as it fairly bristles witii suggestions and wrinkles
that are most useful in every-day life on the farm.
CSan Diego Co., Cal. J. Jessop.

It is Doing anGood Work.!

Tlie Farm Journal carries to its readers a large
amount of helpful information in condensed, avail-
able form. It is doing a good work, and I wish it

continued success. Prof. W. A. Henry.
Madison, Wisconsin.

Crisp, Newsy, Never Prosy.

The Farm Journal is crisp, newsy, tells much on a
page, is up to the times, often in advance, and with-
al practical. Its contributors are among the best,
and never pro.sy, and one wants to read all the pages
first, and each one is the best. This is why I read
the Farm Journal. .Tohn Gould.
Aurinxi, Ohio.

Word from Joseph Harris.

The Farm Journal is full of good things. I do not
see how any intelligent farmer, gardener, or fruit-
grower can help reading it.

Morcton Farm, N. Y. Joseph Harris.

Yes, I do read the Farm JoHrnal. Why? Because
it is tlie cleanest, brightest, and best paper of its class
—in my judgment.

E. S. Carman, Editor of the Rural New-Yorker.
Riverside Park, N. J.

If you wish to judge of its merits yourself, address a request for sample copy either liere or to Farm
Jbumctl, Philadelpliia, Pa., and you will receive it promptlj'. if you want to take advantage of this offer,

do it now. Remember that a month passes very rapidly, a'nd with ir will pass one of the best opportunities
of the year. If you are already a reader of theFarmJoucnaf you can have your subscription advanced a
year on this olfer.

AUQITE ST0VE=MAT5.
We have decided to continue our October inemiuin for another month; that is, we will send free post^

paid one of these indispensable household articles, on the same conditions that we send the Farm Journal
above—as a premium for a new sulj-

scrijjtion, or to those who pay for a
jear in advance before the time paid
for is up, or who pay all arrears up to
the end of this year, and for a year in
ad\ance. This offer will positively be
wilhdrawn Deceiiihci- 1st. After that
dale, to get the mat will require 10 cts.

e.xtra.

Canvassing time is Iiere again, and
many are improving their time and
their revenue bj' selling tliese stove-
mats. It is one of the most ready sell-

ers of any thing that an agent can
cari'y. We furnish them at $1.(10 per
doz.; 6 doz., $5.60; 13 doz., $10.50; sent at
your expense. If sent by mail, the
postage is 6c each ; 60c per doz. We get
10 gross from the factory every two or
three weeks, and rejoice when the sales
they bring to every housekeeper who uses tliem.ncrease, because of the blessinu

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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Bee-flives.
Dovetuilt'd or otlierwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for fi'ee i-iitaloRiic '£iM'Mh

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

FOR SALE —50;i Ferrets, a well-
trained bird di)ji-, S^'Oti-li Col-

Jie, and Ooon dog' puppies.
Price Ii>i free. 4tfdb

N. A. KNAPR, ==r
ROCHESTER, L.ORAIN CO., O.

TME NOTIO£!
BEFOKE placing your orders for SUi'PLIBS, writ*

for prices on One-Fiece Masswood Sections. Bee-
Hives, Shipping'-Crates, Frames, Foundation, Smo
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
8tfdb New London. Wis

Warranted Golden Queens,
Wc; 6 for U 25; dozen, fs.dU; young- tested, $1.00 up.
"Write for prices on selei-t and breeders.
5tfdb J. B. CASE, Port Orange, Vol. Co., Fla.

Fnr '^ '^'' ^i^-Oo ^°'' ^' -finest
rUl O, Brown Leghorns, or<6c

^O^J 9 Plynunith Kocks. Other \arieties.
"^ Circular free. Address Gkek Bkos., St.

Marys, Mo., or H. B. Gkeh, Na.shville, Tenn. 5tfdb

50

BUSHEL BOXES.

Tlie above cut shows our new-style all-tilatted

bushel hox. We have two other styles; one has
slatted bottom and sides with solid ends in tliree
pieces called tlie shitted huxliel box. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siaes, and is bound
with gralvanized iron and called the galvanized hound
t><).v. These boxes were devised by T. B. Terry for
bandlintr potatoes, for winch purpose notliing could
be hatidier. The potatoes are picked up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till sold. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being- handled in tliese same boxes. Tliey are of
such a size tliat two gro crosswise in an ordinary
wag-on-bo.v. Outside measure is 14Ji'xl6%xiaX deep,
and they hold a bushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon anotlier. The al ove cut
-shows two all-slatted boxes nailed up, and a bundle
o'' 15 alongside; i:} of the 15 are in the tint, packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
are included. The slatted and oalvanized hound boxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
in a package instead of 15. Eacli package weighs
about 85 to 90 lbs.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box, per crate of 16 $1 50
Slatted busliel box, per cniteof 13 1 50
Galvanized bound bushel box, per crate of 12 3 10

In lots of ten crates, 5 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nailed, 15, 18, and 33 cents,
respectively. A 30-page pamphlet culled Handling
Farm Produce, telling all about these boxes, mailed
Iree on apulication.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Time WILL Tell.
SIX YEARS AGO

A prominent farmer in Indiana put up lots of
Page Fence. Did it suit V So well that his son lately
formed a. partnership with the Agent. Kesult!
Orders enough for a car load of 2500 rods, right now
in the dull times. Competition was nowhere, against
positive proof of olficiency and durability. 7-edb

PAGE WOVEN-WIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, IWich.

t^ln ^est)<,rlllm^' t. rnifiit mention Glkanings.

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.
Tlioiisnnds in Siic-
oes«.l"nl Operation.

SIMPLE. PKHFErT. and
SELF-REG ULA TISG.

Oiiaranteetl to hatch a
laraer percentage of

g^ fertile egg-;, at lesseojst,
0^ than any other Incubator.

Send fie. for IIIub. Catalog.
Circulars Free.

GEO. ll.STAHi..Pat. <tSoleMfr..Quincy,Ill.

Please mention ULKANINGS.

To Get Acquainted,
We will send the Bee=keepers' Enterprise from now
until Jan , '95(16 montlisi, for 50 c.; or 3 months for
15 cts. You will be pleased with your investment,
in either case. 18 ITtfdb

Burton L. Sage,

New Haven, = = Conn.

Read what J. 1. Parent, of
Chaki.ton, N. Y., says— "We
cut with one of your Combined
Machines last winter 50 chaflf
hives with 7-inch cap, 100 honey-
racks, 500 broad frames, 2,000
honey-b(jxes, and a great deal of
other work. This winter we
have doubled the amount of bee-
hives, etc., to make, and we ex-
pect to do it all with this saw.
It will do all you say it will."

Catalogue and Price List free. Address W, F. &
JOHN UAUNES, 546 Ruby St., Rockford, 111.

When more convenient, orders for Barnes' Foot-
Power Machinery may be sent to me. A. I. Root.

VANDERVORT
COMB -FOUNDATION MILLS.

Send for samples and reduced price list.

itfd JNO. VANDERVORT, Laceyvilie, Pa.

Cast] (or Beeswax!
.Vill pay 21c per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity of good, fair, average beeswax, delivered
at our R. R. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected wax.
Unless you put your name on the hox, and notify

us by mail of amount sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
era! thing to send wax by express.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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A KIND WORD FOR THE MONROE SEEDLING POTA-
TOES, FROM WILBUR W, FENN.

We have been testing the Freemans with the

Monroes, and tliinls tliat one is fully as good as tlie

other. I think tiial, next spring, the Monroes will

talie the lead. My yield was 3 3 bushels per acre.

I sliould like to raise some Freemans lor you next
year. W. W. Fenn.
Tailmadge, O., Nov. 3.5.

CONVENTION NOTICES.

The Kansas State Bee-keepers' .Association will meet at Otta-

wa, Kan., Dec. 28, 29. 1893. J. R. BAiiNHARD, Sec.

The 19th annual meeting of the Vermont Bee-keepers' Asso-
ciation will be held in Burlington, Vt , Jan. 24, 2.5, 1894 Partic-

ulars soon. H. W. Scott, Sec., Bant, Vt.

There will be a meeting of the Northern Illinois Bee-keeper.s'

Association at the Supeivisoro' Room of the Court-nou>e, in

Rockford, HI., Dec. 19, 20, 1893. B. KE.vNEuy, Sec.

New Milford, iil.

The Eastern Iowa bee keepers will hold their annual meet-
ing at Delmar. Dec. 13 and 14, 1893. All interested in bee culture
are requested to be there, and to brin;;' with them any thing of
interest to bee-keepers. Frank Coverdalk, Sec.
Welton, la.

The Illinois State Bee-keepers' Association will hold its annu-
al meeting at Springtield, Dec. 12 and 13, 1893, in the Senate Ju-
diciary Room, at the Statehouse. The Illinois State Grange,
the Illinois Horticultural Society, and the various live-stock
associations, will hold their sessions at the same time and
place. Railroad and hotel rates have already been secured.
The tare on ail the leading railroads will be one and a third for
the round trip, on the certitlcate plan. That is, the purchaser
of a ticket will ask the agent for a certihcate showing that he
paid full fare going, and he will get a return ticket for one-
third. The leading hutels have given us a rate of S1.50 a day,
where two full days' board is paid. Come, and let us have a
grand meeting. Tue bee-keepers and horticu turist^ will have
their headquarters at the Hotel Palace. J. A. Stone. Sec.

Special Notices.

SPECIAL SECTIONS AT SPECIAL PRICE.

Having flnall.v perfected and got in operation our
new section machinery by which all our sections
are now made by a new process, uniform in thick-
ness, and of superior quality and tinish, vve desire to
close out our entire stock on h;md made in the old
way; and in order to do so we offer them at the fol-

lowing special prices, which will apply .so long- as
this stock lasts. You may also deduct liie early-
order discounts from these prices as on other goods
ordered from our catalogue, as noted on page 4
thereof: 4J4:x4.^.\llg and Hi No. 1 cream sections, at
$3.00 per lObU; 5.iU0 for *9.0U; 10,000 for $17.00.

i'dxiHx either l{i, l?^,^ to ft., 1!J. l:'u, and IH inch.
No. 1 white sections, at $3.50 per lOOd; 3000 lor $4.50;

-WOO for $6.50; 5000 for $10.00. In lots of 10,000 or
more, write for special prices. Notice that we have
none of the regular width I'sorof ll'^ No. 1 white
sections in this stock, though we have the No. 1

cream, which are equally good, except in color.
We have, all told, only ,300,000 to 400,00n; and the
quality of these goods is su]>erior to many offered at
catching prices, and are a bargain to those who can
use tliese widths. The ligls so near the regular
width that very man.v could use them without
inconvenience, especially if tiiey use a wood ^epara-
tor where they did not use any separator with regu-
lar sections.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be inserted under this head tvt one half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed live lines, and you must say you want your
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors, ifon can liave the notice as many linH^ as you please,
but all over live lines will cost you according to our regular
rates. This department is intended only for bona-fide ex-
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head.
For such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

TO exchange. —Bicycles, .56 inch Champion, 53-in.

Eagle. Will exchange either for 130 lbs. of
good extracted honey. Send sample. Also several
good safeties to exchange. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange for honey or offers, Tou-
louse geese, English dorkins, Scotch collies,

and ferrets. Fine stock. Wynn Smith,
Lock Box 335, Aurora, 111.

W

WANTED.—To exchange 38 colonies, mostly Ital-

Vt ians in fine condition, in L. iiives, for a young-
mare, or pure-bred poultry, at $'S 00 per colony for
the lot, or $3..50 each. Wm. Caswell,
33-33 Sacramento, Cal.

WANTED.—To spend several weeks during the
winter in a healthy locality in the South. Bee-

keepers preferred. Correspondence solicited.

J. L. Hubbard, Walpole, N. H.

/ANTED.—An apiary on shares, in anj State in
the South. A. Carder, Hebron, Boone Co., Ky.

FOOT-POWER MACHINERY.
COMPLETE OUTFITS.

Wood or metal workers witliout steam
power can .'-uccessfullv enmpete with
the large shops hv using our NKW L.-VBOR-
SAVING JIACIU'NERY; latest and mOst
approved lor i)racti 'al sliop use; also for
Industrial Schools, Home Training, etc.

Catalogue free.

SENECA FALLS MFG. CO.,

44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

t^lii respoiuling to this advertisement mention Gleanings,

CALIFORNIA APIARY AND POULTRY
RANCH FOR SALE.

13 acres, house, 4 rooms and pantry, painted and
screened, 3-light sash; fruit-trees, raisin and table
grapes; barn, 3 hen-houses, honey-house; nice wa-
ter: 105 stands of bees, in line condition; >^ miie to
Newhall, on Southern Pacific R. R. Church, schools,
hotel, stores, etc. For full particulars, reasons for
selling, etc., address ^4. il/. \VA,Rr>,

Newhall, Los Angeles Co., Cal.

Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,
SECTIONS, EXTRACTORS, ETC.

FULL LINE OF
BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPLIES.

eO-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M, Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
fS'ln responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings,
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.— Ffo/iey.—Tlie comb honey tlmt was (in

exhibition ut tlie World's Pair we are selling at 16;
and any tln'ng- that grades as fine will bring- tliis

figure. A No. 1 fli'ticle of wliite lioney, well-fllled
sections, brings 15, if clean and in No. 1 order gen-
erally. Tlie receipts continue to about equal the
demand. There is the usual sale for dark comb.
Extracted without material change, the lower
g-rades selling at .5@(j; higher grades, 6@7. Bee.s-
wax, 22.

Parties who desire to have their comb lioney sold
before February, should sliip it now.

R. A. Burnett & Co.,
Nov. 18. 161 So. Water St., Chicago, III.

BuFFAT>o.—H(i?iey.—Light improvement in the
hone.v market; value remains unchanged; fancy,
raostiv 14@ir); choice, 12((|I3; commoner grades,
dark, etc., 9fa>10; no doubt that Buffalo will bean
excellent outlet for honey, and we should be pleased
to correspond with a few that have some honey on
hand, and will advance libeially on the same.

Batterson & Co.,
Nov. 18. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati. - Honey.—TUere is a fair demand, in
^he small way, for extracted and comb honey. But
the demand from manufacturers is uncomfortably
slow, while stocks on hand are large. Extracted
honey brings .5@8 on arrival; comb honey, 12@I6 in
the .lobbing w;iy. Demand for beeswax is fair, at
30®33 for good to choice yellow.
Nov. 30. Chas. p. MiTTH & Son,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Albany.—T/onejy.—White honey is accumulating
to some extent, and prices are declining according-
ly; while buckwheat continues scarce with price
unchanged. We quote: Clover, pound sections,
13@14; buckwheat, 11@13. There is an improved
demand for e.xtracted at following price: Dark, 5@6;
light. 6}^@7.
Nov. 30. Chas. McCui.loch & Co.,

393, 39.5, 397 Broadway, Albany, N. Y

Detroit.—Honey.—Tlie demand for g-ood comb
honej' was nevei' greater in this market. The sup-
ply is not large, and continues to bi-ing 1.3@1.'^. Ex-
trMCted. 7@8; beeswax, 33@24. M. H. Hunt.
Nuv. 30. Bell Branch, Mich.

Cleveland. —Ho?ie.i/.—We are selling white. No. 1,

15V4®16; No. 3, 13@1314. Demand is more lively
than for some time. Keceii)ts liberal, and prospects
of an even market for some time. Beeswax, 22@3.5.

Williams Bros.,
Nov. 18. 80 & 83 Broadway, Cleveland, O.

Chicago.—Honey.—The Chicago market has plenty
of honey, and 14c seems to be the outside price ob-
tainable. Any thing that will not grade strictly No.
1 must be sold at 13(«il3. Large quantities liave
been sold, but the supply is at present in excess of
the demand. Extracted finds ready sale at 6@6'/4
for Northern honey; Southern, in barrels, .5c. Bees-
wax, 33@34. S. T. Pish & Co.,
Nov. 23. 189 South Water St., Chicago, 111.

Milwaukee.—Ho/ipy.—The supply of honey is

very good on tliis market, and sales m<ive slowly.
Can quote: Choice pound sections, 15, and some oc-
casional sales at 16. When not up to first quality,
and discolored or mixed quality in case, it is not
very salable at any price. The best is good enough.
Extracted, dull; 7@8; white amber. 5@6.
Nov. 30. A. V. Bishop.

Milwaukee, Wis.

Kansas City.—Ho?iey.—Demand fair, with good
stock of all kinds. One pound white, 15; amber, 13.

Extracted, white, 6H'5i7; amber, 6; darlc, 4yj®5.
Beeswax, 23. Hamblin & Bearss,
Nov. 11. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.—Ho/iey.—With the advance of cold
weather we look for improved trade in hone.y. We
quote: Comb, lfl@14; extracted, in cans. 6(5*7; in
l)arrels, 4@4^. Prime yellow beeswax, 22^.
wax, prime, 21. D. G. Tutt Grocer Co.,
Nov. 20. St. Louis, Mo.

Kansas City.-Honey.-The supply of comb and
extracted is liberal. The demand fair for whitecomb and white extracted. Dark of both kinds
slow sale. We quote: White comb. No. 1, 14@15;
No. 3, 13@13; amber. No. 1, 13@14; No. 3, 10®12- ex-
tracted, .5@7. Beeswax, 20@33.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Nov. 30. Kansas City, Mo.

St. Louis.-Honey.-Extracted, 5y2%6. both amberand white. Comb, 1-lb. California, white, 14@15;
dark, ]3'/4@13H. Domestic, scarce; market quiet,
demjind tor comb light. Receipts since Last report
3 carloads. Smith & Austrian
Nov. 30. St. Paul, Minn.

For SALE.-34 000 lbs. honey. I have a choice lot
of buckwheat honey; price ti}ic per lb.; basswood,
7>^c, f. o. b.; 300-lb kegs. Sample on application.

W. L. Coggshall, West Groton, N. Y.

For SALE.-601b. cans of extracted honey (fail
flowers) at $0.00 per can. Address

Ed. W. Cole, Kentim, Ohio.

For Sale.- 301 10 lbs. of fine C(mib honey in 1-lb
sections, 24-lb. cases, and 2000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60-lb. square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted lioney by mail on application.

Ezra Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

For Sale.—Light amber honey, by the can and
by the barrel, at 6 ets. per lb. J. B. Murray,

Ada, Ohio.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
BATTERSON & CO. Responsible, Reliable,

Commission Merchants.
,suab and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BRoYjlO^HudsoTstTl^Ty.

COMMISSION MEEOHANTs. noney P^ beeswax.
Established 1875.

Southern Bee=keepers,
Do you know that, freight considered, we can fur-
nish you with supplies at a less cost than any house
intus country? Freight rates from New York to
Jacksonville, Fla., only 35 cts. per ItO lbs. Our cir-
cular free upon application.

i. .7. STRI]Sf(ilI,\M, lO.-V fnrk J^iace,
23-32 1

1
d b A-ew 1 'orU Ci t v.

erin responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.

rOR SALE CHEAP.
Improved Baiiies buzz-saw, almost new, in good
order. Price VZ{.\. C. W. VANHOUTEN,

Sniithfield, III.

FOR SALE.
dition for winter.

Ten colonies of bees in Sim-
plicity hives. Extra good con-

RoLAND Holmes,
F<jrt Wayne, Ind.

OTTUMWA BEE-HIVE FACTORY.
Bee-keepers, look to your interests. Everything

in the line of bee-supplies constantly on hand
Price list free. GREGORY BROS. & SON,
l""**" Ottumwa, la. South side.

FLORIDA ^'^^'' ^'\}^' "''"^ ''i^'esof bees; inquire of
I wwiiiwn. Aug. Leyvraz, Francis, Fla. 19tf

White SHTpPII\fQ=CASlE57
To have your honey .sell well, use our beautiful

cases. 12 and 24 pound sizes. Send for illustrated
catalog-ue of e%'ery thinK needed in the iipiarv

M. H. HUINT , Bell Branch, Mich.

Jennie Atchley's

l"^ *'lMn!'''^S?
^" arraiiMfe for your queens

for 1H94. She will have them ready.

Beeville, Texas.
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THE REVIEW FOR 1894.
As the occasion demands, the Sj)ecial Toitic feature, that of bringing- together in one issue tlie

latest views of the best men upon some one topic, will be continued. In tlie Extracte<l Dei^art-
ment will be given the most valuable articles to be found in the otiier journals. Hastv will continue
to g-ive, each month, about three pages of his inimitable " Condensed View of Current Bee Writings."
R. L. Taylor will write each montli under the head of " WarU nt Alielijoan's Exjjerimetit
^I)iar\^.'" Next summer, in company with his camera, the editor e.x peels to visit a large iiumber of
bee-keepers, making- extended triiis through Canada, the Eastern, Middle, and Western States: and the
Re^'iew will contain Ji/ri,sti-ii< jon.s and descriptions of tlie bee-k'opeis visited, ihrir homes, fam-
ilies, apiaries, imiilements, methods, etc. The prirnipal Coj-responc/eji* s are successful, practical
men, most of whom luive numbered their colonies by the hundred, and sent hoiie.\ to maiket by the ton,

and who can write, from experience, articles containing informalion of real benefit to honey-producers.
In short, the JRei'iew will strive most earnestly to stand in the l^ront Ran 7*, to publish advanced
ideas, to be interesting-, enterprising, wide awake, up with tiie times, and of such a character that no
practical bee-keeper can afford to do without it. Price ^1.00 a year. The Rei-iew and " ^l</i'fi/ieecf
Bee Cnlttire" (a fiO-cent book) for $1.25. New subscribers will rect ive balance of this year free.

Three late but different issues of the Review for 10 cents.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hich.

Doolittle's Queen-Rearing Free.
Weliave-some of G. M. Doolittle's "Scientitlc Queen-Rearing" l)ooks (170 pages) in paper covers, a

copy of which we will mail FREE to f'le new subscriber who sends us $1.00 for the Weekly *' AITIKRI-
CAN BEE JOlfK\AL " for one year This game book in cloth binding sells for $1.00, but we give to a
New Subscriber one of the paper-bound edition for iiotlilng. Order quick, if you want one. They will
all soon be gone. A sample copy of the "Bee Journal " is sent free on application to the pul)lishers.

Address, CEO. W. YORK &, CO., 56 Fifth Ave., CHICACO, ILL.
To jVew Sti/jseribers, the remainder of this year will lie sent free.

r^r^r^^-rr r^ race r^^* A ^^^ aroused and pronounced a great labor-savingPOH I C.H Pt.t. C-OOMrCLO implement by Chas. Dadant & Son. Prof. A. J. Couk,

Chas. F. Nluth. Jho. S. Reese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews, F. A. Gemmell, W'm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive circular and testimonials mailed free.

Prices- -Each, post-paid, with directions; 20c.; per doz., $2.3). Return them and get your money back,

after trial if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. & E. C. PORTER LEWISTOWN, ILL.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
7/as A''o Sagr in Urood-trames.

Thin Flat -Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishbone in the Surplus Honey.

Being the cleanest, it is usually woiked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
]2tfdb Sole flanufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

M„T„ c HONEY
^^^^^^ EXTRACTOR.

Square Glass Honey Jars,

Tin Buckets, Bee-hives,

Honey Sections, Etc., Etc.

Perfection Cold-blast Smokers.
APPLY TO

CHAS. F. NIUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

BIG DISCOUNT

p. S.—Send 10-ct. stamp for •' Practical Hints to Beekeepers."

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb. ; brood, 40 cts.

No. 1 sections, $3.76 per M. Every thing cheap,
price list free. E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

If you keep BEES,
subscribe for the Pro=
gressive Bee=keeper, a
journal devoted to Bees,
Honey, and kindred in-
dustries. 50 ets. jier
3'ear. Sample copy,

also a beautifully illu.strated catalogue of Bee-
keepers' supplies, FREE. Address
LEAHY MFG. CO.. HIGGINSVILLE, MO.

BBB'S!

Notice!!! Jobbers

G. B.Lewis Co., Watertown, Wis.,

Invite all Wholesalers and Jobbers-

of Bee-Keepers' Supplies to write

them for contracts for Hives and

Sections the cominsr season.

Please mention this paper.

mKeepers s

• ITALIAI
•clover sEKOS-c-m a ^tni^ i

^^Sample Of- OUR beejournalThe WESTERN i

BEEKEEPERVlsoOur CATALOGUE F" R E E !.

JOS.NYSBWANDER. DesMoines.Iowa.

t^"In responding to this advertisement mention Gleanings.
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Stray Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILUER.

Now BEGIN to plan for next year.

It wasn't RIGHT, Hutchinson thinks, to ad-
vertise a three-days' meeting at Chicago and
then cut it down to two.

Coi.ic from eating honey, according to Isaac
B. Rumford, in Success, may be prevented or
cured by eating a bit of cheese.

Feeding back, in R. L. Taylor's experi-
ments, to finish out sections, yielded a pound
of comb honey for every 1.7 pounds fed.

Prof. Cook, in Rcviciv, thinks bee-keepers
can have experiment stations in all the States
if they only insiston their rights. Let's "insist."

Only five of the States had a larger repre-
sentation at the Chicago convention than Onta-
rio. And it came near capturing the next con-
vention.

Bee-escapes are nice things in some cases.
But I don't use them one time in twenty

—

haven't time. But I use them a good deal off
the hives.

Moved and seconded by Hasty and Hutch-
inson, that Taylor, of Minnesota, be appointed
experimenter for his State. The name works
well in Michigan, why not in Minnesota?
Hutchinson hits the nail pretty squarely on

the head in the following: "I am becoming
more and more convinced that we can not put
our finger on any one thing, and say, 'This
causes bee diarrhea.' "

Hutchinson proposes to learn to fight bee
diarrhea by learning how to produce it at will.
I think I can produce it at will by leaving fire
out of my cellars. But the same thing wlil not
work in all places alike.

"Chii.i. November" was very mild as to its
front end this year. My bees flew nearly every
day till the 10th—something very unusual. But
the 15th brought the thermometer down to Hi,
and winter came with a jump.
Pollen in winter. S. Cornell, in Review,

adduces facts which he thinks abundantly prove
"that not only is there nothing gained by the
exclusion of pollen from winter stores, but its
presence is essential for the health of the bees."
The American Bee-keeper has an article in

which the name of Langstroth is entirely omit-
ted among the names of those who have brought
into use the movable frame. Better use a foot-
note, dear A. B. K., to supply the deficiency
caused by the ignorance of a correspondent.

Quiet robbing is reported a failure on p. 856,
and a correspondent of B. B. J. also reports it

a failure. I wonder what can be the secret of
the failure. I've practiced it for years, having
hundreds of supers cleaned out without trouble.

Jones hauled some bees upon a sleigh.
One mild and sunny winter's deigh.

To help a neighbor.
The bees got out upon the weigh.
And made the horses run aweigh:

—

'Twas fruitless leighbor.

The Kodak is getting to be a terror to evil-
doers. "Spotters" on the railroad on which I
live are now armed with these deadly weapons.
If a railroad employe enters a saloon he is

afterward shown a neat picture of himself in
the saloon, and invited to walk out.

Your head's level, Mr. Editor, when you
say the North American should hold Its con-
ventions at a time when some other large gath-
erings assure low railroad rates. Go in strong
on that idea; but then, don't forget that I had
the idea copyrighted long ago, and give proper
credit.

It's A mistake, Hutchinson thinks, to com-
mence a convention without having a program
all ready to work from. Easy, friend H. Don't
you remember more than one excellent conven-
tion in that same city of Chicago where there
was less preparation as to program than at the
last one?
Wax secretion. R. C. Aikin, in Success,

thinks it takes about four days for bees to get
under headway at secreting wax. He counts
the beginning of the flow the most profitable
time to furnish combs or full sheets of founda-
tion; and the close, the best time to furnish
only starters.

The low murmur of bees in the cellar is

considered by .some a "hum of content," and by
others a sign of something wrong. In October
I heard the same murmur among my hives out-
doors. In that case it could hardly have been
the sign of any thing wrong, unless that the
bees were colder than they liked.

To wash silk. Mix ^i lb. honey, }^i lb. soft
soap, a gill of gin, and a pint of cold water
together. Put the silk on a table or board,
scrub it with this mixture, rubbing it in well;
then rinse in clear soft water. Shake it as dry
as you can; do not wring it. Hang it up by
the edges, and, as soon as sufificientlv dry, iron
it on the wrong side.—jlfr.s. Rover's Cook-book.

Success in Bee Culture is the name of the
new journal that has supplanted the Bee-keep-
ers' Enterprise. But there seems more enter-
prise in the new than the old. It has some
very bright things in it, and in mechanical ex-
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ecQtion it can stand up with the best. It seems
Sagely conducted, and I hope it may achieve
tlae first word in its present name.

Hasty advises the C. B. J. to leave out the
sprinkling of short jol<:es. Don'i you do it, Hol-
termann. We need more fun. Why, Hasty
himself is so bubbling over with good-natured
fun that it spices ail he says. His articles

would be excellent food without the spice, but
they're much more palatable with it.

An accident furnished me a strong argu-
ment against loose frames, if such argument
was needed. By some means a hive was turned
on its side, and lay thus for a few days. The
frames all settled down in a pile. Fixed dis-

tances would have held ihem in their places.
Still, such an accident occuis only once in 32

years.

PREPARING FOR NEXT SEASON.

OLD FOUNDATION AS GOOD AS NEW.

By the time this number of Gleanings will

have reached its readers, the bees will have all

been housed for winter, or should be. at least,

and the intelligent apiarist will be asking him-
self the question, '"What next?" The next
thing to be done, it seems to me, is to prepare
for next season. He who fails to prepare now
for the season to come, often finds the season
upon him and lie unprepared. The time to

prepare is always when we have the tiine to
prepare, not afterwaid. Therefore, when our
bees are safely fixed for winter we should go to
work in such away that our "dish' will be
sure to be right side up when the "raining of
honey" comes next June and July. To this
end. all the hives not occupied by the bees
should be brought ai'ound and repaired if

necessary, cleaned of piopolis, etc., and painted
if necessary. If we do not have as many as we
may reasonably expect to use, new ones siiould
be made, so that all will be in readiness at a
moment's notice when swarming time arrives
in 18114. If we are to use foundation or starters
of foundation in our frames, let this foundation
be procured and fastened in the frames during
the winter while we have leisure. Don't listen

to those who tell you that the bees will not
work the foundation only as it is new from the
mill; for in an experience of years I can not see
any difference between foundation fresh from
the mill and that which has been stored away
in the frames for years, as regards tlie bees ac-
cepting it. To be sure, to me this old founda-
tion looks cold and hard; and, while looking at
it these cold winter days, my sympathies go
out toward those who say the bees will not
accept it; but when next June arrives, and I

lift out this same " hard " sheet from the bees,
after it has been in the hive an hour, I find it

all soft and pliable, and just as good as new, or
that which has been dipped in tepid water so
as to restore its color, etc., as some advise.
Having tlie hives all in readiness, put them

away where they will be handy when needed,
and look after the surplus arrangements next.
These should be cleaned of propolis, and repair-
ed where necessary; and if we dp not have
enough, let new ones be made. To arrive at
the number we wish, I have come to the con-
clusion that I am not sure to secure the best
results unless I allow at least room for 1.50 lbs.

capacity to each old colony in the spring, where
working for comb honey, or 250 where working
for extracted honey. Less than this finds me
" napping," about one year in eight, with less
money to jingle in my pockets than I might
have had. The sections to fill our wide frames
or cases should next be procured, made, and

filled with full sheets of foundation or starters,

as we have elected to do. When tilled as above
they are to be placed in tlieir holders, and all

fixed in readiness to use, so packed that all

dust, dirt, and mice are excluded from them.
We now have time to study on any experi-

ments we have thought we should like to make
when we were so busy during the last season;
and by studying the matter over we shall see
what material and fixtures we shall needtocarry
out these experiments. Much good to tlie bee-
keeping fraternity is often lost by lack of time
to experiment just when the "fit is on," and
then allowing the tiling to die without further
thought in the matter. To overcome this tend-
ency I jot down the new tilings I should like
to try when they come to me; and if I do not
liave time to put them in practice then, I look tliis

"jotting down" over during the winter, and
prepare to carry out the plans the next season.
If, after carrying out, we find these experiments
successful, we should then give them to the
world to pay the debt we owe to those who
liave come liefore us and prepared the way for
our successful practice of the plans they origi-

nated. Don't be selfish, and ti'y to keep what-
ever good you may have found to yourself; for
in giving to the world there comes the greatest
reward. Above all else in importance is a
thorough knowledge of apiculture, and the long
winter evenings which are upon us are just the
time to gain this knowledge. Get around the
back volumes of Gleanings, and other bee-
papers if you liave them; also any bee-books
you may have, and thoroughly read them till

what they contain is fully impressed upon the
mind, so as to put what you learn in practice
the next season, so as to be always advancing,
instead of standing still or retiograding. Do
this instead of spending your evenings at the
store, saloon, or hotel, listening to the idle gos-
sip, or worse than gossip, and, my word for it,

you will make a success of bee-keeping which
will astonish those about you.
Not long ago, while passing the saloon in our

place I saw through the open door one of our
would-be bee- keepers standing at the bar, ap-
parently about to treat others gathered around,
to that which has the power of not only wreck-
ing any business, but destroying both soul and
body. No wonder such a one does not succeed.
If you ai'e not interested to an extent sufficient

to make you prefer the study of bees to the
places named above, I can give no assurance of

success; but. on the contrary. I shall be obliged
to predict only failure, as all my knowledge of

the pursuit compels me to say that the idea
that " bees work for nothing and board them-
selves '

is a mistaken one. G. M. Doolittle.
Borodino, N. Y.

A DISCOURAGING SEASON FOR SOUTH CARO-
LINA.

J. D. FOOSHE REPLIES TO MB. CORMAL.

Friend Root:—I had hoped all along that we
should have a good fall for honey, and that we
should get enough for the bees to winter on, if

no more; but the season is over, and this is the
first one that I have ever known when bees had
to be fed here to carry them through the winter.

I shall have to feed at least 20 or 25 colonies.

About that number may make out with what
they have, as they were stronger, and not drawn
on as were the others. In March, and up to the
middle of April, my bees never did better. I

had about (50 colonies—40 reasonably good ones,

and the rest good strong nuclei. I had more
swarms than for several years. They built up
rapidly on seven-top turnip, and were in good
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shape the middle of April, when high winds
set in and blew a heavy gale for about ten days,
so that bees lost every day of that time, and
nuclei had to be fed. Then prevailing winds
made things dry in a hurry; but about the 2.5th

of April we had some of the hardest rains that
I have ever known, and they continued to fall

at intervals for threi^ wgeks; and during that
time after each rain it would be very cool for
three or four days, and, again, high drying
winds, and then drouth for some time; and,
again, in June we were flooded—so much so
that it was almost impossible to save our crops
from grass toward the middle of June. I plow-
ed but two days in three weeks, and most
farmers are feeling the effect of it now in short
cror s. All this made cotton late, which I hoped
to get some honey from; but another drouth,
commencing the middle of July and lasting till

the 10th of August, when we had some rain,
caused the prospect to brighten, and bees began
to bring in honey about the middle of August,
and they made some headway, when, on the
27th of August, we had the notable storm on
the coast, which stopped all work among the
bees for several days, or until goldenrod bloom-
ed, which is about the last of September. They
began work on it. and built up on that and
peas until about the 1.3th of October, when we
had another storm with heavy rains, and since
that time they have gathered less honey from
the asters than I have ever known. During all

this time, every nucleus 1 had was fed. either
with sugar syrup or by taking a frame of honey
from the upper story of the strongest colonies,
which weakened them every time I did it; but
I was encouraged all along to think that, when
they began to bring in honey, they would build
up and gather a surplus, as in former years;
but, you see, every time they started, some-
thing would come along to discourage and stop
proceedings almost. The most singular thing
that happened was, after the last storm the
bees killed all drones—not one could be found
In my apiary the last of October, so I had to
give up queen-rearing earlier than usual.

I m^•ntion the discouraging circumstances
fully, in order to show that bee-keeping, like
all other industries, fails occasionally. My
queen -trade, amid it all, has been good and
profitable; but I had to feed a good deal for it.

Many bees in this section have swarmed out,
and all box hives are in bad shape. I bought
several Oct. 1st, and Italianized; but they had
no honey, and they had to be united to go
through. With all" these discouragements I
trust that I am wiser, and shall learn lessons
that will profit me. Queen -rearing is a special-
ty with me, but I do like to have honey to go
along with it, as it keeps bees in a normal state,
and ihe business is made easier and more profit-
able, and better queens are the result.
In November 1st Gleanings Mr. Cormal says

I indorse the Alley plan of grafting cells to
hatch queens. The only part of the Alley plan
indorsed is the placing of the strips of comb on
the bars. The grafting process belongs to Mr.
Doolittle. If I remember rightly it was he who
first gave the plan of transferring larva? to old
cups, and afterward conceived the idea of mak-
ing cups from wax. This comes nearer to natural
cell-building than any thing else I know, in
that the larvae grafted are of the same age, and
hatch out more evenly than by any other plans
given, and more uniform queens are the result,
which I consider a great item in cell-building.
We may let a colony choose its own larva?, even
from our best queen, which larvte we always
use in queen-rearing, and some larv;e will be
too old; and if bees are left to themselves I find
they always select larv;e from one to two or
three days old. I have always thought, and

still think, that the only difference between
queens reared from natural swarming and those
grafted by the Doolittle plan is that, in natural
swarming, the larva is fed, beginning with its

existence in a larval state from the egg, which
gives it, say, from 12 to 34 hours the advantage.
The younger the larva can be transferred, the
better; and that can hardly be done under 6 to
12 hours after it is hatched. I lind, from my
observation, it makes no difference as to the
receptacle it is placed in, whether worker comb,
drone comb, or wax cup. The bees make the
base, and draw out. tapering as they go. until
finished. I find that the drone-cells for cups
with royal jelly are more convenient than any
thing else that I have ever used, and I am
highly pleased with them, as it saves me mak-
ing wax cups, and I get just as fine queens as
from any thing I have ever used.

I think Mr. James Cormal makes an unjust
criticism on my article recommending drone-
cells for queen-cups, in which he uses the word
"disclaimer." I am sure that I have been
charitable, and have not denied others the right
to their plans, but gave mine for what they
were worth. You are exactly right in your
comment to his article. The receptacle for the
larviB, no matter whether worker-cell, drone-
cell, or wax cup, the bees begin at the base, and
enlarge, and then contract to a proper size, as
in the natural cell. J. D. Fooshe.
Co/onaca, S. C, Nov. 11.

RAMBLE 97.

WITH ELISHA GALLUP.

While upon the photographic journey, as re-
counted in my last ramble. I kept an eye out
for things of interest in the line of bee culture;
and, seeing a large number of nucleus hives
near Arlington, I ran out to see them, and
counted over 180; saw a hive that had been up-
set by skunks; felt a cross bee on my ear, with
about a dozen more trying to get at my face. I

then concluded I had seen and felt enough, and
ran back much faster than I ran out. After we
pass some distance down the Santa Ana River
we enter Orange County, and soon find the
county-seat, Santa Ana. and it is one of those
beautiful towns we so often meet in California.
Its location being only ten miles from the sea-
shore, with no intervening hills.it has a very
uniform temperature all the year round.
Orange County is not very pretentious in size,

but in its products it boasts of things as im-
mense as those produced in any portion of the
State. In the interior we find the products run
more to fruits and barley, and a system of irri-

gation; but in the western part of Orange Co.
there is as much diversity of products as you
will find in the less favored Eastern States.

150G -SHOES FOR MAN OK BEAST.

Large cornfields gladden tlie eye, and the
growth seems to vie in height with the tele-
graph-poles. We also se(? green fields without
irrigation, for there is moisture enough for the
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natural growth of alfalfa and other grasses,

and the fields are green all tlie year round.
The most productive portion of the county is

known as the '" peat lands." This large tract

of land near the ocean is composed of t,he richest

of peat: and, while the surface is dry enough
to be tilled, there is plenty of water at a little

distance below the surface; in fact, the ground
over much of this tract is so soft that the crops
have to be drawn out upon a sort of sled with
broad runners, and the hoises are provided
with bog-shoes which are large cushionlike
arrangements strapped to the feet, and which
prevent the horses from sinking.
Garden-truck of all kinds is grown to perfec-

tion, and it is a common practice to plant a
field to potatoes, corn, and pumpkins, and have
the three crops growing at once, and yielding
large returns. The lover of market-gardening
would surely have all of his enthusiasm aroused
by a visit to the rich peat lands, where no ar-

tificial manuring is required to attain great
results.

The young American boys who seem to be
worthy of emulation are the Miner brothers,
who have, during the past season, obtained 30
tons of honey.
While in 8anta Ana I thought it my duty to

hunt up Mr. Elisha Gallup, an old-time bee-
keeper, whose writings are siill remembered by
old-time bee-keepers. 1 found him in his cosy
home in the suburbs of the town. He was
divested of coat and vest, and seemed to be en-
joying the climate. His age of 73 summers
seems to rest lightly upon him; and but from
being partially bald, and his remaining hair
gray, he would look quite young. I told him
that I had hunted him up in order to have a
bee-talk if he was at leisure.

" Well," said he, " I am here now; fire away."
So we exchanged shots for about an hour.
Mr. G. does not at present manage bees; but

one can readily see that he has the old love for

the pursuit. I found the father caring for his

three little children, the mother having passed
to the other shore a few months ago. The old-
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ELISHA GALLUP.

The average bee-keeper, in passing through
Orange Co.. would think, from tlie appearance
of the hills in the distance, that it would not be
much of a honey-producing county; but from
reports during the present season it will hold
its own with the interior couniies. The best
quality and largest amount of honey is obtained
in the foot-hills on the east side of the county,
while a darker grade of honey is obtained in
the low lands. As we near the coast, bees
swarm to a greater extent than in the interior,
and quite a number make it a business to catch
such swarms and start apiaries, or sell them to
those who wish to start a bee-ranch.
When entering the county through the foot-

hills we catch glimpses of apiaries now and
then in the canyons; and one of these, I was
informed, belonged to four Mexican boys. It is

seldom that a Mexican can get up energy
enough to run a bee-ranch; but these young
fellows, having got their hands in, and having
young American bee-keepers to emulate, we
should hope to see them make a success of it.

est boy is six years old; the next four, and the
youngest a girl two years old. All are bright
and extremely well-behaved children. The
oldest came in from school, and the father re-
marked that he stood at the head of his class.
The second boy was intent upon telling me
about his pet ''yabbits," which a kind lady
had given him. Mr. G. keeps a few coops of
poultry, and finds recreation in that and in car-
ing for the little park at the railroad depot.
Before I left town the next morning I photoed
the residence and the occupants; and though it

was early, and the usual morning fog was hang-
ing over the city, I hope our artist can repro-
duce it for our readers.
There are many thriving towns around Santa

Ana; and when in them, if you meet a genuine
Californian you would think from his descrip-
tion that his individual town is the paradise
spot of the earth. The water there is purest,
the air most bracing, the fruit more abundant
and better flavored; the boys best behaved,
and the girls best looking. Some of these old-
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timers will make you feel like settling down
near them for life.

Santa Ana and some of the surrounding towns
are supplied with pure artesian water; and, all

other things being taken into consideration,
a home in any one of them would result satis-

factorily to the home-seeker. The soil is also

adapted to the cultivation of the sugar-beet,
and new factories are projected. The pioneer
factory at Chino is a paying institution, and
the beet-farmer would not exchange his lands
for fruit or grain lands.
Altogether, Orange County is a desirable por-

tion of California; and between the sugar and
honey industries it ought to be one of the sweet-
est. With good soil, good water, genial climate,
and a good class of people, what more does a
country need to bring prosperity? is the ques-
tion presented by the Rambler.

BEE-CAGE CANDY.

PLAIN DIRECTIONS HOW TO MAKE, FROM MRS.
JENNIE ATCHLEY.

[The following letter, directed to Mrs. Atch-

ley, was forwarded to us by her with her an-

swer. We are very glad to give place to the

whole.]

Mrs. Jennie Atchley:—As I have seen your
advertisement or address in Gleanings. I take
the liberty of writing to you, and inquiring how
to make that bee-candy, as I have some colo-
nies of bees that have not enough honey to

winter on, and should like to feed them in the
cellar, with the candy. If you will be kind
enough to tell me how it is made I should be
ever so much obliged. G. L. Unterkikciier.
Manchester, Mich., Nov. 6.

Friend U:iterkircher:—A.s promised. I will

give a full description how to make candy, etc.

To make a candy to ship queens with we should
use nothing except the finest of confectioners"
sugar, and thoroughly pulverize all lumps, and
use honey that has been boiled or brought to
the boilins- point; but be sure not to scorch the
honey. Now work the sugar and hnney to-
gether tmtil it will stand up of its(>lf: and if

you will work it thoroughly it will bo tough,
and hold moisture. I use boiled honey to pre-
vent the candy from granulating (honey that
comes from the solar wax-extractor is good),
for we have lost a number of queens on long
journeys by the candy granulating, and it is a
very nice job to get real good candy every time.
Now, if you wish to feed your bees only, com-

mon powdered sugar will do. Make as above, but
any extracted honey will do. If you have your
bees in a cellar you can lay a good chunk of
candy right over the cluster, and spread it out
thin till it is flat, or not more than an inch
thick, and lay the cake on the frames over the
bees, and they will take it down.
Then, again, you can use common coffee

sugar and no honey, only use a little cream of
tartar or a lump of tartaric acid to keep the
candy from going back to sugar. You can
make the candy hard, and, when it will snap
by dropping it in water, you can pour it right
into a frame, made ready by laying it on a
greased paper on a table. It is best to use a
frame that has been wired the same as for
foundation, as the wires will hold the candy.
If you wish, iill the frame full, and, wjien cool,
hang right up to the cluster, and they will take
the candy as they need it; and then this last
candy will not start brood-rearing, as the for-
mer is likely to do, which is not good to stimu-
late your bees while in confinement. Then in

the spring, if you should not.wish to take out
the frame that contained the candy, the bees
will build a comt) in it, and all will be well.
See, A 13 C of Bee Culture for further informa-
tion. Jennie Atchley.

Beeville, Tex.

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

HUISH VERSUS HUBER.

We have now come to the last book which it

will be desirable to examine in particular. A
few remain, but I shall do little more with them
than to give their names. I make this state-
ment for the benefit of " The Stinger," who
fears the books will be too *' ancient " before I

get thi'ough with tliem. I was just contem-
plating borrowing those 1004 old ones owned by
Mr. T. W. Cowan, but now I guess I'd better not.
The book in question is called " Huisli on

Bees." It was published in London in 1844 and
printed by that prince of good printers. H. G.
Bohn. York St.. London. It has 4.o0 pages, (3x3;

and for clearness of print and general beauty it

is a pleasure to a printer's eve. It was written
by Rot)t. Huish. F. Z. A., of England, one of the
most eminent bee-men of his time.
In my last I put Huber forth in the light in

which he is generally viewed, without commit-
ting myself to any of his doctrines. This book,
however, is the most powerful opponent of
Huber's teachings; and on nearly every page
the reader sees that the blind old naturalist is

pursued by a critic as remorseless as death, as
shrewd as a lawyer, and as unsparing as a tiger.

Every weapon in the arsenal—sarcasm, ridicule,

contempt, dislike, and sneers—is brought to
bear with as much vim and enthusiasm as clubs
come down on every opposing head at the
traditional Donnybrook Fair. And consider-
ing the fact that JIuish wrote about .50 years
later than Huber, I can't help feeling that he
has the advantage of the latter in most cases.

It is to he regretted, however, that the intense
antipathy felt in England in those days against
France accounts for much of the acerbity dis-

played by Huish toward his dead opponent,
although the great Englishman was an honor-
ary member of the National Institute of France,
and seems to have understood French, making
many quotations in that language.
The introduction to the liook is a superb

summing-up of the history of apicultui-e: and
to sh'.w how Mr. Huish felt toward Huber I

make a liberal quotation here. True, it is only
a hair of the dog; but it gives, after all, a good
general idea of the animal:

At the close of tlu^ eifjliteenth century. Mr. Huber,
a blind naturalist, appeared, who directed liis ser-

vant, or liis servant directed liim in tliose resenrclies,
for the supposed verity of wliich a surreptitious
fame lias been awarded'liim. and which lias yilaced
him on the pinnacle of apiarian science, an emi-
nence on whieli lie has been undeservedly elevated
by a host of comineiitators, encyclopedists, editors,
and compilers, who have been led away by the
apparent orig-inality of his pretended discoveries,
but who never deemed It necessary to devote any
portion of their time or ability in the irivestifration

of the principles of that theory, of the truth of
which tbey expressed theii' unqualified assent. If,

in the course of the ensuing work, we may have
laid ourselves open to the chiii-Ke of having- applied
tlie lash of ri licule too severely upon this falsely
celeluated naturalist, we can only answer, in ex-
tenuation of tliat transtrression, that we have lieen
encouraged t,o the commission of it by tlie thoroug-h
conviction, arising from an exjierience of aliove
forty years, that the majority of the vaunted dis-
coveries of Huber are the result of fiction and delu-
sion, founded on olisolete theories and antiquated
prejudices. The mati who will assert, that, from
his own evidence, he has heard the queen-bee speak
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the French language,—that he has seen the queen-
bee phice herself in such an attitude as to strike the
bees motionless,—that he has seen the queen-bees
lor six consecutive nights eiigag'ed in a duel,—that
he has seen forlitications erected by tlie bees; we
affirm, that the man who will tell us, and call upon
us in a dogmatical tone to believe him, that ten
hives will warm an apartment, and twelve a green-
house if the bees be well shaken,—that the queen-
bee is sometimes afflicted with the ague,—that he
has seen a bee construct a cell from tlie foundation
to the coping, with numerous other similar fooleries,
possesses but a very slight claim indeed to the
character of a profound or accurate naturalist. We
are bold enough to declare, tfuit the discoveries of
Huber are not only improbable, but even inijinssihle;
and it is on the basis of that knowledge tiiat we
have unequivocally expressed our dissent to the
principal points of the theory of Huber. We have,
however, fearlessly thi'own down the gauntlet to
the advocates of Huber; and although we may
stand single-handed in the contest, we fight under
the banners of truth, and as such we despair not of
the victory.

Two more pages like this follow; but the lash
falls upon later writei'S who have "blindly"
followed Huber, even against the evidence of
what he did not have—eyesight.
The disputes between the old bee-masters

seem to have been entirely in regard to the bee
itself, and especially the sex of the worker. Hu-
ish says he is positive that workers have noth-
ing to do with the procreation of their kind. He
says, "We deny in the most unequivocal man-
ner that any ovarium exists in the common
bee." From this he argues that an egg laid by
a queen will invariably produce a worker (if it

is a worker egg), and that no amount of "royal
broth," as he sneeringly translates the original
French word, can make a queen from such an
egg, any more than a hen's egg can produce a
turkey. Certainly here was a far bigger mis-
take than Huber ever made; for workers cer-
tainly do have what might have been an ovari-
um, or egg-sheath, if properly fed with royal
jelly, and given plenty of room. Here is a won-
derful instance of an insect undergoing a I'adi-

cal change by a change of food.
Huber claims that some bees secrete wax,

while others make comb of this raw material.
Mr. Huish ridicules this as contradictory, by
saying. "That is, although the silkworm spins
its cocoon, still it makes no silk." The point is

not well taken. If some silkworms were known
to take cocoons that other worms had fur-jished,
and were to draw these cocoons out into hand-
kerchiefs, the analogy would be complete. Bees
do not secrete wax in the shape of comb, but it

is elaborated by the bees into cells after secre-
tion; and that bees of one age might do one
thing while others do the other is not absurd of
itself— at least, not so hard to believe as that a
bee manipulates no wax secreted by another
bee.
Huber's theory, that workers lay eggs that

develop into drones, is objected to by Huish on
the ground that, in that case, we should have
some 1.5,000 females, all laying male eggs, and
these females rendered fertile by females! — a
bad state of affairs truly. Mr. Huish distorts
Huber's meaning in places, and makes fun of
the idea that what might have been a queen
was distorted into a worker by circumstances
connected with its egg-life. It seems sad that
these men should have been so widely apart,
when a full knowledge of what is now called a
*' laying worker" would have reconciled most of
their discrepancies on this score. Of course, the
dispute was ail on one side, for we do not know
that Huber ever heard of Huish, for the latter
must have been very young, perhaps not born,
when Huber's works were first printed.
As an instance of how greatly Mr. Huish

misundi rstands Huber, I can not refrain from
mentioning the following: Huber speaks in one

place of having seen combs 8 inches ivide. Mr.
Huish, understanding depth, or thickness, for
ividtli, immediately makes fun of comb with
cells 4 inches in depth, as that would necessi-
tate bees 4 inches long to till them!
To-day the efforts of bee- men are directed al-

most entirely to the management of the bee,
with the view of getting the most honey; and
in this respect our bee-books present a complete
and refreshing contrast to tiie old ones I have
described. True, there are some things about
bees we should like to know. For instance, do
bees hear? do they make real honey of all

sweet substances which they consume or im-
bibe? and the use of some of their organs is not
yet, I believe, fully settled. But these are not
now divisive questions. We are discussing dif-
ferences in perforations in zinc, so small that a
hair seems like a beam in comparison, and in
settling on the best size of a frame within the
thirty-second of an inch.
For vigor of language, Mr. Huish's book is a

marvel. He draws one on by his energetic log-
ic with almost irresistible force. Of course, we
of to-day can take a bird's-eye view of the con-
tested points, and sift out the chaff from the
wheat, and read the arguments with perfect
impartiality. Perhaps the time will come when
we shall all see our points of difference in a new
and better light, and find that we have all been
partially right — that the shield was red on our
side and blue on the other; when HUfJif shall
have as much in common in love as in name.
A fine picture of the author, in copperplate,

faces the beautiful title-page.
Medina, Nov. l.'J. W. P. Root.

THE NON-USE OF THE BEE-ESCAPE.

HOW AN EXTENSIVE BEE-KEEPER REMOVES
THE BEES.

Agreeably to a call for bee-escape experience,
from the editor of Gleanings, I would say for
one that 1 gave the article in question a trial

on a small scale; and, while I have no doubt of
the efficiency of the invention, and know that
there is a very great deal in getting um d to a
thing, I think, as in the beginning, that, while
it might pay some people, it would not pay me.
I use shallow frames in the cases (my crop is

m-arly all extracted), and tier up empty combs
on the hiv(!s, case after case, until the close of
the honey season, and then extract. My modus
operandi, briefly given, is as follows:

I have a hive-cart similar to the California
styles illustrated in back numbers of Glkan-
ings. Provided with a large-sized Bingham I

begin at the end of a row of hives, pry otf the
cover, start the bees down with smoke; \)vy up
the top case; dislodge what bees I can. a la

Heddon, with a shake in front of hive, and set

the case on the cart. I then remove all the
cases in this way (if any contain brood I leave

them until fall), and replace the cover on the
hive; repeat this operation until the cart is

loaded. At convenient locations in the apiary
I set bee-spaced bottom-boards, and on these I

pile my cases, bees, honey, and all, to a con-
venient height, and place on top a cleated
board, with a large wire cone opening outward
in the center of the same, the hole at the apex
the right size to permit the passage of a single

bee; the bees rise to the light, pass out, and
return to the hives. If robbers are troublesome
I throw a cloth over the cases on the cart. A
better plan than this is, to pile the cases in the
honey-house at once near a screen - covered
window, at the top of which are arrang(id bee-

escapes. In a large apiary, however, there is

seldom room for this last way.
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The writer has practiced this metliod for
over 20 years; and witli no help, ofttimes, but a
small boy in the honey-room, has removed the
honey from 75 to 400 colonies each year. After
the combs are emptied they art' at once return-
ed to the cases, and in the evening the cases
are replaced on the hives, to be cleaned up and
be ready for the fall crop, and safe from the
moth, even if the fall crop fails to put in an
appearance.
Now, Mr. Editor, I believe in all improve-

ments that improve; but, candidly, I would
not accept as a gift a full equipment of modern
bee-escapes for my apiary. To people who
brush the bees from the large frames, or who
use only one case per hive to extract from, or to
any one who likes to " tinker "' with bees, or to
the section-honey people, the escape may have
a pecuniary value; but with my shallow frames
with close-fitting end-bars, I say, not any for
me.

In good seasons my yield is often from 12.5 to
160 lbs. per colony, spring count; and to raise
all these heavy cases from the brood-chamber
just to place an escape-board on the same, and
then replace the cases, where one operation
would do as well—yes, better—in the first place,
and with a smaller percentage of crushed bees,
doesn't strike my ideas of economy of labor
very favorably. I have by this method remov-
ed ton after ton of honey per day. always choos-
ing the days when the bees were flying freely;
and although the time chosen is the close of
the season, so that one extracting will do in tlie

place of two or three, T iiave never used for
this purpose a tent over the hive (we are pro-
vided with your folding bee-tents, and would
not be without them, however, for some other
operations). The fact of the matter is, a prac-
ticed hand will, by this method, remove the
honey and place the cover on the brood -nest in
less time than any one man could brush the
bees from the combs, and the hive is closed,
and you are away to the next one before the
robbers get started. Another thing, this meth-
od doesn't hang fire. There is no escape to get
choked or clogged by dead bees, and no smoth-
ering of the workers. Of course, it is a self-

evident fact that our cases must be bee-tight
everywhere except at the cones, to prevent
robbing; but we take it for granted that such
is the case with others as with us.

Monroe, la., Nov., 189."}. J. A. Nash.

[One objection to your plan occurs to us. and
it is this: By the shake-out plan there will be a
few bees left, and these, according to our experi-
ence, will be for the most part young bees.
Now, when you tier up these cases in various
parts of the apiary with a bee-escape, they (the
young bees) will be lost on emerging from the
cones. Perhaps in telling how this is with you,
you would also be glad to tell us why you pre-
fer the shallow brood-chamber. As you are a
practical bee-keeper we should be glad to hear
from you farther, as we believe you could give
us many practical hints.]

HOFFMAN FRAMES DISCUSSED; V EDGES.

DR. MII.I.ER HA.S DEflDKI) THAT HE AVANT.S NO
LOOSE HANGING FRAMES.

Quite a number of my hives are getting too
poor to be longer used, and well they may, for
most of them have been in use 2.5 yeai'S or more.
If they had been kept well nainted, no doubt
they would now be in a good deal better shape.
But I think it possible that they are right who
think that a hive without paint is better for
the bees. Even if a painted hive is just as

good for the bees, I doubt the economy of paint-
ing, for wouldn't the amount of painting need-
ed in 25 years cost more than a new hive-body?
lint I suspect I nuuie a mistake in not having
the covers painted. A painted cover is less
likely to warp and check.
Most of my frames are 18 by 9. Years ago I

got started in that size, having bought out J.
Vandervort, the foundation-mill man. when he
left Marengo. I don't think th" difference be-
tween that size and the standard Langstroth
size amounts to much; but while changing I

may as well be in fashion with the rest of the
fraternity. So practically I am to adopt a new
hive: and as it will probably be for life, it will
readily be seen that I am deeply interested in
the whole question of hives and iframes.
Most important to decide is the frame. As to

size, 17X by 9^8 seems so generally accepted
that I feel pretty safe in adopting it. I should
prefer something standard to something that is

better, if the latter is only a very little better.
But after settling on the size, the rest of the
way is not so clear. There are several things
to be decided, and there is no long-settled stan-
dard. As to some things I am pretty well set-
tled, but not so much so as to others.

I feel very sure that I don't want a loose
hanging frame. I've tried them very thoroughly
for a good many years. With loose frames,
exact spacing is an impossibility. Even approx-
imate exactness is not compatible with rapid
handling. Space too far apart, and you have
brace-combs in plentv. Space too close, and
the space is filled with propolis. Then the
spacing differently at different times makes
trouble. Here's one of the troubles that's not
always noticed: Two combs facing esich other
are filled with honey, and sealed. Then the
frames and spacing are in some way changed,
so that there is quite a space between the sealed
surfaces: and, the harvest crowding, the b(>es

commence the n(>w cells directly on the sealed
surface. That makes it just the same as so
much wood under the first capping, for the bees
will never uncap it. With loose hanging
frames, no matter how carefully spaced, if the
hive be tipped up and a look taken at the bot-
tom-bars, it will be seen that the spacing is

any thing but regular, some of the bottom-bars
having nearly an inch space between them, and
others touching. At least, that's the way mine
are.

I know tliere are some who prefer to have
brace and burr combs, but I think the great
majority don't want them. I'm sure I don't.
They seem to me dauby, wasteful, and trouble-
some. With brace-combs you can not handle
frames rapidly without killing a great many
bees. There may be^something in the argument
that bees will moi'e readily go up into the
supers if plenty of waste combs are built be-
tween. But bees can be induced to go into the
supers by better means. As exact spacing
seems to be necessary for the prevention of
braces and burrs, and as there is no practical
way to have exact spacing with loose frames,
that seems to settle the question in favor of fix-

ed distances.

How shall fixed distances be secured? It is,

perhaps, harder to be settled on that point than
on any other. You, friend Root, have settled
upon the improved Hoffnum. That makes a
strong argument in favor of adopting it, for

two reasons: First. I am sure you have done so
after careful thought as to what is best; and,
second, I would rather have what is likely to
be standard and kept regularly in stock. But
after making a pretty fair trial of the Hoffman,
and, to a less extent, the improved Hoffman. I

must say I am not greatly in love with the im-
provement.
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The improvement consists in having a space
between top-bars the entire length, thus having
less cii an ce to kill bees, and having the frames
rest on folded tin so as to slide easily. Theo-
retically that looks like an improvement, but in
practice it has not seemed so. Whatever the
reason may be, I find it as easy to slide the old-
fashioned Hoffman top-bars on the wood rab-
bets—at least, it seems so to me. The number
of bees killed by the ends of the top-bars, where
they touch, is not very great at most; and,
being thus closed, there will be no propolis de-
posited on the rabbet. Will not the little chan-
nel, back of the tin, be in time entirely filled up
with propolis? Unless I see some objection
other than I now see, I want the ends of the
top-bars to be close-fitting.

The improved Hoffman has the upper ends
of the end-bars close-fitting, and one side
brousrht to a sharp edge, no doubt with the
view of killing fewer bees. Theoretically, one
would expect the angle thus formed to become
filled with propolis. I understand there is no
such trouble, practically, at Medina. There is

at Marengo; and if, with time enough, that
angle is not filled full at Medina, I shall b<-

greatly surprised; and. when thus filled, it will
be worse than having both edges of the top- bar
full width, because a surface of bee-glue is

worse than a surface of wood.
With frames spaced ]•*„ from center to center,

I feel pretty safe in saying that the main part
of the top-bar should be 1>8 wide. The reasons,
I gave not long ago in Gleanings; namely,
that, with J4 inch between top-bars, there was
the greatest freedom from brace-combs.

I think I want the top-bar % thick. It seems
to be quite generally conceded that a thick top-
bar helps to prevent brace-combs. Let me say
here, that I believe that the prevention of
brace-combs goes a long way toward prevent-
ing burr-combs over top-bars; for if brace-
combs are started between top-bars, it seems
easy to continue them upward as burr-combs.
Even if a thick top-bar should make no dif-

ference as to braces and burrs. I still think
there is good reason for having %. An inch
might be better, but I suppose it would be a
good deal more expensive, and % will do very
well. One reason for a thick top-bar is. that a
thick one will not sag. And if your top-bar
sags, away goes exactness of space between top-
bar and whatever is placed over; and without
exactness of space, away goes eNemption from
burr-combs. Another reason for a thick top-
bar is. that I believe it is not well to have sec-
tions too near the brood-combs. When I used
wide frames to hold st^ctions, I practiced put-
ling a frame of brood in the upper siory between
two wide frames, the more readily to get the
bees to work there. If left there till the bees
commenced sealing tlie sections, they were
always sealed dark. So I believe it is well to
have the sections farther from the brood-combs
by means of a thick top-bar.

So, with my present light it seems to me that
I want the old-fashioned Hoffman frame, with
a top-bar \% by %. I shall look with great in-
terest for foot-notes at the bottom of this: and
if I am wrong in any of my views, I am willing
—at least a little bit willing—to be converted
from the error of my ways by the editor or any
of the friends. C. C. Millek.
Marengo, 111.

[One of the bitterest pills that an editor has to
swallow is to have something in print out of
place. Well, it seems we dictated two foot-
notes to two consecutive articles from Dr. C. C.
Miller. By sonn- hocus-pocus they got togeth-
er and were stuck on the article that appeared
uu page 84.5 of last issue. The major part of

the footnote belonged to the article above. As
both articles were on kindred subjects, and
having read both of them at the time of having
made the footnotes, we did not read the one
that" appeared in Gleanings in coiuiection
with the double footnote. The reader will,
therefore, find the answer to Dr. Miller's article
above on page 840 of our Uist issue. We would
have given a cooky to see Dr. M. scratching his
head, trying to make out what that footnote
had to do with his article. If he and our read-
ers will forgive us this time we will promise
not to do it again.]

THE NORTH AMERICAN BEE-KEEPERS' CON-
VENTION AT CHICAGO.

REPORT CONTINUED FROM PAGE 8.50, LAST ISSUE:.

By E. R. Root.

MORNING SESSION, SECOND DAY.
First in order was a paper from R. F. Holter-

mann on

THE PRODUCTION OF COMR HONEY.
He regarded, as of prime importance, the

man and the locality. One in a poor locality
could not compet>' with a bee-keeper in a good
one. As to the hive there was a great diversity
of opinion and great diversity of conditions.
While he would not lay down any particular
hive, he considered any great deviation from
the Langstroth hive and frame a mistake. As
to the super, he would like an arrangement
that would protect all four sides and the up-
right edges of the sections; but as it was not
practicable to insert and remove sections from
such an arrangement, he preferred the section-
holder device—that is, a single- tier wide frame,
without a top-bar. From this the sections
could be removed easily; and as the sections
came out clean, he preferred it. A'< to the size

of section, that depended upon the convenience
of the market, and what the supply-dealer rec-
ommended. All of these pointed toward the
43^x4J4. So far this was easy to decide, but not
so the width. In Canada. 95 i)er cent used
sections IK inches wide; a few l^g, l^. ]% and
1%; but the demand was increasing for luirrow-
er sections. As to the bees themselves, he
would not go in so much for beauty as for busi-
ness. He considered it a mistake for queen-
breeders to run so much toward popular de-
mands. Regarding the management, the bees
should have plenty of good stores in the fall of
the year. Hives should be leveled up with a
spirit-level. The greatest cleanliness should
be observed. The bottom -bars and top- bars
should be scraped, and only such stocks as
have bright clean combs should be used. He
would use full sheets of foundation, and let the
bees swarm, and thought this latter especially
was an important factor in the production of
comb honey. In the brood-nest he would use
starters and hive on these. It was a mistake to
try to discourage swarming. No apiary, he be-
lieved, should be run entirely for comb honey
alone. At the close of the comb honey harvest
the extracting-supers should be put on, and thus
avoid unfinished sections.
Some discussion an.se as to the advisability

of hiving on starters. R. L. Tayloi- thought we
did not want to use them for comb honey. Re-
feiTing to his experiments in the Review, he
said that they showed it wa'^n't profitable. Mr.
Holtermann urged that one experiment could
not be taken as absolute, and Mr. Kretchmer
thought that the honey-flow made quite a dif-

ference. N. D. West agreed, and added that
he used to favor starters, but preferred now to

hive on five combs. Some one in the conven-
tion, whose name we did not get, said that Mr.
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"VV. talked like a bee-keeper of only a few colo-
nies. Mr. West was promptly asked how many
colonies he had. " Four 'hundred, in three or
four out-apiaries." This raised quite a laugh
at the expense of the other bee-keeper who had
just spoken. Mr. E. T. Abbott, referring to the
experiments of Mr. Taylor in the Ttevieiv. could
not see the use of being so exact, and thought
the taking account of the small fractions of an
•ounce all nonsense, and a waste of time. Mr.
Taylor and others insisted that wc must have
exactness, so as to compare results.

KEPOKT FROM THE Al'STKAI.IAN DELEGATE.
Although this convention was represented by

t)ee-keepers who had come great distances,
none had come further than J. W. Pender, a
f'elegate from the Hunter River Eee-K'eepers'
Association, in Australia. At this point in the
proceedings the president called on him for an
address, to which Mr. Pender kindly responded.
It afforded him no little pleasure to meet Amer-
ican bee-keepers, and to have the pleasure of
meeting them at this time, in such a represen-
tative gathering. As to the bee-keepers of his
own country, he was happy to say that they
were following after American methods. The
Langstroth hive and system had been adopted
almost exclusively. As to a country for bees,

he believed they had the best in the world.
The resources were such that, in three years'
time, he thought they could supply the markets
-of Great Britian. They had in profusion all

the great honey-plants of the world, such as
white clover, lucerne (or alfalfa), basswood, a
rgreat variety of gum-trees, eucalyptus, besides
a large number that were peculiar to their own
country. The honey was of the first quality

—

indeed, was so white in color, and so mild in

taste, that the buyers in London were suspicious
•of it—that is, they thought it could not be pure
—that it must be sugared. They produced al-

most exclusively extracted honey, because
comb honey, owing to their hot climate, would
break down in shipment. Their bees could
gather honey nine months in the year, and the
average per colony was over 200 lbs., besides
increase. One apiary of 17 colonies produced
7000 lbs. of honey, and increased to 90. His own
apiary of 40 colonies yielded 9(j0 lbs. in 14 days.
A letter of a later date says that this apiary of
40 colonies had produced 3700 lbs., and he ex-
pected to get 3000 lbs. more yet. All of this
would be obtained inside of 90 days. As to price,

they realized about 8 cts.

BUKR AND BRACE COMBS.

This was the subject next under considera-
tion. To avoid confusion. President Miller
defined /*race-combs as those that are built
between the top-bars, and that burr combs
were those that were built hetiveen top-bars
and the next set of frames or cover. The ques-
tion was asked, how many did not care for burr
and brace comb'^. The discussion showed that,
while a fesv did not. the great majority did
•object To them. Opinions varied as to how
thi*y might be dispensed with. Some thought
it tiot necessary to have thick top-bars: that a
'4 inch bee-space between frames and the next
st't of frames or cover, and a top-bar not less

than an inch, or, better, 1 jV inches, would pre-
^'ent brace-combs; but it was urged that correct
bee-spaces could not be maintained unless top-
bars were thick enough to be proof against sag-
gine, and that thickness had something to do
with the matter. Testimony was not wanting,
to show that the wide and thick top-bars did
almost entirely prevent brace-combs. The
question was then asked, how many thought
honev - boards necessary. A show of hands
develiiped a vote of .'iU for them and .57 against
them. The president here remarked that a

large change had taken place among the mem-
bers of this convention. It was formerly held
that the honey-board could hardly be dispensed
with in practical apiculture; and James Hed-
don, on the floor of this convention a few years
ago, had said that, when a brick might be
thown up and not come down, then and only
then could the honey-board be dispensed with.

AFTERNOON SESSION.

The discussion on the subject of burr and
brace combs was renewed. Mr. Alpaugh. of
Ontario, was one of those who held that a 34-
inch horizontal bee-space, with a top-bar one
inch wide, would largely do away with burr-
combs; nothing would entirely prevent them.
When the question was asked as to how far
this opinion might be shared by others, 21 held
up their hands. Others urged that exact spac-
ing had largely to do with the matter. In
response to the question as to what was the
right distance for spacing, the general opinion
seemed to be for 1% inches, although some pre-
ferred IV- President Miller called attention to
the fact that but Utile had been said regarding
/>rr(ce-combs—those bits of wax between the
top-bars. One thing he knew—that V to ^^
space between the bars made all the difference
from none to plenty of brace-combs. He had
also found that a top-bar J.s deep was essential
in preventing both burr and brace combs. He
had tried the thinner top-bars, but found them
not as satisfactory.
We next listened to an address by T. G. New-

man, on the subject of the scope and work of
the National Bee-keepers' Union. At the last

election of officers the constitution had been
amended in such a way as to allow the Union
to exert its influence and devote its resources
for any purpose in the interest of the pursuit.
Its powers were circumscribed only by its avail-

able funds, and it remained, therefore, with the
Advisory Board to determine its legitimate
work. Prominent among the later suggestions
was, that the Union should assume the aggres-
sive, and prosecute adulterators. Much as he
approved of that sentiment, he was compelled
to admit there were difficulties to be encounter-
ed, because of the diversity of laws in several
States. What was needed was a general law,
enacted by the eeneral Congress, against the
adulteration of all kinds of food, applicable to
every State. Until this was done, he feared we
should labor in vain. Another difficulty was,
that the analyzation of honey by chemists could
not always be relied on. The reason of much
of this confusion lay in the fact that honey
from different localities varied. He was glad
to notice, however, that the professors them-
selves were endeavoring to overcome all diffi-

culties. Another phase of legitimate work for

the Union was. to make its influence felt in

legislative halls in preventing unjust enact-
ments; and test cases in every State, where
suits were begun against bee-keepers, were de-
sirable. The moral effect of the Union was
wonderful. Lawyers, judges, and juries, as
w(»ll as quarrelsome neighbors, were all influ-

enced by the fact that an organization stood
I'eady to dc^fend us. In an existence of only
eight y(>ars the Union had won victories to be
proud of. It has compelled the courts to render
just and fair decisions, and has won valuable
precedents.

Prof. H. W. Wiley, Chief Chemist of the De-
partment of Agriculture, Washington. D. (.'.,

was present, and was called upon. He thanked
the bee-keepers for the kindly interest they
had taken in his work. 1I'> had recognized
that there were two grt^at points necessary for

success; litst, the production of something;
and, second, a market. While a few may keep
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bees for love and pleasure, the great majority
kept them for pi'ofit; therefore the maintain-
ing of a good marliet was of prime importance.
While he could not do any thing in the way of
helping the matter of production, he could
assist in finding a market; that is, he could
prevent, to some extent, competition, by point-
ing out the adulterated fabrications on the
market, and warning consumers against their
use. If bee-keepers knew how much they had
been cheated by having these mixtures come in

competition with their pure goods, they would
be surprised. Three years ago he and his asso-
ciates had purchased in the open market a
variety of samples of liquid honpy. and found
45 per cent of them glucosed. Glucose was the
principal adulterant, and the detection of this
article in honey was absolutely certain. Some
kinds of plant-lice honey, and certain fabrica-
tions made up of sugar fed to bees, might not
in all cases be recognized; but the chemists
were working on this problem, and would have
the matter settled soon. He did not regard
sugar syrup fed to bees, and afterward taken as
honey, as a pure article. He for one would call

it adulterated. In conclusion, he begged to

assure the bee-keepers that his scientific breth-
ren would keep pace with the work. He for

one would leave no stone unturned to detect
every possible adulteration which could be
practiced, and thus give to the bee-keepers a
pure and open market.
Some little discussion followed the address of

Prof. Wiley, in which the matter of Mr. Muth's
honey being classed by the chemists as adul-
terated was brought up. Mr. Muth himself
did not have much faith in the analyses of
chemists. He had been in the honey business
many years, and felt confident that he had
never sold nor put up under his labels any thing
but the pure honey. It was shown, however,
that the samples of honey reputed to have
come from Mr. Muth, and which was pronounc-
ed by the chemists adulterated, had a spurious
label; and some held the view that, as Mr.
Muth had established a reputation for honest
goods, unprincipled glucose-mixers had coun-
terfeited his label. The feeling in the conven-
tion seemed to be strong that, whatever the
chemical analysis might show, Mr. Muth him-
self would put up and sell only the pure honey;
and that, if the analysis were correct. Mr. Muth
himself had been imposed on by unprincipled
parties who had copied his label and name.
At this point the president did a very unex-

pected thing; but all is well that ends well. He
said that, as Mr. Newman, formerly of the Amer-
ican Bee Journal, and Prof. Wiley also, were
present, between whom differences had formerly
existed.it was a grand time to effect a reconcili-
ation in open convention; and thereupon he in-

troduced Mr. Newman to Prof. Wiley. They
shook hands amid the enthusiastic applause of
the whole convention. Although antagonistic
feelings may have existed between bee-keepers
and Prof. Wiley, the last vestiges of them. I am
happy to believe, had almost wholly vanished
at this time. The professor feels that he made
a mistake in starting the comb-honey canard,
and gave expression to that sentiment at the
meeting in Washington. The members of this
convention, after having heard him. I think,
begin to understand him a little better; and
that, so far from being their arch-enemy, he is

disposed to do all in his power to give every
assistance possible, with all that his position
signifies.

We next listened to a paper read by Sec. Pen-
ton, from Samuel Simmins, of Mapassa Villa,
England, on the subject of "Swarming, and the
Prevention of Swarms." First of all. the writ-
er said, it is a natural instinct, whereby young

queens are secured, and new homes are formed^
While locality had something to do, also, with
the desire for swarming, he considered the
general neglect of the apiarist in having poor
and crooked combs, where cells could be easily
started, had moie to do with it. Th<> usual
plan for prevention, where comb honey was the
object, was to put on the sections before the
swarming season had been reached; but this
was only partially successful. When runoidng
for extracted honey, the problem was far more
simple, providing there were plenty of empty
combs, and an extra set of brood-chambers;
but, after all. prevention was not always se-

cured by such unlimited space. One trouble
was, that bee-keepers kept queens that were
too old. Young queens should be given, and
that during the fall, and not during the time
that nature usually gives them at the time of
natural increase, and when the bees can least
aft'ord to make the change. The plan that he
advocated principally In connection with hav-
ing young queens, was, to put an empty brood-
chamber under the usual brood - chamber,
before the latter became crowded. The frames
in the lower chamber had only 14-inch guides,
and surplus apartment was worked as usual
above the brood-chamber. Anticipating that
some would urge that they could not get the
bees to work above with so much room below,
he said he had never found the least difficulty.

Quite a little discussion followed the reading
of this paper. H. R. Board man asked the ques-
tion whether it were really desirable to pre-
vent swarming. In his opinion, it was not.
The new swarms would gather enough more
honey to make up for the slight annoyance, and
the loss of time consequent upon getting ready,^

and starting a new home. He gave quite a
number of instances to show that the new
swarm would run away ahead of the parent
colony. For instance, one old colony he had on
the scales, gathered 5 lbs, a day before it cast a.

swarm, against 12 lbs. a day for the new swarm
later on. Pres. Miller, to bring the matter be-
fore the convention, asked those to rise who
believed that, for best results in comh honey, it

was desirable to prevent swarming. Thirty-
one rose to their feet.

When the converse of the question was stat-
ed, 53 arose. Then Pres. Miller asked those to
rise who believed that, for the best results in
extracted honey, it was desirable to prevent
swarming. Two members signilied that it was
desirable, against 49 who thought not.

R. C. Aikin, of Colorado, favored some system
to prevent swarming in the production of comb
honey. He said that, in a term of five years, he
would produce more comb honey, by running
on the non-swarming plan, on the principle of
dequeening. than the best man we could pick
out in the convention, who would allow his bees
to swarm. He would control swarms every
time if he could, because, during the operation
of swarming, valuable time was lost; but in

going on the non-swarming plan we must know
how to make the bees work.

C. F. Muth stated that the reason why the
new swarm did better was because the old bees
were the ones that gathered the honey, and
that, as a rule, they went off with the swarm.
It was urged, however, by others in the conven-
tion, that the whole question as to the desira-
bility of preventing or allowing swarms depend-
ed largely on locality—one furnishing long-
continued or one with short, heavy honey-flows.
The plan that had worked the best in one local-

ity would not necessarily do for another.
Mr. Alpaugh, of Canada, was then asked to

give his method of preventing swarming. He
smiled somewhat doubtfully, and said that, for

comb honey, he did not know that he had any>
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For extracted honoy he would give an abun-
dance of room and tier up. He did not indorse
the idea of Mr. Simniiiis. that an empty hive
placed under the brood-nest would prevent
swarming. Ho had tried it, and found it would
not work. If he put tin; emitly chamber any-
where, he would put it aliove. He was then
asked to give his system for i)roducing comb
honey, in response to which he said he preferred
new swarms. He hived them on an extra
brood-nest having only starters—starters at-

tached to top- bars, a plump inch wide, and the
frames themselves spaced close. Over this he
put a qu< en-excluder and then sections. When
he hived on starters there was much less liabil-

ity of swarming.
As discussion up to this point had been large-

ly on the matter of preventing swarms, some
one asked the question as to what was the best
method to secure increase, when increase alone
was the object. Pres. Miller asked those who
considered artificial swarming or dividing the
most rapid means for accomplisliing this end,
to rise. vSixty - three responded.* Then he
asked those to rise who preferred the natural-
swarming method. No one got up.

EVENING SES.SION.

The grading of honey was the first thing un-
der discussion. The plan adopted at the Wash-
ington convention was then read. For some
reason or other the members seemed to take
very little interest, and finally it was voted to

take no action one way or the other. This was,
no doubt, somewhat of a surprise. Either the
convention had got tired of the subject, or else

it seemed impracticable to do any thing with it

at all. A paper was then read from Mr. Muth,
on the grading of honey. He took the ground
that any scheme that might bf propo'^ed by any
body of bee-keepers would not be accepted by
honey-buyers and commission men generally.
Their own markets required special grading,
and they would adhere to whatever suited
their purpose best. He gave some good sugges-
tions on putting up extracted honey for market.
It was surprising, the lack of knowledge that
bee-keepers seem to show in putting up their
honey. A short time before, a consignment of

extracted honey had been shipped to him, put
up in barrels that had previously been soaked
with water to make them tight. This was the
worst thing that could have been done, for it

was a well-known fact that honey would ab-
sorb water. When the honey-buyer or commis-
sion man came to mak(^ out his report, that so

many pounds had leaked out, the shipper would
complain, and begin to doubt the statement of

the consignee, and the result would be trouble
all around. Barrels sliould be thoroughly
dried, and the hoops driven down before put-
ting honey into them.

QUEENS GETTING THROUGH PERFORATED
ZINC.

DIJ. Mir.LKR SAYS THAT THOSE QUEENS WHICH
GOT THROUGH PEKFOHATION8 ^^''0^7 WIDE

WEKE KEAHEI) DURING 8WAHM-
ING TIME.

That letter of Dr. Tinker's, on page 829. to-

gether with the lengthy footnote, makes very
interesting reading. According to the testi-

mony tliere given, it appears that the best size

for queen-excluding zinc is somewhere not less

than '^"(i'a of an inch, and not more than -^'()^(i'(^,
a

range of yTili'lTo of an inch to settle, or about f of

*As tViere was an atteiidance at most of tlie ses-

sions of at least 200, it must nut be understood that
all voted on tliese questions.— Ed.

•,V of an inch. I would say that, if all my ex-
cluders had perforations of the same size as the
sample sent, tlu^n I am of the opinion that ^^Q^a

is not too small, for I had no evidence that the
workers were hindered in passing through,
unless possibly more loads of pollen were found
lying loose than if no excluder had been there.

But after reading the conclusions reached

—

conclusions which seem to have been reached
with care—and after comparing with them ray
own experience, I confess I am all in a muddle.
Without further delay, however. I'll try to com-
ply with your implied request, Mr. Editor, "to
give a history of that queen which got through
perforations only i\;ip„ inch wide." There were
several of her—just how many I can not posi-

tively say. Dr. Tinker has given a diagnosis of

the case, according to which the queens were
abnormally snuiU, raised in a time of dearth by
removal of the queen from a strong colony.
Couldn't have got much farther oft', doctor,

although your diagnosis may be pefectly justi-

fied by the data you had to work on. Instead
of " a time during the season when little or no
honey was coming in,"' the queens in question,

at least those which were virgins, were laised

during a flow of honey, never exceeded during
my experience, if. indeed, it was ever equaled.
Instead of the queen being removed, thus forc-

ing the bees to rear another, in every case the
queens were the result of natural swarming,
pure and simple. As to their being undevelop-
ed, and thus below the normal size, I can not
speak minutely on that point, as I had no
means of measuring their size, even if I had
thought of such a thing; but measuring by the

eye after seeing a good many queens, I should

say they were fully up to the average size. One
of them, at least, was an old laying queen, and
one of the virgin ijueens was daughter of a
queen sent me from Florida by Dr. J. P. Mur-
dock, a queen remarkable for her large size.

Other queens tried, and tried repeatedly, to

go through the excluders, and failed. Why
that should be, or why queens of full size should

go through when they ought to have stayed in,

according to all measurements, are things I

don't pretend to say. You, gentlemen, are the

lawyers in the case, the judge and the jury,

and I throw myself on the mercy of the court.

I await with much interest your verdict,

whether it be that there were some perforations

larger than others, or that I was mistaken en-

tirely in my observations, or that there is some
other way of explaining what seems to be inex-

plicable. All that I know at present is. that

swarms issued accompanied by these queens
that went through the excluders, some of the

swarms being hived and some of them escaping

to parts unknown.

THAT SUGGESTED IMPROVEMENT IN FRAMES.

I'm glad to see full discussion as to what is

best in a frame, and friend Scudder's letter on
page 830 is quite interesting. If the extreme
ends of the top bars do not touch each other, I

see no reason why they may not just as well be
narrowed down to % as to be left wider. That
will !eav<' a space of % between; but at that
point there is not much likelihood that brace-
combs will be built. Mnt I bc^lieve I would
rather have the ends l-*s than :^<. Then there
will be no need of the tin rabbet, and it may be
a question whether there is need of more finger-

room to handle the framiis. Even if a space of

X be allowed to take hold of the frames, will it

not be nec(^ssary to pry th<>m loose before tak-
ing hold of them? and. while prying loose, may
we not just as well pry them apart far enough
to take hold of them readily? Is that open
passage through the ends of the top-bars an
advantage? Do the be(!s go directly up the
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end of the hive to the super without going
through the brood -nest?
Friend Scndder objects to a lop-bar % thick,

because bees don't iil<e to travel so far. I have
had no ditiiculty in getting my bees to wori<
through a greater space, mal<ing it worse by
having two ?^ air spaces to cross. If the bees
go up the end of the hive, then the thickness of
the top-bar will not matter. There is surely a
little more danger of sagging with % than with
X; and. as I have already said, if there were
no need of thickness to prevent sagging or
brace-combs, 1 should still want the greater
thickness as security against darkening the
sections by too great nearness to the brood-nest.

DRONE CELLS FOK QUEEN-CUPS.
Friend Cormal. who gives the ingenious way

of handling royal jelly on page 811, will hanily
object to drone cells in which to start young
queens, when he remembers that just as large
queens are started in worker-cells as in queen-
cells. In neither case are the bees limited to
the usual size of a worker or a drone cell, such
cell not being really occupied by the young
queen at the last, but only a prolongation of
the cell. At least, I suppose the drone-cell
would be used much as the worker-cell.
Doesn't friend Cormal make the diameters of

cells too small? Ought not the worker to be
5% instead of ^^, and the drone w^ instead of ^v?
Marengo, III', c. C. Millek."

[Well, now, doctor, we were in hopes you
would say that those queens were reared under
abnormal conditions, and would admit that
they were abnormally small; but when you say
they were reared under the swarming impulse,
we are forced to the conclusion that a few good
queens, even when reared under ihe swarming
impulsu,may besmailer than the average of their
sisters. We liave carefully measured with a
micrometer every row of perforations iu our
zinc: the largest perforaiions are not as large
as those of Dr. Tinker's lot; and the smallest
perforations are about ^(,. But with only two
exceptions do the hole^ vary in size from the
16.5 mark. In one, we lielifve the hole measured
1(59 and the other 1(54. Tho holes that your
queen got througn were t'on^- hi'uce we must
conclude that zinc can't be made to exclude all

queens, but it does the great majority, there is

no doubt.
We do not think so much of that Scudder

top- bar as we did. The foreman of our wood-
working building says it is a very expensive
thing to make, because the la'Jt cuts— those
which narrow up the ends of X\\o top-bars to
give the finger room, would have to be done
one at a time, and, worse than all. each top-
bar would have to be handled sep.iraiely. This
would make them so expensive that very few
bee-keepers would want to buy them. We can
narrow up the end'^ of the top bars providing
we do not have to have a different thickness

—

that is, any thing thicker than % inch. Hello!
hero is an article from Dr. Tinker, on the zinc
question:]

THE PERFORATED -ZINC ftUESTION, AGAIN.

THE SLIGHT DIFFERENCE IN SIZE OF DIFFER-
ENT VARIETIES OF BEES; THE EXACT

RIGHT SIZE.

Friend Root:—I was greatly interested in

your note to my article on page 830 I note tlie

slight difference in our conclusions about the
"exact right size" the perforations in queen-
excluder zinc should be, and can account for
the same only on the suggestion you have
given; viz., that my Syrio albinos may be a

little larger than the average Italian. There-
is certainly a small difference in the size of
bees, not only in the same colony, but between
different strains. I have had but one colony of
Carniohins. and I am sure they were no larger
than the bees of my strain. As my Syrio-
albinos have been frequently crossed with
drones from choice unrelated Italian queens,
this will account for their large size and great
working qualities. The most of my queens are
directly descended from a pure Syrian mother,
and I believe the stock to be invaluable. From
the frequent crossing with Italian drones, the
strain is practically Italian, although the bees
still show I heir Syrian origin after some nine^

years of breeding. Thanks for your reference
to them.
From II that has been said it appears that

qiieen-excludi'r zinc may vary in size all the
way from ]^on% to iVoa- '"-'k^ g've good results.

It only remains for bee-keepers to know that
no really good and valuable queen can get
through such zinc. Dr. G. L. Tinker.
New Philadelphia, O., Nov. 14.

Lad/es' Conversazione.

SWARMING VERSUS NON-S'WARMING.

A STRONG ARGUMENT IN FAVOR OF LETTING
BEES SWARM.

Ed. Gleanin(js:~As I have seen no reports
from this part of the world. I will send mine to-

swell tlit^ list of " Reports Encouraging." Last
fall I had 40 colonies of Italians in eight- frame
Dovetailed hives. We left them on their sum-
mer stands on Heddon hivcvstands. We put a
piece of heavy ducking cut to fit tin' hive over
the frames, aiid then set on the empty super,

and put in a, chaff cushion big enough to fill

it. The cover was then put on. and nothing:
more was done until about the middle of
March, when we looked them over, and found
that there had been no winter loss, and we had
no weak colonies. We found two queenless
ones, however, and doubled them up on others.

The cloth was plastered down tight, and l^he-

hives were dry and lots of brood started. Some
weie short of feed, so we fed out about 300 lbs.

of honey that we had stored away in brood-
combs for that purpose. We put out four
combs a day until we used them all, and then
fed 150 lbs. of sugar.

Oui- first surphis honey came in on the 15th of
June, and almost at once the bees made prepa-
raiioti for swarming. I set apart 25 colonies for
comb honey, and ran the other 22 lor extracted
honey. I vvanted honey more than bees, and
determined to keep tlu^ comb-honey bees at
work and not let ihem swarm. Every Monday
I went through those 25 colonies and cut out all

the queen-cells. I continued this treatment
for four weeks. In the meantime the bees
loafed and did but little except gnaw the foun-
dation out of their sections. Finally I conclud-
ed that they could do no worse if I let them
swarm, so I let them go and hived the swarms
in eight frame hives on four frames with two-
inch ' starters of foundation, and added four
frames of honey from their old hive. I put on
supers at once, and they began to carry the
honey up and store it in S(^ctions. Before th(>

season ended they had made me over .50 lbs. of
beautiful honey to the hive. Henceforth my
bees shall swarm as soon as I can get them to

do .so, unless Gleanings can tell me how to

make them so to work.
My 22 colonies made 4640 lbs. of honey, as
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nice as I ever extracted. I increased some by
aniticiiil swarming; but the extracted honey
ail came from the spring count of 22 colonies.

I luive now to show, from my 47 colonies,
spring count, 1300 lbs. of comb honey; 4(140 lbs.

of extracted honey and several pounds of wax,
and 87 colonies of bees. I began four years ago
with three colonies and Root's ABC, having
nevei' seen the inside of a hive before. Last
year I had to treat for foul brood, which put
me back; but by a close study of A B C and
•Gleanings, and a good deal of hard work, I

am ready to handle my bees for profit.

What has become of the '" Ladies' Conversa-
zione"? ] am afiaid the bee-kerping sisters are
backward about giving reports. I hope we
shall hear more from them.
Mancos, Col., Oct. 21. Mrs. A. J. Barbek.

[Your experience is directly in line with
what was said at the "Big Convention" at
Chicago. The great majority agreed that
much more honey would be secun^d by letting
bees swarm; that it was bad policy, from a
honey point of view, to tiy to ptwt^nt nature's
way of increase. Non - swarming would be
very nice: but so far it means, iii most cases,
little or no honey.]

A HOOSIEK LADY MAKKS INQUIRY FOR RAM-
BLER.

I had the pleasure of being at the grand bee-
keepers' convrntion at Chicago a part of the
time, and learned a few of the leading bee-
keepers whom we have been reading about,
and heard our brother from Australia, which
was all very interesting indeed. But my curi-
osity was not quite satisfied, for I saw no one
with an umbrella strapped across his back, who
claimed to be the Rambler. Tlien I came to
the conclusion he must look so much like other
people I did not recosnize him. So I have kept
watching and watching through the i)aper to

hear some one say they met Mr. J. H. M. at the
convention, but iiave failed so far; so I should
like to know what he was about, to let such a
convention oass by without his being there.
Snrely Mr. Wilder has led hiin astray, or some-
thing terrible has happened to him.

A HoostKR.

He/ids of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT FIELDS.

PICKING UP ROYAL .lELLY WITH A PIPETTE. OR
DROPPER, NOT A NEW IDEA.

On page 811, in your footnote to Mr. Jas. Cor-
mal. you say: "Our friend Mr. Cormal lias

struck a very ingenious way of extracting royal
jelly from the cell -cups. We never before
thought of the dropper (or, as it is sometimes
called, pipette) for this purpose." In 1888 or '8',t

I wrote you an article for (iLEANixos in which
I informed you of the success [ had in the use
of the firojjper. such as is used for dropping
medicines, in tran-^^ferring qne<>n larv;e from
queen-cells which I did not want, and substi-
tuting young larvic just hatched. I also wrote
to Dr. Tinker at the same time about luy siu*-

cpss with the dropper, as he and I were then
experimenting, "^'oii thoiislit so little of the
article you did not publish It. but wrote me you
did not understand what I meant, and. .not
having time to write again then, it passed "off.

Since then I have continued to use droppers of
different sizes for removing larvtc I don't care
for, and substiiuting such as I do want, in

queen-cells, and also for transferring royal

jelly. If yon are careful in transferring, with
a suitable size of dropper, the royal jelly and
larv;e just hatched to drone-cells, as with Mr.
Fooshe, you will seldom fail in getting bees to
accept them, and they produce large tine queens
too. Abbott L. Swinson.
(ioldsboro, N. C, Nov. 10.

[You are probably right, but we do not re-
member of your having written regarding the
pipette; but it seems we must have published
the article, froin what follows below from Mr.
H. L.Jeffrey:
On pap^e 811 you say, " We never liefore thought

of the dropper." At least four years ago, may be
five. I tried tlie dropi)er. The idea I got out of
Gle.\ninos, and I found it g-oi)d for ttiin jelly, also
tiptop to mix warm water witli tlie thiols jel'y to
makf it usable in cell-cups I have seen Mrs. M. E.
Tanner, Nortli Woodbury, ft., suck the jelly up
with a pipette, as far liack as 1890. She got it out of
Gi.KANiNGS. H. L. Jeffrey.
Woodbury Ct., Nov. 5.

This illustrates that, whatever wisdom or
knowledge the editor may lack, the subscribers
of GLEANiN(is are fully capaple of making up
the deficit. We are always glad to be corrected.
Both of the letti'rs above testify to the value of
the dropper, and there can be no doubt but that
it is a, good thing: and the queen-breeder who
fails to give it at least a trial may be missing
something of value.]

SHALL AVE LET THE MOISTURE FROM A COLO-
NY, PACKED IN SAWDUST, ESCAPE THROUGH

A VENTII-ATOR?
I am but a beginner in the bee-keeping busi-

ness, consequently I know but little about it.

But the experience 1 have had has taught me
that, in putting up bees for the winter, two
things sliould be had in mind: first, keep the
bees moderately warm; secondly, allow foul

air and dampne^s to escape from the hive.
Now. the question is. How shall we combine
these two principles? My plan is as follows: I

use the Hill device, burlap, H4 yards of cheese-
cloth, and sawdust, the latter coming up to
within an inch of the top of the super. I then
place in one of the back corners of the super a
ventilator, which is a block of wood A^i inches
long, wiih a :5< hohi through the center; wire
cloth is tackeu on one end, and four wire nails
are driven in so they stand out '4 of an inch, to

stand on the tin that holds the section-holder.
Newton, N(iv. 6. C. H. Sherwood.

[We are afraid your ventilator will sooner or
later lead you into trouble. We have tried
what amounti'd to i)ractically the same thing,
and have lost colonies. The difficulty seems to
be that an ope/i ventilator let- 1 he heat escape
too rapidly. 15(^tter u-e chiilf cushions, and
then if, toward spring, they b. rome damp, open
up the hives on the first warm sunny day, and
let the cushions dry out. T'le moisture will
U8Ui(Uy escape slowly throiiirh the cushions,
but not fast enough to allo\\ )ie<it to escape

—

the very thing we must economize as much as
possible.]

THE RAISING OF SWEET CLOVER SEED; A FEW
HINTS FRO.M II. P.. HOAKD.MAN.

There is no reason why the raising of sweet-
clover seed will not succeed if treated the same
as other clovi'is and grasses should l)e treated
10 insure successful seeding. I{ut don't be de-
luded into the general iu)tion that a few secnls

scattered carelessly over th<! field will he all

that is needed to stock it. to the exclusion of
every thing else, for you will be disappointed in

getting a seeding unless you take as much pains
with it as with any other clover; and I advise a
liberal seeding, not less than 8 or 10 quarts per
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acre. When once it gets possession it is a per-
sistent stayer unless yon ferd or cultivate it

out; but if let alone it will stay lor years. Cut-
ting it only seems to encourage its growth.

I have a good seeding now. sown during the
late freezes in March, with winter rye. I think
that as good as any way of seeding. It has
made a good record with me this summer as a
forage crop for pasture. ]?nt my stock have
eaten it so closely that it will not reseed. and I

shall pi-obably lose the seeding for the fnture.
I shall be pleased to answer any questions in
regard to sweet clover, through Gtranings.

H. R. BOARDMAN.
East Townsend, O., Oct. 2,5.

BINDING ON THE SIDES INSTEAD OF ON THE
ENDS OF ENAMELED CLOTHS.

It would be a great improvement to the en-
ameled quilts if the metal bindings were put at
the sides instead of the ends, so that the quilt
could be rolled up over a portion of the frames
in taking one out. As it is now made, the en-
tire quilt has to be removed in order to take
one frame out. exposing the tops of all the
frames to robbers, when perhaps only one
frame is required to be taken out.

W. B. McB^ARLANE.
Colyton, N. S. W., Australia, Sept. 14.

[The objection to having the binding at the
sides was because there was trouble in lifting
frames out of position. Tliis was especially
true of the old metal cornered frames on the
metal rabbets. With the new Hoffman or fixed
frames there would be no trouble; but why
have any enameled cloths at all ? We do not
use them on our new hives. The new top-bars
and the small bee-spaces render any cloth or
quilt unnecessary.]

PROF. COOK SOON TO BK A RESIDENT OF CAL-
IFORNIA.

There is no longer any doubt in regard to
Prof. Cook's coming to California. In a letter
of recent date he states, "I shall be with you,
body and heart, about Jan. 1." It is not neces-
sary to tell Californians who Prof. Cook is, and
the grand work he has accomplished in the
field of science. Horticulturist and agricultur-
ist, as well as apiculturist. will rejoice at his
return to the Pacific coast, and all will join in
giving him a right royal welcome.

(teo. W. Brodbeck.
Los Angeles, Cal., Oct. 21.

[We have known for some time that we of
the East were about to lose one of our best and
most valuable men in the personage of Prof.
Cook. For various reasons the change has
seemed necessary. He has been an exceedingly
busy man, and overwork, we fear, has told too
heavily upon his health, rendering a change of
climate and a change of work necessary. What
will be Michigan's loss will be California's
gain.J

HOFFMAN FRAMES. NEW AND OLD STYLE.
PKOOF AGAINST BURR-COMBS; SELF SPACING

SATISFACTORY, BUT BOTTOM-BARS TOO
NARROW.

Friend Root:—I see you are wanting reports
on self-spacing frames, so a faultless self-

spacing frame will be found out; and I do hope
you will succeed, and send out such a one in
1894. I will give you my experience on the
Hoffman frames, as I have about 900 in use. I

have about 200 of the old style, and the remain-
der are of the new style. The old style have
given good satisfaction so far as brace and burr
combs are concerned; but the end of the frames
and the wood rabbets become so propolized in

time that they are hard to manipulate; how-
ever, with the tin rabbets it is not so bad. Now,
with the new style Hoffmans they have also
given good satisfaction in regard to brace-
combs. Where they were used exclusively
there were scarcely any braces visible; and
what few there were, were so small that they
were very little trouble.
Now I'm done with the top-bars. Next for

the side-pieces. They are all right to suit me,
with the exception of the parts running up on
to the top of the top-bar. They are rather
light, and are liable to split off.

Now as to the bottom-bar. To this I have
the greatest objection concerning the new-
style Hoffman frame. They are all right to
use in the bottom part of the hive, or where
queen-excluders are used; but here is the
trouble: liixcluders are too expensive for one to
be used between each body, and. furthermore,
there is no more use for a second or third ex-
cluder on one hive than there is use for a fifth

wheel on a wasron; and if they are not used,
the bees will build down against the bottoms.
Hold on ! that's just what we want them to do;
but they will not hold on, and neither will they
stop their work until they have it built down
on the sides of the bottom -bars, and against
the top-bar of the frame underneath.
Deer Plain, III., Oct. 26. F. X. Arnold.

[This is in line with the other reports to the
effect that the new-styl^ Hoffman top-bars are
an improvement over the old style with widen-
ed ends on wood rabbets. If our friend Dr.
Miller, who seems to have a liking for the old
style, will try the two kinds, we think he will
come to the same conclusion as Mr. Arnold.
Regarding the bottom-bars, that is a point up-
on which we should like to hear from others of
our subscribers. So many have exi)ressed
themselves as satisfied with the ^^-square bar,
that, before making a change, we should like
the counsel of others.]

BROOD-FRAMES—WHAT IS THE BEST STY'LE FOR
PREVENTING BURR-COMBS?

Mr. Root:—I should be glad to have you an-
swer the following questions:

1. In using the eight-frame Dovetailed super
for extracting—the same to be used for brood

-

chambers, interchangeably—what width and
thickness of lop-bar. and what width and thick-
ness of bottom-bar, do you think would be best
to prevent burr-combs between the two parts of
the brood-chamber, or between two extracting
supers— all of the fi'ames to be self-spacing?
(I have used and been in love with that princi-
ple too many years to drop it now, even in ex-
tracting-supers.) Have you tried bottom-bars
for extracting-snpers ^^ in. wide and ^i in. thick?

2. Supposing the width of the top-bar to be
1^^ in., of what thickness must it be to be proof
against sagging (in shallow frames)?

3. I can't see any advantage in having
frames so that you can "throiv them on the
floor" without breaking. With shallow frames
and heavy foundation, wouldn'tone have combs
practically just as good as though they were
wired ?

4. With the bee-space on top Ji' in., don't
you'sometimes have trouble with the bottoms
of section-holders sagging, and so destroying
the bee-space where no honey -board is used ?

5. Is basswood the stiffest kind of wood that
it would be practical to use for the bottoms of
section-holders? Which should be the heart
side—the bottom, the top, or the side of the
bottom-bar? John S. Callbreath.
Rock Rift, N. Y., Aug. 30.

[1. The frame that we consider best for pre-
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venting burr-combs is the self-spacing Hoff-
man. Toi)-bars are l^V in. wide and % thick;
bottom bars % in. square.

2. Half an inch, probably; but that thickness,
according to some report^, does not exclude burr
and brace combs as well.

3. There is no need of making frames so that
they can be thrown around. The thickness
and width of top-bars is for other reasons.

4. One-fourth seems generally to hold up.
."). Basswood is the stitfest and the cheapest.]

AN OPEN LETTER TO DI{. MILLER.

My Dear Doctor:—I see in your " Stray
Straws " a "straw " that points tiais way. We
are very glad to be remembered; but in the
name of S,').UO() inhabitants I want to protest
against some of your spelling. You write St.

Jo. Now, in the eyes of the thrifty people of
this " Electric City," you have committed an
almost unpardonable offense. To write St. Joe
is bad enough; but to call this grand old St.

Joseph " Jo " is a little too much. Just think
of it. to call a thrifty city like this one "Jo"

—

a city whose jobbing trade reached 12.5 millions
in 1892; a city with 329 factories; a city that
makes more overalls than any other city in the
U.S.; a city with 10 banks, representing mil-
lions of capital, none of which closed a door or
caused the loss of a penny to a depositor during
the late panic; a city with a clearing-house
report of over 100 millions last year; a city with
30 miles of electric street-railway in operation;
a city with 50 churches and fine public schools
—is it not a little too much to dub such a city
"Jo"? Then, when yon come to think of it,

who would write. "Jo and Mary went up to
Jerusalem"? Now. doctor, if you will not call

lis names any more, and will come out here
next fall, we will try to " heap coals of fire " on
your head by seeing how well we can treat you.
We are sure you will never think of calling this
city " Jo" again after yon learn of its thrift,

and become acquainted with some of the large-
hearted people who make their homes in this
fertile valley. Fraternally yours.

Emerson T. Abbott.
St. Joseph, Mo., Nov. 1.").

[Although friend Abbott treats this matter in

a rather Jo-king style, we feel that his point of
order is well taken, and that we ourselves are
partly too blame. People are so familiar with
" The Hannibal & St. Jo Railroad." etc., that
the nickname is rather more familiar than the
full name. But we'll not nickname you any
more, Bro. Abbott

—

" No, no, no—not for Jo,"

as the poet says.]

DOOLITTLE, DOO.MUCH.
Doolittle is his nnme.
And widespread is his fame;
For as to bees, not one
Can beat what lie has done.

So let us cliange the name
To which by birtli he came:
Let's call—why, don't it fit ?—
Doomuch him by merit!

C. N.

RELIGIOUS TRIUMPHS IN SUDDEN DEATH.

C. C. VAN DEUSEN, AND HIS SUDDEN DEATH.

The following further particulars in regard
to the sad death of our friend and his wife are
taken from the MicJi'Kjdn OiristUm Advocate:
If anyone should ask, " Does the reliKion of Jesus

meet every need of , man ?" I want to answer, yes,
and stand.s every test of liumaii experience. Never

was I more impressed with tliis blessed truth than
when I stood by the side of Mr. C. C. Van Deusen,
of Sprout Brook, N. Y., who was so terrilily injured
in tlie dire disaster on the Grand Trunk in tins city
on the morning' of the 20th. 1 was at the scene veiy
shortly after the collisiim. It was dark and rain-
ing-; the liglit from the burning' wreck, the moans
from the wounded and the mangled ones here and
tliere in buildings and in cars making a scene we
can never forget. I entered a caboose; and as there
were a great many wounded in it some one accosted
me, asking me, askins, "Are you a surgeon?" to
which T replied, " I am a Methodist minister." In-
stantly one wounded unto death said, " I want to-

see you; come here." At once I was by his side.
He said: "My name is C. C. Van Deusen, of Sprout
Brook, N. Y. I'm a Christian, and I'm nearing
home. My wife has gone, and I'll soon be with her."
(His wife thirty minutes before had pone up in a
chariot of tire.) 'She was a good woni'in, and a
teacher of the infant-class in the Sabbatli-school."
As I inquired of him as to his personal salvation he
replied: "I am in the hands of my Savior, and I'll

soon be with him." A physician entering the car,

I called him at once to this brother's side. After
examination he calmly looked the doctor in the
face and said: "How soon shall I be with Jesus?"
He very deliherately talked of his attairs, the dispo-
sition to be made of his property, saying, "I should
like to live for my children, but I mu.st go. In my
Father's house are many mansions." When he was
told the remains of the precious Christian wife and
mother were in the hands of the undertaker, he
said, "Send us back together" Knowing he was
among strangers, he said, "Dominie, don't leave
me," and I promised he should not be left alone.

We conveyed him to the Nichols Memorial home, a
hospital of which Battle Creek may well fcfl jiroud,

and arranged him as comfortably as possible under
the circumstanr'os. So<m the chill and darkness of
death approached. Said he, "Dominie, is the sun
shining?" " No, mv brother, it is cloudy and rain-

ing." "I thought it was growing dark, and I don't
breathe as easily as T did." It was death. A little

longer, and husband and wife were re-united, while
back in the home in New York there were two chil-

dren bereaved of father and moiher at once. I nev-
er saw such calmness and peaceful triumph in the
presence of death in all mv ministry of nearly twen-
ty j'ears.—Rev. G. B. Kulp.

OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Are ye able to drink of the cup that I shall drink
of, and to be baptized with the baptism that I am
baiitized with ? They say unto him, We are able.
—Matt. 20 :22.

In the American Bee Journal for Nov. 16.

our good friend York, the editor, hi\s seen fit to

print a communication from one of our unbe-
lieving friends. This communication was call-

ed forth because friend York mentioned edito-

rially the way in which Mrs. C. C. Van Deusen
met death with such Christian fortitude. Our
good friend York evidently I'onsidered it not
best to undertake' to argue ag:iinst this fiing at

the Christian religion; and, ys a rule, I think it

is not well. There is, however, one point in it

to which I wish to call attention. Let me
quote just four lines. The writer says:

" Did this poor woman's pitiful prayer drive
God frantic as it did the crowd ? Does this not
prove that man is less cruel than God. or that
God is a mvth, and prayer futile?"
Perhaps I should not think so much of this

were it not true that, years ago, I myself—yes,
A. I. Root—used these same or similar argu-
ments: and I took a certain kind of satisfaction

in shocking Christians, and in laughing at those
whose faith was weak, as I repeated something
that I had heard or read, or quoted from prom-
inent skeptical writers. Tiiis was toward
twenty years ago, however. One reason for my
sad blunder at that time of my life was because
of a misapprehension. Perhaps Christian teach-
ers were somewhat to blame fur that niisappre-
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hension; but a great part, if not the greater
part of the blame, lay on myself. I knew I was
Inconsistent. I knew in my heart that I de-
mandfd more of other people than I was willing
to conform to myself. Twenty years ago we
used to hear things preached from the pulpit
that we do not hear now—at least. J do not hear
th(!m now. I think that some ministers of the
gospel in those times needlessly and foolishly
exposed themselves to charges of inconsistency,
that unbelievers who possessed a pretty good
share of common sense were not slow to take
up. The mature Christians among our readers
perhaps see. without telling, the fallacy in the
above quotation; but I firmly believe there are
many—yes, Christians—whose faith is weak,
who may even yet be misled by such sophis-
try; and I am pretty sure, too, there are many
boys and girls who do not stop to consider, or
who have not been taught to consider, the
great blunder our poor friend is making. Let
us look into it a little.

Probably all of you have read the account, at
least somewhere in print, of the wonderfully
heroic way in which this good woman faced and
met her death. The writer takes the ground
that her prayers were unanswered; and he also
takes it for granted that she prayed only that
she might be delivered from the terrible scorch-
ing flames If you will read the account again
on page 829, Nov. 1, you will see that nothing
of the kind is said. Very likely, at the outset
she prayed for deliverance from that awful
trial, just as our Savior prayed in the garden,
before his coming crucifixion; but his prayer
ended, as you remember, with the words, ''Thy
will, not mine, be done." We know this woman
was a Christian, and we have very good reason
to believe thai her prayer was of a similar
nature. The Christian whose burden of prayer
is, that God will spare his life, or give him long
life, is no Christian at all; and the person who
expects that, because he belongs to a church,
he is to have a charmed life, and be spared
from the accidents and emergencies that fall to
the general lot of mankind, is worse than no
Christian at all. He is a bundle of selfish big-
otry. The whole Bible is full of warnings that
he who takes up the cro*s must bear grievous
trials. You remember Dr. Watts' little hymn-

Am I a soldier of the cross ?

There is no Christianity at all without bearing
crosses and trials—ye«. terrible trials; and if a
Christian is not a sofdicr, and a brave one at
that, he is not a Christian. When the people
were frantic because they began to see they
were powerless to save her, she, like one of the
martyrs of old. exhorted and encouraged them.
She said to them, " I am a Christian." Suppose
she had blamed them at this terrible moment,
and thrown reproach back into their faces, that
they were letting a woman die in that horrible
manner. I beg pardon for suggesting such a
thing; but I do it to show you what a glorious
thing it is to have a Christian's hope, that goes
not only through life, but carries us through
death, and such a terrible death as that. We
have every reason to believe she used common
sense as well as faith in that supreme last mo-
ment. Site recognized the fact that those brave
men would have given their lives to save her,
if it had been of any avail: but it would have
done no good; it would only have made other
victims for the devouring flames. As her lips
were seen to move in prayer, there can hardly
be a question but that it was for grace and
strength to go through the terrible ordeal. Our
Savior prayed in a similar way; and when his
physical torture was at its greatest height, he
gave voice to that plaintive wail, "My God!
my God! why hast thou forsaken me?" We

read in the account. "Even the fury of the
flames that wreathed her limbs and blistered
and curled the white flesh of her arms was
powerless to provoke a scream." Who shall
say her prayer was unanswered? Why, it

seems to me that it must be evident to every
spectator that grace from on high was given
her in a most wonderful manner to bear the
trial and a degree of suffering that perhaps falls

to the lot of not more than one in ten thousand
or more of human beings. "A wild groan burst
simultaneously from the lips of the spectators,
and strong men wept;" but not a word was
wrung from that brave woman. The closing
messages to her husband and family were given
quietly and with composure. Did her faith
waver? Surely not. Who knows what precious
passages came to her mind in those last mo-
ments? "Though he slay me, yet will I trust
him." The account of this heroic way of meet-
ing death speaks volumes to the world for the
Christian religion. My good friend, how much
would it be worth to i/o?t to be able to die in
that way ? Now, pardon me for just suggest-
ing the effect on the world, or the effect on
humanity, had she, in her last moments, taken
up with the doctrine expressed by that unbe-
liever. He says, "Did God heed her cry?"
And then he adds, " No. no! Has he ever heed-
ed the cries of his children in their hour of
need ?" And. again, he takes the responsibili-
ty upon himself of saying. " No. The long
record of horrible deaths which he has inflicted
upon his ' children ' by fire and flood and storm,
by starvation and plague, answer, ' No, a thou-
sand times no!'" Now, suppose this woman's
faith had deserted her in her last moments;
suppose that, under the agony of such a trial,

she had been tempted to complain of God, and
had said to that crowd that the Christian
religion proved of no avail, and that, as our
friend expressed it, prayer is futile. Would
such a confession have been comforting to the
men ? Would it have made those strong men
feel better? Would its tendency have been to
decrease crime and selfishness and greed
throughout our land ? Why, the very worst one
among you, I am sure, will say. to use the lan-
guage of our friend. " No, a thousand times no."
I think I can, without question, say the verdict
of the crowd would have been. " We are glad
she died a Christian. If Christianity helps one
to pass bravely through an ordeal like that, let

us have it, and let the world have it." Another
thing, I hardly believe one individual in that
crowd thought of blaming Ood for that acci-
dent, or even thought of saying that God in-
flicted these things upon us. We have read of
martyrs dying at the stake for the cause of
Christ. I feel sure this woman was a model
Christian martyr up to the present day. She
has been showing us how to live—especially
that little Sunday-school class away oflf in her
York wState home; and when the time came she
was able to show strong men how to die; and,
if I am not mistaken, the great railroad com-
panies are moved now as they have never been
before, to consider this matter of banishing fire

entirely—at least from passenger cars. The
mechanical progress that has been made, and
which was evidenced at the recent World's Fair,
indicates that we as a people are equal to the
task of having our cars warmed without fire.

If by steam, some arrangements must be made
like the automatic brakes, so that the steam is

instantly shut oft' as soon as an accident occurs
or is imminent. And electricity should come to
the front and take the place of oil-lamps for
lighting the cars. Mrs. Van Deusen has not
died in vain. She died as did her Master, that
we might live in both a physical and spiritual
sense.
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But let us take up asain this foolish and pre-

posterous idea that Christians are to be spared
from physical pains and death. In one sense
it is true that Christianity tends to relieve suf-

fering — that is, common-sense Christianity.
There is a whole string of the most terrible

•diseases that afflict humanity, caused directly

by sin, and by breaking one particular com-
mandment. If we read our Bibles, and practice
its teachings, we as a people ought to be spared
all of these terrible consequences. Again,
Christian civilization tells us how to avoid
b-^ing sick. When friend Terry came on to

what was then a rundown farm, the doctor
was called so constantly in that locality, and so

many people had died right on that very farm,
that the doctor was ashamed to be seen going
in that direction. After Terry got his under-
draining managed to his notion, and had taken
care of his drinking-water, slops, stables, and
all out-buildings, the locality became noted for

the health of its occupants. Not one of his

family has been sick for years past. Thus far
we are all right; but to presume that a Chris-
tian, because he is a Christian, is to have an
e&sy time all through life, to have the "softest
jobs," to use a common expression, with the
biggest pay, and to get clear of thunder and
lightning, flood and storm, accidents on sea or
land, etc., would be almost preposterous. It

may be that there are many Christians who
make the burden of their prayers tliat they
may have such an easy life; but if there are
such, it is time they got over it. A young man
in our neighborhood once gave as a proof that
God did not answer prayer, that, when their
house took tire, all lost their lives except him-
self, while the others were professing Chris-
tians, and he alone was an unbelievt^r. He
said, in fact, that they prayed every night that
God would spare their lives and keep them
from such disaster; whereas, although he did
not pray at all, he was saved, and their prayers
did not avail.

Ye ask. and receive not, because ye ask amiss,
that ye may consume It upon your lusts.—.Tames 4:3.

It may be well for small children to ask God
to keep them from harm while they sleep; but
I do not believe it is well to pray very much
that God may spare us especially from the dis-

asters common to mankind; neither do I think
it the thing for people to he continually thank-
ing God because they did not happen to be in

a railway accident or earthquake. It suggests
to me a rather undignified couplet! heard years
ago, and yet this couplet carries a moral with it.

O Lord, liless me and my wife; my son John and his
wife;

Us four and no more.

Please let us be careful about getting into that
fashion in our prayers.
This sort of misconception has been by no

means confined to the present age or generation.
Notwithstanding the Master's teachings— not-
withstanding the hardships and privations he
<^ndured. his little band of followers would
again and agaiti get the idea that he was,
sooner or later, to enter tiie arena of politics,

and become an earthly king. In fact, the mul-
titudes wanted to crown him king again and
again; and pven after he had been telling them
that he must submit to persecution and death,
two of them right away afterward begged the
privilege of sitting, one on his right hand and
the othfr on his left, when he should come into
his kingdom. And their mother, too. joined in
this request—or. rather, first made it. I have
taken my text, as you notice, from this very in-
cident. He, knowing the future, and knowing
their awful misconception of what his kingdom
was to be, replied, in these sad words: '" Are ye

able to drink of the cup that I shall drink of,

and to be baptized with the baptism wherewith
I shall be baptized ? " It seems almost pitiful

to think that their request was in part granted
when they had not even a faint coniprehension
of wliat it ijnplied. But the poor fellows gain-
ed knowledge and wisdom before they died;
and when the time came for them to die a
martyr's death they realized what his words of
long ago implied, and, like the Master, they
were ready to give their lives, and undergo that
terrible baptism.
Our devoted Christian friend on that fated

railway train, with the spirit of the martyrs of
old, faced the cruel death. When I read the
account of it in the newspapers it occurred to
me at once that she, like the martyrs of old,

received her baptism, but it was indeed a bap-
tism by fire. The Pharisees of olden time were,
I know, fond of having the best places, and the
highest seats in the synagogue.

The Pharisees love tlie ui>permost rooms at feasts,
and tlie chief seats in the synag'og-ues.—Matt. 23:6.

But what did Jesus say of such a religion?
Again, we have a glimpse of that same spirit

in another Pharisee when he thanked God he
was not as other men are, and especially singled
out the poor publican. Did he have any am-
bition or any conception of the work of raising
that poor publican to his own level ? Why, not
the slightest. He did not want the publican to
be any different, because it would rob him of
the privilege of thanking God for the difference
in their respective stations. He would not
have made a very good missionary, would he,
friends? Some may urge that the prospect for
the Christian is not a very inviting one. Well,
it certainly is not; and no one should expect it

to be inviting to the selfish or proud individual.
There is, however, an encouraging side that I

have hardly as yet touched upon. Amid all

these trials, hardships, and persecutions, we
have the promise of something better than all

this world can furnish. The Master says, " Lo,
I am with you alway, even unto the end of the
world." And he says. also. " He that loselh his
life, for my sake, shall find it." And Christians
away down through the ages have attested the
wonderful truth of this promise. He also said,
" ]My yoke is easy, and my burden is light."

The great truth embodied here is that, when
we once manfully shoulder the burden or the
yoke—for it sometimes is a yoke—then we have
grace and strength to hear it. Thousands of
Christians have testified, during their last mo-
ments, that

Jesus can make a dying-bed
Feel soft as downy pillows are.

We must look out, however, right here, that
we do not get the idea that our tasks and trials

and burdens are always made easy. Many
Christians have to endure suffering. I have
sometimes thought that intense suffering is,

very many times, the only thing that chastens
and subdues a proud and haughty spirit. Of*en-
times, when we think we have thrown our lives

away for conscience' sake, or for Christ's sake,
we find we have only entered on to a new life

and have begun to live. How many, many
have had this experience! " He that loseth his
life shall find it." Oh, how true that is!

And now, as a final word of encouragement,
I want to say that martyrs have, many of them,
testified that their last sufferings, even when
they perished by the flames, were not so hard to
bear, after all. Like the Hebrew children in
the fiery furnace, the angel of the Lord seems
to come in at just the last moment, and give
strength and grace to bear the tortures of the
flesh. Who has not had experience in looking
forward to some terrible hardship until the
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anticipation was far worse than the realization?
When we set about doing right for Christ's
sake, even though it brought us away down into
the valley of humiliation, we have found some
pleasant and comforting things In the valley,
after all. A year or two ago I wondered how
people could bear it to be kept long weeks on
beds of sickness: and yet. after chafing over it

for a few days, after I had accepted the situa-
tion, and bowed my head in obedience to the
hand that laid me low, five weeks on a sick-bed
gave me a new experience of peace and tran-
quillity. In another column I have told ynu
how I undertook a very disagreeable and diffi-

cult journey through the night, and I did it

that I might remember the Sabbath day, to
keep it holy. Very soon after undertaking the
tasi< a wonderful experience of peace and real
enjoyment came to me, and stood by me the
whole journey through.

Are there no foes for me to face ?

Must I not stem the flood ?

Is this vile world a friend to grace,
To help me on to God ?

Since I must fight if I would reigei,
Increase my coui'Mge, Lord;

I'll bear the toil, endure the pain.
Supported by thy word.

Notes of Travel

On Saturday. Nov. 11. I started on another
trip for Summit Co. You may remember that,
on page .')34, I spoke of a commodious barn be-
longing to my cousin, D. E. Fenn, of Tallmadge,
O. It was built even before Terry made his
covered barnyard and large new barn. He is

the one who decided he did not want his straw,
his cattle, nor anything else, out during winter.
Well, a brief notice in the papers said this barn
was burned. It was scarcely a week previous
that I had looked over the barn, and had notic-
ed how he had got every thing prudently put
away, even to his Sunday buggy, which was
neatly covered with canvas. By the way. I

shall have to give you a hint, of how he manag-
ed this. The canvas covering was supported
by means of a frame just over the buggy, with-
out touching it, the front side being "loose so
that the buggy could be backed right into its
case, letting the curtain drop down again in
front. In fact, one could put it in its shell
again, and take it out so quickly, that it seemed
almost like sleight of hand.

Well, a little before noon I came into the lit-

tle village of Tallmadge. As I turned first this
way and then that, hurrying to get around the
hill so I could get a glimpse of the premises,
hoping after all it was a newspaper blunder,
and that the great barn would be seen just as it

was the week before—if it were not for my
Home talk on another page I might almost
have wished it was the barn of somebody cJse
that was burned rather than one belonging to
my relative. It was but too true. The sight
that met my eye was the smoking ruins and
only a few pieces of old iron and a pile of ashes.
The barn burned just about 13 o'clock, in the
middle of the day. No one can tell just how it

got on fire; but the most probable cause points
a good moral to us all, and so I want to tell you
about it.

Some weeks ago. two or three tramps or
gipsies camped under a bridge in the neighbor-
hood. The weather has been so dry that, under
bridges of late, one often finds very comfortable
quarters. Well, one morning cousin E"'eun notic-
ed bits of hay dragged along as though some-

body had scattered them in carrying hay out of
his barn; but as well-to-do farmers do not usu-
ally make a fuss about an armful of hay. he let
the matter pass. A day or two later, in walk-
ing across his barn floor he stepped on a match.
Being in a hurry he thought he would go ahead
and investigate in regard to the matches at
some other time; but as he looked over his
shoulder, lo and heholdl the chaff and straw
were burning already; and he said that, by the
time he got there to stamp it out, there was a
place burned nearly as large as his hat. As
neither he nor his hired man. nor anybody else
ever carries matches about the barn, they con-
cluded they must have been dropped by these
stragglers that came after the hay. A search
among the straw revealed one more match.
Well, <^ven if matches were dropped on the
barn floor, it is hard to tell what should have
ignited one of them when both men and teams
were off at work in the fields. We might sug-
gest rats and mice; but neither Fenn. Terry,
nor other people along that line, have rats and
mice. Of course, the barn was not locked. Lil<e
most of us. Mr. Fenn has found it too much
botlier to fuss with padlocks and keys. His
good wife, however, assured me that, after the
new barn is built, it is going to be kept locked!
up nights any way. That new buggy and a
scoop-shovel were all that was saved. Mrs.
Fenn ran out and got hold of the buggy, and
started to pull it out; but it was too much for
her strength. Two neighbors undertook it;

but not understanding the kink of the cloth
cover, and the way in which the thills were
held up out of the way, they also failed. Just
at this time, however, the owner had got in
from the field by running his horses at the top
of their speed. He pulled the buggy out and
saved it; but the iron work on the thills was so
hot that the palms of both of his hands were
blistered.
There have been a great many barns burned

during the past dry season; and a good deal of
the work, if I am correct, has come about, di-
rectly or indirectly from tramps. Just here I
want to tell you of another little incident that
does not belong to ivheel experience, but it

comes to my mind. Neighbor H. had some men
thrashing clover for him. The machine got
"out of kilter.'" and the men were poking their
heads inside of the separator, prying out the
trouble, and remedying it as best they could.
While they were at dinner the clover-stack
burned up. and several bags of high-priced
seed, including the expensive machinery. The
owners decided that some juveniles who were
out in the woods after hickorynuts must have
been the cause of the mischief, for the engine
was located on the windward side, and such a
distance away that sparks of fire from that
was out of the question. Where is the point ta
this story? you may inquire. Well, my friend,
I will tell you. These thrashing-men all smok-
ed pipes; and when the machine broke down
they needed their pipes if ever a man did—at
least, so they thought; and while they investi-
gated, with the dry clover chaff and dust all

about them, each one sinoked liis pipe. When
Neighbor H. told them it was not juveniles at
all. who probably had not been within several
rods of th«! stack, but tlieir nasty old pipes and
tobacco that did the mischief, they were offend-
ed.
Nov. 8 I received a brief note reading as fol-

lows:

Friend Root :—Can't you come over and see my
two and a qunrter miles of drainage while it is in
progress ? Write me what day, and I will be at
home sure. W. I. Chamberlain.
Hudson, O., Nov. 4.

So you see a part of my wheeling trip to-day
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was planned so as to see the author of " Tile
Drainage" lay the tiles himself. I wonder
whether the men who make gravel roads know
what a boon they are to wheel-riders. When-
ever I strike that gravel road that leads into
Hudson I always feel thankful. May be feel-

ing thankful does not pay the bill for graveling
the roads, but I guess it helps. Talking about
gravel, T found Prof. Chamberlain and his son
drawing gravel some two or three miles in order
to fix nice walks around the house, out to and
through the barnyard. Think of a barnyard
with graveled walks ! The old-fashioned barn-
yard, however, is a good deal done away with.
It is a luxury (!) that a modern farmer, up to
tlie times, can not well afford. Well, Prof.
Chamberlain, with the help of his sou, who is

educated like his father (he has not had the
same years of experience, however, mind you),
has been laying the 2i:i miles of tiling. I ex-
pected some wise hints in the matter, and I was
not disappointed. In the first place, the two til-

ing-spades they use were brighter, cleaner, and
sharper than any we have on our premises. In
fact, they had been used until they were worn
down thin, something like the knife my wife
uses to pare potatoes; and I tell you it was
worth going a luindred miles to see a college
professor digging ditches. Why. it was not
work at all—it was just fun. A pretty deep
furrow was tirst plowed out, throwing the earth
either way. Then with the two spades the
ditch was put right down where it ought to be.
When I wondered to see the ditching-spades so
sharp and perfect on the cutting edge, friend
Chamberlain remarked:

'• Why, you surely take a good file along with
you when you dig ditches, do you not? See."
Then lie picked up a file and showed me how

they used it. I am ashamed to say that I never
had a file out in the field where I was digging
ditches. It is true we occasionally take the
spades into the blacksmith - room and have
them sharpened up; but we never have them
in such perfect order as those I saw. Why, they
looked like tine carpenter tools. Th(^ ground
came right out in nice perfect slices, and slipped
off the spade of its own accord, and there were
but very few crumbs in the bottom of the ditch.
The last cut left the ditcii at the bottom just
about the width of the tile. Oh how I do wish
I could find men who would not persist in dig-
ging the bottom of the ditch wide enough so
they can shovel it out with a barn-shovel !

Why, sometimes I am almost tempted to think
I shall feel glad when these old fellows die off,

especially the ones who can not be taught any
tiling new. A few days ago I took a boy of 17,

on an emergency, and started him ditching.
JSaid I:

" Look here, Frank, if you do just as I tell

you, you can dig ditches right along, and do it

«asily, and you can dig more than a great big
stout man. The only thing is, you must do
exactly as I tell you."

In a little time Frank smiled until his mouth
stretched wide, to find that he could indeed
walk right along through the stiff hard clay,
and leave a nice finished ditch. It was not an
hour, however, bi'fore he and his spade some-
how got '• rattled," and he could not for the
life of him without help get the ditch back into
shape so he could do nice clean work, and do it

easily. Well, there was one more thing that I

learned liesides about the file. Our ditching
has been mostly done with a long straight-edge.
If the liottora of the ditch is uneven we have to
lay a brick or tile under each end of the
straight-edge, so as to get the general level.

The straight-edge has got to be put in place in
the bottom of a ditch, and a level must be
hunted up, the dirt wiped off' from the level and

straight-edge both, and somebody stands on
the edge to see if it is just right, and caves in a
lot of dirt on the level and straight-edge both.
Weil, our book on tile drainage has a picture of
a common-sense leveling tool. The one I saw
there was so light you could easily pick it up
with one hand. This surprised me. I had an
idea from the picture and description that it

was nearly as heavy as the letter-A drag. On
the cross-bar of the letter A, a spirit-level was
securely screwed. Now, all you have to do is

to stand on the edge of the ditch and set your
letter A so it stands on both feet on the bottom
of the ditch. The spirit-level is right up in

plain sight, where you can see just what the
general average of your work is going to be.

The following is what the book "Tile Drain-
age" has to say in regard to this span-level:

Mine Is a liome-miide atfair—simply a A
triangle, or Greek delta, 8J4 feet on eiicli / \
side, made of two-liicli pine or poplar, / \^

plain battens, and has a spirit-level screw- /

ed accurately to the crows - l^atten that /_

makes a capital letter A of the triangle.
Care must be taken tliat the spirit-level be exactly
parallel to the base of the triangle. For convenience
in using, a sliort inch strip is tacked I0 each end of
the bottom edge of the base. The level is graduated
to show a grade of one, tv\ o, and tliree luclies to the
rod.

Friend Chamberlain, like myself, prefers to

see water running down the ditch before the
tiles are laid. There had just been rain enough
during this beautiful month of November, so

he had about all the water he needed to be sure
that his tiles would all work right. You may
wonder, perhaps, how a coujile of college grad-
uates could afford to dig ditches and lay tiles.

My friend, the time is coming when college

graduates can even dig ditches more profitably

than men with abundance of muscle who are
too ignorant to realize that they do 7iot knoiv
too much to be taught by anybody.

It was Saturday afternoon, after 3 o'clock,

and I was about 35 miles from home. At just
.5 o'clock a train leaves Akron that passes
through our own grounds. I stopped so long to

look at the tile drainage, the wheat crop, and
other things, that I knew it was going to be a
hard pull to make Akron by 5. There was not
any moon; and when I got to Cuyahoga Falls

it was not light enough so I could keep out of

the sand. I put in my best licks, however, and
reached the depot just five minutes after the
train had gone. There were particular reasons
why I wanted to be in Medina over Sunday;
but it was a good 20 miles, and a dark night. I

began trying to rec ncile my; e f to the prospect
of spending Sunday away from home. But I did
not enjoy it—that is, the prospect. I was tired

out, and hungry, so I went for that well-known
"city restaurant." As usual, the waiter gave
me a plate of bread and a pitcher of milk, while
he took my order for steak, etc. Why. it is just

fun to live when you can enjoy bread and milk
as I enjoyed it that evening. I do not know just

why, but somehow or other I ate a great big
supper before I left the table. Then I thought
I would take my wheel and ride in the direc-

tion of home as far as the vitrified brick pave-
ment and electric lights extended. I had no
sort of idea what 1 should do when I should
reach the end of the pavement. I knew from
experience that there is a stretch of deep
sand on the road, that bothers even an expert
wheelman to get through by broad daylight. I

somehow felt restless and uneasy, and wanted
to be doing something. As I left the electric

lights I saw a wayside watering-trough pour-
ing out its liquid treasures by the side of the
road. I drank so long and so heartily that a
bystander whom I had not seen before in the
gloom remarked:
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" Well, stranger, I calculate you must be
thirsty."

I pointed to my wheel. The nickel plating
gleamed a little, even in the starlight.
"OhI well, you are all right. So long as you

do your hard drinking with nothing but water
like that, I guess you are safe," continued he.

I thought I would go just a little way in the
sand, to see what it was like; but common
sense and reason soon said that it was entirely
out of the question, to think of riding in such
darkne^s on a road that was well nigh impassi-
ble by daylight. I even imagined 1 heard my
good wife saying, in tones of expostulation,
'• Why. surely, husband, you are not so crazy as
to think of trying to getting home to-night?"
I turned around and looked back at the electric

lights, but 1 did not enjoy the prospect that
way at all. I stood still and meditated. I

might push on till I got real tired, and then get
up and finish my trip by daybreak Sunday
morning. But conscience stood in the way. I

might possibly get home so early that few if

any of the good people of Medina would be up;
but it would be a new experience for me. since
I became a Christian, to try to keep out of
sight. I remember that once, years ago. I tried

to get home with a bag of hickorynuts I had
picked up on wSunday. I skulked along on the
back streets and alleys; but the very people I

did not want to see were sure to be in those
back streets and alleys just then. I do not
know but I said aloud, •' No, sir; 1 am not going
to do any thing, either in daylight or dark, that
I am ashamed ot. So long as I live, 1 expect to
be able to say with a clear conscience to every-
body I meet, ' I am A. I. Root—who are you? '

" *

I think that, for about half a mile, I must
have made quite a "circus," as the small boys
would call it, wrestling with that sand. In a
little time, however, it began to occur to me
that I was learning by practice that it was pos-
sible to ride through sand, even in the dark.
The rubber tire of my vvheel began slowly to
become sensitive, like one's fingers' ends. I

could feel my way, and tell when I was in the
track or out of it; and as skill gave me enthu-
siasm, that wonderful second wind began to
come up as backing. Why. I thought I was
thoroughly tired out and used up when I ate
my supper; but now 1 was making fair speed
in spite of the sand. When I came into the
valleys, however, a new trouble met me. You
may remember the heavy fogs in the middle of
November. They became so dense that I could
hardly see the stars, and I thought I should
have to give it up. Pretty soon, however. I

found that, when opposite the telophone-poles
that hold a great mass of wires now running
from New York to Chicago, these poles were
visible. Judging from each pole as 1 passed it,

where I should probably tind the next one
through the fog, and also feeling my way, as I

said before, in a little time I was up to fair
speed again. With the tremendous exertion
required to ride in the dark, I began to get
thirsty, and then I made a discovery. This
heavy fog, so damp and wet that it was almost
dripping, proved to be most delicious—not to

* Had it been necessary to ride my wheel on Sun-
day, to meet an appointment at a Sund;iy-school or
otlier place where I was wanted, I should liave had
no hesitation whatever; for, in fact, 1 do use my
wheel aluu)st every Sunday in that way But in
this case, by my own want of foretlioug-lit 1 liad
missed th ^ train ; and to be seen riding- twenty miles
on Sunday mornins', with every evidence to passers-
by that I did it simply to save time or to get liome,
was not an inviting- prospect liefore me. It' the
Christian peopl") of our land would do all they can
consistently, and within the bounds of reason, to
discourag-e Sunday travel of every sort, I am sure
we sliould be a better people than we now are.

drink, but to breathe; and, to tell the truth, I
never enjoyed much more in my life any thing
than I did those great breaths of fog- laden air
while groping through darkness and fog for
each friendly telephone-pole. Talk about the
danger of "damp night air." Stuff and non-
sense! My strength seemed herculean. I never
before in my life thought it was possible to
climb over obstacles and plow through sand as
I did it that night. Yes, I had been praying
that God would help me in my efforts to "re-
member the Sabbath day, to keep it holy."
When I first undertook it, it seemed a tremen-
dously long and tiresome task; but to my great
surprise it gave me a degree of enjoyment that
I never before realized was possible for human-
ity. Within nine miles of home I passed an-
other watering-trough. I had it in mind, but I

passed it in the fog, and heard the gurgle of
the water only after I had got by. 1 left my
wheel standing in the road, and went back for
a drink. Oh what a delicious liquid beverage!
Did God indeed have in mind such enjoyment
for his people when he planned this universe?
I went back to the place where I left my wheel,
but it was nowhere to be—not seen, for I could
not see it a yard before me. Just as I began to
be troubled, my hands struck the fog-laden
nickel plating. Of course, I passed people on
the way. Some of the time they could see me
dimly, and some of the time they could not;
but I did not feel like evading nor avoiding-
anybody. I gave every passer by a pleasant
" good-evening," and received one in return.
At half-past nine I was safe in my own home.

Was I worn out and used up next day? Not a
bit of it—quite the contrary. For three or four
days afterward I enjoyed an unusual appetite,
and more than ordinary vigor and energy for
work or play. After that I began to settle
down into my average health. Just this one
thing I noticed: I could not sleep as usual that
Saturday night. vSunday morning, however,
just before church time, I slept about as usual;
and the night after, I did some " tall " sleeping.
Dear friends, I have gone at length to tell

you this experience, as it illustrates so vividly
that we oftentimes reap our richest blessings
when we undertake some fancied hardship in
order that we may obey God's holy commands.

Prove me now herewith, saith tlie Lord of hosts,
if I will not . . . pour you out a blessing that
there shall not be room enougli to receive it.

HIGH-PRESSURE GARDENING.
BY A. I. ROOT.

PRIZETAKER ONIONS IN ARKANSAS.
I have grown Spanish King (Prizetaker)

onions for three years. They are the finest
ever grown here, and the most profitable. My
last crop was nearly one-third mixtures. Have
you any old seed that proved to be pui-e this
year? If so. at what price can you furnish it?
iDo you think it will do to sow this fall, and
transplant in February, wh(Mi we sow oats?
Our spring crop of onions ripening in June, or
early iu July, generally keeps only a month or
so before they rot. Can you tell me how to
prevent the rot? If planted the first of July
will they ripen and dry out so as to keep if the
fall weather is cold and wet? Nearly every
thing grown in spring rots during our long hot
summers. I think of preparing to irrigate, so
as to plant late and mature my crops after the
hot summer is past. I think of making a spe-
cialty of onions. Please tell me how to grow
onion seed from those Spanish onions. I plant-
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ed some in February, when we planted onion-
sets, garden-seed. etc. They froze and rotted.
As the ni^w culture takes so little seed, it will

pay nv to have pure seed at $20 per lb.

Malvern, Ark., Nov. 8. P. C. Shocky.

[Friend S.. we have some old seed left that
we expect to sow in the greenhouse; but I can
not recommend it as being extra first-class. It

is. howevei-, probably as good as any in the
market. I agree with you. that you can afford
to pay -S20.()0 a pound for seed that would pro-
duce a good nice-shaped onion every time, all

uniform. I fear the Prizetaker and other
onions of that class will rot with you, anyway:
and may be even our Globe Danvers and Sil-

verskin. noted especially for their good keeping
<iualities, would do the same. I?nt I have had
no experience in your locality. We have given
through Gr.EANiNGS our experience in growing
seed from the Spanish King onions. We have
had no trouble at all. and have quite a lot of
very large tine onions that we are keeping for
planting for growing seed next spring. I think
you will have to put out the big onions after all

danger of freezing is past, if you want to raise
seed. Perhaps some of the readers of Glean-
ings can help you more than we can.]

OTHEK USES FOK POTATO-BOXES.
Not only do we use these for storing all kinds

of roots, potatoes, apples, etc.. but while I am
writing, Nov. 22. our hands have been packing
our celery, as fast as it is dug. right into the
potato-boxes. We lay the boxes on one end,
then take up the celery, with a little earth ad-
hering, and pack it tight and close in a box, till

the box is full. After being filled, the boxes are
turned over right side up. The celery can now
be loaded into a wagon or other vehicle, with-
out any extra handling, and without breaking
and mashing the tops; and it is but a short job
to lift it out and set the boxes tight up together,
in a dark cool cellar or other repository. If the
•cellar seems to be too dry. and inclined to wilt,
the whole floor of it may be flooded with water,
letting it go through the bottom so as to damp-
en the roots, but without wetting the tops in
the least. So far as I know, this is the first

time celery was ever handled in this way. But
please notice: While we were loading it up
near the roadside, a man stopped his team and
wanted to know why he could not take one of
those boxes right along, put it into his cellar,
and use the celery as they wanted it. I assured
him it was exactly in the shape he wanted it

for that purpose. Selecting one of the best
boxes, when he found he could get box and all

for a dollar he handed over the money, and the
boxful of celery was in his wagon in a minute.
You will notice this fixes it in nice shape to
retail, so that people in the country or any-
where else can use it all along through the
winter, just as they want it.

POTATO-BOXES FOR PURf'HASEKS OF POTATOES.
I have mentioned in the previous pages of

purchasing a carload of Monroe Seedlings, just
as they lay on the ground. The farm where
they were grown is about 2.5 to 30 miles from
our place. Four hundred and fifty empty pota-
to-boxes were stored in the car, which was then
sent to the nearest station to the grower. Al-
though in the latter part of November, the
grower loaded the boxes on to his wagon, took
them to his cellar, filled them, and set them
back on the wagon, then made a trip to the car,
bringing another load of boxes. On Wednesday,
the 22d of November, the Weather Bureau no-
tified us by telegram that a cold wave and a
"blizzard would reach us Thursday night. The
:notice was given us about 3(j hours ahead. The

railroad companies were notified that several
hundred dollars were at stake: and the man-
agers of our own railroad, the Pittsburg, Akron
it Western, were considerate enough to hold
the train half an hour so they could get the
potatoes through and enable us to save them
from the frost. The car was planted on our
side-track at just 5 o'clock. We had notice of
its coming, and eight of our men and boys were
invited to go into the lunch-room and have a
good supper, so that they might be ready to
handle the potatoes before Jack Frost could
nip them. The thermometer showed only 1.')

degrees above zero, and there was a brisk west
wind. The boys, hovvever, handled the pota-
toes so quickly that, within two hours, the
whole carload was safely deposited in the cel-
lar, and the doors and windows closed. You
may be sure I drew a long breath of relief when
the last box went away. I guess the boys drew
some long breaths too. It was worth some-
thing to see the way those boxes full of pota-
toes moved into the place assigned them. Now.
here is a little to the credit of our Weather
Bureau. They have been criticised during our
recent drouth because rains did not always
come wlien they told us conditions were favor-
able; but as to the matter of temperature they
made hardly a mistake; and I am glad to be
able to say. also, that at least one railroad com-
pany in the United States was willing to hold a
train half an hour for the sake of saving a car-
load of potatoes.
Suppose these potatoes had been picked up or

shoveled up, poured into the car. picked up or
shoveled up again, and poured into our cellar.
Think of the bruising and injury, aside from
the convenience and neatness in doing the
work. Another thing, as a great part of these
potatoes are to be sold at retail, many customers
will pay 1.5 cents extra for the privilege of tak-
ing the nice new clean bushel boxfs home with
their potatoes, for almost every fanu'ly will find
these boxes, that hold an exact bushel when
level full, exceedingly handy to have in the
cellar, barn, or other out-buildings.

OUR HOMES.

SOMETHING ABOUT WARMING THEM.

You may think my experience with hot water
and exhaust steam has little to do with you
unl ss you also have exhaust steam near you
that can be utilized. But. wait a bit. After
we had carried the exhaust steam from our large
engine through drain tile over to the house, we
turned it into an iron pipe going up above the
roof. This was to give it draft, and to make
the steam pull through quickly. To my sur-
prise, there was steam enough, and a surplus
pufhng out above the roof, almost every hour
when the engine was running. Said I. " Look
here, Mr. Exhaust Steam, we will cure you of
that trick." So I went to work and carried a
three-inch iron pipe under our floors, clear
around the wall of our large cellar. The cellar
goes under the whole house, and it takes 140
feet of piping to go clear around. Then we
carried it over to one of the tallest chimneys,
and 30 feet more of piping was used to go out of
the top of the chimney. The steam crawled
along through the pipe, seeming a little uncer-
tain as to what it ought to do; and it was noon
before it got quite around to the chimney.
About 2 o'clock, however, enough heated vapor
got into the upright pipe to make a draft, and
then it pulled through beautifully. This long
pipe, however, with its many turns and elbows,
so effectually takes up the latent heat of the
steam that it is about all gone when it comes
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to the exit at the lop of the chimney. The
moisture is also condensed ; and as the pipe

through the cellar runs on an incline, the hot

water all goes off through proper drainage.

Now for the result. Almost the whole floor of

our house is kept constantly so warm that you
can get around in the morning barefooted on
the painted floor of the kitchen, without giving

you the toothache; and I tell you it is worth a

big lot to feel even the carpets under your feet

constantly warm. The moral you are to gather
is this. The first thing toward warming your
buildings should be to make the floors warm.
If your house is not well banked or well pro-

tected all round, go at it and do it all at once.

Make the cellar-windows so they can't rattle,

or so you can't feel the breeze around the
cracks ; and I feel sure that double windows
will soon pay for themselves in the one item of

fuel ; and for the outside entrance of your cel-

lar, you want at least two well-titting doors.

We did not have two till last winter: and when
we put in the extra one, and had it fit very
closely, the change in the temperature of our
floors was perceptible at once. Now. after you
have done all this, if you will put a stove in

your cellar, and make the cellar itself warm
when the weather is very cold, I think you will

find it not only a saving of fuel, but very likely

a saving in doctor-bills; and it may save the
life of some precious little one who is now
spending the most of its time with its play-
things on the floor. Dear father and mother,
can't you afford to give this precious little

chick a warm comfortable floor to play on?
While you think of it, just catch him up and
give him a kiss for his Uncle Amos. I forgot to

say that, after the exhaust steam has passed
through 400 feet of hot earth, it forgets to stop
work when the engine stops ; and even this

exluiust-steam pipe is hot all night for fully

half its leiigth. This, of course, is in addition
to the hot-water pipes. They are only II4-

inch iron pipe, and they, together with the
radiators in the rooms above, keep hot all

night, and remain hot over Sunday and toler-

ably hot even Sundoy night.

Trjide Notes.

SHALLOW HIVES AND FRAMES.

SOME STKONG POINTS IN THEIR FAVOR, AS SET
FORTH BY ONE WHO IS USING THEM.

Mr. Heddon's item on p. 818 wakes me up a
little; and as you invite further remarks from
somebody, as I understood it, that may mean
me, as I am more interested in the Bingham
hive at present, probably, than any one else
(the patent having expired). I still have about
80 colonies in the Bingham hive, and prefer it

to any other for proHt and convenience in han-
dling, as I have used it for over 20 years with
more or less success, and have tried others in
my yard side by side, notably the ten and eight
frame Langstroth hive, the square-framed hive
(frames 10x13), the Shirley hive, and others.

COMPARATIVE TESTS BETWEEN SHALLOW AND
DEEP FRAMES.

My first fair trial on their merits for surplus
was with the ten-frame L. hive. I bought ten
of them of Mr. House (then of Saugatuck,
Mich.). All frames were well filled with clean
comb. I increased by natural swarming at
that time (16 or 18 years ago), so I put a first

swarm in the L. hive, one in a Bingham hive,
and one in an L. hive, etc., alternately. All of

these were put up in precisely the same manner
as nearly as possible, with boxes for surplus,
until the ten L. hives were full. At the end of
the season 1 counted up boxes full of honey (as
I had marked each witli the hive number. We
used the small 3-lb. glassed houey-boxes, thin),
and I lost on an average ^lAM and a few cents
on each L. hive in use, merely in surplus honey,
without any reference to prices of hives; that
is, I mean I made §1.00 surplus more on each
Bingham hive in use in the experiment. I tried

a part of the wintered-over colonies next sea-
son with nearly the same result, thinking
that, perhaps, it would be a fairer trial—as the
swarms in the Bingham hives had their sur-
plus well under way before those in the L.
hives had begun on surplus, or had the hive
body all occupied. I also tried the same varie-
ty of hives in wintering, both outdoors and in
the cellar, with results favorable to the Bing-
ham hive generally—always so in a severe sea-
son out of doors. I used only the L. hives after
that, for extracted honey, and I will say they
came quite handy to " pile up " on top of the
Bingham hives to "sling" honey from, as the
L. cases are rabbeted to fit each other.

I next tried the eight-frame L. hive a few
seasons (in 1880, '81, '83, I think), just after our
big loss (I bought a few from Indiana to fill up).

Well, they did some better than the ten-frame
L.; but compared side by side with our old
Bingham hives they were far behind for comb
honey, especially in short honey-flows. So I

traded them off when I could fairly; and, in

fact, that was my object in trying to get started
with the L. hive; viz., to have a hive I could
sell bees in. as the L. hive is well known and
popular. I have tried the eight-frame L. hive
ever since with one or two hives, and find I

generally get three cases of sections each of 24
on the L. hive, in nearly the same time that I

get tivo cases each of 44 sections on the Bing-
ham hive. But the second case on the Bing-
ham hive is nearer finished than the third case
on the L. hive at the end of the flow, generally,
and especially in the time of a short flow, or a
gradual closing-up of the honey season. Of
course, there is a reason for these things, thirst,

the surplus is so close to the brood in the Bing-
ham hive that the bees carry nearly ail (or in

some cases (dl) of the honey into the surplus
chambers, excepting that used for brood -rear-

ing, which, by the way. is considerable, and
is a very important factor in the problem.
Toward the close of the honey-flow there can
always be found sealed honey over the brood-
nest, and this space of honey is always deeper
in deeper frames. Sometimes it is only a thin
I'ne in these extra shallow frames; and the
fiist tun' of sections receives all or neaiiy all of
that good honey. On the same principle as
when tiering up. more hcney is obtained if the
first tier is raised up and a light case is put
under it.

Now. the upper part of deep combs takes the
place of the lower tier of sections as soon as the
brood-nest is beginning to contract; and with
the additional item that the combs are all

built out to receive the honey. Of course, the
Langstroth hive will have more honey in the
brood-chamber—sometimes too much. On the
other hand, the Bingham hive needs to be look-

ed to in the fall, to see that there is honey
enough for winter.

SHALLOW FRAMES FOR WINTERING, AND THEIR
ADVANTAGES.

As to wintering, the problem may never
be wholly settled, possibly, so we can all see it

alike. The bees naturally cluster near the cen-

ter of the frames, directly under the sealed

honey, or the most of it; and if the frame is
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deep, and a wide belt of honey over them, after
they use this first supply they have farther to
go to Hnd more stores, as they often move in
mild spells, as we say when the cold lets up.
Hence dwindling in winter is the restilt, because
the bees in search of food become chilled on the
cold combs as night comes on, and drop; oi"

after the first supply of honey over the brood-
nest is exhausted, say loward spring, a)id the
cluster, in trying to move back to more stores,
or to one side in the L. hive, has to move up
and over that thick top-bar, or under the comb.
Being obliged to leave the center, the bees
become chilled by sudden changes of tempera-,
ture, especially if so near spring that a brood-
nest has been started, and the cluster will not
leave it for stores. This means spring dwin-
dling, and sometimes starvation with plenty of
honey in the hive—the more so if a cold snap
sets in. The shallow frame is less subject to
these conditions, because the bees cluster clear
to the top and nearly to the bottom, and so do
not have to leave the warmth of the brood-
nest or cluster to go to the next frame, and the
cluster gradually moves backward to more
food toward spring. There is usually enough
stored toward the ends of the frames, with
what little is near the top to last through the
first cold weather.

It is my habit to take out the light combs in
front when I put the bews up for wintei', and
move some of the heavy combs at ihe back to
their place, and close up the back board to 8 or
9 frames, say. instead of 10 or 11, as used in sur-
plus time. This gives more room for packing,
which is one more good feature for the Bing-
ham hive.
The original Bingham hive of this style now

in use was 10 frames, ;iO inches in length by V-i}4

in depth, from hive-bottom to the top of the
wooden frame. This gave about 5 inches up
and down of brood-comb, besides the short cells

on the under part of the top-bar, which i-; a
square bar set cornerwise. This was the size

in the patent-papers, and the same as I use
now, though Mr. Bingham used them 23 inches
ong in his own yard.

THE SHIKI-EY SHALLOW HIVE AND FRAME.
The Shirley hive was invented and patented

just before the new Heddon hive. The frame
is 19}^ long by r,)^ high at the end of ihe frame,
with both top and bottom bar. and is reversi-
ble. It has comb space only i}4 inches deep,
and was intended to winter by tiering up, half
of the frames on top being reversed. This gives
the bulk of honey near the center of the brood-
chamber, with a be<'-space through the center.
This is the best arrangement yet known, for
wintering outside, as the bees can pass freely
from one side to the other without leaving the
cluster. In fact, the cluster of bees can move
gradually in very cold weather. I have win-
tered a few in this way as an experiment, and
they did well. The new Heddon hive can be
handled on the same principle, but it needs a
packing-case for outdoor wintering, and is all

right then. Both need looking to as to the win-
er supply of honey, all the same.
Now, Mr. Editor. I have no ax to grind in

this matter; but I never could understand why
a bee-keeper who is after surplus should use
such deep frames as in the L. hive, aftcu- hav-
ng tried shallow ones. J. O. Shearman.
New Richmond, Mich., Nov. 4.

[You have given some strong points in favor
of the shallow brood-nest and frame, and we
must acknowledge that they do have some
(piite decided advantages. In your locality
they may giv(i better results, perhaps, than any
thing else; but localities differ so much that

what will be just the thing in one is totally un-
suited for another. The testimony as to the
value of the various devices in the different
localities, called forth at the last convention of
the N. A. B. K. A. at Chicago, illustrates this
very forcibly. For instance, the Dadants, J. M.
Hambaugh. A. N. Draper, and other bee-keep-
ers in that vicinity, furnish quite convincing
arguments in proof of the statement that the
larg^Quinby frame and hive give better results
than the small brood - chambers. In most
northern localities the eight-frame Langstroth
capacity seems to give best results: but no one
can assert positively, if he is unbiased, and has
carefully read the reports from the South, that
the ten and twelve frame Langstroth hive may
be too large, especially where extracted honey
is the object. Within the vicinitv of our cor-
respondent there is Mr. James Heddon, Mr.
Bingham. Mr. W. H. Shirley, Mr. R. L. Taylor,
and quite a number of others, who use shallow
brood-chambers; and while we may admit that
the large Dadant hive, for the locality of the
Dadants, and the ten and twelve frame Lang-
stroth for Texas and the South, seem to give the
b''St results, we must not assert that the shallow
hives are not the best for the localities in which
they are used. Now, if we go east, into the
locality of Hetherington and Elwood, we shall
find thousands of colonies on the Hetlierington-
Quinby frame—a frame not quite as long as the
original Quinby, but quite a little larger than
the Ijangstroth. You could no more induce
these York State bee-keepers, who have care-
fully tried large and small hives together, that
the latter would give the better result, than
you could convince them that the earth is

squai-e. We do not mean to say that those
intelligent bee-keepers of the East are stub-
born, and proof against any kind of argument,
no matter how convincing; we simply mean to
say that they have carefully tested their locali-
ty, and know pretty well what gives them the
best results. The question, then, as to the best
size of hive for any particular locality is largely
dependent upon the fact of whether (1) the
honey-flow is moderate and long - continued;
whether (2) it is heavy, and lasts only a few
days, or (3) whether it has only a few light
spurts during the season. As supply-dealers
we have endeavored to adopt that sort of hive
and frame for the mass of bee-keepers that is a
compromise between the very shallowest and
the very deepest, and a brood-chamber that is a
compromise between the very largest and the
very smallest, and one, too, that best meets
condition No. 2 above. Recognizing that there
is a demand for a large hive, we make and keep
in stock the eight and ten frame Dovetailed
hive, and, upon order-, the twelve- frame. We also
make, and have made for the last ten or fifteen
year's, half-depth brood-frames and hives, be-
cause we find that there is a demand from
some sources for hives and extracting-supers of
this description. But it is safe to say, that
nine-tenths of all the bee-keepers prefer and
order the eight-frame Langstroth.
Now. we do not wish to throw cold water

upon the very strong points in favor of the
half-depth hives, referred to by our correspon-
dent above. To be candid about it, we will
say that the demand se(Mns to be growing for
these shallow hives; but the call has been
more particularly for them as shallow c.rt/7(rt-
i?i(;-supers than as shallow br'ood-nests. To
show what we have been selling for a good
many years back, and more particularly for the
past year, we present below an engraving of
our half-depth Dovetailed hive and frame. It
is put in our catalogue as a shallow extracting-
super, two of them being sold at the same price
as one full-depth extracting-super with Hoff-
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man frames. Believing that these shallow
hives shDiild have the frames secured, we have
adopted the very simple arrangement shown in

the cut. It consists of two notched sticks that
slip into place in the rabbets in each end of the
hive. The slicks are of such a width, and the
notches are of such a depth, that they lill np
entirely the space between the ends of the top-
bars. The ends of the frames and the rabbet
itself are thus entirely protected from propolis;

and while the notched sticks can be secured by
a couple of wire nails, buttons, or similar de-
vices, there will usually be propolis enough to

hold them in place: because, when the cover is

set down on the hive, the sticks will be held

THE DOVETAILED SHALLOW EXTRACTING-
SUPER.

firmly in place. As the bodies are just half the
depth of the regular eight-frame Dovetailed
bodies, the frames are only 4}{ inches deep, out-
side measure. Such shallow frames require no
spacing-strips at the bottom to secure the
frames, like ordinary full -depth frames.
As these small frames are secured, the ex-

tract! ng-supers can be shaken violently to get
the bees out without disturbing the frames.
The supers are intended to be handled without
disturbing the frames until they arrive at the
extracting-room. The spacing-sticks are then
removed at each end, and the whole set of

frames are loose, because propolis has no chance
to make them stick. Being shallow they are
easily uncapped, and two of them are put into

the ordinary comb-pockets of an extractor at
once. Thus an ordinary two-frame extractor
will extract four of these at a time. These
frames are then put back in the supers; notched
sticks are replaced, and the whole set of frames,
including the supers, are put on the hive at
once. The point of economy in these shallow
frames for extracting seems to be in handling
whole supers at a time, leaving the question of

individual frames largely out of account. But
tiieir advantage lies chiefly in the fact that
half an ordinary extracting-super can be given
at a time, on the principle that it is better in

the production of comb honey to give only one
tier of sections at a time than two. Then these
shallow extracting-supers may be tiered up
precisely like comb-honey supers, and manipu-
lated largely in the same way. For instance,
when the bees have got nicely started in one
extracting-super it is raised up and another
empty one is placed between it and the brood-
nest.
The super-shells are precisely like the supers

for comb honey, and can be used interchange-
ably for one or the other.
In setting forth the advantages of the shallow

extracting-supers, please do not understand

that we are saying any thing about their use
as brood -chambers, although they may be used
on exactly the same plan outlined by our cor-
respondent at the head of this department.
The question may come up, whether, if such

use is made of them, a royalty should not be
paid to our Dowagiac bee-keeper. If we under-
statid the matter, Mr. Heddon does not claim
the imuiner of using brood-chambers as speci-
fied by our correspondent. All he claims is the
peculiar construction of the brood-chamber as
he makes them, with close-titting closed-end
frames and shallow brood-chambers.
Another question may be asked as to how

generally these shallow extracting-frames are
selected in the orders. Although we supply
our customers with both the shallow extract-
ing-supers and the full-depth extracting-supers^
one pair of the frames at the price of one of the
latter, very few, comparatively, have selected
this sort of arrangement, although the number
is now increasing somewhat.

The Son of man came not to be niinkstered unto, but to min-
ister, and to give liis life a ransom for many.

—

Matt. 20: 28.

Prof. Cook is now on his way to California,
where he expecos to make his permanent home.
Further particulars will be lound in another
column.

Mr. Doolittle, in his article in this number,
says old foundation is as good as new. If he is

correct, and we hope he is, it will save some
bee-keepers from melting up and making new.
How is this, friends?

We have in hand some pretty convincing
evidence convicting a prominent Western bee-
keeper of adulterating honey. Manager New-
man, of the Bee-keepers' Union, has the matter
in hand, and will shortly make the matter pub-
lic, probably.

A prominent, interesting, and valuable fea-
ture of the last convention was the rising votes.
While objection has been made to this way of
getting an expression, it is, nevertheless, valu-
able because the reports can be taken from the
whole convention without taking more than a
minute's time. We are heartily in favor of the
rising vote at conventions when properly man-
aged by a good president.

It is just announced that Vermont is to have
an Apicultural Experiment Station. The State
Bee keepers' Association has been laboring
for several years for the establishment of such
a station, and has now attained success. No
apiarist has been appointed yet, and there
seems to be a little uncertainty as to who will
be the best man. What is the matter with J.
H. Larrabee? He is eminently qualified by ex-
perience in this very line.

Mr. H. R. Boardman, from the report which
appears in another column, made quite an in-
teresting statement, to the effect that a new
swarm would gather twice as much honey as
the new swarm and parent colony combined
before swarming takes place. Mr. Boardman
is a very careful bee-keeper, and the question
may arise whether we are not indeed wasting
too much time in discussing prevention when
we ought to be discussing controlling swarms.
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Mr. Hasty, in commenting upon Taylor's
tabular report showing resnlts of the much or

little use of foundation in the brood-chamber
(noticed by us on page T'.i.")), says, in the Review,
"And. don't you see? the expi>rimenter draws
conclusions favorable to foundation, and the
editor draws conclusions favorable to starters,

from the s(nne big Uiblc." Italics ours. That's
the way it struck\is at the time. Bro. Hasty, the
best of us are just a leetlc prone to see through
our own specs—what, what—we icant to see.

Bro. York, of the American Dee Journal, re-

ferring to the time we sat in the same chair at

the ' Big Convention," and to the hope that we
siiortly after expressed on these uages, that
tiiese pleasant relations between the editors

might never be .s'f?vfi/ic»7. heartily indorses this

sentiment, and adds tluit he hopes they will

Tiever be worse than strained honey. Dr. Miller
also indorses the sentiment, but insists that
the.chair upon which we sat was strained.

We recommend a careful reading of the pro-
ceedings of the "Big Convention" at Chicago.
President Miller steered the discussion with
wisdom and tact; and the result was. that only
important questions were brought up and dis-

cussed. The fact that these discussions came
before the largest and most intelligent body of
bee-keepers that ever assembled at one time
and place in this country should make the pro-
ceedings of more than ordinary value to the
reader, even though he has to " see through a
glass darkly."

" WORNOUTNESS " OF AVINTERING.

Perhaps some may have been wondering
why we have had less in Gi-eanings on the
subject of wintering of late. In the first place,
we knew that our readers of the North were
tired of it; in the second place, those in the
South and the far West have no interest in it.

For these reasons many of the articles on that
subject have either been returned or turned
over to the so-called "waste-basket." That
this lack of interest is shared by some promi-
nent writers is evidenced by the following from
Mr. Hasty, who has been speaking of the win-
tering symposium in a late Review. He says,
" No use of trying to deny that there is a cer-

tain air of wornontness about the lucubrations
on wintering. Although we winter our bees on
honey, we winter our readers mainly on chest-

?i?tts [subdued applause]. But. brethren, when
we get it all found out we won't give you any
thing at all except chestnuts—then what will

you do? Better winter on chestnuts, and save
the bees, than on paradise nuts and lose 'em."
We don't mean to carry the impression that

we shall reject all articles on wintering, for

that would be shutting our eyes to real progress.
We shall endeavor to use a wise discrimination.
It had been better had we last year discrimi-
nated against the sealed-cover idea, or, at least,

given only a small dose of it.

MRS. ATCHLEY'S new HOME.
Mrs. Atchi.ey has moved from Greenville,

in the northern part, to Beeville, in theextreme
southern part of Texas. Few of us, when we
saw the announcement, realized that she had
moved so far south of her old home. Texas is a
large State—in fact, the largest in the Union;
and to have gone a similar distance in the
North would have taken her, not only in most
cases out of the State, but into another, and in

some cases across three or four others, or as far
as from Cleveland to Chicago. Mrs. Atchley is

as far south as she can be, and yet be a resident
of the United States. A glance at the map
shows that she is but a few miles from the

Gulf, and further South than the generally
inhabilf'd portions of Florida. She can rear
queens ihe year round; in fact, is better situat-
ed than any other qucen-bierder in the United
States. She is in the region of orange, ba-
nanas, and other tropical fruits, us samples
of which she has kindly sent us fully testify.

By the way, in tliat basket of fruit was a can of
some of the finest honey we ever had in point of
color and flavor. It tastes not unlike alfalfa,
than which there is no finer honey in the world.
Mrs. Atchley and her family are not only the
largest queen-breeders in the world, but in the
very best portions of it.

THOSE YEI.I,0W CARNIOLANS, AGAIN.
And now Mr. Alley has turned his gun from

Dr. Miller to us. A short time ago, in answer
to a correspondent on page GTH, we said:

Frank Benton, who lumdled the bees for years iu
tljeir native home, says that the typical Carniolan
is a dark steel-gray bee. The so-called "golden"
Carniolans seem to be nothing' more nor less than
Italians with, perliaps, a little Carniolan blood: for
Mr. Alley admitted that his golden Carniolan
queens were mated in an apiary but a little over a
mile from a large apiary of Italians. Plenty of
proof has been produced to show that queens will
mate, not only a mile from the apiary, but some-
times three or four miles. The source of tlie yellow
in Mr. Alley's Carniolans is plain. See J. A. Green's
article in the American Bee Journal, page 467, vol.
xxviii.

Mr. Alley denies this in toto; and strangely,
enough, he proposes to put up money in support
of his denial. Seriously, we do not believe in

settling things in that way. No, Bro. Alley, to
ignore the plain facts of experience— facts sup-
ported by all practical bee-keepers—that drones
and queens will My over a mile, and o-ften much
further at mating times, and to try to bolster
up the statement in opposition to it by putting
up money—well, let the reader draw his own
conclusion.
Regarding the statement Mr. A. makes, that

gray Carniolans will develop into yellow Carni-
olans in three or four generations, Mr. Lock-
hart, an extensive breeder of the former, says
in a letter just received:

Mr. Alley is away off when he says that he can
change the gray Carniolans to a yellow race of
bees by breeding them to the fourth generation. I

have bred the gray Carniolans long enough to
know this; for the past four years I have not seen
any yellow-banded bees fI'om any pureli/ mated Car-
niolan queen. F. A. Lockhart.
Lake George, N. Y., Nov. 23.

This is substantiated by other breeders of
Carniolans, and ought to set aside Mr. Alley's
position on that point.

POIXEN NOT THE CAUSE OF DYSENTERY. •

S. CoRNEii., in the Bee-heepers' Review, says,

"Not only is there nothing gained by the ex-

clusion of pollen from winter stores, but its

presence is essential for the bees," in support of
which proposition he gives good substantial
proof. Mr. Heddon has been advocating for

several years back the entire exclusion of pollen.

Commenting upon this, ISIr. Hasty says else-

where, " Heddon's no-pollen test, and 72 out of

73 O. K. in the same cellar, where two-thirds of

those with natural stores died with dysentery,
looks like knock-down evidence. It probably is

conclusive as to such a wickedly cold cellar;"

and he adds, that, even if the temperature of

the cellar had been right, there is no proof that
the pollen would have done any harm. Cornell
and Hasty are probably not far from the truth.

In later years we have paid no attention to

pollen; and, with the exception of last winter,
when we tried the sealed cover with such fatal

work, no one can point to better results in win-
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tering than we. Some of those who have been
the most strenuous in the advocacy of no pollen,

and have lived up to that advocacy, have lost

the heaviest. In late years the questions of

pollen or no pollen, poor or good stores, have
had very little to do with the matter of winter-
ing. As Mr. Hutchinson well says, we can't

put our linger upon any one thing, and
say positively that it causes dysentery. Bad
stores that were supposed to have caused the
disease one winter seemed to be perfectly whole-
some the next, even though bees were put upon
the same combs upon which colonies the previ-

ous winter died.

FRANCIS HUBER AND HIS ACCUSER.

Be sure to read the " Book Review " on p. 881

of this issue. While these reviews, as conducted
by VV. P. R., have contained far more interest

than such reviews usually do, the one in this

number is particularly rich. It shows that
great and good men like Huber are not free

from the lash of the tongue tiiat delights more
In cZcstruction than covistruction. This review
is interesting in another way: The light of the
past and present vindicates Huber rather than
tiis accuser. We see illustrated again how
opponents in controversy will often pervert the
statement of the criticised; for instance, Huber
never said that queens wou\d tulk French, but
perhaps said that they would "quahk "—a word
resembling the French word quolque meaning
although. Hubers opponent has all through
attacked, not what Huber actually said, but
what he makes him say. History repeats itself.

While we hope mankind is better in this respect
nowadays, there is still room for improvement.
By the way, our collection of ancient bee-

books is nearly exhausted. We should like to

continue these reviews further, and we should
be glad to get track of any old books not notic-

ed yet. If we can not secure the loan, pei haps
we can purchase them; but don't send them on
without first writing us, as we have a few
books still left on hand unnoticed.

CAN A SALARIED " STATE OFFICER SELL THE
RESULTS OF HIS L.ABOR TO PRIVATE

INDIVIDUALS?
A QUESTION has been raised by the editor of

the Arnerican Bee Journal as to whether R. L.
Taylor, a salaried officer of, and an experiment-
er tor, the Apicultural Station of the State of
Michigan, has a right to sell his reports to the
editor of the Bee-keepers' Revieiv. As a rather
nice point is here involved, and upon which
good men may differ, we had decided not to

bring it up in our columns. We may say, how-
ever, that this same thing has been done for
agricultural papers by experimenters at agri-
cultural stations; but the wisdom of such a
course has been seriously questioned. In the
case of Mr. Taylor and the i^euieio, it ought to

be stated that Mr. Hutchinson spent no little

time and money in getting this station started.
He was also largely instrumental in establish-
ing a valuable pi'ecedent by which other States
are following suit.

The usual method of sending out reports
from these stations is, to issue a bulletin a long
time (usually a year) after the experiments
were performed, and when interest has died out.
A government bulletin, as a general rule, does
not and can not dish out these reports in a form
as popular and comprehensive as a real live
.iournal, to say nothing of the fact that the bul-
letins are out of season. A report, to be valua-
ble, should be given a mouthful at a time, peri-
odically, and fresh from the field when the flavor
is at its best.

So far all of us can join hands; but when it

comes to the matter of giving these reports to

some particular journal for money or other
considerations, there is a question. We may
be wrong; but we are under thn impression
that, when Bro. Hutchinson and his associates
went before the Board, asking for the estab-
lishment of an apicultural station, there was
an understanding with the Board that Mr.
Hutchinson, by reason of the time and pains lie

had taken in the matter, should have the right
to have periodical reports, he to pay for the
privilege of first publishing the same. Then,
too, if any journal should have the lirst reports,
naturally it would be the journal in the State
of Michigan, because this station was a State
affair.

If there was not this understanding with the
Board, then there is a question whether Mr.
Taylor can sell these reports, although he
would have a right to give them outright, if the
Board do not object; but if we are correct, they
have not objected as it is. The whole question
hinges on what understanding was had with
the • powers that be."

THE ANNUAL PRODUCT OF COMB HONEY IN THE
UNITED STATES.

A FEW months ago we hinted at the possibil-
ity of approximating very closely the number
of pounds of comb honey from the number of
sections sold during that year. It has now
come to pass that three-fuurths of all the sections
made are turned out from not more than three
factories. It will be a comparatively small mat-
ter for these factories to report the number of
sections they have sold during that year. We
estimated that, if we knew the number of sec-
tions sold, we could approximate the number of
pounds of comb honey by deducting a certain
amount for sections lett over not filled, because
most bee-keepers order in excess of what they
think will be their actual needs for the season.
There will be shrinkages from other sources,
such as the fact that sections do not hold a full

pound, all of which could be taken into consid-
eration. While this might be, to a certain ex-
tent, guesswork, the results would be far more
accurate than some of the ridiculous guesses
founded on practically no data as to the num-
ber of poundsof cumb honey produced annually
in the United States.
As some of the manufacturers, especially some

of the smaller ones, might hesitate to place
their annual product of sections along.Nide of that
of the large factories, we have thought we could
obviate this difficulty by having the reports all

sent to an individual wlio has no interest in
supplies, and who would keep all such reports
strictly to liimself, not even letting us know,
and who, alter all reports had been received,
would give the sum total to us as publishers.
In looking about for the right man, our minds
turn toward Dr. Miller, a fair man. and who
knows how to keep things to himself. We
therefore appoint Ur. Miller as a committee of
one to collect reports from all section-makers
as to their annual product of sections for the
United States. After making up the sum total,

he is to have full latitude to estimate various
shrinkages, and from that compute the number
of pounds of comb honey.
Now, to make this a success every manufac-

turer should report to Dr. C. C. Miller, Marengo,
111., as soon as possible after Dec. 31 next. We
do not expect the section-makers to do this
service for nothing, and would, of course, be
willing to pay a reasonable sum for the service.
But, suppose manufacturers won't report. Well,
then we are powerless to do any thing. We
assume, however, that their loyalty to the pur-
suit, and a general desire to know how much
comb honey is produced annually, will insure
the reports. But will they be honest about it?
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As we run over the names, we have no fear on
that score.

It goes without saying, that we want only
the number of sections manufactui'ed for tliis

country. Those made for other countries
must not be included in the list.

Now, Dr. M., we stand ready to help you, but
we are not to know what our competitors turn
out annually—in fact, no one but yourself and
women-folks.

The Michigan State Bee-keepers' Associa-
tion will hold their annual convention in the
City Hall. Flint, on Tuesday and Wednesday,
Jan.:2d and .3d. .Secretary Hutchinson says the
meetings will be held in the Common Council
Chamber, a room remote from the rattle of the
street, and nicely carpeted, and furnished with
chairs, desks, lights, etc.

Special Notices.

"otjIver twist'' penholdek.

If you have ever been annoyed by trying- to re-

move an old pen from your penholder, when, from
tlie action of the ink, it has become rusted in, you
will appreciate one of the liolders shown above.
Witli this you need not even soil your flng-ers, as it

is not necessary to toucli the pen—simply tui-n the
hood or revolving- end of the holder, and tlie old pen
is thrown out. It is made of hard rubber, so that it

can not rust or get out of order. It is handsome
and durable. Price 25 cts.; by mail, 38. Given free
for one new subscription to Gleanings, sent with
your own renewal and $2.00.

COSTEIiLOW'S EGG-BOX.

This Is an invention of great value to poultrymen
in general, and to those who ship egg;s for hatching-
In particular. The box is complete in itself, noth-
ing- in the way of packing- being required. It is
only necessary to place the eggs in the box, and
fasten the cover d<iwn; they are securely held in
place by lig-lit spring's, which allow no play in any
direction, but which liold them suspended in tlie

center of the box, where they are secure from all
jar, thumping, or tircakage.
Tlie springs are so constructed that they will hold

with equal security and ease any size of hen's egg.
The sing-le box will successfully carry any number
of eggs from one to fifteen, and the double box any
number from one to thirty. We can supply this
box to carry bantam, also duck, goose, and turkey
eggs, without extra cost.
Tiie cover is secured Ijy metal fastening's on each

end, not siiown in the engraving. It is well adapted
to keeping eggs for Ingher prices, as, by turning
the box over evei-y few days, eggs in it will keep
sound and good for si.x months or more.

PKICES.

Sample. Perdoz. Per 100.
L5-egg box $ )>n $1 «o $12.50
30-( gg' box 3.5 3 00 20 00

It is ligliter than any other package tliat vou can
use with equal safely, as well as being cheaper.
The 15 box weighs only 1 X lbs., and the oO box •£% los.

PRICE OF WIHE NETTING REuUCED.
We have made our contract for a supply of gal-

vanized wire poultry netting and fencing for the
coming j'ear, which enables us to olt'er much lower
prices from now on. We submit below a table giv-
ing the net price of a single roll of netting 1.50 ft.
long, of the various sizes of mesh and wire. If you
order five rolls, any one or assorted sizes, deduct
5 per cent from these prices; on 10 rolls, deduct 10
per cent; and on 25 rolls or more, deduct 15 per cent.
TJiis latter price for the 2-inch No. 19, or regular
poultry size, is equal to half a cent per !<q. foot—Uw
lowest price at which we ever sold this netting'.
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mules are big enoug-h it is usually war to the deatli.

We will make the usual Ruarantee that poultry-

dealers are in the habit of making- on safe delivery.

FREEMAN POTATOES AND MONROE SEEDLINGS.

I presume it will prove to be too late to under-
take to send piitutoes by freight during the month
of Deceiiiber. Tliey can, however, be sent in small
quantities by mail or express with safety, so far as

our experience goes. Of course, there is danger of

freezing- them in getting them liome from the ex-

press or post office. The question has been asked,

whether, if tliey were paid lor now, we would keep
them until spring. We sliould be glad to do tliis

under the following conditions: We will weigli

them up, 6 I lbs. to ttie bushel, pack them in boxes
or barrels, with your address on them all ready to

ship, to be sent in the spring at such a time as you
may think proper, and at tlie prices whicli we have
recently given in tliese pages. So far as our ar-

rangements for keeping them are concerned, I

would siy that we have a very large and complete
cellar under our machiue-sliop. Potatoes very rare-

ly freeze in this cellar, even wiien tlie doors and
windows are left open. We have, however, just

been doing oflC an apartment for our potatoes for

seed. It is lined with tarred paper overhead, and
securely partitioned otf irom tlie rest of tlie cellar,

enabling us, by opening the windows nights, to keep
the potatoes just as cold as it is safe to keep them.
Each window has a sliutter, also covered with tarred

paper, so that tlie apartment may be made perfectly

dark. By keeping the temperature down near
freezing, we feel quite certain that tlie potatoes will

be changed very little if any by spring. Tliey may,
however, shrink SI me—1 can not tell from experi-

ence how much. Vou will have to take thi- shrink-

age, and the possibility of an occasional rotten one
by spring. As we liave never had potatoes rot in

wintering, as we manage them, 1 am willing to guar-
antee there shall not be more than 10 per cent
spoiled. Aside from this they will be at your own
risk. Those not sold during winter will be assorted
and weighed again, jn tlie spring; but after we have
wintered them over, and thus sorted them, we shall,

of course, be obliged to charge something more for

them. Tne state-of the market will have something
to do with the price in the spring; but until further
notice you mny purchase as many as you choose, at

prices mentioned on page 8(W, Nov. 1, and just under
the table of contents in our issue for Nov. 1.5.

The Monroe Seedling, as we have known it, is a
rather long potato; in fact, potatoes grown from the
seed we sent out last year are long, and some of

them a little scr;iggly ; butthe potatoes on the 9 acres
belonging to Wilbur Fenn are nearly all of a flat-

tened oval, so near like the Freeman potatoes that,

were it not for the different color, one mighi. almost
take them for Freemans. Now, here is something
else that 1 do not quite understand. The potatoes
raised by Terry and those raised by Fenn are
smoother and of better shape than most of the po-
tatoes we find raised elsewhere, especially those
raised on swampy or mucky ground. This matter
has been commi nted on before. For some time
past we have bt en using Freeman potatoes in otir

home; but when we gave Mrs. Root a box of the
Monroe Seedlings, taken from that carload, imagine
my surprise to hear her say she liked them a little

better than the Freemans—at least in one respect.

She says they do not boil to pieces quite so much.
In fact, they come on to the table about as nii-e and
mealy as any potatoes I ever saw. Aijd this reminds
me that, before closing this item. I must tell you
how Mrs. Root makes even inditterent potatoes dry
and mealy to put on the table. I suppose she boils

them very much as anybody else does. She always
pares them t)e fore boiling; but when they are all

done (not overdone), the water is quickly poured off;

then while they are hot and steaming she gives
them a gentle shaking and tossing in order to let as

much of the water as possible get out in the form of
steam. If you watch the process you will see the
potatoes becoming dry and mealj' under the treat-

ment, some of them breaking open if they, like the
Freemans, are very much disposed that way. If

she would take the same potatoes and let them
stand in the water they are boiled in, or even put
them Into a pan and let them stay until they are
quite cold, without any shaking, they would be
soggy and heavy—"waxy "as we sometimes term
it Perhaps the good woman who presides over
your household knows all about this already; but
I thought it might do no harm to mention it.

Books by T. B. Terry and Others.
The long winter evenings bring extra time for

reading. A ]K\ft of this time could not be more prof-
itably spent than in reading the following rural
hand-books which we send by mail at the uniform
111-ict' of 40c each. The new I'ditinn of the ARC of
Potato Culttire, rewritten this season by T. B. Terry,
will be completed in December. For 10c extra we
will send at once a copy of the old edition and the
new also when finished.

The A B C of Potato Culture.

Pai>er, :.':.'0 pages, 4x5. illustrated. This
is T. B. Terry's tiist and most masterly
work. The book has had a large sale,
and has been reprinted in foreign lan-
gu:igc.s. The second edition, reset and
almost entirely i-cwritten, is just issued.
When we are thmoughly conversant
with friend Terry's system of i-aising

potatoes, we shall be ready to handle almost any
farm crop successfully. Price 40c. postpaid.

The A B C of Strawberry
Culture. Paper, 150 pages, fully Il-

lustrated. This is Terry's latest «»!((»

book, and has received some very high
words of praise. Who among rural
people does not have a little garden-
patch ? If you would learn to raise in

it that most luscious of all fruit, the
strawberry, with the best results, you
can not be without this little book. Even if you don't
grow strawberries you will be the better for i-eading it.

Tile Drainage. By W. I. Cham-
berlain. This is a valuable companion
to oui- other rural books. It embraces
the e.x'perieiice of forty yeais of one of
our foremost jiractical agiiciilturists,

who has laid with his own hands over
15 miles of tile. Paper, 150 pages, il-

lustrated. Price 40c, postpaid.

Winter Care of Horses and
Cattle. This is friend Teriy's second
book in regard to farm matters; but it

is so intimately connected with his
potato book that it reads almost like a
sequel to it. If you have onl.v a horse
or a cow, I lliink it will pay you to in-

vest in the book. It has 44 pages, 7x10,
ustrated. Price 40c, postpaid.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar=
Bush. By A. J. Cook. Paper, 44
]>ages, 7.Y10, illustrated. This is most
valual)le to all who are interested in the
idduct of our sugar maples.. No one

who makes maple sugar or syrup should
be without it. If you don't make maple
syrup you may want to know how it is

made, "and how to judge of a good ar-

ticle when you buy it. Price 40c, postpaid.

Tomato Culture, in three parts.

By J. W. Day, D. Cummins, and A. I.

Root. Paper, 150 pages, illustrated. A
most valuable treatise embracing field

culture, forcing under glass, and rais-

ing plants for market. Valuable to
any one raising garden stuff of any
kind, aside from tomatoes. Price 40c,

postpaid.

If^^^^^-^ i A B C of Carp Culture, in pa-
per covers, illustrated. Tliis is a work
of 70 pages. 7.xlO, written by Geo. Finley
and A. I. Root, and tlie best authority
on the subject of carp culture yet in

luint. The rearing of carp is a pleasant
and profitable amusement. This book
will tell you all about it. Price 40c.

Any one of above books .sent free for one new sub-
scription with \our own renewal and $3.00, the new
subscriber to receive Gi^eaninos the rest of this

year and all of 1804.

Terry's First Large-Sized Book.

We have ju.st received 100 copies of "Our Fsirniing,"

from Wm. Henry Maule. Price, by mail, postpaid,

Sa.OO. If ordered by express or freight with other
goods, you ma^• deduct the postage, 15c. ; or we will

send the btiok by mail, postpaid, with Gleanings,
for $2.50.
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3ee-f4ives.
Dovetailed or otherwise. All kinds of bee-supplies.

Write for free i-atalojrue '^i'ZMh

W. H. PUTNAM, River Falls, Pierce Co., Wis.

FOR SALE—503 Ferrets, a well-
traiiied bird-do?, Scotch Col-

lie, and Coon dog- puppies.
Price list tree. 4tfdb

/v. A. KNAPP.
ROCHESTER, LORAIN CO., O.

TAKE NOTICE!
BEFORE placing your orders for SUPPLIES, write

for prices on One-Piece Basswood Sections, Bee-
Hives, Shipping-Crates, Frames. Foundation, Smo-
kers, etc. PAGE & KEITH,
8tfdb New London. Wis

%O^J •'^ ^^ Plymouth Rocks. Other varieties.^^ Circular free. Address Geek Bros., St.
Marys, Mo., or H. B. Geer, Nashville, Tenn. 5tfdb

rOR SALE CHEAP.
Improved Rui'ies buzz-saw. almost new, in good
order. Price f-'U. C. W. VANHOUTEN,

Smithfield, III.

50 Fnr ^ '^''' *10.00 for e. Finest
rui Of Brown Leghorns.

BUSHEL BOXES.

The above cut s'lows our new-style aU-^Iatted
bushel box. We hue two other stjles; oni his
slatted bottom and sides ^ith solid ends in three
pieces called t\\e slatteil bushel box. The other has
solid ends and close bottom and siae.s. and is bound
with g-alvanized iron and called the gnlvauized bound
box. These l)oxes were devised by T. B. Terry lor
bandliny potatoes, for which purpose notliing' could
be handier. The potatoes are picknd up into the
boxes in the field and left in them till st)ld. Other
crops, such as cucumbers, tomatoes, and apples are
being- handled in these same boxes. They are of
such a size tiiat two gro crosswise in an ordinary
w.isron-box. Outside measuie is 1-tVx 16 7^x12.!^ deep,
and they hold a Ijushel of potatoes level full so they
can be piled one upon another. The above cut
shows two all-sldtted boxes nailed up. and a bundle
o- 15 alongside; K! of the 15 .-ire in the Hat. packed
inside the other two, and nails of the proper kinds
arc inchided. The slotted and i.ndvaiiized hound l^oxes
are put up in the same way, except there are only 12
n a pacjkag-e instead of 1.5. Each package weighs
about 85 to 90 1 is.

PRICE LIST.

All-slatted bushel box. per crate of 15 $1 .50

Slatted bushel box. per crate of 12 1 .50

Galvanized bound bushel box. per crate of 13 2 10

In lots of ten crates. 6 per cent discount will be
deducted. Price each, nulled, 15, 18, and 22 cents,
respectively. A 20 page pamphlet called Handling
Farm Produce, telling- all about these boxes, mailed
ifree on apolication

A. I. ROOT, Medina, O.

Our
Specialties.

Evei->- rod of our fence is made from wire drawn
especi lly for our use, as common soft wire would
not hold iliecoil. There is a i»|»rin.i in every foot
of fence, instead of one in forty rods. The ties are
onU" one lojt ,\\>;>n instead of several feet, as in
others.

PAGE WOVENWIRE FENCE CO., Adrian, Mich.
HTJ, ition Gi^K*vivn?

HATCH CHICKENS BY STEAM
WITH THE IMPROVED

EXCELSIOR INCUBATOR.

"Hatcher mad

Thousands in 8uc-
re!<isful Operation.

SIMl'LK. PERFECT, an
SELF-REGVLA TIXC.

Guaranteed to hatch a
lareer percentage of
fertile egg-i, at Ies8r»»>t,
than any other Incubator.
Send f!c. for IlluB. Catalog.

Circulars Free,
GEO. II. .^^TAH L. Pat. A Sole :Mfr.,Quincy,Hl.

ulX VTt.JlA>l^(i&.

To Get Acquainted,
We will send the Bee=keepers' Enterprise from now
until Jan .

'9.">
( 16 numl .is. for 5ii c; or 3 monllis for

15 cts. You will be pleased with ^'our investment,
in either case. 18 ITtfdb

Burton
New Haven,

L. Sage,

Conn.

Inventor's Co

^^:^^_ '\ kee|i-|ierfect time
& f ui iiieh ci'iist-

antly .'ill tl;emost
iliai niinfr & pop-
ular tunes Mavs
ai.\ thing from a
siuiple song to a
difficult waltz or
operaticselection.
To introduce it,

one in every co-
unty ortowniEurn-
ished reliable per-
sons (either sex)
who will promise
to .show it. Send
at once to

w York City, 1». O. Box 8852.

Jennie Atchley's
is thf* place to arrange for your queens
for 1S94. She will have them ready.

Beeville, Texas.

Sash for Beeswax!
.V'ill pay ^Ic per lb. cash, or 24c in trade for any

quantity of g-ood, fair, average beeswa.v, delivered
at our K. K. station. The same will be sold to those
who wish to purchase, at 28c per lb., or 30c for best
selected, wax.
Unless you put your name on the box. and notify

us by mail of amoui.t sent, I can not hold myself
responsible for mistakes. It will not pay as a gen
eral thing to send wax by exvrexs.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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The Crane Smoker
Received the Award Honorable at the WorkVs Cohimbian

Exposition, a distinction not accorded to any other.

Smoking Capacity and Strength ot

Blast Simply Amazing.

The New Non-Smoke-Sucking ChPCk-Valve, by

\\liuh a sveut lihist is secured and tlie bellows kept elean, is?

tlie DISTINCTIVE and VALUABLE feature alone pos-

se SSI d by the new implement. It would be impossible to tell of

all its unique features, and so we say, try it and fall in love witli

it, as many liave already done.

Piice, with 3i-i)ich flre-cup and curved nozzle, by mail, J 195;

by express, $1.60.

If your nearest dealer in supplies does not keep it, write to

tlie authorized manufacturer.

A. I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.

N. B.—Don't forg-et that we are headquarters for all kinds of bee-keepers' supplies. Our new 1894 cat-

alogue of 53 pages now ready for mailing-.

Sections! We have just completed several new and expensive
automatic machines that will turn out sections that

in point of qualift) cdii not he crcrllcil. They ai'e sanded and polislied on both sides,

and are of an absolutely uniform thickness fnmi end to end. Samples and prices

in quantities on application. Speak (piick if you want
to lay in a stock of these fine sections, as our stock of

lumber is low.

A. I. Root, Medina, Ohio, SectionsI
Dovetailed Hives, Simplicity Hives,

SECTIONS. EXTRACTORS, ETC.
FULL LINE OF

BEE-KEEPERS' SUPPL/ ES.
60-PAGE CATALOGUE. Itfdb

J. M. Jenkins, Wetumpka, Alabama.
tS"In respoiulinjr to tins advei ti.-i^mfiu im-iiliDii iti.i..ais1m„-.

AUGITE STOVE = MATS.
It is a year last

month since we
first brought, to the
notice of our read-

ers this valuable
household article.

During this time
we have distribut-
ed about 300 gross
of them, and the
price has declinec
from 3.5 to 10 cent^

each. We have not

been alone in this

large sale, for
many others have
had equal success,
and the mats have
been pretty well
distributed. If

there are still any

of our readers who have not tried one of these mats
we would say to you that you are depriving the one
who does the cooking in your house of one of the
greatest helps that she can have. We gave you an
opportunity, during October and November, to ob-
tain one of" these mats without cost to you by sim-
ply renewing, before the time liad expired forwliich
you had paid your subscription. We can not keep
that offer going indefinitely, and it is no longer
good; but if you send an extra 10 cents when you
renew we will send you a mat; or if you will send a
new subscription with your own renewHl and S3.Of,

we will send you, without charge, two muts. and
you can keep both, or give one to the new subscrib-
er, and keep the other; or you may make some one
else happy by making him a present of the mat. If

you want mats in quantities to sell among your
neighbors, wo can supply you at SI.00 per dozen; 3
dozen, *3.W; 6 dozen. $5.40; 13 dozen, $10.00. By
mail, 60e per dozen extra for postnge.

A. I. ROOT, JMetlina, Ohio.
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Honey Column.

CITY MARKETS.
Chicago.— i/oJieiy.—Tliere is littlo If any cliang-e

In llie lioney market from last quoiations. e have
not had tlie usual good December trade in comb,
and prices are easier in consequence, with the otfer-

iiigs large. E.vtracCed is without any chaiifie. I$ees-

wa.v dull. K. A. BuKNErr ik Co.,
Dec. S. 161 So. v\ uLer St., Chicago, 111.

K.4.NSAS City.— //oae;/.— L'he market not very ac
tive, either for comb or e.vir.icted. We quote: No. 1

wliite, 1-lb. comb, 14@15; No. 2, 13@lt; amber. No. 1,

12(0)14; No. i, 10(^l:i. E.vtracted, white, HI/jfaiT; amber,
o(§>6. lieeswax, :i:i@Si.

Dec. 13.

Clemons, Mason & Co.,
Kansas City, Mo.

Alb.\NY — H(*/icj/. —Comb honey is selling slow, and
clover ace u mil la ling:, wnile buckwheat remains
scarce. Extracted begins to move more freely; but
there is a large stocK on the market. We quoie:

Buffalo.— V/"/i€y.—There is atritie more activity
in the honey market. Kancy, mostly U; a few, 1.");

choice, l~(5il-?; buckwheat, 9>u>i(). Beeswa.v, :i5@;30.

Batierson & C(J.,

Dec. 8. Buffalo, N. Y.

Cincinnati.- Hodci/.—Demand is g-ood for all

kinds of honey in the jobbing- way, for family use.
Tliere is a sliiw demand from manuiacturers. Ex-
tracted honey brings r)@S on arrival. Comb lioney
sells for l%sl6 in the jobbing way, fur best white.
Demand for beeswax is fair, at }i^l&£i for good to

choice yellow.
Dec. h. Chas. F. Mcth & Son,

Cincinnati, Ohio.

Cleveland. —H(>»ic.i/.— Honey is in good demand
at 15 for No. 1 white; No. :i grade. i+. Beeswax,
24@5}5. Our market is using all the receipts.

WiLLi.^MS Bros.,
Deo. 8. m & 83 Broadway, Cieveiand, O.

Detroit.—Hy?i€{/.—Sales of comb honey continue
to be satisfactory, with prices remaining same; viz.,

13®15, the latter figures for fancy. Extracted. 7(g;8.

Beeswax, ZS@-^i. M. H. Hunt,
Dec. 8. Bell Branch, Mich.

St. Louis.—i?o)i6j/.—Honey continues dull, with
only an occasional sale of a package. Market is

steady at Kg-fj for extracted in barrels; cans, 6^^T;
comb is in good supply, and sells slowlj' at from
10@12. Beeswax, prime, Si.

D. G. TuTT Grocer Co.,
Dec. 9. St. Louis, Mo.

KAN8A.S City.—Ho?ie{/.—Demand only fair, good
supply. One pound white. Hi; amb.r, it; dark, 12;
extracted, white, 7; amlicr, 6; daii, .5. Beeswax,
22@25. Hamblin & Bearss,
Dec. H. Kansas City, Mo.

Boston.—Hodcj/.-Honey continues to sell fairlv,
but at low prices. Best comb honey sells at 14@lij;
extracted, 5@T. No beeswax on hano.
Dec. 9. Blake & Kipley,

Boston, Mass.

St. Paul —HoMcjy.-We quote to-day as our actual
sales, choice white extracted lioney, t)@7; choice
amber and light amber, oyjCT/GV^ ; market steady;
demand moderate. Comb honey is very dull, selling
at 12)^(5(13.^; demand light; market weak, and sales
slow. Holders of comb honey appear to be pressing
their ticjldings on the markets.
Dec. 9. Smith & Austrian,

St. Paul, Minn.

San Francisco.—Ho/iej/.—Honey quiet, but sell-
ing all the time for shipment east. Extracted, white,
5 to 5X ; light amber, -.'i too. Beeswax not plenti-
ful, and is in some di-ui.uid at 2;Kai23'/i. Comb lioney,
9H@li. ScH.\CHT, Lemcke & Steineh,

San Francisco, Cal.

Albany.—Hti/iey.—Honey market easier on light
and mixed grade.s, and firm on buckwheat; small
combs at ll'/i®12. H. K. Wright,
Nov. -^ii. 32(5, 328, 330 Broadway, Albany. N. Y.

For Sale.— 4(KKI lbs. of extracted white-clover and
basswood honey; it is No. 1 honey, thoroughly rip-
ened up in hives; it is put in 61)-lb. tin cans. I will
take 7c delivered on cars here. F. W. Holmes,

Coopersville, Ottawa Co., Midi.

For Sale.—A few tonsof whitecUiver and bass-
wood honey, in strong new barrels, containing
about 32;) pounds each. Price 7c; in ton lots, 7'/ off.

Frank McNay. Mauston, Wis.

For SALE.-2000 lbs. of tine comb honey, in 1-lb.
sections, 24-lb cases, and 2000 lbs. of clover and
basswood honey, in 60 lb. .square jacket cans. Sam-
ple of extracted honey by mail on application.

Ezra Baer, Dixon, Illinois.

BUFFALO, N. Y. Unsurpassed Honey Market.
6ATT£rtbON & CO. Kesponsible, Keliable,

Commission IWercliants. i^udb and Prompt.

CHAS. ISRAEL & BROS., 110 Hudson St., N. Y.
WHOLESALE DEALERS & Hnnoi, ^V- Roa^u,ny
ooMMisajN MLKCH.'iNTs. noney P^ oeeswax.

Established 1875.

Automatic
Comb Foundation

Mills.

Hade by
W. C. Pelham,

riaysville, = Ky.

CI (IRinA *°'' ^'^'^' "^'^ bivesof bees; inquire of
I bWKlun. Aug. Ley vraz, Francis, Fla. 19tf

Here's the Place
To get enrly Golden Queens. Send for circular
and prices. ,/. u. (SA.SB,

J-*ort (Jninirc}, Pin.

Q pairs of Pekin Uuaks at $1..')0 per pair, and 4
*^ S. C\ \Vhite I^e^horn C'oe/i^ej-ei.s at 75c
each, if sold before Jan. 1, 1894.

L>r. H. Anderson, Cauianctie, Tex.

KIND WORDS FROM OUR CUSTOMERS.

Gleanings has become almost indispensable in
my family. J. T. Beall.
Ontario, O., Nov. 16.

1 get my Gleanings regularly; am always glad
to get it, as it is so newsy, and there is so much
good inloiinatioii to be gained from it.

Dove Park, Ark., Nov. 28. J. W. Morris.

I wish to say to you that 1 am delighted with the
sewing-machine which I bought of you in July last.

It is just perfection. Gleanings has become a
necessity in our home. May its editors long li\ e to
bless us with its reading. Mrs. S. E. Padgett.
Owego, N. Y., Nov. 2i.

Please tell Rambler that I hope he will not get
married, for his rambling days would be over, and
then what sluiuld we do without those interesting-
articles y We also enjoy very much your wheel ex-
periences. Mrs. J. Hilton.
Los Alamos, Cal., Nov. 3.

As I am renewing my subscription for Gleanings
I would say that I would not do without it as long
as I can maiiMge to pay for it. It is just splendid.
We like the Home talks and the high-pressure gar-
dening very much ; and Rambler too. It is good all

through. What has become of Jake Smith y

Niagara Falls, N. Y., Nov. 2.5. Chas. Kinzie.

[Jake has been visiting, but will be back soon.]
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THE REVIEW FOR 1894.
As the occasion demands, the Sjteciiil Topit^- feiitiirc, lliat of liriiiHiiify topelhcr in one issue tlie

latest views of the best men upon some one topic, will l)e coiilinned. In tlie lixtrm^tad TJcijart-
meiit will be g'lven the most valuable articles to be fiund in the other journals. Hi^ifitx will continue
to g'ive, each raonih. about three pag'es of his inimitable " Condensed View of Cui'ient Bee VVritinRS."
R. L. Taylor will write each month under the head of " WorU at Alic^hiirnn's ISxite^riinent
^\f)iar\^." Next summer, in companj' with his camera, the editor- expects to visit a laifie iiumber of
bee-keepers, making- extended trips thr-oug'h (^airada. the Eastern, Middle, and Western States: arid the
Ret'iew will contain J//(isf /-Mf/ous and desci'iptions of the bee-keepers visited, ihiir homes, fam-
ilies, apiaries, im|)lements, methods, etc. The, principal C'o/-re»spoiic/e/j< s aie successful, practical
men, most of whom have numl)ered their colonies by 1 he iiundred. and sent honey to market b.v the ton,
and who can write, fr-om experience, articles containing: informiiiinn of real I'eneflt to honey-producers.
In short, the -Rei^ievv will strive most earne'stl.y to stiind in the I^i-ant RuiiU, to publish advanced
ideas, to be interesting-, enterprising, wide awake, up with the timi's, arid of such a char-acter that no
practical bee-keeper can afford to do withoul it. Pi-ice 8100 a year-. 'I'he Re\-io\v and " ^-If/i-.jnc'eff
feee CDiilture" (a .'iO-cent book) for %\.Zh. New subscribers will r-eci ive balance of this jear tree.
Three late but different issues of the Wei- iew for 10 cents.

W. Z. HUTCHINSON, Flint, Hlch.

Doolittle's Oueen-Rearing Free.
We have some of (i. M. Ddolittle's "Scieiit itic Queen-Kearing-" books (170 pages) in pajier cover-s, a

copy of which we will mail FRgE '<> the new subscrib. r who send-^ us $1.00 fur the \%'eekly '• AITIKRI-
CAN BEE J<HiKi\Al." for one year •TliiSHame book in cloth birrding- sel s forSl.CO, but wegive to a
New Subscriber one of the paper-bound edition for- iiotiiiii^-. ( )r-der- quick, if you want one. Thej* will
all soon be g-one. A sample copy of the "Bee .Torn nal " is sent fi-ee on application to the luiblishei-s.

Address, CEO. W, YORK & CO., 56 Fifth Ave , CHICACO, ILL.
To JVevv Sii/>scri/>ei-s. the i-&iiiairnler of tiii.s year will lye sent free.

O/^^T-i— D DCIT ET^^ADPO are used and pronounced a great labot--saviim
r^V^H I Lri PC.C. C.OOMr^C.O implement by Chas. Dadant & Sorj. P,of. A. J. Co k.

Chas. F. Muih, Jho. S Keese. J. H. Martin, John Andrews. F. A. Gemmell. Wm. McEvoy. A. F. Brown, Thomas Pierce,

and many other prominent bee-keepers. Descriptive cir-cular and testimonials mailed free.

P.RICE ^ :~Each. post-paid, with directions, 20c.; per doz., $3.2'>. Return them and get y(mr money back
after tridi if not satisfied. For sale by dealers. Address R. &. E. C. PORTER LCWISTOWN, III.

PATENT WIRED COMB FOUNDATION
Has IVo Sair in Uroocl-frames.

Thin Flat - Bottom Foundation
Has no Fishtone in the Surplus Honey.

Being- the cleanest, it is usually wor ked
the quickest of any foundation made.

J. VAN DEUSEN & SONS,
]2tfdb Sole Hanufacturers,
Sprout Brook, Montgomery Co., N. Y.

M„TH <; HONEY
-^^^^^ EXTRACTOR.

Square Glass Honey Jars,

Tin Buckets, Bee-hives,

Honey Sections, Etc., Etc.

Perfection Cold-blast Smokers.
APPLY TO

CHAS. F. MUTH & SON, Cincinnati, 0.

p. S.—Semi l()-t-t. stamp tor " Practical Hints to Beekeepers

BIG DISCOUNT
No. 1 sections,
price list tree.

on Foundation and Sec-
tions. Thin foundation, 50
cts. per lb.; brood, 40 cts.

1:^.75 per M. Every thing clieap,
E. H. Trumper, Bankers, Mich.

BBB'S!
If you keep J3EBS,

subscribe for- the Pro=
gressive Bee=keeper, a
jour-iial devoted to Bees,
Honey, and kindred in-
dustries. 50 cts. j)er
vear. Sample copy,

also a beautifully illustrated catalog-ue of Bee-
keepers' supplies, B^HEE. Address
LEAHY MFG. CO., HIGGINSVILLE, MO.

Notice!!! Jobbers
G, B.Lewis Co., Walerlown, wis.,

Invite all Wholesalers and Jobbers

of Bee -Keepers' Supplies to write

them for contracts for Hives and

Sections the comin.ar season.

Please mention this paper.

-cl'6Ver se(;dS'C'-'M5 AND i

•t?"SAMPLEdE-OUR BEE JOURNALTHE WESTERN I

BEEKEEPERVlsoOur CATALOGUE
JOS.NYSBIyVANDER. DesMoines.Iowa.

(tyin responding to this advertisement mention C4leaxing3„
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STRAr Straws
FROM DR. C. C. MILLER.

Whew! What a winter at its frontendl

All right, friend Root; bring on your re-

port of sections manufactured, and 1 promise to

keep mum.
Michigan isn't so very near Marengo, and

yet I feel sort o' lonesome when I think Prof.

Cook is no longer in it.

Women occupy one- fourth the space in the
list of names of members of the Chicago con-
vention. They were a nice lot too.

That account on p. 8!»4 is another proof that
the whole tramp business should be summarily
stopped. Wouldn't it be a kindness to the
tramps?
Will bottom-bars ?8 square allow building

down on top bars if the top-bars under them
are spaced J^ apart? See F. X. Arnold's com-
plaint, p. 890.

A DRESSING for cuts, sores, scalds, etc. Boil
together one pound of resin and three ounces of
clarified beef suet; then add two ounces of
beeswax, boil one-half hour longer, and allow
to coo\ .—Medical Brief.

There you go again, Bro. Root, butting
your head, on p. 896, against that time-honored
belief that night air is pernicious. No, no!
Never breathe night air. Always bottle up
some day air and take to bed with you.

" Twenty years ago we used to hear things
preached from the pulpit that we do not hear
now—at least I do not hear them now.'"—A.I.
Root, p. 89'.'. Bro. Root, don't you think you
heard a little differently twenty yeai's ago?
You're right, Ernest, on page 900. " Mr.

Boardman is a very careful bee-keeper,"—one
of our best men; but for everyone that gives
his testimony in favor of swarming, are there
not three to say they would get more honey if

the bees never thought of swarming ?

Friend Abbott, I'll never again write any
thing but Saint Joseph— if I don't forget. But
if calling your city St. Jo brought out such a
flaming advertisement on p. 891. what would it

liave done if I had called it St. J.? I'm looking
forward to a good convention at St. Joe—seph.

A NEW KINK in hauling bees is given by Mrs.
Atchley, in A. B. J. It's a wire-cloth house on
a wagon. Putin the bees in box hives upside
down, without at all confining them in the
hives, and after driving 40 miles scarcely any
bees are found flying about in the bee-tight
house.
" N0N-SWAR.MING . . . . means, in most cases,

little or no honey." That statement, in a foot-

note on p. 889, needs a little qualifying, doesn't
it, friend Root? In most cases, doesn't the colo-
ny that never offers to swarm, store the most
honey? The right sort of prevention may yet
be found.

Canada soil doesn't seem as favorable for
the production of new bee-journals as that
farther south. Now, however, a second candi-
date appears, bearing the strong name. Practi-
cal Bcc-kccpcr. It starts out in good shape, and
is the highest-priced paper published, 10 cents
per copy.

Skunks are thus killed by Mrs. Atchley (A.
B. J.): Make a little hole in the small end of an
egg, put in some poison, and the skunk that
sucks that egg will never suck another. Don't
put the poison in the large end, for there is an
air-hole there, and the poison will not be mixed
in the egg.

The Apiculturist advises to raise hives from
the cellar bottom so as to keep mice out. But
mice can climb, unless the hives are suspended
from above, and that would be difficult with a
hundred hives. Fasten the mice out with wire
cloth three meshes to the inch, and then poison
and trap besides.

Young bees that have not yet marked their
location are more likely to be on the brood-combs
than in the super, friend Root. So the trouble
you anticipate in your foot-note, p. 883, is not
likely to occur. At any rate, I never find lost
bees hanging around piles of supers with any
kind of escapes on.

A crusade against foot-ball as now conduct-
ed is opiMicd up by such respectable papers as
the M('(Ur<(l Xcjvfi, Harper's Weekly, ihe New
York Herald, and the New York Evening Post.
Twenty-six deaths so far this season in Eng-
land, directly attributable to foot-ball injuries,
and four or five in this country.

James IIeddox puts himself on record in
Practical Bee-keeper as favoring a top-bar ^ or
% deep and % wide. He thinks % space be-
tween top-bars best, and thinks Jo space will
have less brace-combs than K- He says bees
will plug a 1^ space, a thing I've been afraid of;
but my bees didn't do it in the single season's
trial.

"A laying (^ueen never leaves the hive ex-
cept at swarming time," is the rule. Three
different men report exceptions in Bienen Va-
ter. In one case the (lueen was absent 18 min-
utes, and eggs and brood in all stages were pres-
ent. One man thinks there is reason to believe
that these flights had occurred several times
before, and the editor thinks harm might be
done in such cases by having a trap on.

EvEKY bicycler seems inclined to double
himself up like a capital C. The eminent Eng-
lish physician. Sir Benjamin Richardson, him-
self an enthusiastic rider, says: "The attitude
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that nearly all cyclists adopt, to a greater or

less degree—bending forward over the handles
of their machines—is undoubtedly unhealthy."
The spine and chest-boiie are aftected, circula-

tion impaired, and lungs interfered with.

Adulteration of beeswax, according to a
German writer, may be detected by the use of

benzine. Pour benzine over beeswax in a test

tube ; and if the wax is pure, at the end of an
hour or two there will be in the tube two strata,

a lower, uniform stratum of wax, and an upper
stratum of clear benzine. If impurities are
present, the time of separation is longer, tak-
ing half a day or several days, and the stratum
of wax is not uniform in character.

THE BASE OF FOUNDATION.

HOW MUCH THE BKES HAVE TO THIN IT DOWN;
SOME INTERESTING AND VALUABLE

EXPERIMENTS BY R. L.. TAYLOR.

In my experience as a bee-keeper I have made
use of a large variety of foundations distin-

guished by weight, character of wax, name of
the manufacturer, and character of machine
used. For some of tiiese, lai'ge (not to say ex-
travagant) claims were made. As these claims
related to points that went to the relative prof-

it of particular kinds, I was naturally curious
to observe whether these claims were sustained
by the deci-ion of the bees— tlie court of last

resort in such matters. My methods of observa-
tion, to be sure, were not very scientific or exact,

as a general thing, but they were sufficient to

produce in my mind a general feeling of incre-
dulity touching such claims, since nothing ap-
peared to indicate that they were other than
theoretical; and I rested in the hope that an
opportunity would come to take an ap' eal.

Tiie opportunity came unexpectedly, and the
old questions revived: Is all foundation equally
good? Does the character of the machine em-
ployed in its manufacture affect its quality ?

Is there any preferable method of manipulating
wax to be used for foundation ? Is comb made
from extra thin foundation lighter in weight
than that made from thin? Does age injuri-
ously affect it? What is the truth about the
"fishbone''? These were some of them. The
time at my disposal was short, but I determined
to make an effort to let in some pioneer ray of
light, upon this matter which seemed to me to

lie altogether in darkness.
For the purpose of the experiment I selected

eight sorts of foundation, each of which I desig-
nated by a letter of the alphabet. This, to-

gether with the description of each, will suffi-

ciently appear from the following tabulation of
the kinds selected:

A, Dadant's thin 10 ft. to the lb.

B, Dadant's extra tliin 12 " "

C, Viin Deusen's flat-bottom, ob-
tained of A. 1. Root 13M "

D, Roofs tliin 10.31
"

E, Root's extra tliin 13.0:^
"

F, Given press 10.09
"

G, " " 9.37
"

H, " " 3 years old, about 9 "

The plan included an attempt to determine
what foundations the bees worked the soonest
and the most rapidly; but we will now consider
only the question of the thinness of the septum.

After maturely considering the matter it ap-
peared to me that there were two ways in which
this could be determined with a reasonable
degree of certainty; viz., by weighing and by
measuring.
By a process which seemed to me to secure

substantial accuracy, but which I will not take
time to describe now, I cut down a set of sec-

tion combs made from the foundations already
mentioned, from which the honey had been
thoroughly washed, to an even thickness of
something less than half an inch, leaving the
septum undisturbed in each, from each of
which, with a sort of cake-cutler, I carefully
cut a " cake " something more than two and a
half inches in diameter. These were the sam-
ples for the weighing test.

While at Chicago at the convention, in talk-
ing with Mr. E. R. Root about the matter of
measuring the thickness of the bases of the cells,

he informed me that there was a micrometer at
his establishment, and that he would be glad to

put it at my service. I accordingly gave him a
set of the xepta, each labeled with its proper
alphabetical designation only, of which he had
measurements taken by Mr. C. C. Washburn,
the person accustomed to use the instrument. I

was also favored with measurements of the
bases of the several kinds of foundation made by
A. I. Root. These measurements were sent me,
and appear further on.
The two sets mentioned were the only ones

finally made use of. They were taken from two
separate cases of honey, all of one set, from one
case, and all of the other from the other.
As the natural comb was the only proper

standard of comparison, I added a sample of
that to each set, and designated it by the letter
"I."
After taking the first set to the Agricultural

College, and having it weighed by Mr. Frank S.
Kedzie, Adjunct Professor of Chemistry, I

divided each sample into two, making two sets.

The thickness of the bases of one set I had
measured by Dr. Beal, Professor of Botany.
etc., and the other set 1 sent to Mr. E. R. Root,
so as to secure from two persons measurements
of practically the same piece of comb. On ac-
count of the illness of Mr. Washburn, the mea-
surements of the latter set were taken by a sub-
stitute, Mr. H. A. Hubbell.
As will appear from the tables in the case of

Mr. Hubbell, the samples were measured from
once to five times; in the other cases, each was
measured three times at as many different
points.
The measurements are given in ten-thou-

sandths of an inch, and are as follows:

WASHBURN'S MEASUREMENTS.
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scattering it broadcast throughout the land, to

fertilize the millions of flowers which otherwise
would produce no fruit. But, to return to the
two paragraphs quoted.
While I believe the bees were created for the

fertilization of flowers, yet I also believe that

not half of the different species of plants and
trees require the aid of the bee to fertilize their

flovi'ers, and that only those which require the

aid of the bee secrete any honey; hence, I said

that it was not true that every flower " that
nods to the breeze or kisses the bright sunlight "

secreted honey. In this we see the wisdom of

the Creator—bees created to fertilize flowers

which could not be fertilized in any other way,
and honey placed in these flowers to attract the

bees to them. Thus we have the clovers among
grasses secreting honey, while the timothy,
orchard, red-top, and other grasses do not
secrete honey, for they are fertilized by the
" breeze." All the fault I hav(,' to find with the

first quotation is, that it is represented that

both the breeze and bees may be needed to fer-

tilize the same and all plants; while I believe

that plants and irees which can be fertilized by
the breeze do not need the aid of the bejs; and
that those requiring the aid of the bees cdii

not possibly he fertilized by all the breezes that

ever blew.
' To be sure, bees sometimes collt-ct

pollen from many flowers which do not require

iheiraid; but. as I said before, honey is secreted

only by those which do. Take the flower of the
squash, for instance; (Iregory, who is certainly

good authority, in his excellent treatise on this

plant tells us that squashes can be fertilized

only by the aid of bees and insects, and proves

the same by giving experiments tried, where
fine netting was placed over the female flowers

on certain hills, when not one of the flowers

thus treated produced a squash, while the hills

not so treated gave a good crop. Any one look-

ing at a squash-flower will at once come to the
conclusion that it is impossible for the wind to

carry the pollen from one blossom to another;

hence we find it secreting honey to attract the

bees. Prominent among this class of flowers

which needs the bees to fertilize them, we have
the clovers, fruit-trees of nearly all classes,

basswood (linden) trees, buckwheat, and fall

flowers quite generally. Of the class that does

not need the aid of the bee, 1 will mention
grasses of all kinds growing in this locality

(except clover); grains of all kinds ((-xcept

buckwheat); and mostof the trees of the forest,

such as beech, birch, ash, hemlock, etc. With
the grain I would include corn. I know that
some writers tell us that bees gather honey
from corn; but after a careful watch for over a

score of years I have failed to find a single bee

having any honey in its honey-sac while at

work gathering pollen from corn-tassels. If

the stalks are bruised or cut in any way. some-
times there is a sweet substance that exudes
which the bees gather, but this can not be prop-
erly called the secretion of nectar.

In the above I have given my views regarding
this matter, and stand ready to be corrected by
any one who can show that I am wrong. I am
no botanist, therefore can not give a scientific

article on the subject; but if there are any good
botanists among the readers of Gleanings, I

(and I tliink all of its readers) should be pleased

to hear from them on the subject. Knowledge
along this line will help us to disarm the many
jealous ones about us who seem to think the
bees are injuring them by taking honey from
the flowers. Let us keep it ever before the pub-
lic, that the bees are not only the bee-keeper's

friend, but the especial friend of the farmer
and fruit-grower. Thus doing, many of the
troubles of the past will be saved.
Borodino, N. Y. G. M. Doolitti.e.

PULLED ftUEENS.

DK. MII.I.ER TELLS ALL ABOUT THEM.

One of the bee-journals for which I have a
real respect asks for a "'rest " on pulled queens.
Why ? If it has tried them and found out that
there is any harm in using them, would it not
be a better way to tell the harm in the case?
Certainly there has not been such a great deal
said about them; but enough has been said
against them to show that most if not all of
those who say any thing against them have
never tried them and don't know what they are
talking about, merely giving speculative opin-
ions. Those who have tried them will no doubt
enjoy a quiet smile on being gravely informed
in one of the bee journals that it is said that
'pulled queens are very short-lived, and that
but few of them ever become fertile on account
of having their wings destroyed by pidling the
queen from her cell before being propi'rly
matured." Elsewhere the suggestion is made
that it would be better to use queen-cells, thus
letting the queens come out at their own time;
and one man goes so far as to say that, instead
of pulling queens, he puts wax over the spot in

the cell that has been gnawed by the queen so
as to hold her prisoner in the cell a longer time,
thus making her stronger.

I will try to be magnanimous enough not to
oblige any one to use pulled queens who does
not want to; but as I have found no little ad-
vantage and convenience in their use myself, I

will try to clear up some misunderstandings
that seem to prevail.
When a queen is raised at any time in a colo-

ny where tfiere is no intention of swarming, I

think it will be found that the queen emerges
from her cell too young and tender to fly, and
quite light colored. I can hardly believe, how-
ever, that nature is making any mistake in the
case, and I do not believe that she would be
any the better queen for longer confinement in

the cell. In other words, I think she will ma-
ture as well out of the cell as in it. At least
the bees seem to think so, and govern tliem-
selves accordingly.

If swarming is contemplated, a number of
queen-cells being built, one queen is allowed to
emerge, and tlie rest are held in their cells.

One or several of them will be thus confined a
day or more, the free queen piping and the
others quahking. They are not confined in the
cells because they are any better for it, but be-
cause the exigencies of the case require it.

Now, suppose we go to a hive containing
these queens in cells. Take out a frame and
find a queen-cell. Looking close, you may see
a little slit gnawed by the queen, passing part
way round the cell near the smaller end.
Through that slit the workers feed her during
her imprisonment; and, when allowed by them,
she will enlarge the slit and push open the cap.
But you may not see any such slit. If you

don't, I know of no way of telling whether the
queen is matured enough to emerge, or too im-
mature to emerge for several days. Pull the
cell and S(>e. That doesn't mean that, by some
means, you are to get hold of the queen's wings
and puli on them till you get her out of the cell.

It's the cell rather than the queen that is to be
pulled. Take hold of the cell and pull it off.

A bee-keeper of any experience will readily do
that without injuring the queen, and so, prob-
ably, would one without experience. All that's
necessary is simply to grasp the cell tight
enough to pull it off, but not tight enough to

mash it.

The probability is, that, in pulling it off, you
did it in such a way that it left the base of the
cell entirely open. In that case the queen will
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back out in a little wliiie, providing she is

mature enougli. altlioiigh she may persist in

gnawing open the ceil in the regular way. and
coming out head foremost. If she Isold enough,
the cap has bcn^n already gnawed off, all but a
little hinge, and she will promptly push her
way through.
You may, however, find her at any stage of

iramatuiity.down to the grub. If too immature
for use. all you have to do is to throw away the
cell and try another. At swarming time,

queen-cells are so plentiful as to be of little

account. If. however, you think the cells suffi-

ciently valuable, and don't wish to destroy any,
don't "take any except such as show the queen
gnawing her way out. and leave the others to

ripen. With the point of a penknife, scrape
over the place where the queen may be expect-
ed to gnaw through: and, if the cell is ripe

enough, the knife- point will push its way
through, and you will easily pull off the cap
and allow her ladyship to emerge. If the cell

is not ripe enough, there is little danger of the
knife pushing its way through.

If the queen is strong enough to cling to the
side of a comb, and walk over it without falling

off, she is proba'^iv mature enough to be good.
But you can easily decide whether she is ma-
ture enough by putting her in the hive where
you want her accepted. If she is not mature
enough the bees will promptly seize her and
cast her out; but if she is mature enough they
will pay little attention to her.

If you have a case where it is difficult to in-

troduce a queen, and have one that is barely
mature enough to be received, and another that
has been imprisoned in its cell two or three
days by the bees, I think you will find the bees
more likely to accept the younger one.
Now, Where's the advantage of giving a pull-

ed queen, over giving queen-cells? I'll try to

tell you some of the advantages. You are not
dealing with a pig in a poke, but know what
you are doing. If you give a cell, you are not
sure what is in it, if, indeed, you're sure there's
any thing in it; for, sometimes after a queen
emerges, the bees close up the cell so it has all

the appearance of having a queen in it. I've
seen many a cell with a dead queen in it, but
looking all right. It takes less time to put in a
queen than a cell. Bees will sometimes destroy
a cell when a princess of the right age would
not be molested. The cell may have in it a
queen with defective wings, or it may be ob-
jectionable in other respect*; but in giving a
pulled queen you need not give any except one
whose appearance suits you in all respects.
On the other hand. I don't know of a single

advantage a queen-cell has over a pulled queen.
Do vou ? C. C. Miller.
Marengo. III.

[There are a good many facts regarding
pulled queens explained above that are new to

us. If the doctor explained it before, we did
not know it. It will pay every bee-keeper to
carefully read this.]

THOSE OLD BEE-BOOKS.

MORE ABOUT HUISH AM> HUBER.

A further perusal of Huish vs. Huber con-
strains me to make what might be called a
comparative statement of the claims of each of
these great men in the leading points in api-
culture. But it must be borne in mind that
the statement of Huber is what Huish makes
him say; and I fear his prejudice has often
misrepresented the blind old man, and even
rendered its owner more blind mentally than

Huber was literally. Huber, according to

Huish, maintains there are eight kinds of bees;

viz.:

1. Tlie queen, wlio lays certuiii kinds of egga; 2.

The druni's. one of wliicli issuUicieiit to fecundate
a queen during' the wliole of lier life; 3. The com-
mon bees, wh) are females, having- ovarin, and biy-

ing ogg-s, fi-oni which males only spring:; which
males, however, are never seen ; 4. Wax-makers,
from wliose bddy tlie wax exudes; 5. Wax-workers,
who make no wax. but who nevertheless construct
the cells; 6. Royal-jelly makers, who fabricate an
extraordinary liquid, wherewith a queen is grenerat-
ed whenever one is wanted; 7. Nurse-bees, whos.?
office it is to attend upon the brood; 8. Black bees,
who are Ijorn only to be starved to death.

Now, I can not make out that Huber says all

that in just those words. He shows quite
clearly that bees at a certain age and under
some conditions do so and so; but he does not
maintain that a young bee is a " kind of bee"
in the sense that a drone Is a kind, or that a
worker or queen is. Let me put it this way:
The people in a certain community work at
eight different trades—that is Huber's proposi-
tion. Huish concludes from this that eight
radically diff(M-ent kinds of human beings are
employed, which does not follow. Huber tries

to show that the economy of the hive may be
divided into eight branches; one of these
branches is monopolized by the drones, one by
the queen, and six by workers of varying age.

I think that will reconcile the two men.
Huish says, "The bees never allow more

thnn one queen in a hive."
Huber says, "The bees sometimes allow two

queens in a hive, a big one and a little one; the
latter only laying the eggs of males—allowed
bv Kirkby, anil acquiesced in by Rennie."
In ordinary conditions, bees certainly manage

to worry along with one queen; but that two
are occasionally found together shows that Mr.
Huish, F. Z. S., was wrong for once. Has it

been demonstrated, however, that two queens
in a hive do exactly the same kind of work?
Doesn't one of them act as a " sub," and do
chores ?

Huber says, " The queen oviposits at all sea-

sons of the vear. and even in winter."
Huish retorts, "The queen oviposits only in

the spring and summer, and never in the win-
ter."
Evidently, here is a case where the writers

speak from their own experience, and where
that great makeshift locdlity must come in to

unravel the mystery. What Huish" meant^by
"winter " was something Huber had probably
never experienced. Although it is hardly more
than an hour's ride from England to France,
the transition in climate is remarkable. France
is one of the most i)leasant, beautiful, and
sunny lands in the world, while the climate of

England is very chang'-able, rainy, and foggy,
with violent cold in winter. The word "win-
ter." as used by the two men, is a relative term.
If they had spoken of a stated temperature and
the same degree of moisture, with the same
prevailing winds, their experiences would have
been about the same.
Huber says that it is the mother queen that

departs with the first swarm, while Huish says
positively it is the young queen. Probably
Huish had in mind a bride leaving home to

start a nevv one, leaving her mother behind;
but in this case. Rotiert. the old homestead is

deeded to the bride, while the old lady "goes
back to York State." I rather think the " pop-
ular prejudice," as Dickens calls it, will side

with Huber, regardless of locality.

Huljer maintains that queens meet the drones
in the air, mate by actual contact, the drone
losing the characteristic feature, and dying.
Nu fact in this world is better attested than
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that. It has been altogether removed from the
realm of doubt and mystery as much as it has
been in regard to rearing horses and cattle;

and yet Mr. Huish says, "The queen is not
fecundated by any act of coition with the
drone." That is one of the most astounding
errors I have ever l<nown so erudite a man as

Huish to commit.
Huber says, " A swarm is not accompanied

by any drones."
Huish says, "A swarm has never less than

two or three hundred drones."
I think we shall have to side with Huish here,

for positive evidence is on his side. It seems
presumably true that some drones would go
with a new swarm, as their presence might be
necessary.
Huber claims that the maximum of young

queens hatched in a hive in one season is 27;

Huish says 7. Some writers claim more than 7,

buT, probably Huber's estimate is none too large.

Huber claims that bees travel half a mile for

food, while Huish says they go five or six miles.

We know that bees have been known to go six

miles, but it is very seldom, and certainly un-
profitable to go so far. The fact is, they will

go till they "get there."
Huber says that extra queens are killed by

each other in single combat, while Huish claims
that the workers do that exclusively. Both
may be right, but it is well known that a queen
shows more hostility to a rival than a common
bee would toward the same queen.
Huber says some colonies throw off seven or

eight swarms and yet winter well. Huish says.
" No hive was ever yet known to throw off

seven swarms."
Huber says, "Food of various kinds is ad-

ministered to the larvae according to their
ages." Huish says, " No kind of food is ad-
ministered to the larviB in the cells." Certainly
Huish was wrong.
Huber claims that wax is made from honey

or sugar, imbibed by the workers, from whose
bodies it exudes in scales between the rings of
the abdomen. Huish says, " Wax is made from
an elaboration of the pollen of flowers in the
second stomach of the bee." Huber is doubtless
right.
Huber claims that queens use their sting to

kill young queens in their cells, while Huish
maintains that queens never sting on any occa-
sion whatever. It seems strange that God
should make so important an organ for nothing.
But we know they do sting a rival.

I deem it useless to make any further com-
parison of the opinions of these two writers, as
all the points they discussed are now settled to
our complete satisfaction, sometimes favorable
to Huber. sometimes to Huish, and sometimes
to neither.
Huish gives a very interesting chapter on the

treatment of honey. The extractor was not
then known, and honey was strained through a
sieve. Elesays:

The Frencii impart a peculiar flavor to their honey
by placing oniii^e-flowers and other aromatic herbs
ill the bieve throiig-h wliich ilie honey passes. This
jii'tiflcial flavor is supposed by many to proceed
fi'om the pecufiiir kind of flowers from which tlie

bees extract their lioney; and in the great honey
districts of Narbonne and Languedoc, tlie honey
has always an art'hcial flavor imparted to it, which
enhances its value in the market.

That seems like a "harmless improvement,"
but it is doubtful whether it is now much in

vogue.
Probably no person in the world is so much

afraid of being swindled as John Bull. On ac-
count of some crooked operations in honey,
tinder the management of one Hoge, some 15

years ago, the English placed a practical boy-

cott on American honey, and have deprived
themselves largely, in consequence, of the best
the world affords in that line. In the London
market the most unwarrantable prejudice pre-
vails against American honey. It certainly is

to be regretted that so many standard articles

of food can be and are mixed w'th stuff of dif-

ferent kinds to cheapen them: but the English,
in spite of their pains, eat a good deal of
"truck" they never intend to. Huish speaks
of the condition of honey in London in his day
as follows:

Tliere are few articles in trade which are more
adulterated than honey; and the article which is

sold in the London shops, under the name of prime
honey, bears liitle or no aflBnity with the real nature
of that article. As It is g-enerally ,S(jld by weight,
the cottagers take care in the tirst instance that tlie

honey shall not pass into the liaiids of the wholesale
dealers without receiving its due proportion of
flour or other heavy farinaceous substances, which
in a short time places the honey into a stiite of fer-

mentation, and divests it of a great portion of its

natural sweetness. A second adulteration takes
place when it comes into the hands of the retail

dealer, and thus tlie native virtues of the article

are completely destroyed. The detection of the
admixture of flour with honey is very easy. Dilute
a little honey with cold water; and if it be adulter-
ated with flour, the water will become of a milky
hue. Another method is to clarify the honey, by
placing a small quantity in a jar, which must be
half immersed in a saucepan of water When the
water is brought to a boiling heat, the honey be-
comes perfectly liquid and clarified; but if adulter-
ated, a thick scum rises to the top. which, oji being
taken off and suffered to grow cold, crumbles into a
farinaceous dust.

The "cottager" alluded to above corresponds
to "the honest old farmer" of this country.
Some country editor, not noted for his temper-
ance p.-oclivities, once made an editorial note,

saying. "For the effects of" intemperance, see

onr inside this week." Doubtless the average
Londoner would like to examine himself the
same way after eating some "shop" honey
made by the good yeomanry of the North coun-
try. Quite likely, however, that fraud has
been stopped before now.
In spite of what we now regard as wild asser-

tion on the part of Huish in some respects, his

t)Ook is very readable on account of the writer's

spicy English and its remarkably nice print.

Medina, Dec. 8. W. P. Root.

BEES ON A RAMPAGE.

THEY STUNG EVERY THING ON THE FAKM ; WAS
IT A CASE OF ROBBING?

FriendRoot:—I am inclined to think there are
times in the life of every bee-keeper when he
wishes he had never seen nor heard of a bee, no
matter how enthusiastic he or she is or ever
was. Such were my thoughts and experience
late one evening during the latter part of last

August. The fuss began near sundown. Had
it been earlier in the day, I really do not know
what would have become of us all. It seemed
as though all of my .50 colonies went on a ram-
page all of a sudden, which vexed me so I felt

that, if it were in my power, I should like to

kick the whole outfit clear across the continent
into the middle of the Pacific Ocean, so furious
were my little pets. The strife and havoc were
terrific while the trouble lasted. The first inti-

mation I had of the fuss. I was quietly cutting
some weeds from under a clump of rosebushes
that grew on the lawn, when, all at once, about
half a dozen bees stung me in the face and on
the back of the neck. It struck me at once that
I had cut into a swarm that had settled there.

The bees kept popping it to me as I broke to the
house for a veil. Then I heard my little boy, 12

years old, cry out, "The bees are stinging!"
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Grandpa, who was in the barn lot pumping
water for the slock, was told to run or they
would sting him to death. I got a bee-veil, and
my wife grabbed several pieces of old carpet oif

the fence. Grandpa was down, all covered with
bees. We got him up. and all hands made a
dive and got into the barn. I peeped out from
my hiding-place, and saw the cows running
wild for the pasture, with their tails high up in

the air. The horses were running, stamping,
biting, and kicking, all at the same time. Pigs
were squealing, running, and twisting their
bodies in all shapes. Our old tomcat ran into
the barn, with his tail as large as a rolling-pin,
while the dog ran off the place. The chickens
and turkeys came in for their share, and such a
scattering and squalling were never seen or
heard before. Several half-grown turkeys were
stung to death. Every fowl as well as every
quadruped on the place. I think, was stung
more or less. The onslaught lasted until dark.
Had this thing happened earlier in the day. I

do not know what would have happened. As it

was, had no one been around to help grandpa,
he would surely have been st\nig to death. By
the light of the lamp we picked 27 stings from
his face, heck, and head: besides, there mu«t
have been a good many in his hair, which we
did not find; yet it did not make him sick nor
cause him to swell up in the least.

These bees, when they came at us, did not
hesitate and buzz around awhile, but came as
straight and swift as a rifle-ball—zip, buzz, buzz.
Mrs. T. says she would much rather have a bee
sting her at once, and be done with it. than to
have one stick tight on her clothing and buzz
and buzz. It keeps her in suspense, as every
moment she expects to be stung, and often is

not stung at all.

Now, friend Root. I claim to be a carefnl bee-
keeper: and what started the bees on this ram-
page, and that, too, in a fair honey-flow from
heartsease, is to this day a mystery, as no stock
of any kind could get into the apiary, and not a
hive was disturbed in the least, so far as we
know. M. F. Taxman.

Rossville, Kan., Nov. 30, 1893.

[We never yet knew of a case, unless it be the
one under consideration, where bees generally
throughout the apiatry would sting any thing
and every thing, unless robbing had been going
on. Indeed, we can hardly conceive it possible
that yours should so behave unless such had
been the case. It may have been going on un-
beknown to you: but robbing will occur when
the honey-flow is dropping off. Thus ihe bees
may have been gatherins honey some, and yet
be ready to steal and kill if honey were to be
had. A horse or cow may overturn a hive, but
the stingers belong to one hive, and even then
will quiet down shortly. Many a case of bad
stinging have we traced to robbing, even when
the owner of the bees insisted that the latter
had not been robbing.]

THE MICHIGAN APICULTURAL STATION,
AGAIN.

K. L. TAYLOK KEl'I.IES.

" Et tu quoque. Brute,''' Ed. Gteanings;—The
editoi- of tlie Amerlcnn Bee Journal, by a play
upon the word "report," using it in two senses,

attempts to parry the force of what I said about
my right to dispose of any accounts, not requir-
ed by the State Board of Agriculture, of the
experiments I have made as I see fit, and about
his duty to give the Review due credit when he
copies such accounts from it; but the above
time-worn exclamation involuntarily came to

Tuy lips when I found you, in Gleanings of
Dec. Isi, in the same error.

I wonder if I can make myself understood.
My contract witli the Board binds me, at the
end of the year, to prepare an account of all

the experiments and investigations I have made
under that contract: that account is called,
technically, a "report," and in time will appear
in the form of a bulletin. That is one thing.
When I prepare an article or account or report
of some one of these experiments for the use of
some journal, that is another thing. This lat-
ter the Board does net employ me to do, does
not pay me to do, and does not expect me to do;
and these latter accounts can not. by being put
together, make the technical report. They all

contain matter of argument, etc., which would
not be proper in such technical report; indeed,
they can be of no very great assistance in pre-
paring that report, for that must be written dc
novo.
What "nice" question, then, can there be

about whether I have the right to sell or other-
wise dispose of such voluntary accounts as I see
fit? You say the same thing has been done by
others at other stations, but that the wisdom of
it has been questioned. Why should it be? It

subserves everybody's interests, and hurts no
one's. It costs the Board much money to dis-

seminate information by bulletin, for which it

gets no return; so it is, of course, glad to be
aided free of cost: and just as certainly are
those who are interested in the experiments
benefited by getting the results fresh, in " siz-

able" pieces and a year beforehand.
Again, as the labor bestowed upon the articles

referred to was. in the strictest sense, mine, and
consequently the articles themselves mine to

dispose of as I should see fit. there could, of

course, have been no understanding with the
Board as to how I should dispose of them.
Mr. Editor, does any thing in the above seem

vindictive, or to smack of bitterness? If you
say yes, then you don't fully understand me
yet. But I admit I don't like loose reasoning.
Lapeer, Mich., Dec. 4. R. L. Taylor.

[If we have misunderstood you, we are sure
you must have misunderstood us. We do not
find any thing in our editorial where we played
upon the word "report." giving it two senses,

or held that Bro. York should or should not
give credit to the Review for experiment arti-

cles he may copy from that paper. If there is

any thing on page 902 that gives you that im-
pression, then either we did not say what we
meant or you did not read us right. What we
tried to say was this: If the Board to whom
you and Mr. Hutchinson originally appeared
had no objections to your sending reports or
articles regarding experiments that you were
making for the State regularly to the Review.
i. e., if there was an understanding with them
to that effect—why, then there was, in our esti-

mation, no objection. As you say in a late

number of the 'Ameriatn Bee Journid, that you
have the " full authority and even the thanks of
the Board " for this work, then Gleaninc^s
.sees nothing out of the way. Perhaps Bio.
York questions your right to send these artichss

to any particular paper. Ordinarily we might
agree; but Bro. Hutchinson took much time
and money—in fact, was the only publisher
who took any interest in the matter at tiie

start. For this reason, and for the fact that he
pays for this extra s<'rvici'. he ought to have
the first right to the articles. Then, too. Mr.
Hutchinson does not ask you. if we are correct,

to give a full report of all your experiments,
but only certain phases of them in the shape of
articles; this is extra work, and outside of your
forthcoming bulletin report. In a similar way
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we askfd you, since we had helped you in

the matter of measurements, to favor us with
an article on the tliickuess of the bases, or

septa, of foundations. You have kindly com-
plied, and the article appears right after
•• Straws." In savinjj this we have not tried to

defend Mr. Hutchinson or Mr. Taylor, for thf^y

are able to defend themselves, but to give the

matter as we see it.]

SCRAPS.

bee-escapes; practicai, suggestions.

Last season I used Porter bee-escapes, putting
them on in the evening and taking oif the hon-
ey in the morning. It worked nicely. This
season I tried smoke, but my bees got cross.

There were always a few drops of honey spilled.

This started the robbers, who took advHUtage
of the smoke-subdued bees, and I lost 2'^ stands
by robbing. I shall use escapes altogether
next season.

CANDIED COMB HONEY.
When the honey-iiow is irregular the unfin-

ished uncapped cells granulate before the flow-

starts again, or they are evaporated to such an
extent that they candy after being capped.

COMB OK EXTRACTED?
When the season is good, there is but little

difference with me. This season the weather
"blew hot and cold;" in consequence, the
extracting-hives averaged 200 lbs., while the
comb-hives gave but .50 lbs. It is a good plan
to work for both, and thus be sure of a fair crop.

APIARIAN TOOL.

The handiest thing about my apiary is a large
pruning-knife with the blade set solid in the
handle. I make the blade out of a flat eight-

inch file, and temper so" that I can pry up a
frame, separate sections, scrape off propolis,
loosen a lid, or take off the side of a hive, with-
out breaking the blade. The curved point
gives a purchase equal to a bar.

CLEANING SECTIONS.
To clean the edges, grind off the half of a }4-

inch chisel so that the long point will act as a
guide. This shaves off the soiled wood, and

leaves a clean new sui'face. Or, make it a
scraper by turning the edge of a steel blade
backward,* and having a guide to keep the

scraper from cutting the caps along the edge.
To clean the flat sides, glass is frequently used;
but it is dangerous, as the broken glass fre-

quently gets into the comb, and might be swal-
lowed by children, and cause death. The cab-
inet-makers use a steel scraper that can be
bought in any hardware store for 10 cts., and

there is nothing better. In the absence of a
hardware store, cut a piece of steel out of an
old saw-blade. File the edges squaie acro.ss,

and then, with the back of an old razor, rub
back and forth over each edge, cradually turn-
ing the edges out and down. The razor should
have its sharp edge ground dull, and be set

solid in a handle.
GLUCOSE.

A wholesale grocer oflfered me 8 cts. per lb.

for my crop of extracted honey, and explained
that he could sell it at 6 cts. at a good profit,

by adding 3 lbs. of glucose to each pound of

honey, and stated. " My wife brought home a
jar with a piece of c(/mb honey in it. and the
jar filled up with what looked like verv nice

honey. She put it on the table, but I tell you
it was simply abominable— nothing but a piece
of comb honey and glucose. The grocery stores

of San Francisco are full of it, but it won't sell,

as the people have tumbled to it."

WAX-EXTRACTOR.

To get bottom
as well as top
heat from the
sun. I make my
wax- ex tr ac tor
with two glass.

A is glass; B,
c o m b - b o X ; C,
w a X - b o X ; T).

glass; E. this

face is painted
black; F, which
is the back, is

straight. As the
wax melts, it

drops on to E,
which is always
hot. F, being
perpendicular, is

not touched by
the wax; the
heat from the
glass D keeps
the box C and
the bo t im of
the box 15 very
hot. and does

away with the need of a lamp, which is unsafe
and expensive. If I had the past season to
work over, I would run entirely for extracted
honey, and " run " it on different lines; but the
bees can't gather honey from flowers that are
past, and I shall have to wait until another
season to profit by the experience of the past.

Murphys, Cal., Oct. 20. E. H. Sciiaeffle.

[Your scraper-knives are good, and no doubt
will be found to be very serviceable. Your idea
of having two glass—one to heat the lop of the
wax and another to lieat the bottom—is also
good. Come again, friend S.. with some of your
new kinks. 1

SCRAPING SECTIONS.

A HANDY SCR A PING -TABLE.

Inclosed I send a pencil-sketch of the appara-
tus on which I scrape my honey-sections, filled

and unfinished. The illustraticui. I think, will

make all plain. When the shelf is adjusted,
the height should be such as to have tln^ shelf
just over your lap. This leaves your arms and
hands in an easy position to work when you sit

down to the table. The screen bridge being in

place on the shelf, as seen in the illustration,

and your sections being in easy reach, you are
ready to proceed.
Tlie scraping-knife illustrated is a common
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>hoeknife. and should be of the best steel, with
the blade broken off up to about from I'o to .'i

inches in length, and shaped and ground down
to quite a slanting or beveled point, as illus-

trated in the cut: then by gripping the handle,
with the blade between the linger and thumb.

the fine particles leak through the screen on to
the lap'.']

HEREDITY IN BEES.

C, table, or box on legs; A, table slieK, removable:
B, wire screen bridge to scrape sections on; D,
knife for scraping-.

the thumb acting as a gauge to gauge the point
just the right length to scrape the edg(^ or in-
side, if the honey is not worked up flush to the
wood without marring the honey. If the out-
side edges need scraping, I lay the section
down on the screen and scrape one edge, then
turn it up and scrape the inside edge of the
frame if it noeds it, alwavs elevating the sec-
tion at a suitable angle, the right-hand corner
resting on the screen when scraping the inside
edge next to the honey; then scrape toward
the left hand, or vice versa. Proceed in like
manner until every side or surface is cleaned.
These directions are to apply partly, when the
honey is not worked up flush to the wood.
On the above illustrated honey-table this

season I have scraped and cleaned up about
2000 lbs. of filled sections, and scraped several
hundred of partly filled ones, kept over from
last year; and when they have passed through
my hands and over the screen bridge they need
no brushing or dusting off; and with the reno-
vating process through which they pass, if the
work is thoroughly done, and also rubbing the
cells down as described in Sept. 1st Gi>kanings,
they can, at least if they contain foundation or
comb, be used with profit.

The fall flow of honey on buckwheat here is

a failure for the first time, in my recollection.
The same number of colonies that gathered
1?0(X) lbs. on the first flow have not gathered 300
lbs. on buckwheat. The result is, a lot of
empty and partly drawn-out comb, whicli I am
now renovating and storing away in dust-proof
boxes for next year's use.

On page 710. Se\>t. 1.5th Gleanings, Emma
Wilson says, " Scraping a single case of sections
may seem to be fun; but when I have scraped
1000 or LWO in a day, it seems like work."
Whew! I think so. This beats my time. How
many sections do your cases hold. Emma?

G. .1. Flansbuhgh.
South Bethlehem, N. Y., Sept. 30.

[We have carefully gone over your descrip-
tion, but do not find that you state just what is

the specific use of the box or tray vvith It-gs on
at. We iiresumeitis to receive the scrapings
that accumulate on the shelf A: but. say, don't

DO CUAKAf'TKKlSTICS COMR SOLELY FROM PAR-
KXTS. OK .MAY THKY OME FROM NURSE-

BEES?

At different times the question has been raised
as to what difference, or whether any differ-
ence, is made on the characteristics of a young
queen by the nurse-bees that attend her during
her larval existence. Given two eggs from the
same queen, a queen raised from each of them,
one of them fed and reared by Italian bees of
the best qualities in every direction, the other
fed and reared l)y the vilest lot of blacks that
can be found, will one queen be as good as the
other? Falling back on my own experience, I

have answered the question somewhat in this
way: " I've raised lots of queens, some of them
in colonies of blacks, and some in colonies of
Italians, and I never noticed any difference.
It's the queen that lays the egg that gives char-
acter to the offspring, as also the drone with
which she mated. After a hen lays an egg, can
you change the color or the characteristics of
the offspring by putting the egg under a dif-

ferent hen to be hatched and fed? When the
young queen hatches from the egg, does not the
same rule hold? No, I am careful to raise
young queens from the best stock I have; but
as to the nurse bees, I care nothing, only so that
the young queen be raised in a strong colony,
and at a time when plenty of food is to be had."
But from time to time come expressions of be-

lief that a real, an essential difference is made
in the characteristics of the young queen by a
difference in the nurse-bees; and these expres-
sions come from such respectable sources that
they are not to be pooh-poohed and lightly put
aside with a wave of the hand. True, the men
who hold such belief are for the most part, if

not entirely, men who live on the other side of

the ocean: but they are men of weight, among
them Schoufeld. Bertrand, and Grimshaw, rep-
resentative names among German, French, and
British be --keepers.
So it may be the part of wisdom not to con-

sider the question as one fully settled, but to

give it at least an impartial reconsideration.
Even if in all cases previously known it has
been found that there is no difference in the ap-
pearance of a young queen, whether raised by
black or yellow bees, it does not follow conclu-
sively that there is no difference in character,
for we well know that there may be a difference
in character with no perceptible difference in

appearance. A child may bear a striking re-

semblance to one parent in appearance, and be
more like the other parent in disposition. Is it

not possible, therefore, that there may be such
a thing as a queen having all the outward looks
inherited from one source, and other charac-
teristics, not apparent to the eye, inherited from
another source?

I don't know much about the law of heredity,
and I don't know that the matter is very fully

understood at the best. Still. I think we can
tell something about it. W(^ know very well
that, in the case of the mammalia, the traits of
the offspring may be inherited from either par-
ent. A calf is born showing a color lik(^ its

mother and utterly unlikeits father. That col-

or it got from its mother; and tlie question is.

when and how. Very clearly, during its life in

tin- womb, and almost as clearly from the nour-
ishment received from the mother while in the
womb. That calf is white, like its mother, al-
though the fatiier is black. The germ, when
implanted in the womb of that mother, had no
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tendency to white. That same germ implanted
in the womb of a red mother might have pro-
duced a red calf. So it seems pretty clear that
the calf received inherited traits by means of
the food it received before the time it came
forth as a perfect calf.

A white hen mated to a white cock lays an
egg. Whether that egg be hatched under a
white, black, or speckled hen, or in an incuba-
tor, the chances are a hundred to one that the
chicken will be white. An egg laid by a white
hen mated to a black cock is hatched under a
black hen, and it turns out a white chicken.
Isn't it a pretty clear case that the chicken gets
its color from its mother, that no change took
place during the period of incubation, and that,
potentially, a white chicken was in the egg
when it was laid ? In a certain sense there may
be some truth in that—so far. at least, as to say
that the hen which sat on the egg had no in-
fluence on its color; yet in the fullest sense it is.

I think, not true. When the egg was laid, if I

am not mistaken, the germ was there with no
characteristics except those received from the
sire. If such delicate operations could be per-
formed as to transfer the germ from that egg to
one laid by a speckled hen, I imagine that it

might hatch out a speckled chicken.
If I am correct in this, then the traits of the

mother were received by the germ during the
lime of incubation through the nourishment
contained in the egg. A minute ago I said that
the calf received inherited traits by means of
the food it received before the time it came
forth as a perfect calf. In that statement,
change "calf " to " chicken " and will not the
statement be just as true? That is, the chick-
en received inherited traits by means of the
food it received before the time it came forth as
a perfect chicken.

I think now you will see what I am driving
at. If it be true of the calf and the chick(>n,
may it not be equally true of the young queen,
that she receives inherited traits by means of
the food received before tbe time of coming
forth as a perfect queen? In the case of the
calf, the pre-natal nourishment is furnished
and used inside the mother: in tlie case of the
chicken it is furnished inside the mother, but
used outside after the expulsion of the egg. A
step farther is taken in the case of th(> queen,
and The nourishment is not only used after the
expulsion of the egg, but furnished afterward,
and furnished from a different source; viz..

the food furnished by the workers. Why shall
we not admit that this food used before the
time that the queen comes forth a perfect insect
makps its impi-esson the character of theqneen,
just as much as the food used before the emerg-
ing of the perfect calf or chicken? Moreover,
we well know that a difference in the food used
at that time makes all the difference between a
queen and a worker; and is it not possible that
it may make other differences? To this, how-
ever, it may be replied that there is no differ-
ence in character caused by the food in the case
of queen and worker—that it is only a case of
completed or retarded development.
One of the strong arguments used by those

who think traits are inherited from workers is,

that the young queen can hardly inherit from
the father or mother any traits which neither
of them ever possessed. Neither the father nor
mother of a young queen ever gathered stores,
built comb, or chased a bee keeper to sting him.
How can they transmit traits that shall make
good storers or comb-buildeis. or that shall
make cross bees? How can a queen transmit
the trait of hardiness, no matter through how
many generations bees be kept in a bleak cli-

mate, so long as the queen is kept in the center
of the brood -nest, and there kept warm?

If. now. you ask me to say whether bees in-
herit traits through the nurse-bees by which
they are fed, I can only say, "I don't know.'^
Some good authorities say they do. Other good
authorities say they do not. The theory that
traits descend only from fathei' and mother is a
long-established one. An exception to a long-
established theory is not readily admitted. But
we Ivnow now that the Dzierzon theory is true,
although it came in direct conflict with a long-
established theory. So there is at least a possi-
bility that there may be an exception to the
rule, that traits descend only through father
and mother. If there is truth in it, then it is of
great practical importance that we know it and
act upon it. The interests involved make it

wise for us to try to find the truth, whatever it

may be. C. C. Millkk.
Marengo, 111.

[During the reading of the fore part of the
article we felt somewhat skeptical as to any in-
herited traits being received other than from
mother and father; when we came to the latter
part we doubted less. While we may say. in
the case of the calf and the chicken, there
would be none, yet when we come to the bee we
may have to take a different view, been (f.se sever-
al hundred individuals, besides the father and
mother, may have and probably have had some-
thing to do in the rearing and feeding of the
baby- bee. We have had scores of report**
showing that bees from a queen and drone of
gentle stock are nearly as vicious as the bees
from the queen formerly in the hive, and whose
removal was deemed advisable because her bees
were so cross. Now, in this case, either the new
lot of bees from the new queen learned to be
naughty per force of example, or else the food
partially digested in the glands of the original
cross nurse-bees served to carry naughtiness to
the new stock. We have sometimes thought bees
learned good and bad tricks of each other. For
instance, the habit of robbing seems to cling to
a colony somewhat, even after a change of
queens, and after the bees of the former queen
are gone. We know that we can teach a colony
to be cross by kicking a hive, using it roughly a
few times. A runaway horse knocked over a
couple of hives for us. Of course, they were
cross at the time, but they were cross for weeks
afterward, when, before the mishap, they had
been well-behaved bees.1

OHIO'S APIARIAN EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD'S
FAIR.

DK. MASON DESCHIBES IT.

Mr. Edit(,r:—Ju accordance with your request
I send you a description of the Ohio apiarian
exhibit at the World's Fair. Those who have
seen the exhibit will not need to be told how it

looked; and the photo I sent you, although'
fairly good, does not show how it was arranged,
so I will give a description of it.

I was informed by the chief of the depart-
ment in which our exhibit was made, that the
case in which honey and wax were to be dis-

played was feet wide, 2.5 long, and 8 high, in-

side measure, and I made my plans accordingly.
When I got to the place for the exhibit I found
the case was only 4 feet and 4 inches wide and-
7 feet high, so that the framework I had made
at home was too large to go into the case, and
the exposition company put two men at work
on it to make it smaller, and it took them three
days to do it.

The frames, or honey-stands, as we called
them, were made of inch gas-pipe, 4 pieces on
each side and one between at each end, making-
ten risers, or supports, in each stand. Each.
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support had a cast-iron bottom to rest in, and
the tops were screwed into brass pieces that
held them in place. On these supports were
iron rests that could be fixed at desirable
heights, on which were placed glass shelves on
which to display both comb and extracted
honey. There were two of these stands, each
4 feet wide at the bottom. 4 inches at the top,

and (J feet high. They were 8 feet long at the
bottom, and about .") feet at the top. One end
of each of these honey-stands was placed about
33 inches from the ends of the case, leaving
about") feet in the center between the inner
ends of the stands. In the center of this space
was an iron standard 6,V2 feet high, with iron
supports for nine glass shelves. The shelves
were eight square, the lower one being about :5

feet across, and the upper one a foot across.
On this center pyramid were displayed comb

and extracted hom-y, fancy pieces of beeswax,
and about 30 varieties of honey-plant seeds

—

most of the seeds being furnished by A. L Root;
the rest were furnished by myself. The bees-
wax was part of about 40 lbs. produced and
loaned to the exhibit by Mr. Mil o George, of
Bowling Green, Wood Co.. and .was admitted
by all to be th(> finest wax on exhibition. It

was just as it came from the solar extractor,
not liaving been clarified in any way. It re-

'Ceived an award.
The comb honey on the side of the pyramid

shown in the picture was a portion of 100 lbs.

In 9() one-pound sections, produced and loaned
to the exhibit by Mr. Vernon Burt, of Mallet
Creek, Medina Co., about three miles from
Medina. The sections were well filled out to
the wood, the 9«) sections containing 100 lb«<. of
honey, the combs being even and white. They
received an award. Mr. Burt also loaned to
the exhibit a very fine strong colony of bees;
most of the bees, however, were smothered on
their journey.
The comb honey on the opposite side of pyra-

mid from Mr. Burt's was a part of about G'^O

lbs. produced and loaned to the exhibit by Mr.
C. E. Boyer, of Ainger, Williams Co. When I

called on Ohio bee-keepers through Gi>eanings
for honey, etc., for the exhibit. Mr. Boyer was
the first to respond, with an offer to loan from
300 to 400 1 bs. of comb honey, which he after-
ward increased to the amount before stated.
The honey was in nice white four-piece sec-
tions, some of them being almost perfectly
tilled to the wood. Most of the comb was very
white, and all was evenly capped, some of the
sections being among the most perfect, if not
the most perfect on exhibition. Most of the
•comb honey in the Ohio exhibit was from Mr.
Boyer, and received an award. Evidently Mr.
Boyer had ''an eye" on the exposition, for I

learned from him, when he was at the big show
in October, that some of his honey was produc-
ed in 1891. and saved for the Ohio exhibit.
Mr. J. B. Wilhelm, of Saint Stephen, Seneca

Co., donated a few pounds of comb honey—all

he had when my call was made for honey. It

was light-colored, and the sections were well
filled.

Mr. Louis Schumm, of Willshire, Van Wert
Co., loaned the exhibit 33 lbs. of dark comb
honey in two- pound sections.
About 7.5 lbs. of white comb honey was pur-

chased, and, all together, made about 900 lbs.

for the exhibit.
Mr. F. J. M. Otto, of Sandusky, Erie Co., do-

nated a few pounds of extracted honey, nicely
candied in glass jars, that was produced in 1891.

In the front end of the case were three small
pyramids of extracted honey, very light in col-

or, and of fine quality. The center pyramid
was 16 inches square at the base, 6 at the top,
and about 3 feet high, surmounted by a glass

globe about ."> inches in diameter, filled with
white candied honey, and labeled, "This pyra-
mid of honey is part of 34 pounds, produced
and donated to this exhibit by Samuel H. Bol-
ton, of McComb, Hancock Co., Ohio."

In the right-hand corner was a smaller pyra-
mid, labeled. *" This pyramid is part of 130
pounds produced and loaned to this exhibit by
C. E. Boyer, Ainger. Williams Co., Ohio."
The pyramid in the left-hand corner was of

the same size as the last, and labeled, " The
honey in this pyramid is part of 80 lbs., donated
to this exhibit by Vernon Burt, Mallet Creek,
Medina Co., Ohio."
On these pyramids were several small wax rab-

bits, made from Mr. George's beautiful beeswax.
About forty of these wax rabbits were squat-
ting down in different parts of the exhibit, and
called forth many exclamations of pleasure
from sight-seers, and not a few had '"cheek"
enough to ask for "'just one as a souvenir."
Several buckeyes, known to many as " horse-
chestnuts," were also on these pyramids; and
Ohio being the I'.iickeye State, and the buckeye
being a honey-producing tree, made their dis-
play very appropriate.
In the center of the case, at each of the four

corners of the square in which the large central
pyramid before described stood, were four small-
er pyramids of extracted honey, one of which
was labeled, "The honey in this pyramid is

part of (iO pounds, produced and loaned to this

exhibit by Milo George, Bowling Green, Wood
Co., Ohio." He also loaned the exhibit some
samples of sweet clover and raspberry honey in

Muth bottles.

Another of these pyramids was labeled. " This
pyramid of honey is part of (50 pounds, produced
and loaned to this exhibit by Mr. Lewis W.
Hershiser. Fayette. Fulton Co., Ohio." Lewis
is about 1.") years old, and his honey received an
award.
In the rear end of the case were two small pyr-

amids of extracted aster honey in pound, half-
pound, and dime Muth honey-bottles, all label-
ed with Mr. Muth's labels, and loaned to the
exhibit by Chas. F. Muth. of Cincinnati, as was
also another pyramid of honey in large Muth
honey- bottles, placed in the center of the front
honey-stand; and another pyramid of about
100 lbs. of beeswax, and some of Mr. Muth's
honey with it. in the center of the rear honey-
stand, all loaned by Mr. Muth for this exhibit.
A goodly number tasted of Mr. Muth's aster

honey, and all were of the opinion that, if eaten
on bread or warm biscuit, no butter would be
needed, because the honey had such a buttery
flavor. Mr. Muth had also on exhibition two
bee-hives, two of his extractors, and two of his
honey-knives. In the front end of the rear
honey-stand was a good-sized pyramid of ex-
tracted honey, labeled, " This pyramid of honey
is part of 100 pounds, loaned to this exhibit by
Charles W. Frank, of Fairlawn, Summit Co.,
Ohio." It was a mixture of buckwheat and
heartsease. It was a beautiful dark amber color.

Mr. C. Lamson, of Pierpont, Ashtabula Co.,

loaned the exhibit 34 lbs. of very nice extracted
goldenrod honey. Fnlike the honey from other
sources, it did not candy.
In the back end of the case, between Mr.

Muth's pyramids of honey, was a well-propor-
tioned and nicely made monument of beeswax,
about 30 inches high, made for and loaned to
the exhibit by Mr. I). E. Jacobs, of Longley,
Wood Co. When put in place last spring it was
of good color; but standing where the morning
sun shone upon it, it became somewhat bleach-
ed before the close of the exposition.
Miss Maria L. Deming, of Watertown, Wash-

ington Co., near the southeast corner of the
State, loaned the exhibit about 40 lbs. of a
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dark-colored honey that no one who tasted was
able to tell what flowers it came from.
Mr. W. O. Titus, of Toledo, Lucas Co., loaned

the exhibit about M lbs. of beeswax, a portion
of which was shown at the rear end of the
front honey-stand.
In the back end of the rear, and at the front

end of the front honey-stands, were two pyra-
mids of extracted honey in 2, 1, and K pound
and dime Muth honey-bottles, which 1 loaned
to the exhibit. Some of the honey had candied
and been drained, so that it looked very much

Nearly all of the comb honey was exhibited
in crates with glass on both sides, holding but
two sections each. The extracted, with the
exception of that already mentioned as being in
Muth bottles, was shown in a large variety of
sizes and styles of glass jars, with either nickel
or glass tops, and holding from one ounce to^

one gallon.
All of the shelves on which the display was

nciade, and the pyramids built up with, were of
glass.

For a few weeks I had a strong colony of Ital-

OHIO S WOULD S FAIR HONEY-EXHIBIT, WITH DR. A. B. MASON ON THE LEFT.

like sugar. Other portions were partially liq-
uid and partially candied, much of it looking
like very tine coral.
In the front end of the case were some honey-

jumbles that were made in 188S. many barrels
of which were sold in five and ten cent lots in
the Apiarian Building at the Ohio Centennial
at Columbus, O., in the autumn of 1888, by those
in charge of A. I. Root's exhibit. I brought
these from Columbus at the close of the Cen-
tennial. I gave several a taste of them at the
World's Fair, and they said they were as fresh
as new ones.

ian bees on exhibition in a nice glass hive. A
colony of bees or a nucleus with a queen will

attract more attention than any or all other
things in an apiarian exhibit, especially if

there is a bee-keeper to talk to visitors about
them.
There were sixteen exhibitors from Ohio in

the apiarian department, and eight awards
were made on their exhibits, so far as heard
from. I believe I have named them all, except
that I received an award for "display of honey
in marketable shape.'' A. B. Mason.
Toledo, O., Nov. 4.
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APIARIAN EXHIBITS AT THE WORLD'S FAIR.

DR. MASON DESCRIBES ROOT 8 AND OTHER
EXHIBITS.

Friend Root;—It is more than probable that
the thousands of readers of Gi,kanin(3S who
have not been at the World's Fair wonld like to
know something about your exhibit of supplies,
etc.: and I doubt not there are a goodly num-
ber of those who read Gleanings wlio have
been here and could not find your exhibit. I

have met several such myself; and your own
sister. Mrs. Holmes, came very near not finding
it, although she had been within a few feet
of it.

I was sitting on a box by the Ohio honey-
exhibit, writing or figuring, and a lillle bit of
woman, with two girls, brushed by me, and in a
few minutes came back; and as they passed me
again I heard the remark, *'.'! guess Amos hasn't
got any honey here. I don't see any with his
name."
Hearing the name "Amos," which is quite a

familiar one to me, I looked up and asked,
" What are you looking for? " and. lo and be-
hold I I had found a sister of A. I. Root, and two
of his little nieces, or they had found me, I

hardly know which. The " worser half," Mr.
Holmes, was waiting down stairs, and it didn't
take the little girls long to " raise " him, and
tiien we had a good look at things, and a good
but brief visit.

The honey-exhibits, and the exhibits of sup-
plies, were in the gallery at the east end of Ag-
ricultural Building, in the south part of the
gallery, and your exhibit at the south end of
the honey-exhibits. When first put up last
May by Dr. Miller, it was back in a corner by
itself, where but few saw it, and so much was
said (and fault found by your fiiends and bee-
keepers) about its location, that, after consider-
able corr'^spondence with Ernest, as Dr. Miller
was to busy to attend to it, I came in July, and
after three days of " wire-pulling " succeeded in
getting permission from "the powers that be,*'

to move the exhibit out in line with the honey-
exhibits.
As put up by Dr. Miller, the exhibit was in a

glass case 8 feei wide and 14 long, and about
TVj high. I have sent you a photo of the case
and exhibit as it was after being moved. I

made the case about two feet higher than it

was at first, and put in the smaller glass as
shown at the top, at the right and left ends, the
front ones being removed for taking a photo.
Making the case higher, and putting in the ad-
ditional glass, made the case of about the same
height as the honey-cases, and added much to
its attractiveness. If I remember correctly, you
tried to secure more space for your exhibit, but
failed to get it. which will account for its small-
ness and crowded appearance.
When I moved the exhibit I "jayhawked," or

took enough additional space to exhibit the ex-
tractors outside of and to the left of the case.
Perhaps the photo shows plainly enough

what you had on exhibition; but a brief de-
scription, as I now call it to mind, may be of
added interest.

Near the center may be seen a full-grown
Dovetailed chalf hive, with the telescopic cover
removed. A perforated zinc honey-board is

held in an upright position in the back of the
hive by two D. section -cases. I removed one of
the frames and put a full sheet of foundation in

it and placed it in a glass hive containing a
strong colony of bees I had on exhibition. It

was left then over night, and then placed as
shown in the chaff hive, so as to show what the
bees do with foundation. It attracted much at-

tention. A Crane smoker stands on the right
back corner of the hive, and one on the left

corner. In front of the chatf hive may be seen
two dovetailed supers with section-holders fill-

ed with sections. One of the supers is placed
bottom side up, so as to show its arrangement.
These supers belong in the chaff hive. On
these supers may be seen a Bingham and two
Crane smokers, two ABC books, two sections
of honey. Porter bee-escapes, foundation-fasten-
ers, wire-imbedders, etc.

At my solicitation you sent a straw bee- hive,
said to have come from Germany, and to be
over a hundred years old. This is back of and
above the chafif hive, and on it is one of your
twenty-cent bee-hats and a bee-veil, and in
front stands one of your"fixin's" to raise the
quilt so bees can pass over the top-bars of the
frames in winter.
At the right of the straw hive are two T

supers with sections, one right side up and the
other bottom side up, with some of the sec ions
removed. At the right of these is a Miller
feeder, large enough to cover the whole top of a
hive.
In front of and below the feeder are some

shipping-crates, with sections of honey in ihem;
but I don't believe the honey was made by ma-
chinery, if it was produced at the " Home of
the Honey-bees." At the left of and also below
the shipping-crates, is shown brood and thin
foundation; and below and in front of this are
some Dovetailed hives with supers and section-
holders, sections with starters, and separators,
all complete; and on them are sections of honey,
bee- escapes, queen-cell protectors, slate tablets,
wire-imbeddais, comb-fasteners, samples of thin
foundation, etc. On the left front corner of the
lowest right-hand hive hangs one of the most
handy little honey-strainers 1 ever used; and on
the right-hand corner hangs a neat pair of
ladies' rubber gloves. Between these hives and
the chatf hive are shown one of your large saw-
mandrels, a Langdon non-swarmer, or self-
hiver (I don't know which it is, or whether it is

either), a shipping-box, and smokers.
In front of and below the left T super is a

Swiss wax-extr:ictor, so arranged as to show all

parts of it. At the left of and next to the chaff
hive are shown Clark smokers, and small saw-
mandrels, and above these a dovetailed super
with section-holders and sections, starters and
separators, all ready for business. At the left

of these, and at the front, is another Dovetailed
hive with super and gable cover, with a D. sec-
tion-holder and a yucca brush on top. By the
way, each of the D. section-holders shows a sec-
tion of honey in front.

Above and back of this hive is one of your
twelve-inch foundation-mills; above this a ten-
inch mill with a sheet of foundation in front of
it; and above and back of this is a six-inch mill
for thin foundation. This also has a strip of
foundation in front of it.

At the left of these, and in the front of the
case, is a dovetailed winter case, with hive in-
side. The telescopic cover is removed so as to
show the super, etc., and on it are some sections
of comb honey. Back of and above this hive, I

believe, is a ten-frame hive with super and a
gable cover, and on this is another bee-hat and
veil. If every bee-keeper had one of these hats,
it seems to me he, or she, would never want to
wear any other in the bee-yard in warm weath-
er. They are light and cool. I have two old
ones at home, and shall take the two shown in
your case home with me, and then I'll haves
some nice clean ones for visitors.

Back of and at the right of the hat is an ob-
servatory hive with one frame, very neatly and
substantially made. Attheextreme left, at the
bottom, may be seen three packages, compos-
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ed of material in the flat, ready for shipment,
for making five complete Dovetailed hives.

I had got this description written to here,
while at the World's Fair; but I'm now writing
at home; and had it not been for an accident. I

should not have known what was hid away in

the lower package. While your exhibit was
being transferred from the place of exhibition
to the warehouse, for shipment, several boxes
fell from the wagon, and this package was
broken open; and when I arrived upon the
" scene," the teamster, with a ridiculously woe-
begone face, was gathering up the fragments,
and I could not help having a good laugh.

case hides it, stands a solar wax-extractor. It

was the " Innocent cause" of many either un-
favorable or complinii ntary remarks; and it, or
one of its ancestors, was the cause of my get-
ting a sarcastic scoring by a maid— (I was
going to say maiden lady), but I don't dare lo,

for she might jjossihly see this.

In the front part of the case, but out of sight
for the same reason the wax-extractor is, is a
Myers bucket brass spray- pump, with a long
pipe extension, for sending a tine spray of water
among a flying swarm of bees without unneces-
sarily wasting the water—said to be better and
cheaper than a Whitman. In the same locality

A. I. ROOT S EXHIBIT AT THE WORLD S FAIR.

There on the ground lay parts of every thing
that go to make up the inside of a hive-super,
and all its internal arrangements. The two
other pieces are the sides and ends of the hives.
On these is a smoker, and back of it hangs some
thin foundation. Above this is a shipping-case,
and on it stands a super with a D. section-hold-
er and a bee-brush in it.

In front of the package for hives, but out of

sight in the picture, because the front of the

with the pump are some Crane and other smo-
kers; foundation, bee-escapes, a nice chafl" cush-
ion, rubber gloves, and some of the btst and
smoothest sections I have ever seen, and they
were taken from regular stock. On the back wall
of the case is readily seen a large sign, printed on
white muslin, such as I am told you fasten on
each side of the freight cars you send loaded
with supplies across the country. On this sign
may be seen honey-knives, different styles of
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wire-imbodders. feeders, foundation-fasteners,
etc. At the right of the sign are circular saws
and bee-brushes; and at the left, emery wheels
and bee-brushes.
Above the sign, on the wall, but hidden from

view in the picture by the strips of brood and
thin foundation that hang from the top of the
case, are all manner of the smaller supplies.

Over the 0"s and the upper part of the T, in the
word Root, may be seen a part of a large wire-
cloth Manum swarming-device. the larger por-

tion being hid from view by the hanging foun-
dation.
On lop of the case you can see, without tell-

ing, a sign; but unless I or some one else tells

you, you would not know that the lettering and
decorating were done with gold-leaf, the edges
of the sign being nicely beveled, and also cover-

ed with gold-leaf. The black portion is very
nicely covered with black, the whole sign being
a credit to whoever made it.

On top of the sign, in a heavy gilt frame,
covered with glass, is a very fine colored pic-

ture of the factory and someof its surroundings.
In the lower left corner may be seen a freight-

house where many of the supplies are loaded;
and in the upper left corner, at the left of the
tall chimney, is also another freight-house, on
another railroad, built, I believe, on purpose for

convenience in shipping supplies.

In the upper right-hand corner is shown the
interior of tiie oltice, where the phonographs,
shorthand and typewriters, and book-keepers
are, and the brain work done for the " Home of

the Honey-bees." At the left of the office is

shown the 1 irge water-tank that stands on the
hill, at the front and right of the;factory, about
3.5 rods away. This is lilled by the windmill,
and supplies the water at the factory. At the
right of the picture, and just beyond the ever-
green hedge, I can a-1-m-o-s-t see the'residence
of the proprietor. I believe it does show in the
original.
There is a street in front of the factory; and

if the cut were as perfect as the picture, there
might be seen in the lower right corner a man,
hose in hand, presumably the proprietor of the
establishment, sprinkling the vegetable-plants
that are in the hot-beds or cold-frames, in front
of the hot-house.
The white spot on the lower part of the

frame is a printed card that says, " The factory
where these goods are made, located at Medina,
Ohio; 36-page catalogue free on.' application."
Several of these were in the case.

At the right front corner is a Cowan rapid
two-frame reversible extractor. At the left

corner is a Cowan improved four-frame reversi-

ble extractor that was the observed of all the
bee-keeping observers who examined the ex-

hibit, and. I believe, elicited as many com-
ments as did all the rest of the exhibit. It was
called a " daisy," a '" dandy." and all sorts of en-

dearing names: and the judge. Hon. Eugene
Secor, thought its good qualities were so many
that he awarded it a medal, a gold one, I pre-

sume. A Novice extractor also was on exhibi-
tion, but stands out of sight at the left of the
case.
Just above the handle of the large extractor

may be seen an oblong white spot. It is the
side of a section that stands in a Daisy founda-
tion-fastener. The fastener was frequently ex-
amined with interest by bee-keepers, and was
sold to Mr. Wilcox, Suptirintendent of the Wis-
consin honey-exhibit. The Cowan rapid ex-
tractor was sold to Mr. II. II. Emery, of Stough-
ton, Wis., and the ten-inch foundation-mill to

Jas. A. Stone, of Bradfordtown. 111., seci'etary

of the State Bee-keepers" Association. In the

top ot the case, seemingly above the strips of

foundation before referred to, but really nearly

three feet in front of them, hangs a strip of nice
brood foundation, nearly twelve feet long.
On many of the articles in the exhibit may be

seen small white oblong spots. These are print-

ed cards, telling what the articles are, such as
bee-hat, bee-veil, wire-imbedder. Dovetailed
hive, etc. In the lower right and left hand
corners are white spots, apparently part of the
framework of the case, but really printed
cards, which say. '"Closed on Sunday." You will

remember that, when it was decided that the
fair was to be kept open on Sundays, we had
some correspondence as to what it was best and
right to do, you feeling that the best thing to do
was to remove the exhibit. It came to me
somehow that this was a good opportunity to
" show your colors "' and make a protest. This,
I thought, could not be done if the exhibit were
removed; but if left, and plainly labeled, "Clos-
ed on Sundays." and covered Saturday nights,
and left so till Monday morning, the whole
world would know just what it meant, and I so

suggested to you. You thought my suggestion
a good one, and re(iuested me to carry out the
idea. Accordingly. I purchased the muslin for

a cover, here in Toledo, with enough to cover
the Ohio honey-exliibit also, and our daughter
Flora made the two covers, and 1 sent them by
express to Mr. Jas. A. Stone, before referred to,

with whom I had made previous arrangements
to cover the two exhibits whenever I was not
there, and they were covered every Saturday
evening during the remainder of the fair.

L I may say that the frames in all the hives
were the thick-top-bar, self-spacing Hoffman,
and that the hives and other supplies that
would admit of it were nicely finished and var-
nished.
Besides the award on the Cowan extractor,

the Crane smoker also received an award, and
vou received an award for display of bee-keep-
ers' supplies. What these awards will be,

whether medals or diaplomas, I do not know.
Toledo. O., Nov. IS. A. B. Mason.

RAMBLE 98.

IN THE SAN JACINTO VALLEY.

For a long time Mr. C. F. Simmons and my-
self had planned a trip into the San Jacinto
Valley; and finally one morning late in Sep-
tember found us started on the journey. The
distance we wished to make was .'iO miles. Mr.
S. furnished the outfit, and my recent experi-

ence with mules and plntos kd me to make no

MK. SIMMONS AND I.

inquiries in relation to what I should be drawn
by. The make-u|) of Mr. S.'s team was one tall

lame black horse, the lame leg well bandaged
with a white cloth, and one small bay horse.
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The tall horse looked patronizingly over the
neck of the small horse, and the latter looked
up meekly to his big companion. The tall

horse was to be taken to the luscious pastures
of San Jacinto that the lame leg might heal
and the horse be in trim for the fall plowing.
Being a merciful man, the owner had to drive
slow. With my Waterbury watch and a new
lead-pencil 1 figured that we moved along at

the velocity of two miles an hour. The roads
were dusty, of course, and we took some of it

into our respiratory and gastronomic organs;
but it was very fine dust, and we realized no
harm. Our gate enabled us to see the country
under^the most favorable circumstances. We
could' count the fence-posts with ease; and,
whlle"going past a watermelon-patch, I counted
the whole crop, 310 melons, less two which we
put into our wagon.

SABOBAN HOUSEKEEPERS.

At the young town of Moreno we struck the
center of the valley, and could see the whole
length of it. which must be over 30 miles; and
this whole 30 miles, by an average of 5 miles in
width, is more or less in grain - fields. The
grain had been cut, and the immense combined
header, thrasher, and sacker, had left the sacks
in piles which could be seen as far as the eye
could discern. After we had got well by Moreno
we turned our horses' heads against a barley-
stack, and proceeded to take our lunch.
A recent and untimely rain had spoiled the

interior of this stack, and our horses were
welcome to pick what good they could from it.

We found the grain-producers in bad straits,

and complaining bitterly of hard times and low
prices. Good barley was selling for .50 cents
and even less, per sack, and barley hay for $5.00
per ton. A few who had taken land to sow on
shares had not enough to pay their expenses,

and the products of whole grain-fields were put
under attachment and the sheriff's hammer.
An hour'^ rest enabled us to push forward

again with the same rapidity as before; and
late in the evening we arrived at our journey's
end—the residence of Mr. H. T. Hallock. Mr.
Hallock is an enthusiastic bee-keeper, and has
a fine fruit-ranch to occupy his attention while
not at work with his apiary of over 100 colonies.

Mrs. Hallock is also an enthusiastic worker at
whatever she finds for her hands to do. The
previous night she had driven alone nearly all

night to Riverside, .30 miles, with a load of

prunes, and reached home again after we had
retired for the night.
When we consider that this frail woman

came here a few years ago so bad with the
asthma that her friends despaired of her ever
recovering, we realize the benefits of this par-

ticular climate. The next
day being Sunday, and our
new friends being (!od-

fearing Congregationalists,
we all attended church, and
were duly edified from the
Scriptui-es. Our rapid drive
the previous day left my
traveling companion with
a severe headache, and he
thought nothing but a good
bath at one of the sulphur
springs would help him;
and, sure enough, after the
bath and attendant sweat,
the cobwebs were all cL'ar-
ed out of his head. The
hot springs boil out here in

three difterent places. The
springs nearest town have
a swimming-pool; the next,
three miles below, have
mud baths, and are named
Relief Springs. Several
miles below are the Eden
Springs, a sort of free-for-
all resort and camping-
place.
Mr. Dustin lives just

above Relief Springs, where
his apiary presents much
the same appearance as

upon page .512, Gleanings
for 1892. We were disap-
pointed to find him absent.

I was pleased to meet Mr.
II. I. Morse, also mentioned
by the senior editor in 1892.

Mr. M. is another success-
ful bee-keeper, a man of a
family, and having several
irons besides bee-keeping
in the furnace of business.

Limited time prevented me from accepting Mr.
Morse's offer to take me around amongst the
bee-keepers, who are'plentiful in the valley. Mr.
M. thought he could find a good location, and
that the Rambler would fit well into the San
Jacinto Valley (remember what I said in the
last ramble about old Californians giving you
a desire to settle near them). To Vale Vista,
Mr. Simmons and I journeyed. Here Mr. S.

owns a pretty fruit- I'anch, and formerly owned
a bee-ranch. The latter is, however, now in

the hands of another man, and his yield of

honey was only about a ton from 100 colonies.

This was a light yield as compared with his

neighbors, who had obtained from .5 to 8 tons
from an equal number of colonies. The yield

throughout the valley, however, was not what
we can call bountiful. The honey flora seems
to be quite extensive, with a gn-at preponder-
ance of white sage; but it seems that, during
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the past season, the black-sage localities have
gotten away with the big yields of honey; and
it is my private opinion, publicly expressed,
that black sage is the better honey-plant of the
two. Atmospheric conditions in the valley
might have had an inllnence upon the secretion

of nectar, as it surely did in many other locali-

ties.

It was with much pleasure that I again met
ray bachelor friend Henry Otto. lie happened
to come to town from his bee and fruit ranch,
just in time for us to have a hand-shake and a
talk about bees and honey. Mr. Otto has prac-
ticed dividing his colonies for increase, to a
considerable extent, and has learned some val-

uable lessons thereby. I believe he divided
three times in one season. He learned that two
of the times was too much, and he now contents
himself with one division, and m.akes a success
of it. Nearer the coast, division can be made
several times during a good season; but back
here in the mountains such operations have to

be conducted with care.
There was some complaint about there being

too many apiaries for the pasturage; still, Mr.
Simmons was of the opinion that there were
several good openings for the profitable estab-
lishment of apiaries, and one good range near
the Saboba Indian reservation he was inclined

to think would be a good place for the Rambler
to settle; and he thought that, if I could not
secure a housekeeper anywhere else, I could
probably find one here. As I have a very good
photo of the healthful make-up of the dames
who live In these villages I herewith present it.

So far as robustness is concerned there is no
fault to find; but as I have seen the methods of

cooking performed by such dames as these, I

believe I prefer to stick to my own old flap-jack
griddle a little longer. Good-by. Sabobans.
Some bee-keepers in these parts seem to think

that, if bees are brought down from the moun-
tains, they work with more energy in the valley
for a season or two than if kept all the while in

the valley. I think, however, that the change
of location, even from one portion of the valley
to another, would give them just as much of an
impetus to work. The plan can be tried here
to the fullest extent, for there are bee-koepers
quite well up in the mountain*. A Mr. Sauls-
bury has such an aT)iary. He collects his bees
from the rocks. With a burro, a few boxes and

adjoining canyons, are many thriving apiaries
which the Rambler has resolved some time to

visit.

To the lover of timber lands the head waters
of the San Jacinto River offer some attrac-
tions, for here the coltonwood grows with vigor;
it is, however, only on the bottom lands. Just
as soon as we St 'p up on to the liills they are
bari'en save for the sage and other brush growth.
The lovely wild sunllower was out in its glory.

It remains in blos^om many weeks, during
whi'.h the bee works it with vigor. Alfalfa is

also grown here for hay and pasturage, and
yields up a revenue to the bees. Artesian wells
supply ihe purest of water, and all kinds of

fruits grow here except oranges and other ten-

der tropical fruits; and there is no reason why
that, in time, San .Jacinto Valley should not
support a large population. The fruit and
honey interests live happily together here.

The fruit-producer evidently looks upon the
bee as his friend and helper; and where such
enlightened views prevail, there is harmony.
Mr. Simmons and 1 were to start upon our

return early the next morning. Mr. S. had
gone into a speculation, and purchased 100

dozen eggs for the Redlands market. We also

had a fresh horse, just a match for our pony,
and we expected to get over the ground at a
great rate. When we were ready to start. Mrs.
Hallock loaded us with fine specimens of

peaches and prunes. The aged mother came
to the door and gave us her l)l('ssing, and said,

in solemn tones, '• Now, Mr. Rambler, take the
advice of an aged woman, and get you a good
wife, and live no more the life of a lone bach-
elor." I promised to consider her advice, and
have spent several wakeful nights over it; and,
not seeing my way clear to commit such a stu-

pendous deed, I seriously think of retiring into

some wild fasmess and live the unmolested life

of a hermit bachelor.
After we had journeyed homeward several

miles I realized that we were getting over the

ground with our belter team at the rapid rate

of two and a half miles per hour, wliicu was a
decided improvement over our outward journey.
Mr. Simmons, I will bear record, is a careful

driver. His wife also says she wouldn't be
afraid to ride with him right over tlie tt)p of

San Jacinto Mountain. Such implicit confi-

dence in a man, by his wife, I have not seen for

many days; and now, when thinking of the
contemplated hermit act, glimmerings of re-

pentance come over the Ramblek.

HONEY-PLANTS OF DIFFERENT LOCALITIES.

GETTING BEES FROM ''THE MOUNTAINS, ON A
BUIiliO.

gunny sacks, he spends the day in securing the

bees, and coming in at night with the burro
well loaded with the bees, which are then run

into hives. The disadvantage surrounding
these mountain apiaries is their almost inacces-

sible position; and the valleys offer the accessi-

ble inducements for the location of apiaries in

them: and in Diamond Valley, San Ignacio, and

THEIR OFF YEARS, ETC.

My experience includes eight seasons in Iowa,
two in Wisconsin, one in Colorado, and one in

this State. The principal honey-plants in Iowa
are white clover and basswood; in Wisconsin

there is much basswood, but in my location

there was white clover only; in Colorado, al-

falfa and sweet clover; and here, white and
black sage and several other plants of only sec-

ondary account. Take these five plants from
the list of honey-yielders, and the industry of

bee-keeping will come to a sudden and sure end
in those States.
There are none of them but have what may

be termed "
ofl^^

" years, wh(ui the atmosplieric

conditions are unfavorable for the secretion of

nectar. Tl\e cause of such unfavorable condi-

tions no one has, as yet, been able to explain.

In Iowa, in the fall, three months or so after the
first blossoming of clover, there comes on what
is called a second cro|); and while the pastures

and roadsides may become nearly as white as
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snow, I never knew this bloom to yield enough
honey to show in the combs. Why should not
this crop of bloom yield honey as well as the
first? VVith this second crop, every season ap-
pears to be an • off'" season; and the time ap-
pears to have come when off' years are getting
to be more the rule than the exception with our
main honey-plants.
Alfalfa has done very poorly in Colorado for

the two past seasons. Last year, in well-man-
aged apiaries, the yield was about 30 lbs. per
colony; and by reports, I judge that this year it

has been still less. Previous to 1892 there were
several seasons in which the yield per hive
ranged anywhere from 120 to 200 lbs., nearly all

from alfalfa. Alfalfa, as compared with the
other live honey-yielders I have mentioned, may
stand first, excepting basswood. I have never
known an entire failure with the basswoods.
Cloudy and cold days and dry weather may
come; but if there comes only one or two days'
gathering from it, we always get some honey.
White clover comes into bloom a week or two
earlier than basswood; and, though it may not
yield a surplus, the bees manage to get enough
to live, and patch and prepare the combs so
that what basswood gives can be seen.
Poor honey seasons in California are caused

by insufficient rain in the winter season to make
the sages grow. Some very favorable things we
have here are weeks and months of perfectly
cloudless days, such that the bees can fly in

search of honey every day. In Iowa, pleasant
sunny days are scarce—sometimes being cloudy
and chilly through neaily all the clover and
basswood blooms. Then, again, it may be so
dry through the spring that clover is dried up.

in Colorado the weather is between that of
Iowa and California—much sunshine, and some
clouds and rain. If there were no rain at all it

would not affect alfalfa, as it depends upon ir-

rigation. For this reason alfalfa ought to be a
pretty sure honey - yielder. Failure may be
largely due to its being mowed before it comes
into bioom. Clover blooms for some considera-
ble time before the bees get much honey from
it—so long, in fact, that the inexperienced may
conclude that it is not going to yield at all. In
this respect, alfalfa seems to imitate clover. In
California, alfalfa is mowed even closer and
oftener than in Colorado; and, while its scarci-
ty of heads which escape the mower and sicl<le

tend to lessen the yield, the weather and at-
mosphere are nearly always favorable. Cali-
fornia alfalfa honey is much darker than Colo-
rado alfalfa—about like Iowa heartsease—light
amber. It also has a correspondingly strong
flavor. In Colorado it is nearly the quality of
basswood (Colorado bee-keepers think it sur-
passes basswood in color and flavor); but I have
failed to think that it surpdsscs basswood.
One thing which these western honeys have

to their advantage to give them light color and
mild flavor is the light sandy soil upon which
they grow. Heavy rich soil produces darker,
stronger honey, even in the case of basswood-
trees. I have kept an apiary on each kind of
land at the same time, so as to make this com-
parison.

I See the report that mountain honey is rich-
er than valley honey. My appetiie seems to
indicate the reverse, for, the higher in the
mountains I find it, the more I can eat, to the
extent of nearly making a meal of it; and I

have sampled it from bee- trees on the highest
mountains in the middle of the San Bernardi-
no range. There were three grades found, the
darkest being a very little lighter in color and
milder in flavor than pure buckwheat. The
different colors were placed in well-separated
positions in the combs, which might indicate
three periods of the gathering. The light col-

ored was stored earliest in the season, and the
dark later—just three kinds, and not an ounce
of any other. This tree was located near the
" timber-line,"' much higher than and several
miles distant from where sage grows; and the
lightest honey was nearer a water color than
any sage honey 1 have seen. In the immediate
vicinity I found growing manzanita, white-
thorn, buckthorn, yucca, and a peculiar kind of
oak which the bees work upon a great deal for
honey-dew. I think the white honey came
from whitethorn, as I have never seen that kind
of honey anywhere else, and as whitethorn
grows only on the tops of the highest mountains.
The dark honey may have come from yucca,
although all the plants I mention, and several
others that were new to me, are honey-yielders.
California is a marvelous country in that

nearly every tree, shrub, and weed is a honey

-

yielder, and which may be numbered almost by
the hundred. Yet none but sage furnishes a
surplus to compare with c-lover, basswood. or
alfalfa. Wild alfalfa, wild buckwheat, alfila-

ree, burr-clover, sumac, oranges, and beans are
about equal to buckwheat, heartsease, and the
yellow weeds that grow along the fences in
iowa. Sage growth is entirely dependent upon
the moisture of the rainy season; yet when we
go up a mountain from the sun side and cross
over the summit we find no sage on the shaded
side. Nor does sage grow to the tops unless the
mountains are very low; and the idea that the
bees first work upon the bloom in the low lands
and continue up the mountains, thus lengthen-
ing out the harvest, is easily exploded. The
sage on the scorched mountain-side is shriveled
up and dead before that in the valley.

C. W. Dayton.
Pasadena, Cal., Nov. 25, 1893.

T"WO QUEENS IN ONE HIVE.

THE PLAN NOT A SUCCESS ACCORDING TO THE
EXPEHIMENTS OF S. CORNEII..

During the past two or three years the Brit-
ish Bee Journal has been full of what is. in
Enghind, called the "Wells plan." Mr. Wells
puts two colonies into the same hive in the fall.

They are separated by a wooden division-board
about three-sixteenths of an inch thick, per-
forated with holes a little too small to allow a
bee to pass through. The perforations are
about half an inch apart. The bees use the
same entrance, the members of each family
taking their own side of the division board.
At the beginning of the honey-flow, in the

following summer, queen - excluding zinc is

placed over the frames, and surplus chambers
are put on in which the bees of both colonies
work in common, without fighting, and, I be-
lieve, without the loss of many queens. The
amount of surplus obtained is regarded as the
produce of one" hive; and when compared with
the surplus ston>d by a colony having only one
queen, is, as might be expected, larger; but I

do not recollect seeing any evidence that it Is

more than twice as large.
As I use the closed-end Quinby frames, all I

needed to give the plan a trial was the per-
forated division-board; so in the sumuKT of
1892 I arranged eight colonies in four pairs on
the above plan. After leaving them about a
week, to get the same scent, I put sections on
two of the double stocks, and the other two I

ran for extracted honey. There was no fight-

ing, but in 12 days the perforations in the divi-
sion-boards weie mostly filled with propolis.
Those worked for comb honey swarmed early,
both colonies at the same time, and then they
sulked and gave me little profit. I gave eight
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combs. lOxK) inches, inside measure, to each of
the colonies run for extracted honey, for a
brood-nest, and over the queen -excluders I

placed 3 stories of Iti combs each, making 48
combs in all. These colonies seemed to do pret-
ty well for awhile; but on examination I found
three out of the four queens missing, although
there had been no swarming.
Having taken the notion to run two families

side by side. I started about :.'0 nuclei at the
side of as many populous colonies; but instead
of using the perforated division boards I used
thin solid boards, having two rows of perforated
queen-excluding metal at the bottom, a strip of
the metal being tacked on each side of the wood
to keep the queens from " touching noses." The
queen-cells hatched all right enough; and as
the bees had their own entrance in a different
direction from that used by the bees of the
main hive. I expected to have the young queens
successfully fertilized: but before the time
came, when they might be expected to be lay-
ing, they mysteriously disappeared—killed, as I

supposed, by the bees of the main hive.
My son and I decided, on finding our queens

all gone, that working bees on the twin-hive
principle would not pay us; so we separated
our colonies, and have not tried it since.

From the experience I have had I would ad-
vise bee-keepers not to risk too much in work-
ing two queens in one hive.
Lindsay, Ont., Nov. 27. S. Corneii..

[We are very glad to get this report just at
this time. It confirms the majority of reports
we had some time ago: and yet, if there are
conditions under which two queens can be
made to live in one hive, and give twice the
amount of brood and bees, we should like tO'

know what they are. Mr. Corneil's closing
caution is no doubt a wise one.]

some reason not as much is made of them as
there should be. We desire to know not only-
more about how two (jueens may be kept in one
colony, but also when a plurality of queens may
be of .service. We are much obliged for the
facts you have given us. Whom shall we hear
from next on these points?]

KEEPING TWO QUEENS IN A HIVE.

SOMETIMES ADVISABLE AND SOMETIMES NOT.

As yon invite contributions on the subject,
"Keeping two queens in one hive," found on
page 844. Nov. 15, 1 send you a few lines stating
a little of my experience, or the conclusions I

have come to. I think there is no bee-keeper
who has run 20 or more hives of bees a year or

two for extracted honey, with queen-excluding
honey-board, and fly-hole in top chamber, but
knows that two queens can be kept or reared in

one hive; and that, let it (the extra chatnber)
be at the back of a hive or the side or on top.

the principle is the same. I have kept bees for

over 20 years; but not until I made a specialty

(about eight years ago) of extracted honey did

1 find a young queen laying in the super, with
the old lady doing the same on the lower flat;

but as a producer of extracted honey I did not
see any use in having a laying queen upstairs:

so, if appearances were favorable, I started a

new colony with her, and a frame of the bees

and brood; if not. her head was pinched. !So I

agree witli Mr. (Jolden, that the knowledge of

being able to have two laying (|ueens in one col-

ony is old, and hundreds of bee-keepers must
have known it for years, and have made use of

the knowledge. When practical, it is a very
convenient way to supersede a ((ueen at times.

But I think the percentage of loss in queen-cells

and young queens is greater in this way than
by the nucleus plan. W. Hak.mei:.
Manistee, Mich., Nov. 27.

[Yes, we knew the id<'a of keeping two ((ueens

in a hive was old. and intimated as much on
page 843. Some old ideas are good, but for

BEGINNER'S QUESTION-BOX.
ANSWERS BY E. R. ROOT.

L. A. IF., of 0., would like to know whether
the outdoor-packed colonies should have full-
width entrances. Ans.—Yes; and be sure they
are kept clear of any dead bees that may lodge.

E. ir. P., of iVfn.s.v., has discovered that sev-
eral of his colonies are queenlcss, and would
like to know whether it would be advisable to
send oflf and get queens and introduce them.
^7i.s.—At this time of year we believe we would
advise letting the bees alone until next spring.
When the bees begin to fly they ought to have
a queen introduced.

J. M. C, of N. Y., writes that his bees in the
cellar are flying out of their hives, and dying
on the cellar bottom. ^?i.s.— Perhaps your
cellar is too warm. In this case give ventila-
tion but not light. We should not, however,
worry over them. They are generally old bees
that are too old or diseased to stay in the hive.
For the health of the occupants above the room,
as well as for the bees, we would keep the floor
swept up. Do not be alarined if you take out
half a peck of bees at a time in a cellar contain-
ing 2.5 or 30 colonies.

M. A. C, of Penn., has a large family of
small children that play and romp on a floor
under which is a cellar containing some 3") or
40 colonies of bees. He would lil<e to know
whether the general noise and disturbance will
do any harm. Ans.—In scores of instances of
this kind we do not remember to have seen any
reports showing bad results following from such
disturbance above. We have wintered bees in
a cellar for three winters, under the living-
room: and while they were in the cellar we
have not discovered that romping or walking,
on the part of children or adults, did any harm.
M. ./. R.. of Minn., writes that the snow has

piled up around the entrances of his hives, and
he inquires whether there is danger of the bees
sniotiiering by leaving them so. yl/is.—Ifthe
snow is light and not soggy, we would let it be.
A general thaw, followed by a freeze, may close
ui) some of the entrances, and it is possible that
it should be cleared away. Hut ordinarily, if

the colonies have absorbents such as big chaff
cushion'-; over the frames, we would let them
alone. They will gca enough air through the
cushion; so we think there will be no danger of
their smothering.

L. M. D., of L(t.. says sugar is expensive, but
Ntnv Orleans molasses is ch(>ap. Would it be
safe to feed th(> latter? ^hn.— In your climate
we should not be afraid to risk it, as we assume
that the bees will hav(^ opportunity for occa-
sional flghts. The best sugar stores are not
necessary, except in the extreme North; and
even then the bees winter well on buckwheat
honey, cheap mola.sses, and other inferior
sweets. Hut here in the North, granulated-
sugar syrup, as it contains so large an amount
(if sweet fi)r th(^ money, is about as cheap as
any thing that can be given to the bees.

F. ('. F., of iris., is rather hard up for money
this year, and can not afford winter cases or
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chaff hives. He has a wet cellar, and also a

garret. Where would it be best to put the bees?

Ans.—A garret is a poor place at best. We
have known of scarcely any good results in

wintering bees in such a place. We would risk

the damp cellar. Bat, friend F., for the health

of your family, if not for the health of your
bpes, drain that cellar out as soon as possible.

If the bees do not have dysentery, your children

may have typhoid fever, diphtheria, and all

the other bad ailments resulting from a wet
cellar.

JV. E. J., of Ohio, says his bees are flying out

upon the snow, and dying by the hundreds, on
warm, bright days. He desires to know the

cause, and how the trouble can be stopped.

^Tis.—Bright sunshine will, many times, call

out the old and diseased bees. It may also

draw out a few others. But generally we con-

sider that these old bees might just as well be

out of the colony as not; and if they are to die

soon they had better die with their carcasses

outside. But even if some young bees do fly

out with the rest, the loss is generally so small

as hardly to be worth considering. A bee here

and there means a very small number from in-

dividual colonics in a large apiary.

the fall we (Cleveland Bros.) had a number of
nucleus hives with bees in them that were good
for nothing but to swarm out once or twice
every pretty day. These hives had a strip of
your zinc over the entrances: and when the
bees swarmed out of them the queens could be
seen running their heads through the perfora-
tions; but in every case they had to remain
lonely prisoners until the bees returned. Please
don't make the perforations smaller, but make
the queen larger. While looking at the queens
trying to get through the strips of zinc on the
nucleus hives, I observed that they could do no
more than just get their heads through the
perforations ; so it will be seen that it is a
queen's shoulders that prevent her from going
through, and not the abdomen, as many think.

James Cleveland.
Decatur, Miss., Nov. 18.

[Thanks for your testimony ; let's have more.]

Heads of Grain
FROM DIFFERENT F I E U D S .

BIG KESUI-TS IN HONEY, 1?Y THE ''SMALL FRY."

I see by Gleanings you like to hear from the

small fry, so I thought I would tell you what I

have done the past season. I commenced with
47 colonies in single-story hives, 8 frames, and
got 4k; barrels of extracted honey, and increas-

ed to 151. Fifty-seven are in double-story, the

rest in single-story. I took live colonies in 10-

frame hives, and raised my queens at home.
When I divided or built a nucleus I always had
a queen ready, and from the 5 colonies I in-

creased to 33 all in first-class condition, with
plenty of honey. I worked two out-apiaries—
one of 100 colonies. I took 1.5 barrels; the other,

(57, spring count, 13 barrels of extracted honey;
increased to 93. We have a fine honey county
here—never a failure, so the oldest bee-keepers
say. All our honey-producing flowers are from
forest-trees, wild grape and other large vines,

excepting fall honey, which is from goldenrod,

heartsease, and wild aster. I have goneinto win-

ter quarters with 187 colonies, all in first-class

condition, with plenty of honey tf) pull tlirough.

They have only from 3 to 4 months' reSt here.

If I am spared I am going to take 10 good
colonies and put th(>m in a good locality, and
increase to 100. I think I shall have no trouble

by raising my queens at home, and always
have one ready. I shall try it, and report

through Gleanings another fall.

Wrights, Miss., Nov. 19. J. H. Seples.

QUEENS GOING THKOUGH ZINC.

Replying to your request in a recent number
of Gleanings for reports of queen-excluding
zinc, I have to say that, of 65 hives on which
the zinc is u.'ed, two queens found their way
through. About the same proportion last year.
I would not have the openings any smaller. I

think them about right. I would rather a
queen would now and then go through than
have the workers troubled in passing. The
zinc used came from your shop. I have used
the Chicago zinc, and it excludes altogether too
much. C. H. Longstreet.
Mount Dora, Fla., Nov. 2:3.

[Your experience with the Chicago zinc with
perforation -^^ is exactly ours. Probably the
jVjtn size is as near right as any thing can be,
under the circumstances.]

A HORIZONTAL CONE BEE -ESCAPE.

I send you by mail to-day my new bee-escape
which I devised. They work very nicely with

root's PERFORATED ZINC ALL RIGHT AS IT IS;

PERFORATIONS SHOULD NOT BE
NARROWER.

As you call for reports from those who have
tried your latest zinc, I will tell you what I

know about it. I have used it between the up-

per and lower hives; have had hundreds of

queen-cells built above it; have had them
hatch and get <o laying above it, all with the

old queens below, and have never had one go
through it. I have also used it one other way;
and if' it were possible for queens to go through
it under any circumstances they would have
gone through under this. In the early part of

me. The block is to represent a honey -board.
Alfred Ferguson.

Guilderland Center, N. Y., Nov. 3.

[We see no reason why this escape should not
work nicely. We will explain to our readers,
that the end of the cone, as shown in the part
of the block broken away, is tapered down so as
to just barely let through a bee. The wire
cloth at this point, as will be noticed, is frayed
out, leaving sharp points to intercept bees go-
ing the wrong way. We should like friend Fer-
guson to tell how the principle works in prac-
tice.]

HOFFMAN frames WITH STRAIGHT TOP-BARS
AND V EDGES PREFERRED.

I see on page 845, Nov. 15, Dr. C. C. Miller
speaks of self-spacing frames and dummies. I

have not had experience with bees and hives as
long as Doctor M. has, but may be I can give
him some suggestions regarding the Hoffman
frame and hive. The hive I use is a little differ-

ent from others. It is 13J^' x 19>§ inside. I do
not rabbet the ends of the hive, as I nail on a
separate -^h board the full width of hive, and
reaching to the bottom-board. On this I nail

the tin rabbet. I use the straight top-bars
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and wide end-bars. I would not use frames
with top- bars widened at the ends. They are
bee- killers. There is no better frame than the

Hoffman strahjht tops, ivWi wide erid.s-, one
Hide V'd, the other square.
Lexington, Ky. W. L. Richmond.

TH08K "'EVERLASTING FOOTNorES;" WHAT I)U.

MIM.KK THINKS OF THEM.
Speaking of footnotes, I have a word to say.

Don't you be browbeaten out of tlieir use by
any thing that may be said. Footnotes give
light and a vivacity that nothing else does.

They are just a little in the line of conversa-
tion. They are especially useful in conHrming
what is true, as well as throwing in a caution
against the false, if any such thing is needed.
The orthodox way is to leave the article with-
out comment; and then, if the editor has any
thing to say about it, to say it in an editorial.

That's a bungling way at best; and if the edi-

torial is read first, the reader is in the dark;
and if the editorial is read last, he must turn
back to see what ifs all about. Footnotes, the
"everlasting footnotes," as some one called
them, have been a striking feature, and a
strong feature, in Gleanings. Don't go back
on them. They helped make Gleanings what
it is. Stick to them. If occasionally dissenting
views are given by " E. R." and "A. I.," so
much the better. Gleanings is a splendid
journal svithout the footnotes, and with them
itiS * * * * C. C. MlLLEIi.
Marengo, 111., Nov. 27.

[We leave off the last part of the last sen-
tence, through extreme modesty; therefore the
reader may rinish it to suit himself. After what
had been said we have had a sort of feeling
that perluips footnotes were not really desir-
able. However, we have kept on using them,
and have tried to make them just what Dr. M.
says they are. How is it, reader? shall we con-
tinue to use them ?J

ALFALFA, AND ITS IMPORTANCE AS A HONEY

-

PLANT.
Could you give me any information as to the

yield of honey from alfalfa clover? What suc-
cess do bee-keepers have with alfalfa, where
irrigation is carried on— that is, where alfalfa
is about the only honey-source?
Riceford, Minn. G. A. Lunde.

[Alfalfa is one of the most wonderful honey-
plants in the world, and be"-ki'('pei'S in tiu^,

vicinity of this plant have had more uniforin
success than elsewhere. You will lind a very
full account of alfalfa, its cultivation, how
irrigated, the quality and quantity of its honey,
in Gleanings for Nov. 15, JS8'.), page 887.]

NON-SPLITABLE HIVE -COVERS OF PUI-P WOOD.
Why wouldn't it be practical to get hive-

covers non-splitable, made of the material of
which the fiber water- pails are made? The
pails are very low in price, and a thin straight
slab ought to be cheaper. You should be able
to find some way of working sawdust into ihem.

.1. C. Hennett.
Emmetsburg. Iowa, Dec. li.

[While the wood pulp pails are cheap, they
cost twice as much as tin; regular wooden pails.

We can buy slabs of wood pulp large (snough
for hive-covers, but no oik^ would want to pay
the price for hivf^s with such covers. While
wood pulp is used for water-|)ails, and, indeed,
answers nicely, it is never, if we are correct,

used for outside work on houses, though it is

frequently used for inside finishing. We hardly
think it would stand the weather.]

A NAIL-PUSH.

This is a full-sized cut of a hard-wood handle
which I use for pushing tacks and small wire

nails into hives to prevent jarring. It can be
carried in the poclvet, and is handy in many
ways.

I find that second swarms put on four frames
in a hive, with a division-board in the middle,
will build nicer combs than putting them in a
hive with a full set of combs. After a week or
ten days, put two such swarms into one hive
and they make a nice swarm. Kill one queen.

I smoked a nest of bumble-bees with your
Crane smoker, and the workers left for the
fields; and what appeared to be queens ran
around in the grass, and would not leave. Are
there queens and workers like honey-bees?
Columbus, Wis., Nov. 18. Super Lifter.

[We have no doubt that the tack-pusher
would work nicely. Several years ago, when
we used to put up bees in pound packages, we
always pushed the tacks through the wire cloth
into the wood, instead of using a hammer.
Bumble-bees have a queen and drones the
same as other bees. In a normal condition we
doubt whether a nest contains more than one
queen.]

LADIES'. Conversazione.

BRACE AND BUBB COMBS.

ELISHA GALLUP; THREE-DAYS SESSIONS AT
CONVENTIONS.

We have always used the eight-frame Lang-
stroth hive, made exactly after the directions of
the inventor in his great work, "'On the Hive
and Honey-bee." A few years since I asked
my husband what bee-keepers meant by brace
and burr combs. I think that, if bee-ciilturists

had followed in father Langstroth's footsteps
closely, and had fixed frames, with only a bee-
spac" between them and the honey-board, they
would have remained as ignorant as myself as
to what they are.

In looking at the picture of this old white-
haired veteran, with liis little ones, I called to

mind an old \w,u that stole her nest and brought
out a fiock of dow iiy chicks in October. A baby
two years old and its fathei 73 seems as one
born out of season.

I do iH)t approve of calling a three-days' ses-

sion and holding only two. Why would it not
be well to call for a tno-days" session and hold
the first one at night, before the first day, as
many would iirrive the day previous? Many
stopping at the Louisiana Hotel would h^ve
enjoyed having tin; opening session at night.

It was six degrees l)elow zero the last of No-
vember; and to dHy, Dec. 4. there is a foot of
snow on the ground. Mi;s. L. Harrison.

Peoria. III., Dec. 4.

[Bee-spaces alone, according to reports and
our own experience, prevent burr or brace
combs. Width of top-bar certainly is impor-
tant, and thickness has something to do in

maintaining bee-spaces.]
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OURSELVES AND OUR NEIGHBORS.

Let us not be weary in well fioinp-; for in due sea-

son we sliall reap if we faint not.—Gal. 6:9.

My talk this time is going to be a good deal
to the boys: but I think it may prove helpful to

girls too, and some boys and girls who are
pretty well along in years as well. Perhaps I

shall put a different construction on my well-
known text from the one generally used; but I

think you will all agree that it is an exceed-
ingly practical one. It has suggested itself to

me because, just before the coming winter, so
many are wanting employment, and so many
are out of employment. The question is con-
tinually coming up, " Why is it that farmers
and manufacturers, and other people who some-
times employ help, and who might employ help,
can not do any thing for the needy ones?" 1

shall not undertake to give all the reasons, but
I think I can give one very plain reason, and
one that will do us all good; and this reason is,

that so many, in the language of our text, get
weary in well doing—at least, they become un-
easy, and grow tired when they are doing fairly

well. A great many people in this world can
not let well enough alone. It seems to me a
great many people are dissatisfied and restless,

when they ought to be thankful and happy.
And right here comes in this tendency to think
you are of more value to the world than the
world is willing to pay you. This attitude of
heart is a very bad one, and I think it is one of
Satan's biggest pieces of machinery to get
people into trouble. He whispers to a farmer
who is doing fairly well, "Look here, my friend;
yoti know, and everybody else knows, that a
farmer never gets rich. A man of your ability
and intelligence ought to be doing something
else. I would not stay here and drudge for any-
body." After Satan has got a listener to go
thus far, the way is pretty well paved for some
oily-tongued patent-right man or agent for Bo-
hemian oats, or some lottery or gift enterprise,
or some scheme to get the upper hand of your
neighbors.

I suppose boys can be considered somewhat
excusable if they do fret, and get an idea that
they ought to have a man's wages before they
are out of their teens. But sometimes boys
learn wholesome lessons, even in their teens.
Let me tell you of one boy I know of. He came
to work for us when he was perhaps 15 or 16

years old. He was steady and industrious, did
not stop to play, even though others were play-
ing and cutting up around him; and, as a con-
sequence, his wages were steadily advanced—
that is, once in six months or a year he would
get a cent or two more per hour. After he had
been with us for perhaps a couple of years, our
engineer mentioned that F. was considerably
interested in the engine and boiler, and suggest-
ed that he take him under instruction if I

didn't object. Of course, I assented, and he
seemed to enjoy the hours he spent with the en-
gineer, and was making good progress. After
he had been at work a suCticient time he was al-

lowed to look after the engine for short inter-
vals while the engineer tended to something
that was some distance away. About this time
some of the older and wiser heads of the differ-

ent rooms of the establishment suggested to me
that the boy was hardly old enough to be trust-
ed with so much responsibility—too many lives
and too much property were at stake. I assent-
ed, and recommended that the engineer had bet-
ter not be out of sight, and that F. should not
have too much responsibility thrown upon him,
even though he did seem to be unusually wise
and careful. Things went on in this way until

F. was 17 or 18 years old. He assisted while
cleaning the boilers, and sometimes got up at
two or three o'clock in the morning in order to
do this. I found out, however, by his time-card,
which I inspected every Saturday night, that,
after getting up this early Monday mornings,
he was in the habit of putting in a full day's
work during the day, thus making 1.3 or 14 hours
of labor for a boy in his teens. It may be well
to mention right here that the State of Ohio has
enacted a law, a part of which reads as follows:

The number of hours of labor required of minors,
under the age of eig'hteen years, employed in tliis

room, shall in no case exceed ten in any one day.

I spoke to F. about it, and I spoke to his father
about it, telling them it was not best. I sug-
gested that, when it was necessary to get up so

early and help the engineer Monday mornings,
he ought to stop work early in the afternoon so

as to make up on Monday night for his lack of

sleep Sunday night. However, he did not seem
to think there was any need of caution—he was
stout and well, and he thought it would not do
any harm; and as he was over 18, if I am cor-

rect, he was not really transgressing the letter

of the law. Our engineer has for some time
been in the habit of shutting off the steam
from the glass gauges that indicate the amount
of water in the boiler, just as he leaves at night.
The first thing he does in the morning is, of

course, to open the valves connecting the glass
gauges, so that they may once more indicate
correctly the height'of the water in the boilers.

His reasons for doing this are, that these glass
gauges sometimes break, even in the night,
when nothing touches them—at least, it is said
they sometimes break in this way. I have nev-
er known such a thing to happen in my own ex-

perience, and I confess I am a little incredu-
lous. If a door should be opened, letting a cold
blast strike the hot glass, I can understand that
it might possibly break; but I can not under-
stand how these heavy glass tubes should
break thus, when the engine-rooms are perfect-
ly closed, so that no circulation or draft can af-

fect the temperature. No matter. He thinks
it best to do this way. It seems that this boy
had been instructed to fire up just before start-

ing the engine; and when he commenced firing

he was also in the habit of opening the valves
to the glass gauges. One morning, by some ab-
sent-mindedness or something else, he opened
the valve to o?ie of the boilers and not to the
other. The engineer glanced up when he came,
and noticed that both boilers had just the prop-
er quantity of water. In a little time the water
began to sink in one boiler, and he started the
pump. As the other boiler seemed to have plen-

ty, he did not start the pump: then he began to
think it singular that that special boiler was
using up no water at all. Had he then turned
on the water without investigating, our whole
establishment would probably have been blown
up, and perhaps several lives lost. He tried

both valves to the glass gauges, and found the
first all right, but was startled to find the second
had not been opened at all, and the water was
out of sight instantly, as soon as he moved it.

Like a wise and experienced man as he is, he
drew the fire as quickly as possible, and inves-
tigation showed that the flues were already red-
hot, and great damage done to the boiler.

Let me say further, to the credit of the engi-
neer, that he at once shouldered the whole of
the blame, and told me to figure out what the
damage was, and charge it up to him. As he
had been a very good and faithful man, how-
ever, and had never had an accident of any sort

before, I told him I would wait a while before I

made out my bill of damages. When things
got settled a little, careful investigation brought
out the fact that the boy had forgotten to open
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one of the valves. He cried, and seemed to feel

nuich remorse at the conseqnences of his boyish
blunder. He did not tell us to charge up to him
his part of the affair; but as lu! had been a
pretty good and faithful boy. I concluded to let

it pass. Imagine my surpris.', a few months
later, when the engineer told me he guessed I

had better have a talk with V. Ele said that F.
was all the while complaining that he did not
get as much pay as he thought he ought to have,
and it was really spoiling his value as a boy. I

had a pleasant, good-natured talk with F., and
reminded him of the accident that had cost me
more than ?100. just because of his forgetting
to open that valve. Said I:

" Look here, F., if you should work for us a
whole year for 2 cts. an hour less than you are
really worth, it would not make up for the con-
seqnences of your blunder. If I were you. I

think I would keep pretty quiet about an in-

crease of pay for quite a little spell, after what
has happened."
He took it good-naturedly, and finally said

that, if I would give him a steady job right
through the winter at 10 cts. an hour, he would
be perfectly satisfied. Well, you know that,

during the fall, there has been a financial de-
pression all over the land. We found it hard
work to find something to do for even our old

regular help. One hand after another was
droi^ped. until we should have been glad indeed
to give F. a vacation with the rest: but my
promise stood in the way of that. In a very
few days, however. T was relieved of the neces-
sity of finding him something to do. in a very
unexpected way. The engineer told me that F.

was still dissatisfied with his pay. and that he
guessed T had better let him go i^or a while un-
til he could discover for himself when he was
well off. In fact, he said he thought F. would
not stay any longer without an increase of
wages. T talked with F. again, and reminded
him of his promise. But this boy in his teens
had got a raise of wages in his head to such an
extent that there was no help for him. He
finallv said something like this:

"Mr. Root, you know as well as I do that I

am worth more than 10 cts. an hour."
" No. F.. I do not know any thing of the kind;

and it seems to me the common-sense way to

settle all disagreements of this kind between
capital and labor is to ask the question wheth-
er you can get more than that anywhere else.

Are you .sure you can find a place where you
can get more than 10 cts. an hour? Please re-

member the hundreds and thousands who are
out of employment—good capable men. Why.
F.. a good mechanic offered yesterday to work
for me during the winter for 10 cts. an hour,
rather than be idle any longer. You are a boy.
It is true, you have, through diligence and good
behavior, learned enough in one special line so
you could earn what you are getting with us,

providing we had plenty to do. which we have
not. However, as you feel so sure that some-
body else will give you more, suppose you try it."

Accordingly, he did give up his job. and
started out to find somebody who would pay
him ivli( it he wns tvorHi. This getting restless.

uneasy, and dissatisfied, seems to be a sort of
disease sometimes, and there is only one kind of

medicine that I know of that has any effect on
it. Good advice, a plain statement of well-
known facts, and all that sort of thing, do not
seem to make any difference. The onlv way is,

to let the boy have his own way. like the prodi-
gal .son we are told about in the Holy Scriptures.
F. put off his greasy overshirt and overalls.
donned his Sunday clothes, and looked, as he
is. a nice, bright, clean specimen of a young
man. I do not know how miu'h hunting he did
for a place; but he came back in a couple of

weeks, and said that, if I would give him his
place back again he would be contented to do
the best he knew how. I?ut it was too late.

Another very good boy was doing so well in F."s
place that we could not tliink of turning him
off. This other boy was also skillful in tiie ma-
chine-shop, where he worked a great parlof his
time, so there wa'^ no prospect, for some lime to

come, of an opening for F. anywhere. Another
thing, the nuin who employs labor dreads hav-
ing any thing to do with dissatisfied people. A
dissatisfied man is seldom a profitable hand.
Peter Henderson suggests, in one of his books,
that it is better to pay a good man a little more
than he is worth, sometimes, rather than have
hitri go about his work in a dissatisfied way.
Well, I have tried that remedy, but it has sel-

dom worked satisfactorily. The man who is

dissatisfied at l.'i cts. an hour will pretty soon
become uneasy again until he has 30 cts. F.
finallv came around again and said that, if I

would give him something to do, he would work
for whutever wages I thought I could give him,
and try to remember when he was well off. But
still I could do nothing for him. He became
weary in well doing, in the language of our
text, and he is now reaping the reward, for I

suppose the text works both ways. The man
who becomes weary in well doing shall also
reap. In fact, we have iScripture for it. " What-
soever a man soweth. thut shall he also reap."
Perhaps the most direct application of the

text I have quoted is in regard to spiritual

things. All along down through the ages people
have become weary in well doing. In that
wonderful chnpter in Malachi the prophet says
the people are dissatisfied, and break forth in a
general complaint something like this:

'•yehavesaid.lt is vain to serve God; and,
What profit is it that we have kept his ordi-

nances, and that we have walked mournfully
before the Lord of hosts?"
That word •'mournfully" seems to me to

come in very aptly. There are people in every
age and generation who talk that way. They
say. " Who wants to go about always with a long
face, and be afraid of doing this, that, and tlie

other, because somebody may call it wicked?"
Then the Christian—perhaps oftener the young
Christian, but perhaps sometimes the old one

—

says to himself. " Well, I declare ! I do not be-
lieve it worth while to be so very precise. Oth-
er folks are having a good time all around us,

and why shouldn't we have our share, instead
of being so very conscientious and puritanical ?"

Like poor F. they give up reasonably fair pros-
pects, spend what little they have laid up for a.

rainy day, and then repent at leisure because
they did not know when they were well oft'.

Sometimes it is not money alone that they have
wasted. The conseqnences of having a good
time, "as the rest of the boys do," are a terrible

appetite, or. worse still, a contagious disease
that hangs to the poor victim every day and
every hour for the rest of his life. "Whatso-
ever a man soweth. that shall he also reap."
Now. then, dear friends, old and young, if you

have been thinking that a careful, honest
Christian life was almost too tame and hum-
drum for this day and age of progress, consider
what T have just said. Let me give you one
more illustration right before me:
A man came to me a few days ago and asked

for work. I told hitn there was no use in de-
tailing his circumstances— it was absolutely im-
possible for me to help any more peoph^ in that
way. He pleaded that lie was a stranger in the
town, out of money, with a sick child on his

hands: and hesaid, furthermore, that /o//c.s totc7.

him, if he would come to me, I would give him
some work—that I always gave people work
who were in distress, and he was even beginning
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to complain as though /were responsible for

his troubli^s. I was lold afterward that he had
a steady job in Clevplaiid at *1.35 a day. but
somebody told liiin I employed help and paid a
good deal more than that. Without even writ-

ing to inquire, or making a journey himself, he
gave ui) his job and moved liis family to Medi-
na; and theJa-^t 1 knew the King's Daughters
were helping his wife and children along until

the father could get work. He finally came to

nie in such desperate straits that I told him I

had some wood that I wanted chopped, and said
I would pay himOOcts. a cord, stovewood length.
He said that, if he only had an ax and saw he
would take up with my offer In a minute. I

told him I would furnish him both ax and saw,
and goout in the woods and teach him how to

do the work mO't expeditiously. After I made
the promise I considered how many responsi-
bilities were on me already, and felt sorry that I

had undertaken to look after one more helpless
individual. The ax and saw were put in order,
and I placed them where I could find them
quickly when he should come along, drawing a
long sigh at the lime, to think the printers were
out of copy, and that perhaps more than one
was already doing his work wrongly because I

could not get time to look after him. Well,
when the morning caine when we were to start,

out for the woods, and the needy man did not
put in an appearance at all, I drew another
sigh, but it was a sigh of relief.

Now, then, if I have not got all the truth in

my talk to-day. I have got hold of one great
big truth; for I am sure one of the greatest rea-
sons why there are not more people who are get-
ting two or three dollars a day, and are at the
same time honestly earning it, is because they
do not heed this grand old text

—

Be not weary in well doing; for in due seai^ou ye
shall reap if ye faint not.

High-pressure Gardening.

GARDENING IN DECEMBER.
As a rule we have about as little gardening

to do in December as in any other month in the
year. Of course, there is stuff to sell that has
been stored away in the cellar; but people gener-
ally are not quite ready for greenhouse products
during this month. liut something comes in
right here that is a little encouraging. I re-
member that, two or three years ago, when we
took lettuce and onions out of our greenhouses
in the month of January, the boys would bring
thein back, saying that everybody made fun of
them for bringing lettuce in January. They
said the time to buy lettuce was in the spring.
A month later, however, when people had be-
gun to get anxious for green things, the lettuce
sold very satisfactorily. Since then, however,
we have had some i-ales of lettuce in .January;
but I think we never sold any of any account
in Dectmiber. 1 have tried to start a trade in
it Thanksgiving and Christmas, but the sales
were very small.
Perhaps you may remember that, in my Notes

of Travel, page 821. I mentioned the fact that
our folks were building plant-beds for lettuce
right over the pathway of the big exhaust-
steam pipe running from the factory to our
home. This was on the :.'()th day of October
that the boys were setting out the plants. I re-
member that, a week later, our people in pass-
ing along there, and seeing handsome beds of
lettuce in vigorous growth where there was not

any thing, less than a week before, uttered a
good many exclamations of surprise. Well,
those beds of lettuce have not had a bit of care
since that day. The ground has not been stir-

red, nor has a weed been pulled; yet now we
have about the handsomest lettuce I ever saw
in my life. We purposely put it in rather close
together; and now on this 11th day of Decem-
ber, just .todays later than they were set out,
we are taking out every other plant to give
them room. Of course, they were covered with
sash; but the weather has been so severe that
the sash has hardly been off unless it was to

catch an occasional shower of rain. I'y the
way, the very best remedy for the green fly I

have ever found is to give the lettuce-plants a
good soaking for V2 hours, or, still better. 24,

with a rather cold rain. If tiie plants are prop-
erly haidened by tilting the sash, any rain that
is not so cold as to fiteze into ice will do the
lettuce no harm; and even a little freezing does
not harm it much. When it gets tall enough so
that the foliage rests against the glass, the
frost on the glass will injure it. Well, these
plants I have been telling you about were, so
many of them, touching the glass, that, day be-
fore yesterday, we raised the sides of the beds
all around to accommodate the extraordinary
growth. We did this with IJ^^-inch lumber.
To hold those side pieces in place, a skillful

mechanic first toenailed them to the sides of
the bed. This was to make a close joint to keep
the frost out. Then these 4-inch plank were
held from tipping over by driving a stake down
inside of the bed at every joint, and another
stake in the middle of the 16-foot plank. The
stakes would not be necessary were it not that
the sash sometimes have to hold a heavy weight
of snow; and if they should tip over, crushing
down a big crop of lettuce, it would be rather
expensive. The reason why these lettuce-beds
have required so little care, is, that they have a
steady, constant heat, day and night, week in

and week out. Speaking about this steady,
constant heat, reminds me that I have not yet
told you that my new discovery in utilizing ex-
haust steam is now running six difft rent radia-
tors in our home. I do not suppose that every-
body feels as happy over them as I do. Two of
them — those in otir biS. i0)ms — are nicely
bronzed; and as I exhibit them to admiring
friends I usually say, ''There! do you see that?
—a ' thing cf beauty and

—

h t forever.' " Now,
isn't this just wonderlul. that we can take such
an irregular source of heat as exhaust steam,
and m.ake it send a steady, even, and constant
stream, and afterward, by means of hot-water
radiators, have this steady, even, constant heat
concentrated at any one point you choose?
Mrs. Root could not believe that such quiet-
lotiking, innocent things, hardly warm enough
to burn a person's hand, could heat up a good-
sized room; and it does look a little funny, it is

true. The secret is, these modern radiators
with their many coils contain a vast amount of
heating surface; and even if the inclosed hot
water is not up to the boiling-point, if the
machine is kept steadily at work it sends a
great quantity of warm air all over the room.
But this is not gardening.
How about selling the lettuce? Why. when

we got ready I told the boys to put 14 lb. in a
good strong neat paper bag, and fill a basket
with these packages. They sold the whole lot

the first trip, sold out again the next trip with a
larger quantity, and the prospect is now that
we shall get rid of all the lettuce in these plant-
beds, right in the middle of December, at 20 cts.

per lb.; and I am not sure but real nice lettuce,

bleached so as to look almost like White Plume
celery, would bring 20 cts. per lb., at least a cer-
tain quantity of it. any day in the year, winter
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or suranipr. Now, then, you who raise lettuce
lor market, wliat do you think of a string of
hot-beds that carry an even, steady lieai, ail

along, without costing a cent for manure or any
thing else in the way of heating-material, after
they ai'e once started ? Do you say everybody
can not have exhaust steam ? Well, my frii'uds,

exhaust steam is spouting out and wasting its

heat in the wintry air. in almost every neigh-
borhood and community throughout our land;
and I believe that, as a rule, men who run en-
gines will be very glad to have you take their
exhaust steam oft" out of their way, providing
you give it sufficient I'oom to move so it does
not back up on the engine.

ONION GROWING, KTC.

I have had considerable experience in grow-
ing onions by the difl'erent niethods. and have
also grown many different kinds; but I'm not
certain of having any thing new to ofi'er.

Of the difterent methods of culture, I prefer
the new one—that of transplanting the young
seedlings from the hot-bed—especially so if it

were not for one trouble—that of the plants dy-
ing down in the beds. I have studied hard to

find out the cause, but haven't fully succeeded.
I believe the vitality of the seed has much to do
with it. I have tried several different strains
of the Pi'izi'taker variety from different seeds-
men, and find quite a difference. Three years
ago was my first experience with the new tneth-
od, and 1 had no trouble whatever. We raised
an excellent crop, an average of nearly 900
bushels per acre. on a rich clover gar ien-patch;
but the last two years we have not been as suc-
ce-!sful, owing to the trouble inentioned. I have
raised some seed of my own, and taken special
<>arf' of it, and I hope to overcome the trouble
fully.
We have been troubled a good deal with

worthless onion seed. The White Victoria has
turned out every time to he a worthless flat

onion of no vulue at a'l We did not pull them
thi-J year. We let them stay in the ground, and
pulled thf^ni early in the spring for bunch
onions. This is the only way we ever derived a
cent's worth from these onions. I will sow no
more of this variety. I like the Southport
White Globe pretty well as a white onion for

transplanting. It is a late onion, and grows to
a fair size. It is the best white onion I have
tried so far. But I don't think there is any
thing ahead of the Prizetaker for the main
crop. It is not as good a keeper as the South-
port White Globe.
We grow a good many the old-fashioned way.

"The good old way of yesterday" is not so
slow; and. a> a rule, it is the safest.

I like the Southport Yellow Globe a little bet-

ter than Y(!llow Danvers. It is a little heavier
yielder. of a better shape, and nearly as early.

It is an excellent keeper.
The Southport Red (Jlobe is a good onion, but

not a good yieldor for a red variety. It is near-
ly as enrly a- Yellow Danvers, wliich is its

chief point. Prizetaker is a heavy yielder, but
must be sown very early or it will not mature,
and must be put on the market early. We
bought some seed of our local dealer lasts[)ring.

We bou'^ht it for Yellow Danvers; but it turn-
ed out to be some other vrry late variety, and
was ahoMt a fourth scullion-i. I never saw any
thing like it. and never want to again.
We have not found any thing better for

bunching than the old Egyptian Potato onion.
I have not much room to speak of commercial

fertilizers: but for the benefit of any who are
thinking of listing them I will say that I have
tried sr-veral kinds, including M apes' " special

onion "" manure, at the rate of SOO lbs. per acre:

and by very careful measurement we have not
found them of any value whatever, nor nnleach-
ed hard-wood ashes from our sugar camp.
Give me plenty of composted stable manure and
a rich clover sod, and I can grow onions prolita-
blyat?.") cents per bu-hel, if I can get tirst-

class .seed, which is of vast importance. I

know by experience that poor seed is dear at
anv price. E. S. Mead.

Olivet, O.

[Friend M.. I am surprised to liear you say
that you never iiad any nice Victorias. Surely
you do not mean to say that seed you bo\ight of
us has turned out in the way you mention. By
the way. is it not true that every new strain of
onions when first sent out produces a much
better crop than the seed to be had in the mar-
ket two or three years later? It may be that,
like potatoes, a new variety is needed every
two or three years. My opinion is. however,
that somebody is needed constantly who will
grow seeds as carefully after the onion has a
reputation as he did when he was selline sam-
ple packets of a new variety. Oh what a
chance there is foi' seedsmen, or, rather, for a
real honest, earnest seedsman ! A few days ago
our veteran friend A. W. Livingston luade us a
visit. He asked me if I did not want some
Yellow (ilobe Danvers onion seed. I told him
the price was too high; but when he said they
grew the seed themselves I made an order at
once. If Mr. A. W. Livingston saw the onions
selected for this crop of seed, and supervised
the growing and saving of the seed. I would
n-adily pay a dollar a pound extra for it. It
seems that you too, friend M., do not get any
help from commercial fertilizers. Now, then,
who does get any help—that is, where they put
the fertilizers on, say, a dozen rows and then
a dozen rows without any '?]

SHALLOTS, CHIVES, ETC.

Friend Root;—By this mail I send you two
white shallots (in German, Schallotien) and
two red ones. We are raising them since com-
ing to this country (8 years), and consider them
the best keepers, if they are taken out of the
ground about the 4th of July. I can not get at
chives now; will send you some later if you do
not get any elsewhere. In German it is called
SrhniWauch. B. Geis.slek.
Basco, 111., Dec. 8.

[Now, friend G., we are ever so much obliged
to you for those beautiful, firm, pearly-white
onions; but they have got us into trouble
already. You call them white shallots. I

thought shallots meant something like Egyp-
tian onions for spring bunching only. Now, I

should call these White Multipliers, except
that there is nothing to show that they multi-
ply or divide. Will you please tell us the dif-

ference between a shallot and an onion? akso,

how do you get these beautiful shallots that
are ready to pull in July? Do you plant seed
or sets? Thank you for your offer of chives;
but we have received several lots already; and
the perplexing thing is, they are not all alike.

Those sent us by friend (Joldsboro are some-
thing lik(^ a leek, and are as large as your finger.

Somebody <>lse sent us some that looked like

potato onions, and yet all call them chives. I

am the more glad to get the communication
from you. friend G., because you are a minister:
and if you don't know about these things you
can doubtless get us on the right track. I want
to see shallots, chives, potato onions, multipliers
— yes. and perhaps even leeks and garlics^
siraightetied out and put where they belong.
Now, who is going to help?]
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CHIVES.

The remarks you make in Nov. 15ih Glean-
ings regarding "chives" awaken some very
pleasant memories of our boyhood days when
mother, with her loving hands, prepared and
handed us tlie customary b.read and bulier for
the 9 A. M. and 4 p. m luncli. How many times
we went out into our little vegetabhi-garden in
the back yard, to get some of the chives, which
we would cut up into little pieces about ^4 to

Yi inch long, and cover our bread and butter
with them! How we enjoyed these simple
lunchesl This was over in the old "Father-
land," a good many years ago. The chives
have come over with us, and a number of
bunches are growing' in my garden. I would
have sent you some of the roots with this; but
it may be that you have received from others
all you need by this time.

Fkiedmann Greiner.
Naples, N. Y., Nov. 31.

TILE drainage; avatkring-places for stock.

I have read " Tile Drainage," by W. I. Cham-
berlain and yourself; but 1 should like you to
give me some information not in the book. I

wish to drain my spring with tile, which is 900
feet from the river, and I want several water-
ing-places for stock. The tile will be 3 feet
below the surface where I want the watering-
places; and as I have had no experience
with draining I do not know how best to ar-
range those watering-places. We have splen-
did building-stone. VVe could scoop out a way
down to the watering-place, and pave with
stone so the stock would not work the dirt
down into the opening. There is vei'y little tile

in this part of our wState, though a good deal in
the western part, or, as we tei'm i;, West Ten-
nessee. Tile is a good deal dearer at Nash-
ville than with you, from what I can under-
stand. I have some four-inch tile in some wet
land, which cost me four cents per foot at
Nashville. I live 20 miles south of Nashville.
We have a good deal of land in this county
that needs tile very badly; and if some enter-
prising firm that manufactures tile would send
a practical man who could explain what is

needed they could sell a great deal of it; but
most of them are like myself—they know noth-
ing about it. If you can give me some idea
how to make the watering-places you will con-
fer a gr( at favor. W. H. Farmer.
Franklin, Tenn., Dec. 9.

[Friend F., we have been studying over a
similar problem all summer, and I will tell you
what we have decided upon. I should not like
the plan of digging down to a level with the
tile, as you propose. Where a road is cut
through a hill so you might place a watering-
trough beside the road without making an ex-
cavation on purpose, it will do very well; but
to avoid these expensive excavations I would
locate your watering-trongh on the top of the
ground. If you have plenty of stone, by all
means make a stone trough; and in order to
get the water up into the trough, you will have
to go along the line yon propose to lay the tile,

up hill, until you get where the tile would be a
Utile higher than the top edge of your trough.
At this point make some sort of "reservoir—

a

large-sized tile set on end, for instance. A
sewerpipe 18 inches or 2 feet across is better.
Let it come to the surface, and have a stone or
wooden cover over it to protect it from trash
and accidents. Let your tile pour a stream
into this little reservoir. From this lead either
an iron pipe, or tiles jointed in cement, down to
your trough. If your spring furnishes water
the year round, so that there will be a running
stream, your trough will never freeze over

Provide a suitable overflow, and let this over-
flow go right down into the tiles, and pass off
ju-t as it would if there had not been any wa-
tering-trough at all. I do not believe the
expense will be very much more than the ex-
cavations you speak of, and you vvijl have a
very much neater job. if there is considerable
descent from your spring, you will not have to
go up hill very fur to get head enough so as to-

run the water over into your trough. I hope
this notice may suggest to some tile-maker the
idea of occupying your field.]

DOCTORING WITHOUT MEDICINE.

something about our teeth.

In this age of progress, if you expect any me-
chanic, no matter how skillful he may be, to do
nice perfect work without adequate tools, you
are greatly in error. A real nice tool, in the
hands of a man who takes hold of it with en-
thusiasm and energy, will often pay for itself

in a single day. Well, my experiments in diet-

ing have pretty well convinced me that a good
deal of our ill health, and many of our aches
and pains, are the consequence of not masticat-
ing our food perfectly before it is turned over
to the digestive apparatus. I have been getting
quite well acquainti'd with our dentist lately.

In fact. I have spent two or three hours a day
with him almost everv day for the past two
weeks. I told him just why I wanted to ask
him questions. He is a bright, wide-awake,
live man. He attends the dental associations
and lectures, takes the dental periodicals, and I

think he is pretty well abreast of all the modern
improvements in the line of his work. I hap-
pened to mention to him that it was quite a
privation to me to give up eating apples right
out of hand, as I used loin my younger days.
Said he:

" Mr. Root, you take a nice apple—just ripe
enough, but not too ripe—and scrape it with a
knife, just as women do sometimes for babies,
and then you can eat apples with impunity.
Just try it, and report."
Sure enough, I found he was right. I can eat

all the apples I please if I scrape them up fine

and smooth. How does this come? Why, my
teeth are getting to be so old and ricketty that
they no longer pulverize and crush every parti-

cle of the apple as they used to do when I was
younger. The consequence was, that I swal-
lowed the apple in the form of lumps cr chunks,
more or less. The teeth were not doing their
business—could not do their work, perhaps

—

therefore the stomach could not do its work
without great effort; hence distress, uneasiness,
and perhaps indigestion. Baking the apples, or
making them into sauce, might do preuy near-
ly as well: but I have quite a fancy for a raw
apple, uncooked and unsugared. Again, I hap-
pened to notice in one of the health-journals
that people who are distressed after eati ng beans
will find they can eat them with impunity if

they are cooked very fine, and then have all the
skins removed by piitting them through a sieve
or colander, thus making a sort of bean por-
ridge or soup. On testing beans prepared in

this way I experienced no unpleasant effect
whatever. Very likely a strong powerful di-

gestion would manage the chunks of apple,
with skins, seeds, core, etc., thrown in. as well
as with the skins of the beans. In fact, on my
big wheel-rides across the country I eat almost
any thing that I ever ate. without any trouble;
but even if this is true, it pays to have good
teeth, and use them.
While in the dental chair a great many cus-

tomers came in from the country. Sometimes
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they took Ipng rides, tormented every step of
the way with toothache. I told the doctor,
when lie started in on my work, that, as this is

our dull season, I would eilher go home or
wait, when he had customers who could not
Wellcome some other time. I accordingly left

my seat, and stood by while he pulled teeth, ad-
vised patients, etc. In fact, I have greatly en-
joyed studying up human teeth and dentistry
for some weeks past. Well, when it comes night
I would rather read a dental magazine than
any of my agricultural papers. Most of you
know how keenly I enjoy studying up a new
industry or a new line of industrial work. By
the way, there are quite a few dentists among
oui' bee-keepers. I know a dozen or two. This
class of people usually need recreation out-
doors; and if the bees are near the dental office

the dentists can very often \mt in their time
when there are not very many patients around.
And I just want to say, too. that the dentists of
our land are a nice set of men; that is, they
are as a rule. In the first place, a man who is

not a good man would hardly undertake to earn
his living by working inside of the mouths of
people generally, good, bad, or indifferent. In
fact, I think they might put up my favorite
text for a motto over tlieir doors—"Not to be
ministered unto, but to minister." I know they
make us groan and howl sometimes; and it was
a rare study to me to see my friend and neigh-
bor go to work to relieve suffering, even when
he knew he must inflict terrible pain before the
relief could come. I learned to see by his face
when a difficult case was before him; and I

heard him exhort his patients—yes, 1 heard him
exhort nic a few times—to go through with the
ordeal with a brave spirit. I believe he suffer-
ed almost as much as they did, sometimes.

Well, if there is any business in tliu world
where " a stitch in time saves nine," it seems to

me it is caring for the teeth. After some of the
very difficult and painful operations of extract-
ing the roots piece by piece, of decayed teeth, I

would ask the question:
"Doctor, if this individual had cared for his

teeth, had ilicm loukid ovi-r very frequently,

and promptly Hlled as cavities appeareu, am I

to understand that all this suffering and loss of

teeth would have been saved?"
'• Most certainly."
Some years ago I think our dentist told me

substantially the same thing; and for several
years I used to come to him, say once in six

months. A good many times, alter a careful
examination, he woulu tell me my teeth were
all right, and needed no attention, except that
they be kept clean. Finally, like other people,

I became careless and let several years go by.

Then there was a great amount of filling to be
done; some teeth wt re hopelessly gone, and one
had to be extracted; and as the result of that
neglect, my teeth got into such shape that it

was very dil'ticult for me to chew my loud
thoroughly. After having had one tooth ijulled,

and suffering ever so much fi<im the toothache,
I made a new resolution, and had my teeth at-

tended to every six months again. Since then
I have not had a bit of tootiiache. But recent-

ly the dentist decided that (jnite a number of

my double teeth were going to pieces unless

they had prompt care. After discussing what
was best to be done under the circumstances, I

decided to have them cai)ped with gold, and the
missing ones icplaced by attaching them to the
gold caps on each side: and as I dictate this I

am rejoicing in having, for the first time in

years, a full set of tools for mastication. Be-
fore investing in so many 1 had one capped,
something over a year ago. to see how I liked it;

and now I can do good work on almost any kind
of food. During nearly two weeks, while the

gold caps were being fitted, I was obliged to live
on soft or semi-liquid food, or have whatever I
ate mashed up very tine. The beneticial effect
on my health became apparent at once, and the
experiment gave me an opportunity for decid-
ing unquestionably that much of the distress
and difficulty I have with my digestion is owing
not only to a lack of mastication, but perhaps
to the use of skins of fruil,,or vegetable food in
such a coarse state that the digestive fluids can
not readily work it up fine. My friend, if you
have trouble with your digestion, just try using
only food that is mashed up fine, or in a semi-
liquid state.

I know a good many will plead that they can
not afford to pay the dentist so much money.
But, my friend, you can afford to have a tooth
pulled when it aches; and you may think you
can afford letting the teeth go to pieces; but I

do not think you can. And, again, you can
afford to send for a doctor when you are sick.
That may be all very well; but by sending for
the dentist a year or two before you send for
the doctor, you may be saved much pain and
suffering, and money too. A good many of us
are inclined at times to lose faith in doctors, or,

at least, in drugs and medicines; and perhaps
no one can ever settle the question conclusively
as to whether the drugs and medicines did any
good or not. But there is no chance for any
question when a broken bone is to be set or
some surgical operation is to be performed. In
these cases the doctor's work is almost as plain
as that of the carpenter or blacksmith. You
see what he does, and you see the result of his
work; in fact, you have a tangible result in
your possession, in place of the money you have
paid. Now, it is so in dentistry. The dentist
tits you with good and efficient tools for per-
forming almost the most important work a
human being has to do. Some of the best physi-
cians we have of the present age are curing
people by simply furnishing nature with the
right kind of material (in tlie shape of proper
food), so that she may herself do the mending
and repairing. Going to a dentist ol'ten. that
he may keep your teeth in good trim, may not
be exactly ' doctoring without medicine," but
it is certainly one line, and a very important
one, of improving our general health without
either drugs or medicine. Some years ago our
dentist had some circulars printed, which he
gave away to the public. I have thought best
to give a few extracts here in conclusion:

Do not liave a tooth extracted unless it be from
absolute necessity, and of tliis allow your dentist to
be llie judge. Tlie tuolliaclie is but llic penaltyof
violated law. Nature never pardons an offense
against lier. Slie may reprieve, but she never par-
dons. Never part witfi a tooth, nor the root of a
tooth, tliat can possibly be made serviceable, any
more than you would permit a surgeon to amputate
a linger that lias a felon on ii-; for a tootli once re-
moved from the mouth is lost for ever, and can nev-
er be restored. Tlie contour of the face thus disfig-
ured can never be restored in all its symmetry by
artificial means. When tlie lelation of the teetli,
mouth, and mastication, to digestion, is l^etter un-
derstood, we shall have better care of the teeth and
moutli, and jieople will be nioie careful to masticate
tlieir food thoroughly liefore swallowing it Disease
is said to be a sin. AVe aekiiowledge the trutli of tlie

saying, but go ou siiiniiig, by doing, or neglecting
to do, the things wliicli will produce or prevent
disease and consequent suHeriiig. " Peace on earth
and good will among men" can not reign so long as
decayed teeth and otlensive brcatlis exist. This is

one of the penalties ol individual neglecc.
On arising in the morning, use your tooth-VirusVi

vigorously, for that is the time that the mouth is in
its worst condition; and of all times Ibis is the one
when you should use something to cut the secretions,
as you use soap to remove grease and other matter
frnni the hands. By so doing, j'ou will soon be sur-
pi-ised at the wonderful appetite you have for
breakfast.
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The LonI is slow to anger, ami gieat iii power, and will not
at all acquit the wicked—Nahum 1:3.

Eight extra pages in this issue.

The new series of the Canadian Bee Journal
is proving to be a great improvement over the
old series.

Dr. Mason lool<s too sober in the picture of
the Ohio honey-exhibit shown in another col-

umn. Say, doctor, why didn't you give us a
square look?

A VERY important point brought forth in the
article by R. L. Taylor is, that " age is no dis-
advantage to foundation." This confirms
what Mr. Doolittle said in a late number. Un-
til facts shall be brought forth to the contrary,
we shall advise that foundation be not rejected
simply because it is old.

Special attention is called again to the book
review in this issue. The thing that is particu-
larly interesting is to see how generally Huber
is right and how generally Huish is wrong.
Fortunately we are placed at a time in the
world's hij-tory when we know almost to a cer-
tainty the right and the wrong side of the dis-
puted points between Huber and Huish.

The American Bee Journal has just been
making some " Inexcusable Mistakes." We are
sort o' glad of it, because over this way misery
loves company—see page 884. Well, to do a
little more confessing ourselves, we headed Mr.
Boardman's item, on page 889. '" Raising Sweet-
clover Seed," when we should have put it,

" Sowing," etc. Couldn't blame this on to the
typos this time.

Good men may honestly differ. Alack the
day when editors or correspondents-can not ex-
press honest convictions for fear they may hurt
the feelings of the other side 1 Where there is

an honest difference of opinion, as there may
be between Bro. York and ourselves with refer-
ence to the Michigan Experiment Station, tiiere

will be no wounded feelings, because each of us
accords to the other sincerity of purpose and
honesty of opinion.

The publishers of the ^/r?.evica?i Beekeeper
are about to undertake a novel plan of making
their deadheads pay up. Tiiey propose to
'• publish a list of the accounts " in their Febru-
ary number, and '• will offer them to the high-
est bidder." The list will include back dues
on subscriptions. No doubt the list will speed-
ily grow smaller before February. The scheme
is not a bad one to make the " poor-pays square
up;" but we shouldn't like to undertake it.

Dr. Miller, in Straws, picks us up on the
statement, made in answer to a correspondent,
that " non-swarming means in most cases little

or no honey." We will acknowledge to the doc-
tor that the statement as we left it is a little

open to criticism. What we had in mind, al-
though we see we did not say so, was, that the
effort, on the part of the apiarist, including all

the various fixings to prevent swarming, so dis-
concerts the bees, that, if they do not swarm,
they do not gather honey.

Our exhibit of supplies at first was back in a
corner, as Dr. Mason explains in another col-

umn; but this was through no fault of Dr. Mil-
ler, who first set it up. Even after the Fair
was open, it was a long time, owing to the gen-
eral confusion, before Buchanan would say
where the exhibit should be put, although we
had engaged a certain space. After much so-
licitation, Buchanan finally put his foot down
on the floor where one corner of the case might
come. Dr. Miller marked the spot with a navl.

glad to get even something definite. Our ex-
hibit, being among the first put up, showed up
a little in the rear when the others were put up.

Yes. Dr. Miller, I did hear things a little dif-
ferently twenty years ago from what I do now,
and may God be praised for an enlightened
hearing. But I take exceptions to your ex-
pression, " h^very bicyclist seems to be inclined
to double himself up like a letter C." I have
always ridden straight up, and I always mean
to ride straight up; and although I never expect
to enter the lists among the racers, yet I get
along pretty fairly. In regard to football, I

think it is high time that some of our college
professors were taken 1 y the collar and
straightened up. I am afraid there are other
people besides the wheelers who are inclined to
double up like a letter C, especially when the
'gambling mania" gets a clutch on our sports
and recreations. A. I. R.

The Progressive Bee-keeper says: " No class
of publications can show as clean advertising
pages as the bee-journals of to-day. They are free
from quack doctors and other humbugs that
fill the columns of many of our newspapers.
Even our religions papers are full of swindles."
Mr. Leahy has put it about right. We are
surprised and ashamed that some of our best
religious papers do contain in their advertising
pages that which is not bread, and satisfieth
not. They of all papers ought to be the leaders
in good clean advertising, as well as in every
thing else. We reject a large amount of adver-
tising because we do not want our readers-
duped, and because we do not care to lumber
up the cards of our regular patrons with every
thing under the sun, good or bad.

The year 1893 will soon be gone; and, accord-
ing to the general custom, we presume we ought
to express suitable acknowledgements for past
favors, say something appropriate for the sea-
son, and then tell what we are going to do for
1894. When we see in so many journals the
usual stereotyped platitudes of the season

—

well, somehow it makes us "'tired." There is

nothing magical about the ending of the old
year or the beginning of the new. Gleaning.s-
proposes to go on, just as it has been doing, but
always looking for improvements first, last, and
all the time. Of course, we've got lots of new
schemes for the new year, but we think it bet-
ter to let them materialize at the propiT time,
unheralded. These remarks are not suggested
by any thing appearing in bee-journals of late
—they are too practical for platitudes.

Prof. A. J. Cook's future address will be
Claremont, Cal.. can; of Pomona College. The
apicultnral world will probably hear from him
the same as formerly. We hope that, in his
new home, he will find so much to write upon
apicultural matters that he will have nothing
to say about sugar honey. We are very sorry to
see that he has been writing more articles on
the subject for some of our apicultural papers,
even intimating that he believed that there was
a large amount of such honey on the markets.
If there is, it is not sold under its true name.
That being the case, and it being produced in
quantities, it is sold for genuine bee-honey, and
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this is almost as had. in pninl of deception, as

the glucose fa'oricatif)ns. We feel quite certain

that Pi'of. Cook must he mistaken. So far, Cal-
ifornia honey can he produced and put upon
the market more cheaply than any sugar honey.
And now that Prof. Cook will be in that land
of sunshine, we hope he will see that sugar
honey is not practical, no matter what else he
may say about it.

Wk call special attention to the article of R.

L. Taylor, in this number, on th(^ subject of the
bases of the different grades of foundation.
The subject is a vital one to bee-keepers; and
we, as manufacturers of foundation-mills, are
already at work to see how we can remedy the
trouble—namely, of thinning down the bases of

foundation unnecessarily thick — because it

seems to be a fact that bees require them to be
only Ti'iun of an inch thick, and that they will

reduce to thi> thickness if not already so. We
can make foundation of almost any weight;
but it is not so easy a matter to reduce the bases
of all grades of foundation to a hundredth of

an inch, making up the difference in weight in

the cell-wall. We believe we have the most
perfect machinery in the world for making
foundation-rolls, and we shall do all in our pow-
er to solve the problem, because it is a waste of
time for the bees and perhaps of material to

have the bases or septa too thick.

The last consignment of imported queens to
Australia went through in rather bad order: in

fact, it was not alone the queens sent from Me-
dina, but those sont from various parts of the
United States. The complaint seems to be that
the candy became so soft and messy that it

daubed up the bees and queen too. In our own
case, the food was made precisely like that upon
which queens at other times have been sent to

Australia so successfully. We can not imagine
why the candy should have become soft, unless
it was from a dose of sea- water, or because of a
very hot climate into which tliey may have gone
on reaching their destination. A summer can-
dy, we know, must be made harder than one
designed for cool weather. But when queens
leave here at the approach of winter, when the
weather is very near freezing, and then finally

in three or four weeks more come into a climate
that is excessively hot. the conditions are com-
plicated somewhat. If we can be sure of the
same climate clear through, we can insure safe
arrival of queens. We shall try again.

MR. I.ANGSTROTH AND MK. ROBINSON.
We are sorry to see that C. .1. Robinson, in

the Anierlam Bee-keeper, is again casting re-

flections upon the good name of Rev. L. L.
Langstroth. Mr. R. brings up oh) controversies
that are of no particular impuriance now; and
even if what he says is all true he manifests a
jealous spirit, not to say a bad one. toward the
name which we as bee- keepers all over the
world hold in grateful remembrance. If Mr.
Langstroth were in health, so that he could
answer the imputation of what practically
amounts to a lie iilaced against his name, the
case might be different; as it is, it is in bad
taste. When Mr. Langstroth visited us a
couple of years ago he explained to us in detail
this whole matter. He spoke very kindly of
Mr. Robinson, and expressed n^gnst that he
(Mr. R.) should feel toward him as he did. Mr.
L.'s statement of the case, if it were published,
would quite satisfactorily explain certain dis-
crepancies Mr. R. places against him. It is not
necessary for us to go over the details, even if

we could remember them distinctly as given to
us by word of mouth, for the bee-keeping world
to-day is not interested in it.

THE HABIT OF SCORCHING ON THE BICYCLE.

Quite a number of doctors, including our
friend Dr. Miller, are poking fun at the fashion
of bicyclists in leaning over while in the saddle.
Most of them who condemn the practice, insist-
ing that this method of riding is injurious, are
those who are unskilled in the use or the wheel.
The fact is, there are extremes both ways.
There is such a thing as riding like a bean-pole,
and there is such a thing as humping the back
so that the rider actually looks like a monkey
on a stick. This last is unnecessary, and prob-
ably injurious; but we know from personal ex-
perience, and a very wide observation, that a
slight leaning forward of the back, keeping it

straight, and the shoulders back, does tend very
materially to add to the effort of the rider, as
well as to give him a better leverage in climb-
ing hills. Some time ago a certain doctor, who
said in a bicycle journal that, although he made
his living by his knowledge of medicine, so long
as he could ride further and easier by " scorch-
ing," he was going to do it; and that so far in
actual practice he could discover no Injurious
effi'cts.

If. for instance, one is running or climbing
stairs he finds it much easier to lean over; so in
riding a bicycle. Most of our long runs of from
7.T to 100 miles per day have been done with the
back inclined at an angle of nearly 4.5"; and
having tried the perpendicular form and the
other, the last has given the greatest comfort.
Yes; but theory says this is all wrong; but
practice doesn't.

'* But," you ask, "why do you take all this
space in a bee-journal to defend a practice that
is so generally condemned? Simply for the rea-
son that, as we expect to go among bee-keepers
next summer as usual, we do not want to be
thought foolish and idiotic for riding with the
back slightly inclined.

P. S.—We have just this minute noticed that
A. I. R. has touched on this subject. Well, if

we don't agree, remember that we have ridden
more miles.

BAD COMPLAINTS AGAINST ADVERTISERS;
HOW WE DEAL WITH 'EM.

One of our best and most reliable commission
houses—one that bee-keepers have spoken of in
the higlaest terms—has received a bad com-
plaint from a bee-keeper who claims that he
was unjustly used. We have looked the cor-
respondence over, and, as nearly as we can
make out. the bee-keeper is himself to blame.
The commission house in question did more than
it agreed to. and still stands ready to do what-
ev"^' is within the bounds of reason.
The older we grow in business experience, the

more we are convinced that it is not possible to
please everybody, or to do business always in
such a way that an occasional awkward and
bad mistake may not occur. Some of oar
statements have been so misconstrued by mali-
cious parties as to make it appear, on the face
of things, that we are unjust, di-honest. unre-
liable, and every thing else; that is bad. In
some cases we know the parties wlio think this
way of us actually feel that we are dishonest,
and that they have b.^en greatly wronged, when,
if th(!ykuew the fads, they would think very
differently, even though they might not be will-

ing to acknowledge it.

So, then, when we receive a bitter complaint
like th(! one referred to. relative to some one of
our advertisers, it is not our custom to jump at
conclusions, and publish the party, but simply
present the facts as they have been presented to
us, and let him give his side. In nine cases out
of ten the whole complexion of the matter is

changed when we know both sides. So we say
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here to our vvould-be complainers, that we do
not pro(3ose to publish as frauds, and unworthy
of conlidence, those against whom a complaint
has been made, without hearing all sides, and,

as a general thing, even then not until two or

more complaints have been made against the
same party. We nor any one else has very
much patience with a man, however, who per-

sistently refuses to answer letters. In such
cases we assume he is actually guilty of the
charges preferred against him. and govern our-
selves accordingly. Those who have had ex-

perience in business, we find, are more apt to ex-

ercise a little charity than those who are unable
to understand from practical experience how
mistakes majy occur in business.

BEE-PAKAT,YSIS; SLANDEROUS STATEMENTS.
Bee-pakalysis (nameless bee-disease) has

been found difficult to cure. We once thought
the change of queens would remove the trou-

ble; but reports show that that doesn't work.
Later, strongly salted water sprayed on the
combs was said to be a specific. Sometime^; it

seems to work a cure, but more often not. The
last is sulphur; and as this remedy is cheap
and simple of application it may be well to give
it at least a trial. A correspondent writes:

I have had several cases of bee-paralysis, and salt

had no effect. But I li;i ve discovered that powdered
sulphur, well si)rinkled over combs and bees, cures
the worst cases in from one to tliree days. Wlieii

bees get iHzy, that is the conimenccinent of the dis-

ease, and an application of sulphur kills tlie fungus
growth, and the bees go to work witli a vim. I have
cured ten cases with it, and it does not injure the
hees. Joseph Monnier.
Planter, Fla., Dec. 7, leg'?.

Perhaps it may be well to state, in this con-
nection, that we hav^e been accused by a certain
party, through an agricultural journal, of

sending this disease to the Pacific coast. The
accusation comes from a party who holds a
personal grudge against us, and who fails to

tell the name of the bee keeper who is alleged
10 have received the disease of us, evidently for

the purpose of preventing ns from defending
ourselves, or of making an investigation. The
Rural Californian has had in the past similar
libelous attacks from this same party. The
publisher apologized, as we can prove by a let-

ter in our possession, for the first attack, and
promised that there would be no more of it.

As there has been a repetition of it, we have
placed the matter in the hands of our attorney;
and the Rrmtl. and all other papers who copied
that item, will deal with him and not with ns.

The fact is, that the apiary at the Home of the
Honey bees has nothada case of bee-paralysis
for some years; and even then it yielded to

mild treatment (removal of the queen). At one
of our out-apiaries we had a mild case that
yielded to the salt cure.

bee-JOURNAL ERITOKS AS HOBBY -RIDEKS.

In the last number of the Bee-keepers' Review.
Mr. Hutchinson writes very entertainingly of
hobby-riding, of the tedium of riding the
bread-and-butter hobby too long and too hard
without a respite, and how to vary, or, rather,
how /ic varies, the monotony between times by
riding other little hobbies as a sort of recrea-
tion. His experience has been almost exactly
ours, and we were not surprised to note that he
has been riding some of our old hobbies; viz.,

machinery, printing, bees, amateur photogra-
phy. We remember we tried once to get him
on to this last; and now if he will get on to the
bicycle hobby there will be two (perhaps more)
bee-journal editors with nearly identical inter-

ests and identical pleasures. How well the

"you push the button " hobby has served to add
interest to our respective journals is evidenced
by their illustrated pages.
Mr. Lfahy, of tlie Proqressive Bee-keeper^

says the click of the type writer and the hum
of business once had its attractions, but now he
finds it necessary to vary it somewhat. He pro-
poses to seek rest and enjoynn^nt. after the toil

of the day, in the hoe. Editor York rides a bi-

cycle; and whether he rides any other than his
special line of business, we do not know.
We do not mean to carry the impression that

bee-journalism is dry and uninteresting—not a
bit of it; but we do mean to say that those
journals are better because those same editors
have a little recreation of hobby-riding under
control.

MEETING DEATH BRAVELY.

I AM charged with giving the impression,
either by direct statement or inference, that
none bnt Christians die bravely. Dear friends,
I did not mean to do any thing of the kind, for
I know full well that many who have no faith
whatever meet death bravely and unflinching-
ly. They din exactly as they would have a leg
or an arm amputated, scorning to shrink from
that which must be faced; and I honor these
noble men and women for meeting that which
they must meet, in a manly and womanly man-
ner. During our recent war, and during acci-
dents by flood and fir(\ we have many examples
of this. Yes, and railroad engineers, and others
occupying responsible position*, have many
times marched bravely into di'ath, simply that
they might save the lives of those intrusted to
theircare. Perhaps I am not competent to de-
cide in regard to such matters; bnt my belief it;,

that (iod is pleased with this kind of unselfish
and unflinching devotion to the good of human-
ity. It may be that it counts for more in his
sight than the mere fact of having been a mem-
ber of the church all one's lifetime. Our proof-
reader suggests right here, that these examples
of Christ-like sacrifice are the result, largely, of
living in a Christian nation. Among the hea-
thens, and in heathen lands, such Instances are
very rare. When the people of the United
8tates were doing so much to relieve the starv-
ation in China, they were absolutely obliged lo
get somebody besides the Chinese to carry the
food to the starving ones; and in running rail-
roads through heathen lands we must employ
our own people for engineers, conductors, etc.

The uneducated savages would steal, and shirk
the responsibility at every turn, caring nothing-
for the lives of others.
What I tried to call attention to is, hov/ever,

quite a different matter. One who trusts in
God, and who believes the Author of the uni-
verse looks down upon us with kindness and
love through life and death, can do something
more than meet death bravely. He can say,
with Paul, " For me to live is Christ, and to die
isgai7i.'' And many Christians die rejoicing,
and even shouting, at the glimpses of heavenly
glory that are sometimes revealed to them while
they yet have a hold on life. Dear friends.it
seems to me that this is hardly a subject for

controversy. In fact, in striving to teach how
to live and how to die, I have studied to avoid
controversy, and I am quite willing to leave
this matter with you all. If you have not al-

ready done so, note carefully the way people
have died, whom you have known, and decide
in your mind whether Christianity commends
itself as seen on a death-bed or not. A. I. R.

I AM really afraid that many of us are com-
plaining and finding fault with the very things-

we ou(j}it to thank God for.
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TiiE following is an editorial that appeared
in the Bee-keepers' Eevieic; aud, in fairness to

Bro. Hutchinson, it should be placed before our
readers:

E. R. Root calls attention to Hasty's remark, that
Mr. Taj'lor drew conclusions favorable to founda-
tion, and that the editor of the Review argued iu
favor of starters, both using that big table as a
basis. Beg pardon, brothers, but Mr. Taylor called
Attention to the fact tliat those hived on starters
*• held tbeir rate of gain decidedly better than tliose

hived on comb or foundation." I then called atten
tion to this fact, and argued that, if tlie harvest liad

continued a little longer, or had tiie test been com-
menced a little earlier, those on starters miglit have
come out ahead. Wlien Mr. Taylor sent in tiiat re-

port he accompanied it by a private note in which
lie said, "Tliere is a big argument in tliose figures
for starters," and I did wonder a little that he did
not enlarge a little more on this point in his sum-
ming-up.

Trade Notes.

TOP-BARS FOR 1894; TWO SI>1GHT CHANGE.S.

A number of bee-keepers have been asking us
what special improvements or innovations we
were about to introduce in the line of supplies
for 1894; and for the benefit of these and others
it may be well to tell what we propose to do, or,

rather, what we shall not do. Our line of sup-
plies, including Dovetailed hives, Hoffman
frames, and thick top-bars, have been so gen-
erally indorsed by those who have given them
a careful trial, as is evidenced by hundreds of
letters we have from pleased customers, now on
file, that we shall make little or no change.
Aside from this, on general principles it is not
wise to make any radical changes too often.

When we changed, three or four years ago,
from the Simplicity hive, thin top-bars, and
metal -cornered frames, to the implements men-
tioned above, we did so because the signs of the
times seemed to demand it. Now no sweeping
change is callt^d for. That being the case, for

e sake of uniformity of goods, if foi' no other
a son, we propose to keep along in the ^ame

general lines for 1894.

Eut we have made one or two slight improve-
ments. The first one to which we call your at-

tention is in the matter of top-bars. So far

from there being a general complaint against
having top-bars too thick, too clumsy, etc.,

there has been a call to.have them still thicker.

The top-bar of our
Hoffman frame of

last year was% thick
and ItV wide. In
response to a demand
for a thicker bar, we
changed our cutter-
knives so as to leave
a comb-guide like

what is shown in the
accompanying cross-section. The engraving is

full-sized, and measurement will show that the
perpendicular edges are >< deep; the comb-
guide is molded out as before, but in such a
way as to leave square blunt corners opposite
it, so that the bees will not take these rather
than the center, as starting-points for combs.
It will be remembered that the top-bar for last

year had the same coinb-gnide as now. only
that the wood was cut away on both sides, so

as to leave the sides of the bar only ^ deep.
We may explain that the black horizontal

line one-third of the way down on the cross-

section shows the projection, !'or that part of the
frame that rests on the rabbet.
This change in the brood-frame and ; top-bar

is so slight that it will not make the least con-
fusion with frames already in use.
Another slight change that we have made, or.

rather, are about to make, is in the matter of
the wood separators in the comb-honey dove-

tailed supers. In-
stead of having
both sides scored
out }4 inch deep,
as shown in the
separator at D in
the small cut
herewith present-
ed, we scored out
only one side.
While at the
World's Fair, and
particularly a t

the Big Convention, we learned that it would
be an improvement to make this change, be-
cause on the upper side the bees sometimes
build the comb up above the opening, and out
through it, making a slight bulge near the top
of the section. On the bottom side the separa-
tor is scored out the same as before, because the
bees seldom if ever bulge the bottom of a comb;
and because the section-holder bottom-bar j^
inch thick, together with ^g inch for the sec-
tion, practically leaves the bottom side of the
section entirely covered up.

Spec/of Notices.

We have .iust gotten out some new designs in
labels that we think are the finest that iiave ever
been gotten out for the adornment of honey-pack-
ages. If you want to see some of these hand.somely
colored designs, send for special label catalogue.

EARLY-ORDER DISCOUNT.
Those in need of supplies for next season, who

know pretty well ^liat they need, and have the
money to invest, should nut fail to note the big in-
terest they can make on their money by buying
now instead of waiting till spring. On orders for
goods listed on pages 10 to :iO of our catalogue, sent
us this month, we allow 4 per cent discount; in Jan-
uary, I! per cent; February, 3 per cent; afier Febru-
ary, no discount. Send in your orders, and take ad-
vantage of these early-Older discounts.

NEW EDITION OF A B C Or POTATO CULTURE,
BY T. B. TERRY.
We have finally completed this

hook which we have been at work
on during the past few months,
and those who have had their or-
ders ill for some time have by this
time received the complete book.
It is larger than any of the other
of our rural books, of the series we
have imblished, except " What to
Do." It contains 220 pages, fully
illustrated, is bound in leatherette
covers printed in gold, and is a

most valuable book to any tiller of the soil, whether
he grows few or many potatoes, or does not grow
any at all. If any of our readers desire this or any
other of the six books listed with cuts el.sewhere in
this issue, tliey may iiave them postpaid at 2nc each,
provided you send "a year's sul)scripi ion to Glean-
ings, with your order accompanied by remittance,
and iiefore your paid subscription expires, or not
later than the date of expiration; or, if you are in
arrears and send in addition sutlicient to pay up all

arrears and a year In advance, you maj" take advan-
tage of this offer. We still have two or three hun-
dred of the old edition left wliicli we offer to any
one who wants them at 10c each; by mail, 13c. If
any can not afford the last edition, they will find
this old edition a most valuable book, and well
worth this small sum. I trust so many will appreci-
ate this offer that our stock will soon find its way
into your hands.
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Extractors Used without Sun 92; Hotriuan Frame, V-edge 130
Extractors Discussed 2.56 Hottman Frames Ahead 222
Extractor, Boardman 687 Hotfiiian Fr's, Adverse to .3(9

Extractor, Taylor 6x3 Hotfman Frames 352
Extractor, Caipenter's 215 Holfniaii Frame, New 484
Extractor, Mclntyre's 75H Homes, Heating Our, 897
Extractor, Dust h's 795! Honey Crop, to Increase 560
Extractor, Bohn's 813; Honey Defined by Cook 10. 11

Extractor, Wax, Two Glass .920|Honey on a Stick 222,864
Fax. 265 394,437 603 Honey from Figs .. 527
Fecundity, Duration of .53 Honey-dew of 1891 266
Feeders, johnnycake 124I Honey-dew 360, 786
Feeding Back .

.'

46; Honey-pail, Glass 649
Feeding Back 742 1

Honey-plants Discussed 929
Feitilization of Bloom. ... 427 1 Honey, Glueosing 67
Fertilizers.Chenucal.269, 3.56, 401' Honey, Sugar-syrup 10
Fertilizers. Commercial 6I2; Honey, Extract'd, To Ship 93
Fertilizer, Cheap 267 Honey, Selling on Wheel 12ft

Figs 746 Honey, Converting Dark 177
Figs for Honey 632!H(iney, Petrified 528
Kilters 719 Honey, Amount Produced .575

«.55j Honey, Evaporation of 742
21 'Honey. Tes'ing 785

Combs, Shallow 817
Comb-guide, Rislow's 215
Comb-guides, Molded 91

Comb-feveler, Taylor's 319
Compost-sifter 610
Convention Report.. 818,8.50,884
Convention at Los Angeles .169

Bee-books. Old .404,425 .508. 5 O.jConvention at Budapest 168

603, 632, 668, 708, 743, 7(iO,814,8il.!Cook on Adulteration 350
881,917 jCook in Californi 1 890

Bee-brushes 775;Correction fiom Bliss 438

Bee cand.v New 167; Counterfeit Money 452

Bee-candy 3081 Covers for Hives 128,.519

Bees, Lies about 143

Bees. How they Hear 126

Bees, Five banded 266
Bees, Improving Black 471

Bees, Dead, a Decoy f'28

Bees. Harrison's 711

Bees, Uniting

Flies. To Prevent
Flora of California
Florida, Mrs. Harrison in . . . 2.58

Florida, Hart on
Footnotes 913
Foster at Staininger's 310 .

Foul Brood—Our Pl.an 539 :

Foundation in Sections 274
Foundation in Biood-franies5'3
Foundation. To Cut 295
Foundation, Advantage of.
Foundation, ^)ld. is Good... 878
Foundation, Thickness of... 914

Fowls Eating Drones 266; Ice at Entrance.
Fowls' Conversation 775 Ignotums Without Rain iiu

Fragments, Wayside 601 Increase, to Prevent 179
Frames for Queen rearing... 251 Increase, Restraining 300
France's Report 388 Increase, 1 to 6000 178

Frames, Wiring .50 India Relief Fund 604

Frames, Deep v. Shallow. ...483 India. Bees of 596
Frames, Self-spacing. . . .784. 845!Indiana, Poor Report 677

Honey, Kellogg on ..

Honey. Annual Crop. 9112

Horseradish 824
Hotbeds 268
Hot-beds and Steam 611
Hot-house, Plan of 27
Huber and Langstroth 8,52

Huberand his Accuser 902
Humbugs and Swindles. ...264, .390,

562, 639
Humming of the Bees 3.54

432

Bee cellar, Elwood's 38
Bee-cellar, Nellis' 3 9
Bee-conventions 861
Bee-disease, Nameless... 676
Bee escapes 173, 846
Bee-escapes Compared 22
Bee-escape of Paper 23
Bee-escape, Webster's 648
Bee-escapes, All About 295
Bee-escape, Aldrich's 712
Bee escape, Ferguson's 6-;3

Bee-escape. Non-use of 882
Bee-hat, Harrison's 561
Bee-hawk 784
Bee-houses in Carniola 2.'i4

Bee-hunting 178
Bee-loads per Pound 17

Bee-men, Character of 635
Bee-veil for Ladies 478
Beets for Sugar 13

C.jvers, Cleated 540
Covers. Cracked 781
Covers. Sealed...l30,266,394, 395.

437 596
Covers, Seal'd . Discussed.346,363
Covers, Flat, Warp 637
Cowan, Thomas VVilliam 51
Cucumbers for Honey... .635,781
Cushions, A'isorbing 345,346
C.vcl ne in Michigan 362

Cyclopedia, Johnson's 575
Dialysis of Honey 785
Digestion, Cowan V Cook .. 31
Dirt-pile Remedy 674
Distances, Fixed 3.52

Distilleries, Illicit 483
Distilleries, Government
Ditcher, Steam
Divisible Br.-ch's. Carniola. .252

Divisible Brood-cham's Old 252

Indians, Aged.
Insects and Flowers 915
Insurance on Bees 69
Introducing, Konig's Plan 9J
Italians, Golden 3.52

Jacks. in Institute 141

Jake Smith . . 171. 218, 2r,9, 303, 347,
r91. 435. 479, .523 562

Jenkins on the Wheel .564

Jessamine, Yellow 131
Journals and Supplies 433
Knife, Opening .528

Knife. Palette 131

Lament of the Farmer 223
Lamp. Wax 5i9
Langdon Device 407, 676, 684
Langdon Non-swarmer 638

oreopsis 820 Langdon Swarmer a Success..712
Government Help 700| 8i9
IGovernment SlAIions 782 Langstroth's Biography 8, 44,

i Graham Bread 785 80, 116, 144, 206, 2.50, 294. 338

Granulation, T-ivo Kinds 94 JLaria bee's Experiments 740

Grape JBlly. ..!. ..'. 847 1
Liquor-business.. .296, 4.32, 446, 524

Frames. Hoffman 830, 883, 89ii

Frames, Shallow 898
France's Report 744
Fruit Brigand 123
Fruit-men vs. Bee-men 92
Fuel for Smokers. 776
Gambling Mania 269
Gardening in the Shade .571

Gardening in October 757

Gardening, Miller's Report.. .573

German Poetry 316
Germany 59?

Glucose Not Wholesome.. ..102

Glucose in California 302
Glucose in Canneries 6'..9

Glucose, To Detect 103

Goldenrod from Florida 93
Golden Coreo
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Lointion. Reply to Miller
Luiiibei-cMinps
Mailing-ciige, Pender
Maiuim on increase
Manuin on Feeding Back . .

.

Hanuiii on Koubing
Minunrs Talk
Maiile Siii-'ir of Ohio
Jl'-Nay'> Yields
Jli-dieine Advertisements....
iMelilot Condemned
Metz^er riieory ..

Mice and Bees
Michigan Exper. Station
Miilei- V. Ci.ahame
Miller, Dr., Letter to
Milk for Food
Mistakes. Avoiding
M ilchiiis: with Peavines
Mushrooms. . .314. .%*, r,22.

Mushroom Spawn 611
Mushrooms, Poisonous
Xails.Cnt v. Wire
Nails, H..W to Uiive
Names. Clianjiintr
Nelhs' RccollectJons 171.21.5,-.

307. 347
New Mexico
Nuclei, To Stait
Njw Orleans, Sunday in
Ni n-swariuer, Langdon
Non swarming Fian
Not-! trom Oar .\rtist
Nozzles. !S,-reen in
Nuclei, M irking Record of. .

Nuclei. T-vo in s. Hive
Observations. Accurate
Oil-stoves
Onion Seed ...

Onion Swaiup near Lodi
Onions
Onions in .A.ugust
Onion, P.itato 139,

Onion?, Piizctaker
Onion-sets
Orange Judd, Death of
Packing V. Single Wall
Paddles for Bees 663,66.i, '

Paint for Hives
P.ualvsl.- ot Bees
Paralysis, Salt For
P irthenogeiiesis
Peach. New
Peach. Peento
Pecos Valley 91,

Pepsin Fraud
Persimmons
Pictures, How to Look at
Pinkvine
Pipettes !

Planting for Honey '

Plants in .Vlail I

Playing while at Work
Pollen and Larval Bees '

Pollen Not Injurious i

Postage to Au.stralia :

Potatoes i

Potato-boxes 1

Potato Onions I

Potatoes Baried ;

Propolis Ualore I

Propolis on .Sections ',

Propolis. Removing
Propolis, Scraping 718, i

Pulp Wood for Covers iia

Panics for Honey a
Funics in Africa 119
Panics Temper of 130

Panics, Rcpiy to .Alley &'«

Pank for S.nokers 48S
Pyramids 3ii

I'yrainlJs of Egypt 5'.-7

Pyrethrum 491

viuecns to Australia 16B
jaeeiis from the South 177

^^uet us from Italy 5 .9

i^.ieciis M i.le 1 from Italy 537

,! icen^ Kert'd by Italians ...'>27

i^iii-, 11^ Fighting 527. 704

jiieeiis 11. .Ill Drone Comb .63.)

^,11

Reports, Selling OtHcial .902. 9i9 Swarms. 2d. on Sth Day.
Rt-s|ionsiliilities. ' 'ur. . . .

•••' •• •

Rheuiiialisiii m Arizona.
Rliuiiaro, St. Martin
Robbers. I'o Keep Bu<y..
Robbing
Robbing. Quiet
Royal J.lly, lo Preserve
liye Our
Sage Illustrated
Salt for Bee-paralysis
Sand as Fertilizer
S.ind f..r Mulch
Sap tore'.. flee

11 in Smoker-nozzl

..24,fi7

Ijllee

Vuee
^^nee

yiiee

i.v Mail
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.)57; H >we:i Chas 53); Howfill J N 5ti'i; H jlsei- Jii > 567; Howell
E D B37; HoU!-e J W B77; Hubhaid J L -^22; Hiigeiian R U 178;

Humphrey F W 3Sa; Hutfliin^oii W Z «6 712; Husky A J 13t

fi85; Huiiiphries R H 134; Kurd M afifi; Hiind Fred A 821;

Hyde J L 752.

Ikonnikoff Alexis 527; Imlav W S 820; Irwin W W 536;

Israel J P 128; Italian Goldm 266

Jae^sintr Le.^is C 139; Jeffrey H L 847 889; Jenkins J M 564;

Je.^siip Theo V 3'9; Jordan F E 353; Joliajin-en Julius 756.

Kendall Geo 313; Kesieiner Jno .5;8; Keith J J 6S5; Kidder
KB 8J1; K ock J S 8:il; Knisley () F 85B; KL.er T H 576; Koons
B F 633; K.uni Ellery 394 437 603: Kriver S K 10^:; Kretchner
E 6!6 650; Kuine H M 821; Kulp Rev G B 791.

Larrabee W G 346; Langstroth L L 8 44 8:i 116 160 206 250 294

338; Laige Mollie O 536; Lma-don H P 59 472 616 684 850; Law-
son G W 611; Leinart J O 221; Lnidlieck N U 395; Lockhart
F A 901; Looft C G 351; Luluer M 51 612.

Mason W S G 525; Martin Poke 677; Mat'oon Etrbert R 712;

Mallory W H 639; Manley W R 597; Main F F 604; Marden
Henry 638; Markley J H 484; Mallory S H .567; Manum A E
15 46 '81 208 272 482; Major Jno 6.52; Mason A B 94; Massie T K
130 576; Martin J H 169; MiNeill Jas 524 567; MeNay Frank 173;

McClurg J K 101; McGrew O L 483; McKenzie J L 179; Mcln-
tyre Mrs J F 267; Melntyre J F 8.55; McQueen J 639; MeKib-
ben A T 677; McFarlane W B 89J; Mendleson M H 129 2.55;

Mellen A B 3)2 636; Miohener Ila .59; Mitehell A C .35ii 843;

Miller Arthur C 23 596; Miller Amos 266; Miller C C 47 84 125

167 2U '497 300 349 351 385 428 434 475 521 .561 673 704 745 H45 883 887;

Miller A .530; Miller S E .573; Miller P D 594; Milligan Mrs J
132; Mills W E L 179; Mooie Herman F 3S5, Moore Ruth 860;

Moore R 820; Morse H I .530; Moltz P M 605; M-mtague Clarke
A 222; Murray C H 269 384; Murray J W 252 675; Murphy M W
437; Muth-Rasniussen Wm 604.

Nash J A 882; Nason Emma C 748; Newman S F 605; New-
man Tho G 145; Nevins C S 849; Nellis J H 171 215 2i,0 3.17 347;

Nelson H J 354; Nevland L L 451 685; Nelson Helge 482; New-
ell Jessie W 635; lielson Emery 675; Nebel Jno & Son 786;

Nixon Jacob 124; Nicodemus J W 536; Norton P L 394.

Oberlitner Thos 713; Ortt Francis 346.

Patterson J N 265; Patten R .527; Pender W S .301; Peck
B W 639; Penden H 685; Phipper Vinnie 478; Phelps N T 131:

Phelps Calvin C301; Plummer P .527; Pierce Moses 679; Pot-
teneer C W 101; Potter Floy 403; Porter R & E C 131 683;

Pouder Walter S 265 351; Pryal W A 93 132 303 672 746 781;

Pratt E L 124; Pratt W H 35.

Quipley E F 637; Quirin H G 783; Quinn Robt 786.

R lilev F G .345; Rambler 13 48 88 121 161 2119 262 29,S 340 .387

43i) 471 .'in 530 558 59.i 629 I16B 706 737 748 777 812 844 S48 879; Ran-
kin J N 346; lUlslon .1 1' 131; Reese J S 128; Ressler Levi A
353; Re.sslei- J A 786, Kc ^d (i H 4113, Reisinger Bernard 436;
Reynolds Chaunrey 53o; Ritter W H 677; Robinson J S 182;
Root Wm N 272, K >seiitield J F 345; Root A H 677; RussellWm 86
Salisbury F A 566 676; Hcuddemagen J A 515 .530; Scott H W

67"; Scudder J A 8.30; Slireckengost C E .567; Shipley Milton
266; Shepherd M W 178, Shuck S A 22; Shumard J T 720;
Siiocky P U 896; Slieariuan J O 898; Sherwood C H 748 866 889;
Simons W C 7l8; Siples J H 451; Simpson A A 346; Simpson
Jas A 528; SIea^e Mrs Lucy C 566; Smith Byron E 266 437;
Smith Edw 178; Smith L B 92 704; Smith Jake 170 218 2.59 303
347 t9i 4:i5 479 .523 5B2: Smith Harmon 267; Smith S R682; Snow
Luke 713; Suydei- F L 70i; Somnambulist 601; Stejjhenson H S G
819; SienartCH 685; Stewart R W .529; Stehle R .5.36; Stanley
Mrs M N 353; Stephenson C 24; Stephenson A .346; Sweeting
Geo 351; SwinburnEN566; Swinson Abbott L t'89

Taylor R L 343; Taylor B 3.51 364 426 .560 634 683 706; Taylor Y J
604; Temple J J 301 639; Taylor J W 740; Templin L J 395;
Talbot C H 856; Terry T B 446 492; Tuomas D B 685; Thomas
M Louisa 61; Thompson M T 180; Thompson P O 182; Thatch-
er LB 483; Tliacker Sara .527; Thompson Lee 565; Theilmann
C 567 638; Tinker Dr G L 829 888; Townsend H 51; Torrey D M
266; Tomlison Julius 416 .574 596 637; Treeve R H 792; Trego S
F 478 .528 669 811; Trone ('has 403; Trout F M 6lO; Tufts A W
437.

Upton W H 1.31.

Vanderpile Geo 540; Vance J W 24; VanA Hen Frank M D
604; Von Lienen H L 792.

Wagoner Thornton 792; Watkins S L 21; Walker C F .527;

Wager I) 1 1311 34B .566; Weeks OJ 4.51; West N B 39! 395;
Wertz G M 9,!; We.~t W B 266 605; West Emily E 1.39 177;
Weller Geo R 257; Wenger M D 612; Westphal Robt 605;

1 Wells R R 713; Westcott E L 713; Willis Z 820; Whiting B C
1 132; Winter C 820; White Volney 222; Whitlock A N 567;
I Whitaker E H 101; Whitmore Jno H 272; Wilder H E 19 749;

1
Wing Jas H 573; Wilkin R 566; Wilson Harry 638 786; Wilson
Willis C 639; Wood G W 712; Willis Wm m-, Wilson Jer W
94; Wilson Emma 168 710; Wilson Henry 91; Wood Delos 102;
Wooster Mary A 134; Woodchopper 431; Wright Geo A 633;
Wyrick Mont 787.

I Young Wm E .357; Young A D 792,

Index to Illustrations.
After the Bawl
Aikin Bros. & Knight's Non-sw'g Hive.
Apiary and Residence of P. H. Elwood.
Apiai'y being Destroyed
Apiary of Mrs. Atchley
Apiary, Blow's. . .

Apiary, Broadbeck's
Apiary, Blackmer's
Apiary, Livingston's
Apiary, C. Nelson's
Apiai-'y , F. A Gemmill's
Apiary, K. L Snyder's
Arrowhead Mountain
Atchley, Leah
Atchley, Willie
Atchley Family
Atchlev's Qui- en-rearing Apiary
Bad Breath iJake Smith)
Barreling Extracted Honey
Bee brush, Coggshall's
Bee-escapes, English 648,

Bee-escape, Aldrich's
Bee-escape, Buardman's
Bee escape, Ferguson's
Bee-keepers' Union Illustrated— 123,

Bee-keeper, Death of
Bees Carried on Burro
Bees Running into the Hive
Blow, Thomas B
Blow's Apiary and Hiveworks
Boardraan's H ive and Bee-escape
Bog shoes in Cilitoinia
Bouks that have Helped Me JakeSm.)
Burr combs with Thin Top-bars
Cabin Dinner
Cage, Export
Carpenter's Honey-extractor
i;ell-cup Stick
dealing Hive covers
<i)losed-eiid Frames
Closed end-f I ame Hive, Tomllnson's...
Cold WaleiCanvon
Colony of Bees in Open Air 306,

Comb-guide, Proposed
Comb-leveler. Taylor's.
Combs A ti ached to Limbs 306,

Cover, R JOt's Gable
Cover. Gable, Higginsville
Cowan Extractor
Cowan. Thos. W
Cowan's E.stractor
Ciane Smoker, New 318,

Devil's Canyon..
Dibbern's Ne w Escape
Dimick's Starter Tool
Ditching-dredge, Steam
Ditching-machine
Driving Bees out of a Straw Skep
Dumping Btes
Egg box
Electric Bee
Elwood's Apiary
Elwood's Honny-house, Plan of
English Apiculture, Illu d. 773—775,808-
Entrance-sereen
Escape, Dibbem's New

849
I

Examining Frame 775

4.50 Exhau^t Steam for Greenhouses 26

383
I

Exhaust Steam, New Application kl

342
I

Exhibit, Columbian, A. I. Root's 926

473 Extracted Honey, Straining 256
8118 Ext.racting-super, Shallow 900

667 Ki tractor, Carpenter's 214

671 ! Elxtractor, Cowan 364

210 Extractor, Aut. Rev'g, Dustins Impr't.79)
165 Extractor, .\ut Reversing, Mclntyre's.7j8
217 Extractor, Bohn's 813

703 Extractor, Combs Placed Radially 813

630 I Extractor, Double glassed 9.0
16 Extractor Reversed in Motion, Mclnt's.758

699 Ferguson's Introducing- age .566

739 Ferguson and Family 298
473

I

Foundation and Whisky 475

259 Foundation, Hunt's Method to Put in 658
256 Fowls' Winter Case....- 2.54

776 Frames Adhering to Super 430
649 Fi uit Brigand 123

712 GiUup. Eiisha 880
615 Gault Perpetual Raspberry 790

932 Geiumill's .\piary 2i7
164 Greenhouse Heated by Steam :^6

812 Greenhouse, Tilting Sash 268

9l9 Guards. Bee-entrance 495

774 Hansen'sPets 89

807 Harbison, J. S 341

808 I Ha ibi on Hive 341

615
I

Harbison Smoker — i6t

,879] Hive, Harbison 341

.562 : Hive, Higginsville 406
430

[

Hive-cover, New Way to Cleat .540

519
I

Hive-covers 406
167 Hiver, Aut., Holtermann's Improved.. 557

214 Hiver, Automatic, Piatt's 125

,600 Hives, English and Foreign 775
5111 Hives, Straw, To Make 810
381 Hiving Under Difficulties.. .. ., ..773

.574 Hoinr ol Honey-bees, Partial View. 117, 339
667 Houcy-cxhibit", Ohio 9 4

,307 , H. >ne.V-house, Plan of 382
214 Huber. Francis 8i2

319 Indian Conquered at Last .50

307 Indians, Centenary 49
4H6 Indians. Susiano 49
406 Inside View of Blow's Hiveworks 81,9

3 4 liitroducing-cage, Ferguson's 566
51 I Introdiicing-cuge, Miller's .5.39

79B
I

Jake Smith 171

319
:
Jake Smith Lecturing 317

629
I

Kelp Irom the Ocean 849
9, Kodak Picture 18t

6:i7
I

Kretchmei's Non swarraer 619
397

1
Langdon Non-swarmer 407

751 Langstroth. E'olution of System.. 11 7, 339

773 Langstroth atMt'dina 117,339
774 ! Logging Scene. Rambler's 778
903 ' Mailing-cage, Pender's 167

7 8 Matrimonial Bureau, Miller & Co. 's .. 9)
383 Meeting, The (Jake Smith) 523
382 Mrs. Bleeker was a Telling (J. Smith) . .4*5

810 Nail-push 925

540 Non-swarming Device 407

91 Non-swarmer, Kretchmer's 649

Non-swarming Hive, Aikin & Knight's.4.50
PallusHive (Jak. Smith i 171
Potatoes, Seed, How Terry Buries 398
Pratt's Self-hiver, Latest 125
Pieecher.That (Jake Smith; 479
Prices, Running Up, in California 598
Punios. Temper i.f. Illustrated 58
Punics in their Native Climate 52
Queen-cell Cages, Nellis' 307
Queen cell Protectors 392
Queen-rearing Comb basket. Mitchell's 813
Quin )y Closed-end Era's Manipulated. .384

Ribbit-hunt in California 707
Rambler Happy 48
Rim bier Scratching 90
Rambler Washing in the Pacific 863
Raiiibleiin Mexico 263
Rambler at ihe Typewriter 518
Rambler I'.it-hing his Pants .559

Rami.ler P. ddling Honey, Chinese way..595
Rambler otf for the Mountains 737
Rambler Phot. igraphJng 848
Raiiil.ler and Simmons 927
R.uul.ler's Ant extinguisher 388
Rambler's Cimping-outftt 122

Rambler's Experience with Mustang.. 299
RaspbeiT.v Perpelual 790
Saboban Women 928
Sjish. Day's 268
Scrapers 9;0
Scr.iping-table 921
Sectioii.s, To Scrape 821

S 'If-hiver, Holtermann's Improved .5.57

Sepaiators, How U-ed 913

Sm -keis. Bingham's Improved 495
Smoker, Crane 318, 319
Solar Wax-extractor, Taylor's 683
Starters. To Put in 558. i>37

Straw Hives Making 8.0
Streetcars in California 13
Sugar Beet 13

Sugar Honey, S )wing Wind 13

Sugir Hon y. Reaping Whirlwind 14

Susiano Indian-i 49
Swarm-cat cher, Harbison's 342
T.iylor's Comb leveler 319
That P.eter iJake Sinithl 3 3
They was a Sight (Jake Smith) 218

Tile tor CuiiJucting Exhaust Steam . 27
Trouble into the Church (Jake Sinith^.435
Tomllnson's Ciosed-eiid-frame Hive— .574

Tool, Convenient for Apiary -528

Top bar. Modified 943
Vermont Bee-keepers' Association 671

Vixen, The 299

Walking Toll-gate 777

Water-filter 719

Wax-extractor, Harbison's 164

Wax Lamp 529
Wedded Bliss, Joys of 211

West's Protectors 392

White Sage 474

Wiley, Pi of H. W 593

Winter Case for Five Colonies 2.54

Yucca Plant, or Spanish Bayonet 666

Zed Smith's Bicycle i Jake Smith) 391
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Special Notices.

SECDND-HAND FOUNDATION-MILLS.
We nfler at special low pi'ices tlie following list of

secondhand fouiidationniilN which have accumu-
lated on our haud^ durinir I lie (last few months. It

any desire a sample of foundation made on these
mills before orderinjr, we shall be pleased to mail it

on request stating' the kind or number of mill that
you want.
One 0-inch hex.. No. R; price $10.00. This 4»ill is

in good condition, and just right for surplus foun-
dation 9 to 10 feet to the pound.
One 6-inch hpx.. No. V; price SKUO. This Is a

good mill, suitable for surplus foundation 10 feet to
the pound.
One 6-inch he.v.. No. A A ; price $10.00. This is in

good condition, and suitable for surplus founda-
tion 10 feet to 1 he pound.
One 6 inch hex , No. 11 B; price $10.00. This is in

go<id conditidn; has light cell-walls, and will make
foundation 11 feet to the p >und.
One 10 in., round cell. No. C C: price $12.00. This is

in good condition, and will make medium and light
brood foundation.
All the above have the latest style of frames; the
ollowing are old style:
One 10-inch round cell, heavy, No. W; price $10 00.

This is suited for only heavy foundation, and will
answer nicelv for that purpose.
One 9-inch Dunham, round cell, heavy ; price $S(I0.

This mill is in fair condition, and is suited tor heavy
foundation only.

SECOND-HAND MACHINERY.

We still have on hand quite a line of second-hand
machinery. If any of our readers or their friends
contemplate putting in machinery we are prepared
to fit you out from cellar to garret with everytliing
you need in engines, boilers, machinery, shafting,
pulleys, hangers, belting, saws, etc. The following
is a partial list of the second-hand machinery we
have to sell. If you desire further particulars we
shall be pleasod to hear from you.
One 30-H. P. Fishkill horizontal engine, rebuilt,

and as good as new; would cost new$4(K); will sell

for S175, or with new boiler for $3T5.

One 24-inch two-roll Fny sandpaper machine,
nearly new. Price, new, f4.50; will sell for $150.

One V-groove section machine, nearly new. This
Is our make, old-st.vle with screw-teed; sold some
years ago for $7.5; will sell now for $;)5.

One double-head tenoning-machine, especially ar-

ranged tor making the combined rabbet and miter
joint of the Simplicity hive, but can be used for
making sash and window-screen frames, etc. We
could not build sucii a machine, and sell it for less

than $150; we will sell this for $51).

Two extra large saw-tables for general use, to cut
oflf or rip, with counter-shaft attached to frame;
worth new, $.50 each; will sell for $IT..")0 each.
Two four-piece section-miichines, as good as new;

they cost new, $85 each; we will sell them for $25
each

.

A lot of ripping-tables with heavy mandrel, and
screw and chaiti attachment, such as we used for

sawiiii? sections in the old way; worth $25; will sell

at $17.50 each, including 1 rip-saw.

quality of tin .se goods is superior to many offered at
catching prices, and are a baig:!in to those who can
use tliese widths. The 1!^ i~ so neiir the reaiilar
width that very many could use them witliont
inc<invenience, es))eci;illy if they use a wood -epara-
tor where 1 hey did not use any separator with regu-
lar sections.

SPECI.\I. SECTIONS AT SI'ECIAL PRICE.

Having flnally perfected and got in operation our
new section machinery l)y which all our sections
are now made by ;i new process, uniform in thick-
ness, and of superior quality and finish, we desire to

close out our entire stock on h;ind made in the old
way; and in order to do so we offer them at the fol-

lowing special i)rice-, which will apply so long as
this stock lasts. You may also deduct the early-
order discounts from these prices as on other goods
ordn-ed from our catalogue, as noted on page 4

thereof: 4ifx4Ai:xll| and Hi No. 1 cream sections, at

$3.00 per lOiiO; 5.100 for $9.00; 10,U0n for $17.00.

4>4'x4^x either 1|B, 1?4.7 to ft., 1U. l-'.i, and IHiiich,
No. 1 White sections, at $2..50 per KWO; 2000 for *-t.5(l;

3000 for $6.50; .5000 tor $10.00. In lots of 10,000 or
more, write for special prices. Notice tliat we have
none of the regular width 1

',! or of \\l No. 1 white
sections in this stock, though we have the No. 1

cream, which are equally good, except in color.

We have, all told, only :{00,00U to 400,000; and the

OUR NEW EXTRA POLISHED SECTIONS.

We have not said much in print recently in regard
to what we were doing in the way of making a
superior quality of sections, wishing to hfive every
thing ill the waj' of improvement accomplished be-
fore doing so. We were a little premature a year
ago, and did not care to repeat the «ame mistake.
We have not been idle all this time: and we believe
that, when you examine samples, you will agree
that n<i better sections are made anywhere; and j'ou
may decide with the two people, whose letters we
quote below, that thoy are superior to any other.
We ourselves modestly decline to make this claim,
but leave it to our friends to spetik for us. We have
made and exiiorted one cai'load of these sections,
and are at work on other large orders. We sent a
sample on request to W. E. Smith, of Kenton, Ohio,
a manufacturer of section."!, by the way, and here is

what he writes on receipt of it:

Your sample section just received, 'fo say that
they are nice would be expressing it very mildly.
I tliink I have never seen any that were anywhere
near as fine. I shall probably be over to your city
in February to see you atjout getting some" sections.
Please accept my thanks for sending me the sample.
Kenton, O., Dec. 2. W. E. Smith.

We sent a sample also to M. H. Hunt, Bell Branch,
Mich., and on receipt of it he writes:

The sample sections are just received, and they
are fine—in fact, they are the smoothest yet seen
here. The V groove is perfection—no fuzzy edges.
I shall order 50 M. in a few days. M. H. Hunt.

We have sent out very few samples as yet, but
expect to mail quite a number during the next two
or three weeks. We shall be pleased to mail samples
to any address, without charge, if you send 2 two-
cent "stamps to pa.y the postage. We shall also be
pleased to make prices to dealers and others who
buy in large quantities, if you will write, naming
quantity you can use.

the NEW EDITION OF OUR POTATO BOOK.

The author, T.B. Terry, seldom gets excited and
extravagant; but last spring I received one letter

from him that made me smile 1 am sure he never
thought of having it put in print. But a few lines

from it, I feel so sure, may do good, 1 think I will

take the chances. Please bear in mind, he would
never have written this wsiy if he had had any
thought that I would use it here, for he is careful,

to a fault, of committing himself. Here it is:

Mij Dear Mr. Rout:—I want you to come out here,
if you possibly C!in, before another storm comes. I

want you to see my clover in its glory, before it

goes down. I believe the chapter in the potato book,
on rotation and clover, can easily be worth lOtK)

times the cost of the book to many readers, and I

want you to .svc what I can show you now with your
own eVes. T. B. Terrv.
Hudson, Ohio, May :i(l.

Oh if the farmers of our land would not get led

away bv any thing more dangerous than growing
clover to get their giound in order, what a happy
people we sliould be! I lielicve it was the very day
the-above was mailed that I came up with my wheel
in the afternoon. I have already told you some-
thing al)out the .sight that met my eyes when I

caught a glimpse of that clover-Held. Every foot

of the ground seemed to be Iiolding more dovtsr than
it could very well accimimodatc; and act e after acre
was a picture of luxuriant thrifty growth, such as
I never saw l)efore. No wonder hisgicat new barn
could hardly contain it. The new book tells all

about g(>tling such a stand of clover. ;ind without
chemical fertilizers or very much stable manure;
and 1 shouldn t wonder a l>it if some who buy this

book will find it wortli- yes, even i>tie Uiiiiisdiid /i/iie-s

($400) what it costs. Sent free by mail foi' 40 cents;

if sent by f reiglil or express with other goods, 35

cents.
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White SHIPPINQ=CASES.
To }iave your In 'iicy sell well, use on?' l)e;iuiitiil

<:iisf'S. 12 and 2i pouiitl sizes. Send fur illusiraied
catalogue of eveiy tiling iicedid in llie :iiii;iry.

J?I. H. HI INT, Bell ISraiM li, IVliili.

Southern Bee=keepers,
Do you know that, freifrlit considered, wi' c m fur-

nish you with su|>i)lii's at a less cost than any house
in this country V Kieight rales liom New York lo
Jacksonville, Fl;i., <)Ml.^ lio cts. per HO lbs. Our cir-

cular fiee upon applicaiion.
1. ,J. STKIiVC.iiAAi, lOr* J^itrU I'lftce,
23-33 tfdb iVew YorU City.

I3rin responding to this adveitisement mention Oleaninos.

FOOT-POWER MACHINERY
COMPLETE OUTFITS.

Wood or metal wurkfrs without steam
power can suoces.'.fully compite witli

the larpre shops hy iisingourNKW LABOR-
SAVING MACHINERY, latei-t and most
approved lor practi -al shoj) use; al^o fm
Industrial Schools. Home Training, etr
•'ATALOGUE FREE.

SENECA FALLS MFG. CO.,

44 Water St., Seneca Falls, N. Y.

C^'In responding to this advertisement meniion olkanings.

CALIFORNIA APIARY AND POULTRY
RANCH FOR SALE.

lii acres, house, 4 rooms and pantry, painted and
screened, 2-lijjlit sash; fruit trees, raisin and table
g-rapes; barn. 3 henhouses, honey-house; nice wa-
ter; 10.5 stands of bees, in fine condition; X miie to
Newliall, on Southern Pacific R. R. Church, schools,
liotel. stores, etc. For full particulais, reasons for
selling, etc., address ^\. AI. W^iRIJ,

Newhall, Los Angeles Co , Cal.

Wants or Exchange Department.

Notices will be Inserted under this head at one-half our usu-
al rates. All advertisements intended for this department
must not exceed live lines, and you must say you want you)
adv't in this department, or we will not be responsible for er-
rors. You can liave the notice as many lines as you please,
but all over five lines will cost you according to our regulai
rates. This department is intended only for bona-flde ex
changes. Exchanges for cash or for price lists, or notices of-
fering articles for sale, can not be inserted under this head
For .such our regular rates of 20 cts. a line will be charged, and
they will be put with the regular advertisements. We can not
be responsible for dissatisfaction arising from these "swaps."

rpO e.xchange.—Bicycles, 56 inch Champion. .53-in.

1 Eagle. Will exchange either for 120 lbs. of
good extracted honey. Send sample. Also several
good safeties to exchange. J. A. Green, Ottawa, 111.

WANTED.-—To exchange for honey or offers, Tou-
louse gee^e, English dorkins. Scotch collies,

and ferrets. Fine stock. Wynn Smith,
Lock Box 235, Aurora, 111.

WANTED.—To exchange one Columbia Safety bi-
cycle for wax. honev. or offers.

F. H". McFarland, St. Albans, Franklin Co., Vt.

WANTED.-To exchange a 15-jewel Elgin watch,
H.H.Taylor's make, valued $20.00, also gold-

plated chain, valued at $5.00, for foundation, L. size,
beeswax, extracted honey, or combs in L. frames.

Jas. Reed, Browntown, Green Co., Wis.

WANTED.—To excliange a self-rake pony reaper,
made by the Central Mfg. Co., Lewisburg, Pa.,

or Italian liees. or hogs. Address
H. P. Kettering, Greensburg, Westm'd Co., Pa.

WANTED.—20,0tKI raspbei'ry tips and blackberry
sets, in exchange for e.xtracted honey and bee-

keepers' supplies. J. B. Murrey, Ada, Ohio.

WANTED.-To exchange 5 or 6 full-blooded Light
Brahma cocks (hist spring's hatch) for any

thing useful. These birds are all tine and first-class,
just what you need to improve your poultry.

H. L. VonLienen, Somerset, Saline Co., 111.

Books by T. B. Terry and Others.
The long winter e%enings bi'ing extra time for

I'eading. A part ol this time could not be more prof-

itably sjient than in reading the following rural

hand-lxxiks which we send by mail at the uniform
l)rice of 40c each.

The A B C of Potato Culture.
Paper. 220 pages, 4x5, illustrated. This
is T B. Terry's first and most masterly
work. The l)ook has had a large .sale,

and has been leiirinted in foreign lan-
guiiges. Tlie second edition, reset and
almost entirely lewritteii, is.just issued.
When we are thoroughly conversant
with friend Terry's system of r;iising

l)otatoes, we shall be ready to handle almost any
farm crop successfully. Price 40c, postpaid.

The A B C of Strawberry
Culture. Paper, 1.50 pages, lulh il-

lustrated. This is Telly's l.ilt -I entail

book, and has received some vei\ hifih
words of inaise. Who ann)ng I'lnal

people (loi's not have a little gai-den
lialch'/ If you would learn to I'aisi' in
it that most lu.scious of all fiuit, the
strawbeuy. witli the best resiihs, j du
can not be without this little book. Even it j on don't
grow sti'a wherries you will be the i)etter for reading it.

Tile Drainage. By W. L Cham-
berlain. This is a valuable companion
to our other rural bot)ks. It embraces
the experience of forty years of one of

V^\i'<^^i*f^i o'l'' foremost practical agriculturists,
v-^i^ ,', who has laid with his own hands over

15 miles of tile. Paper, 1.50 pages, il-

lustrated. Price 40c, postpaid.

re)-;63i<g!-a;i^

Winter Care of Horses and
Cattle. This is friend Terry's second
book in regard to farm matters; but it
is so intimately connected with liis

potato book that it reads almost like a
sequel to it. If you have only a horse
or a cow, I think it will )iay you to in-
vest in the book. It has 44 Images, T.xlO,

illustrated. Price 40c, postpaid.

Maple Sugar and the Sugar=
Bush. (jy A. J. Cook. Paper, 44
pages, 7x10, illustrated. This is most
valuable to all who are interested in the
l)roduct of our sugar maples.. No one
who makes mai)le suM'ar or syrup should
be without it. If you don't make maple
syrup you may want to know how it is
made, and how to judge of a good ar-

ticle when you liuy it. Price 40c, postpaid.

Tomato Culture. liitlireei>arts
By J. W. Day, D. Ciimniins. iiikI A. 1.

Root. P;tpei. 1.50 pages, ilhistiated. A
most valuable treatise eml)raeing field

culturi', foiciug under glass, and rais-
ing plants for market. Valuable to
any one raising garden stuff of any
kind, aside from tomatoes. Price 40c,
postpaid.

A B C of Carp Culture, in pa-
per covers, illusti-ated. This is a work
of 70 pages, 7x10, written by Geo. P'iniey
and A. I. Root. ;iiid the best authority
on the subject of carp culture yet in
l)rint. The reaiingof carp is a pleasant
and i^rofitable aiiiusenient. This book
will tell you all aliout it. Price 40c.

Any one of above liooks sent free for one new
subscription with your own renewal and $2.0u.

Terry's First Large=Sized Book.

We have just received 100 copies of "Our Farming,"
from W^m. Henry Maule. Price, by mail, postpaid,
$2.00. If ordered by express or freight with other
goods, you may deduct the postage, 15c.; or we will
.send the book bv mail, postp;iid, with Gleanings,
foi- $2.50.

A, I. ROOT, Medina, Ohio.
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